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Aaquist Svend (English) 
Svend Aaquist is a composer and conductor.  
In 1991 he was asked to put together and conduct the Danish 
Chamber Players, and his repertoire as a conductor ranges as 
wide as the ensemble's. He has conducted most of the Danish 
orchestras, and abroad he has conducted the elite German 
chamber ensemble Ensemble Modern. Since the mid-80's he has 
conducted many acclaimed opera and music drama productions at 
the Royal Danish Theatre, The Other Opera, the Danish 
Broadcasting Corporation and Lerchenborg - as well as 
productions and tours with the Danish Chamber Players, Operatic 
Escape Artists of Denmark, and others.  
At the end of 1995 the conductorship of the Danish Chamber 
Players stopped. Svend Aaquist's compostions span many genres 
and types of ensemble, and his music is played in most of Europe, 
in North and South America, China, Japan, Australia and New 
Zealand. 

Abate Rocco (Italiano) 
Nato ad Oriolo (CS) nel 1950. Terminata la scuola dell'obbligo, nel 
'64 si trasferisce a Milano per proseguire gli studi musicali, 
intrapresi giovanissimo. 
Si iscrive al Conservatorio “G.Verdi” e qui sotto la guida di D. 
Ciliberti e B. Martinetti, di A.Turriani, di A.Soresina e B.Bettinelli, 
si diploma a pieni voti in Flauto ('72) Strumentazione per banda 
('74) e Composizione ('79).  
Nell' 82 frequenta i corsi di perfezionamento per compositori 
tenuti da Franco Donatoni all'Accademia Chigiana di Siena e gli 
viene conferito il diploma di merito. Segue inoltre seminari e corsi 
tenuti da Sciarrino, Ferneyhoug, Carter, Dufourt, Henze, Grisey, 
Nunes, Murail e Stockhausen. 

Abazis Theo (English) 
Theo Abazis was born on July 15, 1967 in Athens, Greece. 
He studied piano and music theory at the Athens National 
Conservatory of Music. In 1987 he came to The Netherlands and 
studied composition and orchestral conducting at the 
Conservatory of Music in Utrecht. He completed his composition 
studies in 1993 with a large orchestral work and a multi-media 
spectacle with the title “Medea”.  
From 1993 to 1995 he studied at the Musikhochschule in Bern, 
Switzerland with Dimitri Terzakis. 
In 1991 he won the prize from the Onassis Foundation, and with a 
three-year scholarship he was able to continue his studies with 
Tristan Keuris. 
In October 1993 the ballet “Anathema” was premiered by the 
Stuttgarter Staatsballet (choreography: R. De Oliveira); the same 
company performed “Orfeas” in 1995. The Basho Ensemble 
regularly performs “Kavafis”. “Algos” for violin and orchestra was 
selected for performance during the annual Young Composers 
Project of the Netherlands Ballet Orchestra in 1997. 

Abbott Alain A. (English) 
Alain A. Abbott was born in 1938.  
He studied music at the Paris Conservatory in the Harmony, 
Fugue, Composition, and Teaching classes. In Olivier Messiaen's 
class, he obtained the Halphen Composition Prize, a Prize from the 
French Institut, and a Grand Prix de Rome, all in the same year. 
The catalogue of his works (about 800 pieces ) includes pieces for 
Ondes Martenot, Percussion, Piano (The well tempered cluster) 
Concert Accordion (27 Preludes,4 Concertos with string orchestra) 
Double Bass, Saxophone quartet, Symphony orchestra, 
Harpsichord (Concerto to the Memory of Manuel de Falla), and a 
opera, Clown's affairs, performed for televised broadcast in 1983, 
as well as pedagogical works. Alain A. Abbott is also agrege of the 
university.  

Abecassis Eryck (English) 
1973 – Études de guitare - autodidacte 
1976 - Études cinématographiques au Conservatoire Libre du 
Cinéma Français 
1979-1983 - Études d'écriture avec Julien Falk (harmonie, 
contrepoint) 
1982 - Orchestration au CIM (jazz) 
1983 - IRCAM- atelier de recherche instrumentale 1994 IRCAM- 
académie d'été Stage Acanthes “L'opéra aujourd'hui” 

1997 - IRCAM - stage d'automne d'informatique musicale 

Abele David (English) 
David Adele is a graduate of the Cal State University, Fullerton 
Music Department.  His degrees, M.M. and B.M., are both with the 
emphasis in classical guitar performance.  David has studied with 
Michael Giraldin, Rodrigo Rodriguez, and extensively with David 
Grimes throughout his twenty years of playing.   
David is also a member of the Denali Guitar Duo.  This group 
began concertizing in 1999 and has performed throughout the S. 
California area.  They have also been featured on a number of 
concert series.  The Denali Guitar Duo can be seen playing every 
Fall and Spring at various colleges in the local area.  Those dates 
are available on the homepage.  Their Debut CD was released on 
September 19, 2002. 
From 1992-1998, David performed in the Fullerton Guitar 
Quartet.  During this time, he arranged a number of pieces for 
guitar quartet including Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker Suite and 
Brahm's Hungarian Dance No. 5.  These arrangements are 
published by Doberman-Yppan. 
David currently teaches guitar and guitar ensemble classes at Mt. 
San Antonio College and Santa Ana College.  He also works with 
the largest importer of Spanish Handmade classical guitars. 
Web:  http://adeleguitar.bizhosting.com/pages/bio.htm (2010) 

Ablinger Peter (English) 
Peter Ablinger was born in Schwanenstadt, Austria in 1959. He 
first studied graphic arts and became enthused with free jazz. He 
continued to study composition with Gösta Neuwirth +and Roman 
Haubenstock-Ramati in Graz and Vienna. Since 1982 he is living 
inBerlin, where he initiated and conducted a series of festivals and 
concerts. In 1988 he founded the Ensemble Zwischentöne. As a 
visiting professor he taught in 1993 at the University of Music, 
Graz. He has been a guest conductor of 'Klangforum Wien', 
'United Berlin' and the 'Ensemble of the Insel Musik'. Since 1990 
Peter Ablinger works as a freelance musician. Peter Ablinger is 
among the few artists working with noise devoid of symbolism 
(i.e. as a signifier for chaos, energy, entropy, disorder, uproar, 
protest, destruction, for everything or for eternity; whatever). 
Instead, Ablinger inquires about the nature of sound, time and 
space, usually considered the main components of music. His 
findings reveal some dubious conventions imagined to be 
irrefutable for music, recasting repetition and monotony, 
reduction and redundancy, density and entropy, as fundamental 
to musical perception. 
Web: http://ablinger.mur.at 

Ablòniz Miguel (English) 
He was born in Cairo. His father was Greek, his mother Italian. 
Qualified guitar teachers were not to be found in Egypt at the time 
of his childhood, and he began to teach himself at the age of 
eight. He studied the methods of such as Albert, Carcassi and 
Carulli, later corresponding with prominent teachers in Europe, 
who sent him guitar books and music. In 1933 he made contact 
with the French guitarist André Verdier, who had studied with 
Miguel Llobet. Verdier recommended the young guitarist to Emilio 
Pujol, but it was not until 1946, after the Second World War, that 
Abloniz was able to study with Pujol at the Escuela Municipal de 
Musica in Barcelona, Spain. His studies continued with Juan Parras 
del Morral. Before that, in 1945, he had travelled to Britain to 
hear - and meet - Andrés Segovia. Much of his concert experience 
had been gained during the war, both in live recitals and in radio 
broadcasts. Concert performance was not to be his principal 
activity, however, and he eventually devoted the greater part of 
his time to teaching and transcribing. Yet there was plenty more 
to his substantial career. He established a guitar School in Milan, 
Italy - his mother’s country - where he had settled in 1953. He 
taught at a number of Italian academies and colleges, and in 
addition spent a considerable amount of tirne each year visiting 
guitar courses abroad. These included Ithaca College, USA, where 
he was the principal teacher. At least a thousand works are said 
to have been transcribed by Miguel Abloniz. Together with the 
numerous original compositions published by Ricordi and Bèrben, 
they may be considered a monument to a long life well spent in 
the service of music and the guitar. (Colin Cooper – Classical 
Guitar September 2001) 
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Ablòniz Miguel (Italiano) 
Miguel Ablóniz (1917), celebre chitarrista e compositore nato al 
Cairo, naturalizzato in Italia, residente per molti anni nel centro di 
Milano. Tra i suoi allievi vi sono molti solisti come Aldo Minella, o 
musicisti pop quali Riccardo Zappa.  

Abrahamsen Hans (English) 
Abrahamsen is a pupil of Per Nøgård and Pelle Gudmundsen 
Holmgreen, but his particular point of stylistic departure also 
reflects a special trend in Danish music termed “New Simplicity” 
that emerged in the mid sixties. Simplification and method are 
key concepts in Abrahamsen's work. He is one of the generation 
most outstanding composers, and his orchestral work Nacht und 
Trompeten was first performed by the Berlin Philharmonic 
Orchestra in 1982. 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composer/btm.asp?fullname=Abrahamsen
,%20Hans 

Absil Jean (Italiano) 
Compositore belga nato a Bonsecours nel 1893, morto a Bruxelles 
nel 1974. Studiò organo e composizione al Conservatorio di 
Bruxelles. Direttore dell'Accademia Etterbeek e docente al 
Conservatorio di Bruxelles, è stato uno dei fondatori della “Revue 
Internationale de Musique”. 

Abt Walter (English) 
Guitarist and composer, was born in Memmingen (Bavaria), 
studied since 1974 jazz in Graz (Austria), afterwards classical 
guitar with B.Kováts and M.Seidel in Salzburg (Austria), founder 
(1984) and leader of the “Münchner Gitarrenorchester”. 
(Rainer Stelle, 2006) 

Achá Pastor (Español) 
ACHA MARTINEZ PASTOR 
Pastor Achá Marínez, vió la luz de la vida en Villa Abecia, Sud 
Cinti, Chuquisaca el... de....................de 19... Sus labores 
docentes supo compartirlas con las de compositor y formador de 
intérpretes de guitarra y director de diferentes conjuntos 
musicales en la ciudad de Tarija, donde transcurrió gran parte de 
su vida. La muerte lo sorprendió en.... 
Entre las obras de su creación podemos citar: Tarijeñita, La 
Pastora, Linda Chapaquita, Que lindo nombre es tu nombre, 
Sueño de amor, Sabor a nada, Llora mocita, Culpable tus ojos, 
Negro interesado, Panorama Chapaco, Sella, La Patrona Chapaca, 
Así es Tarija, Falsa ilusión, Pa´la Patrona Chapaca, Mentirosita, La 
sanlorenceña, Beso de Judas, Esta no es mi negra. 
Web: http://www.sobodaycom.org/data/biografia_a.html  

Acker Dieter (English) 
Composer, born in Hermannstadt (Siebenbürgen, today: Sibiu), 
died in Munich (Bavaria/Germany). Since 1964 he studied 
composition with Sigismund Toduta at the conservatory in 
Klausenburg/Cluj (Siebenbürgen). 1969 he settled down in 
Germany and taught since 1972 composition at the 
Musikhochschule München (professor since 1976). 

Acosta Rodolfo R. (Italiano) 
Giovane compositore, pedagogo e interprete colombiano. Dopo gli 
studi in patria, con Coriún Aharonián ha frequentato corsi in 
Germania con Klaus Huber e Graciela Paraskevaídis.  Ha vinto il 
Concurso Nacional de Composición en Música Electroacústica de 
ACME (Asociación Colombiana de Música Electroacústica) e  il 
Premio Nacional de Composición del Ministerio de Cultura de 
Colombia. La sua musica è stata eseguita in Europa e nelle 
americhe in importanti stagioni e festival. Le edizioni musicali e 
discografiche delle composizioni di Acosta hanno avuto 
l’incoraggiamento e l’aiuto determinante del Ministero della 
Cultura de Colombia e Matiz Rangel Editores.   

Acuña Edgardo (English) 
Guitarist, composer and arranger, Edgardo Acuña moves 
gracefully through the different realms of tango. On the one hand, 
he has gained experience in Julián Plaza’s sextet, Atilio 
Stampone’s quintet, Orlando Trípodi’s quartet and the orchestras 
of Osvaldo Berlingieri and José Colángelo. Also, he has forged his 
own way as the bandleader of Neokuarteto and Undertango, 
performing a repertoire that combines “Taconeando” (by Pedro 

Maffia), “Lark’s Tongues in Aspic” (by Robert Fripp) and pieces of 
his own, such as “Vorágine”, “Tango atroz” and “Urbano”. The last 
one comes as a result of his search for a contemporary Buenos 
Aires-rooted language. He will be accompanied by Fabián Bertero 
(violin), Pocho Palmer (bandoneon), Aldo Saralegui (piano) and 
Guillermo Ferrer (double bass). 
Web: 
http://www.tangobuenosaires.gob.ar/festivalymundial12/web/en/
biographies/show/v/artist/58.html (2012) 

Acuña Luis Gustavo (Español) 
Poeta, músico y crítico literario, director en Alemania de la revista 
Literarische Bogen. Es autor de los libros Poemas (1967), 
Copihual (1975) y Mi camarada Daniel (1978), entre otros. 
Web: http://www.mcnbiografias.com/app-
bio/do/show?key=acunna-luco-luis-gustavo 

Adame Rafael (Italiano) 
Recensione del Concierto Clásico, a cura di Piero Viti, Guitart n.26, 
2002: 
Il Concierto Clásico del compositore messicano Rafael Adame, 
scritto intorno al 1930, addirittura si colloca come il primo 
concerto per chitarra ed orchestra ad essere stato scritto nel '900, 
antecedente di alcuni anni quelli di Rodrigo e Castelnuovo-
Tedesco. Adame, nato nel 1905 e vissuto fino al 1963, fu un 
valente musicista che operò nella cerchia del musicista Juliàn 
Carrillo, insieme con il quale si ritrovò a rappresentare negli anni 
giovanili le avanguardie compositive del proprio paese. Valente 
chitarrista, fu tra l'altro il primo a scrivere lavori per chitarra 
quartitonale, strumento che sapeva governare con destrezza. In 
quegli anni in Messico si contrapponevano due visioni differenti 
sulla musica nazionale, quella propugnata da una cerchia di 
intellettuali, tra i quali si annoverava come musicista Carlos 
Chàvez, che voleva l'annullamento dei legami con la tradizione 
ispano-europea a favore di un recupero della cultura “indigena” 
precolombiana, e quella opposta, rappresentata da autori come 
Manuel Foncé, che considerava invece la musica messicana come 
frutto della mescolanza dellacultura europea e di quella nativa. 
Nella sua opera Rafael Adame sembrò propendere più verso la 
visione di questi ultimi, come ben testimoniato da questo suo 
Concierto. La pagina - della quale abbiamo potuto visionare solo 
la versione ridotta per chitarra e pianoforte - è in tre movimenti e 
riflette, infatti, in pieno la contaminazione tra elementi di 
derivazione folklorica con gli stilemi europei. La scrittura si colora 
di un cromatismo armonico e si veste di accenti 
romanticheggianti, ai quali si uniscono ritmi ed umori messicani; il 
secondo movimento, sottotitolato “Estilo canciòn Mexicana”, 
presenta poi una lunga sezione nella quale la chitarra canta in 
tremolo una melodia di sapore popolare. Di sicuro una pagina di 
grande interesse e di grande presa. 

Adams Daniel (English) 
Daniel Adams was born in Miami Florida in 1956. He is currently a 
Professor of Music at Texas Southern University. He has 
previously held teaching positions at the University of Miami and 
Miami-Dade Community College. He holds a Doctor of Musical Arts 
(1985) from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, a 
Master of Music (1981) from the University of Miami, and a 
Bachelor of Music (1978) from Louisiana State University. Adams 
is the composer of numerous published and unpublished musical 
compositions and the author of several articles and reviews on 
20th. Century percussion music, music pedagogy, and the music 
of Texas. He is also the author of The Solo Snare Drum: A Critical 
Analysis of Contemporary Compositional Techniques, a book 
originally published in 2000 by Honey Rock Music. Adams has 
served as a panelist and lecturer nationally and internationally, on 
topics ranging from music composition pedagogy to faculty 
governance. His music has been performed throughout the United 
States. He has also received performances of his music in Spain, 
Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Turkey, Argentina, Canada, and 
South Korea. In 2004 he appeared as an invited guest conductor 
for the premiere of a commissioned work at the Teatro Nancional 
in San Jose, Costa Rica. Adams currently serves on the Board of 
Directors for NACUSA and the Houston Composers Alliance. He 
has received awards and honors from ASCAP, the American 
Symphony Orchestra League, the Percussive Arts Society, and the 
Greater Miami Youth Symphony. His music is recorded on 

http://www.naxos.com/composer/btm.asp?fullname=Abrahamsen,%20Hans�
http://www.naxos.com/composer/btm.asp?fullname=Abrahamsen,%20Hans�
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Capstone Records and Summit Records. 
Web: http://web2.airmail.net/dcadams/biography.html (2010) 

Adams Daniel (Italiano) 
Compositore nato a Miami nel 1956. Dottore di Arti Musicali alla 
University of Illinois, e Master di Musica alla University of Miami. 
Autore di musica per percussioni e musica pedagogica, è autore 
anche di pubblicazioni divulgative specifiche. 

Adaskin Murray (English) 
Born in Toronto, March 28, 1906, where he started his musical 
studies, Adaskin continued further work in New York and Paris. 
Violinist for ten years with Toronto Symphony, Adaskin also 
studied composition with John Weinzweig, Charles Jones and 
Darius Milhaud. 
Adaskin was appointed Head of the Department of Music at the 
University of Saskatchewan from 1952 to 1966 when he became 
Composer-in-Residence until 1972 (the first composer to receive 
this post at a Canadian university). Dr. Adaskin helped make 
Saskatoon a major centre for the performance of contemporary 
Canadian music by conducting the Saskatoon Symphony for five 
years, commissioning new works, and organizing concerts of 
Canadian music. He was appointed to the Canada Council from 
1966-1969, and retired to Victoria in 1973 where he continues to 
compose. He has had more than 40 works commissioned and 
completed over 100 compositions. In 1988, the University of 
Toronto Press published “The Musical World of Frances James and 
Murray Adaskin” written by Gordana Lazarevich.  

Addison John (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese nato a Cobhamne Surrey nel 1920. Avviato 
inizialmente alla carriera militare, studiò poi composizione al Royal 
College of Music di Londra. 

Adler Samuel (English) 
Born: Sunday, March 4, 1928 in Mannheim, Germany. Adler is 
considered an American Composer because he lived and worked 
in the United States from 1939 to the present. Adler was 
appointed chair of the Eastman School of Music in 1973. 

Adler Samuel (Italiano) 
Compositore tedesco naturalizzato americano nato a Mannheim 
nel 1928. Ha studiato con Walter Piston, Paul Hindemith, Aaron 
Copland e Randall Thompson. 

Adomian Lan (Italiano) 
(1905-1979) 
Compositore ucraino nato a Mogilev Podolsk, morto a Città del 
Messico. Ha studiato a Czernowitz in Moldavia. Emigrato negli 
Stati Uniti si è dedicato alla musica da film. 

Adour Fabio (Portuguese) 
Professor da Escola de Música da Universidade Federal de Minas 
Gerais, ex-professor da Escola de Música da UFRJ e do 
Conservatório Brasileiro de Música, Fabio Adour desenvolve 
intensa atividade com música erudita e popular, tendo-se 
apresentado nas principais salas das grandes capitais. 
Compositores como Alexandre Eisenberg, Silvio Merhy e Gaetano 
Galifi já lhe dedicaram peças para violão solo. Obteve o 1º lugar 
no Concurso Nacional Souza Lima (São Paulo, 1993) e Menção 
Especial no Concurso e Festival Internacional Agustin Barrios 
(Assunção, Paraguai, 1994). Atua em formações de câmera e em 
grupos de música popular, evidenciando-se sua participação na 
Camerata de Violões do Conservatório Brasileiro de Música e no 
Quinteto Tim Rescala, ambos com CDs de destaque no cenário 
musical brasileiro. É regente da Big Band e da Camerata de 
Violões da Escola de Música da UFMG, participando como 
coordenador ou professor dos Festivais de Inverno de Diamantina 
desde 2004. (2010) 
Site: 
http://www.cpflcultura.com.br/site/2009/12/02/musica-erudita-
tramas-de-dedilhado-e-sopro-2/ 

Agostinelli Massimo (Italiano) 
MASSIMO AGOSTINELLI è nato ad Ancona, si è laureato in 
chitarra con il massimo dei voti al Conservatorio S.Pietro a Majella 
di Napoli, sotto la guida di Bruno Battisti D'Amario. La sua attività 
concertistica professionistica si avvia nel 1982, e prosegue 

ininterrottamente anno dopo anno, con oltre seicento concerti 
solistici e cameristici nelle principali città italiane ed europee, 
ospite di prestigiosi enti ed associazioni musicali. Regolarmente 
viene invitato in rassegne musicali di livello internazionale. E' 
risultato vincitore assoluto di vari concorsi nazionali ed 
internazionali di chitarra. Ha tenuto vari stages di 
perfezionamento ed interpretazione musicale presso i Corsi 
Internazionali di Musica di Urbino, l'Ottocento Festival di 
Saludecio, i Seminari di Orta S.Giulio, ed in altri centri italiani. 
Attivo anche nell'ambito della ricerca e della revisione musicale, 
dirige una collana di composizioni originali per chitarra 
dell'Ottocento, per conto della casa editrice Bèrben di Ancona. E' 
direttore artistico dell'Associazione Musicale Ottocento, ed ha 
predisposto la catalogazione analitica delle musiche per chitarra 
dell'Ottocento nelle biblioteche italiane ed europee. Impegnato nel 
campo della saggistica, scrive nelle principali testate giornalistiche 
per chitarra e in riviste specializzate internazionali. Tiene sovente 
conferenze sulle tematiche musicali ottocentesche. E' direttore del 
Concorso Nazionale di Chitarra “Città di Castelfidardo”. Ha 
realizzato incisioni discografiche, in prima mondiale, per chitarra 
sola, di opere di Wenzeslaus Th. Matiegka, Simon Molitor, per 
l’etichetta Agorà Musica, di Giacomo Monzino, per Prima Records, 
e per canto e chitarra di Marco Alessio Sola, per la Master Studio. 
Altre monografie discografiche su Filippo Gragnani e su Gabriello 
Melia sono state pubblicate per Classic Studio. E’ inoltre laureato 
in Economia presso l’Università di Urbino. 
Web: http://www.massimoagostinelli.it/public/curriculum.htm 

Agsteribbe Frank (English) 
Frank Agsteribbe (1968) is a Belgian conductor, harpsichordist, 
and composer, always searching for direct expression and 
colourful music making. His repertoire reaches from the 16th 
century till the music of our time, including opera, vocal and 
instrumental baroque music, and various contemporary art forms. 
Having studied the harpsichord and organ with distinguished 
teachers as Jos Van Immerseel, Gustav Leonhardt, Davitt 
Moroney and Luigi Ferdinando Tagliavini, Frank Agsteribbe was 
invited to join famous baroque ensembles like La Petite Bande, 
Collegium Vocale, Huelgas Ensemble, Anima Eterna, and Concerto 
Köln, with whom he performed worldwide. 
In 2005, Frank Agsteribbe, together with bass player Tom 
Devaere, founded the new, young and dynamic Flemish B’Rock 
baroque orchestra. B’Rock is now well established in northern 
Europe and Frank has conducted them during the Opera Festival 
in Rotterdam, the Festivals of Potsdam Sanssouci, the Klara 
Festival van Vlaanderen Brussels, the Gergiev Festival in 
Rotterdam and the MA Festival Brugge, where he also directed a 
special event of John Cage’s HPSCHD. Recently he has lead them 
in a production of Cage's Alas Ecliptcalis for deSingel, Antwerp 
and this spring sees a production of Purcell’s Indian Queen. 
In 2010, Frank was the featured young artist at the 2010 Klara 
Festival van Vlaanderen in Brussels. He conducted the opening 
concert of the festival held at BOZAR, in a special Mozart 
programme with Concerto Köln, soprano Simone Kermes and 
pianist Alexei Lubimov. He also directed a theatre production of 
Bach Danced with the dancer Claire Croize and the music of J S 
Bach. 
Frank Agsteribbe has made many recordings. With B’Rock he has 
cds of Handel and Telemann and a cd of the 18th Dutch composer 
David Petersen – all on the etcetera label. He has recently been in 
the studio, again with B’Rock for etcetera, to record Vivaldi 4 
Seasons and John Cage’s Quartet in 4 Parts in a special 
arrangement by Frank for baroque strings. His most recent solo 
CD is devoted to keyboard music by the young Haydn, recorded 
on the Richard Dott organ in Illzach, Alsace, France. 
As an opera conductor, his repertoire starts with the earliest 
baroque operas as La Dafne by Marco da Gagliano (1608), over 
L’Orontea by Marc’Antonio Cesti, Dido and Aeneas by Purcell, 
includes Mozart’s Zauberflöte, Bertoni’s Orfeo (1776) and 
Rossini’s Italiana in Algeri, romantic opera as Puccini’s La 
Bohème, and goes well into the 20th century with The Rake’s 
Progress by Stravinsky, Jenufa by Janacek, Le Vin Herbé by Frank 
Martin, and Giorgio Battistelli’s Prova d’Orchestra. He has worked 
at the Vlaamse Opera (Antwerp-Gent), the Ruhrtriennale 
(Germany), Castleward Opera in Belfast, Teatro Sao Carlos 
Lisbon, and Le Grand Théâtre Luxembourg. Future engagement 
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sees his working with the Festival Aix en Provence. 
An experience orchestral conductor, Frank’s symphonic orchestral 
repertoire ranges from Beethoven to Mahler and Brahms to 
Schoenberg and Britten. Choral repertoire also features well in his 
repertoire and he conducted the English première of Robert 
Levin’s new edition of the Mozart c-minor Mass K 427, during the 
Dartington International Summer School. 
Frank Agsteribbe is founder and principal conductor of the new 
Luxemburg based vocal ensemble cantoLX. Since its inaugural 
concerts in 2010, cantoLX is now firmly established in the music 
scene around Luxembourg, and this year it will make its debut 
appearances at the MA Festival Brugge, the Utrecht Early Music 
Festival and the Klara Festival and at the Philharmonie 
Luxembourg. cantoLX turns toward various repertoires, with a 
special liking for early music, and currently features composers 
such as Buxtehude, Couperin, Faure, Frescobaldi, Scarlatti, 
Schütz, Tuma, Victoria and Zelenka and it is already planning its 
first recording. 
Frank Agsteribbe has written more than 80 compositions, most of 
them commissioned by e.g. the Flemish classical radio, the 
Deutsche Oper Berlin, music theatre company Transparant, 
November Music. More than 40 compositions have been recorded 
by the radio or are available on CD. His composition Et nova sunt 
semper, written for the European Radio Union, has been 
broadcasted throughout Europe, Canada and the United States. 
Recently for De Bijloke in Ghent, Frank Agsteribbe wrote a new 
composition for 6-octave fortepiano, to be premiered by Ronald 
Brautigam. Frank also wrote the obligatory work for the MA 
Festival Brugge International Harpsichord Competition 2010. 
Franks is also a busy chamber musician and performs often with 
violin partner Guido de Neve. 
Frank Agsteribbe is based in Gent and is professor at the Antwerp 
Conservatory, where he teaches music analysis. 
Web: http://www.frankagsteribbe.be/Bio_English.html (2011) 

Aguiar Ernani (English) 
Composer, violist, and maestro Ernani Aguiar has studied violin 
and viola under Paulina d’Ambrósio and Santino Parpinelli, musical 
composition under César Guerra-Peixe, conducting under Carlos 
Alberto Pinto Fonseca, and chamber music under Jean-Jacques 
Pagnot. He was awarded a grant from the Mozarteum Argentino, 
where he studied with Sérgio Lorenzi. At the Cherubini 
Conservatory in Florence, Italy, he studied violin with Roberto 
Micchelucci, conducting with Annibale Gianuario, chamber music 
with Franco Rossi, and music history with Mário Fabbri. 
He honed his craft of conducting with Franco Ferra, Adone Zecchi, 
Giuseppe Montanari, and Sergiu Celibidache. He was probably the 
first non-Italian in the last three centuries to conduct the Great 
Choir of the Cathedral of Florence, and he also received the title of 
“Chapel Master” at Santa Maria de Peretola in that city. He is a 
professor of conducting at the Villa-Lobos Institute at UNI-RIO, 
the Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro, and at the 
School of Music at UFRJ, the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. 
He was coordinator of the FUNARTE (National Foundation of 
Arts) Orchestras Project from 1982 to 1985. In 1990, he received 
the title of Benemeritous Citizen of the State of Rio de Janeiro. As 
a conductor, he has been a champion of principally Brazilian and 
contemporary international repertoires. As a research scholar, he 
has concentrated almost exclusively on Brazilian colonial music, 
and has produced critical editions of numerous musical works 
from that period. And, as a composer, he has been extremely 
successful. His music is frequently present on concert programs 
both in Brazil and abroad, and an impressive number of his works 
have been recorded. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2012) 

Aguila Miguel del (English) 
Three-time Grammy nominated American composer Miguel del 
Aguila was born 1957 in Montevideo, Uruguay. In more than 115 
works that couple drama and driving rhythm with nostalgic nods 
to his South American roots, he has established himself as one of 
the most distinctive and highly regarded composers of his 
generation. His music has been performed by some 60 orchestras, 
by hundreds of ensembles and soloists, and recorded on 30 CDs. 
Del Aguila’s training and early professional experience took place 

in both the U.S. and Europe. After graduating from the San 
Francisco Conservatory of Music he traveled to Vienna, where he 
studied at the Hochschule für Musik and Konservatorium. Early 
premieres of his works in Vienna’s Musikverein, Konzerthaus and 
Bösendorfer halls won him praise from audiences and press who 
described his music as “dancing with incendiary rhythms,” with 
“near to obsessive vitality” (Wiener Zeitung). While still living in 
Vienna, he introduced his piano works in New York’s Carnegie 
Recital Hall. Days later, Lukas Foss led the U.S. premiere 
of Hexen with the Brooklyn Philharmonic. CDs containing five of 
his works were released on KKM-Austria and Albany Records in 
1989 and 1990. 
Del Aguila returned to the U.S. in 1992, settling in the Los 
Angeles area. Soon thereafter the Los Angeles Times described 
him as “one of the West Coast's most promising and enterprising 
young composers”. He received the prestigious Kennedy Center 
Friedheim Award in 1995, and was music director of Ojai 
Camerata from 1996 to 1999. In the 1990s his works were first 
performed at Lincoln Center, London’s Royal Opera House, and in 
Moscow, Vienna, Zurich, Budapest, Prague, Tokyo, and Rome. 
From 2001 to 2004 del Aguila was Resident Composer at the 
Chautauqua Music Festival, where he performed as pianist, 
contributed new works, and wrote a weekly music column for the 
Chautauquan Daily. 
In 2005 he began a two-year Composer in Residence position with 
the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, made possible by a Meet 
the Composer/Music Alive Award. His residency culminated in the 
fully-staged premiere of his third opera Time and Again Barelas, 
commemorating Albuquerque’s tricentennial. He was honored with 
a Meet the Composer Magnum Opus/Kathryn Gould Award in 
2008, resulting in the orchestral tone poem The Fall of Cuzco, 
which has been performed by The Buffalo Philharmonic, and by 
Nashville, Virginia, Sao Paulo State, and Winnipeg symphony 
orchestras. He received the Lancaster Symphony Composer of the 
Year Award 2009, as well as awards from The Copland Foundation 
and the Argosy Foundation, among others.   
In 2010 he was honored with two Latin Grammy nominations, for 
the CD “Salón Buenos Aires” (five chamber works on Bridge 
Records) and for the composition Clocks from that album. Other 
labels that have recorded his works include Naxos, Dorian, Telarc, 
New Albion, Albany, Centaur and Eroica. Aguila's 2014 Concierto 
en Tango for cello and orchestra, premiered and recorded by the 
Buffalo Philharmonic conducted by JoAnn Falletta, has seen 
numerous performances in the U.S. and Latin America. Versions 
for viola and orchestra, and also string quartet and orchestra are 
also available. 
Web: http://www.peermusicclassical.com/composer/11900 
(2016) 

Aguirre Arsenio (Español) 
Nació el 24 de agosto de 1924 en Juncal, provincia de Santa Fe, 
pero luego sus padres se trasladaron a Rosario. Su padre, Arsenio 
Aguirre, fue también cantor, muy buen guitarrista, un lírico... 
Sabía perfectamente lo que significa hacer del canto una vocación 
y a la vez un medio de vida, y por eso no quiso para el hijo los 
sacrificios que él había sufrido en carne propia, y le deseó para un 
destino más fácil o más alto... Pero su madre, Elena Aranda de 
Aguirre alentó en él la inquietud tremenda que siempre sintió por 
la guitarra. Y, por fin, no se pudo con él, porque todo era, desde 
niño, ver una guitarra y emocionarse, perderse... Su padre -que 
amaba hondamente la guitarra- debió sobrevivir con mil oficios. 
Entre ellos panadero. Pero los sábados y domingos eran suyos... y 
a su casa de la calle Isabel la Católica caían los amigos. Arsenio se 
crió escuchando guitarras... 
Arsenio Aguirre tuvo durante no poco tiempo -según 
adelantamos- la guitarra “prohibida”. Era como si su padre 
quisiera restarlo a los dolores y trajines que derivan de volcarse 
totalmente hacia el canto y la armonía rasgueada, para vivir, o 
malvivir, de ello. Aprendió la guitarra misteriosamente... Tenía 11 
ó 12 años cuando su padre enfermó. En ese ínterin, él enseñaba 
guitarra para que entraran a su casa algunos pocos pesos. No 
faltaba el mate, porque se enseñaba en casa de criollos, y el chico 
era el cebador. ¡Cuántas veres se habrá quemado las manos con 
el agua caliente, porque estaba más atento a la lección que su 
padre daba a otros, que al mate! Para aquel tiempo se habían 
mudado ya a la calle Virasoro 1460, en Rosario. No sacaba los 
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ojos del diapasón cada vez que su padre daba sus lecciones. En 
los momentos libres, tomaba la guitarra a escondidas. Y cuando 
quiso acordarse, tocaba un poquito... Un día lo descubrió... Fue 
una tarde de invierno. Se quedó sorprendido. Su madre le 
insistió: “¿Ves? Tenés que enseñarle...”. Lo había vencido con su 
tremendo entusiasmo. Su padre comprendió, porque era criollo... 
Desde entonces, comenzó a enseñarle. Cuando falleció, Arsenio se 
convirtió en improvisado jefe de la familia (tenía 13 años), tuvo 
que dejar sus estudios primarios para salir a trabajar. Vendió 
diarios y caramelos por la calle. Pero la guitarra siguió 
fascinándolo siempre... Frente a su casa había un almacén, al que 
caían guitarreros y payadores. Cuando iba a hacer algún 
mandado, se “prendía”. Aquello era el gusto de cantar, el gusto 
más lindo de la vida, sacar lo que se tiene adentro, en el canto. 
Así, preguntando, fue aprendiendo, perfeccionando su ejecución 
en la guitarra. Fue, en todo, autodidacta... 
Un día le pidió a la gran guitarrista María Luisa Anido que lo 
ayudara, pues quería perfeccionar su técnica. “Lo que usted hace 
está muy bien en el camino que ha elegido. Su técnica de 
ejecución indica que usted se ha preocupado por estudiar, por 
elevar sus recursos de guitarrista.” Fue para Arsenio Aguirre un 
honor, un alto estímulo... 
Andar y andar parece haber sido el destino de Arsenio Aguirre. 
Entretanto, han quedado sus canciones en el camino, jalonando 
los rumbos de su emoción. Cantor y guitarrista, comenzó su 
actuación por LT 2 de Rosario, a los 17 años de edad, como 
acompañante. Acompañó con su guitarra a Los Troperos de 
Pampa de Achala, a Nelly Omar, a Héctor Mauré (en la 
interpretación de tangos). También Arsenio Aguirre fue uno de los 
cuatro guitarristas de Margarita Palacios, y primer guitarrista de 
Ima Sumac, con quien recorrió todo nuestro país. A partir de 1952 
Aguirre se hizo solista y dejó de ser acompañante. En sus 
actuaciones no se limitaba a interpretar una camposición 
determinada, sino que conversaba con el público, volcando lo 
mucho que había visto y vivido en sus andanzas por América, 
explicando el carácter de la composición interpretada, sóbre todo 
si se trataba de música del Altiplano y de otros ámbitos, que exige 
un conocimiento especial para captar más completamente su 
sabor. Así llevó a la guitarra las canciones de los indios chapacos, 
gentes de Tarija (Bolivia), que hablan un castellano del tiempo de 
la conquista, ingenuos seres que todo lo dicen con coplas y entre 
los que la declaración amorosa toma la forma de una verdadera 
relación, un diálogo versificado e improvisado según las 
circunstancias. 
Falleció el 18 de octubre de 1990 en Rosario. El 6 de octubre de 
2005 fue declarado Ciudadano Ilustre post mortem de la ciudad 
de Rosario. 
Web: http://ar.geocities.com/jucazam/fogon/biografias/arsenio-
aguirre.html 

Aguirre Carlos (Français) 
Carlos Aguirre est né en 1965 à Seguï, province de Entre Rios en 
République Argentine. 
Après avoir suivi les cours de Vlnstituto superior de Mûsica de 
Santa Fe en composition et en piano, il a participé au Sème Tôlier 
de Mûsica latinoamericana de Rio de Janeiro (cours 
d'orchestration, harmonie, arrangements instrumentaux et 
vocaux). Depuis 1993, il dirige à Paranâ des ateliers d'im-
provisation pour instrumentistes et chanteurs. 
Il est régulièrement invité pour des conférences et travaille 
actuellement à la révision de l'oeuvre inédite de Remo Pignoni, 
pianiste et compositeur argentin. 
Il a écrit la musique originale de nombreuses pièces de théâtre et 
films où se décèlent de grandes qualités de composition 
(discographie déjà importante). 
Outre des pages pour le piano, il a écrit pour le guitariste argentin 
Eduardo Isaac la pièce inédite, dont tous deux ont bien voulu 
confier la parution aux Cahiers de la Guitare. (n°68 /1998 Les 
Cahiers de la Guitare et de la Musique) 

Aguirre Carlos (Español) 
Pianista y compositor argentino que luego de integrar 
agrupaciones con diferentes tendencias musicales vuelca esta 
experiencia a la música popular de su país y latinoamericana. 
Se vincula con la canción a través de su trabajo como arreglador 
de producciones de cantantes argentinos, peruanos y chilenos. De 

esta relación con la música cantada y aspectos de la  literatura 
surge un grupo de canciones con textos propios y de poetas 
argentinos. 
Estas canciones han encontrado su instrumentación a través de 
una experiencia grupal junto a dos guitarristas de formación 
académica, lo que ha permitido a este compositor conocer 
aspectos más íntimos de la técnica de este instrumento y desde 
allí abordar un concepto “camaristico” para sus canciones. 
La relación con el guitarrista Eduardo Isaac aportó a este músico 
el lenguaje universal del instrumento a través de transcripciones y 
arreglos del propio Isaac y del repertorio de otros compositores 
del mundo que viven y producen en nuestro tiempo. 
Realizó estudios formales de piano con la profesora Graciela Reca 
en la ciudad de Paraná. 
Ha compuesto una serie de piezas para Piano en base a ritmos y 
formas argentinas y latinoamericanas. También ha compuesto 
música para algunas piezas teatrales y para cortometrajes. 

Aguirre Julian (Italiano) 
(1868-1924) 
Compositore, pianista e critico musicale argentino, nato e morto 
in Buenos Aires. Ha studiato composizione e pianoforte a Madrid 
con Emilio Arrieta. Tornato a Buenos Aires ha intrapreso l'attività 
di insegnamento e fondato la Escuela Argentina de Música. 

Aguirre Luis (English) 
A composer largely commissioned, the music of Louis Aguirre has 
been performed internationally by ensembles and soloist such as: 
the Axyz Ensemble, Residencias Ensemble, Arditti String Quartet, 
Mikrokosmos Ensemble, Black Pencil Ensemble,Trio Arbós, 
Kimbala Percussion Group, Neo Percusión Trío, Santiago, 
Camagüey and Havana Symphony Orchestras, Duo Verso, Ere 
Lievonen, Enric Monfort, Adam Ørvad, Susanna Borsch, Mina Fred, 
Vesselin Parachkevov, Juanjo Guillem, Carlos Gálvez, etc. 
His work, praised for its outstanding originality and power, has 
been played in festivals such as: Amsterdam Gaudeamus Week, 
Holland: Festival Internacional de Alicante, Spain: Forum de 
Nueva Música, DF, Mexico: Festival International de Música 
Contemporánea de Lima, Perú: Festival Internacional de Música 
de Lucena, Córdoba, Spain: Århus International Guitar Festival, 
Denmark: Festival Internacional de Musica de Morelia, México: 
Festival de Música Contemporánea de Segovia, Spain: Tallin Music 
Days, Estonia: Festival Internacional Carmelo Bernaola, Spain: 
SUSÅ Contemporary Music Festival, Denmark: Granada Festival 
Internacional de Música y Danza, Spain: Liubliana Festival, 
Slovenia: Summatónar, Faroe Islands: Internationale Ferienkurse 
für neue musik, Darmstadt, Germany, etc. 
Born in Cuba in 1968, Louis Aguirre received in 1991 a B.A. in 
composition from Havana Superior Institute of Arts, after studying 
composition with Harold Gramatges and Roberto Valera. He also 
studied violin and conducting at this same Institute. From 2002-
04 he was enrolled at the Amsterdam Conservatory, studying the 
composition postgraduate program: “Contemporary music 
through non-Western Techniques” under the guidance of 
composer R. Reina. From 2004-05 he was enrolled at the Royal 
Conservatory of Århus in Denmark, taking a Diplom-exam 
(Master) in composition under the guidance of composers Karl 
Aage Rasmussen and Rolf Wallin. In 2007 Aguirre ended with the 
highest mark his Soloist Class (3er cycle, post master) in 
Composition at the Århus Royal Conservatory, under the guidance 
of professors Karl Aage Rasmussen and Hans Abrahamsen. 
From 1995-2002 Louis Aguirre was the general conductor and 
artistic director of the Camagüey Symphony Orchestra, as well as 
guest conductor of the National Symphony Orchestra of Havana 
and the Symphony Orchestra of Santiago de Cuba. In addition, he 
was a professor of the Camagüey Music Conservatory, and also 
artistic director and  
chairman of the International Festival of Contemporary Music 
(1996-2002) in Camagüey. 
Aguirre has been the recipient of numerous grants and awards. 
Web: https://www.babelscores.com/luisaguirre (2017) 

Aguirre Pablo (English) 
The composer and pianist Pablo Aguirre was born in Buenos Aires 
in 1961. His doing embraces as well general public music as 
orchestral and chamber music compositions. He was already 
honored with notable awards, such as the “Estímulo a la Creación” 
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(Stimulation to Creativity) Prize of the Argentine National Arts 
Fund in the years 2008, 2004 and 1997 and the Belgrano 
University Prize in the “Folk & Fusion” category in 1987.  
His style of composition includes classical structures and concepts 
of harmony of the 20th century that are united with the character 
of tango and folklore. His classical pieces, to which he has 
devoted himself intensively during the last years, are presented 
world-wide, attracting steadily increasing attention. 
Although the author has been mainly described as influenced 
mainly by such authors as Ginastera, Villalobos and de los Ríos, 
he can also be labeled as part of the modern post-Piazzola tango, 
being his work. 
“A modern form of developing tango, growing apart for the 
influence of jazz, in its own and innovative style”. 
Web: http://www.lunovis.info/en/lunovis-verlag-berlin/pablo-
aguirre-en (2011) 

Ahearn Michael (English) 
Date of Birth: 6th October, 1962 
Academic Qualifications: 
1984 Graduated from Newcastle Conservatorium of Music with the 
DSCM, majoring in classical guitar, and studying composition with 
Nigel Butterley. 
1987 Graduated from Sydney University with a B.Mus. in 
composition, studying with Winsome Evans, Peter Sculthorpe and 
Eric Gross. 
1988 Graduated from Newcastle CAE with a Diploma of Education. 
List of Performances: 
1981 Elegy for recorders performed by Malcolm Tattersal's group 
at the finalists' concert of the Don Cowell Memorial Trust 
Competition for Composers. 
1983 Autumn Music performed by the Seymour Group, conducted 
by Brian Howard, at concert of new composers, Old Darlington 
School, Sydney University. 
1983 Autumn Music performed by the New Audience Ensemble, 
conducted by Robert Smallwood, at the Victorian College of the 
Arts. 
1984 Sextet (now, Autmn Music II - revised 1987), performed 
bythe Seymour Group conducted by Neil Flottman, at the 1984 
Young Composers Concert, Old Darlington School, Sydney 
University. 
1985 Sonata performed by Philip Moran at the Belvoir St Theatre, 
Surry Hills. 
1987 Scintillation performed at a concert of new music for 
clarinet, flute, piano and electronics, with Ros Dunlop, Laura 
Chislett, Richard Toop, and Robert Douglas. 
1987 Amacizia performed by Ian Shanahan in a concert at the 
Asian Composers Forum in Sendai, Japan. 
1988 Amacizia performed by Ian Shanahan in a concert as part of 
the 9th century celebrations of the University of Bologna, Italy. 
(Biography provided by the composer and current to 1988) 
Web: http://www.amcoz.com.au/comp/a/mahearn.htm 

Ahlin Sven (Italiano) 
Compositore svedese nato a Sundsvall nel 1951. Ha studiato 
composizione con Arne Mellnäs e Gunna Bucht. 

Ahmas Harri (Italiano) 
Compositore finlandese nato a Vaasa nel 1957. Ha studiato 
fagotto e composizione alla Sibelius Academy, con Rautavaara ed 
E.Englund. 

Akiva Daniel (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore israeliano hato ad Haifa nel 1953. Ha 
studiato alla Rubin Academy of Music of Jerusalem con Haim 
Alexander (composizione) e Haim Asulin (chitarra). Si è 
perfezionato al Conservatorio di Ginevra. 

Alais Juan (English) 
Juan Alais Moncada was born in Buenos Aires in 1844. He began 
to play guitar after first hearing his brother Guillermo play. Upon 
returning from a long voyage Guillermo heard Juan play better 
than he, and never played in Juan’s presence again. At the age of 
11 Juan began to play in public and was thought to without the 
need of a teacher. By 1870 “Juan el Ingles” as he was known, was 
a professor of guitar. His earliest pieces were published by Carlos 
Schnockel in the 1870’s, and later by Francisco Nuñez. Juan wrote 

and published 87 pieces. In 1910 he suffered a stroke, and was 
paralized until he died in 1914. 
Web: http://www.finefretted.com/html/juan_alais__1844-
1914_.html 

Alan Marcos (Portuguese) 
José, Marcos Alan dos Reis 
Compositor ∙ Violonista 
Marcos Alan dos Reis José, o mais novo dos homens de uma 
família de nove irmãos, iniciou seus estudos de violão aos oito 
anos de idade, com o seu pai, Manoel José Filho. Estudou 
matérias teóricas nos Seminários de Música da Pro-Arte do Rio de 
Janeiro e composição com o professor Elpídio Pereira. Em 1971 
participou, como bolsista, do 3º Seminário Internacional de 
Violão, na classe do professor Abel Carlevaro, obtendo a primeira 
classificação na categoria de concertista. 
Recebeu conselhos do maestro Guido Santórsola e freqüentou os 
cursos de técnica instrumental de Turíbio Santos, realizados no 
Conservatório Brasileiro de Música do Rio de Janeiro. 
Atuou como solista das orquestras Sinfônica Brasileira, Sinfônica 
Nacional e Orquestra de Câmara de Niterói. Conquistou o 1º lugar 
no Festival de Violão Clássico da Guanabara, o 2º lugar no 
Festival Nacional de Violão Erudito e o 1º lugar no Terceiro 
Seminário Internacional de Violão promovido pelo Liceu Musical 
Palestrina, obtendo o convite para participar no Quarto Seminário 
na qualidade de concertista. 
No entanto, seu prêmio mais intrigante foi o 2º lugar no Concurso 
Internacional de Violão Villa-Lobos. A crítica publicada no Jornal O 
Globo dizia, sobre a atuação de Marcos neste concurso, que “O 
Estudo dos Acordes Repetidos (Nº4) foi projetado, na parte 
central, em toda sua dimensão grandiosa, como exigia Villa-
Lobos, e tanto na valsa como nos prelúdios conseguiu ele 
estabelecer atmosfera de alto conteúdo poético... A sua prova foi 
bastante uniforme como rendimento artístico... Villa-Lobos e 
violão são convites irresistíveis para as grandes liberdades. O 
compositor é uma veia aberta. O instrumento, nas mãos de um 
artista sensível, é coração exposto. Marcos Alan, em plena 
adolescência, resistiu. O controle do garoto foi admirável. Do 
ponto de vista acadêmico, a sua prova foi a melhor...”. Marcos 
tinha apenas 15 anos e o primeiro lugar ficou para o argentino 
Guilhermo Fierens, de 28 anos, por apenas meio ponto.Faleceu 
precocemente, em 1973, aos 17 anos de idade, deixando uma 
obra extensa para violão e outros instrumentos. Em 15 de abril de 
1986 a Câmara Municipal de Nilópolis, no Rio de Janeiro, criou a 
Rua Marcos Alan, em homenagem ao músico, por ter sido criado 
nesta cidade. 
Web: http://www.casadochoro.com.br/cards/view/1600 

Alandia Edgar (English) 
Alandia Canipa, Edgar (b. August 12, 1950, Oruro). Bolivian 
composer, now resident in Italy, of stage, orchestral, chamber, 
vocal, and electroacoustic works that have been performed 
throughout Europe and in the Americas; he is also active as a 
conductor. 
Mr. Alandia studied composition at the Conservatorio di Santa 
Cecilia in Rome, where he earned his diploma in 1977 and 
advanced diploma in 1980. He also studied conducting there and 
earned his diploma in 1981. His honors include First Prize in the V. 
Bucchi competition (1978, for Pampa) and honorable mention in 
the I. Carreño competition (1981, for Canto de hoy). 
He is also active in other positions. He worked as a pianist with 
the dancer Maurice Béjart in 1978 and has served as artistic 
director and principal conductor of the new music ensemble Nuove 
Forme Sonore in Rome since 1983. As a guest conductor, he has 
led ensembles and orchestras in Bolivia, Honduras and Italy. 
He taught in Potenza in 1980-81, in Pesaro from 1981-86, in 
Frosinone from 1983-86, in Rome in 1986-87, and in Pescara 
from 1987-95. He has taught composition at the Conservatorio F. 
Morlacchi in Perugia since 1995. In addition, he has given 
seminars in Belgium, Bolivia, Cuba, Italy, and Peru. 
He has lived in Italy since 1969. 
Web: http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/alandiae.htm 

Alba Luiz (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore uruguayano, nato a Villa Colón nel 1886 
e morto a Las Piedras nel 1967. È stato profondo conoscitore del 
Folklore del suo Paese. 
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Albert Benoît (Français) 
En tant que soliste, chambriste et compositeur, le guitariste 
français Benoît Albert est unique en son genre. 
Très jeune, il est inspiré par les musiques populaires ainsi que le 
rock progressif et la musique classique. Vers l’âge de 14 ans, il 
décide d’étudier la guitare classique, études qui le mènent de sa 
Charente natale au Conservatoire de Bordeaux puis au CNSMD de 
Paris où il obtient le Diplôme de Formation Supérieur pour la 
guitare et la musique de chambre. 
Comme compositeur, son appétit de découverte le pousse à écrire 
pour divers instruments et formations sans oublier les travaux de 
musique électronique. En tant qu’interprète, ses productions 
mettent en jeu la danse contemporaine (Pierre-Michaël Faure), la 
peinture/gravure (Paul Storey et Pierre Cambon), la musique de 
chambre (Les Frères Méduses et la Cie des Arts) et plus 
récemment un travail sur des musiques de films muets (Tod 
Browning et Georges Méliès). 
Il a joué en Europe, au Venezuela, aux Etats-Unis et en Malaisie. 
Ses compositions et ses disques sont édités par Clear Note aux 
USA ainsi que par Les Productions d’Oz au Canada. A ce jour, il a 
enregistré huit albums dont quatre sont dédiés entièrement à sa 
musique. 
Il décrit son langage musical comme étant plutôt modal avec un 
très large spectre rythmique reflétant les influences populaires 
d’Europe de l’Est et d’Amérique du Sud, sans oublier la musique 
impressionniste française. 
Depuis septembre 2014, Il enseigne au Conservatoire à 
Rayonnement Régional (C.R.R.) ainsi qu’au Pôle Supérieur 
(I.S.D.A.T.) de Toulouse.  
Web: http://www.benoitalbert.com/biography/ (2016) 

Albert Heinrich (English) 
Heinrich Albert was born on July 16th 1870 in Würzburg. From 
1881 to 1888 he visited the Royal Music School. His first 
instrument was the violin, but he changed to the horn on the 
advice of his horn-playing father. Rather than complete his exams 
he preferred to accept his first offer of employment with the 
Municipal Orchestra of Duisburg. Up to 1900 he was first horn in 
several orchestras, from 1895 to 1900 in the Kaim-Orchester, 
which later became the Münchner Philharmoniker. The old lute 
with guitar-strings, which he bought around 1894 for its attractive 
form, was to shape his destiny: using the teaching-literature of 
Carcassi and Sor he taught himself to play the guitar. The 
guitarist and mandolinist Silvio Negri from Triest helped him to 
understand the whole potential of these instruments. In 1898 he 
founded the Circolo Mandolinistico lombardo Monaco (20 players), 
which he also conducted. From 1900 Munich became his home, 
and he became the guitarist at the Royal Bavarian Theatre. In 
1901 he appeared for the first time as a chamber musician with 
his newly acquired skills: as the leader of a Lombardian Quartet 
(sixstringed Milanese mandolins) and already as a member of a 
guitar quartet, although the Münchener Gitarrequartett with Albert 
leading and with Karl Kern, Fritz Buek and Hermann Rensch - all 
protagonists of the Internationler Guitarristen-Verband, founded 
1899 - was not to come together until 1907. To begin with one 
played on four Primgitarren, then with two Terzgitarren, until 
Franz Halbmeyer built the Quintbassgitarre for Rensch in 1911. 
Regarding literature and technique Heinrich Albert was influenced 
by Luigi Mozzani from 1905; after 1913 it was the Spanish School 
represented by Miguel Llobet. Armed with the 1909-awarded title 
Chamber-Virtuoso of Her Majesty Queen Maria Sophia of Both 
Sicilys, the way was clear to a career as soloist and to the 
publication of widespread teaching-literature, this reaching its 
climax in the Moderner Lehrgang des künstlerischen Gitarrespiels 
(5 volumes, Munich 1914-1919). Particularly at his solo concerts 
(which gradually replaced his ensemble playing) throughout 
Germany and in Moravia, Austria, Italy, Poland, Sweden, Denmark 
and Switzerland one could experience his sound-ideal (warmth, 
large tone, carrying-power). Besides this he was a regular private 
guitar and mandolin teacher. He died on March 12th 1950 in 
Gauting (near Munich), where he had lived since around 1914. His 
most prominent pupils are Heinrich Jordan, Margarethe Müller, 
Fritz Mühlhölzl, Anny Claassens, Hans Tempel, Luise Walker, 
Heinz Teuchert and Franz Bumaier. His compositions, 
arrangements and teaching material are published by Lienau and 
Zimmermann, amongst others. Recent research by the guitarist 

Andreas Stevens brought much of interest to light; this text is 
indebted to his highly recommendable publications.  
Andreas Stevens recorded in 2006 a CD „Heinrich Albert - 
Ausgewählte Werke für Gitarre solo” (Aurea Vox 2009-4). 
Völker Höh recorded a CD with compositions by Heinrich Albert: 
In 2012 the CD „SoloDuoTrioQuartett - Deutsche Gitarrenmusik” 
(Naxos 8.551291) with compositions by  Bruno Henze, Heinrich 
Albert und Simon Schneider  was published. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Alberti Elisa (Italiano) 
Elisa Alberti nata a Savigliano nel 1975, si è diplomata in chitarra 
classica presso il Conservatorio “N. Paganini” di Genova nel 2000. 
Si è perfezionata con il M° Pino Briasco e con il M° Guillermo 
Fierens. Ha fatto parte dell’Orchestra di chitarre del corso 
internazionale “Chitarrissima” sotto la guida del M° Roberto 
Pinciroli, dell’Orchestra dell’Istituto Musicale “G.B. Fergusio” e 
dell’Ensemble strumentale “Fergusio”. Si è esibita come solista e 
in gruppi cameristici, durante importanti manifestazioni nella città 
di Torino, eseguendo anche un repertorio contemporaneo con 
alcuni membri dell’Ensemble “Fuorintempo”. Attualmente è 
membro dell “Ensemble Concertante”. 
Ha insegnato presso la Scuola Civica Musicale di Cortemilia e 
collaborato con altri istituti della provincia di Cuneo. Nel 2001 ha 
fatto parte della giuria in qualità di commissario al III° Concorso 
Internazionale di esecuzione musicale “J. Brahms” svoltosi nella 
città di Strevi. Attualmente studia composizione presso il 
Conservatorio “G.Verdi” di Torino sotto la guida del M° Orazio 
Mula. E’ stata allieva del M° Daniele Bertotto. 
Web: http://www.hyperprism.it/rubriche.php?rub=2 (2009) 

Albini Giovanni (English) 
Born on March 30, 1982, Giovanni Albini began guitar studies at 
the age of nine with Maurizio Preda. He graduated from the 
Conservatory of Pavia and then he studied with Betho Davezac. 
He studied Composition with Paul Glass and then at the 
Conservatory “G. Verdi” of Milan with Mario Garuti. He composed 
music for ensemble, multimedia, festival of electronic music, 
theatre and short movies winner of international awards. His 
compositions and soundtracks won several national and 
international composition prizes, and were executed and 
broadcasted in Italy, France, Spain and Australia. Recently a 
lecture was given about his guitar compositions during the Darwin 
Guitar Festival 2005  (Darwin - Australia). His theoretical 
research, supported by his degree in Maths (with thesis Musical 
Structures: an algebraic Point of View) is mainly about 
Mathematical Music Theory; he has given several lectures and 
lessons in conservatories, high schools and universities. 
Web: http://www.albini.biz/ 

Albini Giovanni (Italiano) 
Nato il 30 Marzo 1982, Giovanni Albini studia Composizione con 
Paul Glass al Conservatorio di Lugano, e si diploma in 
Composizione con il massimo dei voti al Conservatorio “G. Verdi” 
di Milano sotto la guida principale di Mario Garuti. Studia 
Composizione con Ivan Fedele ai Corsi di Alto Perfezionamento 
dell’Accademia Santa Cecilia di Roma. Ha seguito corsi, lezioni e 
mastercalss con, tra gli altri, H. Lachenmann, E. Brusa, G. Manca, 
U. Nastrucci, A. Smirnov, G. Giuliano, J. Casken and J. Weir. 
Ha composto musica su commissione per orchestre, ensemble, 
opere multimediali, festival e teatro, nonché di cortometraggi e 
fiction per la televisione (l’ultima prodotta dalla TSI). Le sue 
composizioni sono risultate vincitrici e finaliste in numerosi 
concorsi di Composizione (University of Aberdeen Music Prize 
2007; 6th International Composition Prize “Euritmia”; 
International Composition Prize “Oreste Sindici”; International 
Composition Pize “Città di Seveso”...), e sono state eseguite in 
Italia, Francia, Spagna, Germania, Lituania, Scozia e Canada da, 
tra gli altri: Lithuanian National Symphony Orchestra, BBC SSO 
String Quartet, Orchestra Verdi di Milano, Duo46, Duo Bonfanti, 
Vancouver Miniaturist Ensemble, Concordia C(h)ordis, Giulio 
Tampalini, Antonella Gianese, Barrie Webb. Opere multimediali e 
cortometraggi con le sue colonne sonore sono stati eseguiti in più 
di 40 sale europee, come l’ARCO di Madrid e la Galleria 
Permanente di Milano. Fino ad oggi sono stati venduti più di 
quarantamila CD di produzioni multimediali con le sua colonne 
sonore. L’emittente “Radio CLASSica” gli ha dedicato un puntata 
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monografica della trasmissione “Note d’Autore”, con intervista e 
ascolti; puntate precedenti erano state dedicate a Pierre Boulez e 
Philip Glass. Il suo terzo quartetto d’archi “Snowing L.A.” è stato 
registrato dall’inglese BBC. 
Insegna composizione nel festival di Musica Contemporanea 
“SoundSCAPE”, che partecipa ad organizzare, evento unico nel 
panorama musicale italiano, che nella sua prima edizione pavese 
ha contato 10 concerti, 30 iscritti ai corsi (selezionati su più di 100 
domande di iscrizione), 10 docenti e 4 artisti ospiti internazionali. 
Si diploma in chitarra classica con Maurizio Preda, e studia con 
Betho Davezac e Roberto Pinciroli. Una conferenza sulle sue 
composizioni per chitarra è stata tenuta al “Darwin Guitar Festival 
2005”. Si laurea in matematica e si dedica alla ricerca nell’ambito 
della Teoria Musicale Matematica, tenendo conferenze in vari 
conservatori e università (Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di MIlano, 
Università degli Studi di Milano, Università IULM, Union of 
Composers of Vilnius, Accademia Marziali...). 
Dall’anno accademico 2008/2009 è docente di Armonia presso il 
civico istituto musicale “F. Vittadini” di Pavia. (2009) 

Albright William (Italiano) 
(1944-1998) 
Compositore, organista, pianista americano nato a Gary (Indiana), 
morto ad Ann Arbor, MI. Ha studiato alla Juilliard School di New 
York e successivamente con Hugh Aitkeni, Ross Lee Finney e 
Oliver Messian. 

Alcantara Pedro de (Portuguese) 
Iniciou sua atividade artística apresentando-se nos Cinemas 
Odeon,  Americano (situado à Avenida Nossa Senhora de 
Copacabana) e no Atlântico.  Promovia  encontros em sua casa 
onde recebia companheiros de choro como Quincas Laranjeiras, 
Ernesto Nazareth, Villa-Lobos, Catulo da Paixão Cearense, entre 
outros. Em 1907, compõe a polca “Choro e poesia”, inicialmente 
chamada “Dores do coração”, sua composição mais 
conhecida,  gravada em  disco da Casa Edison, em 1911. 
Posteriormente, ao receber letra de Catulo da Paixão Cearense, 
“Choro e poesia” tornou-se a célebre canção “Ontem ao luar”.  Em 
1912 realizou uma série de quatro gravações com o pianista 
Ernesto Nazareth interpretando as polcas “Choro e poesia”, de sua 
autoria e “Linguagem do coração”, de Joaquim Calado e os tangos 
“Favorito” e “Odeon”, de Ernesto Nazaré. Em 1918, Vicente 
Celestino gravou “Ontem ao luar” na Odeon. Seu último recital 
aconteceu na cidade de Sete Lagoas em Minas Gerais, no Cine 
Trianon, em 1929. Na ocasião, foi acompanhado por seu filho 
Sérgio Pedro de Alcântara, ao violino e  por Geralda da Mata, ao 
piano.  
Faleceu poucos dias depois nesta mesma cidade.  Nos anos 1970, 
a composição “Choro e poesia” (Ontem ao luar) voltou às paradas 
de sucesso recebendo cerca de 10 novas gravações, pois muitos 
na época, a acharam parecida com a música “Love story”, do 
filme do mesmo nome, sucesso de bilheteria. Muitas das 
gravações feitas omitiam sua participação na autoria da música, 
que era dada apenas a Catulo da Paixão Cearense. Um  neta do 
compositor obteve na justiça em 1976, que lhe fosse 
restabelecida a autoria da polca. Em 2000, a gravação de “Ontem 
ao luar” feita por Vicente Celestino foi relançada pela EMI na série 
“Cantores do rádio”, volume 1. Em 2013, sua interpretação, na 
flauta, do tango “Odeon”, de Ernesto Nazareth, com o próprio 
Ernesto Nazareth ao piano, realizada em 1912, foi incluída no CD 
“Ernesto Nazareth 150 anos - Vol. 1” lançado pelo selo Revivendo 
em homenagem ao sesquicentenário do compositor Ernesto 
Nazareth. 
Web: http://dicionariompb.com.br/pedro-de-alcantara/dados-
artisticos 

Alcazar Miguel (Italiano) 
Chitarrista, compositore e musicologo messicano nato a Città del 
Messico nel 1942. Ha studiato al Conservatorio Nacional de Música 
ed al Cliveland Institute of Music. Si è dedicato anche al liuto ed 
alla chitarra barocca. 

Alemann Eduardo A. (Italiano) 
Compositore e critico musicale, nato a Buenos Aires nel 1922. Ha 
studiato in Argentina, Europa ed USA. La sua attività di musicista 
ha avuto numerosi riconoscimenti in patria e all'estero. È stato 
direttore della pubblicazione Argentinisches Tageblatt. 

Alexander Haim (English) 
Born in Berlin, Germany, 9.8.1915. Studied piano and music 
theory at the Stern Conservatory. Settled in Israel in 1936. 
Studied composition with Stefan Wolpe and others.  Since 1945, 
Haim Alexander taught piano, music theory, cembalo, and 
composition at the Jerusalem Rubin Academy of Music and Dance, 
Jerusalem. Among the numerous prizes he won are the Engel 
prize, I.M.I Prize and the Acum Prize. His compositions have been 
performed in Israel and abroad.  
Web: http://www.biu.ac.il/HU/mu/icl/alexanderhaim.html 
Abel Ehrlich and Haim Alexander were both born in Germany in 
1915: both were educated secularly as Germans. Ehrlich left 
Germany in 1936 and lived and studied in Yugoslavia for 2 and a 
half years. Later he needed to continue his flew from nazism to 
Albania. He needed to leave (escaping again) in 1939. He had to 
decide between a possibility of a visa to Uruguay given by their 
consul (always wondered at this coincidence, since it is the 
country where I was born and grown up) and Palestine. This last, 
through a project of rescue of young musicians that  got the 
possibility of emigration, through a music exam (!). Both  Ehrlich 
and Alexander applyed and approved the exam, and  came in the 
same ship to Palestine. Those who didn't pass the exam,  
remained in Europe, and we can only guess what was their fate... 
(Angelo Gilardino – email to ClassicalGuitarMailingList, 2004) 

Alexander Leni (Español) 
Elene Alexander Pollak 
Considerada la compositora más importante del siglo XX. Nació en 
Breslau, Alemania, el 8 de junio de 1924, donde vivió hasta los 
tres años. Junto a su padre, que era abogado, y a su madre, Ilse 
Pollak, una destacada cantante de ópera, se trasladó a la ciudad 
de Hamburgo. En este mismo lugar, realizo sus estudios 
generales, y recibió las primeras enseñanzas de piano. Aquí 
permaneció hasta el año 1939, cuando a la edad de 14 años, se 
enfrentó al problema del éxodo desde su país natal, a raíz de los 
horrorosos acontecimientos resultantes de la instalación del 
nazismo. De esta manera, llegó a Chile junto con su familia en el 
último barco con inmigrantes llegados al país antes de la Segunda 
Guerra Mundial. Se estableció en la ciudad de Santiago y en 1951, 
obtiene la ciudadanía chilena. 
Instalada en Chile, continúa sus estudios de piano con el maestro 
Rudy Lehmann, e inicia su aprendizaje de violoncello con Hans 
Loewe; fue además alumna de armonía y contrapunto de Lucila 
Césped. En la Universidad de Chile, realiza estudios de psicología, 
perfeccionándose en el sistema de pedagogía Montessori, para 
niños discapacitados, obteniendo su diploma en el año 1942. 
Entre 1949 y 1953 siguió privadamente cursos de composición 
con el maestro Frè Focke (1910-1989), compositor holandés 
radicado en Chile, quien desde el serialismo dodecafónico, 
produce significativos cambios en el pensamiento musical de 
muchos compositores chilenos en la década del cincuenta, tales 
como Tomás Lefever, León Schidlowsky, Eduardo Maturana, entre 
otros. Focke, fue además alumno de Antón Webern. 
En 1954, el gobierno francés le otorga una beca, continuando sus 
estudios de composición con René Leibowitz y de ritmo, análisis y 
folklore oriental con Oliver Messiaen, en su cátedra del 
Conservatorio de Paris. Durante este periodo, conoce a 
importantes actores de la creación. Tuvo contactos con Luciano 
Berio, Pierre Boulez, con quien estrecha una larga amistad; y en 
Venecia conoció al compositor y director Bruno Maderna, con 
quien tuvo la posibilidad de trabajar y ser posteriormente su 
alumna de composición. 
De regreso a Chile, en 1955, dicto una conferencia sobre la 
música concreta, en el Instituto Chileno-Francés de Cultura de 
Santiago, siendo portavoz en el país de las experiencias realizadas 
en la Radiodifusión Francesa bajo la dirección de Piere Schaeffer. 
Su conferencia fue uno de los primeros contactos de los músicos 
chilenos con los nuevos recursos utilizados en la creación musical. 
Durante 1955, trabajo con Bruna Maderna en Venecia, y a su 
regreso, realizó cursos de difusión de la música contemporánea en 
la Universidad de Chile, e ingresó a la Asociación Nacional de 
Compositores de 1957 a 1959. 
En Nueva York, en 1959, recibió el encargo de una obra para 
orquesta de Dimitri Mitropoulus. En 1960, representa a Chile en el 
festival de la SIMC en Colonia, Alemania, con la cantata De la 
muerte a la mañana (From Death to Morning). Participa en los 
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cursos de verano de música contemporánea de Darmstadt y 
realiza estudios de música electrónica en la Westdeutscher 
Rundfunk, Colonia. Entre 1963 y 1968 realizó viajes por Europa y 
Latinoamérica, dando a conocer su trabajo en distintos lugares, y 
en los que presentó emisiones radiofónicas sobre música 
contemporánea. En 1969 gana la beca de la Guggenheim 
Foundation y se instala en París. Este periodo fue muy productivo, 
creó varias obras de importancia estrenadas por calificados 
consunto franceses. Dictó en esta ciudad cursos de composición, 
creó un taller de esta materia para niños y atendió la petición de 
una obra de parte de Domaine Musical. 
Entre los años 1974 y 1977 realizo programas en France Musique. 
Viajó a Estados Unidos en 1979; en San Francisco, Paul Harris le 
solicitó una obra para ballet basada en la novela de Franz Kafka 
Un médico Rural (A country Doctor). Dictó cursos de música 
contemporánea en el California College og Arts and Crafts en 
Oakland. Por aquellos años conoce a John Cage con quien 
desarrolló una larga amistad. Con obras de ella se realizaron 
numerosos conciertos en América y Europa, dirigidos por grandes 
batutas: Víctor Tevah, Mauricio Kagel, Juan Pablo Izquierdo, 
Jaques Bodmer, Fred Barth, Jean Casadesus, Erhard Karkoschka, 
Lothar Koenigs, Dimitri Mitropoulos, entre otros. 
En 1985 el ministerio de Cultura de Francia le otorgó una beca de 
investigación. Estos viajes le permitieron la ejecución de sus 
obras, realizar series de emisiones radiofónicas de difusión en 
Europa y cumplir con los requerimientos de creaciones por 
encargo especifico de personas o entidades. En sus permanentes 
retornos a Chile, ha dado a conocer sus trabajos preparando 
emisiones radiales y dictando conferencias. 
La vida de Leni Alexander, transcurría entre sus constantes viajes 
a Europa y Chile, desarrollando actividades siempre ligadas a su 
trabajo de compositora. Una consideración especial merece su 
trabajo en el hörspiel o teatro para escuchar. Corresponde a una 
forma literario-musical de fuerte contenido dramático. Los textos 
originales de la compositora se generan a partir de profundas 
experiencias personales. Su obra de 1971 Par quoi? À quoi? Fue 
una especie de radio teatro que integraba en un argumento, las 
partes musicales de la cantante y la orquesta de cámara, música 
electrónica y voces de niños. En el año 1994, le fue otorgado el 
galardón Encargo de una obra musical Charles Ives, por el Comité 
de Música del Instituto Chileno Norteamericano de Cultura. 
En su opinión, los compositores que más influyeron en su 
formación fueron Frè Focke, su primer maestro, Oliver Messiaen 
y, sobre todo, Bruno Maderna. Durante sus estudios con Focke 
conoció los procedimientos atonales y la técnica dodecafónica. Ha 
utilizado en algunas obras orquestales la fórmula maderniana de 
la macchinita, ideando un cuadro sonoro numérico 
cuidadosamente planificado para proveer los factores melódicos y 
armónicos. Leni Alexander adquirió el dominio práctico de las 
diversas técnicas y recursos contemporáneos; sin embargo no se 
encasilla en estilos prefijados o escuelas determinadas. Cada obra 
es un arquetipo dentro de sus fases creativas. 
Dentro de la historia de la música chilena, pertenece a un 
importante grupo de compositores que empezaron a mostrar sus 
creaciones entre 1948 y 1950: un período de maduración, de 
apertura y de pluralismo de nuevas tendencias. Entre ellos están 
Juan Amenábar, Gustavo Becerra, Carlos Botto, Darwin Vargas y 
Federico Heinlein83. Las circunstancias de su ancestro cultural 
como su formación, la determinan como una compositora de 
formación europea; sin embargo, su vida y su obra centrada en lo 
chileno permiten identificar su obra como parte del acervo musical 
de nuestro país. Su obra está íntegramente dirigida hacia la 
música de concierto; no hay en ella, como es natural por su 
ancestro y formación, ninguna búsqueda de la música familiar que 
yace en el subconsciente de todo compositor chileno, y su estilo 
se mueve con soltura en el serialismo y los recursos aleatorios. 
Como tantos creadores llegados a Chile desde el viejo mundo, 
Leni Alexander es recordada como una maestra y compositora 
que comunicó a sus discípulos chilenos las tendencias más 
avanzadas de la música europea. Es considerada como una de las 
mujeres compositoras más notables del acontecer musical en 
Chile. Su infinita capacidad creativa y asociativa, su compromiso 
político con los derechos de las personas y la libertad, la ponen 
como ejemplo para mucca generaciones. Alexander, fallece el 7 
de agosto de 2005. Su obra es la de la artista creadora, según sus 
propias palabras: 

“...La creación artística, para mí, no es un fin en sí mismo, sino 
una manera de relacionarme con el mundo y ser feliz…” 
(Obras ineditas para guitarra clásica de compositores chilenos. 
Universidad Metropolitana de ciencias de la educación, Santiago 
2010) 

Alfonso Nicolas (Français) 
Nicolas Alfonso est né à Santander (Espagne) le 6 décembre 
1913. Il a étudié la guitare à Madrid et à Barcelone, auprès de 
Sainz de la Maza notamment. En dépit d'une vocation musicale 
assez tardive, son talent exceptionnel ne tarde pas à être reconnu 
au-delà des frontières de son pays natal. Lorsqu'il vient s'installer 
à Bruxelles en 1950, il réussit à imposer chez nous la guitare 
“classique” qui, en Belgique, n'avait pas encore acquis ses lettres 
de noblesse. 
En 1957 Nicolas Alfonso crée à l'Académie de Musique d'Uccle le 
premier cours officiel de guitare en Belgique, et en 1965 il est 
nommé professeur au Conservatoire Royal de Musique de 
Bruxelles et y restera attaché jusqu'à sa retraite. 
A partir de 1960 il forme avec Ilse Laforce, qui fut son élève avant 
de devenir sa femme, le Duo Alfonso qui n'a cessé de se produire 
dans le monde entier. 
Nicolas Alfonso a tout au cours de sa vie composé, arrangé ou 
transcrit pour la guitare ou pour le duo. Il a aussi suscité de 
nombreuses œuvres originales qui lui furent dédiées par des 
compositeurs belges (Jean Absil, René Barbier, Jean-Claude 
Bartsoen, Raymond Baervoets, Eric Felbusch, Jacques Leduc, 
Victor Legley, Willem Pelemans, David van de Woestijne, …). Il a 
surtout publié une méthode de guitare qui a fait le tour du monde. 
Le Duo Alfonso sera récompensé en 1985 du Prix Fuga de l'Union 
des Compositeurs Belges pour son action particulière en faveur de 
la diffusion de la musique belge. 
Beaucoup de guitaristes en Belgique ont été, directement ou 
indirectement, ses élèves. Tous lui reconnaissent une très grande 
rigueur et un attachement profond à la défense de la guitare dans 
la vie musicale jusqu'au plus haut niveau. 
Nicolas Alfonso nous a quitté le mardi 2 octobre 2001. 
Site : 
http://users.skynet.be/metm.burton/compositeurs%202.htm#Alf
onso 

Alfvén Hugo (English) 
The Swedish composer Hugo Alfvén (1872-1960) produced in his 
lifetime music primarly of a programmic nature, commenting that 
“my best ideas have come during my sea voyages and, in 
particular, the wild autumns have been my most wanderful times 
for composition”. (Guitar Cameos preface, Gregg Nestor, EMI 
Music Publishing, 1981) 

Ali-Zade Frangiz (Italiano) 
Pianista compositrice azerbajana nata in Baku nel 1947. Il suo 
stile coniuga un linguaggio derivato dall'avanguardia con elementi 
tipici della musica tradizionale del suo paese d'origine. 

Allende Pedro Humberto (Italiano) 
Allende(-Sarón) Pedro Humberto. Compositore (Santiago del Cile, 
29-VI-1885 - ivi, 16-Vili-1959). Studiò composizione e violino al 
Conservatorio Nazionale della città natale dal 1899 al 1908 e 
musica vocale all'Università de Chile; dedicatosi all'insegnamento, 
fu attivo in varie scuole cilene e dal 1928 al 1944 professore di 
composizione al Conservatorio di Santiago. Nel 1911, '22 e '32 
viaggiò in Europa e in America, incaricato dal suo governo di 
studiare l'organizzazione musicale di vari Paesi; nel '28 fu il 
delegato cileno al Congresso delle Arti Popolari, svoltosi a Praga 
sotto l'egida delle Nazioni Unite. 
Allende fu tra i primi a ricercare uno stile musicale di impronta na-
zionale, con riferimenti alla musica tradizionale dei meticci e in-
serita in un contesto tecnico mediato dall'impressionismo 
francese. Le sue Escenas campesinas chilenas (1913-14) furono 
considerate la prima e maggiore composizione sinfonica di 
carattere prettamente nazionale che adottasse un linguaggio 
armonico ed orchestrale moderni. Le 12 Tonadas de caràcter 
popular chileno (1918-22), per pianoforte, comprendono chiari 
elementi popolari che si accompagnano ad una sobria 
armonizzazione di stile impressionista. (UTET – Dizionario della 
Musica e dei Musicisti, 1985) 
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Almeida Israel (Italiano) 
Chitarrista nato nel 1943, esecutore di choro con una chitarra a 
sette corde in gruppo tipico brasiliano. 

Almeida Laurindo (English) 
(Text extracted from “Contemporary Mood for Classical Guitar”, 
Robbins Music Corp., 1970) 
Laurindo Almeida is the complete musician. One of the world’s 
several truly great concert guitarists, he is ever being compared 
to Segovia, whom he knows and respects. In the past year he has 
played dozens of concerts, performing the works of the masters. 
Yet recently he toured much of the World as featured soloist with 
the Modern Jazz Quartet. He brought Bossa Nova to the U.S. long 
before it was called that; he has scored many films, often 
composing, then playing his own music; and his famed recordings 
include everything from Bach to a beautiful solo album of 
Broadway favorites. Each of these things he has done superbly, 
for he is unique among guitarists, and is so acclaimed by 
audiences and critics alike. 
Almeida was born in Sao Paulo, Brazil, on September 2, 1917. He 
received his earliest musical training from his mother, a concert 
pianist, who had chosen her own instrument for her son. His sister 
Maria was the guitar student, but it was Laurindo instead who 
mastered and fell in love with it. It soon became evident that 
when Laurindo played guitar, others loved it as much as he did, 
This led to concerts in his home city, then in Rio de Janeiro, where 
his fame began to spread. In 1936, the youthful Almeida signed 
as a musician aboard the Brazilian liner Cuyaba, playing, but also 
listening, learning and absorbing what much of Europe had to 
offer. Paris gave him his first real taste of jazz, for it was there 
that he first heard the legendary Django Reinhart with the Hot 
Club of France. When he returned to Brazil, Almeida settled in Rio, 
determined to devote his life to his instrument. He secured a job 
with Radio Mayrink Veiga and soon became a staff arranger. By 
1944, Laurindo Almeida had become one of Brazil’s most famous 
musicians, admired, even then, by every kind of audience. That 
year he met Maria Ferreira, a native of Portugal, who had come to 
Brazil as a dancer. The two were married and, in 1947, moved to 
the United States. Coming to Hollywood, he worked for a while in 
films, and as a concert soloist with violinist Elizabeth Waldo. Then 
his interest in the things that were happening in American jazz led 
him to Stan Kenton and a new career. The Kenton orchestra, 
always famous for its innovations, gained quickly and handsomely 
by a kind of guitar music it had never heard before-a cool, quiet 
sound, spectacular in its brilliance. Famed Kenton arranger Pete 
Rugolo composed “Lament” to feature Laurindo, and the orchestra 
accompanied the new star in a concert at the Chicago Opera 
House before an audience of 20,000. Next it was Almeida’s own 
composition “Amazonia” that was featured at Carnegie Hall, and 
by year’s end, the new arrival had placed third in Down Beat 
Magazine’s annual jazz poll. Now, two decades later, the world’s 
jazz and popular guitarists are still influenced by the things he 
introduced in those Kenton years. In 1950, Laurindo Almeida left 
Kenton to play concerts, to record and to compose; he has now 
written more than 200 compositions. This was the beginning of 
yet another career, for through his early classical recordings for 
Capitol and Decca his fame as a concert artist began to spread, 
first in the U.S., then in other countries. Many of his concert tours 
brought new concert forms to people who cheered them then, and 
warmly remember them now-the beautiful duets with soprano 
Salli Terri, the Baroque music, his matchless interpretations for 
lute, the bossa nova he took to Australia and New Zealand along 
with the Bach and the Renaissance music. In 1966, he performed 
two American debut rccordings of works by two of Brazil’s 
greatest composers: Radames Gnatalli’s Concerto de Copacabana 
and the Villa-Lobos Guitar Concerto. Today the Almeidas make 
their home in Sherman Oaks, California. Theirs is a beautiful 
house with bold, Brazilian interiors, two French Poodles and a rich 
garden. Long citizens of the U.S., they still see much of the World, 
for concert demands come from everywhere. 
But there is plenty of work for Laurindo Almeida close to home-
the nearby Hollywood Bowl; the network television studios, where 
he may appear as a guest artist or writer-performer for a 
dramatic show. Here too are most of the major film studios, 
where Laurindo is composing and playing much of the time. And 
here also are other things he enjoys . . . a 28-piece collection of 

string instruments, which includes his valuable “working guitar”, 
made by Ramerez of Spain, and the mate to Segovia’s . . . the 
collection of fine wines (“but I like to travel, too”, he says. “Then I 
sample the wines wherever I go and bring home the ones I like 
best”) . . . and the pool where he swims each day of the year, as 
has been his custom since boyhood days, where the beaches at 
Ipanema and the Copacabana did not require a heater. Life is very 
busy for the Almeidas. Busy, but very good . . . as it should be for 
people who have the taste to live in such  a rare aura of success 
with unaffected grate. 

Almeida Laurindo (Italiano) 
Laurindo José de Araujo Almeida Nobrega Neto (Santos, Brasile, 
1917 – Sherrnan Oaks, California, 1995) è stato un artista che 
nella sua lunga e gratificante carriera ha spaziato tra generi 
musicali diversi, soprattuito latinoamericano, jazz e classico. 
Chitarrista autodidatta, inizia a collaborare giovanissimo con le 
stazioni radio di San Paolo e quindi di Rio de Janeiro. A diciannove 
anni intraprende un giro artistico in Europa durante il quale ha 
occasione di ascoltare Django Reinhardt, il cui stile lo impressiona 
fortemente. Dopo aver collaborato con alcuni tra i più noti 
musicisti brasiliani dell’epoca, sia in campo classico che leggero 
(Heitor Villa-Lobos, Radames Gnattali, la cantante Carmen 
Miranda e altri), nel ‘47 si trasferisce negli Stati Uniti dove entra a 
far parte dell’orchestra di Stan Kenton, nella quale rimarrà fino al 
‘52 come solista, arrangiatore e compositore. Negli stessi anni 
forgia un proprio stile, introducendo la chitarra classica nel jazz (le 
sue registrazioni di quel periodo hanno fatto storia) e coltivando 
un genere da lui definito “samba jazz”. Almeida ha suonato in 
tutto il mondo, incidendo dischi anche con il celebre Modern Jazz 
Quartet. Ha partecipato alla realizzazione delle colonne sonore di 
circa ottocento film, scrivendo personalmente le musiche 
complete di almeno dieci lungometraggi. Ha vinto cinque Grammy 
Awards su sedici nominations. Omaggi e riconoscimenti alla sua 
carriera sono stati tributati dalla California State University di 
Northridge, dall’American String Teacher Association e da un 
cospicuo numero di altri Enti governativi, culturali e radiotelevisivi 
sia statunitensi che brasiliani. Ha inoltre avuto il privilegio di 
registrare i Four Songs di Stravinskij nella collana discografica 
curata personalmente dall’autore. Dopo la sua morte, la Library of 
Congress di Washington ha voluto che tutti i suoi manoscritti e 
documenti fossero trasferiti e conservati nei propri archivi. 
(Antonio Borrelli, Il Fronimo n.126, 2004) 

Alonso Avelino (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore argentino, nato a Gijon nel 1955. 
Laureato in lettere e filosofia, è stato il fondatore del gruppo 
Quasar Gem. Specializzato in musica d'avanguardia e di musica 
elettronica. 

Alpher David (Italiano) 
Compositore statunitense, le sue composizioni risentono influenze 
di jazz, folklore, e tradizione classica. 

Alvarez Teófilo (Italiano) 
Compositore peruano, nato a Trujillo nel 1944. Ha studiato al 
Conservatorio Nacional della sua città, dove è stato anche primo 
clarinetto nella locale Orchestra Sinfonica. 

Alvear Maria de (Italiano) 
Compositrice spagnola nata a Madrid nel 1960. Ha studiato in 
Spagna e Germania clavicembalo, organo, piano e composizione. 

Ambrosini Claudio (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Venezia nel 1948. Ha studiato al 
Conservatorio di Venezia. Si è occupato di Sonologia 
Computazionale all'Università di Padova. 

Ambrosius Hermann (Italiano) 
(1897-1983) 
Compositore tedesco nato ad Amburgo. La sua formazione 
musicale è avvenuta prima a Lipsia quindi a Berlino sotto la guida 
di Hans Pfitzner. 

Amelinka-Vera Olga (English) 
Olga Amelkina-Vera grew up in Belarus and moved to the United 
States in 1997. She earned her Bachelor of Arts degree Summa 
Cum Laude from the University of St. Thomas in Houston, and her 
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Master of Music and Doctor of Musical Arts degrees in Guitar 
Performance from the University of North Texas with a related 
field in Music History.  
Olga was a prizewinner in the Eastfield Collegiate Guitar 
competition and a finalist in the University of Texas at Dallas 
International Guitar Competition.  An active performer and award-
winning composer of works with guitar, she has received 
commissions for solo guitar and guitar ensemble music, as well as 
for compositions for guitar with other instruments and voice. In 
2013, Olga won first prize in the Japan Guitar Ensemble 
Composition Competition for her guitar quartet Cattywampus 
Rompus, and played a solo recital and gave an interview 
to Gendai Guitar during her trip to Tokyo. She was the first prize 
winner of the Austin Classical Guitar Society Composition 
Competition in 2009 and 2012 for her guitar 
quartets Ninochka and Nebulae.  Her compositions are published 
by Productions d’Oz, including two works selected for the Frank 
Koonce Series.  In 2010, Olga became a founding member 
of Presti, the first professional all-women guitar ensemble in the 
United States, active until 2014. As a member of Presti, Olga 
recorded a CD which featured several of her original compositions 
and arrangements. She maintains a busy concert and masterclass 
schedule with Kithara Duo. 
Olga strives to expand the guitar repertoire through arrangements 
and new compositions. Her interest in early music has led her to 
study and arrange, for guitar, the lyra viol music of seventeenth-
century England. Olga’s scholarly articles have been published 
in Soundboard. Her other interests include fine arts, literature, 
and foreign languages.  
She is currently working on her Master’s degree in Composition at 
Southern Methodist University, where she is also an adjunct 
faculty member in the music theory department. She is faculty at 
Collin College in Plano, TX, where she teaches guitar, composition, 
music theory, and music history. 
Web: http://kitharaduo.com/bios/olga-amelkina/ (2015) 

Amoroso Antonio (Italiano) 
(Corrieresalentino.it. 9 giugno 2010) 
Specchia. Concerto del compositore e percussionista Antonio 
Amoroso. 
Fattosi strada all’estero, ritorna nella sua terra d’origine con un 
interessante bagaglio artistico e professionale il compositore e 
percussionista italo-tedesco Antonio Amoroso (Alessano, 1956), 
proponendo delle sue composizioni a Specchia, nella quale da anni 
trascorre le sue vacanze estive. Già da tempo attivo con valore in 
campo nazionale ed internazionale in continuo confronto con le 
nuove esperienze compositive d’oltralpe europee, Amoroso vanta 
un ricco catalogo di opere che fa data dal 1982. I suoi brani 
figurano in varie incisioni discografiche di solisti europei di grande 
rinomanza e livello artistico. La radio e la televisione tedesca gli 
hanno dedicato seguitissime trasmissioni.  
Fabio Renato D'Ettorre così scrive di Antonio Amoroso: “Ciò che 
colpisce nell'arte di Amoroso è la capacità di rifuggire da ogni 
classificazione di tempo e di tendenza. La sua è una produzione 
metastorica con un solo costante fattor-comune: il ritmo”. 

Amrheir Karen (English) 
Composer Karen Amrhein (b. 1970) has written for orchestra, 
wind ensemble, chorus, and chamber ensemble. 
Her music has been described as “seriously worth investigating for 
study and public performance.... Succinct in style and scope, it 
provides the audience a capsulized aroma of mid-twentieth 
century harmonic idioms as well as some fresh melodic 
direction.... [and it] leaves the listener wanting more.” - The Horn 
Call 
“Amrhein is tonally oriented, lyrical, and composes with an 
insightful sense of instrumental possibility. She is also a fine 
contrapuntalist who is equally adept at thinking both vertically 
and horizontally. Her lines are enlivened by quirky rhythms, and 
the harmonies that their convergences generate at key points are 
never less than pleasingly surprising.” - William Zagorski, Fanfare 
Magazine 
“Karen is very sensitive to melody, and quite insightful as to the 
harmonic structure that will best support it. What results is both 
engaging and intriguing, as well as emotionally satisfying, not 
infrequently witty, and quite often uplifting - all characteristics 

and affects that seem regrettably rare in the work of more recent 
times.” - Composer Robert Sirota, President of the Manhattan 
School of Music and former Director of the Peabody Institute 
Among Karen's works are her oratorio The Book of Jonah for 
soloists, choir, and chamber orchestra; the ballet Little Nemo in 
Slumberland for wind ensemble / orchestra (inspired by the 
influential early 20th-C. comic strip by Winsor McCay); Symphony 
of Seasons for wind ensemble / orchestra - written for and 
premiered by Harlan Parker and the Peabody Wind Ensemble; five 
chamber orchestra concertos, including the clarinet concerto 
Event Horizon, written for and recorded by Richard Stoltzman; six 
sonatas for soloist and piano; two string quartets and a string 
trio; a collection of dances for piano entitled “Dance Card”; a 
series of “story scores” including a suite for piano quintet based 
on her short story cycle, The Unsheathed Heart, and works for 
narrator(s) and musical ensemble including Princess Paliné, The 
Gift of the Magi, and The Christmas Mirror. 
Karen is an award-winning member of ASCAP, a recipient of a 
Maryland State Arts Council Individual Artist Award, and has twice 
been nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. Her music has been 
performed by ensembles including the Slovak Radio Symphony 
Orchestra, the Susquehanna Symphony, the Hewlett-Packard 
Symphony, the Peabody Wind Ensemble, and the Mariner String 
Quartet. She has a B.A. in Medieval History from the University of 
California, San Diego, and is an alumna of the Peabody 
Conservatory of Music in Baltimore, Maryland. CDs of her chamber 
and orchestral music, featuring soloists Richard Stoltzman, 
Nicholas Currie, Lura Johnson, and Oscar Lopez Plaza, and 
performed by Kirk Trevor and the Slovak Radio Symphony, the 
Mariner String Quartet, and others, are available on the Happy 
Lemon Music Publishing label. 
Web: http://www.karenamrhein.com/contact.html (2019) 

Anderson Beth (English) 
(American, b. Lexington, Ky., 1950) 
She studied at the University of Kentucky, the University of 
California and Mills College. Her teachers included John Cage and 
her early works show Cage's influence. However, her later  works 
are more tonal. She has taught at the New School for Social 
Research in a series about women composers, as well as the 
College of New Rochelle. She accompanied for Martha Graham 
dance classes, among others. Several years ago she began work 
on a series of compositions she calls “swales,” and has written 
swales for many different combinations of instruments. 
Web: http://www.womensmusic.com/af.html 

Anderson Beth (Italiano) 
Compositrice nata in Kentucky nel 1950. Ha studiato in California 
con J.Cage, T.Riley, R.Ashley. È considerata dalla critica autrice di 
musica neo-romantica. Ha composto lavori con testo-sonoro, 
balletti, e per teatro musicale. 

Anderson Leroy (Italiano) 
(1908-1975) 
Compositore americano, figlio di immigranti svedesi, nato a 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, morto a Woodbury, Connecticut. Ha 
studiato ad Harvard, dove negli anni '30 è stato direttore della 
Huniversity Band. Celebre autore ed arrangiatore di lavori per 
orchestra. 

Anderson Muriel (English) 
Muriel Anderson was raised in a musical family in Downers Grove, 
Illinois where her mother taught piano, and years ago her 
grandfather had played saxophone in John Philip Sousa's band. 
She went on to study from country legend Chet Atkins and 
classical virtuoso Christopher Parkening, and in 1989 became the 
first woman to win the National Fingerpicking Guitar 
Championships. Combining her love of international folk music, 
bluegrass, imaginative playing and impeccable classical technique, 
she developed a style all her own that has earned her a legion of 
fans around the globe. Muriel loves music in its greatest sense - 
you can feel it when she plays. 
Muriel Anderson's compositions draw from a startling variety of 
sources, showing the passion for music, oneness with her 
instrument, and gentle sense of humor which have endeared her 
to audiences worldwide. 
She has released seven CD's in the US and three in Japan, two 
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videos, and has authored numerous articles and instructional 
books. Her “Heartstrings” cassette traveled as far as outer space, 
accompanying the astronauts on a space shuttle mission. Muriel 
has composed music since age 6, with her first song based on the 
sound of the doorbell. Since then, she has composed music for 
guitar and orchestra, music for guitar and violin for Chicago's 
virtuoso Rachel Barton, and has recorded a CD of music for guitar 
and cello entitled “Theme for Two Friends” with cellist Julie 
Adams. She has written title tracks for four albums including the 
new release LIVING OUT A DREAM for guitar and cello by Julie 
Adams and Richard Smith. She has premiered a commission for 
guitar and womens choir with the Chicago-based Vox Caelestis, 
and a quintet for the Nashville Chamber Orchestra. 
Web: http://www.murielanderson.com/ 

Anderson Muriel (Italiano) 
Chitarrista compositrice americana, cresciuta in una famiglia 
musicale in Downers Grove, Illinois. Ha studiato con Chet Atkins e 
Christopher Parkening. Chitarrista 'fingerstyle', è stata la prima 
donna a vincere il 'National Fingerpicking Guitar Championship'. 

Anderson Tom (English) 
(The following text is taken from the foreword by Magnus 
Magnusson to the book The Tom Anderson Collection.) 
They were calling Tom Anderson (1910-1991) (“Tammy”) the 
savior of Shetland’s musical heritage long before he died. He was 
a Shetlander through and through, born in 1910 on a croft at 
Eshaness in the north of Mainland. He learned to play the fiddle 
from his grandfather; and although he became an insurance agent 
by profession, his life — his real life -- was in the conservation of 
traditional Shetland fiddle— playing and passing it on to younger 
generations. His career as a musical mentor really took off when 
he retired in the early 1970s and began teaching traditional fiddle 
playing in local schools. Today, hundreds of pupils all over 
Shetland have studied it in school as a direct result of his efforts. 
His passion for his life’s work earned him international renown, an 
MBE in 1977, and an honorary doctorate in 1981 from Stirling 
University, where he conducted a memorable series of ‘Heritage of 
Scotland’ Summer Schools which attracted countless enthusiasts, 
year after year after year.  
One of the most impressive and popular of Tammy’s 500 original 
compositions has been The Slockit Light’ (‘slockit’ is a good Norse 
word meaning ‘extinguished’). It was inspired by the gradual 
dwindling of the population in Tammy’s native Eshaness: as each 
family died out or left, there was one light fewer. Tammy 
Anderson’s magnificent bequest of music and recordings, and the 
associated royalties, to the Shetland Musical Heritage Trust means 
that the lamp he lit will now never be extinguished. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=355 

Anderson-Wuensch Jean (English) 
Jean Anderson was born in Bradford, Yorkshire, England in 1939. 
She received her Bachelor of Music degree from the University of 
Nottingham in 1960 and a Diploma of Education from the 
University of Leeds the following year. After teaching high school 
in England for three years she moved to Minnesota, where she 
taught in a private girls' school and in a public elementary school 
as a specialist music teacher. In 1969, she received her master's 
degree in composition from the Eastman School of Music and 
came to Canada to teach at the University of Western Ontario. 
Her compositions, which include orchestral, choral and chamber 
works, have been performed both in North America and abroad. 
Her music often reflects her English background. The earlier 
pieces are atonal in style and the later ones are tonal or have 
tonal centres. She is interested in writing accessible music for 
wide audiences.  

Andia Rafael (English) 
Born in France of Spanish republican refugees parents, Rafael 
ANDIA first studied the violin. At the age of eighteen, after an 
identity crisis which led him to an awareness of his own family 
musical tradition he decided to devote his life to the guitar. The 
Flamenco that he first practiced yielded to the classical guitar 
after several years, but his conception of the instrument remains 
durably fixed under that first influence. 
For example, his pursuit of Hispanic influence in the field of 
classical music of the past led him first to pioneer the 

development of the Spanish baroque guitar, deeply imbued with 
popular dance. In the 1980s he then recorded several albums, 
using ancient instruments, that are still anthologized to this day, 
such as the Robert de Visee integral. In the same manner, when 
he incites a movement in favor of the modern guitar among the 
composers of his acquaintance, it is always that quest to realize 
his vision of the “true guitar” that guides his steps. He then edits 
and records as premieres the works of the best of the French 
musicians: Jolivet, Ballif, Murail... This “New Virtuosity” is to some 
extent then, part of the same concept of an “Other” guitar, widely 
using non-classical techniques. 
For several years now, Rafael ANDIA has become interested in 
writing music and, faithful to his origins, his compositions lie in 
that in that little  explored realm that lies midway between the 
Flamenco tradition and the scholarly music of the Iberian 
Peninsula. Emblematic of this production, his Canciones 
Flamencas Antiguas appear in the repertoire of guitar duets in the 
whole world. In furtherance of his research he recently founded 
the collection “Guitarra Iberica” whose aims are to assemble all 
of  the components of this renewal. 
His CD devoted to Albéniz, has been acclaimed by the critics as 
“...outstanding CD, one of the greatest guitar recordings of the 
decade.” 
Rafael ANDIA has been teaching baroque and classical guitar in 
the famous Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris since 1971. (trad. 
Mike Dezavelle) 
Web: http://www.rafaelandia.com/8pageaccueil.htm 

Andrei Adrian (Français) 
Adrian Andrei est né en 1977 en Bucarest, en Roumanie. Avec ses 
frères Constantin et Aurelian il commence l’apprentissage de la 
guitare à l’âge de 10 ans, puis il poursuit ses études au Lycée de 
musique Dinu Lipatti à Bucarest où il a eu la chance de rencontrer 
le guitariste Alexandre Lagoya qui a remarqué le talent d’Adrian 
durant leurs rencontres. Entre 1996-2001 il est étudiant à 
l’Académie de musique Gheorghe Dima à Cluj Napoca, il bénéficie 
de la direction des professeurs Constantin Andrei (guitare), Adrian 
Pop (l’harmonie), Pavel Puşcaş (esthéthique) et Dan Voiculescu 
(contrepoint et composition). Ses premières œuvres pour guitare 
ont été écrit à l’âge de 16 ans. Il a été récipiendaire de nombreux 
prix dans des compétitions nationales de guitare, il a pris part à 
des classes de maître avec les guitaristes Magnus Anderson, 
Claire Stancu Delerue, Roland Mueller and Carlo Marchione. Parce 
que ses programmes de concerts contiennent ses propres 
compositions, il lui a été permis de jouer sa sonate pour guitare 
lors de son examen de graduation. Depuis 2000, Adrian fait partie 
du trio de guitares Trio Andrei. Leurs enregistrements contiennent 
des compositions originales de même que des transcriptions. Son 
catalogue inclus des pièces pour guitare seule, duos, trios, 
quatuors, concertos, de même que de la musique de chambre 
avec guitare. Entre 2006-2008 Adrian as enseigné la guitare au 
Québec et aux Emirates Arabes Unis. Depuis 2002, plusieurs de 
ses compositions ont été publiées en Angleterre, Suède et en 
Roumanie, et leurs nombres est toujours croissants. En 2008 il est 
de retour en Roumanie enseignant la guitare à l’École de Musique 
et Arts no. 3 de Bucarest. En 2014 il initie un concours  de guitare 
(Guitar Steps) dédié aux jeunes guitaristes. 
Web: https://productionsdoz.com/nos-artistes/andrei-adrian 
(2010) 

Andriessen Louis (English) 
born 6 June 1939, Utrecht. 
Dutch composer of mostly stage, orchestral, chamber, vocal, and 
piano works that have been performed throughout the world. 
Mr. Andriessen is the son of the composer and organist Hendrik 
Andriessen (b. 1892 – d. 1981), nephew of the composer and 
pianist Willem Andriessen (b. 1887 – d. 1964) and brother of the 
composer Jurriaan Andriessen (b. 1925 – d. 1996). He studied 
composition privately with his father from 1953–57 and with Kees 
van Baaren at the Koninklijk Conservatorium in Den Haag from 
1957–62, where he graduated with a first prize. He then studied 
composition privately with Luciano Berio in Milan in 1962–63 and 
in Berlin in 1963–64, assisting him with the scoring of Passaggio. 
Among his honours are the selected work at the UNESCO 
International Rostrum of Composers in Paris (1977, for De Staat), 
the Matthijs Vermeulen Prijs (1977, for De Staat; 1992, for De 
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Materie), the 3M Music Award (1993), the Edison Award (1993, 
for the recording of De Tijd), the Debs Composer's Chair at 
Carnegie Hall (2009–10), and the Grawemeyer Award for Music 
Composition (2011, for La Commedia). 
He is also active in other positions. He founded the ensemble 
Orkest de Volharding in Amsterdam in 1972, with which he 
remains associated, and later founded the amplified ensemble 
Hoketus in Amsterdam in 1976, which disbanded in 1986. He has 
written numerous articles, most of which appear in The Art of 
Stealing Time (2003, edited by Mirjam Zegers, translated by Clare 
Yates), and co-wrote with Elmer Schönberger the book Het 
Apollinisch Uurwerk (1982, translated by Jeff Hamburg as The 
Apollonian Clockwork, Oxford University Press), a study of Igor 
Stravinsky. He is furthermore the subject of the book The Music of 
Louis Andriessen by Maja Trochimczyk (2002, Routledge) and an 
examination of De Staat by Robert Adlington appeared in the 
series Landmarks in Music since 1950 (2004, Ashgate Publishing). 
In addition, he served as artistic director of the Meltdown Festival 
in London in 1994 and continues to direct the annual International 
Young Composers Meeting in Apeldoorn. 
He taught instrumentation at the Koninklijk Conservatorium in 
Den Haag from 1974–78 and has taught composition there since 
1978. He has given guest lectures in numerous countries, 
including at Yale University in 1987. 
His primary publishers are Boosey & Hawkes and Donemus. 
Web: http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/andriesl.htm 
(2016) 

Andriessen Louis (Italiano) 
Compositore olandese nato a Utrecht nel 1939. Ha studiato con il 
padre e con Kees Van Baaren al Hague Conservatory. È stato 
allievo di Luciano Berio a Milano e Berlino. 

Andrushko Andriy (Italiano) 
Andriy Andrushko, giovane chitarrista e compositore ucraino nato 
nel 1976. Ha studiato chitarra con Anatoliy Matvijtzov e con 
Viktoria Sydorenko, mentre per quanto riguarda la composizione è 
stato allievo di M. M. Lemishko e di Myroslav Skoryk. È anche 
autore di un Symphonic Poem  per due chitarre e orchestra. 

Andryszak Ales (English) 
Guitarist, composer, pedagogue and poet, born in Prague, died in 
Munich (Upper Bavaria). / In his childhood he learnt piano and 
violin. At the age of 16, he discovers his love for the guitar, to 
which he now devotes himself exclusively. He studied at the 
Prague Music Academy and won a 1st prize at a Prague guitar 
competition. From 1949 until his death he lived and worked in 
Munich as a private music teacher. He taught classical guitar, 
arranged for radio and television and gave concerts on the radio. 
From 1961 on the American scientist Thomas F. Heck was his 
pupil in Munich. Andryszak did not appear in public as a guitar 
soloist, but accompanied singers on guitar in Germany and 
abroad. Since 1966 he was the companion of the singer Elena 
Cardas at concerts, guest performances and on foreign tours. In 
1967 he performed with her at the Burg Waldeck Festival 
(Chanson Folklore International). In addition a live LP appeared 
on which they interprete “Guarare”. And he published at least two 
vinyl records with Cardas: “Songs aus 14 Ländern” and “Rund um 
die Welt mit Elena Cardas”. On a tour of the USA with a (the 
same?) singer, his friend Pavel Ricar accompanied him. Ricar also 
assisted him in the publication of his guitar school “Die Schule der 
Konzertgitarre” (1979), to which he contributed three 
compositions. Some poems of Andryszak have been edited, too. 
From 1979-1982 Stefan Grasse was a pupil of Andryszak in 
Munich. Even in his old age Andryszak started playing the violin 
again. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Anelli Giuseppe (Italiano) 
Anelli Giuseppe nasce a Trigolo (Cremona) il 19 maggio 1873 da 
Giovanna Cabrini e Antonio Anelli, valente organista della Chiesa 
Parrocchiale che, nel 1848, aveva creato il locale Corpo Musicale 
“San Benedetto”. Alla morte del padre, avvenuta prematuramente 
nel 1891, Giuseppe – che aveva compiuto studi musicali a Milano 
– gli succede nell’incarico d’organista, raccogliendo in eredità 
anche la direzione del Corpo Musicale, che nel frattempo aveva 
assunto la denominazione di Banda Musicale Sociale Operaia “San 

Benedetto”. Egli approfondisce la propria preparazione musicale, 
completandola con il conseguimento, a soli ventidue anni, del 
diploma di Maestro di Musica presso il Conservatorio Musicale di 
Bologna, riportando gli elogi della Commissione Giudicatrice. 
Anelli dirige con entusiasmo e perizia la Banda, rinnovandola e 
portandola a partecipare, con successo, a numerosi concorsi 
musicali. Sempre più spesso, durante queste manifestazioni, 
vengono eseguiti brani da lui composti e, a partire dal 1897, 
riceve diverse onorificenze e diplomi di merito per le sue 
composizioni. Negli stessi anni il Maestro organizza, in provincia di 
Cremona, il Corpo Musicale “Genivoltese” a Genivolta (anno 
1902), la “Ciclo Fanfara” a Soresina (anno 1905) e costituisce a 
Fiesco un Corpo di Cantori. Alla fine del 1907 lascia ogni incarico 
per trasferirsi a Carmagnola, dove risulta vincitore del concorso 
che gli vale la nomina a Direttore del locale Corpo Bandistico 
Musicale. Tra il 1908 ed il 1923 il Maestro dirige, 
contemporaneamente alla Banda di Carmagnola, le Bande di Bra, 
Carignano e Racconigi. A Fossano crea e dirige un’orchestra 
filarmonica. Dirigerà anche altre formazioni, da lui create, a 
Paesana ed a Envie, ambedue località della Provincia di Cuneo. 
Nel 1916, dopo aver vinto per due anni consecutivi i concorsi di 
composizione indetti dalla Regia Istituzione “L’Arte 
Melodrammatica” di Palermo, viene nominato Socio Artista della 
prestigiosa istituzione. Complessivamente, nella sua carriera, 
Giuseppe Anelli otterrà: 16 attestati, 3 bacchette d’ebano, 1 
corona d’alloro d’oro, 1 croce di cavaliere della corona, 47 diplomi, 
8 encomi, 6 medaglie d’oro, 14 medaglie d’argento e 2 medaglie 
di bronzo. Una delle sue composizioni, la sinfonia “Risorgimento 
italiano”, ottiene grandi riconoscimenti e viene presentata, con 
successo, in numerose manifestazioni musicali anche all’estero 
(Australia, Francia, Germania, Stati Uniti e Svizzera) fino a 
diventare, unitamente ad altre sue opere, brano d’obbligo nei più 
importanti Concorsi Musicali del tempo. Sempre più spesso viene 
chiamato quale Presidente o Membro di Giuria a presenziare a 
manifestazioni musicali in Italia ed anche all’estero. Nel 1924 è 
chiamato dal Comune di Saluzzo a dirigere la locale Scuola Corale 
e la Scuola di musica strumentale, ed a formare la nuova Banda 
Cittadina. Il Maestro Anelli continua la sua premiata opera di 
istruttore e di compositore sin nell’agosto del 1926 anno in cui, a 
soli 53 anni, è stroncato a Torino da una morte improvvisa, 
lasciandoci un immenso patrimonio musicale: 12 brani di musica 
profana, 20 brani di musica sacra, 16 brani strumentali, 10 danze 
figurate, 3 fantasie per banda, 4 marce funebri, 35 marce per 
banda, 4 marce per fanfara (di cui 1 per ciclofanfara), 5 marce 
religiose, 23 mazurche, 1 minuetto per arpa, 3 opere, 2 operette, 
1 pantomima, 1 poema, 24 polke, 1 raccolta di canzoncine per 
bambini e 23 valzer. 
Web: 
http://www.wickymusic.com/dettaglio_compositore.asp?IDcompo
sitore=31&pagina_load=/dettaglio_compositore.asp 

Angeli Angelo (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore italiano, nato a Fondo (Trento) nel 1884. 
Laureato in Giurisprudenza. Collaborò alla rivista La Chitarra. 

Angulo Héctor (Italiano) 
Compositore cubano nato in Santa Clara nel 1932. Ha studiato 
alla Manhattan School of Music a New York. Tornato in Cuba ha 
studiato composizione con Léo Brouwer. 

Anido Maria Luisa (English) 
Maria Luisa Anido Gonzalez was bom on 26 January 1907 in 
Moron, a suburb situated 20 km west of Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
Her father, Juan Carlos Anido, was an aficionado of the guitar and 
music in general. He gave Mimita her first guitar lessons when she 
was five years old, supported her career and accompanied her on 
her tours through Argentina and Uruguay. Juan Carlos Anido first 
published the magazine 'La Guitarraf in 1923. Emilio Pujol, Regino 
Sainz de la Maza, Josefina Robledo, Domingo Prat and Miguel 
Llobet visited his house. Domingo Prat (who had studied with 
Tarrega and Llobet and was the first to take the Spanish guitar 
school to the Rio de la Plata) gave lessons to Mimita and 
organized her first concerts when she was just nine years old. 
When she was eleven, in May 1918, she played in 'La Argentina' 
(a prestigious concert hall in Buenos Aires). For that concert, 
Anido's father bought her the Torres guitar that had belonged to 
Tarrega and Llobet. Miguel Llobet became her next teacher, and 
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Anido and Llobet used to go on tour playing as a guitar duo. In an 
interview for Classical Guitar Magazine (August 1988) Mimita said: 
“Llobet was a very amusing teacher; he had a great sense of 
humour It was possible to regard him more as a companion than 
as a teacher. We travelled a lot around Argentina, with my 
father”. Gradually Mimita gained popularity and became known as 
“La Primera Dama de la Guitarra”. 
When her father died in 1933, there was a long silence in her 
performing career till 1950. It was her mother who, because ot 
her traditions, could not accept that she travelled alone. So she 
stayed at home and taught at the Conservatorio Nacional de 
Musica in Buenos Aires and at the Universidad del Literal in 
Rosario. 
Mimita's international career took off after her mother's death. 
She thought: “as the world exists and is big, I will try to know it”. 
In 1952 she played concerts in Great Britain, Austria, France, and 
Italy, in a series that included artists such as Karajan and 
Menuhin. The audiences and critics alike acclaimed her 
extraordinary talent. She would go on to repeat her European 
tours on a yearly basis and even extended them to Russia and 
Rumania. In 1954 she visited Japan and later the Philippines. She 
also visited several countries in Latin America, always returning to 
Argentina, where she played the first Argentinian performance of 
the Concierto de Aranjuez. In 1976 she left her country out of 
protest against the military government. She stayed first in Palma 
de Mallorca and then in Barcelona. She played in Switzerland, 
Germany and Spain, recorded for radios and for an LP, gave 
lessons, and adjudicated in competitions. The Cuban composer 
and guitarist Leo Brouwer invited her to play in Cuba in 1982, 
1984 and 1986. In 1987 she was asked to conduct a guitar class 
in the Institute Superior de Arte de Havana and to be a member 
ot the jury ot the International Guitar Competition of Havana. 
Even at the age of eighty, she played a wonderful concert that 
included some of her own compositions such as Aire Nortena and 
El Misachica. 
She died in Tarragona, Spain, on 4 June 1996. 

Annes Henrique (English) 
Henrique Annes, founder of the Orquestra de Cordas Dedilhadas 
de Pernambuco (Orchestra of Fingered Strings of Pernambuco), 
the Oficina de Cordas do Recife (Recife Strings Workshop, another 
group), and of the Orquestra Armorial (Armorial Orchestra), has 
been performing as a soloist of chamber and symphonic 
orchestras both in Brazil and the U.S. As an educator, he created 
and has long since been involved with the Music Conservatory of 
Recife (Pernambuco), where he created the chair of violão erudito 
(classical guitar). Having produced the third album by the 
Orquestra de Cordas Dedilhadas and several others dedicated to 
choro music and musicians, Annes had Sounds of Pernambuco, 
recorded by the Oficina de Cordas de Pernambuco, released in the 
U.S. by WTA dos Estados Unidos, while Música de Pernambuco, 
also recorded by the Oficina, was launched in England by Nimbus. 
Annes was, with cavaquinho player Jacaré, the only musician from 
Pernambuco invited for the nationwide choro panel realized in Rio 
de Janeiro in 2001 by the Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil (Bank of 
Brazil Culture Center). His debut was as the only accompanist 
on Canhoto da Paraíba's first album in 1968, Único Amor. At 
that time, Annes, who had become acquainted with da Paraíba 
through their mutual participation in programs at the Rádio Jornal 
do Commercio (Recife, Pernambuco), was only 22 years old, while 
da Paraíba was already 40 and highly reputed nationwide in choro 
circles. ~ Alvaro Neder, All Music Guide 
Web: http://www.answers.com/topic/henrique-annes (2010) 

Annunziati Marco (Italiano) 
Dopo una prima esperienza legata agli studi fiorentini della 
dodecafonia e della scrittura contemporanea, lo stile di Marco 
Annunziati si è rivolto alle esperienze della musica tonale, con 
riferimenti agli stili del più autentico romanticismo (F. Chopin) alla 
scuola francese dell’Impressionismo (C. Debussy) e alla tradizione 
spagnola (I. Albeniz e J. Turina). Un particolare riguardo è rivolto 
poi alla scrittura barocca, con la quale si ripercorrono il tratto 
stilistico delle forme e delle strutture classiche e curandone lo 
svolgimento melodico ed un’attenta e continua analisi armonica, 
riconoscendone così il principio fondamentale di uno stile creativo. 
La chitarra ed il pianoforte, sia nella solistica come nella 

cameristica, sono i due strumenti in cui si è articolata una prima 
serie di composizioni. Nella prima si riconoscono, sia per 
l’esperienza di concertista che per la peculiarità degli stili, le prime 
opere giovanili improntate ad una connotazione espressiva alla 
ricerca della speculazione timbrica e ad esaltare le caratteristiche 
tecniche dello strumento. Nella seconda, con le quattro romanze 
Op.3 - 6 , si entra, anche se pur nei limiti tecnici, nel mondo più 
tipicamente romantico nella consapevolezza di un attento 
recupero di un linguaggio intimistico di poesia e di ricerca 
introspettiva lontano dalle elaborazioni dell’ermetica 
contemporanea. 
Recentemente la produzione musicale si è rivolta ad una serie di 
trascrizioni e di nuove composizioni, a carattere didattico quale 
contributo alla musica per i giovani. 
Le musiche, infatti, con particolare riguardo a quelle per 
‘orchestra scolastica’ e piccole formazioni cameristiche di prossima 
pubblicazione a cura delle Edizioni Musicali Bèrben di Ancona, 
costituiscono un vero e proprio patrimonio d’opere con specifici 
contenuti tecnici e stilistici. 
Come compositore ha ricevuto riconoscimenti artistici come opere 
premiate e segnalate ai Concorsi Nazionali ed Internazionali di 
Composizione di Viareggio (1999), Povoletto (2000 – 2008) e 
Padenghe sul Garda (2006). 
Ha pubblicato per la Bèrben di Ancona, Wichy  e Rugginenti di 
Milano. 
(Fonte diretta) 
Web: 
http://www.cidim.it/cidim/content/314619?db=bdci&id=242807#
biografia (2010) 

Antignani Luca (English) 
He graduated in Piano, Composition, Orchestral conducting and 
Electronic Music; he graduated in Composition with maximum 
score at the Scuola Civica  in Milano with A. Solbiati and in 2001 
he also graduated in Composition at the Accademia Nazionale of 
Santa Cecilia in Rome with A. Corghi. He took part in the Cursus 
annuel de composition et d’informatique musicale at the IRCAM in 
Paris (2001-2002). 
He had selected to represent Europe to the FORUM 2002 in 
Montreal, obtaining the commission of a composition for 
the Nouvel Ensemble Moderne. In the same year he received two 
commissions from Radio France : the first for a chamber 
composition for the programme “Série à la breve”, broadcasted on 
the radios France Culture, France Musique and Hector , and the 
other for a chamber composition for the festival “Présences” 2003. 
In 2003 he received a commission from the Orchestre des Jeunes 
de la Mediterranée for a composition for choir and orchestra to 
execute during a tour of several concerts in different countries of 
Europe, and one composition had worked by the Ensemble 
Intercontemporain in 2004. In 2005 he obtained by 
the Accademia Nazionale di S. Cecilia and by theBiennale of 
Venice the commission of a composition for orchestra for the 
“Festival Berio” in Rome and the “Festival della Biennale” in 
Venice, in 2006 a commission for a chamber piece for the 
Festival RAI NuovaMusica of Turin and, at the same time, winner 
of the Barlow Endowment 2005, he writes a pièce for four renown 
american ensembles.  
From 2007 to 2009 he’s composer in residence at the 
conservatories of Annecy and Chambéry; during this period he 
received a commission from the France State for a pedagogical 
project (a ballet choreographed by Maryse Delente), a commission 
from the Société de Musique de Chambre of Lyon for a string 
quartet, a commission from the Orchestre des Pays de Savoie for 
a string orchestra piece and a combined commission from the 
electronic music center GRAME of Lyon and the Ensemble 
Orchestral Contemporain, for a chamber piece with live 
electronics. 
He obtained prizes and he was pointed out as noteworthy in 
several international composition competitions as GRAME/EOC 
2008, “Barlow Endowment 2005”, “Guido d’Arezzo”, “Molinari 
quartet”, “Lepo Sumera”, “Castello di Belveglio”, “Alfedo Casella”, 
ICONS, “Fattoria Paradiso”, “Backsteingotick” and others. 
His compositions had executed during several contemporary 
music festivals like “Musica” (Strasbourg, 2008). “Les Musiques” 
(Marseille, 2008), RAI NuovaMusica Festival (Torino, 2007), 
Sinopoli Festival (Taormina, 2006), Berio Festival (Roma, 2005), 
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Dresdner Musikfestspiele (Dresde, 2005), Settembre Musica 
(Torino, 2004), Milano Musica (2004), the Festival International 
d’Orchestres de Jeunes Européens (2003), the Emilia Romagna 
Festival (2003), and in Montréal (2002 & 2007), Paris 
(“Résonances” 2002, “Présences” 2003, “Agora” 2003), Arezzo 
(1996, 2002), Reggio Emilia (“Di Nuovo Musica”, 1999) Siena 
(Accademia Chigiana, 2000, 2001, 2002), Milano (“Pomeriggi 
Musicali” Symphony Orchestra, 2000; “Cantelli” Symphony 
Orchestra, 2001), Bacau (Romania) (“Mihail Yora” Symphony 
Orchestra, 2000), Venezia (Festival della Biennale, 2000 & 2005), 
Roma (Nuova Consonanza, 2001) and others. 
Some of his works have been broadcasted and telecasted by a lot 
of national radios, like Radio Televisione Italiana, Radio France 
and Radio Canada. 
As a musicologist he wrote several items about the contemporary 
music in the Nuova Enciclopedia De Agostini 2003. 
His scores are edited by Edizioni Suvini Zerboni (Milano). 
He teaches orchestration at the CNSMD of Lyon (France) and 
contemporary music at the HEM of Lausanne-
Fribourg (Switzerland). 
Web: http://www.lucaantignani.com/ENG.html (2011) 

Antitomaso Cosimo (Italiano) 
Cosimo Antitomaso si è diplomato presso il Conservatorio “D. 
Cimarosa” di Avellino sotto la guida del maestro Mario 
Quattrocchi. Successivamente si è perfezionato con Michelangelo 
Severi presso il liceo musicale “Arcangelo Corelli” di Cesena. Ha 
vinto vari concorsi nazionali (G.B. Pergolesi - A.M.A. Calabria - 
Riviera della Versilia - Città di Bacoli - Le Muse) sia come solista 
che in duo e si è distinto per la brillante attività concertistica. Ha 
all’attivo diverse pubblicazioni per la casa editrice Esarmonia tra 
cui una collana dedicata alla canzone napoletana e alcuni volumi 
rivolti alla didattica strumentale tra cui spicca per freschezza e 
originalità il metodo “La chitarra per i ragazzi”. Si è diplomato in 
Didattica della Musica presso il Conservatorio “Ottorino Respighi” 
di Latina e ha conseguito il diploma accademico di II livello per 
l’insegnamento dello strumento musicale presso il Conservatorio 
“D. Cimarosa” di Avellino. Si occupa, parallelamente alla musica 
classica, della divulgazione della musica popolare del sud Italia e 
nel 2007 ha inciso il cd “Sússete né” con il gruppo “Tracce 
Popolari”, per l’etichetta “Oiné”, contenente brani di sua 
composizione. È docente di chitarra presso la scuola media “R. 
Uccella” di S. Maria Capua Vetere.  
Web: http://www.myspace.com/campanusguitartrio (2010) 

Anton Susana (Italiano) 
Compositrice residente a Mendoza. Ha studiato alla Universidad de 
Cuyo. Ha svolto attività didattica, ed ha diretto il coro 'Niños 
Cantores de Mendoza' ed altri gruppi vocali. 

Antonioni Francesco (English) 
Born in 1971, Francesco Antonioni grew up in a musicians’ family. 
He started composing at an early age, graduated in piano and 
composition, got a master’s degree in composition under the 
guidance of Azio Corghi at the Accademia Nazionale di Santa 
Cecilia in Rome, then went to study with Julian Anderson and 
George Benjamin at the Royal College of Music in London, with 
the support of a Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother scholarship.  
His music, always appreciated for its originality and independence, 
has been performed by major orchestras and festivals, and 
broadcast in Europe and the United States. He has received 
commissions by prestigious institutions and musicians, including 
his mentors, George Benjamin and Hans Werner Henze, the latter 
to whom he has been composing assistant for three years.  Whilst 
his musical roots lie in the classical tradition, his current musical 
interests encompass many genres, from experimental electronics 
to pop and folk song. This is also fuelled by his work as a radio 
presenter on the Italian National Radio (RAI–Radio3). His 
compositions reflect the breadth of his interests, attempting a 
synthesis of various tendencies in contemporary art, framed into 
forms derived from the classical heritage. 
Amongst his compositions are: Chat-Opera, a multimedia 
chamber opera for singers, actors, amplified ensemble and DJ, 
premiered in 2002 at the Piccolo Teatro in Milan and the Piccolo 
Regio theatre in Turin, and broadcast as part of the 2002 Prix 
Italia; Morphing, for string quartet, premiered by the Smith 
Quartet at the Venice Biennale in 2001, and selected to represent 

Italy at the 2002 International Rostrum of Composers in Paris. Le 
melodie nascoste was commissioned and extensively performed 
by twelve Italian orchestras and also played by the RAI National 
Symphony Orchestra in 2004. Codice Ovvio is a ‘visual cantata’ 
commissioned by the Ensemble Modern, premiered at the 
Schauspielhaus in Frankfurt in January 2006. Giga, for large 
orchestra, was commissioned jointly by the Accademia Nazionale 
di Santa Cecilia, the Goethe Institut and the Ernst von Siemens 
Stiftung, to celebrate Hans Werner Henze’s 80th birthday, and 
was premiered by the Orchestra of the Accademia di Santa Cecilia 
under Pascal Rophé in June 2006. In September 2006 his Violin 
Concerto was premiered in the US by Lorenza Borrani with the 
Albany Symphony Orchestra conducted by David Alan Miller. In 
December 2007 the Arena di Verona opened its winter season 
with a ballet made on Demand me nothing, meditation on Iago, 
for orchestra. In January 2009 his Ballata, for eight solo strings 
was greeted with enthusiasm after its premiere given by the 
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group under George Benjamin 
and the success was echoed by reviews on the Times and the 
Guardian. 
Web: http://www.francescoantonioni.com/ (2010) 

Antoniou Theodore (English) 
Theodore Antoniou, one of the most eminent and prolific 
contemporary artists, leads a distinguished career as composer, 
conductor, and professor of composition at Boston University. He 
studied violin, voice, and composition at the National 
Conservatory in Athens, with further studies in conducting and 
composition at the Hochschule für Musik in Munich, and the 
International Music Center in Darmstadt. After holding teaching 
positions at Stanford University, the University of Utah, and the 
Philadelphia Musical Academy, he became professor of 
composition at Boston University in 1978. 
Theodore Antoniou's works are numerous and varied in nature, 
ranging from operas and choral works to chamber music, from 
film and theater music to solo instrumental pieces--his scores for 
theater and film music alone number more than a hundred and 
fifty compositions. One of his most successful works, the 
opera Bacchae, was given its first fully staged production for the 
Athens Festival in Greece. His newest opera, Oedipus at Colonus, 
commissioned by the Süd-West Rundfunk, Baden-Baden, in 
Germany, to be paired in programs with Stravinsky's Oedipus 
Rex, was premiered in Athens in May 1998; in August of the same 
year, the work received the prestigious Music Award presented 
annually by the Hellenic Union of Music and Theater Critics. 
Web: http://www.musicsalesclassical.com/composer/short-
bio/Theodore-Antoniou (2016) 

Antoniou Theodore (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra greco nato ad Atene nel 1935. 
Ha studiato violino, canto e composizione al Conservatorio 
Nazionale di Atene sotto la guida di M.Kalomiris e Y.Papaioannou. 

Antunes Jorge de Freitas (Italiano) 
Compositore brasiliano nato a Rio de Janeiro nel 1942. Ha 
studiato violino, composizione e direzione d'orchestra presso la 
Scuola Nazionale di Musica dell'Università del Brasile. Si è 
interessato di musica elettronica. 

Antunes Jorge de Freitas (Français) 
Jorge Antunes est né à Rio de Janeiro en 1942. Il commence ses 
études musicales en 1958 et en 1960 entre à l'Ecole Nationale de 
Musique de l'Université du Brésil, dans la classe de violon. Il entra 
en 1964 au cours de Composition et de Direction d'Orchestre, 
recevant l'enseignement de Henrique Morelembaum, José Siqueira 
et Eleazar de Carvalho. Simultanément il suivit les cours de 
composition de Guerra Peixe à la Pro-Arte de Rio de Janeiro. 
Avant 1964 Antunes avait embrassé le courant nationaliste et ses 
oeuvres dénotaient l'influence de Villa-Lobos. A partir de ce 
moment il a commencé à s'intéresser à la Musique Electronique. 
Deux années auparavant (1962) il entra à la Faculté Nationale de 
Philosophie et obtint la licence de Physique en 1965.  
En 1962 il construit plusieurs appareils électroniques: générateurs 
de sons, filtres électroniques, modulateurs, etc.; il a fondé le 
Centre de Recherches Chromo-Musicales se détachant ainsi 
comme précurseur en Musique Electronique au Brésil. A partir de 
1966 Antunes se remarque comme nom représentatif de la 
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musique d'avant-garde du Brésil et participe à plusieurs festivals 
nationaux et internationaux. 
En 1965 il commence une recherche dans le domaine de la 
correspondance son & couleur et son & image, en écrivant des 
oeuvres qu'il appelle CROMOPLASTOFONIAS, pour orchestres, 
bandes magnétiques, lumières, odeurs, substances gustatives et 
tactiles. 
En 1967 il est invité par le directeur de l'Instituto Villa-Lobos de 
Rio de Janeiro pour organiser le Centre de Recherches Musicales 
et est nommé professeur de Musiques Electroacoustiques à 
l'Instituto Villa-Lobos, où il a transféré son laboratoire, et où il 
donne des cours de Composition. 
En 1969 il est vainqueur du Concurso Bienal de l'Instituto 
Torcuato Di Tella de Buenos Aires, qui sélectionne un compositeur 
de chaque pays sud-américain pour lui offrir un stage au Centro 
Latino-Americano de Altos Estudios Musicales. Avec la bourse 
d'études Antunes va à Buenos Aires, où il suit des études de 
perfectionnement en composition musicale et esthétique, sous la 
direction d'Alberto Ginastera, Luis de Pablo, Umberto Eco, Eric 
Salzman, Francisco Kröpfl et Gerardo Gandini. En 1969 et 1970 il 
travaille au Laboratoire de Musique Electronique de l'Institut 
Torcuato Di Tella, à Buenos Aires. 
En octobre 1970 il obtient une bourse du gouvernement 
hollandais pour suivre un stage en Musique Electronique et 
Musique par Ordinateur à l'Institut de Sonologie de l'Université 
d'Utrecht. A Utrecht il travaille sous la direction de Gotfried 
Michael Koenig, Stan Tempelaars et Greta Vermeulen. Son oeuvre 
Music for Eight Persons Playing Things, composée à cette époque 
et primée au Concours Gaudemus 1971, a été complètement 
calculée à l'aide de l'ordinateur Electrologica X-8 de l'Université 
d'Utrecht.  
En 1971/73 Antunes a été boursier du gouvernement français 
pour suivre un stage au Groupe de Recherches Musicales de 
l'ORTF sous la direction de Pierre Schaeffer, Guy Reibel et 
François Bayle, et pour suivre le Cours de Doctorat en Esthétique 
Musicale, sous la direction de Daniel Charles, à la Sorbonne-
Université de Paris VIII. 
En Juin 1973 il a été invité par l'Université de Brasilia pour donner 
des cours de Composition Musicale au Département de Musique, 
où il est actuellement Professeur Titulaire de Composition 
Musicale, Musique Contemporaine et Acoustique Musicale. A la 
même Université il a réinstallé, avec un équipement professionnel, 
son ancien laboratoire personnel de Musique Electronique, et il a 
fondé le GeMUnB (Groupe d'Expérimentation Musicale), un 
ensemble de huit musiciens spécialistes de la musique 
expérimentale et de live-electronics qui a fait une tournée en 
Europe en 1975. 
En 1976/77 Antunes est rentré à Paris avec une bourse du 
gouvernement français et de l'Université de Brasilia, pour 
terminer son Doctorat à l'Université de Paris VIII, où il a soutenu 
sa thèse Son Nouveau, Nouvelle Notation. 
Entre 1978 et 1989 il développa une intense activité culturelle et 
politique à Brasilia, dans les mouvements intellectuels et 
populaires pour la démocratisation de son pays. Pendant cette 
période il écrit des oeuvres engagées politiquement, mais toujours 
avec un langage d'avant-garde. A la même période il dirige 
plusieurs projets musicaux à l'Université de Brasilia (Centre de 
Recherches Musicales, Orchestre de Chambre de l'Université de 
Brasilia, Festivals de Musique Contemporaine, etc.). Il réalise de 
nombreux voyages en Europe pour participer à des Festivals et 
diriger des concerts de ses oeuvres.  
En 1992/93 il a reçu une bourse de la Fondation Vitae, une bourse 
post-doctorale du CNPq (Conseil National de Recherches) et une 
licence sabbatique de l'Université de Brasilia, pour séjourner 
pendant un an en Europe et en Proche Orient (Berlin, Baden-
Baden, Freiburg, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem et Paris), pour la recherche 
et la composition de son nouvel opéra OLGA. Entre janvier et 
juillet 1993 il est compositeur-résident aux Ateliers UPIC, dirigés 
par Iannis Xenakis et Gérard Pappe, où il a travaillé dans le 
domaine de l'informatique musicale et de la correspondance 
Son&Image en realisant les bandes de sons électroniques d'être 
utilisées simultanément à la partie symphonique de son nouvel 
opéra. 
En 1993 son oeuvre Idiosynchronie a reçu le Prix de 
Recommandation de la Tribune Internationale des Compositeurs 
de l'UNESCO. En 1994 il a été invité par le Festival de Bourges 

pour présenter un concert spécial consacré à la musique 
électroacoustique brésiliènne et pour présenter la création 
mondiale de son nouvelle oeuvre Le Cru et Le Cuit, pour 
percussion et bande, réalisée à l'UPIC. En 1994 Jorge Antunes a 
été élu membre de l'Academie Brésiliènne de Musique et il a reçu 
le Prix de Musique Créative au Festival de Londrina au Brésil. 
Aussi en 1994 il a organisé et dirigé le I Encontro de Música 
Eletroacústica (Première Rencontre de Musique 
Electroacoustique), à Brasília. Pendant cette Rencontre les 
participants ont fondé la Société Brésiliènne de Musique 
Electroacoustique. Antunes a été élu premier Président de la 
S.B.M.E, étant réélu en 1997 pour une nouvelle période. 
Entre février et juin 1995 Antunes a réalisé une tournée en 
France, où il a participé du Festival Présences 95, avec la création 
mondiale de son nouvelle oeuvre Rimbaudiannisia MCMXCV, 
commandée par Radio France. Pendant cette période il a réalisé 
des oeuvres électroacoustiques, sur commande, aux Studios de 
Musique Electroacoustique du Groupe de Recherches Musicales de 
Paris, des Ateliers UPIC de Massy et du Groupe de 
Expérimentation Musicale de Bourges. 
L'oeuvre Rimbaudiannisia MCMXCV a reçu, en 1996, le Prix de 
Recommandation de la Tribune Internationale des Compositeurs 
de l'UNESCO et a été donnée en création au Brésil pendant la XII 
Biennale de Musique Brésilienne Contemporaine, à Rio. 
En 1997 il a gagné une bourse de la Foundation Rio-Arte pour 
composer un Ballet instrumental-électronique.  
Aussi en 1997 il organise et dirige le II Encontro de Música 
Eletroacústica (Deuxième Rencontre de Musique 
Electroacoustique), à Brasília, cette fois en niveau international. 
En février 1998 il est invité par l'Université d'Aveiro, Portugal, 
pour y donner des master-classes pendant les Journées de 
Musique Electroacoustique. En juin 1998 il est invité par l'Institut 
Goethe et par le groupe Músicos Contemporáneos de Cordoba, 
Argentine, por y donner des conférences et concerts de ses 
oeuvres. Aussi en 1998 il a reçu le prix Estancia 1998 du Ministère 
de la Culture du gouvernement espagnol. Avec ce prix Antunes 
donne des master-classes au Laboratorio de Informática y 
Electrónica Musical (LIEM) de Madrid, où il travaille pendant la 
période juillet-août en realisant une nouvelle oeuvre 
électroacoustique. 
Web: http://www.innternet-art.com/antunes/biofranc.htm 

Anzaghi Davide (Italiano) 
Davide Anzaghi è nato il 29 novembre 1936 a Milano, città nella 
quale risiede e opera, alternando l'attività di compositore con 
quella di docente di Composizione, presso il Conservatorio G. 
Verdi della stessa città. Avviato precocemente allo studio della 
musica dal padre, anch'egli musicista, ha poi compiuto gli studi 
musicali accademici - diplomandosi in Pianoforte, Musica Corale e 
Direzione di Coro, Direzione d'Orchestra e infine Composizione - al 
Conservatorio G. Verdi di Milano. Iniziata l'attività didattica al 
Civico Istituto Donizetti di Bergamo, ha successivamente 
insegnato al Venturi di Brescia, per approdare al Conservatorio di 
Milano, istituto presso il quale è attualmente docente di 
Composizione. Fatta eccezione per alcuni lavori di impianto 
accademico e risalenti agli anni della formazione scolastica, le 
opere di Davide Anzaghi sono tutte successive al 1970, anno nel 
quale l'autore matura la propria vocazione di compositore e inizia 
una laboriosa attività creativa, la quale lo conduce ad approntare 
numerosi pezzi da camera e sinfonici e ad imporsi in autorevoli 
contesti. Per ben due anni (1970 e 1971) ha vinto A Concorso di 
Composizione Pianistica Città di Treviso, con le composizioni Segni 
e Ritografia. Nel 1973 la composízíone per orchestra Limbale ha 
ricevuto il primo premio al X Concorso Internazionale di 
Composizione Sinfonica Ferdinando Ballo. Nel 1974 il pezzo per 
grande orchestra dal titolo Ausa viene dichiarato vincitore del 
Concorso Internazionale Olivier Messiaen, da una giuria composta 
da G. Ligeti,, W. Lutoslawskí, I. Xenakis, Ton de Leeuw e 
presieduta dallo stesso Messiaen. Eseguita nelle più importanti 
istituzioni musicali internazionali, la musica di D. Anzaghí ha via 
via acquisito importanza e stile inconfondibili. Iniziata l'esperienza 
compositiva nel contesto delle avanguardie degli anni cinquanta e 
sessanta, l'autore ha successivamente maturato esigenze diverse 
che lo hanno condotto verso una scrittura armonica ed eufoníca: 
attraverso un'acusticità soave trapela una pregnante componente 
onirica; cifra stílistíca presente fino ai primi anni ottanta. A 
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decorrere dal 1984 l'autore si converte ad una scrittura vivida e 
dialettica, dalla quale, oltre ad una cospicua componente 
pitagorica, emerge il progetto poetico di fondo, teso a rivalutare il 
ruolo dell'ascolto: per privilegiare il quale la progettazione 
composítiva si dispone all'efficacia, pur conservando la 
complessità delle proprie trame. 
Web: http://www.esz.it/autori/autori_anzaghi.html 

Aperghis Georges (English) 
A Greek composer born in Athens in 1945, he has lived and 
worked in Paris since 1963. 
In 1971, after a few instrumental pieces more or less inspired by 
serial techniques, he composes his first musical play La tragique 
histoire du nécromancien Hiéronimo et de son miroir. This piece is 
at the root of much of his future investigations into the 
relationships between music and text, between music and stage. 
Thus, he takes part in the great adventure of musical theater that 
begun in France at the Festival d’Avignon. 
In 1976, with the founding of ATEM (Atelier Théâtre et Musique), 
he reinvents his approach to composition with a new art-form 
inspired by everyday life and social issues transposed into an 
often absurd and poetic world, in which musicians, singers, actors, 
and multimedia artists meet on a equal footing (La bouteille à la 
mer, 1976; Conversations, 1985; Sextuor, 1993; Commentaires, 
1996) 
After leaving ATEM in 1997, he goes on writing musical 
plays (Machinations,2000; Paysage sous surveillance, 2002; Le 
petit chaperon rouge, 2003; Luna Park, 2011). 
His concert music includes a large series of instrument or vocal 
solo pieces (among them is his masterpiece Récitations, 1978), 
introducing theatrical elements here and there, sometimes purely 
gestural. His chamber music, either orchestral, vocal, or 
instrumental, is rich of many pieces composed for a wide variety 
of performing ensembles. In these, he does not give up his taste 
for experimentation, nor for a certain kind of provocation (Die 
Wände haben Ohren, for large orchestra, 1972), but unlike 
musical theater, nothing is intentionally stage-oriented, all is 
composition-driven. 
His opera works, a third domain of activity, may be considered a 
synthesis of his musical theater and concert music; here, the text 
is the unifying and decisive element, and the singing voice is the 
main vector of expression. Georges Aperghis has composed seven 
lyrical works, includingPandemonium (1973) inspired by Jules 
Vernes’ writings, Liebestod (1981) after a letter from Brentano to 
Goethe, Tristes tropiques (1996) after Levi-Strauss, Les 
Boulingrin (2010) after Georges Courteline. 
Indeed, since the early 2000s, classifying Georges Aperghis’s 
works in three distinct domains is more confusing than ever 
because of their very nature. 
Die Hamletmaschine (2001), an oratorio based on Heiner Muller’s 
work; Dark Side (2004), a “monodrama” based on 
Aeschylus’ Oresteia; Avis de tempête(2004), an opera; perhaps 
even Wölfli Kantata (2006), a cantata after Adolf Wölfli’s writings; 
or Happiness Daily (2009), for soprano, mezzo-soprano and 
ensemble; all of them challenge the issues of drama, of 
performance, of staging, and they illustrate the freedom with 
which Georges Aperghis plays on classification and genre, in the 
performing arts as well as the theater. 
A prolific composer with a never-ending inventiveness, Georges 
Aperghis is building a very personal corpus of works, serious and 
humorous at the same time, rooted in tradition as well as free of 
institutional constraints. Knowledgeably opening up unexpected 
horizons of vitality and ease for his performers, he skillfully 
reconciles the sound and the visual, as much as he broaches 
issues embedded in the tragic or derisory aspects of his time. 
In October 2011, Georges Aperghis received the Mauricio Kagel’s 
Prize. 
Web: http://www.aperghis.com/lire/bio.html#ENGshot (2012) 

Aprile Antonio (Italiano) 
Antonio Aprile, compositore ed interprete catanese, diplomato in 
chitarra al Conservatorio di Vibo Valentia e in chitarra 
dell'ottocento al Conservatorio di Avellino, ha studiato 
composizione col M° Enrico Dibennardo. Ha composto musica per 
chitarra sola, con voce o altri strumenti, per quintetto di fiati, per 
pianoforte, percussioni, utilizzando spesso testi poetici di autori 

contemporanei come Andrea Zanzotto, Cesare Pavese, Pier Paolo 
Pasolini, Garcia Lorca, Fiore Torrisi per composizioni (non sempre 
autorizzate dai poeti...) destinate a varie formazioni di voci 
recitanti e strumenti. Sue opere sono state eseguite in rassegne di 
musica contemporanea in Italia (Associazione Musicale Etnea - 
Catania) e all'Estero (Bruxelles). 
Nel '95 ha fondato i “Musikoi Logoi”, ensemble di voci recitanti e 
strumenti con cui eseguiva propria musica, nel '98 gli “Antikantus” 
ensemble di musica medievale ove si diletta con citola, viella e 
strumenti similari. Marginalmente si occupa di poesia, fotografia e 
attività editoriali. 

Aranda Pablo (Español) 
Nacido en 1960, inició sus estudios musicales en la Escuela 
Experimental Artística de Antofagosta y los continuó en Santiago 
en la Universidad Metropolitana y en la Universidad de Chile. El la 
composición fue guidado por los profesores Cirilo Vila y Andrés 
Alcalde en Chile, Johannes Fritsch en Alemania y Franco Donatoni 
en Italia. Sus composiciones, en la mayoría de cámara, han sido 
interpretadas permanentemente en varios países del mundo y 
grabadas en discos. Su gran afinidad y conoscimiento de la 
guitarra, la han llevado a escribir obras solísticas y en conjuntos 
de cámara. 

Araújo Severino (Français) 
Clarinettiste, compositeur et chef d'orchestre. Très renommé au 
Brésil pour ses arrangements sublimes. Par tradition tous les plus 
grands solistes étaient ses propres frères et cousins. 

Arenas Fuentes Mauricio (Español) 
Mauricio Arenas Fuentes nació en Chile en 1964 y reside en 
Francia desde 1976. En este país estudió armonía, orquestación y 
análisis con los profesores Gerard Castanié y Katori Makino. 
Durante los años ochenta, comenzó a estrenar obras de cámara y 
a colaborar musicalmente con espectáculos visuales (teatro, cine). 
Primer premio del concurso de composición “Andrés Segovia” en 
España, la obra de Mauricio Arenas Fuentes ha sido estrenada en 
América del sur, del norte y en Europa por interpretes como 
Carlos Pérez, Oscar Ohlsen, Romilio Orellana, Vincent Airault, 
María Paz Santibañez y la orquesta Filarmónica de Montevideo 
(Uruguay). 
Desde 2004, Mauricio Arenas Fuentes participa activamente, junto 
al guitarrista Vincent Airault y la pianista María Paz Santibanez, en 
“LEOPAZ”, asociación que propone una apertura a las diferentes 
practicas y campos estéticos contemporáneos, mas allá de las 
filiares académicas o institucionales tradicionales. Mauricio Arenas 
Fuentes ha sido editado por la editorial Billaudot (París) y EMEC 
(Madrid). 
Web: 
http://www.leopaz.org/presse/3/MAURICIO%20ARENAS%20FUEN
TES.pdf 

Argento Dominick (Italiano) 
Compositore statunitense di origine italiana, nato a York 
(Pennsylvania) nel 1927. È stato allievo, tra gli altri, di 
L.Dallapiccola, B.Rogers e H.Hanson. 

Aristova Nina (Italiano) 
Compositrice e pianista russa. Ha studiato al Conservatorio di 
Mosca con K.Batashov e L.Timofeewa. Ha proseguito l'attività di 
compositrice ed insegnante in Germania. 

Armijo Leticia (Español) 
Nació en la Ciudad de México en el año de 1961. Inició sus 
estudios de guitarra a la edad de cuatro años con Daniel Torres y 
en el Conservatorio Nacional de Música. Concluyó sus estudios de 
licenciatura en Composición en la Escuela Nacional de Música de 
la Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), obteniendo 
mención honorífica. Estudió la maestría en gestión y Promoción de 
la M´sica en la Sociedad y el Docororado en Historia y Ciencias de 
la Música en la Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. Actualmente 
realiza una estancia Posdoctoral en composición en la 
Universidad  de Granada Universidad Autónoma de Madrid  
1965-1982 Iniciación musical. Estudios de guitarra con Daniel 
Torres.  
1982-1985 Conservatorio Nacional de Música. 
1988-1992 Ciclo Propedéutico en el área de composición, violín y 
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guitarra. Escuela Nacional de Música de la Universidad Nacional 
Autónoma de México (UNAM). 
1992 -1997 Licenciatura en Composición en la Escuela Nacional de 
Música de la Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), 
obteniendo mención honorífica.  
2001-2003 Maestría en Gestión y Promoción de la Música en la 
Sociedad. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. 
2001-2007 Doctorado en Historia y Ciencias de la Música en la 
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid obteniendo la mención Cum 
Laude por unanimidad con la tesis Graciela Agudelo: una 
compositora del siglo XXI.  2007. 
2010-2012  Posdoctorado en composición, Universidad de 
Granada en España. 
Comedia sin título. Ópera en un acto sobre textos de Federico 
García Lorca. 
Las mujeres y el Quijote. Concierto para guitarra. 
Actualmente es una de las compositoras más activas en el 
panorama de la música mexicana de concierto. Como compositora 
ha sido acreedora de importantes premios y reconocimientos 
como el Premio SACM de composición Sinfónica otorgado por 
Música de Concierto y la Sociedad de Autores y Compositores de 
México en el 2007, año en el que es galardonada en el terreno de 
la música electroacústica por el Ministerio de Cultura y Educación 
de España en el Laboratorio de Informática y Electrónica Musical 
del Museo Nacional de Arte Reina Sofía, mismo que vuelve a 
obtener en el 2009.  
Sus obras han sido interpretadas por reconocidos concertistas, 
coros y orquestas en Austria, Cuba, España, Chile, Francia, 
México, Bélgica, Italia, Lisboa, Washington y Japón, como 
Cuauhtémoc Rivera, el cubano Ensamble Coral Nexus, Cuarteto 
Carlos Chávez, Cuarteto Latinoamericano, Orquesta Sinfónica 
Nacional de México, Orquesta Sinfónica de Cuba, Orquesta 
Sinfónica del Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Orquesta de Cámara 
del Nuevo Mundo y Orquesta Sinfónica de Acapulco, entre otros.  
Sus obras han sido publicadas por la editorial canadiense ARLA 
Music Pu blishin Company. 
Dentro de su catálogo compositivo destaca Sonata Andina, 
estrenada por Cuauhtémoc Rivera y Yolanda Martínez; las 
variaciones para orquesta A tus recuerdos, estrenadas por la 
Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional de México dirigida por Enrique 
Diemecke; el cuarteto de cuerdas A pesar de todo estrenado por 
el Cuarteto Carlos Chávez, la música original para la obra teatral 
Ayer su silencio hoy su voz dirigida por la dramaturga María Luisa 
Medina, los arreglos y orquestación de los Villancicos de navidad 
presentados por la Orquesta de Cámara del Nuevo Mundo bajo la 
dirección de Johannes Bruno Ullrich, la música original para el film 
Las canchalagüeras de la cineasta española Rosa Pérez Almeida, 
la Sinfonía guerrera OIKABETH, Premio SACM de Composición 
Sinfónica estrenada por la Orquesta Sinfónica de Acapulco, 
dirigida por Arturo Álvarez, el Ballet Sinfónico en cuatro actos 
Coyolxauhqui. Réquiem de cuerpo presente estrenado por al 
Orquesta Sinfónica del IPN bajo la dirección de Gabriela Díaz 
Alatriste. 
Web: http://www.leticiarmijo.com/01_01.htm (2012) 

Armstrong John Gordon  (English) 
John Armstrong, born in Toronto in 1952, studied composition at 
the University of Toronto, the University of Michigan in the USA 
and the Ecole d'arts américains in Paris with Nadia Boulanger. His 
principal interest is in the writing of chamber music, with a special 
focus on the guitar and the voice. His style ranges form the lyric 
and expressive (Songs for Lyra, Circle's End) to the ironic (An die 
Musik II, The Last Waltz in Boston) to the more abstract (Ghosts). 

Armstrong Tom (English) 
Lecturer in Music, Director of Postgraduate Research PhD (York). 
Tom is a composer whose music is performed throughout the UK 
and in Europe. Performers with whom he has worked include Jane 
Chapman, Melanie Pappenheim, the Delta Saxophone Quartet, 
Notes Inégales, the Fidelio Trio, the Endymion Ensemble, the New 
Music Players, the Royal Scottish National Orchestra and the BBC 
Philharmonic. His output is notable for its diversity of medium, 
technique and aesthetic; it includes music for both amateurs and 
professionals, draws influences from post-war modernism, 
through European post-miminalism to non-Western music, and 
embraces both ‘fixed’ and open notions of the musical work. 

Tom has worked on a number of large-scale 
collaborative projects. Black Maria, by acclaimed children’s author 
Diana Wynne Jones, was created with choreographer Susan Crow 
and screenwriter Zara Waldeback and premiered at the Lilian 
Baylis Theatre, Sadlers Wells. The same year (2007) he composed 
the one-woman show Catching the Sun with the playwright 
Stephanie McKnight. Other collaborations with writers include The 
Cathedral on the Marshes (2010-12, with Sarah Diamond) 
commissioned by the Crossness Engines Trust and funded by the 
PRSF, the RVW Trust, the Britten-Pears Foundation and Arts 
Council England, Opened Spaces (with Jim Morris) released on the 
CD Songs Now (Meridian Records) in 2012, and Do the Right 
Thing (with Bridget Minamore) premiered at the Linbury Theatre 
in 2012 as part of the Royal Opera House’s ‘Exposure’ series. 
In his recent instrumental music Tom has been 
experimenting with notational approaches that open up broader 
avenuesfor performer creativity and bring a more collaborative 
approach to the composer/performer relationship. Albumleaves 
(2013) for the Ligeti Quartet and trumpeter Simon Desbruslais 
(scheduled for release on Signum Classics in 2015) and his work 
in progress for Trio Aporia (Stephen Preston, flute, Richard 
Boothby, viola da gamba and Jane Chapman, harpsichord) utilise 
indeterminacy and open form to confer on the performers greater 
responsibility for determining the configuration and overall sound 
of a piece in performance. 
Tom studied composition with George Nicholson before reading 
music at York University, remaining to pursue a DPhil with Roger 
Marsh. He studied with Vinko Globokar at Dartington Summer 
School and with Magnus Lindberg, Colin Matthews and 
Oliver Knussen at the Britten-Pears School. He attended 
the prestigious InternationalCourse for 
Professional Choreographers and Composers at Bretton Hall 
working with, amongst others, Kenneth Tharp and 
WayneMacGregor. In 2011 Tom was selected for VOX3, part of 
the opera development programme at the ROH, where he worked 
with Dominic Muldowney and John Lloyd-Davies. 
Web: 
http://www.surrey.ac.uk/schoolofarts/people/complete_staff_list/t
om_armstrong/ (2015) 

Arnold Malcolm (Italiano) 
Compositore, direttore d'orchestra inglese, nato in Northampton. 
È stato prima tromba della London Philarmonic Orchestra e 
dell'Orchestra della BBC. Nel 1957 ha vinto il promio Oscar come 
autore della musica del film Il ponte sul fiume Kwai. 

Aron Stephen (English) 
Described by the New York Times as “cultivated and musical”, 
Stephen Aron has established himself at the center of the 
American classical guitar scene. Recent performances have taken 
him across North America and Europe, including appearances in 
Canada, France, Denmark and Italy. He is a regular feature artist 
at numerous American guitar festivals, including at six Guitar 
Foundation of America Conventions, the Boston Conservatory 
Guitar Festivals, Stetson International Guitar Festivals, Portland 
Guitar Festivals, Great Lakes Festivals, Rantucci Guitar Festivals, 
Appalachian Guitar Festivals, Eastman Guitar Festivals, East 
Carolina University Guitar Festivals, Alexandria Guitar Festivals, 
National Summer Guitar Workshops, Rosario Guitar Festivals, the 
Ithaca College Winter Guitar Festival, the Yale University Guitar 
Extravaganza, the Piccolo Spoleto Festival, the Eastern Tennessee 
Guitar Festival, the Weathersfield Chamber Music Festival, the 
ASTA Symposia, the MANC Festival and others. He has performed 
and taught at such schools as Manhattan School of Music, 
Cleveland Institute of Music, Yale University, University of 
Southern California, Tulane University, Magill University, MIT, Cal 
State Fullerton, Miami International University, the San Francisco 
Conservatory of Music, and the Mannes College of Music. 
An active recording artist, he has released seven cd’s, to critical 
acclaim. Notably, the music Aron has recorded is almost entirely 
of his own creation, either by arrangement or composition, and 
includes the complete mazurkas of Chopin, volumes of music of 
Mendelssohn and Schumann, and new works by both 
contemporary composers and “lost” works, such as the complete 
guitar works of Walter Burle Marx. Most recently, Aron has turned 
his attention to composing; his newest recording features his own 
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original solo works. Aron’s arrangements and compositions can be 
found in print in editions by Tuscany/Theodore Presser, Mel Bay 
and Clear Note Publications. 
A vigorous chamber music advocate, he performs regularly with 
JoNell Aron, soprano, the Gabrieli Ensemble (strings), a quartet, 
Poco Tango, (flute, guitar, bass and percussion), and others. His 
long-time partnership with flutist Jane Berkner, the AronBerkner 
Duo, has performed across the region and abroad. Together, they 
co-direct Suonare in Italia an annual chamber music workshop in 
Italy. 
Aron has adjudicated and produced numerous national and 
international competitions. The Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of the GFA from 1991-93, Aron hosted and directed the GFA 
Convention in 1988 in Akron, and was again the host and artistic 
director of the GFA Convention in 2005, in Oberlin. Aron is a 
graduate of the Hartt College of Music and the University of 
Arizona. In addition to his post as Professor of Music and 
Chairman of Guitar Studies at the University of Akron, Stephen 
Aron is Teacher of Classical Guitar and founder of the classical 
guitar studies program at the Oberlin Conservatory of Music. 
Web: http://www.stephenaron.net/biography/ (2015) 

Arrieu Claude (English) 
She was a prolific composer who sttudied at the Paris 
Conservatory with Paul Dukas, among others. Her music had the 
ease of flow and elegance of structure that typified Parisian neo-
classicism, while avoiding the often concomitant frivolity. Vivacity, 
clarity of expression and a natural feel for melody were her hall 
marks. Her radio score Frederic General won a Prix Italia in 1949. 
Her music included several stage works, concertos and numerous 
wind chamber pieces. She later worked with Pierre Schaeffer, the 
innovative electronic composer, although she never used 
electronic techniques in any of her concert compositions. 

Arseneault Raynald (English) 
Raynald Arseneault was born in Québec on June 9, 1945, and died 
in 1995. He studied at the Montréal Conservatory with Gilles 
Tremblay (composition and analysis), Françoise Aubut-Pratt 
(harmony and organ), and in 1973 was awarded premier prix and 
the Prix d'Europe in composition. He spent eight years in France 
from 1973 to 1981. There he studied with Tony Aubin 
(composition) and Pierre Cochereau (organ) at the Académie 
Internationale de Nice, with Claude Lefebvre (composition) at the 
Conservatoire National de la Région de Metz, and Claude Ballif 
(analysis and composition) and Michel Philippot (composition) at 
the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Paris. Encounters with 
Yvan Wychnegradski in Paris and Giacinto Scelsi in Rome had 
important effects on his development. 

Arseneault Raynald (Italiano) 
(1945-1995) 
Compositore canadese nato in Québec. Ha studiato organo e 
composizione a Montréal, ed in seguito ha vissuto per otto anni in 
Francia. Rientrato in Canada ha ricevuto numerosi riconoscimenti. 

Arteaga Edward (English) 
Edward Arteaga was born on July 15, 1950. He received a B.M. at 
Boston University, studying with Gardner Read and John 
Goodman. Emigrating to Canada, he attended the Shawnigan 
Lake Summer School of the Arts where he studied with Jean 
Coulthard. Since then he has worked as musical and technical 
director for the Paula Ross Dance Company. Arteaga has written 
several works for Vancouver's widely respected exponent of new 
music for the guitar, Michael Strutt, and received a CAPAC 
recording subsidy for his Suite for Guitar. Other awards include 
first prize at the Okanagan Music Festival for Composers, for his 
Symphony No.1, and the Alberto Guerrero Memorial Prize for 
Venturi for two pianos. Arteaga's style of composition reflects a 
quest for a clear and direct musical expression. He is firmly linked 
to the Western musical style, especially the music of Mahler, 
Stravinsky, and Bartók.  

Arteaga Edward (Italiano) 
Compositore americano nativo del New Jersey. Ha frequentato 
l'Università di Boston. Trasferitosi in Canada ha frequentato The 
Shawningan Lake Summer School of The Arts. Il suo stile è 
strettamente legato a Mahler, Stravinsky e Bartók. 

Artero Juan Manuel (Español) 
Juan Manuel Artero nace en Madrid en 1969. Inicialmente 
autodidacta, continua estudios musicales de forma privada y 
acude a cursos y seminarios impartidos por diversos profesores en 
Madrid, Alicante, Cuenca, y en la Universidad de Alcalá de 
Henares, donde estudia con Mauricio Sotelo  y José Luis de Delás. 
En 1995 asiste a la Academie d’Étè en el IRCAM (París) y se 
traslada a Italia, donde estudia composición con Salvatore 
Sciarrino y música electroacústica en Milán y Roma. En 1996 es 
becado por el Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores para residir en la 
Academia Española de Historia, Arqueología y Bellas Artes en 
Roma, y en 1998 por la SGAE para acudir al curso del Festival de 
Darmstadt. En 1999 es nombrado compositor en residencia por la 
Joven Orquesta Nacional de España, y en el periodo 2000-2002 ha 
vivido en la Residencia de Estudiantes becado por el 
Ayuntamiento de Madrid. 
Sus obras han sido estrenadas en diversas ciudades y festivales 
españoles, así como en Hungría, Alemania, Austria, Italia, Irlanda 
y Estados Unidos. De entre su catálogo cabe destacar ‘Paisaje con 
incendio’ (2000) para orquesta, ‘Epílogo a la ausencia II’ (2004) 
para dos tríos en eco -premiada en el Encuentro de compositores 
del INJUVE-,  la ópera de cámara ‘El respirar de la estatuas’ 
(2005) con textos de R. M. Rilke, ‘Sobre lo inútil perpetuo’ (2005) 
compuesta con motivo del centenario de Manuel Altolaguirre y 
estrenada en la Residencia de Estudiantes y ‘Stanza dei venti’ 
(2006) para cuatro instrumentos. 
Para el teatro ha diseñado espacios sonoros y compuesto música 
original en diversos espectáculos bajo la dirección de José Luis 
Gómez, Luis Miguel Cintra y Carlos Aladro. 
Colabora habitualmente con distintos artistas en la elaboración de 
bandas sonoras para video, de entre las que cabe destacar la 
realizada para la videoinstalación 'La Tierra de Nadie' en la 
Alhambra dentro del Hay Festival Granada encargada por la 
Delfina Foundation.   
Web: http://www.juanmanuelartero.com/biografia.html 
(2009) 

Asafiev Boris (English) 
Boris Asafiev was one of the most outstanding Russian musicians 
of the first half of the twentieth century. He was introduced to the 
guitar by Andrés Segovia during the latter’s 1926 tour of the 
Soviet Union. The Second World War and Asafiev’s death in 1949 
effectively prevented this music from reaching Segovia, and the 
music was to be buried in archival storage. 
Web: http://www.editionsorphee.com/russian.htm 

Ascione Domenico (Italiano) 
Domenico Ascione, uno dei più brillanti ed eclettici chitarristi 
italiani, ha intrapreso lo studio della chitarra con Bruno Battisti 
D'Amario, diplomandosi nel 1985 presso il Conservatorio “S. 
Pietro a Maiella” di Napoli. Dal 1986 al 1989 si è perfezionato con 
Angelo Gilardino seguendo i suoi corsi estivi. Ha studiato armonia 
e contrappunto con Valentino Miserachs e composizione con Aldo 
Clementi. Inoltre ha compiuto studi musicologici presso l'“Istituto 
Superiore di Paleografia e Semiografia musicale” di Roma diretto 
da Francesco Luisi.  
 Nel corso della sua carriera ha svolto e svolge una intensa attività 
concertistica come solista, con orchestra e in varie formazioni 
cameristiche, che lo ha portato nelle maggiori città italiane, oltre 
che in Francia, Austria, Germania, Polonia, Spagna, Ucraina, 
Brasile e USA. Ha collaborato più volte con il Teatro dell'Opera di 
Roma.  
Nei suoi “recitals” ha sempre privilegiato il repertorio del '900 e 
contemporaneo, eseguendo, tra l'altro, numerose volte un 
autentico “tour de force”, come l'opera integrale per chitarra di H. 
Villa-Lobos, riscuotendo sempre l'unanime consenso di pubblico e 
di critica. 
Ha inciso un disco solistico per la Lira Records con musiche di 
Giuliani, Sor, Gilardino, Petrassi e Maderna; per la Bottega 
Discantica con il flautista Romolo Balzani; per Fonè con la 
cantante Miriam Meghnagi, per le Ed. Paoline in un ensemble di 
musica contemporanea. Inoltre ha registrato per la Televisione 
Svizzera Italiana e la RAI. 
Da alcuni anni è molto attivo anche nel campo della “world music” 
come compositore ed esecutore: con il Mishmash Quartet ha 
inciso “Delta” per Finisterre, “Crossover”, tra musica colta e 
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musica di tradizione orale di origine ebraica (musica klezmer, 
yiddish, sefardita) e del medi oriente, e “Yasaman”. Con la 
cantante e attrice Evelina Meghnagi e il percussionista Arnaldo 
Vacca, ha inciso “Di voce in voce” per Harmony. 
Collabora inoltre con la Tarantula Hypertext Orchestra di L. 
Cinque, suonando insieme a maestri come Jivan Gasparian. Come 
compositore è attivo sopratutto in campo didattico ed ha 
pubblicato per la Berbèn. Per la stessa casa editrice ha revisionato 
brani di autori contemporanei. 
Ha vinto ed è stato premiato in vari concorsi nazionali ed 
internazionali, fra cui l'8° Concorso nazionale “Città di Parma” 
(1987) ed il 20° Concorso internazionale “F. Sor” di Roma (1991). 
Vincitore del concorso a cattedre nei Conservatori per esami e 
titoli, è titolare della cattedra di chitarra presso il Conservatorio 
“U. Giordano” di Foggia. Tiene annualmente i Corsi estivi di 
interpretazione musicale di Lucera, Viggiano e Acropoli. Direttore 
artistico dell' Accademia Musicale Romana, ha diretto le ultime 
edizioni dei Festival “Musica e Natura” a Roma e nel Lazio, e del 
Festival della Villa di Traiano ad Arcinazzo Romano. 
Web: www.domenicoascione.it (2011) 

Asencio Vincente (English) 
(1908-1979) 
Composer and pianist of the post-war period, he taught harmony 
and composition at the Music Conservatory of Valencia. Thanks to 
Narciso Yepes (who was one of his students) Asencio began to 
compose Guitar music, producing, between his best works, the 
Suite Valenciana, the Suite mistica, Collectici intím and the 
Homenajes (homages to Scarlatti, Lorca, De Falla), all 
compositions written according to the post -impressionist taste. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Asencio Vincente (English) 
The life of Vincente Asencio overlapped those of both the new-
wave romantic and the avant-garde Spanish composers, but he 
did not quite fit into either category. He rejected atonality as 
'uninteresting' and though he declared himself to be a 'tonal' 
composer his was not the cloudless tonality of, for instance, 
Granados or Albéniz. Although his music often expressed 
uncomplicated and ebullient joy, it perhaps more often reflected 
his quiet, reflective and devout character; he described himself as 
'un intimiste' and underlined it with his Collectici intím. 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composer/btm.asp?fullname=Asencio,%2
0Vincente 

Asencio Vincente (Italiano) 
(1908-1979) 
Compositore e pianista del secondo dopoguerra, insegnò armonia 
e composizione al Conservatorio Superiore di Musica di Valencia. 
Fu grazie a Narciso Yepes (che fu suo allievo tra i 13 e i 19 anni) 
che Asencio si accostò alla composizione per chitarra, producendo, 
tra i suoi migliori lavori, la Suite Valenciana, la Suite mistica, 
Collectici intím e gli Homenajes (omaggi a Scarlatti, a Lorca, a De 
Falla), tutti di gusto post-impressionista. (Barbara Bellettini: 
Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Asheim Nils Henrik (English) 
Composer Nils Henrik Asheim (b.1960) combines his work with a 
career as a performer, as well as regularly collaborating with 
other artists on projects integrating spatial and theatrical 
elements. Asheim started out as a pupil of Olav Anton 
Thommessen and made his début as a composer at the early age 
of fifteen. In 1978 he was awarded the EBU Rostrum prize for his 
work Ensemblemusikk for 5. He subsequently went on to study 
organ and composing at the Norwegian Academy of Music and the 
Sweelinck Conservatory in Amsterdam. 
From about the year 2000 onwards Asheim’s music displays a 
stronger focus on texture and the physical and tactile qualities of 
sound. His music presents parallel temporal proportions; Asheim 
works with layers of closeness and distance. Recurring material 
undergoes variation, thereby creating a form that appears open 
and self-generating. In the course of this same period Asheim 
makes his mark as a performer with his free-improvisation disc 16 
pieces for organ and its sequel 19.03.04, Oslo Cathedral, and a 
collaboration with soprano Anne-Lise Berntsen resulting in the 
recordings Engleskyts and Kom regn. Asheim also appears as a 

pianist in various projects. 
Nils Henrik Asheim has written several chamber music pieces 
including Vannspeil, Navigo, Chase, Nicht and Broken Line; his 
output for orchestra includes the works Speil, Turba , Wind Songs 
and Degrees of White. He has also written a number of large-scale 
sacred works. Since 1991 Asheim has lived in Stavanger where he 
is active as a composer, performer and organizer, and not least as 
the principal initiator of the founding of Tou Scene, an alternative 
centre for contemporary arts. 
Web: http://www.nilshenrikasheim.no/about (2011) 

Asia Daniel (English) 
Daniel Asia, Composer and Conductor, was born in Seattle, 
Washington in 1953. He has been the recipient of the most 
competitive grants and fellowships in music including a Meet the 
Composer/Reader’s Digest Commission, United Kingdom Fulbright 
Arts Award Fellowship, a Guggenheim Fellowship, four NEA 
Composers Grants, an M.B. Rockefeller Grant, McDowell Colony 
and Tanglewood Fellowships, ASCAP and BMI composition prizes, 
and a DAAD Fellowship for study in the Federal Republic of 
Germany. Rivalries, for orchestra, was a semi-finalist in the 1986 
Friedheim Competition of the Kennedy Center. Mr. Asia was 
Composer in Residence under the auspices of the Meet the 
Composer Orchestral Residency Program with the Phoenix 
Symphony from 1991 to 1994. The composer’s major orchestral 
works include At The Far Edge, Black Light, two song cycles, a 
trumpet concerto, and four symphonies. He has also written 
extensively for chamber ensembles and solo performers. 
Working with many renowned soloists, ensembles, and 
orchestras, Mr. Asia has been commissioned by the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra, Phoenix Symphony, Seattle Symphony 
Orchestra, Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, American Composers 
Orchestra, Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra, Chattanooga 
Symphony, Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra, New Jersey 
Symphony Orchestra, North Carolina Symphony Orchestra, 
Tucson Symphony Orchestra/Syde Family, Seattle Youth 
Symphony Orchestra, Colorado Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Koussevitsky Music Foundation, Fromm Music Foundation, 
D’Addario Foundation for the Performing Arts/Domus, Oberlin 
Woodwind Quintet, Musical Elements, Benjamin Verdery/guitar, 
André-Michel Schub/piano, Jonathan Shames/piano, John Shirley-
Quirk and Sara Watkins/baritone and oboe, and Robert Dick/flute. 
In recent years Mr. Asia’s music has also been performed by the 
Brooklyn Philharmonic Orchestra, Aspen Festival Chamber 
Orchestra, Northwest Chamber Orchestra, and numerous chamber 
ensembles. His music has been played throughout the United 
States, including the major venues of New York such as Carnegie 
Hall and Recital Hall, 92nd Street Y, Merkin Hall, the Great Hall at 
Cooper Union, and those of London including Queen Elizabeth Hall 
(South Bank), St. John’s, Smith Square, and Wigmore Hall. His 
works have been recorded in London for the BBC by the BBC 
Singers and Lontano. 
After receiving his B.A. degree from Hampshire College, where he 
studied music and European History, Mr. Asia attended the Yale 
School of Music, receiving the Master of Music degree. His major 
teachers include Jacob Druckman, Stephen Albert, Gunther 
Schuller, Isang Yun, Arthur Weisberg, Bruce MacCombie, Ronald 
Perera, and Randall McClellan. 
Mr. Asia is also the founder and present Co-Music Director of the 
New York-based contemporary ensemble Musical Elements. The 
Ensemble has performed in all the major halls of New York and 
was in residence at the 92nd Street Y, 1986-9. Musical Elements 
records for Composers Recordings, Inc. 
Assistant Professor of Contemporary Music and Wind Ensemble at 
the Oberlin Conservatory from 1981 to 1986, Mr. Asia resided in 
London from 1986 to 1988 working under the auspices of a U.K. 
Fulbright Arts Award and a Guggenheim Fellowship. He is 
presently Associate Professor of Composition, and head of the 
Composition Department, at The University of Arizona, Tucson. 
Web: 
http://www.presser.com/Composers/info.cfm?Name=DANIELASIA 

Assad Clarice (English) 
A new voice from the Assad family of musician/composers! Clarice 
Assad has already assembled an impressive assortment of raves, 
commissions, and honors. 
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Clarice Assad was born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 1978. She is an 
aquarius, shares the same birthday as Carmen Miranda and was 
named after the writer Clarice Lispector. She lives in NYC. 
Described by the San Francisco Chronicle as a “serious triple 
threat”,  and “an arranger and orchestrator of great imagination” 
(SF Classical Voice), Clarice Assad is making her mark in the 
music world as a pianist, arranger, as a vocalist and as a 
composer.  A versatile artist of musical depth and sophistication, 
her works have been published in France (Editions Lemoine), 
Germany (Trekel), and in the United States (Virtual Artists 
Collective Publishing), and have been performed in Europe, South 
America, the United States and Japan. Miss Assad's music often 
have a thematic core, and explore the physical and psychological 
elements of the chosen story or concept. With a repertoire in 
continuous expansion, her works are sought out by musicians 
both in the classical and the jazz realms. 

Assad Sergio and Odair (English) 
As children, the Assads' mandolinist father guided their discovery 
of Brazilian music. Their uncanny ability to play guitar together 
soon evidenced itself, and seven years of study with the classical 
guitarist and lutenist Monina Tavora (a disciple and former pupil of 
Andrés Segovia) followed. The Assads' American career began in 
1969, under the “Youth for Understanding” aegis. A major prize at 
the “Rostrom of Young Interpreters” in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 
launched their European career. They also achieved victory in the 
1973 Brazilian Symphonic Orchestra competition for young 
soloists. They have performed in recital and with orchestra 
throughout France, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Italy, Spain, 
Portugal, Greece, Poland, Luxembourg, Slovenia, Switzerland, the 
Netherlands, Scandinavia, Australia, Great Britain, the Far East, 
Argentina, and their native Brazil.  
“I believe we were always meant to be a team right from the first 
time we picked up our guitars. We began playing guitar at exactly 
the same time, we always studied with the same teachers and 
learned the same music and techniques. Such interaction can only 
really happen with brothers, because we shared every aspect of 
our musical education together.” (The Assads' St. Louis Post-
Dispatch Interview) 
The Assads embark on a North American tour in fall 1995 with 
engagements that include Toronto's Ford Centre, and 
performances in Phoenix, Nashville, The Wolf Trap Foundation in 
Vienna, Virginia, and New York City. In 1993-94, the duo returned 
to Carnegie's Weill Recital Hall in New York. Last season they 
appeared at Pasadena's Ambassador Auditorium and in San 
Francisco, Seattle, Miami and New York City. The twentieth 
century has produced a number of guitar duos formed by 
happenstance or recording-company intervention. But for 
Brazilian-born siblings Sergio and Odair Assad, the roots obviously 
go much deeper. Today's foremost guitar duo, the Assads have 
been credited with doublehandedly reviving Brazilian music for the 
instrument. Gnattali, Nobre, Krieger, and Mignone have dedicated 
pieces to them, as have the Russian Nikita Koshkin, Argentinian 
Astor Piazzolla, and Frenchman Roland Dyens. 
Web: http://www.csun.edu/~igra/bios/text/assad.html 

Assad Sergio (Italiano) 
Nato a San Paulo in Brasile, Sergio Assad ha ricevuto le prime 
lezioni di musica dal padre, mandolinista dilettante. Ha continuato 
i suoi studi di Direzione e Composizione alla “Escola nacional de 
musica” all’Università Federale di Musica di Rio de Janeiro, 
studiando anche privatamente con Esther Scliar, nota insegnante 
di Rio. Negli ultimi 15 anni Sergio ha concentrato la maggior parte 
dei suoi sforzi nel costruire un repertorio per il duo di chitarre che 
ha formato con il fratello Odair (il celebre duo Assad), estendendo 
le possibilità della combinazione di due chitarre attraverso i suoi 
arrangiamenti di musiche latino -americane di autori come 
Piazzolla, Villa Lobos e Ginastera, cos ì come di autori dal barocco 
al Contemporaneo come Soler, Scarlatti, Rameau, Bach, Mompou, 
Ravel, Debussy e Gershwin. Come compositore, Sergio ha messo 
in evidenza la chitarra, lo strumento che ha scelto, in molte sue 
composizioni. Ha scritto numerosi brani per duo di chitarre, 
chitarra e flauto, clarinetto o violoncello; trii per chitarra, violino e 
viola, per chitarra, flauto e viola, per ensemble di chitarre e per 
chitarra e orchestra. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della 
Chitarra) 

Asturias Rodrigo (English) 
Rodrigo Asturias (b. 1940) was born in Guatemala City in 1940. 
He began studyng piano at an early age. In 1959 he moved to 
Europe, and after two years at the University of Lausanne, he 
settled in París, where he pursued the fundamentals of his musical 
formation. 
With Simone Plé-Caussade he studied harmony, counterpoint and 
fugue. He attended analysis classes with Olivier Messiaen in 1963. 
From 1963 to 1965 he studied composition with René Leibowitz, 
simultaneously working in Henry Dutilleux’s classes throughout 
1964. He studied conducting with Igor Markevitch in 1966 and in 
Salzburg with Bruno Maderna in 1968. 
In 1964 he composed his first Sonata for Piano, for which he 
received the Dutilleux Class Award. Between 1965 and 1971 he 
composed the vast cycle “Livre pour Piano”, consisting of Sonatas 
for Piano No. 2 (1965-1966), No. 3 (1966), No. 4 (1966-1967), 
No. 5 (1968-1971) and No. 6 (1968-1969). This work was 
followed by the Concerto for Cello and Orchestra (1971-1975); 
the Concerto for Piano and Orchestra “The Garden of Paths which 
Divided” (1976-1979), in the form of mobiles, in homage to Jorge 
Luis Borges; the “Livre pour Orchestre” (1979-1990), comprising 
Symphonies No. 1 (1981), No. 2 (1984), No. 3 (1986), and No. 4 
(1990); and the song cycle “The Banquet of the Clouds” (1986-
1991), twenty-one songs after texts by Juan Ramón Jiménez in 
three versions: a) voice and piano, b) voice and instrumental 
ensemble, and c) voice and orchestra. 
Asturias is the composer of several pieces for different 
instruments and ensembles: “Serenade pour Guitare” (1981), 
“Puisqu’il n’est pas question de force” for choir a capella with 
lyrics by Paul Eluard (1965). Other compositions include: “Son, 
double sens d’un mot” for two instrumental ensembles (1980), “In 
Memoriam” for piano and brass instruments (1981), and 
“Serenata Fiesolana” (1978) for fifteen instruments. 
Asturias also composed a Sonata for Two Pianos (1993-1995) by 
appointment of the French Radio Television and the Ministry of 
Culturan Affairs of France. In 1969 he orchestrated Ricardo 
Castillo’s suite “Guatemala, serie de impresiones” and in 1995 he 
transcribed for piano the three final dances from the “Paal Kabá” 
ballet by the same author. He also completed several unfinished 
projects such as Castillo’s “Vocalise of Paal Kabá” and “Scherzo for 
Two Pianos” by Manuel Herrarte, among other pieces. 
His works have been published by C.F. Peters (New York-
Frankfurt), APNM (New York), and Editions Musicales Max Eschig 
Co. (París). 
In 1980, Rodrigo Asturias was the first composer to receive the 
Karlheinz Stockhausen Musical Composition Prize for his Fourth 
Sonata for Piano. He was invited to participate, as a composer, at 
the Institute de Recherches Accoustiques Musicales (IRCAM) in 
París in 1990. 
In 1989 he began a musicological research and came across the 
work of Manuel Martinez-Sobral (1879-1946), a Guatemalan 
composer whose work had been considered irretrievably lost. He 
then became interested in recovering and revising the music by 
Ricardo Castillo (1891-1966) and by Manuel Herrarte (1925-
1974). These compositions have also been edited under his 
supervision in París by Editions Musicales Max Eschig Co., a total 
of 72 scores. 
In 1982, he founded “Los Grandes Conciertos de Guatemala” in 
Guatemala City. The purpose of this society was to acquaint the 
Guatemalan public with the greatest musical compositions of the 
past, those never previously heard in Guatemala, as well as the 
most important pieces of the contemporary repertoire. 
Web: http://www.edition-
peters.com/php/artist_details.php?artist=ASTURIAS&section=com
poser  (2010) 

Atkins Chet (English) 
1924-2001 
Born near Luttrell, Tennessee, from humble beginnings (it was 
said that he strung up an old ukulele with wire from an screen 
door) to later become responsible for the ‘Nashville Sound’. Atkins 
maintained a grounded, and self-effacing attitude that won him 
admirers around the World. After hearing a live radio broadcast of 
Merle Travis playing the guitar with his distinctive alternating-
thumb-and finger style, Atkins was hooked and subsequently 
developed his own fingerpicking style. Associated for many years 
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with Gretsch electric semi-acoustic guitars Atkins often played the 
nylon-stringed guitar. He met Segovia in 1960 and was well aware 
of the classical guitar. In an interview he mentioned that his 
favourite classical guitarist was probably Julian Bream and that 
Sabicas had the most impressive technique. His attitude to 
technique was diligent but he was keen for up-and-coming 
guitarists to find their own voices through constant practice and 
open-eared inquisitiveness. The amazing jazz fingerstylist Lenny 
Breau was one guitarist whom he helped in Nashville. The late 
Marcel Dadi was a modern exponent of the Atkins-influenced style 
of playing. Atkins, at one time produced a roster of around 40 
artists. A multi Grammy and Country Music Association award-
winning guitarist he received the ultimate honour with his election 
in 1973 into the hallowed Country Music Hall of Fame. His music 
appealed across the board because its smooth, deftly executed 
and understated style was accessible and unpretentious. Many 
guitarists who took up Atkins’ fingerstyle guitar probably went on 
to further investigate the classical guitar. (Tim Panting, Classical 
Guitar Magazine, August 2001) 

Aubert Louis-Françoise-Marie (English) 
(1887-1968) 
Unduly neglected, Louis Aubert, a pupil of Gabriel Fauré, in the 
first performance of whose Requiem he took part as a boy, was a 
composer of considerable distinction, showing some affinity with 
both Debussy and Ravel. 
Stage Works: Aubert's lyrical tale La forêt bleue brings to the 
stage the fairy world of children's 
stories. His Cinéma: Tableaux symphoniques, a ballet, shows 
episodes in the development of the cinema. 
Orchestral Music: Dryade, Tableau symphonique, originally written 
in 1924 as a score for a film, is similar in its inspiration to Ravel's 
Daphnis et Chloé or the work of Debussy that has its source in 
pagan antiquity. Aubert's Tombeau de Chateaubriand pays tribute 
to his fellow-countryman, also a native of Saint-Malo. His moving 
Offrande of 1952 is dedicated to the memory of those who 
suffered in the war. 

Auric Georges (English) 
Georges Auric studied at the Conservatories of Montpellier and 
Paris and finally at the Schola Cantorum with Vincent d’Indy. In 
his early twenties he was member of the famous Groupe des six. 
Auric’s talents are to be found predominantly in his music for the 
theatre and the screen. In addition to his ballets Les Matelots, 
Pastorale, Les Enchantements de La Fée Alcine, La Concurrence, 
Les Imaginaires, Le Peintre et son Modèle, Phédre (on a libretto 
by Cocteau), Chermin de Lumière, La Chambre and Euridice 
written for the ballet companies of Sergey Dyagilev, Ida 
Rubinstein and David Lichine, his incidental scores and his opera 
Sous le masque, Auric’s credits as a composer can be found on 
some forty French, forty American and fifteen British films. As a 
writer of both complete scores and of songs, Auric collaborated 
during almost half a century with such directors as Marc Allégret, 
Jean Delannoy, Henri-Georges Clouzot, Max Ophüls, William 
Wyler, John Houston and Otto Preminger. Among his best known 
scores for British and American films are Passport to Pimlico 
(1949), The Lavender Hill Mob (1951), Moulin Rouge (1953), 
Bonjour Tristesse (1957), The Hunchback of Notre-Dame (1957) 
and The Innocents (1961). Above all, however, Auric is to be 
remembered for his unique collaboration with Jean Cocteau, 
including six films that were directed by Cocteau himself (Le Sang 
d’un Poéte, La Belle et la Bête, Les Parents Terribles, L’Aigle à 
deux Têtes, Orphée and Le Testament d’Orphée) and three 
directed by others, but with Cocteau as a script-writer (L’Eternel 
Retour, Ruy Blas and Thomas l’Imposteur). 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composer/btm.asp?fullname=Auric,%20G
eorges 

Auric Georges (Italiano) 
(1899-1983) 
Compositore francese, nato a Lodève (Hérault) e morto a Parigi. 
Allievo al Conservatorio di Paris e alla Schola Cantorum, ha 
studiato con V.D'Indy. Componente del gruppo Les Six, ha 
composto balletti, liriche, musica per pianoforte, e da film. 

Autenrieth Ronald J. (English) 
Ronald J. Autenrieth was born 1959 in Weingarten in Baden. After 
training to be a teacher in Esslingen, he lived as first in 
Ravensburg and in Weingarten where his main field of activity was 
in church music. As a member of the programme advisory board 
of the “Society for New Music”, he played a prominent part in the 
organization and presentation of concerts with serious midern 
music in the area between Lake Constance and Upper Swabia. 
Among his teachers, Jean Chenevoy, Johannes Baiker and 
Heinrich Hamm must be mentioned. 
Apart from larger works such as the “Ragamusic” for large organ 
which was first performed in Frankfurt, he has also composed 
easy to perform music for amateurs and popular music. 
Autenrieth lives near Eberbach on the Neckar since 1991. Besides 
his teaching in a rehabilitation centre, he works as composer, 
arranger, conductor and interpreter, often together with young 
people. 
Web: http://www.copy-us.com/?composer=autenrieth (2010) 

Axelrod Lawrence (English) 
Lawrence Axelrod is a composer, pianist and conductor, whose 
musical activities have taken him around the United States and 
the world. As a composer, Mr. Axelrod has had works done by 
Pinotage, The Lincoln Trio, The Duo Ahlert/Schwab, the Ensemble 
JungeMusik Berlin and The Verdi String Quartet in recent seasons. 
In the dual capacities of pianist and composer, he has presented 
concerts around the United States and internationally, including 
venues in Germany, Sweden, Cuba and South Africa. His 
compositions have been performed on composers’ festival 
concerts around the United States. His work for orchestra and 
tape, Cassandra Speaks, was premiered by the San Jose 
Symphony (CA) in June of 1999 with music director Leonid Grin 
conducting. He has three CD recordings that feature his works. 
Mr. Axelrod has received grants from Chorus America, Meet the 
Composer and Arts International for the performances of his 
works. 
Mr. Axelrod was also a founder and past chairperson of the 
Chicago Composers’ Consortium, as well as a member of CUBE. 
He has taught a highly successful opera appreciation class at 
Ghost Ranch Santa Fe each summer for nearly ten years. His 
teaching experience also includes classes for young people. 
Lawrence Axelrod received his undergraduate degree from 
Amherst College and a Master of Music Degree in orchestral 
conducting from Northwestern University. 
Web: http://www.lawrenceaxelrod.com/index.html  (2009) 

Ayala Héctor (Italiano) 
(1914-1989) 
Chitarrista compositore argentino nato in Concordia (provincia di 
Entre Rios). Ha alternato la attività di insegnamento con quella di 
esecutore in orchestre di tango. Ha fatto parte della Escuadrón de 
Guitarras di Abel Fleury. 

Babadzanjan Arno (Italiano) 
(1921-1983) 
Compositore armeno nato ad Erevan. Ha studiato in Armenia ed a 
Mosca. Docente al Conservatorio di Erevan, è stato insignito di 
numerosi premi e riconoscienti in URSS. 

Babbitt Milton (Italiano) 
Compositore americano nato a Philadelphia nel 1916. Ha studiato 
musica e matematica a New York ed ha seguito a Princeton i corsi 
di R.Session. Collaboratore di riviste musicali, è stato attivo 
presso il centro di musica elettronica dell'Università di Columbia. 

Bach Peter Sebastian (English) 
Singer (bariton) to the guitar, born in Berlin as Peter Sebastian 
Mendelsohn, murdered at the killing institution Hartheim (near 
Linz/Upper Austria). In 1930 he gave himself the birth name of 
his mother Johanna Bach. He studied law at the University 
‘Kaiser-Wilhelm’ in Berlin as well as singing with Egon Söhnlein 
and classical guitar with Carl Henze. He performed as singer to 
the guitar in Berlin with his own settings of songs. In 1921 he 
received his doctorate for Dr. Phil. at the faculty of law at the 
university at Breslau and finished in the same year his academic 
career to become a professional musician. In 1933-1936 he was 
several times on tour through France, Switzerland, Italy and the 
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Netherlands. On May 14, 1936 he was arrested, because he was 
Jewish, and came into different concentration camps (1936-
1940). (Rainer Stelle) 

Bachicha (Español) 
(2 de marzo de 1890 - 28 de noviembre de 1963) 
Nombre completo: Deambroggio, Juan Bautista Músico, 
bandoneonista y director. 
Bandoneonista y director, primero conocido por Bachichín y 
mundialmente después por Bachicha. 
Luego de los repetidos bailes de barrios, fue músico de la 
orquesta de Roberto Firpo por varios años e integró la gigante 
Firpo-Canaro para los carnavales de 1917 y 1918 del teatro 
“Colón” de Rosario. 
Dejando a Firpo en 1921 y junto a Nicolás Vaccaro, Juan C. 
Bazán, Emilio De Caro, Alejandro Michetti, va al Perú en una 
patriada en pro del tango y le va, como a sus compañeros, muy 
mal. De regreso, forma parte del conjunto “Los de la Raza” que 
integraban los hermanos Navarrine, Mario Melfi, Horacio 
Pettorossi, Bartolomé Chapela, Alba, saliendo para España el día 3 
de agosto de 1923, después de actuar en Chile. Al año siguiente, 
Eduardo Bianco que actuaba en París con la típica de Genaro 
Espósito (el Tano Genaro), lo llama junto a Melfi y se constituye 
en la capital de Francia la orquesta argentina Bianco-Bachicha. 
Tiempo después forma el rubro Bachicha-Ferrazzano y en 1929, 
ya sólo con su nombre empieza a recorrer Europa, parte del Africa 
y el Medio Oriente asiático. Mantuvo su fama, siempre en favor de 
nuestro tango, hasta el final de sus días. París fue su residencia 
fija. 
Compuso su primer tango en Buenos Aires, “Mentaberry”, pero en 
la Ciudad Luz hizo la mayoría de los que publicó. De su lista 
extraemos “Avellaneda”, “Montparnasse”, “Samitier”, “Hasta la 
muerte”, “Casimiro”, “Aserrín... Aserrán”, “Cuenta aparte”, 
“Déjame”, “Juan Manuel”, “La Yegüecita”, “Oración”, “Quebracho”, 
“Renacimiento”, “Taita”, “Vidalita”, “Adiós, Adiós”, “Buena Pinta”, 
“Remolinos”, “Tengo ganas de llorar”, “Plena alerta”. 
Amigo de antaño de Carlos Gardel, de los tiempos del dúo Gardel-
Razzano, y luego en las horas gratas de París, donde le pasara 
“Bandoneón arrabalero” en común acuerdo con Contursi, autor de 
la letra y residente allí por ese tiempo, para que lo llevara a la 
cera del disco. 
De Ambrogio nació en La Plata (Bs. As.) el 2 de marzo de 1890, 
se crió en La Boca y falleció en París el 28 de noviembre de 1963. 
Web: 
http://www.todotango.com/spanish/creadores/semblanza.aspx?id
=79&ag= 

Bachmann Helmut (English) 
Guitarist and Composer, born in Bromberg (Province Posen in 
Prussia, now Bydgoszcz/Poland), died in Osnabrück (Lower 
Saxony). From 1900 to 1903 he studied law in Munich and 
learned to play guitar at the same time - through the connection 
to the Gitarristsche Vereinigung München. He was a district court 
counselor by profession. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Bacic Pavao (English) 
Pavao Bacic (1921-1984) guitarist and lute player, pedagogue and 
music writer, was born in Vojvodina. He studied music in Zagreb 
(Croatia), where he spent some years actively teaching and 
playing in various ensembles. His first compositions were made in 
1948, and many of these works Bacic published in his own 
editions. His last years of professional activity he spent teaching 
in the city of Subotica (Serbia) and performing as a member of 
Subotica Trio and Ensemble for antique music. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV 
Serbia, 2004) 

Baden Powell (Italiano) 
(1937-2000) 
Compositore e chitarrista brasiliano nato a Varre e Sai, morto a 
Rio de Janeiro. Padre della Bossa Nova con Antonio Carlos Jobim, 
Luiz Bonfa e Joâo Gilberto. 

Baden Powell (Français) 
Baden Powell est né à Rio de Janeiro en 1937 et joue de la guitare 
depuis l'âge de 8 ans. Après des études musicales dans une 

académie de Rio, où il perfectionne son style et apprend la 
composition, plusieurs émissions de radio et de télévision le 
révèlent au grand public. Il est maintenant connu, ainsi que ses 
compositions, dans le monde entier. 

Badian Maya (English) 
Born in Bucharest, Romania, Maya Badian started to compose at 
the age of five. She received her principal musical education at 
the Bucharest Music Academy from which she graduated with a 
Master’s degree in composition, in 1968. Additional training was 
taken in Italy and Germany. She obtained a Doctorate in 
composition, with high distinction, at the Université de Montréal in 
Montréal, in 1992. She became a naturalized Canadian in 1990. 
International awards include: the “20th Century Award for 
Achievement (International Biographical Center, 1998); the 
“International Woman of the Year” (IBC, 1997); “Who’s Who of 
the Year” (American Biographical Institute, USA, 1993). She was 
appointed an Honorary Member of the Advisory Council of the 
International Biographical Center, Cambridge, England, in 1991. 
She is an associate composer with the Canadian Music Center and 
a member of the Canadian League of Composers. 
A prolific, distinguished international composer, adjudicator, and 
teacher, Dr. Maya Badian has 
composed more than 80 major original works for orchestra, 
chamber ensembles, and multi-media. Her compositions are 
frequently performed in important cities in Canada, USA, and 
Europe. Dr. Badian is frequently invited in important centers 
throughout the world to lecture on her compositions, often in 
collaboration with her husband, Lucian Badian, M. Eng., a music 
publisher. A strong promoter of Canadian music and arts, she 
organized the first Canadian Chamber Concert at the International 
Music Festival in Budapest, Hungary (1992). 
She is the first Canadian musicologist to lecture in six university 
centres in Germany on “Connections between Canadian Music and 
Painting” (1993) and on “50 Canadian Composers From Sea to 
Sea” (1994). As an adjudicator, Dr. Badian represented Canada in 
various international competitions such as the “46th International 
Competition for Musical Performers” CIEM, Geneva, Switzerland, 
and the “Béla Bartók International Choir Competition”, Debrecen, 
Hungary. 

Badings Henk (English) 
Born Bandoeng 17.1.1907, dead Maarheze 26.6.1987 Badings 
studied engineering in Delft where he worked as a teacher of 
palaeonthology until 1932. After various jobs as a teacher of 
composition in Rotterdam, Amsterdam, The Hague and Stuttgart 
he worked as a free-lance composer. In 1950 he became an 
associate member of the Académie Royale de Belgique. From 
1951 he concentrated on the 31-note scale. From 1961 he was 
teacher of acoustics at the Utrecht Rijksuniversiteit and from 1962 
professor of composition at the Stuttgart Conservatory. 

Baev Evgeny (English) 
Evgeny Anatolyevich Baev was born in 1952 in the town of 
Pervouralsk (of Sverdlovsk, now Ekaterinburg region). In 1972 he 
graduated from Sverdlovsk (Ekaterinburg) Chaikovsky musical 
college (the class of guitar of Derun Vitaly Mikhailovich, who is 
considered to be one of the founders of guitaristics in Russia). In 
1977 Evgeny Baev graduated from Mussorgsky Ural State 
Conservatory in Sverdlovsk (Ekaterinburg). He was taught 
classical guitar by Alexandr Vasilyevitch Mineev (at day 
department). In 1988 Evgeny founded an instrumental duo 
“Musical miniatures” (a violin and a guitar). Until now the duo has 
given more than 100 concerts, performing in Germany, Finland, 
Latvia, France, Italy, the USA.Evgeny Baev's activity as composer 
is highly fruitful.He composed 10 sonatas for guitar solo, 
“Christmas suite” in 5 parts, “Malakhite casket”, 5 
Stikhiras(Stikhira is ortodox church songs), Retro suite, “The 
legend of Don Quixote” in 4 parts, 18 studies on non-traditional 
technique, Studies on the basis of Spanish flamenco, musical 
fairy-tale “Seven dwarfs and one more”, concert play “Master and 
Margarita”, 5 polyphonic pieces, 3 sonatinas, scherzo, serenade. 
The composer has developed a system of major and minor three-
sounding, arpeggio. E. Baev arranged more than 30 Russian folk 
songs, 30 Latvian folk songs. Among the composer's 
arrangements there are Russian chants of the 17-18 centuries 
from the spiritual songs “To all the Saints in Tver region glorified”, 
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13 musical church pieces. 
For the duo “Musical miniatures”(violin-guitar) Baev composed 2 
sonatas, 14 pieces for children of junior classes, suite “Children's 
dreams”, suite “Golden key” in 9 parts, suite “Contrasts”, Spanish 
folk suite, American folk suite, Jewish folk suite, Russian folk 
suite. Evgeny composed for other instruments: 3 concerts for 
balalaika; the sonata for domra and piano, introduction and hota 
for violin, viola and guitar; concert for 2 guitars, flute and 
orchestra; pieces “At the theatre”, waltzes “Bluebell” and “Fire-
fly” for the ensemble of violins and piano; the author refined 14 
different ethnic melodies for domra and guitar. 
From 2001 Baev's works have been published in Italy (the edition 
VP Music Media), Denmark (www.sheetmusicnow.com). In the 
review of British journal “Classical guitar” there have appeared 
favourable replies on his works. Presently Evgeny Baev teaches 
guitar in Tver State University, Tver music college, music school 
N.1 of Tver. He trained 20 laureats of the All-Union Contest, 2 
prize-winners and 10 diplomaed of International competitions. 
Evgeny himself is diplomaed of the International Festival in the 
USA(Buffalo) in 1993; a diplomaed of the International 
composer's competition devoted to the 2000 anniversary of 
Christianity in Russia. (Moscow, 2000) 

Bagella Mauro (Italiano) 
(Roma, 1952) diploma in composizione con D. Guaccero al 
Conservatorio di S. Cecilia e in musica elettronica con G. Nottoli e 
R. Bianchini. Ha studiato inoltre contrabbasso, tecnica vocale 
barocca e canto difonico. Parallelamente a quella compositiva, ha 
sempre svolto attività esecutiva nell’ambito della musica 
contemporanea e della musica antica. Ha fatto parte, come 
controtenore-sopranista, del gruppo Recitar Cantando con il quale 
ha svolto attività concertistica e inciso vari dischi. All’interno di 
una approfondita ricerca sonora, sugli strumenti tradizionali si 
colloca l’ideazione e la realizzazione di un sistema meccanico per 
la produzione degli armonici del pianoforte (P. O. P. System) 
presentato ufficialmente a Roma e a Darmstadt nel 1994. 

Baggiani Guido (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Napoli nel 1932. Nel 1978 ha fondato 
con W.Bianchi l'Associazione Musica Verticale, interessata alla 
sperimentazione elettronica del suono. È stato insegnante di  
composizione e nuova didattica della composizione all'Università 
di Perugia. 

Baier Matthew (English) 
Guitarist/Composer Matthew Baier received his Bachelor Degree in 
music from Nyack College, in Nyack, N.Y., where he studied 
composition with Paul Lilijestrand and classical guitar with Stanley 
Solow of Nassau Community College on Long Island. He received 
his MFA degree in Studio Composition from the S.U.N.Y. at 
Purchase where he studied composition with Dary John Mizelle. 
From 1999 to 2006 Mr. Baier has presided annually over his 
original chamber music recitals at The Festival of The Arts in 
Nyack, featuring musicians from the local and tri state area. This 
program has been noted by the Rockland County Office of 
Tourism website as “...one of the don't miss events of the year” 
Since 2007 the program has been held at Grace Episcopal Church 
in Nyack. This years concert is on 11/21/09 at 8pm at Grace 
Church. For info or directions please write 
to:matthewsbaier@hotmail.com Works on this years program 
include the premier of Music for Two Drummers & Acoustic Guitar 
(2009), Three Bagatelles for Oboe & Guitar(2009), Four Songs On 
Lenten Themes(2009),Trio No 4 “Hommage a Trios Amis” for 
Flute,Guitar & Violin(1974/2008-9)and his Sonata for 
Guitar(1981) A recording of Baier’s String Quartet No. 1, “il 
quartetto di cielo blu”, is available on a compilation CD of his 
works produced by Athanata Atrs Ltd., which also includes 
highlights from previous performances. Other New CD offerings 
include his three sets of Songs on Sonnets by Shakespeare and 
Songs On Lenten Themes. In addition to composing Mr. Baier has 
had solo classical guitar recitals and musical guest appearences at 
the Queens Public Library, Suffern Free Library, The Unitarian 
Society of Ridgewood, Nyack Library, Nyack’s First Night 
Celebration and The N.Y.U. School of Continuing Education. As a 
member of The Long Island Composer’s Alliance he has on 
occasion been the recipient of a grant from the Meet The 
Composer’s Fund for presenting his music on a L.I.C.A. program. 

For information please write to matthewsbaier@hotmail.com. You 
can also visit his website www.matthewbaier.com which is up in a 
preliminary format. Affiliations: Long Island Composer’s Alliance 
www.licamusic.org American Music Center www.AMC.net. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/MatthewBaier (2020) 

Bainbridge Simon (English) 
Simon Bainbridge was born in London in 1952 and studied 
composition at the Royal College of Music with John Lambert from 
1969-72. In 1973 and 1974 he studied with Gunther Schuller at 
Tanglewood, and from 1976-78 he was the Forman Fellow in 
Composition at Edinburgh University. In 1978, Bainbridge 
returned to the USA on a US/UK Bicentennial Fellowship. Back in 
England, he worked for a time at the National Theatre, before 
taking up a post as composer-in-residence for Southern Arts 
(1983-85). In 1987 he was awarded the Gemini Fellowship by the 
Worshipful Company of Musicians.  
The success of 'Spirogyra' at an SPNM concert in the 1971 
Aldeburgh Festival led to a string quartet commission, which 
brought Bainbridge to the attention of foremost American violist 
Walter Trampler, who commissioned his 'Viola Concerto' in 1978. 
Large-scale pieces include 'Fantasia for Double Orchestra' (1983), 
the 'Double Concerto', 'Toccata for Orchestra' (1992), an 
orchestral song cycle for mezzo soprano, bassoon and orchestra, 
'Ad Ora Incerta' (1993), and a horn concerto, 'Landscape and 
Memory' (1995). The majority of Bainbridge's other works are for 
mixed ensembles, with or without voice, and include pieces 
written for the London Sinfonietta, The Composers' Ensemble and 
Fretwork. The 'Clarinet Quintet' (1993) was written for Joy Farrall 
and the Kreutzer String Quartet; the 'Four Primo Levi Settings' 
(1996) was commissioned by the Cheltenham Festival for the 
Nash Ensemble with Susan Bickley; and 'Eichá', written for the 
1997 Oxford Contemporary Music Festival where it was premiered 
in the spring of that year. 
In April 1997 Simon Bainbridge was awarded the University of 
Louisville Grawemeyer Award for Music Composition for 'Ad Ora 
Incerta'. This powerfully moving work is a setting of poems by 
Primo Levi. Simon Bainbridge joins a prestigious list of past 
recipients including Takemitsu, Ligeti, Penderecki, Birtwistle and 
Adès. 
Bainbridge's recent works include the 'Three Pieces for Orchestra', 
the 'Guitar Concerto', and 'Chant' - a re-working of a 12th century 
plainchant prayer, attributed to Hildegard of Bingen, for 12 
amplified voices and orchestra. The BBC Symphony Orchestra 
commissioned Simon Bainbridge to write a new short celebratory 
piece, 'Scherzi', for inclusion in their 70th Anniversary Concert at 
the Barbican on 22 October 2000. 
The London premiere of 'Chant' took place as part of the 2002 
BBC Proms. To mark Simon Bainbridge's 50th birthday in August 
2002, his music was featured by the Cheltenham Festival, the 
Endymion Ensemble and the Huddersfield Festival. 
Simon Bainbridge's most recent work 'Voiles' (2002), for solo 
bassoon and 12 strings, was commissioned by Radio France for 
soloist Pascal Gallois, and performed by him in France and the UK. 
Works in progress include 'Diptych', a large scale orchestral piece 
commissioned by the BBC Symphony Orchestra, and a series of 
pieces with the generic title 'Music Space Reflection', deisgned to 
be performed around the world in several buildings designed by 
the architect Daniel Libeskind. 
Professor Simon Bainbridge is Head of Composition at the Royal 
Academy of Music, London. (2002) 
Web: 
http://www.chesternovello.com/default.aspx?TabId=2431&State_
2905=2&ComposerId_2905=60  

Baird Tadeusz (Italiano) 
(1928-1981) 
Compositore polacco nato a Grodzisk Mazowiecki morto a 
Varsavia. È stato tra i fondatori del 'Gruppo 49'. Dopo un periodo 
dominato dall'influenza neoclassica, ha adottato la tecnica seriale 
e dodecafonica. 

Baksa Robert (English) 
Born in New York City in 1938 of Hungarian Parentage, is one of 
America's most prolific composers. He grew up in Tucson, Arizona 
and eventually earned a BA in Composition at the University of 
Arizona. He returned to live in New York City in the early 60s. He 
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has written more than 500 pieces of music since his first efforts as 
a teenager. Since his earliest New York reviews critics have noted 
his melodic gifts, the structural clarity and harmonious nature of 
his music. His first pieces, short piano pieces written in the early 
1950s which he later arranged for wind trio, are in fact still being 
performed around the world. His numerous choral pieces have 
been performed in many countries and his art songs have been 
featured in two recent studies on the subject of American Art 
Song.  
His first opera “Aria da Capo” to the play by Edna St. Vincent 
Millay, was premiered at the Lake George Opera Festival in 1969. 
His second operatic work, “Red Carnations,” which was 
commissioned by Lincoln Center for the Metropolitan Opera 
Studio, has been performed dozens of times as an introduction to 
opera for young people. The Minikin Opera of Maryland, which 
toured the piece for two seasons, called the work “a wonderful 
introduction to opera for all ages.” The piece was originally 
composed for voices and piano but a version for chamber 
orchestra was premiered by the Orchestra of St. Luke's which 
created the Children's Free Opera of New York program to feature 
the work. In the Spring of 2004 the work was the featured opera 
in the Santa Fe Opera apprentice tours.  
For the past three decades chamber music has been a major focus 
and he has written over 70 works for a wide variety of 
combinations as well as sonatas for most of the major 
instruments. One of the earliest of these works, the Flute Sonata 
#1, written in 1976 but not premiered until the late 1980's was 
among the winners in the 1994 Newly Published Music 
Competition sponsored by the National Flute Association. More 
recently his Accordion Sonata was commissioned by the American 
Accordion Association. A Sonata for Piano Duo commissioned for 
the Pleshakov Duo through the New York State Council on the 
Arts was premiered at the end of 2001. He recently completed a 
concerto for four clarinets and band which was commissioned by 
the West Point Military Academy Concert Band in celebration of its 
bicentennial.  
Web: http://www.rbaksa.com/rbaksa-bio.html 

Baldissera Marino (Italiano) 
È nato in Italia, il 4 febbraio 1969, a Pieve di Cadore (Belluno).  
Ha studiato Composizione presso i Conservatori di Castelfranco 
Veneto e Milano con Corrado Pasquotti, Elisabetta Brusa e 
Giuseppe Giuliano, diplomandosi nel 2000 con il massimo dei voti. 
Ha seguito corsi di perfezionamento con André Richard, Bryan 
Ferneyhough e Franco Donatoni. Nel 1993 ha ricevuto il diploma 
di merito dell'Accademia Musicale Chigiana di Siena e, nello stesso 
anno, una borsa di studio dalla S.I.A.E., e dalla Magnifica 
Comunità Cadorina di Pieve di Cadore. È stato premiato in 
concorsi nazionali ed internazionali: Belveglio-Asti (Italia), Livorno 
(Italia), Fiumara d'Arte (Italia), 37° Ferienkurse für Neue Music - 
Darmstadt (Germania), “Sanremo Classico” - Sanremo (Italia). 
Nel 1997 è stato il vincitore del 1° Concorso di musica sinfonica 
dell'Orchestre des Jeunes de la Méditerranée (Francia) con l’opera 
Jànas 3. 
Ha avuto esecuzioni in Italia ed all'estero (Germania, Ungheria, 
Francia, Egitto, Siria, Giordania), ed ha effettuato registrazioni per 
la RAI (Radio Televisione Italiana) e la Radio tedesca. Sue opere 
sono state eseguite da importanti formazioni orchestrali e 
cameristiche tra cui: Orchestra Sinfonica di SanRemo, Orchestra 
OJM di Aix-En-Provance, Orchestra “Milano Classica”, E.co 
Ensemble, Ensemble “Octandre”, Ensemble Décadance, Ensemble 
“Castiglioni” del Conservatorio di Milano, Fandango Guitar 
Quartet.  
Dal 2005 è direttore artistico de “La Sorgente”, una cooperativa 
sociale attiva nel campo della formazione ed informazione 
musicale. (Gennaio 2006) 

Balestra Giuliano (English) 
Giuliano Balestra was born in Rome in 1939. He began studying 
music very young, and in 1955 was admitted to the newly 
instituted Guitar class at Santa Cecilia Conservatory in Rome. He 
studied with Benedetto Di Ponio, and graduated in 1962. 
Of fundamental importance to bis artistic formation are the 
courses he attended between 1960 and 1962 at the Accademia 
Chigiana in Siena, and then in Spain at Santiago de Compostela 
and Lerida with Andrés Segovia and Emilio Pujol. With the latter 

he studied tablature for lute, vihuela and baroque guitar. 
On 23 Aprii 1959, he held his first concert in Rome, at the 
International Artistic Association in Via Margutta, and in 1962 he 
recorded, for the first time on Italian television, Spanish music 
from the Renaissance on its originai instrument: the vihuela. 
He began his brilliant career as a concert musician on 19 March 
1968 at the Chopin Pleyel Hall in Paris. Since then he has played 
major cities all over the world, and has also composed and 
performed his own music. 
He has taught since 1965, and currently holds a position at Santa 
Cecilia Conservatory in Rome. He is regularly invited to give 
masterclasses in Guitar in Italy and abroad. He promotes the 
Guitar both as a solo and an ensemble instrument. 
He is the author of various publications, including a biography of 
Fernando Sor, and has recorded for Basf, Edipan and Timaclub. 
In 1972 he founded the international guitar competion “Fernando 
Sor”, of which he is currently the President. (2005) 

Balestra Giuliano (Italiano) 
Nato a Roma nel 1939, inizia giovanissimo lo studio della musica e 
nel 1955 viene ammesso a frequentare la classe di chitarra 
(istituita in tale anno) presso il Conservatorio “S.Cecilia” di Roma, 
dove si diploma nel 1962 sotto la guida del M° Benedetto Di 
Ponio. 
Di fondamentale importanza per la sua formazione artistica sono i 
corsi di perfezionamento all'Accademia Chigiana di Siena dal 1960 
al '62 e successivamente in Spagna, a Santiago de Compostela e 
Lerida, con i maestri Andrés Segovia ed Emilio Pujol. Con 
quest'ultimo studia le intavolature per vihuela, liuto e chitarra 
barocca. 
Il 21 Aprile del 1959 tiene il suo primo concerto a Roma presso 
l'Associazione Artistica Internazionale di via Margutta e nel 1962 
registra, per primo, alla Radiotelevisione Italiana, il repertorio 
rinascimentale spagnolo sullo strumento originale: la vihuela. 
Con un recital alla Sala Chopin Pleyel di Parigi il 19 marzo 1968, 
inizia una brillante camera di concertista che lo porterà ad esibirsi, 
anche in veste di compositore, nelle maggiori città di tutto il 
mondo. 
All'attività concertistica affianca quella didattica: dal 1965 è 
titolare di cattedra e attualmente insegna presso il Conservatorio 
“S.Cecilia” di Roma. Viene regolarmente invitato a tenere corsi di 
perfezionamento in Italia e all'estero. Notevole è il suo impegno 
nel divulgare il repertorio classico per chitarra, sia come 
strumento solista che in musica d'insieme. 
È autore di varie pubblicazioni, fra cui una biografia di F. Sor. Ha 
inciso per le case discografiche Basf, Edi pan e Ti-maclub. 
Nel 1972 ha fondato il Concorso Internazionale di Chitarra 
“Fernando Sor” di cui è tuttora presidente. (2005) 

Balkanski Rossen (English) 
Rosen Lubomirov Balkanski was born on the 15th of March, 1968 
in Sofia. He began studying music at the age of nine. Firstly he 
studied guitar with Stefan Vladimirov, continuing in 1979 with 
Dimitar Doychinov. In 1982 he was accepted in the National 
Musical High School, Lubomir Pipkov, in Sofia where he made his 
first attempts of a composer. He was awarded the following prizes 
in guitar competitions: third place in the international competition, 
Cutna Hora, in the Czech Republic [1982) and third and second 
place in the national competition, Young Musician, in Chirpan 
(1983 and 1985]. In 1990 he received his first prize as a 
composer in the competition, Young Guitarist, in Vratza. In the 
period from 1991 to 1995, he continued to create pieces for 
classical guitar, but his attention was focused mainly on the 
creation of music for theatrical performances and film (Solfej for 
Dogs, Wet Man, Fetus Mortus, etc.). 
In 1995 he was accepted in the State Musical Academy, Pancho 
Vladigerov, as a student in the guitar class of Emil Saev. He 
successfully finished his studies with Master's Degree. In 1996 he 
was awarded the prize of second place for composition in the 
Academy Competition for Performing Art and Creative Art Work in 
Plovdiv (for the cycle “Miniatures”) and also first place in the 
international competition for Classical Guitar Interpretation in 
Plovdiv. 
Rosen Balkanski is a part-time classical guitar lecturer in the State 
Musical Academy, Pancho Vladigerov, in Sofia. He is actively 
engaged in giving concerts and participates in the Bulgarian Radio 
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and TV broadcasts. He is a member of the Bulgarian Composers 
Union. Some of his works are published in foreign editions of 
Switzerland's “Bim” and Germany's “Daminus”. 

Ballata Zequirja (English) 
Zeqirja Ballata is an Albanian composer born in Kosovo in 1943. 
His opus includes many different instrumental pieces, among 
which are a few for classical guitar. “Quasi una Ballata” was 
composed in 1982. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.I, 
2002) 

Ballif Claude (English) 
CLAUDE BALLIF (1924) 
Musical studies at the Bordeaux, Paris and Berlin music 
academies. He was a lecturer at the “Instituts Fran-gais” in Berlin 
and Hamburg, an assistant with the musical research group of the 
French national radio and television with Pierre Schaeffer, and 
taught analysis at the Reims conservatory. Since 1971 he teaches 
analysis at the Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique in 
Paris, and is associated composition professor since 1982. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Ballio Emanuela (Italiano) 
Emanuela Ballio è nata a Magenta (MI) nel 1968, a ventidue anni 
si è diplomata in Composizione, col massimo dei voti, al 
Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano sotto la guida di Umberto 
Rotondi. Allieva di Alvise Vidolin per la Musica Elettronica e di 
Ennio Morricone per la Musica da Film, si è diplomata con Franco 
Donatoni al Corso di Alto Perfezionamento di Composizione 
dell'Accademia Nazionale di S.Cecilia. Si è affermata in numerosi 
concorsi nazionali e internazionali, tra i quali: “Viotti-Vasesia” 
(Vercelli 1986), “K.Czerny” (Torre Pellice 1989), “Fanny 
Mendelssohn” (Dortmund 1991), “Guido d'Arezzo” (Arezzo 1991), 
“Grand Prix de Composition de Ville d'Avray” (Parigi 1992), 
“Gedok: Decimo Concorso Internazionale di Composizione per 
orchestra sinfonica” (Mannheim 1994), “Jewish Concepts of 
Ecology” (Los Angeles 1994), “International Competition for 
Composers of Chamber Music” (Winterthur 1996), “Paolo 
Barsacchi” (Viareggio 1997), “Premio Valentino Bucchi” (Roma, 
1997 e 1999). Sue composizioni sono state eseguite in rassegne e 
festival delle principali città straniere e italiane, tra le quali 
Melbourne, Los Angeles, Rosario, Parigi (Musicora '92), Londra, 
York, Monaco, Malta, Bucarest (Festival ISCM '95, The Music Week 
'93), Timisoara (Festival International '96 e '97), Cluj-Napoca 
(Festival '97), Heidelberg (Decimo Festival fur Neue Musik), 
Karlsruhe (Staatliche Hochschule fur Musik), Milano 
(Conservatorio “G.Verdi”, Duomo, Società Umanitaria, “I 
Pomeriggi Musicali”), Roma (Auditorium di Santa Cecilia, Teatro 
Marcello, Istituto Pontificio di Musica Sacra), Siena (Accademia 
Chigiana), Trieste (Incontri Internazionali con la Musica 
Contemporanea), Como (Autunno Musicale, Conservatorio 
“G.Verdi”), Bologna (Accademia Filarmonica), Padova, Forlì, 
Teramo, Fiuggi, Reggio Emilia, Perugia e Bari. Suoi lavori sono 
stati trasmessi da emittenti europee ed extraeuropee e sono editi 
da Taukay, Curci, Edipan, Berben e Foné. E' docente di Armonia e 
Contrappunto al Conservatorio “G.B.Martini” di Bologna. 
Web: http://www.novurgia.it/profili/compositori/comp_ballio.html 
(2011) 

Balsach Llorenç (English) 
Llorenç Balsach i Peig was born in Sabadell (Barcelona) in 1953 
and studied music with J.Poch, C.Guinovart and J.Soler in 
Barcelona. He has received commissions from Radio Baden-Baden 
Orchestra, Vallès Symphonic Orchestra, Catalonian 
Composers'Association, Spanish Ministry of Culture, National 
Radio of Spain and the Councils of Barcelona and Sabadell among 
others. 
He writes instrumental and vocal music in which the component of 
a kind of reptile melodies play a significative role under a certain 
ironic harmony. He has investigated the inner relations between 
harmonic successions and tension-relax impressions, reflected in 
his book: Harmonic Convergence and in a recent article in JNMR 
(Journal of New Music Research). 
Web: http://www.lamadeguido.com/balsach.html#obres (2013) 

Baltar Alberto (Español) 
BALTAR, Alberto - Guitarrista y compositor portugués, radicado en 
la ciudad de Río de Janeiro, Brasil. Goza de gran popularidad y se 
le aprecia por sus méritos de ejecutante y de compositor. 
Publicada por la revista “A Voz do Violao” se le conocen algunas 
obras originales y por “O Violao”, otras. Tiene una buena cantidad 
de temas folklóricos del Brasil, adaptados a la guitarra, los cuales 
vieron la luz por las citadas publicaciones. 
(Domingo Prat , Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 
1934) 

Barbieri Luis Carlos (Italiano) 
Chitarrista compositore arrangiatore brasiliano nato a Rio de 
Janeiro nel 1963. Ha studiato chitarra con Sérgio Assad. Ha 
suonato con successo in diversi paesi come solista ed in duo con 
Fred Schneider. 

Barbieri Mario (Italiano) 
(1888-1968) 
Chitarrista, compositore e direttore d'orchestra  italiano nato a 
Napoli. Ha studiato sotto la guida di Camillo de Nardis e Giuseppe 
Martucci. Ha insegnato armonia, contrappunto e composizione al 
Liceo Musicale N.Paganini di Genova. 

Barbosa Adoniran (Français) 
Comédien, humoriste, compositeur et auteur de plusieurs succès. 
Il imitait les accents de certaines régions et utilisait l'argot des 
favelas dans ses chansons. 

Barbosa-Lima Carlos (English) 
The Brazilian guitarist Carlos Barbosa-Lima is acclaimed as one of 
the leading guitarists in the world today. With his career centered 
in the United States, he has toured extensively as a recitalist, and 
has appeared as soloist with such major orchestras as those of 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Atlanta, Detroit, Indianapolis, 
Louisville, Baltimore, Seattle, New Orleans, and the Pro-Arte 
Orchestra of Munich. Mr. Barbosa-Lima's festival appearances 
include the Casals Festival in Puerto Rico. the ''Guitarstream '85” 
at Carnegie Hall, Garamoor and Chautauqua. Besides performing 
extensively throughout the United States and Canada, he has 
toured most of Europe, the Far East, the Middle East and South 
Arnerica. Lately Mr. Barbosa-Lima has appeared with great 
success in prestigious clubs in New York and Washington, D.C. as 
a soloist and in collaboration with the Charlie Byrd Trio. Recently 
he performed to a sold-out house at New York's Avery Fisher Hall 
alongside the Brazilian composer Antonio Carlos Jobim. Mr. 
Barbosa-Lima is widely recognized for his extraordinay skills as a 
transcriber and arranger of a wide range of music, from Scarlatti 
and Debussy to Jobim, Gershwin and Cole Porter, for the guitar. 
Many Contemporary composers have written and dedicated works 
to him. including Alberto Ginastera, Francisco Mignone and Bobby 
Scott. Carlos Barbosa-Lima is currently on the faculty of 
Manhattan School of Music in New York City has also conducted 
masterclasses throughout North America and Europe. He has 
made several recordings, and is currently recording for Concord 
Records. His most recent releases, including his album Brazil With 
Love” and “Rhapsody in Blue West Side Story” with Sharon lsbin, 
have been widely acclaimed, reaching both classical and jazz 
audiences. Mr. Barbosa-Lima began studying the guitar at the age 
of seven and made his debut at age twelve in Säo Paulo and Rio 
de Janiero. Shortly thereafter he began his recording career. His 
teachers included Isaias Savio and Andrés Segovia. 
Web: http://www.csun.edu/~igra/bios/text/barbosaLima.html 

Barce Ramón (Español) 
Nació en Madrid el 16 de marzo de 1928 y falleció, en esta misma 
ciudad, el 14 de diciembre de 2008. Inició su formación musical al 
tiempo que se diplomó en Magisterio, y se examinó por libre de 
distintas disciplinas en el Real Conservatorio Superior de Música 
de Madrid. Allí prosiguió con sus estudios universitarios, 
alcanzando el doctorado en Filosofía en 1956. 
Miembro de la Generación del 51, es una figura decisiva para 
comprender la música de la segunda mitad del siglo XX en 
España. Además, su gran actividad organizadora le hizo estar 
presente en algunos de los grupos y creaciones de la vanguardia 
musical más destacados de la época: participó en la fundación del 
Grupo Nueva Música (1958), la revista y conciertos Sonda (1967-
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1974), el grupo Zaj (1964) o la Asociación de Compositores 
Sinfónicos Españoles, que presidió durante los primeros años 
(1976-1988). 
En 1965 creó un nuevo sistema armónico denominado Sistema de 
niveles, que utilizó a partir de entonces en todas sus 
composiciones. Los 48 preludios para piano (1974-1983) son un 
ejemplo sistemático en todos sus modos y niveles. En 1973 
obtuvo el Premio Nacional de Música por su obraCuarteto de 
cuerda III (Cuarteto Gauss). 
Como crítico musical realizó también una labor muy prolongada: 
entre 1960 y 1969 fue colaborador musical de Radio Nacional de 
España, y entre 1971 y 1978 fue crítico musical del diario Ya, 
además de escribir múltiples críticas de libros y estudios sobre 
teoría de la música. Fue colaborador de la revista Ritmo desde 
1957, y subdirector entre 1982 y 1993. En 1991 recibió el Premio 
a la Creación Musical de la Comunidad de Madrid. En 2001 ingresó 
en la Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando, y en 2003 
recibió la Medalla de Oro del Círculo de Bellas Artes de Madrid por 
su labor como impulsor de la cultura musical en España. 
Web: 
http://digital.march.es/clamor/en/fedora/repository/atm%3A922 

Barceló Ricardo (English) 
Iberian-Uruguayan guitarist, teacher and composer. Graduate by 
the Real Conservatorio Superior de Música de Madrid. Master 
degree by the Superior School of Music and Dance of Rotterdam. 
Ph.D. in Music by the University of Aveiro. 
He belongs to the INET-MD research group. He also took part in 
the Taller de Música Contemporánea de 
Montevideo (Contemporary Music Workshop of Montevideo) 
directed by R. Marino Rivero. Laureate in the 1st Hispano-
Portuguese Composition Competition for Classical Guitar “Ciudad 
de Badajoz”. He wrote La Digitación Guitarrística (Guitar 
Fingering) and Adestramento técnico para guitarristas (Technical 
Training for Guitarists), among other works.   
He keeps an intense international activity not only as a soloist 
playing classical, romantic and baroque guitar, but also in 
chamber music and working with symphonic orchestras. 
Presently, he is guitar teacher at the Music Department of the 
Institute of Letters and Humanities from the University of Minho, 
Braga (Portugal). 
He teaches and forms part of the pedagogic department from the 
Academia José Atalaya of Fafe. 
Web: http://editions-ava.com/store/composer/103/ (2013) 

Bard Michael (English) 
Michael Bard is a Washington D.C. area freelance guitarist 
specializing in classical,  latin, flamenco/rumba, swing and jazz 
styles. 
Michael has performed as a soloist throughout the United States, 
Europe, Japan, North Africa, and the Middle East, and has been 
featured on various radio and t.v. programs around the world. 
Michael has performed for many luminaries and dignitaries, 
including former President Bill Clinton, former Vice President Al 
Gore, U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan, former Joint Chief of 
Staff and current Secretary of State Colin Powell, President of 
Mexico Vicente Fox, Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT), Senator John 
Kerry (D-Mass), Teresa Heinz, Henry Kissinger, Bob Dole, former 
AOL Time Warner chairman Steve Case, as well as various 
members of royalty throughout the Middle East. 
Michael holds a Masters degree in music from Arizona State 
University, Tempe, and a Bachelors degree in music from Wright 
State University, Dayton, OH. 
His first recorded solo effort, entitled “Illumination”, features 
original compositions for guitar and solo piano, blending a 
soothing mix of Spanish, Latin, and adult contemporary 
instrumental styles. 

Bargielski Zbigniew (English) 
Zbigniew Bargielski studied law at the Maria Curie-Sklodowska 
University in Lublin. In 1958 he began studying composition at the 
State Academy of Music in Warsaw under the guidance of eminent 
professor Tadeusz Szeligowski, and after his death, he continued 
with Boleslaw Szabelski in the State Music Academy in Katowice. 
In the years 1966-1967 he complemented his studies with Nadia 
Boulanger in Paris, and in 1972 at the Hochschule fur Musik in 
Graz (Styria/Austria). In 1976 he moved to Austria where he 

studied at music school in Bruck an der Mur (Styria). Since 2002 
he teaches composition at the Music Academy in Bydgoszcz 
(Kujawy-Pomeranian Voivodeship) and since 2003 also in Krakau 
(Lesser Poland Voivodeship). 
(Rainer Stelle, 2019) 

Bargielski Zbigniew (Italiano) 
Compositore polacco nato a Lomza nel 1937. Ha studiato legge a 
Lublino e composizione a Varsavia con T.Szeligowski. In seguito 
ha studiato a Katowice, a Parigi con N. Boulangier, ed in Austria 
dove risiede. 

Bark Jan (Italiano) 
Compositore svedese nato ad Härnösand nel 1934. Solista di 
tromba in complessi di musica jazz, ha fatto parte di alcuni gruppi 
di avanguardia. 

Barlow Klarenz (English) 
Klarenz or Clarence Barlow was born 1945 in Calcutta. Clarence 
Barlow’s first compositions date from 1957. He obtained a BSc at 
Calcutta University in 1965 and studied the classical music of 
Northern India. He moved to Cologne in 1968 and studied 
electronic music and composition at the Music Academy with 
Eimert, Zimmermann and Stockhausen. In 1971 he began using 
computers as a compositional aid and developed an interest in 
tonality and metricism based on number theory. From 1973-75 he 
again lived in Calcutta, resumed studies of Indian music and 
worked with a rock group resulting in Kaleidoscope and other 
pieces. For the past ten years he has been active mainly as a 
teacher and organizer, since 1984 at Cologne Music Academy and 
also at The Royal Conservatory in The Hague since 1990. 
Web: http://www.redhouse.com.au 

Barnes Milton (English) 
Acknowledged as one of Canada's most innovative composers, 
Milton Barnes' (1931-2001) prodigious output is enjoyed 
internationally and performed world-wide by soloists, chamber 
groups, choruses and symphony orchestras. 
His music, which draws inspiration from such varied sources as 
mainstream 'romantic' classical music, jazz, latin and traditional 
hebraic music, has consistently drawn praise from audiences, 
musicians and critics. As a composer, Barnes disregards 
definitions which usually segregate music into clearly defined 
categories. His eclectic fusion style is evident through a wide 
range of his repertoire. 
Born in Toronto in 1931, Barnes began his musical career as a 
jazz drummer and guitarist in the 50's, supporting himself while 
studying composition with John Weinzweig and Ernst Krenek, 
conducting with Victor Feldbrill and Boyd Neel at the Royal 
Conservatory of Music (Toronto). 
A meeting and ensuing friendship with Maestro Zubin Mehta at the 
Berkshire Music School in Tanglewood (USA) led to his attending 
and graduating from the Orchestra and Opera Conducting School 
of the Vienna Academy of Music in 1961. He also studied 
conducting at the Chigianna School in Sienna, Italy in 1959. 
Auditioning for Maestro Walter Susskind in 1963 led to an 
engagement with the Toronto Symphony as part of a Young 
Conductors Series sponsored by the Toronto Star. This launched 
his professional conducting career and subsequent decade of 
guest conducting, recording and broadcasting for CBC Radio and 
Television. 
Barnes served as Music Director/Conductor for both the Niagara 
Symphony and Chorus (1964-72) and the Niagara Falls 
Philharmonic and Chorus (USA) (1965-73). 
He founded the Toronto Repertory Orchestra in 1964, conducting 
it for nine years, and set the pace through concerts, CBC 
recordings, commisions and premiers in Toronto and Canada for a 
new format in contemporary classical music programming. Special 
concerts with the TRO included several “openings”: St.Lawrence 
Centre for the Arts and Yorkvile Square (Toronto) as well as a 
CBC Centennial broadcast concert from Expo 67 in Montreal. The 
TRO performed the first 'stereo' concert on CBC as well as the first 
'in-house' concert production for CBC television. 
In 1973 Barnes made a conscious decision to focus on composing 
full time. He subsequently served as a Composer-in-
Residence/Conductor for the Toronto Dance Theatre (1968-73), 
the Blue Mountain Music School, Collingwood, Ontario (1975-76), 
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the New Chamber Orchestra of Canada (Bill Phillips, conductor) 
(1975-79), the Vaughy String Quartet Institute in Kingston, 
Ontario (1979). He has given seven full concerts of his music, a 
number of them broadcast on CBC Radio, including a Three 
Concert Series on “Morningside”. 
His first exposure as a composer for the theatre began with 
dramatic productions at the University of Toronto in the early 
fifties and subsequently his tenure at the Crest Theatre in Toronto 
(1961-63). His association with the St.Lawrence Centre, Toronto 
(1974-75) led to his invitation to compose the score for the 25th 
Anniversary production (Galileo, Brecht) of the Pittsburgh 
Playhouse (USA) in 1981. 
His credits include composing, orchestrating, and conducting 
scores for feature films and television: including “Blood and Guts” 
(Quadrant Films), “The Care Bear Movies I, II and III” (Nelvana 
Films), and dramas for CBC Television. 
Milton Barnes' profile has appeared in feature press articles 
including the Globe and Mail (1999), Canadian Jewish News 
(1999), and the Toronto Star, as well as magazine features in 
Canadian Composer and International Society of Basses and 
Strings, USA. 
He is represented on disc by many of Canadas leading performing 
artists and ensembles including; Erica Goodman, Joel 
Quarrington, Moshe Hammer, Amadeus Ensemble, Trio Lyra, 
Nexus, Leona Boyd, Guy Few, Rivka Golani, and Robert Verebes. 
Barnes has accepted invitations for “Meet the Composer” forums 
at Universities, Music Clubs, Radio and TV stations, Orchestras, 
Music Conventions and in-school student groups. He has also 
given private and group instruction in composing, orchestration 
and conducting. 
The bulk of Mr. Barnes' compositions have been commisioned by 
the following: The Canada Council for the Arts, Ontario Arts 
Council, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Laidlaw Foundation, 
Film and Dance/Theatre organisations, and Corporate and Private 
sponsors. 
Milton Barnes passed away in Toronto, Canada on February 26, 
2001 
Web: http://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37257/biography 

Barraqué Jean (Italiano) 
(1928-1973) 
Compositore e critico musicale francese nato e morto a Parigi. Ha 
studiato con O.Messiaen, collaborando con il 'Centre National de la 
Rcherche Scientifique' in Paris. Ha adottato la tecnica seriale 
spinta al limite con soluzioni visionarie ed estremistiche. 

Barreiro Elias (English) 
Elias Barreiro was born in Santiago de Cuba in 1930 and studied 
at the Havana Conservatory of Music. His post-graduate work was 
with maestro Andres Segovia at Santiago de Compostela in Spain. 
He has performed extensively in Cuba and abroad as a recitalist, 
soloist with orchestra, and with chamber ensembles. 
Professor Barreiro has edited and arranged scores for over forty 
books on guitar music and has numerous recordings to his credit. 
He has been a member of juries at both national and international 
competitions, and was the recipient of the 1992 Mentor Award 
given by the Guitar Foundation of America. 
Since 1967 Professor Barreiro has been the head of the guitar 
program at Tulane University. A number of his former students 
perform regularly in concerts, and hold faculty positions at 
universities and schools across the United States. Elias Barreiro 
has published works with Hansen Publications, the Willis Music 
Company, Editions Orphee, and now exclusively with Mel Bay 
Publications. 
Two selections from Professor Barreiro's The Guitar Music of Cuba 
(MB96178BCD) were used as incidental music in the 2002 MGM 
film Original Sin starring Antonio Banderas and Angelina Jolie. 
Both pieces, “La Celosa” and “Un Recuerdo,” were originally 
written for the piano by Cuban composer Ignacio Cervantes and 
transcribed and performed on the guitar by Professor Barriero. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=279 (2010) 

Barrett Richard (English) 
Born in Swansea (Wales) in 1959, studied genetics at University 
College London and composition with Peter WIEGOLD (from 1980 
to 1983), subsequently receiving guidance from Brian 
FERNEYHOUGH and Hans-Joachim HESPOS at the 1984 Darmstadt 

Summer Courses. His compositions have won the Kranichsteiner 
Musikpreis (1986) and Gaudeamus Prize (1989). He was on the 
composition faculty at Darmstadt from 1986 to 1994, and taught 
composition at Middlesex University in London from 1989 to 1992. 
He has lived in Amsterdam since 1993 teaching electronic 
composition and performance in the Institute of Sonology at the 
Royal Conservatory of The Hague. He was co-director (with Roger 
REDGATE) of Ensemble Exposé from its foundation in 1984 until 
1993. 
Richard Barrett's compositions have been performed and 
broadcast worldwide by ensembles such as L'Itinéraire, Ensemble 
Köln, Ensemble Modern, Arditti String Quartet, Ensemble 
InterContemporain, BBC Symphony Orchestra and Klangforum 
Wien. His 1994 work Vanity has been internationally acclaimed as 
one of the most important orchestral scores of the 1990s. Of 
central importance is his collaboration with ELISION Ensemble, for 
whom he has written Another Heavenly Day (1989-90), Negatives 
(1988-92), Opening of the Mouth (1992-97) and Transmission 
(1996-99), with future projects including the evening-long DARK 
MATTER (1990-2000) for ELISION together with the Norwegian 
ensemble Cikada Ensemble and artist Per Inge BJØRLO. In 1997-
98 Richard Barrett was composer-in-residence with the Belgian 
ensemble Champ d'Action, for whom he wrote the music-theatre 
work Unter Wasser, on a text by the Austrian writer Margret 
KREIDL. In 1998 he was a featured composer at the Festival Ars 
Musica (Brussels) and Gaudeamus (Amsterdam) festivals.  
Web: http://elision.org.au/composers/barrett.html 

Barrientos Carlos (English) 
Carlos Barrientos began his formal music studies at the National 
Music Conservatory in Guatemala City, Guatemala C.A. He holds 
two Bachelor of Arts degrees from the University of New Orleans, 
LA, and a Master of Music in Composition from Florida State 
University, Tallahassee, FL. His training with Maestro Elias 
Barreiro, Director of Guitar Studies at Tulane University, was 
supplemented with Master Classes with Manuel Barrueco, Leo 
Brouwer, Juan Mercadal, Michael Newman, Tommy Tedesco and 
Carlos Barbosa-Lima. He studied composition under the tutelage 
of Dr. Jerry Sieg, University of New Orleans, and Dr. Roy Johnson, 
Florida State University. As part of his Graduate Assistantship at 
FSU, Carlos Barrientos assisted and taught alongside Founder, 
Director and Artist-in-Residence Charles Atkins in the creation of 
the FSU Blues Lab, a workshop that provides the opportunity for 
both vocalists and instrumental participants to learn basic 
techniques of performing blues and related music derived from 
Blues. He consulted with Michael D. Martin, Ph.D., Associate 
Professor of Music, Albany State University, Albany, GA in the 
creation of a recordings library that reflects Western Art Music and 
American Jazz for the students at Albany State University. The 
New York Premiere of the First Movement of his Second Guitar 
Sonata was dedicated to and performed by Classical Guitarist 
Maestro Carlos Barbosa-Lima in 2003 at Carnegie Hall. At the 
request of U.S. Senator Bob Graham one of his compositions, “Si 
Tu Te Vas (If You Go Away),” was included on a recording to 
promote The Everglades Trail. In 2004, at the American Church in 
Paris, France the World Premiere of his “Romance for Flute and 
Guitar” was performed by the award-winning Serenade Duo, 
flutist Michelle LaPorte and guitarist Gerry Saulter. In 2009, they 
recorded it for inclusion in Beth Joiner's Independent Film: Voices. 
He has performed with such legendary musicians as Herbie Mann, 
Donald Byrd and Debbie Reynolds, led an on stage Renaissance 
Trio in a University of New Orleans production of Shakespeare's 
“Twelfth Night,” and played incidental music for their production 
of Bertold Brecht's “The Good Woman of Setzuan.” He has 
performed Carulli's Guitar Concerto in A, Leonard Bernstein's 
“West Side Story” and Marvin Hamlish's “A Chorus Line” with the 
Northwest Florida Symphony Orchestra and Okaloosa-Walton 
Community College, Niceville, FL., and with the Southern Art 
Music Ensemble, a Jazz/Latin Fusion Sextet, including an Honors 
Convocation in Atlanta for Mr. Ted Turner. He has been a guest 
performer with the Albany State University Jazz Ensemble at The 
Fletcher Henderson Jr., Macon and Atlanta Jazz Festivals, and 
played the banjo in the Albany State University/Albany 
Symphony's co-production of George Gershwin's Opera “Porgy 
and Bess.” He is a member of the Guitar Foundation of America 
and the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers 
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(ASCAP). Carlos Barrientos is fluent in English, French and 
Spanish. 
Web: http://www.facebook.com/carlos.barrientos/info (2012) 

Barrios Agustín (English) 
(1885-1944) 
Prolific Paraguayan composer and great performer, he contributed 
to the Classical Guitar repertoire with pieces inspired by two 
sources of inspiration: the European culture and the Guaranì 
culture. Barrios absorbed the forms and styles of the Western 
music tradition writing pieces of Baroque, Classical and Romantic 
inspiration. At the same time he exploited his homeland folklore 
to produce very lively pieces. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia 
della Chitarra) 

Barrios Agustín (Italiano) 
Agustin Pio Barrios, nato a Misiones in Paraguay nel 1885, morto 
a San Salvador nel 1944, è uno dei grandi maestri storici della 
chitarra. La sua figura si colloca, nel panorama generale dell’arte 
latino-americana, accanto a quella dei massimi musicisti, scrittori 
e poeti che seppero riunire, nella loro opera, l’eredità della 
tradizione europea e gli aspetti vitali delle culture originarie dei 
paesi in cui erano nati, e nel caso di Barrios di tutto il continente. 
Concertista acclamato e discusso, esaltato e denigrato, Barrios 
trascorse una vita errabonda, percorrendo rutto il sud ed il centro 
America senza mai stabilirsi definitivamente in alcun luogo, salvo 
che nella capitale de El Salvador, durante i suoi ultimi anni di vita, 
quando la sua salute declinava irrimediabilmente. Per un certo 
periodo, si presentò, in pubblico pur seguitando ad eseguire il 
repertorio classico della chitarra e le sue composizioni, 
abbigliandosi in costume guarani, con il capo adorno di piume e 
con il nome d’arte di Mangoré, un cacicco indio che aveva 
fieramente avversato la colonizzazione. Fu anche, brevemente, in 
Europa, nel 1935, e suonò al Conservatorio di Bruxelles, in abiti 
normali e con il suo vero nome, ma ritornò quasi subito in Sud 
America dove, nonostante la celebrità leggendaria a cui era 
assurto, la sua arte non fu mai pienamente compresa e 
apprezzata nel suo reale valore. 
La sua gloria è legata alle composizioni per chitarra sola che egli 
scrisse nelle diverse epoche della sua avventurosa esistenza. 
Molte di esse sono pagine a ispirazione popolaresca, 
sapientemente depurate e ricche di fascinosi effetti strumentali; 
altre si rivolgono alla musica romantica, e traboccano di invenzioni 
melodiche e di raffinate armonie; in altri casi, il modello di Barrios 
è nei preludi di Bach. Ma non mancano, nella sua opera, pagine di 
pura e ardita speculazione armonica, come lo splendido Preludio 
en la menor, nel quale il compositore si lascia alle spalle le 
memorie folcloriche e la soggezione ai grandi maestri e si eleva in 
una solitaria medirazione intrisa di poesia e di spiritualità. 

Barrios Angel (English) 
(1882-1964) 
During his stay in Paris he became friend to Alb éniz and De Falla. 
He is also remembered because he founded the “Trio Iberia” 
(Guitar, Lute and Bandurrìa), and because he wrote some Guitar 
pieces inspired by Andalusian folklore. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve 
Storia della Chitarra) 

Barroso Ary (Italiano) 
(1903-1964) 
Compositore brasiliano nato as Ubá (Minas Gerais). Autore di 
musica popolare è stato il primo compositore, di samba ad 
ottenere fama internazionale. Ha scritto centinaia di canzoni. 

Barroso Fernandez Sergio (English) 
(b. 4 March 1946, Havana). 
Cuban composer, now resident in Canada, of mostly stage, 
orchestral and chamber works that have been performed in the 
Americas, Asia and Europe; he is also active as a keyboardist. 
Mr. Barroso studied composition, organ and piano with Alfredo 
Díaz Nieto, Alfredo Levi, Edgardo Martín, and César Pérez 
Sentenat at the Instituto Superior de Arte in Havana from 1950–
66. He had postgraduate studies in composition with Václav 
Dobiáš, Alois Hába and Karel Janeček at the Akademie múzických 
umění v Praze – Academy of Performing Arts in Prague from 
1966–68 and also studied conducting with Manuel Duchesne and 
Gonzalo Romeu at the Instituto Superior de Música de la 

Universidad de La Habana. He then studied computer music with 
John Chowning and Jean-Claude Risset at Stanford University. 
Among his many honours are a prize in the Concours International 
de Musique Électroacoustique de Bourges (1980), the New York 
Cintra/Arts International Composition Award (1999) and the Victor 
M. Lynch-Staunton Award from the Canada Council for the Arts 
(2000). His music has represented both Canada and Cuba at the 
UNESCO TRIMALCA (1979), the UNESCO International Rostrum of 
Composers in Paris (1980, 1995) and the UNESCO International 
Rostrum of Electroacoustic Music (1990, 1994). His works have 
been performed throughout the Americas, as well as in Belgium, 
Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, 
Japan, Monaco, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, 
Spain, Sweden, and the UK. 
As a keyboardist, he has primarily performed his own music on 
piano and music from the Baroque on harpsichord, although he 
has also given the premières of several works for harpsichord, 
piano and synthesizer. 
He is also active in other positions. He worked as a broadcaster of 
new music at the Instituto Cubano de Radio y Televisión and as a 
music critic for the daily newspaper Juventud Rebelde in Havana 
from 1969–80. He served as music director of the Biblioteca 
Cubana Nacional José Martí from 1970–72 and the Universidad de 
La Habana from 1972–74. In addition, he served as chair of the 
department of development of the Ministerio de Cultura in Cuba 
and as secretary-general of the section in Cuba of the UNESCO 
International Music Council from 1976–80. 
Mr. Barroso taught composition and music theory at the 
Conservatorio Nacional de La Habana, the Escuela Nacional de 
Música in Havana and the Instituto Superior de Música de la 
Universidad de La Habana from 1968–80. He has also taught at 
the Conservatorio Nacional de Música in Mexico City and at Simon 
Fraser University in British Columbia, Trent University in Ontario 
and the University of Victoria in British Columbia. 
He has lived in Canada since 1981. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/barrosos.htm (2015) 

Barroso Fernandez Sergio (Italiano) 
Compositore, pianista ed organista cubano nato a La Habana nel 
1946. Ha studiato nel suo paese e presso il 'Prague Superior 
Accademy of Music'. Ha inoltre studiato Computer Music al CCMA, 
Stanford University (California). 

Barroso Luis (English) 
(Madrid 1960) 
He has carried his musical studies out on Real Conservatorio 
Superior de Música de Madrid. 
He was an instrumentalist on Lute Orchestra of “Roberto 
Grandío”. And with them he makes a large quantity of concerts 
and tours, as it was on 1987 through USA. As well he was 
performing concerts in collaboration with the Poet Rafael Alberti, 
as well as recording in studio music for several artists as was 
Carlos Cano, Nuevo Mester de Juglaría, etc. 
Actually he is mainly full-time occupied to the composition 
activity. 
He can combine his Chamber and Symphonic compositions with 
several works for the Cinema, for Pop and for Sporting events, for 
instance,  the Rhythm Gymnastics Word Championship “Sevilla 
1998” . 
He was awarded with several prizes: Premio Villa Real 1999, 
Iberoamericano “Reina Sofía” 1992, Sociedad General de Autores 
de España 1990. 
He is a detailed and exacting composer, thinking large carefully 
his works. 
It is with his last works where he feel to be founded his most 
authentically and personal style: Preludios y danzas (guitar), 5 
Piezas for Piano Trío, Concierto  de la Bahía (Guitar & String 
Orchestra), Concierto de Tierra Alta (Guitar Quartet & String 
Orchestra). They are good examples of his Composition Style. 
These are direct and refreshing music, far of some mathematic 
propositions; with a clear intention of an interesting and attractive 
theme for the performer as for the listener. 

Bardanashvili Josef (English) 
One of the most prominent Israeli composers. Born in 1948 in 
Batumi, Georgia. He studied at the Music Academy in Tbilisi under 
Aleksandr Shaverzashvili, where he graduated with a Doctor 
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Degree in composition in 1976.  
Bardanashvili was Director of the Music College in Batumi (1986-
1991), and Culture Vice-Minister in Adjaria (1993-1994), and in 
this capacity organized numerous international music festivals. He 
settled in Israel in 1995.  
Bardanashvili served as composer-in-residence of the Raanana 
Symfonette Orchestra in Israel from 1996-99 and Musical Director 
of the International Biennial for Contemporary Music “Tempus 
Fugit” in Israel(2002, 2004,2006). He taught at Camera Obscura 
College in 1998-99 and at the Bar Ilan University. Currently he is 
a faculty member of the Academy of Music at the Tel-Aviv 
University and the Sapir Academic College. Josef Bardanashvili 
has composed more than 80 works. Amongst them, is author of 
the first Georgian rock-opera ''Alternative'' (1976), and rock-ballet 
“Tutor”(1982). He has written 3 operas: “Moving Stars” (2 act 
opera, libretto by the composer & Dgemal Adgiashvili -1982); Eva 
(mono-opera, libretto by Aleksandr Parin-1998) and ''A Journey to 
the end of the millennium'' (2 act opera, libretto A.B.Yehoshua-
2004-2005) commissioned and performed by The Israeli Opera; 
two ballets “A Woman's Ballad” (1972), “Moving Soul” (1991); 
three symphonies (1980, 2001,2006), concertos for Guitar, Flute, 
Piano, Violin, concerto for Cello, Piano & small orchestra; Triptych 
for voices & orchestra (“Children of God” - texts from the Talmud, 
Quran, New Testament, Book of Psalms, for countertenor & 
orchestra, (1997); “Yearning” - texts from the Pure Prayer, 
Blessings, Ecclesiastes for voice & orchestra, (1999);” Time to 
Love” - texts from the Song of Solomon, Evangelists, Shmuel 
Hanagid, Nahapet Kuchak for male chorus & string orchestra, 
(1999); Elegia for string orchestra (1997), Steps and 
Metamorphoses for small orchestra, Symphonic Poem for clarinet 
& orchestra (1998), String Quartets, Quintets, Piano Trios, Piano 
Sonatas, choir music. He has written music for 35 films and 45 
theater productions. Among his honors are the title of Honored 
Artist of Georgia (1988), the Paliashvili Award (1987), the ACUM 
''Composer of the Year'' Prize (1998), the Margalit Prize (1999, for 
Dybbuk incidental music), the Award of the Israeli Prime Minister 
(2000), the ACUM Prize for “Life Achievement” (2002), the Israel 
Theater Oscar for Music (2003), the ACUM prize-'' Composer of 
the Year''(2004), the Rozenblum Prize for Performing Arts-Tel-
Aviv (2005),the Landau prize(2006). Prize by I.Shtern from 
Ministry of Absorption (2009) His numerous compositions had 
successfully been performed all over the world - in Israel, 
Georgia, USA, Germany, Russia, France, Spain, Italy, Finland, 
Hungary, Serbia and Montenegro,the UK, by such soloists as Giora 
Feidman, Yossi Arnheim, Liana Isacadze, Nana Jashvili, Oleg 
Malov, Alexander Korsantia, Tzvi Plesser, Uri Gandelsman,Viktor 
Derevianko, and conductors Zubin Mehta, Valery Gergiev, Lior 
Shambadal, Shlomo Mintz, Djansug Kachidze, Gisele Ben-Dor, Uri 
Segal, Gabor Hollerung, Yerucham Sharovsky ,George Manahan, 
Zsolt Nagy, Steven Sloan, Joel Sachs, Nizan Leibovich and by 
orchestras like the Israel Philharmonic, the St.Petersburg Opera 
Orchestra, Berliner Symphoniker, the Dochnany Orchestra 
(Hungaria), the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra - IBA, the Rishon 
le-Zion Symphony Orchestra, the Israel Chamber Orchestra, the 
Raanana Symphonette, the Beer-Sheva Sinphonietta, the Musica 
Nova Ensemble, the Israel Contemporary Players, Ensemble 
Contempo (USA),New Juilliard ensemble(USA),Continuum(USA) 
Nouvel Ensemble Moderne(Canada) and in music festivals in Israel 
and abroad. 
Web: http://www.israelcomposers.org/composer.html?id=74 
(2017) 

Bartók Béla (English) 
Born: Friday, March 25, 1881 in Nagyszentmiklós, Hungary. 
Died: Wednesday, September 26, 1945 in New York, New York 
(USA). 
Nation of Origin: Hungary. Bartok's birthplace, Nagyszentmiklós, 
is now a part of Romania. After World War I, Hungary lost two-
thirds of its territory and 60% of its population as the result of the 
Trianon Treaty of 1920.  
His first musical experiences consisted of piano lessons with his 
mother. 
He studied from 1894 to 1899 in Pozsony, now called Bratislava, 
with conductor Laszlo Erkel. He was inspired by the music of 
Dohnányi and Brahms. 
He was inspired by a 1902 performance of Strauss's Also Sprach 

Zarathustra. 
In 1903 he wrote a tone-poem called Kossuth containing 
Hungarian elements. This was a symphonic poem in ten sections 
and was inspired by the tone poems of Strauss. 
He traveled as a concert pianist playing the works of Liszt and 
others. 
His study of Hungarian peasant music (Magyár folk songs) began 
formally in 1905. 
In 1906 he published a collection of 20 Hungarian folk songs with 
fellow composer and folk-song enthusiast, Zoltan Kodály. 
In 1907 he began to teach piano as a faculty member of the 
Budapest Royal Academy of Music. His lifelong friend, Kodály, 
introduced him to the music of Debussy. 
In 1909 he married one of his piano students. 
He received little recognition for his own compositions until the 
1917 performance of his ballet, The Wooden Prince and the 1918 
performance of his one-act opera, Duke Bluebeard's Castle. His 
first two violin sonatas were performed in London in 1922 and 
1923.  
In 1923 he was commissioned to write an orchestral work for the 
50th Anniversary of the Union of Buda and Pest. The result was 
Dance Suite. Dohnányi and Kodály were also commissioned to 
write orchestral works for this occasion. In 1923 he also divorced 
his wife and married another of his piano students. 
Bartok gave a concert tour of the USA in 1927 and 1928. He 
performed 26 concerts. In 1929 he also toured Russia. 
He worked at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 1934 to 
create a scholarly edition of the folk songs he had been collecting. 
In 1940 he emigrated to the United States to avoid the political 
problems in Europe. He was awarded an honorary doctorate at 
Columbia and given an appointment to conduct folksong research. 
One of his best known works composed in the USA was Concerto 
for Orchestra (1943). 
In 1945 he died in New York of Leukemia. His last completed work 
was the Pianoforte Concerto No.3. He died in poverty. 
His music is generally divided into two periods. The early period 
shows more influence from Brahms and other traditional 
composers. The later period explores almost every composition 
device used in the 20th century. The works that bridge the gap 
between the two periods are Dance Suite (1923) and Dorfszenen 
(1924). 
Major Works: Mikrokosmos for piano, Cantata Profana, Duke 
Bluebeard's Castle (1911), Allegro Barbaro for piano (1911), 
Music for Strings – Percussion - and Celesta (1936), Concerto for 
Orchestra (1943), Third Piano Concerto (1945). 
Web: 
http://www.stevenestrella.com/composers/composerfiles/bartok1
945.html  

Bartoli René (English) 
Bartoli studied guitar with Bassano (his uncle?) and with Louis 
Davalle, who initiated the music school of Marseilles in the 1930s. 
In 1959 Bartoli won the 3rd prize (1st and 2nd prize not awarded) 
at the „Concours International de la Guitare” de O.R.T.F. in Paris. 
Following the success, he was able to study with Andrés Segovia, 
Ida Presti and Alexandre Lagoya. He was appointed professor at 
the Marseilles Conservartoire in 1965. For  a very long time he 
organized his „Stage International de Guitare René Bartoli” in 
Salon-de-Provence and since 1978 the guitar competition in Aix-
en-Provence. (Rainer Stelle) 

Bartoli René (Français) 
Né le 14.06.1938, mort le 06.05.2011. Elève de BASSANO et 
Louis DAVALLE. Lauréat du C.I.G. de I’ORTF en 1959. Professeur 
au CNR de Marseille et concertiste. Disques chez Harmonia Mundi 
et CBS.  

Bartolozzi Bruno (English) 
Italian violinist and composer Bruno Bartolozzi was born on June 
8, 1911 in Florence. He studied violin at the Cherubini 
Conservatory in Florence at the late age of 25, securing a position 
as violinist with the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino by 1941. He 
returned to the conservatory in 1946 to study composition with 
Dallapiccola, only later to be appointed to the faculty in 1964. 
Bruno's music avoids both the aphoristic, short-breathed Viennese 
style and the conventionalized dodecaphony of the Italian 
reactionary school. His expanded palette of orchestral textures 
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and clear sense of melody, form and rhythmic vitality are 
articulated on the page, allowing the performer and composer to 
function on a same wavelength. Bruno Bartolozzi passed away on 
December 12, 1980 at his home in Fiesole, Italy. He is  
remembered also for his work 1967 work “New Sounds for 
Woodwinds”  which explores the possibilities of producing several 
pitches simultaneously on a single woodwind instrument. 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Bartolozzi_FM1.html 

Barton Hanus (English) 
Hanus Barton was born into a family of a research worker. 
Beginning in 1975, he studied composition (with Ilja Hurnik) and 
piano (with Emil Leichner) at the Prague Conservatory, and 
continued his studies in 1981 at the Prague Academy of 
Performing Arts. Here he studied composition with Jiri Pauer and 
piano with Jan Panenka. He then further broadened education as 
a musical specialist working as a research student in the 
Academy's Department of Composition under of Svatopluk 
Havelka, and today he holds the position of Head of 
Composition in the same school. As a composer Barton's primary 
concern is with instrumental music, and he has produced works 
for a variety of combinations of instruments. His compositions are 
often an attempt to organically combine various elements of 
musical style, genre and history. He has also composed incidental 
music to a number of stage plays. Barton is also active as 
a performer on the piano. He is a member of the ensembles Ars 
Cameralis (specializing in the performance of medieval and 
contemporary music) and MoEns (specializing in contemporary 
repertoire) and forms a piano duo with his wife Jana 
Macharackova. He has participated in a number of CD recordings 
including those of works by Jan Ladislav Dusik, Leos Janacek and 
Svatopluk Havelka and several recordings by Ars Cameralis. He 
has also been involved in radio recordings of works by 
contemporary Czech composers. (2012) 

Barton Nicholas (English) 
Nicholas Barton was born in 1950, educated at Norwich City 
College and subsequently at Colchester and Reading Universities. 
His early musical career was as a classical guitarist and held a 
solo contract with the BBC performing regularly on Look East. His 
first appearance was at the age of 14. In 1976 he became a music 
teacher at Matthew Arnold School Oxford. Three years later 
becoming Head of Department a post he held until taking early 
retirement in 2006. While in Oxfordshire he divided his time 
between teaching composing and conducting. He conducted the 
Isis Chamber Orchestra for many years. He composed widely for 
students at school and young people and amateurs generally. 
Major commissions, with funds from Oxfordshire County Council 
included three pieces for The Oxfordshire County Youth Orchestra, 
two for The Oxfordshire Concerto Orchestra, The Youth Big Band 
and The County Youth Choir. He has had performances abroad 
and at major London venues. His music is published by Spartan 
Press and Bardic Editions. 
He now lives and works in North Norfolk 
Web: http://www.uhrecordings.co.uk/people/artists/nicholas-
barton.aspx (2012) 

Basevi Andrea (Italiano) 
Andrea Basevi Gambarana si è diplomato in “Composizione e 
Musica Corale” e perfezionatosi con Brian Ferneyhough e con 
Luciano Berio, ha seguito un corso di Etnomusicologia con Simha 
Aron. Segnalato al concorso Bucci per una Fiaba Musicale, ha 
vinto due volte consecutive il premio “Gioco e Musica”. Ha 
lavorato per cinema, teatro e radio, scrivendo colonne sonore di 
documentari e drammi. Ha coinvolto compositori in progetti legati 
alle altre arti: Montale e la musica; Musiche per Van Dyck; 
Celebrazioni per Caproni; L'uomo tipografico di Pirella e 
Sanguineti. E' autore di Zazie, opera su testo di R. Queneau, 
rappresentata in vari teatri italiani. E' docente al Conservatorio 
Vivaldi di Alessandria e alla scuola di Musicoterapia di Genova. 
Esegue sue musiche in spettacoli di poesia e musica con Roberto 
Piumini. 
Web: http://www.nauta.it/taukay/compositori/basevi.html 

Bassett Leslie (English) 
Leslie Raymond Bassett was born on Jan. 22, 1923, in Hanford, 
Calif., and grew up on ranches in the San Joaquin Valley, where 

his father raised hogs. As a youth he studied the piano, trombone 
and cello, as if anticipating the eclectic range of timbres on which 
his work would draw. During World War II, he served in the 
United States and in Europe as a trombonist and arranger with 
the 13th Armored Division Band. 
Mr. Bassett earned a bachelor’s degree in music in 1947 from 
what was then Fresno State College (now California State 
University, Fresno), followed by master’s and doctoral degrees in 
composition from Michigan. He studied composition in Paris with 
Nadia Boulanger and Arthur Honegger; he later studied electronic 
music with Mario Davidovsky. 
His work first came to critical prominence in the 1950s. Reviewing 
a 1959 performance at Carnegie Hall of Mr. Bassett’s “Five Pieces 
for String Quartet” by the Beaux-Arts String Quartet, Eric 
Salzman wrote in The New York Times: “It is an imaginative 
enterprise in string-quartet writing. The five short movements are 
full of striking ideas and clever sonorities, all projected with 
freedom but with a sure handling of the dissonant textures”. 
A master orchestrator who could coax a vast range of tonal colors 
from the bits of wood and brass for which he composed, Mr. 
Bassett wrote works for symphony orchestra, chamber and choral 
ensembles, solo instruments and voice. 
Mr. Bassett received the Pulitzer in 1966 for “Variations for 
Orchestra”, which had been given its United States premiere by 
the Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy the year 
before. 
The work, about 24 minutes long, displays many hallmarks of his 
style: compositional techniques encompassing both the tonal and 
the atonal; a sonic intensity heightened, in particular, by the 
exuberant use of woodwinds and brass; and an abiding concern 
with instrumental texture. (Its score includes, among many other 
instruments, piano, tam-tams and suspended cymbals.) 
Over the years, Mr. Bassett’s compositions were performed by the 
New York and Los Angeles Philarmonics, the Chicago Symphony, 
the Cleveland Orchestra and the Juilliard String Quartet. 
“Variations for Orchestra” was recorded by the Radio Zurich 
Symphony Orchestra under Jonathan Sternberg. The Baltimore 
Symphony, under Sergiu Comissiona, recorded Mr. Bassett’s 
composition “Echoes From an Invisible World”, commissioned by 
the Philadelphia Orchestra in 1976 to honor the United States 
bicentennial, as part of a disc for Composers Recordings Inc.’s 
American Masters Series that also included Mr. Bassett’s Sextet 
for Piano and Strings as well as the Zurich orchestra’s recording of 
“Variations”. 
His other compositions include the Concerto for Alto Saxophone 
and Orchestra; Concerto da Camera, for solo trumpet and 
chamber ensemble; “Narratives”, for guitar quartet; vocal settings 
of texts by William Blake and Edwin Arlington Robinson; and 
many works for wind and brass ensembles. 
Among his other laurels are the Rome Prize, a prestigious award 
for composition; Guggenheim fellowships; and a Fulbright 
fellowship. 
Mr. Bassett lived most recently in Flowery Branch, Ga. His 
survivors include his wife, the former Anita Denniston, whom he 
married in 1949; a son, Noel; a daughter, Wendy Bratton Baker; 
two grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren. Another son, 
Ralph, died in 1967. 
At his death, he was the Albert A. Stanley distinguished university 
professor emeritus of composition at the University of Michigan, 
where he had taught from 1952 until his retirement in 1992. 
Web: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/11/arts/music/leslie-bassett-
pulitzer-prize-winning-composer-dies-at-93.html?_r=0 (2016) 

Bassi Adriano (Italiano) 
Adriano Bassi, diplomato al Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano in 
Pianoforte, Composizione e Direzione d’Orchestra, svolge attività 
concertistica in Italia e all’estero come direttore d’orchestra e 
come concertista di pianoforte. Ha registrato numerosi dischi e 
compact fra i quali figura la prima mondiale del Bolero di Ravel 
nella versione originale per pianoforte a quattro mani e la prima 
mondiale degli inediti di Respighi per orchestra. Ha fondato e 
dirige l’Orchestra Sinfonica Rosetum. Ha scritto vari libri fra i quali 
figurano Beethoven; L’Epistolario inedito di D’Annunzio e i 
musicisti; Rossini; Toscanini; F. Gonfalonieri. 
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Battaglia Riccardo (Italiano) 
Riccardo Battaglia ha studiato chitarra e composizione e si è 
trasferito a Bombay nel 2001 con una borsa di studio dell'Indian 
Council for Cultural Relations. All'Università di Bombay ha iniziato 
a collaborare con Ganesh Mohan, professore di sitar e artista 
permanente della Radio Nazionale Indiana. 

Bauer Guilherme (English) 
A native of the city of Rio de Janeiro, Guilherme Carneiro da 
Cunha Bauer, composer and professor, is one of the major 
composers of the vanguard generation born in the 1940s and 50s. 
Educated exclusively in Brazil, he studied violin with Iolanda 
Peixoto and Oscar Borgerth. He has participated in chamber 
ensembles and the National Symphonic Orchestra of Rádio MEC 
(Ministry of Education and Culture radio station). In 1977, he 
organized the Ars Contemporânea ensemble which, for seven 
years, presented innumerous concerts for the purpose of 
divulging, principally, a predominately Brazilian repertoire.  As a 
composer, he studied counterpoint and composition with Cláudio 
Santoro, musical analysis with Esther Scliar, and harmony, 
counterpoint, fugue, composition, and orchestration with Guerra-
Peixe, with whom he forged a solid and enriching friendship. 
He taught composition and orchestration at the Estácio de Sá 
University in Rio de Janeiro from 1986 to 1999, and, since 1983, 
he has taught harmony, counterpoint, fugue, orchestration, and 
composition at the Villa-Lobos School of Music in Rio de Janeiro. 
He was responsible for two important projects for the diffusion of 
Brazilian music: the recording of more than fifty compositions by 
Brazilian composers for the Municipal Government of the City of 
Rio de Janeiro’s RioArte Digital label; and the Estréias Brasileiras 
(Brazilian Premieres) Project, sponsored by the CCBB (Bank of 
Brazil Cultural Center), which commissioned and premiered thirty-
three works by Brazilian composers in 1997. 
In 1996, he delivered lectures on Brazilian music in the United 
States at the University of Florida, the University of Miami, and 
the University of Houston. In 1999, at the Bruckner Conservatory 
in Linz, Austria, he took part in a public rehearsal of his 
piece Reflexos, which had been commissioned and was premiered 
by the George Crumb Trio. 
At the beginning of his career, he adhered to the aesthetics of 
atonalism. He later adopted a free language often based on 
popular musical traditions. He has won more than a total of eight 
composition competitions, of special note being the ESSO 
Classical Music Award, the UFBa (Federal University of Bahia) 
Latin American Competition, and the Artistic Culture Society of 
São Paulo Award. In 1998, he received the APCA (Paulista 
Association of Art Critics) Award for his String Quartet No. 2. 
The CD Partita Brasileira, boasting the RioArte Digital label and 
launched in October, 2002, and his election into the Brazilian 
Academy of Music constitute part of his production realized 
between 1981 and 2001. 
During the XVI Biennial of Contemporary Brazilian Music in 
November, 2005, his Cadências for Piano and Orchestra, a piece 
written with a Vitae Arts Grant, was performed in public for the 
first time. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2010) 

Bauer Jerzy (English) 
Jerzy Bauer 
born May 12, 1936 in Lodz, Poland. He studied at the State Music 
Academy in Lodz: music theory (graduated in 1959), conducting 
(graduated in 1961) and composition with Thomas Kiesewetter 
(graduated in 1966). In 1969-70 he studied with Nadia Boulanger 
complementary in Paris. 
In 1959-60, he worked at the State School of Music in Lodz. In 
1960 he began teaching business in the State Music Academy in 
Lodz. In 1979, earned an assistant professor, associate professor 
in 1987, and in 1992 professor. Between 1980-98, he served as 
chair of composition, music theory and rhythm, and since 2000 
the Head of the Department of Music Theory. At the same time - 
in 1990-96 - he was dean of the Faculty of Composition, Theory, 
Music Education and Eurhythmics Lodz University. In 1989-91 he 
served as Vice-President of the Board of the Polish Composers' 
Union. 
Jerzy Bauer’s works have been performed at numerous concerts 

and festivals, including the the “Warsaw Autumn”, the Festival of 
Polish Contemporary Music “Musica Polonica Nova” in Wroclaw. 
He was awarded many prizes and distinctions in competitions for 
composers: in 1970, received third prize at the Composers 
'Competition in Gdansk for Reed Trio No. 1 for oboe, clarinet and 
bassoon (1964), in 1971 - honorable mention in the Composers' 
Competition. Gregory Fitelberg in Katowice for Aetatis Mediaa 
Sculpturae for mixed choir, boys 'choir and symphony orchestra 
(1970-71), in 1973 - an honorable mention in the Composers' 
Competition. Karol SzymanowskiPulsations in Katowice for 
large symphony orchestra, two electric guitars and organ (1973), 
in 1984 - second prize in National Competition for Composers in 
Bialystok Jubilate e la danza polacca for symphony orchestra 
(1984), in the same year -- third prize at the National Composers' 
Competition in Lodz, the three ballads on the guitar (1983), in 
1985 - first prize at the National Competition for Composers in 
Kamien for Accende lumen sensibus for organ (1985), in 1988 - 
Bronze Medal at the XXXI of the Concours International de Guitare 
organized by Radio France in Paris for the colors and rhythms of 
movement for guitar (1989), and in 1991 - first prize at the 
National Competition. Lawrence Zulawski in Warsaw for 
the Countryside Painting for soprano (soprano) and piano (1991). 
Jerzy Bauer in 1980 was awarded the Knight's Cross of the Order 
of the Rebirth of Polish, in 2005 - Officer's Cross of the Order of 
the Rebirth of Poland, in 2006 - the Silver Medal of Merit to the 
Culture - the Gloria Artis. 
Web: http://www.wsm.art.pl/index.php/en/kompozytorzy-
menu/16-jerzy-bauer (2012) 

Bauer Jerzy (Italiano) 
Compositore polacco nato a Lódz nel 1936. Ha studiato teoria 
musicale e composizione nella città natale ed a Pargi con Nadia 
Boulanger. 

Bauer Robert (English) 
Robert Bauer was born in Welland, Ontario on January 24th, 1950 
and began his musical studies at age seven. Throughout his youth 
he played guitar and saxophone in rock and dance bands, often 
arranging and composing for these ensembles. At the same time 
he was developing an interest in jazz and classical music and after 
high school he entered the Faculty of Music at the University of 
Toronto. There he studied composition with John Beckwith and 
John Weinzweig, materials of music with Oskar Morawetz, Godfrey 
Ridout, Lothar Klein, Derek Holman and Gustav Ciamaga, 
saxophone with Paul Brodie and guitar with Eli Kassner.  

Baumann Christoph (English) 
Christoph Baumann is an improvising musician, pianist and 
composer. He is professor for jazz piano and improvisation at the 
Lucerne School of Music. His artistic work oscillates between the 
two poles of improvisation and composition, attempting thereby to 
integrate various musical styles in large dramaturgic coherences, 
a constant. 
His musical activities take him, either as lead or sideman, on tours 
and to festivals around the world. 
Baumann composes for various formations, film, dance, theatre 
and radio plays. CDs widely document his musical activities. 
Christoph Baumann has written three speaking operas (libretto FX 
Nager): ‘Attinghausen’, ‘Ds Gräis’ and ‘Hinter den sieben Bergen’. 
He has collaborated on diverse scenic projects together with 
musicians and theatre workers. 

Baumann Herbert (English) 
Herbert Baumann was born in Berlin and died in Munich. He 
studied composition with Paul Höffer and Boris Blacher and 
conducting with Sergiu Celibidache at the International Music 
Institute, Berlin. He has worked extensively both as a composer, 
conductor and musical in Germany, Austria, Switzerland in 
theatres and has composed music for television plays. 

Baumann Max (English) 
The German composer, Max Georg Baumann, studied at the Berlin 
Musikhochschule and later took a position there as lecturer, going 
on to become the head of the school of music in 1963. 
Max Georg Baumann's work had been influenced by and continued 
in the vein of Max Reger and Paul Hindemith. He was one of the 
few composers to write a concerto for organ and orchestra. His 
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cantata Libertas cruciata (1963) was the first composition written 
specifically to be played on stereo FM radio. His compositions are 
mainly sacred works that are dramatic and austere in character. 
He wrote four Masses, a piano concerto, many pieces for the 
organ, music specifically for amateurs, etc. 

Baxter Garth (English) 
Garth Baxter is noted for his modern traditionalist style of writing. 
Born in Philadelphia in 1946, he grew up in California and earned 
music degrees from Pepperdine University and California State 
University at Northridge. He studied composition with Robert Hall 
Lewis, Joseph Wagner, and William Thornton. Baxter is a gifted 
teacher, a talented performer, and a respected critic for 
periodicals and newspapers, but music composition remains his 
first love. He was a prizewinner in the 1997 Delius Composition 
Contest, and his compositions for voice, guitar, and piano, as well 
as other instrumental and vocal combinations, have been 
performed throughout North America and Europe. He is on the 
music faculty of Western Maryland College in Westminster, 
Maryland, where he lives with his wife Katherine. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216718.2.html 

Bay William (English) 
William Bay is president of Mel Bay Publications, Inc. He is an 
accomplished guitarist and trumpet player and has performed on 
both instruments in a wide variety of professional settings. He is 
experienced as a performer and composer of music ranging from 
jazz and rock to the classics and sacred. He received his 
bachelor's degree from Washington University in St. Louis and his 
master's from the University of Missouri. Bill has received 
international acclaim for his innovative teaching methods, and he 
has authored over 150 books with sales in the millions. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=34 

Beach Amy M.C. (English) 
Amy Marcy Cheney Beach was the foremost American composer 
of the Romantic period and the first American woman to achieve 
major success as a composer. She was born September 5, 1867, 
in Henniker, New Hampshire, the only child of Charles Abbott 
Cheney and Clara Imogene Marcy Cheney. A child prodigy, Beach 
received her first musical instruction from her mother, composed 
her first work at age four (Mamma’s Waltz), and began 
performing publicly at age seven. 
Her parents were unable financially to send her abroad to study, 
and instead turned to the music community in Boston (where they 
had moved in 1871). Beach studied piano with Ernest Perabo and 
Carl Baermann, and harmony and counterpoint with Junius W. 
Hill. These lessons were to be her only formal training. She 
learned orchestration and fugue by translating the treatises of 
Louis Hector Berlioz and François-Auguste Gevaert. Beach's first 
published work was The Rainy Day (1880), a setting of a poem by 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. In 1883, at age 16, she made her 
professional debut as a pianist, and shortly thereafter became a 
soloist with the Boston Symphony Orchestra. 
Her development was watched closely by a circle in Boston society 
which included Longfellow, Oliver Wendell Holmes, William Mason 
and Dr. Henry Harris Aubrey Beach. Dr. Beach was a socially 
prominent physician, a lecturer on anatomy at Harvard, and a 
well-schooled amateur singer and pianist. Amy Cheney and Dr. 
H.H.A. Beach were married in 1885, at which point Amy Cheney 
began using the name Mrs. H.H.A. Beach professionally. Following 
the expectations of Victorian society, Beach curtailed her touring 
and spent her days at home composing. 
Many of Beach's works were granted premières by major 
orchestras, such as Mass in Eb, Op. 5, performed by the Handel 
and Haydn Society of Boston in 1892; the concert aria Eilende 
Wolken, Op. 18, performed by the New York Philharmonic Society 
also in 1892; and Symphony in E-Minor, Op. 32, performed by the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1896. Other works were the result 
of commissions, such as Festival Jubilate, Op. 17, composed for 
the dedication (May 1, 1893) of the Women’s Building for the 
World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago; Song of Welcome, Op. 
42, for the Trans-Mississippi Exposition (1898); and Panama 
Hymn, Op. 74, for the International Exposition in San Francisco 
(1915). These were the first occasions on which many musical 
organizations performed music by a female composer. 
Beach's Symphony in E-Minor (also known as Gaelic Symphony) is 

acknowledged as the first symphony composed by an American 
woman. 
Dr. Beach died June 28, 1910, and on September 5, 1911, Amy 
Beach sailed for Europe to begin three years of touring as a 
performer in Paris, Rome, Hamburg, Leipzig, Berlin, and many 
other major European cities. At the outbreak of the First World 
War in Europe, Beach returned to the United States, eventually 
settling in New York City. A triumph for the American musical 
environment, Beach was already scheduled for 30 tour dates on 
both coasts prior to her arrival stateside. As was her routine, she 
would perform concerts throughout winter and spend summers 
composing at her home in Centerville on Cape Cod, a home 
purchased solely with the proceeds from her songEcstasy. 
In 1921, Beach became a fellow at the MacDowell Colony in 
Peterborough, New Hampshire, where she developed friendships 
with other artists there, among them playwright Thornton Wilder. 
Over the next twenty years she composed many of her later 
works at the artist colony, including the piano pieces The Hermit 
Thrush at Eve and The Hermit Thrush at Morn, and the one-act 
opera Cabildo. In 1928, Beach received an honorary Master of 
Arts degree from the University of New Hampshire. Hailed as one 
of America’s most prominent composers and performers, she was 
granted two retrospective concerts of her songs and orchestral 
music on her 75th birthday. 
Beach's legacy created remarkable breakthroughs for others, 
particularly women, in music. Many of her works show the 
influence of late Romantic American composers such as Horatio 
Parker, Edward MacDowell, Arthur Foote and George Chadwick; 
but she also reflected the ideas of Brahms and Debussy. These 
influences are not absolutely direct, but subtle, for the majority of 
her compositions consist of her own idiomatic style (both delicate 
and elaborate) and her natural gift for melody. She is best known 
for her songs, symphony, and the opera Cabildo; and was 
recognized for her early contribution to the preservation, 
documentation and transcription of American birdsongs. 
Amy Cheney Beach died December 27, 1944, of heart failure. 
Web: http://library.umkc.edu/spec-col-collections/beach 

Beaser Robert  (English) 
Robert Beaser was born in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1954. He 
studied literature, political philosophy and music at Yale College, 
graduating summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa in 1976. He went 
on to earn his Master of Music, M.M.A. and Doctor of Musical Arts 
degrees from the Yale School of Music. His composition teachers 
have included Jacob Druckman, Earle Brown, Toru Takemitsu, 
Arnold Franchetti, Yehudi Wyner and Goffredo Petrassi. In 
addition, he studied conducting with Otto-Werner Mueller, Arthur 
Weisberg and William Steinberg at Yale, and composition with 
Betsy Jolas on a Margaret Lee Crofts Fellowship from Tanglewood 
in 1976. From 1978 to 1990 he was co-Music Director and 
Conductor of the contemporary chamber ensemble Musical 
Elements at the 92nd Street Y, bringing premieres of over two 
hundred works to New York City. From 1988 to 1993 he served as 
the Meet The Composer/Composer-in-Residence with the 
American Composers Orchestra, and is currently the ACO's Artistic 
Advisor. Mr. Beaser is Professor and Chairman of the Composition 
Department at The Juilliard School in New York. 
In recent years, Mr. Beaser has emerged as a major voice in a 
new generation of American composers. Since 1982, when The 
New York Times wrote that he possessed a “lyrical gift comparable 
to that of the late Samuel Barber,” his music has won praise for 
its balance between melodic sweep and architectural clarity. He is 
often cited as an important figure among the “New Tonalists”—
composers who are adapting new tonal grammar to their own 
uses—and through a wide range of media has firmly established 
his own language as a synthesis of European tradition and 
American vernacular. Beaser's compositions have earned him 
numerous awards and honors. His first orchestral composition was 
performed by the Greater Boston Youth Symphony under his own 
direction at Jordan Hall in Boston when he was 16. In 1977, he 
became the youngest American composer to win the Prix de Rome 
from the American Academy in Rome. In 1986, Beaser's widely 
heard Mountain Songs was nominated for a Grammy Award in the 
category of Best Contemporary Composition. He has received 
fellowships from the Guggenheim and Fulbright Foundations, the 
National Endowment for the Arts, the Goddard Lieberson 
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Fellowship from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters, a Charles Ives Scholarship, an ASCAP Composers Award, 
a Nonesuch Commission Award and honors in the Stroud 
Competition in England. 
Beaser's music has been performed and commissioned with 
regularity both in America and abroad. He has received major 
commissions from the New York Philharmonic (150th 
anniversary), the Chicago Symphony (Centennial commission), 
the Saint Louis Symphony, the American Composers Orchestra, 
and the Baltimore Symphony for Dawn Upshaw. Recent orchestral 
performances have come from the Chicago, Saint Louis and 
Baltimore Symphonies, the New York Philharmonic, the American 
Composers Orchestra, the Crakow Philharmonic, the Monte Carlo 
Philharmonic, the Gelders Orchestra, the Dutch Radio Symphony, 
the Rome Radio Symphony, the Hong Kong Philharmonic with 
James Galway, the New Orchestra of Westchester, the Phoenix 
Symphony, the Florida Symphony, the Charleston Symphony, the 
New World Symphony, and the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra. 
Other recent chamber performances have occurred at the Aspen, 
Ojai, Berlin, Musica di Asolo, and Lockinhaus Festivals, Meet the 
Moderns at BAM, the Seattle and Saint Louis Symphony Chamber 
Music Series, the Chamber Music Societies of Lincoln Center, 
Baltimore and Chicago, the Twentieth Century Consort, the San 
Francisco Contemporary Music Players, Solisti New York, the 
Chicago Contemporary Players, and the Pittsburgh New Music 
Ensemble. His music has been performed, recorded and 
commissioned by artists such as Leonard Slatkin, Paula Robinson, 
Richard Stoltzman, Eliot Fisk, Manuel Barrueco, Pamela Mia Paul, 
Gilbert Levine, Lukas Foss, Paul Sperry, Alasdair Neale, James 
Galway, Richard Dufallo, Dawn Upshaw, Enrique Diemecke, 
Ransom Wilson, Kenneth Jean, Tsung Yeh, David Zinman, Paul 
Dunkel, Gerard Schwarz, and Dennis Russell Davies. Additionally, 
Mr. Beaser currently serves on the Board of Trustees of the 
American Academy in Rome, the MacDowell Colony, and the 
American Composers Orchestra. 
Web: http://www.artswire.org/aco/ 

Beato José (English) 
José Beato was born in Lisbon. He studied Classical Guitar, Vocal 
Technique, Choral Direction and has a degree in Composition at 
ESML (Escola Superior de Música de Lisboa). As a Composer and 
Musician he participated in works for Ballet, Theatre, Television, 
and Musical Performances. Some of his works have been recorded 
in Portugal. He is the Director of the on-line publisher “Tirando 
Editions”, devoted mainly to the classical guitar repertoire. 

Beaulieu Toni (English) 
A child prodigy, Leone de Paolis, better known under her stage 
name as Toni Beaulieu (1904-1995), wrote her first composition 
at the age of fourteen and by the time she was eighteen had been 
awarded a doctorate in violin and the degree of Master of Music in 
piano. She was then appointed to a teaching post at the MacPhail 
Center for Music, the prestigious conservatory in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 
She is perhaps best remembered as the composer of Jungle 
Rhumba, the highlight production number from the M-G-M 
musical classic NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTER (1949) starring Esther 
Williams and Red Skelton. As a composer of over two hundred 
titles, Toni Beaulieu was extremely versatile, her work ranging 
from Latin American to classical, and from jazz to pieces for 
children. 
(Gregg Nestor) 

Beauvais William (English) 
William Beauvais has performed in the United States, Europe, and 
across Canada. He is frequently heard on CBC either from one of 
his numerous CD's or on recordings for radio. He won first prizes 
at the Canadian Music Competition and at the World Centre For 
Guitar in Martinique. He combines a mastery of his instrument 
with a devotion to composition. He has written music for the Royal 
conservatory Children's choir, the Canadian Music Centre, Jeffrey 
McFadden and the Echo women's choir. His music has been heard 
in Denmark, Chile, Uruguay and Argentina and is published by 
Productions d'OZ, Mel Bay, Tuscany Publications and Frederick 
Harris. He has been a member of the guitar faculty of the Royal 
Conservatory since 1980 and is a member of the Canadian Music 
Centre. He is currently developing curriculum for group based 

guitar classes at the Royal Conservatory, and is very active as a 
clinician in schools. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216719.2.html 

Bebey Francis (English) 
Francis Bebey was born in Cameroon but educated in Duala, Paris 
and the United States. He was a poet, writer and musician, and 
made several recordings. In 1968 Bebey won the Grand Prix 
Lettérarie de l’Afrique Noire for his novel Le Fils d’Agatha Moudio. 
He worked at the information service of UNESCO. His book African 
Music: A People’s Art is an example of his remarkable work as an 
ethnomusicologist. 

Bebey Francis (Italiano) 
(1929-2001) 
Compositore, multi-strumentista, scrittore, poeta, musicologo, 
giornalista, nato nei pressi di Duala (Cameroun), e morto in Paris. 
È considerato uno dei più grandi rinnovatori della musica Africana. 

Beccaceci Roberto (Italiano) 
Roberto Beccaceci nasce ad Ancona il 30 agosto 1958 Frequenta, 
giovanissimo, il corso di pianoforte presso l'Istituto Musicale della 
sua città, evidenziando ben presto attitudine allo studio della 
composizione. Allievo di Mario Perrucci, consegue rapidamente il 
diploma di Musica Corale e Direzione di coro presso il 
Conservatorio “G. Rossini” di Pesaro. Suoi lavori sono stati 
presentati in numerose rassegne tra cui il “Festival Valentiniano” 
di Terni, il “Todi Festival”, il “Musica 2000 Festival” di Ancona, la 
“Settimana Internazionale di Musica Contemporanea” di Bucarest, 
il Festival “Nuovi Spazi Musicali” di Roma; presso istituzioni quali 
l'Associazione dei Compositori Ucraini di Kiev, la New York 
University, l'Istituto italiano di Cultura di Parigi, la University of 
Southern California di Los Angeles e trasmessi dalla RAI, da Radio 
Vaticana e da diverse emittenti nazionali estere. Dal 1997 insegna 
Elementi di composizione nella Scuola didattica della musica 
presso il Conservatorio “N.Piccinni” di Monopoli (BA). 
Web: http://www.nauta.it/taukay/composit.html (2004) 

Becherucci Eugenio (English) 
Eugenio played in several rockbands in the early 70's. While 
travelling around the world he plays as soloist or in duos. Since 
1985 he has been playing with Logos Ensemble. They play in 
several countries in Europe. Nowadays he is one of the few 
guitarists who play difficult contemporary music. His large 
knowledge of guitar repertoire makes him experienced in ancient 
music for lute and similar historical instruments, in Afro and Latin 
American modern production, in classical music of 19th century. 
Since 1981 has been teaching guitar in Italian conservatories: at 
present he is teaching in Frosinone. (2004) 

Becherucci Eugenio (Italiano) 
Di famiglia italo-spagnola, la musica ed in particolare la chitarra 
sono già nel suo dna. Insieme ai suoi fratelli fonda prima diversi 
gruppi pop-rock, già all'inizio degli anni '70, poi si avvia verso gli 
studi di chitarra e composizione al conservatorio, diplomandosi 
brillantemente nel 1980 e perfezionandosi in seguito in Spagna 
con José Tomàs ed in Francia con Betho Davezac. Durante quegli 
anni incomincia la sua esperienza concertistica nel campo della 
musica colta, e gira l'Italia e il mondo suonando da solo e in duo 
con diversi strumenti, toccando capitali esotiche come New Delhi, 
Istambul a oriente, Rio de Janeiro, Lima e Montevideo a 
occidente, ma anche europee come Parigi, Barcellona, Madrid, 
Lisbona, Budapest e Bucarest. Dal 1985 a tutt'oggi l'esperienza 
più coinvolgente è quella fatta insieme al Logos Ensemble, gruppo 
di cui è membro fondatore. Con il Logos suona in sedi prestigiose 
in Italia e in diversi paesi europei, in particolare Spagna, 
Inghilterra e Germania, collabora strettamente con numerosi 
compositori contemporanei, ed arriva oggi a concepire dei 
concerti-spettacolo, nei quali sempre di più il ruolo di compositore 
si affianca a quello di esecutore. Sue composizioni sono state 
eseguite in importanti teatri italiani ed europei. E' oggi uno dei 
pochi chitarristi in grado di affrontare con sicurezza le più 
impervie pagine di musica contemporanea, ma i suoi vasti 
interessi lo hanno portato, nel corso della carriera, ad 
approfondire la tecnica esecutiva degli strumenti antichi 
affini,come il liuto, ed il loro repertorio, o a dedicare attenzione 
particolare al repertorio afroamericano del nostro secolo e al 
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repertorio classico, scrivendo un saggio sulla letteratura per 
chitarra e pianoforte che è sulle pagine de “Il Fronimo”. Dal 1981 
è docente di chitarra nei conservatori italiani, attualmente insegna 
a Frosinone. (2004) 
Web: http://digilander.libero.it/eubec/biografi.htm 

Beggio Bernardino (Italiano) 
Ha studiato al Conservatorio di Padova, e successivamente alle 
Accademie di Musica di Danzica e Cracovia come borsista del 
Ministero degli Esteri.. Arrivato alla composizione dopo una lunga 
esperienza internazionale come pianista, direttore 
dell’Interensemble e  organizzatore  musicale, è attratto in 
particolare dal rapporto tra parola e musica, dalle simmetrie e 
dalle similitudini tra linguaggio verbale e linguaggio musicale, 
oltre che dalla ricerca di una comprensibilità logica già cara ad 
alcuni compositori contemporanei nordamericani quali Tom 
Johnson e Steve Reich. Ha scritto per gruppi da camera e 
strumenti a solo, per orchestra d’archi e orchestra di fiati, per il 
teatro e per il cinema sperimentale. Le sue musiche sono state 
eseguite nella maggior parte dei paesi europei e negli USA, e sono 
state trasmesse dalle radio nazionali di Belgio, Croazia, Romania e 
Spagna, oltre che dalla Radio Italiana. Ha ricevuto commissioni 
dal Théatre Européen de Musique Vivante, dal Festival del Flauto e 
da Antidogma Musica  di Torino, dall’Accademia San Felice  di 
Firenze, dal Festival Musica ‘900 di Trento e da Musica Nuova 
Festival di Senigallia. Dal 1996 al 2004 è stato membro della 
giuria del concorso Internazionale di Composizione “Città di 
Udine”e collabora dal 1984 alla direzione artistica del Computer 
Art Festival di Padova. Insegna Semiografia della Musica 
Contemporanea, Lettura al pianoforte e Laboratorio di Musica 
Contemporanea al Conservatorio Steffani di Castelfranco Veneto. 
Web: http://xoomer.virgilio.it/bernardinobeggio/italian.html 
(2010) 

Begu Ivan (English) 
Ivan Begu (1918-1990) was also born and lived in Kotor, which 
was one of the most important Montenegran cultural centers. 
There he started to be interested in the guitar around the thirties 
of the past century. Using various didactic materials in his work 
he became a very successful self-taught musician. For a while he 
was even playing in various jazz ensembles, and as a composer 
left different pieces among which several miniatures for solo 
guitar. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.VI, 
2004) 

Behrend Siegfried (English) 
Siegfried Behrend (born on Nov. 19, 1933) entered a 
Conservatory in his hometown of Berlin at the age of 16. 
Considering his father was a guitar professor at the same 
Conservatory is to no avail that he eventually averted his interest 
in piano, composition and conducting to guitar. As “Ambassador of 
German Culture,” Behrend made his debut in Leipzig when he was 
20 years old and toured extensively throughout Europe as well as 
the Soviet Union as a champion of new music for guitar . He was 
able to integrate his knowledge of guitar, piano, and composition 
creating an avante-garde repertoire for the solo and chamber 
guitarist. Siegfried recorded extensively for Deutsche 
Gramophone and his output of compositions, arrangements and 
editions of music exceeds 1,000 including about 200 film scores. 
He was well known for his mastery of difficult modern works, 
many of which were written for him. 
Siegfried Behrend passed away on September 20, 1990 in 
Hausham, Bavaria, Germany. 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Behrend_FM1.htm 

Belevi Kemal (English) 
Kemal Belevi, guitarist-composer, was born into a musical family 
in Nicosia in 1954. He began learning the guitar at the age of 
eleven. 3 years later he joined his brother’s band playing pop and 
rock music. 
In 1972 Kemal moved to London to study music where he lived 
untill 1996. In 1974 Kemal entered Southgate College as a full 
time student to study Ordinary and Advanced Level Music for 3 
years where he also studied Piano,Violin and Singing besides the 
classical guitar. In 1977 he was offered a place at Performer’s 
Course at London College of Music.Here he also studied 

composition with D.Mc Bride, a pupil of Benjamin Britten. Kemal 
completed his studies at L.C.M. in 1982 gaining the highest award 
that made him a Fellow of London College of Music.Kemal at 
present has 10 published works and a Guitar Method in its third 
edition. His published works is being distributed in United 
Kingdom by Registry Publications. 
He has recorded a Double CD ‘Guitar Music of Kemal Belevi’ in 
2001 and D.Regginos recorded his Chamber Music with Russian 
performers in 2003. His arrangement of 3 Turkish Pieces for two 
guitars have been recorded by Scarlatti Guitar Duo in1999 
and  Five Romantic Pieces was recorded by the French guitarist 
Phillippe Villa in 2003. In 97 three of Kemal’s compositions was 
chosen by London College of Music as set pieces for their Grade 
and Diploma examinations. 
Web: 
http://www.cymic.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/c_profileviewer/c
_id/42 (2013) 

Bell Shwan (English) 
Shawn Bell is a composer, educator, and new media professional 
dedicated to creativity. He is particularly interested in 
constructionist approaches to new media education and especially 
how human computer interaction and complexity theory enhance 
the creative process and product in the arts. As a guitarist, Mr. 
Bell has performed solo, in small ensembles, and in collaboration 
with dancers, theatre troupes and the Concordia Electroacoustic 
Composers' Group. As a guitar teacher, Mr. Bell began composing 
pieces targeting the specific technical and musical needs of his 
students. By 1989, several of his pieces had been selected by The 
Royal Conservatory of Music for its Graded Guitar Curriculum. 
Today, he is the most represented composer in its Introductory 
Repertoire and Studies volume. Among Mr. Bell's many 
instrumental compositions, “Currents I” and “Currents II” have 
been featured on William Beauvais' CD Traces (1995), performed 
at national and international festivals and heard on North 
American and European radio. Mr. Bell's compositions have been 
used in film and television. He composed the electroacoustic 
sound track for Michael Crochetiere's film, Subterranean Passage 
which premiered at The Toronto International Film Festival (1999) 
and has since won numerous awards including Best Experimental 
Film at the Nashville Independent Film Festival, Niagara Indie Film 
Festival, and Hardacre Festival. Related to film, Mr. Bell has co-
written the screenplay, You Are Here, with Henry Sarwer-Foner 
(Director, This Hour Has 22 Minutes), which has won a 
development grant from the Harold Greenberg foundation in 
2003. Mr. Bell received a FACTOR international distribution grant 
for Voices From The Edge of Chaos (1998), his CD of self-
organizing computer music. He was subsequently awarded a 
residency at Lovebytes Labs in Sheffield, England (1999) to 
produce an audio composition for its Digital Space CD and CD 
ROM publication of “innovative new work using digital sound and 
multimedia”. Mr. Bell has taught the creative arts from 
kindergarten to college, as well as teacher training workshops. He 
is currently teaching web design, game design, video editing, 
digital audio and computer music at Dawson College in Montreal. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216724.2.html (2011) 

Bellafronte Raffaele (Italiano) 
diplomato in pianoforte con L. Passaglia, ha studiato composizione 
ed analisi con F. Sifonia, G. P. Chiti e F. Delli Pizzi. 
Ricerca e sperimentazione lo portano, attraverso le esperienze 
compositive, ad affrontare sia la musica “colta” che quella 
elettronica effettuando per diversi anni numerosi lavori sia di 
incisione che di orchestrazione in studi di registrazione. 
La sua produzione si sposta pian piano da un modello molto vicino 
a quello pittorico, dove l’autore esprime le sue idee, le realizza e 
le propone in maniera definitiva attraverso un supporto audio 
(nastro magnetico, disco, compact-disc), ad uno che riallaccia i fili 
con le strategie compositive dei secoli precedenti. Rivalorizza 
perciò la figura dell’interprete, ricollocandolo al centro, come 
veicolo fondamentale ed elemento di congiunzione fra l’opera e il 
pubblico. 
Numerosissime sue opere sono state pubblicate dalle Case Editrici 
Bongiovanni e Bèrben. 
Le sue composizioni dopo essere state eseguite nelle più 
importanti città italiane, varcano i confini nazionali per approdare 
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in sedi prestigiose quali la “Carnagie Hall” di New York dove 
nell’ottobre ’96 viene eseguita “Oasi alla mente” in prima 
mondiale. 
Per l’etichetta Bongiovanni ha inciso due CD monografici (GB 
5049-2/GB 5081-2) che sono stati recensiti in modo 
estremamente positivo dalla stampa specializzata nazionale ed 
internazionale. 
I suoi lavori discografici sono inseriti nei cataloghi più importanti 
del mondo. 
Ha insegnato nei Conservatori di Sassari, Como e Trapani. E' stato 
per sette anni direttore artistico dei “Masterclasses” Città del 
Vasto. 
Dal 1999 è direttore artistico dei Seminari Musicali Internazionali 
di Cupello. 
Web: http://www.raffaelebellafronte.it/it/home.htm 

Bellandi Antonio (Italiano) 
- Laureato in Composizione, col massimo dei voti e lode, presso il 
Conservatorio “G. Puccini” di La Spezia, sotto la guida del M° 
Andrea Nicoli. Ha conseguito inoltre il biennio specialistico in 
Composizione presso lo stesso Conservatorio e sempre col 
massimo dei voti. 
- Diplomato e laureato in Pianoforte, presso l’Istituto Musicale 
Pareggiato “L. Boccherini” di Lucca, sotto la guida della Prof. Clara 
Cesa. 
- Laureato in Storia della Musica Moderna e Contemporanea, col 
Massimo dei voti e lode, presso la Facoltà di Lettere 
dell’”Università degli Studi” di Firenze, sotto la guida del Prof. 
Franco Piperno. 
- Allievo per la Direzione d’orchestra del M° Silvano Frontalini. 
Sue composizioni sono state eseguite in vari centri italiani ed 
europei (Azerbaijan, Germania, Macedonia, Repubblica Ceca, 
Polonia). 
Ha svolto e svolge, inoltre, intensa attività concertistica come 
direttore d’orchestra. Dal 2012 è Direttore della Puccini’s Chamber 
Orchestra, da lui fondata. Ha collaborato in veste di direttore con 
le orchestre: FYO (Francigena Youth Orchestra), Orchestra lirico-
sinfonica del Teatro del Giglio di Lucca, Musica Omnia, I musici 
fiorentini. Insieme a Sergio Sorrentino è membro, in veste di 
pianista, del TILT Ensemble, specializzato nell’esecuzione della 
musica contemporanea. 
Ha insegnato pianoforte, teoria e solfeggio, armonia presso la 
Scuola Comunale di musica “G. Pacini” di Pescia, Pescia 
Laboratorio Musicale, Accademia musicale della Valdinievole, 
Accademia musicale “F. Geminiani” di Altopascio, Accademia 
musicale uzzanese “G. Puccini”. 
Relatore di numerose conferenze di argomento musicologico 
(incentrate particolarmente sulla musica novecentesca). Nel 2005, 
nella collana “I quaderni della labronica”, è stato pubblicato a 
Livorno il suo saggio “Carlo Della Giacoma e Pietro Gori”, sulla 
musica italiana a cavallo tra ottocento e novecento. E’ risultato tra 
i compositori selezionati dal M° Giorgio Battistelli per partecipare 
alla Masterclass per Compositori, (tenuta dal Klangforum Wien) 
del Festival di Musica Contemporanea della 51a Biennale di 
Venezia. Compositore selezionato dall’Ostava Days 2009 Institute 
(Rep. Ceca), la sua musica è stata eseguita al Concert Hall di 
Ostrava durante il Festival di Musica Contemporanea “Ostrava 
Days 2009”. 
Nel luglio del 2011 con la sua composizione “La leggenda del 
nocciòlo e del caprifoglio”, per orchestra da camera e voce 
recitante, ha vinto il “Premio Nazionale delle Arti 2011” (del 
Ministero dell’Università e della Ricerca) per la Sezione 
Composizione. Commissione: Giacomo Manzoni, Sandro Gorli, 
Helmut Bieler. Premio assegnato all’unanimità. 
Nel febbraio 2015, con la composizione “Andersen’s quintetto”, ha 
vinto la Call for score dell’Ensemble ConTempora di Skopje 
(Macedonia). 
Per la composizione “Memorie di un burattino” ha ricevuto il 
riconoscimento “Amico di Pinocchio 2017” assegnato dalla 
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi. 
Nel marzo 2018 il suo brano “La favola di Apollo e Marsia” è stato 
oggetto, con un intero capitolo dedicatogli, di una tesi di laurea 
presso il Conservatorio “L. Vittadini” di Pavia. 
Ha scritto, tra gli altri, per Sergio Sorrentino, Fabio Sammarco, 
Michele Bianchini, Andrea Biagini, Antonino YekNur Siringo, 
Duccio Ceccanti, Leonardo De Marchi, Ensemble Suono Giallo, 

Etymos Ensemble, Exclusive Saxophone quartet, ConTempora 
Ensemble (Skopje, Macedonia), Bottega Internazionale di Nuova 
Musica, Dziolak/Stankievicz Duo (Varsavia, Polonia). Eseguito in 
importanti Festival di Musica Contemporanea quali, tra gli altri: 
Festival Chitarristico Internazionale di Lagonegro, Musica Futura a 
cura dell’ISMEZ, Ostrava Days (Rep. Ceca), Intersonanzen 
(Potsdam, Germania), ilSuono festival. 
Le sue partiture sono pubblicate dalle Case Editrici “Ars Publica”, 
“Sconfinarte”, “Sillabe” e “Da Vinci Edition” di Osaka (Giappone). 

Bellavance Ginette (Français) 
Ginette Bellavance. Compositrice, animatrice, chanteuse (Lévis, 
près Québec, 30 juin 1946). B.A. (Montréal) 1966, Licence (ibid.) 
1971. Elle fit ses études musicales à l'Université de Montréal où 
elle suivit notamment les cours de composition de Serge Garant. 
Boursière du CAC, elle poursuivit des recherches en perception 
sonore, matière de son enseignement à l'Université de Montréal; 
elle enseigna également l'électroacoustique et la musique de 
scène à l’UQAM. De 1969 à 1974, elle dirigea le groupe de 
musique expérimental YUL pour lequel elle écrivit des chansons. 
Parallèlement, elle composa des musiques de scène dont Le 
Timide au palais (Tirso de Molina, 1971), Don Juan (Molière, 
1972), Julien, Julien (Marcel Godin, 1973), Cyrano de Bergerac 
(Edmond Rostand, 1974) et Le Mode d'emploi (Luc Durand, 
1979), notamment pour le Théâtre populaire du Québec, le 
Théâtre du Nouveau-Monde et la Nouvelle compagnie théâtrale. 
Son Match en coordonnées (1971) pour deux percussions, deux 
guitares électriques et bande électronique a été dirigé par Serge 
Garant dans le cadre des Nocturnales de l'Université de Montréal 
en 1975. Ses Études I et II pour guitare ont été publiées chez 
Doberman-Yppan en 1980. Pour IONF, elle a composé la musique 
de plusieurs courts métrages ainsi que celle du film Not a Love 
Story (1981). De 1974 à 1988, elle collabora à diverses 
productions radiophoniques et télévisées de la SRC, en tant que 
compositrice, ou animatrice-recherchiste. En 1980, elle participa à 
la création de Coffre I de Walter Boudreau. À la même époque, 
elle présenta des spectacles, entre autres à Montréal, à Québec et 
à la télévision de la SRC, dans lesquels elle se révéla en tant que 
compositrice, chanteuse et comédienne. Elle a enregistré les micr. 
Bellavance (1980, Diskade NVSP-1000) et Conte du pays de 
Zizanie (1982, éd. Gé. Bé.). En 1990, elle travaillait à la 
production d'un troisième micr. de chansons. 
Web: 
http://www.encyclopediecanadienne.ca/fr/article/bellavance-
ginette/ (2015) 

Belletto René (Français) 
Né le 11.09.1945 à Lyon. Ecrivain, il obtient le Prix Fémina pour 
“l’Enfer” en 1980. (Editions P.O.L.). Scénariste du film “Péril en la 
demeure” etc. A connu et étudié la guitare auprès de David 
Hurphet et Gérard Reyne. 

Belleville Patrick de (Français) 
Né le 14.08.1945. Etudes avec A. PONCE. Directeur pédagogique 
du Conservatoire de Carpentras et Fondateur du Concours 
International de guitare de Carpentras. Concertiste. Ecrit surtout 
pour guitare et pour chceur a capella (entre autres des pièces 
religieuses). 

Bellinati Paulo (English) 
Brazilian guitarist, composer & arranger. Born in São Paulo, Brazil 
in 1950. 
Paulo Bellinati's first guitar teacher was his father, who introduced 
him to the world of the guitar when he was 11 years old. Six 
years later, he began studying at the Conservatory “Dramatico e 
Musical” of his homecity, with Isaias Savio. It's no surprise that he 
won two scholarships, that enabled him to continue his studies in 
Europe, at the Conservatory of Geneva, Switzerland. He stayed in 
Europe for six years, and he also taught at the Conservatory of 
Lausanne. He also studied with Abel Carlevaro and Oscar Caceres. 
In 1988, Paulo Bellinati won the first prize for composition with his 
solo guitar piece “Jongo”, at the “8th Carrefour Mondial de la 
Guitare” in Martinique. In 1996, John Williams recorded Jongo 
(two guitars version) in his album “The Mantis and the Moon”. 
This composition opened the way for Paulo as a composer, and 
today many guitarists all over the world perform and record his 
compositions. His talent as a performer was recognized by 
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Brazilian musicians in 1998, when he won a musicians' poll 
organized by Guitar Player magazine (Brazil edition) to determine 
the top 10 Brazilian guitar players. He is a virtuoso on several 
different Brazilian guitars, as we can see (and listen) in his 
“Guitares du Brèsil” album (which received “Le Choc de La 
Musique” from Le Monde de La Musique and a 4-star rating from 
Diapason, two of the most important music magazines in France. 
One of the most important works of Paulo is his research of the 
music of Garoto. He is undoubtfully the reviver of Garoto's music. 
He searched for rare manuscripts, listened to old recordings, 
studied his way of playing the guitar, and he finally recorded all 
Garoto's works in an exceptional way. We shouldn't forget Paulo's 
talent as an arranger too. Of course we can see it in his Garoto 
recordings, but he has also succesfully produced and arranged 
albums of several important musicians, like Gal Costa, Vânia 
Bastos, Leila Pinheiro and Cristina Azuma. In general, I would 
compare Paulo's playing to Carlos Barbosa-Lima's. They both have 
the same astonishing accuracy and clarity. But Paulo is 
determined (so far) to dedicate his talent to the music of his 
country. As he said himself: “...I decided to turn my eyes to 
Brazilian music. I compose only Brazilian pieces. I always 
compose over the Brazilian folk forms or Brazilian rhythms 
...always, always. My history as a composer has been 100% 
Brazilian. My first composition in 1977 was a choro and then a 
baião and then the other Brazilian forms.” His work as a 
composer, performer and researcher has the purpose of bringing 
the Brazilian guitar music to the conservatories of the whole 
world, to claim a position equivalent to the one that the Spanish 
guitar music has today. I think that noone else has approached 
Brazilian guitar music in such a classical, professional, and yet 
sensitive & exciting way. That's why he is already very popular 
among guitar students. He has brought a fresh Brazilian air to the 
classical guitar and showed us that Brazil has a lot more to give. 
Web: http://users.compulink.gr/micmic/pbellina/pbellina.htm 

Bellinati Paulo (Italiano) 
Riconosciuto come uno dei maggiori chitarristi-compositori 
brasiliani, riflette nei suoi lavori il grande amore e la passione per 
gli stili musicali del suo paese. Le sue composizioni trovano ampi 
riscontri in chitarristi di fama inernazionale (tra gli altri, John 
Whilliams, Sergio e Odair Assad). 

Bellini Luciano (English) 
Conductor, pianist, composer. Composer of symphonic, sacred, 
vocal,chamber and electronic music; author also of pieces of 
music for cinema, theatre and ballet. His works have been 
executed in almost all the western countries, in Middle and Far 
East and in South America, and have been also recorded by 
several national broadcasting stations and networks. Permanent 
conductor of Nova Philarmonia and guest conductor or soloist for 
many European, Asian and Latin-American Orchestras and 
Institutions, up to now he has performed nearly 150 world 
premières. 
He performed as pianist, and has recorded many CD both as a 
pianist and as a conductor; his music - edited by AfM, B&W Italia, 
EDIPAN, Rugginenti - is partially collected in other seven 
monographic CD and in several Radio and Television recordings.  
In 1998 he conducted one of his chamber operas at the National 
Academy of S. Cecilia in Rome, and in 1999 his opera-ballet 
“Canto General” was performed at the Festival dei Due Mondi in 
Spoleto. 
In '99 he conducted in Rome and in Cracovia some of his 
compositions on a worldwide TV live “via satellite”. In '80 he 
published the book “I tre Canti dell'Immaginario” (Pro Musica 
Studium) and then often contributed to many music reviews.  
In '97 he published the piano album “Mediterrando” whic was 
given a wide national circulation, while in 2001 he published the 
flute collection “Effetti Collaterali”.  
In collaboration with the producer and choreographer Anna 
Cuocolo, he has been composing since '91 various pieces of 
musical theatre and “dance and music” which had a large success 
of audience and criticism both in Europe and the United States. 
In '97 he founded “Duo Bellini” with his son Luca flutist, and they 
together already performed in Europe, Asia, and Latin America. In 
2008 he founded “Duo Pianistico Italiano” with Antonella Vitelli. 
He worked together with many important artists. 

At present he teaches at the Conservatory “A. Casella” in L'Aquila. 
Web: http://www.bellinimusica.it/curriculum.php?language=ENG 
(2013) 

Bellino Alessandra (Italiano) 
Alessandra Bellino è nata a Napoli. Diplomata in pianoforte col 
massimo dei voti lode e menzione, parallelamente all’attività 
concertistica e agli studi umanistici ed organistici ha studiato 
composizione diplomandosi a pieni voti con Bruno Mazzotta. Nel 
2002 si diploma in Composizione col massimo dei voti presso 
l'Accademia Nazionale di S. Cecilia con Azio Corghi (Presidente L. 
Berio). Si perfeziona all’Accademia Musicale Chigiana con Borsa di 
Studio e Menzione speciale per alcune sue opere eseguite alla 
“58aSettimana Musicale Senese” e all’Accademia Chigiana con 
l’attrice Sonia Bergamasco. Si perfeziona con Ivan Fedele a Bari 
nel 2005 e consegue nel 2006 il diploma in Discipline Musicali ad 
Indirizzo Tecnologico in Composizione al Conservatorio di Bari col 
massimo dei voti e lode. Ha scritto per diversi organici, per 
orchestra e per teatro con esecuzioni in Italia e all’estero (Festival 
di Belfort, Dissonanzen+Suona Francese, Nuova Consonanza, 
Antidogma Musica a Torino e Pechino, MITO Settembre Musica, 
Festival di Banja Luca e Sarajevo, Borealis Brass Alaska Tour negli 
USA, Canada e Australia, Progetto Sonora del CEMAT- Stagione 
Proxima Centauri 2009 a Bordeaux) collaborando con l’Ensemble 
Algoritmo, Fontana mix, Icarus Ensemble, Sestetto Stradivari, 
Orchestra Esacordo di Roma, SIMC, Freon Ensemble che nel 2002 
esegue al Parco della Musica una sua opera commissionatala L. 
Berio a giovani compositori in memoria di A. Rosselli. Vincitrice dei 
Concorsi di composizione Lucus di Potenza, V. Bucchi di Roma, 
AGIMUS di Roma, E. Carella Val Tidone (presieduto da K. Huber), 
Musici Mojanesi, nel 2006 riceve una Menzione speciale all’ICOMS 
di Torino e al TIM di Roma e vince il Concorso Internazionale 
Sanremo Nouvelle Chansons et Musique con medaglia del 
Presidente della Camera dei Deputati. E’ vincitrice assoluta del I° 
Concorso Internazionale di Composizione “Magistralia di Asturias 
per grande orchestra sinfonica” con esecuzioni a Valladolid nel 
2007 con l’orchestra Sinfonica di Castilla y Leòn diretta da A. 
Posada e nel 2008 ad Oviedo con l’Orchestra Sinfonica del 
Principato di Asturias diretta da M. Valdés. L’opera vincitrice è 
stata presentata in videoproiezione all’Università di Oviedo e 
radiodiffusa dalla radio Nazionale di Spagna con interviste della TV 
Castilla Y León e dei Quotidiani La Voz de Asturias, El Commercio, 
La Nueva Espana e El Mundo. Le sue composizioni sono incise 
dalla MAP - Lira Classica di Milano, CD Baby- Portland USA, 
Progetti Sonori di Urbino, Suonosonda di Genova, edite da 
Rugginenti, Bèrben, ArsPublica, Ludo, Sconfinarte. Vincitrice del 
concorso a cattedra nei conservatori, insegna pianoforte 
complementare e Linguaggi musicali del ‘900 presso il 
Conservatorio di Benevento. 
Web: 
http://www.conservatorionicolasala.eu/index.php?option=com_co
ntent&view=article&id=153%3Abellino-
alessandra&catid=74%3Apianoforte-
complementare&Itemid=67&lang=it (2013) 

Bellocq Ivan (Français) 
Ivan Bellocq est né en 1958 à Saint-Nazalre (France) dans une 
famille attachée aux arts. Très jeune, il invente de petites 
mélodies pour ses disques (en carton !) mais ne commence ses 
études musicales qu'à l'âge de 13 ans; il progresse rapidement et 
après un an et demi de flûte, est admis dans la classe de Roger 
Bourdin à Versailles avec le “concertino” de Chaminade. 
Parallèlement, il se met à composer plus sérieusement, joue ses 
œuvres et se fait remarquer dès 19 ans par une critique du 
“Dauphiné Libéré”. Il se choisit des maîtres un peu atypiques pour 
l'époque: Max Deutsch, Olivier Greif et, sans les approcher, André 
Jolivet et Frank Martin. Indépendant avant tout, il reste 
autodidacte et remporte le Concours International de Radio-
France en 1982, dont il reste le plus jeune lauréat. En tant que 
flûtiste et chambriste, Ivan Bellocq remportera plusieurs autres 
concours dont celui de Berlin en 1988 avec son frère Eric. 
Passionné par toutes les musiques et toutes les recherches, il 
ressent alors la nécessité de faire évoluer profondément son style 
; après une année de silence (1984), 11 trouve sa voie et 
compose depuis pour des formations extrêmement variées. 
Encouragé à l'époque de “sa première manière” par quelques 
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personnalités (Alexandre Tansman, Daniel Lesur), ce sont plus 
récemment Yehudi Menuhin, Michel Debost ou Reine Flachot qui le 
soutiennent. Les œuvres d'Ivan Bellocq ont été jouées ou ra-
diodiffusées dans une trentaine de pays. Il enseigne la flûte et la 
musique de chambre à l'École Normale de Paris et joue avec de 
nombreux partenaires dont la guitariste Tania Chagnot. 
(n°61/1997 Les Cahiers de la Guitare et de la Musique) 

Belloni Luca (Italiano) 
LUCA BELLONI è nato a Milano nel 1969. 
Ha studiato Composizione presso i Conservatori di Milano e Adria 
(RO) diplomandosi nel 1997 con il massimo dei voti e 
perfezionandosi quindi sotto la guida di Pippo Molino presso la 
Civica scuola di Musica di Casatenovo (LC) e presso il Castello di 
Piobbico (PU). Negli stessi anni si perfeziona in Direzione di Coro e 
Direzione d’Orchestra con Anibàl Cetrangolo e Luigi Verdi. 
Nel 2005 ha partecipato ai corsi dell’Accademia Chigiana di Siena 
(Corso d Direzione d’Orchestra, docente: Gianluigi Gelmetti) e 
nello stesso anno ha conseguito il Diploma Accademico di Secondo 
Livello, indirizzo Compositivo, corso di Composizione, con il 
massimo dei voti e la lode. Agli studi musicali ha affiancato quelli 
universitari presso la facoltà di Filosofia dell'Università degli Studi 
di Milano. 
Sue composizioni sono state eseguite in diverse città italiane. Nel 
2001 Radio Vaticana ha dedicato una trasmissione monografica 
alla sua produzione compositiva.  
I suoi Cinque studi per chitarra hanno ottenuto il diploma di 
merito nell’edizione 1998 del Concorso di Composizione 
“P.Barsacchi” di Viareggio.  
La sua attività direttoriale spazia dal repertorio classico a quello 
contemporaneo. E’ direttore stabile dell'Ensemble “Webern”, 
formazione che ha fondato in collaborazione con il chitarrista 
Luciano Chillemi e con il quale si è esibito in diverse città italiane, 
svolgendo un’attività concertistica volta alla valorizzazione del 
repertorio contemporaneo. 
Dal 2003 collabora con l’Ensemble “Laboratorio Novecento” di 
Adria (RO) alla testa del quale ha eseguito importanti pagine del 
repertorio contemporaneo. 
E’ tra i soci fondatori del Centro Studi “Arcipelago Musica”, 
all’interno del quale è nata la prima Biblioteca Musicale 
Multimediale italiana, biblioteca della quale ha ideato la struttura e 
pianificato le acquisizioni.   
Svolge attività musicologica e di divulgazione tenendo numerosi 
incontri di introduzione all'ascolto sia presso istituzioni culturali 
(teatri, stagioni concertistiche e centri culturali) che all’interno di 
progetti destinati a studenti degli ultimi anni delle scuole 
superiori.  
La sua opera da camera “Il Ritorno” è stata eseguita sotto la sua 
direzione al Teatro Comunale di Adria riscuotendo lusinghieri 
consensi di pubblico e critica (L’Opera, novembre 2004). 
Dall’A.A. 2005/2006 è docente di Analisi delle Forme compositive 
(Diploma Accademico di II livello) presso il Conservatorio 
“A.Buzzolla” di Adria. 
Web:  http://www.belloni.too.it/ 

Beltrami Roberto (Italiano) 
Diplomato al conservatorio Paganini di Genova, Roberto Beltrami 
ha seguito corsi di perfezionamento con Vincenzo Vitale, Franco 
Gulli, Enrica Cavallo ed il trio di Trieste per musica da camera. Le 
sue composizioni sono state eseguite in Italia, Canada, Germania, 
Irlanda, Grecia, Ungheria e Stati Uniti. 

Benary Barbara (English) 
Composer, performer, ethnomusicologist (PhD Wesleyan Univ.). 
Co-founder and artistic director of Gamelan Son of Lion, repertory 
ensemble in NYC. Compositional works for chamber orchestra and 
theater and dance. Styles involve process and minimalism as well 
as traditional melodic forms from western history and world 
music. Works distributed by Frog Peak Music and American 
Gamelan Institute. 

Benati Chiara (Italiano) 
Chiara Benati è nata a Bologna. Ha svolto gli studi musicali presso 
il Conservatorio della sua città, diplomandosi in Pianoforte, poi in 
Direzione d’orchestra, quindi in Composizione con Cesare A. 
Grandi e Paolo Renoso. Si è perfezionata in Direzione d’Orchestra 
con Piero Bellugi e Franco Ferrara. 

Dopo aver svolto per diversi anni attività d’interprete, si è 
dedicata principalmente alla Composizione. Autrice di lavori 
sinfonici e cameristici, vincitrice di concorsi nazionali ed 
internazionali (tra i quali il “Fronimo” e il “Camillo Togni”), ha 
avuto esecuzioni in Italia e all’estero (Roma, Milano, Bologna, 
Berlino, Salisburgo, Londra, Vienna, Tokyo, Chicago, New York, 
etc.). 
Sue composizioni sono state trasmesse dalla Rai, dalla BBC e dalla 
ORF. Nel 1988 ha collaborato con la SIEM e le edizioni Ricordi alla 
realizzazione del progetto “La musica contemporanea nell’avvio 
alla pratica strumentale”. Nel 1992 è stata ospite principale 
dell’Istituto Italiano di Cultura di Chicago. Nel 1994, 1995 e 1997, 
su commissione del Teatro Comunale di Bologna ha scritto un 
Agnus Dei sul cantus firmus di Frye” per coro e orchestra, “Canto 
per Irma” per soprano e orchestra d’archi, “Quattro canti su testi 
popolari” per soprano, contralto, tenore, baritono, violino, 
violoncello e pianoforte. Nel 1998 la Edipan ha pubblicato un CD 
monografico a lei dedicato. Nel 2000, su commissione del Festival 
Internazionale Corale “Città di Bologna”, ha scritto 
un “Credo” per 12 voci a cappella eseguito dal Coro Via-Nova di 
Monaco diretto da Kurt Suttner, e poi pubblicato dalla Carus-
Verlag. Nel 2004, su commissione del Conservatorio di Adria, ha 
scritto “Intermezzo”, opera lirica in tredici quadri, andata in scena 
al Teatro Comunale. 
La passione per la musica l’ha spinta anche a dedicarsi alla sua 
divulgazione, componendo lavori per l’avvicinamento dei 
principianti alla musica contemporanea, dedicandosi 
all’insegnamento della musica nell’infanzia e tenendo seminari e 
concerti-conferenza sul repertorio classico, romantico e 
contemporaneo. 
Insegna Composizione al Conservatorio “G. B. Martini” di Bologna. 
Web: 
http://www.mediateca.marche.it/teche_musicali/musicisti_compo
sitori/3%20-%20Chiara%20Benati.pdf (2009) 

Bennett Richard Rodney (Italiano) 
Compositore e pianista inglese nato a Broadstairs (Kent) nel 
1936. Ha studiato con Lennox Berkeley a London e con P. Boulez 
a Paris. Il suo stile è eclettico con aperture a tecniche popolari e 
seriali. 

Bensa Olivier (Français) 
Né en 1951. A étudié avec Oscar Cacéres. Maitrise de L’Université 
Musicale Internationale de Paris. Professeur au Conservatoire de 
RUNGIS. 3 disques (dont un avec guitare et clavecin). 
Concertiste. A notamment écrit pour ensemble de guitares. 
L’identité musicale d’Olivier Bensa est très marquée par l’influence 
de deux grandes figures de la guitare: Pedro Soler et Oscar 
Cacérès. Le premier, guitariste flamenco, fut celui qui fit prendre 
conscience de son talent au jeune autodidacte exalté qu’était 
Olivier Bensa lorsqu’il jouait ses premières compositions. Il le 
guida vers Oscar Cacérès qui devint son professeur durant 
plusieurs années. De ce dernier, Olivier Bensa dit avoir hérité sa 
boulimie de musique et de musiques en tous genres, sa passion 
pour la musique baroque, la musique de chambre et le réflexe de 
la transcription. 
Bien des années plus tard, du concertiste très actif, interprète 
recherché de J.S.Bach ou Léo Brouwer, naît le compositeur Olivier 
Bensa. Son travail solitaire, lentement mûri, ne tarde pas à 
susciter des commandes officielles ainsi que l’intérêt de l’éditeur 
Henry Lemoine qui publie sa musique. 

Bensusan Pierre (Français) 
Né le 30.10.1957 à Oran. Autodidatte. Carrière internationale. 
Grand prix du disque à Montreux. Style très personnel empruntant 
à divers courants, dont le folk irlandais. Plusieurs disques chez 
CBS. Auteur du “Livre de guitare” chez Van de Velde. 

Bentzon Niels Viggo  (English) 
(1919-2000) 
Trained at the Royal Academy in Copenhagen (piano, organ, 
music theory). The most prolific composer in the history of Danish 
music, Bentzon left more than 600 compositions including 24 
symphonies, 14 string quartets and 8 piano concerts. His largest 
work is the “Tempered Piano” in 13 volumes comprising 624 
seperate movements. Bentzon was also active as a pianist, 
'happening' and fluxus artist, debater and writer of poems, essays 
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and novels. 

Bentzon Niels Viggo (Italiano) 
(1919-2000) 
Compositore, pianista e didatta danese. È stato allievo di 
Ch.Christiansen e di K.Jeppesen al Conservatorio di Copenaghen. 
Il suo stile ha mediato il linguaggio neoclassico con adozioni 
dodecafonici ed influssi di P.Hindemith. 

Benvenuti Arrigo (Italiano) 
(1925-1992) 
Compositore italiano nato a Buggiano (Pistoia). Allievo di 
Dallapiccola a Firenze è stato influenzato dal linguaggio 
dodecafonico. Si è anche interessato di musica elettronica. 

Berens Fritz (English) 
Composer/conductor Fritz Berens, born in Vienna, Austria in 1907, 
fled the Nazis in 1939. After emigrating to the US, he conducted 
the San Francisco Ballet and Opera and the Sacramento 
Symphony, and was an integral part of the first complete 
performance of Tschaikowsky’s Nutcracker Suite in the US. He 
went on to teach and conduct in American orchestras and 
universities for many years and continues to teach and compose 
in Fort Worth, Texas. 

Berg Alban (Italiano) 
(1885-1935) 
Compositore austriaco nato e morto a Vienna. Ha studiato 
pianoforte, e si è formato a Vienna a contatto di artisti come 
G.Klimt e K.Kraus. Allievo di Schönberg, è stato con A.Webern 
uno dei protagonisti della nuova musica a Vienna. 

Berg Gerald (Italiano) 
Compositore canadese ha studiato tra gli altri con Harry Freedman 
e Michael Horwood. Ha scritto lavori da camera, per voce, jazz, e 
musica per teatro. 

Berg Gunnar (English) 
Born and died in Switzerland, but lived in Denmark for most of his 
life. He trained in France with among others Honegger and 
Messiaen as teachers. Berg was uncompromising and lived for 
some periods on the barest minimum. His music is thoroughly 
serialist and is characterized by abstract, crystalline clarity and an 
evocative quality, but has not yet won widespread recognition. 
Web: 
http://www.mic.dk/db.cgi?db=en&uid=default&view_records_entr
y=6_2&ID=1134 

Berg Josef (English) 
After finishing his grammar school, between 1946 and 1950 Josef 
Berg (who was born in Brno on March 8th 1927 and who also died 
in Brno on February 26th 1971) studied composition at the 
Conservatoire in a class led by Professor Vilem Petrzelka. At the 
same time he at tended lectures in musicology at the Faculty of 
Philoso phy given by Jan Racek and Bohumir Stedron. On 
graduating from the Conservatoire, Berg worked in the Czecho 
slovak Radio in Brno (1950-1953) and then devoted him self 
exclusively to creative work, while he continued his cooperation 
with the Radio, especially with the newly established Brno Radio 
Folk Instruments Orchestra. In the late 1950s Berg's greatest 
preoccupation was the theatre as he found a highly stimulating 
artistic back ground in Brno's State Mahen Theatre Company and 
as he identified his creative endeavours with the rise of epic 
drama. 
In addition to music for the stage Berg pursued the task of 
developing a new type of chamber opera. In actual fact, his entire 
musical production is inextricably linked with the spoken word, 
with his own texts of those he himself selected, adapted or 
modified and set to music. To all intents and purposes, Josef Berg 
was a genuine musicus poeticus of his time. 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/comp/berg.htm 

Berger Arthur (English) 
ARTHUR BERGER has been an influential composer, critic and 
teacher for more than half a century. Born in 1912 in New York 
City, he received his musical education at New York and Harvard 
Universities, pursuing further studies in Paris with Nadia 
Boulanger and at the Sorbonne. By his early twenties he was 

accepted into the circle of avant-garde New York composers and 
became a member of the Young Composers Group that revolved 
around Aaron Copland as its mentor. In his capacity as critic, 
Berger became one of the chief spokesmen of American music for 
that period.  
Although Berger has made notable contributions to the orchestral 
repertory, he has devoted the major share of his compositional 
activities to chamber and solo piano music. Virgil Thomson called 
his QUARTET IN C MAJOR FOR WINDS “one of the most 
satisfactory pieces for winds in the whole modern repertory,” and 
his STRING QUARTET received a New York Music Critics Circle 
Citation in 1962. Among his orchestral works are SERENADE 
CONCERTANTE, written for the CBS Orchestra; POLYPHONY, a 
Louisville Orchestra commission; and IDEAS OF ORDER, 
commissioned by Dimitri Mitropoulos for the New York 
Philharmonic--a work that received a full page story in TIME 
magazine following its premiere. 
Among Berger's numerous published critical and analytical 
articles, his seminal study “Problems of Pitch Organization in 
Stravinsky” applied the expression “octatonic” to the 8-note scale 
that has since become conventionally known by that term. At a 
time when Stravinsky's so-called neoclassicism was under attack, 
Berger wrote extensively and cogently in its defense. He was one 
of the first to write about Charles Ives and the first to write a 
book on the music of Aaron Copland. This study, which had 
occupied him since the early 1930's, was published by the Oxford 
University Press at a time (1953) when there was no precedent 
for books on American composers dealing as he did with their 
musical technique. In August 1990, “Aaron Copland” was 
reprinted by Da Capo Press. 
When Berger received an award from the Council of Learned 
Societies in 1933, it turned out to be but the first in a long series 
of honors bestowed on him by prestigious organizations over the 
years: Guggenheim, Fromm, Coolidge, Naumburg and Fulbright 
Foundations; the NEA, League of Composers, Massachusetts 
Council on the Arts & Humanities to name a few. He is a Fellow of 
both the American Academy & Institute of Arts and Letters and 
the American Academy of Arts & Sciences. 
Berger started his college teaching career in 1939 at Mills College 
where the following year Darius Milhaud joined the Faculty. (It 
was he who persuaded Pierre Monteux, conductor of the San 
Francisco Symphony, to ask Berger to write a woodwind quartet 
for first-desk men of that orchestra.) In 1943 Berger became a 
music critic for the New York Sun and in 1946 accepted Virgil 
Thomson's invitation to join the New York Herald Tribune. After a 
decade as a full-time daily music reviewer in New York City, he 
resumed teaching in 1953 at Brandeis University during the 
formation of its graduate music program. Following his retirement 
from Brandeis in 1980 as the Irving Fine Professor of Music 
Emeritus, Berger taught at New England Conservatory of Music 
until 1999. Coinciding with his 90th birthday in 2002 the 
University of California Press published Berger’s memoir, 
“Reflections Of An American Composer,” which won a 2003 
ASCAP-Deems Taylor Award.  
Mr. Berger died in Boston on October 7, 2003. Mr. Berger's 
Archives are located at the N.Y. Public Library for Performing Arts 
in Lincoln Center. 
Web: http://www.arthurberger.com/ 

Bergman Erik (English) 
Erik Bergman was born in Finland in 1911. He studied at the 
Sibelius Academy (where he later became Professor of 
Composition), with Heinz Tiessen in Berlin and with Wladimir 
Vogel in Ascona, Switzerland. He was widely known as a choral 
conductor until he retired from conducting in 1978, and his early 
output, mainly choral music, covered a remarkable range of 
expression from mischievous to the mystical. His achievements in 
this field must be counted among the most significant in post-war 
Europe. 
Bergman has travelled widely, collecting musical instruments and 
investigating the roots of European music. Although his own music 
is rich in ambiguities and operates on many levels, he has become 
in recent years more and more interested in 'musical primitivism' 
and 'music on threshold of silence'. From the late 1970s, there 
has been an outpouring of orchestral and instrumental music of 
the highest quality. Works such as NOA, the enigmatic SILENCE 
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AND ERUPTIONS, and, more latterly, the VIOLIN CONCERTO and 
STRING QUARTET, have won him an international reputation. In 
1995 his first opera THE SINGING TREE had its premiere at the 
Finnish National Opera in Helsinki, having won the prestigious 
Nordic Music Prize the preceding year. Following two all-Bergman 
concerts in Washington and New York, a critic wrote: 'One of the 
most important and interesting composers alive today, Bergman 
has developed his own highly original and expressive departures 
from the twelve-tone system and uses them with a skill and an 
emotional and artistic impact that are all his own. His music is 
inventive, imaginative and compelling.' 
Web: http://www.chesternovello.com/composer/113/main.html 

Berio Luciano (Italiano) 
Nato ad Oneglia nel 1925, dopo aver iniziato gli studi musicali col 
padre, Luciano Berio è stato allievo, presso il Conservatorio 
Giuseppe Verdi di Milano, di Paribeni e di Ghedini. Nel 1951, 
avendo vinto una borsa di studio della Fondazione “Koussevitzky”, 
si è perfezionato con Luigi Dallapiccola presso il Berkshire Music 
Festival a Tanglewood. Nel 1954 ha fondato e diretto con Bruno 
Maderna lo studio di fonologia musicale presso la RAI di Milano. 
Nel 1956 ha fondato la rivista “Incontri Musicali”, dirigendo fino al 
1960 le manifestazioni concertistiche da essa promosse. Ha svolto 
un’intensa attività di insegnamento negli Stati Uniti ed in Europa, 
tenendo corsi di composizione a Tanglewood, alla Summer School 
in Dartington, al Mills College in California, a Darmstadt, a 
Colonia, alla Harvard university e, dal 1965 al ’72, alla Juliard 
School in New York; l’Università di Harvard lo ha nominato 
“Charles Eliot Norton Professor of Poetry” per l’anno accademico 
1993-94. Dal 1974 al ’79 ha collaborato con l’IRCAM di Parigi. Nel 
1980 la City University di Londra gli ha conferito la laurea Honoris 
causa. E’ stato insignito dell’Ernst von Siemens Musik-Preis a 
Monaco ed è membro onorario della Hochschule Mozarteum di 
Salisburgo. Ha diretto le più importanti formazioni orchestrali in 
Europa ed in America. Tra le sue composizioni per il teatro: 
Visage, pezzo elettronico con voce e assolo di danza (Roma, 
1963), Passaggio per soprano, 2 cori e strumenti (Milano, 1963), 
La vera storia (Milano, 1982), Un re in ascolto (Salisburgo, 1984); 
per orchestra: Chemins I-IV (1965-75), … Points on the curve to 
find per pianoforte e 23 strumenti (1974), Il ritorno degli 
Snovidenia per violoncello e 30 strumenti (1977), Requies per 
orchestra da camera (1984), Voci per viola (1984); musica 
vocale: Epifanie per soprano e orchestra (1959-65), Folksongs per 
mezzosoprano e strumenti (1964), Cries of london per 6 voci 
(1974), Coro per 40 voci e strumenti (1974-76), Canticum 
Novissimi Testamenti per  coro a cappella (1988); Ofanim per due 
gruppi strumentali, 2 cori di fanciulli, voce femminile e live 
electronics (1988); musica da camera: Sequenze I-IX per vari 
strumenti (1958-81); Différences per flauto, clarinetto, viola, arpa 
e nastro (1958-59); Notturno per quartetto d’archi (1993); 
musica elettronica: Perspectives (1956), Thema (1958), Chants 
Parallèles (1975) e Diario immaginario (1975). 
Web: http://www.esz.it/autori/autori_berio.html 

Berkeley Lennox (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese nato a Boar's Hill (Oxoford) nel 1903, morto 
a Londra nel 1989. È stato allievo di Nadia Boulanger a Parigi. La 
sua opera (balletti, musica di scena, film) è caratterizzata da 
ispirazione romantica e melodica. 

Berlind Carlson Peter (English) 
Upon receiving his M. Mus. Peter was asked to join the teaching 
staff at the Royal University College of Music (KMH) in Stockholm, 
Sweden. After some years of teaching, he received a British 
Council scholarship which allowed him to continue his studies in 
London with - among others - David Russell. 
Over the years Peter has performed in masterclasses with 
guitarists such as Manuel Barrueco, Eliot Fisk, Carlos Barbosa-
Lima among others.  
Peter himself has taught masterclasses internationally and been a 
jury member at several international competitions.  
Early on in his career Peter combined professional work on both 
the classical and the electric guitar. 
Presently his main interest is in composing and playing chamber 
music in various ensembles. 
A recording project in collaboration with mezzosoprano Gun Britt 
G-son Lundström - Duo Ardente - is planned for 2002. 

Peter´s articles and compositions have been published in 
magazines such as Gitarr och Luta and Classical Guitar Magazine. 
Peter has recorded in Europe as well as featuring on American 
radio. 
During the 90´s Peter founded TRIANGLES Music & Media and has 
since been involved in various computer-based artistic projects, 
held clinics in “computers & music” and composed music for 
videos and theatre etc. 
Peter Berlind Carlson is professor of guitar and head of the guitar 
department at the Royal University College of Music in Stockholm. 
Web: http://www.lemshaga.se/peterberlindcarlson/ 

Bernay-Di Clemente Marc (Italiano) 
Marc Bernay-Di Clemente, classe 1975, ha un percorso di studi 
poco ortodosso e deve la sua arte a percorsi musicali perlopiù 
autodidatti. Fortemente influenzato dal rock progressivo degli anni 
Settanta e dalla musica elettronica, ha al suo attivo più di 
sessanta brani per chitarra. La sua scrittura oscilla tra 
un’intuitività e un esame metodico del materiale  cercando di 
esplorare le possibilità polifoniche dello strumento con intelligenza 
e originalità. 
(Franco Cavallone, Seicorde n.90, 2007) 

Bernstein David (Italiano) 
Compositore statunitense nato a Boston nel 1942. Ha studiato alla 
Florida State Universiy ed ha ottenuto il dottorato in composizione 
dalla Indiana University dove ha studiato con Carlisle Floyd e Juan 
Orrego-Salas. 

Bernstein Leonard (Italiano) 
Compositore, direttore d'orchestra e pianista americano nato a 
Laurence (Massachusetts) nel 1918, morto in New York nel 1990. 
Influenzato da Gershwin il suo stile è eclettico, inteso al recupero 
della tonalità. Ha rivela le sue doti migliori nelle commedie 
musicali. 

Bersano Anselmo (English) 
Anselmo Bersano was born in Genoa on 4th September 1903. 
After the death of his mother, who was a dancer in Carlo Felice 
Theatre in Genoa, he was adopted by his grandparents. They 
initiated him into the study of violin under the guide of Francesco 
Sfilio. After his grandparents’ death, he got in contact with the 
guitar environment in Genoa dominated by the legendary guitarist 
Pasquale Taraffo (1887–1937). 
In 1922 a composition by Bersano for two mandolins and guitar 
was published on the magazine “Mandolinista Italiano”. In that 
period he decided to move to Paris where he set up a deep 
friendship with 
Django Reinhardt who introduced him to jazz music and the 
musical environment in Paris. 
Django introduced him to Ida Presti (1924–1967) and Bersano 
wrote about her on the magazine “La chitarra” in Bologna of which 
he was foreign correspondent. 
At the end of the Twenties he knew Miguel Llobet and Emilio Pujol 
while some of his musical compositions 
were published by Vizzari, Biblioteca Fortea, Dreyer and Ver 
Luisant. When he moved to Nizza his fame as teacher brought him 
to be mentioned on the Dictionary by Domingo Prat. He was also 
proposed as a member of the French, but he refused not to lose 
the Italian nationality. 
During the war he came back to Italy leaving all his pieces of 
music in France. In Genoa he continued to teach and to write 
music until his death on 23rd April 1998. 
(Fabrizio Giudice, Opere scelte, ed. Sinfonica, 2010) 

Bersano Anselmo (Italiano) 
Anselmo Bersano, nasce a Genova il 4 settembre 1903. A seguito 
della morte della madre ballerina al Teatro Carlo Felice di Genova 
viene adottato dai nonni i quali assecondandone le inclinazioni 
artistiche lo instradano allo studio del violino sotto la guida di 
Francesco Sfilio. Dopo la morte dei nonni entra in contatto con 
l’ambiente chitarristico di Genova dominato dalla leggendaria 
figura di Pasquale Taraffo (1887–1937). 
Nel 1922 una composizione di Bersano per due mandolini e 
chitarra viene pubblicata sulla rivista “Mandolinista Italiano”. E’ in 
quel periodo che decide di trasferirsi a Parigi dove instaura una 
profonda amicizia con Django Reinhardt che lo introduce al jazz e 
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all’ambiente parigino. 
Tramite Django conosce Ida Presti (1924–1967) scrivendo su di 
lei sulla rivista “La chitarra” di Bologna di cui era corrispondente 
per l’estero. 
Alla fine degli anni Venti conosce Miguel Llobet ed Emilio Pujol 
mentre alcune sue composizioni vengono pubblicate da Vizzari, 
Biblioteca Fortea, Dreyer e da Ver Luisant. Trasferitosi a Nizza la 
sua fama di insegnante lo porta ad essere citato sul dizionario di 
Domingo Prat e ad essere proposto come Accademico di Francia 
titolo che però rifiuterà per non perdere la cittadinanza italiana. 
Durante la guerra fugge in Italia lasciando tutto in Francia. 
Tornato a Genova continuerà ad insegnare e a comporre fino alla 
morte avvenuta il 23 aprile 1998. 
(Fabrizio Giudice, Opere scelte, ed. Sinfonica, 2010) 

Bert Michel (English) 
Was born in Santiago, Chile,  began his musical studies, jazz 
guitar, flamenco guitar, and modal harmony studies. In 1995 
entered the Faculty of Art's Music Institute of the Pontificia 
Universidad Catolica of Chile, acquiring the degree Univ. Graduate 
in Music, Bachelor in Music (2003) and the professinal title degree 
“Guitar Musical Interpreter” (2006). Michel has played in several 
concerts seasons and his following versions, at the Biblioteca 
Nacional, Chilean North American Institute, P. Universidad 
Catolica, Universidad de Chile, Culture's Houses, Contemporary 
Music Festivals, etc. Within his recorders we find: soloist guitar 
and chamber music by several composers, Improvisations, etc. 
Registering soloist repertory about the XX century more Chamber 
Music of his own compositions such as “Impromptu” (published 
score by VP MUSIC MEDIA), “Il Mistero di Vincenzo Pocci” 
(published score by VP MUSIC MEDIA), “Rituale all'Alba” 
(published score by VP MUSIC MEDIA), “Olas Verdes” (published 
score by VP MUSIC MEDIA ), “Periodos” (published score by VP 
MUSIC MEDIA ), “Dopotutto”, etc. Within his solo guitar works we 
find: “Il Passato del Principio”, “Maji”, “Paseo Nocturno”, “Micro 
sequenza di sccordatura”, etc. In the Chamber Music: “El Umbral” 
(guitar duo), “Canción de Septiembre” (terz guitar and guitar), 
“Cueca” (guitar trio) -published score by VP MUSIC MEDIA -, 
Tritonus (guitar, doblebass and marimba), “Quintet to Frank 
Zappa”, “Periodos” (flute and guitar), “5 Apuntes” (flute and 
guitar), “Soleggiato” (fluta, violin, violoncello and piano), 
“Panorama”  (flute, bass flute and guitar), etc. Coro: “Música Eres 
Cuando Suenas”. 

Bert Michel (Español) 
Nace en Santiago de Chile; donde comienza sus estudios 
musicales, guitarra Jazz, guitarra Flamenca y Armonía Modal. En 
1995 ingresa al Instituto de Música de la Facultad de Artes de la 
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, donde obtuvo los grados 
académicos de Licenciado en Musica, Bachiller en Música (2003) y 
el titulo profesional de “Interprete Musical con Mención en 
Guitarra” (2006). Michel ha participado en diversas temporadas 
de conciertos y sus siguientes versiones, en la Biblioteca Nacional, 
Universidad de Chile, Instituto Chileno Norteamericano, P. 
Universidad Católica, Casas de Cultura, Festivales de Música 
Contemporánea, etc. 
Entre sus grabaciones encontramos obras para guitarra sola y 
música de cámara de varios compositores, improvisaciones, etc. 
Registrando repertorio solista del siglos XX  más música de 
cámara de su propia autoría, como es el caso de “Impromptu” 
(partitura publicada por VP MUSIC MEDIA ), “Il Mistero di 
Vincenzo Pocci” (partitura publicada por VP MUSIC MEDIA ), 
“Rituale all'Alba” (partitura publicada por VP MUSIC MEDIA ), 
“Olas Verdes” (partitura publicada por VP MUSIC MEDIA ), 
“Periodos” (partitura publicada por VP MUSIC 
MEDIA),  “Dopotutto”, repertorio guitarrístico publicado 
originalmente por casa Nuñez en Argentina, re-publicado en Italia 
por VP MUSIC MEDIA , obras de Juan  Alais. Entre sus obras para 
guitarra sola encontramos: “Il Passato del Principio”, “Maji”, 
“Paseo Nocturno”, “Micro sequenza di scordatura”, etc. En la 
música de Cámara: “El Umbral” (dúo de guitarras), “Canción de 
Septiembre” (guitarra terzina y guitarra), “Cueca” (3 guitarras) -
partitura publicada por VP MUSIC MEDIA -, “Tritonus” (guitarra, 
contrabajo y marimba), “Quinteto a Frank Zappa”, “Periodos” 
(flauta y guitarra), “5 Apuntes” (flauta y guitarra), “Soleggiato” 
(flauta, violin, violoncello y piano), “Panorama” (para flauta, flauta 

baja y guitarra), etc. Coro: “Música Eres Cuando Suenas”. 
También es importante destacar el desempeño en el audio 
profesional, registrando, editando y masterizando diversas 
grabaciones, tanto propias como de terceros; participando así 
tanto en el proceso de creación, interpretación y grabación de una 
obra musical. 

Berthold Henry (English) 
Henry Berthold was until his death in 1987 as a violist in the 
Municipal Orchestra Chemnitz. Incidentally, he worked intensively 
with the composition of his own works, but had under the political 
conditions in the GDR few opportunities to perform it. For some 
time there has been a desire his oeuvre to bring to light and more 
and more known. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Bertomeu Salazar Agustín (Español) 
Agustín Bertomeu Salazar nace en Rafal (Alicante). Estudia 
composición con Tomás Blanco, y en el Real Conservatorio 
Superior de Música de Madrid con Conrado del Campo y Julio 
Gómez y dirección de orquesta con Pérez Casas. En 1955, ingresa 
mediante oposición en la Armada como Director de Música. En 
1963 asiste al Curso de Composición Musical que imparten Boulez 
y Stockhausen en Darmstadt. Fue director de la Orquesta de 
Cámara de Juventudes Musicales de Palma de Mallorca y, 
posteriormente, de 1968 a 1976 Director de la Coral Polifónica de 
Pontevedra. 
Sus obras han obtenido premios y menciones en certámenes 
compositivos entre los que se encuentran: Premio Internacional 
del Ministerio de Información y Turismo 1968, la Sociedad 
Internacional de Música Contemporánea (SIMC) selecciona dos de 
sus obras para representar a España en el Festival Mundial de 
Varsovia 1968 y Londres 1971, Mención de Honor en el Premio 
Internacional Oscar Esplá 1968, Mención de Honor en el Premio 
Príncipe Pedro de Mónaco 1972, Premio Nacional del Sindicato del 
Espectáculo 1974, Premio Nacional del Ministerio de Educación y 
Ciencia 1974, Arpa de Oro en el VI Concurso de Composición de la 
Confederación Española de Cajas de Ahorro 1980, VII Premio 
Internacional de Composición Musical Reina Sofía 1989. 
Web: http://www.cibm-
valencia.com/anteriores/2000/CASTELLA/Jurado/Jurado3.htm 

Bertona Marco (Italiano) 
Nasce a Sesto Calende nel 1967. Ha frequentato il corso di 
composizione presso il conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano sotto la 
guida del M° Lorenzo Ferrero diplomandosi con il M° Angelo 
Bellisario, ed in seguito il Corso di Tirocinio presso lo stesso 
Conservatorio nella classe del M° Alessandro Solbiati e il 
Laboratorio di ricerca musicale della Scuola civica di musica di 
Milano nella classe dal M° Mauro Bonifacio. 
Negli anni 2001 e 2002 è stato allievo effettivo del corso di 
perfezionamento in composizione tenuto dal M° Azio Corghi 
all’Accademia Chigiana di Siena con borsa di studio nell'anno 
2002. 
Attualmente frequenta il corso triennale di alto perfezionamento 
alla fondazione Romanini di Brescia, il Master internazionale di 
musica per film alla Scuola nazionale di cinema di Roma ed è 
iscritto quale allievo effettivo al Corso di composizione di musica 
per film tenuto da Luis Bacalov all'Accademia Chigiana con borsa 
di studio negli anni 2003 e 2004 e diploma d’onore. 
Dal 1993 ha inizio la sua intensa attività compositiva. 
Tra gli ultimi lavori ricordiamo il Concerto per pianoforte e archi 
eseguito a Gavirate presso il Chiostro di Voltorre (1999), il brano 
“Genesi” per orchestra vincitore del concorso Pomeriggi musicali 
di Milano (2000), “L’eco del tempo” assolo per clarinetto e “Il mio 
silenzio” per voce e ensemble - eseguiti all’Accademia Chigiana di 
Siena (2001 e 2002), e “Yggdrasil” per ensemble - finalista al 
concorso Città di Udine con esecuzione e pubblicazione del CD 
(2002). Ha vinto inoltre il terzo premio ai concorsi internazionali: 
Helmut Laberer di Roma 2003 (pianoforte e percussioni),  ”Città di 
Barletta 2003” (quintetto di fiati - 1° premio non assegnato), 
“Città di Barletta 2004” (pianoforte - 1° premio non assegnato) e 
“Sanremo International Nouvelles Chansons et Musique 2003” 
(orchestra - 2° premio non assegnato). Ha vinto il primo premio al 
concorso internazionale “Icoms” di Torino (ensemble) con 
esecuzione della composizione nell’ambito della rassegna 
“Settembre musica” nel mese di settembre 2004. 
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Web: 
http://www.auroradigerusalemme.it/Aurora/Marco%20Bertona.ht
m (2004) 

Bertone Aldo (Italiano) 
Bertone Aldo. Composer, Interpreter, Teacher. Italia, VOGHERA 
(PV). Born in Voghera (PV-Italy) in 1952.  
Experimental degree in piano and composition at the Milan 
Conservatory, where he had as teachers Donatoni F., A. Clementi 
and S. Sciarrino. Teaches at the Conservatory of Parma. 

Bertucci Costantino (Italiano) 
Compositore e mandolinista italiano (Roma, 1841 – ivi, 30-IV-
1931). Noto virtuoso, apportò allo strumento efficaci modifiche 
onde aumentarne le possibilità tecniche; fu insegnante 
validissimo, e nel 1878 diede vita ad un doppio quartetto 
mandolinistico con cui ottenne grande successo all’Esposizione 
mondiale di Parigi. (UTET – Dizionario della Musica e dei Musicisti, 
1985) 

Berzolla Massimo (Italiano) 
MASSIMO BERZOLLA (1963) si è diplomato in Organo con il 
massimo dei voti al Conservatorio “G. Nicolini” di Piacenza nella 
classe di Luigi Toja e in Composizione sotto la guida di Bruno 
Bettinelli; si è poi perfezionato in Organo con lo stesso Luigi Toja 
e con Giuseppe Zanaboni; ha inoltre studiato Direzione 
d'orchestra con Nicola Samale e, all'Accademia Pescarese, con 
Gilberto Serembe. Da diversi anni è organista titolare e direttore 
di coro della Cattedrale di Piacenza, responsabile per la Musica 
Sacra della Diocesi di Piacenza-Bobbio e direttore dellÕIstituto di 
Musica Sacra “San Cristoforo”; si occupa inoltre della trascrizione 
e valorizzazione del prestigioso Fondo Musicale dell'Archivio del 
Duomo di Piacenza. Particolarmente apprezzato come interprete 
del repertorio novecentesco, svolge attività concertistica come 
solista in Italia e all’estero; è attivo inoltre come direttore, 
collaborando con l’Orchestra Filarmonica Italiana, l’Orchestra da 
camera “Stradivarius” e, stabilmente, con il Gruppo Strumentale 
“Ricercare”; numerose sono poi le sue composizioni già eseguite 
da varie formazioni cameristiche, orchestrali e vocali, che hanno 
riscosso un notevole consenso di pubblico e di critica e che sono 
state trasmesse radiofonicamente (RAI-Mediaset); notevole anche 
la sua attività di arrangiatore, in collaborazione tra gli altri con 
l’Ensemble Strumentale Scaligero. È fondatore e direttore della 
Cappella Musicale “Maestro Giovanni”, gruppo vocale da camera 
con il quale svolge attività concertistica e servizio liturgico, anche 
in collaborazione con gruppi strumentali. Ha inciso un CD 
contenente sue opere strumentali per la casa discografica 
“Millennio”; un doppio CD interamente dedicato a sue 
composizioni intitolato Ludus è stato realizzato dall’etichetta 
Bottega Discantica. Ha inoltre composto musica per il teatro e il 
dramma spirituale in musica “Giustina - ex ossibus”, 
rappresentato nel settembre 2001. 
Web: http://www.organisti.it/curric_berzolla.htm (2010) 

Betancourt Rodolfo (English) 
An alumnus from the Manhattan School of Music and the 
University of Denver, Rodolfo Betancourt has enjoyed a successful 
career as performer, recording artist, writer, educator and 
producer. In 1994 Rodolfo won Second Prize in the Antonio Lauro 
Guitar Competition in Venezuela. Since then he has participated in 
prestigious events, among them the Ambassador's Series in 
Washington D.C., the Festival Internacional de Agosto in Caracas 
and the IV Encuentro Guitarrístico Internacional in Panama. 
Among his achievements are First Prize in the Lamont Concerto 
Competition and the Outstanding Graduate Student Award in 
Performance from the University of Denver. In 1999 Rodolfo was 
awarded a lifetime membership to the American Honor Music 
Society. Highlights of previous seasons include his engagements 
with the Colorado Symphony Orchestra for performances and 
premiere recording on the Naxos label of Michael Daugherty's 
Philadelphia Stories, under the baton of Music Director Laureate 
Marin Alsop. Other engagements with the CSO included the CSO 
Opening Gala, and the popular Too Hot to Handel—being this his 
third consecutive year as rhythm section guitarist. Rodolfo has 
participated in other CSO programs, including the Summer 
Chamber Series and the Bravo! Vail Music Festival in 
performances conducted by Robert Bernhard.  In the area of 

chamber music, Rodolfo is a founding member of the 
Experimental Playground New Music Ensemble in Colorado for 
which he has composed and performed.  
Rodolfo has collaborated in several recordings with artists like 
songwriter Carlos Jaeger (Claroscuro - 1995) in Venezuela and 
jazz German composer Tim Sund in New York (...In the Midst of 
Change - 1997). His first solo CD, Classic Guitarist, was released 
independently in 1999. Rodolfo's writings have been published in 
newspapers in Venezuela, and in specialized magazines like Guitar 
Review in New York and 6Cuerdas6 in Mexico. His ground-
breaking article A Close Encounter With Leo Brouwer has been 
translated to several languages.  
Along with his active performing career, Rodolfo has worked as 
Artistic Associate at the Colorado Symphony Orchestra—institution 
that has sponsored his artist visa to the United States—where he 
produced the cultural Convergence Series along with more than 
120 performances this season.  

Betta Marco (English) 
Italian composer of mostly stage, orchestral, chamber, and choral 
works that have been performed throughout Europe. 
Mr. Betta studied composition with Eliodoro Sollima at the 
Conservatorio V. Bellini in Palermo. He subsequently studied with 
Armando Gentilucci in Florence and with Salvatore Sciarrino at the 
Accademia di Città di Castello. 
He has received commissions from the Teatro Bellini in Catania 
and he represented Italy at the UNESCO International Rostrum of 
Composers (1988, Maiores umbræ). 
He is also active in other positions. He served as coordinator of 
the Centro di Documentazione della Musica Contemporanea of 
CIMS from 1988-93 and as artistic director of the Teatro Massimo 
in Palermo from 1994-2002 and was a member of the 
Commissione musica of SIAE from 1995-2000. Betta has written 
much incidental music and many film scores since 1984, including 
works for Roberto Andò, Micha van Hoecke, Piero Maccarinelli, and 
Lamberto Puggelli. 
Ricordi and Sonzogno publish most of his music, but B&W Italia 
publishes E in realtà C in sogno..., Sabaoth e Sammael and 
Bellini, ultime luci. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/bettam.htm (2005) 

Bettinelli Bruno (Italiano) 
(4 giugno 1913 - 8 novembre 2004) 
di Bruno Zanolini 
Lo scorso 8 novembre si è spento a Milano Bruno Bettinelli: vi era 
nato il 4 giugno 1913 e nella ‘sua’ città aveva visto svolgersi tutto 
l’ampio arco delle proprie esperienze umane ed artistiche. Allievo 
del Conservatorio “G. Verdi”, dal 1938 ne era divenuto docente, 
prima di Teoria e Solfeggio, poi di Armonia complementare e 
quindi, per oltre vent’anni fino al 1979, di Composizione: da 
questo ‘avamposto’ in certo senso privilegiato aveva partecipato 
attivamente agli eventi e all’evolversi musicale di buona parte del 
secolo scorso, sicché - per conseguenza - non può meravigliare il 
fatto che dalla sua classe siano usciti, fra i numerosi allievi, alcuni 
destinati a tracciare un solco duraturo in campo sia esecutivo (da 
Aldo Ceccato a Maurizio Pollini) sia specificamente compositivo 
(Azio Corghi in primìs). 
Ottimo pianista oltreché compositore, ha dimostrato anche 
notevoli doti quale direttore d’orchestra nelle rare occasioni in cui 
ha preso in mano la bacchetta: la sua è stata infatti una natura 
musicale di prim’ordine, così come di prim’ordine era la signorilità 
della persona, signorilità che traspare anche dalla nobiltà del 
tratto artistico e dei risultati che ne sono conseguiti. E in questa 
veste piace ricordarlo, mentre componeva, seduto davanti 
all’amato pianoforte, guidato dal suo infallibile istinto.. . 
Analizzando infatti il suo modo di procedere in ambito compositivo 
- definito spesso come ‘contrappuntistico’ - emerge con evidenza 
la sicurezza istintiva che sempre lo ha guidato nel modellare la 
materia sonora, quasi un filo rosso innato reso vigile dalla 
familiarità con la tradizione in cui si era forgiato sotto la guida di 
G. C. Paribeni e di R. Bossi (e non solo, se bisogna credere 
all’avidità con cui nei primi anni ‘30 - insieme ad alcuni compagni 
- aveva ‘divorato’ ad esempio la partitura della Sinfonia Classica di 
Prokofiev, pervenuta a Milano in maniera avventurosa): istinto e 
razionale approfondita conoscenza, nata da genuino amore per la 
musica, termini antitetici che in lui invece si sovrapponevano 
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compensandosi. 
Il legame con la tradizione - cui Bettinelli ha sempre creduto, nella 
convinzione che senza un passato, vissuto consapevolmente e con 
il quale necessariamente fare i conti, non ci possa essere un 
valido futuro - è presente con forza nella sua produzione, 
unitamente alla sentita necessità di una libertà linguistico-formale 
alla quale il musicista non ha mai voluto rinunciare. Di qui la 
naturale tendenza a rifiutare vincoli giudicati come stretti e troppo 
rigidi, quali in particolare quelli della serialità dodecafonica. 
Bettinelli è fra coloro che non hanno sentito il fascino 
dell’organizzazione ‘viennese’ del totale cromatico, al pari per 
esempio di Goffredo Petrassi, soffrendo letteralmente - 
soprattutto negli anni ‘60 - una certa emarginazione dovuta 
appunto alla sua presa di distanza da un metodo apparso a molti 
come l’inevitabile nuovo ‘vangelo’ musicale. 
Eppure, particolarmente nelle opere della maturità, il totale 
cromatico non è affatto negato, ma - nascendo dal caratteristico 
infittirsi contrappuntistico dei rapporti intervallari – appare come il 
risultato inevitabile della complessità discorsiva messa in atto da 
Bettinelli; un totale le cui relazioni sono sottoposte sempre a una 
sorta di ‘libera interpretazione’, governata - oltre che dal fiuto 
dell’artista - soprattutto dall’artigianale lavoro di cesello e da una 
invidiabile cultura non solo musicale. Di tutto ciò è testimonianza 
l’evoluzione del suo linguaggio, fatto di sottile equilibrio fra 
saldezza d’impianto architettonico, rapporti timbrici d’impasto o di 
contrasto e giochi dialogici condotti dagli impulsi melodico-ritmici: 
si tratta di un’evoluzione che parte dal neomodalismo degli anni 
‘30, ricco di sguardi agli autori francesi e ovviamente di riferimenti 
ai vari Respighi e Pizzetti, per giungere alla complessità 
“pantonale” che identifica i personali atteggiamenti e le opere 
della maturità e infine per ‘purificarsi’ e in certo senso ‘ripiegare’ 
nei lavori ultimi, molti dedicati al coro. Bettinelli del resto ha 
scritto praticamente fino al termine del suo cammino terreno. 
Conoscitore attento delle possibilità strumentali (“è inutile scrivere 
cose ineseguibili, che non possono tradursi in un preciso risultato 
sonoro”), nella sua lunga carriera Bettinelli ha affrontato ogni 
strumento e ogni ensemble fino alla grande orchestra, senza 
disdegnare il problema rappresentato dal teatro. L’elenco delle 
sue composizioni è infatti lunghissimo e spazia appunto da opere 
teatrali (II pozzo e il pendolo,. . .) a lavori per orchestra con o 
senza solista o anche con coro (Sinfonie, Concerti,…), da 
moltissime composizioni da camera per ogni tipo di organico fino a 
lavori vocali per coro o per solisti e strumenti ecc. ecc. Anche per 
quanto riguarda la chitarra, che qui più interessa, la sua 
produzione è copiosa: Improvvisazione (1970), Preludi (1971), 
Quattro pezzi (1972), Sonata breve (1976), 12 Studi (1977), 
Come una cadenza (1983), Notturno (1985), Mutazioni su tre 
temi noti (1994), tutti lavori per chitarra sola, Musica a due 
(1982) per flauto e chitarra, Divertimento a due (1982) per 2 
chitarre, Due liriche (1977) e Due nuove liriche (1978) per voce e 
chitarra su testi propri e finalmente - come culmine di questo 
percorso - il Concerto (1981) per chitarra e orchestra d’archi con 
vibrafono. Come è facile notare, si tratta di un ampio ventaglio di 
opere che da un lato testimonia l’amore di Bettinelli per lo 
strumento e dall’altro rappresenta un riferimento essenziale per 
chiunque voglia avvicinare una delle più valide espressioni 
artistiche del nostro tempo, quella appunto di Bruno Bettinelli. 

Beytelmann Gustavo  (English) 
Gustavo Beytelmann is one of the most innovative tango pianists 
and composers of our time. He was born in 1945 in Venado Tuerto 
in the Argentinean province of Rosario. As a child he learnt to play 
the piano and before long was performing with various jazz and 
tango orchestras. After studying composition in Buenos Aires with 
Francisco Kröpfl he wrote the music for many films and worked as 
an arranger and musical director for Argentinean record 
companies. In 1976 he left Argentina for political reasons and 
emigrated to Paris, where he has lived ever since, working as a 
pianist and composer. In 1977 he accompanied his idol Astor 
Piazzolla on his European tour, before founding his own ensemble 
“Tiempo Argentino”, with which he artistically expressed his 
opposition to the military dictatorship at the Río de la Plata. In the 
1980's he was a member of the legendary trio Mosalini / 
Beytelmann / Caratini, for whom he made new arrangements of 
traditional tangos as well as composing new works. He also 
composed music for Italian, French and German cinema and 

television productions. From 1995 until 1999 he held the title of 
city composer in Dijon, where he composed works such as “Paris, 
tres situaciones” for viola and piano, “Ecos” for violin, cello and 
piano and “Tres piezas para orquesta”. Since 1996 he has been 
the musical director of the tango department of the Music 
Conservatory in Rotterdam.  
Web: https://www.tonos-
online.de/tango/tango_unten.asp?Current=13 

Bialas Günter (Italiano) 
(1907-1995) 
 Compositore, nato a Bielschowitz (Bielszowice), morto a Monaco. 
La sua musica si è ispirata al neoclassicismo al quale, in seguito, 
ha accostato tecniche seriali. 

Bianqui Piñero Geronimo (Español) 
BIANQUI PINERO, Gerónimo,—Distinguido ejecutante guitarrista 
amateur, argentino. Nació en Buenos Aires el 24 de Septiembre 
de 1905. Comenzó el estudio de la guitarra bajo la dirección del 
maestro M. Rodríguez Arenas, continuando más tarde con Justo T. 
Morales. Junto con sus estudios universitarios, Bianqui Pinero 
practica la composición, alternando a la vez con el ejercicio del 
instrumento, volcando en esa dedicación espiritual su reconocido 
entusiasmo. Como compositor tiene publicado “¡Achalay!” (Estilo), 
inspirada página de carácter y bien plasmada al instrumento, lo 
que permite esperar nuevos y buenos aportes de este notable 
dilettante que hoy es una figura destacada entre el ambiente 
guitarrístico porteño (1932). (Domingo Prat , Diccionario de 
Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 1934) 
G. Bianqui Piñero dedicó su vida a recrear la música folklórica y 
popular argentina en la guitarra. Sus transcripciones y arreglos de 
melodías de este origen se cuentan por centenares, 
caracterizándose todas por el buen manejo de los recursos 
instrumentales en versiones que, siendo simples, no por ello 
carecen de interés y son el resultado de quien bien conocía los 
ritmos folklóricos. A los Cuadernos Fáciles donde aparecen 
distintas piezas de formas autóctonas como: Bailecito, 
Carnavalito, Chacarera, Zamba (Primer Cuaderno); Bailecito, 
Gato, Triunfo, Zamba (Segundo Cuaderno); Carnavalito, 
Chacarera, Estilo, Vidala (Tercer Cuaderno); Gavota, Güeya, 
Milonga, Vals (Cuarto Cuaderno); Chacarera, Gato, Milonga, 
Zamba (Quinto Cuaderno); se agrega un álbum de 40 Danzas 
tradicionales argentinas, y diversas piezas sueltas como el estilo 
Achalay, un Bailecito, Dos Bagatelas, Romanza, y una larguísima 
lista de transcripciones, actividad en la cual su nombre aparecía 
reiteradamente en las editoriales musicales argentinas. 
(Néstor Guestrin - La guitarra en la música sudamericana, 
Capitúlo 7)  

Biasioni Massimo (English) 
Massimo Biasioni was born in 1963 in Trentino and got degrees in 
Violin, Choral Music, Choral Conduction and Composition. Among 
his teachers Armando Franceschini, Armando Gentilucci, Giacomo 
Manzoni, Alvise Vidolin should be remembered. In 1985 he won 
the first prize at the “Valentino Bucchi” International Competition 
of Composition in Rome, with the piece for flute and clarinet 
Come?-e parimenti-Dove? (How?-and likewise-where?). 
Afterwards the piece was played in Sant’ Angelo Castle in Rome,in 
the prestigious LIM of Madrid, at the Bilbao Festival in the 
Conservatory of Grenada , at the GAMO Festival of Florence, in 
the Casino of Arco (TN). 
In 1988 the string orchestra piece Di rimembranti raggi lunari (Of 
remembering Moonbeams) received a mention at the “Valentino 
Bucchi” International Competition of Composition. 
The piece Giacche’ nulla io posseggo -1989- (Since I have nothing 
of my own) for soloist clarinet, was played during the “Domus Jani 
Musica” season in Illasi (VR), in the Medioeval setting of Beseno 
Castle (TN), at the “Mascagni” Institute of Livorno, during the 
“Musica sotto le stelle” season in Bolgheri (LI). Recently it has 
been recorded by the clarinettist Roberta Gottardi in a CD PAN 
(1992) for soloist flute, had its first performance at the Festival 
Musica '900 in Trento, afterwards in the Bolzano Conservatory and 
in the “Teatro delle commedie” of Livorno. In 1992 he received a 
commission from the Regional Orchestra of Toscana for the 
realization of a “suite” taken from Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess., 
which was then played in Montecatini, Tignano, Reggello, 
Florence, Piombino, Livorno, Cecina. In the same year Biasioni 
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took part in the Theatre-Music “Binomio” project, with the piece 
Musica per Binomio (Music for Binomial), published by the Tirreno 
Publishing Group. It was presented at the “Festival Musica '900“, 
at the festival “Traiettorie Sonore” in Como, at “Interensamble 
Week” in Padova, in Bologna, at “Coretto” in Bari, at “Itinerari 
‘93” in Morlupo (Rome), in Bassano for the “8a stagione dei 
concerti”, again in Como, at Demidoff’s residence in Florence, with 
a good critical success. 
His studying about electronic music, and most of all in its 
interaction with traditional instruments, leads him to the 
production of the piece Nell’ inevitabile e profondo tedio del 
cristallo (In the unavoidable and deep crystal tedium), for piano 
and electronic sounds. Its première was in Conegliano, in a 
concert made with the collaboration of the “Fenice” theatre of 
Venice,and it had a good critical success. The following 
performances were in Padova, in Venice, with the prestigious 
performance of Aldo Orvieto and Alvise Vidolin; in Rome at the 
Academy of Spain. In 1988 the piece was choosen by the 
Contemporary Art Museum of Helsinky for the “Sound Box”, an 
electronic music exhibition that takes place on internet. 
D'altri amati turbamenti (About other loved anxieties), for flute, 
magnetic tape and live electronics, was played at the “Fattori” 
Museum of Livorno, in Diecimo(LU) for “La società del 
contrabbasso”, for the “Sonopolis” exhibition in Mestre Venice, at 
the “Ondine” festival in Pergine Valsugana (TN), at the “Festival 
Musica '900“ in Trento. During this last performance he also 
presented the electronic soundtrack of the Lorenzo Brusci’s Video 
Morte in regresso (Death in decline), a realization that was 
commissioned by the Festival itself.  In the meantime he was also 
busy with music for the theatre, realizing the musics for Conosci 
tu la terra dove fioriscono i limoni? (Do you know the country 
where lemontrees flower?) by Toti Palma and Anna Scalfi, 
presented at the Argentina theatre of Rome, and for the theatre 
season of Trento, and the music for La danza lenta dei sogni (The 
slow dance of dreams) by Elena Marino and Giacomo Anderle, 
presented at the “Drodesera” Festival, and at the Experimental 
Theatre of Trento. 
From 1991 to 1998 he has been teaching “General Musical 
Culture” at the officially recognized “Mascagni” Musical Insitute of 
Livorno.  Actually he’s teaching Composition at the Conservatory 
of Monopoli. 
He’s one of the founders of the “Compositori Associati Trento”. 
Web: 
http://www.lett.unitn.it/musica/html/English/Comp/Composit/Bias
ioni/Biasioni.htm 

Biasoni Massimo (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano (Trentino) nato nel 1963. E' diplomato in 
violino, musica corale, direzione di coro e composizione. Trai i sui 
maestri si ricordano A.Franceschini, A.Gentilucci, G.manzoni e 
A.Vidolin. 

Biasutti Michele (English) 
Michele BIASUTTI Composer and Psychologist, Michele Biasutti 
was awarded diplomas at the Padova Conservatory of music. A 
prize-winning composer (International Composer Competition L. 
Russolo, International Competition of Bourges, Concour 
International de Composition de la Societé de Musique 
Contemporaine du Québec, International Competition Pierre 
Schaeffer, ... ), his works were radio broadcast (RAI, ORF, RNE 2, 
Radio Bratislava, RTSI, HRT, Radio Canada) and selected for 
International Festivals (ISEA 95 in Montreal, ISEA 96 in 
Rotterdam, Soundbox in Helsinki, VI BSCM in Rio de Janeiro, 
JIM99 in Paris, VII BSCM in Curitiba). His music was performed in 
Festivals in European cities (Music Now in Dublin, Purcell Room in 
London, Fondazione Levi in Venice, 31st International Music 
Festival in Opatija, 18É Festival Internacional de mùsica 
contemporànea in Valencia, Tempo di Pratolino in Florence, 
Aspekte in Salzburg, Triduum in Klagenfurt, Society for new music 
in Prague, Concerts à la Villa Gillet in Lyon, Musiques 
d'aujourd'hui in Marseille, Neue Musik in Freiburg; Encuentros 
mùsica europea in Madrid,...) in North and South America (M.I.T. 
in Boston, SMCQ in Montreal, San Francisco State University in S. 
Francisco, University of Maryland in Baltimore,...) and in Australia 
(Interfaces, ACMC 2000 in Brisbane). He collaborated with 
International Centers for electronic music.  

He is active as music organizer, currently scientific director of the 
Computer Art Festival in Padova. He is in the jury of international 
competitions of composition. As a researcher in psychology of 
music, he received a Ph.D. at Padova University, discussing an 
experimental research about the perception of environmental 
sounds. For reason of research and advanced study Biasutti spent 
time at Indiana University in Bloomington and at the University of 
California at Berkeley. His writings have been published in several 
international psychological reviews. Among them: International 
Journal of Psychosomatics, Rivista di Musicoterapia, Hearing 
Research (Elseiver). He is the author of the books: Scholar 
Autonomy and Educational Research (CLEUP), Environmental 
Sound Education (La Nuova Italia). He has taught at the 
Conservatories of Novara and Venice and is researcher at Padova 
University and is researcher at Padova University. His music is 
recorded on Compact disc Artis-Cramps (ARCD 062, Polygram 
distribution), Fondazione Russolo-Pratella (Ef. Er. P94), Rivo Alto 
(CRR 9511, CRR 9610, Electa and Ducale distribution), and 
Accademia Musicale Pescarese (MV001). His papers were 
published on: International Journal of Psychosomatics, Attualità in 
Psicologia (Ed. Universitarie Romane), Rivista di Musicoterapia 
(Ed. Minerva Medica), Giornale italiano di Psicologia (Il Mulino), 
Hearing Research (Elseiver). He is the author of the books: 
Scholar Autonomy and Educational Research (CLEUP), 
Environmental sound education (La Nuova Italia).  
His music is recorded on Compact disc Artis-Cramps (ARCD 062, 
Polygram distribution), Fondazione Russolo-Pratella (Ef. Er. P94), 
Rivo Alto (CRR 9511,CRR 9610, Electa and Ducale distribution) 
and Accademia Musicale Pescarese (MV001). Michele Biasutti 
specializes in ecological music, music which seeks to return to the 
essential elements of human nature, re-evaluating the primary 
sphere of human auditory perception. He is interested in the 
relationship between scientific thought and the logic of music, 
applying the results to his composition and research. Biasutti has 
composed for the theater, for chamber ensembles, and for 
orchestra. His works for instruments and live electronics deepens 
the possibilities of interaction between technological developments 
and instrumental resources. 
Web: http://www.taukay.it/en/composers/biasutti.html (2010) 

Biberian Gilbert (English) 
Gilbert Biberian was born in Istanbul of Greek/Armenian descent 
on 19th February 1944. He studied at Trinity College of Music, 
graduating in 1968. In 1965 a French Government grant took him 
to France to study with Ida Presti and Alexandre Lagoya. He later 
studied composition with James Patten, Elisabeth Lutyens and 
Hans Keller. Following a successful debut at the Wigmore Hall, he 
was invited to work with the London Sinfonietta and Pierre Boulez, 
Luciano Berio, the Nash Ensemble, the BBC Symphony Orchestra 
and many others. He has played at the Proms, at Covent Garden 
and has performed concertos and given solo recitals worldwide. 
Keenly aware of the importance of creating a new body of work 
for the guitar he has always enthusiastically encouraged and 
championed the creation of new compositions. New works have 
been written for and/or dedicated to him by James Patten, 
Elisabeth Lutyens, Reginald Smith Brindle, Betty Roe, Geoffrey 
Burgon, Judith Bingham and others. Gilbert Biberian was 
Professor of Guitar at Trinity College of Music between 1988 and 
1996 where he championed the use of the guitar in chamber 
music. 
As a composer Gilbert Biberian's ethnic roots are integral to his 
work. He has produced a great number of compositions, not only 
for solo and ensemble guitar, but also for all string instruments 
including a concerto for guitar, cello and 19 strings, which 
recieved its world premiere at the Habana International Festival of 
Guitar, Cuba in May 1992. In addition to his pioneering work in 
chamber music, and always insearch of exciting possibilities for 
the guitar, he expanded the role of the instrument by combining 
with mime in three works, “Pierrot”, “Harlequin's Toccata” and 
“Columbine”. Gilbert Biberian's compositions have enriched the 
repertoire of the instrument and have become part of the 
standard repertoire and are being performed widely by an ever-
increasing number of guitarists. 
Web: http://www.cadenza-music.demon.co.uk/biberian.htm 
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Biel Michael von (Italiano) 
Compositore tedesco nato ad Amburgo nel 1937. Ha studiato in 
Germania e negli Stati Uniti. Si è interessato anche di musica 
elettronica. 

Bielawa Bruce (Italiano) 
Compositore statunitense, nato nel 1967, cresciuto in una famiglia 
di musicisti a San Francisco. Figlio del compositore Herbert 
Bielawa ha studiato composizione al Cincinnati College-
Conservatory of Music ed alla University of Michigan. 

Bigo Bernard (Français) 
Né le 30.11.1950. Etudes à Evreux et Rouen. Professeur au centre 
MALRAUX à Rouen et à I’ENM de Sallanches. Disques de 
compositions personnelles pour guitare Folk. Méthode en 2 
volumes aux Ed. Billandot, et autres recueils (ragtimes, musique 
irlandaise etc.) 

Billam Peter (English) 
Peter Billam was born in London in 1948, studied piano, and lived 
in Switzerland from 1973 to 1983, where he studied composition, 
classical guitar. flute and voice, worked as Musical Director of the 
Thèatre Populaire Romand, and as recording engineer, record 
producer and computer programmer. He moved to Tasmania in 
1983, lectured in composition at the Conservatorium, conducted 
recorder enscmbles and choirs. studied recorder, voice and 
hsrpsichord. 

Billet Jean-Pierre (Français) 
Né le 24.07.1948. Premier Prix du CNR de Strasbourg et du CNSM 
de Paris. Professeur au CNR de Clermont-Ferrand. 

Billi Maurizio (English) 
Maurizio Billi studied at the Conservatory of Music of Santa Cecilia 
in Rome, graduating with first-class honours in Composition, 
Choral Music, Choral Direction, Instrumentation for Band, Clarinet 
and Orchestra Direction. Then he continued his studies at Santa 
Cecilia in a Master Class in Composition under the guidance of 
Franco Donatoni. 
Billi also has a degree in Literature from the University of Rome 
“La Sapienza”, and has been carrying out musicology research 
with publications specializing in this field. In 2004 he won the 
“Mario Soldati Award for Journalism and Criticism” with his essay 
on Goffredo Petrassi published by Sellerio. 
His work as a composer has won him many prizes and accolades 
both at national and international level. His works, published and 
recorded by Edipan, Sonzogno, Berben,Fonè, Quadrivium, 
Pentaphon, and Rugginenti, have been performed in Italy and 
abroad, broadcast on TV and radio by the RAI. Among many other 
professional acknowledgments he received the much-sought-after 
“Premio Personalità Europea” award in 2000 and 2009. He is 
considered a point of reference on the international scene for wind 
orchestras. He is a member of the W.E.M.A. (Wind European 
Music Association) and is the Artistic Director of the “Romualdo 
Marenco International Festival and Competition for Composers”. 
He is frequently invited as a jury member to musical composition 
and performance contests, both on national and international 
level. In 2004 he was awarded the prestigious title of “Accademico 
Corrispondente” by the Academy of Music of Valencia. 
He has been professor of “Musical Analysis” (Upper Level Course) 
at the Conservatory of Music of Teramo, and of “Conducting and 
Instrumental Practice for Wind Instrument Orchestra” (Two-year 
Upper Level Course) at the Conservatory of Music of Santa Cecilia 
in Rome. 
He has been guest conductor of such prestigious symphonic 
orchestras as the Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI, the 
Filarmonica '900 of the Teatro Regio of Torino and the Torino 
Philharmonic, the Teatro Carlo Felice of Genoa, I Solisti di Perugia, 
the Roma Sinfonietta, the Symphonic Orchestra of Botosani and 
Oradea, the Orchestra of the Teatro Olimpico of Vicenza, the 
Symphonic Orchestra of the State of Adana in Turkey, and the 
National Philharmonic Orchestra “Sergei Prokofiev”. Since 1992 he 
has been the Director/Conductor of the Banda Musicale della 
Polizia di Stato, appearing in more than 500 concerts in Italy and 
abroad. His interest in symphonic and choral music has led him to 
collaborate in numerous productions with artists from the major 
operatic and symphonic institutions in Italy, e.g. the Accademia di 

Santa Cecilia, the Rome Opera, the Comunale of Florence, the 
Teatro Regio of Turin and Parma, and the Teatro Massimo of 
Palermo. With the “Banda Musicale della Polizia di Stato”, 
considered one of the best wind orchestras internationally, Billi is 
actively engaged in promoting and bringing to public attention 
original music, both contemporary and of the last century, written 
specifically for wind instruments. 
Web: 
http://www.poliziadistato.it/articolo/view/24748/4f167e70ef842c4
8c0b456fd256cb361/ (2011) 

Billi Maurizio (Italiano) 
Maurizio Billi (Roma, 1964), si è diplomato presso il Conservatorio 
di Santa Cecilia a Roma in Composizione, Musica Corale, Direzione 
di Coro e Strumentazione per banda. I suoi lavori, pubblicati e 
incisi dalle più note case discografiche, sono stati eseguiti con 
successo in Italia e all'estero e radiodiffusi dalla Rai. Dal 1992 è 
Direttore della Banda musicale della Polizia di Stato. 

Billian Christian (English) 
Christian Billian studied classical guitar, musical theory, and 
composition at the Musikhochschule (Academy of Music) in 
Freiburg. Since 1999 he has been performing as a member of the 
improvisation trio frissons, winning first prize with them at the 
international competition Für Junge Kultur (“For young culture”) in 
Düsseldorf. 
In 2001 he was invited to the 6th Nachwuchsforum der 
Gesellschaft für Neue Musik und des Ensemble Modern (6th forum 
for up-and-coming artists hosted by the Society for Modern Music 
and the Ensemble Modern). In 2003 the Deutschland Radio Berlin 
broadcast a radio portrait of his work as a composer and 
improvisation musician. That same year he was commissioned for 
a composition by the Staatsgalerie (State Art Gallery) in Stuttgart. 
Starting in 2004 he has been receiving a Baden-Württemberg 
state scholarship for a research project entitled “Teaching modern 
music in instrumental classes for beginners.” He also carried out 
an improvisation project with elementary school classes from 
Herford/Bielefeld as part of the initiative Künstler an Schulen 
(“Artists in schools”). In 2005 he was awarded a work scholarship 
by the Akademie der Künste in Berlin, at the same time receiving 
a commission to compose a piece for the Kammerensemble Neue 
Musik in Berlin. 
He is particularly interested in the close cooperation of composers, 
performers, as well as the attitudes/working methods of 
improvised music. His works have been performed by the 
Ensemble Modern, the Ensemble Mosaik, and the Ensemble 
Chronophonie. 

Bilotta John (English) 
John Bilotta has spent most his life in the San Francisco Bay Area 
where he studied composition with Frederick Saunders. 
A recipient of commissions, grants, and awards, John has seen his 
works performed around the world by outstanding soloists and 
ensembles including Rarescale, the Kiev Philharmonic, Earplay, 
Chamber Mix, the Washington Square Contemporary Music 
Society, the Talea Ensemble, the Avenue Winds, San Francisco 
Cabaret Opera, Blue Grass Opera, Boston Metro Opera, and Vocal 
Works. 
In 2005, his Concerto for Wind Quartet and Orchestra was 
premiered by the Oakland Civic Orchestra under Martha Stoddard 
and was subsequently recorded by the Kiev Philharmonic under 
Robert Ian Winstin. 
More recently, his short comic opera Quantum Mechanic, with 
libretto by John F. McGrew, won the 2007 Opera-in-a-Month 
Competition subsequently receiving performances in California, 
Utah, Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Massachusetts where it won an 
AmericanaFestival Award in 2010. 
His next chamber opera, Trifles, based on the play by Susan 
Glaspell was premiered in Berkeley in June, 2010, at Goat Hall 
Productions' Fresh Voices Festival X. Partial and complete 
performances followed later that year and into 2011 in San 
Francisco, and at Cal State Fresno and the University of Nebraska 
at Kearney. 
Many of John's works have been released on CD. His music 
appears on several labels including Capstone Records, Parma 
Recordings, New Music North, Vox Novus, ERMMedia, and 
Beauport Classical Music with distribution through Naxos. 
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Since 2006, John has directed the Chamber Wind and Midsummer 
Concerts held each July in San Francisco; and co-directs with 
Brian Bice and Davide Verotta the annual Festival of 
Contemporary Music now in its ninth year.  
John is a member of the American Composers Forum, the 
American Music Center, NACUSA, BMI, and the Society of 
Composers, Inc., for which he serves as editor of SCION, the SCI 
opportunity newsletter, and is a member of SCI's Executive 
Committee. 
Web: https://plus.google.com/101926143998951800836/about 
(2011) 

Birgisson Snorri Sigfús (English) 
The composer and pianist Snorri Sigfús Birgisson commenced his 
musical studies with Gunnar Sigurgeirsson and then went on to 
study at the Reykjavík College of Music where his teachers were 
Hermína Kristjánsson, Jón Nordal, Árni Kristjánsson (piano), and 
Thorkell Sigurbjörnsson (composition). 
He studied piano with Barry Snyder at the Eastman School of 
Music, U.S.A. (1974-1975) and composition with Finn Mortensen 
in Norway where he also studied electronic music with Lasse 
Thoresen and sonology with Thoresen and Olav Anton 
Thommessen (1975-76). Snorri moved to Amsterdam in 1976 
where he studied composition for two years with Ton de Leeuw. 
Since 1980 he has been living in Reykjavík, where he is active as 
a musician and music teacher. He has composed solo works, 
chamber works, symphonic pieces and choir music. He is a 
member of the CAPUT - ensemble. 
Web: http://www.centrum.is/ssb/ssbcv.htm (2010) 

Biriotti León  (English) 
Uruguayan oboist and composer studied in Montevideo with Jean-
Louis LeRoux, Enrique Casal Chapí and Jean Martinon, and later 
on with Alberto Ginastera and György Ligeti. He has done 
versatile work for new music as an oboist, premiering a 
considerable number of new compositions, and writing many 
works for his instrument including two concerti with orchestra he 
performed in Italy, Austria, United Kingdom and Finland in recent 
years. In addition, as a recitalist he has performed all over South 
America, as well as in Europe, the USA and Canada. León Biriotti 
has written numerous articles on new music, has been a 
broadcaster in Montevideo, and has taught oboe and composition 
over the years in Latin America and Europe. 

Biriotti León (Español) 
Oboísta, compositor y director. Se forma en Uruguay y Francia. 
Sus intereses estéticos, junto con su pasión por el oboe lo lleva a 
trabajar, investigar y experimentar en la música contemporánea, 
así como en el oboe, buscándole nuevas y variadas sonoridades. 
Su formación abarca una etapa de experiencias e investigaciones 
sobre “música nueva”, mediante una beca otorgada por el “Centro 
Latinoamericano de Altos Estudios Musicales” que Alberto 
Ginastera dirigía en el Instituto Torcuato Di Tella en Buenos Aires. 
Durante estos dos años dedica casi toda su actividad a la 
composición, cuya primera obra se titula MONTAIRES. Su 
preocupación por la música post-serial lo lleva, en el año 1974, a 
la publicación de un trabajo sobre la “Técnica del Sistema de 
Estructuras por Permutaciones”. En su afán por ampliar y 
enriquecer el repertorio oboístico, realiza algunas transcripciones. 
Como instrumentista de oboe ha recibido diversas obras 
dedicadas por compositores tales como Héctor Tosar, Diego 
Legrand, Juan José Iturribierry, Renée Pietrafesa, Juan Orrego-
Salas, Dante G. Grela, entre otros. 

Birtwistle Harrison (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese nato a Accrington (Lancashire) nel 1934. 
Accanto al neoclassicismo ha adottato la dodecafonia e 
sperimentato l'elettronica. Ha ricoperto la carica di direttore 
dell'English National Theatre. 

Biscaldi Luigi (Italiano) 
Nato a Vigevano, ha studiato a Vercelli con Angelo Gilardino, 
diplomandosi a pieni voti e lode al Conservatorio C. Pollini di 
Padova e successivamente, con menzione d'onore, all'Accademia 
Superiore Internazionale di Musica L. Perosi di Biella. Ha studiato 
composizione con Sergio Marcianò. Si è affermato, vincendo vari 
premi, in concorsi nazionali ed internazionali, tra i quali il concorso 

Andrés Segovia in Spagna nel 1986 e nel 1987. Ha iniziato la 
carriera concertistica nel1981, e da allora ha suonato 
regolarmentei n quasi tutti i paesi d'Europa e in America. Oltre ai 
numerosi recitals, ha eseguito i concerti per chitarra e orchestra di 
Krebs, Giuliani, Rodrigo, Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Villa-Lobos, 
Brouwer; le composizioni per chitarra e coro di Castelnuovo-
Tedesco e Juliá; i concerti per chitarra e duo, trio e ottetto di 
chitarre di Gilardino; i quintetti per chitarra e archi di Boccherini, 
Giuliani, Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Guastavino; le composizioni con 
chitarra di Niccolò Paganini; varie composizioni con chitarra 
concertante di autori contemporanei. Ha inciso tre dischi, due LP e 
un CD con musiche di autori del Novecento. Ha pubblicato perle 
Edizioni Musicali Bèrben tre volumi di Esercizi speciali di 
virtuosismo, un volume di Esercizi e studi elementari per chitarra 
e Quattro Ricercari sulla Fortuna. Ha collaborato in qualità di 
editore alla pubblicazione delle musiche della collezione “The 
Andrés Segovia Archive” delle Edizioni Musicali Bèrben. E' titolare 
della cattedra di chitarra al Conservatorio Statale di Musica 
“Giacomo Puccini” di La Spezia. Collabora con il Civico Istituto 
Musicale “Brera” di Novara. 

Biscione Federico H. (English) 
Federico Biscione was born in Tivoli in 1965. He graduates the 
Tivoli Humanities High School in 1983, and obtains shortly after, 
at the “A. Casella” Academy of Music in L'Aquila, diplomas in 
Piano, Composition and Orchestral Conducting. Alongside this, he 
teaches Piano and Harmony. 
His first composition is performed in 1985 (Sonatina giocattolo for 
trumpet and piano) and later published on CD by the Beat 
Records Company. Under the guidance of Vieri Tosatti, he 
acquires the fundamental skills of composing, and some of his 
compositions begin to be performed in Italy and broadcast on the 
radio. These works include Jabberwocky for soprano and nine 
instruments, Dell'intimità (On Intimacy) for clarinet, cello and 
harp, Tredicesimo canto for vocalist and classic/rock ensemble 
and the chamber opera Mamma Laser, commissioned by the 
Fondazione Arena in Verona, as well as the radio programmes for 
RAI 1 “Contemporary Composers” and RAI 3 “Sonic Alphabets”, 
which air Biscione’s performances of a selection of his piano 
pieces. 
From 1997 to 1999, he focuses particularly on studying and 
practicing orchestral conduction. He performs well in the 
specialization courses held by Gianluigi Gelmetti at the Accademia 
Chigiana in Siena and the Pomeriggi Muiscali in Milan. He 
occasionally teaches Composition and Harmony at the Academy of 
Music and, in 1999, wins the national competition for 
professorship in Italian music Academies, in the field of Fugue and 
Composition. 
From 2001 to 2005, he lives in Milan, where he composes music 
performed at the Teatro Regio in Turin (the ballet The Pied Piper, 
which is conducted by the composer), and the Parco della Musica 
in Rome (Passacaglia and Symphony with Sarcasm for strings). 
He works with the Pomeriggi Musicali Orchestra of Milan (Dalla 
Soffitta for orchestra, a piece which won first prize at the national 
competition Mozart Today 2005), the Milano Classica chamber 
orchestra (Tropic of Scorpio for marimba and strings, Ego Alter for 
strings, conducted by Massimiliano Caldi), the Milan State 
University Orchestra (Hanno for piano and strings performed by 
Davide Cabassi and conducted by Christopher Franklin, Aus Rilkes 
Bildern for soprano and strings) as well as Forse Lontano and B-
612 for orchestra performed in Romania and conducted by 
Federico Longo. He has also transcribed and adapted several 
pieces by other composers, including a reduction for seven 
instruments of Mozart’s The Magic Flute (performed at the Teatro 
Regio of Turin in 2006) and a version for string orchestra of 
Dvorák’s Lieder (Four Popular Songs op. 73) for the Pomeriggi 
Musicali (2005). During this period, alongside composition, 
Biscione works as a professional music copyist for the Casa 
Musicale Sonzogno, the main publisher of his work. 
Between 2005 and 2007, Biscione lives in Leipzig, where he 
composes various pieces which are performed there (Myricae for 
three voices and five instruments; Verkündigung for soprano and 
trio performed in the Thomaskirche; Mozart eine Biographie, 
Windmühlen – these last two in Chemnitz, commissioned by the 
Robert-Schumann-Philharmonie, with the first marking the 
celebrations for the 250th anniversary of Mozart’s birth). The 
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German public radio station Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk (MDR) 
devotes an hour-long programme to Biscione, with an interviwew 
and many excerpts from his music. In this period, he attends two 
semesters of specialisation in Composition at the “Felix 
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy” Hochschule. 
In April 2007, he becomes Head of Musical Services of the 
Fondazione Teatro Comunale in Bologna. In this capacity, within 
the artistic direction of the theatre, he is personally responsible 
for the coordination of the orchestral and choral masses. 
At the end of 2009, Biscione moves to Milan and becomes tenured 
teacher of Composition at the “Niccolò Piccinni” Academy of Music 
in Bari. 
Some of his most recent work includes: Britten Diversions for 
small orchestra, performed in Bari, Evocations and Songs for 
string orchestra (first performed in Mikkeli, Finland), Divertimento 
on Popular Christmas Themes for piano and string orchestra 
(commissioned by the “Silesian Chamber Orchestra” in Katowice, 
Poland). 
Web: http://www.federicobiscione.it/chieframe.htm (2014) 

Blake Michel (English) 
Michael Blake was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1951. He 
studied at the South African College of Music in Cape Town, the 
University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg (Bachelor of 
Music degree) and University of London Goldsmiths College 
(Master of Music degree). In 2000 he was awarded a doctorate by 
Rhodes University in South Africa. From 1977 to 1997 he was 
based in London as composer, pianist and teacher. He 
formed London New Music in 1986 and was the group’s pianist 
and conductor for ten years, giving many concerts and broadcasts 
in the UK and Europe. He performs throughout the world as a 
soloist and in a number of duos, playing new music. He has 
lectured at amongst others, Goldsmiths College (London), Rhodes 
University (Grahamstown) and the Janacek Academy (Brno). He is 
Artistic Director of New Music Indaba, South Africa’s only new 
music festival, and President of the South African Section of the 
ISCM. 
Web: http://www.bardic-music.com/Blake.htm (2010) 

Bland William Keith (English) 
William Bland built up an impressive pedigree in the avant-garde; 
he studied at Peabody, and the roster of professors under whom 
he tutored includes Ernst Krenek and Earle Brown. He taught in 
New York and performed in new music circles until one day Bland 
dropped out and returned to his native West Virginia, working as 
a musician in his local community. He returned to composition 
with a renewed vigor late in the twentieth century, with an idiom 
that takes a little bit of his new music heritage into a context that 
he truly loves -- the music current at the turn of the twentieth 
century. Since 1998, Bland has embarked on a cycle of 24 piano 
sonatas, of which 17 are complete at the time of the 2007 issue of 
this “Bridge” release, William Bland; they are rich with ragtime, 
romantic flourishes, nostalgia, and, best of all, are original and 
striking creations. This disc features Bland, who as a pianist is far 
more capable than composers tend to be, in his Sonata No.4 in E 
flat, Goodbye Concert Rags, his Sonata No.14 in B flat, and a 
selection of shorter pieces. All of these pieces are highly engaging 
and entertaining, brimming with a flavoring of Americana, yet also 
informed by European music as well, just that of Massenet and 
Chaminade rather than Schoenberg or Stravinsky. Once in awhile 
the music exhibits clashing harmonies or bursts into tone clusters, 
usually in the service of some dramatic purpose -- Bland hasn't 
altogether abandoned lessons learned from new music. But what 
Bland is doing is quite different from, say, what William Albright 
once did -- rather than taking ragtime figures into a contemporary 
work and therefore rendering the rag-derived elements somewhat 
arcane, with Bland it is the ragtime that is the main focus and the 
new music elements that are rendered arcane. It is certainly an 
intriguing twist on developments in contemporary music, and 
those who follow such currents closely will find Bland's music at 
least intriguing, if not astounding, which it is sometimes. (Uncle 
Dave Lewis, All Music Guide) 

Blauvelt Peter (English) 
Peter Blauvelt was born in France and grew up in Germany where 
he began his studies in composition and piano. In 1975 he came 
to the U.S. where he studied at Harvard University in Cambridge, 

MA. There he received three degrees - including a doctorate in 
composition - and taught theory, composition and piano. 
Since 1968 he has often given recitals - not only of his own pieces 
- in the U.S., France and Germany in public and on the radio, and 
has received numerous prizes for both composition and piano. 
Meanwhile, his pieces have also been performed in other 
European and North American countries. 
After leaving the Boston area for Florida in 1984, he co-founded 
the “Tampa Bay Composers' Forum” in 1989 and served as 
treasurer, vice-president and president. He also founded Creative 
Arts and Tutoring Services” in 1990. To date, he has written over 
135 compositions, mostly chamber music, and has had over 100 
of them performed in public. A number of compositions are also 
available on commercial CD's. 
Web: http://www.music-usa.org/nacusa-ma/all_bios.html (2011) 

Blanquer Amando  (English) 
AMANDO BLANQUER PONSODA, nacido en Alcoy el 5 de febrero 
de 1935, en un ámbito de modestos artesanos (su padre era 
carpintero), sintió la llamada del arte desde muy pequeño, 
espoleado quizás por un ambiente de bandas de música, tan 
peculiar de su pueblo natal, que ha sabido incluso crear una 
“música característica”, la de sus célebres Moros y Cristianos. En 
una de esas bandas hizo su aprendizaje, en la familia de los 
instrumentos de viento - flautín, flauta y trompa- que le 
impregnaría de un profundo amor hacia este género de 
instrumentos, manifestado con el tiempo tantas veces. 
Becado por el Ayuntamiento de Alcoy se traslada a Valencia donde 
realiza brillantemente los consabidos estudios del Conservatorio, 
que termina con Premio Extraordinario Fin de Carrera. Fueron sus 
maestros mas recordados Leopoldo Magenti, Miguel 
Falomir,Francisco León TelIo, Manuel Palau y Miguel Asíns Arbó. 
Para ayudarse en sus estudios inicia una carrera de director de 
banda que ejerce, con prestigio en varios pueblos circunvecinos. 
En 1959 se traslada a Paris en donde recibe, en el Conservatorio 
Nacional Superior de Música, las enseñanzas de Olivier Messiaen, 
que supo inculcarle el amor a las coloraciones sonoras y el gusto 
por el trabajo técnico complejo. También asiste a las clases de 
Composición y Orquestación de Daniel Lesur y Pierre Wissmer en 
la Shola Cantorwu y estudia libremente pedagogía musical son 
Simone Pié de Causade. 
En París realizó varias afortunadas adaptaciones de obras 
orquestales para la Banda Republicana. En 1962 obtiene el Premio 
Roma del Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores para ampliación de 
estudios en Roma y allí recibió el magisterio de Godofredo Petrassi 
en la Academia de Santa Cecilia. Aprovechando su estancia en 
Italia asistió a un curso de dirección de orquesta en Siena con 
Sergio Celebidache. De Italia y como compromiso del Premio 
Roma viaja por distintas ciudades europeas deteniéndose 
especialmente en Munich, donde tuvo contacto con las nuevas 
innovaciones atonales y la música electrónica.  
Terminado el fecundo periplo por Europa, se estableció en 
Valencia, en donde ganó por oposición y sucesivamente las 
cátedras de contrapunto y composición. En 1971, a propuesta del 
claustro de profesores, fue nombrado director del conservatorio 
valenciano, cargo que mantuvo hasta 1976 y bajo cuya gestión se 
iniciaron las obras del nuevo edificio del Conservatorio, se 
estableció una cátedra ambulante para el estudio de instrumentos 
de cuerda, gracias a la cual están naciendo, felizmente, 
numerosas orquestas en la Comunidad Valenciana, se crearon 
nuevas ramas de estudio , Órgano, clavecín, musicología etc. Su 
labor pedagógica de aquella época quedó completada con la 
edición en 1975 de una “Técnica del Contrapunto” fruto de una 
pensión que le concedió la Fundación Juan March para realizar 
una investigación de la evolución experimentada en este campo. 
La obra tuvo una rápida acogida y puede afirmase que la utilizan 
todos los conservatorios españoles y muchos hispanoamericanos.  
Afincado en Valencia, ha realizado en esta ciudad casi toda su 
obra musical, viviendo un ambiente de labor ininterrumpida, como 
muestra el amplio proyecto de una “Antología de la Música 
Valenciana” con discos grabados por la firma ANEC, la dirección 
del proyecto musical de la Diputación Valenciana “Retrobem la 
nostra música”, con edición impresa de obras originales para 
banda y grabación discográfica de estas obras por bandas 
valencianas no profesionales. 
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Bloch Waldemar  (English) 
The Austrian composer, conductor and pianist Waldemar Bloch, 
was born on May 5, 1906 in Vienna, but soon moved to Graz to 
study piano and composition with the famous Roderich von 
Mojcisovics. After the war in 1945, Waldemar taught piano at the 
Styrian Provincial Conservatory of Music and theory at the famous 
Academy of Music in Graz in 1956; the same year he wrote our 
Sonata. A few critics consider his music well suited for film scores 
due to its fragmented and emotionally charged melodramatic 
interjections. The Sonate for violin and guitar begins with a model 
Sonata-Allegro movement, followed by a melancholy slow 
movement which explores the sounds of a 'muted' violin, 
concluding with a fugue (which is quite rare outside of 
transcriptions). We feel that the intimate nature of guitar and 
violin best communicates the subtle inflections found in the music 
of Waldemar Bloch. His theoretical treatises: Neue Harmonielehre 
(1948), Allgemeine Musikkunde (1954), and Tonsatzlehre in 1966 
and his local stardom earned him the State Prize from the 
Austrian Republic. Bloch passed away on February 19, 1984 in 
Graz. 

Blomdahl Karl-Birger (English) 
Composer, teacher, was born in Växjö (Småland), died in 
Stockholm. He studied music theory and composition with Hilding 
C.Rosenberg, and at the conservatory of Stockholm conducting 
with Tor Mann. He founded in 1934 the “Monday-Group” to learn 
about new music, since c.1946 he taught composition, and in 
1960-64 was professor of composition at the conservatory of 
Stockholm. He composed vocal music, 2 operas, 3 ballets and a 
lot of chamber music. (Rainer Stelle, 2009) 

Blyton Carey (English) 
Carey Blyton, nephew of the children’s writer, Enid Blyton, was 
born at Beckenham, Kent in 1932. He was educated at the 
Grammar School there and showed, during the earlier part of this 
time, not merely an apathy towards music but a marked hostility 
to it until, as a convalescent from polio during 1947/8, he was 
taught the piano to while away the time. 
In 1953 he entered Trinity College of Music, London, and during 
four years there he obtained all three college diplomas (Associate, 
Licentiate and Fellow) and in 1954 won the Sir Granville Bantock 
Prize for Composition. He studied harmony, counterpoint, 
orchestration and musical history with Dr William Lovelock, and in 
1957 he obtained a B.Mus. (London) degree and was awarded by 
the Sir Winston Churchill Endowment Fund a 10-month 
scholarship in composition tenable at Det Kongelige Danske 
Musik-konser-vatorium, Copenhagen. Returning to England in 
1958, he became music editor to Mills Music Ltd, which position 
he held for five years. Since June 1963 he has freelanced as 
composer, arranger, music editor and lecturer. He was Professor 
of Harmony, Counterpoint & Orchestration at Trinity College of 
Music, London, from 1963 to 1973, and Visiting Professor of 
Composition for Film, Television & Radio at the Guildhall School of 
Music and Drama, London, from 1972 to 1983, where he 
pioneered the first course of tuition in these specialised aspects of 
musical composition at a musical conservatoire in this country. In 
September, 1964, he was appointed music editor to the Music 
Department of Faber & Faber Ltd (now Faber Music Ltd), which 
position he held until 1974. While at Faber’s he was Benjamin 
Britten’s personal editor, from 1963 to 1971, being responsible for 
the editorial work on that composer’s works from “Curlew River” 
to “Owen Wingrave”, and on many works by Gustav Holst. 
Apart from two occasional songs writ-ten in the 1990s, The Flea 
and Indigo Blues, the songs on this CD date from the 1950s and 
1960s, particularly the former. The years from 1948 — when 
Carey Blyton began to take piano lessons and started to show an 
increasing interest in music — to 1953 — when he commenced his 
formal training as a musician at Trinity College of Music, London 
— were crucial years, in which his style as a composer was 
forged. These years included his participation in the activities of 
The Beckenham Salon as accompanist in his own songs and have 
been described by one writer as his ‘naive period’. 
The two decades covered by this CD saw the writing of some 42 
serious songs, almost half of his output of 100 solo and choral 
songs.  
In the three decades after 1970 Carey Blyton concentrated on 

music for schools, choirs and competitions, not returning to 
serious song-writing until the year 2000, when he wrote a short, 
epigrammatic song-cycle based on Eastern poems called Lyrics 
from the East for Ian and Jennifer Partridge and a 7-verse 
memorial ballad, Dirge for St. Patrick’s Night, a setting of a poem 
by Elsa Corbluth written after the death of her daughter aged 18. 
Active in the Beckenham/Bromley area of Kent between 1950 and 
1954, The Beckenham Salon was an informal association of 
writers, poets, composers and other creative artists which 
provided an outlet for their artistic activities. Carey Blyton was 
one of the five founder members. For the first two years it 
operated in private houses, along the lines of the l9th century 
salons. It ‘went public’ in 1952 and the last public concert took 
place in 1954, after which it ceased its activities. Through this 
organisation, Carey Blyton was able to hear (and often actively 
participate in) the first performances of most of his works from 
Op.1 to Op.15 (mainly songs and chamber music) — an invaluable 
experience for a young composer at the outset of his career. 
Web: http://www.careyblyton.co.uk/index.htm 

Bo Sonia (English) 
Bo, Sonia (b. March 27, 1960, Lecco). Italian composer of 
orchestral, chamber, choral, vocal, piano, organ, and 
electroacoustic works that have been successfully performed 
across Europe and in Asia and the USA. 
Ms. Bo received her diploma in piano in 1981 and in choral music 
and conducting in 1983. She studied composition under Renato 
Dionisi and Azio Corghi at the Conservatorio di Milano, where she 
received her diploma with full marks in 1985. In 1988, she 
completed the postgraduate studies at the Accademia di Santa 
Cecilia in Rome with Franco Donatoni. 
She has received many awards, including First prizes at the Guido 
d’Arezzo Composers Competition (1985, for Frammenti da 
Jacopone), the composition competition of the European Cultural 
Foundation (1985, for Da una lettura di Husserl) and the 
composition competition G. Savagnone in Rome (1986, for 
Quartetto). In addition, she has received First Prize at the 
international composition competition Alpe Adria Giovani in Trieste 
(1988, for Due Bagatelle) and a gold plate at the international 
Premio Città di Trieste (1995, for Synopsis). 
She has also earned many acknowledgments in international and 
national competitions, such as the Okanagan Music Festival for 
Composers (Canada, 1983) and the prizes Friuli (1985), Ennio 
Porrino (1985), Franco Evangelisti (1987), and Valentino Bucchi 
(1989). 
Her compositions have been performed at many international and 
national festivals, such as Spaziomusica (Cagliari), Traiettorie 
sonore (Como), the Teatro Comunale and Maggio Musicale 
Fiorentino (Florence), the Teatro alla Scala (Milan), the Nuova 
Consonanza and Nuovi Spazi Musicali (directed by Ada Gentile) 
(Rome), the Antidogma (Turin), and the Biennale (Venice). In 
addition, Festival Focus at Juilliard (New York), the Almeida 
(London), Nieuwe Muziek (Middelburg), Musica Nova (Sofia), and 
Europhonia (Zagreb) festivals have featured her music, which has 
also been broadcast in Europe and abroad. 
Since 1997, she has taught composition at the Conservatorio di 
Milano and has previously taught at universities in Ferrara, 
Verona, Pesaro, and Piacenza. 
Ricordi is the principal publisher of her works, while Curci, Edipan 
and Rugginenti also publish some of her works. 
She is married to the composer Giuseppe Colardo. 
Web: http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/bosonia.htm 
(2010) 

Boccadoro Carlo (Italiano) 
Carlo Boccadoro - compositore, direttore d’orchestra, pianista, 
percussionista e musicologo - ha studiato al Conservatorio 
“G.Verdi” di Milano dove si è diplomato in Pianoforte e Strumenti a 
Percussione. Nello stesso istituto ha studiato Composizione con 
diversi insegnanti, tra i quali Paolo Arata, Bruno Cerchio, Ivan 
Fedele e Marco Tutino. Ha inoltre frequentato il corso di Tecnica 
dell’Improvvisazione jazzistica tenuto da Giorgio Gaslini. 
Dal 1990 la sua musica è presente in tutte le più importanti 
stagioni musicali italiane: Teatro alla Scala, Piccolo Teatro, 
Pomeriggi Musicali, Orchestra “Verdi” e Festival “Suoni e Visioni” 
di Milano; Biennale di Venezia; Teatro Filarmonico di Verona; 
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Teatro Regio, Settembre Musica e Unione Musicale di Torino; 
Teatro Carlo Felice e Teatro dell’Archivolto di Genova; Teatro 
Comunale e Musica Insieme di Bologna; Ferrara Musica e 
Aterforum di Ferrara; Orchestra “A.Toscanini” dell'Emilia Romagna 
e Teatro Regio di Parma; Maggio Musicale Fiorentino e Orchestra 
della Toscana; Cantiere Internazionale D’Arte di Montepulciano; 
Accademia Filarmonica Romana; Teatro Caio Melisso di Spoleto; 
Filarmonica Umbra; Teatro Massimo e Amici della Musica di 
Palermo; Teatro Comunale di Cagliari; Festival del Jazz di Sassari, 
ecc. La sua musica è stata inoltre eseguita in molti paesi, tra i 
quali Francia, Spagna, Germania, Olanda (Concertgebouw di 
Amsterdam), Inghilterra, Scozia (Royal Academy di Glasgow), 
Turchia, USA, Giappone. 
Fra gli esecutori si ricordano solisti come Bruno Canino, 
Alessandro Carbonare, Gianni Coscia, Enrico Dindo, Andrea 
Griminelli, Andrea Lucchesini, Mario Marzi, Fabrizio Meloni, 
Stefano Montanari, Danilo Perez, Danilo Rossi, Emanuele Segre, 
Giovanni Sollima, Gianluigi Trovesi; direttori come Philippe 
Auguin, Antonio Ballista, Martyn Brabbins, Mario Brunello, Bruno 
Campanella, Othmar Maga, Jerzy Maksymiuk; gruppi strumentali 
come Il Quartetto Borciani, Il Quintetto Bibiena, I Solisti della 
Scala, Il Trio Italiano; attori e cantanti come Sonia Bergamasco, 
Lella Costa, Maria Pia De Vito, Vincenzo La Scola, Moni Ovadia, 
Katia Ricciarelli. 
Per il teatro ha composto il balletto Games (Teatro alla Scala, 
coreografia di Fabrizio Monteverde) e tre opere liriche, tutte su 
libretti di Dario Oliveri: A qualcuno piace tango (commissionata 
dal Teatro Regio di Torino e ripresa successivamente a Palermo, 
Narni e Milano), Rimini addio! (commissionata dall'Ente lirico 
Arena di Verona) e La Donna nel quadro (recentemente andata in 
scena al Teatro Donizetti di Bergamo). 
E’ tra i fondatori di “Sentieri Selvaggi”, un progetto culturale 
dedicato alla diffusione della musica d'oggi, che comprende un 
Ensemble strumentale, un Festival che ottiene da anni un 
lusinghiero successo, la realizzazione di due compact disc dedicati 
alla nuova musica italiana e un libro/CD sulla nuova musica 
internazionale edito da Einaudi. 
Web: http://www.sonzogno.it/index.htm 

Boccia Leonardo (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore italiano. Ha studiato in Germania con 
Carlo Domeniconi e Klaus Michael Krause. Dal 1978 si è trasferito 
in Brasile a Bahia. 

Boda John (English) 
JOHN BODA was born in Boyceville, Wisconsin on August 2, 1922. 
He received his B.S. Degree in Music Education from Kent State 
University in 1944. and his Master of Music and Dottor of Musical 
Arts Degree (in Composition) from the Eastman School of Music in 
1945 and 1956 respectively. Piano being his principal instrument, 
his most prominent teachers were Franklyn Carnahan and Jose 
Echaniz. 
In 1946-47 he served as apprentice conductor to George Szell and 
the Cleveland Orchestra. Since that time he has been attive as 
conductor and pianist in the Southern part of the country. Dr. 
Boda taught at Otterbein College (Ohio) in 1945-46 and has been 
on the Faculty of the Florida State University School of Music since 
1947, where he is Professor of Theory, Composition, Piano, and 
Director of Dissertations in Composition. 
His published Compositions include: 
THREE SONGS  FOR JUNIOR  CHORUS (Before the Paling, Bahe of 
Beauty [these being also recorded by the Lutheran Hour Chorus], 
Behold the Stone) 
TROMBONE AND PIANO SONATINA 
CLARINET AND PIANO SONATINA 
BRASS QUARTET (Recorded by the Georgia State Brass Fnscmble) 
SINFONIA ( 1960) (a Ford Grant work) is recorded by the 
Knoxville Orchestra. 
This work has also been performed by the Oklahoma, Rochester, 
National Symphony (Washington, D.C.) Orchestras and at the 
Brevard Festival in Florida. 
Commissions in compositions include works for the Lutheran Hour 
Chorus, Benjamin Award for 
Quiet Music, Orlando Orchestra and the work for guitar 
(Introduction and Dance). 
John Boda specializes in ensembles. His other compositions 

include Sonatinas for: Tuba and Piano, Cello and Piano, Violin and 
Piano, Trombone and Piano, Flute and Piano, Clarinet and Piano, 
Viola and Piano, String Bass and Piano, Violin and Harpsichord; 
Two Works for Brass Quartet; Trio for Piano, Celio, Violin; 
Sinfonieta for Chamber Orchestra; Concertino for Two Pianos, 
Brass and Percussion; Sinfonia for Band; Two Choral Preludes for 
Organ; numerous choral works, and a piano concerto. 

Bodorvá Sylvie (English) 
(Born 1954) studied composition at the Janacek Academy in Brno 
and as a post-graduate later on at the Music Academy in Prague. 
She continued her studies in Gdansk and Siena (with Professor 
Franco Donatoni at the Academia Chigiana) and from 1987 she 
regularly attended Professor Ton de Leuw’s composition courses in 
Amsterdam. She taught at the Janacek Academy in Brno and, in 
the 90s, at the CCM Cincinnati, Ohio (Composer in Residence 
1994-95, 1995-96). Her works have since the early 80s been 
performed in all the continents, even in the Antarctic where her 
’Homage to Columbus’ for guitar was heard in 1997. She has 
received several competition prizes (Mannheim, Czech Radio 
Prague) and many commissions, the latest from the Warwick 
Festival (Terezin Ghetto Requiem’- Skampa Quartet). 

Body Jack (English) 
Jack Body (born in 1944) studied at Auckland University (1963-
67). With a QEII Arts Council grant he attended the Ferien Kurse 
fur Neue Musik, Cologne and Institute of Sonology, Utrecht, 
Netherlands (1969/70). For two years (1976-77) he was a guest 
lecturer at the Akademi Musik Indonesia, Yogyakarta and since 
1980 he has lectured at the School of Music, Victoria University of 
Wellington. 
His music covers almost all genres, including solo and chamber 
music, orchestral music, music-theatre, music for dance and film 
as well as electroacoustic music. A fascination with the music and 
cultures of Asia, particularly Indonesia, has been a strong 
influence on his music. His ethnomusicological recordings include 
Music for Sale: Street Musicians of Yogyakarta (OMCD 006, and 
TC HLS-91), Music of Madura (CD ODE 1381) and Jemblung: Sung 
Narrative Traditions (PAN 2048CD). 
His music has been played widely and by such performers as 
Lontano, Kronos Quartet, ARC, the NZ String Quartet, the New 
Zealand Symphony Orchestra, the BBC Symphony Orchestra and 
so on. He also works in experimental photography and computer-
controlled sound-image installations, having received commissions 
from several public galleries. His opera “Alley” was premiered to 
wide acclaim at the 1998 NZ International Festival of the Arts. 
As a promoter of New Zealand music he has organised a series of 
Sonic Circuses, simultaneous multi-venue music marathons. He is 
the Director of Waiteata Music Press which publishes scores of 
New Zealand music, and has edited numerous CDs of New 
Zealand music. In 1985 he received the Composers' Association of 
New Zealand Citation for Services to New Zealand music and in 
2001 he was honoured with an OMNZ in the New Year's Honours. 
Jack Body was artistic director for the Asia-Pacific Festivals and 
Conferences in 1984 and 1992, which focused on the music 
(traditional and contemporary) of New Zealand and its Asia-Pacific 
neighbours.  
Recordings of his music include “Suara” (Ode CD Manu 1380), 
electroacoustic compositions using field recordings from 
Indonesia, “Sacred and Profane” (Ode Portal CD 1004), three 
large scale works for voices and “Pulse” (Rattle D009), a series of 
five works based on transcriptions from traditional music. “Pulse” 
won the 2002 NZ Music Award for Best Classical CD. 

Boehm Roland (English) 
Roland Boehm studied guitar with Hans Gräf. He worked as guitar 
teacher. Later he became one of the conductors of the youth 
guitar orchestra Baden-Wuerttemberg, with whom he also 
recorded his work “(T)raumklänge”. His work “Szenen” for guitar 
solo is also recorded on CD. He plays as Guitar Duo with Oliver 
Woog and since 2015 as “Süddeutsches Gitarrentrio” with Oliver 
Woog and Jakob Haufler.  (Rainer Stelle) 

Boero Felipe (Italiano) 
(1884-1958) 
Compositore argentino nato e morto a Buenos Aires. Ha studiato 
composizione con Pablo Beruti in Buenos Aires, e con Paul Vidal in 
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Paris (1912-14). È stato tra i fondatori della 'Associación 
Argentina de Compositores'. 

Bogdanovic Dusan (English) 
A richly gifted composer, improviser and guitarist, Dusan 
Bogdanovic has explored musical languages which are reflected in 
his style today a unique synthesis of classical, jazz and ethnic 
music. As a soloist and in collaboration with other artists, 
Bogdanovic has toured extensively throughout Europe, Asia, 
Japan and the United States. His performing and recording 
activities include work with chamber ensembles of diverse stylistic 
orientations: the De Falla Trio; harpsichord/guitar duo with Elaine 
Comparone; and jazz collaborations with James Newton, Milcho 
Leviev, Charlie Haden, Miroslav Tadic, Mark Nauseef, Anthony 
Cox, and others. Dusan Bogdanovic's recording credits include  
several albums, on Intuition, Sony/Global Pacific, M.A Recordings, 
ESS.A.Y, Concord Records, GSP and other labels, ranging from 
Bach Trio Sonatas to contemporary works. His compositions are 
published by Doberman-Yppan, Canada, Berben Editions, Italy 
and Guitar Solo Publications in the US. Among his most recent 
commissions are a ballet-poeme Crow, premiered by the Pacific 
Dance Company and performed at the Los Angeles Theater 
Center; a sextet Sevdalinka, written for the Newman-Oltman 
guitar duo with the Turtle Island Quartet; Over the Edge, 
composed for the Lafayette Trio, as well as solo guitar works 
written for Alvaro Pierri, David Starobin, Eduardo Isaac, Scott 
Tennant and William Kanengiser. 
Bogdanovic was born in Yugoslavia in 1955. He completed his 
studies of composition and orchestration at the Geneva 
Conservatory with P. Wissmer and A. Ginastera and in guitar 
performance with Maria Livia São Marcos. Early in his career, he 
received the only First Prize at the Geneva Competition and gave 
a highly acclaimed debut recital in Carnegie Hall in 1977. He has 
taught at the Geneva Conservatory and the University of Southern 
California and is presently engaged by the San Francisco 
Conservatory. 
His theoretical work includes Poly-rhythmic and Polymetric 
Studies, as well as a bilingual publication covering three-voice 
counterpoint and Renaissance improvisation for guitar and with a 
structural analysis of motivic metamorphoses in composition and 
improvisation (Berben Editions). He has also collaborated on 
multi-disciplinary projects involving music, psychology, philosophy 
and fine arts. (2001) 
Web: http://pages.infinit.net/doyp/dusanbio.htm 

Böhm Rainer (English) 
He studied composition and conducting at the Academy of Music 
“Hanns Eisler” Berlin. After that he was a master student of 
composition at the Academy of Arts in Berlin. In 1984 he became 
music director of the Berliner Ensemble. He collaborated with 
theatre directors such as Heiner Müller, Christoph Schroth, Claus 
Peymann and Manfred Wekwerth. He also wrote a number of 
music for documentary filmmaker Volker Koepp. (Rainer Stelle) 

Böhme Baldur (English) 
Baldur Böhme was born in 1932 in Weimar, died 2008 in Weimar. 
His parents, both music teachers, gave him music lessons from 
around 1937. He studied the violin under professors Fritz Ehlers, 
Robert Reitz and Walter Hausmann. His first efforts in 
composition, (1944 -Pieces for Piano), were supervised by his 
father, Fritz Böhme, who taught at the Franz-Liszt-Hochschule 
(the music college in Weimar). His father was also publicly known 
as a composer. Baldur Böhme gave his first violin recital shortly 
after the end of the war, in a gloomy period in Weimar (spring 
1947). 
Böhme dedicated himself to orchestral work in 1952. For many 
years he either played first violin or was concertmaster at the 
“Städtischen Bühnen Erfurt”, at the “Gewandhaus zu Leipzig” and 
at the “Staatsoper Berlin”. He views orchestral experience as 
being a fundamental and indispensable basis for composition - 
that and the striving towards complete mastery of musical 
interpretation, on whichever instrument. This is vouched for by 
countless examples throughout the history of music. Böhme has 
taught violin since 1966; and in 1976 he became lecturer, later 
professor, at the Franz Liszt - Hochschule in Weimar (until his 
retirement in 1999). During this period he performed extensively 
with the “Schumann-Trio” (with Martin Högner: piano and 

Brunhard Böhme: violoncello). He conducted the orchestra of the 
specialist music school Belvedere in 1983 and 1984 and, from 
time to time, the chamber orchestra at the Franz-Liszt -
Hochschule. He has also conducted numerous performances of his 
own works. 
For a list of Boehme's most important compositions, see below. 
He also wrote the film music for two DEFA films. Recently his chief 
interest has been the composition of opera. 
One could describe Böhme's compositional style as classic-
romantic with a modern element, by all means independent and 
therefore recognizable within the present-day cultural scene. In 
accordance with his beliefs, and ever following his aims, he rejects 
all efforts that try to kindle interest through outer instances in 
favour of the true and original “mission” of music. 
About this, Böhme himself said: 
For me, most important are the words of Robert Schumann: “To 
send light into the depths of the human heart is the artist's 
mission.” A more apt expression is surely not to be found, the 
content of which should to my mind be effected anew in a 
comprehensive way; in our time in particular this seems to be 
necessary. To put this into practice it would be helpful to build a 
nest in a fitting place with like-minded people. Perhaps there are 
three of four willing “singers” through whose voices, with the help 
of passion and skill, joyfulness and warmth of heart could shine. 
Web: http://www.baldurboehme.de/  

Boisdeffre René (English) 
René de Boisdeffre (1838-1906) was a French musician and 
composer of chamber music. Born in Vesoul, Boisdeffre studied 
with Auguste Barbereau and Charles Wagner, developing an 
elegant compositional style that won him the Prix Chartier in 
1883. Focusing primarily on chamber music for strings, he also 
composed piano pieces, songs, a mass, and a symphony. Though 
his works quickly fell out of favor (from what the Macmillan 
Encyclopedia cites as a lack of inventiveness). 
Web: 
http://digitalscores.wordpress.com/2010/10/07/rene%CC%81-
de-boisdeffre/ 

Bolaños César (Italiano) 
Compositore peruviano nato a Lima nel 1931. Ha studiato in 
patria con Andrés Sas, ed negli Stati Uniti alla Manhattan School 
of Music (New York). Si è perfezionato a Buenos Aires al Centro 
Latinoamericano de Altos Estudio Musicales con Ginastera, Nono, 
Copland, Maderna. 

Boll Hans (English) 
Composer, accordionist, pedagogue, born in Apolda (Thuringia), 
died in Berlin. 
His parents had their own hairdressing business and intended to 
educate young Hans as their successor to the business. However, 
he showed a strong devotion to music since his early childhood, 
which was initially not taken seriously by his parents. Although he 
was allowed to take lessons on some instruments - classical 
guitar, violin and piano - but it took a long time until his parents 
felt that their son would not be dissuaded from his predilection for 
music. 
At the age of 16, he dropped out of the barber's apprenticeship, 
took the entrance exam at the Hochschule für Musik in Weimar 
and began to study Kapellmeister. As a result of the Second World 
War, he had to cancel this study and do his military service. His 
training took place in France, where he received after the basic 
training in a music corps as an oboist (Note: He had oboe in 
Weimar occupied as an orchestral instrument, a requirement that 
was mandatory in Kapellmeisterstudium.). Until 1944 he worked 
as an oboist in this music corps, which was stationed in various 
areas of the Russian war zone. Thereafter, all instruments were 
relocated to Tarnowitz (Poland), where they were lost due to the 
effects of the war. 
Due to a wound, he escaped captivity shortly before the end of 
the war. Since all his musical instruments (oboe, classical guitar, 
as well as a precious Morino accordion) were lost during the war, 
he decided to comply with his father's request and take over the 
hairdressing business. 
After the return of his comrades from captivity (1948), they 
convinced him to resume the music. They founded an ensemble 
and since that time have been regularly heard in the 
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Landessender Weimar. Some time later he participated in the 
Klingenthaler Musiktage and won the first place. From 1951 to 
1952 he worked as an editor at the then Berliner Rundfunk, led 
from 1952 to 1953 a mixed orchestra with folk instruments at the 
State Folk Art Ensemble of the GDR and then received in 1953 at 
the College of Music Berlin (later College of Music Hanns Eisler) 
one Chair of artistic accordion playing, ensemble playing, 
instrumentation and other subjects and built a special field with 
the aim to train primarily accordion and guitar teachers for music 
schools. 
In 1955, he was awarded by the then Minister of Culture, the 
State Prize for Artistic Folk Creation 1st Class. 
In 1956 he opposed the instructions of the Minister of Culture, 
took part in the German Accordion Championship in Ludwigsburg - 
there was no wall - and won there as a GDR citizen the title of 
“German Accordion Master”. Afterwards, Hans Boll stopped 
participating in competitions in order to devote more attention to 
teaching at the university, to his freelance work at the State 
Broadcasting Committee and to extensive concert activities at 
home and abroad. Concert tours have taken him to Finland, 
Poland, India, Iraq, Austria, Mongolia, Romania, Italy, Switzerland 
and Russia. 
From 1970 to 1974 Hans Boll completed a composition study in 
the context of evening and distance learning with Gerhard Tittel. 
He had previously taken private composition lessons with Günter 
Kochan and conducting lessons with Willy Niepolt to perfect his 
conducting skills. Until 1984 he worked in the GDR as a composer, 
arranger, instrumentalist and conductor. 
Since the work of a new rector at the University of Music, Hans 
Boll's relationship to some members of the university 
management has become increasingly complicated, so that Hans 
Boll after a scandal, the said rector on Dies academicus public, 
considered leaving the GDR forever , In 1984 the opportunity 
arose during a concert tour with the famous actress and singer 
Vera Oelschlegel in Italy. 
The professional new beginning in the Federal Republic of 
Germany was initially very difficult for him. After a time without 
employment and in the course of professional reorientation he 
was able to re-establish links with publishers, print works not yet 
published and also compose new ones. Et al He was also 
successful as musical director of the Bochum Planetarium. 
The contact with the Lethmato Accordion Orchestra was a stroke 
of luck for him. He took over the direction of the orchestra from 
1987 to 1989 and composed symphonic variations on “Innsbruck, 
I must let you” for this orchestra, took part in a competition that 
takes place every 3 years and immediately won the 2nd place in 
the “OBERSTUFE” from 82 participating orchestras in this 
category. He also led with Guido Wagner several years, the State 
Youth Accordion Orchestra of North Rhine-Westphalia and had 
several overseas appearances. The attempt to publish a new 
record after the change in 1989 was unsuccessful due to a lack of 
demand. From 1990 to 1992 Hans Boll was conductor of the 
Bochumer Zitherorchester. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Bolling Claude (English) 
Claude Bolling was born in Cannes in 1930. He was educated in 
Nice and in Paris; at the tender age of 14 he was already enjoying 
the reputation of a jazz piano wonder Child. The first to notice his 
exceptional aptitude for this kind of music was Duke Ellington, 
who later became his friend and advisor. Bolling also worked with 
such greats as Lionel Hampton or Kenny Clark. He has won many 
Grammy awards in recognition of his skill as composer, conductor, 
arranger and piano player. The World famous flutist, Jean-Pierre 
Rampal once asked Claude: “Could write for me a classical piece 
with a jazz background?” And so the “Suite for flute and piano” 
was born. The success of that composition inspired Bolling to 
create similar works using the violin (recorded by Pinchas 
Zukerman himself!), cello, trumpet, and finally, the guitar. The 
first guitarist to perform his works was the well known Spanish 
guitarist Angel Romano, accompanied by excellent musicians such 
as George Shearing on piano, Ray Brown on double bass and 
Shelly Manne on drums. Later other recordings appeared, 
including the one with a solo by the famous Alexander Lagoya. 

Bolling Claude (Français) 
Pianiste, compositeur, arrangeur et chef d'orchestre, Claude 
Bolling est sans doute actuellement l'un des musiciens français les 
plus réputés dans le monde, dans les domaines allant du jazz à la 
variété et la musique de film. 
Dès les premières leçons de piano, il trouve dans la musique la 
passion de sa vie, l'univers idéal où sa sensibilité artistique peut 
donner libre cours à sa créativité. 
Bien que né à Cannes le 10 avril 1930, Claude Bolling a toujours 
vécu à Paris, malgré un intermède niçois pendant l'Occupation, au 
cours duquel il reçoit l'enseignement précieux de Marie-Louise 
“Bob” Colin, pianiste, trompettiste et batteur dans un des 
nombreux orchestres féminins à la mode dans l'entre-deux-
guerres. 
Ayant, par un de ses camarades d'école, découvert le monde 
magique du jazz, il a tôt fait de s'intéresser à Thomas “Fats” 
Waller, dont la musique festive ne manque pas de l'attirer. Il est 
encore en culottes courtes quand, en 1945, il remporte le tournoi 
des amateurs, organisé par Jazz Hot et le Hot Club de France à 
Paris. Son champ d'intérêt s'étend rapidement aux autres maîtres 
du piano : Willie “The Lion” Smith, Eroll Garner et Earl Hines dont 
il est le disciple. 
Il a seize ans lorsqu'il organise sa première formation avec 
quelques jeunes musiciens de talent, enregistrant son premier 
disque à dix-huit ans. Mais la vie professionnelle lui fait ressentir 
le besoin d'acquérir un authentique bagage musical. Germaine 
Mounier (piano classique), Léo Chauliac (piano jazz), Maurice 
Duruflé (harmonie), André Hodeir (contrepoint, orchestration, 
écriture jazz) seront ses maîtres formateurs. 
Après un service militaire passé dans la “Musique” du Premier 
Train des Equipages, où il joue du trombone et des percussions, 
c'est par le jazz que Claude Bolling entre dans la profession. Il fait 
les beaux soirs de tous les établissements à la mode Club Saint-
Germain, Vieux Colombier, Caveau de la Huchette… autant de 
lieux emblématiques d'une activité jazzistique intense. Les grands 
solistes américains de passage en France ne manquent pas de 
faire appel à lui. Il participe aux séances d'enregistrement et aux 
concerts de Rex Stewart, Buck Clayton, Lionel Hampton, Albert 
Nicholas, Roy Eldridge… devenant une des personnalités les plus 
en vue du monde du jazz à Paris. 
Claude Bolling doit au jazz d'avoir fait la connaissance de Boris 
Vian, pour lequel il écrit les arrangements des “Chansons 
Possibles et Impossibles. Le succès de ce disque lui met le pied à 
l'étrier dans le monde des variétés. Plusieurs artistes célèbres à 
partir des années cinquante et soixante lui confient alors la 
direction musicale de leurs réalisations : Sacha Distel, Jacqueline 
François, Juliette Greco, Henri Salvador, Brigitte Bardot… font 
appel à lui pour leurs albums. Et c'est à l'un d'entre eux, Dario 
Moréno, vedette d'une production cinématographique, qu'il doit 
d'écrire sa première musique de film. Il est aussi le créateur du 
groupe des “Parisiennes”. 
René Clément l'engage ensuite pour écrire la partition de “Le Jour 
et l'Heure”. Il commence alors une véritable carrière de 
compositeur de musique de films. Il en a, à ce jour, écrit plus de 
cent, dont certaines ont été d'immenses succès (Borsalino, 
Louisiane, Flic Story, Le Magnifique, The Awakening, California 
Suite...). 
Animant dans les années soixante les grandes émissions 
télévisées de variétés d'Albert Raisner, de Maritie et Gilbert 
Carpentier, de Jean-Christophe Averty…, il compose pour la 
télévision de nombreuses musiques, dont certaines restent dans 
toutes les mémoires (Les Brigades du Tigre, La Garçonne, Le 
Clan…). 
L'expérience professionnelle et ses succès confèrent à Claude 
Bolling une autorité incontestée parmi ses collègues musiciens, lui 
permettant de travailler avec les plus grands noms de la 
profession, toutes musiques confondues. Il invente ainsi une 
forme nouvelle d'expression, sorte de patchwork musical, la 
“Crossover Music”, qui fait, sans les dénaturer, cohabiter, dans 
des pièces très organisées, les syntaxes du jazz et du classique. 
Sa Suite pour Flûte et Jazz Piano Trio, écrite à l'intention de Jean-
Pierre Rampal et enregistrée avec lui, connaîtra un immense 
succès aux Etats-Unis. Elle restera 530 semaines au hit parade et 
obtiendra les disques d'or et de platine. L'expérience se reproduira 
par la suite avec Alexandre Lagoya, Pinchas Zukerman, Maurice 
André, Yo Yo Ma, l'English Chamber Orchestra, Patrice et Renaud 
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Fontanarosa, Marielle Normdann, Guy Touvron, Eric Franceries… 
Le talent de Claude Bolling a pu s'exprimer dans toutes les formes 
d'expression musicale. Cependant, l'homme reste dans son 
tréfonds, un musicien de jazz qui continue à vibrer pour un solo 
de ragtime, pour un air de boogie, pour une orchestration de Sy 
Oliver. Le pianiste parfois s'efface et devient enfin chef, son rêve 
ellingtonnien d'un big band, qu'il organise et dirige depuis les 
années soixante-dix. Cette grande formation, composée de 
musiciens de très grand talent travaillant avec lui depuis de 
longues années, ne tarde pas à faire reconnaître ses qualités 
exceptionnelles. Il a fêté son vingtième anniversaire en 1996 et a 
fait le tour du monde : invité aux Etats-Unis, en Asie, en 
Amérique du Sud, au Mexique… c'est partout un immense succès 
auprès d'un public large, conquis par le caractère populaire du 
jazz. 
Claude Bolling se fait alors serviteur des musiques de Duke 
Ellington, de Count Basie, de Jimmie Luncefor, de Glenn Miller… 
Ses albums sont le reflet de ce répertoire immortel, mais sont 
également l'occasion de présenter ses propres compositions 
écrites dans le respect d'une grande tradition. Il peut aussi 
accueuillir les plus grandes personnalités du jazz, tels que les 
chanteurs Joe Williams, Carmen McRae, Dee Dee Bridgewater, et 
les instumentistes Willima “Cat” Anderson (tp), Dizzy Gillespie 
(tp) Jon Faddis (tp), Sam Woodyard (dm), Rhoda Scott (organ). 
Claude Bolling a même pu faire jouer ensemble son big band et 
celui d'Illinois Jacquet ou le Duke/Mercer Ellington Orchestra. Sa 
rencontre avec Stéphane Grappelli en 1991 dans l'album First 
Class (Django d'Or et Prix du HCF 1993) est l'une des grandes 
réussites phonographiques de ces dernières années. 
La palette du talent de Claude “Bollington”, comme l'avait 
affectueusement surnommé Boris Vian, s'est en 1996 élargie à la 
musique de scène, avec sa participation à la création, en première 
mondiale sur la scène du Théâtre National de Chaillot, de A Drum 
is a Woman, la composition de Duke Ellington, son maître et ami, 
mise en scène par Jérôme Savary. 
Aujourd'hui, Claude Bolling occupe, par son rayonnement 
personnel, le rôle d'ambassadeur itinérant de la France dans le 
monde. Il œuvre à la reconnaissance du jazz et d'une école, 
comme l'ont fait les deux grands maîtres français, Django 
Reinhardt et Stéphane Grappelli. 
Web: http://www.claude-bolling.com/fr/biographie.asp 

Bombardelli Umberto (Italiano) 
Compositore ed organista italiano nato a Milano nel 1954. Ha 
studiato presso il Pontificio Istituto Ambrosiano di Musica Sacra, 
diplomandosi in organo e composizione organistica. Ha inoltre 
studiato composizione con Pippo Molino e Niccolò Castiglioni. 

Bonaguri Paolo (Italiano) 
Nato a Forlì nel 1927, ha studiato privatamente pianoforte e 
organo ma si è dedicato principalmente alla composizione. Ha 
studiato armonia sotto la guida del m° Luigi Bettucci e 
contrappunto con il m° Cesare Martuzzi. Ha composto brani di 
musica sacra e di musica profana per coro, per pianoforte, 
organo,chitarra classica, orchestra d'archi e quartetto. 
Ha curato la trascrizione, rielaborazione e revisione dell'opera 
musicale di Don Gaetano Lugaresi, di mons. Giuseppe Prati (don 
Pippo) e di Piero Maroncelli. 
Sua è una Suite Romagnola in cinque tempi per orchestra 
(comprendente elaborazioni di altrettanti motivi tradizionali 
romagnoli) eseguita in diverse occasioni in Romagna, una Suite 
natalizia per orchestra di violoncelli, la Canzone per Benedetta per 
mezzosoprano, coro femminile e organo scritta in ricordo di 
Benedetta Bianchi Porro. Sue alcune cante romagnole quali La 
preghira de suldé e Fa la nàna. 
Ha collaborato con padre Pellegrino Santucci alla realizzazione del 
volume Canterini romagnoli contenente tutte le partiture corali di 
Cesare Martuzzi. 
Lo stile compositivo, pur essendo vario (per la grande varietà di 
musiche scritte) è rimasto sostanzialmente ancorato ai canoni 
classici della musica tonale. 
Web: 
http://www.corocittadiforli.it/index.php?option=com_content&vie
w=article&id=49&Itemid=64 (2010) 

Boncompagni Claudio José (Italiano) 
Studia presso il  Conservatorio “Cherubini” di Firenze e consegue 

3 diplomi col massimo dei voti; ha frequentato corsi di 
perfezionamento con S.Sciarrino  e conseguentemente  con 
B.Ferneyhough, K.Huber e K.Stockhausen ai  Ferienkurse di 
Darmstadt del 1998.  
Il repertorio delle composizioni si caratterizza per un cospicuo 
numero di brani strumentali per varie formazioni, teatro 
sperimentale,  progetti multidisciplinari e didattici per giovani 
strumentisti e multimediali.  Ha ottenuto 10 piazzamenti fra premi 
e menzioni nei concorsi nazionali ed internazionali fra i quali il 
Gustav Mahler di Klagenfurt (Premio di Finalista) , il Concorso 
“G.F.Ghedini” (II premio), il premio “Eolo Prima” (II premio). Nel 
2007 gli è stato commissionato il brano di apertura del “Festival di 
Santa Fiora” eseguito dalle prime parti della Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra e da altri prestigiosi Solisti diretti da Dale Clevenger.  
Le opere composte per varie formazioni e per solisti sono state 
eseguite in numerosi festival fra i quali il “Festival di musica 
contemporanea di Trieste”, “Festival Pucciniano”, “Musicus 
Concentus” Firenze, “Arsenale Musica” di Pisa,  “Incontri Europei 
con la Musica XX” di Bergamo, il “Festival Flautistico di 
Roccasecca”, “Il Festival di Sirmione”, “Rive Gauche” di Torino,  il 
“Santa Fiora in musica”  ed eseguite in  tournée negli stati 
del  Sud America (E.co Ensemble),  Germania (Bonn, 
Memmingen, Monaco, per le Associazioni Dante Alighieri) , in 
Ungheria (solista P.De Gaspari), in Belgio (solista M.Génot). Nel 
2010 per il progetto “Contempiano” ottiene esecuzioni dal pianista 
Fabrizio Datteri nel teatro e nella Radio Città del Mexico, poi 
presso la Carnegie Hall a New York, e in città della Svezia, 
Germania e Inghilterra. Concerti, interviste e trasmissioni 
su  RAI1 Tv, RAI Radio 3 , radio Austriaca (ORF) e  Radio 
Vaticana, ed ha all’attivo 7 CD.  
Nel 2011 inaugura con una prima esecuzione (Trio per corno, 
violino e Pianoforte) il Festival Internazionale di Santa Fiora in un 
concerto in memoria di Giuseppe Sinopoli con i solisti del Maggio 
Musicale, e presenta la prima parte del progetto Earthmoan che è 
eseguito il 24 Agosto a Hiroshima nella Memorial Cathedral for 
World Peace.  
Insegna in Conservatorio discipline compositive dal 1987, ottiene 
la cattedra di   Composizione dal 1999 a seguito Concorso per 
esami e titoli, ed è stato titolare  presso il Conservatorio 
“B.Maderna” di Cesena dal 2006 ed attualmente nel Conservatorio 
“L.Cherubini”. 
Web: http://www.conservatorio.firenze.it/index.php?id=1342 
(2011) 
 

Bond Victoria (English) 
Victoria Bond is the only woman composer/conductor to receive 
commissions from major organizations and also hold music 
director positions with leading ensembles. Her extensive catalog 
includes works written for the Houston, Shanghai, and Richmond 
Symphony Orchestras, the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, 
American Ballet Theater, Pennsylvania Ballet, Jacob’s Pillow 
Dances Festival, and the Audubon String Quartet, among others. 
In every genre she undertakes, from opera to chamber music, her 
consummate musicianship serves to enrich a musical language 
that is beautifully crafted and deeply expressive.  
The first woman to be awarded a doctorate in conducting from 
The Juilliard School, Bond was appointed by Andre Previn as 
Exxon/Arts Endowment Conductor with the Pittsburgh Symphony 
in 1978. In 1986, she was invited to conduct the Houston 
Symphony and to premiere her own composition for the 
orchestra, Ringing. In that same year, she was appointed Music 
Director and conductor of the Roanoke Symphony Orchestra, and 
shortly thereafter became artistic director of Opera Roanoke, 
holding both posts until 1995. She has also served as Music 
Director of The Bel Canto Opera, Harrisburg Opera and the New 
Amsterdam Symphony, and as Music Advisor of the Wuhan 
Symphony in China.  
Bond’s musical training also included studies in voice, with William 
Vennard at the University of Southern California; as a soprano, 
she recorded with Bethany Beardslee and appeared on the 
premiere recording of Harry Partch’s Delusion of the Fury. She has 
brought her vocal experience to bear in composing works such as 
Molly ManyBloom for soprano and string quartet, described by The 
New York Times as “by turns wistful, angry, caustic, rhapsodic 
and nostalgic,” and her chamber opera Mrs. President, based on 
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the life of Victoria Woodhull, the first woman to run for president. 
Scenes from Mrs. President were performed by New York City 
Opera in 2001 as part of the company’s Vox reading series.  
Victoria Bond has been profiled in the Wall Street Journal and on 
NBC’s Today Show, featured in People Magazine and in the New 
York Times. Her music is recorded on the Koch International, 
Albany, GEGA, Protone, and Family Classic labels. 
Web: http://www.victoriabond.com/presskit (2011) 

Bonfá Luis (Français) 
Né en 1922, connu internationalement et principalement pour sa 
merveilleuse pièce “Manha de Carnaval”. 
BONFA est avant tout un styliste de la guitare romantique par 
excellence. Dès l'enfance, il exécute des “choros” de Nazareth et 
des pièces classiques mais il se consacre finalement à la musique 
populaire moderne. Il s'est installé depuis plusieus années aux 
Etats-Unis. 

Bonilauri Stefano (Italiano) 
Stefano Bonilauri è nato a Reggio Emilia il 12-03-1964. Si è 
diplomato in Pianoforte, Musica Corale e Composizione. Ha 
studiato con A. Gentilucci, F. Fanticini, A. Guarnirei e A. Solbiati. 
Ha vinto il 2° Premio al Concorso Internazionale I.C.O.M.S., il 2° 
Premio al Concorso Internazionale Moldavo ed è stato segnalato al 
Concorso Internazionale “Guido D’Arezzo”. E’ stato tra i finalisti al 
Concorso Internazionale “Nuove Sincronie”, selezionato 
dall’I.S.C.M. per il festival di Manchester 1998, al Festival “Di 
Nuovo Musica” (in ultime generazioni, compositori a confronto) ed 
ha vinto il 3° Premio al Concorso Internazionale “Il Fronimo”. 
Selezionato al 24th “Annual New music & art Festival” alla Bowling 
Green State University (USA). Ha vinto il 3° premio e il premio 
speciale come compositore più giovane al 9°concorso 
internazionale “Kazimierz Serocki”. 
E’ stato eseguito all’interno dei Festival: G.A.M.O. di Firenze, 
Biennale giovani artisti dell’Europa Mediterranea, Nuove Sincronie 
di Milano, Settembre Musica di Torino, Di Nuovo Musica di Reggio 
Emilia e a Perugia, Kisinav, Vasto, Sabbioneta, Catania, 
Manchester e al Festival Musicanova di Sofia, al Festival Synthèse 
di Bourges e al Kazimierz Serocki a Varsavia. L’ensemble Aleph ha 
selezionato una sua composizione per eseguirla al festival di 
Alicante in Spagna, la festival “Manca” di Nizza, a Darmstadt, a 
Parigi e a Chalon sur Saone e per registrarla in disco. Nel 2005 è 
compositore in residence presso il CIRM di Nizza che gli ha 
commissionato una composizione per ensemble ed elettronica. E’ 
stato eseguito dal quartetto “Voces”, “Ex novo” ensemble “Musica 
Realtà”, “Icarus” ensemble e “Archi italiani”. E’ pubblicato da 
Berben e Suvini Zerboni. 
Insegna Armonia Complementare presso l’Istituto Musicale 
Pareggiato “C.Merulo” di Castelnovo né Monti (RE). 
Web: 
http://www.mediateca.marche.it/teche_musicali/musicisti_compo
sitori/25%20-%20Stefano%20Bonilauri.pdf  
(2004) 

Bonillla Chávez Carlos (Español) 
Quito, 21 marzo, 1923 - Guitarrista, compositor y contrabaj ista 
Estudió en el Conservatorio Nacional de Musica de Quito. Se 
graduó en el instrumento de su especialidad -el contrabajo- en 
1950. Aprendió como autodidacto la tecnica de la guitarra, 
adquiriendo un estilo singular. En 1952 fue profesor de guitarra y 
fundó la cátedril de este instrumento en el Conservatorio de 
Quito, siendo su primer director y profesor. En esa misma 
instilución musical, por muchos anos, ensenó contrabajo. 
Desde que se fundó la Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional del Ecuador 
(1956), ocupó el primer atril de los contrabajos, hasta cuando se 
retiró en 1985. En Ecuador, ha dado innumerables conciertos de 
guitarra, como solista o acompanado por la Orquesta Sinfónica, la 
cual ha estrenado varias de sus obras y arreglos. Fue Director del 
Coro de la Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana (1963-1968); con esa 
agrupación coral participó en varios festivales internacionales, en 
Chile, Perú y Estados Unidos de America. Fue Director fundador, 
de los coros del Centro Ecuatoriano Norteamericano (CENA) y de 
la Universidad Católica de Quito. Ha grabado un gran numero de 
discos, algunos con las agrupaciones corales mencionadas y el 
resto con destacados músicos nacionales.  
Entre sus composiciones citaremos la obra sinfónica Mil años de 
musica; Raíces, para guitarra y orquesta; Rumiñahui; Chasqui; 

Suite andina; Eco Ondino; Acuarela ¡ndígena; Atahualpa (yumbo); 
Tambores shyris; Ponchito al hombro; Indiecito olavaleño; Elegla 
y danza; y, Preludio y Yumbo, estas dos ultimas obras musicales 
editadas en París por la Casa Max Eschig. Bonilla tiene además 
varias otras composiciones para orquesta de cámara, cuartetos y 
guitarra clásica en el genero popular, son muy conocidos los 
pasillos: Beatriz, Subyugante. Cantares del alma, Sueña mi bien, 
Idílica, Pasillo n.2. Nocturno y Solo tú. Fue arreglisla de la 
Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional y trabajó con instructor y ejecutante 
de la Orquesta Filarmónica; ha sido director artfstico y ha hecho 
instrumentaciones para las empresas fonográficas Caife, RCA, 
Granja, Onix. Para Discos Granja realizó arreglos de música 
ecuatoriana para el “Quinteto Sinfónico”. También es autor del 
texto Método para guitarra. Bonilla formó parte de los creadores 
nacionalistas de línea tradicional. 
(Bibliograffa: Músicos del Ecuador: diccionario bjográfico. Quito: 
CONMUSICA, 1995). 

Bontempi Paolo (Italiano) 
Musicista, compositore (ha scritto e composto musica con uno 
sguardo a 360° sia per sè, che per il Quartetto Nexus, che per 
molti altri strumentisti, in particolare chitarristi e cantanti), 
arrangiatore, attore, Paolo Bontempi si è diplomato in chitarra con 
il massimo dei voti presso il conservatorio di S.Cecilia di Roma 
sotto la guida del M° Mario Gangi. Ha approfondito la sua 
conoscenza musicale attraverso lo studio della composizione e 
l’apprendimento di altri strumenti (pianoforte, sax, flauto, basso, 
tromba). 
Sia come solista che con il suo gruppo strumentale, il quartetto 
Nexus (www.quartettonexus.com), ha effettuato concerti  sia in 
Italia che all’estero (Madrid, Vienna, Belgrado, Londra, Barcellona, 
Parigi, Berlino, Miami etc.) partecipando, inoltre, a trasmissioni 
televisive quali “Uno Mattina” e “Fornelli d’Italia”. 
Come compositore ha pubblicato brani per le ed. Berben, Carisch, 
Playgame e realizzato diversi CD sia come autore che come 
musicista ( Cattive Compagnie “La strada del cielo” distr.Ricordi, 
Quartetto Nexus “Dal classico al jazz” ed. Playgame, Paolo 
Bontempi “Dream Walking” ed. PaoPab etc.). 
Come attore ricordiamo i lavori effettuati per la VIDEOschermo 
s.r.l. (“la Boheme” di L. Comencini), per la CINETEAM realizzazioni 
s.r.l. (attore protagonista spot “Champ”), per la ITALIANA 
PRODUZIONI s.p.a. (Alitalia AZ video) e per la RAI (“La Piovra 5” 
di L. Perelli). 
Web: http://www.alfamc.it/paolo_bontempi.htm (2011) 

Bonvicini Federico (English) 
Federico Bonvicini (1888-1957) was a student of Luigi Mozzani, a 
performer, lute-maker and composer of his own right. He married 
the mezzo-soprano Maria Mazzanti. He published his works for the 
music publisher Chiappino of Turin -- Fantasia, Festa al villaggio, 
Scherzo, Serenata, Tarantella, etc. -- in the late Romantic taste of 
the Italian school. 

Bonvicini Federico (Italiano) 
Federico Bonvicini nato a Bologna nel 1888 e morto a Torino nel 
1957, fu allievo di Luigi Mozzani, esecutore, lutaio e compositore. 
Sposò il mezzo-soprano Maria Mazzanti. Le sue opere sono edite 
da Chiappino di Torino -- Fantasia, Festa al villaggio, Scherzo, 
Serenata, Tarantella, ecc. -- con il gusto dell'ultimo afflato 
romantico della scuola italiana. 

Boogman Willem (English) 
Born in 1955 and grew up near the IJssel river (Netherlands). 
Philosophy at the University of Utrecht (1974-1975).  
Started study in composition at the Royal Conservatory in The 
Hague (Peter Schat, Louis Andriessen) and completed it with Ton 
de Leeuw at the Sweelinck Conservatory in Amsterdam in 1983. 
Participated from 1980 to 1984 in the Asko Ensemble’s Workshop 
Project, a collaboration between instrumentalists and composers: 
›real‹ school. Got to know music in its broadest range, from the 
inside and from the outside. Impressed by Stockhausen’s 
theoretical work and Varèse’s music. Ways to be found in the 
fundamentals of music, – and Mondrian. 
From 1989 to 1999 member of the Rudolf Escher Committee.  
Since 2003 artistic director of the Asko Kamerkoor [Asko Chamber 
Choir]. 
Web: http://www.willemboogman.nl/biography.html (2011) 
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Boon Rolf (English) 
Rolf Boon is an Associate Composer of the Canadian Music Centre, 
Member of the Canadian League of Composers, Audio Engineering 
Society and Tonus Vivus. His compositions have received national 
and international exposure including performances in Barcelona, 
Spain; Berlin, Germany; Los Angeles,,USA; Poland and China. His 
work has been broadcast on Access Radio and CBC 
radio/television. Rolf has received many commissions from 
individuals, multimedia groups, and organizations and was the 
principal composer for the 1995 Canada Winter Games. 
Rolf is the Chair of the Music Department and primary developer 
of the Digital Audio Arts program at the University of Lethbridge. 
He teaches Audio Production Techniques, Introductory Music 
Technology, Music and Audio Theory, Film Music and 
Composition.  
Originally from Kingston Ontario, Rolf studied piano and 
graduated with an ARCT (1978, RCM) and a B.Mus. (1980) from 
Queen's in piano performance and composition. At Queen's he 
studied piano with Dr. Ireneus Zuk and composition with Dr. 
Bruce Pennycook and Dr. Clifford Crawley. Rolf graduated with a 
M.Mus. (1983) from UBC. At UBC he studied composition with Dr. 
Steven Chatman and orchestration with Dr. Eliot Wiesgarber. He 
also holds a B.Ed. (1988) degree in secondary music education 
from UBC and a Ph.D. (2002) in Educational Administration and 
Leadership from the University of Alberta. 
Web: http://directory.uleth.ca/users/rolf.boon (2011) 

Boone Bejamin (English) 
Educator, Scholar, Composer, and saxophonist Benjamin Boone 
was born in the small textile town of Statesville, NC in 1963; 
related to Daniel Boone; his father was a traveling glue 
salesman/furniture-manufacturing trouble-shooter and his mother 
a homemaker and teacher; youngest of five sons; music career 
began in grade-school when he wrote music for his puppet shows 
(including the hit “My Name is Cookie Monster” -- penned at age 
9); undergraduate degree in in saxophone and theory, masters 
and doctorate in music composition; moved all over since to 
Knoxville, Boulder, Boston, New York, Aiken SC, Washington DC, 
and Asheville; recorded rhinoceros vocalizations in Zimbabwe and 
Zambia with noted biologist; researched the pitch relationships of 
spoken American English (see Groves Dictionary under “blue 
note”); Fulbright “Senior Specialist Scholar” to the Republic of 
Moldova; compositions performed all over the world and on 
numerous CD’s; award-winning teacher at UT; was a Music 
Manager in New York (think Robert Palmer's back-up band); 
teaches theory and composition at California State University, 
Fresno where is also the “Faculty Service-Learning 
Mentor”; numerous faculty honors at Fresno State including the 
“President's Award of Excellence” and the “Provost's Award for 
Outstanding Achievement in Research, Scholarship and Creative 
Activities”; played sax all over the U.S.A. and Europe; CD in 
national airplay charts top 100 for 3 weeks; loves to ski, compose, 
learn, read, teach and play with his wife and kids; enjoys ”30 
Rock”, “The Thomas Jefferson Hour”, “The Daily Show with Jon 
Stewart”, NPR's “Radiolab” and “Wait, wait, don't tell me”, and the 
principles of the Enlightenment. 
Web: http://www.benjaminboone.net/bio.shtml (2011) 

Borda Luis (English) 
Luis Borda was born on the 18th July 1955 in Lincoln in the 
province of Buenos Aires. He studied harmony and composition 
with Osvaldo Lupi and Alberto Coronato. In the course of his long 
musical carreer he has performed and recorded with the most 
respected and well-known musicians in Argentina, such as Rodolfo 
Mederos, Dino Saluzzi, Leon Gieco, Lito Vitale, Juan Falú, Emilio 
del Guercio and others. He toured South-America and Europe 
several times. 
Musical career: 
1973-1976: Member of the group Ave Rock. Recording of the first 
record “Ave Rock” (Reissued 1996 on CD). 
1978-83: Member of Rodolfo Mederos’ quintet, which became 
famous in Europe through its tango-recordings and tour with 
Daniel Baremboim. The quintet also took part in the São Paulo - 
Montreux Jazz Festival and recorded the record “Buenas Noches 
Paula”.  
1982: Founded the “Luis Borda Trio”. 

1984: Luis Borda played with the group “Emilio del Guercio y la 
Electrica Rio Platense” and recorded the record “Pintada”. Emilio 
del Guercio was joint founder of the legendary Argentinean rock 
group “Almendra”. 
1985-1986: Luis Borda played numerous concerts in the band of 
Dino Saluzzi, who has become famous throughout Europe as a 
bandoneónist and tango-composer.  
1986: Founded the “Luis Borda Quinteto”, which subsequently 
toured Europe and South-America. 
1988: Concerts with Lito Vitale and Bernardo Baraj. 
1989-1990: Luis Borda performed with Litto Nebbia, one of the 
most popular Argentinean song-writers, and recorded the CD “Las 
Tres Corazonadas”. He also recorded 2 CDs with Leon Gieco: “20 
Años” and “Semillas de Corazón”. 
1994: Recording of the first CD of the tango singer Luis Cardei,  
“De Madrugada”. Borda is the artistic director, producer and 
arranger of the CD. Luis Cardei is regarded as one of the most 
important contemporary Tango singers. 
1995: Together with the Argentinean pianist Zaida Saiace Borda 
recorded the CD “Nouveau Tango”, which was produced by Mario 
Argandoña (nominated for a Grammy in 1997). Thijs van Leer and 
Mario Argandoña appear as special guests on this CD. 
1996: Artistic direction of the the tango-CD “Entre Sueños”, by 
the singer Lidia Borda, for which he also wrote the arrangements 
and played guitar.  
Also in 1996 he composed the music for the film “Por los camínos 
del Chaco” by the director Alejandro Fernandez Moujan. 
Since 1996 Borda has been living and working mostly in Germany. 
He founded there a “new” Luis Borda Cuarteto, with whom he has 
performed across Europe. The quartet played several times in 
autumn 1997 on the invitation of the Argentinean Embassy in 
Prague in the Academy of Fine Arts, and gave a “double-concert” 
with Luis Di Matteo in the Munich Muffathalle on the invitation of 
the culture office, as the culmination of the festival week 
“Lateinamerika in München”.  
1998: Borda composed and played the music for the play “Borges 
Café” by Paolo Pacca, directed by Massimo Navone. To date the 
play has been performed in Milan (Teatro dell’Arte) and Turin and 
will be performed in 1999 in Buenos Aires on invitation of the 
Borges-Foundacion in order to commemorate Borges’ 100th 
Birthday. 
1999: The new CD by the Luis Borda Cuarteto “Adiós Buenos 
Aires” is released. 
1999: A selection of Borda’s works are released as scores by 
TONOS Musikverlag. 
1999: Luis Borda composed the music for the Argentinean feature 
film “Quién mató a los gorriones” by Patricia Martín Garcia.  
Web: https://www.tonos-
online.de/tango/tango_unten.asp?Current=14 

Borda Luis (Español) 
Nació en Lincoln, Provincia de Buenos Aires, el 18 de Julio de 
1955. Estudió armonia y composición con los Maestros Osvaldo 
Lupi y Alberto Coronato . Ha realizado numerosas grabaciones y 
actuaciones con los mas prestigiosos músicos populares de la 
Argentina como Rodolfo Mederos, Dino Saluzzi, Leon Gieco, Lito 
Vitale, Lito Nebia, Juan Falù, Emilio Del Guercio entre otros. 
Principales realizaciones en su carrera musical: En el año 1973 
integra el grupo AVE-ROCK . En 1978 es convocado por el 
bandoneonista Rodolfo Mederos para integrar su Quinteto con 
quien actúa durante seis años y se presentan entre otros en el 
Sao Paulo-Montreaux Jazz Festival de 1980, Brasil. En el año 1982 
forma su propia agrupación,”Luis Borda Trio” presentandose en 
distintos teatros y locales de la ciudad de Buenos Aires. En el año 
1986 amplia su agrupación y crea el “Luis Borda Quinteto” con la 
cual realiza numerosos conciertos en Sud America y su primer 
tournee en el continente europeo actuando en: Holanda, Austria y 
Alemania. También en ese año graba su primer L.P. con 
composiciones propias. Desde el año 1992 ha realizado conciertos 
en Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Brasil, Alemania, Austria, Francia, 
España, Italia, Inglaterra, Holanda, Republica Checa. En el 
1992/93 integra paralelamente el “Trio Argentino De Guitarras” 
junto a Gustavo Margulies y Osvaldo Rabunal. En el 1995 tiene a 
su cargo la producción artistica y los arreglos del CD “De 
Madrugada” (nominado para el premio ACE) del cantante Luis 
Cardei quien es considerado uno de los cantores de tangos mas 
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importantes de la actualidad. En junio de 1995 participó con su 
cuarteto en el “1. Thüringer Festival Gitarre Weltmusik” en la 
ciudad de Erfurt, Alemania junto a los guitarristas Rabih Abou 
Khalil, el Duo Assad y Hopkinson Smith, entre otros. En agosto de 
1995 realiza una serie de presentaciónes en Argentina, Alemania 
y Francia junto a la pianista argentina Zaida Saiace con quien 
grabó el CD “Nouveau Tango” en el cual participan el músico 
holandés Thijs Van Leer (Ex Focus), y el percusionista chileno y 
productor del disco Mario Argandoña (nominado para el Grammy 
1997 como productor e interprete junto al grupo “Acoustic 
Alchimie” ). En junio de 1996 integra un trio junto al pianista 
alemán Mike Herting y el contrabajista chileno Enrique Diaz; con 
quienes realiza una serie de conciertos en diversas ciudades de 
Alemania. En 1996 presentó en Buenos Aires el espectáculo 
“Desde El Alma, Tangos” junto a su cuarteto, la cantante Lidia 
Borda y la pareja de tango danza: Marta Y Carlos Navalesi. 
Recientemente ha producido artisticamente el CD “Entre Sueños” 
de la cantante Lidia Borda en el cual participa también como 
arreglador e instrumentista. También acaba de conponer la 
música para el film documental “Por Los Caminos Del Chaco” del 
director argentino Alejandro Fernandez Moujan. 
En Abril 1997 se presentó con su cuarteto junto a la pareja de 
Tango-Danza Mónica y Osvaldo Roldán en la “Hannover Messe 
97”. En el 1997 realiza acutaciones con el Luis Borda Cuarteto en 
distintas ciudades de Alemania y con los mismos bailarines en 
Bergamo, Italia. En Noviembre de ese mismo año, organizado por 
la Embajada Argentina en Praga, República Checa, se presentan 
en la “Facultad de Música de la Academia de Bellas Artes en 
Praga”. También en Noviembre el grupo es convocado por el 
Kulturreferat de la ciudad de München para presentarse en 
Muffathalle en el marco del evento multicultural “Lateinamerika in 
München”. En el mes de Diciembre es estrenada su versión para 
violín, violoncello y piano de su Obra “Nouveau Tango” por el 
“Cárdenas Trío” en Gasteig München Kleiner Konzertsaal. Desde 
principios de 1998 hasta la actualidad ha realizado presentaciones 
en diversas ciudades de Alemania, Holanda, Italia, Suiza y 
Republia Checa, presentandose por segunda vez en la “Facultad 
de Música de la Academia de Bellas Artes en Praga”, organizado 
por la Embajada Argentina en dicha ciudad. En octubre de 1998 
compuso la música para la Obra: “BORGES CAFÈ”, de Paolo Pacca 
con Regie de Massimo Navone. Dicha obra fué presentada en las 
ciudades de Milan y Torino, Italia. En el mes de Mayo de 1999, 
acaba de presentar su nueva producción en CD titulada: “ADIOS 
BUENOS AIRES” participan el músico holandés Thijs Van Leer (Ex 
Focus), y el percusionista chileno y productor del disco Mario 
Argandoña (nominado para el Grammy 1997 como productor e 
interprete junto al grupo “Acoustic Alchimie”).  
Web: http://www.musicaeninternet.com.ar/musicos/borda.htm 

Borges Erisvaldo (Portuguese) 
Erisvaldo Borges nasceu em 1970 no município de Picos, Estado 
do Piauí, e reside em Teresina desde 1985. Estuda violão clássico 
há 13 anos, e harmonia funcional e outras disciplinas 
(contraponto, arranjo e composição), desde 1992, orientandose 
apenas por livros. É formado em Educação Artística pela 
Universidade Federal do Piauí. A partir de 1994, participou de 
vários festivais e workshops importantes do país, entre eles os de 
Campos do Jordão (1995), Festival Internacional de Violão do 
SESC (1997), Festival Internacional de Violão da Academia 
Palestrina (1995) e o Festival Internacional de Verão da Escola de 
Música de Brasília (1994 e 1995). Nesses festivais e workshops, 
teve entre seus orientadores Egberto Gismonti, Baden Powell, 
Sérgio Assad, Abel Carlevaro, Ralph Towner, Scott Tennant, 
Eduardo Fernández, Eduardo Isaac, Paulo Bellinati e Henrique 
Pinto, entre outros. 
Como concertista já se apresentou em várias cidades do Estado 
do Piauí e nas grandes cidades brasileiras como Brasília, São 
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Porto Alegre, Fortaleza, etc.. A convite do 
Ministério das Relações Exteriores do Brasil, realizou sua primeira 
turnê internacional, percorrendo cinco países da América Latina: 
Venezuela, Costa Rica, Nicarágua, El Salvador e Honduras. Todas 
as apresentações foram marcadas por um grande número de 
público e o entusiasmo da platéia. Entre um concerto e outro, já 
dividiu palco com Turíbio Santos, Henrique Pinto e Nonato Luiz. 
Lançou os seguintes CD's: Estação das Cordas (1996), Paisagem 
(1997), Étnico (1998) e Estação das Cordas II (1999) e uma 

coletânea intitulada Além Fronteira (2000), com músicas dos 
quatro CD's anteriores. 
Como compositor é autor de mais de 330 composições, algumas 
delas gravadas em seus discos e também é autor da melodia do 
Hino de Teresina (Capital do Estado do Piauí).  
Entre os troféus e títulos constam: Troféu Sábado Show de 
melhor CD piauiense de 1996, Comenda do Mérito Cultural Da 
Costa e Silva e Medalha do Mérito Conselheiro José Antônio 
Saraiva. Professor, leciona desde 1988. Já ministrou várias 
“masterclass” no Piauí e em Minas Gerais. Há três anos leciona o 
“Curso Livre de Violão”, que envolve, além da disciplina violão, 
outras áreas como teoria musical, harmonia e arranjo. Coordena e 
participa do TERESINA TRIO (Trio de Violão). 

Borges Raúl  (English) 
Raúl Borges was born in Caracas, Venezuela on February 4th, 
1882. His first instruments were cuatro, bandolina and eventually 
guitar. He went to Europe when he was to take charge of a 
Venezuelan embassy. There he composed two important pieces: 
“Vals sobre Motivos Franceses” and “Sueño de Opio.” When 
Borges returned to Venezuela he began teaching classical guitar. 
Among his students were Antonio Lauro, Rodrigo Riera and Alirio 
Diaz. Some of his pieces are still unpublished, but in his last year 
a book about Borges with some of his own compositions was 
published. The pieces included were: “Cación Antigua”, “Canción 
de Cuna en D y G Mayor” “Sueño de Opio”, “Fuente Morisca”, 
“Valse sobre motivos Franceses”, “Estudio”, “El Criollito”, 
“Marisol”, Valse Venezolano”, “Danza” for three guitars, and 
“Adiós” for guitar and voice. Borges died in Caracas on June 24, 
1967. 

Borghese Alfonso (English) 
ALFONSO BORGHESE, born in Florence in 1945, studied with 
Alvaro Company at the Conservatory “L. Cherubini” and at 
American University of Villa Schifanoia, (Rosary College, Illinois). 
He graduated summa cum laude He attended the Curso 
Internacional de Guitarra held by Andrès Segovia and Josè Tomàs 
in Santiago de Compostela (Spain). In 1978 opened his tour in 
USA with a concert at Carnegie Hall in New York, with great 
success from the critics and the public. In 1983 was the only 
guitarist besides the author himself, performing “Las seis cuerdas” 
by Mr. Alvaro Company, that may be considered a true challenge 
to technical means of the guitar. He is member of the TRIO 
CHITARRISTICO ITALIANO. As a conductor, Alfonso Borghese 
studied with Franco Ferrara and Mario Salerno, whose courses he 
attended at the Accademia Chigiana in Siena. He is professor of 
the Masterclass at the Scuola di Musica di Fiesole Mr.Borghese 
studied composition with Carlo Prosperi and Paolo Fragapane and 
composed the music for theatre of Brecht, Majakovskij, Bulgakov, 
Vitali, Martinelli and Feydeau. 

Borghese Alfonso (Italiano) 
ALFONSO BORGHESE, nato a Firenze nel 1945, è stato allievo di 
Alvaro Company, sotto la cui guida si è diplomato con lode. Ha 
seguito i corsi di Andrès Segovia e Josè Tomàs a Santiago de 
Compostela in Spagna. Nel 1978 iniziava una tournée in USA con 
un recital alla Carnegie Hall di New York. Nel 1983 ha eseguito, 
unico chitarrista oltre l'autore, “Las seis cuerdas” di Alvaro 
Company, una autentica sfida alle possibilità tecniche e timbriche 
della chitarra. Fa parte fino dalla sua fondazione, del TRIO 
CHITARRISTICO ITALIANO. Attivo anche come direttore 
d'orchestra, deve la sua formazione a Franco Ferrara e Mario 
Salerno. Presso la Scuola di Musica di Fiesole tiene un corso di 
perfezionamento della durata di nove mesi ogni anno. Ha studiato 
composizione con Carlo Prosperi e Paolo Fragapane ed ha 
composto le musiche di scena per opere teatrali di Bertold Brecht, 
Vladimir Majakovskij, Michail Bulgakov, Nando Vitali, Carlo 
Martinelli e Jacques Feydeau. 

Borislova Nadia (English) 
Composer and guitarist born in Moscow in 1969. Her work is 
related to the contemporary style. 
She started playing guitar at eight and did her professional 
studies at the 48th Musical Moscow School and at the Gnesin 
State School of Moscow. 
From 1986 to 1988 she was a guitar teacher in State Schools of 
Moscow.  
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From 1987 until 1989 she was the main guitar player in the 
“Moment” Theater of Moscow. 
In 1988 she participated as member of the ROSCONCERT Russian 
Filarmonic Society of Concert as a guitarist. From 1988 to 2003 
she has played in Europe, Mexico, Cuba, and Costa Rica.  
She has been living in Puebla, Mexico since 1992 and she works 
at the music College of BUAP (Arts-School of Puebla University). 
In the same year she founded the “Ensemble de Guitarras” where 
she is the Director. 
Since 1988 she has composed different compositions for guitar 
and some other instruments, the most know are: Cycle of pieces 
‘Mariposa (Butterfly)’, ‘Waltz-Scherzino’ (published for 
Maximenko’s ex-soviet Composer’s Editors), ‘The names of snow’, 
‘The Dance of the wind and the chamman (the witch)’ and ‘Mirage’ 
for guitar and clarinet, the concert ‘El Tren Oceanico (The Ocean 
train)’ for guitar and piano, ‘March’ for guitar and three clarinets, 
‘En una noche femenina (In a feminine night)’ written by charge 
of the Hispaniamerican Tijuana Center B.C., ‘Sonet’ for two 
guitars, ‘Mirage IV’ for clarinet and guitar, and ‘La flor recuerda a 
la lluvia (The flower remembering a raining)’. 
In 1995 she recorded her first CD playing her own compositions. 
In December 1995 she got the mexican nationality. 
In 1996 she won the National Award of the Guitar Contest in 
Xalapa Veracruz University, she also won the special price for the 
best Mexican music interpretation and a special mention delivered 
by the composer Ramon Noble for the best “Pasacalle in D minor” 
interpretation. 
In 1997 she won the FONCA-PUEBLA scholarship in composition 
for young creators. 
In 1998 she founded the “Marfil-Quarted” with some of her pupils 
and under her direction they recorded their first CD. 
In 1998 she got the National FONCA (NATIONAL FOND CULTURY 
ART’S) scholarship for the best guitar player. 
In the 1999 she recorded other two CD’s with Mexican and 
Russian compositions. 
In 2000 Nadia Borislova has played with Orchestra as soloist in 
Morelia X International Guitar Festival and Puebla III National 
Guitar Festival. 
She received the recognition for her artistic aptitude given by the 
International Festival of the Arts Navachiste 2000, in addition she 
won a special mention at the Interamerican meeting Festival of 
Poetry. 
In the same year she won the National FONCA scholarship for the 
best Guitar player in a second chance again. 
In 2001 she recorded two CD’s with Mauro Giuliani in his 220 
aniversary, and VP Music Media published ‘La flor recuerda a la 
lluvia’. 
In 2002 the Benemerit University of Puebla published the 
‘Practical Guitar Method vol.I’ and the ‘Cycle of pieces Mariposa 
(Butterfly)’. 
In 2003 she received the First National Award in Composition for 
her work for guitar “Under the effects of poetry” in the First 
National Guitar Contest “Guitar without borders” in Chihuahua, 
Mexico. 
In 2003 Syukhtun Editions, Sweden published again the ‘Cycle La 
mariposa’.  
In 2003 Les Production d’Oz, Canada published ‘Soneto (for two 
guitars)’ y ‘El tren de medianoche’.  
In 2004 Les Production d’Oz, Canada published ‘Los nombres de la 
nieve (The names of snow)’ y ‘Bajo los efectos de la poesía’. 
In 2004 she published La mariposa bruja in the magazines 
Acordes, Madrid, España, and the ‘Practical Guitar Method vol.II 
(with CD)’, co-edition: Universidad Autónoma de Puebla and Les 
Production d’Oz, Canada.  
In 2004 recorded the double CD “Lluvia de Sol” with hispano-
american music. 
Since 1999 she is the Artistic Director of the “Festival Nacional de 
Guitarra” en Puebla, Mexico, that is realized every two years.  

Borislova Nadia (Italiano) 
Chitarrista compositrice russa naturalizzata messicana. Ha 
studiato al Conservatorio di Mosca chitarra con Lev A.Menró, 
direzione d'orchestra con Tatiana Yanchenko, e composizione con 
B.Borisovich Berenbaum. 

Borràs Teresa (Español) 
Teresa Borràs i Fornell(Manresa, 30-VII-1923; Mataró, 17-VII-
2010) estudió en el Conservatorio Superior del Liceo de Barcelona 
desde los ocho años y realizó las carreras de piano, guitarra y 
composición. Fue alumna de armonía, contrapunto y composición 
de Cristòfor Taltabull y asistió a las clases de Agosti en la 
Accademia Chigiana de Siena (Italia), obteniendo posteriormente 
una beca de esta institución para la clase de Composición de 
Frazzi. Más tarde hizo dos cursos de clavicémbalo en el 
Conservatorio Superior Municipal de Barcelona. En 1979 se le 
concedió la beca para asistir a las clases de composición de 
Rodolfo Hallfter en el Curso de Verano de Santiago de 
Compostela. 
Como intérprete se destacó, sobre todo de 1947 a 1953, por los 
numerosos y excelentes conciertos de piano en los que también 
interpretaba sus propias obras, pero su actividad concertística con 
gran nivel llega a principios de los 90. 
Fue durante siete años profesora de piano y guitarra en la Escuela 
Municipal de Música de Manresa y profesora de piano y armonía 
en la Escuela de Música de Mataró. De 1976 a 1988 fue profesora 
de Música en el Instituto Satorras de Mataró. 
Tiene una vasta y variada obra, sobre todo para piano, once obras 
para guitarra, y para el arpa, como instrumentos solistas, y para 
todo tipo de combinación de instrumentos en música de cámara, 
entre las que se encuentran otras once obras con guitarra. Entre 
sus obras estrenadas se cuentan seis sardanas para cobla. 
Si bien a comienzos de los años 90 ha dejado de dar conciertos de 
piano por problemas de salud, siguió activa componiendo en una 
Residencia de Mataró. Como ejemplo, siendo Teresa una gran 
conocedora de la guitarra, me ha compuesto tres canciones para 
voz y guitarra, un precioso Impromptu para guitarra sola, que 
gentilmente me fue dedicado, como así también una fantasía para 
guitarra y cuarteto de cuerdas, dos Sonatas para guitarra sola y 
varias piezas para flauta y guitarra y violín y guitarra, todo en 
apenas tres años. 
Su estilo transita por el atonalismo, la modalidad y la tonalidad, 
siempre con una dosis de libertad creadora que da lugar a una 
obra de gran calado intelectual y, en conjunto, muy coherente. 
Fue socia honoraria de Mujeres en la Música. 
Murió en la tarde del sábado 17 de julio de 2010 en absoluta 
soledad. En soledad musical. La Música era su vida. 
Web: http://mujeryguitarra.wordpress.com/introduccion/las-
compositoras-espanolas-de-obras-con-guitarra/teresa-borras/ 

Borsari Amedée (Français) 
Amédée BORSARI est né à Paris le 23 décembre 1905. Elève du 
Conservatoire national supérieur de musique de Paris il étudia 
notamment le piano avec Falkenberg et l'harmonie avec Charles 
Silver avant de devenir élève de direction de Vincent d'Indy à la 
Schola-Cantorum. Il obtint divers prix musicaux pour ses œuvres 
avec son Quintette avec piano (1943), son Premier quatuor 
(1944) et son Divertissement sentimental (1956). Auteur de 
musique instrumentale : Prélude pour la mort de Roland; 
Concerto américain (piano et orchestre); Concerto pour 
saxophone et orchestre à cordes; 3éme Concerto pour clavecin ou 
piano et 11 instruments..., et de musique vocale et théâtrale, 
Amédée Borsari, avec son style limpide, son langage direct et son 
lyrisme parfaitement maîtrisé s'inscrit dans la pure tradition 
française. 

Bortolotti Mauro (Italiano) 
Nato nel 1926, ha studiato pianoforte con Caporali, organo con 
Germani e composizione con Goffredo Petrassi, presso il 
Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia di Roma. Ha frequentato i corsi di 
Darmstadt. Per alcuni anni ha lavorato presso lo studio di musica 
elettronica di Pietro Grossi a Firenze. E' stato tra i fondatori e fa 
parte dell'Associazione Nuova Consonanza. Le sue opere sono 
eseguite nei più importanti festival italiani e internazionali di 
musica contemporanea. Ha svolto attività didattica ed è stato 
membro del consiglio dei musicisti dell'Istituzione Sinfonica 
Abruzzese. 

Börtz Daniel (English) 
DANIEL BÖRTZ, born in 1943 in Osby in southern Sweden, studied 
violin for John Fernström in Lund and composition for Hilding 
Rosenberg. Once at the Royal College of Music in Stockholm he 
studied violin for Charles Barkel and Josef Grünfarb and 
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composition for Karl-Birger Blomdahl (1962-65) and Ingvar 
Lidholm (1965-68). In the autumn of 1967 he studied electronic 
music for Gottfried Michael Koenig in Bilthoven, Holland. He was a 
deputy board member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Music 
between 1969 and 1971, board member between 1971 and 1979, 
and secretary between 1972 and 1979. He was a teacher of 
orchestration at the Royal College of Music in Stockholm in the 
1970s and 80s, and president of the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Music between 1998 and 2003.  
Initially, Börtz adopted the “Polish” tonal field of the 1960s, while 
a work as early as Voces for orchestra, three female voices and 
tape (1966-68) also conveys a powerful social commitment. 
Although Börtz’s style went on to shift focus from tone and 
additive form to a more linear style of writing in an organic form 
language, his compositions are steeped from the beginning in a 
simplicity and austerity that bring out the lucidity of his 
emotionally charged declamations.  
Despite the seminal chamber music works such as “String Quartet 
No.3” (1986) and the series of “Monologhi” for different solo 
instruments, it is the symphony orchestra and music drama that 
have emerged as Börtz's primary genres. Key works are also 
“Sånger om Döden” (“Songs about Death”) (1994), which recalls 
the epic song cycles of the late romantic period, and the oratorio 
“Hans namn var Orestes” (“His Name was Orestes”) (2001-02).  
“Sinfonia 1” (1963) heralded a period of extensive and important 
symphonic creation, with a new approach to tonality and 
atonality, and what, for his contemporaries, were astonishing 
references to Bruckner. Of the nine symphonies that ensued, one 
- “Sinfonia 2” - is as short as an overture, and another, thrice as 
long - “Sinfonia 6” - has a soprano sing Shakespeare's sonnet 64 
and create apocalyptic tonal atmospheres of disaster, war and 
death. “Sinfonia 7” (1986) extends a sweeping arch over a 
dramatic plot-line that hints at the patterns of the classical-
romantic symphony. The solo concertos for trumpet, violin, 
clarinet, piano and recorder of the 1990s are seen by Börtz as an 
extension of the symphonic genre.  
Börtz's waxing interest in melodics (exemplified in an oboe 
concerto from 1986), the human voice (“Sinfonia 8” with vocal 
parts to poems by Tomas Tranströmer, 1988) and the big 
philosophical questions culminated in a partnership with director 
Ingmar Bergman in the music drama “Backanterna” (“The 
Bacchae”) (Royal Opera, 1991). Intrinsic to this piece - as to 
Börtz's orchestral music - are the striking contrasts between 
violently powerful theatrical expression in the crowd scenes and 
disasters, and the chamber-like serenity of the intimate dialogue 
parts. The drama demanded of Börtz purity in the lines and a 
merciless clarity in the expletives. Börtz's other opera, “Marie 
Antoinette” (Folkoperan, 1998), which he wrote to a libretto by 
Claes Fellbom, uses a kind of filmic method with numerous 
flashbacks and flash-forwards to different times and places. The 
music switches rapidly between solo, dialogue, ensemble and 
crowd-scene in a multicoloured tonal idiom that embodies 
everything from condensed chamber music and borrowed tunes to 
the shocking musical eruption depicting the storming of the 
Bastille. A third opera, “Svall”, again to Fellbom’s libretto, will be 
produced during the 2005-06 season as a collaboration between 
the Royal Opera and Riksteatern. (Göran Bergendal, 2003, English 
translation: Neil Betteridge) 
Web: http://www.mic.se (2012) 

Bosco Gilberto (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Torino nel 1946. Ha studiato con 
C.Borsetti e M.Quaglio al Conservatorio di Torino. Ha frequentato i 
corsi di Darmstadt. 

Boselli Guido (Italiano) 
GUIDO BOSELLI è nato a Milano il 29 maggio 1960, ha studiato 
violoncello al conservatorio della sua città con Attilio Ranzato e 
Bruno Vitali, diplomandosi nel 1981. Ha studiato composizione con 
Franco Donatoni e Sandro Gorli in Conservatorio e presso la 
sezione di 'Musica contemporanea' della Scuola civica di Milano 
con Brian Ferneyhough. Si è perfezionato in violoncello con 
Siegfied Palm e Adriano Vendramelli. Ha studiato Direzione 
d'orchestra con Pierangelo Gelmini. 
Suoi lavori sono stati e vengono eseguiti in diverse rassegne 
concertistiche in Italia, Usa, Giappone, Spagna, Germania. Svolge 

un'intensa attività concertistica come solista e in diverse 
formazioni cameristiche. Numerosi i compositori che hanno scritto 
per lui. 
Ha inciso diversi CD, quattro con Stradivarius: uno monografico 
sulle composizioni per archi soli di Bernd Alois Zimmermann, uno 
dedicato alle opere cameristiche di Franco Donatoni con il Gruppo 
musica insieme di Cremona, uno sul repertorio cameristico di Luis 
De Pablo con l'ensemble Nuove sincronie di Milano, e “Rotte 
sonore” con il Dedalo ensemble di Brescia. Con la Ricordi ha 
pubblicato Limen 2001, musica per la Resistenza e un CD 
monografico con il quartetto Spazio 900 con lavori di Gabrio 
Taglietti. Con Ars Publica il CD Doublenature (nel ruolo di 
compositore e di esecutore). Suona stabilmente nel Gruppo 
musica insieme di Cremona, è stato il fondatore del quartetto 
d'archi Nuove sincronie-Spazio 900, suona nel Dedalo ensemble di 
Brescia del quale è uno dei soci fondatori, nel New made 
ensemble di Milano, collabora con numerosi ensemble. 
È docente della cattedra di violoncello presso il Conservatorio di 
musica di Como ed è coordinatore e direttore dell'Ensemble 
Laboratorio formato dagli allievi dello stesso istituto, ideato per 
approfondire il repertorio del '900 storico e contemporaneo 
nonché per fornire un servizio di lettura alle classi di 
Composizione; è docente del corso di 'Direzione e concertazione 
d'ensemble' riservato agli allievi iscritti ai trienni accademici di 
Composizione presso lo stesso conservatorio. 
Web: http://www.conservatoriocomo.it/ins/ins-boselli.html (2013) 

Bosman Arthur (Portuguese) 
Arthur Bosmans nasceu em Antuérpia, na Bélgica, em 1908, e 
morreu em Belo Horizonte, aos 83 anos, em 1991. De formação 
musical praticamente autodidata, o compositor revelou, desde a 
juventude, talento e segurança na arte pela qual prestou 
relevantes serviços à cultura brasileira, particularmente ao meio 
cultural mineiro.  
Arthur Bosmans veio para Brasil na década de 1940. No país de 
adoção – naturalizou-se brasileiro em 1953 -, por cerca de meio 
século dedicou-se à composição, ao ensino e à divulgação no país 
de obras inovadoras do repertório sinfônico internacional. Em 
contrapartida, divulgou, em viagens de concertos na Suíça, 
França, Alemanha, Bélgica, Holanda e Inglaterra, obras brasileiras 
de compositores como Francisco Mignone, Edino Krieger, Lorenzo 
Fernandez e Radamés Gnattali. 
As composições de Arthur Bosmans, boa parte das quais foram 
editadas no Brasil, Estados Unidos e países europeus, abrangem 
obras vocais, orquestrais e obras para piano, violão e diversas 
formações camerísticas.  
Web: https://www.ufmg.br/online/arquivos/010204.shtml  

Bosseur Jean-Yves  (English) 
Born 1947 in Paris, Jean-Yves Bosseur studied composition at the 
Rheinische Musikschule in Cologne, Germany, with Karlheinz 
Stockhausen and Henri Pousseur. He obtained a Doctorate in 
Philosophy of Art at the University of Paris I. At present he is 
Director of Research at the Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique. Jean-Yves Bosseur was awarded prizes at the 
Royaumont Foundation competition, France, and the Gaudeamus 
Foundation competition, Netherlands. He also wrote several works 
for television and is author of various books. Jean-Yves Bosseur is 
Co-founder of Groupe Intervalles.  
Web: https://www.tonos-
online.de/newm/new_unten.asp?Current=2 

Böttger Thomas (English) 
Composer and pianist, born in Neustrelitz (Mecklenburg). In 1964 
he received piano lessons for the first time; at nine he composed 
first pieces. From 1969 to 1975 he attended the special school of 
music Berlin. He then studied composition with Erhard Ragwitz 
and piano with Ruth Zechlin at the Hochschule für Musik “Hanns 
Eisler” Berlin until 1980. This was followed by a two-year 
postgraduate study with Tadeusz Baird at the Fryderyk Chopin 
Music Academy in Warsaw. Finally, he was a master student with 
Ruth Zechlin at the Academy of Arts Berlin from 1981 to 1983. 
In 1982, he worked in Budapest on film music for “Guernica” by 
Hungarian director Ferenc Kósa. 
In 1986 he moved to Hamburg. From 1989 to 1990 he held a 
lectureship at the Musikhochschule Lübeck. He works since 1997 
for the NDR. He has been responsible for several hundred piano-
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historical programs in recent years. As a pianist he played among 
other countries in Finland, Hungary and Italy. As early as 1983, 
his 5 Rilke songs were premiered at the Warsaw Autumn. 
Musicians like Miklós Perényi, John-Edward Kelly, Michael Korstick 
and Michael Massong could be won over for his compositions. 
His most recent compositions include the “Concerto for 2 Pianos 
and Percussion” (2014, commissioned by Norddeutscher Rundfunk 
NDR); the “KOktett” (2016) for harp, piano, flute, clarinet and 
string quartet (written for members of the NDR Elbphilharmonie 
Orchestra) and the “K10 Preludes for Piano” (2017-18), the 
Alexandre Paley in its entirety at his festival in France , “KMoulin d 
Andé”, will premiere in spring 2019. 
His most recent work “Hommage à Szymanowski” (commissioned 
composition of the NDR in 2018) was performed on 20 November 
2018 at the Elbphilharmonie, performing for the first time by the 
Meccore String Quartet (Poland). 
In 2005 he published a book about the pianist Tamás Vásáry. He 
worked as a juror at the Svjatoslav Richter piano competition in 
Moscow. 
Thomas Böttcher is living in Hamburg. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Bottelier Ina (English) 
Ina Bottelier (1943) studied guitar at the music conservatory of 
Zwolle and afterwards worked for a long period with the eminent 
guitarist, composer and conductor Pereira Arias, who stimulated 
her in composing. She wrote for her instrument, as well for 
strings, flute, oboe and saxophones and gained international 
succes with her vocal compositions “Gedanken zu die Heimkehr”, 
“Quatre Poems de Ronsard” and “The Lament for Art O'Leary”. 
Her compositions are published by Broekmans en van Poppel 
BV Amsterdam and Red Frog Music. Several of her compositions 
where recorded for broadcast (NCRV, KRO and VPRO) and are 
played in the Concertgebouw Amsterdam and all over Europe. 

Bouchard Rémi (English) 
Rémi Bouchard  is a native of Western Manitoba, Canada. His 
musical education began in his hometown of Laurier with the 
‘Presentation of Mary’ nuns. He later graduated with a piano 
pedagogy diploma from the University of Manitoba. He started 
teaching in Neepawa, Manitoba, and has been doing so since 
1956. In April 1998 he received the Manitoba Heritage 
Foundation’s ‘Heritage Publication Award’. Many of his piano 
works have been performed, recorded, published and featured on 
radio broadcasts. Rémi has been recognized with two Honorary 
Licentiates – one from Conservatory Canada and the other from 
Northern Lights Canadian National Conservatory of Music. 
Web: http://www.musicfromcanada.com/reacutemi-
bouchard.html (2011) 

Boudounis Evangelos (English) 
Evangelos Boudounis was born in Athens. He studied the guitar 
with Dimitris Fampas at the National Conservatory of Athens from 
where he graduated with honours. He continued his studies on a 
scholarship under the supervision of Jose Tomas in Spain, Alirio 
Diaz in Italy and Alexander Lagoya in Canada. 
In 1968 he won Second Prize in the International Guitar 
Competition in Czechoslovakia and the following year he was 
honoured with the “Mario Castelnuovo Tedesco” award at the 
International Competition “Viotti” in Italy. He was also honoured 
with first prize in the Competition of the Andres Segovia class in 
the Academy Of “Santiago de Compostella” in Spain. Finally, a 
year later he won the first prize at the International Guitar 
Competition in Milan. 
In 1969 he met Andres Segovia and had the privilege, at the 
invitation of the great guitarist, to attend private lessons with him 
in Granada and Madrid for two years. Evangelos Boudounis has 
performed in Spain, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Turkey, 
Yugoslavia, Lebanon, Sweden, Hungary, Canada, the United 
States, the Soviet Union, Denmark, Holland, France as well as all 
over Greece. He has performed as a soloist with the National 
Orchestra of Athens, Camerata of Athens, Greek Radio Symphony 
Orchestra, the “Patras Soloist”, “Colours Orchestra”, Philarmonia 
Orchestra of Istanbul. He has also recorded for the Radio and has 
appeared repeatedly on T.V. 
His relationship with Manos Hatzidakis and his long-lasting and 
close cooperation with him which started in 1975, was so 

constructive, that Evangelos Boudounis considers him the most 
significant teacher he has ever had. 
For many years now he has been working on guitar compositions, 
many of which were included in several of the CD's he has 
recorded for companies such as “LYRA”, “MOTIVO” and “SIRIOS”. 
All his compositional works, transcriptions, tutorial works, 
including this guitar method, are published in cooperation with the 
“Papagrigoriou-Nakas” company.  
A long with his artistic career, he has been teaching guitar for 
many years, at the National Conservatory of Athens, having 
creating a school of many outstanding and some of them famous 
guitarists. In 1993 he set up an orchestra which consists solely of 
guitarist and is unique in Greece, and one of the few of its kind in 
Europe. A combination of his artistic and teaching activity has 
been a series of Guitar Festivals and Seminars in Rethimno (1985-
1986) and Ioannina (1988-1993), in which Evangelos Boudounis 
has been the animating spirit as well as the main teacher. 
Web: http://www.boudounis.gr/life.html 

Boulez Pierre (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra francese nato a Montbrison 
nel 1925. Ha studiato con O.Messiaen, R.Leibowitz e P.Schaeffer. 
Ha ricoperto prestigiosi incarichi in tutto il mondo, ed è 
considerato uno dei maggiori compositori viventi. 

Bousquet Frédérique (Français) 
Frédérique Bousquet est née en 1959. Elle a étudié la guitare au 
conservatoire de Dijon et à l'E.N.M.D. de Chalon sur Saône, où 
elle a obtenu le dipmôme de musicien animateur en 1980, une 
médaille d'or et un prix de perfectionnement dans la classe de 
Gérard Reyne. 
Elle a ensuite travaillé la guitare avec Tania Chagnot. Titulaire du 
Certificat d'aptitude aux fonctions de professeur de guitare, elle 
enseigne à l'Ecole de Musique du Creusot depuis plus de 20 ans et 
est l'auteur de nombreux arrangements et transcriptions pour 
ensembles de guitare joués- entre autres- au cours de stages où 
elle enseigne en compagnie de Raul Maldonado, Delia Estrada, 
Jacques Audet. 
Poursuivant parallèlement une carrière de concertiste, elle a joué 
à plusieurs reprises en duo avec Raul Maldonado ainsi qu'en 
soliste, dans des programmes qui allient la musique d'inspiration 
populaire et les grandes pièces du répertoire de la guitare.  
Web: http://www.partition-
soldano.fr/index.php?page=compositeur (2011) 

Boyadjian Hayg (English) 
Hayg Boyadjian was born in 1938 in Paris, France. At an early age 
he immigrated with his family to Buenos Aires, Argentina, where 
he started his musical studies at the Liszt Conservatory. In 1958 
he immigrated to the USA, and presently lives in Lexington, 
Massachusetts. In the USA he continued his musical studies as a 
special student first at the New England Conservatory and later at 
Brandeis University. Among his teachers were Beatriz Balzi 
(student of Alberto Ginastera, with whom Boyadjian had several 
consulting meetings), Seymour Shifrin, Alvin Lucier, and Edward 
Cohen. 
He has composed a large number of works from chamber to 
symphonic. Many of his compositions have been performed 
throughout the world: USA, Brazil, Argentina, Japan, Korea, 
Russia, France, Holland, England, Spain, Armenia and others. 
A number of his scores are available through the American Music 
Center, New York and on the internet through Sibelius Music. 
Some of his chamber and symphonic compositions are recorded 
on the following CD labels: Living Music; Society of Composers 
Recordings; North/South Consonance Recordings; and Opus One 
Recordings.  
He is a member of the Composers' Union of Armenia, ASCAP, 
Society of Composers, the MacDowell Colony, and others. His 
name is found in the Who's Who in American Music, the 
International Who's Who in Music. 
He has received awards from ASCAP, Meet the Composer, the 
Lexington Arts Council-MA, the New England Foundation-Meet the 
Composer, the Fiftieth Anniversary Commission Project-American 
Music Center, and others. 
A number of his writings on music and a number of his poems 
have been published in various publications. 
Web: http://www.haygboyadjian.com/biography.html 
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Bournet Patric (Français) 
Né le 26,01.1966. A étudié la guitare avec son frère Pascal, et 
DAVEZAC, DUMOND, NA TAF ; la composition avec COX, 
DELPLACE; le jazz avec CULLAZ, CURBILLON, SYLVESTRE etc. 
Participation au disque de “Echos d’Amérique du Sud” (Adda). 
Enseigne au C.A.P. de Porchefontaine. 

Bozza Eugène (Italiano) 
(1905-1991) 
Flautista e compositore francese nato a Nizza morto a 
Valenciennes. Ha ricoperto l'incarico di direttore della Opera 
Comique de Paris, e collaborato con il Gruppo dei Sei. Ha 
composto numerose opere per strumenti a fiato in stile 
tradizionale. 

Bracanin Philip (English) 
Philip Bracanin is an Australian of Dalmatian parentage. From the 
age of six he received piano lessons and subsequently studied 
music and mathematics at the University of Western Australia, 
where he was awarded MA and PhD degrees for analytical studies 
of contemporary music. Dr Bracanin is currently Professor of 
Music at The University of Queensland, where for nine years he 
was the Dean of the Faculty of Music. Currently he is Head of the 
School of Music. 
Included amongst his works are numerous chamber pieces 
(including three string quartets), solo song cycles with both piano 
and orchestral accompaniments, choral works, concerti for piano, 
violin, viola, cello, oboe, clarinet, trombone, guitar, two for 
orchestra and three symphonies. In 1988 Bracanin was 
Composer-in-Residence at the Anglo-Australian Music Festival in 
Birmingham, England. In 1991 he fulfilled a similar role at the 
Bournemouth International Festival, at which two of his works 
were performed, including a festival commission. In May 1995 his 
First Symphony was premièred by the Pusan Philharmonic 
Orchestra in Pusan, Korea, and in September his Second Choral 
Symphony was premièred. Additionally, in 1995 his Guitar 
Concerto won the APRA Award for the best Australian Classical 
Composition. 
His music has been recorded in Australia, Germany, Finland and in 
the former Yugoslavia, and performed in Australia, Europe, Korea 
and the U.S.A. 
Web: http://www.bracanin.com 

Brady Tim (English) 
Tim (Timothy Wesley John) Brady. Composer, guitarist, b 
Montreal 11 Jul 1956; BFA (Concordia) 1978, M MUS jazz 
performance and composition (New England Conservatory) 1980. 
He studied with Claude Dyotte (guitar, Montreal 1975-8), Mick 
Goodrick and Thomas McKinley (guitar and composition 
respectively, Boston 1978-80), James McKay (conducting, Toronto 
1982-4), and Odaline de la Martinez (conducting, London 1986-
7). Based in Toronto 1980-6 and in Montreal after 1987, Brady 
pursued parallel and equally productive careers as a composer in 
idioms ranging from serialism to minimalism and as a performer 
in jazz and, latterly, electroacoustic settings. 
Performances: 
Brady led a succession of small jazz ensembles during the 1980s 
in Toronto and Montreal clubs and for CBC and BBC broadcasts. 
He also appeared in solo and/or duo settings at festivals in 
Edmonton (Jazz City, 1985), Ottawa (1987, 1989), and 
Victoriaville (1989). In 1989 he supplanted his jazz group with a 
chamber sextet, Bradyworks, which premiered his dance/jazz 
work Inventions that year and The Songline, in part a minimalist 
piece, in 1990. Bradyworks toured in Canada three times (1991, 
1994, and 2000), performed in New York in 1991 and 2001, and 
toured Europe in 2003. Brady also toured North America, Europe, 
Asia, and Australia extensively as a soloist, performing his own 
music as well as new works commissioned from other composers. 
In 2002-3, he performed in Montreal, New York, and Marseille 
with the Nouvel Ensemble Modern, premiering his guitar 
concerto Playing Guitar. 
Recordings: 
While his early recordings, particularly for the Montreal-
based Justin Time label, were primarily jazz based, the years after 
1994 saw him concentrating on through-composed pieces and 
increasingly focused on densely layered forms that included as 
many as 20 multi-tracked guitars on the recording Twenty 

Quarter-Inch Jacks (2002). His recordings have featured a wide 
range of collaborators, including jazz trumpeter Kenny Wheeler, 
bassist Neil Swainson, drummer Terry Clarke, the Penderecki 
String Quartet, harpsichordist Vivé Vinçent, vocalist Annie 
Tremblay, the saxophone quartet Quasar, and the big band 
Kappa. 
Music Promotion: 
As a founder and 1983-6 first artistic director of Contemporary 
Music Projects in Toronto, Brady organized concerts at the Music 
Gallery by Gil Evans in 1984 and Kenny Wheeler in 1985 with an 
ad hoc orchestra of local musicians. Brady conducted for the latter 
event. In 1994 he founded Innovations en concert to produce new 
music concerts in Montreal, and in 2000 co-founded Concerts M, a 
production company for Bradyworks and Quatuor Bozzini. He 
organized two international festivals of electric guitar, The Body 
Electric (1997) and Guitarévolution (2002), which staged concerts 
in Montreal and other Canadian cities. 
Web: http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/tim-
brady-emc/ (2015) 

Bräm Thüring (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra svizzero nato a Bâle nel 1944. 
Ha studiato alle Università di Bâle ed Heidelberg. Ha  soggiornato 
negli Stati Uniti, e successivamente diretto il Conservatorio di 
Lucerna. 

Braga Antonio (Italiano) 
Compositore nato a Napoli nel 1929. Nel 1954 si è trasferito in 
Paris, dove è stato allievo di D.Milhaud. Il suo stile rievoca il 
folklore partenopeo e la musica esotica. 

Bratus Eligio (Italiano) 
Ha studiato chitarra al Conservatorio di Piacenza nella classe del 
maestro Mauro Storti. Successivamente al diploma si è 
perfezionato ai corsi di Trivero e Chatillon con i maestri Angelo 
Giardino e Luigi Riscaldi. Ha studiato composizione all’Istituto “G. 
Rusconi” di Rho (Milano) con il maestro marino Pessina. 
Nel dicembre del 1997 ha ottenuto, con la composizione per 
chitarra sola Six pièces il secondo premio al Concorso 
internazionale di composizione di Varenna (Lecco). 
La sua produzione chitarristica è costituita da oltre cinquanta 
opere. Suoi lavori vengono spesso eseguiti in importanti rassegne 
musicali. 

Braun Yehezkel  (English) 
From the age of two Yehezkel Braun, born 1922, was brought up 
in Israel, in close contact with Jewish and East-Mediterranean 
traditional music. The influence of this background is clearly felt in 
his compositions. He is a graduate of the Israel Academy of Music 
and holds a Master's degree in Classical Studies from Tel Aviv 
University. In 1975 he studied Gregorian chant with Dom Jean 
Claire at the Benedictine monastery of Solesmes in France. His 
main academic interests are traditional Jewish melodies and 
Gregorian chant. He lectured on these and other subjects, at 
universities and congresses in England, France, the United States 
and Germany. Yehezkel Braun is Professor Emeritus at Tel Aviv 
University. 
Yehezkel Braun was, in 2001, recepient of the Israel Prize for 
Music.   
Web: http://www.imi.org.il/composerInfo.asp?num=38 

Bravi Daniele (English) 
Daniele Bravi (Rome, 1974) started studying composition at the 
Conservatorio Santa Cecilia in Rome where he achieved his 
diploma with the maximum credits and distinction and the prize of 
the best diploma of the year. 
After the diploma he studied with Ivan Fedele at the 
Conservatoire National de Règion in Strasbourg and with 
Salvatore Sciarrino, Pascal Dusapin, Wolgang Rihm ed Helmut 
Lachenmann. 
He has been selected by the comitè de lecture of the IRCAM and 
the Ensemble Intercontemporain to participate at the stage de 
composition et d'informatique musicale 2006. 
His music is based on an accurate research of tone colours which 
he achieves by using classical instruments and on the 
manipulation of the concept of time: the extremely conscious use 
of the sound material enables him to control impressions of the 
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flow of time. 
Daniele Bravi's musical ideas are connected with philosophy, 
mathematics, physics and architectural principals like on La Curva 
di Lìgaso (2004) for piano, Rifrazioni Lontane (2004) for orchestra 
(first price at the Musica Europa-2004 competition), Meditazione 
Prima 'in co' - Hommàge à Descartes (2002) for ensemble and the 
recent work Quartetto n.2 (2005) for string quartet performed by 
the Arditti quartet. 
His music has been exhibited in several festivals. 
Three of his piano compositions were selected as obligatory 
material for The 10 th Piano Competition of Pietro Squartini 
(1998) and they were extracted in two works published by 
Bèrben. 
(CV updated to January 2007) 

Bravo de Rueda Jorge (Español) 
El autor de Vírgenes del Sol es Jorge Bravo de Rueda, un célebre 
pianista y compositor nacido en Lima, Perú, el 13 de septiembre 
de 1895. 
Este autor inventó además el ritmo de la danza incáica tal y como 
lo conocoemos actualmente, además de la obra que nos ocupa, de 
él han surgido otras piezas musicales como Canción del 
rímac, Corazón de gitana, Noche invernal y Ojitos limeños. 
De Rueda estuvo casado con Victoria Figueroa y León y tuvo 
cuatro hijos: Jorge, Rosa, Zoila y Consuelo Bravo de Rueda 
Figueroa. Falleció el 22 de noviembre de 1940 con solo 45 años 
de edad, también en Lima. 
En 2006 el Congreso Peruano elabora un proyecto de ley para 
crear la Universidad Nacional Jorge Bravo de Rueda Querol en 
honor al compositor. 

Bredemeyer Reiner (English) 
Reiner Bredemeyer was born in 1928 in Columbia. He studied 
music in Munich and settled in East Berlin in 1954, where he 
completed his composition studies with Wagner-Régeny, also 
working closely with Paul Dessau. Until 1994 he was active as 
composer and musical director of the Deutsches Theater in Berlin. 
His widely coloured ouevre contains not only the most varied 
song-genres (from concert-songs to dramatic-songs) but also 
many works for different chamber ensembles and orchestra. 
Bredemeyer also composed important works for the stage, 
amongst them music to texts by Berthold Brecht. Reiner 
Bredemeyer died in 1995 in Berlin. 
Web: https://www.tonos-
online.de/newm/new_unten.asp?Current=3 

Bredemeyer Reiner (Italiano) 
(1929-1995) 
Compositore tedesco nato in Colombia. Dopo aver studiato a 
Monaco si è trasferito ad est ed è stato direttore musicale del 
Deutsches Theater di Berlin. Ha collaborato con B.Brecht. 

Bréguet Jacques (Italiano) 
Questo giovane e promettente musicista che ha vinto il I Premio 
del Concorso di Composizione indetto per l'anno 1957 
dall'Associazione Chitarristica Italiana (Da 
quando l'A.C.I. organizza il Concorso di Composizione e questa la 
prima volta che il 
I premio viene assegnato), con la composizione per chitarra 
solista “Suite” (omaggio 
ai liutisti italiani) e nato il 7 aprile 1933 a Beauvais presso Parigi 
da genitori svizzeri residenti in Francia. Dotato di un naturale 
temperamento musicale, gia a sei anni inizio lo studio del 
pianoforte studio che ebbe poi temporaneamente ad interrompere 
per causa della guerra e per conseguire il baccellierato. A 19 anni 
decise di dedicarsi esclusivamente alla musica, ed a tale scopo si 
iscrisse al Conservatorio di Ginevra frequentando i corsi di 
pianoforte, organo, chitarra (che gia aveva iniziato a suonare a 
Parigi) solfeggio, armonia, storia della musica ecc. Dopo tre anni 
lascio definitivamente gli studi di pianoforte per dedicarsi 
esclusivamente a quelli di organo e chitarra. 
Successivamente si trasferi al Conservatorio di Losanna 
diplomandosi in organo con il M. Georges Cramer, perfezionandosi 
poi ulteriormente, tanto da conseguire pure un premio di 
virtuosismo. Relativamente alla chitarra, egli ha continuato gli 
studi sotto la guida del M. José de Azpiazu, interessandosi 
particolarmente allo studio delle tabulature e delle trascrizioni. 

Suoi principali insegnanti sono stati: per l'organo, Pierre Segond e 
Georges Cramer; per il pianoforte, Jolmy Aubert e Louis Hiltbrand; 
per la chitarra, José de Azpiazu; per la teoria, Henri Gagnebin, 
Bernard Reichel, Albert Payehere. Nel 1955 egli si e sposato con 
una pianista armena, compagna di studi al Conservatorio di 
Ginevra. 
Nel 1956 e entrato come professore di Chitarra alla Scuola 
Filarmonica di Friburgo e piu recentemente alla Scuola delle Arti 
d'Annecy (Francia . Alta Savoia). La sua attivita di compositore e 
logicamente ancora limitata come quantita di opere, limitandosi a 
qualche pezzo per chitarra solista, due chitarre, piano e canto, 
trascrizioni di Autori antichi. Delle sue opere, attualmente sono 
pubblicate solamente (Ed. Lemoine . Parigi) 24 trascrizioni per 
chitarra da musiche di Bach, Purcell, Clerambault, Champion de 
Charbonnieres e Carlos Seixas. 
(L’Arte Chitarristica n.66, Dicembre 1957) 

Brena Antonio (Italiano) 
Antonio Brena, diplomato in Composizione presso il Conservatorio 
di Padova, ha seguito i corsi internazionali di direzione d’orchestra 
a Bucarest (Romania) tenuti dal M° Costantin Bugeanu e i 
“Meister Kurse” di Vienna, presso il Conservatorio di Stato, sotto 
la guida di Julius Kalmar. 
Ha composto varia musica vocale e strumentale più volte eseguita 
in manifestazioni pubbliche. 
Laureato in psicologia presso l’Università di Padova ha anche 
seguito corsi di cibernetica musicale a Pamparato. Pubblicista, è 
collaboratore di Piano Time e Amadeus ed è critico musicale del 
quotidiano Bergamo Oggi. Attualmente si sta perfezionando alla 
“Scuola di Musica” di Fiesole sotto la guida di Camillo Togni. 
(2010) 

Brenet Therese (English) 
THERESE BRENET (1935) 
Musical studies at the Conservatoire National Superieur de 
Musique, Paris, where she is awarded the Rome Grand Prix in 
1965. After her stay at the Medicis Villa she is appointed professor 
at the abovementioned music academy in Paris in 1970. Since 
then she devotes her professional life to teaching and musical 
creation. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Bresgen Cesar (Italiano) 
(1913-1988) 
Compositore, organista e pianista austriaco nato a Firenze morto 
a Salisburgo. Ha studiato composizione a Monaco e 
successivamente con Hindemith. Il suo stile si ispira al 
neoclassicismo e a B.Bartók. 

Breville Pierre de  (English) 
(1861-1949) 
Pierre Onfroy de Breville was born on 21 February 1861 at Bar-le-
Duc, 240 km east of Paris, into a family of the French gentry. The 
family had no history of musical talent, although Pierre's paternal 
grandmother was a keen artist and his older brother Jacques 
became a well-known illustrator. 
Not unusually for someone of his family background, Pierre was 
intended initially for a diplomatic career and, accordingly, studied 
law at university, graduating in 1882. But his childhood passion 
for music was not to be denied. Before he had graduated from his 
legal studies two important developments had occurred which 
were to have far-reaching consequences for his subsequent 
musical career. In 1880, at the encouragement of composer 
Vincent d'Indy, whom he had recently befriended, he became a 
member of the Societe Nationale de Musique (SNM), a body 
formed in 1871 by Saint-Saens, initially to promote French music. 
During its long history the society oversaw the premieres of many 
masterpieces of French chamber music. Pierre de Breville was to 
be involved with the SNM in various capacities for much of his life. 
The second development was Pierre's entry in 1881 into formal 
music education. In that year he joined the harmony class of 
Theodore Dubois, at the Paris Conservatoire. However, this 
proved to be an unsatisfactory move, and in 1882, abandoning his 
intended diplomatic career, he became a pupil of Cesar Franck. 
The year 1882 also saw de Breville's first pilgrimage to Bayreuth 
to hear the music of Wagner, of which he was already a 
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passionate devotee. There were to be many more such trips. 
Indeed, de Breville retained a life-long enthusiasm for Wagner 
(and for travel). In his own music, however, he managed to avoid 
the wholesale Wagnerian influence that affected so many of his 
compatriots. On the completion of his studies with Franck, in 
1886, de Breville made his only attempt at the annual Prix de 
Rome corn-petition, without success. (Many of France's leading 
composers, most famously Berlioz and Ravel, had poor luck with 
this competition). 
With his formal musical studies over, Pierre de Breville undertook 
a range of musical activities. At different periods of his life he 
occupied himself variously in musical journalism, transcribing and 
arranging, playing the organ in a Paris church, and teaching. 
Though he applied himself conscientiously to all these 
occupations, the American scholar Mimi S. Daitz suggests that 
none of them was financially necessary for him, owing to his 
family's wealth. 
De Breville's two main teaching appointments were first at the 
Schola Cantorum and later, on the invitation of Gabriel Faure, at 
the Paris Conservatoire. At the Schola Cantorum, where he taught 
counterpoint from 1898 to 1902, one of his pupils was the 
composer and writer Gustave Samazeuilh, who was later to 
compose a work for Segovia. De Breville's successor as 
counterpoint teacher was Albert Roussel, another composer of a 
piece for Segovia. During de Breville's second period as a teacher, 
at the Paris Conservatoire in the First World War, one of his most 
distinguished pupils was the pianist Vlado Perlemuter, who later 
recalled him as an effective though unorthodox teacher and a 
generous helper to students in financial difficulties. 
Composition, however, was a constant thread in de Breville's life. 
He composed over 150 vocal works and 40 instrumental pieces, 
his first published works appearing in 1888 and his last being 
composed just a couple of years before his death. Some of his 
songs achieved considerable popularity in his lifetime, and the 
best of them, according to Mimi S. Daitz, are not shamed by the 
works of Faure, Ravel, and Duparc. De Breville himself set 
considerable store by his opera Eros Vainqueur, completed in 
1905, and first performed in Brussels in 1910 to a favourable 
reception, despite a weak libretto. 
The SNM formed another constant thread in de Breville's life. 
During Vincent d'Indy's long tenure as president of the society, 
from 1890 to 1931, de Breville did much behind-the-scenes work, 
and indeed for a period from 1890 was secretary to the society. 
On the death of the composer Gabriel Pierne, in 1937, de Breville 
assumed the presidency of the society. (This year, coincidentally, 
also saw Joaquin Rodrigo enrolled as a member.) However, de 
Breville's reign as president was destined to be short. In 1939, he 
tendered his resignation following a general meeting at which 
changes to the society's constitution were proposed and accepted, 
against his wishes. A prime mover behind these changes, which 
were designed to ensure that new music had more advocacy on 
the committee, was Henri Martelli, himself the composer of a fine, 
recently found guitar work for Segovia. 
Following his resignation from the SNM, de Breville continued to 
compose, but an accident in 1947 severely curtailed his activities. 
His death on 23 September 1949 is believed to have been the 
result of a heart attack. He was buried in the Montparnasse 
cemetery. During his long life he had been a well-liked figure on 
the French musical scene, and counted many of his country's 
leading composers and musicians (and writers) among his friends. 
(Allan Clive Jones, Classical Guitar Magazine, January 1992) 

Briano Giovanbattista (Italiano) 
(1902-1978) 
Cultore di chitarra italiano nato a Savona. Si è diplomato presso il 
Liceo musicale N.Paganini di Genova. Direttore di complessi ed 
Istituzioni musicali, ha svolto anche attività liutistica collaborando 
a riviste specializzate. 

Briasco Pino (Italiano) 
È nato a Varazze nel 1940. 
Ha studiato a Genova sotto la guida del M° Carlo Palladino. Le sue 
personalissime interpretazioni, caratterizzate da un’estetica 
sonora estremamente variegata e duttile, gli hanno valso 
importanti riconoscimenti, fra iquali l’affermazione di due edizioni 
al Festival Nazionale di Ancona, il Premio Liguria per la Musica e 

l’alto onore del Grifo d’Argento della città di Genova per l’opera di 
ricerca e divulgazione nel mondo della musica da camera  di 
Niccolò Paganini. 
Quale componente del Quartetto Paganini ha al suo attivo con la 
casa discografica Dynamic l’incisione di alcuni duetti per chitarra e 
violino e dell’Opera Omnia dei quartetti per violino, viola, 
violoncello e chitarra di Niccolò Paganini. 
Ha fatto parte quale Commissario di Giuria in concorsi Nazionali 
ed Internazionali fra i quali: Concorso Internazionale di Milano, di 
Ercolano, Genova, Ancona, Bardolino, Desenzano del Garda, 
Alessandria e altri. 
Oltre all’attività didattica svolta quale Docente presso il 
Conservatorio “N. Paganini” di Genova, alla ricerca e divulgazione 
della letteratura chitarristica e anche in considerazione dei vari 
concerti tenuti in Italia, Germania, Francia, Iugoslavia, 
Lussemburgo, Russia, Spagna, Svezia, Inghilterra, in Kuwait e 
Siria, si è imposto alla favorevole attenzione della critica e al 
caloroso consenso del pubblico. È dedicatario di brani per lui 
espressamente  scritti da compositori fra i quali Angelo Gilardino, 
Sergio Chiereghin, Giuseppe Manzino, Adriano Lincetto, Flavio 
Scogna, Alojse Vecchiato, Giusto Franco, Federico Orsolino, 
Roberto Beltrami, Rolf Ranehov, Anselmo Bersano, Raffaele 
Cecconi, Mario Gangi e altri. 
Alcune sue revisioni di M. Giuliani, A. Piccinini, G.B. Granata, S.L. 
Weiss, L. Roncalli, oltre a composizioni originali, figurano nel 
catalogo delle edizioni Zanibon di Padova. 
Altri suoi brani sono pubblicati dalla Citrinen HB Malmö (Svezia). 
Nel settembre 2008 ha ricevuto la Chitarra d’Oro per la didattica, 
Premio Città di Alessandria, in occasione del tredicesimo 
Convegno Italiano di Chitarra. 
Dallo stralcio di una recensione dal Tagblatt di Heidelberg, in 
occasione di una esecuzione  trasmessa in diretta dalla Deutscher 
Rundfunk: “Il chitarrista Pino Briasco tesseva con intima e vissuta 
dedizione melodie ricche di espressione e ritmi di molteplici 
strutture. Il valore della sua esecuzione non deriva da un fattore 
puramente tecnico, ma soprattutto da una calda e sentita 
musicalità interiore”. 
Web:  http://www.consorzioconcorde.it/index.php?option=com_co
ntent&view=article&catid=50:interpreti&id=114:pino-
briasco&Itemid=90 (2010) 

Brideoake Peter (Italiano) 
Chitarrista compositore australiano nato in Adelaide. Ha iniziato la 
carriera come chitarrista in un gruppo pop, quindi ha studiato 
composizione con Richard Meale al Elder Conservatorium of Music. 

Brings Allen (English) 
A native of New York City, Allen Brings received a bachelor of arts 
degree magna cum laude from Queens College and a master of 
arts degree from Columbia University, where he was a Mosenthal 
Fellow and a student of Otto Luening, and a doctorate in theory 
and composition from Boston University, where he was a teaching 
fellow and a student of Gardner Read. In 1962 he was a 
Naumburg Fellow at Princeton University, where he studied with 
Roger Sessions. He has twice served as chairman of the eastern 
region of the American Society of University Composers and is 
currently vice-president of Connecticut Composers. His published 
compositions, which include works for orchestra, band, chorus, a 
wide variety of chamber ensembles, piano, organ, harpsichord, 
guitar, and voice, have been recorded for Navona Records, 
Capstone, Centaur, Grenadilla, Contemporary Record Society, 
North/South Consonance, Arizona University Recordings, and 
Vienna Modern Masters. A pianist as well as a composer, Brings 
has performed extensively both here and abroad especially in 
programs of music for piano, four-hands, with Genevieve Chinn, 
with whom he has recorded for Orion, CRI, and Centaur. He is 
also co-author of A New Approach to Keyboard Harmony, 
published by W. W. Norton, and has contributed articles to College 
Music Symposium, Contemporary Music Newsletter, Society of 
Composers Newsletter, New Music Connoisseur, New Oxford 
Review, ComposerUSA, sounding board, and Adoremus Bulletin. 
He is Professor Emeritus of Music at the Aaron Copland School of 
Music at Queens College of the City University of New York, where 
he was co-ordinator of the theory and ear training program, and 
is a director of the Weston Music Center and School of the 
Performing Arts in Weston, Connecticut, where he teaches piano 
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and theory.  
Web: http://www.societyofcomposers.org/user/allenbrings.html 
(2011) 

Britten Benjamin (Italiano) 
(1913-1976) 
Compositore, pianista e direttore d'orchestra inglese nato a 
Lowestoft morto ad Aldeburgh. Allievo di J.Ireland e F.Bridge, ha 
soggiornato in USA  dal '39 al '42. Compositore popolarissimo e 
fondatore del 'Festival di Aldeburgh' e del 'English Opera Group'. 

Brizzi Aldo (Français) 
Aldo Brizzi est né à Alessandria en Italie en 1960. 
Aprés des études de composition musicale avec Aldo Clementi, 
Brian Ferneyhough et Niccolò Castiglioni. Il a également étudié la 
direction d'orchestre avec Franco Ferrara et Sergiu Celibidache et 
suivi des cours avec Leonard Bernstein. Doctorat en Musicologie à 
l'Université de Bologna. 
Prix “Venezia Opera Prima” en 1981, prix de l'Année Européenne 
de la Musique organisé par la ville de Cologne en collaboration 
avec la Biennale de Venise, le Festival d'Autumne de Paris et la 
WDR (Cologne) 1985, prix “Franco Evangelisti”, Rome 1986, prix 
“Junge Komponisten Forum” WDR Cologne 1989, “Jeune Talent de 
la Fondation Sophia Antipolis” 1989. 
La musique de Brizzi a été jouée par l'Orchestre de Jeunesse de la 
Communauté Européenne, l'Orchestre de la Radio de Baden-
Baden, l'Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France, l'Orchestre 
Symphonique de Bamberg, l'Orchestre de la Radio Danoise, 
l'Orchestre du Festival de Montepulciano, l'Ensemble de cordes de 
la Philharmonique de Berlin, l'Orchestre de Venise, l'Ensemble 
Köln, l'Ensemble 2E2M, l'Ensemble de cuivres et percussions de 
l'EIC, le Singcircle de Londres, l'Ensemble Ars Nova, le Quatuor 
Arditti, etc. Commandes de d'Etat Français, Festival de 
Donaueschingen, Radio France, Fondation Royaumont, A.SA.FRA., 
Ville de Bielefeld, Institut de Culture Suisse à Rome, Festival del 
Centro Historico, Mexico. 
Aldo Brizzi a entamé aussi une carrière de chef d'orchestre. En 
1990-94 il a été le directeur musical de l'Ensemble de Ferienkurse 
de Darmstadt. Est actuellement le chef de Akanthos Ensemble. A 
dirigé avec l'Ensemble de la Philharmonique de Berlin, l'Orchestre 
de Chambre de Santa Cécilia à Rome, l'Orchestre Symphonique 
de Bamberg, l'Orchestre Haydn de Bolzano, l'Orchestre de Caen, 
l'Israel Chamber Ensemble, l'Orchestre Symphonique National de 
México, Orchestre de l'Université de Bahia, l'Orchestre 
Philharmonique de Cluj, l'Orchestre Philharmonique de Kisinew, 
l'Orchestre Régional de Lazio/Rome, l'Ensemble Recherche de 
Freiburg, l'Itinéraire de Paris, Accroche-Note de Strasbourg. A 
dirigé des opéras contemporaines à “Musica” Strasbourg, Hebbel 
Theater Berlin, Opéra de Lille, Theatre Rivoli de Porto, De Sigel 
Anverse, Theatre d'Orléans, etc. En 1993 inauguration des “World 
Music Days” aux Pyramides de Teotihuacan (Mexique) face à 
4.000 personnes. 
“Superchoc” de Le Monde de la Musique pour le double CD 
Salabert/Harmonia Mundi 1990. “Diapason d'or” pour un CD de 
musique de chambre de Scelsi INA/Mémoire vive 1993. En 1998 
“The Labyrinthe Trial”, CD monographique du compositeur. 
Web: http://www.emepublish.com/english/eme10.htm 

Brncic Gabriel (Español) 
Director Artístico de la Fundación Phonos de Barcelona, Profesor 
Asociado del Gabinete de Música Electroacústica de Cuenca desde 
1989, director de los Seminarios sobre Música y Ordenadores de 
la Universidad Menéndez Pelayo (1991-95) y director de los 
cursos Eines de Creació Musical de Phonos de Barcelona, Gabriel 
Brncic ha trabajado desde 1960 en las nuevas disciplinas 
musicales relacionadas con las tecnologías del siglo XX. 
Desde su primera composición de música concreta, “Génesis”, 
realizada en el estudio de grabación de la Facultad de Ciencias y 
Artes musicales de la Universidad de Chile, pasando por obras 
electroacústicas realizadas en el Instituto Di Tella de Buenos 
Aires, como es el caso de las partes electrónicas de “Dialexis” y de 
los “Quodlibets” IV y VIII, y siguiendo por obras realizadas en la 
Fundación Phonos, el GME de Cuenca, el Groupe de Musique 
Experiméntale de Bourges y otros laboratorios, conjuntamente 
con una gran producción de música instrumental de todos los 
géneros, su música busca una variedad de maneras de escuchar y 
valorar los procesos afectivos relacionados con el sonido. Desde 

esta perspectiva ha sido presentado en 1996, en el Centro de 
Cultura Contemporánea de Barcelona -A la Recerca de Noves 
Realitats Transitòries: Homenaje al compositor Gabriel Brncic- un 
concierto en que se pudieron escuchar obras para instrumentos 
tradicionales con tratamiento electroacústico, música 
electroacústica pura y obras mixtas, en un resumen antológico de 
su producción. 
Web: 
http://www.accompositors.com/compositors/brncic/brncic.html 

Brockt  Johannes (English) 
Composer and musicologist, born in Brieg/Schlesien (today: 
Brzeg/Woiwodschaft Opole, Poland), died in Vienna (Austria). He 
studied music in Breslau (Wroclaw), Vienna and Lipsia, afterwards 
he studied musicology in Berlin. He was musical assistent at the 
Bayreuther Festspiele and later head of the chamber music 
department in Cologne. He composed seven operas and chamber 
music. (Rainer Stelle) 

Bröder Alois (English) 
Born 1961 in Darmstadt; 1982-86 guitar studies with Olaf Van 
Gonnissen (Akademie für Tonkunst Darmstadt); 1983-85 private 
composition studies with Cord Meijering and Dietrich Boekle; 
1985-89 composition studies with Toni Völker (Akademie für 
Tonkunst Darmstadt); 1993-95 composition studies with Manfred 
Trojahn (Robert-Schumann-Hochschule Düsseldorf); 1995-99 
studies of electronic composition with Hans Ulrich Humpert 
(Hochschule für Musik Köln); 2000 portrait CD (Melisma 
Wiesbaden), 2008 CD ”Chamber Music with Guitar” (Dreyer.Gaido 
Münster); among his awards 1993 at “Contest for orchestra works 
to Commemorate the semicentennial of the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government” for Îsôt als blansche mains, 1998 (scholarship to 
stay at the Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris) and 2012 
(scholarship to stay at the Deutsches Studienzentrum in Venice); 
as of 2017 about 110 compositions for very different instrumental 
and vocal combinations, among others the operas The Wives of 
the Dead (Theater Erfurt 2013) and Unverhofftes 
Wiedersehen (Mainfranken Theater Würzburg 2017, 
Landestheater Linz 2018); further information: www.alois-
broeder.de 

Brondi Maria Rita (Italiano) 
(1889-1941)      
Maria Rita Brondi (1889-1941) fu concertista, cantante, 
compositrice ed uno dei primi storici dello strumento in Italia. Ella 
fu allieva dell'anziano Luigi Mozzani, ma specialmente di F. 
Tàrrega (che le dedicò un Minuetto, edito dal periodico “Il 
Plettro”). Ella era rinomata per l'uso di lunghe unghie ed una 
artificiale metallica sul pollice (si veda la voce “unghie” nel celebre 
Diccionario di D. Prat). La sua ricerca nel campo della storia della 
chitarra ebbero il frutto con le voci “Liuto” e “Chitarra” nella 
celebre enciclopedia Treccani ed il volume “Liuto e chitarra” (cfr la 
bibliografia). 
Tra le sue opere sono da menzionare la melodia folk-medley 
Melodia del Sannio e Studio, editi da Chiappino di Torino, ed 
presumibilmente altre poche pagine (come “Romance au rouet” 
per voce e chitarra), che sono ad oggi inedite. 

Brophy Gerard (English) 
(b. 1953) 
Born in Sydney, Gerard Brophy (Australia in 1953) began his 
studies in the classical guitar at the age of twenty-two. In 1976 he 
participated in a four-month masterclass with the Brazilian 
guitarist Turibio Santos. The following year he attended a 
composition seminar directed by Mauricio Kagel in Basel. He then 
studied composition with Don Banks, Anthony Gilbert and Richard 
Toop at the NSW Conservatory of Music, graduating as Student of 
the Year in 1982. 
Brophy has been awarded numerous composition prizes, including 
the inaugural NSW Premiers Composers Award, the 1988 
Budapest International Composers Award and the 1988 Barlow 
International Orchestral Award. His Linia for twelve instruments, 
Exu for amplified violin and orchestra, Orfeo for string orchestra, 
and Shiver for mezzo-soprano and ensemble were selected for 
performance at the ISCM World Music Days of 1981, 1984, 1986 
and 1991 respectively. His music has been performed at all the 
major festivals, including the Gaudeamus Music Week, Warsaw 
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Autumn, Nuova Consonanza, Nuovi Spazi Musicali and the Zagreb 
Biennale. Gerard Brophy has received Australia Council Composer 
Fellowships, an Italian government scholarship and scholarships 
from the Accademia Musicale Chigiana di Siena and the Paris 
Conservatoire. His first composer fellowship enabled him to study 
with Franco Donatoni in Italy in 1982-’83. In June 1983 he 
graduated from the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia in Rome 
with top honours. That same year he was assistant to Donatoni, 
as well as attending the composition class at the Accademia 
Chigiana. Gerard Brophy’s music has been commissioned and 
performed by some of the world’s leading ensembles, such as the 
St. Louis, Melbourne and Sydney Symphony Orchestras, Kitchener 
Waterloo Symphony, Nash  Ensemble, Het Nieuw Ensemble, 
Gruppo Musica d’Oggi, Het Trio, Chicago Pro Musica, Ensemble 
Octandre and Ensemble l’Itineraire. His music has been regularly 
broadcast in Europe, Japan, United States and Australia, and has 
appeared in the major subscription series of the Chicago 
Symphony, Orchestre National de Lyon, Pompidou Centre and in 
the Dutch Proms. On his return to Australia in late 1983, Gerard 
Brophy was appointed the inaugural composer-in-residence at 
Musica Viva Australia. This was followed by other residencies with 
the Australian Chamber Orchestra, Queensland Conservatory and 
the Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble. 
Web: 
http://www.peminfo.nl/gaudeamus/composerdetail.asp?composer
=1883  

Broqua Alfonso (English) 
(1876-1946) 
Uruguayan composer, his works were inspired by his homeland 
folklore and the French Impressionism which he met in Paris, 
where he studied and settled since 1922. He wrote Evocaciones 
criollas, Sept Etudes Créolles for solo Guitar and El Tango for two 
Guitars. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Broqua Alfonso (Español) 
(Montevideo, 1876 - París, 1946) 
Escritor y compositor. Primero estudió en la Schola Cantorum de 
París con Vincent D’Indy, y asistió al surgimiento del así llamado 
impresionismo. Luego lo hizo con César Franck en Bélgica, donde 
se reunió y compartió ideas con el joven Esuardo Fabini. Cuando 
Broqua vuelve a Montevideo en 1904, da comienzo el 
nacionalismo musical en nuestro país. En 1910 estrena la primer 
obra de esta tendencia, “Tabaré”, sobre el poema de Juan Zorrilla 
de San Martín. Vuelvió a París y tras un período de idas y venidas, 
se radicó finalmente en Francia en 1922. Murió a los setenta años, 
en 1946. Dejó importantes textos críticos, publicados en su 
momento por el diario “El Siglo” de Montevideo. Sus numerosos 
manuscritos se encuentran en la Sección Musicología del Museo 
Histórico Nacional, a la espera de un mayor contacto con su 
público. 

Brotons Salvador (Italiano) 
Compositore e flautista spagnolo nato a Barcellona nel 1959. Ha 
studiato flauto con il padre, al Conservatorio della sua città e negli 
Stati Uniti (Florida), con X.Monsalvatge e R.Johnson. È  molto 
apprezzato anche come direttore d'orchestra. 

Brouwer Leo (English) 
Leo Brouwer was born Juan Leovigildo Brouwer in Havana, Cuba 
on 1st March 1939. He started to play the guitar at the age of 13, 
drawn to it by the sounds of Flamenco and encouraged by this 
father, a doctor and himself an amateur guitarist. His first real 
teacher was Isaac Nicola who was a pupil of Emilo Pujol (1886-
1980) who in turn had been a pupil of Francesco Tárrega (1852-
1909). (Both of the latter are giants in the world of guitar, not 
only as players but as composers and arrangers of other people's 
music). So Brouwer was part of the lineage of artists involved in 
different aspects of music through the instrument and it was 
natural that he played the traditional repertoire of classical and 
romantic pieces, giving his first public performance at the age of 
17; but already his composing was coming to the fore. Prelude 
(1956) and Fugue (1959), influenced by Bartok and Stravinsky, 
show an early awareness of music outside the guitar. To further 
his musical education he went to America and studied composition 
at the Julliard School and then at Hart College in Hartford. 
Brouwer's early output (late 50's to early 60's) naturally embodies 

his own Cuban background and has the Afro-Cuban folk influence 
and rhythmic style. A good example of this period is Elogio de la 
Danza. Although for solo guitar, the 2nd movement is a tribute to 
the Ballets Russes (a Stravinsky connection) and it has been 
choreographed. There then followed works like Le Espiral Eterna. 
Guitar Concerto No. 1 and Cantincum the first part of which 
represents the process by which an adult insect emerges from the 
pupa case and incidentally, incorporates the unusually rare 
detuning of the guitars sixth string to E flat. This period 
incorporated the use of serial, 12 tone and open serial modes 
which are somewhat avante garde in nature.  
The latest period is almost minimalistic, not going so far as a 
Steve Reich, for instances, but an exploration of this is evident. 
Brouwer describes it as a development of a modular system, Tres 
Ballades El Decameron Negro are probably the first in this style 
and Hika, In Memoriam Toru Takemitsu (1996) in memory of the 
Japanese composer is the most recent. 
The history of the Classical Guitar has been well served by its 
players and composers in writing technical exercises and studies 
for the instrument. Notably, Fernando Sor (1778-1839), Matteo 
Carcassi (1792-1853) and Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959). To 
further the physical requirements of modern guitar playing 
Brouwer wrote early in his career Etudes Simples “Nos 1 – 20 
(simple studies). New students of the guitar should beware of the 
title,”simple” they are not!. With these studies Brouwer has 
undoubtedly produced a major work in the development of guitar 
technique, making them not only demanding but also very 
musical. 
As well as original compositions, Brouwer is an avid arranger of 
other composers such as Scott Joplin Elite Syncopations and The 
Entertainer and Lennon and McCartney's Fool on the Hill. These 
have been arranged for solo guitar.  
As a prominent figure of the guitar, Brouwer is often in demand as 
a Jury member at Guitar competitions all over the world. These 
often require him to conduct masterclasses and performance 
workshops. For the 1979 Esztergom Guitar competition in 
Hungary, Brouwer wrote and conducted Blue Skies and Smile, a 
piece performed under the dome of the Basilica by the Bálint 
Bakfark guitar orchestra comprising 200 guitarists; a recording of 
which was broadcast by the BBC. Brouwer is organiser of the 
Havana International Guitar Festival and Competition, which is 
held every two years, and is still its Director.   
So far we have only considered Leo Brouwer's association with the 
guitar, but his achievements in music go much further. He is an 
accomplished composer for varied media including chamber and 
choral works, a modern ballet, even pieces for wind band as well 
as many orchestral works. He has over 60 film scores to his 
credit, these through involvement in the Cinema Industry in Cuba 
where he was Director of the Music Department of the Cinema 
Institute (1961) and Musical Adviser to the National Radio and TV 
company of Havana, as well as the Professor of Composition in 
the Music Conservatory.  
As if all this were not enough, Brouwer is a respected conductor 
working with some of the best orchestras across the world 
including Philharmonic Orchestra of Berlin, The National Orchestra 
of Scotland, the Langham Chamber Orchestra and the BBC 
Concert Orchestra. 
Web: http://www.musicweb.uk.net/brouwer/ 

Brouwer Leo (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore cubano. La sua vasta produzione per 
chitarra si articola in diversi momenti caratterizati dal rapporto 
con il folclore e con la musica contemporanea: dopo un primo 
periodo legato al materiale folclorico e popolare cubano e dei 
rituali africani che a Cuba hanno una lunga tradizione, Brouwer si 
accosta ai linguaggi dell’avanguardia (ad esempio Canticum, La 
espiral eterna, Parabola). Il Decameron Negro rappresenta 
l’apertura di una nuova fase che Brouwer stesso chiama “iper-
romanticismo” o “nuova semplicità”. Una parentesi minimalista 
rappresentano, invece, i suoi Paisajes cubanos. (Barbara 
Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Brouwer Leo (Español) 
(Juan Leovigildo Brouwer) 
Nació en La Habana, Cuba, el 1 de marzo de 1939. Es el más 
importante compositor cubano del siglo XX y, en el campo 
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específico de la guitarra, el más grande de los autores vivos. 
Empezó estudiando el piano. En 1955, fue al Conservatorio 
pretendiendo estudiar guitarra flamenca, pero Isaac Nicola, 
profesor de guitarra clásica, alumno de Emilo Pujol, lo persuade a 
que estudie guitarra clásica. Fue influenciado por el neoclasicismo 
y el nacionalismo. Los músicos que influenciaron sus 
composiciones son Falla, Bartok y Stravinski. Estudió composición 
en Europa. 
Su música puede dividirse en 3 periodos: a) Un primer periodo 
(de 1956 a 1964), donde es influenciado por el folklore afro-
cubano y por los tres músicos anteriormente mencionados. Un 
buen ejemplo de este periodo es Preludio, Fuga y Elogio de la 
Danza. b) El periodo de 1964 a 1968, donde sus ideas musicales 
son más importantes e incorporó el uso del serialismo. Sobresalen 
La Espiral Eterna, Concierto para guitarra nº 1 y Canticum. c) El 
tercer periodo, de 1968 a adelante, con el aliterismo, casi 
minimalístico. El interprete tiene más libertad al tocar. Tres 
Ballades y Decameron Negro son los primeros trabajos en este 
estilo. 
Su obra incluye casi todos los géneros y es muy fecunda en la 
producción guitarrística. Hizo, también, arreglos de otros 
compositores, como Scott Joplin (Elite Syncopations y The 
Entertainer) y Lennon y McCartney (Fool on the Hill), así como, 
también, música para más de 60 películas. 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/8454/brouwer2.htm 

Brown Earle (Italiano) 
(1926-2002) 
Compositore americano nato a Lunenburg (Massachusetts). Ha 
studiato matematica e ingegneria meccanica. Allievo di J.Cage e 
D.Tudor, ha occupato un posto di rilievo nell'avanguardia musicale 
americana. 

Brunn Rainer (English) 
Composer and guitarist, born in Bamberg (Upper Franconia). At 
the age of 6, he received his first music lessons. At the age of 17, 
he began, initially self-taught, the guitar playing and dealt 
primarily with fingerstyle, ragtime and blues. At the age of 22 he 
took lessons in classical guitar and studied from 1984 to 1988 at 
the conservatory in Nuremberg in the class of Kurt Hiesl. After 
studying music, Rainer Brunn increasingly devoted himself to 
composing and published numerous pieces with Edition Margaux 
in Berlin. In the classical area followed numerous concerts both 
solo and chamber music among others with Carlo Domeniconi, 
Dietmar Ungerank and Ewa Margareta Cyran. In addition, his 
interest in Irish and American folk music grew. He played in 
various folk and blues formations such as “Musgrave”, “Asylum 
String Band”, “Acoustic Drive” and “River Road”.In recent years, 
Rainer Brunn again appeared solo on more. His program “Jewels 
of Acoustic Blues” has received enthusiastic applause at numerous 
concerts and has won many friends. Rainer Brunn has been 
teaching guitar since 1985 at the Otto-Friedrich-University 
Bamberg, the E.T.A. Hoffmann Gymnasium and the municipal 
music school in Bamberg. (Rainer Stelle) 

Brustad Karsten (English) 
Karsten Brustad (1959) studied classical guitar at The Norwegian 
State Academy of Music during the first half of the 1980s. He 
studied composition privately and has been working as a 
composer for the last twenty years.  
Brustad has written music for orchestra, choir, various chamber 
music combinations and solo instruments. He is particularly 
interested in combining electronic and acoustic instruments and 
has written several electro-acoustic pieces of music. A number of 
Brustads pieces have been released on CD and he has received a 
series of commissions and grants for his work. 

Bryars Gavin (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato nello Yorkshire nel 1943. Ha sviluppato le sue 
doti artistiche nella cerchia di artisti sperimentali (J.White), e ha 
collaborato con C.Cardew e J.Cage. Il suo stile risente di recniche 
minimaliste, impressioniste e del jazz. 

Buarque De Hollanda Chico (Italiano) 
Pochi ricordano che Francisco “Chico” Buarque, in assoluto il 
protagonista più intenso e carico di vis poetica della “nuova 

musica” brasiliana è figlio di uno storico e sociologo protagonista 
di primo piano del Modernismo Brasiliano degli anni Venti. Eppure 
è da lì che arriva quello sguardo lucido e disincantato, quella 
capacità di sintesi finale che fa di ogni sua canzone una specie di 
trattato estetico in nuce su mille possibilità espressive. A casa sua 
ascoltava Baden Powell, Tom Jobim, Alaide Costa, Vinicius de 
Moraes: ecco il segreto della “complicata semplicità” delle canzoni 
che avrebbe poi scritto (ma non si tratta solo di canzoni: Chico è 
anche un’eccellente penna letteraria nel senso stretto del 
termine). Veri e propri puzzle dell’intelligenza, i suoi testi, 
abbastanza per conquistare alla sua musica anche i più 
spregiudicati tropicalisti, abbastanza per finire, troppe volte, 
imbrigliato tra le maglie della censura. (da MONOGRAFIE by New 
Age Music and New Sound, Anno IV n.18, 1996) 

Bucchi Valentino (Italiano) 
(1916-1976) 
Compositore, critico musicale e insegnante italiano nato a Firenze 
morto a Roma. Allievo di L.Dallapiccola e V.Frazzi. Ha diretto il 
Conservatorio di Firenze. 

Bucci Marco (Italiano) 
Diplomato in pianoforte al Conservatorio “A. Boito” di Parma, ha 
frequentato corsi di Composizione e Clavicembalo, 
Etnomusicologia all'IIMC di Venezia, Musica per Film con Ennio 
Morricone all'Accademia Chigiana di Siena. Dedicatosi 
all'esecuzione di musiche di scena nel teatro di prosa dal 1985 è 
stato in tournée in Italia e all'estero con le compagnie Pupi e 
Fresedde (Angelo Savelli), Il Gran Teatro (Carlo Cecchi), Comp. 
Attori Insieme (Gennaro Cannavacciuolo), Compagnia della Luna 
(Nicola Piovani). 
Ha composto le musiche di scena per numerosi spettacoli per 
ragazzi. 
È direttore d'orchestra e concertatore con la Compagnia Fiorentina 
di Operette. 

Buck Ole (English) 
Ole Buck (b. 1945) is one of the best kept secrets in Danish 
contemporary music. He is unknown to the general public, 
esteemed by all who have heard his music. Ole Buck has 
developed his own “new simplicity” and has 
worked with repetitions of a small number of crystallized tones, 
which are dabbed through the music like brush-stokes in a 
Japanese drawing. With his pristine expressive idiom, many 
stylistic elements find a place in Buck’s music. His works are 
elaborated down to the smallest detail, with many exquisite, 
elegant features. On the surface the music may seem cool, but 
beneath this there are always narrative or playful elements. Ole 
Buck has composed several chamber works in succession as well 
as instrumental works for large ensembles, for example the four-
seasons piece Landskaber (Landscapes). 
Web: http://www.dacapo-records.dk/en/artist-ole-buck.aspx 
(2011) 

Buckley Irene (English) 
Irene Buckley is a composer living and working in Cork. She is 
currently completing a PhD in Composition  at University College 
Cork. She holds an MA in Music Technology from Queens 
University Belfast. 
Her work is characterised by the dynamic interplay between the 
possiblities of classical acoustic and contemporary digital 
instrumentation and sounds. Her pieces have ranged from scores 
for full orchestra to tape pieces to interdisciplinary collaboration, 
and have been performed in locations that scale from 
the grandiose to the peculiar: Carnegie Hall (NY), Tycho Brahe 
Planetarium (Copenhagen), Brooklyn First Presbyterian Church 
(NY), Galeria Kronika (Poland), Muziekgebouw (Amsterdam). 
A number of recordings feature Irene's work, including the DVD 
proceedings of the International Computer Music Festival, 2006, 
and the Dublin Electronic Arts Festival compilation CDs, 2003, 
2004 and 2009. 
Irene has written original scores for award winning film and 
television productions, including My Beamish Boy, Liberty Hall, Na 
Zimmers and God & Napoleon. 
She has many years of experience in composing for theatre, 
including Corcadorca's Snap (2003), Granary Production's Disco 
Pigs (2007) and Everyman Palace Production's Rita Dunne (2008). 

http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/8454/brouwer2.htm�
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Irene recently completed a three month residency at the Centre 
Culturel Irlandais, Paris. Other awards include a top prize at the 
14th International Young Composer's Meetings in the Netherlands 
(2008) and a number of travel and training awards from Culture 
Ireland, the Arts Council and Cork City Council. 
Irene’s piece Stórr, for orchestra, was shortlisted for the 
TANSMAN 2010 – 8th International Competition of Musical 
Personalities - Composers Competition and was performed by the 
Lodz Philharmonic Orchestra in Poland. The international jury 
consisted of Zygmunt Krauze, Louis Andriessen, Michael Nyman, 
Ana Lara, Hwang-Long Pan, Aaron Jay Kernis and Jose Manuel 
Lopez. 
Web: http://www.irenebuckley.com/read-about.php (2011) 

Buckley Linda (English) 
Linda Buckley is a composer from the Old Head of Kinsale, 
currently based in Dublin. Her music has been described as 
“strange and beautiful” (Boston Globe, July 2004), a “fascinating 
interaction between live sound and electronics” (Irish Times, Nov 
2006), with “an exciting body of work that marks her out as a 
leading figure in the younger generation of Irish composers 
working in the medium” (Journal of Music, Sept 2008). 
Her work has been performed by the Dresden Sinfoniker 
Orchestra, Crash Ensemble, Fidelio Trio, Orkest de Ereprijs, Janus 
Trio, Rothko Trio, University of York Javanese Gamelan, and 
featured at international festivals including the Bang on a Can 
Summer Institute of Music at MassMoCA, Gaudeamus Music Week 
Amsterdam and Seoul International Computer Music Festival. 
Linda is a member of the Spatial Music Collective, dedicated to the 
creation and presentation of spatial acoustic and electroacoustic 
music. 
She studied Music at University College Cork, and Music and 
Media Technologies at Trinity College Dublin. She holds a Ph.D in 
Composition from Trinity College, where she also lectures. 
Web: http://www.lindabuckley.org/about/ (2011) 

Budasz Rogério (English) 
Rogério Budasz, composer and musicologist is bachelor in Guitar 
by the Escola de Música e Belas Artes do Paraná, Curitiba, and 
Master in Musicology by the University of São Paulo.  
Among his compositions are Ritos, for four guitars, Cantares, for 
middle-voice and woodwind quartet, Prelude, for recorder trio, 
guitar, violin and cello, Variations on Bebê, for four guitars and 
Variations on Fé Cega, Faca Amolada, for four percussionists. As a 
chamber music instrumentalist, he has participated in concerts 
throughout South and Southeast of Brazil, in groups like Terra 
Canora (Early Music) and Curitiba Guitar Quartet. With the 
former, he participated in an LP recording in 1991. During 1993 to 
1995 he was sponsored by the Federal Agency CNPq and in 
1995/96 by Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, Portugal. He made 
researches in Portugal, on Brazilian Colonial Music and its links 
with the Iberian Music. 

Budón Osvaldo (English) 
I was born in Concordia, Entre Ríos, Argentina in 1965. I have 
lived in several places. Since 2001 my house is in Uruguay, near 
the Rio de la Plata. 
I am a composer. Mi music has been released on CD in The 
Netherlands, USA and Canada, and presented at international 
festivals such as Mikromusik-Berlin, Faithful II-Berlin,Tage Für 
Neue Musik-Zürich, Monteaudio-Montevideo, Festival Für Neue 
Musik – Münster and Forum Neuer Musik-Köln. 
Ensemble Aventure, MusikFabrik, Slagwerkgroep Den Haag,  Duo 
Mei, Motion Ensemble, Reflexion K, Norrbotten NEO, McGill 
Percussion Ensemble, McGill Symphony Orchestra, Dúo Sheppard-
Lanza, Bruce Mather and Paul Helmer, USC Percussion Ensemble, 
and Proyecto Aves Errantes, among others, have performed my 
compositions. 
I have completed some research projects. Topics include 
composers from Argentina as well as the music of Edgard Varèse, 
James Tenney and Conlon Nancarrow. I have also worked on the 
theories of Henry Cowell and on microtonal music. One of my 
growing interests is our relationship with music in the digital era. I 
have written and published articles about these and other 
matters. Since 2010 I am a member of the National System of 
Researchers (SNI) of Uruguay. 
I graduated from the Instituto Superior de Música de la 

Universidad Nacional del Litoral. There I also took part of the 
Taller de Música Contemporánea. In Concordia and Santa Fe I 
joined various popular music groups. Between 1991 and 2001 I 
lived in Montreal. There—with scholarships from the Rotary 
Foundation, McGill University and the Government of Québec—I 
completed Master and Doctoral studies at McGill. During the 
course of my Graduate Studies I was a member of the Group of 
the Electronic Music Studio (GEMS), composer-in-residence with 
the McGill Symphony Orchestra and the McGill Percussion 
Ensemble, and part-time instructor of Theory and Electroacoustic 
Music.  I did some further studies at Université de Paris VIII, 
Camping Musical Bariloche, Centre Acanthes, International Bartók 
Seminar, and Center for New Music and Audio Technologies 
(CNMAT). 
The things I know—if we talk about music—I have learned from 
many people. Among them are Jorge Molina, Gerardo Gandini, 
Bruce Mather, Bengt Hambraeus, Horacio Vaggione, Mariano 
Etkin, Coriún Aharonián, James Tenney and Gérard Grisey. 
My main composition teacher was Alcides Lanza en Montreal. I 
had previously estudied with Dante Grela in Rosario. 
John Rea was my doctoral thesis supervisor. 
I am Associate Professor of Composition at the Escuela de Música 
de la Universidad de la República (School of Music of the National 
University). I have also taught there Analysis and XXth Century 
Music courses. Furthermore, I have been coordinator of the 
Composition Area and supervised several student projects. 
For many years I have been a new music activist, promoting 
events and projects of various kinds within the University as well 
as in collaboration with Núcleo Música Nueva de Montevideo 
(NMNM) and Proyecto Aves Errantes (PAE). 
As guest of the Artist-in-Berlin programm from DAAD (2014-15) I 
lived and worked in Berlin for a year. 
Web: http://www.osvaldobudon.org/bio.html (2017) 

Budos Marian (English) 
Composer, classical guitarist, conductor and pedagogue, preceded 
by an earlier successful international career as a champion 1500m 
runner for the Czecho-Slovakian national team. In 1991, Budos 
graduated from Matej Bel University with a Bachelor of Education. 
The following year, he permanently settled in Australia. In 1995, 
Budos continued his studies in composition at the Australian 
National University with Jim Cotter and Larry Sitsky. He studied 
classical guitar with virtuoso Ján Labant followed by Mark Norton 
and conducting with Andrew Koll and Roland Peelman. 
Budos's compositional style is driven by structure, direction and 
narrative content. His belief in strong harmonic, melodic and 
rhythmical development is underscored by an unorthodox use of 
instrumentation and orchestration, based on a mixture of Western 
and non-Western musical traditions. 
Budos has received a number of awards, the most prestigious 
being the 1998 SOZA Composer of the Year Award for his work 
Two Worlds for classical and semi-acoustic guitars televised 
nationally on STV and later released on a CD of the same title. 
Compositions from this CD formed core repertoire for the 1997 
Slovkoncert tour of Slovakia and consequently tour of Australia in 
1999, where Budos performed in a trio with Ivana Troselj and Ján 
Labant. 
Budos has worked as a composer, conductor or performer with 
numerous individuals, ensembles and orchestras locally and 
internationally. In 2002, the conductor Oliver von Dohnanyi 
premiered and recorded his three guitar concertos with soloists 
Ján Labant, Rémi Boucher and Peter Remeník and the Slovak 
Sinfonietta, later released on the album Heart on a Sleeve. Music 
from this album has been used in film and television, and it has 
also been featured repeatedly on the US-based Classical Guitar 
Alive! show, which broadcasts weekly to over a million of listeners 
across hundreds of radio stations in North and South Americas, 
Europe and Africa. 
Budos's arrangements of folk songs were featured in two concerts 
at the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games celebrations in Canberra. 
In 2005, Budos co-wrote and conducted music for the popularly 
received European tour of Seasons of the Soul with Ivana Troselj, 
which was performed by cellist Monika Leskovar, mezzo-soprano 
Ivana Troselj and guitarist Ján Labant, together with vocal group 
Close Harmony Friends and Bohdan Warchal Chamber Orchestra. 
He has also worked on numerous projects with leading Australian 
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performers, such as the Once Upon a Time concert tour in 2010 
with cellist David Pereira, harpist Alice Giles, saxophonist Niels 
Rosendahl, composer Ivana Troselj, and puppeteers Cathie Roach 
and Cathy Petocz. 
Other significant artistic collaborations forged over the last two 
and a half decades featuring Budos's music include guitarists 
Tonié Field, John Couch, Ondrej Vesely, VCA Guitar Orchestra, the 
JGO South German Orchestra, Hamburg Guitar Duo, Satori 
Quartet and flutist Ján Figura, many of which resulted in concert 
tours, festival performances, recordings and radio broadcast in 
countries as varied as Cuba, Mexico, Venezuela, Poland or 
Thailand. 
To celebrate 100 years of the Australian National Capital Canberra 
in 2013, Budos was commissioned to write two new works: 
Clepsydra (Water Clock), premiered by the visiting Swedish 
quartet The Peärls Before Swïne Experience together with Griffyn 
Ensemble at the Belconnen Arts Centre and My Canberra 
(Symphony No.2) - performed and recorded live at the Llewellyn 
Hall, Australian National University, featuring the Canberra Youth 
Orchestra. 
Home from Two Worlds arranged for Sally Walker (flute) and 
Phillip Mayers (piano) was released on the album Hemisphere 
through Chartreuse label in 2013. 
Budos's orchestral music from the album Heart On A Sleeve has 
been selected for US music libraries (incl. Perpetual Music Group, 
HD Music Now) that provide music to feature films, TV, 
commercials and computer games. 
Budos has been actively involved in helping local community 
music groups. He served as the President of Canberra Youth Music 
Council from May 2012 to June 2014 in the transitional period of 
merging with Music for Everyone. For this work, he was awarded 
an honorary life-time membership of the newly formed 
government funded organisation Music for Canberra in 2015. 
Budos is regularly invited to adjudicate music competitions, 
including the Australian National Busking Championship, Young 
Virtuoso Competition and the Cooma Music Competition. He has 
sat on a number of audition panels for orchestra players and 
conductors. In January 2018, he is joining the Music Department 
at Narrabundah College, Canberra. 
His compositions Linn Linnaeus and The Magic Lute featured on 
John Couch's latest disc Ask Me Tomorrow have been played 
repeatedly on a number of ABC Classic FM programmes since 
December 2015. 
Budos's recent compositions include Song For Leslie premiered in 
December 2015 at the Ainslie Arts Centre, Light - music for Step 
Into The Limelight show premiered at the Australian Institute of 
Sport Arena in August 2015, One Last Time premiered by guitarist 
Ján Labant at the 33rd Cithara Aediculae International Guitar 
Festival in Nitra, Slovakia in October 2016. 
The Passing of a Black Star (Homage to David Bowie) 
commissioned by the New Zealand Guitar Quartet was premiered 
in Wellington in December 2016, followed by the the quartet's 
tour of China (2016), New Zealand (2017). The composition has 
been released on the quartet's new album named after the piece. 
The work will also be performed on the quartet's 2018 tour of 
Australia, Mexico and US, where they are the featured artists at 
the Guitar Federation of America events in Kentucky. The piece 
has been broadcast repeatedly on Radio New Zealand (Album of 
the week, July 2017), ABC Classic FM (Album of the week October 
2017), Classical Guitar Alive show (November 2017) and artSound 
FM. 
Budos is currently working on a new symphony based on an 
award-winning best-selling Catalonian novel, CD & book with the 
acclaimed Slovakian poet Igor Grossman, and an original solo 
guitar repertoire for 2018/19. His newest piece A New York Minute 
has been written for cellist Laura Metcalf and guitarist Rupert 
Boyd. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Bufaletti Federico (Italiano) 
Pianista e compositore italiano (Napoli, 1-III-1862 – Torino 26-VI-
1936). Studiò con Palumbo al Conservatorio di Napoli, quindi 
iniziò la carriera concertistica, esibendosi in Italia e all’estero. In 
seguito insegnò pianoforte al Liceo Musicale di Torino (sino al 
1932). In questa città fondò anche la <Società di musica da 
camera>. Compose pezzi per pianoforte. (UTET – Dizionario della 

Musica e dei Musicisti, 1985) 

Buhé Klaus (English) 
(1912-1996) 
Guitarist, banjoist, composer, was born in Berlin, died in Bremen, 
since 1960 teacher of theory and guitar at the Conservatory (later 
University) of Bremen. 
(Rainer Stelle, 2006) 

Burcéva Arina (English) 
Talented young classical guitarist and composer, Arina Burcéva 
has given concerts in the United States, Europe and South 
America, appeared on public radio and television in the U.S. and 
performed for the Governor of California and former U.S. 
President. All while pursuing performance degrees at some of the 
top music programs in Europe and the U.S. 
Born in the Ukraine, Arina began her musical journey with the 
piano and violin. The talented young musician soon switched her 
focus after being introduced to the classical guitar by Marina Azar 
at eight years of age. An accomplished performer, even at a 
young age, at fourteen she became a two-time laureate of the 
national Zhinovic Guitar Competition, and was the youngest 
student ever to be accepted into the Glinka College of Music. A 
multi-faceted student, she also majored in English and Art 
History. After immigrating to the U.S. in 2002, Arina studied with 
famed classical guitarist and pedagogue Christopher Kachian. One 
year later she took first prize at the Schubert Club Scholarship 
Competition which led to a successful performance at Sundin Hall 
in Saint Paul, MN. The same year she was awarded a scholarship 
to study at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music. Arina has 
earned her BM degree in classical guitar performance under David 
Tanenbaum and her MM degree in 2009 under Dusan Bogdanovic 
and the Grammy-award winning  guitarist and composer Sergio 
Assad.  
As a composer, Arina draws inspiration from nature, visual arts, 
literature, poetry, mythology and personal experiences. Her 
unique compositional style reflects elements of such musical 
genres as Classical, Contemporary, Ethnic and Jazz. She is 
currently putting the finishing touches on her debut recording, 
which will feature all original compositions for solo guitar. 
Web: http://www.arinaburceva.com/ (2010) 

Burkhard Willy (Italiano) 
(1900-1955) 
Compositore svizzero nato a Leubringen (Berna) morto a Zurigo. 
Docente al Conservatorio di Zurigo, è stato membro del comitato 
della Association des Compositeurs Suisses. 

Burkhart Franz (English) 
1902 Geboren am 19. September in Wien. 
1978 Gestorben am 20. Oktober in Wien Studium der 
Musikwissenschaft an der Universität Wien (bei Adler, Lach, 
Ficker, Fischer und Haas), Privatstudien in den Fächern Violine, 
Klavier und Komposition, Chordirigieren bei Ferdinand 
Grossmann, Professor am Konservatorium der Stadt Wien, 
Chorleiter, Begründer und Leiter der Wiener Kindersingschule, 
Vorsitzender des Musikausschusses des Österreichischen 
Sängerbundes, Präsident des Österreichischen Orgelforums. 
Ehrenkreuz für Wissenschaft und Kunst, Österreichischer 
Staatspreis, Goldenes Ehrenzeichen für Verdienste um die 
Republik Österreich, Ritterkreuz des päpstlichen 
St.Gregoriusordens u. a. Preise. Kompositorisches Schaffen in 
allen Bereichen der Chormusik, besonders für Kinder- und 
Jugendchöre. (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Buscaroli Rezio (Italiano) 
Chitarrista italiano nato ad Imola, diplomato in Belle Arti, laureato 
in Lettere. È stato tra i fondatori della rivista 'La Chitarra' di cui è 
stato anche direttore. 

Buss Fritz (English) 
Fritz Buss was born in Cologne in 1930. He settled in South Africa 
in 1954 and founded the Classical Guitar Society of South Africa in 
1958. In 1960, Narciso Yepes invited Buss to study with him in 
Madrid. After a year's intensive study with Yepes, Buss returned 
to South Africa and commenced his career as performer and 
educationalist. He returned to Spain for further studies with Yepes 
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in 1964, '66, '68, and '73, in addition to contact during Yepes's 
frequent concert tours of South Africa between 1960 and 1986. 
In South Africa, Mr. Buss was responsible for the acceptance of 
the guitar as a subject in schools and as a major instrument for 
the degree Bachelor of Music. He introduced the ten-string guitar 
to South Africa and was on the music faculty of the University of 
the Witwatersrand as guitar instructor for over thirty years. As the 
leading teacher of both six- and ten-string guitar in South Africa, 
his pupils include professional guitar teachers and performers who 
have made careers locally as well as abroad, including Simon 
Wynberg, Timothy Walker, Tessa Ziegler, Viktor van Niekerk and 
the late David Hewitt. Furthermore, Narciso Yepes described Buss 
as one of the best guitar teachers in the world, alongside 
Godelieve Monden and Karl Scheit.  
He assisted Yepes with master classes at the Festival Estival, in 
Paris, and at the invitation of Godelieve Monden he frequently 
held his own master classes in Antwerp, Belgium. He is also the 
only South African to have been invited to adjudicate at the 
Francisco Tarrega Competition, in Benicasim, where he sat on the 
jury with Yepes and Joaquin Rodrigo. Since ending his performing 
career, he has dedicated his time to teaching and writing 
pedagogical and concert music for the guitar.  
Web: http://www.tenstringguitar.info/index.php?p=2_1 (2010) 

Bussotti Sylvano (English) 
Exponent of the Italian contemporary music, extraneous to many 
avant-garde movements (the Dodecaphonic, the Darmstadtian 
and the Strucuralist ones), his music gives importance to the 
most sensual elements. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della 
Chitarra) 

Bussotti Sylvano (Italiano) 
Esponente della musica contemporanea italiana, estraneo a molti 
movimenti di avanguardia (quella seriale, quella darmstadtiana e 
quella strutturalista, ad esempio), propone una musica basata 
sulla rivalutazione della sua componente più sensuale. (Barbara 
Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Butturini Julie (Italiano) 
Julie Butturini e' una compositrice, chitarrista e insegnante 
veronese. Nel 1991, ha iniziato lo studio della chitarra classica, 
alla Scuola Media “Dante Alighieri”, a indirizzo sperimentale di 
musica, con il maestro Eros Roselli. Nel 2002, si e' diplomata in 
chitarra nella classe del maestro Maestro Eros Roselli, presso il 
Conservatorio “Antonio Buzzolla” di Adria con votazione di 10 su 
10. Nel settembre 2008 ha conseguito presso il Conservatorio 
“Evaristo Felice Dall'Abaco” di Verona il diploma accademico di 
secondo livello di didattica della musica, con valore abilitante 
all'insegnamento di strumento musicale nella scuola secondaria di 
primo grado, con punteggio di 99/100. Nel settembre 2009, nella 
classe del Maestro Andrea Mannucci, si e' diplomata in 
composizione presso il Conservatorio “Evaristo Felice Dall'Abaco” 
di Verona con votazione di 8,5 su 10. Nell'ottobre 2009, nella 
classe del Mestro Renato Samuelli, ha conseguito il diploma 
accademico di secondo livello in chitarra, indirizzo solistico presso 
il Conservatorio “Evaristo Felice Dall'Abaco” di Verona con la 
votazione di 110 su 110 e lode. Nell'ottobre 2010 ha conseguito il 
diploma in musica corale e direzione di coro come candidata 
privatista presso il Conservatorio “Bonporti” di Trento.  
Ha frequentato corsi di perfezionamento chitarristici con 
innumerevoli Maestri, e ha partecipato a Concorsi Nazionali e 
Internazionali. 
Mostra particolare interesse nella composizione di brani didattici, 
avendo scritto moltissime composizioni originali (per chitarra, 
flauto e chitarra, 2 chitarre) e avendo elaborato un gran numero 
di trascrizioni per vari organici di pezzi di musica classica, 
tradizionale, leggera, ecc. Ha scritto cicli di composizioni per coro, 
pianoforte e strumentario Orff, e per coro e orchestra. Nel maggio 
2005 ha vinto il secondo premio (primo premio non assegnato) al 
51° Concorso di Composizione per la Scuola di Base di Padenghe 
sul Garda con una composizione per la Scuola Primaria di cui ha 
scritto testo e musica. Ha elaborato un progetto di composizioni 
originali per quartetto (flauto traverso, oboe, chitarra classica e 
batteria), miscelando sonorita' classiche e moderne. 
Si diletta ad accompagnare all'organo il Coro Alfonsiano di 
Bussolengo (VR) in celebrazioni liturgiche e concerti. Nel luglio 
2010 ha assistito alla masterclass di direzione corale condotta dal 

Maestro Johannes Prinz. 
Web: http://www.juliebutturini.com/#wellcome (2011) 

Caba Eduardo (Español) 
CABA, Eduardo (Potosí, 1890 -La Paz, 1953). Compositor 
boliviano, estudió en Madrid y vivió en Buenos Aires algún tiempo 
(1930-1942), fecha esta última en que fue nombrado dir. del 
Cons. Nacional de La Paz. Sus composiciones son, entre otras, El 
poema de la guerra (flauta y orq.), Doce aires indios, Leyenda 
Keshua, Potosí (pantomima), Rolland y Kollana (ballet), Poema 
del charango (orq.). (Mariano Pérez – Diccionario de la Música y 
los Músicos) 

Caffrey Gerg (English) 
Greg Caffrey 1963 - The Irish composer Greg Caffrey read music 
at Queen’s University Belfast where he studied composition under 
Piers Hellawell and James Clarke. He was awarded a B.Mus. in 
1995 and completed a PhD in 2002.  
He has won a number of awards and scholarships that include the 
Hamilton Harty Scholarship, May Turtle Award and an award from 
the Harrison Foundation. He was a finalist in the ISME- IVME 2nd 
International Composition Contest in Brussels in 2008, in the 
Taukay Edizioni Musicali International Composition Prize in 2012, 
the Musica Domani International Composition Prize (USA) and he 
took first prize at the Concorso Counterpoint, Italy in May 2012. 
His compositions have been performed in Britain, Ireland, France, 
Germany, Austria, Argentina, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Sweden, 
Poland, Czech Republic, Estonia, U.S. Bangkok, China and Brazil 
receiving critical acclaim. 
His music has been recorded on the Meridian, Naturalstudio, 
Cactus, CMC, Diatribe, Edition 7 and RTE Lyric FM record labels. 
The formation of his own ensemble, “Greg Caffrey Circle”, in 
2000, allowed him to release an album of his own compositions 
entitled “Child’s Play”. His latest album, “Ogden Caffrey – First 
Construction in Nylon”, is a collection of his music for guitar 
performed by Australian guitarist Craig Ogden and it has met with 
much critical acclaim. Classical Guitar Magazine described the 
album as “contemporary music at its very best”. 
Greg has received commissions from many performers and 
ensembles at home and abroad as well as from BBC Radio 3, the 
Irish national broadcasting station RTE and The Ulster Orchestra. 
His music has been represented at important international 
festivals: Musica Nova Fesitval in Sao Paulo, Brazil, Zwischen den 
Horizonten, Germany, Forfest Festival, Czech Republic and 
the 45th Parallele, Valence, France to name a few. 
More recently Greg has been responsible for the artistic 
directorship of Hard Rain SoloistEnsemble, Northern Ireland’s only 
ensemble entirely devoted to contemporary and 20th Century 
music repertoire. Hard Rain Soloist Ensemble is a charitable not 
for profit organization that seeks to promote Irish new music at 
home and abroad. 
Future projects include: the premiere of his work Environments I, 
for orchestra & piano with the Ulster Orchestra and Finghin Collins 
to be broadcast live on the BBC's Hear and Now; the concert 
premiere of The Chronic Identity Crisis of Pamplemousse, a 
children's opera in co-production with HRSE and NI Opera on 27th 
May 2018, and a new commission for HRSE, ...for peace comes 
dropping slow, to be premiered on 12th April 2018. 
Greg is represented by the Contemporary Music Centre, Dublin 
and is a member of the Association of Irish Composers. 
Web: https://www.gregcaffrey.com/biography (2017) 

Cage John (Italiano) 
(1912-1992) 
Compositore e pianista, nato a Los Angeles, morto a New York. Ha 
studiato con H.Cowell e con A.Schöenberg. È stato anche scultore, 
pittore, poeta e filosofo. Il suo sperimentalismo ha ribaltato i 
concetti tradizionali nel suonare e comporre. 

Calace Raffaele (English) 
Raffaele Calace composed more than 180 works for plectrum 
instruments; was universally aknowledged and defined “The 
Paganini of the mandolin” for the vigour and expressivity of this 
work; he was a great concertist of singable lute appreciated 
throughout the world and directed the magazine “Musica 
Moderna” (Modern Music); he studied and improved the mandolin, 
achieving nowdays technically advanced instruments and edited 
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his own works. He received a great number of official important 
aknowledgements for this unceasing activity, among which is 
worth mentioning “The Cross of the Sacred Japanese Treasure”. 
He handed down his Art and skill to his son Giuseppe Calace, who 
made precious instruments and together with his sister Maria, 
continued the concertist tradition. He too received many honours 
and the Commendam by Italian Royal Crown. Giuseppe handed 
down the secret of the lute-making art, to his son Raffaele Jr. 
who, from the death of his father has followed the glorious family 
tradition continuing the production and the technical improvement 
of the instruments, which nowdays represent a reference for all 
concertist of the field. (2008) 
Web: http://www.calace.it/ 

Calandín Emilio (English) 
EMILIO CALANDÍN HERNÁNDEZ (Valencia 1958)  
Born in Valencia on December 20, 1958 in a family with artistic 
tradition: his paternal grandfather was a sculptor and, between 
others, sculpted the image of the “Palleter”; his father, 
professional actor, director of theatre and teacher of dramatic art 
and declamation; his mother, pianist, actress and solfa teacher. 
Precisely with his mother he begins the music studies in the coral 
society The Micalet of Valencia where he deals the elementary 
degree of guitar. 
Later he deals average degree of guitar in the Conservatoire of 
Valencia. 
He studies the average and high degrees of composition in the 
conservatoires of Valencia, Alicante, Carcagente and Meliana. 
Besides the musical already indexed studies he obtains the 
technician's specialist degree in the branch of industrial 
delineation (industrial mastery). 
Parallel to his official studies of music he receives classes of 
harmony, composition and analysis of the Valencian composers 
Jose Báguena Soler and Francisco Llácer Plá. His relation with the 
latter is fundamental for his posterior aesthetic orientation. 
Web: http://ecalandin.com/information.php?info_id=24 (2009) 

Camacaro Pablo (Italiano) 
Chitarrista venezuelano nato a Carora nel 1947. Di formazione 
autodidatta, la sua attività prevalente è stata di esecutore di 
cuatro. 

Camargo Avelino João de (Portuguese) 
Instrumentista. Violonista. Compositor. Suas datas de nascimento 
e morte são aproximações e deduções do  pesquisador Ary 
Vasconcelos. 
Iniciou a carreira artística na cidade de São Paulo, no final dos 
século XIX, integrando grupos musicais locais. Em São Paulo, 
integrou um grupo de violonistas do qual fizeram parte, entre 
outros, Melinho de Piracicaba, Teotônio Correia, Alberto Baltar, e 
Bidu Barcelar, além do violonista paraguaio Agustin Barrios. 
Continuou a carreira no começo do século XX e é possível que 
tenha estado no Rio de Janeiro e tocado com chorões locais, fato 
que o tornou conhecido por Alexandre Gonçalves que, em seu 
livro “O choro” assim escreveu sobre ele: “Violonista de mérito, 
discípulo do grande Barrios. É de São Paulo.” Em 1929, integrou, 
juntamente com Melinho de Piracicaba e Teotônio Correia, o 
Grupo de Violões que gravou, pela Brunswick, a gavota “Iole” e o 
choro “Sabãozinho”, ambos de sua autoria. Em 1930, o mesmo 
trio de violonistas, utilizando dessa vez o nome de Três 
Sustenidos, gravou, também pela Bunswick, os choros “Cadê o 
cruzeiro”, de Teotônio Corrêa, e “Negrinha de filó”, de sua autoria. 
Web: http://www.dicionariompb.com.br/busca/index/a 

Camargo Octávio (English) 
Octávio Camargo is Bachelor in Guitar by the Escola de Música e 
Belas Artes do Paraná under Professor Orlando Fraga's 
orientation. He also studied with Kevin Kuzio in Williansburg, 
United States. He was granted with a scholarship for studies with 
Professor José Luís Rodrigo at the University of Santiago de 
Compostela, Spain. Harmony conducting studies with Osvaldo 
Colarusso. Teaches Harmony and Guitar in the Performance 
Course at Escola de Música e Belas Artes do Paraná. Since 1983 
Octavio is under intense activity as a performer and music 
director for theater. Above all, it should be mentioned his 
performances with Chico Mello and coordination of events such as 
the I Festival Internacional de Violão and the Ciclo das Seis 

Cordas. Octavio has obtained his Graduate Degree in Musicology 
at Escola de Comunicações e Artes da USP. 

Camilleri Charles (English) 
Charles Camilleri, who was born in Malta, is today recognised as 
one of the most individual composers of our time. His musical 
journey has taken him from utilising simple diatonic and modal 
folk melodies to complex yet communicative mature works. He 
has travelled widely covering the four corners of the globe and his 
music is frequently performed in concert halls and music festivals 
all over the world. Camilleri has composed nearly 300 works and 
recently he described his music as being “less modern but more 
contemporary”. At the heart of his music is his belief that “all is 
one” and he encounters no difficulty in amalgamating the 
primitive element of folk song to that of the avant-guarde: “The 
past inspires the present for the future”. Camilleri lives both in 
London and Malta and travels extensively. 
Web: 
http://www.sanctuaryclassics.com/index.php?section=4&subsecti
on=1&getArticleId=34 

Camisassa Claudio (English) 
Born in Argentina in 1957, Claudio Camisassa began learning the 
guitar and his country's folk music when he was eight. Two years 
later, he was admitted to the conservatory of Córdoba and then to 
the conservatory of Buenos Aires from which he graduated in 
1981. He was then granted the Grand Prize of the City of Buenos 
Aires and awarded First Prize in guitar, harmony and 
counterpoint. 
He undertook a teaching career at the conservatory in Buenos 
Aires while continuing his performances in concerts, which he had 
begun in 1975. He had the opportunity to play in the most famous 
concert halls in Argentina (Colón Theater, Coliseo, Cervantes, San 
Martín) and in Europe (France, Spain, Belgium, and Switzerland 
as well as in Norway). 
In 1982, in collaboration with a few other musicians, he founded 
the Guit-art group, where the most promising guitarists of Buenos 
Aires were invited to share their knowledge and to take courses 
together with Eduardo Fernández. Their project became a 
guideline for Argentinian guitarists. 
In 1984, Claudio Camisassa joined the Rencontres internationales 
de musique contemporaine of Buenos Aires group where he 
premiered many works (solo guitar, chamber music) some of 
which were personally dedicated to him. 
During that year, he discovered the lute through Weiss 
performances by Hopkinson Smith, and he developed a true 
passion for early instruments. From 1987 to 1992, he studied first 
with vihuelist and musicologist Javier Hinojosa in Paris and then 
with Hopkinson Smith in Basel, to specialize in early music 
performance on the original instruments (lute, theorbo, and 
baroque guitar). 
Claudio Camisassa has been successful in defining his own 
musical personality through Argentinian folk music (tango and 
folklore) as well as early music performed on the original 
instruments (vihuela, baroque guitar, lute) and contemporary 
music for guitar. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216728.2.html 

Cammarota Carlo (Italiano) 
(1905-1990) 
Compositore, nato in Minturno (Latina), morto in Roma. Ha 
studiato pianoforte e composizione al Conservatorio di Napoli. È 
stato autore di musica di gusto neoclassico e di immediato lirismo. 

Campo Frank (English) 
Frank Campo is Professor of Music and Chair of Composition and 
Theory at California State University Northridge. 

Campo Régis (English) 
Régis Campo (Marseille, 1968) first studied philosophy in Aix-en-
Provence and then composition with Jacques Charpentier in Nice 
and Paris, and with Georges Boeuf in Marseille. He continued at 
the CNSM in Paris with Alain Bancquart and G‚rard Grisey, winning 
the 'Premier Prix' in composition. He has also been honoured in 
competitions, among others, in the Athens Olympia Competition, 
the Prix de la Ville Salon de Provence, and the Celtic Harp 
Competition. Praised by Edison Denisov as “one of the most gifted 
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of his generation”, in 1996 he received the Gaudeamus Prize for 
Commedia, and the first prize, “prix special jeune compositeur”, 
as well as the prize awarded by the public at the third Dutilleux 
Competition for Exsultate Jubilate for brass quintet. His works 
have been performed in countries including France, Greece, 
Spain, Belgium, Italy, Russia and Japan. In composing he 
concentrates on melody plus a great vitality in tempo, as can be 
heard in works such as Fabel and Commedia. 
Web: 
http://www.peminfo.nl/gaudeamus/composerdetail.asp?composer
=2191 

Campodonico Beatrice (English) 
Was born in Milan in 1958. She graduated in composition and 
choral music with Vittorio Fellegara and afterwards specialized in 
choir conducting with Mino Bordignon, in composition with Boris 
Porena, Ada Gentile, Franco Donatoni, and in electronic music 
with Angelo Paccagnini. In addition to her activities as a 
composer, she also conducted choirs, and is an active promoter of 
contemporary music. She currently teaches at the Music 
Conservatory in Novara. Her compositions are published and 
recorded by Agenda, Carrara, Pentaflowers and Rugginenti. 
Beatrice Campodonico's style falls in that difficult border area 
which tries to conciliate communication with the audience and 
advanced experimentation in various forms of composition. 

Campogrande Nicola (English) 
He is graduated at the conservatoires of Milan and Paris. 
He is fascinated by musical theatre and most of his scores are 
small or big operas. Anyway, he's developing also a rich chamber 
music catalogue. 
From july 2001 his music is published by Casa Musicale Sonzogno. 
In the 2003/04 season Nicola Campogrande will be composer in 
residence of the Orchestra Sinfonica di Padova e del Veneto 
directed by Mario Brunello. 
As a composer and a critic, he is a lover of the great classical 
tradition, but in his music he likes bringing together jazz and 
song, speaking voices and South American rhythms, the 
breakthroughs of the avant-gardes of the past and the formal 
structures of tradition. 
He's editor of the monthly magazine Sistema Musica and he writes 
for La Repubblica and Musica! Rock & altro. He works as a 
presenter for RAI Radio Tre and for the tv magazine “Liaisons”, on 
the RaiSatShow channel. 
He just finished a Pianoconcert (after Bach) and a european tour 
with his chamber opera Alianti. Now he's writing a collection of 
“Ink-jet preludes” for the guitarist Elena Casoli and a new piece 
for the AlterEgo Ensemble. (Updated to 11/2003) 
Web: 
http://www.cematitalia.it/servizi/bio.php?lg=eng&cat=comp&id=5
1 

Canaro Francisco (English) 
Violinist, leader and composer 
(November 26, 1888 – December 14, 1964) 
Uruguayan from the city of San José de Mayo, his is a dense 
story, crowded with situations, full of anecdotes, some of which 
became mythical. A boy born in the deepest poverty, he had no 
studies, his only choice was work. When with his right instinct he 
found the path of music, he achieved what he aimed for: success 
and money. The selfishness and meanness he may have cherished 
like any other human being became of secondary importance. His 
labouriousness and his ideas were examples to be followed. He 
was the agglutinant of his colleagues, because since 1918 he 
fought for the composers'rights, not recognized at that time until 
it culminated with the birth of what is now SADAIC (Sociedad 
Argentina de Autores y Compositores de Música) (Argentine 
Society of Authors and Composers), founded in 1935 and 
whose building was erected on estate bought by Canaro. 
His beginnings are muddled with those of tango history. So much 
so that a radio program of mid 50s had coined a phrase to refer to 
any extremely old event: “when Canaro already had his 
orchestra”. His fortune gave birth to a common saying: “He's got 
more money than Canaro”, in allusion to somebody's opulence. It 
is said that once when Canaro and Gardel met at the races, the 
latter asked him 500 pesos (an amount then enormous) to bet on 
a horse, but asking the former to forget about this debt: “I'm 

poor, and you've got all the money here.” Because compared with 
Canaro, even Gardel was poor.  
Canaro was called Pirincho since birth. The midwife, while holding 
him in her arms, exclaimed when she saw so much hair and an 
upright tuft: “He looks like a “pirincho”!”, alluding to a crested 
bird easily found in the River Plate area. His family soon moved to 
Buenos Aires, where they lived in leasehold houses (called 
“conventillos”), under conditions of extreme poverty. Before he 
was ten he was a newspaper vendor in the streets. Later he was a 
house painter and he also found a stint in the works when the 
National Congress was being built. Music was an attraction for 
him. His first satisfaction were a few chords he managed to play 
on a guitar thanks to the teachings of a neighbor cobbler. But he 
was hypnotized by the violin. As he had no money to buy one, he 
made his 'Stradivarius' with an oil can and a wooden fingerboard. 
“The first tango I played by heart was “El llorón”, of an unknown 
composer- he would remember several years later-. The case was 
made by my mom; it was simply a cloth bag, and so I went out to 
get some money at dancings in the vicinity.” But his official debut 
took place in Ranchos, a lost town a hundred kilometers from 
Buenos Aires. There he played with a trio, but his gig on that 
location fell very short for two reasons. One was that the small 
stage for the artists had to be reinforced with iron sheets to 
protect them from gunshots exchanged by the customers. The 
other was that Canaro liked the girls at the local, but the owner of 
the place tried to dissuade him with a story in which the man in 
charge of the girls had 
killed some people. 
Back home he met a new neighbor, the bandoneonist Vicente 
Greco –the one who some time later would coin the term 
Orquesta Típica for tango groups-. Canaro would acknowledge 
much later Greco's influence. In the course of 1908 it was decided 
that Canaro's career would be in tango. He performed then at 
cafés in La Boca neighborhood and his name began to be known. 
Later he joined his friend Greco and with various tours they 
commenced to find the prosperity they sought after. In 1912 
Canaro started his trascendental work as composer with the 
tangos “Pinta brava” and “Matasanos” (sarcasm for medical 
doctor). Along his life he piled such number of pieces that even 
today it is argued about how many were really born out of his 
inspiration and how many he made his own in exchange for favors 
or money. But as stated by the expert on the subject Bruno Cespi, 
“if only 5 per cent of all the songs Canaro signed, were 
composed by him, that would be enough to regard him as a 
great”. “Matasanos” was written on request of the medicine 
students nearing graduation, who on the first day of Spring 
organized the so called “Bailes del internado”. At one of those 
balls, when hired to play with his line-up gathered for the 
occasion, he took the conductor's baton for the first time. His 
orchestra was the first to be admitted into aristocratic houses 
where tango was resisted. His line-ups did not have a definite 
musical style. Canaro preferred to adapt himself to every 
circumstance, always finding the way to keep his space without 
rivalling other stars of the genre. As for the bulky number of his 
recordings, there are no coinciding estimations: the figures vary 
between 3500 and 7000. 
In 1924 he conceived the idea of incorporating a singer into the 
orchestra but only to sing the “estribillo” (bridge), the brief main 
section of each tango. So he started the “estribillistas” or 
“chansonniers” era, the first of these was Roberto Díaz. Several 
years later, Canaro was also pioneer in the introduction of the 
contrabass into the tango orchestra, choosing the dark colored 
Leopoldo Thompson for that mission. In 1921, in order to play at 
the carnival balls at the now disappeared teatro Opera of Buenos 
Aires, he reunited a 32-piece orchestra, an orchestral mass 
unknown in tango until then.  
In 1925 he traveled to Paris, where tango was the new fashion. 
Manuel Pizarro and his brothers were there, each one with a 
different “Pizarro” orchestra, Canaro with his brothers did the 
same. He had taken with him the “estribillistas” Agustín Irusta 
and Roberto Fugazot, a duet he gathered with the pianist Lucio 
Demare. The resultant trio would succeed in Spain and other 
European countries for more than ten years. In Paris he also 
introduced a female singer, Teresa Asprella, already settled in 
France, and when he toured the United States he incorporated 
Linda Telma. When he returned to our country after two years of 
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absence, other good orchestras were popular. Skillfully, Canaro 
commenced a long tour across the country to make himself well 
known in every place. Afterwards, as soon as broadcasting was 
becoming in vogue, he took full advantage of it so as to reach the 
position of the major star on radio. Even though other musicians 
had improved and developed personal styles, the name Canaro 
was known by everybody. Musical theatre was not his creation but 
all the musicals he produced were successful. He made use of 
simple scripts as an excuse to introduce his musicals. His vocalists 
were elegant fellows, and he modified some of his tangos with a 
“symphonic” treatment, using them as overtures or interludes 
when played by the orchestra in the pit. He brought forth old 
tangos, renamed them and changed their names again if lyrics 
were added to them. So, his symphonic tango “Pájaro azul” came 
from his previous “Nueve puntos”; “Halcón negro”, of 1932, was 
“La llamada” before, and with lyrics became “Rosa de amor”. He 
also tried to introduce a new beat, the tangón, but it did not work. 
Also he made an attempt with the milongón. 
His only failure was within the film business. He founded Río de la 
Plata productions, but none of the movies in that label was 
profitable, so he had to get rid of the company. Some of his 
successful compositions were “El chamuyo”, “El pollito”, 
“Charamusca”, “Mano brava”, “Nobleza de arrabal”, “La tablada”, 
“Destellos”, “El opio”, “Sentimiento gaucho”, “La última copa”, 
“Déjame”, “Envidia”, “Se dice de mí”, “La brisa”, “Madreselva” 
(previously “La polla”) and “El Tigre Millán”.  
In 1956 he published his memoirs with the title “Mis 50 años con 
el tango” (My 50 years with tango), crowded with hyperboles. A 
strange illness, Paget's disease, drove him to death on November 
14, 1964. His fortune was apportioned in equal shares between 
his legal wife, “the 
French one”, on one part, and the daughters born out of the love 
with the choir girl of one of his musicals, on the other. Until today 
no cinema, no theater, no street has been named in his honor. 
(by Néstor Pinsón and Julio Nudler) 
Web: http://www.todotango.com/english/creadores/fcanaro.html 

Canat de Chizy Edith (Français) 
Violoniste de formation, Edith Canat de Chizy est licenciée d’Art et 
Archéologie et de Philosophie à l’Université de Paris-Sorbonne, et 
fait ses études musicales au Conservatoire National Supérieur de 
Paris où elle obtient successivement les premiers prix d’harmonie, 
de fugue, de contrepoint, d’analyse, d’orchestration et de 
composition. Elle étudie d’abord avec Ivo Malec, puis fait en 1983 
la rencontre décisive de Maurice Ohana dont elle devient l’élève. 
Parallèlement, elle travaille l’électroacoustique au C.N.S.M. et 
dans le cadre du Groupe de Recherches Musicales. Son oeuvre a 
reçu de nombreuses récompenses : de la SACEM (Prix Hervé 
Dugardin (1987) et Georges Enesco (1991), de la SACD (Prix 
“Jeune Talent Musique” 1998), de l’Académie des Beaux-Arts (Prix 
Paul-Louis Weiller (1992); une distinction exceptionnelle pour son 
concerto pour violoncelle Moïra au Concours Prince Pierre de 
Monaco (1999) et le Prix de la Tribune Internationale des 
Compositeurs pour son oeuvre Yell (1990). En 1997/98, elle est 
accueillie comme “compositeur en résidence” à l’Arsenal de Metz. 
En 2000, elle est nominée aux Victoires de la Musique pour son 
concerto de violon Exultet. Parmi ses autres oeuvres les plus 
marquantes, Canciones pour douze voix mixtes (1992), Le 
Tombeau de Gilles de Rais (1993), et Vivere, quatuor à cordes 
n°1 (2000). En juillet 2003, son deuxième quatuor à cordes Alive 
était l’oeuvre imposée au Concours International de Quatuor à 
Cordes de Bordeaux. Parmi ses projets, Edith Canat de Chizy 
honorera une commande de l’Orchestre de Paris pour un Concerto 
pour alto qui sera créé en février 2005 par Ana Bela Chaves sous 
la direction de Christoph Eschenbach.  Elle est Chevalier des Arts 
et Lettres (1994) et de l’Ordre National du Mérite (2003). 
http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/a_c/canat.htm 

Canepa Angelo (Italiano) 
Nato a Camogli nel 1935, Angelo Canepa ha appreso le prime 
nozioni musicali dal padre Silvio, compositore di musica folk. 
L’incontro con Ghedini, con il quale approfondisce gli studi 
musicali, segna l’inizio della sua attività di compositore, 
consolidata successivamente con i maestri F. Mainardi e E. 
Frassoni. 
Canepa appartiene a quella categoria di compositori che si sono 

contraddistinti per un elemento essenziale: non essere inquadrati 
in alcuna corrente estetica alla moda. Va inoltre posto in evidenza 
che la sua ricerca va al di là dell’accademismo, in quanto gratifica 
il mondo sonoro di taluni aspetti particolari delle pagine 
compositive. Il fatto di definirsi egli stesso vicino ai 
“neoromantici”, nell’intento di omologare il proprio gusto ad una 
ricerca intimistica della melodia, non inficia la volontà di creare 
nuove sonorità, nuovi accostamenti timbrici, nuove simbologie. 
Come uomo di cultura e compositore, lo si può definire 
multimediale: Canepa non disdegna di affiancare le proprie scelte 
a memorie storiche, o a immagini pittoriche, come dimostra, ad 
es., la collaborazione con la pittrice Vittoria Valeri nell’ambito del 
Festival di Spoleto con un suo commento musicale, e quella, 
recentissima, con il pittore Manuel Campus, del quale è prevista, 
la mostra “Golgotha oggi” che sarà allestita nei Musei Vaticani con 
la musica di Canepa. E’ il caso infine di sottolineare una sua 
recente affermazione: la “prima” alla Carnegie Hall di New York 
del piu recente brano musicale Immerge in Harmony, di cui è 
previsto un CD edito da una Casa discografica statunitense. 
(Adriano Bassi - Guido Molinari: Tendenze della Musica 
Contemporanea, Guido Miano Editore, Milano, 1994) 

Canino Bruno (Italiano) 
Pianista, clavicembalista e compositore italiano nato a Napoli nel 
1935. Rinomato esecutore del repertorio contemporaneo. 

Cano Manuel (Español) 
Granada, 1926 - 1990. Guitarrista. Fue también un reputado 
estudioso e investigador de la guitarra flamenca, cuyos 
conocimientos plasmó en conferencias ilustradas por él mismo, 
artículos, ponencias en congresos y otras convocatorias 
flamencas, etc. Una labor no tan brillante como la del músico 
sobre el escenario, pero igualmente valiosa. Culminación de todo 
ese trabajo fue su libro La Guitarra. Historia, estudios y 
aportaciones al Arte Flamenco.  
Le unió amistad con Andrés Segovia, quien en la dedicatoria de 
una fotografía le instaba a limpiar el flamenco “de incursiones 
falsamente musicales”. Como concertista Cano paseó la guitarra 
flamenca por todo el mundo. Decía que Bach y Scarlatti, por 
ejemplo, habían hecho una música maravillosa, pero que hay 
más. Una de sus primeras grabaciones, a la que él tenía especial 
estimación, fue la titulada Evocación de la guitarra de Ramón 
Montoya. A lo largo de su vida profesional Manuel Cano fue 
adquiriendo numerosas guitarras de distintas épocas y de un gran 
valor -no sólo económico-, reuniendo un pequeño museo 
personal. Todas las tenía a punto para ser utilizadas, y en 
ocasiones daba unos conciertos enormemente atractivos en que 
interpretaba obras de distintas épocas tocando cada tema con la 
guitarra contemporánea en su poder. A su muerte esa colección 
de instrumentos y otros objetos y documentos fueron adquiridos 
por japoneses, que en Tokio crearon una fundación con su 
nombre. Fue catedrático de Guitarra Flamenca por oposición en el 
Conservatorio Superior de Música y Declamación de Córdoba, 
Académico de número de la Real Academia de Bellas Artes de 
Granada y miembro correspondiente de la Sociedad General de 
Autores de España.  
Web: http://www.flamenco-world.com/tienda/autor/manuel-
cano/220/  

Capdevila Mercè (English) 
Born in Barcelona, 1946, she studied at the Superior Municipal 
Conservatory of Music in Barcelona. Simultaneously, she also 
studied Plastic Arts at the Massana School in Barcelona, as well as 
at the Kunsthand Werk Schule de Pforzheim in Germany with 
Professor Edward Mosny. Previously Capdevila worked on electro-
acoustic music in the Phonos Labs of Barcelona with Professor 
Gabriel Brncic and attended courses on composition with Luigi 
Nono, Josep M. Mestres-Quadreny, Corian Aharionan, Lluis 
Callejo, Carmelo Bernaola, and Luis de Pablo. 
Capdevila's works have been interpreted in musical centers 
throughout Europe, Canada, and the United States. She has 
received many orders from CDMC, the Ministry of Culture in 
Madrid, as well as the Association of Catalan Composers in 
Barcelona. During the years 1993-94, Capdevila worked in the 
study of Aaron Copland from the University of New York at 
Queens College as a guest composer. Monographs of her work are 
on 2 CDs and others have been recorded for CD collections, as 
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well as playtime on National and French Radios, Kolomna's Radio 
Station, Moscow's Radio, St Petersburg's radio station Radio 
Neva-3. 
Capdevila is a member of the Association of Catalan Composers 
and founder of the Association of Electroacoustic Music of Spain.  
Web: http://www.accompositors.com/compositores-
curriculum.php?nIdioma=ing&idComp=28 (2013) 

Capodaglio Leonello (Italiano) 
Pianista, compositore e direttore d'orchestra italiano nato a 
Saguedo di Lendinara (Rovigo) nel 1945. In età precoce e si è 
esibito come  pianista, e successivamente ha studiato a Venezia. 
Ha svolto intensa attività come pianista concertista. 

Cappelli Gilberto (Italiano) 
Originario di Predappio Alta, comune in provincia di Forlì, Gilberto 
Cappelli, classe 1952, ha seguito un percorso di studi completo al 
Conservatorio “G.B.Martini” di Bologna diplomandosi in 
pianoforte, musica corale, direzione d’orchestra e composizione 
con Aldo Clementi e Giacomo Manzoni. Maestro collaboratore 
al Teatro Comunale di Bologna nel biennio tra il 1978 e il 
1980, attualmente è insegnante di armonia e contrappunto presso 
il Conservatorio di Cesena. Una notevole padronanza di stile 
permette a Gilberto Cappelli di modellare agevolmente il materiale 
trattato, spesso soltanto una limitata scelta intervallare, al fine di 
farne scaturire l’intima energia materica. Figurazioni in espansione 
o in distensione sovente si susseguono nelle sue composizioni 
conducendo l’ascoltatore da uno stato di instabilità alla percezione 
di un ritrovato centro di forza. Tra i lavori più rappresentativi si 
segnalano: Quartetto per archi (1981); Due pezzi (1981); 
Quintetto per archi (1985); Trio per violino, violoncello e 
pianoforte; Cieli, per trio (1993); Suoni di luce per violino e 
chitarra (1995); 7 Salmi per coro e chitarra; e il vigoroso Blu 
oltremare (2000) per sette strumenti. 
Web: http://www.milanomusica.org/autori/cappelli.html 

Carastathis Aris (English) 
Aris Carastathis is an Associate Professor of Theory and 
Composition at Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario. In 
1995 he was admitted as an Associate Composer of the Canadian 
Music Centre. A composer of over fifty works, he has received 
numerous commissions including the Baton Rouge Symphony 
Chamber Orchestra and the Thunder Bay Symphony Orchestra. 
His works have been performed in Canada, the United States, 
England, and Germany.  

Carbajo Roque (Français) 
Roque Carbajo fait ses débuts en musique à l’âge de sept ans. Il 
accompagne ses parents, musiciens de profession et se présente 
dans divers pays de l’Europe et du Moyen-Orient en interprétant 
le folklore mexicain. En 1972, il parcourt le Mexique en 
accompagnant l’auteur-compositeur mexicain Guadalupe Trigo. À 
l’âge de 24 ans, il s’installe à Paris et compose des oeuvres pour 
la guitare, de la musique pour films ainsi que des chansons qui 
ont été enregistrées par des interprètes français. C’est avec 
l’ensemble “Viento del Sur” qu’il arrive au Canada en 1979. Après 
quelques tournées, il perfectionne ses connaissances musicales à 
l’Université du Québec à Montréal et à l’Université Concordia. 
Aujourd’hui, Roque Carbajo continue à composer. Il enseigne à 
l’Ecole Préparatoire de musique de l’UQAM, au Conservatoire de 
Musique de la Montérégie, ainsi qu’au Collège Durocher Saint 
Lambert. Roque Carbajo est boursier du Conseil des Arts du 
Canada ainsi que du Conseil des Arts et des Lettres du Québec. 
Web: 
http://www.guitarenylon.com/index.php?page=6&&sid=6aea6fe0
afee78b3533b196e6d4f3cfc (2009) 

Carbon John (English) 
Composer John Carbon (born 1951) began to play the piano 
and compose at a very early age. His first composition for voice 
and piano was written at the age of five, and he continued to 
write music during his childhood and adolescence. Coming from a 
musical family, he was exposed to a wide variety of musical 
influences including classical music, folk music, operettas and rock 
and roll. His eclectic musical background accounts for the wide 
variety of styles that he now embraces in his work. During his 
high school years he played and wrote for a rock band, but he 

also performed standard classical repertoire as a pianist and 
composed orchestral works that were influenced by Stravinsky 
and Prokofiev. His father played jazz saxophone, and some of 
Carbon's works, notably his Clarinet Concerto (1993), written for 
Richard Stoltzman and the Warsaw Philharmonic, incorporate 
bluesy harmonies and rhythms.  
Composer of the comic Franklin chamber opera Benjamin, John 
Carbon has created a large catalogue of vocal and instrumental 
work that has been widely performed and recorded 
by  internationally recognized artists. His dramatic concertos have 
been praised for their “dazzling kinetic virtuosity” (Fanfare 
Magazine) and  their “many moments of genuine beauty”. 
(American Record Guide) 
Web: http://www.johncarbon.com/ (2019) 

Cardew Cornelius (English) 
Cornelius was the second of three sons born to Michael and Mariel 
Cardew. His father was a pioneer potter, his mother an artist. The 
family moved to Cornwall a few years after his birth and it was 
from here that he was accepted as a pupil by the Canterbury 
Cathedral School which had evacuated to the area during the war 
because of the bombing. Cornelius began musical life as a 
chorister. From 1953-57 he studied piano and 'cello with Percy 
Waller and composition with Howard Ferguson at the RAM and 
won a scholarship to study electronic music in Cologne for a year 
before becoming Karlheinz Stockhausen's assistant (1958-60), 
collaborating with him on Carre. 
As a musician and concert organiser he was responsible for many 
first performances including Boulez's “Structures” with Richard 
Rodney Bennet at RAM; as well as the music of Cage, 
Stockhausen, La Monte Young, Terry Riley, Wolff, Rzewski, etc, 
etc. In London he took a course in graphic design and worked 
intermittently as a graphic artist/researcher throughout the rest of 
his life. He studied with Petrassi during 1965 on a bursary from 
the Italian GovernmentIn 1966 he was elected Fellow of RAM and 
was appointed Professor of Composition there in 1967. He was 
also an associate at the Centre for Creative and Performing Arts at 
theState University of New York during 1966-67. He was a 
member of AMM free improvisation group. While teaching an 
experimental music class at Morely college (1968) Cornelius, 
Howard Skempton and Micheal Parsons formed the Scratch 
Orchestra a large experimental group which operated for several 
years giving performances all over Britain, also abroad. It was 
during this period that the whole question of `art from whom' was 
hotly debated and Cornelius became more directly involved in 
politics.  
1973 was spent in West Berlin on an artists grant from the City 
where he was active in a campaign for a children clinic. On 
returning to London he became part of Peoples Liberation Music 
group with Laurie Scott Baker, John Marcangelo, Vicky Silva, Hugh 
Shrapnel, Keith Rowe and others, which was developing music to 
serve the people's movement participating musically in many of 
the current issues of the day. At the same time he was analyzing 
with other scratch members writing articles looking at the state of 
music and what he had been doing previously which were put 
together in a criticism of his own work together with that of 
Stockhausen and Cage in a book, Stockhausen Serves 
Imperialism. 
He was working as a researcher and also running a class, Songs 
for Our Society at Goldsmiths, together with lecturing both in 
Britain and abroad. During this period he became more involved 
and active politically, was active in the formation of the 
Progressive Cultural Association in 1976 from many artists, 
musicians and actors. He became its secretary. 
He was a founder member of the Revolutionary Communist Party 
of Britain (Marxist-Leninist) 1979. He had just initiated work in 
Britain on the Second International Sports and Cultural Festival 
which was held during 1982, and had begun a Masters Degree in 
Musical Analysis at King's College London when he was tragically 
killed on the 13th December 1981 by a hit and run driver near his 
home in Leyton, East London. 
Cornelius was widely known in Britain and throughout the world 
not only for his avant-garde compositions but also as a political 
composer and for his position in contemporary music. 
Web: http://www.composer.co.uk/composers/cardew.html 
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Cardi Mauro (Italiano) 
Mauro Cardi è nato a Roma il 22 luglio 1955. Diplomato in 
Composizione, Strumentazione per Banda e Musica Corale presso 
il Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia, si è perfezionato con Franco 
Donatoni presso l'Accademia Chigiana di Siena e l'Accademia 
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia. Ha frequentato i Ferienkürse di 
Darmstadt nel 1984. Nel 1982 ha vinto il Premio Internazionale 
“Valentino Bucchi” (Melos, per soprano e orchestra), nel 1984 il 
“Gaudeamus Preize” (Les Masques, Quattro Capricci per flauto, 
viola e chitarra) e nel 1988 il Premio Internazionale “Gian 
Francesco Malipiero” (In Corde, per orchestra). Nel 1987 
Promenade: Variazioni sul blu è stato scelto dalla RAI per 
rappresentare l'Italia alla Tribuna Internazionale dei Compositori, 
indetta dall'Unesco. Su commissione della RAI - Radio Tre, ha 
composto due opere radiofoniche: Temperatura esterna (1994), 
su testi di Michele Mari e La mia puntualità fu un capolavoro 
(1996), su testi di Marco Lodoli; nel 1995 è stata rappresentata la 
sua prima opera lirica, Nessuna coincidenza, scritta su 
commissione dell'Accademia Filarmonica Romana. Ha avuto 
commissioni, oltre che da numerosi ensemble, dall'Accademia 
Nazionale Santa Cecilia, dalle Orchestre RAI di Roma e Napoli, 
dalla Fondazione Gaudeamus, dalla Città di Ginevra, dalla 
Biennale di Venezia, dalla Fondazione Malipiero, dal Centro Studi 
Armando Gentilucci, dal Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, da Nuova 
Consonanza, dall'Istituzione Sinfonica Abruzzese, dalla Società dei 
concerti B.Barattelli, dal Festival Pontino, dall'Estate Musicale 
Frentana, dal Centro Ricerche Musicali. Nel 1990, nel corso di una 
tourneé in Australia, ha tenuto conferenze nelle principali città e 
gli sono stati dedicati concerti monografici. Dal 1990 si occupa di 
informatica musicale e nei suoi recenti lavori fa uso delle 
tecnologie applicate alla musica. Nel 1995 è stato selezionato 
dall'IRCAM per lo stage internazionale. Nel 1997 Manao Tupapau è 
stato finalista al “24° Electroacustique Music Competition” di 
Bourges. Ha realizzato numerosi lavori elettroacustici presso 
l'Istituto Gramma ed AGON. Dal 2000 fa parte del gruppo per la 
produzione e diffusione della musica elettroacustica “Edison 
Studio”. Con Edison Studio è stato selezionato, tra l’altro, all’ICMC 
2002 (Gotheborg) e 2003 (Singapore), eseguendo dal vivo le 
musiche elettroacustiche composte per i film Gli ultimi giorni di 
Pompei (2001) e Das Cabinet des Dr.Caligari (2003). Presidente di 
Nuova Consonanza dal 1999 al 2001, socio fondatore della 
“Scuola di Musica di Testaccio”, Mauro Cardi insegna 
Composizione presso il Conservatorio “Luigi Cherubini” di Firenze. 
Le sue opere sono edite da Ricordi, che gli ha recentemente 
dedicato un CD monografico, Edipan, Ut Orpheus, Semar ed incise 
su dischi Ricordi, RCA, BMG Ariola, Nuova Fonit Cetra, Edipan, 
Adda Records, Happy New Ears, Il manifesto. 
Web: http://www.edisonstudio.it/cardi/cardi_biografia.html 

Cardona Bernardo (Español) 
Nació en Medellin, Colombia. Es egresado del programa de música 
-guitarra clásica- de la Universidad de Antioquia donde estudió 
con Darío Betancur y Roberto Fernández. Ha participado en 
talleres y cursos de diversa índole con maestros como Günter 
Bauer, Abel Carlevaro, Alirio Díaz, Álvaro Pierri, Cecilia Espinosa y 
Andrés Posada, entre otros. Es el director musical de la 
agrupación teatral de humor Frivolidad desde su aparición en 
1989. Ha sido integrante del Cuarteto de Guitarras de Medellin, 
agrupación con la que ha presentado conciertos en diversas 
ciudades, destacándose el estreno mundial de Introducción y 
Mambo Caprichoso para cuarteto de guitarras y orquesta, del 
compositor venezolano Luis Ochoa, realizado en el Teatro Teresa 
Carreño de Caracas en el año 2002 y la participación en el XII 
Foro de Compositores del Caribe realizado en la Universidad EAFIT 
de Medellin. Actualmente es profesor de guitarra clásica en la 
Universidad EAFIT y en la Universidad de Antioquia. 
Varias de sus composiciones han recibido premios y menzione 
honoríficas en certámenes nacionales de composición, como el 
Concurso Carlos Vieco y las Becas Departamentales del Ministerio 
de Cultura. Sus obras son interpretadas en los recitales de 
importantes músicos y agrupaciones colombianas y han sido 
grabadas por el Ministerio de Cultura y la Universidad de 
Antioquia. 

Cardoso Jorge (English) 
(Posadas, Argentina, 1949) 

Jorge Cardoso has given concerts in Argentine, Belgium, Chile, 
Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Holland, Honduras, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Morocco, 
Paraguay, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey , 
Ukraine United Kingdom and U.S.A., and frequently participates in 
international festivals and programs for radio and television. 
He has composed over 350 works: suites and pieces for solo 
guitar; duets (two guitars, guitar and violin, guitar and 
harpsichord, guitar and flute); trio and quartets; string quartet; 
quintets (guitar and strings, guitar and wind instruments); 
concerts (for two guitars and strings, for guitar and orchestra); an 
orchestra for strings and songs for voice and guitar. 
Other related works include his transcriptions and arrangements 
of works of South American folkloric character, of de Spanish 
Rennaisance and Baroque, and of other countries and periods. 
Many are performed regularly by guitarists throughout the world 
and several are included on recording by 100 performers. 
He has lectured on classical guitar techniques, interpretation, 
Latin American Music, Baroque Music, and Music Composition at 
conferences, seminars and classes throughout France, Spain, 
Portugal, Belgium, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, Chile, Cuba, 
Costa Rica, Argentina, Morocco and Turquey. 
He is the author of de book “The Science and Method of Guitar 
Technique”, edited in French (Les Editions Austreales), Japanese 
(Guitar Music) and Spanish (Universidad de Costa Rica),and 
traslated into English, German and Polish: and “Rhytmus and 
Musical Forms of South America (volume 1: Argentina, Paraguay 
and Uruguay) and RASGUEOS (Musical History from the 16th 
century to the present. 
Mr. Cardoso is the ricipient of the highest awards at various 
competitions and festivals, including the Primer Festival de la 
Música Litoraleña (Posadas, 1963); VII. Festival Nacional del 
Folklore (Cosquín, 1966); Cuarto Concurso Nacional de Compo 
sición (Salta, 1961) and II. Concurso Internacional de Guitarra 
Clásica (Morón, Buenos Aires, 1973). 
In addition to credits as a concert guitarist, composer and 
musicologist, Jorge Cardoso is also medical doctor at the National 
University of Córdoba Argentina, (1973). He is also the founder 
and director of the ORQUESTA DE CAMARA DE GUITARRAS DE 
MADRID and the Director of Alsace, Lambesc, Beauvezer (France), 
Festival Iberoamericano de Guitarra of Maroc (Instituto 
Cervantes) and Posadas (Argentina) Internationals Guitar 
Festivals. Jorge Cardoso is president of GUIA (Guitarristas de 
América), international organization dedicated to the diffusion of 
the music of Americas. He has graduated in the Royal 
Conservatoire of Music of Madrid. 
Web: http://monsite.wanadoo.fr/jorgecardoso/page6.html 

Cardoso Jorge (Español) 
Concertista, compositor, investigador y médico (Univ. Nacional de 
Córdoba, Argentina,1973), fue fundador y director de la 
ORQUESTA DE CAMARA DE GUITARRAS DE MADRID. Es director 
artístico de los festivales internacionales de guitarra de Alsacia 
(Francia) y Posadas (Argentina), presidente de GUIA (Guitarristas 
de América), organización intemacional dedicada a la difusión de 
la música de las tres Américas y profesor superior de guitarra 
(Real Conservatorio de Música de Madrid). Dicta clases de 
Técnica, Interpretación, Música suramericana Música barroca y 
Composición, y participa asiduamente como profesor o 
conferencista en cursos, congresos y seminarios en Francia, 
España, Portugal, Bélgica, Alemania, Polonia, Suecia, Chile, Cuba, 
Costa Rica, Argentina, Marruecos, Turquía, etc.  
Ha dado conciertos en Alemania, Argentina, Austria, Bélgica, 
Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Checoslovaquia, España, E.E.U.U. 
(Carnegie Hall), Francia, Holanda, Honduras, Italia, Japón, 
Marruecos, Paraguay, Polonia, Portugal, Suecia, Suiza, Turquía y 
Ukrania, participando habitualmente en encuentros y festivales 
internacionales y en programas de radio y T-V.  
Fueron sus profesores: Hermelinda A. de Odonetto (danzas 
folklóricas); Lucas B. Areco y Ma. H. Antola de Gómez Crespo 
(guitarra), y Javier Hinojosa (música antigua). 

Carfagna Carlo (Italiano) 
Carlo Carfagna è nato a Guarcino (Fr) nel 1940. Nel 1954 ha 
iniziato lo studio della chitarra con Mario Gangi entrando nel 
Conservatorio di Napoli. Dopo il liceo classico frequenta la facoltà 
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di lettere e si laurea nel 1965 con una tesi in Storia della Musica 
sul ’ 700 napoletano. Nello stesso anno inizia l’insegnamento di 
Italiano negli Istituti Tecnici a Frosinone. Inizia anche l’opera di 
revisore di musiche per chitarra di Tàrrega, Sor, Legnani, Giuliani 
e altri, collaborando con le edizioni Bèrben. Nel 1967 fonda il duo 
con il maestro Pasqualino Garzia, tenendo concerti in Italia e 
all’estero. Nel 1970 viene nominato professore di chitarra al 
Conservatorio di Matera; nel 1973 passa a quello di Perugia e nel 
1975 al “S.Cecilia” di Roma. Intanto continua l’attività 
concertistica insieme al flautista Pietro Romano e al violista 
Giovanni Antonioni; per questo trio hanno scritto vari autori 
(Gervasio, Ravinale, Alandia, ecc.). Nel 1981 pubblica per la 
Ricordi “Gangi - Carfagna: A scuola di chitarra (corso 
preparatorio)” e inizia la paziente lotta per il riconoscimento del 
“diploma” di chitarra, conclusasi poi favorevolmente. Partecipa 
sempre più attivamente a giurie di Concorsi nazionali e 
internazionali. Nel 1990 e 1993 riceve dall’Istituto Internazionale 
di Cultura, Scienze e Arti la segnalazione “per meriti eccezionali”. 
Carlo Carfagna è un chitarrista compositore. Il suo stile proviene 
soprattutto dall’istinto acustico. I suoi accordi, spesso dissonanti, 
sono ben calcolati, onde ottenere un immediato effetto espressivo 
sull’ascoltatore. La sua modernità non prevede “sperimentalismi” 
esagerati, ma cerca di conciliare la ricerca sonora con la necessità 
di un linguaggio chiaro e sintetico. Profondo e abile conoscitore 
del suo strumento, Carfagna riesce a trovare anche nel flauto un 
compagno ideale per la sua fantasia dotata di una ricca inventiva. 
La sua musica aspira a un desiderio di liberta controllata e si 
manifesta principalmente in brevi pezzi dove i motivi vengono 
ripresi, più o meno variati, dopo sezioni assai ricche di 
cambiamenti agogici e di effetti timbrici. Carfagna è anche un 
apprezzato esperto internazionale di liuteria artistica. (Adriano 
Bassi - Guido Molinari: Tendenze della Musica Contemporanea, 
Guido Miano Editore, Milano, 1994) 

Carlevaro Abel (English) 
Abel Carlevaro is one of the foremost classical guitarist/composers 
of the 20th Century. Although largely self-taught, Maestro 
Carlevaro had a close association with Andres Segovia during 
Segovia’s nine year residence in Montevideo, Uruguay. Maestro 
Segovia, recognizing Carlevaro‘s exceptional abilities, presented 
him to the concert public in 1942. Also of major influente on 
Carlevaro’s musical training was his friendship with Heitor Villa-
Lobos with whom he studied in Rio de Janeiro. As a performer, 
Abel Carlevaro has been acclaimed at the most important musical 
centres including Paris, London, Heidelberg, Madrid, Barcelona, 
Caracas, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Mexico City, Toronto, New 
York, and San Francisco. Abel Carlevaro is the creator of an 
innovative School of technique, the originality and insight of which 
has made it a most decided and firm step in the evolution of the 
guitar. Carlevaro’s compositions for solo guitar and for ensembles 
have been recognized by the leaders of the guitar community as 
important contributions to the guitar repertoire. He has also had 
multiple recordings produced in South America. 

Carlevaro Abel (Italiano) 
Nato a Montevideo (Uruguay) il 16 di-cembre 1916 Abel Julio 
Carlevaro Casal intraprende gli studi di armonia con José Tomas 
Mujica e di composizione e direzione d’orchestra con Pablo 
Komlos. Per quanto riguarda l’apprendimento della chitarra è 
fondamentalmente autodidatta. Nel 1937, appena vent’enne, 
incontra Andrés Segovia, appena stabilitosi a Montevideo, con il 
quale rimane in contatto per nove anni. Nel 1942 è proprio 
Segovia a farlo de-buttare nel Centro musicale ufficiale della 
Repubblica dell’Uruguay a e da allora intraprende una brillante 
carriera concertistica. Dopo la Seconda guerra mondiale inizia una 
serie di fortunate tournée in America e in Europa ed effettua le 
prime registrazioni. Negli anni successivi il suo rapporto con la 
sala d’incisione è abbastanza sporadico e oggi le sue registrazioni 
sono praticamente introvabili. Ma la carriera di Carlevaro non si 
limita al concertismo. Egli si fa apprezzare anche come 
compositore con un congruo numero di opere per chitarra, alcune 
entrate stabilmente in repertorio come i Preludios Ame-ricanos e i 
due volumi di Microstudies. È autore anche di tre concerti per 
chitarra e orchestra. Apprezzato insegnante, Carlevaro scrive un 
importante testo di didattica School of Guitar - An Exposition of 
Instrumental Theory pubblicato in sette lingue. E alla scuola di 

Carlevaro si sono formati illustri concertisti come Eduardo 
Fernandez, Roberto Aussel, Migule Angel Girollet e Alvaro Pierri. 
Grande appassionato ed esperto di liuteria collabora con il liutaio 
madrileno, Manuel Contreras con il quale brevetta un originale 
chitarra con una cassa armonica senza buca di risonanza. 
Carlevaro si è spento a Berlino, in Germania,  il 17 luglio 2001 a 
85 anni. 

Carosio Ermenegildo (Italiano) 
Distinto chitarrista e compositore, nato ad Alessandria nel 1866 e 
già residente a Torino. Completati i suoi studi musicali, si diede 
soprattutto alla composizione di ballabili e canzoni per pianoforte 
e per piccola orchestra, acquistandosi in questo campo una larga 
notorietà. Fece anche rappresentare una sua operetta: La 
Cagnotte che incontrò molto favore. Compose pure buona musica 
per mandolino e chitarra ed anche per chitarra sola, lavori facili, 
ma geniali che denotano la profonda conoscenza che egli 
conosceva dell’istrumento. Morì il 18 maggio 1928. (Dizionario dei 
chitarristi e liutai italiani, Editrice “La Chitarra” di Bologna, 1937 – 
ristampa con un’appendice dal 1937 al 2008 a cura di Giacomo 
Parimbelli, Edizioni Villadiseriane) 

Carpenter David (English) 
David Carpenter was born in 1972 in Poughkeepsie, New York. 
His music has been performed throughout the United States, 
including concerts at the Aspen Music Festival and School, the 
Oregon Bach Festival, the Brevard Music Center, and the 
International Double Reed Society at the University of Oklahoma. 
Vocal music being one his primary interests, he has composed 
several works in this genre, including Fredericksburg, premiered 
by baritone William Stone with the Temple University Concert 
Choir and Chamber Orchestra conducted by Alan Harler (part of 
the Philadelphia Chamber Music Society’s 2007–2008 concert 
series), and “The Monogamous Man”, for baritone, flute and cello, 
featured as part of Network for New Music’s “Dialogues with 
Darwin” concert in Philadelphia, February 2010. Mr. Carpenter has 
also collaborated with the Momenta Quartet (New York, NY), who 
in 2008 performed his String Quartet and featured it on their 
demo CD; bassoon virtuoso Pascal Gallois, who premiered 
his Three Myths for Solo Bassoon in 2008; and the Argento 
Ensemble (New York, NY) who performed his Sextet in 2010. In 
November 2010, he held a residency at the MacDowell Colony in 
Peterborough, New Hampshire, to work on his opera The Age of 
Innocence, based on the novel by Edith Wharton. Selected scenes 
from this work, completed in the spring of 2011, were presented 
in a workshop at Temple University in April 2012. 
Mr. Carpenter’s teachers include Robert Aldridge, Herschel 
Garfein, Sydney Hodkinson, Kevin Puts and Maurice Wright. He 
holds degrees from Bates College (B.A., 1994), the Peabody 
Conservatory (M.Mus., 1998), and the Boyer College of Music, 
Temple University (D.M.A., 2011). David is also vice-president of 
Melos Music, a composers' collective that seeks to promote new 
music throughout the United States and the world. Melos held its 
second annual new music concert in San Francisco in August 
2011, and will continue this concert series with a concert in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in December 2012.  
Mr. Carpenter’s residency with the Delaware County Symphony is 
supported by a grant from the American Composers Forum, 
Philadelphia Chapter. 
Web: http://www.dcsmusic.org/Composer-in-Residence.aspx 
(2013) 

Carpenter Gary (English) 
Gary Carpenter (b.1951) studied composition under John Lambert 
at the Royal College of Music. He has lived in Holland and 
Germany and has written operas, musicals, ballets (mostly for 
Nederlands Dans Theater) and a radio music-drama - The One 
Alone - with Iris Murdoch as well as film scores, and concert 
music. 
Musical director and/or arranger-orchestrator on many stage 
shows and films (including The Wicker Man - 1973), he won the 
British Clavichord Society Composition Competition in 2004 for 
Van Assendelft's Vermeer and has been short-listed three times 
for British Composer Awards, winning in 2006 in the chamber 
category with his harp trio “Azaleas” a recent beneficiary of the 
RPS Encore initiative. 
A portrait CD - Die Flimmerkiste [Ensemble 10:10/Clark 
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Rundell/Gary Carpenter/Pamela Nash] - is available on NMC. 
His most recent works include: Fred and Ginger [LSO/Daniel 
Harding: London - February 2011], Bassoon Concerto (Alan 
Pendlebury/RLPO/Vasily Petrenko: Liverpool - November 2011), 
Niederau for 3 flutes [Tempest Flute Trio: Anthony Burgess 
Centre, Manchester, July 2011], Piano Trio [Fournier Trio: 
Wigmore Hall, October 2011], One Million Tiny Operas About 
Britain to texts by Craig Taylor [Lore Lixenberg/Jennifer 
John/Ensemble 10/10 - Liverpool 2010], Closing Time - for tenor 
and ensemble to texts by Eva Salzman [Jeffrey Lloyd-
Roberts/Ensemble 10/10: Liverpool 2008] and Doubles - a 
concerto for oboe, clarinet and wind orchestra [Melinda 
Maxwell/Paul Vowles/RNCM Wind Orchestra: Manchester and 
Cincinnati, Summer 2009], the last three conducted by Clark 
Rundell. His most recent CD release is Marking Time for basset 
clarinet and piano on Mark Simpson's Prism (NMC). 
Gary is Visiting Professor In Composition at the Royal Northern 
College of Music (Manchester) and a professor of composition at 
the Royal Academy of Music (London). He is published by Cadenza 
Music. 
Web: http://www.garycarpenter.net/about/index.htm (2013) 

Carpenter Patrick E. (English) 
Patrick E. Carpenter earned his Bachelor of Music degree in 
Composition and Theory at the University of Victoria, where he 
studied with Rudolf Komorous. He later studied under Bulent Arel 
at the State University of New York at Stony Brook, completing 
his Master of Arts in Music Composition in 1978. The prizes and 
awards Carpenter has received for his music include the Second 
Prize (also the Prize for the best work by a B.C. composer) in the 
CBC's Young Composer's Competition of 1976, for the 
electroacoustic piece Touchstone I. His music has received 
performances in various countries including Australia, Canada, 
France, Israel and the United States. 
Carpenter describes his music: “I have written both acoustic and 
electroacoustic music. My works include pieces for solo tape, solo 
instruments, small chamber ensembles and large ensembles such 
as orchestra and forty voice choir. A strong sense of form is 
present in all my works. Unity through diversity is what I am 
constantly striving to achieve. In an attempt to write what is, in 
my view, original music, I have always followed my own musical 
intuition when composing, and have never consciously allowed my 
work to be influenced by particular composers or styles. My music 
is music that comes, simply, from the heart”. 
Carpenter currently lives in Nanaimo, British Columbia, where he 
has taught Music History, Theory and Composition at Malaspina 
College since 1979. 
CAPAC, Canadian League of Composers 
Web: http://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37385/biography (2013) 

Carpi Fiorenzo (Italiano) 
(1918-1997) 
Compositore italiano nato a Milano. Allievo a Milano di 
G.F.Ghedini, ha composto musica di scena, per cinema e teatro. Il 
suo stile è semplice, immediato con senso dell'humour. 

Carrillo Julián (Español) 
Julián Carrillo nació en el pueblo de Ahualulco, San Luis Potosí, en 
1875, en el seno de una familia indígena, el 28 de enero de 1875. 
Fue el último de los 19 hijos de Nabor Carrillo y Antonia Trujillo.  
De niño formó parte del coro del templo de Ahualulco, y instancias 
del director de éste, Flavio F. Carlos, se trasladó a la capital del 
Estado para estudiar música y regresar posteriormente como 
cantor de la iglesia. Este objetivo, sin embargo, no pudo 
cumplirse.  Llegó a San Luis Potosí en 1885 y empezó 
inmediatamente sus estudios con Flavio F. Carlos, formador de 
varias generaciones de compositores potosinos. Al mismo tiempo 
empezó a trabajar en la orquesta de su maestro. Las dificultades 
económicas, lo obligaron a abandonar sus estudios primarios, 
pero no los musicales. En la orquesta de su maestro pasó de 
timbalero a violinista y aun empezó a componer pequeñas piezas.  
En 1894 compuso una Misa. En 1895 se trasladó a la ciudad de 
México, con una carta de recomendación del gobierno de San Luis 
Potosí, para ingresar al Conservatorio Nacional de Música.  En esa 
institución hizo avances rápidos. Contó entre sus maestros a 
Pedro Manzano en la clase de violín, a Melesio Morales, en la de 
composición y Francisco Ortega y Fonseca en la de física, acústica 

y matemáticas. También formó una pequña orquesta con otros 
alumnos del Conservatorio. Careciendo de una instrucción 
profunda en matemáticas, física y acústica, el joven Carrillo se 
sorprendió y maravilló extraordinariamente al estudiar las leyes 
de producción de los intervalos fundamentales en música (i.e. que 
al dividir por la mitad una cuerda, produce la octava, que al 
dividirla en tres, produce la quinta, etc.). Ello lo llevó a 
experimentar por su propia cuenta, y después de varios días, 
abandonó la forma tradicional de dividir las cuerdas en dos, tres, 
cuatro,y hasta ocho partes (que era lo que le permitían sus 
dedos), y comenzó a dividir con el filo de una navaja la distancia 
de la cuarta cuerda del violín entre las notas Sol (libre) y La, 
logrando producir dieciséis sonidos nítidamente diferenciables.  
A partir de entonces, Carrillo prestó especial atención a las bases 
físicas y matemáticas de la música.  
En 1899, el general Porfirio Díaz, presidente de la República, lo 
oyó tocar como solista de violín en la una ceremonia de entrega 
de premios a los estudiantes de nivel superior, y le concedió una 
beca especial para ir estudiar a Europa. Carrillo ingresó al Real 
Conservatorio de Leipzig. Contó entre sus maestros a Hans Becker 
(alumno a su vez de Joachim), en la clase de violín, a Johann 
Merkel, en la de piano, y a Salomon Jadassohn, en la de 
composición, en la de armonía y en la de contrapunto. También 
formó parte, como violín primero, de la Orquesta del 
Conservatorio, dirigida por Hans Sitt, y de la Orquesta de la 
Gewandhaus, dirigida por Artur Nikisch. En Alemania escribió 
varias obras, entre ellas su Sexteto en Sol mayor para dos 
violines, dos violas y dos violonchelos, (1900) y la Primera 
Sinfonía en Re mayor para grande orquesta (1901), estrenada por 
la Orquesta del Real Conservatorio de Leipzig, bajo su propia 
dirección.  
En 1900 asistió al Congreso Internacional de Música, en la ciudad 
e París (presidido por Camille Saint-Saëns), donde expusó una 
tesis para poner nombres monosilábicos a las notas de la escala 
musical (35), y de esta manera poder cantar el nombre adecuado 
de cada nota. El trabajo se basaba en el hecho de que en la 
música “hay nombres sin notas y notas sin nombre”. La ponencia 
que fue aceptada y publicada por el Congreso.   
Terminados sus estudios en Leipzig, se trasladó a Bélgica para 
perfeccionarse en la técnica del violín. Estudió con Hans Zimmer 
(discípulo de Isaye) e ingresó al Real Conservatorio de Gante.  
En 1903 erscribió un Cuarteto en Mi bemol, en el que daba a las 
formas clásicas “unidad ideológica y variedad tonal”.  
En 1904 ganó el Primer Premio por Unanimidad y con Distinción 
en el concurso internacional de violín del Conservatorio de Gante. 
Ese año regresó a México, donde recibió un violín Amati que el 
presidente Díaz le regalo “como obsequio de la nación mexicana” 
por su excelente desempeño en el extranjero. En México inició 
una labor musical intensa como violinista, director de orquesta, 
compositor y profesor.  
Fue nombrado profesor de historia (1906), de composición, de 
contrapunto, fuga e instrumentación (1908), en el Conservatorio 
Nacional. Entre los músicos formados por el maestro Carrillo se 
encuentran José Francisco Vázquez Cano (Fundador de la Escuela 
Libre de Música y Declamación, de la Facultad de Música de la 
UNAM y, junto con José Rocabruna, de la OFUNAM), Juan León 
Mariscal Canseco (compositor y catedrático), Antonio Gómezanda 
(pianista y compositor), Rafael Ordónez, Rafael Adame, Vicente 
Teódulo Mendoza (investigador del folklore mexicano), Gerónimo 
Baqueiro Foster, Daniel Ayala, José López Alavés, Rosendo 
Sánchez, Leticia Euroza, Ángel Badillo, Felipe Cortés Texeira, 
Agustín Oropeza, Gabriel Gómez, etc..  
Organizó y dirigió la Orquesta Sinfónica Beethoven (1909) y el 
Cuarteto Beethoven (1910). Publicó los Discursos sobre la música, 
(1913), y Pláticas musicales, (1914 y 1922). Estrenó en 1910 su 
Canto a la Bandera (con Letra del poeta Rafale López), que es 
hasta la fecha canto oficial a la insignia patria. En 1911 fue 
representante oficial de México a los Congresos de Música de 
Roma y Londres, donde expuso las tesis “Reformas a las grandes 
formas de la composición: la sinfonía, el concierto, la sonata y el 
cuarteto, para darles unidad ideológica y variedad tonal” (Roma) y 
una referente a elevar el nivel artístico de las bandas militares 
(Londres). Ambas fueron aprobadas por los respectivos 
congresos.  
En 1913 fue nombrado director del Conservatorio, donde reformó 
los programas de estudio, haciéndo énfasis no sólo en la rigurosa 
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preparación técnica de los estudiantes, sino en materias como la 
literatura y el español. Ese año fue admitido como miembro de la 
Sociedad de Geografía y Estadística de México. Al caer el gobierno 
de Huerta, Carrillo tuvo que exhiliarse hacia los Estados Unidos. 
En Nueva York, organizó y dirigió la Orquesta Sinfónica América, 
con la que presentó su Primera Sinfonía. El éxito de esta obra le 
valió el calificativo de “the herald of a musical Monroe doctrine”. 
En 1916 escribió la partitura para la película Intolerancia, de 
David Griffith. En nueva York escribió la “Teoría del Sonido 13”, 
que se publicaría en el segundo tomo de las Pláticas musicales. En 
1918 regresó a México, donde fue nombrado director de la 
Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional (antes Orquesta del Conservatorio) 
(1918-1924) y director del propio Conservatorio Nacional (1920-
1921).  
Carrillo llevó a la Sinfónica Nacional a niveles de excelencia 
interpretativa, al grado que el pianista Leopold Godowsky la 
calificadaó como superior a la Filarmónica de Nueva York. La 
Sinfónica llegó a ser tan popular que se sostuvo con sus propios 
recursos. Carrillo difundió la música de Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, 
Weber, Wagner, Chaikovski, Rimsky-Korsakov, Richard Strauss, 
Saint-Saëns, Debussy y Ravel. Presentó dos festivales Beethoven 
(1920 y 1921). Además apoyó la música de mexicanos como 
Manuel M. Ponce, Antonio Gómezanda y Juan León León Mariscal.  
De 1920 a 1924, se dio en México la Polémica del Sonido 13, que 
culminó con el concierto del 15 de febrero de 1925, con obras 
microtonales en cuartos, octavos y dieciseisavos de tono. De 
septiembre a noviembre de 1925, organizó una gira por diversas 
ciudades del país para demostrar la teoría del Sonido 13. En 
diciembre partió para Cuba y en 1926 llegó a Nueva York. Allá 
publicó algunos números de la revista bilingüe The Thirteenth 
Sound: The Herald of America's Musical Culture. La liga de 
Compositores le encargó una obra, la Sonata casi fantasía en 
cuartos, octavos y dieciseisavos de tono, que fue estrenada en el 
Town Hall de Nueva York el 13 de marzo de 1926. A petición de 
Leopold Stokowki escribe el Concertino en cuartos, octavos y 
dieciseisavos de tono, que estrenó la Philadelphia Sympony 
Orchesta, bajo la dirección de Stokowsky, en Nueva York y el 
Filadelfia. Al mismo tiempo escribió las Leyes de metamorfosis 
musicales, que permiten transformar las proporciones tonales de 
una obra (p. ejemplo, de medios tonos a cuartos de tono, o de 
medios tonos a tonos completos), y que también plantea 
procedimientos composicionales semejantes al serialismo. Escribió 
Pre-Sonido 13: Rectificación básica al sistema musical clásico: 
Análisis físico musical y Teoría lógica de la música  
De regreso a México en 1928, recibió el homenaje de su estado 
natal, al declarar el Congreso de San Luis Potosí día de fiesta 
cívica en el territorio estatal el 13 de julio (aniversario del 
experimento de 1895). El gobierno ordena que sea izada la la 
bandera nacional en su casa de las seis de la mañana a las seis de 
la tarde. En contraste, Carrillo no tuvo apoyo gubernamental para 
desarrollar su revolución, e incluso su labor musical como director 
y profesor fue dificultada. Pocas veces, a partir de entonces, fue 
invitado a dirigir en México y su música tampoco fue interpretada 
por orquestas mexicanas. El otrora director del Conservatorio y de 
la Sinfónica Nacional, no volvió a ocupar un puesto semejante, y 
toda su investigación y difución musical fue autofinanciada.  
En 1930, Carrilló organizó la Sinfónica del Sonido 13, en la que 
todos los intrumentos salen de la afinación convencional de 
semitonos. Fue dirigida por el propio Carrillo y por Leopoldo 
Stokowsky en 1930 y 1931.  
En 1933, Ángel Reyes, director del Grupo Sonido 13 de la Habana, 
grabó en Nueva York el Preludio a Colón, en discos Columbia. Ese 
año, Ahualulco recibe el nombre de Ahualulco del Sonido 13.  
En 1934, Carrillo publicó La revolución musical del Sonido 13, 
donde recapitula los acontecimientos históricos del Sonido 13, lo 
mismo que en Génesis de la revolución musical del Sonido 13 
(San Luis Potosí: 1940).  
En 1940 patentó sus 15 pianos metamorfoseadores, que producen 
intervalos de tonos, cuartos, tercios, quintos, hasta dieciseisavos 
de tono.  
En 1941 publica su Método racional de solfeo, que basado en el 
principio de ir de lo sonocido a lo desconocido, basa sus ejercicios 
en el Himno Nacional Mexicano.  
En 1947 experimentó en la Universidad de Nueva York sobre la 
rectificación de la ley del nodo. El resultado es que, siendo el nodo 
un punto físcio, resta longitud a la cuerda, por lo que ya no es la 

mitad matemática, y por lo tanto, el número de vibraciones 
producidas por la mitad de la cuerda excede al duplo de 
vibraciones producidas por la cuerda en su longitud total. Este 
trabajo le valió la nominación para el Premio Nobel de Física de 
1950. En Dos leyes de física musical (México: 1956), resume sus 
trabajos sobre la ley de los armónicos y la ley del nodo.  
En 1949 se construyó el primer piano de tercios de tono del 
mundo, y lo llevó al Conservatorio de París al siguiente año. En 
Francia conoció a Jean-Etienne Marie, quien ha difundido su obra 
en Europa. También dió conferencias en Francia, España y 
Bélgica.  
En 1951 presentó un concierto en el teatro Esperanza Iris de la 
Ciudad de México, para demostrar las leyes de metamorfosis 
musical.  
En 1951, Leopold Stokowsky estrenó, en Pittsburgh, Horizontes. 
Poema sinfónico para violín, violonchelo y arpa en cuartos, 
octavos y dieciseisavos de tono. La obra tiene tanto éxito que 
tiene que repetirse. El año siguiente se interpreta en Washington, 
Baltimore y Minneapolis.  
En 1954 llevó un pino de tercios de tono a París, a la Schola 
Cantorum, donde permanece hasta la fecha. En la Escuela normal 
de Música de aquella ciudad se interpretan diversas 
composiciones suyas.  
En 1956, el presidente de Francia lo condecora con la Legión de 
Honor. También recibe la Gran Cruz del Mérito del gobierno 
alemán.  
En 1958, exhibe en la Exposición Mundial de Bruselas sus 15 
pianos metamorfoseadores, que ganan la Medalla de Oro. De 
Bruselas, los pianos viajan a París y son exhibidos en la Sala 
Gaveau. En París conoce a Ivan Wischnegradsky y a Alois Hába. 
Asiste al Congreso Internacional de Música y presenta un 
concierto en la sala de la UNESCO.  
Entre 1960 y 1965 graba en la Phillips de París cerca de treinta de 
sus composiciones, con la Orquesta Sinfónica de la Asociación de 
Conciertos Lamoureux y destacados artistas franceses. Las obras 
representan las tres diversas fascetas de su escritura musical: la 
clásica, la atonal y la microtonal. Jean-Etienne Marie es el 
ingeniero de Sonido de estas grabaciones.  
En 1960 compuso Canon atonal a 64 voces, Misa de la 
Restauración para voces masculinas a capella en cuartos de tono 
y, por encargo de Stokowski, Balbuceos, para piano en 
dieciseisavos de tono, obra esta última que se estrena en Huston.  
En 1963, Carrillo recibió el Gran Premio de la Música de América 
Latina, de París. Da una serie de conferencias en la embajada de 
México en Londres y es entrevistado para la BBC.  
En 1964, Robert Gendre estrenó en Luxemburgo su Concierto 
para violín y corquesta en cuartos de tono. Ese año compone 
varias obras, entre ellas tres sonatas para viola en cuartos de 
tono, una para violín en cuartos de tono, un segundo concierto 
para violín y varios cánones atonales.  
El gobierno de México le concedió la Medalla al Mérito Cívico por el 
aniversario de su Canto a la Bandera.  
En 1965 el gobierno de la URSS lo invitó a realizar una gira de 
conciertos del Sonido 13 en aquel país, proyecto que ya no se 
pudo realizar. También ganó el premio Sibelius de Finlandia, 
apoyado por los principales institutos musicales de Francia, 
Argentina, Brasil y México, pero murió antes de recibirlo.  
Julián Carrillo murió en la ciudad de México el 9 de septiembre de 
1965. Sus restos descanzan en la rotonda de los Hombres Ilustres 
del Pantón de Dolores.  
Web: http://www.tol.itesm.mx/~esolisw/biograf.html 

Carter Elliott (English) 
Born in New York City on 11 December 1908, Elliott Carter began 
to be seriously interested in music in high school and was 
encouraged at that time by Charles Ives. He attended Harvard 
University where he studied with Walter Piston, and later went to 
Paris where for three years he studied with Nadia Boulanger. He 
then returned to New York to devote his time to composing and 
teaching. With the explorations of tempo relationships and texture 
that characterize his music, Carter has been one of the prime 
innovators of 20th-century music. The challenges of works such 
as the Variations for Orchestra, Symphony of Three Orchestras, 
and the concertos and string quartets are richly rewarding. Elliott 
Carter has been recipient of the highest honors that a composer 
can receive: the Gold Medal for Music awarded by the National 
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Institute of Arts and Letters, the National Medal of Arts, 
membership in the American Academy of Arts and Letters and the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and honorary degrees 
from many universities. He has received two Pulitzer Prizes and 
commissions from prestigious organizations. 
Web: http://www.schirmer.com/composers/carter_bio.html 

Caruso Dario (Italiano) 
Dario B. Caruso: chitarrista, compositore e didatta. Tra le 
pubblicazioni citiamo Omaggio a Castelnuovo Tedesco per chitarra 
sola e Le voci dell’anima per tre chitarre (Edizioni Bérben). Nel 
2008 edita il cd 9cento Guitar Duo (Casa Musicale Eco). L’impegno 
di diffusione della cultura musicale si concretizza nel tessuto 
intellettuale della sua città attraverso il Circolo degli Inquieti - di 
cui è socio fondatore - e l'Associazione Culturale Il Manipolo della 
Musica con la Scuola Etica di Chitarra Classica. Nel 2007 debutta il 
suo musical dal titolo Al fuoco! Al fuoco!; nel 2010 ha presentato 
Una storia della Mancia, ispirato al Don Chisciotte di Cervantes e 
interpretato dalla Compagnia Teatrale Miagoli. Ha all'attivo 
numerose collaborazioni con interpreti di musica classica, pop e 
jazz. 
Web: http://manipolomusica.altervista.org/Chi_siamo.html 
(2012) 

Carvalho Dinorá de (Portuguese) 
Nascimento: Brasil, Uberaba, MG, 1895 
Falecimento: Brasil, São Paulo, SP, 1980 
Como pianista, apresentou-se no Brasil e em várias capitais 
europeias. Estudou harmonia e contraponto com Lamberto Baldi e 
Camargo Guarnieri. Foi a primeira mulher a entrar para a 
Academia Brasileira de Música e fundou uma orquestra só de 
mulheres, a Orquestra Feminina de São Paulo. Suas obras foram 
executadas por grandes nomes como Guiomar Novaes, Bidu 
Sayão e Eleazar de Carvalho. 
Web: http://musicabrasilis.org.br/compositores/dinora-de-
carvalho 

Casablancas Benet (English) 
Born 2 April 1956 Sabadell, España 
Widely regarded as one of the leading Spanish composers of his 
generation, Benet Casablancas studied in Barcelona and Vienna, 
and he graduated in Philosophy in the University of Barcelona, 
winning a PhD in musicology. His music, firmly rooted in the great 
modernist tradition, is notable for its great individuality, structural 
complexity and extraordinary richness of textural detail. In the 
1990s he became more concerned with harmony, timbral 
differentiation and instrumental virtuosism. Critics highlight his 
concern for balancing constructional rigour and expressive 
strength, lyricism, dramatic character and whimsical register. His 
works are performed regularly around Europe, Canada, US, Japan 
and Latin America. His first opera Lea was commissioned for Gran 
Teatre del Liceu de Barcelona’ 2015 season. 
Web: 
http://www.musicsalesclassical.com/composer?composerId=4155 
(2013) 

Casares Oscar Roberto (English) 
Oscar Roberto Casares was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 
1954, he studied Guitarra with Maria Luisa Anido, chamber music 
and interpretation with Mrs. Monina Tovara, (Adolfina Raitzin), 
Course at Conservatorio Nazionale of Musica Carlos Lopez 
Buchardo, harmony with Jorge Tsilicas.  
Together with his borther Luis, he formed the “Duo De Guitarras 
De Los Hermanos Casares”, playing in the most important 
theatres and concerts hall of all Argentina receiving the approval 
from the public and from specialized critics. In 1978, October they 
performed a show in the Salon De Argentina as tribute to the 
famous Miguel Llobet playing all the compositions of Albeniz and 
Granados realized for the Catalan musician, organized at the 
Circolo Guitarristico Argentino. 
The famous Argentinian composer, that was a student of Manuel 
de Falla, Juan Jose Ramos, dedicated to the duet the “Suit 
Argentina”. 
Oscar Casares has been President of the Circolo Guitarristico 
Argentino, he teached Guitarra at the College Santa Rosa in Lima 
and at the Centro de Galicia in Buenos Aires.  
He created the Familia de la Guitarra, it is the result of a deep 

research in five century of history of the guitar, he built three 
types of guitars that were missing to complete the “family”, the 
High Guitar, A tuned, the Low Guitar, A tuned, and the Bass 
Guitar, E tuned. 
Using this “family”, he created some original compositions and 
arrangements of Mozart, Guastavino, Piazzolla, Albeniz, Vivaldi, 
Turina, etc. He encourages also other composers to write for the 
new chamber formation, like Jorge Tagliapietra and Sergio 
Mateos, he founded in Buenos Aires Guitarra Ensamble, an 
Ensamble Guitarristico of the Comune of Bariloche, the Ensamble 
of the Conservatorio of Cafayate and the Orquestra de 
Instumentos Regionales of Salta. 
He has been invited by the composier Jose Luis Castineira de Dios 
to record the soundtrack of the film “El Rigor del Destino” and “La 
Noche de los Lapices”. 
Some musicians, that followed his advice as Master, to exhibit 
themselves at International competitive exam are: Pablo Marquez, 
1° Place in Paris, the Napolitan Edoardo Catemario, 1° Place 
Concorso Pittaluga in the city of Alessandria - Italy - and 1° Place 
at the Concorso Andres Segovia in Palma de Mallorca, Jeronimo 
Ginzburg, 1° Place Mozart in Verona - Italy - and Miguel Arola first 
viola of the Orchestra of Palma de Mallorca - Spain. 
In 1988 he moved to Europe and he decided to live in the city of 
Casale Monferrato - Italy - where he begun to work as concertist 
and composer.  
During his concerts he playes not only classic composers but also 
Argentinian composers as Atahualpa Yupanqui, Astor Piazzolla, 
Eduardo and Juan Falu, Carlos Guastavino, Alberto Ginastera, 
Abel Fleury, Ariel Ramirez, Gerardo Cuchi Leguizamon. Milano, 
Roma, Torino, Napoli, Genova, Firenze, Verona, Bologna clapped 
his exhibitions. 
He playes together with the folk guitar player Miguel Acosta, he 
found the trio Cuerdas del Plata together with his wife, the singer 
and dancer Andrea Judith Man, realizing concerts dedicated to 
Sefaradi Music and to traditional Argentinian Tango. 
For ARSmusic, he recorded the Tango Suite of Astor Piazzolla 
together with the guitar player Edoardo Catemario, the flautist 
Roberto Fabbriciani, recorded El Gordo triste, Fuga e Misterio of 
Astor Piazzolla arranged by da Oscar Casares. 
He has been invited at the Guitar Palace in Japan, he organizes 
concerts in Tokio, Osaka and Asato for two consecutive years, 
ending in 1999 and recording in the main hall of the Guitar Palace 
a CD titled “Tango Argentino y Astor Piazzolla”. 
Masters Edoardo Catemario and Flavio Cucchi recorded a CD with 
his compositions like the Concierto Sefaradi, Las 7 Canciones 
Sefaradies & Danza, L'ultima Strada, Son a Tango. Recently he 
recorded together with the Italian violoncellist Erika Patrucco, 
“Birdtango”, and on behalf of the Barrio Tanguero of Torino “Un 
Tango para Milonguita”, included in the Tangos to celebrate the 
first ten years of the first Italian Association for Argentinian 
Tango. 
Oscar Roberto Casares is a composer, arranger, guitar player and 
guitar maker, some of his last compositions are Recuerdos de 
Yasato, Guaperia for quartetto de chitarras (A-A-E-A bassa), 
Invocacion & Tango, metodologia forr Quartetto & Ensamble of 
Guitars. (2011) 

Casares Oscar Roberto (Français) 
Compositeur et guitariste, il est né en 1954 à Buenos Aires. Elève 
de Maria Luisa Anido et de Jorge Tsilicas, il a fait partie du duo de 
Los Hermanos Casares formé par “Mimita” et a étudié avec la 
Senora Tavora qui avait formé les frères Abreu et les frères Assad 
au Brésil. Installé désormais en Italie, il se livre à la composition 
depuis plusieurs années. Il a écrit un Concerto Séfaradi - 
enregistré comme les Chansons Séfarades par Eduardo Catemario 
(C.D. OPTI.ME.S, Italie) - et aussi nombre d'oeuvres pour guitare 
seule, quatuors à cordes et guitare, chant et guitare, etc. (Les 
Cahiers de la Guitare et de la Musique n°64/1997) 

Casas Pere (English) 
Pere Casas was born in Terrassa (Barcelona) in 1957. He has 
studied at Barcelona Conservatory. His works has been performed 
in several Spanish cities and in Basel, Paris, Badbrückenan, 
Hamburg and Palermo. He has received commissions from 
“Musicals Youth” of Spain, Foix Foundation, Musica XXI Ensemble, 
La Caixa Foundation, Sabadell Council and Vallès Symphonic 
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Orchestra. Casas won the first prize of “Musicals Youth” 1989 
Competition. His guitar composition Casiana VII was finalist at the 
1991 Radio France Competition. At present he is teaching 
harmony, analysis and counterpoint at Terrassa Conservatory. 
(2004) 

Cashian Philip (English) 
Born in Manchester in 1963 he studied with Oliver Knussen and 
Simon Bainbridge. Studied at Cardiff University and the Guildhall 
School of Music, and in 1990 was the Benjamin Britten Fellow at 
Tanglewood where he studied with Lukas Foss. In 1991 he was 
awarded the Britten Prize, the Mendelssohn Scholarship in 1992 
and the PRS Prize in 1995.  
Between 1993 and 1996 he was the Northern Arts Fellow in 
Composition at Durham University 
and currently teaches composition at Royal Holloway College and 
the Royal Academy of Music. Since 1990 he has completed over 
20 commissions, mainly of chamber and orchestral music. (2003) 

Cassadó Gaspar (English) 
Gaspar Cassadó was born in Barcelona on the 30 th of September 
1897, and it was in that city where he began to study music at 
the early age of 5. In 1907 he moved to Paris with his father, the 
musician Joaquim Cassadó. In Paris he met and studied with 
Pablo Casals. He there 
studied harmony with Ravel and Falla. His studies with Casals had 
a profound effect on him both technically and musically, that 
marked the rest of his life. One of the great cellists of the 20th 
century performed on all seven continents. 
He was very interested in contemporary music giving many work 
premiers of works by authors such as Morera, Honegger, 
Hindemith, Castelnuovo- Tedesco, Martinu, Delius, Dallapiccola, 
Tansman, Pfitzner, Halftner, Khachaturian and many others. In 
the Late 50's he formed duo with Alicia de Larrocha and they 
performed frequently in Spain and Europe. He taught in Musica en 
Compostela and later in the Academia Musicale Chigiana in Siena. 
He performed with many of the great masters of the 20 th 
century, Oistrakh, Rostropovich and Menuhin. He was juror of 
many international cello competitions. Radu Aldulesco, Marçal 
Cervera and Elias Arizcuren are among the few of his outstanding 
students. As a composer, he made many transcriptions for cello, 
as well as chamber music and a few pieces for solo piano. 

Castagnoli Giulio (Italiano) 
Ha studiato pianoforte (con M. Golia) e composizione (con G. 
Bosco) al Conservatorio di Torino e si è laureato in Lettere e 
Filosofia presso l'Università della stessa città. In seguito si è 
diplomato con B. Ferneyhough alla Hochschule für Musik di 
Freiburg e con F. Donatoni all'Accademia di Santa Cecilia di Roma. 
Insegna alla Scuola Nazionale di Cinema e al Conservatorio di 
Torino. 
Nell'estate 2003 è nuovamente ospite del Senato di Berlino, città 
in cui ha vissuto come compositore residente nel 1998 -1999. 
L'Accademia di Santa Cecilia ha eseguito nel 2002 il Concerto per 
violoncello e doppia orchestra, commissionatogli da Luciano Berio. 
Uno dei suoi ultimi lavori, Madrigale guerriero e amoroso, 
composto per il gruppo vocale “The Song Company” di Sidney e 
sei musicisti tradizionali cinesi, è stato eseguito al Melbourne 
Festival nell'ottobre dello stesso anno. Nel giugno 2003 è stato 
eseguito a Torino il suo ultimissimo Concerto per pianoforte e 
orchestra. 
Web: 
http://www.cematitalia.it/index.php?id=5.1&lg=it&pag=bio&cat=c
omp&let=C&wh=55 (2010) 

Castaldi Paolo (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Milano nel 1930. Ha studiato al 
Conservatorio di Milano ed alla Facoltà di Ingegneria Elettronica. 
Ha frequentato i corsi di Darmstadt. Polemico con la rigidità 
seriale, nei suoi lavori ha assunto sovente atteggiamenti 
provocatori. 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco Mario (English) 
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco was born in Florence on April 3, 1895 
and died in Los Angeles, California on March 16, 1968. After 
training at the Florence Conservatory, he gained prominence in 
Italy between the World Wars. He was forced to relocate to the 

United States in 1939 when the Facists began persecution of 
Jews, becoming a naturalized citizen in 1946. While perhaps best 
remembered at present for his solo guitar music, Castelnuovo-
Tedesco composed in many genres and media, including among 
his works operas and oratorios, orchestral music, music for films, 
cantatas, concertos, music for solo piano, music for various bowed 
string instruments, for harp, ballets, choral music, and chamber 
music, among other items (see Nick Rossi's Catalogue of Works 
by Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco (Brooklyn, N.Y., 1977), for a nearly 
complete list of compositions). Castelnuovo-Tedesco wrote a two-
volume autobiography covering his life up to 1961, “Una vita di 
musica,” (unpublished, in the USC collection). 
Pupil of Ildebrando Pizzetti in Florence, Mario Castelnuovo-
Tedesco composed about two hundreds pieces for Guitar, even if 
he was not a guitarist. Segovia, who he met in 1932, had a great 
importance in this. Until 1939 his compositions are deeply rooted 
in the European music tradition. Castelnuovo-Tedesco liked to 
give his pieces a clear and strong formal and historical 
characterization (Variazioni attraverso i secoli, 1932) or to be 
inspired by the Masters of the past (Boccherini, in the Sonata 
op.77; Paganini in the Capriccio diabolico). After 1939 
Castelnuovo -Tedesco was obliged to leave Italy by the racial laws 
against the Jews. So he moved to the USA where he continued to 
compose. In this second period he tried to exploit the 
potentiality of the guitar as a concertante instrument, but he did 
not give up composing solo guitar pieces. (Barbara Bellettini: 
Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco Mario (Italiano) 
Mario Castelnuovo Tedesco è stato storicamente il capostipite di 
una folta schiera di compositori moderni, italiani e non, interessati 
al nostro strumento. è uno dei compositori più creativi e poliedrici 
del nostro secolo. 
Nato il 3 aprile 1895 a Firenze, discendente di famiglia ebrea, fin 
da fanciullo manifestò precoci e spiccate doti musicali, ereditate 
forse dalla madre Noemi Senigaglia. A 10 anni, infatti, compose 
due brani per pianoforte, Notturno e Berceuse, che vennero 
pubblicati su una rivista giovanile. In un primo momento i suoi 
studi musicali furono ostacolati dal padre che, secondo la 
tradizione familiare lo voleva banchiere. Mario caparbiamente 
continuò lo studio del pianoforte al conservatorio Cherubini di 
Firenze con il M o Edgardo del Valle, e conseguì il diploma nel 
1914. Divenne quindi allievo in composizione di Ildebrando 
Pizzetti. Castelnuovo Tedesco studiò con lui inizialmente al 
Conservatorio di Firenze, ma si diplomò in seguito a quello di 
Bologna (allora diretto da Franco Alfano) nel 1918, poco prima del 
termine della prima guerra mondiale. La sua definitiva 
affermazione artistica si sviluppò negli anni a cavallo tra le due 
guerre mondiali. Nel 1924 sposò Clara Forti, da cui ebbe due figli: 
Pietro (1925) e Lorenzo (1930). Fu anche apprezzato come 
interprete, essendo chiamato ad esibirsi a Villa Savoia alla 
presenza della regina Elena. In duo con la cantante Madeleine 
Grey ricevette un invito per tenere un concerto al Vittoriale, 
residenza di Gabriele D'Annunzio. Nell'estate del 1924 conobbe 
Giacomo Puccini, che gli mostrò parte della Turandot. Strinse una 
solida amicizia con Arturo Toscanini, che diresse in prima assoluta 
a New York il suo concerto per violino e orchestra I Profeti. Al 
festival di Venezia del 1932 conobbe Andrés Segovia, inaugurando 
così l'inizio delle sue numerose composizioni per chitarra. Da 
allora, in un legame durato per oltre 36 anni, portò alla luce un 
corpus di opere unico ed assolutamente rilevante: oltre 350 
composizioni dalle celebri “Variazioni Attraverso i Secoli op. 71” 
agli incompiuti “Quaderni, Preludi e Studi”. Nel 1936 a 
Castiglioncello entrò in contatto con Luigi Pirandello che stava 
completando la stesura de I giganti della montagna. La 
rappresentazione era prevista nei Giardini di Boboli durante il 
Maggio musicale fiorentino, ma l'improvvisa morte dello scrittore 
lasciò il dramma incompiuto. Il dramma fu messo in musica da 
Castelnuovo Tedesco dopo l'inaspettata morte dello scrittore in 
segno di omaggio. 
Sul finire degli anni '30 la situazione politica cominciò a peggiorare 
a causa della promulgazione della legge razziale da parte del 
governo fascista. Questo segnò l'inizio di un lungo periodo 
d'isolamento. Marinuzzi, incurante dei divieti della politica 
antisemita, rimise in programma I giganti della montagna per il 
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino del 1938, riportando uno strepitoso 
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successo di pubblico. Il 13 luglio 1939 l'intera famiglia 
Castelnuovo Tedesco, partì dal porto di Trieste per New York, ove 
stabilì nel 1940. Per interessamento di Toscanini, Heifetz e 
Spalding, Mario ottenne subito un contratto dalla casa 
cinematografica Metro Goldwin Mayer con la qualifica di 
compositore di musica da film, che gli permetterà di assicurarsi 
una centa tranquillità economica. Allo scadere del contratto nel 
1943, però preferì non rinnovarlo, per lavorare liberamente, da 
free lance per varie compagnie cinematografiche a seconda delle 
richieste. Nel 1944 prese parte ad un singolare progetto ideato da 
Nathaniel Schilkret, il quale contattò vari compositori per portare 
a termine la suite Genesi (per narratore, coro e orchestra) che 
illustrava i vari episodi della Bibbia. Ad essa parteciparono 
Schilkret (Creazione), Toch (Arcoiris), Tansman (Paradiso 
terrestre), Milhaud (Caino e Abele), Strawinskij (Torre di Babele), 
Schoenberg (Chaos). Castelnuovo Tedesco compose per essa Il 
Diluvio. Nel '46 ottenne la cittadinanza statunitense, fatto che 
indusse Castelnuovo Tedesco a scrivere un atto di ringraziamento 
pubblico verso il Paese che lo aveva ospitato, ma soffrirà poi del 
dualismo di essere uno straniero in Italia e un italiano negli Stati 
Uniti. Gli stessi anni videro il suo esordio nell'ambito dell'attività 
didattica in qualità di insegnante di armonia e composizione. Nel 
1958 ebbe un prestigioso riconoscimento per la sua opera Il 
mercante di Venezia (su testo di Shakespeare), che ottenne il 1 o 
premio al concorso Campari indetto dal teatro La Scala di Milano. 
Ll'opera in realtà non venne mai rappresentata a Milano. La sua 
prima rappresentazione si ebbe nel 1961 a Firenze; lo spettacolo 
ebbe un ottimo successo di pubblico ma differenti apprezzamenti 
da parte della critica. 
La sua morte avvenne a Los Angeles (California) il 17 marzo 
1968. 
Web: http://www.marcobazzotti.com/900/tedesco.htm 

Casterede Jacques (English) 
JACQUES CASTEREDE (1926) 
Pupil of Olivier Messiaen and Tony Aubin at the Conservatoire 
National Superieur de Musique, Paris, he is awarded the Rome 
Grand Prix in 1953. At the present time, Jacques Casterede is a 
professor at the said music academy in Paris and teaches 
composing at the Ecole Normale de Musique. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Castet François  (English) 
François Castet was born in Algiers in 1940. He was part of the 
first generation of French guitarists able to benefit from a 
coherent guitar teaching structure: diplomas from the Algiers 
Conservatoire of Music, and, a few years later, from Geneva. 
Amongst the “pioneers” of the period, he revelled in lute music 
(an instrument which he also plays) and recorded the first LP of 
lute music by a French musician in 1968. He teaches guitar with 
an enthusiasm which has never left him and started at an early 
age publishing works for guitar (Éditions Leduc, Paris). Also in 
1968 he created the “Ensemble Musique Ancienne de Lyon” which 
he was to conduct for eight years. This group was also a “pioneer” 
in ancient and pre-baroque music. François Castet has worked in 
duet with his friend, organist and harpsichord player Pierre 
Perdigon, has joined forces with Alfred Deller, Charles Ravier, 
Michel Corboz. Each year up to 1976 he produced an LP of solo 
lute or guitar, duets with organ and harpsichord and chamber 
music with Bam, RCA, Erato. As from 1976 the dissatisfaction 
which all artists are prey to became more pronounced.: he 
decided to stop playing full-time! He built his own yacht, became 
a part-time sailor whilst remaining an enthusiastic guitar teacher 
for the rest of the time. In 1990 he supervised the recording of a 
CD (including the first ever recording world-wide of Leo Brouwer's 
Serenade) with some of his young and talented students (he 
enjoys a “mad challenge”). Shortly after this, he published two 
major teaching works and some personal compositions with 
Éditions Combre in Paris. 
http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216730.2.html 

Casti Fabrizio (English) 
Fabrizio Casti, born at Guspini (Cagliari) in 1960, graduated in 
Experimental Composition at Cagliari with Franco Oppo and 
studied Electronic Music at Venice with Alvise Vidolin. He has 
collaborated with and written compositions for individual artists 

and groups including: Irvine Arditti (Sottili di luce); Carin Levine 
(Morbide auree dell’aria for solo flute); Oscar Pizzo (L’ottavo Cielo 
for piano and orchestra, Le Rovine for piano and live computer); 
Kirk Brundage (Khroai for one percussionist); Marco Rogliano 
(Sospinti oltre); Isabelle Soccoja (Hai un sangue, un respiro II); 
Astorre Ferrari (Suoni che vengono da uomini); Arditti Trio 
(Sospinti oltre le mura); Vittorio Parisi (L’ottavo Cielo); Massimo 
De Bernart (Pyknon); Ensemble Belcanto (Come un’ombra di 
luna); Ensemble Spaziomusica; Icarus Ensemble; Ensemble 
Esperimento (Naer het leven); IGNM-Vokalsolisten (Di salmastro e 
di terra); Orchestra Sinfonica and Sinfonietta of Cagliari Opera 
House; Orchestra Guido Cantelli (Come attraversare gli intervalli 
dell’aria). Fabrizio Casti is president of the Associazione Spazio-
musica-Ricerca and vice president of the Spaziomusica 
International Festival for promoting and diffusing contemporary 
music. In 1992 and in 1994 he was invited to participate in the 
Komponisten-forum during the International Summer Courses of 
New Music at Darmstadt where he presented, in world première, 
Le Rovine for piano and live computer with soloist Oscar Pizzo, 
Sottili di luce for solo violin with Irvine Arditti and Khroai for one 
percussionist with Kirk Brundage. His compositions, published by 
Ricordi and by Steinäuser Verlag and recorded on CD by Nuova 
Fonit-Cetra and by Spaziomusica, have been performed at 
national and international festivals and other events in Europe, 
Japan and America and broadcast by radio networks both in Italy 
and abroad.  
Casti teaches Elements of Music Composition at the State 
Conservatory of Music of Cagliari. 
Web: 
http://www.cematitalia.it/servizi/profilierepertori/compositori/c/ca
sti/casti.htm 

Castiglioni Niccolò (English) 
Niccolò Castiglioni b. Milan 17.7.1932 d. 7.9.96 Studied in Milan at 
the conservatory with Giorgio Federico Ghedini and took master 
courses with Gulda, Zecchi and Blacher at the Salzburg 
Mozarteum. Apart from his compositional work, he has been 
known as a concert pianist since 1953. In 1966, he was invited to 
Buffalo by the Rockefeller Foundation. Until 1969, he was a 
visiting professor at various universities in the USA. Since then, 
he has been living in Italy. 

Castiglioni Niccolò (Italiano) 
(Milano 1932-96). Allievo al cons. di Milano di S. Fuga e F. 
Margola, frequenta i corsi di Darmstadt. Insegna negli Stati Uniti e 
in Italia. Castiglioni si impone nel panorama musicale per una 
grande libertà linguistica e uno stile gioioso, che abbandona il 
pessimismo tardoromantico e il cerebralismo seriale. Influenzato 
da I.Stravinskij e A.Webern, ne condanna l’interpretazione 
ideologizzata data a Darmstadt. Il suo suono è caldo, 
caratterizzato da estro timbrico ed espressività di stampo 
neoimpressionistico (Aprèlude, 1959) e da suono puro e cristallino 
(Sweet, 1978, per pf.). Un tono naif, con forme brevi e citazioni 
da nenie e cantilene infantili, e una predisposizione all’eclettismo 
lo aprono al confronto con stili e tecniche differenti. Tra le sue 
opere: Disegni (1360), Attraverso lo specchio (1961, radio-opera, 
da L.Carroll), Arabeschi (1972, per pf. e fl.), Inverno In-ver 
(1971), Le favole di Esopo (1979, per coro e orch., oratorio). Agli 
anni ‘90 appartengono le partiture Càntus Planus I e II (per 2 
soprani e 7 strumenti, testo di A. Silesius), Missa brevis (1993, 
per coro e 6 strum.) e Troslied (1995, per soprano e quartetto 
d’archi,  commissionato dalla scietà del Quartetto), opere 
caratterizzate da intima religiosità e autobiografismo. (Fiorenza 
Leucci: Dizionario dei Compositori del ‘900, 1999) 

Castilla-Avila Agustín (English) 
He was born in Jerez de la Frontera, Spain, where he began his 
musical studies at its conservatoire. Later he entered 
Conservatorio Superior de Sevilla obtaining the Titulo Superior de 
Guitarra with Professor Josefina Calero. In 1998 he was the first 
guitarist to gain a scholarship by Fundacion La Caixa-British 
Council to study a Masters Degree at the London College of Music 
with guitarist Carlos Bonell. Later he moved to the Guildhall 
School of Music where he earned a Postgraduate Diploma and a 
Masters with guitarists Robert Brightmore, David Miller and the 
composer Mathew King. He won the Portallion Solo Guitar Prize at 
this school. He continued his studies at Universität Mozarteum in 
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Salzburg with professor Isabel Siewers. While at Mozarteum, he 
also took studies at Arizona State University doing a Doctorate in 
Musical Arts under the direction of guitarist Frank Koonce. He was 
also an assistant teacher at this university. In 2004 he began his 
composition studies with Adriana Hölszky and Andre Ruschkowski 
at Mozarteum finishing his Masters degree at this school with 
Reinhard Febel. He also studied composition with Alexander 
Müllenbach at Luxemburg Consevatoire. 
He has received guitar master classes from D. Russell, M. 
Barrueco, A. Diaz, R. Aussel, J.L. Rodrigo, J. Clerch, J. Cardoso, 
Roland Dyens, etc. As a composer, he attended masterclasses and 
workshops from S. Sciarrino, K. Schwertsik, D. Schnebel, C. 
Halffter, T. Marco, A. Posadas, J. Kaipainen and J. Tiensuu among 
others. He was the youngest guitar professor at Conservatorio 
Profesional de Ceuta during 94-95 and during 95-98 he was 
teaching at Conservatorio Elemental de Lucena, both in Spain. In 
1998, during the celebration of the centenary of the poet Garcia 
Lorca, he worked with the theatre company Boardwalk in Lorca´s 
play “Bloodwedding”, where he included some compositions of his 
own. The same year, he participated in the English film “Maestro”. 
He also included his music in the film “Du bist Perfect”. For two 
years, he directed the contemporary music radio program “Die 
Nymphe” at the Radiofabrik in Salzburg. In 2007, he composed 
the music for the 300 anniversary of the Kollegienkirche in 
Salzburg. Since 2009 he is an artistic advisor of the Microtonal 
Music Society in Austria, giving seminars about his microtonal 
guitar at Escuela Reina Sofia in Madrid, St. Petersburg 
Conservatoire in Russia, Guildhall School of Music in London, Yong 
Siew Toh Conservatory in Singapore, etc.   
He has played solo concerts, in chamber music groups or with 
orchestra in Spain, France, UK, Italy, Swizerland, Belgium, 
Germany, Austria, Finland and USA. As a composer, he 
participated at the IV and V Bolivar Hall Guitar Festival London, 
Guildhall Contemporary Music Festival, Salzburg Strings Festival, 
Mozart Ante Portas Salzburg, West-Östlicher Einklang Symposium 
2007, Stadtfestwoche Hallein 2007, stART 2007, Rocník 
Medzinárodného Festivalu Banska Bystrica, IG Nacht der 
Komponisten Austria, New Faces New Dances 2008 Salzburg, 
Österreichische Woche der Mikrotonale Musik, Internationales 
Gitarren-Festival Hallein, Sävellyspaja-Avanti! 2009, Spanish 
Evenings in San Petersburg, Expo 2010 Shanghai, University of 
Santo Tomas Guitarra 2010 Manila, etc. He has been awarded at 
Foret d´Orleans Festival (France) and at Festival Internacional de 
Velez-Malaga (Spain). He has been composer in residence from 
the Austrian government in 2010.  
His music has been conducted by D. Russell-Davies, S. Fontanelli, 
T. Ceccherini, J. Kalitzke (with OENM), Hannu Lintu (with Avanti 
Chamber Orchestra), Alexis Soriano (with S. Petersburg 
Symphony Orchestra), Hansjörg Schellenberger (with Sinfónica de 
Sevilla), Konstantin Hiller and C. Chamorro among others. His 
compositions have been broadcasted and recorded by ORF in 
Austria. He publishes his music for Doblinger Verlag. 
He has written for different music groups; including solo, chamber 
music, orchestral, theater plays, choreographies and two chamber 
operas (“Adán de Eva” commissioned and performed regularly by 
El Cimarron Ensemble and “Don Quijotes Dulcinea” commissioned 
by the Passau Festspiele 2010 in Germany). 
Web: http://www.castilla-avila.com/biography-Agustin-Castilla-
Avila.html (2011) 

Castillo Navarro Manuel (Italiano) 
Compositore e pianista spagnolo nato a Siviglia nel 1930. Ha 
studiato a Madrid e a Pris con N.Boulanger. La sua musica è 
influenzata dal folklore spagnolo ed anche da P.Hindemith. 

Castriota Samuel (English) 
by Gaspar Astarita 
Pianist, guitarist, leader and composer. (2 November 1885 - 8 
July 1932) 
Due to the fundamental importance that the  lyrics of the tango 
“Mi noche triste” acquired, projected towards the history of tango 
with strength and condition of a model, the composer of its music 
–Samuel Castriota -, even though he has never been forgotten, 
his placement and his mentioning, instead, have been on a 
secondary level. It is not superfluous, then, that we remember 
him when on July 8 takes place a new anniversary of his death. 

Samuel Castriota's life has a relationship with Pascual Contursi's, 
with whom he shared the authorship of the memorable tango, in 
some events -coincidences, misleading and curiosities- that, in 
spite of the fact they did not know it, drew them nearer and put 
them far apart inadvertently. Both were born in November, under 
the sign of Scorpio, and with a difference of a few years -Contursi, 
on November 18, 1888, and Castriota, on November 2, 1895. 
They were to die in the same year as well, 1932, with 49 days of 
difference: Contursi on May 20 and Castriota on July 8. And even 
though they did not know each other, tango drew them near.  
Without asking permission to the composer, Pascual Contursi fit 
his literary finding to this three-part work that he listened in 
Buenos Aires and was named “Lita” and that had been 
instrumentally premiered –at the café El Protegido, placed on San 
Juan and Pasco streets, by the outfit led by its creator on the 
piano. Only at the time of the recording by Gardel, Razzano and 
Gardel's participation drew them near, and even smoothed some 
harshness and put on the right road the financial pretensions of 
both. Although they did not become enemies, in the end they did 
not turn out friends as we might think because of the solid 
alliance they achieved in the composition. Anyhow they once more 
collaborated but this time under mutual agreement, trying to 
repeat the hit they reached at the start, with the tango “Sentate 
hermano” (subtitled “Bebé conmigo”) which did not even get near 
the quality, the popularity and the impact of “Mi noche triste”. But 
we have to insist on something about this tango by Samuel 
Castriota: it decidedly helped in the success of the literary 
blending, because it was a music very different to the classic 
tangos of the old stream to which Contursi had been fitting his 
early lyrics. Its three parts had a structure of deep melodic 
substance, of appropriate disposition to accept the literary 
proposal. And, a funny thing, music and words met each other 
and became the vigorous and admirable coalition of “Mi noche 
triste” without the meeting of its authors. And, I insist, when they 
met and agreed to collaborate in other compositions, they did 
even not achieved in coming near the unique success of the 
“memorable octosyllable”, as Gobello called it.  
Samuel Castriota was born in the city of Buenos Aires on 
November 2, 1885, as we already said, and spent his childhood in 
San Miguel, a locality near the Capital, where he alternated his 
apprenticeship as barber with his practice of guitar player “by 
ear”, a musical inclination he kept on in Buenos Aires, a city 
where he returned to when he was 16. Later, and already 
involved with small outfits, he switched to piano, always 
intuitively. All of a sudden he won at the lottery. With that money 
he put up a barbershop at the Capital and withdrew momentarily 
from music. He retook it, now as pianist and after some musical 
instruction, forming a trio with Vicente Loduca on bandoneon and 
Francisco Canaro on violin, that played for some time at the area 
of La Boca. He put together his own group, with which he 
premiered Lita, in the mid- 10s. 
And with that he “won the lottery” again. Contursi, by adding the 
verses that would transform that tango into “Mi noche triste”, 
placed him on the road to fame and of the not at all disdainable 
source of income by way of copyright. Samuel Castriota went on 
conducting his orchestra or alternating as pianist in others, and 
composing as well. But never reaching again the success of that 
predestinated tango. These numbers also belong to him: “La 
yerra” (his first work, from 1913), “La cotorrita”, “El gorrión”, 
“Flor de cardo”, “Como brilla”, “Como quiera”, “La mañanita”, 
“Campero”, “El gaucho”, “El loco de los inventos”, “Nido de amor”, 
that with some others are his purely instrumental production of 
the time of “Mi noche triste”. Subsequently he tried a chance with 
other compositions to be sung that he made known through 
theater plays but they failed to gain popularity, all them in 
collaboration with play writers: “Dolor de ausencia”, with Carlos R. 
De Paoli; “El ciruja de Sorrento”, with Juan Andrés Caruso; “Patio 
olvidado”, with Carlos Cabral and “Chica moderna”, with Enrique 
Pedro Maroni, besides the others already mentioned with Pascual 
Contursi. He also, run the risk of making versify two tangos of his, 
“Notas lejanas” and “Mi coronel”, with which “nothing happened”. 
Furthermore, among the works composed, apart from “Mi noche 
triste”, there is one which had acceptable merits and spreading: it 
is “El arroyito”, which bore lyrics by Celedonio Esteban Flores. In 
general, he can be considered a musician of good aptitudes and 
outstanding importance in the generation of instrumentalists that 
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covered the history of tango in the early decades of this century. 
And he had the merit, and the honor, of having helped to frame 
the strong rungs of that ladder which tango “climbed from feet to 
lips”. 
Web: 
http://www.todotango.com/english/creadores/scastriota.html 

Castro Carlos José (English) 
Costa Rican composer Carlos José Castro is the recipient of the 
prestigious Latin Grammy award in the category of “Best 
Composer Contemporary Classical Music”, which he received in 
2008 for his Concierto del Sol. His work has been performed 
across the globe: in Cuba, Mexico, the United States, Germany, 
Poland, Spain, France, Italy, and Costa Rica. He studied with a 
number of prestigious teachers including Benjamín Gutiérrez, 
Rand Steiger, Blas Emilio Atehortúa, Leo Brouwer, David Vayo, 
and Bernal Flores. Castro teaches at the Instituto Nacional de la 
Música and the University of Costa Rica and freelances in 
composing, music producing, and scriptwriting. 
Web: http://www.laurafalzon.com/news.htm (2014) 

Catalá Rafael (English) 
Rafael Catalá, born in Valencia, is an acknowledged interpreter 
and composer with pronounced Mediterranean roots that define 
his artistic personality. 
He works with great artists such as mezzo-soprano Teresa 
Berganza and baritone Carlos Álvarez, and he has achieved 
considerable international renown as a soloist. 
His concerts in many European countries, Japan, the Near East, 
Mexico and the U.S (Tokyo Opera Concert Hall, Izumi Hall Osaka; 
Viennas Konzerthaus and Musikverein as a soloist with the Vienna 
Symphony Orchestra; Londons St. John´s Smith Square, Khan 
Theater Jerusalem ) and his awarded CD recordings for 
acknowledged Labels such as Sony Classical have made him a 
highly sought-after musician. 
Always in search of something new, Rafael Catalá integrates 
trends of various origins into his works, and with his academic 
training he is thereby devote to flamenco music in order to 
expressly emphasize its suitability for the concert platform. 
He also seeks the participation of important jazz musicians, whose 
improvisations enrich his music and thus open up new 
perspectives in the classical repertoire. 
Catalá´s music is met with increasing enthusiasm from audiences 
and the press. 
Web: http://www.rafael-catala.com/en-insite----.html 

Catalán Teresa (English) 
Teresa Catalán, born in 1951, specializes in New Music after 
finishing her musical studies in Spain. In her music, this composer 
reflects the typical traits of her cultural background. The RTVE 
series on women composers from Spain and specially from  the 
Madrid area releases her composition “Iruñeakotaldea. Piano 
variaciones Nos. 2 and 7”. 

Cataldo Glauco (Italiano) 
Glauco Cataldo è nato a Napoli dove ha iniziato gli studi classici e 
musicali. A Pesaro ha conseguito la maturità classica e ha studiato 
composizione con Piero Giorni e poi Riccardo Zandonai. 
Trasferitosi a Milano studia composizione con Giorgio Federico 
Ghedini e direzione d’orchestra con Antonino Votto. Si laurea in 
Filosofia alla Statale di Milano. Nel 1948 entra come docente al 
Conservatorio “G. Nicolini” di Piacenza e tiene le cattedre di 
Teoria, Armonia, Esercitazioni orchestrali, Musica corale, Arte 
Scenica e infine Composizione. 
Ha diretto concerti sinfonici e opere liriche in Italia e all’estero. E’ 
del 1982 il volume “Il Teatro di V. Bellini” (ed. Bongiovanni) che 
ha echi favorevoli anche negli Stati Uniti. 
Come compositore è invitato nel 1973 dal prof. Antonino Zichichi 
al Centro Studi “E.Mayorana” dove presenta musiche cameristiche 
e sinfoniche. Sue composizioni sono eseguite dovunque, premiate 
in concorsi, edite da “Drago”, “Carrara”, “Carisch”, “Pagano”. 

Catalini Silvio (Italiano) 
Nato a Buenos Aires (Argentina), ma residente in Italia, si è 
brillantemente diplomato in chitarra presso il Conservatorio “G. 
Rossini” di Pesaro sez. Staccata di Fermo sotto la guida del prof. 
Pietro Antinori. Interessato alle problematiche dell'analisi musicale 

si è accostato dapprima allo studio dell'Armonia con il M° D.Nicola 
Marucci e, in seguito, a quello del Contrappunto e della 
Composizione con il M° Fulvio Delli Pizzi. Oltre all'attività di 
insegnante di chitarra e di educazione musicale negli istituti 
superiori, si è interessato alla vocalità svolgendo per alcuni anni 
una certa attività come direttore di Coro. Ha seguito corsi di 
vocalità, canto gregoriano, didattica, direzione di coro e direzione 
d'orchestra con insegnanti quali S. Korn, N. Albarosa, A.M. 
Fichera, B. Brockless, H. Maksimenko, S. Bratchkov, G. Serembe, 
N.H. Samale. Nel 1997 ha conseguito il Diploma di compimento 
del Corso di Perfezionamento Liturgico Musicale (CO.PER:LIM) 
istituito dalla Conferenza Episcopale Italiana. 
Sue composizioni, adattamenti, trascrizioni e orchestrazioni sono 
eseguiti in Italia e soprattutto all'estero da solisti, gruppi corali, 
formazioni da camera e orchestre. Tra questi ricordiamo Fausto 
Bongelli, Clara Renzi, Pietro Antinori, il Quartetto Chitarristico 
Italiano, il Coro della Cattedrale di Locri e la Schola Cantorum “P. 
Matteo La Manna” di Crotone, La Kammerorchester di Riegelsberg 
(Germania), Orchestra Sinfonica di Pesaro, Orchestra di Stato 
della Radio di Riga (Lettonia), Orchestra Internazionale d'Italia.  
I suoi lavori comprendono brani per Coro, Coro e orchestra, 
Chitarra, Quartetto di Chitarre, Pianoforte, Orchestra. Le 
produzioni più recenti sono “Cinque Preghiere Corali” per coro a 
cappella (su testi di Didier Rimaud), “Cancion a la vida nuestra) 
per chitarra (brano segnalato per merito artistico all'ultimo 
Concorso di Composizione classica di Savona) e il “Cantico dei 
Cantici” per soprano, chitarra, voce recitante e piccole 
percussioni. Ha conseguito il secondo premio al Concorso 
Internazionale di Composizione “Paolo Barsacchi” di Viareggio. 
Web: http://www.quinto-elemento.net/coro/catalini.htm 

Catina Eugenio (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore bresciano si è accostato alla musica 
giovanissimo sotto la guida del padre, appassionato cultore di 
clarinetto. Nella seconda metà degli anni ’70 è stato tenor-
sassofonista in gruppi di jazz con musicisti noti tra cui Sandro 
Gibellini; contemporaneamente si è dedicato allo studio della 
chitarra classica. 
Ha studiato con Marco De Santi, diplomandosi in chitarra classica 
al Conservatorio di Alessandria e ha frequentato i corsi d’armonia 
e composizione jazz tenuti da Nino Donzelli presso il Centro Studi 
Musicali di Cremona.   Ha effettuato varie registrazioni di musiche 
proprie e ha composto brani per ensemble e per chitarra.In 
qualità di compositore ed esecutore ha realizzato due CD:  
“Folìas” con il percussionista Beppe Gioacchini (Map 1994) e 
“Mediterranean view” con la cantante Betti Vittori (Panastudio 
1999). Brani di sua  composizione si trovano in alcuni CD: 
“Apparenze – nuove musiche”  (Radio Onda d’Urto – Spazio 
Classica  1999)  e “Dialogo” (Map 2003), entrambi dedicati a 
compositori classici italiani ed eseguiti dal duo chitarristico Les 
Divertissements; “Chitarra lieve” (Map 2006), raccolta di musiche 
eseguite dalla chitarrista Maria Vittoria Jedlowski.Ha inoltre 
rielaborato “La vita è bella” di Nicola Piovani, realizzando una 
suite in quattro parti per chitarra sola; la suite, distribuita in tutto 
il mondo, è stata eseguita per la prima volta dal chitarrista 
Claudio Ballabio nell’aprile del 2004 a Milano, all’interno di un 
concerto di Franco Cerri..  Ha composto i brani contenuti nel CD  
monografico “Canto di Primavera” (Map 2007) realizzato dallo 
stesso Ballabio. Nel 2007 ha scritto”Metodo di armonia per 
chitarra” (opera in due volumi, Edizione Bèrben, inviata 
dall’editore agli insegnanti di chitarra classica di tutti i 
Conservatori italiani) nel quale ha comparato le tecniche 
armoniche classiche e jazzistiche fornendo molteplici soluzioni per 
un loro utilizzo sulla chitarra. Le sue numerose composizioni, tra 
cui i “24 preludi in tutte le tonalità”, la “Sonata”, il brano per liuto 
e chitarra “Note di passaggio”,  i due poemi chitarristici “Nòstos” e 
“La Dama Bianca”, sono state presentate, oltre che  in Italia, 
anche in Inghilterra,  Spagna, Francia,  Canada  e sono  edite da  
Bèrben (An),  Panastudio (Pa)  e Carisch (Mi). 
Web: http://www.associazionepietta.it/?p=32#more-32 (2011) 

Catulo da Paixao Cearense (Français) 
Poète, chanteur, compositeur et excellent accompagnateur, il fut 
le premier, en 1890, à se présenter en concert en s'accompagnant 
d'une guitare. Né dans le Nord-Est (Ceara), il s'installe dès 1880 à 
Rio de Janeiro. Artiste très populaire, il a laissé à sa mort une 
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quantité fabuleuse de musiques et de poèmes, dont certains 
dénonçaient déjà l'influence étrangère dans les traditions du pays. 

Cavalcanti Nestor de Hollanda (English) 
Born in 1949 in Rio de Janeiro, Nestor de Hollanda Cavalcanti 
began his musical studies with José Miranda Pinto (trumpet) and, 
later, with Elpídio Pereira (musical theory and appreciation). In 
1967, he had classes with Maria Aparecida Ferreira (reading and 
writing) and composer Guerra Peixe, under who he studied at Pró-
Arte Art School, the Sound and Image Museum, and the Centro de 
Estudos Musicais (Centre for Musical Studies) (harmony, 
counterpoint, morphology, orchestration and composition) 
between 1967 and 1973. 
In 1969, he studied analysis with Esther Scliar at Pró-Arte and, 
from 1966 to 1970, guitar with Pereira Filho and Jodacil 
Damaceno. Between the years 1967 and 1976, he took courses on 
Brazilian Music and Musical Prosody, organised by the Federal 
University of Rio de Janeiro’s Music School; Get to know Brazil 
through Folklore, promoted by the Fine Arts Museum; Aesthetics, 
offered by the City Museum’s Friends’ Association. He taught 
guitar at the Brazilian Music Conservatory and at the Villa-Lobos 
Music School, from 1975 to 1979; he was a guest teacher at the 
3rd Londrina Music Festival in 1985, where he taught courses on 
philosophy and music. Between 1984 and 1986, he was a director 
and teacher (harmony, counterpoint and composition) of 
Esquimbau - Nucleus of Musical Studies. He worked for several 
years at the National Music Institute of Funarte (National Arts 
Foundation), where he acted as a researcher, archivist 
(phonographic archives), musical reviser, phonographic editor and 
producer of Pró-Memus, where he was also a coordinator. He has 
worked as an editor, with articles published in several Brazilian 
publications, such as VivaMúsica!, Jornal da Música, Cadernos de 
Música, Tribuna da Imprensa, etc. Among his most important 
articles are Theses on Music, written together with Antônio Jardim 
for Encontros com a Civilização Brasileira magazine, issue 8, 
1979; On Repertoire in Música: Texts and Contexts, Funarte/INM, 
1985; and the essay Music and Dialectics, under preparation for 
publishing. He was musical director and arranger of the Cobra 
Coral (The Cultura Inglesa Choir), which was one of the groups 
responsible for the renovation in choir singing in Brazil, and, from 
1984 to 1987, of the Orquestra de Vozes – A Garganta Profunda. 
He is a popular music arranger and record producer; the 
Orquestra de Vozes - A Garganta Profunda album was considered 
by the Rio daily Jornal do Brasil newspaper as one of the 10 best 
records of 1986. In that same year, upon a request from the 
Popular Music Division of Funarte, he was in charge of composing 
arrangements, as well as of the musical direction and 
coproduction (together with researcher Jairo Severiano) of the 
album Yes, nós temos Braguinha, celebrating the popular 
composer’s 80th birthday. In 1987, he made arrangements and 
the musical script of Garganta canta Beatles (Garganta sings The 
Beatles), considered as one of the best shows of the year by the 
Jornal do Brasil and the Encyclopaedia Britannica of Brazil. During 
the period form 1992 to 1994, he worked at the National Library 
Foundation, where he held the positions of Advisor and, later, 
Head of the Sound Archives and Musical Division. 
Some of his works were granted awards and prizes in national and 
international composition contests, including: Brincadêra dum 
matroá, for choir, Toré, dos cabocolinhos, for string orchestra, 
and Divertimento... mesmo, for nonet, finalists in the 1st National 
Composition Contest promoted by the Madrigal Renascentista de 
Belo Horizonte in 1974, the composition contests promoted by the 
Government of Paraíba State in 1976, and by the Goethe Institute 
in 1977, respectively; Micro-concerto no. 1, for flute and chamber 
orchestra, honourable mention at the Esso Prize for Classical 
Music of 1979; Contradição for septet, second prize winner at the 
Latin-American Composition Contest, promoted by the Goethe 
Institute of Munich of 1975; Suite Quadrada for guitar, second 
prize winner at the National Composition Contest , promoted by 
INM/Funarte and Vitale Publishers in 1978-79; Cobras e Lagartos, 
for choir and orchestra, Best creative work award of the MPBShell 
Contest, promoted by Globo Television Network in 1981. He has 
been commissioned to write several pieces, most notably: O 
Morcego, for choir, commissioned by INM/Funarte in 1978; Peça 
de confronto para coro misto juvenil (descontraído!), for choir, 
commissioned by Jornal do Brasil for the 7th Choir Contest of Rio 

de Janeiro in 1980; Conversa Mole, for bass and piano, requested 
by INM/Funarte in 1982; Ária para Sônia, for orchestra, 
commissioned in 1985 by the Rio Foundation for the Brazilian 
Music Orchestra conducted by Roberto Gnattali; and Rhapsody 
around the clock, arrangement on rock themes for orchestra, 
requested by the organising committee of the 2nd Rock in Rio 
festival (Artplan Advertising and Globo TV Network) in 1990. 
Since 1976, the composer has taken part in various different 
events related to music held in Brazil, such as: Contemporary 
Brazilian Music Biennial, organised by Funarte; New Music Festival 
of Santos City; Contemporary Music Festival of São Paulo City; 
the Music of the 20th Century series, promoted by Jornal do Brasil 
and The Brazilian Symphonic Orchestra, between 1980 and 1984; 
Rio de Janeiro Choir Contest, promoted by Jornal do Brasil; Up-
To-Date Brazilian Music Panorama, held by the Federal University 
of Rio de Janeiro School of Music, as of 1978; Encounters with 
Brazilian Contemporary Music, a UNI-Rio university initiative form 
1983 to 1984; Contemporary Music Festival of Belo Horizonte 
City, and also several music festivals held in Brasilia, Salvador, 
Porto Alegre and other major Brazilian cities. Abroad his works 
have been performed in Latin America (Mexico, Venezuela, Chile, 
Bolivia, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay), Europe (Great Britain, 
France, Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria, Poland, Belgium, the 
Netherlands), United States, Africa (Angola), and have featured in 
Brazilian Music Exhibitions in Japan (1976) and Canada (1978). 
During 1995 and 1996, the composer was Director of the Music 
Division of the Arts and Culture Municipal Institute - RioArte, the 
unit in charge of promoting several musical events in Rio de 
Janeiro City, as well as publishing CDs and scores. 
Sito: http://www.rionet.com.br/%7Emom/icurric.htm 21/12/00 

Cavallone Franco (Italiano) 
Franco Cavallone si è diplomato in chitarra presso il Conservatorio 
G.B. Martini di Cesena, ha studiato con Bruno Mattioli e si è 
perfezionato con i maestri Alirio Diaz, Leo Brouwer e Angelo 
Gilardino e studiato composizione con il M° Giovanni Guanti. Ha 
conseguito il diploma superiore di composizione presso il 
Conservatorio di Alessandria. Dal 1989 ha fatto parte del 
Quartetto Sonorità con il quale ha inciso un CD con diverse sue 
composizioni originali. Ha effettuato numerosi concerti sia da 
solista che come componente di varie formazioni cameristiche. Nel 
1989 ha vinto il 1° premio di Composizione al Concorso 
Internazionale di Sablè sur Sarthe con il brano per chitarra sola 
“Contrastes”. Nel 1998 è stato premiato con la Chitarra d’Oro per 
la sua attività di compositore al 3° Convegno Nazionale 
Chitarristico. Nel 1999 ha ottenuto il 3° premio al Concorso 
Internazionale di Composizione “Michele Pittaluga” di Alessandria 
con il brano “Variazioni per chitarra e quintetto d’archi”. Ha vinto 
il medesimo concorso nel 2008 con il trio per chitarre “Di-vagando 
su Saturno”. Nel 2008 inoltre ha ottenuto la menzione d’onore al 
concorso di composizione Lutoslawsky con il “Quartetto n° 3” e 
nel 2010 ha vinto il Concorso Internazionale di Sofia (Bulgaria) 
con un brano per orchestra d'archi Concert for strings – After fury. 
Pubblica la sua musica presso gli editori Bérben, Sinfonica ed Ut 
Orpheus ed ha pubblicato in Giappone sulla rivista Gendai Guitar. 
Collabora con la rivista “Seicorde” come recensore delle musiche 
pubblicate per chitarra. Nel 2001 ha registrato un CD per la casa 
giapponese Moysicos e nel 2012 un CD contenente 4 Sonate per 
la Sinfonica. Diverse sue composizioni sono registrate dal 
chitarrista Cristiano Porqueddu per la Brilliant Classic.  

Cavallone Franco (English) 
Franco Cavallone got a guitar diploma at the Conservatory G.B. 
Martini of Cesena, he studied with Bruno Mattioli, perfected 
himself with great maestros like Alirio Diaz, Leo Brouwer and 
Angelo Gilardino and studied composition with Giovanni Guanti. 
He obtained the diploma in Composition at the Conservatory of 
Alessandria. From 1989 he was part of the Quartetto Sonorità, 
with which he recorded a CD with original music, which includes 
also some of his compositions. He played in concerts both as 
soloist and as part of chamber ensembles. 
In 1989 he won the First Composition Prize at the International 
Competition in Sablé sur Sartre with the solo guitar musical piece 
“Contrastes”. He got the “Golden Guitar” at the National Guitar 
Meeting for his activity as a composer. In 1999 he got the Third 
Prize at the International Composition Competition “Michele 
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Pittaluga” in Alessandria with “Variazioni per chitarra e quintetto 
d’archi”. He won the first prize at the same competition in 2008 
with the guitar trio “Di-vagando su Saturno”. In the same year he 
was given the honourable mention at the Lutoslawsky Competition 
for his piece “Quartetto n° 3” e in 2010 he won the Sofia 
International Competition with the “Concert For Strings – After 
Fury”. 
He has published his music with several publishers as Berben, 
Sinfonica et Orpheus and the Japanese magazine Gendai Guitar. 
He works as a guitar music reviewer for the magazine “Seicorde”. 
In 2001 he recorded a CD for the Japanese Moysicos and in 2012 
a CD containing 4 sonatas for Sinfonica. Some of his compositions 
have been recorded by the guitarist Cristiano Porqueddu for 
Brilliant Classic. 

Caymmi Dorival (Français) 
Chanteur, auteur compositeur et guitariste, il est considéré 
comme l'un des plus grands précurseurs de la musique du 
Nordeste et de Bahia. 

Ceccarelli Luigi (Italiano) 
(Rimini, 1953) Ha studiato composizione e Musica Elettronica con 
G. Baggiani, W. Branchi, G. Zosi. Ha composto numerosi lavori 
per strumenti tradizionali ed elettronici, impiegando anche 
tecniche miste, con gli strumenti elettronici che elaborano il suono 
strumentale dal vivo. Ha partecipato come esecutore e come 
compositore a vari festivals in Italia e all'estero. 

Ceccarelli Massimo (English) 
Massimo Ceccarelli (born 6 July 1966) studied in the S. Cecilia's 
Conservatory in Roma (Italy), where he graduated in Contrabass 
with Mr Buccarella. At the same time pursues his studies in 
classical guitar with Mr Scozzafava and in composition with Mr 
Piccolo. Gained the top marks in performance in Contrabass in the 
Academy Chigiana In Siena, and in Santa Cecilia Academy in 
Roma, won some important Prizes in the following Composition 
Contests: 1996- Lagonegro 1998- Diploma di Merito in the 
“Salsamo Competition” in Viareggio (Italy) 1° Prize in Nurtinghen 
(Germany), where, was accepted in the Master class of the Cuban 
composer Leo Brouwer His scores are in repertory of important 
soloists and musical ensemble. As contrabassist performs with the 
most important Italian Musical associations, as guitarist is a 
teacher in the School Don Bosco in Roma (Italy). He plays also 
with the “San Carlo Orchestra” in Napoli and with the “Orchestra 
Regionale del Lazio”. 
Web: http://www.pittaluga.org/en/comp/prof/4-3.htm 

Cecconi-Botella Monic (Français) 
Premier Grand Prix de Rome de Composition Musicale (1966). 
Professeur au Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique. 
Après avoir participé activement à l'organisation des Concerts de 
l'“Itinéraire” (1973-75), Monic CECCONI-BOTELLA est d'abord 
professeur d'écriture musicale au C.N.R. d'Aubervilliers 
(harmonie, contrepoint et fugue), puis à partir de 1982, elle est 
professeur au Conservatoire National Supérieur de Paris où elle 
enseigne l'analyse musicale . Conseiller artistique pour la musique 
pour la ville d'Enghien-les-Bains, membre de nombreux jurys 
(CNSMP, CA, DE ), Monic Cecconi-Botella, compositeur, se veut 
indépendante de toute “école”. 
Son catalogue comporte outre plusieurs opéras (Noctuaile, opéra 
en deux parties sur un livret de René DAVID obtient un Grand Prix 
de l'Académie du Disque français et du Film Musical, Il signait 
Vincent... sur la vie de Van Gogh, La Femme de l'Ogre, livret de 
Pierrette Fleutiaux ...) un nombre important d'oeuvres de musique 
de chambre ainsi que trois opéras pour et par des enfants 
(Operaclown, livret de René Pillot, Pirlipipi, livret de Pierre Gripari, 
Le triangle de cristal, livret de Françoise Arquetout). 
La Chèvre amarante est une pièce symphonique dédiée à 
l'orchestre des Jeunes de Cergy-Pontoise et à son chef Andrée-
Claude BRAYER qui l'ont créée en avril 1997. La Cantate pour les 
Nouveaux Temps sur un texte d'Arielle Fanjas, est écrite pour 
grand orchestre de vents, percussion, choeur, 2 solistes (mezzo-
soprano et baryton) et récitant. Trois Inventions à trois voix pour 
trois instruments: flute, violoncelle, piano. Argile pour orchestre à 
cordes et une percussion soliste. Flute, Zut et flute, quatre 
courtes pièces progressives pour initier les enfants à l'écriture 
contempoaine. 

Web: www.musiqueenligne.com 

Cedron Juan (Español) 
El “Tata” Cedrón 
Yo no sé mucho de tango pero me ha gustado siempre. Hay poco 
que esté tan lleno de dolor y cure al mismo tiempo -la poesía-. Si 
me permito asociaciones mentales aparentemente incoherentes, 
el tango me hace pensar en los versos de Cesar Vallejo, de 
Bertold Brecht, de García Lorca; me hace pensar también en 
Chavela y en Lila Downs, en ese mexicano cantar en la cantina a 
un amor destrozado. 
Hay personajes inolvidables que hemos escuchado todos, 
emblemas tangueros cuyo nombre resuena cada vez que alguien 
menciona esta música que es también danza: Carlos Gardel, 
Roberto Goyeneche, Osvaldo Pugliese, Aníbal Troilo, Enrique 
Santos Discépolo, Juan D’Arienzo, Homero Manzi, Enrique 
Cadícamo, Horacio Ferrer, Amelita Baltar, Astor Piazzolla… Sin 
embargo, es emocionante encontrar nuevos nombres –nuevos a 
mis ojos-, y saber que podré verlos y oírlos en vivo porque no se 
han muerto y siguen cantando y tocando cada tanto en algún 
rincón de Buenos Aires. Hoy, en mi habitual paseo matutino 
virtual leí: El “Tata” Cedrón vuelve en febrero junto a Miguel 
López en bandoneón y quise saber quién era. 
Juan Carlos “Tata” Cedrón nació en Buenos Aires en 1939, es 
guitarrista, cantante y compositor, vivió treinta años en París. 
Amigo de Acho Manzi, ha musicalizado poemas del padre –
Homero Manzi- y versos de otros argentinos: Raúl Gonzalez 
Tuñon, Julio Huasi, Juan Gelman, Paco Urondo... En 1964 
conformó el Trío Cedrón junto a César Stroscio y Miguel Praino, y 
un año más tarde abrieron juntos el Café Concierto Gotán, cuya 
existencia fue corta pero prolífica. A mediados de la década del 
setenta el trío, entonces convertido en cuarteto, se radica en 
París: Juan Cedrón en guitarra y canto, Miguel Praino en la viola, 
César Stroscio en el bandoneón y Carlos Carlsen en cello, bajo 
eléctrico. 
En 2004, cuando se celebraban cuarenta años del Cuarteto 
Cedrón, el “Tata” regresó a Buenos Aires para quedarse. Editó 
hace poco, junto al Cuarteto, dos discos que forman uno doble: 
Corazón de Piel Afuera y Godino. Ambos son musicalizaciones de 
la obra de poetas argentinos, el primero está dedicado 
íntegramente a Miguel Ángel Bustos, escritor y dibujante 
desaparecido durante la dictadura militar, el 30 de mayo de 1976. 
(Antonia B, 2011) 

Ceremuga Josef (English) 
Czech composer Josef Ceremuga was born on 14 June 1930 in 
Ostrava-Kuncice. He has dedicated himself to music since the age 
of eleven, when he started to learn violin play at the Janacek 
School of Music in Ostrava-Vitkovice simultaneously with his 
studies at a secondary school. Then he studied composition at the 
Faculty of Music of the Prague Academy of Arts and Music in the 
class of Jaroslav Ridky and Vaclav Dobias and quarter-tone music 
with Alois Haba. After graduation he became one of the first post-
graduate students at the Academy (1953 - 1956). Soon he 
assumed a prominent place in our musical culture not only as a 
composer, but 
also as a worker of important institutions. In 1967 he was named 
assistant professor at the Film Faculty of the Academy of Arts and 
Music where he was active till 1960 in the cabinet of sound 
composition, between 1969 -1974 he was Dean of that Faculty. 
Since 1980 he has been with the Faculty of Music of the Academy, 
since 1982 as Professor of composition, at present also Dean. In 
1981 he was named Artist of Merit. Josef Ceremuga s creation 
undergoes continuous development without distinct watersheds. 
He started off from the living Moravian folk music tradition and, in 
this connection, the works by Janacek and Martinu. He added to 
that basis creative mastering and development of the legacy of 
Smetana and Dvorak and some 20th century classics - above all 
Prokofyev. He develops in particular melodies to new shapes. His 
creation is centred round broad-range lyrics as a specific reflection 
of his attitude to the present-day life. That is in harmony with the 
second aspect of Ceremuga s creation - natural and spontaneous 
musicality. For this reason his music is close to listeners, all his 
compositions see many repetitions. A number of compositions 
were published and gramophone recorded.  Some were awarded 
prizes. With great success abroad met his Symphony No. 3, String 
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Quartet No. 3, Quintet for Violin, Viola, Violoncello, Flute and 
Oboe and the Prague Symfonietta which were played almost in 
the whole of Europe, some of them in the USA. Important section 
of his compositional activity is his creation for film and television 
(also for Iceland, Italy, and the FRG) which always carries all 
traits of Ceremuga's creative personality. 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/comp/ceremuga.htm 

Cerha Friedrich (English) 
1926 Born on February 17 in Vienna. 
1946-53 Studied at the Vienna Academy of Music and Performing. 
Arts (composition with Alfred Uhl, violin with Vasa Prihoda, music 
education) and at the University of Vienna (philosophy, 
musicology, German studies); PhD. 
1953 Composition seminar with Josef Matthias Hauer. 
1956-58 Participation at the Darmstadt Holiday Courses (Rudolf 
Kolisch, Eduard Steuermann). 
1956/57 Scholarship for study in Rome. 
1958 Founded the “die reihe” ensemble for New Music with Kurt 
Schwertsik, which he directed until 1983. 
1959-88 Teacher, then professor at the University of Music and 
Performing Arts in Vienna (composition, notation, interpretation of 
New Music). 
1968-75 President of the Austrian department of the International 
Society of New Music. 
1986 Honorary member of the Austria Composer’s Union. 
1992 Member of the European Acadey of Science. 
Numerous prizes and awards, among them the Austrian Ministry 
of Education and Culture Sponsorship Award (1971), the City of 
Vienna Music Prize (1974), the Lower Austrian Prize of Honour 
(1985) and the Grand Austrian State Prize (1986). Together with 
his compositional oeuvre, Cerha works as a conductor, publisher 
(the Doblinger series of Ancient Music “Diletto musicale”) and in 
the field of fine art. (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Cernicchiaro Giovanni (Italiano) 
Giovanni Cernicchiaro nasce artisticamente come chitarrista sotto 
la guida del Maestro Giuliano Balestra. Da subito manifesta una 
spiccata attitudine alla composizione e quindi intraprende gli studi 
di Composizione (Teresa Procaccini e Massimo Gianfreda) e 
Strumentazione per Banda (Raffaello Tega). Inoltre si laurea in 
Discipline delle Arti della Musica e dello Spettacolo all'università 
Alma Mater di Bologna per avere una cultura musicale più ampia 
di stampo umanistico. Si perfeziona con Salvatore Sciarrino, 
Gyorgy Ligeti e Karlheinz Stockhausen per la musica 
contemporanea. A New York invece si è perfezionato nelle 
tecniche di orchestrazione per la musica da filmcon Steven Schott 
Smalley (orchestratore di Jerry Goldsmith in Batman, Basic 
Istinct, Starshiptrooper etc...). La sua esperienza pratica spazia 
dal melologo, alla musica di commento per la poesia, dalla 
sonorizzazione di piece teatrali (Memorie di Roma) di mostre ed 
ambienti (Mysterya), alle sigle televisive (Un giorno in pretura, in 
collaborazione con Felice Tazzini) dalla musica per i cortometraggi 
(Scarpe d'oro, La bandiera insanguinata) ed i mediometraggi 
(Soap Opera ed il Figlio in collaborazione con il CSC) ai 
documentari (Sublimazione del mito di Persefone/Proserpina) 
all'arrangiamento e l'orchestrazione di musica pop e rock 
(Tusciarock Festival, Orchestra Panarmonikon, estate 2007). 
La conoscenza delle più importanti tecniche della musica attuale 
(orchestrale e non) ed un innato intuito verso le immagini, gli 
permettono di musicare in maniera esaustiva e professionale 
situazioni, immagini, ambienti.  
Web: 
http://www.arsnovaemusicae.com/giovanni_cernicchiaro.html 
(2009) 

Cervetti Sergio (Español) 
Sergio Cervetti entró en el circuito internacional de compositores 
cuando ganó el premio a la Música de Cámara en el Festival de 
Música Contemporánea de Caracas en 1966 con sus “5 Episodios” 
para Trío. Nacido en Dolores, Uruguay, en 1940 en el seno de una 
familia Valdense, había estudiado piano con Martino Rodas, Hugo 
Balzo y armonía con Carlos Estrada en el Conservatorio Nacional 
de Montevideo. La falta de interés de sus profesores en su 
actividad creativa lo hicieron emigrar a EE.UU en 1962. Sus 
primeras composiciones, escritas por su cuenta y sin ninguna guía 
en un estilo dodecafónico libre cuando tenía solo 18 años, le 

otorgaron inmediatamente una beca el Conservatorio Peabody de 
Baltimore, que fue sucesivamente renovada por 4 años más, 
permitiéndole completar sus estudios y graduarse en 1967 
estudiando bajo la tutela de los compositores Stefan Grove y 
Ernst Krenek. 
Siendo todavía estudiante avanzado en el Conservatorio Peabody 
gana el premio internacional en Caracas obteniendo una excelente 
reseña de su obra por el crítico alemán H. H. Stuckensmidtt en la 
revista Melos. A raíz de esa crónica el Gobierno alemán y la 
Deustcher Akademisher Austausdienst le extienden una invitación 
a la ciudad de Berlín como compositor residente durante 1969-70. 
Allí fue influenciado (Penderecki y Ligeti eran también los 
compositores invitados en ese momento en Berlín) por la estética 
de la escuela Polaca y compuso varias obras comisionadas y 
estrenadas en Berlín como Prisons (un ballet con la colaboración 
del corógrafo Kenneth Rinker y el pintor griego Alexis Akritakis) y 
Lux Lucet para coro a cappella, una obra que gana mas tarde uno 
de los premios del festival Gaudeamus en Holanda en 1970. En 
1970 Cervetti pasa a residir en New York City donde su estilo 
sufre una gran transformación luego del fuerte contacto con sus 
colegas americanos. Su música se vuelve menos agresiva dando 
paso a una estética que amalgama varias tendencias que 
prevalecían en esos momentos, incluídos el Minimalismo, aunque 
Cervetti nunca abrazo al Minimalismo de lleno. Aun su “Guitar 
Music”, que puede considerarse la obra más cercana a esa 
estética, incluye una melodía que contradice los códices del 
minimalismo. Aquí comienza también su gran pasión por la 
música electrónica cursando estudios en Columbia University con 
Vladimir Usachevsky, el gran pionero de la electrónica en aquel 
entonces. En 1972 entra como profesor de música (Master 
Teacher) en New York University Tisch School of the Arts, un 
puesto que mantuvo por 25 años. Asimismo fue invitado a dar 
cursos en varias Universidades del Canadá como Mc Gill University 
en Montreal y la Universidad de Victoria en British Columbia. En la 
década de 1980 Cervetti colaboro con muchos coreógrafos 
americanos como Ken Rinker, Nina Wiener y el venezolano 
Vicente Nebrada, y luego con directores de teatro y cine como 
James Cunningham, David Weinwright y el mas famoso Oliver 
Stone, este ultimo en el clásico filme de 1994 “Asesinos por 
Naturaleza”. 
Entre las mas importantes comisiones recibidas por Cervetti se 
encuentran: Prisons II, por la orquesta del festival de 
Donnaueshingen (Alemania) en 1969; Plexus para orquesta por el 
Festival de Música de Washington DC en 1970; Windevil por la 
compañía de danza de Nina Wiener y la Brooklyn Academy of 
Music en 1983; Madrigal IV por la Universidad de California en 
San Diego en 1985 para festejar el 85 años de Ernst Krenek; 
Transatlantic Light for el Festival de Holanda en 1987; Inez de 
Castro en 1989 para el Ballet Hispánico de New York; Las Indias 
Olvidadadas (Concierto para Clave y 11 Instrumentos) por el 
Festival de Música Contemporánea de Alicante en 1992; No 
Longer Very Clear para Soprano y conjunto de cámara por la radio 
WNYC de New York City. 
A raíz de sus numerosas colaboraciones con directores y 
coreógrafos, Cervetti ha desarrollado un lenguaje que toma de 
muchas tendencias y que no vacila en usar el amplio lirismo o la 
melodía en el viejo estilo. El critico español Carlos Villasol lo 
observo muy bien cuando escribió lo siguiente en la revista 
RITMO: “El concierto para clave de Cervetti, es una obra con 
poder de seducción realmente impresionante. Todo en ella es 
color, luz, exhuberancia hasta el éxtasis. Con una estética 
“salvaje” Cervetti no hace distingos entre materiales de origen 
folklórico, de la tradición europea y de las corrientes minimales, 
en un gesto de valentía que  lo exime de toda clasificación.” 
Web: 
http://www.sodre.gub.uy/v.2.0/cedomm/compositores/uruguay/c
ervetti.html 

Cesa Mario (Italiano) 
Mario Cesa (Avellino, 1940) ha studiato composizione e pianoforte 
al Conservatorio di Napoli. Studioso di folklore irpino, che usa 
come materiale sonoro per le composizioni, la sua produzione 
spazia dal brano solistico a quello orchestrale. Apprezzato anche 
dalla critica estera, è presente in rassegne, festival e concerti 
pubblici in Germania, Francia, Polonia, Ungheria, Romania, 
Spagna, Brasile, Russia, Cuba. La sua fervida fantasia creativa lo 
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ha portato a realizzare musiche molto originali, non solo per tipo 
di scrittura, ma soprattutto per risultati sonori. Cesa è un autore 
che dà ampio spazio alla strumentalità componendo pezzi da 
camera d’ensemble e per orchestra sinfonica, in cui la grande 
orchestra viene usata come tavolozza preziosissima di infinite 
combinazioni timbriche. La presenza di cellule melodiche riprese 
dal folklore irpino o nazionale sono solo un pretesto per realizzare 
un disegno ben più ambizioso: quello di creare una variazione di 
elementi melodici gradualmente estraniati dal loro contesto 
iniziale, e proiettati verso una visione internazionale del fenomeno 
sonoro. 
Nel 1985 la camposizione Simph è stata eseguita dall’orchestra di 
Kielce (Polonia) e da quella di Stato dell’ Avana (Cuba). Nel 1986 
ha ottenuto il 1° premio con la composizione corale Chiostri al 
concorso indetto dalla Comunità Benedettina di Montevergine. 
Mario Cesa è direttore artistico della Rassegna Internazionale di 
Orchestre “Musica in Irpinia” e della “Orchestra Sinfonica Irpina”. 
Insegna Didattica della Musica al Conservatorio di Avellino e ai 
corsi estivi di Ravello. (Adriano Bassi - Guido Molinari: Tendenze 
della Musica Contemporanea, Guido Miano Editore, Milano, 1994) 

Cesanelli Guillermo (English) 
PROYECTO DE DECLARACION 
LA HONORABLE CAMARA DE DIPUTADOS DE LA PROVINCIA DE 
BUENOS AIRES 
DECLARA 
Que vería con reconocimiento que el Poder Ejecutivo declare de 
Interés Provincial la trayectoria artística del eximio compositor y 
concertista de guitarra bonaerense Guillermo Cesanelli. 
FUNDAMENTACION 
GUILLERMO CESANELLI (13 de septiembre de 1914- 3 de octubre 
de 1979). 
Del matrimonio compuesto por  Don David  Cesanelli (italiano) y 
Doña Filomena Baruchez (suizo-francesa) nacieron seis hijos, 
cuatro mujeres: Matilde, Valeria, Josefina y Blanca y los dos 
restantes varones; Vicente y Guillermo. La  casa paterna estaba 
ubicada en la calle San Lorenzo Nº 590, pleno barrio de Villa 
Florida (Zárate), allí Guillermo transcurrió gran parte de los años 
de su vida y se inició en el camino del arte popular. Su intima 
vocación y fina sensibilidad sumadas a los consejos de otros 
músicos de la época, motivaron a estudiar en el Conservatorio 
Nacional de Música “Carlos López Buchardo” de donde egresó con 
las mejores calificaciones y poseedor de una férrea disciplina que 
habría de acompañarlo a lo largo de su carrera como elevado 
interprete de la guitarra y como docente, marcando su 
personalidad con rasgos de conducta rígidos y severos sobre todo 
en la relación con sus colegas y discípulos. 
Cesanelli era concertista de piano y guitarra aunque siempre se 
presentó pulsando este último instrumento, también arreglador 
musical, profesor de canto y solfeo, compositor y autor de los 
versos de sus canciones. Alternó su trayectoria artística con sus 
labores como empleado del Ministerio de Educación de la Nación, 
desempeñándose como técnico-afinador de pianos. 
Cesanelli compartía su residencia entre Zárate y Buenos Aires, 
tanto por razones laborales, como artísticas. En la Capital paraba 
en una casa del barrio de La Boca donde conoció al maestro Juan 
de Dios Filiberto y al célebre pintor Quinquela Martín, cultivando 
con ambos una profunda amistad. Fue Filiberto quien lo contactó 
con ante el eximio concertista Abel Fleury de cuyo conjunto 
musical Guillermo fue primera guitarra, acompañándolo en sus 
actuaciones radiales (LR1 El Mundo y LR3 Belgrano) y en giras por 
nuestro país y Latinoamérica, durante las décadas de 1940 y 50. 
Al mismo tiempo Cesanelli hacia presentaciones como solista o 
como acompañante de cantantes de folklore y tango, entre los 
que podemos citar a Nelly Omar, Juanita Larrauri, Héctor Mauré y 
Oscar Alonso. Como profesor de canto sus alumnas mas 
destacadas fueron Virginia Luque y Zulma Faiad. Con Fleury formó 
parte de las compañías teatrales de Enrique Muiño  y Fernando 
Ochoa, y cuando ambos encabezaron un elenco  que ocupó el 
escenario del Teatro Colón de Buenos Aires con el espectáculo  
“Gloria del ser americano”, allá por 1948, Cesanelli figuró en 
todos los programas, con letras destacadas, como concertista de 
guitarra. 
En sus facetas de autor y compositor Guillermo Cesanelli 
publicaba sus creaciones a través de la Editorial Ricordi, siendo 
sus títulos mas importantes: “Querencia”, (milonga), “Villa 

Florida” (tango), “Pialando Recuerdo” (estilo), “Caminito 
Zarateño” (zamba), “Pasacanas” (carnavalito), “En el Ranchito 
Serrano” (zamba), “El Antojado” (gato), “Fuga” (estilo), “Acuarela 
Zarateña” (zamba), “La Consentida” (zamba), “La Solariega” 
(zamba),  entre tantos otros. 
Como arreglador musical llevó a la guitarra las composiciones de 
Enrique Cadicamo y Raúl Cobián, descollando en la versión de “La 
casita de mis viejos”. 
Tras su jubilación el maestro Cesanelli se radicó definitivamente 
en Zárate, los que lo trataron en sus últimos años lo recuerdan 
como solterón empedernido, y exigente, pero además como sabio 
de la música y amigo fiel, capaz de perderse en el amanecer de 
una noche bohemia. 
Por lo anteriormente expuesto, solicito a las Señoras y Señores 
Legisladores que acompañen con su voto afirmativo el presente 
PROYECTO DE DECLARACION. 

Chakarov Eftim (English) 
Eftim Kostadinov Chakarov was born on the 29th of December, 
1974 in Assenovgrad. His musical studies began in 1986. 
Subsequently appear his interest in composition. In 1988 he 
began to study piano with Vaska Vladimirova, continuing in 1992 
with Kapka Sotirova. 
In 1993 he was accepted as a student in the Academy of Music 
and Dance Art in Plovdiv. In 1995 he studied composition in the 
class of prof. Ivan Spassov and later with prof. Bojidar Abrashev. 
In 1996 he won the third prize in the Academy Competition for 
Performing Art and Creative Art Work in Plovdiv for his piano 
pieces “Prelud” and “Motion”. In 1998 he graduated a Bachelor 
Degree in musical pedagogy. 
He has written “Letny patishta” for soprano and piano [1995), 
variations for piano on “Nineh Otpushtaeshi” (1998), “Serenada” 
for piano, flute and cello (1998) and “Orchestral Piece” in memory 
of Ivan Spassov (1998). 

Chadwick Roland (English) 
Roland Chadwick is a Composer, Guitarist and internationally 
acclaimed recording artist. A trained classical guitarist, he plays 
“anything with frets”. Born in May 1957, Wollongong, NSW, 
Australia, Roland made his Sydney Opera House debut in 1988 
and has since built a reputation as Australia’s master 
Guitarist/Composer. From 1979 to 1996 he lived and worked in 
Sydney as a performer and composer and in 1997 took a 
sabbatical in Los Angeles where he worked on developing a more 
personal compositional style. At the end of 1997 he moved to the 
UK and is now based in West London. 

Chagas Paulo Cesar (English) 
(b. 31 August 1953, Salvador, Bahia). 
German composer, born in Brazil and now resident in the USA, of 
mostly stage, chamber, choral, electroacoustic, and multimedia 
works that have been performed throughout the Americas and 
Europe. 
Mr. Chagas initially studied at the Universidade de São Paulo from 
1973–79 and later studied with Henri Pousseur at the 
Conservatoire royal de musique in Liège from 1980–82. He then 
studied electronic music at the Hochschule für Musik und Tanz in 
Cologne from 1982–89. He earned his PhD at the Université de 
Liège in 2003. 
Among his honours are a prize in a national competition in Rio de 
Janeiro (1977, for Webern: de tempos em tempos), the prize for 
l'Opéra Autrement from the Centre Acanthes (1989, for Oddort) 
and selection to the IAMIC Annual List (2001, for Bonfim). He has 
received commissions from the festival Ars Musica in Brussels, the 
Bonner Entwicklungswerkstatt für Computermedien, the 
Deutsches Nationaltheater und Staatskapelle Weimar, the festival 
Moscow Autumn, the festival MusikTriennale in Cologne, Oper 
Bonn, the Theaterhaus Stuttgart, WDR, and the Wittener Tage für 
Neue Kammermusik. 
Mr. Chagas is also active in other positions. He worked as sound 
director of the studio for electronic music at WDR from 1990–99, 
where he conducted extensive research into algorithmic 
composition, computer music, electronic music, interactivity, 
multimedia, and sound spatialisation. There he also wrote music 
software and computer applications for analysis and composition. 
He has been a member of the board of directors of the Centre 
Henri Pousseur in Liège since 1998. 
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He taught as a visiting lecturer at the Université de Liège from 
1991–93 and at the Conservatoire royal de musique in Liège in 
1995–96. He has taught technology and music as Assistant 
Professor of Composition at the University of California, Riverside 
since 2004. 
He has lived in the USA since 2004. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/chagaspc.htm (2013) 

Chailley Jacques (Français) 
Né en 1910 dans une famille de musiciens, Jacques CHAILLEY 
s'est fait connaître à la fois dans les milieux universitaires et 
musicaux. Compositeur, il a vu son opéra Thyl de Flandre ou son 
ballet écrit avec Jean COCTEAU, La Dame à la licorne, représentés 
à l'Opéra de Berlin comme à celui de Paris, à la Scala de Milan 
comme à la Monnaie de Bruxelles. Musicologue, ses ouvrages sont 
aujourd'hui traduits en onze langues (allemand, anglais, espagnol, 
hébreu, italien, japonais, néerlandais, portugais, roumain, russe, 
tchèque). Il a été secrétaire général, puis sous-directeur du 
Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris, professeur 
à ce même conservatoire, directeur de l'Institut de Musicologie de 
l'Université de Paris, président du Comité National de la Musique. 
Il est aujourd'hui professeur émérite à la Sorbonne et a été 
chargé au Ministère de l'Education Nationale d'une mission 
d'Inspection Générale pour l'enseignement musical. Officier de la 
Légion d'Honneur, Grand Croix de l'Ordre du Mérite, Commandeur 
des Arts et Lettres et des Palmes Académiques, il est membre 
associé de l'Académie Royale de Belgique et de l'Académie San 
Fernando de Bellas Artes de Madrid. (Combre catalogue) 

Chailly Luciano (Italiano) 
(1920-2002) 
Compositore, nato in Ferrara morto in Milano. Allievo di 
P.Hindemith è stato critico musicale e direttore alla Scala. 

Chan Ka Nin (English) 
Ka Nin Chan, composer, teacher (b at Hong Kong 3 Dec 1949, 
naturalized Canadian 1971). Chan moved with his family to 
Vancouver in 1965 and later studied composition at the University 
of British Columbia with Jean COULTHARD while pursuing a 
degree in electrical engineering. After graduating from UBC with a 
Bachelor of Music degree in 1976 he studied composition with 
Bernhard Heiden at Indiana University, receiving Master of Music 
(1978) and Doctor of Music (1983) degrees. He attended the 
Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik in Darmstadt, 
Germany, in 1982 and that same year began to teach music 
theory and composition in the Faculty of Music, University of 
Toronto.  
Chan's colourful, often Oriental-flavoured works have been 
commissioned and/or performed by many of Canada's top 
orchestras, chamber ensembles and soloists, including Ottawa's 
National Arts Centre Orchestra, CBC Vancouver Orchestra, 
Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra, Manitoba Chamber Orchestra, 
Symphony Nova Scotia, Thirteen Strings, the SOICÉTÉ DE 
MUSIQUE CONTEMPORAINE DU QUÉBEC, New Music 
Concerts, Esprit Orchestra, pianist Antonin KUBÁLEK, violist 
Rivka Golani, Ensemble Contemporain de Montréal, oboist 
Lawrence Cherney, soprano Rosemarie Landry, and Tapestry 
Music Theatre (his opera Iron Road, premiered in 2001). 
Commissions have been funded by the CBC, Canada Council, 
Ontario Arts Council, Ontario's Department of Multiculturalism and 
Citizenship, and the Toronto Arts Council. Works have been 
published by Editio Musica Budapest, Needham Publishing and 
Hinshaw Music. Recordings have appeared on the Centrediscs, 
CBC and Summit labels.  
His works are highly individual, marked by exotic textures and 
frequent use of non-Western instruments, particularly from the 
percussion family. Some carry poetic, inspirational titles such as 
To God of All Nations, The Land Beautiful, Treasure Pasture 
Leisure Pleasure, The Everlasting Voices and Ecstasy. Many have 
won awards, including those offered by the Vancouver New Music 
Society (1976), the PROCAN Young Composers Competition 
(1979), Hungary's Béla Bartók International Composers' 
Competition (1982), the International Horn Society (1982), the 
James Madison University Flute Choir (1988), the Barlow 
International Competitions (1991), the Amherst Saxophone 
Quartet Composition Competition (1992), and Canada's Juno 

Award for his work Among Friends (1993). In 1996 he won the 
$10 000 Jean A. Chalmers Award for Musical Composition for his 
chamber work I Think That I Shall Never See..., commissioned by 
CBC for the ensemble Amici.  
Chan is a member of the CANADIAN LEAGUE OF 
COMPOSERS, an associate composer of the CANADIAN MUSIC 
CENTRE, and a member of SOCAN.  (Author RICK MACMILLAN) 
Web: 
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&
Params=A1ARTA0011114 (2007) 

Chapdelaine Michael (English) 
Michael Chapdelaine is the only guitarist ever to win First Prize in 
the world's top competitions in both the Classical and Fingerstyle 
genres; the Guitar Foundation of America International Classical 
Guitar Competition and the National Fingerstyle Championships at 
the Walnut Valley Bluegrass Festival in Winfield , Kansas. 
From New York's Lincoln Center to the Cactus Cafe in Austin, from 
Milano to Bangkok, Michael continues to enchant, dazzle and 
surprise audiences and critics alike as he redefines the modern 
acoustic guitar with his amazing technique, “soulful” 
expressiveness, and versatility as a performer, composer and 
arranger/producer. His performances, played on both steel string 
and classical guitars, include musical styles ranging from blues to 
Bach to country to rhythm n' blues as he wins his audiences 
hearts with breath taking technique and the poetic magic of his 
original musical portraits and landscapes. 
In the 80's and 90's Michael proved himself to be one of the 
world's finest classical guitarists; twice winning the coveted 
National Endowment for the Arts Solo Recitalist Grant, and taking 
First Prize in both the Guitar Foundation of America's and the 
Music Teachers National Association's Guitar Competitions. He 
also  won the Silver Medal in Venezuela's VIII Concurso 
International de Guitarra “Alirio Diaz”. He has toured four 
continents while giving hundreds of performances for Affiliate 
Artists Inc., and various arts promotion organizations.  
Michael is Professor of Music and head of guitar studies at the 
University of New Mexico, and has previously been on the 
faculties of the University of Colorado at Denver and Metropolitan 
State University. He has given master classes throughout the 
world including, China, Thailand, Malaysia, Peru, Venezuela, 
Taiwan, Indonesia and at institutions such as, University of Miami, 
Mannes School of Music University of Texas, and California State 
University. His teachers included the great Spanish maestro 
Andres Segovia. 
Web: http://www.michaelchapdelaine.com/ 

Charlton Alan (English) 
Born in 1970, Alan Charlton is in the first year of his appointment 
as the first Eileen Music Fellow in Composition at Bedford School, 
Bedford, where he's already been for two years. Previously he was 
awarded a B.A. (hons) in Music and then a Ph.D. in Musical 
Composition at the University of Bristol. His works have been per-
formed in Britain, Finland and Germany and his output contains 
two concertos, several orchestral pieces, lots of chamber and 
vocal music and many pieces for amateur and school ensembles. 
(Classical Guitar Magazine, February 2002) 
Charlton Richard 
Richard Charlton is one of Australia's most respected composers 
for the guitar and has had works recorded and performed by 
many leading Australian and international artists including 
Timothy Kain, Julian Byzantine, Karin Schaupp, Jose Maria 
Gallardo del Rey, the Carlos Bonell Ensemble in London. 

Charlton Andrew (English) 
Obituary in Soundboard magazine Vol.XXIV n.2, Fall 1997 
Andrew Charlton 
On May 27 of this year the guitar lost a steadfast ally and true 
friend. Andrew Charlton did not play the guitar, but he greatly 
appreciated its value and constantly supported efforts to bring the 
guitar into to the mainstream of the musical community. 
Charlton was a “Renaissance Man” in the fullest sense of that 
description. He played many instruments, including almost all the 
wind instruments; he was an original composer and an unusually 
skilled arranger; he was a walking encyclopedia on all things 
musical. His interests ranged from early music to jazz, from 
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astronomy to gastronomy, from Shakespeare to Wodehouse, from 
philosophy to humor. 
He was a noted virtuoso of all the members of the recorder 
family, as well as sackbut, krummhorn and other early 
instruments, and a large number of his compositions and 
arrangements are scored for recorder ensemble. Those works are 
treasured by the recorder community worldwide. For “The 
Plumbers Union”, a prominent recorder ensemble, he produced a 
series of arrangements, and the titles are typically Charlton: 
“Commodious Rag”, “Pipe Dreams”. and “Royal Flush”. 
Having heard the great Segovia, Andrew came to appreciate and 
value the classical guitar, and supported its inclusion in the 
university curriculum. He initiated the guitar program at Cal State 
Fullerton and was instrumental in my own hiring there. Over the 
years he remained an ardent advocate of the guitar, and his voice 
convinced enough of the other faculty to allow us to develop a 
comprehensive program of guitar studies.  
After hearing a Guy Horn performance of the Schubert/Matiegka 
“Quartet”, he decided to compose for guitar. His first contribution 
in this area was “Sonata for Guitar and String Trio” (1964). 
Subsequently he turned out numerous compositions for guitar, 
both solo and in ensemble, writing in a very personal style that 
freely incorporated whatever techniques he found most useful and 
appealing from the compositional practices of several centuries. 
He always insisted that he was not really a composer, but rather 
an arranger. Even so, such original compositions as “A Medieval 
Tapestry” and “Partita Concerto” are important contributions to 
the guitar repertoire. 
A facile and skilled arranger, he produced voluminous collections 
of excellent arrangements for guitar ensemble, the earliest group 
of which the students fondly called “Andy's Dandys”. To be 
published posthumously is “A Festival of Eighteenth Century 
Music”, a large and varied anthology of four-guitar arrangements 
of music from non-keyboard sources. 
In “retirement” from his professorship in the Music Department at 
Cal State Fullerton, Andrew was more active and productive than 
ever, working at the computer in his loft generating a steady 
stream of compositions and arrangements. He took constant 
delight in developing the raw material of a bare melody into a 
fully-fleshed and satisfying work of art. 
To me Andrew Charlton was a cherished friend and a constant 
personal inspiration, as he was to so many others. 
His loss leaves an unfillable void mitigated only by the indelible 
memories. 
David Grimes 

Chartofilax Jorgo (English) 
Mandolinist and composer, born in Athens, died in Greece. He 
lived 1924-1957 in Germany, where he founded the mandolin 
orchestra “Chartofilax-Estudiantina” and the “Mandolinenquartett 
Chartofilax” together with his wife Else, Willi Sommer and 
Siegfried Behrend”. 

Chasalow Eric (English) 
Eric Chasalow (b. 1955) received the D.M.A. from Columbia 
University where his principle teacher was Mario Davidovsky and 
where he studied flute with Harvey Sollberger. He pursued his 
undergraduate studies at Bates College and New England 
Conservatory. He has been awarded numerous and pretigious 
prizes and fellowships (The John Simon Guggenheim Memorial 
Foundation, The American Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters, The National Endowment for the Arts, The New York 
Foundation for the Arts, etc.), with particular recognition for his 
work that combine live soloist with electronic sounds. He was 
formerly Executive Director of the Guild of Composers, for whom 
he produced several seasons of concerts in New York City and a 
nationally distributed series of radio programs called “Composers 
in Concert”, and has served as Executive Director of Music 
Alliance, an organisation dedicated to improving the climate for 
the art of music in America through education and active public 
involvement. He is Assistant Professor of composition at Brandeis 
University Boston and his music is now played all over the world. 
Web:  http://www.editions-
bim.com/index.php?main_page=page&id=148&chapter=1 (2010) 

Chassain Olivier (English) 
Olivier Chassain was born in Paris in 1957. He studied with Roger 

Généraux in Limousin and subsequently with Alexandre Lagoya at 
the Paris Conservatoire where he was, in 1982, the First Prize 
winner on Guitar as well as in both compositional disciplines of 
Harmony and Counterpoint. 
His own teaching career began in Orléans, and he is now 
Professor of Guitar at both the Paris Conservatoire and at the 
Bordeaux Conservatoire. 
His international concert touring took wing when in 1988 he won 
the Guitar Foundation of America’s International Competition, the 
first non-american to do so. 
He has subsequently given recitals worldwide and made extensive 
tours in the USA, Canada, and Europe. A recent highlight was an 
extensive recital and teaching tour in China in 1996. 
In the field of composition he has published several concert 
pieces: Arion, Etoiles, de Loin en loin as well as writing several 
educational series inspired by his work with his pupils. He is a 
passionate advocate of the importance of contemporary writing in 
performance and in study. 
Web: 
http://www.goldbergweb.com/en/interpreters/instrumentals/9418
.php 

Chassain Olivier (Français) 
Né en 1957. Elève de GENERAUX. 1er Prix du CNR d’Orléans et du 
CNSM de Paris (également prix d’Harmonie et Contrepoint). 
Professeur titulaire au CNR d’Orléans. 1er Prix de la Guitar 
Foundation of America. Concertiste (USA notamment).  

Chavez Carlos  (English) 
(1899-1978) 
Mexican composer and Orchstra conductor, he used for his 
compositions fragments of Aztec music or popular melodies and 
rhythmic patterns. Between his music we must remember five 
ballats, seven symphonies and some concerts. 

Chavez Carlos (Italiano) 
(1899-1978) 
Compositore, direttore d'orchestra e musicologo messicano nato e 
morto a Città del Messico.  
Fondatore dell'Orquesta Sinfónica de México. La sua musica è 
improntata al recupero del folklore musicale, e l'impiego di 
strumenti tradizionali. 

Chavez Carlos (Español) 
Carlos Antonio de Padua Chávez y Ramírez nació el 13 de junio de 
1899 en Popotla, cerca de la Ciudad de México. Murió en la Ciudad 
de México, el 2 de agosto de 1978. 
Empezó a tomar clases de piano a los 9 años con su hermano y 
estudió brevemente con Asunción Parra. En 1910, se hizo 
estudiante de Manuel Ponce, el principal compositor mexicano de 
aquel tiempo. En 1915 conoció a Pedro Luis Ogazón, que introdujo 
la música de Debussy en México. Su primera sinfonía, Sinfonía 
para orquesta, la concluyó en 1918. 
Autodidacta ante todo, nunca intentó convertirse en discípulo de 
otro compositor, sino que recurrió a sus propios análisis de las 
obras de los clásicos. Sin embargo, completó sus estudios 
formales en el Conservatorio Nacional y se diplomó en 
composición. En 1922 se casó con la pianista Otilia Ortiz. Juntos 
se fueron de gira por Europa y se esforzaron en difundir las 
composiciones musicales de Chávez. En París conoció a Paul 
Dukas, quien lo alentó para que se concentrara en la rica herencia 
musical de México, de la misma manera como Falla había hecho 
con la música española, y Bartók y Kodaly con la música folklórica 
de Hungría. De regreso en México organizó conciertos de música 
contemporánea y promocionó muchos trabajos de Bartók, 
Honegger, Milhaud, Poulenc, Satie, Schoenberg, Stravinsky y 
Varèse que, hasta entonces, no habían sido escuchados en 
México. Después fue a vivir en Nueva York y no tardó en conocer 
a Aaron Copland y Edgard Varèse, quienes le ayudaron a entrar 
en contacto con los rebeldes musicales de la época. Regresó a 
México en 1928 para aceptar la dirección musical de la Orquesta 
Sinfónica Mexicana. Durante 21 temporadas fue su director. 
También fue director del Conservatorio Nacional, donde enseñó 
composición e inspiró a nuevas generaciones de compositores 
musicales, como Candelario Huizar, Silvestre Revueltas, Daniel 
Ayala, Blas Galindo, Salvador Contreras, y José Moncayo. La 
década de 1930 dio origen a la mayoría de sus obras más 
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memorables. En 1940 fue encargado de componer una obra que 
conmemorara la exhibición de arte mexicano en el Museo de Arte 
Moderno de Nueva York. El resultado fue Xochipilli Macuilxochitl, 
una música azteca imaginaria, arreglada para cuatro instrumentos 
de viento y seis de percusión, utilizando una variedad de 
instrumentos indígenas mexicanos. Permaneció la mayor parte de 
sus últimos años en la ciudad de Nueva York. 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/8454/chavez2.htm 

Chaynes Charles (English) 
CHARLES CHAYNES (1925) 
Musical studies at the music academies at Toulouse and later 
Paris, where he is awarded the Rome Grand Prix in 1951. From 
1965 till 1974 he is the manager of the France-Musique 
broadcasting department of the French national radio and 
television. Since the latter date he heads the musical creation 
department at the French national radio. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Chic José Antonio (English) 
Composer and guitar player, born in Lleida (Spain). He was 
musically formed first in this city with his uncle Ricard Chic, then 
in the “Academia d'Arts Musicals Luthier” in Barcelona (Spain) 
with Arnaldur Arnarson, and later in the “Hochschule für Musik 
Basel” (Switzerland) with Oscar Ghiglia. He was graduated with 
“Honour Award” and “Solistendiplom”. The master Ernest Xancó, 
Professor of Cello, Composer and Conductor, Pau Casals' disciple, 
was a key figure in his musical development; directed and 
sponsored his career in his firts musical steps.  
He plays with public and critical success in important European 
Music Festivals and like a soloist with prestigious orchestras 
“Gonçal Comellas Chamber Orchestra”, “Budapest Strings” and 
the “Virtuosi di Praga”. His Cd about the work of the eminent 
pedagogue of the guitar, Emilio Pujol, has received unanimous 
praises from critics. 
He was awarded with the “Excellence Diplom” in the Guitar 
European Competition in Paris. 
He is the Ensemble XXI young orchestra's founder and director, 
who has its headquarter at the Conservatoire of Monzón (Spain), 
where he teaches and with them has recorded 5 Cds. From this 
original instrumental project, his inquiring mind has taken him to 
experiment and gone into detail tone combination between the 
guitar orchestra and different orchestral instruments. As the years 
have gone by he has been specialized in this way creating a new 
innovative repertoire with an educational use which has been 
praised by some of the nowadays most important musical world 
figures: Roland Dyens, Ricardo Gallén, Andrew York, Joaquín 
Clerch, Hopkinson Smith... Prestigious international journals of 
the guitar world as Classical Guitar or GuitArt, have dedicated him 
important articles and have highlighted his innovative proposal. 
Nature, tales, old legends, magic and fantasy worlds is the source 
of inspiration of his original works; which evoque images and 
sensations, always looking for new effects and tones, getting as a 
result, an amazing balance between guitars and the other 
instruments. In his arrangements, one can easily notice Jose 
Antonio's personal point of view and interpretation by means of 
Renaisance, all melodies and passion for Celtic's dances. 
His works are part of the ”The Juilliard School” curriculum in New 
York and other prestigious Conservatories, Universities and Music 
Schools worldwide and have been released in Canada, Austria, 
USA, Belgium, Finland, United Kingdom, France, Italy, Greece, 
Portugal, Russia, Korea ... 
In 2008 he was nominated by the ”Spanish Academy of Arts and 
Music Sciences” in the “Best Composer of Classical Music” 
category. 
Web: 
http://www.guitarinensemble.com/main.php?lang=en&s=composi
tor (2013) 

Chopard Patrice (English) 
Born in Zurich, studied guitar (1968-77) at the conservatory of 
Zurich with Spiro Thomatos, composition (1980-82) at the 
Musikhochschule Zurich with H.U.Lehmann and (1982-83) at the 
Musikakademie Copenhagen with Ib Nørholm. He teaches guitar 
since 1973; since 1984-92 he taught guitar at the Universirty of 

Bremen; he lives in Flensburg, Schleswig-Holstein. (Blücherstr. 
25, D-24944 Flensburg, tel. 0461/3155094) 
(Rainer Stelle, 2005) 

Chover Salom Antonio (English) 
Guitarist and composer, born in Tavernes de la Valldigna 
(Valencian Community). He studied guitar together with his friend 
Antonio Company (* 1922) with Salvador García (1891-1964), a 
former pupil of Francisco Tárrega. For the sake of music lessons 
with García, they walked or rode by train every Sunday to Gandia, 
where García lived. Later Chover Salom was engaged with 
Tavernes de la Valldigna through the cultural revitalization of the 
town in the postwar period and through the study of the folklore 
of the region, which he published with the musicological project of 
his teacher, Manuel Palau. After obtaining the title of composition 
in the Conservatory of Valencia he obtained destiny like Director 
of the military band of Cádiz, city to which he was linked during 
more than 40 years, where he taught guitar, harmony and 
composition and maintained a special relationship with the 
“Manuel de Falla” Conservatory, which awarded him the Gold 
Medal in 1989 without being part of his faculty at any time. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Christiansen Henning (English) 
(b. 1932) 
Studied at the Royal Conservatory of Music, Copenhagen 1950-
54, clarinettist at the Royal Guards 1955-60. Further studies with 
Vagn Holmboe. From 1964 cooperation with prof. Joseph Beuys at 
the Düsseldorf Academy. His production includes a number of 
compositions in free style. 

Chuliá Salvador (Español) 
Compositor y director. Inició su formación musical con su tío y en 
la sociedad musical de su pueblo, y acabó sus estudios en los 
Conservatorio de Valencia y Murcia, titulándose en saxo, 
composición y dirección de orquesta. 
Como intérprete ha formado parte de las bandas La Artesana de 
Catarrosa y de la Académia General del Aire de San Javier 
(Murica). Como compositor fue premiado con su suite para banda 
Espíritu levantino, y su estilo es de estética más bien clásica a 
pesar de sus armonías atrevidas y la incorporación de algunos 
elementos de música serial y concreta. También tiene faceta como 
director (ha llevado la batuta de diversas orquestas y bandas) y 
como profesor de armonía del Conservatorio Municipal de Música 
José Iturbi de Valencia. 
Web: http://www.trito.es/cdetails.php?id=414 (2009) 

Chung Il-Ryun (English) 
Composer and guitarist, born in Frankfurt/Main (Hesse). 1967-
1971 he lived in Korea, since 1971 he lives in Berlin. 
At the age of 16 years self-taught guitar playing and first 
attempts to invent music himself. 1984-89 first guitar and 
composition lessons with Carlo Domeniconi and crucial 
preparation by a comprehensive musical education by the 
exceptional musician. 
In the following years 1989-1995 further study of composition at 
the Berlin University of the Arts with Jolyon Brettingham-Smith 
and diploma. 
1994 getting acquainted with the Korean master drummer Kim 
Duk-Soo; Learn the Janggu game by attending his masterclasses 
in Berlin. Beginning of extensive studies of original Korean music, 
especially the shamanistic percussion music, while discovering the 
unique combination of complexity and extreme musical energy in 
this music. Researching and testing complex rhythmic structures 
as the foundation of one's own works. 
2001 co-founder of the Ensemble IIIZ + and 2009 of the AsianArt 
Ensemble. Invitations to festivals such as the “Festival de 
l'imaginaire” in Paris, the “38, Rugissant” in Grenoble, the Taiwan 
Festival or the Tokyo Summer Festival both as a performer and as 
a composer. This is followed by awards such as the “Prize of the 
German Record Critics 2012” for the first CD of the AsianArt 
Ensemble and several composition scholarships of the Berlin 
Kultursenat. 
Formation of a personal compositional direction through the 
experiences of the interpretive work in the two ensembles in the 
field of tension between the theoretical conception and the reality 
of human interpretation. Exploring the playability of polymetric 
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rhythm. 
From 1999 until today work on the two series “Etudes of new 
playing techniques for guitar” and “The untempered guitar”. 
Representing the inner experimental field, it is the source for 
breaking the tempered mood by using scales with microtonal tone 
steps or microtonally tuned instruments such as harp, guitar or 
zithers. 
Since 2000 occupation with computer-based sampling technique, 
testing of polymetric ideas, completely new sound combinations of 
unknown instruments and also the new moods and scales in the 
most lifelike way possible. 
2008 commissioned by the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra for the 
concert series “Ars Nova” curated by Unsuk Chin and 2009 
commissioned by the Tokyo Summer Festival for works for large 
ensemble. Origin of the two related works “GLUT” and “BENU”, 
two key works for purely Western instruments, in which both the 
knowledge from the complex rhythmic structure of Korean music, 
the Jangguspiel and the sampling technique have merged. 
2009 order of the National Orchestra of Korea under the artistic 
direction of Hwang Byunki for a full-length orchestral work for 
Korean instruments. Study trip to Korea; sampling of all the 
orchestra's Korean instruments and creating their own sample 
library. 
By studying the archaic, very original Korean instruments, gaining 
the realization that dissonance must not be just a matter of 
harmonizing multiple tones, but that a single tone is already 
inherently dissonant through inharmonic overtone spectra. 
Exploring the sharpness, roughness and flexibility of the single 
tone as a structural element in the overall work. 
October 2011 two-time performance of the 80-minute concert 
piece “Part of Nature” at the National Theater of Korea in Seoul. 
2012-2013 Compositions for ensembles consisting of Asian and 
Western instruments, including “GRAVITY” for Daegum, Sheng, 
Basskoto and ensemble commissioned by the Ernst von Siemens 
Musikstiftung for the festival SOUNDSCAPE EAST ASIA. 
In 2014, it premiered epic musical drama Kassandra for pansori 
and Korean instruments at the National Gugak Center in Seoul. 
2016 Composer in Residence with the National Orchestra of 
Korea. 
2017 artistic director of the festival for contemporary intercultural 
music TURBULENZEN. 
Since February 2014 head of the Department of Composition / 
New Music at the Academy of Music in Darmstadt (Hesse). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Chung Yiu-kwong (English) 
General Director, Taipei Chinese Orchestra. 
Yiu-kwong Chung is Taiwan's best known and most often 
performed composer.  His music, distinguished by its profound 
Chinese philosophical background and expressive range, has won 
large and enthusiastic audiences all over the world.  He has 
written for every conceivable type of music ranging from the 
grandest orchestral work, Chinese opera, musicals, to the most 
intimate piece in New Age style. 
Recent commissions include the flute concerto and Whirling Dance 
dedicated to Sharon Bezaly and released under BIS label, the 
Hakka Sketches premiered by Cho-liang Lin and International 
Sejong Soloists in 2006, and the Guitar Concerto For Eva 
dedicated to Eva Fampas premiered in Athens in 2004.  In March 
2000, The Eternal City for Chinese Orchestra captured the 1st 
prize of the 21st Century International Composition Competition 
held by the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra. His another 1st-prize 
winning chamber work in 1986, Chariots Ballad for Solo Marimba 
and 7 Percussionists, quickly entered the repertory, with 
performances by the Prague Percussion Ensemble and over 50 
different percussion ensembles of many leading universities in 
USA and Japan. Festive Celebration for Wind Orchestra, now 
published by Musikverlag Johann Kliment KG in Vienna, has been 
performed by many orchestras throughout the world and is 
recorded on the 7th and the 8th WASBE Conference CD sets.  His 
two bold and energetic pieces Dance of the Earth and Taiwanese 
Children Song , performed by cellist Yo-Yo Ma, are recorded on 
SONY-Taiwan's Super Charm Yo-Yo Ma Album. 
Following Chung's move to Taiwan in 1991, his music began to 
receive much wider recognition and has been performed 
throughout the world at many major international festivals such 

as Prague Spring Festival, ISCM World Music Days, Shanghai 
Music Festival, Festival of the Asian Composers' League, and 
WASBE International Band Festival.  Numerous collaboration with 
international renowned artists, such as Yo Yo Ma, Cho-liang Lin, 
Wu Man, Sharon Bezaly, Christian Wirth, Claude Delangle,  Eva 
Fampas,  Emphasis Saxophone Quartet, and Elsner String 
Quartet, have confirmed the growing interest in his music 
throughout the world.  Upcoming commissions include a trombone 
concerto dedicated to Christian Lindberg, a saxophone concerto to 
Claude Delangle, a concerto for saxophone quartet and Chinese 
orchestra for Quatuor Diastema, and a percussion concerto for 
Taipei 2009 Deaflympics premiered by Evelyn Glennie. 
Web: http://www.cykusic.com/Ebio%20flash.htm (2009) 

Christensen Mogens (English) 
(b. 1955) 
Trained at the Royal Academy of Music, Aarhus, in 1983-88 in 
theory and music teaching and as a composer with Per Nørgård, 
Karl Aage Rasmussen and others. Later he studied with Ib 
Nørholm in Copenhagen. Christensen has taught at most of the 
Danish music academies and in Norway. Since 1998 he has been 
composer-in-residence for the Copenhagen Philharmonic 
Orchestra. 

Cifariello Ciardi Fabio (Italiano) 
Nato a Roma nel 1960, studia composizione e musica elettronica, 
perfezionandosi all'Accademia di S. Cecilia con Franco Donatoni e 
all'IRCAM di Parigi con Tristan Murail e Philippe Manoury. 
Nell’istituto francese ha condotto attività di ricerca nel campo 
della spazializzazione in tempo reale, creando, nel 1991, Finzioni 
per violino e sistema audio-numerico quadrifonico. Ha realizzato 
inoltre alcuni software per l'elaborazione del suono (SuondMover, 
SM-partitura, Iana-v.30), brevettando sMax (2003), per la 
sonificazione in tempo reale di dati finanziari multidimensionali via 
web.  
La musica strumentale ed elettroacustica, in particolare nel 
possibile rapporto con la memoria a lungo termine dell’ascoltatore 
- suoi ambiti di ricerca privilegiati – lo ha condotto ad elaborare 
interessanti risultati sia nel campo teorico che pratico. Dalla sua 
collaborazione con il Dipartimento di Psicologia dell'Università 
degli studi di Roma “La Sapienza” e con l’Interuniversity Centre 
for the Research on Cognitive Processing in natural and artificial 
systems, di cui è membro, sono nate alcune pubblicazioni 
dedicate alla psicologia della musica, che si sommano a studi sulla 
musica di questo secolo e sulla politica musicale italiana.  
I suoi lavori sinfonici sono stati commissionati dall'Orchestra 
Sinfonica di Sanremo, dall'Orchestra MilanoClassica, dall'Orchestra 
Sinfonica di Perugina, dall'Orchestra di Roma e del Lazio e, inoltre, 
dall'Instituts für Neue Musik di Friburgo, dall'Università di 
Singapore, dallo Stockholm Electronic Music Studio, e dai Festival 
Media Artes di Växjö (Svezia), Synthese di Bourges (Francia), 
Musica '900 di Trento e Nuova Consonanza di Roma. Il 
compositore ha inoltre ottenuto numerosi riconoscimenti e premi 
di livello internazionale per le sue creazioni tra cui Ennio Porrino 
(1989, Cagliari), L. Russolo (1992, Varese), MusicaNova (1993, 
Praga - Cecoslovacchia), ICMC Cd selection (1993, Tokyo - 
Giappone), Olympia (1993, Atene - Grecia), Spectri Sonorinel 
(1993, Tulane - USA), XXV Concours Int. de Musique 
Electroacoustique (1998, Bourges - Francia), Valentino Bucchi 
(1999, Roma), ICMC selection (2000, Berlino - Germania), Premio 
Nuova Musica – 39° oncorso Internazionale di Canto Corale C.A. 
Seghizzi (2000, Gorizia), VideoEvento d'Arte (2000, Torino), ICMC 
selection (2002, Göteborg - Svezia). 
È docente di “Composizione” e di “Metodologie di Analisi per le 
Musiche del Novecento” presso il Conservatorio di Perugia.  
Insieme ad altri compositori ha fondato l’Edison Studio, che si 
dedica alla produzione e diffusione della musica elettroacustica. 
Web: 
http://www.romaeuropa.net/archivio/artisti/cifariellociardi.html 
(2009) 

Cilenšek Johann (English) 
Born at Grossdubrau near Bautzen on 4 December, 1913; studied 
organ at the Conservatory of Leipzig with F. Hogner and 
composition with J. N. David from 1935-1939; 1947 professor of 
composition at the “Franz-Liszt” Conservatory of Weimar; 1955, 
1970 and 1978 National Prizes of the GDR; since 1961 member of 
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the Academy of Arts of the GDR; 1966-1972 rector of the “Franz-
Liszt” Conservatory of Weimar, member of the Governing body of 
the Union of Composers and Musicologists of the GDR. 

Cilenšek Johann (Italiano) 
(1913-1999) 
Compositore e organista tedesco nato a Grossdubrau. Ha studiato 
a Lipsia, ed insegnato alla Hochschule für Musik di Weimar. Le sua 
musica caratterizzata da lirica cantabilità, in seguito si è arricchita 
da elementi dodecafonici ed aleatori. 

Cimma Pier Luigi (English) 
Born in 1941, Pier Liugi Cimma was the chairman of guitar 
department at the conservatorio G. Verdi in Turin.  
Erstwhile student of A.Segovia, he had a distinguished career as a 
player, as well as a composer (published by Berben and Ricordi). 
He was also one of the first in Italy to undertake a professional 
study of historical instruments, which he eventually taught to such 
fine players as Massimo Moscardo, Salvatore Gullace and Fabio 
Rizza. He readily renounced the title of a Count in order to 
become a professional musician. He was an embodiment of 
ebullience, and goodnaturedness. He had immeasurable 
enthusiasm for beauty and was immorerate with all things 
gastronomical.  

Cintura Torrente (Italiano) 
Compositore e Chitarrista classico. Nato a Cassino nel 1978 da 
genitori siciliani, ottiene la maturità classica in Sicilia e 
successivamente si diploma in chitarra con il massimo dei voti al 
conservatorio L. Cherubini di Firenze perfezionandosi alla Scuola 
di Musica di Fiesole con il Maestro Alfonso Borghese esponente 
della scuola di Andrès Segovia. Ha coltivato contemporaneamente 
studi di Filosofia, Psicologia, Pedagogia, Psicanalisi, Letteratura e 
Musicologia nelle Università di Palermo e di Firenze. Si è 
interessato alla musica Jazz studiandola nelle scuole italiane 
specializzate del Brass School di Palermo, della C.A.M di Firenze e 
del C.P.M di Milano. Ha fatto anche esperienze nella musica Pop e 
Rock come arrangiatore, cantante, bassista elettrico e chitarrista 
elettrico. Di mentalità sostanzialmente autodidatta e 
antiaccademica per quanto riguarda il contrappunto e la 
composizione tout-court si è comunque adoperato nello studio 
scolastico frequentando le classi della Scuola di Musica di Fiesole e 
del conservatorio L. Cherubini di Firenze. Oltre ai pezzi e 
trascrizioni per chitarra classica ha presentato sue composizioni 
per archi nella Scuola di Musica di Fiesole con il trio d’archi 
classico “Elegia Notturna” e all’Istituto di Cultura Francese di 
Firenze con il quartetto d’archi insolito (senza raddoppio del 
violino e con contrabbasso) “Archiemìa”. Nel 2004 ha scritto 
la”Suite Jazz”. Opera da camera in sette movimenti che prevede 
un organico composto di Violino, Chitarra e Violoncello; suite che 
viene descritta musicologicamente in chiave critica da un dossier 
di ricerca, da lui stesso redatto a posteriori, che espone gli storici 
tentativi di fusione tra il jazz e la musica classica. La Suite Jazz è 
stata salutata dall’illustre maestro italiano Giorgio Gaslini come 
“un eccellente lavoro sia per l'originalità delle idee musicali sia per 
il raffinato e completo sviluppo compositivo”. “Questa Suite”- 
scrisse Gaslini, forse la maggior autorità nel jazz italiano ed 
internazionale, si può iscrivere tra le opere più significative 
dell'area creativa che dalla lingua del jazz esplora nuove 
estensioni formali.” Nel 2005, dopo l’incisione discografica de la 
“Suite Jazz” in compagnia di virtuosi concertisti e la trascrizione 
per pianoforte di alcuni dei suoi movimenti, porta a termine la 
partitura di un pezzo per due violini, la “Invenzione continua a due 
strumenti”: quindici minuti di compendio di tecnica 
contrappuntistica gestito dalle voci dei violini in una ricerca 
formale tanto tradizionale quanto innovativa, eseguito più volte 
dal vivo e inciso da due esponenti della fila dei primi violini 
dell’orchestra del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino. Ha curato 
organizzazioni di eventi culturali per la divulgazione della musica 
“colta” sia in ambienti elitari come la Società di San Giovanni 
Battista di Firenze, che in ambienti comuni e popolari esibendosi 
all’aperto in nella storica piazza di SS. Annunziata. Nella 
primavera 2008 termina di scrivere l'Invenzione Continua a tre 
strumenti dove gli intrecci polifonico-contrappuntistici si 
guadagnano ancora entusiasmi di critica e pubblico nella prima 
assoluta a Firenze. Ha scritto brani per Violino solo, violino e 
pianoforte, pianoforte solo, violino e chitarra, Flauto solo, 

Clarinetto e chitarra, Clarinetto basso, Fagotto solo. E’ stato 
impegnato, con numerosi esecutori, in progetti di registrazione 
delle sue musiche. Ha elaborato un trattato polemico sulla 
conoscenza musicale contemporanea denominato “Gnoseologia 
Della Musica” i cui capisaldi sono espressi nel suo “Manifesto 
Teoretico Musicale” pubblicato su internet, dove si schiera contro 
sia la musica sperimentale di cosidetta “avanguardia” che  contro 
la mercificazione commerciale della musica di consumo “usa e 
getta”. E’ impegnato nella didattica teoretico-musicale e 
chitarristica, con particolare attenzione all’educazione al pensiero 
musicale di allievi in età evolutiva. Ha svolto per conto del Centro 
Studi Musica e Arte di Firenze un corso di composizione per 
bambini, documentandone il successo pionieristico nello scritto 
“Resoconto di un’indagine di composizione sperimentale”. E’ attivo 
come concertista solista di chitarra classica. Ha lavorato per conto 
di scuole private di musica. Nel 2009 Ha esibito, con in 
programma musiche di Bach e Paganini, il primo concerto di 
chitarra classica solista della storia della piccola isola di Marettimo 
nell’arcipelago siciliano delle Egadi, luogo natale della madre. La 
sua musica è pubblicata da Musartes Editore. 

Ciullo Vincenza (Italiano) 
Vincenza Ciullo, si è diplomata in  pianoforte, in musica corale e 
direzione di coro, in composizione.  
Ha composto per pianoforte e violino: “Momento”, e 
“Interrogativi” per quartetto d’archi, entrambi pubblicati da 
Edizioni Musicali Agenda di Bologna,  eseguiti presso il Teatro 
Comunale di Benevento e l’Accademia d’Ungheria di Roma. Ha 
composto le musiche di scena per la tragedia di Euripide: 
“Medea”, messa in scena al Teatro Comunale di Benevento e a 
Siracusa presso il Teatro Greco. 
Ha inoltre composto: 
“Senza respiro” per chitarra,  eseguita nel corso del seminario 
“Compositori a confronto 2002”, presso L’Istituto “A. Peri”; ed è 
stata finalista al  5°Concorso Nazionale di composizione “Rosolino 
Toscano” di Pescara; 
“Attese” per clarinetto in sib. Entrambe di prossima pubblicazione. 
Ha composto inoltre “PerKeo” per pianoforte a 4 mani e 
“Irreversibile”per orchestra, pubblicata dalle Edizioni 
Santabarbara. 
Ha partecipato al Torneo Internazionale di Musica, TIM, decima 
edizione 2001/02 sezione composizione, tenutosi a Parigi, con la 
composizione “Interrogativi”.  
Web:  http://www.rassegnagigli.org/testi/ciullo.htm (2008) 

Ciurlo Fausto (English) 
Fausto Ernesto Ciurlo was a well-known scholar of the guitar 
making, diplomed in engineering. He was author of a great deal of 
articles about this subject and the origins of the guitar and the 
lute. He was the maker of some innovative models of guitar for 
his years, e.g. the article about the quarti-tonal guitar mentioned 
in the bibliography. One of his guitar was played in an old LP 
recorded by Angelo Gilardino, who was among his friends. 
He was the first president of AS.CH.IT. (the Italian Guitar 
Society), founded in 1960. His well-reputed teacher and friend 
was Luigi L'Ecrivain, and it is intriguing the fact that nobody asked 
about him, so it is now a completely forgotten name. 

Claasens Anny (English) 
Guitarist, zitherist, singer and composer, born and died in 
Düsseldorf (Germany). Since 1902 she learnt zither with Karl 
Bäuml in Cologne (1907 examination at the conservatory of 
Cologne). She performed as singer on the guitar. Since 1922 she 
studied guitar with Heinrich Albert in Munich and solo singing with 
Karl Erler at the conservatory of Munich. 1940-1946 she taught 
guitar at the Music Acadamy of Belgrade (Yugoslavia), one of her 
best students there was Jovan Jovicic. Since 1947 she taught 
guitar at conservatory of Amsterdam. 1981 she returned to 
Düsseldorf. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Claman David (English) 
I was born in the Boston Lying-In Hospital in 1958, but my 
earliest memories are of Denver, Colorado, where my family 
moved in 1961. I went to public and private schools there and 
took piano lessons, sang in choirs and played horn. 
As a teenager I became interested in visual art and intended to 
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become a painter. While reading about the pop art movement, I 
came across the ideas of John Cage. I obtained a copy of Cage’s 
“Silence” and noticed it had been published by Wesleyan 
University Press. I’d never heard of Wesleyan, but surmised that 
an institution which would publish such an unusual book was 
worth a closer look. 
At Wesleyan I studied electronic music with Ron Kuivila and met 
composers like Pauline Oliveros and Takehisa Kosugi, as well as 
Cage. Wesleyan also had a large ethnomusicology department, 
which was uncommon at the time. I began attending concerts by 
wonderful musicians from around the world and had the good 
fortune to study the classical music of South India (Carnatic 
music) with some amazing musicians; T. Viswanathan, T. 
Ranganathan, and K.S. Subramanian. 
After receiving a B.A. from Wesleyan in 1982, I moved to Boston 
and played electric bass in typically unsuccessful rock bands. But I 
learned a great deal about music along the way and first started 
to think about composing. 
John McDonald was my first composition teacher. My lessons with 
him at the Longy School in Cambridge were like revelations. I 
then attended the University of Colorado at Boulder where I 
studied with Richard Toensing, Luis Gonzalez, and Steven Bruns, 
receiving an M.M. in theory and composition in 1993. 
In 2002, I received a Ph.D. in composition from Princeton 
University. My principal composition teachers there were Steve 
Mackey and Paul Lansky. I also wrote a dissertation entitled 
“Western Composers and India’s Music: Concepts, History, and 
Recent Music” under the guidance of Scott Burnham. 
I now try to balance composing, scholarly work, and teaching. I 
am an assistant professor at Lehman College-CUNY in The Bronx, 
where I teach music theory and electronic music. Recordings of 
my music are available on the Innova, Capstone, Bridge, and Vox 
Novus labels. In 1998 I received a fellowship from The American 
Institute of Indian Studies for further study in India, and I 
subsequently held residencies at the MacDowell Colony and the 
Rockefeller Foundation’s Bellagio Center in Italy. I’ve received 
commissions from The American Composers Forum, Tara Helen 
O’Connor, The Cygnus Ensemble, Noa Even, Christopher Creviston 
and Oren Fader, Dither Electric Guitar Quartet, The New 
Millennium Ensemble, The Da Capo Chamber Players, The 
Zephyrus Duo, and The Cadillac Moon Ensemble. I have presented 
scholarly papers on topics related to my dissertation at regional 
and national music theory and ethnomusicology conferences, as 
well as at the annual South Asia conferences in Madison, 
Wisconsin. 
Along with Matt Malsky, I co-direct the Extensible Toy Piano 
Project (XTP). 
Web: http://www.davidclaman.com/site/about/ (2017) 

Clamens Gilbert (Français) 
Né dans le sud-ouest de la France, Gilbert Clamens développe sa 
carrière musicale autour de trois axes : récital en soliste, musique 
de chambre et composition. Nommé premier prix de guitare au 
CNR de Toulouse en 1976, il est aussi lauréat des concours 
internationaux de guitare d'Alessandria (Italie 1987) et 
Montélimar (France 1989). Titulaire du C.A. de guitare, Gilbert 
Clamens est professeur titulaire à l'E.N.M.D.T. à Albi depuis 1984. 
Dans son parcours artistique, il a eu l'occasion de rencontrer les 
plus grands noms du monde de la guitare (J. Williams, A. Lagoya, 
L. Brouwer...) et de se familiariser ainsi à plusieurs cultures 
musicales. Le choeur et l'ensemble instrumental de Waterloo le 
sollicite en 1990 pour jouer la Rapsodia del Cante Jondo d'E. 
Cossetto, sous la direction du compositeur. En mars et juillet 
2001, Gilbert Clamens est l'invité de l'Orchestre National du 
Capitole de Toulouse, pour interpréter le célèbre Concerto 
d'Aranjuez de Joaquin Rodrigo, sous la baguette de Fayçal Karoui. 
Aujourd'hui, il se tourne résolument vers la musique et la poésie 
espagnoles, et crée le spectacle Canciones populares españolas 
avec Vicente Pradal et Servane Solana, et ¡ Con Fuego! avec José-
Luis Narváez, Servane Solana et la danseuse chorégraphe Soledad 
Cuesta. 
Site : http://sitemusiquealhambra.free.fr/Gilbert%20Clamens.htm 
(2009) 

Claure Willy (English) 
Willy Claure, Jose W. Claure Hidalgo was born in Cochabamba-

Bolivia on October 12, 1962. He is a self-taught musician who 
initiated playing music at the age of 13. In 1978 he began his 
artistic career as the guitarist for Khanata; from there he moved 
on to play with Emma Junaro, Jose, Joselo and Marcelo, Los 
Jairas, William Ernesto Centellas, Jacha Marka, Savia Nueva and 
Ruphay. In 1990 he presents his first compositions. In the year 
2001 he culminates his studies with a degree in Anthrology along 
with his thesis, “Weddings and The Cueca in the Punata Valley”. 
The same year he gives two concerts acompanied by the Bolivian 
Nacional Symphony Orchestra. In 2003 he publishes his first book 
of musical scores  that include 28 compositions for the guitar, 
many of which have been used as “obligatory” pieces in guitar 
contests througout Bolivia. In the year 2004 he presents his most 
important musical work in the “cueca musical style”, named 
“Alternativa”. Here he presents a new form in style of interpreting 
“the cueca” along with 7 renowned guitarrists from Bolivia: 
Rodrigo Villegas, Cesar Junaro, Manuel Monroy, Juan Carlos 
Cordero, Gabriel Navia, VIctor Hugo Mercado and Glen Vargas. 
Today Willy Claure resides in Zurich-Switzerland where he works 
as a solo artist and with the andean musical group Ruphay. 
Web: http://www.willyclaure.com/willyclaure.htm (2010) 

Clementi Aldo (Italiano) 
Compositore e pianista italiano nato a Catania nel 1925. Allievo di 
Petrassi, ha frequentato i corsi di Darmstadt e si è perfezionato 
con B.Maderna. La sua musica d'avanguardia tende ad annullare 
qualsiasi riferimanto di intervallo o di melodia. 

Clerch Joaquion (Español) 
Joaquín Clerch Díaz. (1965). Guitarrista y compositor cubano.  
Joaquín Clerch nació en La Habana. Inició el aprendizaje de la 
guitarra con Leopoldina Nuñez, y en 1977 ingresó en la Escuela 
Nacional de Arte, donde fue alumno de los profesores Martha 
Cuervo y Antonio Rodríguez. En 1984 continuó estudios superiores 
de composición, con Carlos Fariñas, y de guitarra con Rey Guerra, 
en el Instituto Superior de Arte. En 1989 se graduó en ese alto 
centro de estudios, y posteriormente tomó lecciones de Isaac 
Nicola, Leo Brouwer y Costas Cotsiolis.  
En 1990 ingresó en la Escuela Mozarteum, de Salzburgo, Austria, 
en la cual fue discípulo de guitarra de Eliot Fisk, a quien Andrés 
Segovia consideraba uno de los guitarristas contemporáneos más 
importantes. Estudió música antigua con los maestros Anthony 
Spiri y Nicolaus Harmoncourt. En 1991 concluyó sus estudios en la 
Escuela Mozarteum con la más alta calificación, y el premio que 
otorga el Ministerio de Cultura a los graduados más destacados.  
Durante su carrera artística, Clerch ha recibido múltiples premios 
nacionales: primer premio del Concurso Amadeo Roldán, y 
mención por la mejor interpretación de la música cubana, en 
1982; primer premio en el Concurso de Composición de la Unión 
de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba, por su obra para instrumento 
solista Yemayá, en 1986; primer premio de interpretación en el 
Concurso de la Unión de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba, en 1987. 
También ha recibido galardones internacionales, como el segundo 
premio en el Concurso Internacional Juventudes Musicales de 
Belgrado, Yugoslavia, en 1984; el segundo premio y el premio 
especial por la mejor interpretación de una obra de Bach, en el III 
Concurso y Festival Internacional de Guitarra de La Habana, en 
1986; el primer premio compartido de composición en el Concurso 
y Festival Internacional de Toronto, Canadá, con su obra Yemayá, 
y también el cuarto premio de interpretación, en 1987; el primer 
premio compartido en el IV Concurso y Festival Internacional de 
Guitarra de La Habana, en 1988; el primer premio en el VI 
Concurso Internacional de Guitarra Andrés Segovia, en Granada, 
España, en 1989, y otros como el premio Heitor Villa-Lobos, en 
Río de Janeiro, Brasil; Primavera de la Guitarra, en Charleroi, 
Bruselas (Bélgica), y el ARD, en München (República Federal de 
Alemania).  
Ha actuado en la Concertgebouw de Amsterdam, el Konzerthaus 
de Viena, la Sala de la Filarmónica de Colonia, la Sala de la 
Filarmónica de München, el Alter Oper de Frankfurt, Radio France, 
de París; en el Auditorio Nacional de Música de Madrid, el Theatre 
Royal de la Monnaie, de Bruselas, y el Teatro Nacional de Cuba. 
Como solista ha sido acompañado por la Orquesta de la Radio de 
Baviera, la Orquesta Sinfónica del Mozarteum, la Orquesta 
Nacional del Capitolio de Toulouse y la Orquesta Filarmónica de 
Gran Canaria, con la que realizó en 1998 la primera grabación 
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mundial de El concierto de La Habana, de Leo Brouwer, y el 
Concierto para guitarra y orquesta, de Carlos Fariñas, en 1996, 
escritos ambos para él por quienes fueron sus maestros. También 
es relevante el trabajo de Clerch en la música de cámara, que ha 
ejecutado con Eliot Fisk, Anthony Spiri, el violinista Ruggiero Ricci 
y Gunter Teuffel, violista solista de la Orquesta de la Radio de 
Stuttgart, con quien grabó un disco para ese formato.  
Joaquín Clerch ha hecho de la interpretación de la música de Juan 
Sebastián Bach una genuina especialidad, dominando con 
pulcritud un mundo sonoro que ejecuta con auténtica belleza. En 
sus interpretaciones de los dos Preludios del gran maestro alemán 
se hace ostensible su madurez, pues la exposición de los planos 
resulta diáfana, el concepto de la ornamentación es sobrio y 
elegante, y la estructuración de las imágenes sonoras es 
adecuadamente comprendida. En el año 2001 Clerch escribió su 
primer Concierto para guitarra y orquesta, que fue estrenado por 
Ricardo Gallén, en Torrent, localidad de Valencia, España.  
Joaquín Clerch es un músico extraordinariamente aventajado, 
pues, además de su excelente técnica y su forma poética de tocar 
la guitarra, es también extraordinaria su capacidad para entender 
los problemas de la interpretación y los modos de hacer música.  
En la actualidad es catedrático de la Universidad de Música Robert 
Schumann, en Düsseldorf, a la vez que continúa su carrera como 
intérprete.  
(Enciclopedia de Historia y Cultura Caribeñas)  

Clewing Carl (English) 
Actor, lute-singer, opera-singer, musicologist, composer, born in 
Schwerin (Mecklenburg), died in Badenweiler (Südbaden); since 
1907 at the theaters in Berlin, first public concert as lute-singer 
1913, opera-singer since 1920, 1932 professor of physiology and 
anatomy of the vocal organs; researcher of the folk-song. (Rainer 
Stelle) 

Clift Paul (English) 
Paul Clift (b. 1978) is an Australian composer. His music often 
attempts to make abstract associations with a variety of concepts 
such as linguistics, modernist literature & painting, cognitive 
phenomena, and extra-European musical traditions. His 
compositional outlook is marked by formative studies with George 
Benjamin, Jean-Luc Hervé, Fred Lerdahl, Philippe Leroux, Fabien 
Lévy & Tristan Murail. His works have been featured in festivals 
such as Agora, MATA & ISCM, and he has participated in festivals 
& master-classes including Royaumont Voix Nouvelles, Acanthes, 
Domaine Forget, IMPULS, June in Buffalo, MATRIX, Internationale 
Sommerakademie der MDW & Darmstadt Ferienkursen.  
Paul obtained a Doctorate of Musical Arts from Columbia 
University, New York, a Masters of Music at King's College, London 
and also completed the IRCAM Cursus de composition et 
d'informatique musicale, culminating in the premiere of With my 
limbs in the dark, composed in collaboration with choreographer 
Alban Richard & Ensemble l'Instant Donné. In 2013, Le Détour 
Permet le Retour for string quartet, video & live-electronics was 
premiered by JACK. In 2016, Paul was awarded a residency at 
Villa Sträuli/Sulzberg Foundation in Switzerland.  
In addition to composing, Paul is active as a researcher; he has 
undertaken research-residencies notably at the Paul Sacher 
Foundation (2014), Basel and at IRCAM (2014-15). Paul is the 
Artistic-Director of neuverBand, a new-music chamber ensemble 
based in Basel. 
Web: https://www.babelscores.com/PaulClift (2017) 

Cobo Daniel (English) 
After having taught classical guitar for a long time in a 
conservatory, Daniel Cobo devotes himself now to the music 
composition and relaxation. New techniques of musical creation 
allow him to have wide sound possibilities. He lives in Chambéry 
(Savoy). 
Web: https://my.zikinf.com/dancosmos7  

Codina Maria Assumpció (Español) 
María Asumpta Codina Gubianis (Barcelona, 2-I-1943) inició los 
estudios musicales con su padre, Salvador Codina, violinista y 
compositor de música de teatro lírico y los continuó en el 
Conservatorio Superior Municipal de Música de Barcelona con Joan 
Dotras, Margarita Alfonso, Lluis María Millet, Joaquim Zamacois, 
Joan Pich, Joseph Poch y Joan Massia y en Composición con 

Xavier Montsalvatge, obteniendo el título profesional de Piano y el 
superior de Solfeo, Teoría de la Música y Composición. Entre 
otros, realizó cursos de especialización, como Curso de 
metodología Orff para niños, Curso de dirección de orquestra con 
Ros-Marba o Curso de composición con Braga Santos. 
Como docente ha impartido clases en el Conservatorio Superior de 
Barcelona, en el Conservatorio Municipal de Badalona y en la 
Academia Ars Nova de María Canals de Barcelona. Colabora 
además con la Escuela de Música Casp de los jesuitas de 
Barcelona. 
Ha sido jurado de los concursos de piano siguientes Agrópoli, 
Salerno (Italia), entre 1990-1998; Koncertum, Marko-poulo Attica 
(Grecia), entre 1996-1998; Piano Juniors del Concurso 
Internacional de Ejecución Musical Maria Canals (Barcelona), entre 
1986-1987; Concurso Internacional de Música da Cidade do Porto, 
entre 2000-2001; Concurso Ibérico de piano do Alto Minho (Vila 
Praia de Ancora, Portugal), entre 2004-2008. 
Ha sido miembro fundadora y organizadora de Vesprada Musical 
(Breda), entre 1984-2004; Nadalenc Musical Jove (Breda), entre 
1987-2002, Concert al Pati de l’Abadia (Breda) 1992, Stage 
Internacional Musical a Breda (La Selva, Girona) participando 
como compositora e intérprete, entre 1992-1998. 
La mayor parte de su producción como compositora es música de 
cámara, con obras para piano u otras formaciones monotímbricas, 
como la utilizada en la obra Selene, escrita para cuarteto de 
saxofones. Posee el Premio de Composición de la Fundación 
Francesc Basil. Sus obras han sido programadas en España, 
Francia, Italia y Holanda. 
Es miembro de la Associació Catalana de Compositors y de la 
SGAE. 
Ha escrito dos obras para guitarra sola, Aquar·la y U.I.É., siendo 
ésta última por encargo de Unicef. 
Web: http://mujeryguitarra.wordpress.com/introduccion/las-
compositoras-espanolas-de-obras-con-guitarra/maria-assumpta-
codina/ (2013) 

Coelho Miguel (English) 
Composer, born in New York City of Brazilian parents: his mother 
was the guitarist Olga Coelho. Aside from the education he 
received through a graduate fellowship at the Juilliard School, at 
New York University, and in Rio de Janeiro, he owes his musical 
training to the composeres Julian Orbon and Carlos Chavez. He 
has composed several works of chamber music. (Rainer Stelle) 

Cohn James (English) 
James Cohn was born in 1928 in Newark, New Jersey, and took 
violin and piano lessons there. Later he studied composition with 
Roy Harris, Wayne Barlow and Bernard Wagenaar, and majored in 
Composition at the Juilliard School, graduating in 1950. He has 
lived and worked for many years in New York City. He was 
initiated into Sigma Alpha Iota (International Music Fraternity) as 
a National Arts Associate in 1998, by the Tulsa Oklahoma 
Alumnae Chapter and is now a member of the New York Alumnae 
Chapter. 
Cohn has written solo, chamber, choral and orchestral works, and 
his catalog includes three string quartets, five piano sonatas and 
eight symphonies. Some have won awards, including a Queen 
Elisabeth of Belgium Prize for his Symphony No. 2 and an 
A.I.D.E.M. prize for his Symphony No. 4 (given its première in 
Florence at the Maggio Musicale). Paul Paray and the Detroit 
Symphony introduced the composer’s Symphony No. 3 and 
Variations on ‘The Wayfaring Stranger’, and his opera The Fall of 
the City received its première in Athens, Ohio, after winning the 
Ohio University Opera Award.  
He has had many performances of his choral and chamber music, 
and worldwide use of his music commissioned for television and 
cinema. His most recently completed orchestral works are the 
Violin Concerto, commissioned by the American violinist Eric 
Grossman, and the Piano Concerto, as well as a new piano piece, 
both commissioned by the internationally renowned Argentine 
pianist Mirian Conti. Another recent commission is for Three Bon-
Bons for the New York Treble Singers. His most recent chamber 
music works are The Grecian Festival, commissioned by the Laurel 
Ensemble of California, the Trio No. 2 for Piano, Violin and Cello, 
commissioned by Sigma Alpha Iota and given its world première 
at Sigma Alpha Iota’s annual Convention in the summer of 2006 
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at Orlando, Florida, Three Dances for Clarinet and Guitar, 
commissioned by Raphael Sanders and David Galvez, Toccata and 
Fugue for David Galvez, guitarist, Duo for Clarinet & Violin, 
commissioned by Julianne Kirk and Adda Kridler, Mozart Fantasy 
and Fiesta Latina, both commissioned by the wind quintet, the 
Quintet of the Americas. Commissions for other works have come 
from The McKim Fund in the Library of Congress (for the Concerto 
da camera for violin, piano and wind quintet), Pennsylvania’s 
‘Music At Gretna’ festival (for the Mount Gretna Suite, for chamber 
orchestra), Jon Manasse (for the Concerto No. 1 for Clarinet and 
Strings), Christopher Jepperson (for Three Evocations [Clarinet 
Concerto No. 2]), Jeffrey Silberchlag (for the Concerto for 
Trumpet and Strings) and Claribel (the Belgian 30-piece clarinet 
ensemble) (for the three-movement suite Caprice). 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/mainsite/blurbs_reviews.asp?item_code=
8.559376&catNum=559376&filetype=About%20this%20Recordin
g&language=English 

Coing Michel (Français) 
Né le 13.08.1948. Elève de PONCE à l’Ecole Normale de Paris. 
(Licence de concert en 1972). Professeur au Conservatoire de 
SAINTES. Il est édité chez divers éditeurs. 

Colbert Brendan (English) 
Australian composer Brendan Colbert was born in Ballarat, 
Victoria, in 1956. After moving to Melbourne in 1975 he worked 
with various progressive-rock bands as keyboard player and 
songwriter, and in the mid 80s started private composition 
studies, initially with Brenton Broadstock and then later 
with Riccardo Formosa. 
He was selected twice for the National Orchestral Composers' 
School (with tutors Gerard Brophy, Richard Mills, and Carl 
Vine), and these experiences resulted in the premieres 
of ”Machinations” (1991) and “Jericho's Strange” (1995) by 
the Queensland Symphony Orchestra. The next few years saw the 
resolution and assimilation of disparate influences, with many 
works completed prior to “Jericho's Strange” being either 
significantly revised or withdrawn. 
His output comprises a substantial number of works, many of 
which have been performed and/or broadcast around Australia, 
Europe and the USA. Commissions from Symphony Australia - 
for the West Australian Symphony Orchestra - and from US 
flautist Linda Wetherill (both with assistance from the Australia 
Council) saw premieres of “Eirenicon” (WASO conducted by 
Kenneth Young, Perth, 2000), and “Shades of Futures Past” (New 
York, 2004, in a version for soloist and CD). “Shades of Futures 
Past” was subsequently given its first full performance in 
Melbourne in August 2011, with the Arcko Symphonic 
Project conducted by Timothy Phillips, featuring Sarah Beggs as 
soloist. 
Others to have commissioned, performed, and/or recorded works 
include ELISION Ensemble, Speak Percussion, Libra 
Ensemble, Smash Ensemble, Topology, Duo Contemporain, 
Ensemble Traiect, Trio Altrove 1.3, the New York Miniaturist 
Ensemble, Pedro Carneiro, Mario Teixeira, Barrie 
Webb, Peter Neville, Carl Rosman, Michael Kieran 
Harvey, Sisco Aparici, John McMurtery, Marshall 
McGuire, Geoffrey Morris, Michael Hooper, Carla 
Rees & David Black, Brigid Burke & David McNicol, Elizabeth 
Barcan, Stefano Cardi, Norio Sato, and Anne Norman. 
Other performances include the premieres of “...only the living...” 
(Tim Veldman (violin), Alister Barker (cello), and Michael Kieran 
Harvey (piano), Melbourne, September 2011), Ebb (percussion 
quartet, Speak Percussion, Melbourne, September 2010), “Clash” 
(percussion duo, Speak Percussion, Melbourne, September 2010), 
“Quicksand” (piano, Michael Kieran Harvey, Melbourne, August 
2009), “…floating in the void…” (string orchestra,Arcko Symphonic 
Project, cond. Timothy Phillips, Melbourne, May 2009), “…of two 
minds…” (alto flute and guitar, Carla Rees & David Black, London, 
March 2009): plus European premieres of “Agité II” 
(mandolin, Michael Hooper, York, UK, May 2009) and “PNEUma” 
(vibes and marimba, Pedro Carneiro & Mario Teixeira, Tomar, 
Portugal, June 2009). 

A number of works are available on CD, with several others 
pending release. Various scores have been published by BMG 
Ariola and Red House Editions, and other scores are available 
from the Australian Music Centre, orfrom the composer.    
Web: http://brendancolbert.com.au/ (2012) 

Coldagelli Sergio (Italiano) 
Nasce il 28.06.1954 a Tivoli, antica e fiorente cittadina alle porte 
di Roma. Vive un’infanzia spensierata crescendo con una sana 
educazione e principi forti ereditati dalla sua famiglia. Sin dai 
primi anni si appassiona alla chitarra, lavora in diversi ambiti per 
poi approdare e tornare al primo amore: lo studio musicale. 
Grazie all’amicizia del Maestro Concertista Pier Luigi Corona, 
intraprende lo studio del Conservatorio, frequenta i corsi e 
sostiene esami arrivando in brevissimo tempo all’ottavo anno di 
Chitarra Classica. Studia presso il Conservatorio di Frosinone 
“Licino Refice” e quello dell’Aquila: “Alfredo Casella”(Tra i suoi 
maestri: Lamberto Cardellini, il Maestro Alberto Lattanzi, Celestino 
Dionisi, Maurizio Mura, Daniele Rossi e Roberto Ciafrei.)  
La vena compositiva è presente fin da giovanissimo ma trova 
pieno sviluppo e applicazione, soltanto in età adulta quando studia 
l’armonia con maestri di rango. Ne trae ispirazione per iniziare 
una propria scrittura personale di Musica per chitarra e chitarra e 
violoncello. I lavori ottengono subito critiche positive non solo dai 
suoi maestri di Conservatorio già citati, ma anche da firme 
eminenti come: Marcello Rivelli, Mauro Restivo, Angela Centola, 
Francesco Taranto. Inoltre, anche l’editoria del settore si interessa 
ai lavori: La Bèrben di Ancona, la Edizioni Romana Musica, la 
Rugginenti editore. La qualità e l’aspetto della maggior parte delle 
composizioni sono di carattere impressionistico, legate al passato 
e alla natura. Si tratta di impressioni momentanee fuggitive; i 
contorni musicali sono sospesi e danno un atmosfera immaginaria, 
raffinata ed elegante, poetica, si segna sulle corde l’attimo che 
fugge creando un profilo musicale sospeso: i brani, nella loro 
apparente semplicità, contengono invece un’estensione tecnica 
molto elaborata, per la forte presenza di diverse forme di scale e 
arpeggi. 
Ad oggi le partiture composte sono più di quaranta. Undici, hanno 
goduto del privilegio di una pubblicazione con la casa editoriale 
Musicale BERBEN di Ancona, altri tre con la prestigiosa casa 
editrice EDIZIONI ROMANA MUSICA e altre sono in via di 
pubblicazione. 
Lautore tutt’ora vive nella cittadina di Tivoli lodata e apprezzata 
per l’arte fin dai tempi piu antichi. 
Web: http://www.classicalguitarcomposer.com/ (2012) 

Cole Andrew Seager (English) 
Andrew Seager Cole is a composer, guitarist, and media artist 
splitting his time between Appleton, Wisconsin and Kansas City, 
Missouri. He has written contemporary acoustic and electro-
acoustic music, collaborated with film makers, directors, artists, 
dancers, and taken part in a number of interactive instillations. He 
is a founding member of the Baltimore based new music group 
AfterNow and the vice president of the Kansas City Electronic 
Music and Arts Alliance.  
Andrew is currently a Chancellor's Doctoral Fellow at the 
University of Missouri Kansas City. He has a BA in philosophy and 
music at Goucher college, and MM's in both Computer Music and 
Composition at Peabody Conservatory. Until the summer of 2008 
he worked as the Johns Hopkins Unversity Digital Media Center's 
Digital Audio Specialist and taught digital media at Johns Hopkins 
University and electronic music at Loyola College of Maryland.  
He is the recipient of several awards including first place in the 
2008 National Association of Composers USA Young Composers 
Compeition, the Otto Ortman award, the Robert Hall Lewis award, 
a computer music graduate assistantship at the Peabody 
Conservatory, and First Place in the 2006 Prix d' Ete competition. 
In 2001 he received a Strategic Planning G-rant from Goucher 
College for the Perpendicular Dialogues multimedia exhibition. The 
dance and music elements of the exhibition were eventually taken 
to the Edinborough Dance Festival.  
His works have been performed throughout the world at events 
and festivals. 
Web: http://www.twocomposers.org/andrew/about.html (2011) 
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Coles Paul (English) 
Paul Coles was born in Pembrokeshire, South Wales. From the age 
of 8 he has been involved in music, initially playing brass in a 
Military Style Band and Senior Orchestra. 
After winning the Guitar Open Class at the Cheltenham Music 
Festival in 1975 he embarked on a course of study for the guitar. 
He had his debut at The Festival Theatre, Malvern in 1978. He 
regularly performed in concert and taught for Gloucestershire 
Education Authority as a peripatetic instrumental teacher until his 
move to Dorset in 1990. 
In 2000 he had a symphonic suite based on the Arthurian legend 
of Camelot, premiered at The Winter Gardens, Bournemouth and 
his writing has continued to develop since that time. In 2002 
'Snowman’s Waltz'  from his Christmas Suite was performed ‘live’ 
and broadcast on BBC Radio 2 by The BBC Concert Orchestra. He 
has received various commissions including writing ‘Fanfare for a 
Royal Occasion’ composed for The Queen's Golden Jubilee 
Celebrations. 
Sir James and Lady Galway enthusiastically endorsed his ‘Gaelic 
Suite’ for flute and guitar. Compact disks of his music for classical 
guitar have been recorded by Craig Ogden and Agustin Maruri. 
“Coles uses his orchestra to provide atmosphere and cohesion, 
including some impressive fanfares … Without doubt here is a 
composer to encourage” … (December 2001 Musical Opinions) 
“Paul Cole's haunting melodies combine with Craig Ogden's 
effortless virtuosity to produce a radiant album, ideal for late 
evening listening.”  (Classic FM) 
Phylloscopus Publications currently publish some of his woodwind 
music and Emec Discos publish some of his guitar and guitar & 
cello music. 
Web: 
http://www.muzicaseditions.co.uk/spweb/content.php?contentid=
166 (2012) 

Colgrass Michael (English) 
Michael Colgrass (b. 1932) began his musical career in Chicago 
where his first professional experiences were as a jazz drummer 
(1944-49). He graduated from the University of Illinois in 1954 
with a degree in performance and composition and his studies 
included training with Darius Milhaud at the Aspen Festival and 
Lukas Foss at Tanglewood. He served two years as timpanist in 
the Seventh Army Symphony Orchestra in Stuttgart, Germany 
and then spent eleven years supporting his composing as a free-
lance percussionist in New York City where his wide-ranging 
performance venues included the New York Philharmonic, 
American Ballet Theater, Dizzy Gillespie, the Modern Jazz Quartet, 
the original West Side Story orchestra on Broadway, the Columbia 
Recording Orchestra's Stravinsky Conducts Stravinsky series, and 
numerous ballet, opera and jazz ensembles. He organized the 
percussion sections for Gunther Schuller's recordings and 
concerts, as well as for premieres of new works by John Cage, 
Elliott Carter, Edgard Varese, and many others. During this New 
York period he continued to study composition with Wallingford 
Riegger (1958) and Ben Weber (1958-60). Colgrass has received 
commissions from the New York Philharmonic, The Boston 
Symphony (twice), The Minnesota Orchestra, the Detroit 
Symphony, the Toronto Symphony Orchestra (twice), the National 
Arts Centre Orchestra (twice), Canadian Broadcast Corporation, 
The Lincoln Center Chamber Music Society, the Manhattan and 
Muir String Quartets, The Brighton Festival in England, The 
Fromm and Ford Foundations, The Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting, and numerous other orchestras, chamber groups, 
choral groups and soloists. He won 1978 Pulitzer Prize for Music 
for Déjà vu, which was commissioned and premiered by the New 
York Philharmonic. In addition, he received an Emmy Award in 
1982 for a PBS documentary “Soundings: The Music of Michael 
Colgrass.” He has been awarded two Guggenheim Fellowships, A 
Rockerfeller Grant, First Prize in the Barlow and Sudler 
International Wind Ensemble Competitions, and the 1988 Jules 
Leger Prize for Chamber Music. 
Among his works are Ghosts of Pangea (2000) for orchestra, 
commissioned by the University of Miami in Oxford, Ohio, for their 
millennium celebration, Dream Dancer (2001) for alto saxophone 
and wind orchestra, commissioned by the World-Wide Concurrent 
Premieres & Commissioning Fund, Inc. for 25 wind ensembles, 
and Crossworlds (2002) for flute piano and orchestra 

commissioned by the Boston Symphony Orchestra and premiered 
with soloists Marina Piccinini and Andreas Heafliger. As an author, 
Colgrass recently published his first book, My Lessons With Kumi, 
a teaching tale and exercise book, outlining his techniques for 
performance and creativity. He also gives workshops throughout 
the world on the psychology and technique of performance, 
drawing on his extensive American and European studies in a 
wide spectrum of performing arts. He lives in Toronto and makes 
his living internationally as a composer. His wife, Ulla, is a 
journalist and editor who writes about music and art. 
Web: http://www.carlfischer.com/colgrassbio.html 

Colonna Maurizio (English) 
(1959) 
Guitarist, author of historical and guitar technique book and 
composer. Between his works we must remember, besides his 
Guitar works, his pieces for Guitar and Piano, for Guitar and Pop-
Orchestra, for Voice, Guitar and Pop-Orchestra. (Barbara 
Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Cominetti Ennio (Italiano) 
Ennio Cominetti ( Lecco, 1957 ), concertista d’organo di livello 
internazionale, compone soprattutto per il suo strumento: nel 
1982 ha vinto il 2° premio (il 1° non assegnato) con “Esperimento 
12” al Concorso Internazionale di Composizione organistica di 
Magadino, in Svizzera. Premiato per composizioni d’organo 
(Bergamo 1985) e per flauto (Sorrento 1984), ha ottenuto 
commissioni ed esecuzioni in Europa ed USA. Studioso delle 
problematiche interpretative della musica antica, ha curato la 
ristampa anastatica de “Il Metodo per il Fortepiano o 
Clavicembalo” di J. Ch. Bach e di F. P. Ricci, oltre ad alcune 
antologie di musiche organistiche e clavicembalistiche del ‘700. 
Ennio Cominetti ha fondato il Centro di studi Musicali “M. E. e C.A. 
Bossi” di Morbegno, è docente di Musica Corale presso 
l’Accademia Europea di Musica di Erba ed è organista nell’insigne 
Collegiata di S. Giovanni Battista di Morbegno. Ha inciso i seguenti 
CD: Melodie nuziali, Eco, 93; Organi e Organisti nell’ 800 
lombardo, Eco, 94; Organisti e Maestri dì Cappella in Lombardia 
fra XVI e XVIII secolo, Iktius, 94; La famiglia Bach, Iktius, 94; I 
contemporanei dì Vivaldi a Venezia, Iktius, 94. 
Ennio Cominetti è un compositore che può vantare un’ottima 
formazione di organista: la sua musica, che si concentra nei 
meditativi brani organistici e nei pezzi per flauto, per pianoforte, 
per flauto e pianoforte o per violino e pianoforte, è dotata di molti 
elementi tendenti alla rarefazione, sempre alla ricerca di un ideale 
estetico. Le composizioni sembrano accostarsi ad una dimensione 
“atemporale” dove i riflessi del suo mondo interiore ben si 
esprimono nei suoni intercalati spesso da significativi silenzi. 
(Adriano Bassi - Guido Molinari: Tendenze della Musica 
Contemporanea, Guido Miano Editore, Milano, 1994) 

Company Alvaro (English) 
(1931) 
Guitarist (he studied with A. Segovia) and composer (together 
with B. Bartalozzi, A. Benvenuti, S. Bussotti, C. Prosperi and R. S. 
Brindle founded in 1954 the “Scuola Fiorentina”), he is a very 
busy teacher. In his piece Las seis cuerdas he explores the 
timbrical possibilities of the guitar creating new elements of 
notation. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Company Alvaro (Italiano) 
Alvaro Company (nato a Firenze nel 1931) ha studiato al 
Conservatorio di Musica fiorentino “Cherubini”, si è diplomato in 
Musica Corale nel 1955 ed in composizione nel 1956. Dopo essere 
stato allievo di Andrés Segovia dal 1950 fino al 1954, ha 
intrapreso una brillante carriera concertistica in Italia ed all'estero. 
Una lesione neurologica al suo braccio destro lo ha costretto ad 
interrompere tale attività, con l'eccezione di concerto tenuto nel 
1973 al Teatro La Scala di Milano, su invito del grande direttore 
Bruno Maderna. Dopo un periodo lungo di ricerca e rieducazione 
con mezzi e tecniche diverse, è potuto riapparire al pubblico 
dell'Accademia Chigiana di Siena nel 1987.  
Nel 1960 fonda la classe di chitarra al Conservatorio di Firenze, 
dove insegna fina al 1997, e così nel '65 a Modena, presso il Liceo 
Musicale “D. Vecchi”, dove resta fina al 1970; nel 1967 ha 
insegnato al Conservatorio Santa Cecilia di Roma, su invito 
dall'allora direttore Renato Fasano. Dal 1968 in poi Company tiene 
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corsi di perfezionamento presso molte accademie ed università 
europee. Ha curato la pubblicazione di molte opere per chitarra e 
liuto e ha lavorato allo sviluppo di una nuova tecnica gestuale e 
della respirazione per strumentisti che ha battezzato “biodinamica 
musicale”. E' membro dell'Accademia nazionale “Cherubini”. Nel 
1991 un comitato, formato da Claudio Abbado, Salvatore Accardo, 
Gianandrea Gavazzeni, Carlo Maria Giulini, Riccardo Muti, Maurizio 
Pollini e dai più rinomati critici italiani, e presieduto da Goffredo 
Petrassi, ha assegnato a Company il “premio Mila”, “per la sua 
straordinaria attività dedita all'insegnamento della musica”.  
Come compositore, dopo aver seguito piste atonali nelle sue 
prime opere, dal 1948 in poi, Company si è dedicato alla tecnica 
seriale. Il suo linguaggio attuale si avvale di una maggiore libertà 
formale: modalità, melisma, tonalità, atonalità e serialità 
appaiono a tratti ma in un modo trasfigurato che li abilita a 
coesistere senza opporsi stilisticamente come “vestigia 
archeologiche” di differenti momenti. 

Constant Marius (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra, nato a Bucarest nel 1925. 
Allievo di N.Boulanger e O.Messiaen, ha fondato l'Ensemble Ars 
Nova' per la diffusione del repertorio contemporaneo. La sua 
musica adotta liberamente jazz, elettronica e dodecafonia. 

Constantinides Dinos (English) 
The music of Dinos Constantinides has been performed 
throughout the world. He is the recipient of many grants, 
commissions and awards, including first prize in the 1981 
Brooklyn College International Chamber Opera Competition, the 
1985 First Midwest Chamber Opera Conference, and the 1997 
Delius Composition Contest. He also received the 1985 American 
New Music Consortium Distinguished Service Award, the 1989 
Glen Award of l'Ensemble of New York, several Meet the 
Composer grants and numerous ASCAP Standard Awards. In 1994 
he was honored with a Distinguished Teacher Award by the White 
House Commission on Presidential Scholars. Constantinides 
currently resides in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.  

Conti Oscar (Italiano) 
Insegnante di Chitarra classica ed elettrica 
Oscar conti, chitarrista, compositore e didatta, è nato nel 1971, si 
è diplomato in chitarra classica presso il conservatorio “Giuseppe 
Nicolini” di Piacenza e successivamente si è perfezionato ai corsi 
tenuti dal M.° Maurizio Colonna. 
E′ stato docente di chitarra all′Istituto Comprensivo “Maria 
Piazzoli” di Ranica, insegna regolarmente in diverse scuole di 
musica bergamasche. 
Tiene concerti sia come solista sia in duo con il flautista Giovanni 
Bertocchi, con il quale affronta un repertorio che spazia dalla 
musica barocca a quella del novecento.  
Per la casa editrice Bèrben ha pubblicato tre brani per chitarra; ha 
inciso un CD nel quale interpreta proprie composizioni. 
Si sposta in ambiti musicali che vanno dal Jazz al Rock. 
In ambito pop forma un duo con la cantante Francesca Anesa con 
un programma di evergreen internazionali. 
Web: http://www.bandavivace.com/insegnante.asp?id=24 (2012) 

Contilli Gino (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato a Roma nel 1907, morto in Genova nel 1978. 
Allievo di O.Respighi e I.Pizzetti, è tra i primi in Italia ad applicare 
la tecnica dodecafonica. È stato per un certo periodo critico del 
periodico 'Rassegna Nazionale'. 

Contreras Javier (Español) 
Compositor y guitarrista clásico nacido en Punta Arenas, Chile. 
Realizó sus estudios de guitarra  en una primera instancia junto 
a  su padre quien además le inculcó el afecto por la música 
tradicional latinoamericana. Posteriormente viajó a Santiago de 
Chile para continuar sus estudios con el guitarrista chileno José 
Antonio Escobar y como  su alumno logró obtener varios premios 
en importantes certámenes de guitarra clásica tanto en Chile 
como en el extranjero. Su virtuosismo técnico e interpretativo lo 
ha llevado a participar en importantes festivales internacionales 
de guitarra y debutar en varios países como Argentina, Paraguay, 
Brasil, Colombia, Francia, Inglaterra, España, India y USA. 
Como compositor, se ha desarrollado de manera autodidacta, 
elaborando un lenguaje en el cual se entrelazan con gran 

naturalidad elementos provenientes del folclor latinoamericano, el 
jazz y la música clásica. El resultado de esta fusión no se limita a 
la solo a la belleza estética de esta propuesta musical, además 
estas obras constituyen para el intérprete un atractivo desafío 
técnico-instrumental. Actualmente destacados guitarristas 
chilenos y extranjeros incluyen las obras de Contreras en sus 
programas de concierto. Entre ellos se encuentran Petri Kumela 
(Finlandia) quien además le encargó una obra para ser 
especialmente estrenada mundialmente en la Purcell Room del 
Southbank Centre de Londres, uno de los más importántes 
centros culturales del mundo. Así también Graham Devine 
(Inglaterra), Gilson Antunes (Brasil), Romilio Orellana (Chile) y el 
mismo José Antonio Escobar, quien registró varias de sus obras 
en su disco Guitar Music of Chile para el reconocido sello 
discográfico Naxos, obteniendo Contreras generosos halagos de la 
crítica especializada internacional. 
Javier Contreras cuenta con cuatro producciones discográficas: “El 
Mirador de los Soñadores”, con obras de su autoría, grabado en 
Chile el año 2006; “Truco”, con obras para dos guitarras, 
interpretado por el Dúo Sudamericano. Este proyecto fue grabado 
y editado por el prestigioso productor inglés John Taylor en 
Inglaterra en 2009, cuyo éxito ha llevado a este dúo a 
presentarse en importantes círculos guitarrísticos de varios Países. 
“Viaje de Sur a Norte” para ensamble, con obras de raíz 
latinoamericana fusión jazz, de autoría de su hermana Karina 
(compositora y pianista) y del propio Javier Contreras, grabado en 
Chile el año 2010. Finalmente el disco “Arco de Choque”, con 
obras instrumentales para ensamble de autoría de Karina y Javier 
Contreras, grabado en Chile el año 2012, en este disco 
participaron importantes invitados como el prestigioso 
mandolinista y guitarrista Antonio Restucci. 
En Enero de 2011 la Orquesta de Cuerdas de la Ciudad de Mikkeli 
de Finlandia, bajo la dirección de Ari Rassilainen  realiza el 
Estreno Mundial de su  “Concierto para 2 Guitarras y Orquesta de 
Cuerdas”, encargado por el guitarrista Finlandés Petri Kumela. 
En el año 2015 participa como concertista en la inauguración del 
centro cultural más importante de Latinoamerica Centro Cultural 
Kirchner, en Buenos Aires.  
En la actualidad y paralelo a su trabajo como compositor y 
concertista, realiza una activa labor docente en la Universidad 
Alberto Hurtado y en el departamento de música de The Grange 
School. 
 Web: http://www.javiercontrerasmusic.com/#!bio/c1hu3 (2015) 

Conyngham Barry (Italiano) 
Compositore australiano nato a Sydney nel 1944. Ha studiato in 
Australia con Richard Meale e Peter Sculthorpe, in Giappone con 
Toru Takemitsu, negli Stati Uniti ed in Francia. 

Cooman Carson P. (English) 
Carson Cooman is an American composer with a catalogue of 
works in many forms, ranging from solo instrumental pieces to 
operas, and from orchestral works to hymn tunes. He is in 
continual demand for new commissions, and his music has been 
performed on all six inhabited continents. His work is published 
primarily by MMB Music, Inc. and Musik Fabrik 
(orchestral/instrumental music) and Wayne Leupold Editions, 
Inc. (organ/choral music). Cooman's music appears on over 
twenty-five recordings, including seven complete CDs on the 
Naxos, Albany, and Zimbel labels. Cooman's primary 
composition studies have been with Bernard Rands, Judith Weir, 
Alan Fletcher and James Willey. As an active concert organist, 
Cooman specializes exclusively in the performance of new music. 
Over 120 new works have been composed for him by composers 
from around the world, and his performances of the work of 
contemporary composers can be heard on a number of CD 
recordings. Cooman is also a writer on musical subjects, 
producing articles and reviews frequently for a number of 
international publications. He is currently the editor of Living 
Music Journal and serves as an active consultant on music 
business matters to composers and performing organizations. 
Web: http://www.carsoncooman.com/index.html (2008) 

Cooperman Larry  (English) 
(1951) 
Born from a family of musicians, he began his classical studies 
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when he was nineteen, after some experiences of rock music. He 
studied guitar with Mel Powell, Micharl Jon Fink and Mort 
Sobotnic, and in 1994 he obtained his guitar Diplome at the 
Institute of the Arts, California. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Cooperman Larry (Italiano) 
(1951) 
Nato in una famiglia di musicisti, intraprende gli studi classici a 
diciannove anni, dopo varie esperienze nell’ambito della musica 
rock. Sotto la guida di Mel Powell, Micharl Jon Fink e Mort 
Sobotnic, si diploma in chitarra nel 1994 all’Institute of the Arts, 
in California. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Coquery Jean-Michel (English) 
A musician and a guitar teacher near Paris, Jean-Michel Coquery 
has already published many works. One of his hope is to enlarge 
the repertoire of Chamber Music. He is also involved as a 
composer in various cinematrographic productions. 

Corbett Sidney (Italiano) 
Compositore statunitense, classe 1960, Sidney Corbett ha al suo 
attivo numerosi lavori per organici differenti eseguiti nelle più 
prestigiose rassegne e sale da concerto. Laureato in composizione 
e filosofia, la sua formazione vanta anche un corso biennale 
all’Accademia di Amburgo con György Lieti. Tiene lezioni per le più 
prestigiose università sia americane sia europee; attualmente 
risiede a Berlino (Seicorde, n.81 2004) 

Cordero Ernesto (English) 
Composer and guitarist Ernesto Cordero (born in 1946 in New 
York and raised in Puerto Rico) has composed a large rich 
catalogue where he has embraced the music of the Caribbean and 
used its Afro-Hispanic flavor as a basis for his own language. He 
has written six concertos (three for guitar, one for 
violin/mandolin, one for flute-piccolo and one for the Puerto Rican 
cuatro), a variety of chamber works in which the guitar appears in 
diverse ensembles and numerous guitar solos, some of which 
have become standards. He has received important awards for 
composition and his music is performed and recorded worldwide 
by the finest artist. To date, there are more than forty recordings 
of Cordero's works and all of his several dozen compositions that 
include the guitar, have been published appearing under the 
banners of leading publishers, for example; Max Eschig (France), 
Berben (Italy), Chanterelle, Antes Edition and Hubertus Nogatz 
(Germany), Doberman-yppan (Canada) and Mel-Bay Publications 
(USA). 
Although Ernesto Cordero is now generally known only as a 
composer, the New York Times reviewer Peter G. Davis highly 
acclaimed Ernesto Cordero's January 1978 New York Carnegie 
Recital Hall debut as a guitarist and as a composer: “His 
technique is impeccable, remarkable for its finger independence 
and ability to clarify and articulate the most complex textures. 
The colorist variety of his playing is also extensive, and the subtle 
interplay of tonal nuances gave each piece a solid musical profile 
as well as supplying a beguiling sensuous wash of sound”. Of 
Cordero's compositions, the New York Times review said, “...like 
Mr. Cordero's performances they projected a healthy combination 
of skill, sensitive invention and sound musical effect”. 
Milestones for Ernesto Cordero have been the performances and 
recordings of his guitar concertos: the 1978 and 1983 premieres 
in Puerto Rico of the Concierto Evocativo and the Concierto 
Antillano, the 1988 performance of the Concierto Antillano in Paris 
by the Philharmonic of Radio France under the baton of his close 
friend and colleague Leo Brouwer, and the 1991 premiere at the 
Sixth International Congress of Guitar in Mettmann, Germany of 
the Concierto Bayoán. Ernesto Cordero's countrymen Iván Rijos, 
Leonardo Egúrbida and Juan Sorroche have all performed his 
concertos, as have leading international performers including, 
Angel Romero, Carlos Barbosa Lima, Manuel Barruecos, Costas 
Cotsiolis and Alírio Díaz. The Concierto Antillano, has been 
recorded three times, first by Costas Cotsiolis and the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of liege directed by Leo Brouwer (Música 
Viva MV 88.045), later by Carlos Barbosa Lima (Concord CCD-
42048-2), and more recently by Angel Romero who made a video 
of the Concerto (Corporación de las Artes Musicales). Presently, 
the San Juan Orchestra directed by Roselín Pabón has recorded 

“Tres Conciertos del Caribe”, an all Cordero CD which presents the 
Concierto Evocativo with Leonardo Egúrbida as guitar soloist, the 
Concierto Bayoán with Iván Rijos as guitar soloist and the 
Concierto Criollo with Edwin Colón Zayas as soloist on the cuatro, 
the characteristically Puerto Rican folk lute which is double strung 
with metal strings like the mandolin or the bandúrria (Tropical 
Concerti CD). 
Ernesto Cordero began his higher studies in 1963 when he 
entered the Conservatory of Music in Puerto Rico and he 
continued at the Royal Conservatory of Music in Madrid, Spain 
where he earned a diploma in 1971. Subsequently, he did post-
graduate work in composition with Roberto Caggiano in Rome, 
Italy from 1972 to 1974 and with Julian Orbón in New York from 
1977 to 1978. He first studied guitar from 1961 to 1964 with 
Jorge Rubiano and he later worked with several teachers, most 
importantly Regino Sainz de la Maza in Spain in the 60s and Alírio 
Díaz in Italy in 1972. Since 1971 he has been affiliated with the 
University of Puerto Rico, where he now holds the title of 
Professor in both the Departments of Composition and of Guitar. 
In addition to his activities as composer, performer and teacher, 
Ernesto Cordero, was music director since 1980 to 1997 of the 
International Guitar Festival of Puerto Rico. He is in demand 
throughout the world as a distinguished participant in leading 
competitions and festivals. 
Web: 
http://www.dobermaneditions.com/Guitar_Biographie/Cordero.ht
ml 

Cordero Roque (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra panamense nato a Panama 
nel 1917. Ha studiato con M.Schaeffer, perfezionandosi negli Stati 
Uniti. La sua musica ispirata dal folklore sudamericano, si è 
avvicinata alla dodecafonia ed alla serialità. 

Cordero Roque (Español) 
Compositor, director de orquesta y educador, nació en Panamá el 
16 de Agosto de 1917. Estudió composición con Ernst Krenek y 
dirección de orquesta con Dimitri Mitropoulos, Stanley Chapple y 
Leon Barzin. Fue Director del Instituto Nacional de Música y de la 
Sinfónica Nacional de su país natal, antes de aceptar el cargo de 
Sub-Director del Centro Latinoamericano de Música y Profesor de 
Composión en la Universidad de Indiana. De 1972 a 1999, enseño 
composición en la Universidad Estatal de Ilinois. Ha actuado como 
director de orquesta en muchos países latinoamericanos y en los 
Estados Unidos. Muchas de sus composiciones han sido 
ejecutadas y grabadas comercialmente por orquestas de los 
Estados Unidos y concertistas y conjuntos de cámara de varias 
partes del mundo. Además de recibir la Beca Guggenheim para 
Creación Musical, en 1949, un nombramiento de Profesor 
Honorario del Departamento de Música de la Universidad de Chile, 
en 1963, un Doctorado Honorario de la Universidad de Hamline, 
en 1966 y la Gran Cruz de la Orden de Vasco Núñez de Balboa, en 
Panamá, en 1982, ha ganado premios internacionales con su 
Primera Sinfonía (Mencion Honorífica, Detroit, 1947), Rapsodia 
Campesina (Premio Ricardo Miró, Panamá, 1953), Segunda 
Sinfonía (Premio Caro de Boesi, Caracas, Venezuela, 1957), 
Concierto para Violín y Orquesta (Premio Internacional del Disco 
Koussevitzky, 1974) y Tercer Cuarteto de Cuerdas (Premio 
“Música de Camara”, San José, Costa Rica, 1977). Su biografía se 
encuentra en muchas publicaciones importantes, entre ellas 
“Revista Musical Chilena”, 1960; “Riemann Musik Lexicon”, 
Hamburgo, 1972; Vinton “Dictionary of Contemporary Music”, 
Nueva York, 1974; “The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians”, Londres, 1980 y 2000; “Panameños Ilustres”, 
Panamá, 1988 y otras publicaciones. 
Web: http://www.fermatapub.com/bio_roque_cordero.asp 

Corea Chick (English) 
Chick Corea is a serious creative force who is current with his time 
in that he employs the resources of his time to be expressive. His 
continued involvement in the development of Jazz Fusion since its 
inception in the 1960’s has given him the chance to use electronic 
instrumentation as a means of creating. His performance group, 
Return to Forever of the 1970’s helped chart a course in electric 
Jazz. Chick Corea’s name has become synonymous with new ideas 
in music. He is currently involved in the continued evolution of 
electronic music as he performs with the Elektric Band, a modern 
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representative of the Jazz Fusion evolution. In addition he has 
been a steady performer in the traditional jazz settings, having 
become legendary for his skills as a performer on acoustic piano. 
At present he is making a strong statement with a group called 
the Akoustic Band.  Chick Corea has also used his pianistic skills in 
collaboration with other well-known keyboardists such as Keith 
Jarrett, Friedrich Gulda, and Herbie Hancock. His busy schedule as 
a performer in his own compositions as well as the works of 
others links him to the exploits of Franz Liszt and Ludwig van 
Beethoven. As a composer Corea has proved his diversity by his 
ability to write in Classical forms as well as modern ones, as 
demonstrated by his Septet that was written for the chamber 
group Tashi, and his piano concetto. The Children’s Songs were 
Corea’s first attempt at writing for solo piano. These pieces were 
begun in 1971 and were added to gradually over the next nine 
years, culminating in the twenty pieces represented here. Chick 
says he wrote the first song ‘Yo convey simplicity as beauty, as 
represented in the spirit of a Child.” The first fifteen songs were 
written for the Fender Rhodes, one of the earliest electric 
keyboards, and sixteen up to twenty for the acoustic piano. 
However all of the songs can be played either way. The Songs are 
reminders of the Scenes from Chidhood of Robert Schumann and 
the Children’s Pieces of Mussorgsky in that they are short, to the 
point and are quite contrasting in their natures. The Corea songs 
are characterized by infectious ostinato bass-lines, syncopated 
rhythms and circular melodies that are very charming in their 
innocente. The Children’s Songs are fun to play because while 
being simple and direct in their statements they are sometimes 
quite probing and colourful in their nuances, not unlike children 
themselves. (1990) 

Corezzola Vittorio (Español) 
CORREZZOLA Vittorio. – Guitarrista italiano que en el año 1910 
estaba radicado en la ciudad de Como. Por sus composiciones, ha 
sido premiado varias veces, destacándose en esta labor con un 
agradable Minueto, una Mazurka, una Polka, un Vals y una 
Gavota, todo ello editado por A.Vizzari, en Milano. (Domingo Prat, 
Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 1934) 

Corghi Azio (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Ciriè (Torino) nel 1937. Compositore, 
nato in Ciriè (Torino). Ha studiato composizione, polifonia vocale e 
direzione d'orchestra a Torino, e si è perfezionato con B.Bettinelli. 
Inizialmente attratto dalle tecniche dodecafoniche, in seguito ha 
rielaborato uno proprio stile neoclassico. 

Corigliano John (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato a New York nel 1938. Figlio del violinista John, 
ha studiato con O.Luening alla Columbia University. La sua musica 
ispirata dal recupero del passato, accompagnato da colorismo 
timbrico, e da elementi minimali. 

Cornejo Agustín (Español) 
(28 de agosto de 1899 - 9 de octubre de 1965) 
Nombre completo: Cornejo, Agustín Argentino 
Desde su San Juan natal, donde aprendió las primeras canciones 
junto al famoso Saúl Salinas, llegó por 1925 a Buenos Aires 
actuando en las radios de aquella época. 
Al año siguiente, 1926, formó dúo con otro sanjuanino. Miguel 
Cáceres, y emprendió una gira por América con la compañía 
teatral de Camila Quiroga, pero al llegar a Bogotá se separan de 
ella y se van a Nueva York contratados por la Brünswick para 
grabar discos en esa marca. Allí intervino junto a Gardel en varias 
de sus películas como actor, guitarrista y cantor, y con Miguel 
Cáceres, Gregorio Ayala, Carlos Spaventa y Carlos Gianotti; 
artistas argentinos que andaban por el país de los rascacielos 
tratando de divulgar nuestro folklore, acompañaron a nuestro 
máximo cantor en las grabaciones de ‘Criollita Decí que Sí’ y 
‘Caminito Soleado’ en guitarras y la colaboración de Alberto 
Castellano en piano. 
Recordando su vida artística, sus giras y Gardel, dijo: 
‘En 1926 Gardel se iba afuera del país y una tarde de llovizna lo 
encontré por Florida y me dijo: “Me iré a Europa, y le contesté: 
“Yo me voy con Camila Quiroga, a lo mejor nos encontramos por 
ahí”. 
Así fue que cuando llegó a Nueva York para hacer cine, me 
invitaron para la cena en la noche de su llegada; no pude ir por 

mi trabajo pero al otro día me invitaron otra vez al hotel Ausonia 
a dos cuadras de donde yo vivía; fui y después de ese gustazo, 
empezamos a cantar. Lo primero que cantó Carlos fue “Cobardía”, 
“Si se Salva el Pibe” luego y para terminar “¡Hopa!, ¡Hopa!, 
¡Hopa!”. 
Despues canté yo y lo hice con “Nostalgias”, una canción mía; 
“Corazones Partidos”, Cueca de Salinas; y a pedido de alguien de 
la rueda “Mano a Mano”, con el permiso del autor allá presente. 
Así terminó esa fiesta. 
Cuando hacía sus películas tropezaba con el inconveniente de la 
falta de sus guitarristas que conocían su estilo y por eso me hizo 
llamar diciéndome: “—Che Cornejo, tenés que hacerme la 
gauchada con los otros muchachos” (los otros eran Cáceres, 
Spaventa, Ayala y Gianotti). Y así fue que lo acompañamos en las 
películas y en discos, tocando Castellano de contrabando el piano 
antes de venirse. 
Cuando Gardel nos pidió si podíamos hacer un malambo (aquí la 
anécdota) me vestí e iba hacia él y de unos seis o siete metros 
me miró de arriba a abajo diciéndome en tono gangoso: 
“-¡Oiga amigo Cornejo...! ¿No me lo ha visto a Don Juan Juenja?”, 
contestándole no muy lerdo: “¡Sí! Lo dejé haciendo un 
menjunje...”, en el mismo tono y señalando hacia atrás con el 
pulgar. 
Conversando con él en Nueva York, me dijo que iba a grabarme 
“Los Cariñitos” en Buenos Aires, antes de partir, pero se lo había 
adjudicado un audaz gallego y por esa causa no lo grabó: “No te 
grabé 'Los Cariñitos' porque decían que era de un tal Molina y 
Barbieri decía que era tuyo. Así, para no andar con líos decidí que 
no”, me dijo.’ 
Además de esa canción, compuso en 1926 las cuecas ‘Prenda 
Querida’ y ‘Jazmines Sanjuaninos’ que fueron grabados por el dúo 
Ruiz-Acuña y numerosas canciones criollas hechas en 
Norteamérica, de las cuales ‘Chinita’ y ‘¡Qué Importa!’ las canta 
en la cinta ‘El Tango en Broadway’, interpretada por Carlos 
Gardel, Trini Ramos, Blanca Vischer, Vicente Padula, Jaime 
Deveza, Agustín Cornejo, Carlos Spaventa, etc., sobre argumento 
de Alfredo Le Pera, bajo dirección de Louis Gasnier, con músicas 
de Gardel y Tucci, filmada en Long Island, Nueva York, en 1934. 
Además de ‘Brünswick’, grabó en ‘Victor’ y ‘Columbia’. 
Cornejo nació en San Juan el 28 de agosto de 1899 y falleció en 
San Justo (Bs. As.) el 9 de octubre de 1965. 
Site : 
http://www.todotango.com/spanish/creadores/semblanza.aspx?id
=427&ag= 

Correggia Enrico (English) 
Enrico Correggia was born in 1933 in La Spezia. He studied piano 
and conducting when still very young and reached maturity just 
after the Second World War, during a period of exhaustion and 
intellectual and artistic radicalness. He was struck by Penderecki, 
Lutoslawski and Ligeti’s music and later on by Scelsi’s and 
Xenakis’. Enrico Correggia has always combined composition with 
teaching —until recently at the Turin Conservatoire— and 
conducting —since 1977 he has traveled around the world with 
the ensemble Antidogma Musica. 
His first pieces obeyed the structural tendency; he then developed 
a musical language combining rigor and fantasy. Rigor leads him 
to first conceive a strict formal structure, often based on the 
golden section: having thus divided the macroscopic divisions in 
time, he proceeds to divide the parts —following the same 
process— in more and more brief and localized manner. 
Then “fantasy inhabits this ghost-like world” tank to tunefulness 
(“however, beware, this concern —a recent one by the way— is 
on no account taken over from the past”) and to unchecked 
expressiveness. Enrico Correggia is “tired of heteroclite 
instrumental groups” and has returned to more traditional 
ensembles. 
The music Correggia composes today is made of successions of 
overlappings, glissandi and violent emergences. It faithfully 
reflects a personality craving for motley and variety. 
(Frank LANGLOIS, Salabert Editions, 1994) 

Cortez Melchior (Español) 
CORTEZ, Melchior. - Notable concertista de guitarra, maestro y 
compositor. Nació en Rezende, Portugal, el 27 de Enero del año 
1882. A la edad de nueve años, se trasladó con sus mayores al 
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Brasil, radicándose en Rio de Janeiro. Junto con su educación 
elemental hizo sus estudios de música, eligiendo el instrumento 
que le dictó su vocación: la guitarra, en la cual se inició después 
de haber oído al distinguido concertista brasilero Alfredo Imenes 
(ver), con quien hizo los estudios. Hoy el profesor Cortez, persona 
de vasta ilustración y de sólida y destacada reputación en aquella 
nación y en particular en la capital carioca, es bien apreciado. “El 
Correio da Manha” (13-III-1927) dice: “...El profesor Melchior 
Cortez es bastante conocido en Río, principalmente en la alta so-
ciedad, a que pertenecen su actual cuerpo de alumnas, las que 
presentará próximamente en público. Todas sus discí pulas se 
dedican con rara devoción al estudio de la guitarra clásica y a 
ellas está reservada la importante labor de legar la alta reputación 
de este instrumento a las generaciones venideras...” 
Recordaremos entre algunas discípulas de esle notable didacta a 
la señorita Andrea Rocha, Neide María F.Magalhaes de Almeida, 
sobrina del Presidente del Estado de Maranhao, María Locadia 
Figueiredo Magalhaes de Almeida, Yupapa y Ottilia de Souza 
Meirelles, Edith de Castro Silva, María Sabina de Albucuerque, 
eximia poetisa de gran reputación, Annita Imenez, María Sabina, 
Olinda Santa María, M.de Lourdes Cristófaro, Áurea Jones Cortez, 
Antonia Dilecta y tantas otras de no menos alcurnia de la sociedad 
que se encantó oyendo preludiar a aquella excelentísima dama 
amateur de guitarra, Nair Fefé, esposa del que fue Presidente de 
la república, mariscal Mermes da Fonseca. Como ejecutante es 
siempre solicitado en las grandes soirées artísticas, habiendo 
realizado conciertos en el Teatro Casino Copa-cabana (19-III-
1927) donde actuó con el renombrado profesor Joaquín F.dos 
Santos, y en el “Salao do Casino Palacio” (22-X-1927) en cuyo 
concierto tuvo destacada actuación su aventajada discípula Neide 
María Figueiredo Magalhaes de Almeida. Como compositor, 
muchos son los trabajos publicados sobre el folklore brasileño, 
más sus obras “Ilusión perdida”, “Souvenir de Para”, Choros, Dan-
zas, etc. De su obra didáctica dijimos al conocerla, en aquella 
ocasión: “Muy grata ha sido para mí la sorpresa del nuevo 
galardón que se ha impuesto a la enseñanza de la guitarra con la 
publicación de la “Escola de arpegios para violão (guitarra 
hespanhola), por el erudito maestro Melchior Cortez, radicado en 
la hermosa capital fluminense de Río de Janeiro. A pesar de la 
distancia que nos separa, no es para mí un desconocido en el am-
biente de la guitarra. La crítica de los rotativos de aquella capital 
me ha enterado con sumo elogio de sus audiciones; su labor como 
pedagogo sé que le absorbe la mayor parte del tiempo, y como 
didacta se me reveló en su cuaderno de “Ejercicios técnicos 
chromáticos para violao”, publicado en 1927 por la Casa “Romero 
y Fernández”, hoy sucesor José B.Romero e hijos. Consta la nueva 
publicación de 19 páginas de ejercicios de arpegios, progre-
sivamente ordenados, estando incluidos en ellos, fórmulas de los 
maestros Sor, Aguado, Carulli, Carcassi, Giuliani, Parga, Sagreras 
(Gaspar), Manjón, Cano, Arenas, Sagreras (Julio), Prat... y en su 
mayoría del propio Melchior Cortez. Este cuaderno es un botiquín 
de arpegios puesto al servicio del maestro profesional en donde 
siempre encontrará una fórmula para el alumno, a fin de vencer 
dificultades que se puedan presentar a la mano derecha en este 
orden de digitaciones... Buenos Aires, 25-XI-1928” Afirmaron 
estas modestas y sinceras líneas los rotativos de aquella capital 
como “A Manha”, 4-I-1929, “Fon-Fon”, 19-I-1929 y “Correio da 
Manha”, 10-II-1929. Este digno representante de la guitarra 
clásica, director de su “Academia de Violão”, es merecedor de 
todo aplauso por su eficaz y meritoria labor (1930). 
(Domingo Prat, Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 
1934) 

Coryell Larry (English) 
Larry Coryell was born 2 April, 1943 in Galveston, Texas. As a 
child he studied and played piano, switching to guitar (acoustic, 
and then electric) in his teens. After studying journalism at the 
University of Washington, he moved to New York City in 1965, 
where he played behind guitarist Gabor Szabo in drummer Chico 
Hamilton’s jazz quintet. However, by 1966, he had replaced Szabo 
and later that same year went on to record his vinyl debut with 
Hamilton’s band. Also in 1966 he co-founded an early jazz-rock 
band, the Free Spirits, with whom he recorded one album, 1966’s 
rare, Free Spirit: Out Of Sight And Sound. Soon after his stint with 
the Free Spirits he joined vibra-harpist Gary Burton’s band, 
recording with him three seminal albums, all of which are now 

long out of print. In 1969 he recorded Memphis Underground with 
flautist Herbie Mann whose band, at that time, included Roy Ayers 
and the influential free-jazz guitarist Sonny Sharrock. Also in 
1969, before recording his first solo LP, he toured Europe and the 
U.S. with ex-Cream bassist Jack Bruce, ex-Jimi Hendrix 
Experience drummer Mitch Mitchell, as well as keyboardist and 
future Coryell side-man Mike Mandel. 
Throughout the seventies he released album after album, often 
playing alongside the very best jazz had to offer. Some of the 
heavy-weights include: guitarists John McLaughlin, Eric Clapton, 
Jimi Hendrix, Paco De Lucia, Pat Metheny, Al Di Meola, John 
Abercrombie, Larry Carlton, John Scofield, Kazumi Watanabe, 
Ralph Towner, and Steve Kahn; drummers Billy Cobham, Elvin 
Jones, Steve Gadd, Lenny White, Mitch Mitchell and Tony 
Williams; alto sax player David Sanborn, tenor sax players 
Pharoah Sanders and Michael Brecker; soprano sax players Sonny 
Rollins and Steve Lacy, cornet player Don Cherry, trumpet players 
Maynard Ferguson and Randy Brecker; violinist Stephane 
Grappelli, keyboardists Chick Corea, Larry Young, David Sancious 
and Lyle Mays; and bassists Charles Mingus, Miroslav Vitous, Ron 
Carter, Eddie Gomez, Jack Bruce, Jimmy Garrison, Charlie Haden, 
Steve Swallow and Tony Levin. 
In 1979 and 1980 he toured Europe with Paco De Lucia and John 
McLaughlin as part of a guitar super-trio, eventually releasing a 
video recorded at the Royal Albert Hall, London, which 
commemorated this “meeting of the spirits”. This trio was short 
lived however, and he was replaced by Al Di Meola in early 1980. 
Throughout the 80's, although playing almost exclusively acoustic 
guitar, Larry Coryell continued to break new ground. And if his 
ambitious avant-garde interpretations of Stravinsky and Ravel are 
any indication, it seems clear that there is much more to this 
guitar-slinging virtuoso from Texas than jazz/rock fusion. 
Web: http://www.kiosek.com/coryell/bio.html 

Cosentino Saúl (English) 
Saul Cosentino is a celebrated Argentine pianist and composer 
and has been performing, recording and composing for several 
decades. He has worked with practically all the greats of modern 
Argentine Tango and has won many prizes. Saúl Cosentino made 
his first recording of avantgarde tangos composed and arranged 
by him in 1983. Other recordings followed, and in 1990 he won 
first prize in the Carlos Gardel Competition. Other recordings, 
publications and awards have followed, and a series of 
compositions that has included a guitar concerto and a prize-
winning suite for harp and strings. In 1995 he wrote his slow 
milonga La Recoleta, for which Horacio Ferrer later provided 
words. It depicts the neighbourhood of the title, where Ferrer has 
lived for many years. His Concerto for Guitar and Symphony 
Orchestra, Argentina, was composed in 1998, in collaboration with 
guitarist Marion Andreola and performed by Roberto Aussel. 
Maximo Diego Pujol, himself a great composer in the 
contemporary tango style, after Piazzolla, has transcribed many 
his pieces. 

Costa Alberto (Portuguese) 
Alberto Costa, nasceu no Rio de Janeiro no ano de 1934 e morreu 
em Nova Friburgo RJ 3/2/1886. 
Compositor, tornou-se conhecido nas décadas de 1920 e 1930, 
por seu parentesco com a cantora Bidu Saião, que então se 
iniciava, e que interpretou muitas de suas canções. 
Sua ópera em um ato Sóror Madalena, com libreto do próprio 
autor e orquestração do maestro Luigi Ricci, foi apresentada duas 
vezes em 1926, no Teatro Municipal, do Rio de Janeiro, estreando 
a 3 de agosto, numa promoção do empresário Walter Mocchi, 
marido de Bidu Saião.  

Costa Carlé (Español) 
Nació en Uruguay en 1959 y reside en Argentina desde 1960. 
Comenzó sus estudios de Guitarra a los 13 años, y enseña desde 
1975. Estudió guitarra con José Smiroldo, Horacio Ceballos y 
Miguel Girollet. Realizó estudios y cursos de composición y análisis 
musical con Guillermo Graetzer, Helmut Lachenmann e Ivo Malec. 
Ha compuesto música para guitarra, piano, para danza y videos. 
Editions Henry Lemoine, de París está editando su música. 
Ha ofrecido clínicas y masterclass sobre música contemporánea, 
improvisación, técnica y composición para guitarra en Argentina 
(Conservatorios Municipal de Buenos Aires, Escuelas Provinciales 
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de Música de Catamarca, Cruz del Eje, Entre Ríos, Salta y Jujuy, 
diversas agrupaciones guitarrísticas de Buenos Aires, Santiago del 
Estero, Mar del Plata y Bahía Blanca, Instituto del Profesorado de 
Música de Rosario, etc.), Perú (Escuela Nacional de Música) y 
Suecia (Universidad de Música de Uppsala), entre otras. 
Desde el año 1986 ha editado numerosa discografía en Argentina, 
y recientemente en Suecia. Ha ofrecido conciertos como solista en 
Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Bolivia, Perú, Suiza, Francia, Alemania 
y Suecia. Integró diversas agrupaciones de cámara y multimedia, 
y tocó como solista con la Orquesta Sinfónica de Mar del Plata 
Participó en el Festival Guitarras del Mundo (Argentina, años 
1999, 2000 y 2001, y en el 1° Festival Internacional de 
Guitarristas-Compositores de Pieterlen, Suiza (2002). Junto con 
los guitarristas Sebastián Zambrana, Julio Azcano y Daniel Corzo, 
integra el grupo de desarrollo artístico y pedagógico “Tawa”, que 
desde el año 2001 organiza los Campus de Guitarra 
Contemporánea (del cual son docentes), los Seminarios 
itinerantes por distintos puntos del país, ciclos de conciertos en 
Mar del Plata, Córdoba y Buenos Aires, y anualmente desde el 
2001 los Festivales de Guitarras del Noroeste Cordobés, de los 
cuales es creador y director artístico, que se desarrolla en varias 
localidades de la provincia con participación de artistas locales, 
nacionales e internacionales. (26/05/2004) 
Web: http://www.seiscuerdas.com/carlecosta/curriculum.htm 

Coughlin Brian (English) 
Fireworks is an American chamber music ensemble whose 
inclusive repertoire and innovative performances have helped to 
rewrite the rules of concert music for over fifteen years. Hailed as 
“adventurous and ahead of the curve” by The Washington Post 
and “classically trained but musically fearless” by Time Out New 
York, the six-member ensemble combines instruments from the 
classical, jazz, and rock traditions with music from an 
exceptionally wide range of styles, periods, and cultures. In its 
2015-16 season, Fireworks celebrated the release of American 
Tapestry—American music from classical to rock, blues to 
bluegrass, and Lindy Hop to hip hop—with an extensive United 
States tour as part of the roster of Live On Stage. In February 
2017, the group unveiled its latest project, Play, a concerto for 
improvising ensemble, commissioned by the Empire State Youth 
Orchestra at Proctors Theater in Schenectady, New York. 
Founded in 2000 by composer/bassist Brian Coughlin, Fireworks 
burst onto the music scene with Coughlin's rock-inspired version 
of Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring, quickly drawing critical 
attention and an international audience. Since then, the ensemble 
has developed an exceptionally varied body of work with projects 
as far ranging as Frank Zappa’s instrumental rock, Bach’s The Art 
of the Fugue, dance music from around the world, classic cartoon 
scores, and Lou Reed’s Metal Machine Music. Fireworks latest 
projects, the rock-meets-plainchant Requiem for Fireworks and 
chorus, and Play, a concerto for improvising musicians and 
orchestra, continue the group’s mission to shed new light on 
established musical forms and traditions, challenge expectations, 
and reveal themes that tie diverse genres together.  
-‘I listen to everything’ is a hyperbole thrown around far too 
often- wrote Nick Warren of the Erie Reader, “In the case of this 
band, however, it’s believable. There’s something for everyone, 
with expert musicianship aplenty”. 
Based in New York City, Fireworks has performed hundreds of 
concerts throughout the United States on many of the country's 
most prestigious stages, ranging from venerable classical music 
institutions such as Carnegie Hall, The Library of Congress, and 
The Philadelphia Chamber Music Society, to rock and jazz clubs 
such as Le Poisson Rouge, The Knitting Factory, and Tonic. 
Fireworks has made numerous radio and TV appearances, 
including on Minnesota Public Radio, WNYC, and NBC's “The 10! 
Show”, and has recorded for Viper Records and Entertainment 
One, which released the ensemble’s recording of David Del 
Tredici’s A Field Manual in 2016. Passionate about its work with 
young people and dedicated to reaching new audiences of all 
ages, Fireworks devotes a large part of its time each year to 
educational activities. Fireworks has participated in Chamber 
Music America's Residency Partnership Program and Carnegie 
Hall's Musical Connections program, and is a frequent ensemble-
in-residence at the Oregon Bach Festival Composers Symposium. 
Among the ensemble’s honors are grants and awards from New 

Music USA, the Copland Foundation, Chamber Music America, The 
Association of Performing Arts Presenters, and Meet the 
Composer. 
In her review of the group’s sold-out concert at Miller Theatre in 
New York, Anne Midgette of The New York Times captured the 
essence of Fireworks’ approach by writing “Finally labels ceased to 
matter: this was just music and it sounded like music to keep”  
(FireworksEnsemble press kit, 2019) 

Cottin Madeleine (English) 
Madeleine Cottin (1876-after 1952) 
Marie Madeleine Cottin was a French mandolin and guitar player, 
teacher and composer. She was the sister of the Parisian guitarist 
Alfred Cottin (1863-1926). In 1909 she publishid her ‘Méthode 
Complète de Guitare’ dedicated to this brother. The method 
carnes the inscription ‘Ouvrage honoré de l'approbation de Mr 
Miguel Llobet, guitariste de la Cour d’Espagne’ . She also 
Published a 'Méthode de Mandoline'. In Paris she formed a quintet 
bearing her name and consisting of two mandolines, mandola, 
lute and guitar. She participated in the Tàrrega centenary held in 
Paris in 1952. Madeleine had another brother, Jules, who was also 
active in Paris as a mandolin and guitar teacher. (Guitar music by 
Women Composers by A.Kruisbrink, Le Productions d’Oz, 2009) 

Cowell Henry (Italiano) 
(1897-1965) 
Compositore, pianista, critico, editore, insegnante e impresario 
americano nato a Menlo Park (California) morto a Shady (New 
York). Ha studiato a Berlin con E.von Hornbostel, e nel campo 
della nuova musica si è distinto come eccellente organizzatore, 
divulgatore e sperimentatore. 

Costa Javier (Español) 
Estudia piano, armonía, contrapunto y fuga, composición y 
orquestación, musicología y dirección de coros en el Conservatorio 
Superior Joaquín Rodrigo de Valencia, con García Chornet, Talens, 
Tamarit, Blanquer, Vives, y Cifre, respectivamente. Obtiene 
Premio Extraordinario en Armonía, Contrapunto y Fuga y Premio 
Fin de Carrera en Composición y Orquestación. En diversos cursos 
ha trabajado con Donatoni, Soler, Guinovart, Blanes, Tamayo, De 
Pablo y Halffter, entre otros. Está en posesión del IV Premio Coral 
San Juan Bautista de Segorbe, Valencia, por su obra Oculi 
Omnium (1988), fue finalista del III Concurso Internacional de 
Composición de la Joven Orquesta Nacional de España (JONDE) 
(1991) con la obra sinfónico-coral Cants d'amor i de mort, cantata 
con textos del poeta Ausías March, del los que también se sirvió 
para la obra coral Sobre neu veig meravellosa flama, galardonada 
con el Premio de Composición Fira de toys els Sants (1994), 
Cocentaina, Valencia. Su obra Soles Claros (1999) fue 
seleccionada de entre un centenar en la Convocatoria para la 
edición de Música Coral Conmemorativa del X Aniversario de la 
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. Su obra Nana, para coro mixto, 
obtuvo el premio en el II Concurso de Composición de la 
Federació de Cors de la Comunitat Valenciana (FF.CO.CO.VA.). 
Algunas de sus obras han sido interpretadas por conjuntos 
instrumentales valencianos. Ha realizado el I Master de Estética y 
Creatividad Musical y ha finalizado los estudios de doctorado de la 
Universidad de Valencia, así como el trabajo de investigación 
sobre la música de Olivier Messiaen. En la actualidad es profesor 
de Armonía, Análisis Musical y Fundamentos de Composición, así 
como director del Conservatorio Profesional Maestro Vert de 
Carcaixent, Valencia. 
(Biografía fechada: 20-XI-2002) 
Web: 
http://www.march.es/musica/contemporanea/archivo/fichacompo
sitor.asp?id_compositor=958 

Criswick Mary (Français) 
Anglaise née en 1945. Licenciée à l’Univeisité de Bristol (G.B.) et 
études de chant à Londres (Guildhall School). Installée en France 
depuis 74, elle continue à chanter, éditer des recueils de guitare 
(chez Fentone, Chapell) et écrit camme journaliste 
correspondante (“Cahiers de la guitare” notamment). 2 disques 
chez CBS et Harmonia Mundi. 

Crivelli Carlo (Italiano) 
(Roma, 1953) Ha studiato composizione con D. Guaccero, 
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dirigendo i suoi interessi sia alla musica pura (con composizioni 
eseguite in prestigiose manifestazioni in Italia e all'estero), che a 
tutti i campi della musica applicata (teatro, balletto, televisione, 
computer-art, musica da film). 

Crockett Donald (English) 
Born in 1951 in Pasadena, California, Donald Crockett has 
collaborated with artists and ensembles as the Kronos, Arditti and 
Stanford quartets, violinist Ida Kavafian, mezzo soprano Janice 
Felty, Los Angeles Master Chorale, oboist Allan Vogel, the 
Debussy Trio and the Core Ensemble. He has also received 
commissions from the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, Los 
Angeles Philharmonic, Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble and many 
others. His music has been featured at festivals including 
Tanglewood, Aspen, Piccolo Spoleto and Music from Angel Fire. 
Celestial Mechanics for oboe and string quartet, commissioned by 
the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, took second prize in the 
1991 Kennedy Center Friedheim Awards. He has twice been the 
winner of the Kenneth Davenport National Competition for 
Orchestral Works given by the Music in the Mountains Festival in 
New York, for Antiphonies in 1994 and for Roethke Preludes in 
1998. His music is published by MMB Music, St. Louis, and 
recorded on the Albany, CRI, Laurel and Pro Arte/Fanfare labels. 
Also very active as a conductor of new music, Donald Crockett has 
presented numerous  premieres with the Los Angeles-based new 
music ensemble Xtet, the University of Southern California 
Contemporary Music Ensemble, and with the Los Angeles 
Chamber Orchestra.  
Web: http://www.donaldcrockett.com 

Crumb George (English) 
George Crumb was born in Charleston, West Virginia, and studied 
with Ross Lee Finney at the University of Michigan. George Crumb 
has been the recipient of numerous awards including the Pulitzer 
Prize in 1968; Fromm, Guggenheim, Koussevitzky awards; and 
most recently, the MacDowell Medal (1995). 

Crumb George (Italiano) 
Nato da una famiglia di musicisti a Charleston in Virginia nel 1929, 
George Crumb ha studiato al Mason College of Music a Charleston, 
presso l’Università dell’Illinois e infine si è perfezionato con Boris 
Blacher alla Hochschule für Musik di Berlino e infine all’University 
of Michigan. La sua lunga e approfondita formazione gli ha 
permesso di intraprendere una brillante attività didattica: dalla 
teoria musicale, all’analisi, dal pianoforte alla composizione. Dal 
1964-1965 è stato composer-in-residence al Buffalo Center for 
the Creative and Performing Arts; poi dal 1965 parte una lunga 
collaborazione con l’Università della Pennsylvania e la sua attività 
didattica continua fino al 1997. La sua produzione compositiva si 
rivolge soprattutto alla musica cameristica e vocale, tra cui 
spiccano i lavori dedicati a opere poetiche di Federico García Lorca 
e i vasti, originalissimi lavori pianistici. Crumb, che ha negli ultimi 
dieci anni rarefatto alquanto il suo lavoro compositivo, ha 
riconosciuto lungo la sua carriera influenze di Debussy, Mahler e 
Bartók. Crumb ha sposato Elizabeth May Brown nel 1949 e ha tre 
figli, tra cui Ann, versatile cantante. 
Nel corso della sua carriera Crumb ha ricevuto svariati 
riconoscimenti da importanti istituzioni e fondazioni (Rockefeller, 
National Institute of Arts and Letters. Guggenheim). Ha vinto il 
premio Pulitzer Prize per Echoes of Time and the River nel 1968, 
l’UNESCO International Rostrum of Composers Award nel 1971, 
ecc. (Pier Luigi Basso) 
Web: 
http://www.orfeonellarete.it/rubriche/articoli.php/idart=00057 

Cruz Carlos (Portuguese) 
Nascimento: Brasil, Vitória, ES, 11/09/1936 
Falecimento: Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, 20/03/2011 
Compositor capixaba, iniciou seus estudos musicais sob a 
orientação do pai, Clóvis Cruz. Discípulo de Esther Scliar e 
Guerra-Peixe, é o autor do hino oficial da cidade de Vitória (ES). 
Participou de várias Bienais de Música Contemporânea Brasileira e 
tem diversas peças editadas e gravadas. Sua produção 
composicional mais recente inclui obras para orquestra, coro e 
outras formações. 
Web: http://musicabrasilis.org.br/compositores/carlos-cruz 

Cruz Mark Anthony (English) 
Mark Anthony Cruz earned his M. M. in guitar performance at 
Southwest Texas State University (now Texas State University in 
San Marcos, Texas) where he is the Professor of Guitar.  
As a composer, Cruz’s music “...shares similarities with 
Castelnuovo-Tedesco and Lennox Berkely...” according to a 
review by Soundboard Magazine. Cruz has been published by 
Shawnee Press, Soundboard Magazine, MelBay and Clear Note 
Publications while managing his own company, MAC 
Publications.  He was the first prize winner of the Austin Classical 
Guitar Society sponsored composition competition in 2006, '07, 
’08 and ‘11.  In 2008, Mr. Cruz was commissioned by University 
Baptist Church in Austin to compose an Anthem for choir and 
organ for their 100th anniversary celebration. He was 
commissioned by the Classical Minds Guitar Festival to compose a 
pair of guitar ensemble works for their 2009 and 2010 conference. 
Mr. Cruz’s Triptych for solo guitar has been performed 
internationally by guitar virtuoso Adam Holzman. Such notable 
artists as the Presti Trio, TxGQ and the Hanser/McClellan Duo 
have also performed his work. 
As a performer, Mr. Cruz was a two-time feature artist with the 
Oklahoma City Philharmonic. He was the 2nd prize recipient at the 
National Finger Picking Championship at Winfield, Kansas in 1993 
and 2001.  He was a feature artist at the Eastfield Guitar Festival 
in Dallas, TX in 2008, the Classical Minds Guitar Festival in 
Houston, TX in 2009 and the Sixth Annual Guitar Ensemble 
Festival in Plano, TX in 2011. Tony Morris has featured Cruz’s all-
original CDs Pequeñas Piezas para Mi Padre and Piezas Para El 
Mundo on the internationally syndicated radio program Classical 
Guitar Alive.  Both Cds received positive reviews in the scholarly 
periodical, Soundboard. 
Mark resides in Austin with his wife and two children. 
Web: http://www.markanthonycruz.com/markcruz.html (2015) 

Cruz Zulema de la (Español) 
María Zulema de la Cruz Castillejo (Madrid, 9-III-1958) es titulada 
superior en Piano y Composición por el Real Conservatorio 
Superior de Música de Madrid y Master of Arts en la especialidad 
de Composición y Música por Ordenador por la Stanford University 
(California, U.S.A.). Ha trabajado, entre otros, con los 
compositores Carmelo Bernaola, Luis De Pablo, Antón García 
Abril, Román Alís, L. Hiller, R. Bauer, L. Smith y Leonardo Balada, 
y ha sido becaria en varios cursos internacionales de Composición. 
Amplió sus conocimientos sobre Música Electroacústica a través 
de Ordenador con J. Chowning. Desarrolló su tesis doctoral bajo la 
dirección del recordado Ramón Barce. 
En su faceta de intérprete es miembro del grupo Sax Ensemble 
desde 1993 como responsable de la electroacústica. 
Ha sido premiada en varios concursos de composición como en el 
Ruiz Morales, VII Concurso Arpa de Oro, Luis Coleman, Ciutat 
d’Alcoi para Música de Cámara y Maestro Villa de Composición 
Musical 1999 del Ayuntamiento de Madrid. En 2000 recibe el 
“Premio de la Música IV Edición” al mejor Autor de Música Clásica 
de la SGAE y de la Asociación de Intérpretes y Ejecutantes (AIE). 
Sus obras han sido interpretadas en festivales y tribunas tanto 
nacionales como internacionales. 
En 1997 es nombrada asesora del Concurso Internacional de 
Piano Premio “Jaén”. En 1997 y 1998 dirige el VI y VII Festival de 
Música Electroacústica de España, y es nombrada miembro del 
Consejo de la Música del Ministerio de Educación y Cultura. Desde 
1988 desarrolla su labor docente e investigadora como 
Catedrática de Composición Electroacústica en el Laboratorio de 
Investigación y Composición Electroacústica y por Ordenador 
(LICEO) del Real Conservatorio Superior de Música de Madrid, del 
que es responsable y cuyo diseño ha realizado. Es miembro de la 
Asociación Madrileña de Compositores. 
Para cuarteto de cuerda y guitarra solista compuso “Quinteto 
lorquiano” en el verano de 1998. Está  dedicada a la guitarrista 
cubana Iliana Matas y en conmemoración del centenario del 
nacimiento del poeta granadino. Su estructura se basa en la 
proporción áurea, que la dimensiona triangularmente. En todo 
momento se ha buscado producir un diálogo entre el instrumento 
solista y el cuarteto. Para ello, se han utilizado distintos efectos en 
el cuarteto, y los sonidos reales de la cuerda sólo aparecen al final 
de la obra. Así se consigue que la guitarra se oiga con 
naturalidad. 

http://www.donaldcrockett.com/�
http://www.orfeonellarete.it/rubriche/articoli.php/idart=00057�
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Zulema de la Cruz compuso en abril de 1995 el Preludio en blanco 
y negro, el Preludio en azul en septiembre de 1999 y el Preludio 
en rojo un mes más tarde. Están dedicados a Gabriel Estarellas, 
quien los estrenó y realizó la digitación para su publicación en 
EMEC. 
Web: http://mujeryguitarra.wordpress.com/introduccion/las-
compositoras-espanolas-de-obras-con-guitarra/zulema-de-la-
cruz/ (2008) 

Cui Cesar (Italiano) 
César Cui, musicista russo, appartenne al cosiddetto Gruppo dei 
Cinque (con Borodin, Rimski-Korsakov, Balakirev e 
Moussorgsky); era figlio di un ufficiale francese che era rimasto 
in Russia dopo la ritirata di Napoleone nel 1812.  
Come altri grandi musicisti russi, anche Cui lavorò in un settore 
che ben poco aveva a che fare con la musica: fu infatti professore 
all'Accademia di Ingegneria Militare (era un esperto in ingegneria 
delle fortificazioni). 
Dopo aver studiato con Moniuszko, si dedicò completamente al 
mondo della composizione. 
Web: http://www.karadar.com/Dizionario/cui.html#vita 

Cupic Miodrag (English) 
Miodrag Cupic was born in Donji Zagarac (Montenegro) in 1936 
and belongs to the first generation of professional classical guitar 
musicians and teachers. Besides music he also studied art history 
and literature, and represents one of the most brilliant 
Montenegran writers. As a musician Cupic was teaching classical 
guitar at the music school of the capital city, Podgorica. In 1972 
he published his first two didactic guitar works together with 
musician Rudolf Zakrajsek (Trebinje, 1915 - Podgorica, 1994), 
who was in those days director of the elementary music school 
Vasa Pavic in Podgorica. Four years later in 1976 Cupic realized 
his Guitar School becoming the first official pioneer of classical 
guitar pedagogy in Montenegro. His large opus consist of more 
than one hundred different solo and duo guitar pieces. Many of 
these compositions were printed in various editions both in 
Montenegro and Serbia, and an important number of the pieces 
are meant to be serious didactic works. In Cupic's music there is 
often a presence of Mediterranean colors and influence of 
traditional music. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.VI, 
2004) 

Cutileiro Tiago (Portuguese) 
Nasceu em Lisboa em 1967. Estudou Guitarra Clássica (prof. Luís 
Robert) e Piano (prof. Carla Seixas) na Escola de Música do Grupo 
Coral de Lagos, Piano (prof. Carla Seixas) e Composição (prof. 
António Sousa Dias e prof. Jorge Peixinho) no Conservatório de 
Música de Lisboa e licenciou- se em Composição (prof. Amílcar 
Vasques Dias) na Universidade de Évora onde recebeu duas 
bolsas de mérito. Frequentou diversas Masterclasses com 
compositores como Emmanuel Nunes, Salvatore Sciarrino, John 
Chowning, Leo Brouwer, Agostino De Scipio e Barry Truax. Mais 
recentemente frequentou também, na Universität der Künste de 
Berlim, as classes de Computer Music e Audio- Visual 
Programming de Alberto de Campo e Fredrik Olofsson. 
Foi premiado na bienal Jovens Criadores da Europa e do 
Mediterrâneo, em 1994, e na bienal Jovens Criadores 1996. Entre 
2001 e 2009 leccionou Análise e Técnicas de Composição, 
Acústica e Música de Câmara na Academia de Música de Lagos, 
onde foi também Director Pedagógico e Director Artístico. Foi 
ainda professor assistente na Universidade de Évora e 
colaborador, com ensaios e notas de programa, do Teatro 
Nacional de São Carlos e da Culturgest. 
O seu trabalho inclui música instrumental (de câmara e 
orquestral, com ou sem electrónica), música electrónica, 
instalação sonora, música para teatro e para cinema e tem sido 
apresentado nos principais festivais de música contemporânea 
portugueses. Presentemente, Tiago Cutileiro vive em Berlim e, 
sob a orientação de Christopher Bochmann e Benoît Gibson, 
trabalha num doutoramento em Ópera e Música Não-Narrativa 
para a Universidade de Évora. 
Web: http://www.artenotempo.pt/pt/jnm10/50-biografias/136-
tiago-cutileiro (2013) 

Cuyvers Guy (English) 
Born in Antwerp, Belgium. 
Guy Cuyvers is considered one of the most versatile musical 
talents in Europe. As a classical guitar player he has been 
acclaimed by Angel Romero and the international press 
unanimously praises his film scores. 
His first composition for large symphonic orchestra was performed 
in the U.S. when he was only 18. At that time he was studying 
music as an exchange student in Florida. Upon his return to 
Belgium he majored in music at the Royal Flemish Conservatory 
of Music in Antwerp. In 1983 Guy Cuyvers was awarded a 
graduate assistantship by The American University in Washington, 
D.C. The Master of Arts program he followed supplemented his 
training in guitar, advanced composition, orchestra conducting 
and musical arts management. His compositions are mostly 
written for chamber music, choir, guitar, musical and band. 
In 1995 his career as a film composer knew a successful start 
with the American production Sea Fever. This first film score led 
to a commission to write the music for the international co-
production Into The Rising Sun, broadcasted worldwide. The 
soundtrack was recorded with The Flemish Radio Orchestra and 
Choir and released by PolyGram. The recording of Sea Power 
followed a year later with the same orchestra, resulting in the 
release of the Sea Suites cd. Guy wrote also the music for Setting 
Sail, a four-part international television series on maritime 
history. Recording was scheduled in November 2001, again with 
his favourite orchestra.   
Web: 
http://www.soundtrackcollector.com/composer/4408/Guy+Cuyver
s (2016) 

D'Amico Matteo (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Roma nel 1955. Ha frequentato i corsi 
di F.Donatoni, all'Accademia di Siena. Vincitore del premio 
'V.Bucchi' del 1985. 

D’Angelo Nuccio (English) 
(1955) 
Guitarist, he studied in Florence with Alvaro Company and 
composition with Gaetano Giani-Luporini; his first important 
composition was Due Canzoni Lidie, 1984. He wrote for solo 
guitar, for keyboard instruments (piano, electronic harpsichord), 
for ensembles of guitars and ensemble with guitars. An important 
feature of his music is a mixture of styles, obtained mixing 
together heterogeneous elements like harmonic sequences, 
ancient modal scales, oriental intervals, popular elements, jazz 
patterns and improvvisation.  
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

D’Angelo Nuccio (Italiano) 
Chitarrista, diplomatosi a Firenze con Alvaro Company, studia 
composizione con Gaetano Giani-Luporini; come autore si fa 
apprezzare per la prima volta con le Due Canzoni Lidie, nel 1984. 
Il suo impegno compositivo è rivolto, oltre che alla chitarra in 
funzione di strumento solista, agli strumenti a tastiera (pianoforte, 
clavicembalo elettronico), all’ensemble di e con chitarre. Connota 
le musiche di D’Angelo un ideale di mescolanza stilistica che si 
realizza integrando tra loro elementi compositivi eterogenei quali 
sequenze armoniche, antiche scale modali, riferimenti intervallari 
di ispirazione orientale, elementi del patrimonio popolare, stilemi 
mutuati dal jazz, momenti improvvisativi.  
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

D’Angelo Nuccio (Italiano) 
Intrapresi gli studi musicali all'età di sei anni, Nuccio D'Angelo 
approfondisce per vari anni lo studio delle forme classiche 
dedicandosi inoltre ad esperienze di improvvisazione musicale. 
Studia dapprima al conservatorio “V. Bellini” di Palermo e 
successivamente, al “Cherubini” di Firenze, frequenta la classe di 
composizione di Gaetano Giani-Luporini e si diploma 
brillantemente in chitarra sotto la guida di Alvaro Company. 
Contemporaneamente segue i corsi che Company tiene ad Arezzo, 
Montecatini e Pescara collaborando col maestro in qualità di 
assistente. Le composizioni per e con chitarra hanno tra i suoi 
lavori un ruolo di evidente privilegio e vengono inserite 
frequentemente nei recital di alcuni tra i piú famosi chitarristi di 
tutto il mondo. È stato ospite in veste di interprete e/o 

http://www.karadar.com/Dizionario/borodin.html�
http://www.karadar.com/Dizionario/korsakov.html�
http://www.karadar.com/Dizionario/balakirev.html�
http://www.karadar.com/Dizionario/moussorgsky.html�
http://www.karadar.com/Dizionario/moniuszko.html�
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compositore nei festival di numerose associazioni concertistiche 
italiane e si è inoltre esibito come solista e in formazioni 
cameristiche in Francia, Olanda, Grecia, Svizzera, Portogallo, 
Germania, U.S.A. e Canada. Ha collaborato con le orchestre del 
Maggio Fiorentino, Provinciale Barese, Regionale Toscana e “Gli 
Armonici” di Palermo. Ha ottenuto il primo premio al concorso 
internazionale di composizione per chitarra “A. Segovia” (Granada 
-1991) e al concorso di Tokio (1984) con “Due Canzoni Lidie”, 
brano che vanta diciotto incisioni negli ultimi anni. Gli è stato 
conferito nel 1996 uno “Special Prize” dalla 'Ibla Foundation” di 
New York e nel 1997, in occasione del secondo Convegno di 
chitarra di Alessandria, il premio “La chitarra d'oro per la 
composizione”. È docente di chitarra presso l'istituto musicale 
“Mascagni” di Livorno e ha tenuto seminari di chitarra e 
composizione per chitarra in USA, Canada, Spagna, Germania e in 
molte città italiane. Ha tenuto per il primo semestre del 2005 la 
cattedra di chitarra e nel 2006 un corso di elaborazione e 
arrangiamento di temi latino-americani alla Indiana University di 
Bloomington (USA). 
Web: http://www.accademiachitarra.it/index.php?page=nuccio-d-
angelo (2010) 

D’Antò Antonio (Italiano) 
Antonio D’Antò (Capri 1957) compositore, consegue i diplomi di 
pianoforte e di composizione presso il Conservatorio “Licinio 
Refice” di Frosinone ed il diploma di Direzione d’orchestra presso il 
Conservatorio “S. Cecilia” di Roma. Tra i tanti maestri che hanno 
contribuito alla sua formazione ricordiamo Roman Vlad, Teresa 
Procaccini, Franco Donatoni, Daniele Paris, Franco Ferrara, Bruno 
Aprea. E’ attualmente Direttore del Conservatorio “L. Refice” di 
Frosinone. Alterna l’attività di compositore a quella di direttore 
d’orchestra, dedicandosi in particolare alla musica moderna e 
contemporanea; ha promosso e diretto l’Ensemble di Musica 
Contemporanea del Conservatorio di Frosinone; ha diretto il 
complesso “Musica d’Oggi” di Roma. Ha fondato e tuttora dirige il 
coro da camera “D. Paris”. Di particolare rilievo l’impegno per 
Licinio Refice con l’istituzione del Premio Internazionale Refice a 
Patrica, città natale del compositore (3 edizioni) e con il 
ritrovamento dello Stabat mater, l’allestimento e l’incisione in CD 
(Ares- Pd) dello stesso. Tiene corsi e seminari di composizione in 
varie città italiane. Sue composizioni sono state eseguite in Italia 
e all’estero da importanti interpreti. Di rilievo le esecuzioni di 
Icone, per orchestra sinfonica, a cura dell’orchestra della RTV 
Slovena di Lubiana e dell’orchestra sinfonica di Cali in Colombia; 
Eclat per soprano e orch. eseguito a Roma (Teatro Valle) e Amelia 
(Teatro Sociale) dall’ orchestra di Roma e del Lazio; Agnus Dei 
(soprano e archi) Avignone- Francia; 2° Concerto per archi- 
Slovacchia; Concerto per oboe ed archi- Assisi e S. Giovanni 
Rotondo; Il blu cobalto del cielo a Torino - Teatro Regio, Bergamo, 
Assisi e Colorado Springs; Notti senza cometa all’Università di 
Bologna e ad Arezzo; Aspetta un minuto presso il Conservatorio 
Centrale di Pechino, Catania e Strasburgo ( è stato diffuso dalla 
Radio Olandese); Veni creator spiritus a Clisson in Francia. Ha 
realizzato una fiaba musicale per bambini. E’ autore di 86 lavori 
per vari organici. Pubblica con Rugginenti - Milano, Berben - 
Ancona, Edipan - Roma, Mnemes - Palermo, Teorema di Bologna e 
alcune sue composizioni sono incise su CD. Ha curato le 
elaborazioni per soprano e quintetto d’archi andate in onda su RAI 
Due in mondovisione da Betlemme in occasione del Natale 2001. 
Ha composto un melologo su una fiaba di Gianni Rodari ( per voce 
narrante e sette strumenti) rappresentato nel Festival di Ortona e 
presso il Teatro degli Illuminati di Città di Castello e al Teatro di 
Fiuggi con la voce di Davide Riondino. Nel 2003-2004 ha riscosso 
grande consenso Il poema del mare per 2 attori e pianoforte a 4 
mani. Ha composto le musiche di scena per la commedia di 
Marivaux Il gioco dell’amore e dell’azzardo-Teatro Comunale di 
Fiuggi e Politecnico di Roma. Invitato come compositore nel 2002 
dal Dipartimento Musica dell’Università della Florida di Miami, ha 
presentato “Il blu cobalto del cielo” e altri suoi lavori. Nel 2002 ha 
tenuto le lezioni di Analisi musicale per il Corso di formazione di 
Professori d’orchestra realizzato dall’ Arts Academy di Roma e 
promosso dalla Comunità Europea. Ha, inoltre, curato le 
orchestrazioni per il Concerto di Capodanno del Quirinale 31 
Dicembre 2002 in onda su RAI Uno. Dal Novembre 2007 il M° 
D'Antò è Direttore del Conservatorio di Musica “Licinio Refice” di 
Frosinone. 

Web: 
http://www.wickymusic.com/dettaglio_compositore.asp?IDcompo
sitore=250&pagina_load=/dettaglio_compositore.asp 

D’Aquila Giovanni (English) 
D'Aquila, Giovanni (b. 1966, Grotte). Italian composer of stage, 
orchestral, chamber, choral, vocal, piano, and electroacoustic 
works that have been performed throughout Europe and 
elsewhere; he is also active as a pianist. Mr. D'Aquila studied 
piano privately with Vincenzo Mannino and earned a diploma at 
the Conservatorio V. Bellini in Palermo in 1989, where he later 
studied composition with Marco Betta and Alberto Giraldi and 
graduated in 1998. He also studied piano privately with Constance 
Channon-Douglass in Rome and with Ennio Pastorino in Reggio 
Emilia in the 1980s. 
His music has been performed in Italy, San Marino, Switzerland, 
and the USA. 
He is also active in other positions. He served as the assistant to 
the artistic director and musical assistant of the orchestra of the 
Fondazione Teatro Massimo in Palermo from 2000-02. 
He taught composition at the Conservatorio A. Corelli in Messina 
in 1999-2000. 
Mnemes and Sonzogno publish most of his music. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/daquilag.htm (2010) 

Dadi Marcel (Français) 
Né en 1951 en Tunisie. Autodidatte. Disciple de Chet Atkins, 
Travis et Watson en guitare folk dont il fut le pionnier en France et 
pour laquelle il réinventa et vulgarisa la notation en tablature. Sa 
très populaire ‘méthode” a fait des adeptes par dizaines de 
milliers. Une dizaine d’enregistrements. 

Dall'Ongaro Michele (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra, nato a Roma nel 1957. Ha 
studiato con A.Clementi e F.Ferrara. Il suo stile si avvicina alle 
ricerche dI L.Nono e L.Berio, con impego diffuso dell'elettronica. 

Dalla Vecchia Wolfango (Italiano) 
(1923-1994) 
Compositore e organista italiano nato a Roma. Laureato in 
Filosofia, ha studiato organo con F.Germani e composizione con 
G.Petrassi. Interprete ed autore di musica per organo, si è 
interessato anche alla musica elettronica e computer music. 

Dallinger Fridolin (Italiano) 
Compositore e pianista, nato a Eferding nel 1933. Ha studiato al 
Linz Music School con R.Schollum ed H.Eder, ed inoltre si è 
perfezionato a Vienna e Salzburg. Ha lavorato come critico 
musicale e pianista accompagnatore. 

Damase Jean-Michel (Italiano) 
Compositore, pianista e direttore d'orchestra francese nato a 
Bordeaux nel 1928. Allievo di H.Busser, la sua musica è affine alla 
scuola francese di inizio novecento. 

Damiani Giovanni (Italiano) 
Nato a Palermo nel 1966, ha iniziato gli studi musicali a undici 
anni. Alcuni docenti dell'Istituto della Storia della Musica 
dell'Università della sua città furono tra i primi a incoraggiarlo 
dopo aver ascoltati i suoi primi lavori; seguì un breve periodo di 
studio della composizione in Conservatorio con E. Sollima e poi a 
Roma con Aldo Clementi, e un continuato periodico dedicarsi alla 
pratica compositiva, intervallato da momenti di riflessione e 
sperimentazione di vario tipo. 
Fondamentali anche i corsi e i contatti con Luigi Nono, Sylvano 
Bussotti, Heinz-Klaus Metzger, Federico Incardona, Camillo Togni, 
Helmut Lachenmann. Nel '90 Francesco Pennisi lo propone in un 
concerto a lui dedicato nell'ambito del Festival di Nuova 
Consonanza. 
Vincitore di borsa di studio in Polonia nel 1993-'94, collabora con il 
centro di Informatica Musicale del CNUCE di Pisa. Diplomato in 
pianoforte è laureato in Lettere moderne con una tesi 
sull'elaborazione motivica nel pensiero musicale viennese, con 
riscontri nella musica dai Greci fino alla modernità. Attualmente è 
titolare della cattedra di Lettura della Partitura al Conservatorio di 
Palermo. 
Sue opere sono eseguite in Italia, a Darmstadt, Varsavia, New 
York, Buenos Aires, ecc., da interpreti quali Fabbriciani, Damerini, 
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Scotese, Mondelci, Lanzillotta, Neri. 
Web: 
http://www.nuovaconsonanza.it/c_s_pages/soci/damiani_g.html 
(2006) 

Dams Norbert (English) 
Dams has performed in many European countries, either as a 
soloist, or in different chamber music projects. Since more than 
20 years he is working with the guitar duo DE ZWEI GITARREN 
together with Tilman Purrucker.  

Danceanu Liviu (English) 
Liviu Danceanu – born in 1954, in Roman, Danceanu graduated 
the National University of Music in Bucharest in 1980, where he 
studied composition with Stefan Niculescu. He has a master 
degree at the same University, studying as well at the 
International Seminary of Composition in Kasimiersz-Dolny 
(Poland, 1984) with Xenakis, Kotonsky and Paul Petterson. He is 
the founder and artistic director of Archaeus, one of the most 
prestigious and world-known Romanian contemporary music 
ensembles. He was twice the artistic director of the International 
Music Week in Bucharest, as well as the director of festivals such 
as Archaeus (Bucharest) or The Contemporary Music 
Days (Bacau). He has an intense international activity as a 
composer, being played and invited at festivals all over the world, 
as well as a teaching career at the National University of Music in 
Bucharest (since 1990). He has won numerous awards, such 
as Studium de Toulouse (France, 1986), the George Enescu 
Romanian Academy Prize (1989) or Antidogma musica (Torino, 
1994). Danceanu has written so far over 90 works in almost all 
genres.  

Daniel-Lesur (Italiano) 
(Daniel Jean Yves Lesur). Compositore ed organista nato a Parigi 
nel 1908. Organista in numerose chiese, è uno dei fondatori del 
gruppo di orientamento spiritualista 'Jeune France'. La sua opera 
è di derivazione impressionistica. 

Darias Javier (Español) 
Javier Darias. Oriundo de La Gomera (Archipiélago Canario), nace 
en Terra de Lorna (1946) enla Mariola Nordoriental (País 
Valenciá). Compositor, discípulo de Patricio Galindo en Valencia y 
de Juan Hidalgo en Madrid, y Químico especializado en cerámica 
en el Departamento de Silicatos de la Facultad de Ciencias de 
Valencia. Sus composiciones orquestales y camerísticas están 
recogidas en nueve discos monográficos (cuatro LPs y cinco CDs), 
y sus sinfonías han sido publicadas por la Ed. EMEC (Madrid), y 
grabadas por las orquestas Sinfónica de Tenerife, Galicia, RTVE y 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra de Londres. Dirige desde su 
fundación en el año 1989, la Escuela y el Colectivo de 
Compositores de la ECCA, y de 1996 a 2000, en Sevilla, el Aula de 
Composición “Manuel de Falla” de la Orquesta Joven de Andalucía. 
Desde 1988 ha colaborado en la creación de las orquestas 
Sinfónica de Asturias con Edmond Colomer, Real Filarmonía de 
Santiago con Helmuth Riling, Orquestra del Palau de les Arts de 
Valencia con Lorin Maazel y las Sinfónicas de Tenerife y Galicia 
con Víctor Pablo, con quien prosigue además en la actualidad su 
labor como asesor para audiciones, y de 2008-2010 con Eiji Oue 
en la Orquestra Simfònica de Barcelona i Nacional de Catalunya. 
Es Académico Numerario de la M. I. Academia de la Música 
Valenciana, y Académico Correspondiente de la Reial Acadèmia 
Catalana de Belles Arts de Sant Jordi. 
Sus investigaciones escalísticas, armónicas y formales están 
recogidas en su tratado Lêpsis (vol.I, 2006), y las relativas tanto 
al terreno acústico como al teórico y pedagógico, han sido 
publicadas en diversos trabajos, entre los que destaca su 
libro Una Carta a David Tudor (1992), y el libro teórico-biografico 
de Josep Ruvira: Javier Darias, Obra de Composición e 
Investigación Musical (1990). 
Web: http://server-
die.alc.upv.es/Alcoy/ECCA/ECCA/darias/marco%20darias22.htm 
(2013) 

Davalle Louis (Français) 
Louis DAVALLE est né le 21 janvier 1904 à Morsiglia, petit village 
accroché à une pente du Cap Corse. Il a 13 ans lorsque ses 
parents s’installent à Marseille avec leurs 9 enfants. Le jeune 

Louis exerce des petits boulots, navigue pendant un an avant de 
se retrouver à 18 ans sur les docks du port autonome de 
Marseille. 
Son premier contact avec la guitare a lieu en 1929: il a 25 ans 
lorsqu’il écoute pour la première fois un disque d’Andrès 
SEGOVIA. C’est un véritable coup de foudre. Il acquiert un vieil 
instrument à cordes en acier et, après avoir reçu quelques 
conseils d’un ami et découvrant ses bonnes dispositions pour la 
guitare, commence son apprentissage en autodidacte. Il ne tarde 
pas à mettre au point une technique de pincement des cordes 
combinant la pulpe des doigts et les ongles. Il obtient rapidement 
un jeu à la fois puissant et riche en timbres malgré la piètre 
qualité de ses premières guitares. 
Mais le travail sur les docks lui blesse les mains. Il quitte donc son 
emploi de docker pour s’essayer dans la représentation 
commerciale avec l’idée d’exercer ce nouveau métier le matin et 
de travailler la guitare le reste du temps. Dès lors, les progrès 
sont fulgurants. Trois ans plus tard, il donne son premier concert. 
Il fréquente régulièrement à cette époque l’atelier du Maître 
luthier marseillais Arthuro CARBONELL-TORRES. Il y rencontre 
M.VELISSARIDES, fervent guitariste amateur avec lequel il fonde 
le cercle Napoléon COSTE. 
Il donne jusqu’en 1939, des concerts gratuits et participe à des 
émissions de l’ORTF, résolument déterminé à faire partager sa 
passion et à promouvoir cet instrument beaucoup trop méconnu. 
Rendu à la vie civile en 1940, il décide de se consacrer 
exclusivement à l’enseignement, abandonnant l’idée de faire une 
carrière de concertiste: «La guitare n’intéressait guère le public à 
l’époque et il m’aurait fallu également disposer de plus temps 
pour travailler mon instrument». 
Il épouse en 1941 Renée BERTINIER, une talentueuse pianiste, de 
9 ans sa cadette. Le couple s’installe dans le quartier Vauban à 
Marseille, d’abord au 40 de la rue de la Guadeloupe, puis au 42, 
conservant ainsi la perspective sur la basilique très proche de N.-
D.de la Garde. Daniel naît en 1943, puis Josette, deux années 
plus tard. Cette famille heureuse demeurera toujours 
profondément unie. 
Ses élèves sont maintenant nombreux. Il apprend à lire la 
musique à l’envers pour être face à eux. Il recherche 
inlassablement les meilleurs doigtés alliant à un jeu rationnel la 
richesse des sonorités. Il met au point des séries d’exercices pour 
vaincre une difficulté particulière, obtenir un trémolo puissant et 
bien «rond», un arpège bien équilibré. Il réalise également de 
nombreuses transcriptions et arrangements souvent destinés à 
motiver et à procurer un réel plaisir de jouer, notamment chez ses 
plus jeunes élèves. 
Il pousse les plus doués à concourir, à passer des diplômes 
officiels, à suivre l’enseignement d’autres professeurs. Il présente 
ses deux meilleurs élèves, Charles BALDUZZI et René BARTOLI, 
au premier concours national de guitare classique animé par 
PRESTI, LAGOYA et VIDAL. Ils sont les seuls à être primés. 
Il décline l’offre de création de la première classe de guitare du 
conservatoire de Marseille mais persuade René BARTOLI de 
postuler pour ce poste. BARTOLI en devient titulaire peu de temps 
après. 
Marie-Thérèse GHIRARDI décroche son premier prix en Espagne; 
Jean-Bruno DAUTANER après avoir travaillé avec PONCE obtient le 
diplôme supérieur de concertiste; François TOMASI, médaille d’or 
du conservatoire, fonde l’Académie de guitare de Marseille; le 
Maître luthier marseillais Joël LAPLANE, successeur de 
CARBONELL, obtient une licence de concert…Claude GALLENCA, 
Catherine FINIDORI, Jean-François REILLE, Jean-Marc 
DERMESROPIAN, Pierre TOUATI, Roland FERRANDI, Patrick 
JOURDAIN … embrasseront à leur tour une carrière artistique. 
Ce fondateur de l’école marseillaise de guitare classique, cet 
homme infatigable, affable, généreux dont l’enseignement 
rigoureux et exigeant était toujours agrémenté d’un léger sourire 
ou d’une parole encourageante, meurt à l’âge de 88 ans d’un 
infarctus du myocarde, le 22 décembre 1992, ayant réussi son 
ambition de donner à son instrument toutes ses lettres de 
noblesses. 
Web: http://www.festivalguitare-lambesc.com/davalle 

Davidovsky Mario (English) 
Mario Davidovsky (b. 1934) is widely recognized for his pioneering 
work in electroacoustic music. His Synchronisms are early 
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examples of successful integration of acoustic instruments with 
electronic sound; Davidovsky received the Pulitzer Prize in 1971 
for his Synchronisms No. 6 for piano and tape. Since the 1970's 
the bulk of Davidovsky's output has consisted of chamber and 
orchestral works. 
Davidovsky was born in Mendanos, Argentina into a family of 11 
children, all of whom were musicians; he studied violin as a child 
and began to compose at the age of 13. His formal musical 
training began with Guillermo Graetzer in Buenos Aires, with 
whom he studied theory and composition. In 1958 he was invited 
by Aaron Copland to study at the Berkshire Music Center in 
Lenox, Massachusetts; two years later he settled in New York and 
began a long association with the Columbia-Princeton Electronic 
Music Center. Davidovsky's teaching posts have included the 
University of Michigan, Instituto Torcuato di Tella of Buenos Aires, 
Manhattan School of Music, Yale University in Connecticut, City 
College of the City University of New York, and Columbia 
University in New York. Since 1993 he has taught at Harvard 
University in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Recordings of his music 
can be found on the Bridge, Centaur, CRI, Delos, and New World 
labels. 

Davidson Robert (English) 
Dr Robert Davidson is a prolific composer, bassist, lecturer and 
founder and artistic director of Topology, ensemble-in-residence 
at the Brisbane Powerhouse and a Key Organisation in the 
Australia Council’s funding structure. Davidson studied 
composition with Terry Riley in California before completing a 
composition PhD at the University of Queensland, included on the 
Dean’s list of outstanding PhDs in 2003. 
Davidson’s studies with Riley were made possible by a Churchill 
Fellowship, during which he also consulted many leading 
composers in the US and Europe. He previously studied South 
Indian vocal music in Kerala, India. 
Davidson was a bassist in the Australian Opera, Sydney 
Symphony, and Queensland Symphony orchestras before 
commencing his current career as a music lecturer. He has been 
featured as a bassist in the Darwin International Guitar Festival, 
performing chamber works with John Williams, and with the 
Brodsky Quartet. 
Davidson’s compositions are regularly performed, recorded and 
broadcast around the world. All of Australia’s professional 
orchestras and many leading soloists and ensembles have 
commissioned and performed his works. He has received many 
commissions for major works from festivals including the Qld 
Music Festival, Brisbane Festival, Sydney Festival, Olympics Arts 
Festival, Castlemaine Festival and many others. With Topology he 
has released six CD albums and a DVD, and has directed 
numerous collaborations with artists including The Kransky 
Sisters, Gerry Connolly, Kate Miller-Heidke, Katie Noonan, Robert 
Forster, the Southern Cross Soloists, Misinterprotato and others. 
Web: http://www.uq.edu.au/music/dr-robert-davidson (2014) 

Davies Maxwell Peter (Italiano) 
Compositore e conduttore britannico nato a Manchester nel 1934. 
Si è perfezionato co G.Petrassi a Roma. Ha costituito con 
H.Birtwistle il gruppo 'Pierrot Players' per la promozione e 
diffusione di opere d'avanguardia. 

Davies Paul (English) 
Born in Denver, Colorado, Paul Davies received a Ph.D in music 
from the University of California at San Diego having studied with 
Brian Ferneyhough, Bernard Rands, and Joji Yuasa. His music has 
received many performances in the United States, Mexico, and 
Europe; distinguished ensembles such as the Kiev Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Nieuwe Ensemble, Amsterdam, la Camerata de la 
Universidad Autónoma de Baja California, the Kiev National Opera 
Chorus, Sonor Ensemble, duo runedako, and Ensemble Expose, 
London, have given world premieres of his works. In 1990 Dr. 
Davies was invited as guest composer and lecturer to the 
prestigious Darmstadt New Music Festival in Germany. This 
invitation was again extended in 1992 and 1994. In 1997, the 
composer’s Genji’s Visit to Utsusemi for guitar and ensemble was 
performed by Ensemble Expose, with the American virtuoso Alan 
Thomas as soloist, in a BBC production/broadcast at the Institute 
of Contemporary Arts in London, England. This work was also 
featured in the Evolution of Our Ear Festival at the Akademie der 

Künste in Berlin, Germany, performed by Nieuwe Ensemble 
Amsterdam on November 21, 1997. In 1999 the same work was 
selected for performance at the ISCM World Music Days in 
Bucharest, Romania. Davies’ work was featured at the California 
State University Long Beach Festival of the Arts in July of 1998 
and in June of the same year the composer was interviewed on 
Cable Access TV in a program entitled “A Conversation with Paul 
Davies”.  
In July of 2000, the composer’s Padre Nuestro for mixed choir a 
cappella was awarded an honorable mention at the Jihlava 2000 
Music Festival held in Prague, Czech Republic. The piece received 
its European premiere at this festival during the month of July. Its 
companion piece, Ave Maria, for mixed choir a cappella, was also 
awarded a prize in the Honors category of the Carlton Savage 
Endowment for International Relations and Peace as part of the 
“Waging Peace Through Singing” music festival held at the 
University of Oregon in July of 2002.  
Dr. Davies, who currently is working on Carlota, an opera in three 
acts, and who teaches composition, music appreciation, music 
theory, and a course on the Beatles at Foothill College in Los 
Altos, California, was invited to give a presentation of his works at 
Stanford University on October 18, 2001, as part of Stanford’s 
ongoing composition sequence. 
Recent commissions and performances include Berlin Motives for 
solo harp, commissioned by the Dutch virtuoso Ernestine Stoop 
and released in January of 2005 under the Dutch label Attacca, 
and the Lennon Variations, for harpsichord and piano, 
commissioned by Kate Ryder and Jane Chapman for the “Cutting 
Edge Series” sponsored and broadcast by the BBC in London in 
October of 2006. In 2007, the composer’s Rhapsody for Piano and 
Orchestra and Ave Maria, for mixed choir a cappella, received 
Masterworks Prizes awarded by ERMMedia. The Rhapsody was 
subsequently recorded by the Kiev Philharmonic Orchestra 
conducted by Robert Ian Winstin and with Dmitri Tavanets as 
soloist. Ave Maria was recorded by the Kiev Opera Chorus. The CD 
recordings of both works are scheduled to be released in the Fall 
of 2011. 
An accomplished concert pianist, Dr. Davies has appeared as 
soloist with the Foothill Wind Ensemble, the Winchester Orchestra, 
and the South Valley Symphony. 
Web: http://www.daviespaul.com/bio.html (2013) 

De Biasi Marco (English) 
He was born in Vittorio Veneto in 1977. He started stuying guitar 
at the age of ten under the guidance of Stefano Viola. He 
graduated in 1999, at Conservatorio di Fermo (Academy of Music) 
as a private student. He got the maximun score. He attended a 
specialisation course at the Accademia di Interpretazione 
Chitarristica “F. Tàrrega” in Pordenone with the teachers Stefano 
Viola and Paolo Pegoraro. He continued the studying of guitar and 
attending masterclasses given by David Russel, Manuel Barrueco, 
Marco Socias, Zoran Dukic, Alberto Ponce. In 1991 he won the 
“National  Competition Città di Asti” and in 1997 the “Young 
Talent Competition of Azzano X”. In 1999 he won the 
“International Competition Città di Varenna”.  In September 2000 
he was forced to retire from giving concerts as a result of a  
europhysiological disease called focal dystonia. Fortunately, from 
2002 to 2003, he carried out a motor rehabilitation programme at 
the Institute of Physiology and Medicine of Art in Barcelona which 
brougth about his complete recovery. Now he collaborates with 
this institute. In  2004 he retook his concertistic activity and the 
same year he won the “National Competition Città di Ortona”. In 
2005 he won the “International Competition Rospigliosi di Pistoia”, 
the “National Castelfidardo Competition” in Ancona and the 
“National Competition Città di Severo” in Milan. In 2006 he won 
the “National Competition Città di Parma” and the “International 
Guitar Competition Kitarika” of Capodistria. Regularly he has tours 
in Mexico and he plays in the most important international 
festivals of Italy as the International Festival in Friuli Venezia 
Giulia, the International Festival M. Castelnuovo Tedesco in 
Treviso and the International Festival N. Paganini in Parma. He 
has recorded for the radio of some Mexican states and also for 
RAI DUE and some private radios. 
In the years of concertistic inactivity he started studying 
composition under the guidance of  Renato Gava. Starting from 
Kandinsky's theories and Klee's writings, he has created a phono-

http://www.artofthestates.org/cgi-bin/compbio.pl?compname=coplandaaron�
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chromatic system, based on the relationship between sound and 
color, that foresee the association of pictorial and musical 
elements. At the moment he is working on the phonographic 
recording of his composition “EIRES, Theme and variations for 
three guitars”. His compositions are played in the most important 
international guitar festivals obtaining immediately the approval of 
critics and the public.  (June 2006) 

De Biasi Marco (Italiano) 
Nato a Vittorio Veneto nel 1977, ha cominciato lo studio della 
chitarra classica all’età di dieci anni sotto la guida del maestro 
Stefano Viola. Dopo essersi diplomato nel  1999, al Conservatorio 
di Fermo, come privatista, con il massimo dei voti, ha frequentato 
il corso di alto perfezionamento presso l’Accademia di 
Interpretazione Chitarristica “F. Tarrega” di Pordenone con i 
maestri Stefano Viola e Paolo Pegoraro. Ha continuato i suoi studi 
seguendo le mastreclasses di maestri di fama internazionale quali 
David Russel, Manuel Barrueco, Oscar Ghiglia,  Alberto Ponce. Tra 
i concorsi nazionali e internazionali a cui ha partecipato ha vinto, 
nel 1991, il “Concorso Nazionale Città di Asti”, nel 1997, il 
“Concorso Giovani Talenti di Azzano X” e, nel 1999, il “Concorso 
Internazionale Città di Varenna”.  Dal settembre del 2000 è stato 
costretto al ritiro dall’attività concertistica in seguito alla comparsa 
di una malattia neurologica chiamata distonia focale. 
Fortunatamente, dal 2002 al 2003, ha seguito un programma di 
riabilitazione motoria, presso L’Istituto di Medicina e dell’Arte di 
Barcellona, che lo ha portato alla completa guarigione. Ora 
collabora con questo istituto. Nel 2004 riprende così la sua attività 
concertistica. Nel 2004 vince “Concorso Nazionale Città di 
Ortona”, nel 2005 il “Concorso Internazionale Rospigliosi” di 
Pistoia, il “Concorso Nazionale di Castelfidardo” (AN), il “Concorso 
Nazionale città di Severo” (MI), nel 2006 il “Concorso Nazionale 
città di Parma” e il “Concrso Internazionale Kitarika di 
Capodistria”. Tiene regolarmente tournè in Messico, e suona nei 
più importanti festival internazionali in Italia quali il Festival 
internazionale del Friuli Venezia Giulia, il Festival internazionale M. 
Castelnuovo Tedesco (Trevis ), il Festival internazionale N. 
Paganini (Parma). Ha registrato sia per la radio che per la 
televisione di diversi stati messicani,  per la RAI e per diverse 
radio private. 
Negli anni di inattività concertistica, ha cominciato a dedicarsi allo 
studio della composizione, studiando sotto la guida del maestro 
Renato Gava. Partendo dalle teorie di Kandinsky e dagli scritti di 
Klee ha creato un sistema fono-cromatico, basato sul rapporto 
suono/colore,  che prevede l’associazione di elementi pittorici ad 
elementi musicali. Ha all’attivo una incisione fonografica di una 
sua composizione “EIRES, Tema e variazioni per tre chitarre” e i 
suoi brani sono suonati nei più importanti festival chitarristici 
internazionali, riscuotendo ovunque il consenso sia della critica 
che del pubblico. (Giugno 2006) 

De Chiaro Giovanni (English) 
Giovanni (John) de Chiaro. American classical guitarist Giovanni 
de Chiaro made his New York debut in 1976 in a Carnegie Hall 
performance which brought a rave notice from the New York 
Times and launched a career of growing distinction. He has 
concertized throughout the United States, Mexico and Europe and 
has performed for Pope John Paul II at the Vatican in Rome. He 
was invited to perform for President Clinton at a special Christmas 
function at the White House. His recordings include his 
arrangements of Christmas carols, Broadway classics, and the 
complete works of Scott Joplin. In 1989, Mr. De Chiaro received a 
commission from NASA to compose an original guitar composition 
for the Space Shuttle program.  
The editors of the prestigious national journal Musical America 
named Giovanni de Chiaro as one of the magazine's “Young 
Artists of the Year” in 1982. He is a contributing editor to guitar 
magazines published in both the United States and abroad. 
Giovanni has recorded two nationally televised special programs 
for the PBS network. Both of these programs received Gold 
Awards and top honors at several film festivals. His many 
recordings can be heard throughout the United States on National 
Public Radio. De Chiaro is currently the professor of guitar at the 
University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=39 

De Jonghe Marcel (Français) 
Marcel De Jonghe est né à Bruxelles (Belgique) le 9 mai 1943. Il a 
fait des études d’instituteur et de régent en langues 
germaniques. Parallèlement, il a suivi les cours de solfège, de 
piano, d’histoire de la musique, de musique de chambre, 
d’harmonie et de contrepoint à l’académie d’Anderlecht. Il a 
obtenu la médaille du gouvernement avec la plus grande 
distinction pour le piano et avec grande distinction pour la 
musique de chambre. 
En 1967, il est devenu lauréat du concours “Pro Civitate” du 
Crédit Communal (maintenant Banque Dexia). Ensuite, il a obtenu 
les premiers prix de solfège, d’harmonie, de contrepoint, de fugue 
et de composition au Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles ( section 
néerlandophone ). Pendant quelque temps il enseigna la musique 
dans les écoles primaires et le solfège dans l’enseignement 
subventionné du soir. 
En 1972 il est devenu directeur de l’académie de musique de 
Dilbeek et un an plus tard il a été nommé professeur d’harmonie 
au Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles (section néerlandophone). 
En 2005 il a pris sa retraite. 
Jusqu’à présent, il a composé plus de nonante oeuvres parmi 
lesquelles un quatuor à cordes, une sinfonnieta, deux cantates 
pour choeur à quatre voix et orchestre de chambre, un 
divertimento et une sérénade pour quatuor de clarinettes et 
cordes, un concertino pour orchestre de chambre, 6 introspections 
pour piano, Obstinatio I pour orchestre symphonique , A.B.C.-
variations pour 2 piano’s et percussion, un concerto pour guitare 
et cordes, un concerto pour piano et orchestre d’harmonie, 
Obstinatio 2 pour orchestre d’harmonie, Mini-caprices / Gentle 
pieces / Moods in Transit pour clarinette-choir . 
Web: 
http://users.skynet.be/DANIELLE.BAAS/cv_marcel_de_jonghe_tt.
htm (2011) 

De La Vega Aurelio (English) 
He is a Distinguished Professor Emeritus of California State 
University Northridge. His list of compositions (many published 
and commercially recorded, almost all commissioned works after 
1962) include symphonic pieces, chamber music, piano, solo 
instruments with tape, song cycles, cantatas, ballet music, guitar 
and electronic music. His works have been performed by major 
orchestras, ensembles, prominent soloists, and singers in 
numerous cities of Cuba, the United States, Europe, Israel, South 
America, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, México, South Africa, 
Japan, Puerto Rico, and India. De la Vega He has lectured 
extensively in Cuba, the United States, Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
Venezuela, Brazil, Canada, Spain, Argentina and Chile, primarily 
on contemporary music and on the art of Latin America.  
His articles and essays have appeared in a myriad of publications 
from London to Camaguey and from Ottawa to Bolivia. De la Vega 
is the recipient of numerous prizes, commissions, awards, and 
distinctions (having received twice the Friedheim Award of the 
Kennedy Center for the performing Arts) as well as honors and 
decorations from various governments for his constributions to 
North American and Latin American music. He is also a well-
known essayist on the pictorial art of Latin America.  
De la Vega's intense, virtuosic, lyric-dramatic and highly 
expressive musical vocabulary has been the vehicle for long series 
of works which include all media except opera. The composer has 
combined pan-tonality, atonality, serial procedures, open forms 
and electronic elements with a highly structured musical lexicon 
often underlined by sharp and strong rhythmic patterns. While 
occasionally using Cuban melo-rhythms, his musical language has 
continued personal and contemporary. In the words of 
musicologist George Skapski, “De la Vega's style is characterized 
by an angular treatment of the voices, passionate arch forms, 
vigorous motoric cells and an intense preoccupation with 
instrumental color.”  
Web: http://www.dwightwinenger.net/delavegabio.htm (2012) 

De Ley Alain (English) 
Hewas born in 1961, studied at the High school for music and at 
the Royal Music Conservatory in Antwerp, Belgium.  
Later he studied composition with the Belgian composer Alain 
Craens and he received many very valuable guidelines from the 
Ukrainian composer Alexander Shchetynsky. He is the librarian of 
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the Flemish Radio Orchestra and Choir. 
Web: http://www.classical-composers.org/comp/deley (2011) 

De Palma Ambrogio (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e direttore d'orchestra italiano nato nel 1963. Ha 
studiato chitarra al Conservatorio di Adria, e direzione d'orchestra 
con F.Ferrara, S.Zannerini e Ljudmil Descev. Esecutore di jazz, 
musica est-europea e sudamericana. 

De Rossi Re Fabrizio (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato a Roma nel 1960. È autore di una vasta 
produzione che spazia dalla musica da camera, sinfonica, 
elettronica, di teatro musicale e danza. 

De Vittorio Roberto (Español) 
Nació en Buenos Aires el 10 de Octubre de 1939. Estudió 
violoncello con Roberto Livón. En el año 1969 egresó como 
Profesor Superior del Conservatorio de Música de San Martin. 
Estudió guitarra con Jorge Martinez Zárate. Armonía, contrapunto, 
fuga, composición y orquestación con Cayetano Marcolli, Roberto 
García Morillo y Juan Francisco Giacobbe y Música concreta en el 
Instituto Torcuato Di Tella.  
Dió recitales en Buenos Aires, en el interior del país y en el 
extranjero auspiciado por distintas Direcciones de Cultura. Actuó 
también en canales televisivos de Buenos Aires, en L.R.A. Radio 
Nacional y Radio Municipal. En el año 1980 inventó “La guitarra 
microtonal”, instrumento de 20 cuerdas afinadas por cuartos de 
tonos, que posibilita la incorporación de recursos inéditos a la 
ejecución musical.  
Como docente se desempeñó en el Conservatorio Provincial de La 
Plata, en el Conservatorio Municipal de Tandil y en el Instituto 
Superior de Música de Formosa.  
Auspiciado por el C.R.A.M. (Centro Ricordi de Asesoramiento 
Musical) dictó seminarios sobre “Armonía y Composición aplicada 
a la Guitarra”.  
Actuó en las siguientes orquestas: Orquesta Sinfónica de Cuyo, 
Orquesta Estable del Teatro Argentino de La Plata, Orquesta 
Sinfónica Municipal de Mar del Plata, Orquesta Sinfónica de 
Rosario, Orquesta Filarmónica Marchigiana (Italia) y Orquestre du 
Grand Théatre de Dijon (Francia).  
En composición obtuvo los siguientes premios: 1er. premio 
Asociación Estímulo Cultural, 1er. premio Asociación Música de 
Cámara, 1er. premio y Mención Especial Concurso Barry 30 
Aniversario, 1er. premio Asociación Docentes de Música. 
Falleció el 12 de Octubre de 2004. 
Web: http://www.ciweb.com.ar/RDV/index.php 

De Vos Malan Jacques (English) 
Born 3rd December 1953 in New York to South African parents, 
Dr. Jacques de Vos Malan was educated at schools in England, 
Portugal and South Africa. He graduated as Bachelor of Music 
(Composition) at the University of Cape Town (1976), winning the 
Van Huylsteyn Scholarship, the Universal Edition Prize for 
composition and the Composition Class Medal, three years in 
succession. He pursued post-graduate work in London, studying 
composition with Nicola LeFanu (and informally with David 
Lumsdaine) and reading musicology with Arnold Whitall and 
palaeography with Pierluigi Petrobelli. He graduated as Master of 
Music (Composition) at King's College, University of London 
(1979) and returned to South Africa to complete the degree of 
Doctor of Music at the University of Pretoria (1983) under Stefans 
Grové. On several  occasions, he studied informally and 
collaborated with Morton Feldman. De Vos Malan worked as a 
radio and television music producer for the South African 
Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) and subsequently as an 
independent arts documentary filmmaker. He has lectured in 
ethnomusicology at the University of the Witwatersrand and in 
composition and twentieth-century aesthetics at the University of 
Cape Town. His career as an arts administrator has included the 
roles of Manager of the National Symphony Orchestra, 
Johannesburg; Executive Director of the Cape Town Symphony 
Orchestra; Music Director of the Musica Reservata chamber 
orchestra; and founder of Fine Music Radio, Cape Town. De Vos 
Malan migrated to Melbourne in 2000, where he is currently 
responsible for the major festivals portfolio at Arts Victoria. De 
Vos Malan's works are published by Musications (Cape Town) and 
Seesaw Music (New York). Several works have been 

commissioned by the SABC and Adcock-Ingram Ltd, while 
numerous works have been performed, recorded and broadcast in 
Belgium, Portugal, South Africa, Switzerland, the UK and the USA 
and - most recently - at the Banff Festival 2003 in Canada. De 
Vos Malan's work is substantially influenced by the music of John 
Cage and Morton Feldman, the theoretical writings of Umberto Eco 
and the composer's own studies of Japanese aesthetics. For the 
past decade, he has written almost exclusively for small chamber 
groups and has conducted numerous performances of his own and 
other living composers' music. De Vos Malan's works are typically 
quiet and sparse and often include a narrator, dealing with 
abstract questions of signification, meaning and memory, using 
multi-lingual, loosely autobiographical texts. 
Web: http://www.amcoz.com.au/comp/d/jdvmalan.htm 

Deák Michael (English) 
Michael Deák (b.1942), composer and pianist, and the son of the 
concert pianist, Imre Deák (1892-1945), was at first attracted to 
jazz but now composes in many styles and forms, including jazz 
and classical idioms. He currently lives in Gig Harbor, Washington 
where in addition to his musical activities he is a member of the 
Screen Actors Guild, working as an actor when the opportunity 
presents itself. 

Debussy Claude (Italiano) 
Achille-Claude Debussy nasce a Saint-Cermain-en-Laye, presso 
Parigi, nel 1862. A dieci anni entra al conservatorio. Nel1 880 
ottiene il primo premio nella classe di accompagnamento 
pianistico. Lo stesso anno conosce Nadezda von Meck, la celebre 
mecenate di Cajkovskij, che gli fa conoscere la letteratura 
musicale russa. Dal 1885 al 1887 vive a Roma; tornato a Parigi, 
frequenta i famosi martedì di Mallarmé, incontrandovi Louÿs, 
Renier, Laforgue, Verlaine e un piccolo gruppo di pittori. Il Prelude 
à l’uprès-midi d’un faune (1894) lo impone all'attenzione del 
pubblico internazionale. Nel 1899 sposa Rosalie Texier; nel 1904 
rompe il matrimonio per unirsi con Emma Bardac. Un anno dopo 
nasce Claude-Emma, che sarà affettuosamente chiamata 
Chouchou. Stabilitosi al Bois de Boulogne, Debussy vive alcuni 
anni di perfetta serenità; la sua produzione si arricchisce di titoli 
importanti: Iberia (1908), Images (due serie: 1905 e 1907), 
Préludes (due libri: 1910 e 1913). Le difficoltà finanziarie e un 
tumore maligno affliggono gli ultimi anni della sua vita; lo scoppio 
della Prima guerra mondiale lo turba profondamente. Muore a 
Parigi il 25 marzo 1918. 
Il suo linguaggio musicale fu definito 'impressionistico', ad 
indicare le sonorità e gli accostamenti timbrici adottati. La sua 
estetica è stata in seguito adottata da generazioni di compositori. 

Decorti Claudio (English) 
Claudio Decorti was born in Trieste (Italy) in 1936. He comes from 
a musical family, his father played piano, mandolin (classical) and 
horn, his mother was an opera singer and his sister plays piano 
and organ. His wife, Corinne, used to be a theatre and cabaret 
singer. 
After hearing Segovia on the radio, Claudio was captivated by the 
sound of the guitar and began studies when he was 14 years old 
with Bruno Tonazzi, a former student of Segovia. In 1960, Claudio 
went to London to live for two years to 'practise his English' and 
visited the Spanish Guitar Centre where Len Williams asked him 
to play for him. After this 'hearing' Len suggested that Claudio 
take lessons with a student of his son, John Williams who was 
himself busy preparing for various concert engagements. 
Although never having taken formal compositional theory lessons 
Claudio Decorti writes passionately 'from the heart'. He says “I 
have always composed but never wrote anything down until one 
day in 1997 when I decided to finally commit my pieces to paper”.  
He then took his works to an old friend of his, Mauro Storti, a very 
good concert artiste who had studied with Segovia and Diaz and 
had published many didactic methods. Storti eventually revised 
Decorti's pieces and introduced him to an Italian Publisher (ECO). 
Some of Claudio Decorti's compositions have been played in 
Canada, Italy and England (where Steve Marsh gave the first 
performance of his work 'TALE' in 2001). 
Web: http://www.lathkillmusic.co.uk/ComposerProfiles.html 

Decoust Michel (Français) 
Né le 19 Novembre 1936 à Paris. Né dans une famille de 
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musiciens, il commence le piano à l'âge de 3 ans. Il témoigne de 
dons qui semblent le destiner tout naturellement à une carrière de 
pianiste. A 15 ans, en rupture avec ce qui a été son 
environnement quotidien jusque-là, il se passionne tour à tour 
pour l'architecture et la mise en scène de cinéma.  
En 1956, il retourne à la musique, pour suivre jusqu'en 1965 au 
CNSM un cursus classique : harmonie, contrepoint, fugue, 
composition, analyse et direction d'orchestre avec des maîtres tels 
que O. Messiaen, D. Milhaud ou L. Fourestier.  
En 1964-65, le désir de découvrir un autre univers musical le 
conduit à Cologne où il suit les cours de K. Stockhausen H. 
Pousseur et à Bâle les cours de direction d'orchestre de P. Boulez. 
Il ne s'agit pas là d'une volonté de rompre avec ses études au 
CNSM, mais plutôt d'un complément de formation par des 
rencontres et des contacts musicaux avec des personalités en 
pleine effervescence créatrice.  
En 1967, Michel Decoust écrit Polymorphie pour un grand 
orchestre.Sa création au Festival de Royan par l'Orchestre 
National de France sous la Direction de M. Le Roux laisse dans les 
mémoires le souvenir d'un parfait scandale.  
Michel Deoust va alors explorer à peu près tous les chemins de la 
musique des années 1967-73.  
De 1972 à 1983, il se consacre à la direction d'orchestre : il 
dirigera de très nombreuses créations sans négliger pour autant le 
répertoire, tant symphonique que lyrique.  
Dans les années 76-82, son écriture évolue dans le sens d'un 
resserrement. En 83, la Sinfonietta pour 10 instruments marque 
un tournant majeur dans sa vie de musicien: l'exigence de 
l'écriture s'impose à lui et lui paraît incompatible avec la direction 
d'orchestre. Mener ces deux carrières simultanément représente à 
ses yeux une sorte de distorsion. Pour lui, la direction d'orchestre 
est essentiellement extravertie et demande une rapidité de 
conception en quelque sorte réductrice. Son besoin d'intériorité et 
de secret ne peut s'en satisfaire. Il abandonne la direction pour se 
consacrer à la composition.  
Il est depuis 1981 sous contrat avec la maison d'Edition 
SALABERT.  
Vont naître alors des oeuvres majeures tels que: Sonnet (85); De 
la gravitation suspendue des memoires (86); Hommage à Maurice 
Ravel (87); Je, qui d'autre, conte lyrique (87); 12 mélodies sur 
des poèmes japonais (89); Dodici voci ainsi que Ligne (92).  
Toute cette période marque un retour vers une conception plus 
classique de l'écriture: Le Concerto pour violon (1990) - Cent 
phrases pour éventail (poème de Paul Claudel) 1995, A jamais 
d'ombre (97); Les mains déliées (98) représentent 
l'aboutissement de son engagement.Par ailleurs, Michel Decoust 
s'est toujours investi dans la gestion de la musique. Sa vie est 
ponctuée de nombreuses responsabilités administratives et 
artistiques: ainsi en 67, il participe à la fondation de l'orchestre 
des Pays de Loire (OPPL), il créé en 1972 le Conservatoire de 
Pantin dont il sera directeur jusqu'en 1976, on le retrouve ensuite 
directeur du dépatement pédagogique de l'I.R.C.A.M avant de 
rejoindre le ministère de la culture en 1979 (inspecteur général). 
Il en est détaché de 91 à 94 auprès du District de Montpelier en 
qualité de Directeur Général de l'enseignement spécialisé de la 
musique, de la danse et de l'art dramatique. Il a rejoint la 
Direction de la Musique de la Danse du Theatre et des spectacles 
en juillet 1994 pour remprendre sa fonction d'Inspecteur Général 
de la création et des enseignements artistiques où il a la 
responsabilité de l'enseignement supérieur.  
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/d_g/decoust.htm 

Degenhardt Annette (English) 
(German, b. Mainz, 1965) 
She is a guitarist and composer. She studied at the Hochschule 
fuer Musik in Frankfort on Main from 1985 to 1990 and now has 
several CD's of her own guitar compositions to her credit. 

Degni Vincenzo (English) 
Vincenzo Degni was a self taught guitarist who was born in 
Canosa (Bari), but he soon moved to North Italy. He developed an 
intense organization activity in Milan, where he found the 
Associazione with the International Competition “The Conquire of 
the Classical Guitar” held in “SIM” of Milan, since the '80. Among 
his wide repertory of short pieces and studies, pieces of occasion, 
can be remembered his Serenata all'antica (Bèrben) and a 

Fandanguillo (Curci), suitable mostly as guitar children's games. 

Degni Vincenzo (Italiano) 
Vincenzo Degni fu un chitarrista autodidatta: nacque a Canosa 
(Bari), ma presto si trasferì in nord Italia. A Milano sviluppò 
un'intensa attività organizzativa fondando un'Associazione con 
associato un periodico ed un concorso internazionale “La 
conquista della chitarra classica” tenuto per molti anni alla mostra 
del “SIM” (Salone Internazionale Musica) di Milano, dagli Anni 
Ottanta. Nel suo vasto repertorio di studi e pezzi d'occasione, 
meritano di essere ricordati, oltre al suo metodo in più volumi, la 
Serenata all'antica (Bèrben) e un Fandanguillo (Curci), adatti 
principalmente come repertorio didattico e ricreativo. 

Del Puerto David (English) 
Born in 1964 in Madrid, musically trained in the guitar, disciple of 
Francisco Guerrero and Luis de Pablo in his native city, David del 
Puerto emerged very early as one of the most talented composers 
of his generation. At just 20 his name was on the bill at the 
Almeida Festival in London and shortly afterwards he was 
commissioned by Pierre Boulez to write a new work for the 
Ensemble InterContemporain. Since then, his music has been 
present at the most important concert festivals and seasons in 
Europa, Japan, Indonesia, Australia, USA, Canada and Latin 
America, where it has been performed by ensembles such as the 
London Symphony, Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra, Nieuw 
Ensemble, Wisconsin University Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre 
Symphonique du Rhin-Mulhouse, ONE (Spanish National 
Orchestra), Spanish Radio Television Orchestra, JONDE (Spanish 
National Youth Orchestra), ORCAM, Real Filharmonía de Galicia, 
OSPA, Plural Ensemble, Grup Instrumental de Valencia, Taller 
Sonoro, Cuarteto Casals... His works have been performed by 
soloists the likes of Ernest Rombout, Ananda Sukarlan, Miquel 
Bernat, Ángel Luis Castaño, Manuel 
Guillén, Evelyn Glennie and Sarah Leonard, and conducted by the 
likes of Ed Spanjaard, Sakari Oramo, Diego Masson, Luca Pfaff, 
José Ramón Encinar, Josep Pons, Pedro Halffter, Fabián Panisello, 
Tapio Tuomela, Pablo González Bernardo, Pablo Heras, Dmitri 
Loos, etc. 
He has also been intensely active in teaching as guest professor at 
Universities, Conservatories and courses in Europe and the USA. 
He is currently professor of Analysis at the Escuela Reina Sofía in 
Madrid. In 1993, he won the Premio Gaudeamus with his 
“Concierto for oboe and chamber ensemble”, and in the same 
year received the prize El ojo crítico from Radio Nacional de 
España. In 2005, he was awarded the Premio Nacional de Música 
for composition. 
The musical life of David del Puerto has been marked by a serene 
but fierce search for himself, without reservations or concessions, 
which has meant he has forged one of the most original and 
personal career paths of the current panorama: His art, vital, 
complex, deep, always bathed in its author’s personality, feeds on 
numerous influences from different eras and places on the planet, 
influences that, in the hands of the composer naturally become a 
part of his personal heritage, which he uses to configure an 
unequalled musical language. David del Puerto is a founder 
member of Música Presente. 
Web: http://www.daviddelpuerto.com/ 

Del Vescovo Ganesh (Italiano) 
Ganesh Del Vescovo, oggi considerato un 'virtuoso' della chitarra, 
ha iniziato gli studi di chitarra come autodidatta. Un fortunato 
incontro con Alvaro Company (allievo di Andres Segovia) lo ha 
portato a frequentare i suoi corsi presso il Conservatorio 'Luigi 
Cherubini' di Firenze, dove ha conseguito il diploma con il 
massimo dei voti, la lode e la menzione speciale 'per la 
straordinaria capacita' di caratterizzare gli stati d'animo delle 
opere eseguite'. Ha potuto allargare le sue esperienze musicali 
partecipando come effettivo alle Master Classes di chitarra tenute 
da Oscar Ghiglia, Eliot Fisk, Pepe Romero e Edoardo Fernandez 
presso gli 'Amici della musica' di Firenze, ricevendo, per la piena 
maturita' artistica, stima e riconoscimento. Pepe Romero lo ha 
definito un 'magnifico chitarrista e musicista'. Ha inoltre vinto il 
premio 'Boris Christoff' e 'Federico Del Vecchio'. I suoi studi lo 
hanno portato ad affrontare il repertorio chitarristico, esplorando i 
vari periodi: rinascimentale, barocco, classico, romantico, 
moderno e contemporaneo; ma il suo interesse per la musica, che 
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non si e' limitato al solo repertorio originale per chitarra, lo ha 
portato a sviluppare una tecnica di trascrizione di opere scritte per 
altri strumenti. In tal senso il suo repertorio annovera anche 
molte sue trascrizioni di autori quali Bach, Frescobaldi, Scarlatti, 
Mozart, Schubert, Debussy. Nel gennaio 2006 il chitarrista 
Kazuhito Yamashita ha eseguito in concerto a Tokyo la sua 
trascrizione dei 'Sei Momenti musicali' di Schubert pubblicati da 
Gendai Guitar. La sua attivita' di compositore prende le mosse fin 
dagli esordi e si sviluppa di pari passo con lo studio dello 
strumento, muovendosi fra la sperimentazione di tecniche nuove 
sulla chitarra e la ricerca di una forma personale stimolata anche 
dall'incontro con la musica classica indiana. Piu' che rifarsi a forme 
strettamente tradizionali, si ispira liberamente all'esperienza 
estetica e alla forza espressiva . Suona anche il sarod, antico 
strumento indiano. Questa ricerca musicale compositiva che si 
sviluppa intorno a sonorita' che portano specificamente a 
particolari stati d'animo, ha portato alla necessità di modificare la 
chitarra classica. Sono nati così due nuovi strumenti: la chitarra 
'chikari', con l'aggiunta di un cavalletto mobile e di due sottili 
corde di metallo con la funzione di bordone 'flessibile'; e la 'sarod 
guitar' o 'chitarra sarod', un'unione fra la chitarra classica e il 
sarod, dove al manico classico e' stato aggiunto mezzo manico in 
metallo, privo di tasti. Questo permette grande agilità nell'uso 
libero del glissato e un effetto sonoro suggestivo non temperato. 
Per la casa editrice Sinfonica Nuova Carisch per solo chitarra ha 
pubblicato Studi con un cd interpretato dall'autore; Dodici Studi di 
transizione con cd interpretato dall'autore; Tre Studi giovanili; Tre 
Reminisenze per chitarra; Jasidih Express; Sandhya; e per 
chitarra e flauto Three Dhuns. Sempre per la casa editrice 
Sinfonica Nuova Carisch ha inciso un cd di musiche proprie. Il 
chitarrista Andrea Vettoretti ha inciso, per le edizioni Phoenix, Tre 
Reminiscenze e Sei studi di transizione. Le Tre Reminiscenze 
figurano anche nel repertorio concertistico di Kazuhito Yamashita, 
il quale ha eseguito nel settembre 2005 a Nagasaki in prima 
assoluto il pezzo a lui dedicato Suite 'alla montagna'. La sua 
attivita' di concertista come solista lo ha portato ad esibirsi in 
importanti societa' in Italia e all'estero, suonando come solista e, 
in vari gruppi concertistici, brani di Castelnuovo-Tedesco, 
Boccherini, Paganini, Prosperi, Benvenuti, Bussotti. Da segnalare 
l'esecuzione in prima assoluta di Ballade di Alvaro Company a lui 
dedicata e ancora dello stesso autore di Notturno, Il Concerto 
catalano e Quattro Pezzi in memoria, nonche' di Circo Minore di 
Sylvano Bussotti. Il poeta Mario Luzi ha scritto di lui: 'Ho ascoltato 
piu' volte, a distanza di anni, Del Vescovo e mi e' sembrato 
sempre di entrare nella sfera di emozione e di suggestione di un 
bel talento musicale. Una sfera particolare e tuttavia comunicativa 
e in certi momenti irradiante'. 
Web: http://www.musikrooms.com/festival2007/ganesh.html 

Delaistier Maurice (Français) 
Né le 23.11.1951 à Paris. A étudié la guitare, le violon et l’écriture 
(avec A. KREMSKI). Compositions: “Litanies” pour 14 guitares 
(1973), “Rite” pour baryton, choeur mixte et ensemble 
instrumental, “Eden” pour orchestre, sextuor à cordes etc. 

Delanoff Robert (English) 
Robert Delanoff was born in 1942 in Troppau. After studies at the 
Richard Strauss Conservatory in Munich (1961-1968), he was a a 
member of the Munich Symphony Orchestra (1970 to 1994). 
Strong compositional influences were his studies with Wolfgang 
Rebner and Prof. Rochus Gebhardt. He taught from 1974 to 1979 
at the Istanbul State Conservatory. He has written numerous 
works, including two concertos and much chamber music. In 1991 
his “Munich Concerto” for 4 trumpets, 4 trombones, horn and tuba 
(24 min.) was premiered. His music is frequently played in 
Germany and abroad. He won first prize in the Berlin First 
International Composition Contest in 1989 and also received the 
Sudeten-German Cultural Prix (Munich, 1990). 
Web: http://www.editions-
bim.com/index.php?main_page=page&id=161&chapter=1 

Delas José Luis de  (English) 
José Luis de Delás was born in 1928 in Barcelona. He studied 
music (violin and theory) there and continued his studies later in 
composition and conducting at the conservatory in Munich, also 
studying with Hermann von Waltershausen. In 1954 he returned 
to Spain and up until 1957 conducted concerts introducing the 

Spanish audience to the music of Luigi Nono, Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, Luciano Berio etc. In 1957 he left Spain for political 
reasons. Since 1960 he has been living as a composer in Cologne. 
From 1968 till 1970 he worked at the studio for electronic music 
at the Rijksuniversiteit in Utrecht, Netherlands. Since 1993 he has 
been Lecturer for composition and analysis at the music faculty of 
the university of Alcalá de Henares near Madrid. In 1995 he was 
awarded the Spanish national prize for composition.  
Web: https://www.tonos-
online.de/newm/new_unten.asp?Current=4 

Delerue Georges (English) 
Born in 1925 in the small town of Roubaix, France, Delerue began 
to play the clarinet in a local fanfare in his few spare time. Despite 
having to leave school and work in a factory very early to bring in 
some money at home, he managed to take formal music lessons 
which gained him a professional status. The piano became quickly 
his favorite instrument. Fate did the rest. When an accident 
caused him a spinal deformity, the youngster decided to 
concentrate all his energies on music. 
After a long convalescence, Delerue worked hard to catch up lost 
time and gain as much personal culture as he could. He had the 
opportunity to study under the direction of the clever Darius 
Milhaud who encouraged him to widen his musical horizons. There 
were other avenues for him besides the concert hall, just as 
creative and more in demand. Milhaud made his student realize 
that he was gifted for incidental composition. 
Excellent pianist and orchestrator, Delerue became the conductor 
of the prestigious French state television. He had already written 
the music for many stage plays (especially with the notorious Jean 
Vilar), Sons et lumières shows and short feature films when the 
New Wave asserted itself in France in the late fifties. Ambitious 
young intellectual directors like Jean-Luc Godard, François 
Truffaut, Jacques Demy and Claude Chabrol were seeking new 
talents for their cinematographic output. They would choose to 
work with Georges Delerue, Maurice Jarre, Michel Legrand and 
Pierre Jansen instead of the veterans named Georges Auric, 
Maurice Thiriet, Georges Van Parys and all the other good old-
timers associated with the artistic Establishment. 
During his 42 year career the man put his talents to the service of 
nearly 200 feature movies, 125 short ones, 70 TV films and 35 TV 
serials with a constant humility. According to many testimonies he 
would do and redo some cues to fit the new editing of a sequence 
without any protestation.He insisted to be allowed to orchestrate 
and conduct himself in order to polish every detail. Constraints 
inherent with scoring movies in short delays seemed to stimulate 
rather than discourage him. This can hardly be understood by 
many people, especially amateurs of the classical repertoire who 
believe a composer can only give his best when he writes a 
concert piece in a complete freedom. As for some other giants in 
this field, stories in pictures proved to be a powerful motor of 
inspiration for Georges Delerue and necessity always remained 
the mother of invention. 
When a heart attack struck him in 1992 at the age of 67, just 
after the recording of the last cue for the soundtrack to a drama 
significantly titled Rich in Love, the world of film music lost one of 
its best romantic composers and one of the most distinguished 
representatives of the French New Wave. Georges Delerue was 
extraordinarily gifted for melody and at creating surrounding 
overtones which encapsulated the spirit of the movies for which 
he collaborated, enhancing them often beyond the expectations of 
their directors. Everyone liked to work with him because of his 
keen intelligence, sensibility and true kindness. 
Web: 
http://www.vif.com/users/disqcine/Delerue/TheNewWave.html 

Delerue Georges (Italiano) 
(1925-1992) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra francese nato a Roubaix. 
Allievo di D.Milhaud, si è dedicato in particolare alla musica da 
film, collaborando con i registi più famosi del '900. 

Delfino Enrique (English) 
Enrique Delfino (1895-1967) was a remarkable pianist, composer, 
conductor and comedian. He composed more than two hundred 
tangos for films and plays. He made tours of several countries in 
Europe and America, appearing as an eccentric performer and 
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comedian. In 1914, he was contracted by the Victor label to 
record piano solos and in 1920 to record in the United States, 
joining the prestigious Orquesta Tipica Select along with Osvaldo 
Fresedo and Tito Rocatagliatta. He is considered the initiator of 
the tango romanza and one of the great composers of the tango 
canción. He shares with other musicians like Juan Carlos Cobian, 
Julio and Francisco De Caro and Osvaldo Fresedo, a creative line 
of evolving tendencies that would gradually separate from the 
stylistic characteristics of the tango criollo and give birth to the 
movement that would be known as the Guardia Nueva. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Dellacasa Giancarlo (Italiano) 
Giancarlo Dellacasa è nato a Genova. Dopo essersi diplomato 
sotto la guida di Eli Tagore, ha compiuto gli studi di alto 
perfezionamento presso l'Accademia Internazionale Superiore di 
Musica “L. Perosi” di Biella con Angelo Gilardino. Ha studiato 
composizione con Franco Margola e Glauco Cataldo. 
Nel 1982 ha ottenuto il primo premio al concorso “Taraffo” di 
Genova. Nel 1984 ha compiuto una tournée in Germania nella 
quale ha proposto l'esecuzione integrale delle opere per chitarra di 
Heitor Villa-Lobos. Nel 1986 ha effettuato l'incisione di Chitarra in 
concerto per le Edizioni Paoline. Nel 1988 ha suonato per la 
“Cambridge University Guitar Society” e in diretta per la BBC. Nel 
1999 ha registrato un CD comprendente l'edizione integrale delle 
opere per chitarra di Glauco Cataldo. 
Ha pubblicato alcune sue composizioni per le Edizioni Bèrben. 
Alcuni compositori hanno scritto per il suo strumento importanti 
composizioni da lui proposte in prima esecuzione assoluta, fra cui i 
concerti per chitarra e orchestra di Roberto Solci, Glauco Cataldo 
e Massimo Berzolla. 
Ha collaborato con la rivista Musica e scuola, scrivendo articoli 
dedicati alla letteratura per chitarra degli ultimi anni. Ha tenuto 
seminari di perfezionamento in varie parti d'Italia divulgando una 
sua personale didattica, frutto di continua ricerca. Dal 2000 
conduce il ciclo di settimane di studio Intorno alla chitarra presso 
il Conservatorio “Villaggi” di Castellarquato. È docente di chitarra 
presso l'Organizzazione Interprovinciale di Scuole di Musica 
dell'Associazione Culturale Tetracordo. Oltre all'attività solistica, 
suona in varie formazioni cameristiche. Con il quartetto 
chitarristico Exsacorde ha inciso il CD Four gu/tars contenente 
brani inediti composti per questa formazione. Come solista ha 
eseguito i concerti di Vivaldi, Giuliani, Margola e Castelnuovo-
Tedesco. Di quest'ultimo, inoltre, vanno ricordate le sue 
interpretazioni del Quintetto e di Romancero Gitano. Ha 
partecipato alla realizzazione del basso continuo nell'edizione 
ravennate 1995 deU'Orfeo di Monteverdi diretto da Roberto Solci. 
Ha preso parte alla prima esecuzione di Nove icone per una Madre 
di Roberto Solci durante il “Ravenna Festival” 1998 e con lo stesso 
autore ha registrato il CD Christus, sacra rappresentazione per il 
Giubileo del 2000. (CD “Spagna”, Note di copertina, Progetto 
Musica, 2002) 

Dell’Agnese Federico (Italiano) 
Federico Dell’Agnese è un musicista dalla ampia ed eclettica 
formazione musicale, con un curriculum che va dagli studi 
accademici (diploma di pianoforte e studi di composizione con 
Irlando Danieli e Franco Donatoni presso il Conservatorio di 
Milano), alle esperienze di musica Jazz e Pop, con un particolare 
riferimento alle correnti d’avanguardia ed alle espressioni musicali 
elettroniche e minimaliste. Gran parte della sua produzione si può 
collocare nel genere della cosiddetta musica di “confine” [...] 
(Piero Viti, recesione su Guitart n.25, Avellino, Gen/Mar 2002) 

Delnooz Henri (English) 
Born: August 13, 1942 - Maastricht, the Netherlands. 
The Dutch composer, Henri Delnooz, studied piano and music 
theory with Jan Mul, Matty Niël and Willem Hijstek at the 
Conservatory of Music at Maastricht. He studied composition with 
Willem Kersters in Belgium and with Ferenc Farkas in Budapest at 
the Liszt Academy. 
Henri Delnooz teaches composition and music theory at the 
Maastrichts Conservatory of Music. He is also active in promoting 
contemporary music in the province of Limburg. 
(Source: Muziekencyclopedie Website, Contributed by Aryeh Oron, 
August 2011) 

Delpriora Mark (English) 
Mark Delpriora, guitarist, has performed throughout the United 
States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, and Uruguay. He has been the 
recipient of grants and awards, including the first Andrés Segovia 
Award for Outstanding Performance (given by Manhattan School 
of Music with Segovia in attendance), the Beards Fund award for a 
New York debut, the Cooper Institute of the Arts and Humanities, 
the Artists International Distinguished Artist award, a Meet the 
Composer grant, and a United Nations travel grant. 
After his debut, the New York Times wrote, “Mr. Delpriora is a 
guitarist to be reckoned with. Sophisticated, technically assured, a 
musician of authority . . . stunning.”  
Mr. Delpriora has performed and given master classes at the Lake 
Placid Chamber Music Festival, Piccolo Spoleto, Stetson University 
Guitar Festival, William Paterson University, Rutgers University 
SummerFest, University of Illinois/Urbana Summerfest, GFA 
Festival, and the Summit Music Festival. He has appeared with the 
New York Contemporary Music Band, the New Music Consort, the 
Joffrey Ballet Orchestra, and the Washington Bach Consort. He 
has been a guest teacher at the Universidade Federal do Rio 
Grande do Sul in Brazil, where he taught students from 
throughout South America. He has also been on the juries of 
several international competitions, incluing the Naumberg, Guitar 
Foundation of America, and the D’Addario concerto competitions. 
He is a regular contributor to Guitar Review and a music critic for 
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle. 
Mr Delpriora’s teachers include Rolando Valdés-Blain and Manuel 
Barrueco. He was chosen to perform in Andrés Segovia’s New 
York master classes in 1982 and 1987, telecast on PBS and other 
television stations. 
Mr. Delpriora has recorded for Koch International Classics, 
Soundspells, Philips,Tzadik, and CRI. An active composer, 
Delpriora has had his compositions published by Berben Edizioni 
Musicali (the 50-minute Sonata 3), Editions Orphée (Tango Caffè 
Carciofo, 10 Short Studies in Kaleidoscope), and Guitar Arts 
Publishing (Four Images). In addition, his works have appeared in 
anthologies published by Mel Bay (Tambu) and Dover (Black is the 
Color...).  

Demierre Jacques (English) 
04.11.1954 
Pianist and composer Jacques Demierre was born in Geneva. His 
musical career has followed various paths through improvised, 
jazz and contemporary music. - As a composer he is mainly self-
taught. He writes for concerts and theatre, and works alongside 
choreographers. He receives commissions from the field of jazz 
and contemporary music. As a pianist he has performed with 
numerous improvisation groups including with Barre Philips, 
Martial Solal, Radu Malfatti, Joelle Leandre, Urs Blochlinger, Irene 
Schweizer, Hans Koch, Carlos Zingaro, Han Bennink, Ikue Mori, 
Dorothea Schürch, he also gives regular solo concerts. He works 
with new music ensembles, is a freelance music writer, and is co-
editor of the 'Revue Contrechamps' which is dedicated to 
twentieth century music. 
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch/sme/composers/9e.htm (2007) 

Danieli Irlando (Italiano) 
Irlando Danieli è autore di numerose opere, che hanno avuto 
riconoscimenti in importanti istituzioni, tra cui i concorsi 
Gaudeamus, Prix de Monaco, “Guido d’Arezzo”, Premio 
Stockhausen e le rassegne Musica, macchine... magia (Milano, 
1987), Festival Internazionale di Musica elettronica (Milano, 1990-
91), Akyoshidai International Contemporary Music Seminar 
(Hiroshima, 1991), L’Europa dei compositori (Milano, 
1995,’96,’99), Specchio d’Europa (Milano, 2001-2002), Concorso 
Internazionale Liederistico (Brescia, 2003). Tra i suoi lavori più 
recentemente eseguiti: Laudes Mariae – Mystère (1994), per voce 
recitante, 5 solisti, 5 cori e organo; Cantico dei cantici – Opera di 
musica, teatro, danza (1995), sul testo biblico nella traduzione di 
G. Ceronetti; Around Scorpio – Viaggio sulla costellazione dello 
Scorpione (1996), per musicisti e danzatori; Splendor – Canto 
dell’Aurora (1997), per baritono, coro e orchestra; La Nomina del 
Pievano (1998), musiche di scena per il dramma storico di G.A. 
Quadri; Eco e Narciso – Favola in musica (1999); Il Tempo di 
Bethleem – una sacra rappresentazione nel sec. XXI (2000), per 
bambini recitanti, attori e solisti-attori; soli, 8 cori e organo. Tra le 
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altre prime esecuzioni e riprese recenti: Robot lunaire e Canto 
notturno di un Astrofisico, per due pianoforti (Milano, Teatro Litta, 
1999); Incantesimo dell’Orsa Maggiore, per soprano, clavicembalo 
e orchestra d’archi (Milano, 2000); La Follia, per voce femminile, 
pianoforte e quartetto d’archi (Milano, Sala Verdi, 2000); Richiami 
notturni dal castello di Utopia [Nocturnal calls from Utopia castle], 
per quintetto di fiati (Brescia, Teatro Sancarlino, 2002); Sole di 
Magna Grecia, per tenore, voce rec., pianoforte e due 
percussionisti (Milano, Umanitaria, 2002); Compagna anche la 
Morte, per soprano e ensemble (Milano, 2002); Di diamante era il 
lago, per voce bianca, voce recitante e ensemble (Milano, Spazio 
Oberdan, 2002); Betelgeuse nel sogno, per oboe e arpa (Lago 
d’Orta, 2003); La fontana e Icaro, per clarinetto, e Robin’s plays, 
per tromba (Tortona, Teatro civico, 2003); Tre poesie di Gisella, 
per soprano e pianoforte (Mantova, Teatro Bibiena, 2003); Le 
Mura di Damasco, per violoncello (Milano, 2003); Alba (Milano, 
2004); Haiku delle torri di nubi (Milano, 2004). Inoltre nel 2004, 
in diverse località della Polonia, sono stati eseguiti i Tre frammenti 
per Shelley, Missa Aquae Fractae, Pater noster (dalla Missa 
Comacina), Lettera d’amore incompiuta e Valle, mia valle. Tra 
2004 e il 2006: Il Tempo di Bethleem – una sacra 
rappresentazione nel secolo XXI (genn. e dic.); Ninna nanna della 
luna e Signore, fa’ questo di me (Milano), Compagna anche la 
Morte (Milano); Baselgia veglia (Coira); Ghiolmo l’Olmo, o La 
giornata di un albero (Brescia); Princesse Sophie (Latina); 
Quasimodo song (Milano); Tempo di primavere (Milano); Canon 
pro Pace; Risposta degli uccelli a San Francesco d’Assisi; Missa 
Comacina [sezioni]; Signora dei laghi; Hyperurànios; Lettera 
d’amore incompiuta;Laudes Mariae Mystére. La Grande Opera – 
Quadri da “L’Alchimista” di Paulo Coelho, per attrice e 57 
strumenti a percussione (Commissione de “I Percussionisti della 
Scala”), è in programmazione a Ravenna Festival e al Festival 
Latino Americano. Alcune sue opere (tra cui la trilogia Ghiolmo 
l’Olmo o la giornata di un albero, Enrosadira, I Re delle Stelle) 
sono state scritte espressamente per interpreti bambini e ragazzi 
e rappresentate presso scuole e istituzioni musicali. Suoi pezzi 
sono incisi su CD e VHF (anche monografici) Eco, Suono, Edi Pan, 
Sarx Records, Antes Concerto, Limen classic e contemporary., 
PimEdit Onlus. Suoi editori sono Sonzogno, Ricordi, Suvini 
Zerboni, Edi Pan, Rugginenti, Antes, Amici della Musica di Arezzo, 
Edizioni Musicali Wicky, Carrara e altri. Già assistente musicale, 
poi direttore sostituto alla RAI durante gli anni di studio, svolge 
anche attività di critico, musicologo, scrittore, recensore e 
conferenziere. Ha scritto inoltre il libro Musica nel tempo (2 voll., 
Gioventù Musicale, 1980). Molte sue opere sono custodite in 
importanti Biblioteche nazionali e estere (tra cui le Biblioteche del 
Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano e dell’Università di Montreal) e 
presenti in cataloghi informatici, tra cui SBN (Banche dati Servizio 
Bibliotecario Nazionale), Biblioteche Regione Lombardia e nel sito 
dell’Oxford University Press, Groves Dictionaires of Music. E’ 
inoltre presente, tra le altre opere analoghe, nel The New Grove 
(Grove, 2001), nel Dizionario della Musica e dei Musicisti UTET 
(DEUMM, 1983, app.), nell’Enciclopedia Italiana dei Compositori 
Contemporanei (Pagano Ed., 2000), oltre che in pubblicazioni 
dedicate a strumenti specifici, tra cui Le Firme dell’Organo (Ed. 
Carrara, 2003), il Catalogo della Musica contemporanea per 
clavicembalo (Ass. Clavicembalistica Bolognese), Manuale 
dell’Oboe contemporaneo (Rugginenti Ed.), Repertorio dei pezzi 
per violoncello (a cura di Marco Lombardi). Irlando Danieli è da 
numerosi anni docente di Composizione al Conservatorio “G. 
Verdi” di Milano. 
Web: 
http://www.wickymusic.com/dettaglio_compositore.asp?IDcompo
sitore=25&pagina_load=/dettaglio_compositore.asp (2014) 

Denis Didier (Français) 
Compositeur français, né à Paris, le 5 novembre 1947.  
De 1958 à 1971, il fait ses études musicales au conservatoire 
national supérieur de musique et de danse de Paris dans les 
classes de Simone Petit (solfège), Henri Challan (harmonie), 
Macel Bitsch (contrepoint, fugue) et Olivier Messiaen (analyse, 
composition), où il obtient les plus hautes récompenses. Auditeur 
à la classe de composition de Jean Rivier, il assiste aux cours de 
musique électroacoustique du groupe de recherche musicale de 
l'ORTF et de Jean-Etienne Marie à la schola cantorum à Paris. Prix 
de la fondation de la vocation en 1968,prix de la fondation Lili 

Boulanger en 1969 et en 1971, prix. Van Zeeland de l'académie 
des beaux arts en 1971, prix de la SACEM en 1972 (Georges 
Enesco) et en 1984 (prix des jeunes compositeurs), il est 
pensionnaire de l'académie de France à Rome à la villa Medicis de 
1971 à 1973. Elu pensionnaire de la casa Velazquez à Madrid en 
1982, il choisit d'être inspecteur à la direction de la musique et de 
la danse du ministère de la culture, dont Maurice Fleuret vient de 
prendre les rennes. En 1987, il réside à Bruxelles six mois en tant 
que compositeur lauréat de la villa Médicis hors les murs. De 1991 
à 1992, il reçoit du ministère une bourse sabbatique de 
compositeur. D'octobre 1991 à juin 1995, il est responsable d'une 
classe de composition musicale au conservatoire de musique, de 
danse et d'art dramatique de Toulouse ; de juillet 1992 à juin 
1993, directeur de l'école de musique et de l'ensemble 
instrumental de L'Ariège en préfigurations; de septembre 1993 à 
janvier 1995, compositeur en résidence à l'école nationale de 
musique de l'Aveyron. En 1994, il obtient une bourse 
Beaumarchais (SACD) pour l'opéra Urbicande. En février 1995, il 
réintègre le poste d'inspecteur de la musique au ministère de la 
Culture.  
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/d_g/dench.htm 
(2004) 

Denisov Edison (Italiano) 
(1929-1996) 
Compositore, nato in Tomsk (Siberia), morto in Paris. Ha seguito 
studi di matematica a Tomsk, pianoforte e composizione a Mosca, 
e si è perfezionato a Darmstadt. Fu tra i primi in URSS ad 
adottare le tecniche delle avanguardie europee. 

Depreter Jan (English) 
Born in 1975 (Belgium), Jan Depreter is considered as one of the 
most remarkable guitar players of our time. Discovering music at 
the age of 5, he had to wait 3 more years for Santa Claus to 
introduce him to his first guitar; an encounter which would result 
in a lifelong passion for the instrument.. 
Three times Jan Depreter graduated Summa Cum Laude for 
guitar, from the Lemmens instituut of Leuven and the Royal 
Conservatories of Antwerp (BE) and The Hague (NL), where  he 
studied with Zoran Dukic. He perfected his art with David Russell 
and Manuel Barrueco. 
Jan Depreter has won the following International Guitar 
Competitions: 
* 2006 International Guitar Competition Printemps de la Guitare 
(BE) 
* 2005, International Guitar Competition of Antony – Paris (FR) 
* 2002, International Guitar Competition of Mottola (IT) 
* 2001, International Guitar Competition of Zwolle (NL) 
* 2001, International Guitar Competition of Alhambra (NL) 
Other top Prizes include the International Guitar Competitions of 
Francisco Tarrega (Benicasim, SP), Andres Segovia (Granada, 
SP), Vienna (AUS), Alessandria (IT) and Tokyo (JAP). 
Jan Depreter has been a featured soloist all over the world, 
playing and teaching in prestigious music festivals in China, 
Japan, Mexico, USA, Australia, Germany, France, Italy, Holland, 
Ukraine, Egypt and Belgium. 
He has played most major guitar concertos with international 
orchestras like  the Royal Philharmonic of Flanders, La Chapelle de 
Lorraine, the Royal Chambre Orchestra of Wallonia, the Orchesta 
del Ciutat de Torrent, the Municipal Ochestra of Benicasim, the 
Flanders Radio Orchestra, Brussels Philharmonic, and the National 
Philharmonic of Ukraine. 
Jan Depreter’s compositions and arrangements for the guitar are 
published by RICORDI and METROPOLIS). 
Web: http://jandepreter.com/biography/ (2015) 

Derakhshani Majid (English) 
Majid Derakhshani was born in 1956 in Semnan. He became 
seriously involved in music at the age of nineteen, when he 
attended the Evening Music Conservatory at Tehran. 
In 1976 he began to study music at the School of Fine Arts 
(University of Tehran). In 1977 he joined the Sheyda Ensemble. 
He was also a member of the Chavosh cultural Foundation since 
its creation. 
Majid Derakhshani is probabaly the most well known left hand 
player of Tar and Setar. 
He taught Tar and Setar at Chavosh, Roudaki, and the Technical 
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Faculty of Tehran. In 1985, he founded the Nava ensemble and 
gave many concerts all over Europe. Toghether with other 
musicians, he also founded in 1991 the Nava Music Centre in 
Kohln, Germany. 
He owes his achievements to Mohammad Reza Lotfi, his former 
Tar professor. 
(Setar.info, 2008) 

Derderian Jay (English) 
Composer/guitarist Jay Derderian's body of work has developed 
into a diverse and eclectic sound world, and to date has compiled 
a catalog of compositions that includes film music, incidental 
music, chamber, electronic, electro-acoustic, solo, and symphonic 
pieces. He strives to remove the stigma of elitism of the classical 
concert hall and make contemporary/post-classical music 
accessible and relevant to modern culture and society. Jay cites 
his influences from a diverse range of mediums including John 
Corigliano, Aaron Jay Kernis, Tan Dun, Krzystof Penderecki, Witold 
Lutoslawski, and Mark Z. Danielewski, among others. Jay recently 
completed his graduate and undergraduate work in composition at 
Portland State University where he studied with Dr. Brad Hansen, 
Dr. Bonnie Miksch, and Bryan Johanson. Jay's music has been 
performed all over Oregon. He has received commissions from 
local film directors for original soundtracks, Portland State 
students, and collaborated with New York-based artist Scott 
Wayne Indiana on the "album in a day" project, where a full 
length CD of 12 tracks was written, rehearsed and recorded in 8 
hours, all using musicians who have never met or played with 
each other before. Jay’s music has been performed by the 
Portland State New Music Ensemble, Cascadia Composers, 
Portland New Music Society, Portland Classical Revolution and has 
had his music featured in the Monmouth New Music festival, the 
College Music Society, Portland Classical Revolution and the Think 
Lincoln Concert Series. Jay is actively involved in a number of 
music groups in Portland including PDX New Music Society, 
Portland Classical Revolution and Cascadia Composers. All of 
these organizations are devoted to the performance and 
promotion of new music in the community and abroad. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/Jay_Derderian (2020) 

Derungs Martin (Italiano) 
Compositore e clavicembalista svizzero nato Chur nel 1943. Ha 
studiato composizione con Günter Bialas. Svolge intensa attività 
conceristica nel campo della musica contemporanea. 

Desportes Yvonne (Italiano) 
(1907-1993) 
Compositrice e didatta nata in Coburgo (Sassonia), morta in Paris. 
Ha studiato con M.Dupré e P.Dukas. Nella sua musica si emergono 
influssi neoclassici, dal jazz, e dai ritmi straviskiani. 

Dessau Paul (Italiano) 
(1894-1979) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra tedesco nato ad Amburgo 
morto a Berlino. Ha studiato a Berlino, dove ha appreso le tecnica 
dodecafonica da R.Leibowitz. In USA durante la guerra, è rientrato 
successivamente a Berlino, dove ha maturato uno stile vicino a 
quello di K.Weill. 

De Stefano Paolo (English) 
Guitarist and composer, defined by the critics as “extraordinarily 
talented”, Paolo De Stefano began his musical studies under the 
guidance of Giuseppe Lanni and Fabio Pellizzari. Then he entered 
the Conservatoire G. Verdi of Milan, where in 2004 got the degree 
under the guidance of Mæstro Francesco Biraghi. 
In 2001 he founded Duo Eterna with Luigi De Leo. He took part in 
several national and international guitar competitions and was 
awarded prizes either as soloist and as a guitar duo. In 2002, with 
Duo Eterna, he won an audition in the Conservatoire of Milan 
which gave them the opportunity to take part in the 5th edition of 
the Valsassina Festival in the province of Lecco. Since then, as a 
duo, he has been performing in various musical events in Italy 
and abroad, receiving everywhere unanimous acclaim from 
audiences. 
He attended courses with some of the best known international 
guitar players such as Lorenzo Micheli, Matteo Mela, Stefano 
Viola, Paolo Pegoraro, Bruno Giuffredi, Andrea Dieci, Roland 

Dyens, Carlo Marchione, Andrew Zohn, Richard Todd, Peter and 
Zoltan Katona, Sérgio & Odair Assad and Jeffrey McFadden. He 
also attended a course of musical interpretation with the cellist 
Enrico Bronzi (Trio di Parma). 
He worked for several years with the guitar ensemble Sextha 
Consort of Varese, with whom he recorded an album at the RSI’s 
studios and a monographic album dedicated to the work of Roland 
Dyens for guitar ensemble. 
He is dedicatee, with Luigi De Leo, of some works by Gianluca 
Fortino (guitarist / composer) and Clarice Assad (pianist / 
composer), recorded in the first album of the Duo Eterna, 
reviewed on Classical Guitar Magazine (UK), Gendai Guitar 
(Japan), as well as on the online magazine dotGuitar and the 
Italian Blog Chitarra e dintorni. 
Since 2003 he teaches classical guitar at the Niccolò Paganini 
Music School in Legnano, and teached at the Municipal School of 
Music in Tradate from 2004 to 2015. He also worked as a teacher 
and artistic director at the Centro Studi Musicali L’albero delle 
Note in Pura (Switzerland). 
In 2014 he was invited at the Conservatoire of Milan, to give a 
Concert-Masterclass on The music of Astor Piazzolla. 
He attended a Doctorate in Guitar at the Conservatoire Luca 
Marenzio in Darfo, with Mæstro  Bruno Giuffredi, graduating in 
2015 with honors. 
Web: https://productionsdoz.com/nos-artistes/de-stefano-paolo 
(2019 

Detoni Dubravko (English) 
Dubravko Detoni (Križevci, 22 Februar, 1937) - composer, pianist 
and writer - completed the studies of piano under Svetislav 
Stanèiæ in 1960, and in 1965 graduated as a composer under 
Stjepan Šulek. He continued his training as a pianist in 1960 at 
the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena under Guido Agosti and 
Alfred Cortot; as a composer, he studied under Witold 
Lutos³awski; in 1966-7 at the Higher Music School in Warsaw 
under GraŸyna Bacewicz; at the Experimental Studio of the Polish 
Radio in Warsaw in 1967. In 1970 he attended summer courses in 
Darmstadt under Karlheinz Stockhausen and György Ligeti, and 
worked with John Cage in Paris in 1970 and 1971. 
The founder and art director of ACEZANTEZ, the Ensemble of the 
New Tendencies Center from Zagreb, he is both its author and 
pianist. They had several very successful tours of Europe, Asia 
and North America, participating in numerous well-known music 
festivals in centers of contemporary music. He has received 
numerous awards for his work both in Croatia and abroad, the 
principal ones among them: the Grand Prix of the 6th Biennale in 
Paris in 1969, Matica Hrvatska Award in 1970, Vladimir Nazor 
Award in 1971, La Tribune internationale des compositeurs -
UNESCO, Paris in 1972, Premio Italia in Venice in 1973, the 
Bedøich Smetana Award in Prague in 1976, and others.  
Detoni’s composing work has undergone several stages of 
development, from traditional heritage acquired through training 
to the adoption and use of certain principles of serial technique 
which would later have to cope with the practice of the so-called 
Polish school. His curiosity rooted in the said principles, Detoni 
searched for “another potential sense of music free of all set 
formulations”. As a result of this search, in the late 60s and 70s 
he was among the most prominent and interesting composers in 
Croatia, whose works (e.g. Figures And Surfaces, Elucubrations or 
the Graphics series) also aroused interest abroad. Ever since at 
the focus of Croatian contemporary music, Detoni would undergo 
various phases which nevertheless complemented each other, 
never resisting the temptation of his own curiosity which has 
always tested the limits. In Detoni’s case, this means that the 
sound as the expressive means became completely individualized 
and preferably tense, ranging from tone to noise, from noise to 
scream. By means of this sound, whose life is articulated between 
silence and silence, Detoni tests potential spatial, visual, literary 
associations. Experiments on the music scene (the 1975 Taboo 
probably the most complex among them) thus naturally followed 
from the composer’s theoretical and practical reflections. In this 
context, the composing technique only serves as a means and 
Detoni treats it as such, using it in accordance with the originating 
ideas. In a way, classical or graphic notation, serial tonal 
constructions or aleatory compositions, traditional formal principle 
or free form, original or prepared sound of an instrument, are all 
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equally possible, and their final form will only be defined by their 
function. A delicate expression, a soft instrumental line of Detoni’s 
compositions from the late ‘80s, represents a certain stylization of 
a reverberating tradition a mature composer wanted to recognize. 
The appearance of this softness is definitely tied up with the 
general trends in music, with scream no longer a must among 
means of expression. The so-called Post-Modernism curbed the 
expressive pathos of the avant-garde by a new contingent of 
ideas and the bridges which did not seem to exist before. The 
1988 Concerto For Piano And Orchestra is a proof of the 
composer’s and the pianist’s mastery, as well as of the 
composer’s ability to change the means of expression without 
changing the expression itself. On the other hand, having reached 
this expression, he has found the balance between himself and 
the surrounding world.  
Web: http://www.mic.hr/MIC.786850:INDIVIDUALS:46751:11,ID 

Devreese Frédéric (English) 
Fréderic Devreese was born on 2 June 1929 in Amsterdam to a 
very music family. His mother played the violin, as did his father 
Godfried, who was also a well-known composer and conductor. 
Devreese took his first lessons in harmony from his father at the 
conservatory in Mechelen. He later studied at the Brussels 
conservatory with Marcel Poot (composition) and René Defossez 
(orchestral conducting). In 1949 he won the composition prize at 
the international piano competition in Oostende with his first 
piano concerto, which as a result became the compulsory work in 
that competition. This led to national attention and grants to 
study in Rome (composition with Ildebrando Pizzetti and 
conducting with Previtali) and Vienna (conducting with Hans 
Swarowski). Devreese rounded off these studies in 1956, 
returning to Belgium. In 1958 he made television programmes for 
the then BRT (state broadcaster), where he would later become a 
director and producer. He also worked for three years at the BRT 
producing soundtracks, ideal training for his later work as a 
composer of film music. 
Devreese has always taken great interest in young musicians, 
whom he has sought to stimulate and promote though such 
initiatives as Tenuto (Belgian national competition for talented 
musicians under 25), Jong Tenuto (for musicians under 17) and 
Procemus (centre for promotion and production of young talent). 
He was also the chief conductor of the Belgian Youth Orchestra 
and director of the music academy in Overijse. Devreese has won 
a number of prizes with his work, including the Prix Italia (1963) 
for his opera Willem van Saefthinghe written for the BRT, the 
Georges Delerue Award (1994) for La Partie d’Echecs, and the 
Joseph Plateau Prize (1988 and 1990) for the film music to 
L’Oeuvre au Noir and Het Sacrement respectively. 
Web: 
http://www.cebedem.be/composers/devreese_frederic/en.html 

Di Cecco Roberto (Italiano) 
Studia Composizione presso il Conservatorio G. B. Martini di 
Bologna, prima sotto la guida del M° Bianca Maria Furgeri, poi del 
M° Gian Paolo Luppi ed infine del M° Adriano Guarnieri, con il 
quale si diploma nel Settembre 2004. Parallelamente si diploma in 
Musica corale e Direzione di coro ed in Strumentazione per banda 
con il M° Roger Mazzoncini.  
Si è laureato con votazione massima in Lettere e Filosofia presso 
l’Università di Bologna, corso di laurea DAMS (indirizzo 
musicologico), con una tesi in Estetica e Filosofia della musica dal 
titolo La musica nell’Accademia dei Gelati (1671), cui relatore e 
correlatore sono stati rispettivamente il prof. Luciano Nanni ed il 
prof. Paolo Gozza.  
Nel 1999 vince il 1° Concorso nazionale di composizione per 
chiatarra “Niccolò Piccinni” (Monopoli) con Blanca Mariposa 
Florecida. Quattro esercizi di stile. 
Dal gennaio 2005 intraprende il biennio di tirocinio in 
Composizione presso il Conservatorio di Bologna, affiancando il M° 
Adriano Guarnieri.  

Di Giovanni Francesco (Italiano) 
Francesco Di Giovanni è un musicista particolare con un percorso 
artistico atipico. 
Ha avuto ed ha tuttora un modo tutto suo di stare dentro i 
fenomeni musicali della sua epoca, portando avanti più che altro 
propri progetti e fra l'altro assai eterogenei. 

Coltiva sia la musica classica che il Jazz, dedicandosi inoltre alla 
composizione e all'arrangiamento. 
La scelta di usare nel Jazz lo strumento classico, pizzicando le 
corde con le dita, rinunciando dunque ai privilegi della chitarra 
elettrica vera e propria, con la sua ormai notevole tradizione nel 
settore, è emblematica del suo temperamento originale e portato 
alla ricerca. 
In questo senso Francesco Di Giovanni non ha dietro le sue spalle 
la classica ''carriera'' del musicista ma, in armonia con la sua 
vocazione di caposcuola, un vasto complesso di esperienze e in 
definitiva una storia da raccontare. 

Di Marino Roberto (English) 
Roberto Di Marino was born in 1956 in Trento, Italy. He received 
his musical training at the Conservatory of Trento where he 
graduated in composition, choral music and choral conducting, 
jazz and arrangement for windband. As a composer he has won 
several competitions, including first prize at the “Diapason 
d'Argento” Competition for wind band composition held in 
Gonzaga (Italy). He teaches arrangement for windband at the 
Conservatory of Verona and lives in Mezzolombardo (near 
Trento), where he spends most of his time composing and 
arranging music. 
Web: http://www.di-marino.it/index.htm 

Di Scipio Agostino (English) 
(Born 1962) 
Composer, sound artist and musicologist. His compositions include 
tape works, works for instrumentalists and electronics, and sound 
installations. Many of these works develop non-conventional 
techniques of sound synthesis or processing, often following from 
models of noise and turbulence. Other focus on the sonic 
interactions between human performers, machines, and 
environments, like in the recent series titled Audible Ecosystemics 
(solo live-electronics), the installations “Untitled” (Mainz “Crisis 
and Corporealities”, 2004; Berlin, Zimmerstrasse Galerie, 2005), 
“Sound & Fury” (Helsinki, 1995; Nettuno, 1997, with the 
cooperation of Manilio Prignano) and the “Surface Impact Studies” 
(Antwerpen Muhka, 2005, with Matias Guerra). In 2001 he 
composed, with poet Giuliano Mesa, Tiresia, a work of poetry and 
electronic sound. Some of his compositions are available on two 
recent CDs, “Hörbare Ökosysteme. Live-elektronische 
Kompositionen” (RZ Edition), and “Paysages Historiques” 
(Chrisopée Electronique).  
Electronic Music professor at the Music Conservatory of Naples, Di 
Scipio is also a guest professor at Centre Creation Musicale Iannis 
Xenakis (Paris-Alfortville). Recently he was artist-in-residence of 
the DAAD program, in Berlin, and was a guest professor of the 
University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign), and Johannes 
Gutenberg Universität (Mainz). Di Scipio authored many essays 
and articles in the analysis and critical theory of music 
technologies, and served as editor of the Italian translation of 
several publications, including books such as “Genesi e forma” by 
Gottfried M. Koenig (Semar, 1995), “Heidegger, Hölderlin & John 
Cage” by Michael Eldred (Semar, 2000) and “Universi del suono” 
by Iannis Xenakis (LIM/Ricordi, 2003), and monograph review 
issues, such as the Journal of New Music Research devoted to the 
legacy of Xanakis.  
Web: http://xoomer.virgilio.it/adiscipi/ 

Di Scipio Agostino (Italiano) 
Nato a Napoli nel 1962, realizza musica elettroacustica e 
strumentale, con gruppi e/o solisti che interagiscono con sistemi 
informatici, e installazioni sonore, talvolta in stretta relazione con 
l'ambiente. Eseguiti in numerose sedi nazionali e internazionali, 
suoi lavori sono stati premiati al Concorsi Internazionale di 
Bourges (1991, !996) e al Prix Ars Elettronica di Linz (1995), e 
sono incisi su CD.  Dopo aver collaborato per diversi anni col 
Centro di Sonologia Computazionale (Università di Padova, 1987-
92 ), dal 1993 è consulente del Laboratorio Musica 
e Sonologia (Università di L'Aquila). Ha insegnato Musica 
Elettronica presso il Conservatorio di Bari ed attualmente è 
docente  presso il Conservatorio di Latina. 
E' stato “visiting composer” presso la Simon Fraser University 
(Vancouver, 1993) e la Sibelius Academy (Helsinki, 
1995). Membro del consiglio direttivo dell'AIMI -Associazione di 
Informatica Musicale Italiana. Ha pubblicato numerosi scritti, sia 
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in margine alle tecniche del proprio lavoro sia in generale sulle 
tecnologie musicali contemporanee e le loro ripercussioni 
estetiche e cognitive per riviste italiane (Sonus, Rivista Italiana di 
Musicologia, Musica/Realtà, ecc.) ed internazionali (Contemporary 
Music Review, Londra; Journal of New Music Research, Lisse; 
Perspectives of New Music, Seattle) e per la rivista in rete Switch. 
Web: http://space.quipo.it/manilio/sito/di%20scipio.htm 

Dianda Hilda (Italiano) 
Compositrice argentina nata a Córdoba nel 1925. Ha studiato con 
H.Siccardi ed in Europa con G.F.Mailipiero e H.Scherchen. Ha 
frequentato i corsi di Darmstadt. È stata tra i primi ad utilizzare 
tecniche e risorse elettroniche in Argentina. 

Diaz Alirio (English) 
Alirio Díaz is considered to be one of the greatest guitarist in the 
history of the instrument. 
He was born in 1923 in the Candelaria near Carora in Venezuela. 
Even as a small child he showed an outstanding talent for the 
cuatro and the classical guitar which he taught himself. In 1942 
he moved to Trujillo where he studied musical theory. He also 
learned the saxophone and the clarinet. In 1945 he decided to 
concentrate on the study of the guitar with Raúl Borges. He also 
followed classes in harmony with Vincente Emilio Sojo. He 
continued his guitar studies in Madrid at the Conservatorio Real 
with Regino Sainz de la Maza and in Siena, Italy, with Andrés 
Segovia at the Academia Chighiana. Alirio Díaz then began a 
career as a soloist performing throughout the world with the finest 
orchestras and recording the major part of the guitar repertoire, 
including many pieces from his native country. He settled in Rome 
in 1964, but now shares his time between Venezuela and Europe 
where he gives master classes and works on his guitar 
arrangements and publications. He has received numerous awards 
and honours, he is always welcomed with enthusiasm on his 
return to Venezuela. Alirio Díaz is the author of two 
autobiographical books and is a co-founder of Caroni Music, a 
company whose aim is to promote the splendid and varied 
musical traditions of his country. 
Web: http://www.caronimusic.com/ 

Diaz Rafael (English) 
Rafael Diaz was born in Màlaga in 1943. At thè consevatory, he 
got degrees in both piano and clarinet. Later, he entered the 
conservatory of Seville, where he studied composition with Manuel 
Castillo, graduating with First Prize, and orchestra conducting with 
Manuel Galduf. 
He got grants from the Ministry of Culture to attend courses given 
by Carmelo Bernaola and Rodolfo Halffter in Granada and 
Santiago de Compostela. Later, he attended a course given by 
Luigi Nono and studied electroacoustic music with Horacio 
Vaggione, Gabriel Brncic and Adolfo Nùfiez. In 1985 he founded 
the “Taller de Mùsica Contemporànea de la Universidad de — 
Màlaga” (“The Malaga University Contemporary Music Workshop”) 
with which he has performed throughout Spain, created ballets, 
audiovisual and electroacoustic works, radio programs, and made 
CD recordings.  
He has got commissions from thè Ministry of Culture and thè 
Andalusian Government. 
He has his own electroacoustic studio where he experiments with 
state-of-the-art technology. His works have been performed in 
Spain, France, Holland, Italy, Portugal, México, Brazil, Romania 
etc. 

Diaz Romero Ricardo (English) 
Ricardo Diaz Romero was an amateur guitarist who studied with 
Antonio Sinópoli in 1909. At the request of Domingo Prat, he 
contracted Miguel Llobet for his first tour of Argentina, which 
would soon extend to other countries of America and would be 
repeated several times. Romero dedicated his arrangements of 
the Colombian bambucos Entre las peñas and Casta paloma, to 
Miguel Llobet. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Dibennardo Enrico (Italiano) 
Enrico Dibennardo, diplomato in Composizione, Pianoforte, 
Clavicembalo, Musica corale e Direzione di coro, svolge da diversi 

anni intensa attività concertistica in qualità di clavicembalista, 
pianista e direttore di coro. Si è esibito presso diverse associazioni 
concertistiche italiane e straniere quali l'E.A.R. Teatro Bellini di 
Catania, Amici della Musica di Palermo (con l'Orchestra di Padova 
e del Veneto), Associazione Musicale Etnea, Associazione 
Filarmonica di Oradea e di Satumare (Romania), Orchestra 
Barocca Siciliana. Ha preso parte in qualità di continuista e di 
solista a numerose realizzazioni discografiche tra cui varie prime 
incisioni di musiche di importanti autori del passato con numerose 
esecuzioni e diffusioni radiofoniche (Radio Vaticana, Rai tre, Radio 
Classica). Già allievo per la composizione di Aladino Di Martino e 
Bruno Mazzotta svolge un'intensa attività compositiva; cospicua la 
produzione di musica sacra, musica da camera, musica corale e 
opere didattiche per lo studio della composizione. Suoi brani sono 
stati eseguiti a Livorno, Perugia, Vienna e Bruxelles. Inoltre sue 
composizioni e arrangiamenti sono presenti nel repertorio di 
numerosi artisti. 
Specialista in notazioni antiche, svolge anche un'intensa attività di 
ricerca musicologica che spazia dalla prepolifonia al barocco (ha al 
suo attivo edizioni critiche di importanti inediti del XVIII secolo). 
E' invitato a tenere seminari e corsi di perfezionamento di 
composizione e di clavicembalo. 
Web: http://www.edizioninovecento.it/enrico_dibennardo.html 
(2016) 

Dieckmann Carl-Heinz (English) 
Composer, conductor, music director and lecturer, born in Hain 
(Community Borna/Saxony), died in Weimar (Thuringia). 
After graduating from high school in 1942, he studied conducting 
and composition at the Musikhochschule Leipzig until 1946 and at 
the Hochschule für Musik Franz Liszt Weimar (inter alia with 
Hermann Abendroth). From 1956 to 1958 he studied as a master 
student at the German Academy of Arts in Berlin with Ottmar 
Gerster. Since 1946 he has worked as Kapellmeister, solo reeditor 
and music director at the Deutsches National Theater Weimar and 
at other well-known concert halls in Thuringia (Jena, Mühlhausen 
and Rudolstadt). 
From 1953 to 1960 he worked as a lecturer at the Conservatory in 
Weimar and from 1960 to 1966 as a music editor at the Radio 
DDR, broadcaster Leipzig and as a sound director at the radio 
station Weimar. In the years 1966 to 1991 he worked as a 
lecturer for orchestra and choir conductors at the Academy of 
Music Franz Liszt Weimar. Since the founding of the Association of 
Composers and Musicologists of the GDR, he was a member of the 
board of the District Association of Thuringia. Since 1968 he was a 
member of the central board. 
His works include not only choral music but also symphonic 
works, ballet and chamber music, cantatas and solo songs. For 
the inauguration of the memorial and memorial Buchenwald 1958 
he composed the Buchenwald Poem (for soloists, mixed choir and 
orchestra). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Dieu Lionel (Français) 
Lionel Dieu partage ses activités entre l'enseignement de la 
guitare au Conservatoire National de Région de Grenoble et 
l'archéo-musicologie. Président fondateur de l'AMEPUTAM, il a 
effectué pendant 15 ans l'inventaire de la musique dans la 
sculpture romane. Auteur de nombreux articles, il est invité à 
donner des conférences dans les institutions et les colloques les 
plus prestigieux. Membre de l'équipe permanente de recherche 
des fouilles de Charavines, chercheur associé à l'équipe 
Patrimoines Musicaux de la Sorbonne, il collabore avec l'IRHT-
CNRS. 
Considéré comme le meilleur spécialiste de l'analyse des 
programmes iconographiques concernant la musique dans la 
sculpture romane, il a été choisi pour réaliser cette synthèse. Ce 
premier tome n'est pas le fruit d'un travail solitaire, mais le 
résultat d'échanges avec les grands organologues de notre temps. 
(Lionel Dieu - La Musique dans la sculpture romane en France, I) 

Dijkstra Lowell (English) 
Guitarist and composer, born in Exeter (Ontario/Canada), came to 
the Netherlands in 1960 with his family and studied guitar with 
Guido Topper (1940-2013) at the Leeuwarden Conservatory, has 
got his diploma in 1979 and worked 17 years as guitar teacher. 
And he studied composition with Willem Frederik Bon at the 
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Groningen Conservatory and with Tristan Keuris at the Utrecht 
Conservatory (diploma 1990). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Dinescu Violeta (English) 
(b. July 13, 1953, Bucharest) 
Romanian-born German composer of stage, orchestral, chamber, 
choral, vocal, and piano works that have been successfully 
performed and recorded across Europe. 
Prof. Dinescu graduated from the Gheorghe Lazar Lyceum in 
Bucharest in 1972, studied composition with Myriam Marbe at the 
Conservatory Ciprian Porumbescu in Bucharest from 1972-78 
(receiving a one-year study of composition in 1977-78) and 
subsequently had two years of musicology studies in Heidelberg. 
She taught at the George Enescu Music School from 1978-82, and 
then moved to Germany, where she taught at the Hochschule für 
Kirchenmusik in Heidelberg from 1986-91 and the Hochschule für 
Musik in Frankfurt from 1989-91, and lectured at the 
Fachakademie Hochschule für Kirchenmusik in Bayreuth from 
1990-94. Since 1996, she has been Professor für Komposition at 
the Carl-von-Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg. She has also given 
guest lectures in South Africa and the USA. 
She is the recipient of numerous awards, including four Romanian 
Composers Union awards (1975-76, 1980, 1983), Second Prize at 
the GEDOK International Composition Competition (1982) and 
First Prize at the International Competition for Composers (Utah, 
1983). In addition, she has received Third Prize at the G.B. Viotti 
International Music and Dance Competition (1983) and the Carl-
Maria-von-Weber-Preis for her opera Hunger und Durst (1985); 
she has also received mentions from numerous other competitions 
and commissions from numerous festivals. 
She has been a member of the Romanian Composers Union since 
1980 and an executive board member of the International League 
of Women Composers since 1985. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/dinescuv.htm 

Dion Denis (Français) 
Denis Dion obtient une maîtrise en composition à l’Université 
Laval en 1983 et un diplôme de doctorat à la University of 
Southern California (Los Angeles) en 1987. Récipiendaire de 
plusieurs distinctions remportées au Canada, aux États-Unis et en 
Europe, il a composé un grand nombre d'oeuvres de commandes 
pour des orchestres canadiens et étrangers ainsi que pour le 
cinéma. Son écriture fait appel tant aux ressources instrumentales 
qu'à l'électroacoustique. 
Il a enseigné à la Faculté de musique de l'Université Laval ainsi 
qu'au Conservatoire de musique de Québec (de 1992 à 1999), il a 
également agit à titre de commentateur pour le service de la 
musique de la Chaîne culturelle de Radio Canada. 
Depuis 2000 Denis Dion se consacre entièrement à la création et 
la composition. Suite à l'obtention d'une bourse décernée par le 
Conseil des Arts du Canada il a réalisé un projet de création à titre 
de Compositeur en résidence chez l'ensemble de musique 
médiévale de Québec Anonymus (1999-2000) L'année suivante 
c'est par le biais du programme de résidence de compositeurs du 
Conseil des Arts et des Lettres du Québec qu'il entreprend un 
autre projet de création cette fois à l'Orchestre Symphonique de 
Trois-Rivières (2001). 
Denis Dion est récipiendaire du Prix-Opus 2000-2001 dans la 
catégorie Création de l'année pour la pièce à la mère écrite pour 
orchestre à cordes et dispositif électronique. En 2002 il obtient 
une bourse du Conseil des Arts du Canada lui permettant d'agir à 
titre de compositeur en résidence à l'Orchestre Symphonique de 
Trois-Rivières pour les saisons 2002-04. 
À la dernière édition du gala des Prix-Opus 2005 du Conseil 
Québécois de la Musique le compositeur fut récompensé à deux 
reprises en recevant l'Opus de Création de l'année 2003-04 pour 
De mains osées toiles écrite pour ensemble instrumental, CD et 
traitement en direct (vidéo de Carolane St-Pierre, mise en texte 
de Rita Painchaud) ainsi que de l'Opus Compositeur de l'année 
2003-04. 
Web:  http://musique.levinux.org/Denis_Dion/Pages/Accueil.html 
(2011) 

Dittrich Paul-Heinz (Italiano) 
Compositore tedesco nato a Gornsdorf (Erzgebirge) nel 1930. 
Studi con Fid.F.Finke a Lipsia, e con Rudolf Wagner-Regeny a 

Berlin. Direttore di coro a Weimar. Il suo linguaggio è molto 
attento alle combinazioni timbriche e alle soluzioni elettroniche. 

Dizdarevic Vitomir (English) 
Vitomir Dizdarevic (1911-2000) was a great guitar lover, and a 
person whose life was full of activities and adventures. Having a 
strong sportive spirit he also took up the guitar in his youth and 
continued playing it when ever socializing with people. He also 
made several guitar instruments for himself which he played until 
his last moments. (Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from 
Yugoslavia. Vol.IV Serbia, 2004) 

Djurasevic Tripo (English) 
Tripo Djurasevic (1910-1975) was born in Kotor, Montenegro, on 
the Adriatic coast. He turned to music in early childhood, 
especially the guitar, and later conducted the woodwind ensemble 
of the city of Kotor. He wrote several short and very romantic 
pieces for solo guitar, as well as a few guitar duos, which never 
have been published. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.I, 
2002) 

Doati Roberto (Italiano) 
(Genova, 1953) 
Vive e lavora a Padova. Ha studiato musica elettronica con Albert 
Mayr presso il Conservatorio di Firenze; Informatica Musicale con 
Pietro Grossi presso l’Istituto di Elaborazione dell’Informazione del 
CNUCE-CNR di Pisa; e con Alvise Vidolin presso il Conservatorio di 
Venezia dove, nel 1982, si è diplomato con la tesi “Un’applicazione 
musicale della teoria gestaltica sulla percezione di strutture 
temporali”. Dal 1980 lavora come ricercatore nel campo della 
percezione musicale presso il “Centro di Sonologia 
Computazionale” dell’Università di Padova, svolgendo anche 
attività didattica nei corsi di informatica musicale. Nel 1981, con 
la composizione Gioco di velocità, è stato invitato a partecipare 
alla manifestazione “Venezia Opera Prima” organizzata dal Teatro 
La Fenice in Venezia. Dal 1983 all’86 ha collaborato con il 
Laboratorio di Informatica Musicale della Biennale di Venezia 
(L.I.M.B.) e dal 1983 è segretario dell’AIMI “Associazione di 
Informatica Musicale Italiana”. Nel 1984 la RAI gli ha 
commissionato, insieme ai compositori Patella e Torresan, La 
Materia è Sorda. Nello stesso anno la Casa Editrice Edipan ha 
realizzato un’incisione discografica della sua composizione Gioco 
di Velocità. Ha insegnato Informatica Musicale presso la Scuola di 
Musicologia e Pedagogia Musicale dell'Università di Macerata a 
Fermo. Dal 1996 al 1998 ha tenuto periodicamente corsi e 
concerti in Argentina per conto degli Istituti Italiani di Cultura di 
Buenos Aires e Cordoba. Nel 1997 è stato invitato presso il Centre 
de Recherches et de Formation Musicales de Wallonie di Liegi per 
la realizzazione di un’opera musicale. È stato compositore 
residente nel 1999 presso il Centro Studi Ligure per le Arti e nel 
2001 presso la Fondazione. Ha fatto parte del comitato scientifico 
del Gruppo di Analisi e Teoria Musicale (GATM) dalla fondazione 
fino al 2000 ed è attualmente docente di Musica Elettronica presso 
il Conservatorio “Giuseppe Tartini” di Trieste. 
Web: 
http://www.cematitalia.it/servizi/profilierepertori/compositori/d/d
oati/doati.htm 

Dodgson Stephen (English) 
Stephen Dodgson was born in London on the 17th March 1924 
and has lived there with few interruptions ever since. He received 
his musical training at the Royal College of Music, and was 
subsequently a member of its teaching staff in theory and 
composition. After serving with the Royal Navy during the war 
years he spent a year studying with Bernard Stevens. In 1950 he 
obtained a traveling scholarship to Italy. Through the next 15 
years he was a part time teacher / lecturer in a succession of 
schools and colleges. From this period onwards he was much 
employed by the BBC; as provider of incidental music for many 
major radio drama productions, as well as a frequent and familiar 
broadcaster of reviews and other musical topics. Stephen 
Dodgson's compositions cover almost every genre, including 
opera (“Margaret Catchpole” 1979); six piano sonatas; seven 
string quartets and much other chamber music.  There is also a 
substantial body of music for orchestra, chorus and solo voices. 
Although not a player himself he is one of the few living 
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composers to write with understanding for the guitar and his now 
numerous works for this instrument  - solo, in ensemble, chamber 
music and concertos - have brought him world-wide recognition. 
Nowadays, ostensibly in retirement, he continues happily occupied 
in composition with the active stimulus of many musicians to keep 
it up. 

Dodgson Stephen (Italiano) 
(1924) 
Compositore inglese; nel 1952 inizia ad avvicinarsi alla 
composizione per chitarra con Prelude, Nocturne and Toccata e 
nel 1955 con i Five occasional pieces. Rappresentante della 
tradizione musicale britannica (a tratti caratterizzata da 
suggestioni gotiche e notturne) le sue composizioni di maggior 
rilievo sono i due concerti per chitarra e orchestra e le tre Partite 
per chitarra sola, il brano Fantasy-Divisions e il Duo concertante 
per chitarra e clavicembalo. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della 
Chitarra) 

Dojcinovic Uroš (English) 
Guitarist, Composer, Pedagogue, Publisher. Was born in Belgrade, 
Serbia (SR Yugoslavia)  in  l959. He studied classical guitar in 
Belgrade, graduating from the Zagreb Academy of Music 
(Croatia), and continued with post-graduate work (Musicology), at 
the University of Belgrade. Attended various Master Courses. 
Dojcinovic has performed more than 3000 concerts around the 
world,  presented numerous lectures, and gave many master 
classes. He acts as adjudicator for a great number of international 
guitar competitions, and writes for various guitar magazines and 
music journals. 
He has made more than 3O recordings (LPs, Music Cassettes, 
CDs), and has published over 250 different compositions and 
guitar works for various publishing companies in the world. 
Dojcinovic is a frequent guest in radio and television programmes. 
In l974, at the age of  fifteen, Dojcinovic has received the October 
Reward of the city of Belgrade for achievements in the art. Also  
won first Republic and Federal prizes in guitar competitions in 
l975, and l977, and first prize in the Cultural Olympiad in Belgrade 
in l978. 
In l984 he was awarded from Jeunesses Musicales for his 
contribution to the development of music, the promotion of the 
guitar as a classical instrument, and classical music for guitar 
among the young. 
In l995 he received the Golden Badge by Cultural and Educational 
Bureau of Serbia for his durable work and creative contribution to 
the cultural expansion. 
Dojcinovic’s other rewards include over 15 different  national and 
international medals, diplomas, and  various prizes for the artistic 
activity. 
Dojcinovic is founder and Artistic Director of several Yugoslavian 
guitar events (Festivals, Competitions, Guitar Series), and 
currently teaches at the Music Conservatory in Belgrade.  

Dombrowski Hansmaria (English) 
Composer, born in Reichenberg (Northern Bohemia, today: 
Liberec/Czech Republic), died in Berlin. He studied at the music 
academy in Berlin with Hans Pfitzner, Hugo Mann und Hugo Kaun. 
Since 1920 he was choirmaster in Stettin, 1935-1944 he taught 
composition in Berlin at Hochschule für Musik and at the 
Akademisches Institut für Kirchenmusik. He was also 1935-1944 
conductor at the broadcasting station ‚Deutschlandsender‘, after 
the war he worked at several  broadcasting stations. (Rainer 
Stelle) 

Domeniconi Carlo (English) 
Composer Carlo Domeniconi was born in Cesena, Italy, in 1947 
and studied guitar with Carmen Lenzi Mozzani. He is known as a 
concert artist in both the classical and jazz idioms, and has played 
and taught throughout Europe.  
Carlo Domenicani is a highly respected composer for the guitar in 
the 20th Century. His works are performed world wide by the 
most famous classical guitarists and other musicians. Belonging to 
his unending list of compositions are eleven concertos for guitar 
and orchestra, numerous solo guitar works and many other 
chamber music and orchestral works. Domeniconi’s pieces are 
played by the worlds most famous guitarists like John Williams, 
David Russell, Aniello Desiderio, Costas Cotsiolis, Hubert Kappel 

and many others. 

Dominici Antonio (English) 
Dominici, Antonio, * 2nd Half 19th century in Palermo; Italian 
guitarist and composer, moved around 1900 to Russia, where he 
was active at the court of the Zar Nikolaus II. Under the influence 
of Dominici, which gave concerts on the 6 strings classical guitar, 
several Russian guitarists, who played on the 7 stings guitar, 
among others also A. Agafosyn, adopted the 6 strings instrument. 
At the outbreak of the Russian revolution, Dominici returned to its 
homeland and began to give concerts and teach. He died at the 
age of 62 years. 
(Jozef Powrozniak, Gitarren-Lexicon, Verlag Neue Musik, 1979-80) 

Dominici Antonio (Italiano) 
Chitarrista palermitano dell'Otto-Novecento. All'inizio del secolo 
XX si trasferì in Russia dove si esibì anche alla Corte dello Zar, 
presso cui ebbe come allievi illustri personaggi fra i quali il 
Granduca Michele. Ridotto in miseria dalla rivoluzione, tornò in 
patria dove si dedicò all'insegnamento ed al concertismo, 
suonando anche presso i Conti di Bergolo ed il Principe di 
Piemonte. Morì sessantaduenne. (C.Carfagna – M.Gangi, 
Dizionario Chitarristico Italiano, Berbèn, 1968) 

Donati Guido (Italiano) 
Guido Donati (Mozzo, Bergamo, 1949) ha studiato presso il 
Conservatorio di Torino Organo e Composizione. Ha esordito come 
compositore ed esecutore nell’ambito della Giovane Musica 
Torinese. L’amicizia con alcuni solisti torinesi lo ha stimolato a 
comporre pezzi per oboe e pianoforte (“Il canto della Stella”, 
“Tema, variazione, arioso, finale”); per oboe, viola, contrabbasso 
e pianoforte (“Andante, attesa, scherzo”), nonchè per oboe e archi 
(il “Concertino”), alcuni dei quali sono stati eseguiti anche 
all’estero. Nel 1981 ha realizzato la colonna sonora per lo 
spettacolo teatrale “Sghimbescio re del paese rovescio”. Lontano 
da ogni forma di sperimentalismo, Donati ha adottato un 
linguaggio musicale che comunica senza difficoltà. La chiarezza, la 
semplicità strutturale e la brevità di taluni suoi lavori sono fattori 
che facilitano la comprensione del messaggio: compositore 
naturalmente ottimista, fiducioso, amante delle emozioni positive, 
egli evita i motivi d’angoscia, i silenzi logoranti, i torpori nebulosi 
e decadenti, gli urli soffocati. La sua gioia di vivere sottintende 
serene visioni, voglia di sorridere, di aprirsi al mondo. Guido 
Donati è docente di organo e composizione organistica al 
Conservatorio “G.Verdi” di Torino. (Adriano Bassi - Guido Molinari: 
Tendenze della Musica Contemporanea, Guido Miano Editore, 
Milano, 1994)  

Donatoni Franco (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano, e docente in vari conservatori, come autore 
si è imposto nel campo dell'alea per la invenzione creativa e la 
sperimentazione. 
Note biografiche tratte dal sito Internet della Ricordi: 
Franco Donatoni è nato a Verona il 9 giugno 1927. Ha iniziato gli 
studi musicali sotto la guida di Piero Bottagisio presso il Liceo 
musicale della sua città. Ha studiato composizione al 
Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano con Ettore Desderi e al 
Conservatorio “G. B. Martini” di Bologna con Lino Liviabella. 
Si è diplomato in composizione e strumentazione per banda nel 
1949, in musica corale nel 1950, in composizione nel 1951. 
Nel 1953 ha conseguito il diploma del corso di perfezionamento di 
composizione tenuto da Ildebrando Pizzetti presso l’Accademia 
Nazionale di S. Cecilia in Roma. Ha frequentato i Ferienkurse di 
Darmstadt nel 1954, 1956, 1958 e 1961. 
Ha ottenuto i seguenti premi: Liegi 1951 (Quartetto), Radio 
Lussemburgo 1952 (Concertino per archi, ottoni e timpano solista) 
e 1953 (Sinfonia per archi), S.I.M.C. 1961 (Puppenspiel per 
orchestra), Marzotto 1966 (Puppenspiel n. 2 per flauto, ottavino e 
orchestra), Koussevitzki 1968 (Orts per 14 strumenti), 
Psacaropoulo 1979 (Spiri per 10 strumenti).  
Le sue opere sono pubblicate dagli editori Zanibon, Schott di 
Londra, Boosey & Hawkes di Londra, Suvini Zerboni di Milano 
(1958-1977) e Ricordi di Milano (dal 1977). 
Ha insegnato nei Conservatori di Bologna, Torino e Milano dal 
1953 al 1978. È stato titolare della cattedra di perfezionamento di 
composizione presso l’Accademia Nazionale di S. Cecilia in Roma. 
Dal 1970 tiene il corso di perfezionamento di composizione presso 
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l’Accademia Chigiana di Siena. Dal 1971 al 1985 è stato incaricato 
presso il corso DAMS della Facoltà di Lettere dell’Università di 
Bologna. 
Nel 1972 è stato invitato dal Deutscher Akademischer 
Austauschdienst a risiedere a Berlino per un anno. 
Nel 1979 è stato invitato a tenere un seminario sulle proprie opere 
dall’Università di California a Berkeley. Ha tenuto vari seminari in 
Svizzera, Francia, Spagna, Olanda e Israele. 
Ha insegnato alla Scuola Civica di Milano, all’Accademia “Perosi” di 
Biella e all’Accademia “Forlanini” di Brescia. Ha pubblicato Questo 
(Milano, Adelphi 1970), Antecedente X (Milano, Adelphi 1980), Il 
sigaro di Armando (Milano, Spirali Edizioni 1982) e Inoltre 
(Brescia, Edizioni L’Obliquo 1988). 
A lui è stato dedicato il volume di “Settembre Musica” (EDT, 
Torino 1990) a cura di Enzo Restagno. 
È membro effettivo dell’Accademia Nazionale di S. Cecilia e 
dell’Accademia Filarmonica Romana. 
Nel 1985 è stato insignito del titolo di “Commandeur dans l’Ordre 
des Arts et des Lettres” dal Ministro della Cultura francese. 
Nel 1990 il Festival Settembre Musica di Torino gli ha dedicato 
un’ampia monografia. Nel settembre 1991 è stato invitato 
dall’Elision Ensemble in Australia a tenere dei seminari presso 
l’Istituto Italiano di Cultura di Melbourne. In quest’occasione ha 
avuto luogo la prima assoluta di Refrain II. Dal giugno all’ottobre 
1992 “Milano Musica” ha realizzato, in suo omaggio, 
un’importante rassegna; nel corso di 8 concerti si sono ascoltate 
alcune fra le sue composizioni più significative e, in prima 
assoluta, Feria ll per organo e L’arte della fuga (attualmente 
l’autore ha completato l’orchestrazione fino al XIV contrappunto) 
di Bach trascritta da Donatoni 
per orchestra.  
Nel decennio ’90-’99 è necessario menzionare Sweet Basil (1993) 
per trombone e Big Band, commissionato dal Ministero della 
Cultura e della Comunicazione francese, Portal (1995) per 
clarinetto basso, clarinetto in Sib, clarinetto piccolo e orchestra su 
commissione di Radio France, In Cauda Il (1996), su commissione 
della Süddeutscher Rundfunk Stuttgart e In Cauda III (1996). 
Sempre nel 1996 ha completato il ciclo, iniziato nel 1983, delle 
Françoise Variationen per pianoforte. 
Nel settembre 1998, nell’ambito dei Festival Musica di Strasburgo, 
è stata rappresentata la breve operina comica Alfred Alfred. 
Nel 1999 sono stati eseguiti Fire (In Cauda IV) e, su commissione 
del Festival di Salisburgo, Poll per 13 esecutori. 
Franco Donatoni è morto a Milano il 17 agosto 2000. 

Dostal Nico (Italiano) 
(1895-1981) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra austriaco nato a Korneuburg. 
Ha scritto principalmente operette e musica da film. 

Dovgopol Dmitry (English) 
Dmitry Dovgopol was born in 1961 in Russia, and now lives in 
Yekaterinburg. Dmitry graduated from Tumen Art College as a 
classical gutarist. In 1989 together with another Tumen graduate 
– Valentine Ostanin – he organized the “Soul's Delight” guitar 
duo. The duo's concert life is still very active. In 1994 and 1998 
the guitarists recorded two CDs. Dmitry Dovgopol's compositions 
for guitar solo and ensembles are published in “The Ural Collection 
for Classical Guitar” and other issues; his music is played by the 
“Soul's Delight” duo, “The Ural Guitar Trio”, and by several 
Russian solo-guitarists. “Bamboo's Songs” has a variety of special 
effects on the guitars including imitation of the side-drum, Jew's 
harp and percussion effects. 
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/sk/syukhtun/others.html (2012) 

Dragatakis Dimitris (English) 
The Greek composer Dimitris Dragatakis was born on 22 January 
1914 in Platanousa, a remote, mountain village in Epirus, and 
died in Athens at the age of 87 on 18th December 2001. His 
musical interest was obvious from a very early age, using what 
nature provided, such as leaves and stalks, to fashion 
instruments. Later he studied music formally at the National 
Conservatory of Athens, with an interruption during World War II 
and the ensuing civil war, completing his studies in 1955. For 
many decades he played the viola in the orchestra of the Greek 
National Opera and taught violin and music theory at the National 
Conservatory. 

In the 1950s he took up musical composition systematically, 
creating from that time to the end of his life more than 130 
instrumental, vocal, scenic and electronic works, with the main 
body of his musical output consisting of orchestral and chamber 
music. He received numerous awards and prizes for his work, the 
first being in 1958 from the Greek Composers’ Union, followed by 
many others, such as the Maria Callas Award from the Third 
Programme of the Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation in 1997 and 
the prestigious G.A. Papaioannou Award from the Academy of 
Athens in 1999. 
In March 2001 he was appointed lifelong Emeritus President of the 
Greek Composers’ Union, having served as Vice-President for the 
previous six years. The works of Dragatakis have been performed 
in Greece and abroad, and many compositions of his have been 
published and recorded. 
Dimitris Dragatakis studied music theory under Leonidas Zoras 
and Manolis Kalomiris, both composers who belong to the Greek 
National School of Composition. Nevertheless his musical 
language was formed independently of his teachers, based mainly 
on two elements: his close relationship with the Greek musical 
tradition of his birthplace and his personal interest in the musical 
trends of the mid-twentieth century. More specifically, Dragatakis 
has combined selective elements of the musical traditions of 
Epirus (pentatonic scales, pedal notes, glissandos, and other 
elements) with the contemporary music of his age (free atonality, 
plain forms and rhythmic ostinatos, new instrumental 
combinations and sound effects, all derived mainly from post-
modernism and minimalism). In this way a style of musical writing 
modern in concept but traditional in origin was gradually formed, 
establishing a new relationship with Greek musical tradition, 
unlike that of the Greek National School of Composition. As a 
whole the music of Dimitris Dragatakis is both simple and 
complex, modern and traditional, dramatically expressive and 
remarkably introverted. 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/person/Dimitris_Dragatakis/16276.htm 

Drozd Gerard (English) 
Composer and guitarist - has written more than 100 works for or 
with guitar(s). Composed among others: Concertos with 
orchestra, 24 Preludes, Sonatas, Suites, Sets of Variations, 
Chamber music, 24 Preludes & Fugues and not only. His music is 
not easy to describe. Very exqusite treatment of harmony - called 
by the composer himself as “a kaleidoscopic harmony”, 
counterpoint and unexpected melodic element - are the main 
factors of the music. According to many musicians - his style is 
very much his own; a kind of “pure music”. 
Gerard Drozd's music has been performed by such artists as: 
Carlo Marchione, Zoran Dukic, Alexander Swete, Lily Afshar, Paolo 
Pegoraro, Guitart Quartet, Gerhard Reichenbach, Sante Tursi, Trio 
Chitarristico “A.Vivaldi”, Vladislav Blaha, William Feasley, 
Giampaolo Bandini and others. He is creator and artistic director 
of the Gliwice International Guitar Festival. 

Drozdzowskj Mjroslaw (English) 
Mjroslaw Drozdzowskj (born in 1964 in Pabianice) started to learn 
playing the guitar with MA Jerzy Sochacki in age of 14. Then he 
continued studying at PSSM of 2nd degree with Prof. Aleksander 
Kowalczyk. From 1987 to 1991 he studied at the University of 
Music in Lodz in class of guitar with Prof. Jerzy Nalepka. Guitarist, 
composer, arranger, vocalist and educator. He has cooperated 
with various groups such as: “Alex”,  “Rezerwat”, “Mrowisko”, 
“Mocni w Duchu” also with Pawel Rurak-Sokal. Recently he works 
as educator in music schools in Poland. His students are 
prizewinners of nationwide and international contests. Since study 
hes been composing solo and intimately for acoustic guitar. He 
has in his output about 200 compositions kept in various styles. 
He is a prizewinner in International Contest for guitar composition 
for children, Minsk - Gomel 2003. His pieces are suggested in 
programs of many competitions: International Festival of Guitar 
Music Rewal - Trzesacz 2004, Interschool Competition for the 
Performance of M. Drozdzowski’s Composition in Tomaszow 
Mazowiecki and others. He publishes in the papers “Swiat Gitar” 
and “Bialoruska Gitara”. In 2003, in publishing house  “La 
Passione” - Czestochowa he published his first album 
“Compositions for children for guitar” which involves 30 pieces. 

http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/bio28406.htm�
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Drude Matthias (English) 
Matthias Drude was born on 18th May 1960 in Prisser, in the 
North German district of Dannenberg. He received his first piano 
lessons at the age of six. Later he began to play the trombone 
and to learn composition under the tuition of Christoph Hempel 
and Thomas Schmidt-Kowalski, both at the music school in 
Hanover. Having left secondary school, he commenced his studies 
of music and history in Hanover, subsequently studying Theory of 
music and composition under Diether de la Motte (Hanover) and 
Ulrich Leyendecker (Hamburg). Between 1984 and 1993 he 
taught harmony and gave aural training at the colleges of music 
in Hanover and, since 1988, in Lübeck. 
Between 1990 and 1993 he was vice-president of the North 
German section of the the “Deutscher Komponistenverband” 
(Association of German Composers), since 2001 president of the 
Saxonian section. 
Since the winter semester 1993/94 he has been working as a full-
time-lecturer (2001 professor) at the college of sacred music in 
Dresden, his subjects encompassing theory of music, aural 
training, playing from scores, theory of musical forms and 
instruments.  
In 1999 he was invited at the Universtity of the Plilippines for 
teaching composition as a guest lecturer. 
Matthias Drude was awarded the Lower Saxony scholarship for 
young talent, as well a scholarship for composers allowing him to 
spend a period at the artists’ colony of Schreyahn. He also won 
prizes for his orchestral composition “Puppenspiele” (Puppet-
show) and for his string quartet. 
His work includes four oratorios (“Christmas Oratorio”), 
compositions for orchestra, choir, piano, organ, guitar, accordion, 
brass ensemble, furthermore chamber music and lieder. Drude’s 
works are scored in traditional notation and performers value their 
practicability, craftsmanship and their depth of emotion. 
At present working as a university professor and freelance 
composer, Matthias Drude lives in Dresden with his wife Andrea 
and son Niklas. 
Web: 
http://www.drude.info/025561981f0d0bf01/025561981f0d14c04/i
ndex.html (2013) 

Duarte John (English) 
English composer, in his compositions he uses a traditional 
language open to parody and variation (in his attempt to use 
popular material and folkloric melodies) and to jazz innovations 
(he loved this kind of music and played in many groups as a 
double bass player). In his operas Night Music e All in a Row he 
made an attempt to compose accordy to dodecaphony and avant-
garde. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Duarte John (English) 
I began my musical life as a jazz guitarist with eighteen months of 
sporadic lessons (1934-36) from Terence Usher, an amateur 
guitarist and professional public relations officer to Manchester 
City Council. He gave me a sound technical grounding and a 
knowledge of basic musical theory, and encouraged me to 
improvise - for all of which I owe him a debt of gratitude. They 
were the only formal lessons in music I ever had. He was also 
interested in the classic guitar and this led naturally to my own 
growing interest in that instrument and in art music in general. As 
the processes of improvisation and composition are essentially the 
same - composition is improvisation, given the benefit of time to 
reconsider and refine the product. At first I wrote small pieces for 
thè jazz guitar, mostly 'portraits' of current girlfriends, but 1939 I 
had begun to write for the classic guitar; it developed naturally 
from there. Music remained an increasingly rewarding hobby, 
secondary to my professional life as a scientist, until I was almost 
fìfty years old, when it look over the whole of my working life and 
science ceased to play an active part in it. Improvised music 
originates in the mind and is ‘heard' in the inner ear, and this is a 
two-way process; what one hears becomes translatable into 'play-
back' action and/or, given a knowledge of musical theory, 
comprehensible. It can provide a direct route to eclecticism - one 
may adopt what one chooses into one's own bloodstream, and 
bypass what one feels foreign to one’s own nature. For this reason 
I have never had one immediately identifiable style and have 

happily lived with a wide variety of idioms. By the same token, 
wise performers choose to play only what 'speaks to' their own 
natures. (John W. Duarte, 2001) 

Duarte John (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese, utlilizza, nelle sue composizioni, un 
linguaggio fedele alla tradizione che si apre però alla parodia e 
alla variazione (nel tentativo di utilizzare materiale popolare e 
melodie folcloristiche) e alle innovazioni del jazz (Duarte amava 
molto il genere e suonò in diverse formazioni come 
contrabbassista). Nelle opere Night Music e All in a Row, infine, si 
riscontra la volontà di saggiare il terreno della musica 
dodecafonica e d’avanguardia. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia 
della Chitarra) 

Dufour Denis (Français) 
Né à Lyon en 1953, Denis Dufour suit au CNSM de Paris les cours 
de composition avec Ivo Malec, Guy Reibel, Pierre Schaeffer et 
Michel Philippot, d’analyse avec Claude Ballif. Compositeur et 
chercheur, il fut membre de l'Ina-GRM de 1976 à 2000 où il a 
travaillé entre autres à l'élaboration de Syter et de 
l'acousmographe. 
Créateur, enseignant, organisateur de concerts et de rencontres 
professionnelles, il fonde et dirige plusieurs formations 
instrumentales (Trio GRM Plus / TM+, Les Temps Modernes, 
l'ensemble Syntax), le festival international d'art acousmatique et 
des arts de support Futura en 1992, la structure de production, 
formation et édition discographique Motus en 1996, et 
l'association Syntax (gestion d'un ensemble instrumental, 
organisation de cycles, festival et concerts). Il enseigne la 
composition acousmatique et instrumentale aux conservatoires 
régionaux de Lyon de 1980 à 1995, de Perpignan depuis 1995, de 
Paris depuis 2007 et du Pôle supérieur d'enseignement artistique 
Paris Boulogne-Billancourt depuis 2010. De 2001 à 2004 il a été 
compositeur en résidence au Domaine de Kerguéhennec, centre 
d’art contemporain (Morbihan). Il est l'auteur de plus de 150 opus 
à ce jour parmi lesquels des oeuvres instrumentales (orchestrales, 
de chambre, vocales ou mixtes) et des oeuvres acousmatiques 
aux formats et aux dimensions très diversifiés. 
Web: http://denis.dufour.pagesperso-orange.fr/# (2010) 

Dufourt Hugues (Italiano) 
Compositore svizzero, ha studiato pianoforte a Ginevra con Louis 
Hiltbrand, e composizione con Jacques Guyonnet. Insignito di 
numerosi premi, ha fondato in centro 'Recherche Musicale'. Il suo 
linguaggio è neostrutturalista. 

Duga Edo (English) 
Born in Zagreb in 1916, turned very early to professional guitar 
teaching - first in primary schools, also teaching solfeggio and 
conducting various youth choirs and orchestras. After 1962 his 
attention was focused on classical guitar pedagogy and his first 
guitar editions were published in Zagreb in 1965. He also 
established a career as a successful guitar professor. (Uros 
Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II Croatia, 
2003) 

Duke Vernon (Italiano) 
(1903-1969) 
(Vladimir Dukelskij). Compositore nato a Pskov, morto a Santa 
Monica. Ha studiato a Kiev, e si è trasferito in USA negli anni '20. 
Amico di Gershwin ed autore di commedie musicali. Il suo stile 
assembla modi europei e jazz. 

Dumond Arnaud (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore francese nato a Parigi nel 1952. Ha 
studiato con A.Ponce alla Scuola Normale di Musica di Paris, e con 
Nadia Boulanger, Maurice Ohana e J-P. Guezec. 

Dumond Arnaud (Français) 
Arnaud DUMOND a déjà enregistré une vingtaine de disques, de 
Bach à l'électroacoustique, et au luth, ainsi que divers duos avec 
clavecin, flûte, guitare folk, guitare jazz, et avec la comédienne 
Marie-Christine Barrault. Disques distribués par Integral Classic. Il 
a publié nombre de partitions pour guitare(s) en France (Lemoine, 
Transatlantiques etc.) et au Québec (Oz, Dobermann). 
Plusieurs magazines lui ont consacré leur couverture, en France 
comme à l'étranger. Avec le flamenquiste Vincent Le Gall il a 
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fondé un répertoire unique en son genre, le Flammes & Co. guitar 
duet, qui poursuit une carrière dans le monde entier avec un 
grand succès. 
Reconnu l'un des plus singuliers guitariste-compositeur de son 
temps, invité des plus grands festivals à travers le monde, il a 
déjà joué dans une cinquantaine de pays. Premier français primé 
dans l'histoire du Concours International de Guitare de Paris 
Radio-France, il sera aussi couronné au Concours Yamaha de 
Tokyo (pour interprètes-compositeurs), au Concours Gaudeamus 
de Musique contemporaine d'Amsterdam (ouvert à tous les 
instruments), ainsi qu'à celui des Jeunesses Musicales 
Internationales etc. Ces prestigieuses récompenses assureront sa 
notoriété dans le milieu guitaristique et musical du monde entier.  
Attiré jeune vers la composition en autodidacte, il assistera aux 
cours d'analyse de J-P. Guézec, Maurice Ohana et Nadia 
Boulanger. Sa formation musicale sera également suivie par la 
belle-soeur du compositeur-organiste Maurice Duruflé. Il compose 
aussi pour musique de chambre, orchestre (concerti), choeur 
(Requiem, Messe, Madrigaux), ballets, et un opéra à venir: Le 
château de Barbe-Bush... Oeuvres pour la plupart enregistrées et 
souvent primées (USA, Amérique du Sud, Suisse, Concours 
Lycéen de la Lettre du Musicien etc.). 
Web: http://facebook.com/arnaud.dumond (2011) 

Dunaevskij Isaak (Italiano) 
(1900-1955) 
Compositore ucraino nato a Poltava e morto a Mosca. Autore di 
operette, musica da film e canzoni, è stato uno tra i compositori di 
successo in Unione Sovietica. Giornalista, conferenziere è stato 
insignito di numerosi riconoscimenti nella ex-URSS. 

Duncan Eve (English) 
Eve Duncan’s current projects include Butterfly Modernism, a 
piano quintet for Michael Kieran Harvey and the Silo String 
Quartet inspired by the iconic Australian fifties McCraith beach 
house designed by Chancellor and Patrick. 
She has recently created and presented Dredge, in collaboration 
with photographer Siri Hayes that responded to issues around 
dredging in the bays. The photography for this project can be 
seen at www.sirihayes.com . The music for this was played by 
Speak Percussion and instruments for Time and the Tides included 
found objects from the beach such as take away containers and 
shells, as well as fishing tackle and stainless steel cargo drums 
used at the docks. 
A setting of Australian poet David Malouf’s Madonna and Child 
with Goldfinch for mezzo-soprano and string quartet was recently 
premiered by Debora Kayser and the Silo String Quartet. 
She was recently awarded second prize for Europa for contrabass 
and piano in the British Recital Music Double Bass Composition 
Competition. In 2008 her work Four Blackboard Pieces for piano 
quintet was includedin theexhibition Joseph Beuys and Rudolf 
Steiner: Imagination, Inspiration, Intuition at the National Gallery 
of Victoria, Melbourne. Buddha on Mars for symphony orchestra 
was performed in 2005 by the National Symphony of Thailand. 
She has worked with Tom E. Lewis and Amos Roach, both 
didjeridu players, and collaborated with Aboriginal poet Lisa 
Bellear, with whom she created the only settings of Lisa’s poetry 
for Rhapsody in Motion, directed by Anna Monea. 
She gained her Master of Music in Composition with Brenton 
Broadstock at the University of Melbourne, and her Honours in 
Composition at Latrobe University where her teachers were 
Theodore Dollarhide and Anthony Briggs. 
She is a former Chair of the Melbourne Composers League, and 
has enjoyed curating cross-cultural concerts and directing 
Federation Music Week, an international Asian-Pacific 
contemporary music festival for the Asian Composers League. 
Web: http://www.melbournecomposersleague.com/frames.htm 
(2012) 

Dunker Amy (English) 
Amy Dunker is a Professor of Music at Clarke University where she 
teaches music theory, aural skills, composition and trumpet. Amy 
has a DMA in Composition from the University of Missouri-Kansas 
City Conservatory of Music, MM in Composition from Butler 
University, MM in Trumpet Performance from the University of 
South Dakota and a BME in Music Education from Morningside 
College. She has studied composition with James Mobberley, Chen 

Yi, Michael Schelle, James Aikman and Robert Block.  She has 
studied trumpet with Keith Benjamin, Marvin Perry III, David 
Greenhoe, Marshall Scott, Vincent DiMartino and Doug Gerhart. 
Her works have been performed throughout the United States, 
Italy, France, Great Britain, Germany, the Ukraine, Puerto Rico, 
the Czech Republic, Mexico, China, Colombia, Argentina, Brazil, 
Thailand and India. Her works have been recorded by the Kuhn 
Choir (Czech Republic), the Czech Radio Orchestra, Jaime 
Guiscafre (Guitar), Adam Hayes (Trumpet) and Kris Carlisle 
(Piano).  Her works are published by Alliance Publications, Inc. 
Web: http://www.amydunker.com/index.htm (2019) 

Dünki Jean-Jacques (English) 
Born 28.2.1948  
Dünki was born in Aarau. He studied piano at Basel Academy of 
Music under Rolf Maser, gaining a soloist diploma. His student 
years were spent in Berlin, London, New York and Baltimore, 
under the tutelage of Leon Fleischer, Peter Feuchtwanger and 
Charles Rosen. He has studied piano with Maurizio Pollini, Claude 
Helffer and Edith Picht-Axenfeld; conducting with Michael Gielen; 
history of performance practice with Nikolaus Harnoncourt. He has 
also followed lectures in the science of music with Carl Dahlhaus 
in Berlin, analysis with Hans Keller in London, as well as studying 
English and ancient Greek at John Hopkins University, Baltimore. 
As a composer he is essentially self-taught. Today Dunki wears a 
number of hats - as composer, soloist and keyboardist, and is a 
regular guest at festivals in Berlin, Graz, Donaueschingen and 
Geneva. Since 1984 he has taught piano classes and chamber 
music at Basel Academy of Music, and teaches regular courses in 
Switzerland, Germany, England, USA and Japan. Besides some 
publishing work, he is artistic director of “Chamber-Art Basel”.  

Dünki Jean-Jacques (Italiano) 
Pianista e Compositore svizzero nato ad Aarau nel 1948. Ha 
studiato piano a Berlin, Baltimore, New York e London. Si è 
specializzato in musica barocca e rinascimentale. Svolge intensa 
carriera internazionale come pianista. 

Dunne Matthew (English) 
Matthew Dunne has a distinguished reputation as a guitarist. A 
pupil of Bruce Holzman at Florida State University and of Aaron 
Shearer at the North Carolina School of the Arts, he was also 
awarded a scholarship for the Banff Centre for Fine Arts, 
combining his skills in classical and jazz performance. He is head 
of the guitar programme at the University of Texas at San Antonio 
and holds a doctorate from the University of Texas at Austin in 
classical and jazz performance. His Appalachian Summer was 
written for the 2005 Guitar Foundation of America Competition, 
held at Oberlin. 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/Matthew_Dunne/18007.htm 

Dünser Richard (English) 
1959 Born on May 1 in Bregenz, Vorarlberg Studied at Bregenz 
Conservatory following A-levels 
1977-85 Studied at the Academy of Music and Performing Arts in 
Vienna with Augustin Kubizek (structure and composition); 
composition with Alfred Uhl from autumn 1980; simultaneously 
completed music-teaching studies  
1981/82 Attended Karl Österreicher´s conducting class 
1983 Finished instrumental music-teaching and composition 
studies 
1983-85 Further composition studies with Francis Burt 
1984 Master of Arts degree 
1985-87 Studied with Hans Werner Henze at the State College of 
Music in Cologne 
1987-91 Teaching structure at the “Mozarteum” University for 
Music in Salzburg, in Innsbruck and at the Province of Vorarlberg 
Conservatory 
since 1991 Full professor for music theory at the University of 
Music and Performing Arts in Graz (Doblinger catalogue) 
Web: http://www.doblinger-
musikverlag.at/komponisten_main_e_cd.htm 

Duran Dolores (Français) 
Chanteuse, auteur compositeur, elle chantait surtout des sambas 
cançaos (sambas lentes) et était très appréciée du public 
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brésilien. Dolores Duran est morte très jeune, elle a laissé 
plusieurs chansons qui font partie des grands standards 
d'aujourd'hui. 

Durand-Hubert Pierre (Français) 
Né le 22.04.1929 à Granville. Elève de José THOMAS et 
autodidatte pour le jazz. A fondé l’Académie de Guitare de 
Besançon en 1968. A écrit de très nombreuses pièces pour guitare 
(auto-éditées) ainsi que pour d’autres instruments. 

Durighello Gianmartino (English) 
Gianmartino Durighello, composer, musicologist and teacher, is 
lecturer in Esercitazioni Corali (Choral Studies) at Castelfranco 
Veneto Conservatoire in Italy and teaches Musicologia Sacra 
(Sacred Musicology), Spiritualità ed Estetica del Canto Gregoriano 
(Spirituality and Aesthetics of Gregorian Chant) and Tecniche di 
Composizione per la Liturgia (Musical Composition for Liturgy) as 
part of the Postgraduate Course in Sacred Music in the same 
institute. He is Member of the Artistic committee of the Asac-
Veneto. He has been Jury member of several national and 
international competitions concerning choral singing and 
composition (Arezzo, Trento, Trieste, Venezia, Vittorio Veneto…) 
As a composer Durighello has collaborated with various 
Associations, musicians and choral formations and has given 
master classes and composition workshops. Several of his 
compositions have won awards in National and International 
competitions and have been broadcasted on the Italian national 
network (TV RAI Uno) and private broadcasting stations. His 
compositions have also been chosen as obbligatory pieces in 
competitions and have been included as study pieces in training 
and specialized lectures, and have also been recorded. He teaches 
Liturgical Musicology and Choral conducting at the Music Institute 
for Liturgy of the diocese of Padova. He has published texts on 
liturgical spirituality and lectio divina 
Web: http://www.gianmartinodurighello.it/wp-
content/uploads/2012/04/Brief-curriculum2.pdf (2018) 

Dutilleaux Henri (Italiano) 
Compositore nato ad Angers nel 1916. Dopo gli studi a Parigi, 
inizia a comporre in stile neoclassico con influssi di M.Ravel. A 
partire dagli anni '60 si è accostato a nuove tecniche sperimentali. 

Dyens Roland (English) 
(1955) 
He began to study guitar when he was only 9 and he obtained his 
Diploma in 1976 studying with Alberto Ponce. From this moment 
on he became one of the most important guitarist, winning many 
prizes, bwtween which there is the Villa-Lobos Special Prize at 
Concorso Internazionale di Alessandria. He studied also 
composition and orchestration. He is also a very busy teacher. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Dyens Roland (English) 
Bio from site 
http://www.rolanddyens.com/index.php?mod=biography  
Today… 
Roland Dyens shares the joy of his musical talent while 
performing, composing and teaching throughout the world. This 
tri-dimensional offering provides the basis for the phenomenal 
success of this musician and his ongoing evolution. 
Never falling short of a full event, Roland Dyens’concerts unfold 
for attendees as a personal experience of emotional awakening. 
Deeply inspired in this arena of musical unity, audience members 
will often later use the impact of the artist’s virtuosity and 
creativity in their own perception of music and, more broadly, 
their lives as well. For those of Roland Dyens’ audiences who are 
unfamiliar with the contours and nuances of classical guitar 
performance, one often witnesses an inspirational discovery of the 
instrument and its musical potential. 
Roland Dyens has a sensitive and colorful approach to the guitar– 
an unfailing open-mindedness which brings together all forms of 
music to each and every one of his programs. His stage presence, 
his improvised openings and unique relationship with the listeners 
undeniably position him at the forefront of guitar performance 
today. 
For a long time now, his music has been an integral part of the 
instrument’s repertoire, placing him at the heart of a select group 

of contemporary guitarist/composers who enjoy such a privileged 
position. His compositions and arrangements are widely 
performed and highly acclaimed throughout the world. They 
provide a new breath of life for the guitar as this player and 
composer never ceases to challenge the limitations of his 
instrument. 
The growing number of participants and auditors in Roland 
Dyens’master classes is surely due to the depth of his 
presentation which is rich in innovative themes. With a keen 
sense of quality and emotional strength, his natural ability to 
communicate with guitarists of younger generations transforms 
the formality of a master class into a joyful encounter. 
Roland Dyens teaches at the Conservatoire National Supérieur de 
Musique de Paris.  
Yesterday... 
Born on October 19, 1955, French interpreter, composer, arranger 
and improviser Roland Dyens began guitar studies at the age of 
nine. Four years later he became a student of Spanish Master 
guitarist Alberto Ponce and, in 1976, was awarded the Licence de 
Concert de l’Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris. 
While learning his instrument, Roland Dyens also studied 
composition with the renowned teacher, composer and orchestra 
director Désiré Dondeyne under whose guidance he was awarded 
the first Prize in Harmony, Counterpoint and Analysis. 
Among the most distinguished awards obtained during the early 
years of his career, Roland Dyens received the Special Prize at the 
International Competition “Città di Alessandria” (Italy) and the 
Grand Prix du Disque de l’Académie Charles-Cros, both in honor of 
the major Brasilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos. 
At the age of 25 he became a laureate of the Yehudi Menuhin 
Foundation. Eight years after this, he was recognized as one of 
the “100 Best Living Guitarists” in all styles by the French 
magazine Guitarist. 
On the 30th of September 2006, he was awarded the “Chitarra 
d’Oro 2006” for his works as a composer by the Presidency of the 
International Guitar Competition “Città di Alessandria” . 

Dyens Roland (Italiano) 
Compositore e chitarrista francese nato a Túnisi. Ha studiato alla 
Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris con Alberto Ponce. Ha ottenuto 
notevole successo come interprete, arrangiatore, compositore, ed 
improvvisatore. 

Dyens Roland (Français) 
Né le 19.10.1955 à Tunis. Etudes avec PONCE (licence de concert 
de J’ENMP). Prix Villa-Lobos d’Alessandria, Lauréat des Fondations 
MENUHIN et BERACASA. Etudes d’écriture pendant 7 ans avec D. 
DONDEYNE. Concertiste, Arrangeur, Improvisateur. 4 disques 
(Prix Académie Charles Cros). Oeuvres éditées chez Lemoine. 

Dwyer Benjamin (English) 
A graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, the Royal Academy of Music, 
London and Queens University, Belfast (where he received his 
Ph.D) Benjamin Dwyer is one of Ireland's foremost musicians. 
Equally known as a guitarist and as a composer, Dwyer has 
performed with the National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland, the 
Neubrandenberg Philharmonic Orchestra, the Irish Chamber 
Orchestra, the RTÉ Concert Orchestra, the Santos Symphony 
Orchestra (Brazil), the renowned Vogler Quartet and new music 
ensemble VOX21. He has perfomed world-wide from New York to 
Vienna and is a regular visitor to all the Irish music festivals.  
His performances are distinguished by a complete technical 
command of his instrument allied to a strict affiliation to the text 
while his programming has always reflected the latest innovative 
aspects of the repertoire. In recent years he has explored music 
beyond the boundaries of classical music and has formed Tango 
Society (a group specializing in Tango and which released its first 
CD La Historia del Tango in 2006) and has worked extensively 
with Irish jazz legend Mike Nielsen in a highly innovative project 
of free-improvisation. They recently released their first CD 
(Evolution) which features a mix of Dwyer's improvisatory 
explorations of his own guitar compositions and Nielsen's cutting 
edge idiom. 
Dwyer is considered to be one of the leading composers of his 
generation in Ireland and has received commissions from RTÉ 
national television & radio, the National Symphony Orchestra of 
Ireland, RTÉ Lyric fm radio, Bradyworks from Canada, the Music 
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Network, Ensemble Madrid and the Instituto Cervantes among 
others. He has in the past five years composed a number of 
important large-scale works including Rajas, Sattva, 
Tamas (Concerto for Percussion & Orchestra), his ground-
breaking Twelve Études for guitar and his Concerto No. 2 for 
Guitar and Orchestra which he wrote for the renowned Brazilian 
guitarist Fabio Zanon. 
Benjamin Dwyer's contribution to new music in Ireland has been 
vast. He founded the Mostly Modern series in 1990 (now known as 
MUSIC21) which has become a central platform in Ireland for 
contemporary music for more than a decade. He is also a founder-
member of the new music ensemble Vox21. He has appeared 
regularly on Irish national television and radio as a performer and 
commentator, and has written extensively on contemporary music 
for many journals including the Journal of Music in Ireland and the 
Musical Times. In 2006 he was elected a member of Aosdána, the 
affiliation of creative artists established by the Arts Council to 
honour those artists whose work has made an outstanding 
contribution to the arts in Ireland. Dwyer was Artistic Director of a 
major retrospective of the life and works of György Ligeti which 
held in Dublin in November 2007. In December 2008, he released 
his latest CD - Twelve Etudes for solo guitar which was described 
by Fabio Zanon as 'the summation of an entire guitar epoch'. This 
year, Dwyer was nominated by the Royal Academy of Music 
(London) for the award of Associate of the Royal Academy of 
Music (ARAM). This prestigious honor is bestowed upon those 
former students deemed “to have made a significant contribution 
to the music profession.”  
Web: http://www.benjamindwyer.com/biography_general.php 
(2010) 

Echave Cabrera Víctor (Español) 
Víctor Echave Cabrera: Nació en Ayaviri, el 24 de febrero de 
1892. Destacado jurista, pero sobretodo icreíble músico. Diestro 
ejecutante de piano, mandolina, banyo, bandurria, charango, 
violín, flauta, y sobretodo guitarra. Inventó la “echaviva” o 
“guitafona”, de 17 cuerdas. Sus viajes Europa lo motivaron a su 
regreso a Ayaviri a formar una estudiantina y una eficiente 
orquesta de cámara a través de la cual introduce la música 
altiplánica a la música clásica. No solo fué músico, sin también 
escribió ensayos, leyendas. Este hombre incansable murió el 24 
de abril de 1963. 
Web: http://canteradecanterurias.blogspot.com/2007/09/msica-
de-puno-seleccin.html 

Echecopar Javier (Español) 
Javier Echecopar, además de ser un fino ejecutante, es un 
estudioso investigador del pasado musical de su país, resumido en 
los programas de sus conciertos y las ediciones musicales que 
produce. Sus preocupaciones van desde el rescate de música de 
siglos anteriores de su país, hasta la composición de obras para 
guitarra de un tono descriptivo. 
(Néstor Guestrin, La Guitarra en la Música Sudamericana) 

Edgerton Michael (English) 
Michael Edward Edgerton received the Doctorate of Musical Arts in 
Music Composition from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign in 1994. Since then, he has had international success 
as a composer, performer, researcher, and theorist. In total, his 
activities encompass an interdisciplinary approach involving the 
disciplines of music composition, systematic musicology, music 
theory, music performance, acoustics, voice science and 
perception.  
Michael's compositional activities are centred on dynamical 
generative processes that exist at the junctions where systems of 
complexity meet acoustical exploration. Theoretically this 
approach utilizes principles adapted from his study of nonlinear 
dynamics, scale-free networks, acoustics and perception. This 
information is often utilized in compositional settings that feature 
decoupled and scaled multidimensional phase spaces which 
attempt to heighten the inherent nonlinearities of instruments and 
voices.  
Michael's catalogue lists over 70 compositions, which have been 
performed in the U.S., Europe, and Asia. These compositions have 
received numerous prizes and recognition. 
Michael is actively engaged in research that utilizes the tools of 
acoustics, perception and nonlinear dynamics and may be 

classified as follows: a) acoustical and physiologic study of (extra-
normal) vocal production; b) research focused on decoupled and 
scaled multidimensional phase spaces; c) study of nonlinear 
dynamics applied to sound production and musical composition, 
and; d) perception. The results of these activities have led to 
publications in the journals Organized Sound, Perspectives of New 
Music, Journal of Voice, Contemporary Music Review 
(forthcoming), Complexity Digest and Scientific American, among 
others, as well as a book (The 21st Century Voice, the newest 
addition in the New Instrumentation Series, Scarecrow Press, 
Lanham: MD, 2005). 
Web: http://edgertonmichael.tripod.com/id39.html 

Edwards Geoge (English) 
George Harrison Edwards (1943-2011) was named MacDowell 
Professor Emeritus of Music by the Committee on Education Policy 
of the Trustees of Columbia University in January of 2009. He was 
on the faculty of Columbia University from 1976, becoming an 
Associate Professor of Music in 1986 and Vice Chairman of the 
Music Department in 1989. He has also been on the theory faculty 
of the New England Conservatory of Music and a lecturer at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His undergraduate studies 
were completed at Oberlin College, and he received an MFA in 
Music Composition from Princeton University in 1967. Following 
his graduation from Princeton he was accepted as a composition 
fellow at the Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood, where he won 
the Koussevitzky Composition Prize. He was awarded the Rome 
Prize Fellowship, the Naumburg Recording Award, a Koussevitzky 
Music Foundation Award, and residencies at the MacDowell 
Colony, among other honors. Edwards joined the American 
Composers Alliance in 1971. 
Web: http://composers.com/george-edwards  

Eespere René (Italiano) 
(1953) 
Compositore estone, ha studiato a Tallin ed a Mosca con Aram 
Chachaturian. Ha scritto balletti, opere vocali e sinfoniche, musica 
da camera, cori popolari e canzoni per bambini. 

Egan Eric Skytterhilm (English) 
Eric Skytterholm Egan (1983) is an Irish-Norwegian composer 
based in the north of England and Norway. His music focuses on 
clarity of formal expression, often combining the sounds of 
previous musical eras with new instrumental techniques to create 
a broad textural palette. He completed his PhD in Composition in 
May 2010, under Richard Rijnvos. Eric is currently employed as 
Lecturer in Composition at Durham University. 

Ehrlich Abel (English) 
Abel Ehrlich was born in Cranz, East Prussia, in 1915. He studied 
violin and began composing as a child. In 1934 he fled from Nazi 
Germany to Yugoslavia and pursued music studies in Zagreb. As a 
jew, he was forced to leave Yugoslavia and immigrated to Israel 
after a short stay in Albania. In Israel he continued his studies at 
the Eretz-Israel Conservatory in Jerusalem - his violin teachers 
were Emil Hauser and Tzvi Rothenberg and his composition 
teacher was Prof. Shlomo Rosovsky.  
His educational activities include teaching at various institutes 
such as the Israel Conservatory, the Rubin Academy of Music and 
Dance, Jerusalem; the Rubin Academy of Music, Tel Aviv; Bar-Ilan 
University and the Oranim College.  
His interest in Arab and Eastern Music and later, after attending 
the Darmstadt Summer Courses, in adapting serial methods in his 
own way, did not force national or folkloric disguise. The simplicity 
and directness in the way he presents his ideas shows his respect 
for the act of creation and requires a careful listening.  
Ehrlich was awarded the ACUM Prize (8 times), the Liberson Prize 
(3 times) and the Prime Minister’s Prize for Israeli Composers. In 
1972 was awarded a prize of the Alte Kirche Foundation, Boswil, 
Switzerland, for his work ARPMUSIC. Abel Ehrlich was, In 1997, 
recepient of the Israel Prize for Music.  

Einem Gottfried von (Italiano) 
(1918-1996) 
Compositore e pianista austriaco nato a Berna, morto in 
Oberdurnbach. Ha studiato con B.Blacher in Berlin. È stato 
presidente della Società Autori ed Editori Austriaci. Compositore 
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dallo stile eclettico, si è dedicato con successo al teatro lirico. 

Eisenberg Alexandre (English) 
Composer Alexandre Eisenberg is a native of Rio de Janeiro, and 
studied composition there and in the United States at Indiana 
University. His works have been featured at the biannual festivals 
of contemporary music in Rio de Janeiro, and performed 
throughout Brazil, the US, Italy, Spain, France, Germany and 
China. He is presently professor of music at the Federal University 
of Santa Maria (Rio Grande do Sul). 
Web: http://musicabrasileira.org/alexandreeisenberg/ (2010) 

Eisenberg Alexandre (Portuguese) 
Alexandre J. Eisenberg graduou-se em Música (flauta) e em 
Composição (Mestrado) na Universidade Federal do Rio de 
Janeiro, doutorando-se em 2006 pela Universidade de Indiana 
(EUA). Participante de festivais de música brasileira desde 1985, 
suas obras têm sido encomendadas por intérpretes como Celso 
Woltzenlogel, Nicolas Barros e Fábio Adour e por festivais como a 
Bienal de Música Brasileira Comtemporânea, Estreias Brasileiras, 
do Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil, o Encontro de Compositores 
Latino-americanos (Belo Horizonte, 2003) e os Panoramas de 
Música Brasileira Contemporânea da UFRJ. Em 1999, Eisenberg 
venceu o 3ª Concurso Internacional de Composição para Violão 
Rodrigo Riera (Caracas, Venezuela) com Prelúdio, coral e fuga 
para violão; em 2005, venceu o Concurso Internacional de 
Composição para Fagote de Angoulême (França) com 
Megalogadron; e recebeu o Dean’s Prize da Universidade de 
Indiana na categoria música de câmara por seu Concerto para 
viola e conjunto misto. Foi primeiro flautista da Orquestra 
Amazonas Filarmônica e estreou diversas obras contemporâneas 
brasileiras. Com atividade docente em Israel, Rio de Janeiro, 
Manaus e Indiana, é professor adjunto de composição na 
Universidade Federal de Santa Maria (RS). (2010) 
Site: 
http://www.cpflcultura.com.br/site/2009/12/02/musica-erudita-
tramas-de-dedilhado-e-sopro-2/ 

Eisler Hanns (Italiano) 
Compositore tedesco nato a Lipsia nel 1998, morto a Berlino nel 
1962. Allievo di A.Schönberg, teorizza la necessità di comunicare 
con musica accessibile. Per motivi politici deve emigrare prima 
dalla Germania ed in seguito dall'USA. Si stabilisce nella DDR. 

El-Dabh Halim (Italiano) 
Compositore, etnomusicologo e docente, nato in Cairo nel 1921. 
Iniziati gli studi di pianoforte, ha iniziato a comporre giovanissimo. 
Trasferitosi in USA nel 1950 è considerato il più importante 
compositore egiziano di musica classica. 

El-Salamouny Ahmed (Italiano) 
Chitarrista compositore tedesco nato a Münster nel 1957. Di 
discendenza egiziana, ha studiato chitarra con Barna Kovats. 
Interprete ed esperto musicologo della chitarra in Brasile. 

Elgar Edward William (English) 
Edward William Elgar (June 2, 1857 – February 231934), English 
composer, was born in the small Worcestershire village of 
Broadheath to William Elgar, a piano tuner and music dealer, and 
his wife Ann. Surrounded by sheet music and instruments in his 
father's shop in Worcester's High Street, the young Elgar became 
self-taught in music. On warm summer's days, he would take 
manuscripts into the countryside to study them. Thus began for 
him a strong association between music and nature. As he was 
later to say, “There is music in the air, music all around us, the 
world is full of it and you simply take as much as you require”. 
Having left school at the age of 15, he began work for a local 
solicitor, but after a year, embarked on a musical career, 
conducting piano and violin lessons. At 22, he took up the post of 
bandmaster at the Worcester and County Lunatic Asylum, a 
couple of miles to the southwest of Worcester. At 29, through his 
teaching, he met Alice Roberts, a Major-General's daughter 
(shades of Sullivan!) and married her three years later. (His 
engagment present to her was 'Salut d'amour') The Elgars soon 
moved to London, to be closer to the centre of English musical 
life, and Edward started composing in earnest. 
In 1889, at the age of 32, his first major work, the 

EnigmaVariations, was premiered in London under the baton of 
the eminent German conductor Hans Richter. It was received with 
general acclaim, establishing Elgar as the pre-eminent English 
composer of his generation. This work is formally titled Variations 
on an Original Theme (Enigma). The enigma is that although 
there are 15 variations on the original theme”, the original theme 
itself is never heard. He is probably best known for the Pomp and 
Circumstance march, the finale to which is used as the tune for 
the English national anthem Land of Hope and Glory. In recent 
years, however, some of his other works, such as the Cello 
Concerto and the Dream of Gerontius, have achieved recognition 
by classical music fans who regard his more popular works as less 
substantial. The house in Broad Heath where he was born is now 
a museum devoted to him. There is now a statue of him at the 
end of Worcester High Street, facing the cathedral, only yards 
from where his father's shop once stood. [This article is licensed 
under the GNU Free Documentation License and uses material 
adapted in whole or in part from the Wikipedia article on Edward 
Elgar] 
Web: http://www.malaspina.com/site/person_440.asp 

Elgar Edward William (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese, nato a Broadheath nel 1857,  morto a 
Worcester nel 1934. Iniziati gli studi con il padre, è stato 
sostanzialmente autore autodidatta. È considerato il padre della 
musica inglese moderna, il suo stile è contrassegnato 
dall'equilibrio tra novità e tradizione. 

Emsley Richard (English) 
Richard Emsley was born in Yorkshire and following study under 
Arnold Whittall at University College, Cardiff and at Dartington 
Summer School with Peter Maxwell Davies, he moved to London. 
He helped to form and direct the ground-breaking ensemble 
Suoraan which during the 1970s and 1980s brought the music of 
Xenakis, Holliger and others to the UK for the first time. He has 
written commissions for the Fires of London, Inner London 
Education Authority and others, and his music has been played at 
festivals and venues worldwide including ISCM World Music Days 
in 1999 and 2001, Evenings of New Music Bratislava, 
...antasten... Pianoforum Heilbronn and Mostly Modern Dublin. A 
CD of his music was released in March 2002 by METIER. 
Web: http://www.richardemsley.com/text/page1.html 

Engel Claude (English) 
Claude Engel is born in 1948, in Paris. His musical training almost 
coincides with his stage debut, since, as early as 1960, he plays 
the guitar in the show orchestra his father conducts. During eight 
years, he familiarizes himself with the many aspects of popular 
music while pursuing parallel studies at the Conservatoire musical 
de Tours in parallel. In 1968, he enters a multiform career where 
are intertwined in a fantastic symphony composing for the 
classical guitar, passion for rock music, numerous recording 
sessions where he contributes both his guitar expertise and his 
musical involvement in the world of advertisement and cartoons, 
not to mention his three albums and many shows where, either 
alone or with other artists, he gives free rein to his talents as 
composer, guitarist and singer. From Charles Aznavour to Serge 
Gainsbourg via Vladimir Cosma, Catherine Lara, Francis Cabrel, 
Jean-Jacques Goldman, Sid Vicious (Sex Pistols), Astor Piazzola 
and Herbie Hancock, many are the renowned stars, in Europe as 
well as in North- and South-America, who have had the 
opportunity to enjoy Claude Engel's collaboration. In 1979, he 
took part in the recording of Starmania, in its original version; in 
1986, he composed La fugue du petit Poucet, a musical tale 
inspired by a novel from Michel Tournier and played, among 
others, by Renaud, Jacques Higelin, Fabienne Thibault and Alain 
Souchon. In 1997, he accepted to write and record the guitar 
parts of the opera Notre-Dame de Paris. He recently joined 
Johnny Hallyday in interpreting songs from Elvis Presley, during 
the shooting of the film Love me. (Sylvain Lemay-Les productions 
d'OZ) 

Engel Fritz (English) 
Guitarist and guitar teacher, born in Berlin, died in Reutte/Tyrol 
(Austria), disciple of Heinrich Jordan in Berlin, has lived since 
1923 in Tyrol, at first in Innsbruck and since 1945 in Reutte, 
founder (1945) and leader (up to 1982) of the “Engelfamilie”, a 
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vocal and instrumental ensemble, consisting mostly of members 
of his large family. He toured with his ensemble through Europe, 
Asia, Australia, South Africa. (Rainer Stelle) 

Engel Paul (English) 
1949 Born on November 14 in Reutte (Tyrol) 
1952-81 Playing in the family ensemble with concert tours in 
Europe and ouverseas 
1965 Started musical studies at the Conservatory of the City of 
Innsbruck (piano, theory and composition) 
1970-73 Studied at the University of Music in Munich (composition 
with Günter Bialas, piano with Rosl Schmid) 
1973 Diploma 
1973-75 Master class with Wilhelm Killmayer 
1974 Richard Strauss Award of the City of Munich 
1974-87 Teaching at the University of Music in Munich (Harmony, 
Ear training) 
1979 State scholarship for composition of the Austrian Ministry of 
Education and Arts 
1981 1st Prize of the competition of the Jürgen Ponto-Stiftung, 
Bonn 
1982 Supportive Award for music of the City of Munich 
1982-87 Director of the Hofbrunner Kammerorchester Munichv 
1983 Supportive Award for composition of the Austrian Ministry of 
Education and Arts  
from 1987 
Free-lance composer and conductor (Munich Philharmonic, 
Symphony Orchestra of Bavarian Radio, Munich Chamber 
Orchestra, Radio Symphony Orchestra Vienna, Innsbruck 
Symphony Orchestra a. o.) 
1996 Arts Prize of the Province of Tyrol 
(Doblinger catalogue) 

Eötvös József (English) 
Studied guitar at the Hochschule fiir Musik in Weimar with R. 
Zimmer, as well as composition with E Just. He played concerts in 
many countries and regularly gives masterclasses in Europe and 
world-wide. He established the guitar department at the Franz 
Liszt Music Academy in Budapest, where he currently teaches. He 
is the artistic director of the Esztergom Guitar Festival. In 2004 he 
received the ‘Franz Liszt Award” - the highest award for musicians 
in Hungary. (2005) 

Eötvös Peter (English) 
Peter Eötvös was born in Székelyudvarhely in Transsylvania on 2 
January 1944.  At the age of 14 he was admitted to the Budapest 
Academy of Music by Kodály.  In 1966 a scholarship enabled him 
to study conducting at Hochschule für Musik Cologne.  Between 
1968 and 1976 he played regularly with the Stockhausen 
Ensemble and from 1971 to 1979 he collaborated with the 
electronic music studio of the WDR in Cologne. In 1978, at the 
invitation of Pierre Boulez, he conducted the inaugural concert of 
IRCAM in Paris and was subsequently  named musical director of 
the Ensemble InterContemporain, a post he held until 1991. In 
1980 he made his PROMS debut. Eötvös was Principal Guest 
Conductor of the BBC Symphony Orchestra (from 1985-1988), 
First Guest Conductor of the Budapest Festival Orchestra (from 
1992-1995) and of the National Philharmonic Orchestra Budapest 
(from 1998), as well as Chief Conductor of the Radio Chamber 
Orchestra of Hilversum (from 1994). In 1991 he founded the 
International Eötvös Institute and Foundation for young 
conducters and composers.  Being professor at the Karlsruhe 
Hochschule für Musik from 1992-98,  Eötvös has been teaching at 
the Cologne Musikhochschule since 1998. He was appointed 
Officier de l'Ordre des l'Arts et des Lettres by the French Cultural 
Minister in 1988, was awarded the Bartók Prize in Hungary in 
1997 and the Christoph-und-Stephan-Kaske-Prize in Germany in 
2000. Since the same year he has been a member of the 
Akademie der Künste in Berlin, the Szechenyi Academy of Art in 
Budapest and the Sächsische Akademie der Künste in Dresden. 

Epstein Nomi (English) 
Nomi Epstein is active as a composer, concert organizer, and 
music educator. She has earned degrees from Columbia 
University and New England Conservatory. Her principal teachers 
include Fred Lerdahl, Michael Gandolfi, Marti Epstein, Amy 
Williams, Jay Alan Yim, and Augusta Read Thomas. Epstein has 

attended such festivals as La Schola Cantorum?s month-long 
institute in Paris, the Summer Institute for Contemporary Piano 
Performance under the direction of Steve Drury at New England 
Conservatory, Music05 Festival at the Cincinnati Conservatory of 
Music, and Fontainebleau School for the Arts in France. Her Music 
for Orchestra won the first annual Northwestern University 
Orchestra Composition Competition and was premiered by the 
Northwestern Chamber Orchestra in 2004. In November 2005, 
Epstein was invited to participate in the Young Composer 
Workshop under Jo Kondo at the Huddersfield Contemporary 
Music Festival in Huddersfield, UK. Most recently, Epstein 
attended the 2006 Bang on a Can Summer Institute where her 
Music for 7 Instruments and Voice was premiered under the 
direction of Brad Lubman. Past commissions have come from the 
New England Conservatory Percussion Ensemble (This Too Shall 
Pass premiered in April 2006 at Jordon Hall in Boston) and the 
internationally renowned guitarist Seth Josel (Blueprint premiered 
in June 2006 in Great Barrington, MA). Epstein?s works have been 
performed at various venues in Boston, North Adams, New York, 
New Haven, Chicago, Cincinnati, Huddersfield, UK, and Paris, 
France. She is completing her doctoral work in Composition at 
Northwestern University where she co-founded the new music 
group, Exposure- Musicians for New Music. Epstein has taught at 
the University of Illinois at Chicago and is currently an adjunct 
faculty member at Northwestern University as well as a founding 
piano teacher at the British School of Performing Arts of Chicago. 
Web: 
http://www.composersforum.org/member_profile.cfm?oid=7382 
(2011) 

Erdener Turgay (English) 
(b. June 15, 1957, Gümüshane). 
Turkish composer of mostly stage, orchestral and chamber works 
that have been performed in Asia and Europe. Mr. Erdener 
attended mandolin classes with Rifat Akaltan as a child and then 
studied piano with Kâmuran Gündemir at the Ankara Hacettepe 
University State Conservatory from 1968-72. He also studied 
composition with Nevit Kodalli and Erçivan Saydam and music 
theory with Ilhan Baran at the same conservatory from 1968-78. 
Since 1979, he has taught analysis, composition and harmony at 
the Ankara Hacettepe University State Conservatory. (Last 
updated on February 17, 2003). 
Web: http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/erdenert.htm 

Erding Susanne (English) 
Born in Schwäbisch Hall (Nordwürttemberg); she studied at the 
Musikhochschule Stuttgard piano and composition with Milko 
Kelemen, and furthermore composition: 
1980 with Dieter Acker (Munich), 
1984 with Peter Maxwell Davies (Dartington / England), 
1985 with Agosto Benjamin Rattenbach (Buenos Aires). 
She teaches since 1979 at the Musikhochschule Stuttgard. 
She composed for orchestra, ballet, piano and the opera “Joy”. 
(Rainer Stelle, 2005) 

Ermirio Federico (English) 
The Italian composer Federico Ermirio was born in Genova in 
1950. After humanistic studies and University (Architecture) he 
focused on Music; studied Composition and Choir Music at the 
State Music Conservatory in Genova, under the guide of Sergio 
Lauricella. Further he followed advanced studies with Goffredo 
Petrassi at the “Accademia di Santa Cecilia” in Rome (1977 – 79). 
He studied also Conducting with Daniele Paris, later with Otmar 
Suitner at the Hochschule für Musik in Wien (1980 – 82). He was 
awarded numerous prizes at important International Composers 
Competitions such as; Angelicum, Guido d’Arezzo, Marinuzzi, 
Stockhausen, Bucchi, Filarmonica Umbra, Kucyna Prize (Boston), 
Trio Basso Wettbewerb (Frankfurt), Olympia Prize (Athens), New 
Music Composers (New York). 
He received commissions by following groups, soloists, 
orchestras: Ensemble europeo Antidogma, Quartetto di Asti 
(Guitars), Musik Unserer Zeit – Wurzburg, Ensemble ‘900 – 
Amsterdam, Duo Contemporain – Rotterdam, Eder Quartet – 
Budapest, Romamusica Ensemble, Trio Bosio – Pomarico – Von 
Wrochem, Repertorium Ensemble – Bucarest, Orquesta Sinfonica 
de Porto Alegre, Orchestra del Teatro Carlo Felice di Genova, 
Orchestra Milano Classica, I Solisti Aquilani, University of Georgia 
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S. Orchestra, M. Turriziani, E. Benzi, M. Masciadri (doublebass), A. 
Plotino, M. Carbotta (flute), G. Vercillo, M. Tarenghi, M.G. 
Bellocchio, E. Audino (piano), D. Filippone, L. Riscaldi, J. Ruck, F. 
Sala (guitar), R. Parisi (bass clarinet), Duo Moneta-Rota (piano 
four hands), Ring Around Quartet, Hideyo Nagumo (soprano) and 
others. Some of his works are edited by BMG Ariola, Edipan, 
Tirreno, Rivo Alto, Tau – Kay, Sonzogno, Berben, Pro Musica 
Studium; recorded on CDs and broadcasted by public and private 
networks in Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Holland, France, Greece and 
Brazil. 
In 2003 he was awarded “Ibla Prize” (New York), as best 
composer with “Alata” for violin and orchestra. 
Federico Ermirio has been tenured professor in Choir Music, 
Composition, respectively at the Conservatories of Cagliari, La 
Spezia and Genova. Since 1990 is Director of the State Music 
Conservatory “Antonio Vivaldi” in Alessandria. He is also active in 
international Music events; Art Director of Composers Competition 
“M. Pittaluga”. He’s invited in Jury of well-known international 
Competitions in Italy and outside. 
Web: http://www.conservatoriovivaldi.it/pagine/direttore_en.html 
(2010) 

Es Piet [Pedro] van (Español) 
ES, Pedro van.- Guitarrista y compositor. Nació en Rotterdam, el 
29 de Enero de 1896. Empezó el estudio de la guitarra poco antes 
de estallar la gran guerra, siendo él su propio maestro. Las 
grandes cualidades de van Es lo llevaron a un progreso rápido y 
continuado. Se relacionó con notables guitarristas de distintas 
nacionalidades, asegurándose así en los pasos dados en el 
instrumento. Los estudios de la guitarra le obligaron a ilustrarse 
en música; a tales efectos aprendió armonía y contrapunto con el 
profesor del Conservatorio de Rotterdam, realizando en poco 
tiempo avances insospechados. Hoy la figura de P.van Es, es 
conocida en el mundo de la guitarra. Como concertista ha actuado 
en Amsterdam, Rotterdam, La Haye, Aruhem, Zivolle, etc., 
habiendo dado múltiples audiciones por radio y en distintas 
localidades. La “Biblioteca Fortea”, de Madrid, ha publicado unas 
obras de este autor; tenemos a la vista una de ellas. Es una 
“Berceuse” dedicada a su colega el concertista italiano B.Terzi, 
dando esta “Wiegelied”, la ventaja sobre otras similares de 
poderse ejecutar con una cuerda menos, o sea sin la sexta; ella 
no interviene, y no hay ninguna ley que obligue al uso constante 
de todas las cuerdas; es de ver, desde el punto de vista técnico, 
un dominio de composición “guitarrisida”. No conocemos 
personalmente al culto guitarrista que nos ocupa; por correo le 
fueron pedidas sus notas biográficas, las que lamentamos no 
publicar por la razón sencilla de una imposibilidad en constatar su 
grande auto-elogio. 
(Domingo Prat , Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 
1934) 

Eschpai Andrei (English) 
Born: 15 May 1925 in Kosmodemhansk.  
Education: At Moscow Conservatory from 1948-1953 (piano under 
Sofronitsky; composition under Rakov, Miaskovsky and Golubev). 
Postgraduate study under Aram Khachaturian from 1953-1956.  
Principal Works: Nine symphonies, two piano concertos, four violin 
concertos, viola concerto, cello concerto, oboe concerto, 
symphonic dances, concerto for orchestra, two violin sonatas, 
piano compositions, ballets, songs and operettas.  
Style: His musical expressive means are very unusual due to his 
usage of the folklore of his native Mari people. Typically his 
colourful orchestral sound seems to distill the essence of the 
natural world of the far north. He uses syncopated rhythms; his 
rhythms seem to be related to the music of Bartok. He uses often 
alternations of ostinato-tuttis and rhythmic shifts from folklore 
music.  
Web: http://home.wanadoo.nl/ovar/eshpai.htm 

Escobar Aylton (English) 
Renowned Brazilian composer and conductor Aylton Esconar, 
recipient of numerous awards both in Brazil and abroad, has 
works published in Venezuela, Germany, and the United States. 
He received the Molière Award for his compositions for the 
theater, and, for his work for the cinema, awards from the 
Governor of the State of São Paulo and the Paulista Association of 
Art Critics. He is a member of the Brazilian Academy of Music, 

where he occupies Chair No. 25. His mentors include: Lúcia 
Branco, Magda Tagliaferro, Camargo Guarnieri, Alceo Bocchino, 
and Francisco Mignone. He also studied under Wladimir 
Ussachevsky and Mario Davidovsky at Columbia University in the 
United States. 
He is Professor of Orchestration, Composition, and Conducting at 
the University of São Paulo, and served as Director at the Free 
University of Music in São Paulo and at the Campos do Jordão 
International Music Festival from 1993 to 1997. He has also 
served as Principal Conductor and Artistic Director for important 
Brazilian orchestras, with participations in the international 
seasons of the most prestigious symphonic ensembles of Latin 
America. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2010) 

Escobar Pablo (Español) 
ESCOBAR CÁCERES, Pablo. - Concertista y profesor de guitarra. 
Nació el 22 de Junio del año 1900 en San José de los Arroyos, de 
la República del Paraguay. Sintiendo desde muy joven una gran 
pasión por la música y en particular por la guitarra, determinó 
trasladarse a Asunción del Paraguay, ingresando al poco tiempo 
en el “Instituto Paraguayo” e inscribiéndose en las asignaturas de 
solfeo y de guitarra; ésta, bajo la dirección del profesor Dionisio 
Basualdo. Muy pronto dejó la tutela de sus consejeros, 
desenvolviéndose solo en la ardua labor del estudio. Se presentó 
como solista en “La Peregrinación de Caacupé”, uno de los actos 
artísticos organizado por el poeta Martín Barrios, hermano del 
guitarrista de este apellido, en el cual tuvo tan lisonjera acogida, 
que determinó realizar un concierto en el Salón de la Sociedad 
Italiana, de Asunción. A partir de este momento, resuelve 
estudios, forma programas y parte para el Brasil, debutando en 
San Pablo, donde dio dos conciertos en el “Salón del 
Conservatorio Dramático y Musical”, y un tercero en el “Salón 
Braz”, ocupándose con grandes elogios los rotativos paulisitanos y 
consiguiendo los mismos éxitos en el “Salón Noble Parque”, de 
Santos, y en Campiñas, ciudad en la que nació el autor de “O 
Guarany”, A. C Gomes (1839-1896). En esta ciudad, Escobar 
anunció un solo concierto, obteniendo tan franco éxito que tuvo 
que realizar dos más. Luego pasó al Uruguay y en Montevideo 
actuó en el “Instituto Verdi”, donde dio dos audiciones, siendo tan 
bien recibido que motivó la prolongación de su estadía por una 
temporada de seis meses, después de los cuales se traslada a 
Buenos Aires, iniciándose con un concierto patrocinado por la 
“Juventud Universitaria Paraguaya”, realizado en el “Salón La 
Argentina”, el 21 de Julio de 1927, y más tarde, el 11 de 
Noviembre, en la misma sala. Poco después se le aplaudió en “La 
Peña”. Ha actuado con éxito y buena remuneración en las 
estaciones de la Radio L. O. L. y L. O. Y. Fue nombrado profesor 
del “Conservatorio del Plata” y de la “Universidad de Liniers”. 
Escobar, con el justo afán de superarse, estudia armonía con el 
compositor Alfredo Schiuma, y en la labor de profesor de guitarra, 
a que está dedicado, es de esperar excelentes resultados. 
(Domingo Prat , Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 
1934) 

Escot Pozzi (English) 
Peruvian-American composer, music theorist, writer on music, 
and music educator, born in 1933. She was educated at Sas-
Rosay Music Academy in Lima, the Juilliard School of Music (MS 
1957), and the Hamburg Hochschule fur Musik (1957-61). Her 
composition teachers were Andres Sas, William Bergsma, and 
Philipp Jarnach. She has received many grants and awards, 
including McDowell Fellowships and Ford Foundation grants. She 
taught at the New England Conservatory of Music and has been 
on the faculty of Wheaton College since 1972. Her works have 
been performed by major orchestras worldwide. 
(Janna MacAuslan and Kristan Aspen, Guitar Music by Women 
Composers, Greenwood, 1997) 
Pozzi Escot was chosen one of the five outstanding women 
composers of the 20th century (with Bacewicz, Lily Boulanger, 
Ruth Crawford) in 1975 when her Fifth Symphony was premiered 
by the New York Philharmonic. 
Distinguished critics's reviews are numerous: 
“Escot's Fifth Symphony is a formidable mathematical 
construction where the resulting sounds expresses powerful 
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excitement.” -Andrew Porter, The New Yorker. 
“Immense excitement was created with Escot's Three Poems of 
Rilke.”-Theodore Strongin, The New York Times. 
“American composer Escot's Piano Concerto perfectly fits in the 
vision of another great American, Charles Ives, the discoverer.” -
Jean-Etienne Marie, Musique Actuelle-Nice. 
“In the contrast between shrill dissonances and melodious 
harmonies,Visione97 speaks in the most modern musical 
language of the beauty of God's creation.”-Mainer 
Bistumsnachrichten. 
“Aria II is an epic.” -Richard Dyer, The Boston Globe. 
Recent performances: Carnegie Hall, Cube Ensemble-Chicago, 
Rome Oktoechoes Ensemble, Paris-Ensemble Intercontemporain 
members, Russia St. Petersburg Chamber Players, Cologne 
Cathedral Sunday noon high mass by New England Conservatory 
Chorus, Washington D.C. Corcoran Gallery. Escot is a Woodrow 
Wilson Visiting Fellow, president of the International Society of 
Hildegard von Bingen Studies, editor-in-chief of the journal Sonus, 
member of the graduate theoretical studies and composition 
departments at New England Conservatory. Escot is co-author of 
the acclaimed book Sonic Design: The Nature of Sound and Music 
. Her most recent book, The Poetics of Simple Mathematics in 
Music, has already received extraordinary reviews. 
Web: 
http://www.newenglandconservatory.edu/faculty/escotP.html 

Espí Fernando (Español) 
La brillante carrera del guitarrista Fernando Espí se asienta en una 
innata sensibilidad musical unida a una sólida formación técnica. 
La prensa especializada lo reconoce como “uno de los mejores 
guitarristas españoles del momento” (Ritmo), “un nuevo talento 
emergente...un excepcional guitarrista de la nueva generación” 
(Classical Guitar) y lo sitúa “entre los más brillantes intérpretes 
actuales de las seis cuerdas” (Scherzo).  
Último Premio Extraordinario Fin de Carrera del maestro 
internacional D. José Tomás en el Conservatorio Superior “Oscar 
Esplá” de Alicante. Posee el título profesional de la especialidad de 
música antigua con instrumentos de cuerda pulsada y es 
licenciado en Historia y Ciencias de la Música. Actualmente es 
catedrático del Conservatorio Superior de Música “Manuel 
Massotti” de Murcia. 
Ha sido galardonado en concursos nacionales e internacionales de 
reconocido prestigio, entre otros: Juventudes Musicales de España 
(Primer Premio), Certamen Internacional de Guitarra “Francisco 
Tárrega” de Benicasim (Segundo Premio y Premio Especial Mejor 
Interpretación de la Obra de Tárrega), Concurso Internacional de 
Guitarra “José Tomás” de Petrer (Segundo Premio y Premio 
Especial Mejor Interpretación de Música Española), Concurso 
Internacional de Guitarra “Luys Milán” (Primer Premio), Concurso 
Internacional S.A.R. la Infanta Doña Cristina - Fundación Guerrero 
de Madrid (Tercer Premio y Premio Especial Mejor Interpretación 
de Música Española) o Concurso Internacional “Guitarras 
Alhambra” de Valencia (Premio del Público). 
Su carrera concertística le lleva a recorrer toda la geografía 
española actuando como solista en importantes festivales -
Festival de la Guitarra de Córdoba o el Festival de Música y Danza 
de Granada- y prestigiosos escenarios como el Auditorio “Manuel 
de Falla” de Granada, el Palau de la Música de Valencia, el 
Auditorio Nacional de Madrid o el Palau de la Música de Barcelona. 
Con sus giras internacionales visita más de treinta países de 
Europa, América, Oriente Próximo, Asia y Norte de África, 
colaborando con entidades como el Joven Coro Mundial de la 
UNESCO o el Instituto Cervantes. 
Compagina esta labor con la impartición de clases magistrales en 
cursos y festivales, la dirección artística del Festival Internacional 
de Guitarra “Ciutat de Xixona”, la grabación de discos los cuales 
han recibido las mejores críticas en revistas especializadas y la 
creación de su propio sello discográfico “6x8”. 
Web: https://www.fernandoespi.com.es/home/curriculum (2020) 

Espinosa Leandro (English) 
Espinosa's contribution in music research began in 1974 with the 
work Study for piano; in which musical aspects concerning 
number began to appear, modeled in relationships between 
spoken word and geometric patterns. Years later, with the 
Concerto for Oboe, Strings and Percussion (2001-02) an 

alternative system of music serialism was proposed. Research into 
the future of the Arts and Sciences (with emphasis in music) has 
been published by the Forum on Public Policy online, the Journal 
of the Oxford Round Table, in its winter (Nr. 1) 07 edition. 
Espinosa’s activities as composer have included participation in 
international festivals such as “Festival International Cervantino” 
(Guanajuato); the Foro Internacional de Música Nueva” (Mexico 
City); the Exhibition “Mexico a Work of Art 1990-91” organized by 
the National Council for Culture and the Arts of Mexico and the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, San Antonio, Los 
Angeles);  International Festival of Choreography of Bagnolet; 
Misiones Santa Fé (Madrid, Granada); Gestes 85 (Brussels) and 
the Berchem International Festival.  
Espinosa’s organ work Visiones Danielis was performed at the 
closing of the International Festival of Organ of Morelia at the 
Academic Hall of the Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music in Rome 
(2008).  In 2009 received an invitation to write a Symphonic 
Choral Mass on occasion of the canonization of Saint Bernard 
Tolomei, under the patronage of the Pontifical Commission for the 
Cultural Heritage of the Church.  Espinosa was invited to submit a 
unique copy of this score and a manuscript dedicated to His 
Holiness Benedict XVI for the Exhibition “The Splendor of the 
Truth, The Beauty of Charity” held at the Paul VI Hall of the 
Vatican, celebrating the 60th anniversary of Pope Benedict XVI 
priestly ordination, following the meeting with the artists 
celebrated at the Sistine Chapel in 2009.     
Other works have been commissioned by the “Fonds Alex de 
Vries” of Belgium, produced by the Royal University of Ghent and 
the Belgian Radio and Television Network, University of Utah, 
National Funds for Culture and the Arts and the National Institute 
of Fine Arts of Mexico.   
Web: http://www.espinosacomposer.com/about.html (2017) 

Esquembre Quintin (English) 
Quintin Esquembre (Villena, Alicante, 1885 - Madrid, 1965) 
Not much biographical data exists about this musician and what 
was available was unfortunately very difficult to obtain. In this 
sense I am most thankful to Javier Suarez Pajares and Roberto 
Ortiz Esquembre, the grandson of the composer, for the 
information they supplied, not only about the composer himself 
but about other important facts which appear here and some 
which will be included in future editions.  
Esquembre moved to Madrid at the beginning of the century. 
Apart from studying the guitar as an autodidact, in 1903 he was 
able to take some master classes with Miguel Llobet when the 
latter was passing through Madrid. He was also a cellist and 
became a permanent teacher in the Municipal Music Band in 
Madrid. He was also a guitar teacher in the Cultural Cuitar 
Association in Madrid, an entity that fulfilled an important role in 
the teaching of the guitar; at that time the guitar was not part of 
the curriculum at the Madrid Conservatory. All this allowed him to 
perform chamber music frequently, it was he who introduced 
Paganini's Duets and some Boccherini's Quintets to the Spanish 
public. 
He was also a composer of symphonic and lyrical works. In 1928 
he wrote his symphonic poem Cuitarra Andaluza (Andalusian 
Guitar), out of which, later in 1938, he would create a version for 
two guitars and orchestra he called Capricho Andaluz (Andalusian 
Capriccio) which would be premiered by Emilio Pujol and his wife, 
the flamenco guitarist Matilde Cuervas. 
When the Republican Authorities of Madrid moved to Valencia, 
Esquembre travelled along as clerk of the Municipal Music Band. 
(The Legacy of Manuel de Falla, Spanish Guitar Music from the 
Generation of 1927, Volume 1, Series directed & edited by Rafael 
Catalá) 

Etkin Mariano (Español) 
Mariano Etkin nació en Buenos Aires, Argentina, en 1943. Estudios 
con Guillermo Grätzer y - como becario del Instituto Di Tella, 
Buenos Aires - con Iannis Xenakis, Earle Brown y Alberto 
Ginastera. Dirección Orquestal con Pierre Boulez en Basilea, 
Suiza. Premios “Juan Carlos Paz” del Fondo Nacional de las Artes 
y de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires. Ejecuciones en los principales 
festivales internacionales de música contemporánea. Fue Profesor 
de Composición en las universidades McGill y Wilfrid Laurier, 
Canadá, en los Cursos Latinoamericanos de Música 
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Contemporánea en Uruguay y en los Cursos de Verano de 
Darmstadt. Compositor Invitado de la Akademie Schloss Solitude, 
Stuttgart, Alemania. Profesor Invitado del Conservatorio de La 
Haya, Holanda y de la Escuela Universitaria de Música de 
Montevideo. Dictó seminarios en las Escuelas Superiores de 
Música de Estocolmo, Biel, Stuttgart y Berlín. Profesor inaugural 
de la Cátedra de Composición “Simón Bolívar”, Caracas. Profesor 
de Composición y Análisis Musical e investigador de la Universidad 
Nacional de La Plata, Argentina. 
Mariano Etkin murió en Buenos Aires el 25 de mayo de 2016. 
(NdE) 
Web: https://www.latinoamerica-musica.net/bio/etkin.html 

Evans Bill  (English) 
(1929-1980) 
Bill Evans was born in Plainfield, New Jersey and attended 
Southeastern Louisiana University. After a period in the Army, he 
returned to New York in 1955 and began working and recording 
with Tony Scott and George Russell. His subtly swinging, lucidly 
constructed solos with these leaders quickly attracted attention, 
and provided Evans with an opportunity to begin recording under 
his own name; but he was modest regarding his gifts, and for a 
time was reluctant to push himself into the limelight. All this 
changed after he spent several months during 1958 in Miles 
Davis's band, where he played alongside John Coltrane and 
Cannonball Adderley as well as the trumpeter and became a 
central figure in Davis's shift to modal improvisation. The period 
with Davis allowed Evans to organize his own trio, which featured 
bassist Scott LaFaro and drummer Paul Motian by the end of 
1959. These three players developed a new and more interactive 
approach to trio playing, one in which all instruments carried 
melodic responsibilities and functioned as equal voices. LaFaro's 
tragic death in a July 1961 highway accident ended the existence 
of this seminal unit; but not before it had recorded four albums, 
two in the studio and two at a Village Vanguard performance 
shortly before the bassist's death, that influenced several 
generations of pianists, bassists, and drummers. While Evans 
excelled in even more intimate playing situations–he made 
memorable duet music with guitarist Jim Hall, singer Tony 
Bennett, and bassist Eddie Gomez, and on more than one 
occasion created fascinating studio recitals of multi-tracked 
piano–for the remaining two decades of his life, he continued to 
work in the trio format he had established with LaFaro and 
Motian. Personnel rarely changed in the Evans trio (Gomez was a 
member from 1966-77), and the unit's repertoire slowly grew to 
include evocative new originals and worthy standards, as well as 
the tunes that led to Evans's initial fame. Despite this consistency 
of format and material, Evans remained uncommonly inspired, 
able to reach stunning emotional depths with a quiet lucidity that 
was unmatched. His lyrical melodic inventions, intricate phrasing, 
complex voicings, and beautiful touch remain as unmistakable 
influences on pianists 15 years after his death. 
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/sk/syukhtun/evans.html 

Evans Robert (English) 
Composer, poet and photographer Robert Evans passed away 
peacefully on  March 10th. 
Evans was a highly respected composer and conductor within the 
choral music community. He composed in an accessible yet 
challenging style for a wide range of performers – children, 
amateurs, sacred and secular communities and his fellow 
professionals – including the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir, the 
Amadeus Choir, the Toronto Children’s Chorus, and King’s College 
Choir, Cambridge.  
Robert Evans had a considerable number of commissions, 
performances and broadcasts to his credit, and his works appear 
on five different choral CD anthologies. His works include three 
Cantatas, WhaleSongDancing, For the Children, and Bridges,  
which was performed by the Toronto Mendelssohn Youth Choir & 
Orchestra, in 1993, 1996 and 2000. Evans’ works rounded off the 
century with large comments on the state of the world: his 
WhaleSongDancing features five cantos on the plight and beauty 
of the largest of mammals, and his For the Children draws on 
several poems written by children of the Terezin concentration 
camp. 
Robert Evans had several awards to his credit, including the 1998 

Association of Choral Conductors’ Outstanding Choral Composition 
Award and a 1st place award for the Amadeus Choir Christmas 
Carol competition. In 2000, Evans was further honoured by 
becoming one of 60 composers from across Canada supported by 
the Music Canada Millennium Project. More recently, he was 
invited to write for the National Prayer Book Societies’ 450th 
international celebration of Cranmer’s Prayer Book of 1549. 
Evans also had a great interest in advancing the arts in his 
community. In 1996, he mounted the four-concert, three-day  
exibition festival In Your Own Backyard with 22 visual, spoken 
word and musical artists exhibiting, performing, and celebrating 
the arts with the community. In 2003, Evans mounted Passage at 
the Wellington County Museum and Archives, a multimedia 
exhibition of photographs and haiku, as well as launching a new 
CD of his Cantata 4 “Carved By The Sea” with the Tactus Vocal 
Ensemble. Passage was launched with a handmade leather bound 
book of photographs and poetry accompanied by Cantata 4 on 
CD. 
In 2004, Evans was awarded the top prize in the biennial Outside 
the Bachs choral music competition. He and four American 
composers were selected as finalists from a very competitive field 
of 126 international entries. Evans took the prize for his work’s 
serene harmonies and resonant choral timbres. 
Up to his passing, Evans enjoyed new commissions and 
broadcasts, as well as producing his award winning photography 
and poetry. In his honour, the family requests donations to The 
Elora Festival, to which Evans so passionately contributed for so 
many years. 
(Ontario Notations, 2005) 

Faber Francis (Français) 
Francis Faber anime La Grande Fabrique, compagnie de musique 
et de spectacle multimédia. Passionné pour la recherche en 
électronique et informatique, il compose pour les formations les 
plus diverses. En privilégiant la musique électroacoustique en 
direct, il s'affirme dans des créations interdisciplinaires et des 
événements multimédias. Ses œuvres: -Bribes d'Espaces (1986) 
pour 6 percussions et bande magnétique (Percussions de 
Strasbourg); -Cantate (1987) avec le plasticien Jean-Louis 
Lhermitte, l'ensemble Ars Nova, et TM+ (direction: Philippe 
Nahon), pour chœur, orchestre et dispositifs lumineux au Festival 
d'été de Seine-Maritime; -Traces (1987) et Cette Sombre Clarté 
(1990) pour guitare MIDI (Arnaud Dumond); -Scénario Imaginaire 
(1991), Jean-Pierre Drouet, mise en scène de François Rancillac ; 
-Recuerdo de... pour 60 guitares et bande magnétique soliste, 
créé à Paris en novembre 1994 pour la SPAG, commande de 
l'État; -Cristal sur Bruit (1996) Radio France/commande de l'Ina; 
-Toccata 256 (1998) pour deux méta-instruments, commande de 
l'État; -Borobo (1998) spectacle jeune public avec Roland Shön; -
Bruit de Cyclop (1999) performance-installation pour le Cyclop de 
Jean Tinguely, Festival d'Île-de-France. En temps que musicien 
électroacoustique, il participe à un duo de méta-instrument avec 
Mathieu Constans en collaboration avec des solistes 
internationaux (Arnaud Dumond, Garth Knox, Cécile Daroux).  
De 1994 à 1999, à Rouen, il dirige le Festival de Musique 
étonnante “Tramway” (installations sonores, cinémusiques, 
musiques contemporaines, électroniques jazz et rock 
expérimental, spectacle jeune public). 
2002: Toccata, spectacle multimédia jeune public avec Claude 
Morand (auteur) et Nicolas Ramond (metteur en scène). 
Projet 2003: Expérience de Vol, musique et vidéo avec Art Zoyd 
et Hourbette, Toeplitz et l'Ensemble Musique Nouvelle (Belgique). 
Projet 2004: Concerto pour méta-instrument et ensemble avec 
l'Ensemble orchestral contemporain et Grame.  
OEUVRE JOUEE LORS DE PRESENCES 2003: - Trio pour flûte, alto 
et méta-instrument. 
Web: 
http://www.radiofrance.fr/francemusique/bio/fiche.php?numero=
20180641 

Fabbri Roberto (Italiano) 
Roberto Fabbri è nato a Roma nel 1964. Ha studiato sotto la 
direzione di Carlo Carfagna presso il Conservatorio S. Cecilia di 
Roma, dove è entrato giovanissimo superando una prova di 
selezione a cui parteciparono più di cento chitarristi, solamente sei 
vennero ammessi in Conservatorio, nota di colore, fra gli esclusi di 
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quell'anno figurava un certo Eros Ramazzotti!  
Si è poi successivamente diplomato con il massimo dei voti.  
Alla carriera concertistica ha da sempre affiancato una notevole 
attività didattica ed editoriale, collaborando con numerose case 
editrici (Anthropos, Berben, Playgame, EMR, Warner Bros, 
Carisch). E' regolarmente invitato, insieme a prestigiosi nomi del 
panorama chitarristico internazionale, a tenere master class, 
concerti e ad essere membro di giurie in importanti festival 
chitarristici in tutto il mondo.  
Attualmente oltre alla carriera solistica affianca l'attività con il 
quartetto di chitarre Nexus, con il quale si è esibito in importanti 
festival: Andrès Segovia di Madrid, Festival di Rust (Austria), 
Festival di Iserlhon (Germania), Guitar Art Festival (Belgrado), 
Festival Mauro Giuliani di Bari, Festival di Parma, Festival di Miami 
(Usa).  
Ha suonato con prestigiose orchestre fra cui ricordiamo: Orchestra 
sinfonica di Massa e Carrara, Orchestra da camera Goffredo 
Petrassi, Orchestra sinfonica Chamartin al teatro nazionale di 
Madrid e Orchestra Sinfonica Barese sotto la direzione di Leo 
Brouwer. Collabora stabilmente con l'orchestra da camera Città di 
Lucera e con il suo direttore Domenico di Biase. 
Importanti chitarristi-compositori gli hanno dedicato delle opere 
fra questi ricordiamo: Carlo Carfagna, Mario Gangi, Roland Dyens, 
Dale Kavanagh, Marco Rossetti, James Lentini, Simone Jannarelli. 
E' direttore artistico dell'Accademia “Novamusica & Arte” di Roma 
dove è titolare della cattedra di chitarra classica nonchè del 
Festival internazionale di chitarra Mauro Giuliani di Bisceglie. 
E' testimonial della liuteria spagnola Ramirez e suona la numero 
1, 125° Anniversario, e della fabbrica di corde americana “La 
Bella” per la quale ha curato la realizzazione di una speciale muta 
“colorata” per i bambini. 
Dai primi anni novanta è responsabile della redazione classica 
della rivista Chitarre. 
Insegna chitarra classica presso l'istituto Musicale Pareggiato 
“Giulio Briccialdi” di Terni. 
Web: 
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/roberto.fabbri?v=info&re
f=ts (2010) 

Falla Manuel de (English) 
Manuel de Falla (1876 - 1946) was born in 1876 in Cádiz, where 
he first studied, moving later to Madrid and then to Paris, but 
returning to Madrid when war broke out in 1914. Strongly 
influenced by the traditional Andalusian cante jondo, he settled in 
Granada, where his friends included the poet Federico Garcia 
Lorca. The Civil War of 1936 found de Falla neutral in the 
struggle, but in 1939 he moved to Buenos Aires, where he 
continued work on his ambitious stage-work Atlántida, which 
remained unfinished at the time of his death in 1946. 

Falla Manuel de (Italiano) 
Compositore spagnolo nato a Cadice nel 1876, morto ad Alta 
Gracia (Argentina) nel 1946. Cresciuto artisticamente a Madrid 
viene in contatto a Parigi con Albéniz, Dukas, Debussy e Ravel. I 
balletti e le sue opere strumentali sono considerati capolavori 
universali. 

Falú Eduardo (English) 
Eduardo Falú was born in El Galpón, Salta (Argentina) on July 7, 
1923. His parents Juan and Fada were immigrants from Syria, and 
his artistic path began in their family milieu. In Salta he met 
Jaime Dávalos, author of innumerable poems, some of which Falú 
set to music. He married Aída Nefer Fidélibus and they had two 
children. In 1945 he began his professional career in Buenos Aires 
with the poet César Perdiguero, lyricist for several of his 
compositions. In 1948 Falú was exposed to a larger audience 
thanks to radio. He produced his first LP in 1951, and in 1959 the 
LP “Falú in Paris”. In 1963 he traveled to Japan and gave 40 
concerts. In 1964 he toured the US, and in 1968 Spain, France 
and England. Falú has composed more than 100 pieces, including 
“Las Golondrinas” (The Swallows), the zambas “La Candelaria” 
and “La Cuartelera”, and “Argentine Suite”.  
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/sk/syukhtun/falu.html 

Falú Juan (English) 
In his dual role as composer and artist, Juan Falú is a cornerstone 
of Argentinean folk music.  

He obtained the prestigious National Music Award in 2000, and 
has been named “outstanding artist” repeatedly by the music 
press in Argentina.  
His music for guitar recreates the freshness and inventiveness of 
Argentinean folk rhythms, and many of his songs are already 
established within the repertoire of the most outstanding 
Argentinean folk musicians. 
As an interpreter, Juan Falu employs his vast knowledge of the 
different Argentinean folk rhythms, and displays an innate 
command of the artistry of improvisation. Add to this combination 
his natural charisma, and you have a recital in which each song is 
delivered in a unique form. In reference to his improvisational 
skills, he has received praise from different musicians. The 
accomplished classical guitarist Eduardo Fernandez has called him 
“a real time composer.” 
He has toured Central and South America, Europe, Asia and 
Africa, and has offered concerts in prestigious halls in more than 
twenty countries. 
Several of his recordings are considered among the best 
recordings of the year, as noted in the Argentinean and 
international press that specializes in guitar music. Some of his 
prolific musical compositions have been edited in Argentina, 
Belgium, Costa Rica, and France. 
Juan Falú remains a vital musical force in his community, where 
he directs the festival Guitars of the World, considered the largest 
international event in its genre. He also teaches in the Manuel de 
Falla Conservatory, in Buenos Aires, where he has created the 
first curricula for Folklore and Tango 
Web: http://www.juanfalu.com.ar/downcv.html 

Falú Juan (Español) 
Juan Falú es una de las referencias fundamentales de la música 
argentina, en su doble condición de compositor y guitarrista. 
Obtuvo el Premio Nacional de Música 2000, otorgado por el 
gobierno de su país. Sus obras para guitarra recrean las raíces 
musicales argentinas, siendo además creador de canciones que 
integran el repertorio de los más destacados intérpretes del 
folklore argentino. Como intérprete, Juan Falú revela un profundo 
conocimiento de las músicas de su tierra, proyectándolas con un 
vuelo creativo y una capacidad de improvisación tal, que llegó a 
ser definido como un “compositor en tiempo real” por el gran 
guitarrista Eduardo Fernández. Ha ofrecido conciertos en 
prestigiosas salas de más de veinte países de América, Europa, 
Asia y África. Varios de sus numerosos registros discográficos 
fueron mencionados entre las mejores producciones de sus 
respectivos años, por la prensa argentina y medios 
internacionales especializados. Fue “artista destacado del año” en 
diversos balances anuales de medios especializados y cuatro 
veces nominado a los Premios Gardel, instituidos por las 
discográficas argentinas. Parte de su obra musical se editó en 
Argentina, Francia, Bélgica y Costa Rica. Dirige el festival 
Guitarras del Mundo -considerado el mayor encuentro 
internacional de su género- y es docente en el Conservatorio 
Manuel de Falla de Buenos Aires, donde colaboró en la creación de 
la primera Carrera Superior de Folklore y Tango de esa ciudad. 
Web: http://www.juanfalu.com.ar/downcv.html 

Famà Domenico Giovanni (Italiano) 
Domenico Giovanni Famà, nato a Catania nel 1989, inizia 
giovanissimo gli studi musicali e chitarristici sotto la guida del M° 
Orazio Carrara. Successivamente viene ammesso presso il 
Conservatorio di musica “Stanislao Giacomantonio” di Cosenza 
dove, sotto l’egida del M° Pietro Morelli, consegue brillantemente 
il diploma di Chitarra con il massimo dei voti. Attualmente si sta 
perfezionando presso la Scuola Superiore di Musica “F.A. Vallotti” 
di Vercelli, frequentando il Corso Internazionale di Interpretazione 
Chitarristica del chitarrista, compositore e musicologo M° Angelo 
Gilardino. Partecipa a diversi corsi di perfezionamento tenuti da 
importanti docenti di fama internazionale, tra cui Guido Salvetti, 
Angelo Gilardino, Giulio Tampalini, Fabio Federico e Gaelle Solàl. 
E’ vincitore del 1° Premio Assoluto ai Concorsi Nazionali “Placido 
Mandanici”, “Tuttarte” e “Amigdala” e del 1° premio al Concorso 
Internazionale “Lucio Stefano d’Agata”, al Concorso Internazionale 
“Magma”, al Concorso Nazionale “Premio Giuseppe Ierna” ed al 
Concorso Nazionale “Gaetano Emanuel Calì”. Si dedica allo studio 
del repertorio solistico del primo e del secondo Novecento (con 
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particolare attenzione per i compositori britannici, spagnoli ed 
italiani) svolgendo un’intensa attività concertistica, promossa da 
diverse associazioni musicali e organizzazioni italiane (Taormina 
Arte, Teatro Rendano di Cosenza, DocBi - Centro studi di Biella, 
Ibla Classica International – Teatro di Donna Fugata di Ragusa, 
Touring Club Italiano, O.D.A, Centro Fieristico e Culturale “Le 
Ciminiere”, “Novecento arte musica e cultura”, ARCES, Lions Club, 
Società Italiana “Dante Alighieri”, Kiwanis International, “Amici 
della Musica”, “Amici dell’Arte” – ERSU Catania). Sin dai primi 
anni di studio sviluppa un fortissimo interesse per la musica 
cameristica che lo spinge a fondare diverse formazioni musicali 
dal duo al quartetto, collaborando assiduamente con diversi 
professori d’orchestra del Teatro Massimo “V. Bellini” di Catania; 
tra queste il Quartetto Ferdinand Rebay (flauto, chitarra, viola e 
violoncello), il duo “Reves Musicaux” (voce e chitarra) ed il duo 
“Feux d’artifice” con il violinista Salvatore Domina. Segue inoltre i 
corsi di musica da camera del M° Giulio Giurato. Parallelamente 
studia Composizione e Lettura della Partitura con il M° Enrico 
Dibennardo e viene ammesso al corso di Direzione d’orchestra 
presso il Conservatorio di musica “Vincenzo Bellini” di Palermo. 
Scrive diverse composizioni per chitarra sola e per varie 
formazioni da camera. Si esibisce al Teatro “Alfonso Rendano” di 
Cosenza con l’orchestra del teatro per la produzione di “Die 
Dreigroschenoper” di Brecht-Weill con la regia di Massimo 
Venturiello e la cantante Tosca, sotto la direzione del M° Carmelo 
Caruso. E’ Presidente e Direttore Artistico dell’Associazione 
Culturale “Promethéus”. Frequenta, inoltre, il Biennio per la 
formazione dei docenti presso l'Istituto Musicale “Vincenzo Bellini” 
di Catania. Suona una chitarra “modello Hauser” del liutaio Mario 
Grimaldi. 
Web: http://www.edizioninovecento.it/domenico_fama.html 
(2016) 

Fampas Dimitris (English) 
Dimitris Fampas has been Greece's most celebrated classical 
guitarist. His artistry reached far beyond the borders of his 
country and for over thirty-five years he has been considered one 
of the world's leading performers.  
Dimitris Fampas(December 22nd, 1921-May 3rd, 1996) was born 
in Lafkos, a small village on Pilio mountain near the harbor city of 
Volos,Thessaly. As a child he used to play songs and traditional 
music with a lute and a guitar. He was very talented and his 
father, Evangelos, a sea captain, bought him a guitar and took the 
decision to send the young Dimitris for serious musical studies in 
Athens. He studied theory with Th.Vavayiannis and counterpoint 
with K.Kydoniatis at the Athens Conservatory. He studied classical 
guitar with Nicholas Ioannou, and in 1953,he received a diploma 
in classical guitar performance 'Com laude' from the National 
Conservatory of Greece. In 1955-56 he received a scholarship to 
study guitar with Andres Segovia and musicology with Emilio Pujol 
at the Academia Chigianna in Sienna, Italy. In 1959 he again 
studied with Segovia at the Academy of Santiago, Spain, receiving 
a scolarship by Segovia himself.  
As a composer D.Fampas has showed that he has a sound 
inspiration and research both harmonious and expressive for 
something new. Among his fine compositions we mention his 
Bolero and Greek dance. Simultaneously to his performing and 
teaching activities, Fampas composed over two hundred solos, 
studies and dances, enriching the guitar literature. Fampas' own 
compositions raised a lot of applause wherever they were being 
performed and became favorites in guitar circles. His music 
skillfully written for guitar, very romantic and lyric, richly 
dominated by Greek traditional elements, colors and rhythms 
expresses his love for the guitar and his country, his strong and 
passionate personality. His work has been published by Ricordi 
Milano, Ricordi Brazil, Max Eschig Paris, Columbia music USA, 
Lathkil music publishers London, Ph.Nakas, Athens and 
Papagrigoriou-Nakas Athens. These compositions are often 
mandatory repertoire of International Guitar competitions, are 
included in the repertoire of guitarists around the world and 
recorded for radio and TV programs and cds.  
Fampas' international performing career spanned almost four 
decades. He performed hundreds of personal recitals worldwide. 
He often performed in England, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, 
Portugal, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yogoslavia, Turkey, 
USA, Canada, USSR and Vatican. He has also appeared in most 

major cities of Greece as well as in the ancient theater of 
Epidavros. Besides many personal recordings he offered us 
through the years, Dimitri Fampas recorded some fine theater and 
film music for Greek composers such as Mikis Theodorakis and 
Manos Hatzidakis. For more than a decade through the 60's 
Fampas collaborated as a soloist to all the theatrical and film 
music productions of those two famous greek composers, being 
the first classical guitarist to perform on stage and to record this 
music, offering to the guitar a large popularity. He has been 
member of the Greek Composers' Union, the National Board of 
Music, president of the Union of the professors in Conservatories 
of Athens etc.  
Web: http://www.evafampas.gr/fampasen.html 

Fampas Eva (English) 
Hailed as “a great musical personality”, the guitarist Eva Fampas 
has established herself as one of the leading artists among the 
Greek virtuosi, whose performances are noted for coupling deep 
musicality, passion and an exceptional virtuosity. Since her debut 
at the age of sixteen, she maintains an active concert schedule, 
performing in Greece and worldwide. Born in Athens, into a 
musical family, daughter of the guitarist, composer and professor 
Dimitri Fampas, started playing the guitar very young and her 
first participation in concert was at the age of twelve, with 
D.Fampas' famous guitar school. The composer Dimitri 
Dragatakis, the composer-maestro Theodore Antoniou, the 
guitarist-composer Dimitri Fampas, the guitarist-composer Leo 
Brouwer are some of the outstanding professors with whom she 
studied with or took courses. Among her numerous awards and 
distinctions: A first prize in the 16th International Guitar 
competition in Milan 1981, (Guitar Academy of Milan), a medal by 
Milan Municipality in 1981, a Manolis Kalomiris' honorary prize by 
National Conservatory of Athens,(1984 diploma of harmony),a 
medal by Athens Municipality (1984), for her participation in the 
celebrations-Athens 150 years capital of Greece- organized by the 
Greek Writers' Association and the Cultural Center of Athens 
Municipality, and a special award by the First Balkan Guitar 
Festival and Competition and the town of Velingrad, Bulgaria 
2002, for her contribution in the development of the classical 
guitar in Balkan region.  
Her artistic activities include recordings, premieres of works by 
contemporary composers, appearances on radio and TV programs, 
in Greece and all around the world. Her most recent recording, “A 
Guitar Portrait of Fantasy” on wave music (February 2002), highly 
acclaimed by the world of music “A superb cd. Bravo!” B.Maillot, 
SAVAREZ Guitar strings, “very able to be included, internationally, 
among the favorites of the best records of classical guitar!” Jazz & 
Tzaz music magazine, has been broadcasted in major guitar and 
classic music radio programs around the world. As a soloist, she 
has given concerts in Greece, Bulgaria, Italy, Russia, Sweden, 
Yugoslavia, Albania, Spain, India, Zimbabwe, Thailand, in 
prestigious concert halls. She has participated in concerts with the 
Greek Composers' Union, the Hellenic Group of Contemporary 
Music conducted by Theodore Antoniou, the Guitar Friends' 
Association DIMITRIS FAMPAS. Additionally she performs regularly 
in chamber ensembles. Her repertoire includes a substantial 
amount of works by Greek composers as well as music from the 
Baroque era to the present century. Many composers have 
dedicated music to her. In addition to her other activities she is 
often invited to be member of the jury in guitar competitions, to 
give lectures and master-classes and write articles in newspapers 
and magazines. Presently she supervises the publication of Dimitri 
Fampas' guitar music books. 
In 1999, forced by her great respect and admiration to DIMITRI 
FAMPAS personality and music and to the instrument guitar, as 
well as by the necessity to support and encourage new talented 
artists and Greek music, she founded the Guitar Friends' 
Association DIMITRIS FAMPAS, (member of the National Council 
of Music, IMC UNESCO), of which she is the president since 
January 2000.  
Web: http://www.concertartist.info/bios/fampas.html 

Fantoni Marcello (Italiano) 
Marcello Fantoni began to study the classical guitar at the age of 
eight. Under the guidance of Paolo Paolini, he graduated from the 
Conservatory of Milan, earning full marks and honours in 
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interpretation.  
He won a scholarship of the Sergio Dragoni Foundation as well as 
the European Competition announced by the Bèrben Publishing 
House. 
For a brief period he studied composition with Danilo Lorenzini 
and Davide Anzaghi.  
In 1966 he took advanced courses with Eliot Fisk at Salzburg's 
Mozarteum, and then with Leo Brouwer in Córdoba, and with 
Oscar Ghiglia at Siena’s Accademia Chigiana, where he won a 
scholarship and a merit diploma. 
He won prizes at several national and international competitions 
(National Competition Agimus Varenna, International Competition 
Città di Lodi, National Competition Giulio Rospigliosi, National 
Competition Città di Racconigi, International Competition Rovere 
D'Oro, Genoa International Competition).  
The Rome ARAM Association hailed him as an emerging talent, 
inviting him to play during their concert season.  
He has collaborated with the Giuseppe Verdi Symphony Orchestra 
in the recording of some works by Bruno Maderna.  
He has recorded, for the label IRTEMDocumenti, a contemporary 
work by the composer Davide Gualtieri. 
In 2004 the Sinfonica music editor published his solo guitar piece 
Perpetuum, omaggio a Egberto Gismonti.  
He followed the master classes held by Eduardo Fernández 
(2005), Timo Koronen (2005), Leo Brouwer (2006) and Pavel 
Steidel (2006) at the Conservatory of Florence, where, in 2007, 
he earned, with full marks an honours, a master degree in 
interpretation under the guidance of Paolo Paolini and Alfonso 
Borghese.  
Always interested in all music genres,  Fantoni performs both as a 
soloist and in different chamber ensembles, in Italy and abroad, 
playing a repertoire that spans from Renaissance to contemporary 
music, as well as crossover music.  
In 2012 the label DYNAMIC has realesed his CD  Works For Guitar 
entirely dedicated to the music for solo guitar of the Madrid 
composer Tomàs Marco (‘onata de Fuego’,‘2 Tarots’and the first 
recording CD ‘resto Mormorando’. 
Recently, as composer, Sinfonica Music Editor published Music For 
Flute and Guitar of Marcello Fantoni  his own composition for flute 
and guitar including  the recorded CD of the same songs: 
Omaggio a Michel Petrucciani, Omaggio a Manuel de Falla and 
Sonata Semplice (Canzone Semplice-Aria-Choro Semplice).  
Web: http://www.marcellofantoni.org/bio.php (2013) 

Faria Alexandre de (Portuguese) 
Alexandre de Faria formou-se bacharel em música pela UNI-RIO 
em 1993. Em 1996, tornou-se Mestre em composição pela King´s 
College London, sob a orientação de Robert Keeley e sir Harrison 
Birtwistle. Com Hans Joachim Koellreutter estudou composicão, 
estética e contraponto. 
Foi ganhador, entre outros, do ‘Concurso Internacional de 
Composição Andrés Segovia’ (Granada, Espanha) e do ‘VII 
Concurso Nacional Villa-Lobos’. Em 1998, foi indicado ao ‘Ivor 
Novello Awards’ (Reino Unido) pela melhor trilha Sonora para a 
televisão britânica de 1997, com o longa ‘The Vanishing Man’, 
produzido por Riddley Scott/The Mill. 
Seu repertório de concerto é frequentemente executado e 
estreiado no exterior,  com destaque para os 2 Concertos para 
violão e orquestra, a série de Prelúdios para violão, o Quarteto de 
cordas ‘The Garden of Earthly Delights’ e o quarteto de Cellos e 
fita Magnética ‘Anguish’. Sua produção de concerto já lhe rendeu 
critícas elogiosas de diversas revistas especializadas, como a 
‘Grammophone’ (Reino Unido) e a ‘BBC Music Magazine’. 
Ministrou cursos de composição no Brasil e no mundo, em 
especial para: ‘Festival nas Montanhas’ (Poços de Caldas), ‘New 
York Guitar Seminar at Mannes’ (Nova Iorque) e ‘Mikulov 
International Guitar Festival’ (República Tcheca). 
Desde 2004, trabalha na TV Globo como compositor e produtor 
musical de diversos programas. Em destaque, a novela ‘Caminho 
das Índias’, exibida em 2009. 
Web: http://www.musimagembrasil.com/socios/br/7/alexandre-
de-faria (2016) 

Farías Javier (English) 
Winner of five grants in composition from the Chile Council of 
Arts, Javier Farías C. (1973) has been a faculty member at the 

Modern School of Music in Santiago, Chile since 2001. In his 
compositions has shown a constant predilection for the guitar, an 
instrument that appears in several of his chamber works, and for 
which he has written many solo pieces. Some of them have won 
first place in important Composition Contests in Europe, including 
Andrés Segovia (Spain) in 2005 for his work “Retorna”, and 
Michele Pittaluga (Italy) in 2004 for his “Sonata for solo guitar”. 
He also received the first place at the XIV Concorso 2 de Agosto in 
Bologna, Italy for his work “Canta la Tierra” written for symphonic 
orchestra and synthesizer. His catalogue also includes two 
concertos for guitar (the first one premiered by distinguished 
cuban guitarist Joaquín Clerch Díaz in Salzburg, Austria in 2001) 
and also a concerto for four guitars, percussion and string 
orchestra (2000). Among the interpreters that have performed his 
works are: L'Orchestra Filarmonica di Torino, Aspekte New Music 
Ensemble, Orquesta Sinfónica “Simón Bolivar” del Táchira, 
Orchestra del Teatro Comunale di Bologna, The Alturas duo, 
bandoneonist of Astor Piazzolla's sextet Daniel Binelli and 
guitarists Emanuele Segre, Gabriel Bianco, José Antonio Escobar 
and Carlos Bonell, among others. In December, 2003 the Modern 
Orchestra of Chile honored him with their “Best Composer of the 
Concert Season Award” for his work “Dezlía” for flamenco group, 
jazz ensemble and string orchestra. He is the founder and director 
of the Chilean Guitar Ensemble, dedicated to the expansion of 
guitar repertoire by Latin American composers with a special 
emphasis on those from Chile. 
Web: https://productionsdoz.com/nos-artistes/far-as-javier 
(2020) 

Fariñas Carlos (Español) 
Este compositor nacido en Cienfuegos en 1934, y que integró 
junto a Leo Brouwer y Juan Blanco, el trío de creadores, que en 
los años 60 renovaron la música de concierto en la Isla. Mientras 
Leo Brouwer construía una obra monumental para la guitarra y 
diversos conjuntos instrumentales, tenida hoy como la más 
trascendente a escala universal de un compositor cubano en la 
segunda mitad de la pasada centuria, y Juan Blanco, precursor de 
la música electroacústica, desarrolló al más elevado nivel ese tipo 
de creación sonora, Fariñas se adentró en diversos campos, desde 
la música de cámara hasta el sinfonismo, con una labor contumaz 
en los últimos años consagrada a la música electrónica y por 
computación. 
Uno de sus Tientos ganó premio en la Tribuna Internacional para 
jóvenes Compositores en París y marcó pautas en la historia de la 
música de cámara de vanguardia en nuestro país; el repertorio 
sinfónico se enriqueció con obras suyas como El bosque ha 
echado a andar y Muros, rejas y vitrales; y en el Estudio de 
Música Electrónica y por Computación (EMEC), creado en el 
Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA) por él hace una década, compuso 
importantes piezas entre las que se cuenta Fractales. El concepto 
de vanguardia en Fariñas no le llevó a extremos ortodoxos. Supo 
vincular, como pocos, novedad y tradición, de modo que 
aprovechó todos los recursos técnico-expresivos a su alcance para 
desarrollar una obra de valores singulares y propios. Un ejemplo 
de esa ductilidad lingüística se halla en Puntos y tonadas, pieza 
para conjunto de cuerdas que revolucionó la manera de hacer 
llegar los elementos morfológicos de la música campesina a los 
oídos actuales. 
Otra muestra de su excelencia autoral se halla en una pequeña 
obra que figura en el repertorio de la mayor parte de los 
guitarristas cubanos: Canción triste, interpretada inicialmente por 
Jesús Ortega para la banda sonora del filme Soy Cuba, de Mijail 
Kalatozov.  

Farkas Ferenc (English) 
(1905-2000) 
Ferenc Farkas was born in Nagykanizsa, Hungary, in December 
1905. He studied composition with Albert Sikós and Leó Weiner at 
the Budapest Academy of Music and continued his studies with 
Ottorino Respighi at the Accademia di Santa Cecilia in Rome. 
Ferenc Farkas was Professor of Composition at the Conservatory 
of Kolozsvár from 1941 to 1944 and also served as its director 
during his last year there. In 1949 Farkas was appointed Professor 
of Composition at the Budapest Academy of Music, a post which 
he held until his retirement in 1975. His pupils included Attila 
Bozay, Axolt Durkó, György Kurtág, György Ligeti, Emil Petrovics, 
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Sándor Szokolay and many other prominent Hungarian 
composers. In 1950, Ferenc Farkas was awarded the highest 
Hungarian government decoration for artistic merit, the Kossuth 
Prize. In 1979, he was given the Herder Prize by the F.V.Stiftung 
in Hamburg. (Ersébet Gaál)  
Ferenc Farkas was one of Hungary’s greatest 20th-century 
composers. Despite this, his large opus for solo guitar and all 
possible combinations of chamber music instruments is not being 
played today as much as it deserves. In an open letter on the 
internet Angelo Gilardino describes how Farkas’ 24 guitar preludes 
were composed in 1982: “We were at a restaurant eating dinner 
together. I had just asked him to write a collection of 24 preludes 
to match Ponce’s preludes. He showed no sign that he had heard 
my request. I thought I was being a little presumptuous towards a 
great musician and I kept quiet. I watched him suddenly begin 
writing frantically in his big notation book. After about ten minutes 
Farkas abruptly stopped writing and handed me a sheet from his 
big notebook where he had written down the first page of the C-
major prelude, perfectly executed and exactly as it appears in the 
published sheet music! Two days later I received the entire first 
prelude, and soon after, the whole set: Exercitium Tonale, (24 
preludes).” 
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/sk/syukhtun/farkas.html 

Farkas Ferenc (Italiano) 
(1905-2000) 
Compositore ungherese, nato in Nagykanisza. Ha studiato a 
Budapest ed a Roma con O.Respighi. Il suo stile è caratterizzato 
da ritmi e danze di origine folkloristico cui accosta adozioni 
neoclassiche e politonali. 

Farquhar David (English) 
David Farquhar was born in Cambridge, New Zealand in 1928 but 
spent most of his early years in Fiji. He was educated in New 
Zealand and began his university studies in Christchurch before 
completing his degree at Victoria University in Wellington where 
he studied with Douglas Lilburn. He taught briefly at St Peters 
School, Cambridge, before going to Britain where he completed an 
MA at Cambridge University, and also studied composition with 
Benjamin Frankel at the Guildhall School of Music in London. On 
his return to New Zealand he joined the staff of the Department of 
Music at Victoria University, and was made Professor of Music in 
1976, retiring in 1993. He was the Founder-President of the 
Composers' Association of New Zealand in 1974 and was awarded 
their Citation for Services to New Zealand Music in 1984. From 
1982 - 1995 he was a member of the Board of the New Zealand 
Composers' Foundation and is a Board member of the Centre for 
New Zealand Music. 
He has written numerous orchestral, choral, stage and 
instrumental works, songs and music for children, and has been 
recognised since the 1950s as being at the forefront of New 
Zealand composition.  

Farré de Prat Carmen (English) 
Carmen Farre de Prat (1900-after 1980) 
Guitarist and teacher, born in Barcelona. Carmen Farre Ors 
married in 1929 with Domingo Prat (the author of ‘Diccionario de 
Guitarristas’, 1934). After his death (in 1944) she shared the 
house in Buenos Aires with her two daughters, Azucena ('Pinina'), 
a handicapped child to whom she dedicated her composition 
'Pinina', Blanca and her husband Coco and their 2 sons. About 
1980 she and her family moved to the South of Argentina. 
Carmen composed 'Souvenir de una melodia', 'Pinina', ‘Billiken’, 
'Gato Santiagueno', 'Martita', ‘Estilo’ and a few more works for 
guitar solo and for voice and guitar. Her works were published by 
Antigua Casa Nunez, Buenos Aires. (Guitar music by Women 
Composers by A.Kruisbrink, Le Productions d’Oz, 2009) 

Fauré Gabriel (Italiano) 
Compositore, organista, didatta e direttore d'orchestra, nato a 
Pamiers (Ariege) nel 1845, morto a Parigi nel 1924. Allievo di 
C.Saint-Saënz, in seguito è stato insegnante di Ravel e 
N.Boulanger. La sua musica è caratterizzata da lirismo e natura 
spiritualistica. 

Fedele Ivan (Italiano) 
Pianista e compositore italiano nato a Lecce nel 1953. Ha studiato 

composizione con R.Dionisi ed A.Corghi, pianoforte con B.Canino. 
Interessato alla musica elettronica frequenta la computer-music a 
Pisa e all'IRCAM di Paris. 

Feiler Dror (English) 
Born in Tel Aviv, on 31st August 1951. After completing his 
studies at Agricultural College (1965-1969) and performing his 
military service (1969 1972) he settled in Sweden in 1973. In 
1977-1978 he studied musicology at Stockholm University and in 
1978-1983 studied composition at the State College of Music in 
Stockholm, where he was taught by Gunnar Bucht and Brian 
Ferneyhough. Since 1976 he has been playing saxophones, 
clarinets, percussion and electronics in the Lokomotiv Konkret 
music group, of which he is the leader. He has taken part in radio 
recordings and concerts in Europe and the USA.  
Dror Feiler, with his ardent sense of vocation, must rank as 
Sweden’s leading improviser, and he campaigns for equality of 
status between this and pre-composed music. “We cannot help 
noticing how composing practice, with all its history, has taken us 
back to the origins of all music: improvisation. Improvisation can 
be interpreted as an instinctive act of trying to achieve 
emancipation in a bureaucratic, technocratic society. A society 
creating a body of artists which to a great extent is a body of 
fellow travellers and only in exceptional cases a body of resistance 
fighters, resistance being the most essential material for creating 
the art of self-defence which is imperative in the present-day 
situation. My music springs from individual energy mobilised by a 
collective idea.”  
Parallel to his activities with Lokomotiv Konkret, he has since the 
end of the 1970s composed upwards of 30 works for various 
combinations of instruments, ranging from orchestral music to 
solo pieces, from electronic music to ballet music. Often he 
depicts, fortissimo and at great length, a violent struggle, but 
concerning Maavak (1981) he says: “Maavak does not describe a 
struggle, it is the struggle.” Many of his titles provide excellent 
clues to their music: Splitter (Schrapnel) (1978) for double bass 
clarinet and two tape recorders, Brand (Fire) (1979-1981), an 
improvisation for orchestra, Dödsmässa över 70-talet (Requiem 
for the Seventies) (1979-1980), for soloists and orchestra, 
Stalingrad (1981-1982), improvisation for soloists and orchestra, 
Barrikad (1981-1982) for amplified piano, Written in Salt (1982-
1983) for ten percussionists, Slå en röd kil i det vita blocket 
(Knock a Red Wedge into the White Block) (1981-1984) for large 
orchestra, Schlafbrand (1985) for organ and percussion 
(“Dedicated to all Jews and Communists Murdered during the 
Second World War”), Tändstickorna (The Matches) (1985) for two 
percussionists, two electric guitars and soprano saxophone, Golà 
(1986) for organ (“Dedicated to all Migrant Workers in Europe”), 
Låt miljonärerna gå nakna (Let the Millionaires go Naked) (1987) 
for four electric guitars, two sets of drums and tenor sax, Ni är 
döda (You’re Dead) (1987) for two trombones, two electric 
guitars, two amplified cellos and a set of drums.  
SJ 
Web: 
http://www.mic.se/avd/mic/prod/micv6eng.nsf/AllDocuments/DE
4E1A11C60848C9C1257228003385F6 (2011) 

Feingold Davis (English) 
David Feingold began musical studies in New York with the French 
Horn and the Piano when he was nine. Before his move to the 
west, Feingold studied guitar and composition with Ralph Towner 
for five years during the time that he attended Sarah Lawrence 
College.  David also performed in Master-classes with Christopher 
Parkening, Jose Tomas, Michael Lorimer, and others. 
As a composer, Feingold’s music has aired internationally and his 
CD The Boardwalk has received critical acclaim. Other guitar 
works of David Feingold’s have been performed throughout the 
United States and Canada including his Studies for Guitar, Music 
from Quixote, Waltz in F (Homage a Ravel). 
As Professor of Music at Western Washington University in 
Bellingham, Feingold founded and developed the Guitar Studies 
Program, the only program of its kind in the State of Washington 
if not the region. Music majors whose instrument is guitar now 
have curricular choices that include fret-board harmony, Guitar 
Literature and Guitar Ensemble as well as their weekly 
performance class. 
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Feingold maintains a very active schedule teaching, and playing 
and composing music for the guitar.  Having a solid background in 
jazz guitar, and improvisation, Feingold has established a unique 
sound among nylon string guitarists with a blending of Flamenco 
in his writing. 
David Feingold is currently serving in his fifth year as Department 
of Music Chair at Western Washington University in Bellingham. 
Web: http://www.wwu.edu/music/bio/feingold.shtml (2012) 

Feld Jindrich (English) 
Jindrich Feld was born in Prague on 19 February 1925. His father 
was a renowned professor of violin at the Prague Consenatory, his 
mother was violinist, so there were innumerable opportunities to 
hear music performed during Jindrich Feld's childhood. He studied 
violin and viola with his father, enjoyed playing chamber music, 
but his life-long interest has been centered in musical 
composition. His formal training in composition was at the Prague 
Conservatory and at the Academy of Music, where he graduated 
in 1952. In the same year he earned the Ph.D. from the Charles 
University in Prague with majors in musicology, aesthetics and 
philosophy.  
For a number of years he was a free-lance composer. In the late 
1950's his compositions began to attract considerable 
international attention, and he has since received numerous 
commissions. As his music was gradually given performances in 
many musical centres of the world, his contacts with Czech and 
foreign musicians often motivated him to write new works for 
them. This is apparently what is behind his love for instrumental 
music, both orchestral and chamber, which has so far constituted 
the main focus of his compositional efforts. 
Feld's output of musical works may be divided into three periods. 
The first of these reflects the composer's ties with the tradition of 
European and especially Czech music, and is exemplified by his 
graduation work, Concerto for Orchestra. It already shows the 
author's characteristic features: tonal basis of his harmony, 
formal clarity, sense of instrumental virtuosity, rhythmic vitality 
etc. These were developed further, in particular, in his Concerto 
for Flute and Orchestra (1954), performed by Jean-Pierre Rampal, 
and the Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra (1958). In 1956 he 
also wrote what was his only stage work, a children's opera, The 
Postman's Tale. 
The second period evolved in the sixties and can be characterized 
by a very individual amalgamation of his personal style with the 
modern technical methods of composition (dodecaphony, serial 
technique, aleatorics etc.), what contributed to the stylistic 
crystallization of his creative output. The two most important 
compositions of this period are the String Quartet No. 4 (1965), 
extensively performed by the Smetana and many other quartets, 
for which he was awarded the State Prize in 1968, and the 
Symphony No. 1 (1967), which has been performed by the Czech 
Philharmonie Orchestra under the direction of Antonio de Almeida. 
Other works of this period that exemplify Feld's sense for 
architectural proportions, effective instrumentation, rhythmical 
pulsation etc., are the Suite for String Chamber Orchestra, which 
was also produced as an abstract ballet in Hannover in 1963 with 
the choreography by Yvonne Georgi, or Three Frescoes for 
Orchestra, performed by the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, and 
also the dramatic fantasy ,The Days of August 41, composed in 
1968-69 as a protest against the soviet invasion of 
Czechoslovakia in 1968. This work was premiered in Adelaide 
(South Australia) by the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra conducted 
by Henry Krips in August 1969, on the first anniversary of this 
brutal act. 
Feld's third period, comprising the production of the seventies and 
eighties, can be considered a synthesis of his creative activity 
characterized by further intensification of both content and 
expression. The most important works of this period are 
Concertos for Piano, Violin, Saxophone, Harp and others, String 
Quartet No. 5, Saxophone Quartet, Symphony No. 2 or, Laos 
Cantus for Soprano Voice and String Quartet, dedicated to the 
memory of J. S. Bach (1985). His largest and most important 
work is the oratorio-cantata Cosmae Chronica Boemorum for Soli, 
Mixed Chorus and Symphony Orchestra, composed on a medieval 
latin text by the first Czech chronicler Cosmos (+ 1125), depicting 
the oldest events of the early Czech history. 
Jindrich Feld continues to add to his catalogue many varied works. 

Among these are several pieces for flute (e.g. Concert Fantasy for 
Flute and String Orchestra, written for the International 
Competition J. P. Rampal, Paris 1980) and also other wind 
instruments, accordions, percussion instruments, various 
ensembles etc. Mention should be made also of his vocal 
compositions and many instructive or small instrumental pieces. 
In 1938 and 1969 Jindlich Feld accepted an invitation to be Guest 
Professor of Composition at the Adelaide University in Australia. 
He continued his interest in teaching at the Prague Conservatory, 
where he was Professor of Composition from 1972 until 1986. He 
was guest lecturer at Indiana University (Bloomington, USA) in 
1981 and 1984. He lectured also at several other American 
universities as well as in Denmark, Norway, and West Germany or 
in 1991 in Japan. He is recipient of numerous prizes in various 
competitions in Czechoslovakia and other countries. 
Since the Czechoslovak democratic revolution in November 1989 
he has been active as a key member of several committees and 
organizations in his country (e.g. “Association of Czech Musicians 
and Musicologists”). In 1990 he accepted the position of Head of 
the Music Department of the Czechoslovak Radio. 
Web: http://www153.pair.com/bensav/Compositeurs/Feld.J.html 

Feldman Morton  (English) 
Morton Feldman was born in New York on January 12th 1926. At 
the age of twelve he studied piano with Madame Maurina-Press, 
who had been a pupil of Busoni, and it was she who instilled in 
Feldman a vibrant musicality. At the time he was composing short 
Scriabinesque pieces, until in 1941 he began to study composition 
with Wallingford Riegger. Three years later Stefan Wolpe became 
his teacher, though they spent much of their time together simply 
arguing about music. Then in 1949 the most significant meeting 
up to that time took place - Feldman met John Cage, commencing 
an artistic association of crucial importance to music in America in 
the 1950s. Cage was instrumental in encouraging Feldman to 
have confidence in his instincts, which resulted in totally intuitive 
compositions. He never worked with any systems that anyone has 
been able to identify, working from moment to moment, from one 
sound to the next. His friends during the 1950s in New York 
included the composers, Earle Brown and Christian Wolff, the 
painters, Mark Rothko, Philip Guston, Franz Kline, Jackson Pollock 
and Robert Rauschenberg and the pianist, David Tudor. The 
painters in particular influenced Feldman to search for his own 
sound world, one that was more immediate and more physical 
than had existed before. This resulted in his experimentation with 
graphic notation, Projection 2 being one of his earliest scores in 
this idiom. In these scores the players select their notes from 
within a given register and time structure. Because these works 
relied so heavily on improvisation Feldman was not happy with 
the freedom permitted to the performer, and so abandoned 
graphic notation between 1953 and 1958. However, the precise 
notation he used instead during this period he found too one 
dimensional and so returned to the graph with two orchestral 
works: Atlantis (1958) and Out of Last Pieces (1960). Soon after 
these a series of instrumental works appeared called Durations in 
which the notes to be played are precisely written but the 
performers, beginning simultaneously, are free to choose their 
own durations within a given general tempo. 1967 saw the start 
of Feldman’s association with Universal Edition with the 
publication of his last graphically notated score, In Search of an 
Orchestration. Then followed On Time and the Instrumental Factor 
(1969) in which he once more returned to precise notation. From 
then on, with the exception of two works in the early 1970s, he 
maintained control over pitch, rhythm, dynamics and duration. In 
1973 the University of New York at Buffalo asked Feldman to 
become the Edgard Varèse Professor, a post which he was to hold 
for the rest of his life. From the late 1970s his compositions 
expanded in length to such a degree that the second string 
quartet can last for up to five and a half hours. The scale of these 
works in particular has often been the cause for the controversy 
surrounding his works, but he would always be happy to attempt 
to explain his reasoning behind them: 
„My whole generation was hung up on the 20-25 minute piece. It 
was our clock. We all got to know it, and how to handle it. As 
soon as you leave the 20-25 minute piece behind, in a one-
movement work, different problems arise. Up to one hour you 
think about the form, but after an hour and a half it’s scale. Form 
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is easy – just the division of things into parts. But scale is 
another matter. You have to have control of the piece – it requires 
a heightened kind of concentration. Before, my pieces were like 
objects; now, they’re like envolving things.” 
Nine one-movement compositions by Feldman last for over one 
and a half hours each. 
One of his last works, Palais de Mari from 1986, is unusual for a 
late composition in that it is only twenty minutes long. This came 
about from a request from Bunita Marcus, for whom it was 
written, for Feldman to sum up everything he was doing in the 
very long pieces and to condense that into a smaller piece. 
Knowing his sense of time, she asked for a ten minute work, 
knowing that it would probably be twice that length.  
On September 3rd 1987 Morton Feldman died at his home in 
Buffalo aged 61. 
Web: 
http://www.universaledition.com/truman/en_templates/view.php3
?f_id=2566&spr=en 

Feldman Morton (Italiano) 
Compositore americano nato a New York nel 1926, morto a 
Buffalo nel 1987. Allievo di S.Wolpe è attratto dalle 
sperimentazioni di J.Cage. La sua musica è caratterizzata del 
suono dissolvente, statico con proprietà ipnotiche. 

Fellegara Vittorio (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Milano nel 1927. Ha studiato con 
L.Chailly. Inizialmente orientato allo stile neoclassico, ha 
frequentato i corsi di Darmstadt e ha seguito l'influsso di L.Nono, 
del quale ha accolto la serialità e l'impegno politico. In seguito è 
passato ad un linguaggio più raccolto, alla ricerca di tessiture mu-
sicali più delicate - è in questa fase che si colloca il suo accosta-
mento alla chitarra - ed infine è tornato all'impiego di elementi 
tradizionali. Tuttavia egli non ha certamente mai rinnegato i propri 
trascorsi musicali, considerandoli invece giusta espressione delle 
varie fasi della propria evoluzione. 
Tra i suoi lavori per le sei corde, distillati nell'arco di circa 
vent'anni, è doveroso citare Eisblumen per chitarra sola e 
Winterzeit per quattro chitarre.  

Fénelon Philippe (Français) 
Compositeur français né en 1952, Philippe Fénelon débute à l’âge 
de huit ans sa formation musicale qu’il poursuivra au 
Conservatoire d’Orléans. Deux professeurs de piano marqueront 
profondément sa personnalité naissante de musicien et d’artiste. 
Janine Coste — elle-même élève de Cortot, Nat et Messiaen — 
transmettra au jeune Fénelon la technique classique et la 
perspective historique de la musique. Claude Ardent lui montrera 
les rapports entre la musique et la littérature. À 17 ans, il fait son 
premier voyage au Festival de Bayreuth. Lors d’une exécution des 
Noces de Stravinsky, sous la direction de Pierre Boulez, il décide 
de devenir compositeur. Pianiste accompli et très tôt intéressé par 
la voix, Fénelon accompagne à cette époque de nombreux 
chanteurs. 
En 1971, à Paris, il suit des études de bulgare, de littérature 
comparée et de linguistique à l'École des langues orientales. 
Admis au Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris, il 
obtient le Prix de composition dans la classe d'Olivier Messiaen en 
1977. Suivra une vaste production de plus de soixante œuvres qui 
ont été jouées dans la plupart des festivals et des manifestations 
de musique contemporaine du monde entier: Festival d’Automne 
de Paris, Biennale de Venise, Guggenheim Museum de New York, 
Festival Neuer Musik Berlin, Mozarteum de Salzburg, Amsterdam, 
Tokyo, Madrid, Varsovie, Budapest, Genève, Odessa, Lisbonne… 
Le style brillant et libre de Fénelon, ouvert à la fois à l’invention et 
à l’histoire, tourné souvent vers l’extrême pureté et le dialogue 
avec le silence, est subtilement intégré au tissu multiple de la 
culture moderne. 
La plupart de ses partitions ont été conçues à l’intention de 
solistes de renom comme Michel Arrignon (Latitudes, pour 
clarinette et ensemble), Maryvonne Le Dizès (Omaggio, pour 
violon), Joëlle Léandre (Notti, pour contrebasse et voix), Florent 
Boffard (Concerto pour piano), le Quatuor Arditti (Quatuor à 
cordes n°3)… L'Ensemble Intercontemporain a créé sept de ses 
œuvres dont Diagonal et Midtown. Les Dix-huit madrigaux, sur les 
Élégies de Rilke, pour voix et instruments anciens, ont été donnés 
par les Jeunes solistes à l’Amphithéâtre de l’Opéra Bastille. 

Nombre de ces œuvres ont fait l’objet de commandes et d’éditions 
discographiques. 
Issue d'une originale et féconde culture musicale, littéraire et 
picturale, n’hésitant pas à repenser les genres hérités de l’histoire 
(concerto, quatuor à cordes, madrigal), le travail de Fénelon sur la 
dramaturgie aboutit naturellement vers l’opéra. Son premier 
opéra, Le Chevalier Imaginaire, d’après Cervantès et une nouvelle 
de Kafka, a été créé au Théâtre du Châtelet en 1992 par 
l’Ensemble Intercontemporain sous la direction de Peter Eötvös, 
dans une mise en scène de Stéphane Braunschweig. Il écrit 
ensuite Les Rois, d’après Cortázar. Son troisième opéra, 
Salammbô, d’après Flaubert a été créé à l’Opéra National de Paris 
en 1998 par l’Orchestre et le Chœur de l’Opéra sous la direction 
de Gary Bertini, dans une mise en scène de Francesca Zambello. 
Résidant à Barcelone depuis 1980, il a été Pensionnaire de la Casa 
Vélasquez en Espagne (1981-1983), avant d'être invité en 1988 à 
Berlin par le Deutscher Akademischer Austauchdienst. Pour son 
œuvre pour piano Épilogue, il a reçu en 1980 le Prix Stockhausen 
à Bergame (Italie). Prix Georges Wildenstein en 1983, Prix Hervé 
Dugardin (Sacem) en 1984, Bourse de la Fondation Beaumarchais 
en 1990, Prix Villa Médicis hors les murs en 1991, il a aussi reçu 
le Prix des nouveaux talents en musique dramatique de la SACD 
en 1992. 
Dans son livre, Arrière-pensées (Editions Musica Falsa. 
Paris.1998), le compositeur a développé une réflexion complète 
sur son travail d’artiste.  
Web: http://www.mnl-
paris.com/compositeurs2/fenelonphilippe/fenelonphilippe.html 

Fenicio Edmar (English) 
Edmar Fenício is a composer, musicologist and guitar player from 
Brazil. He was born in Poços de Caldas city on June 12, 1939. So 
young, he goes after with your family to São Paulo and began this 
first guitar studies with Isaias Savio, which well prepared him to 
the future. In 1964 he was invited to participate at Song's Festival 
to take place in Laranjal city, the public acclaim all over your 
popular song and he was winner. Three years later he completes 
your music course at “Foundation of Arts” at São Caetano do Sul, 
a neighbor city of São Paulo. In 1974 Fenício was juror at “Guitar 
Competitions” promoted by journal “Folha de São Paulo” under 
direction of maestro Isaias Savio and others guest teachers. This 
competition further came to disclose a dozens of young and goods 
guitar players. To enrich and broaden his musical vein over the 
field of composition, he has studied the matters: Analysis, 
Esthetic and Compositions with the renowned composer and 
maestro Guido Santorsola from Uruguay. After this, he wants take 
up again Harmonic material, and returns his studies with maestro 
Leo Perachi while taught at Conservatory him. By the way, 
maestro Leo Perachi had been a solid friendship with the 
celebrated musician Antonio Carlos Jobin; Leo so much helps 
Jobin in many orquestrations of yours unforgettable songs. In 
1978 Fenício at last conclude yours studies of: History of Music 
with the remarkable maestro Walter Lourenção which has gotten 
him a program at local TV, where the main focus will be 
exclusively directed to the guitar. Years ago he thinks fit grow rich 
and to better yours knowledge, courses: Social Psychology at 
University of São Paulo (USP).  
To turn over music, this goal in present days is to rescue the 
scores of Brazilian early guitar composers yet starting with João 
Pernambuco. As a guitarist he was walking about for many 
events, night clubs and theaters room at São Paulo since 1962.   
As composer, beyond printed works that are world wide knows, 
have a big lot of unpublished scores for guitar solo, duets, as well 
as a Quartet for guitar and chords and also a little  Concert  for 
Chords and Orchestra.   
In addition to composing, he has had for many years a difficult 
task at to make transcriptions for guitar commissioned for friends, 
musicians, students and guitar lovers. He believed that the sum of 
all these transcriptions get over 600 scores as yet. As a matter of 
fact, the first transcription was made by him at the age of twenty, 
for the song: Solamente una vez, by Agustin Lara. Another 
difficult task transcription appears, when was invited for GSP from 
California to arrangements Baden Songs from your discs. All this 
“Tour de Force” was encouraging in 1993 by a friend, due the lack 
of Baden's scores. Today nine songs only were printed by GSP of 
a whole twenty two as yet. As usual he has done, he never stops 

http://www.universaledition.com/truman/en_templates/view.php3?f_id=2566&spr=en�
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and ever and ever working and searching expect something guitar 
articles, his history and appearing of new composers and players, 
and this is falling into a habit to him. 
In these days Fenicio is living in São Paulo and teaches only 
Harmony matter at some Schools of there.  Some artists 
engraved Fenicio`s songs. The guitar player Davies Joaquin from 
Montreal played Fenício's songs in concerts tour over the world, 
and records on 1997: Memorias de Chiquinha, from album  
BRASILIDADE. The critic Arthur Kaptainis at the “The Gazette” 
said: Tone, whether warm or tangy, is manipulated to good effect 
in Edmar Fenicio. In meantime another guitarist by name Kristo 
Kao from Romania also records the song “Memórias de Chiquinha” 
and as well as, a guitar player from Tokyo records the same song 
up described. 
(Private email from Edmar Fenicio, efenicio@gmail.com, 2008) 

Fenoglio Giuseppe (Italiano) 
Sapendo di far cosa gratissiina ad un “vecchio chitarrista” ben 
volentieri rispondo a quanto nello scorso numero della rivista e 
stato pubblicato sotto il titolo “Ricerca”. Conobbi il dott. Giuseppe 
Fenoglio — Dottore in chimica enologica, e non Geometra come fu 
pubblicato, laureato alla scuola superiore di Collegllano — 
nell'anno 1913, epoca in cui mi dedicò il pezzo pubblicato da “Il 
Plettro” e qualche altro che io conservo gelosamente. Egli era 
invero un abilissimo suonatore di violino, di mandolino e di 
chitarra, malgrado l'imperfezione al dito medio della mano 
sinistra, e la sua signora era pure un'elettissima pianista. In 
quell'anno 1913 e nei successivi passammo insieme molte serate 
musicali divertenti eseguendo dei duetti per chitarra di cui 
possedevamo una vasta letteratura. Ma, tragico destino di noi 
poveri mortali, all'eta di 58 anni, nella sua abituale dimora di Via 
Lazzaro Palazzi, 2, in Milano una repentina morte lo toglieva 
all'affetto dei suoi cari amici. Non so precisare la sua data di 
decesso, solo posso  assicurare che essa avvenne subito dopo la 
fine della grande guerra. Sono veramente dispiacente di dover 
recare al “vecchio chitarrista” una notizia tanto triste, mentre egli 
si aspetta forse buone nuove. La realta e spesso purtroppo cruda. 
Il nostro diletto amico non e piu, ma egli rivive sempre nell'animo 
di chi l'ha apprezzato ed amato in questa vita. 
A. F. (Aldo Ferrari, La Chitarra, anno III, n. 2, 1936) 

Ferm Jan (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato nel 1963, ha studiato composizione con Jan 
Sandström a Piteå. Ha scritto lavori per orchestra da camera, 
orchestra sinfonica, musiche per coro e vari brani per organo. 

Ferman Rudolf (English) 
Rudolf Ferman was a guitar enthusiast who privately taught his 
instrument and published various short pieces in his own edition. 
Not much is known about him but considering his name he could 
be of German origin, and was active in Belgrade before and some 
years after the second world war. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV 
Serbia, 2004) 

Fernández Alvez Gabriel (Italiano) 
Nato a Madrid nel 1943, Gabriel Fernandez Alvez ha compiuto gli 
studi di composizione nel 1976 al Real Conservatorio Superior de 
Musica della sua città. Conseguito il premio “Oscar EspIa” nel 
1978, nello stesso anno una sua composizione viene scelta per 
rappresentare la Spagna nella Società Internazionale del Festival 
di Musica Conteporanea tenuto in Belgio. 

Fernández Eduardo (Español) 
El guitarrista uruguayo Eduardo Fernández comenzó sus estudios 
de guitarra a los 7 años, con Raúl Sánchez Arias; estudió luego 
guitarra con Abel Carlevaro, armonía y contrapunto con Guido 
Santórsola, y composición con Héctor Tosar. Obtuvo el primer 
premio en el concurso “Andrés Segovia” (Mallorca, 1975) luego de 
ser premiado en varios concursos internacionales (entre ellos, 
Porto Alegre, 1972, y Radio France, 1975). Su debut en New York, 
en 1977, tuvo gran repercusión (el “New York Times” escribió: 
“Raras veces hemos presenciado un debut más notable en 
cualquier instrumento”), y le lanzó a una carrera internacional. Su 
debut en el Wigmore Hall de Londres (1983) tuvo un impacto 
similar, y condujo a un contrato de grabación exclusivo con 
Decca/London. Desde entonces sus presentaciones  incluyen, 

además de los EE.UU. (a donde retorna todas las temporadas 
desde 1977) y Europa, América Latina y el Lejano Oriente (Japón, 
Corea del Sur, Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Tailandia, Singapur) y 
en Australia y Sudáfrica, recibiendo excelentes críticas de los más 
prestigiosos medios de comunicación.  
Ha realizado 18 fonogramas y un video laser para el sello 
Decca/London, que incluyen una parte sustancial del repertorio 
guitarrístico, tanto de solos como orquestal. Varias de sus 
grabaciones han sido destacadas como “mejores del año”, entre 
otros por el “New York Times”. También ha grabado para el sello 
ERATO, junto al violinista Alexander Markov  un CD con obras de 
Paganini para violín y guitarra, 3 CDs para DENON (Japón), en 
dúo junto al guitarrista japonés Shin-Ichi Fukuda, junto a quien 
ha actuado además en Asia, Alemania, Sudamérica y en el festival 
de La Habana. Para Labor Records (EE.UU.), grabó “Entre Dos 
Mundos” en 1999. Para el sello alemán ARTE NOVA, como artista 
exclusivo, realizó 2 CDs: las 4 Suites de J.S.Bach para laúd, y un 
disco de obras del siglo XIX en instrumento original (guitarra 
romántica). Es actualmente artista exclusivo del sello Oehms 
Classics, también de Alemania; un tercer CD, de música 
sudamericana, apareció en 2006 y uno dedicado a Giuliani en 
2011. Un nuevo CD está en preparación. Grabó también, junto al 
barítono Carlos Carzoglio, el ciclo “La Bella Molinera” de Schubert, 
en su propia transcripción, y obras uruguayas para guitarra y 
orquesta (incluída una propia) junto a la Orquesta Filarmónica de 
Montevideo. 
Activo también como docente, fue catedrático de Guitarra en la 
Escuela Universitaria de Música de la Universidad de la República 
en Montevideo en el período 1982-1989, institución a la cual 
retornó para tareas de investigación desde octubre de 2000, en el 
Centro de Investigación de Interpretación Musical de la EUM. 
Realiza regularmente, además de los conciertos en América 
Latina, EE.UU., Europa y Asia,  masterclasses en varias de las 
más importantes escuelas del mundo – fue elegido para realizar la 
primera masterclass de guitarra en el Curtiss Institute de 
Filadelfia. Desde 2002 ha asumido la dirección del curso anual de 
verano “Gitarre und Natur”, en Erlbach, Alemania.  
Ha publicado dos libros:  ”Técnica, Mecanismo, Aprendizaje” 
(español, ART Ediciones, 2000: inglés, “Technique, Mechanism, 
Learning”, Mel Bay, EE.UU. 2001) sobre técnica y aprendizaje de 
la guitarra; y  ”Ensayos sobre las obras de J.S.Bach para laúd” 
(español e inglés en 2003, ART Ediciones; fue traducido al 
japonés, y publicado por Gendai Guitar.)  Ha publicado varios 
artículos en la revista italiana “IL FRONIMO” sobre análisis de 
obras del repertorio y sobre prácticas interpretativas históricas. En 
la actualidad está realizando un trabajo de investigación sobre los 
guitarristas del siglo XIX.   También compositor, fue secretario de 
la rama uruguaya de la SIMC en el período 1993-1995, y miembro 
fundador de la rama uruguaya del CIM/UNESCO. Por encargo de 
la Gewandhaus de Leipzig transcribió para guitarra “Die 
Winterreise” de Schubert, y estrenó esta versión con el barítono 
Cornelius Hauptmann. Ha realizado numerosos estrenos, y varias 
primeras grabaciones, entre ellas la de la “Sequenza XI”, para 
guitarra, de Luciano Berio. Se ha interesado también por la 
música antigua y por los instrumentos históricos, y ejecuta a 
menudo en guitarra romántica la música de la primera mitad del 
siglo XIX.  
Fue Director Artístico de los Festivales Internacionales de Guitarra 
de Montevideo (realizados en 1996, 1998, 2000) y actualmente lo 
es del Encuentro Internacional de Guitarra de Bogotá, Colombia, 
organizado por COMPENSAR (bianual desde 2000).   
Web: https://www.edufernguitar.com/biografia (2018)  

Fernández José Manuel (English) 
Sarón, Cantabria, 1956. 
This composer obtained his University Diploma at the 
Complutense University in Madrid and completed advanced 
studies for guitar, composition and orchestral conducting in the 
Real Conservatorio de Música de Madrid under José L. Rodrigo, 
Anton Garcia Abríl and Enrique García Asensio. At present, he 
teaches at the Professional Conservatory of Music Teresa 
Berganza in Madrid. As a composer, he has been awarded various 
international prizes and published a large number of works for 
solo guitar, orchestra and chamber groups. (2000) 
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Ferneyhough Brian (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese nato a Coventry nel 1943. Ha studiato alla 
Royal Academy of Music di Londra, ad Amsterdam con Ton de 
Leeuw, e al Basel Conservatoire con Klaus Huber. Si è interessato 
alle ricerche di Boulez e Stockhausen. Le sue partiture sono 
d'avanguardia, estremamente complesse e virtuosistiche. 

Ferón Alain (Français) 
Né le 28 novembre 1954 à Dakar (Sénégal) 
Etudes: 
*Baccalauréat Philosophie (1970); Solfège, piano, harmonie, 
analyse au conservatoire  National de Région de Toulouse; DUEL 
Lettres Modernes (section Musique); Licence d'Histoire de la 
Musique à la Faculté de Toulouse le Mirail. 
Expérience professionnelle: 
Toulouse 
*Animations (théorique et pratique) sur “Musique et Théâtre” 
dans le cadre du Théâtre Réel dirigé par Luc Montech (1972-
1975). 
*Pianiste et arrangeur au Studio 10 (1973-1975). 
*Journaliste musical à la Dépêche du Midi (1975). 
Paris et Etranger 
*Régisseur d'orchestre à l'Orchestre National de France , au 
Nouvel Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio-France, à l'ensemble 
InterContemporain (1976). 
*Assistant au festival d'Alziprato (Corse) d'Henry Louis de la 
Grange et Maurice Fleuret (1976). 
*Assistant de Pierre Henry (1977). 
*Collaborateur de divers journaux et revues (1978-1996): 
Tumulte, Vendredi, Politique-Hebdo, Libération, Les Nouvelles 
Littéraires, Avant-Scène Opéra et Ballet, Stéréo-Play, Opéra 
International, Silence, Dissonanz(revue Suisse), revue de l'Opéra 
Bastille, Le Monde de la Musique. 
*Critique musical à Harmonie (1976-1979), à Diapason (1979-
1985), à Compact (1985-1989), à Crescendo (1993-1996), au 
Monde de la Musique (depuis 1996). 
*Divers articles et notes pour Larousse, Encyclopaedia Universalis 
(1980-1999). 
*Conférences diverses (1977-1982) à Montpellier, Lyon, Toulouse, 
Paris (conservatoire du 14éme, faculté de Jussieu). 
*Commentaires de pochettes de disques pour CBS, RCA, DGG, 
Philips, Erato (1976-1996). 
*Producteur à France-Musique (1977-1980); à France-Culture 
(1980-1985); à la Radio Suisse Romande sur Espace2 (depuis 
1994) pour: “Les Mémoires de la Musique”, “Radio Magellan” et 
“Disques en Lice”. 
*Responsable des “Perspectives du XXéme siècle” à Radio-France 
(1985-1989). *Programmateur pour Radio-Classique (1986-
1987). 
*Réalisation d'une revue-programme : les “Cahiers Perspectives” 
édité à Actes Sud (1989). 
*Co-responsable et directeur artistique de l'ensemble Denojours 
(1989-1996). 
*Professeur d'éducation musicale au Conservatoire de 
Champigny-sur-Marne (1990-1994). 
*Membre de l'Académie Charles Cros (depuis 1990). 
*Membre de jury au Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique 
de Paris et dans divers conservatoires de la région Parisienne. 
*Membre du “Cabinet de Musique Généraliste” fondé par Denis 
Levaillant (Editions Cézame) depuis 1996. 
*Conception et réalisation de deux implantations pour 
l'ensembleDenojours:-à Crépy en Valois (saisons 91-92 et 92-93)-
au conservatoire du 14éme arrondissement de Paris (saisons 93-
94 et 94-95). 
*Responsable et coordinateur de “l'initiation à la musique 
contemporaine” au sein du Conservatoire du 14éme 
arrondissement de Paris (1994-1996). 
*Programmation artistique et animation pédagogique de la 
résidence de l'ensemble Alternance à Epinay sur Seine (saisons 
92-93 et 93-94). 
*Ecriture d'une publication éditée et diffusée par la mairie 
d'Epinay(1996): “Cahiers Musique d'Epinay” (réflexion historique 
et esthétique à but pédagogique à partir du contenu des 
concerts). 
*Créateur d'anthologies d'extraits musicaux pour Koka-Media 
(depuis 96).  

*Membre (depuis 1996) du “Cabinet de Musique Généraliste” 
fondé par Denis Levaillant (Editions Cézame). 
*Participation en tant que conférencier, musicologue et formateur 
des guides conférenciers à l'ouverture du Musée de la Musique 
(1997). 
*Responsable du Département “Classique” à Koka-Media (depuis 
1998). 
*Conseiller artistique pour l'INA sur le film documentaire de 
Mustapha Hasnaoui: “Max Deutsch, une errance musicale” (98). 
*Concepteur et conseiller artistique de la musique classique 
illustratant le CD rom de l'Encyclopaedia Universalis (1999). 
Composition:  
*Elève d'Ahmed ESSYAD. 
*Prix SACEM 1985 (Hervé Dugardin). 
*Année sabbatique du Ministère (1985). 
*Lauréat Fondation Henry Clews (1989). 
*Bourse d'écriture de la fondation ORCOFI pour un opéra sur 
Villiers de l'Isle Adam: L'Eve Future (1990) 
*Boursier Villa Medicis “Hors les murs” (1991). 
*Diverses commandes d'Etat , de Radio-France, de Suisse, du 
Danemark, de la Cité de la Musique. 
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/d_g/feron.htm (2004) 

Ferrante Andrea (English) 
Composer, Teacher. 
Ferrante's music is performed regularly throughout Europe, Asia, 
and the Americas, recorded on the Pliz and Pongo labels, and 
published by Edizioni Carrara (BG) and Edizioni Simeoli (NA).  
From 1996 to 1999 he served as the Editorial Director of the 
Neopoiesis Editrice, winning the important “Diego Fabbri” prize 
sponsored by RAI-Radiotelevisione Italiana. He also serves ad the 
Artistic Director of the Sicilian Etnomusical Research Association 
“Alberto Favara” and of the “Neopoiesis” Contemporany Music 
Association in Palermo. 
Andrea Ferrante in 2000 he won the MIUR competition sponsored 
by the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities, and Research 
(MUIR) and began teaching Elements of Composition in Music 
Education He currently teaches at the Conservatorio di Musica di 
Stato “Arcangelo Corelli” in Messina, and serves as the 
Coordinator of the Education program at the Conservatorio di 
Musica “Antonio Scontrino” in Trapani. 
Web: 
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000740464158 
(2011) 

Ferrari Aldo (Italiano) 
Distinto solista di chitarra, geometra, nato a Parma nel 1879 e 
vissuto a Milano. Iniziò lo studio della chitarra a sette anni sotto la 
guida del padre suo, pure chitarrista, e con l’aiuto dei metodi 
Carulli, Nava, Giuliani e Sor. Dotato di spiccate attitudini e di un 
particolare intuito musicale riuscì, con tenace volontà, ad 
acquistare una grande padronanza sull’istrumento ed apprendere 
molti pezzi dei migliori autori. A vant’anni ebbe la fortuna di 
conoscere il Prof. Mozzani dal quale ricevette saggi consigli e nel 
1900 cominciò ad esibirsi in pubblico con un concerto nella sua 
città natale, dove ancora si produsse negli anni 1913 e 1921. Nel 
1913 e 1917 si fece applaudire a Como, nel 1908-1912-1922 a 
Milano e nel 1923 a Lodi. Dovunque ebbe buoni successi e 
lusinghiere critiche. Nei suoi programmi amò includere musica di 
Sor, Legnani, Coste e Giuliani, autori da lui preferiti. Partecipò a 
due concorsi di chitarra che ebbero luogo a Bergamo nel 1912 ed 
a Milano nel 1920, ottenendo in ambedue il diploma di 2° premio. 
Nel 1925, nella sessione di esami indetta a Como da “Il Plettro”, 
conseguì il titolo di professore. 
La sua attività si esplicò anche come insegnante, adottando i 
metodi di sua predilezione, e dando luminose prove delle sue 
attitudini didattiche. Come compositore ha pubblicato alcuni pezzi 
e trascrizioni editi da “Il Plettro”. Oltre a una ricca biblioteca ebbe 
molti istrumenti, dei quali particolarmente ottimi una Reisinger di 
Vienna, Giulietti di Milano e Mozzani di Bologna. Morì il 16 luglio 
1936.  
(Dizionario dei chitarristi e liutai italiani, Editrice “La Chitarra” di 
Bologna, 1937 – ristampa con un’appendice dal 1937 al 2008 a 
cura di Giacomo Parimbelli, Edizioni Villadiseriane) 

Ferrari Giorgio (Italiano) 
Ferrari Giorgio - Compositore, Didatta, Violinista 
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n. a Genova il 24 dicembre 1925 
Compiuto gli studi musicali e classici a Torino dove si è laureato in 
giurisprudenza e diplomato al conservatorio con R.Bellardi  (1947, 
violino) e composizione (1953, Maghini), ha seguito i corsi di 
direzione d orchestra all’Accademia chigiana sotto la guida 
di C. Zecchi, per vari anni ha fatto parte come violinista 
dell'orchestra della RAI di Torino, dedicandosi poi esclusivamente 
alla composizione e all'insegnamento. Dal 1961 al 1966 ha diretto 
l'Istituto musicale di Sassari, dal 1966 titolare di composizione al 
conservatorio di Torino, nominato direttore dal novembre 1978 
succedendo al maestro Quaranta. Dal novembre 1968 al 
novembre 1970 direttore artistico dell'Ente autonomo del teatro 
Regio di Torino.  
Si è affermato in vari concorsi internazionali tra cui il Regina Maria 
José a Ginevra (1960) e il concorso di composizione per quartetto 
di Liegi (1962). 
(da Guglielmo Berutto – Il Piemonte e la musica 1800-1984) 
 
Addio al compositore Giorgio Ferrari 
E' morto il 13 gennaio a Torino, a 85 anni, Giorgio Ferrari, 
compositore e violinista per sedici anni direttore del Conservatorio 
“Verdi” di Torino (nella foto) e per quattordici direttore artistico 
del Premio Paganini. Era iscritto alla Siae dal 1954. 
Genovese, classe 1925 si era diplomato in violino e composizione. 
Dopo un periodo di attività come violinista nell'Orchestra della Rai 
di Torino, Ferrari aveva avviato la sua carriera di compositore, 
alternandola a quella di didatta e di organizzatore. Nel 1961 aveva 
accettato la direzione dell'Istituto musicale “Canepa” di Sassari, 
nel 1966 aveva assunto la cattedra di composizione al 
Conservatorio di Torino. Dal 1968 al 1970 , come direttore 
artistico del Regio, aveva firmato impegnativi cartelloni lirici con 
titoli del '900 da Janacek a Sostakovic, da Malipiero a De Falla. 
Nel 1978 aveva lasciato la cattedra di composizione per diventare 
direttore del Conservatorio torinese e nel 1988 era stato chiamato 
a sostituire Alberto Erede alla guida del “Premio Paganini”. 
Incarico quest'ultimo che ha mantenuto fino al 2002 quando per 
motivi di salute ha dovuto ritirarsi. Lascia una ricca produzione 
che comprende musica da camera, musica sinfonica e opere 
teatrali risolte in uno stile che si muove autonomamente nelle 
esperienze del Novecento, attento alle soluzioni più aggiornate, 
ma nello stesso tempo legato ad una tradizione rivissuta con 
intelligenza critica ed autonomia espressiva. 
(SIAE News – 15-Gen-2010, Torino) 

Ferrari Maurizio (Italiano) 
Maurizio Ferrari si è diplomato presso l'Istituto Musicale “A. Peri” 
di Reggio Emila sotto la guida di A. Gentilucci. Suoi lavori sono 
stati eseguiti in festival e rassegne nazionali e internazionali. In 
particolare: Aterforum, Nuova Consonanza (Roma), Musica del 
nostro tempo (Milano), Accademia Chigiana di Siena, Teatro alla 
Scala. Nell'aprile del 2000 l'Orchestra Cantelli di Milano ha 
eseguito un lavoro per orchestra d'archi e elettronica nell'ambito 
della rassegna “Metafonie” organizzata dalla rivista 
“Musica/Realta”. Nel novembre del 2001 un nuovo lavoro verrà 
eseguito al “Festival SpazioMusica” di Cagliari. Sue composizioni 
sono pubblicate dalla casa editrice Suvini Zerboni di Milano. 
Attualmente e' docente di composizione presso l' Istituto Musicale 
“A. Peri” di Reggio Emilia. (2011) 

Ferrari Romolo (English) 
Romolo Ferrari (1894-1959), was a craftsman of the guitar rebirth 
in North Italy, was teacher of bassoon and guitar, historian of 
guitar and full-time organizer of concerts and meetings for his 
instrument. He lived in Moden all his life. There he could collect a 
wide library of guitar music, that is now known as “Ferrari Fund”. 
He was the founder of the Guitar Society “Mauro Giuliani” and the 
magazine “La Chitarra”. He taught his son Ivano Ferrari, who 
disappeared untimely. He published his music mainly in theis 
magazine and the other of his epoch (Il Plettro, ...). His essay on 
the life of Luigi Mozzani was fundamental for the following studies. 

Ferrari Romolo (Italiano) 
(1894-1959) 
Chitarrista, compositore ed insegnante di contrabasso italiano 
nato e morto a Modena. Storiografo della chitarra è stato uno dei 
fondatori della Società Chitarristica 'M.Giuliani' e della rivista 
musicale 'La Chitarra'. 

Ferrazzano Agesilao / Pollero Julio (English) 
Agesilao Ferrazzano and Julio Pollero, both violinists, conductors 
and composers born in the last decade of the nineteenth century, 
formed in 1926 the ensemble La Tipica Ferrazano-Pollero to 
record for the Victor label. Additionally, each of them joined 
several other orchestras. Together, they composed a few tangos, 
among them the most famous was Cuando tu me quieras (1926), 
with lyrics by Francisco Bohigas. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Ferreira-Lopes Paulo (English) 
Between 1988 and 1991 studied in Lisbon composition with 
Constança Capdeville. In 1994 Paulo Ferreira-Lopes moved to 
Paris. Between 1995 and 1997 studied in Paris composition with 
Emmanuel Nunes, Antoine Bonnet and Computer Music with Curtis 
Roads. In 1996 he received a Master in Composition at the 
University of Paris VIII under the advice of Horacio Vaggione. In 
1996 further studies in composition with Karlheinz Stockhausen at 
the “Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik”, Darmstadt. Also 
in 1996, distinguished as Researcher with a scholarship of the 
French Government by the “Ministere de la Recherche” at the 
“Departement d’Esthétique et Technologies des Arts” of University 
of Paris VIII . In 1997, composition-prize at the exhibition 
“Documenta X” in Kassel, Germany. Founder and Director 
(between 1992/95) of the Electronic Music Studio C.C.I.M. 
Founder and Director (2000) of the Summer Workshops - olhAres 
de Outono at Univesity Catholic Porto. Since 1998, artist in 
residence and researcher at ZKM - Zentrum für Kunst und 
Medientechnologie - Karlsruhe /Germany. Since 2002, member 
from the European Parlament of Culture . In 2004 he received the 
Doctor degree from the University of Paris VIII. Since June 2004, 
Director from the Research Centre for Science and Technology in 
Art CITAR at Portuguese Catholic University. In 2004 his work was 
selected by the International Society for Contemporary Music to 
represent Portugal in the World Music Days 2004. Paulo Ferreira-
Lopes works has been produced in international festivals - Musica 
STRASBOURG, Estoril Summer Festival, documenta X - Essen, 
Biennal S. Paulo, ZKM-Karlsruhe, World Music Day’s Zürich, 
Stiftung Gulbenkian, Expo 98 Portugal , through important 
ensembles of the contemporary artistic scnene as AccrocheNote, 
OrchestrUtopica , Ensemble Modern Frankfurt, etc. 
Web: 
http://www.mic.pt/dispatcher?where=0&what=2&show=0&pesso
a_id=122&lang=EN (2019) 

Ferrer José (English) 
Josep Ferrer Esteve de Pujadas was born in Torroella de Montgri, 
in the province of Gerona, on 13th March 1835. His first musical 
instruction came from his father, a lawyer, music collector and 
guitarist. In 1860 he moved to Barcelona where he continued his 
studies with José Broca. Shortly after Broca's death in 1882 he 
went to Paris, staying there for sixteen years. He was guitarist at 
the Comedie Française in 1882 and then he then held several 
positions including teaching posts at the Institut Rudy and the 
Academic Internationale de Musique. In addition to his teaching 
Ferrer performed regularly and made periodic trips to Barcelona, 
during which he stayed with his great friend Domingo Bonet. In 
1898 he returned to Barcelona occupying the post of professor of 
guitar at the Conservatorio del Liceo. It was during this three year 
period that Domingo Prat became a close aquaintance and it is 
from him that most of our information about Ferrer is gained. He 
visited Paris again, mainly it would seem, to complete and publish 
his Methodo. However it remained unpublished when he finally 
returned to Barcelona in 1905 where he lived until his death in 
1916. Ferrer was a deeply religious man whose output of over 100 
works included sacred music as well as guitar solos, duos and 
music for guitar and piano, guitar and flute, etc. He also wrote a 
history of the guitar which appeared in Mundo Grafico, Madrid. 
About 50 of his works were published mainly by Vidal of 
Barcelona, Dupont and Pisa of Paris, and latterly, Union Musical 
Espanola of Madrid. His unpublished Methodo with its studies, 
exercises and detailed text shows his great knowledge and 
understanding of the guitar's history and technique. It also 
demonstrates, as do these two duets, his great ability to write 
attractive and idiomatic music for the guitar which is of interest to 
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both students and more advanced players. (David Burden, 1992 – 
Introduction Minuet & Vals, Chanterelle Verlag, 1992) 
Note: Biographical details of Ferrer are very sparse and the 
information in this introduction is drawn from his entries in 
Domingo Prat's Diccionario de Guitarristas (Buenos Aires, 1934) 
[Reprinted by Editions Orphee, Columbus, Ohio, 1986] and Philip 
Bones' The Guitar and Mandolin (London, 1954). 

Ferrero Lorenzo (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Torino nel 1951. Ha studiato con 
M.Bruni ed E.Zaffiri. Si è interessato di musica elettronica e si è 
dedicato sopratutto al teatro musicale. Il suo stile è aperto alla 
sovapposizione di generi e nuove tecniche. 

Ferroud Pierre-Octave (Italiano) 
Compositore francese nato a Lione nel 1900, e morto in un 
incidente automobilistico in Ungheria nel 1936. Enfante-prodige in 
pianoforte si è poi dedicato alla composizione studiando con 
Florent Schmitt. 

Festa Fabrizio (English) 
Fabrizio Festa (1960) began his piano musical studies in classical 
repertoire. Very early he devoted his attention to jazz, studying 
piano, composition and arrangement with some of the best Italian 
jazz player (as Enrico Pieranunzi, Franco D’Andrea, Giancarlo 
Gazzani) and with the pianist and composer Mal Waldron. With his 
jazz band, Festa Group, Fabrizio Festa toured in Italy and in 
Europe, and the band has been invited twice to the International 
Jazz Festival of Montreux. 
In 2000 the band made is debut in USA with a great success. 
Festa Group recorded two LP and two CD: mostly of the 
compositions are by Fabrizio Festa himself. 
He studied at the Conservatorio “G.B. Martini” in Bologna as a 
composer and in the class of jazz orchestra arrangement. 
Since 1989 Fabrizio Festa devotes his musical work mostly to 
composition (chamber and symphonic music, ballet, opera, 
radiodrama), although he composed and composes for cinema, TV 
movies and for theatre shows, and in 1996 he played again piano 
in a his new jazz band. 
In 1998 he made his debut as conductor. 
His works has been performed in Italy, USA (New York, San 
Francisco, Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington, etc.), Germany, 
Russia, Holland, French, Swedish, Lebanon, Turkey, Azerbaijan 
and Latin America. Some of the most important Italian theatre 
(i.e., Teatro dell’Opera - Roma, Teatro Massimo - Palermo, Teatro 
Comunale - Bologna, Teatro Valli - Reggio Emilia) commissioned 
him symphonic music, ballet music and opera. 
Fabrizio Festa teaches arrangement and orchestration at Bologna 
Conservatory. He teaches Music and Dance and he is assistant at 
the History of Modern and Contemporary Theater Chair at Music, 
Theater, Fine Arts Department of the University of Bologna. 
Fabrizio Festa collaborates as music critic with “La Repubblica”. He 
his the editor of Musica Insieme magazine and a member of 
the National Association of Music Critics. 

Festinger Richard (English) 
Composer Richard Festinger has garnered international 
recognition for his extensive catalogue of vocal and instrumental 
compositions. Writing for the 2011 Tanglewood Music Festival, 
Frank J. Oteri describes Festinger’s music as “notable for its 
combination of propulsive energy with an impeccable sense of 
poise and balance,” and WQXR Radio in New York has dubbed him 
“an American master.” Festinger is a professor of music theory 
and composition at San Francisco State University. He received 
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in composition from the University of 
California, Berkeley, and in 1985 co-founded the acclaimed San 
Francisco based modern music ensemble Earplay. Festinger’s 
music is published by C.F. Peters Corporation and Wildcat Canyon 
Music Press, and his works have been recorded for the Naxos, 
Bridge, CRI, Centaur, and CRS labels. He is the recipient of major 
awards and commissions from the Fromm and Koussevitzky 
Foundations, the National Endowment for the Arts, the American 
Composers Forum and the American Academy of Arts and Letters, 
among others. 
Web: https://www.richardfestinger.com (2020) 

Fetler Paul (English) 
Paul Fetler b.Philadelphia 1920 Fetler is a distinguished senior 
figure in American music, with over 100 works to his credit. He 
received his early musical training in Latvia, Sweden and 
Switzerland. Later he studied at Northwestern University and then 
at Yale under Paul Hindemith. His works display a startling energy 
of expression and a consistent sense of exactingly refined texture. 
They have received honours from many leading American 
institutions. 

Ficarelli Mario (English) 
Mario Ficarelli studied piano with Maria de Freitas Moraes and 
Alice Philips, and composition with Olivier Toni. He possesses an 
extensive catalogue of works that includes pieces for almost all 
musical formations: chamber, vocal, choral, scenic, and 
symphonic. He has been awarded prizes in composition 
competitions both in Brazil and abroad, and has several pieces 
that have been published in Brazil, Europe, and the United States. 
In 1975, he participated in the International Tribune of Composers 
in Paris, conducting his Ensaio – 72 at the Theatre de la 
Ville. Transfigurationis, which was commissioned by the OSESP 
(Symphonic Orchestra of the State of São Paulo), premiered in 
1981 and received the APCA (Paulista Association of Art Critics) 
Award at the time. This piece was performed by the Tonhalle 
Symphonic Orchestra of Zurich in 1988, and four years later, the 
Bruckner Symphonic Orchestra of Linz, Austria, executed it three 
times. 
In 1992, his Symphony No. 2 – Mhatuhabh enjoyed a successful 
premiere in Zurich with Roberto Duarte conducting the Tonhalle 
Symphonic Orchestra, which had, in turn, commissioned the 
piece. In 1995, when the OSESP performed this symphony, it, 
too, was awarded the APCA Award. That same year, he won the 
Vitae Grant for the Arts for the composition of his 3rd Symphony, 
which he composed in Switzerland, where he resided for a year. 
This symphony enjoyed its world premiere in April, 1998, with 
Roberto Duarte conducting the OSESP. In 1994, Ficarelli was 
elected a member of the Brazilian Academy of Music. His 
commissioned 1996 MissaSolene for choir, child soloists, organ, 
and percussion debuted in Hungry in July of that same year for 
the commemorations of the one thousand years of the 
Pannohalma Abbey. 
Once more, in 1997, he was awarded the Vitae Grant for the Arts 
in a competition for the composition of three quintets: Quintet for 
Oboe and String Quartet; Quintet for Trumpet and String 
Quartet (1998), and Quintet for Two Violins, Two Violas, and 
Cello (1998). In 1997, he composed the commissioned 
pieces: Toccata for Violin, Cello, and Piano; Tempestade Óssea – 
a sextet for 2 xylophones, 2 marimbas, 5 claves, and 5 temple 
blocks, which was recorded by the Percussion Group of the 
University of the State of São Paulo; and A Coisa – a cantata for 
choir and percussion based on a text by Millor Fernandes. His 
name appears as entries in foreign publications of note, such 
as Groves Dictionary of Music and Who's Who in the World. He is 
also dedicated to education and teaches composition and other 
subjects at the School of Communication and Arts at the 
University of São Paulo, where he is a professor of composition, 
and where he was elected head of the Department of Music in 
1997. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2010) 

Ficco Davide (Italiano) 
Davide Ficco e’ nato a Torino nel 1962. Diplomatosi con, lode nel 
1982 con Guido Margaria (Conservatorio di Alessandria), si è 
perfezionato con John Williams, José Tomàs, Betho Davezac, 
Jakob Lindberg, Oscar Ghiglia e Alain Meunier, ottenendo da 
questi ultimi le borse di studio CEE e i Diplomi di Merito presso 
l’Accademia Chigiana di Siena (1982-85) . Nel 1989 ha conseguito 
il titolo di Guitar Performer presso il Royal College of Music di 
Londra. Ha completato il corso in Didattica della Musica nel 1985 
(Conservatorio di Torino) e attualmente è docente di chitarra 
presso il Conservatorio. G.F.Ghedini di Cuneo. Vincitore e 
premiato in concorsi nazionali e internazionali italiani sia come 
solista che in formazioni da camera (1978-1983), ha collaborato 
con il Gruppo di Musica  Contemporanea e le Orchestre Sinfoniche 
della R.A.I. di Torino (1982-I 993) e Milano (1990-1993). 
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Operando prevalentemente nella musica moderna e 
contemporanea, ha effettuato registrazioni radiofonico-televisive 
per la R.A.I. e numerose prime esecuzioni assolute. Come 
interprete si impegna costantemente nel presentare autori e 
musiche del ‘900, sia attraverso l’attività concertistica che le 
registrazioni discografiche (Oliphant: Autori Italiani 
Contemporanei, Franco Margola: Opere Solistiche e da Camera; 
Moisycos (Tokyo): Itsutsu No Kumo). Come autore ha composto 
prevalentemente musiche per chitarra, alcune delle quali 
pubblicate da Gendai Guitar, Tokyo. 

Fieschi Bernard (English) 
Bernard Fieschi was taught to play the guitar by his father, Jean 
Fieschi, and rapidly proved to be an extremely gifted pupil. He 
continued his musical education at the Strasbourg Conservatoire 
of Music with Philippe Meunier, and then at the Higher National 
Conservatoire of Music in Paris, where he obtained First Prize 
under Alexandre Lagoya. He then worked with John Williams at 
the International Guitar Meetings organised by Robert Vidal. One 
of the most beautiful tributes ever made to his talent as a 
musician was by Andrès Segovia who, after attending one of 
Fieschi's concerts, wrote to express his admiration for “the degree 
of technical and musical perfection he had achieved with the 
guitar, as well as his interpretation”.  In parallel to his career as a 
concert performer and accompanist (including for Mady Mesplé), 
Bernard Fieschi was 1975-2005 Professor of Music at the National 
Regional Conservatoire in Strasbourg. One of his better known 
pupils was Cary Greisch. He had to retire in 2005 for health 
reasons (Parkinson) and went back to his birthplace. He also gave 
concerts as member of the TRIO FONTANA together with Mariano 
Martin (guitar) and Pasqualino Frigau (baritone, ocarina). He 
tranbscribed many pieces for the guitar (orchestral works) and 
the piano (Bach, Offenbach, Ravel) and furthermore composed 
numerous pieces of music for the guitar, including Cahiers 
d'Études brèves, 14 Petits Préludes (op. 1),  7 Petits Préludes (op. 
56), Thalassa (op. 46), and Musique pour une belle histoire (op. 
70). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Figueredo Ignacio ‘Indio’ (English) 
The most famous player of the Llanera harp was born in 1899 in 
Cunaviche, a small town in the Venezuelan state of Apure where 
the vast plains are the home to the enormous herds of cattle. This 
region in the West of Venezuela called the Llano is rich in music 
and traditional folklore. Figueredo's father played the bandola and 
the mandolin in local village dances. The Llanera harp, which little 
Ignacio learned as a child in spite of the long and difficult work 
which he had to do in the fields, plays a central role in the 
traditional music of this region. 
Figueredo played in his first dances as early as 1914 and he 
quickly made a name for himself as a performer and composer: 
his first compositions date from this period.  He married in 1925 
and the couple had 11 children. Some of his children performed 
with him in concerts and in his recordings. In 1948, the composer 
Antonio Estévez and the cuatro player Fredy Reyna heard 
Figueredo and were astonished by this great musical talent, his 
vitality, virtuosity and extraordinary sense of rhythm. They invited 
him to play in Caracas where he quickly became a national star, 
appearing on television and playing during radio broadcasts. 
He also gave lessons of the llanera harp and made concert tours 
throughout the country. Having received numerous prizes and 
awards, he returned to his native town as a true hero. Ignacio 
“Indio” Figueredo died in 1995 at the age of 96 after a career 
which was full and remarkable. Ignacio “Indio” Figueredo is the 
composer of more than 300 pieces including Los Caujaritos, Mi 
Camaguán, Priva Resuello, El Caimán, El Gabán, El Guayabo 
negro, La Periquera, Zumba que Zumba, María Laya, Marbella, 
Gavilán, Laguna verde and Amor que se fue, all of which will be 
published by Caroni Music. Several of these compositions have 
been wonderfully arranged for guitar by Alirio Díaz. 
Web: http://www.caronimusic.com 

Fine Vivian (Italiano) 
(1913-2000) 
Compositrice, pianista ed insegnante americana nata a Chicago. 
Ha studiato con R.Session ed insegnato al Bennington College. Il 
suo stile è neoclassico, e particolarmente dedicata alla vocalità. 

Fink Siegfried (English) 
Composer and percussionist, was born in Zerbst (Sachsen-
Anhalt), died in Würzburg (Unterfranken). He studied percussion 
in East Germany, went 1958 to West Germany. In 1965 he settled 
down in Würzburg, founded his “Studio of Percussion”, became a 
pioneer of the percussion and the contemporary music. (Rainer 
Stelle, 2006) 

Finnissy Michael (English) 
Michael Finnissy was born in Tulse Hill, London in 1946. He was a 
Foundation Scholar at the Royal College of Music, London, where 
he studied composition with Bernard Stevens and Humphrey 
Searle, and piano with Edwin Benbow and Ian Lake. Later, he 
studied in Italy with Roman Vlad.  
Finnissy is a prolific composer and his curiosity about a wide 
range of music - especially folk – combines with a fascination in 
mathematical structures. This interplay between ideas symbolizing 
the innocent, unconditional response to music-making, and 
rigorous, intellectual processes frequently creates an emotional 
quality in his work that has been described as 'a happy 
melancholia'. The shifts in balance between these two aspects 
have given rise to a variety of works, from the 'complex' pieces 
where rhythmically independent melodies are piled on top of each 
other, fragmented and decorated, to compositions which focus on 
the quality of a single line given the simplest of accompaniments. 
Finnissy created the Music Department of the London School of 
Contemporary Dance, and has been associated as composer with 
many other dance companies including London Contemporary 
Dance Theatre, Ballet Rambert, Strider, and Second Stride. He 
has taught at Dartington Summer School, Winchester College, the 
Junior Department of the Royal College of Music, Chelsea College 
of Art and is a guest lecturer at many colleges and universities. 
He has also been Musician-in-Residence to the Victorian College of 
the Arts, the City of Caulfield in Australia, and the East London 
Late Starters Orchestra. He continues to teach at the Royal 
Academy of Music in London and has recently been appointed to 
the Chair London and has recently been appointed to the Chair in 
Composition at the University of Southampton. 
In 1990 he was appointed President of the International Society of 
Contemporary Music. He was re-elected in 1993, and in 1998 was 
made an Honorary Member of the ISCM. 1996, Finnissy's fiftieth 
birthday year, was celebrated with recitals of the complete piano 
music by Ian Pace, recordings of orchestral and chamber works on 
NMC, and the publication of a festschrift by Scolar Press. 
In May 1998, as part of the Oxford Festival of Contemporary 
Music, Nicholas Hodges gave the première of part of The History 
of Photography in Sound, an extraordinary epic work for piano 
which is divided into five books and many chapters. Most of this 
vast work is now complete. More recently, False Notions of 
Progress (1998) was premièred by Pipers 3 in London and then 
toured around the country, and another chapter of The History of 
Photography in Sound was given its first performance by Ian Pace 
in Cheltenham in November 1998. In May 1999 the recently 
completed book of 20 Tangos will be premièred by Ian Pace at the 
BMIC in London. 
Future projects include a commission for a major work for the 
Brunel Ensemble in 2000, conducted by Chris Austin, and an 
opera based on the life of Oscar Wilde. 
Web: http://www4.oup.co.uk/music/repprom/finnissy/ 

Finnissy Michael (Italiano) 
Compositore e pianista, nato a Londra nel 1946. Ha studiato al 
Royal College of Music di Londra con B.Stevens, e con Roman Vlad 
a Roma. Interprete virtuosistico, e compositore ha adottato 
tecniche d'avanguardia. 

Finzi Graciane (Français) 
Graciane Finzi est née à Casablanca en 1945. Ses parents, tous 
deux professeurs au Conservatoire de Casablanca lui inculquent 
l'amour de la musique et elle acquiert dans ce même 
conservatoire le niveau nécessaire pour entrer, à l'âge de 10 ans, 
au Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris. 
Elle y obtient: les médailles de solfège, d'histoire de la musique, 
de déchiffrage, de piano dans la classe de Joseph Benvenuti. Elle 
en sortira quelques années plus tard avec: 1er prix d'harmonie, 
1er prix de contrepoint, 1er prix de fugue, 1er prix de 
composition. Lui ont été décerné: Le Grand Prix de la Promotion 
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Symphonique de la SACEM, Le prix Georges Enesco de la SACEM, 
Le Prix de la S.A.C.D. pour son opéra ‘Pauvre Assassin’. 
De 1975 à 1979, elle est directeur musical du Festival de la 
Défense. 
En 1979, elle est nommée Professeur titulaire au Conservatoire 
National Supérieur de Musique de Paris. Chargée de mission 
auprès de l'Association Française d'Action Artistique depuis 1997. 
Vice-présidente de la Société Internationale de Musique 
Contemporaine. Vice-présidente de la Société Nationale de Paris. 
Les oeuvres de Graciane Finzi ont été jouées dans le monde entier 
par de grands solistes et orchestres (Paris, New York, Londres, 
Rome, Moscou, Helsinki, Vancouver, Nurenberg, Buenos Aires, 
Cologne, Calgari, Brême, Rio de Janeiro). Sa conception de la 
musique répondant aux questions qui se posent aujourd'hui tend 
à refléter la multiplicité des rythmes de vie propre à chacun “en 
n'excluant jamais le lyrisme sans lequel aucune émotion musicale 
ne peut exister.” Graciane Finzi utilise les instruments en tenant 
compte de leur individualité puis les unit par groupes juxtaposés, 
dont chacun possède son propre dynamisme, ses pulsions, sa 
couleur, son propre rythme de vie multipliant ainsi ce qu'en terme 
de métier on appelle “les parties réelles”. Dans un langage 
moderne qui utilise les progressions harmoniques et chromatiques 
hors du sens tonal, Graciane Finzi établit des pôles d'attraction 
entre les notes qui guident la compréhension d'une musique, ne 
visant jamais à l'abstraction, mais à l'expression immédiate de la 
vie et des sentiments profonds de l'Homme. 
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/d_g/finzi_gra.htm 

Firpo Roberto (English) 
Pianist, composer and leader. 
(May 10, 1884 - June 14, 1969) 
Either as leader, interpreter or composer, Roberto Firpo is one of 
the first evolutionists tango had. On those early days of the 
típicas, he definitively established the piano in the tango 
orchestra. As player, he possessed a quite polished style –as can 
be verified with the exquisite solos he recorded- and he began the 
use of the foot pedal, which offers a better resonance. As 
composer, he introduced into tango the romantic air, which until 
then was alien to that genre created for the dancers'feet. “The 
happiest day of my life costed me two hundred pesos”, don 
Roberto assured when referring to the purchase of his first piano. 
For that, he had to work hard since he was a child, after quitting 
the fifth grade to help his father at the grocery store in the city of 
Las Flores of the province of Buenos Aires, where he was born on 
May 10, 1884. A few years later, already a teen-ager, with some 
scarce pesos in his pocket and with his first long pants, he arrived 
in Buenos Aires in search of horizons more promissory than those 
the countryside could offer, and he worked as grocery store 
assistant, bricklayer, milkman, laborer at a shoe factory and at 
the Vasena foundry. In short, an infinity of jobs that allowed him, 
with great effort, to collect the sum needed for the instrument so 
longed for. 
He was around 19, and began to have lessons with one of the 
greats of the period, Alfredo Bevilacqua, composer of “Venus”, 
“Independencia”, “Apolo” and other classics. Four years later, in 
1907, he revealed himself as an inspired composer with “La 
Chola”, “El compinche” and “La gaucha Manuela”. But, besides, he 
debuted professionally as member of a trio with Francisco 
Postiglione on violin and Juan Carlos Bazán on clarinet, to play no 
less than at Hansen's, for three pesos per night and the 
permission to ask for tips. 
It was at another Palermo local, “El Velódromo”, where one of the 
members of the trio, Bazán, began to blow a clarinet call, with the 
purpose of attracting passing-by customers heading to “lo de 
Hansen”. The result was that the latter remained nearly empty, 
while “El Velódromo” was crowded by people. To solve the 
drawback, the entrepreneur of the former hired them again, but 
this time for the sum of two pesos for each member! Finally, that 
Bazán´s call became the beginning of his tango La chiflada. 
In 1913, he formed his first orchestra, and from that year his 
early hits are: “Argañaraz”, “Sentimiento criollo”, “De pura cepa” 
and “Marejada”. The following year, “Alma de bohemio” appeared, 
a tango where the romantic air becomes completely perceptible 
and it stands, no doubt, as his most celebrated work. Other 
tangos of his are “El compinche”, “El ahorcado”, “Fuegos 
artificiales” (with Eduardo Arolas), “Didí”, “El bisturí”, “El 

amanecer” (the first example of descriptive music in the genre), 
“El gallito”, “El rápido”, “Vea Vea”, “El apronte”, “Montevideo”, “La 
carcajada” and many others. He was a passionate digger of 
waltzes as well, he produced a lot of them, in general with a great 
repercussion on that time: “Pálida sombra”, “Horizonte azul”, 
“Noche calurosa”, “Ondas sonoras”, “Noches de frío” and others. 
In 1916 he had the privilege of premiering, in Montevideo, the 
one which would become the “tango of all tangos”, “La 
cumparsita”, by Gerardo Hernán Matos Rodríguez, which by then 
was only a two-section number. Firpo, in the Guardia Vieja´s 
fashion, composed for it the third section. Later he would regret 
for not having jointly signed it: La cumparsita´s rights produced 
millions of pesos. 
As for this fundamental tango, Firpo himself recalled: “In 1916 I 
was playing at the café La Giralda in Montevideo, when one day a 
man accompanied by about fifteen young men arrived –all of 
them students- to tell me that they had brought a little march and 
they wanted me to arrange it because they thought inside it there 
was a tango. They wanted it ready for that evening, because a 
boy called Matos Rodríguez needed it. In the sheet music in two-
four the first section appeared a little and of the second section 
there was nothing. I got a piano and remembered two tangos of 
mine composed in 1906 which had not achieved any success: “La 
gaucha Manuela” and “Curda completa”. I put a little of each one. 
In the evening I played it with “Bachicha” Deambroggio and “Tito” 
Roccatagliatta. It was an apotheosis. Matos Rodríguez was 
speedily carried in the air. But the tango was forgotten, its great 
success began when it was added lyrics by Enrique Maroni and 
Pascual Contursi”. More than once, he had to share the stage with 
the Gardel-Razzano duo, besides enduring their endless jokes. On 
one occasion, when Firpo interpreted the pasodoble “¡Qué salga el 
toro!”, when one of the members of the orchestra shouted the 
title in the middle of the interpretation, Carlitos –using his index 
fingres as if they were horns- rushed at the musicians who fell on 
the floor. In spite of such terrible jokes, Firpo and Gardel-Razzano 
recorded together, only once, in 1917, the tango was “El moro”, 
on whose label the name of the singers was strangely not 
mentioned, but it was –of course- as authors. A Firpo´s revenge? 
No, what in reality happened is that no vocalization of any kind 
was intended. What happened then? The story says that Gardel 
and Razzano broke into the recording studio and the joke, in this 
case, consisted in singing the lyrics of the estilo surprising 
maestro Firpo. The discographic company released the disc with 
no correction on the disc label. Armenonville, El tambito, Palais de 
Glace, Bar Iglesias, L’Abbaye, Teatro Buenos Aires, Teatro 
Nacional, Salón San Martín –the famous Rodríguez Peña-, Colonia 
Italiana, are only some of the many venues where Firpo played 
with his outfits, firstly, and with his orchestra, later. All them 
meant fame and money for him. And even more money due to the 
recordings he was offered as a consequence of his success.  
In 1930, he surprisingly abandoned tango for a time. He himself 
explained the reasons to Héctor and Luis Bates: “With the money 
I got for the recordings I felt myself as a cattleman. All I had I 
invested on livestock. Only in a year I managed to earn a million 
pesos(...) Afterwards that sadly well-known floods in the Paraná 
river which ravaged my livestock; I wanted to recover from such a 
loss and tried my luck in the stock market. There I lost all that 
was left for me. I had to retake my previous job, I put together 
my orchestra and started all 
over again.”  
He also returned to composition, with a very eloquent title: 
“Honda tristeza” (Deep sadness). 
Firpo's career was very long and in no few occasions he went back 
to the small line-up, like his long lasting quartets and diverse 
settings –in the first of them, of 1933, Juan Cambareri already 
played, “El Mago del Bandoneón” (the wizard of the bandoneon)- 
or his excellent Quinteto de Antes. Firpo was one of the greatest 
tango musicians, with a great musical knowledge even though he 
stuck to the most traditional school of the genre. 
His discographic work is huge and surely there may be numbers 
unrecorded. During the acoustic stage of recording he cut more 
than 1650 recordings and at the end of his career, around 1959, 
he totalized a figure near 3000 recordings. 
On June 14, 1969, being a living glory of tango since a long time 
before, life played the final chord for him.  
(By Roberto Selles and Néstor Pinsón) 
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Web: http://www.todotango.com/english/creadores/rfirpo.html 

Fiscella Lorenzo (Italiano) 
Pianista e compositore, Lorenzo Fiscella è nato a Napoli nel 1972. 
Ha iniziato giovanissimo lo studio della musica sotto la guida del 
M° Teresa De Rogatis, diplomandosi in pianoforte, musica corale e 
composizione.   
Si è perfezionato con il M° Marcella Crudeli presso l’Ecole Normale 
de Musique de Paris, conseguendo nel 1992 il brevetto di 
insegnamento pianistico.  Ha continuato i suoi studi con il M° 
Mario Feninger, seguendo numerosi seminari di tecnica e 
interpretazione pianistica, tra cui quelli di Napoli e Sulmona.  
Ha partecipato a vari concorsi pianistici classificandosi sempre tra 
i vincitori e si è esibito in numerose sale da concerto,  da solista e 
in formazioni cameristiche, riscuotendo notevoli consensi di 
pubblico e di critica. Autore di musica vocale e strumentale, ha 
recentemente pubblicato l’opera didattica “Piccolo panorama 
musicale” per pianisti in erba. Direttore artistico della “Bellini 
Academy” di Napoli, dal 1999 è titolare di cattedra presso il 
Conservatorio statale di musica “Domenico Cimarosa” di Avellino. 
Web: http://www.dotguitar.it/zine/musiche/fiscella.html 

Fitkin Graham (English) 
Born in West Cornwall in 1963, Graham Fitkin studied at 
Nottingham University with Peter Nelson and Nigel Osborne and at 
the Koninglijk Conservatorium, Holland with Louis Andriessen. He 
has written extensively for dance, winning various awards and 
working with, amongst others, Wayne McGregor’s Random Dance, 
the Royal Ballet, Shobana Jeyasingh Dance Company, New York 
City Ballet, Pacific Northwest Ballet and Munich Ballet. From 1994-
96, Graham was composer-in-association with the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra, for whom he wrote five orchestral works. 
This lead to commissions from the Hallé Orchestra, BBC 
Philharmonic Orchestra, London Chamber Orchestra and the 
Britten Sinfonia. 
Graham was also commissioned by a range of smaller ensembles 
and festivals such as Piano Circus, the Smith Quartet, Ensemble 
Bash, the Foundry, the Apollo Saxophone Quartet, the 
Netherlands Wind Ensemble, the Bath International Music Festival 
and the Ulster Festival.  
In 1996 he launched the Graham Fitkin Group. The group 
regularly performs and workshops all over the UK. Community 
and education projects have been an important part of Graham’s 
work. In 1993 he was Programme Director of the spnm and since 
1995 he has led education projects in Liverpool, Aberdeen, Bath, 
Belfast and Soweto, South Africa. 
Recent projects include an interactive piece entitled Geography, 
commissions for the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, BBC 
Philharmonic, East of England Orchestra and Kathryn Stott. 
Recent CDs include Ironic (ensemble), Granite (orchestra) and 
Kaplan (keyboards). 
Web: http://www.tomkerstens.com/cd1.html 

Flagello Nicolas (English) 
Nicolas Flagello was one of the last composers to develop a 
distinctive mode of expression based wholly on the principles and 
techniques of European late-Romanticism. Born in New York City 
in 1928, Flagello grew up in a highly musical family with deep 
roots in Old-World traditions. A child prodigy, young Nicolas was 
composing and performing publicly as a pianist before the age of 
ten. While still a youth, he began a long and intensive 
apprenticeship with composer Vittorio Giannini, who further 
imbued him with the enduring values of the grand European 
tradition. His study continued at the Manhattan School of Music, 
where he earned both his Bachelor's (1949) and Master's (1950) 
Degrees, joining the faculty immediately upon graduation, and 
remaining there until 1977. (During the 1960s he also taught at 
the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia.) In 1955, he won a Fulbright 
Fellowship to study in Rome, and earned the Diploma di Studi 
Superiori the following year at the Accademia di Santa Cecilia, 
under the tutelage of Ildebrando Pizzetti.  
During the years that followed, Flagello composed at a prodigious 
rate, producing a body of work that includes six operas, two 
symphonies, eight concertos, and numerous orchestral, choral, 
chamber, and vocal works. In addition, he was active as a pianist 
and conductor, making dozens of recordings of a wide range of 
repertoire, from the Baroque period to the twentieth century. In 

1985 a deteriorating illness brought his musical career to an end 
prematurely. He died in 1994, at the age of 66.  
As a composer, Flagello held with unswerving conviction to a view 
of music as a personal medium for emotional and spiritual 
expression. This unfashionable view, together with his vehement 
rejection of the academic formalism that dominated musical 
composition for several decades after World War II, prevented 
him from winning acceptance from the reigning arbiters of taste 
for many years. However, gradually Flagello's works began to win 
enthusiastic advocacy.  
In 1964, when a group of recordings first introduced Flagello’s 
music to the broader listening public, The New Records 
commented, “If this is not great music, we will gladly turn in our 
typewriter and quit.” (More than a decade later, Fanfare selected 
these same recordings for its “Classical Hall of Fame.”) In 1974, 
his oratorio The Passion of Martin Luther King was premiered with 
great acclaim by the National Symphony Orchestra at the 
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. The work was subsequently 
recorded, and has since been performed throughout the United 
States and Canada. And in 1982, his opera The Judgment of St. 
Francis was produced in Assisi, Italy.  
Web: http://www.flagello.com/bio.htm 

Fleischer Tsippi (English) 
Composer and pianist, born in Haifa (Israel) of Polish-born 
parents, and grew up in a mixed Jewish-Arab environment. She 
studied piano and theory at the Rubin Conservatory of Music and 
graduated from the Haifa Reali School, later pursuing degrees in 
music, Hebrew language, Middle Eastern history, 
and Arabic language and literature. In 1978 she married 
comparative linguist Aharon Dolgopolsky and had one son. She 
teaches at Bar-Ilan University and Levinsky Institute in Tel Aviv. 

Fleury Abel (English) 
(1903-1958) 
Argentinean guitarist and composer. He became very well known 
through his radio performances. He toured frequently throughout 
Argentina, and he also performed in Chile, Uruguay, Brazil, Spain, 
France, Belgium, and Portugal. He was equally comfortable 
performing popular and classical music. His compositions, which 
reflect the folk style of the pampas, are very popular among 
Argentinean classical guitarists. 

Flores Méndez Guillermo (Español) 
(Óscar Guillermo Flores Méndez) 
Óscar Guillermo Flores Méndez y Méndez nació un 19 de octubre 
en Zacatlán, Puebla. Hijo de Carlos Flores Herrera y Aurora 
Ascensión Méndez y Méndez, fue el menor de tres hermanos 
Carlos Jorge, Aurora Concepción y Guillermo. Su padre era 
aficionado a la música clásica y tocaba la mandolina, mientras que 
su madre era maestra de escuela rural y tocaba el piano. Halló su 
vocación de músico durante la secundaria, cuando su madre le 
aconsejó de manera insistente que ingresara al Conservatorio, 
después de que quedara impresionado por el talento del 
guitarrista Renán Cárdenas. En el Conservatorio Nacional de 
Música (CNM), estudió guitarra, solfeo y teoría musical, así como 
composición y análisis musical; el maestro Manuel M. Ponce fue 
su tutor en pedagogía musical y análisis. 
Además de su actividad como compositor, ha sido concertista y 
articulista. En 1951 fue nombrado profesor de guitarra en el CNM, 
puesto que también obtuvo en las escuelas de Iniciación Artística 
No. 1 y No. 2. En 1959 fue catedrático de la Escuela Nacional de 
Música de la UNAM; entre 1955 y 1980 impartió clases en la 
Escuela Superior de Música del INBA. 
En la docencia, Guillermo Flores Méndez ha recibido numerosas 
distinciones, entre ellas, las conferidas por la Unión de Cronistas 
de Teatro y Música, la Secretaría de Cultura y el Coro Normalista 
de Puebla; el Premio en Música en el IV Festival Palafoxiano, y el 
reconocimiento como Hijo Predilecto de Zacatlán.  
Por su labor en la composición para guitarra le fue otorgada en 
Italia la Mención Honorífica en el Curso de la Asociación 
Internacional de Guitarra, y un estímulo del Fondo Nacional para 
la Cultura y las Artes para la edición de numerosas obras, muchas 
de las cuales poseen una intención didáctica. 
Fue fundador de la Sociedad de Amigos de la Guitarra en México, 
organismo que tuvo como finalidad difundir y estimular el 
desarrollo de la guitarra culta mediante recitales, pláticas y 
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transmisiones radiofónicas. 
Entre sus obras, destacan Suite Antares, Tríptico homenaje a 
Manuel M. Ponce, Cuatro bagatelas, Cinco apuntes, 
Remembranzas, Sueños siderales y Fantasía. 
 
 
En 1986, Flores Méndez se retiró como docente de la Escuela 
Nacional de Música de la UNAM. En reconocimiento a su labor, la 
casa de estudios inauguró un aula que lleva su nombre. Cabe 
mencionar que el maestro Flores Méndez ha ofrecido numerosos 
recitales con la declamadora y poeta Hilda Águila, su esposa. 
Juntos han realizado giras por la República mexicana patrocinadas 
por la Secretaría de Educación Pública. 
Web: 
http://www.sacm.org.mx/archivos/biografias.asp?txtSocio=27948 
(2014) 

Flory Neil (English) 
Neil Flory has written a variety of works for solo instruments and 
ensembles. His works have been included as part of various 
events such as the Florida Electro-Acoustic Music Festival, the 
Great Northern Percussion Festival and Music '98 at the Cincinnati 
Conservatory of Music. He is an active member of the Society of 
Composers, Inc., the Society for Electro-Acoustic Music in the 
United States, and Pi Kappa Lambda National Music Honor 
Society. He holds degrees from the University of Central Florida 
and the University of Florida, and is currently working on the 
Doctor of Musical Arts Degree in composition at the University of 
Texas in Austin. Neil has studied with Stella Sung, Budd Udell, 
James Paul Sain, Donald Grantham, Russell Pinkston, and Dan 
Welcher. In addition to these concert works, he is presently 
colaborating with Matt Gould to compose a series of modern 
studies for guitar in chamber music. He has composed Two 
Nocturnes and Venn Music One for the America the Beautiful One: 
Venn Music recording by Duo46 in addition to this Octet. 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Flory.html (2000) 

Flothuis Marius (Italiano) 
(1914-2001) 
Compositore e musicologo olandese nato ad Amsterdam. Laureato 
in musicologia con una tesi su Mozart, è stato attivo come 
organizzatore e direttore artistico. Il suo linguaggio è 
sostanzialmente tonale. 

Foden William (English) 
William Foden was a guitarist and teacher whose works are mostly 
arrangements of hymn tunes, folk songs, and original pieces. For 
a time, he lived and taught in New York City. Foden's student and 
advocate, George C. Krick writes: 
Foden's early compositions and arrangements for guitar show 
somewhat the influence of Mertz; in them we find frequent use of 
arpeggio movements and florid cadenzas of which the 'Fantasie on 
themes from Der Freischütz' and the 'Sextette from Lucia' are 
good examples. Many original compositions for guitar came from 
the pen of this prolific writer and aside from the numerous small 
pieces for teaching purposes there are quite a few that should be 
included in the repertoire of every player. 'Ballerina Valse' (solo or 
duet), 'Esperanza Mexican Dance', 'Grand Valse Caprice', 
'Gavotte', 'Chevalier March' and 'Minuet in F' are of medium 
difficulty, quite melodious and thoroughly guitaristic. The most 
popular of Foden's works are perhaps his transcriptions of the old 
songs, such as 'Alice', 'Where Art Thou?', 'Annie Laurie', 'Old Black 
Joe', 'My Old Kentucky Home', and others. The list of these 
comprises several dozen and they are of similar construction - 
Introduction, theme, a number of variations and finale. In these 
transcriptions Foden shows great inventive genius, and they 
require an accomplished technique for their performance. Julio 
Martinez Oyanguren has included some of these in his recent 
radio broadcasts and letters on their reception have been highly 
complimentary. 
Web: http://www.newmusicbox.org/page.nmbx?id=62tp01 

Fodi John (English) 
Fodi, John. Composer, b Nagyteval, Hungary, 22 Mar 1944, 
naturalized Canadian 1961; B MUS (Toronto) 1970, M MUS 
(Toronto) 1972. The family emigrated to Canada in 1951. Fodi 
studied in Hamilton in 1964 with Lorne Betts (theory), at the 

University of Toronto 1966-70 with John Beckwith and John 
Weinzweig (composition) and Gustav Ciamaga (electronic 
music), and at McGill University 1970-1 with István Anhalt 
(composition). He was a founder and director 1967-70 of the 
Contemporary Music Group at the University of Toronto and a 
founder in 1971 of ARRAY, under whose auspices many of his 
works have been performed. At McGill University he was co-
founder with Mickey Cohen of the New Music Society.  
After composing during his teens over 40 works reflecting the 
influence in turn of Johann Strauss, Mozart, and the baroque 
tradition, Fodi began in 1963 a body of work in which most 
compositions are based on serial technique. Those prior to 1972 
reflect a particular interest in texture. In the mid-1970s he began 
to use a form of parody incorporating in his compositions subtle 
references to pre-existing works or styles; and in the late 1970s 
he began drawing on the forms and devices of ethnic sources. His 
catalogue had reached Opus 81 by 1991. Symparanekromenoi 
was premiered 25 Jul 1974 by the TS under Alexander Brott, 
Concerto for Viola and Two Wind Ensembles represented Canada 
at the 1973 meeting of the ISCM, Dragon Day was performed by 
the CBC Vancouver (Chamber) Orchestra, Concerto a Quattro for 
String Quartet is dedicated to the Orford String Quartet and 
was performed by the Purcell String Quartet at the 1976 
meeting of the ISCM in Boston, String Quartet No 6 'Aus tiefer 
Not,' was premiered by the Purcell String Quartet in 1985, and 
Sonata, Opus 67, 'Double Wind Quintet' was premiered by the 
Nepean Symphony Orchestra in 1989.  
Fodi joined the staff of the Edward Johnson Music Library at the 
University of Toronto in 1974 and became supervisor of the 
recordings section in 1981. He is an associate of the Canadian 
Music Centre. 
Web: 
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&
Params=U1ARTU0001235 

Fokkens Robert (English) 
Robert Fokkens is a South African composer based in London. His 
music has been performed in many major venues in the UK 
(including the Wigmore Hall, Purcell Room and Royal Festival 
Hall), South Africa, Germany, the Netherlands, Australia, the USA 
and Japan, and broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Performers of his 
music include Pierre-Andre Valade, Ernst Kovacic, Ian Partridge, 
Martyn Brabbins, the South African National Youth Orchestra, 
Oliver Coates, The Fibonacci Sequence, the Gothenburg 
Symphony Orchestra, rarescale, Trio Fibonacci, Tim Murray, 
Harriet Mackenzie, juice and soprano Claire Booth. His music has 
been published in the journal The Liberal and in Choir and 
Organ magazine, and recorded on the Herald and South African 
National Youth Orchestra labels. 
Robert studied at the University of Cape Town and the Royal 
Academy of Music, and held the Manson Fellowship at the RAM. 
During this time he worked with many composers including 
George Crumb, Sir Harrison Birtwistle, Thomas Ades, Simon 
Bainbridge, Poul Ruders, and Mauricio Kagel. He completed his 
PhD at the University of Southampton in 2007, where he was 
supervised by Michael Finnissy. 
Throughout his studies, Robert was generously supported by a 
number of prizes and scholarships, including a Countess of 
Munster Musical Trust bursary, the South African Music Rights 
Organisation Overseas Scholarship, a National Arts Council of 
South Africa award, an Overseas Research Scheme scholarship, 
and a bursary awarded by the Royal Academy of Music. His 
doctoral studies were also supported by a University of 
Southampton Major Studentship. 
Robert is currently Vice President of New Music South Africa, the 
South African section of the ISCM, and teaches composition and 
academic music at Trinity College of Music’s junior department. 
Web: www.robertfokkens.co.uk  (2010) 

Fonatnelli Simone (English) 
Since winning the prestigious VI. Salzburg International Mozart 
Composition Competition in 1995, Simone Fontanelli has been 
considered as one of the most interesting and authentic 
contemporary musical personalities. 
As composer and conductor, he has been invited to many 
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international Festivals in Italy, Austria, England, Spain, Hungary, 
Sweden, Germany, Russia, Kazachistan, Israel, Taiwan and USA. 
He has always received the highest praise for his works: “I 
treasure his talent very highly…” (György Kurtág). “Fontanelli's 
music is poetically beautiful, touching” (Muzsika, Hungarian Music 
Magazine) and his interpretations as a conductor: “It is rare that 
one's music is prepared with such sensitivity and insight, 
combined with such superb technical skill” (George Crumb). 
From 2003 to 2009 Mr. Fontanelli was the Director of the Gamper 
Festival of Contemporary Music (Brunswick, ME - USA) and a 
member of the distinguished faculty/artist roster of the 
prestigious Bowdoin Summer Music Festival in Brunswick,  a 
position he has also held in 2008 at the Internationale 
Sommerakademie Mozarteum in Salzburg.  
Since 2000 he has been on the faculty of the University of 
Mozarteum in Salzburg. He was both founder and conductor of the 
Amadeus Kammerorchester Salzburg, an acclaimed chamber 
orchestra devoted to the classical repertoire and whose members 
were some of the best Alumni of the Mozarteum. 
Mr. Fontanelli was born in 1961 in Milan. He studied guitar with 
Notis Mavroudis and Giorgio Oltremari. He also studied Philosophy 
at the University of Milan. In 1989, he graduated in Composition 
from the Conservatorio of Milano, where he’d been a pupil of 
Davide Anzaghi and Umberto Rotondi. He won the first prize at 
the Ville de Bagneux International Competition (France 1988). 
Mr. Fontanelli studied conducting in Hungary. He was the 
conductor of the Milano Ensemble (1985-1988), the Latina Logos 
Ensemble (1985-1988) and the Nuovi Spazi Sonori Ensemble 
(1989-1991). He was awarded the “Diploma di Merito” in 
Instrumental Contemporary Music at the Accademia Chigiana in 
Siena in 1980 and 1981. 
Mr. Fontanelli gives masterclasses and lectures in Music Analysis, 
Chamber Music, Conducting and Composition. He has been invited 
to give them at many important universities in Europe, Asia and 
America including the Juilliard School in New York, the Lamont 
School in Denver, the Yehudi Menuhin School, the Royal Academy 
of Music and the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London, 
the F. Liszt Academy in Budapest and many others. 
Web: http://www.simonefontanelli.com/ (2011) 

Förare Erika (English) 
Born in Uppsala on 25th January 1955, grew up in Piteå. She 
studied the violin, mostly at Framnäs Community College, as it 
then was, later studying composition privately there with Sune 
Smedeby. She then studied composition with Gunnar Bucht at the 
Royal College of Music in Stockholm, (1975-1979), and began 
studying musicology at the University of Stockholm in the autumn 
of 1979. She works as a freelance composer.  
One is struck by the conscientious detailing of her compositions, 
which indeed result from protracted processes of deliberation and 
selection. Spontaneous inspiration, however, also plays an 
important part and can determine the direction of the composing 
process. The distinct, indeed sharp contours of gesture and line — 
thoroughly worked-out counterpoint — intensity, variety and 
complexity of rhythm — these are some of the hallmarks of her 
style, which is frequently that of chamber music. She looks for 
personal expression at the point of intersection between 
dreamlike moods and inspired confession. On top of this comes 
her penchant for the burlesque and the bizarre — stylistic 
anomalies, parodies, etc. She is greatly interested in both new 
and old music, European and non-European, and is equally 
catholic in her appreciation of folk music and, to some extent, pop 
and jazz. She is also very interested in other arts, above all fiction 
and poetry, and she feels a spiritual affinity not least with the 
poetry of Harry Martinson and Nils Ferlin combined with an 
increasing interest in contemporary Swedish poets. During the 
90s her work with larger and more extensive musical forms and 
structures has greatly increased. H-GP 
Web: 
http://www.mic.se/avd/mic/prod/micv6eng.nsf/AllDocuments/DE
4E1A11C60848C9C1257228003385F6 (2012) 

Fornetti Massimo (Italiano) 
Massimo Fornetti si è laureato in composizione con Boris Porena 
presso il Conservatorio “Santa Cecilia” di Roma. Ha partecipato a 
diversi corsi di perfezionamento come pianista, compositore e 

direttore d’orchestra con artisti e docenti di fama internazionale 
presso la “Escola Internacional de Musica De Barcelona”, 
l’Accademia “Ottorino Respighi” di Assisi e l’Accademia Nazionale 
di Santa Cecilia di Roma.  
Le sue composizioni, soprattutto cameristiche e vocali, sono state 
eseguite presso importanti istituzioni musicali in Italia e in Europa 
compresi gli Istituti Italiani di Cultura all’estero. Alcune sue 
composizioni sono state trasmesse da R.A.I. Radiodue e da R.A.I. 
Radiotre. La sua produzione artistica si esprime attraverso diversi 
linguaggi che vanno dalla modalità fino ai linguaggi e alle forme 
contemporanee del XX secolo. 
Web: 
http://www.utorpheus.com/product_info.php?cPath=834&product
s_id=2686&osCsid=614b4adb6968b30a913f59194e88a356  
(2013) 

Fortea Daniel (English) 
(1822-1953) 
A pupil of Tárrega. It is remembered as a good teacher and as the 
founder of the Biblioteca Fortea (Fortea Library), a collection of 
numerous original and transcribed pieces. 

Fortner Wolfgang (Italiano) 
(1907-1987) 
Compositore tedesco nato a Lipsia e morto ad Heidelberg. Ha 
studiato a Lipsia con H.Grabner. Promotore della musica 
contemporanea, è tra i compositori più significativi in Germania. 

Fortuna Marcelo (English) 
Guitarist, composer and arranger, Marcelo Fortuna was born in 
Rio de Janeiro in 1965. He started out, teaching himself, on the 
“choro” circuit, where he played (and still plays) the seven - string 
guitar, the cavaquinho (a kind of ukelele) and the mandolin. He 
turned professional at the age of sixteen. He studied composition 
at the School of Music of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, 
and orchestration at the Brazilian School of Music under the 
tutelage of Maestro Nelson de Macêdo. Later, he studied for his 
bachelor's degree in guitar with Turíbio Santos and Léo Soares, 
and harmony with Ian Guest. He was one of the founder members 
of the Orchestra of Brazilian Strings, and with them he made 
three recordings which were adjudged the best instrumental 
works of 1991 and 1992, and for which he received 3 Sharp 
awards. In addition to this, he has also collaborated on various 
recordings as instrumentalist and arranger. 
As a composer, he has been considerably influenced by the 
Nationalist School of Heitor Villa-Lobos, Luciano Gallet, Radamés 
Gnattali, Guerra - Peixe, and Francisco Mignone; also by the 
Armorial Movement of Ariano Suassuna, and by his long 
experience as a musician of “choro” and samba. More recently, his 
compositions have aroused great interest among well-known 
concert artists, who, as well as recording some of his works, have 
also commissioned pieces. 
Marcelo has lived in Portugal since 1992. Since then, he has 
performed in concerts all over the country and in Spain, as well as 
teaching, composing and doing research. 
He completed his bachelor's degree in guitar at the Escola 
Superior de Música of Lisbon in July 1999, under the direction of 
professors Piñero Nagy and António Gonçalves. He is presently a 
teacher of guitar and a member of the academic council of the 
Regional Conservatory of Baixo Alentejo in Beja, and is also 
musical director of the guitar orchestra of the same school. 
Web: http://www.marcelofortuna.web.pt/marcelo3.htm 

Foss Lukas (Italiano) 
Compositore, direttore d'orchestra e pianista americano di origine 
tedesca nato a Berlino nel 1922. Ha studiato in Europa e negli Usa 
dove è emigrato nel 1937. Il suo stile è stile eclettico e si spira a 
tutte le correnti musicali. 

Fouillaud Patrice (English) 
PATRICE FOUILLAUD (1949) 
Until 1971 he studies composing as an autodidact, then attends 
summer courses of the Siena Academy, in the composition classes 
of Franco Donatoni, where he is awarded first prize for composing 
after two years of attendance. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 
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Fragalà Massimo (English) 
He received a Diploma in Classical Guitar at Istituto Musicale 
“V.Bellini” Caltanissetta. He won various national guitar 
competitions and he played guitar in many concerts in Italy. He 
studied composition with Enrico Dibennardo and currently studies 
Electronic Music with Alessandro Cipriani at Istituto Musicale 
“V.Bellini” Catania. He wrote various works for tape, and for 
instrumental ensembles. One of his compositions for tape has 
been published on a CD by Electronic Music Foundation (EMF).  He 
also studied with visual artist Alba D'Urbano, focusing on the 
relationship image-sound, at Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst 
- Leipzig (Germany). 

Françaix Jean (English) 
A composer of great facility and consistent wit, Jean Françaix, a 
pupil of Nadia Boulanger, has written music of charm and 
elegance, inventive and attractive in idiom, with instrumental 
works that show the characteristic French handling of woodwind 
instruments. 
Jean Françaix was born in Le Mans on 23 May 1912. Coming from 
a musical family (his father being composer, pianist and director 
of the Conservatory in Le Mans, the mother singing teacher and 
founder of a famous choir), Jean Françaix took his first lessons 
with his parents before continuing his studies at the Paris 
Conservatory. There, his teachers were Isidore Philipp (in whose 
class he was awarded the first prize for piano in 1930) and Nadia 
Boulanger (composition). The “Concertino for piano and 
orchestra”, published at the age of 21, brought him first 
international credit at the Chamber Music Festival of Baden-Baden 
in 1936. Steadily extending the range of his compositions, 
Françaix wrote operas and ballets, orchestral music as well as solo 
concertos, film music and vocal works. Also, he devoted himself 
very intensely to chamber music. Until shortly before his death in 
Paris in 1997, Françaix participated actively in musical life – often 
with his daughter Claude as his partner at the piano. Among the 
most recent of his numerous honours and distinctions are the 
conferment of the title “Officier de la Légion d'Honneur” on him in 
1991, his appointment as “Commandeur dans l'Ordre du mérite 
culturel” by the Principality of Monaco and as “Commandeur dans 
l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres” in 1994 as well as the “Prix Arthur 
Honegger” which was awarded to the composer several times.  

Françaix Jean (Italiano) 
Compositore francese nato a Le Mans nel 1912, e morto a Parigi 
nel 1997. Figlio del compositore Alfred Françaix, ha studiato con 
N.Boulanger. Il suo stile di ispirazione classica risente della 
tradizione francese, ed in particolare dell'influsso di Ravel. 

France Martine (Français) 
Née à Aix-en-Provence. Etudes avec BARTOLI puis PONCE. 
Médaille d’or du CNR de Marseille. Professeur (C.A.) à l’ENM de St 
Etienne. Joue aussi de la Vihuela. S’investit dans plusieurs styles à 
la fois pour une synthèse personnelle: jazz, flamenco, musique 
ancienne, improvisation, composition. Concertiste. 

Franceries Marc (Français) 
Marc Franceries a 22 ans lorsqu'il s'installe à Paris pour y 
poursuivre ses études musicales. A étudié le piano (1er prix à 
Roanne), la flute (1er prix à Versailles avec R. BOURDIN) et la 
guitare avec PRESTI et LAGOYA (2ème prix du CIG de J’ORTF en 
1960).  
En 1966, il sera nommé professeur de guitare au conservatoire de 
Toulouse puis de Lyon. Quand sonnera pour lui l'heure de la 
retraite, Marc Franceries laissera à ses enfants (Éric, guitariste et 
Marie-Laure, harpiste), le soin de continuer à pratiquer l'art de la 
corde pincée et se tournera vers l'écriture, son autre passion. 
Disques dont 2 en duo avec sori fils Erie (avec lequel il édite 
partitions et méthodes chez Fuzeau). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Francesconi Luca (Italiano) 
Francesconi, Luca (Milano 1956). Allievo di Azio Corghi, è 
collaboratore di Luciano Berio e attivo in Olanda, Germania, 
Inghilterra, Francia. Improntati a una sotterranea concezione 
filosofico-scientifica sono Riti Neurali (1991, per voce e 8 
strumenti) e Richiami II (1989-92). Il suono di Francesconi 
acquista una precisa identità in relazione alla dinamica di ricezione 

dell'ascoltatore. Messaggi e ricordi sono evocati in Élan (1994, per 
contrabasso) e Le sons de la cathédrale. Con richiami a Igor 
Stravinskij,  Luciano Berio, Anton Webern, Francesconi impone 
alla materia musicale vigile controllo intellettuale ed equilibrio 
formale. Inoltre: l'opera teatrale Ballata (libretto di U. Fior, comm. 
Monnaie di Bruxelles) e Attesa (1991, per ensemble strumentale). 
(Fiorenza Leucci: Dizionario dei Compositori del 900) 

Francis Mark (English) 
Mark Francis' music has been played throughout the United States 
at prestigious festivals, conferences, and music forums. Recipient 
of ASCAP Standard Awards the past several years, he is the 
treasurer of the Southeastern Composers League. He is also a 
virtuoso guitarist that performs many contemporary works, 
touring as a soloist and as part of a flute/guitar duo. Francis 
currently teaches music and guitar at the Louisiana School for 
Math, Science and the Arts (Natchitoches).  

Franco José Maria (Español) 
FRANCO BORDÓNS, José María 
(Irún, Guipúzcoa, 1894 - Madrid, 1971). Comp. vasco, dir., pian., 
crít. musical y prof. del Cons. de Madrid. Dirigió la mayoría de las 
orq. esp., así como las de Radio Berlín y Marsella. Entre sus nu-
merosas obras cabe destacar el ballet Tres hermanos marineros, 
En una aldea y Escorial para orq.; Impresiones sinfónicas, Sonata 
para cello y piano, Rimas de Bécquer, De un jardín de Andalucía, 
zarzuela El Emigrante, etc. 
(Mariano Pérez – Diccionario de la Música y los Músicos) 

Franczak Miroslaw (English) 
In 1989 he graduated with distinction from the Academy of Music 
in Katowice, where he had studied under the guidance of Prof. 
Alina Gruszka. He won many awards in guitar competitions, 
among which were the following: 2nd award at the All-Poland 
Classical Guitar Competition in Lódz (1985), 3rd award at the 
Spanish and Latin American Music Competition in Cracow (1988), 
a distinction for the interpretation of Enrique Granados' music at 
the International Festival “Silesian Guitar Autumn” (1988). 
From 1991 to 1993 as a scholarship holder of the Mexican 
Government, he developed bis skills under the guidance of a 
composer and guitarist Ernesto Garcia de Leon in Mexico and he 
received the diploma with the highest marks. From 1993 to 1997 
he worked actively in the artistic fìeld giving concerts in the 
country and abroad. A direct contact with Latin American culture 
gave him special assets, namely the knowledge of its 
characteristic, attractive music and the variety of repertoire. Since 
1998 he has been devoted to pedagogical work. He has 
introduced many innovative guitar teaching methods. He is also 
an initiator and originator of the All-Poland Competition “Guitar in 
Chamber Music”. 

Frandsen John (English) 
John Frandsen, (born 1956) bears also a unique position as a 
composer for the guitar, as he have a very special flair for the 
technical subtilities of the instrument. He uses the natural 
ideomatic possibilities laid down in the instrument on a highly 
skilled and personal way, like his use of an open string as 
ostinato, and around it creating different rhythmic patterns that 
make the guitar sound in a highly natural and strong way. His 
harmonic ideas are always close to the fingerboards “nature”, 
which sometimes hardly can be said about many modern guitar 
composers. Frandsens tone of language is alwas his own, and one 
would recognized this tone immediately among hundreds of 
compositions. His two solo works: The 13 minute long Nature 
Morte from 1986 and The Painters Palette from 1989, a suite of 
10 “easy pieces” each of them titled and containing a special 
color, grey, green, black and so on. Though not so “easy” these 
pieces represent a veritably gold mine for the less advanced 
player, wishing to try to work with “modern music”. 

Franke Bernd (English) 
“Bernd Franke`s work distinguishes itself from other types of 
music formed by the emphasis of contrasts not only by its 
elegance and hedonistic character but ultimately by the way such 
contrasts are minutely built up and stressed through an ever-
sharpening differentiation of sounds towards a timbre- 
determining voicing through which the polarities are not 
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discharged as unresolved conflicts, but rather preserve a striving 
for balance and harmony which, however, in the end remains 
unattained. 
His dramaturgically-tonal compositions aim at achieving a musical 
language directly understandable by the hearer but without 
degenerating into banality or neoromanticism. On the contrary, 
comprehensibility and differentiation (tonal as well as structural) 
are two strands of one intention: to write music which is 
communicative but which does not drag with it the embarrassing 
baggage of obligatory convention. 
Musical influences for Franke have been Witold Lutoslawski and 
Edgar Varèse as well as Charles Ives, John Cage and Morton 
Feldman. Development has been both quick and slow, principally 
brought about by engaging with the work of other composers and 
more especially with painters such as Chagall, Dürer, Goya, 
WOLS, Pousette-Dart, Erich Hauser and above all Joseph Beuys”. 
(Gisela Nauck) 
Web: http://berndfranke.de/home_eng/ (2017) 

Frazzi Vito (English) 
Vito Frazzi (1888-1975) was one of the most honored Italian 
composers of his epoque and a relevant figure in the cultural 
ground of Florence, where he taught composition at the 
Conservatory for about 4 decades, having Luigi Dallapiccola 
among his distinguished students. (Angelo Gilardino) 

Freidlin Jan (English) 
Jan Freidlin was born in Chita (Southern Siberia) in 1944.  He 
studied composition, piano and music theory at the Odessa Music 
College. From 1965 to 1971 he studied composition and theory 
with Prof. A. Kogan at the Odessa State Conservatory.  Upon his 
graduation he served as Artistic Director and Principal Conductor 
of the Odessa Philharmonic Society Jazz Orchestra, and in 1974 
became a member of the USSR Composers' Union.  He was the 
Head of the Music Theory department at the Stolyarsky Special 
Music College from 1974 until 1990 when he immigrated to Israel.  
Freidlin taught at the Rubin Academy of Music for three years, and 
he currently teaches at the Levinsky College of Music in Tel-Aviv.  
He has composed music for many television programs, for 26 
theatre plays and for 7 feature films. A prolific composer, many of 
his works have been performed in Russia, Israel, Germany, 
Australia, Italy, Sweden, UK, Czech Republic, Holland, France, 
Brazil, Japan, and the USA.  The  works  of J. Freidlin  are  
published  in  many  Editions  in  USA, Germany , France, Israel , 
Belgium , Russia  &  Ukraine. 
Web: http://www.under.org/cpcc/jfreidlin.htm 

Freund Don (English) 
Don Freund has been described as “a composer thoughtful in 
approach and imaginative in style” (The Washington Post), whose 
music is “exciting, amusing, disturbing, beautiful, and always 
fascinating” (Music and Musicians, London). He is an 
internationally recognized composer with works ranging from solo, 
chamber, and orchestral music to pieces involving live 
performances with electronic instruments, music for dance, and 
large theatre works, and is recipient of numerous awards and 
commissions including two grants from the National Endowment 
for the Arts and a Guggenheim fellowship. Freund has served as 
guest composer at a vast array of universities and music festivals, 
and presented master classes throughout Europe, Asia and South 
America. Freund is also active as a pianist, conductor, and 
lecturer. As a festival coordinator, he has programmed over a 
thousand new American works, and he has been conductor or 
pianist in the performance of over two hundred new pieces. A 
Professor of Composition at Indiana University Jacobs School of 
Music since 1992, his students from 45 years of teaching continue 
to win an impressive array of awards and recognitions. Up-to-date 
news on works and performances, and videos, audio files and pdf 
scores of over a hundred of Freund’s compositions can be found 
online at DonFreund.com. 
Web: http://donfreund.com/about-don (2019) 

Fricker Peter Racine (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese nato a Londra nel 1920, morto a Santa 
Barbara nel 1990. La sua opera è caratterizzata da ricerche 
d'avanguardia mediate da un genuino tradizionalismo. 

Froelich Kenneth  (English) 
Kenneth D. Froelich was born in Chester, PA in 1977 and raised in 
San Diego, CA. He received his Bachelor of Music degree from the 
University of Southern California in 1999, graduating summa cum 
laude, his Masters in Music degree from Indiana University in 
2001, and his Doctoral degree from Indiana University in 2004. 
He is currently an Associate Instructor of Music Theory and is 
pursuing his Doctorate of Music at Indiana University. His principal 
composition teachers include Claude Baker, Eugene O’Brien, 
Sven-David Sandström, Don Freund, and Donald Crocket. His 
electro-acoustic composition teachers have been Jeff Hass and 
John Gibson. He has been faculty at the Sewanee Summer Music 
Festival, and is currently a member of the faculty at Ball State 
University in Muncie, IN. 
Kenneth has received several awards and recognitions, a few of 
which follow. In 1999, Kenneth was awarded the Marilyn K. Glick 
Young Composers Award by the Indianapolis Symphony 
Orchestra. His orchestral work ELECTRIC SHEEP (1998) was 
performed in fulfillment of the prize. In 2001, he received the 
Indiana University Dean’s Prize for his work DANCE OF THE 
GREEN BIRD (2000), and was commissioned to write his chamber 
work AGE OF IRONY (2001), which was performed by the IU New 
Music Ensemble in 2002. Kenneth received an Honorable Mention 
in the 2002 Morton Gould ASCAP Young Composer Awards for Age 
of Irony. Kenneth presented his electro-acoustic work SCRAP 
METAL (2002) at the 2003 SEAMUS national festival. This work 
received the Best Digital Music prize at the 2002 Indiana IDEAS 
festival. Recently, Kenneth received a 2004 Morton Gould ASCAP 
Young Composer Award for his work SERENDIPITOUS 
INVENTIONS (2003). 
Kenneth has been commissioned to write works for The Delicato 
Trio (POCKET KNIVES, PAPER FOOTBALL) and the Indiana 
University New Music Ensemble (AGE OF IRONY), as well as for 
clarinetist Jorge Montilla (BLUE FIRE) and cellist Matthew Cooker 
(URBAN DANCES AND MOUNTAIN SONGS). 
Kenneth is currently a member of BMI, American Music Center, 
and SEAMUS. (October 2004) 
Web: http://www.thenewstyle.org 

Frost Victor (English) 
Victor Frost resides in New York City, where he is highly regarded 
as performer on piano and organ, composer and arranger, and 
teacher. His catalogue includes opera and other music for the 
theater, orchestral works, chamber music, and numerous solos, 
some of a pedagogical nature. It also features choral numbers and 
songs, both sacred and secular. He studied composition with 
Charles Dodge and Myron Fink, organ with Flor Peeters and Calvin 
Hampton, and piano with George Roth and Jon Klibonoff. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/VictorFrost (2019) 
  Frounberg Ivar (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato a Copenaghen nel 1950. Si è perfezionato a 
Siena con I.Xenakis e in USA con M.Feldman. Ha scritto musica 
d'avanguardia. 

Frugère Bruno (Français) 
Né en 1961, il découvre la guitare d'accompagnement, puis étudie 
le jazz à l'école de musique de Roanne avec le trompettiste Jean-
Luc Capozzo. Il se tourne vers la guitare classique en 1983 et se 
perfectionne au conservatoire d'Andrézieux, il y obtient un 
diplôme de fin d'études en 1989.  
Sa route croise alors celle de Serge Désaunay, qu'il accompagne 
dans des tournées européennes. Plusieurs enregistrements 
notamment avec le groupe Cocktail Swing sont réalisés. Il fonde 
en 2002 le groupe Swing Valse avec Franck Balzano et enseigne la 
guitare dans les écoles du pays Roannais. 
Web: http://www.djangostation.com/+-Bruno-Feugere-+.html 
(2011) 

Fujie Keiko (English) 
Keiko Fujiie studied music theory and composition (undergraduate 
and graduate) at Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music. 
She was awarded 1st Prize in the Composition category at the 
55th Japan Music Competition for her 'Clarinet Concerto'. She 
received the NHK Symphony Orchestra's award for orchestral 
composition, the 43rd Otaka Prize for ' Beber' and the 48th Otaka 
Prize for 'Koisucho - Guitar Concerto No.2'. 
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Web: http://brinrinri.la.coocan.jp/information.html  (2017) 

Frumerie Gunnar de (English) 
Born in Nacka on 20th July 1908, died in Mörby on the 9th 
September 1987. He received his first music instruction (on the 
piano) from his mother at home and then studied at the 
Stockholm Conservatory 1923-1929 under Lennart Lundberg 
(piano) and Ernst Ellberg (composition). Shortly afterwards he 
began studying abroad, first of all in Vienna, where Emil von 
Sauer was his piano teacher. Erwin Stein gave him lessons in 
composition. This was followed by a period in Paris with Alfred 
Cortot (piano) and Leonid Sabaneev (composition). In Sweden he 
performed as a solo pianist while making a name for himself as a 
composer. He became a piano teacher at the State Academy of 
Music, Stockholm in 1945 and Professor 1962. Gunnar de 
Frumerie has attained a powerful position in Swedish music by 
virtue of an exuberant fantasy which derives its inspiration from 
several different sources. They include various idioms of folk 
music and numerous elements of traditional art music, e.g. the 
dance suites of the Baroque, variation forms and the refreshingly 
elegant musicality of the classical period. The piano plays a 
prominent part in his creativity, and his output includes a long 
succession of works such as sonatas, suites and works for piano 
and orchestra. de Frumerie has endowed Swedish vocal music 
with two major choral composition with orchestra 
accompaniment: The Lord’s Prayer and Eight Psalms of David, as 
well as numerous songs. To the poetical texts which he has 
frequently selected from the finest of Swedish poetry he brings an 
unmistakable empathy and a proficient, intuitive technique. He 
shows melodic ingenuity in conveying language, the intensity of 
dreams, and a sensitivity which is at once fresh and introspective; 
his settings of poems by Pär Lagerkvist (Hjärtats sånger, several 
cycles from Aftonland) deserve special mention. There is also a 
literary background to one of his most extensive works, the opera 
Singoalla, based on the novel by Viktor Rydberg. A romanticised 
spirit, evocative nature lyricism and impassioned drama combine 
to make this opera a bold, enduring artistic tour de-force. Other 
works well worth mentioning include the full-length ballet 
Johannesnatten, two sets of variations and a symphonic suite for 
orchestra, concertos for various solo instruments and orchestra, 
and chamber compositions such as Musica per nove. (Hans-
Gunnar Peterson) 
Web: 
http://www.mic.stim.se/avd/mic/prod/personer.nsf/Biographies?O
penView&cat=Biografier& 

Fuentes Arturo (English) 
Arturo Fuentes (Mexico 1975) has lived in Europe since 1997 
where he has been active as a composer of electroacoustic and 
instrumental music. Doctorate in composition (dir. Horacio 
Vaggione, Paris), Master in philosophy, IRCAM-Cursus, Royal 
Schools of Music of London, CIEM (Mexico). Curses with Donatoni, 
Ferneyhough, Murail, López-López, Trigos. His piece “Broken 
Mirrors” has been recently nominated to the Staubach-Prize, 
Darmstadt concert (Arditti Quartet and Experimentalstudio 
Freiburg). In 2009 a portrait CD was recorded by the ensemble 
Intégrales (Hamburg) edited by NEOS. Concerts in Finland, 
Mexico, USA, Germany, Spain and Austria are scheduled for 2009. 
(update 11/08) 
Web: 
http://www.arturofuentes.com/Arturo_FUENTES_I_biography.htm
l 

Fumic Rudolf and Slavko (English) 
The brothers Slavko Fumic (1912-1945) and Rudolf Fumic (1915-
1951) were both bom in Zagreb, where they began their guitar 
careers before World War II. Thanks to another guitar-builder, 
their friend Ernest Koroskènyi, we have today two of their albums 
with their selected pieces published in Zagreb in 1956. They were 
very attive, both as composers and as solo and duo guitarists, 
who even recorded for radio in those early days of broadcasting. 
Unfortunately, Slavko died prematurely as a war victim and Rudolf 
didn’t live much longer. Some of their pieces, like Slavko’s 
“Noctume”, continued to be some of the most popular domestic 
works among our guitarists in the Post-war period, while one of 
his preludes was performed by the great Austrian guitarist Luise 
Walker. (Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. 

Vol.II Croatia, 2003) 

Fundal Karsten (English) 
Among the youngest generation of composers in Danish music, 
Karsten Fundal is probably the one who has received most 
commissions and had most works performed. Karsten Fundal 
studied as a teenager with Hans Abrahamsen and Ib Nørholm, but 
around the age of 20 drew crucial inspiration from abroad: he met 
the American Morton Gould, and studied for a year with Louis 
Andriessen in Holland. Then he studied for two years in Århus with 
Per Nørgård and Karl Aage Rasmussen. Karsten Fundal had his 
breakthrough at the beginning of the 1990s with works like the 
sextet Anelsernes Land (Land of Mists) (1990), the orchestral 
piece Ballad (1991) and the piano concerto Liquid Motion (1993). 
Worth singling out among later works are the violin concerto 
Floating Lines - Broken Mirrors (1995-96). He has received two of 
the big prizes in Danish musical life: the Wilhelm Hansen 
Composer’s prize in 1994 and the Composers’ Society Prize in 
1995. 
Web: http://www.dacapo-records.dk/?page=artist&id=1508 

Fundal Karsten (Français) 
Né en 1966, Karsten Fundal entame ses études de composition 
avec Hans Abrahamsen et de théorie musicale avec Lars Bisgaard. 
A partir de 1982, il continue ses études à l'Académie Royale 
Danoise de Musique où il suit les cours de théorie et d'histoire 
musicales, ainsi que des cours de composition sous la direction 
d'Ib Nørholm et d'orchestration avec Hans Abrahamsen. 
A Dartington en 1986, Fundal rencontre Nigel Osborne et le très 
influent Morton Feldman. A partir de 1987-88, il suit les cours de 
composition de Louis Andriessen en Hollande, puis retourne à 
l'Académie de Musique de Copenhague pour étudier l'histoire et la 
théorie musicales. De 1989 à 1991, il suit les cours de Per 
Nørgard et Karl-Aage Rasmussen à l'Académie de Musique du 
Jutland.  
Ces dernières années, les oeuvres de Karsten Fundal suscitent un 
intérêt croissant des orchestres et des institutions, se concrétisant 
par un grand nombre de commandes. Ainsi, Other worlds (1992-
93) est composé suite à une commande de l'Orchestre 
symphonique d'Aarhus, et le concerto pour piano Liquid Motion 
(1993) est une commande de la Radio danoise pour le pianiste 
Per Salo. Woven Lines (1993) pour clarinette solo est une 
commande du Danish Young Tone Artist pour Kari Kriikku, et 
Verse-Reverse (1994) pour vents, piano et basse est une 
commande de l'ensemble néerlandais De Volharding. Depuis lors, 
Fundal a achevé Traces pour clarinette, violon, violoncelle et 
piano, commande destinée au Borealis Ensemble d'Islande (créée 
en novembre 1995 à Reykjavik). Son Concerto pour violon, 
commande de la prestigieuse International Carl Nielsen 
Competition fut créé à Odense le 31 mai 1996. Par ailleurs, le 
Danish Athelas Ensemble a commandé à Fundal un concerto pour 
percussions et sinfonietta dont la création est prévue à l'automne 
1996, et le Storstrøms Ensemble lui a commandé une pièce dont 
la création aura lieu au Festival de Susa 1997. Karsten Fundal est 
lauréat du Wilhelm Hansen Composer Prize 1994 et du Danish 
Composers Association Prize 1995. 
Web: http://brahms.ircam.fr/textes/c00003136/ 

Furgeri Biancamaria (English) 
Born in 1935. Pianist, organist and composer, studied in Padua, 
Venice and Milan with Giuseppe Piccioli, Wolfgang Dalla Vecchia, 
Bruno Coltro. Giorgio Federico Ghedini and Bruno Bettinelli. 
Teacher in Ferrara and Padua, professor of harmony and 
counterpoint at the Conservatory in Bologna (1969-1997), 
headmaster of the Conservatory in Rovigo. Winner of several 
prizes and other rewards in national and international 
competitions. She has composed and published many didactic 
works. Many of her works have been recorded and broadcasted by 
RAI and other European Radios. She has written a lot of vocal, 
orchestral and chamber music that were published by Edipan, 
Ricordi, Suvini Zerboni, Zanibon, Rugginenti, Carrara, Editio 
Musica and recorded by “Teatro del Guerriero”, and EurArte. She 
has taken part at several International Conventions dedicated to 
women. For about ten years she worked for the National Didatic 
Centre for Artistic Education. She often is a member of jury at 
national and international competitions. Guido Miano Editor has 
published a monography by Renzo Cresti on her musical 
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language. Recently several live recordings of vocal, instrumental 
and orchestral works of her have been collected in two CD's. 
Web: 
http://www.rugginenti.it/suonodonne/compositrici/furgeri.html 
[2005] 

Fürst Paul Walter (English) 
1926 Born on April 25 in Vienna 
1938 Move to Frankfurt/Main, first musical education 
1946-51 Studies at The Academy of Music and Performing Arts in 
Vienna (Willi Boskovsky, Hermann Schwertmann, Joseph Marx, 
Alfred Uhl) 
1951-54 Solo violist of the Lower Austrian Tonkünstler Orchestra 
1954-61 Solo violist of the Munich Philharmonic 
1961-90 Solo violist with the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra 
1962-90 Member of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
1980 Grand Decoration of Honour for Services to the Republic 
1969-82 Business manager of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
1982 Province of Salzburg Grand Decoration of Honour 
1986-90 Again business manager of the Vienna Philharmonic 
Orchestra 
1994 City of Vienna Prize for Music  
since 1998 President of the AKM (Society of Authors, Composers 
and Music Publishers). 
First success as composer at the Innsbruck Youth Culture Weeks 
from 1952-54. Most of Fürst’s works were created upon request or 
the stimulation of well-known ensembles 
and solo instrumentalists. The focus of his works: chamber music, 
orchestral works (often with solo instruments). 
(Doblinger Catalogue) 

Gabriel-Marie (English) 
Gabriel Prosper Marie (Gabriel-Marie) was born on the 8th of 
January 1852 in Paris, and died on the 29th August 1928 in 
Puigcerda, Spain. He composed music in the genre know by 
musicologists today as Romanticism. The romantic era began in 
about 1800, and continued for some time into the twentieth 
century. In the first half of the twentieth century the ever more 
complex romantic music competed with the new forms and sound 
of the then modernistic composers. His delightful La Cinquantaine 
with its melancholic air of resignation was written for the violin, 
and is his best-known work. 

Gainey Christopher (English) 
Christopher Gainey (b.1981) balances creative and academic 
pursuits that are complementary components of his eclectic 
approach to the study of music. He composes for a wide range of 
performers, engages with the ideas of his colleagues through 
academic research, and performs regularly on guitar and banjo in 
music of any style that catches his ear. In preparation for this 
lifestyle, he earned master of music degrees in composition, 
guitar, and music theory pedagogy from Peabody Conservatory 
and a Ph. D. in composition from the University of Iowa. Until 
2011, he taught music theory and composition at Grinnell College 
and the University of Iowa, and he is currently a Ph. D. candidate 
in music theory at the University of British Columbia. The focus of 
his research is the role of timbre in twenty-first century music. 
On the site http://www.christophergainey.com/, you may peruse 
score samples from Chris' compositions and arrangements, read 
brief summaries of his music theory projects, and hear selected 
recordings of his music. If any of these things pique your interest, 
feel free to email Chris at cgainey77@gmail.com. 

Gardenstätter Clemens (English) 
Born in 1966 in Zell am See in Austria, Clemens 
Gadenstätter studied Composition under Erich Urbanner and 
Helmut Lachenmann. In addition, he graduated in Performance 
Studies (flute) at the University of Music and Performing Arts in 
Vienna. 
Gadenstätter’s musical undertaking explores the compositional 
resynthesis of perception, sensation and feeling. For him, this 
should bring together the trinity of listening, comprehension, and 
composition. 
His recent work concerns the transformation of acoustically 
triggered, pre-formed feelings: (in the series E.P.O.S.: les 
premiers cris, les cris des lumières, les derniers cris for different 
ensemble arrangements; „HÖREN VERSTEHEN KOMPONIEREN” 

[LISTENING COMPREHENSION COMPOSITION] – Essay); daily 
work and the banal (in Semantical Investigations 1 for violin and 
ensemble, Semantical Investigations 2 for small ensemble; as well 
as the essay, „Was heißt hier banal” [What do we mean banal?]); 
the poly-modality of listening (platzen/bersten for cello and 
piano, häuten, schlitzen, reißen, String Quartet 1, 2, and 
3, ES, minimal opera for voice, ensemble, and film; les derniers 
cris / E.P.O.S. 1; les cris des lumières / E.P.O.S. 2; les premiers 
cris / E.P.O.S. 3) as well as musical iconography (the 
series ICONOSONICS 1 – 3). At present, Gadenstätter has 
invigorated his engagement with other media: les cris des 
lumières for ensemble and light; and daily transformations for 
voices, instruments, electronics, video, space, and light, a work 
realized in collaboration with Anna Henckel-Donnersmark (film) 
and Lisa Spalt (text). 
Since 1992, various collaborations with artists such as Joseph 
Santarromana (video installation), Rose Breuss, Toni Kay (media, 
conceptual, and video art), Lisa Spalt (author), Anna Henckel-
Donnersmark (film, video, installation), and others. 
Since 2003/04, Professor at the University of Music Graz for Music 
Theory and Analysis, as well as lecturer for Composition. In the 
summer semester of 2013, a guest professor for Composition at 
the University of Music and performing arts Carl-Maria von Weber, 
Dresden. 2017/18 guest professor for Composition at the Nordic 
Music High school, Oslo. 
In 2014, Clemens Gadenstätter was a lecturer at the Darmstadt 
holiday course for new music; in 2013 and 2015, a lecturer at 
Impulse Academy Graz; as well as a lecturer at COURSE – Master 
class for Composition Kiew/Lviv in 2015 and 2017. 
From 1995 to 2000, Gadenstätter published „ton”, the music 
journal of the IGNM-Sektion Österreich. Until 2002, he organized 
many events (most recently: SALON13: Six Evenings of Music, 
Literature, Film, Art, and Science in Echoraum, Vienna) 
Web: http://www.clemensgadenstaetter.eu (2018) 

Gagnon Claude (English) 
Claude Gagnon, presently classic guitar teacher at the Sainte-Foy 
College (Quebec), performs regularly as a member of various 
ensembles and as an accompanist for voice and violin. 
He is interested in Renaissance and Baroque music and 
occasionally collaborates in projects where he plays cittern with 
singers and instrumentalists playing lute, viola da gamba and 
recorder. He is also founder of the Ensemble Arabesque which 
brings together violin, guitar and cello and offers programmes of 
original compositions and arrangements of classical traditional and 
popular works. 
As a composer, his works include Alice aux pays des merveilles for 
three guitars, Hello Cello for cello and guitar, Douze préludes en 
forme d'études for solo guitar as well as Kamendja for two 
guitars. 
Claude Gagnon has published twenty volumes of music for guitar 
with Productions d'OZ and Éditions Doberman-Yppan. He has also 
taken part in several recordings as instrumentalist or as producer 
for the Atma and Analekta labels. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216742.2.html 

Gal Hans (English) 
The composer Hans Gál was born near Vienna in 1890. Following 
considerable success in the 1920s, he was appointed Director of 
the Conservatory in Mainz in 1929. Hitler's accession to power in 
1933 led to his instant dismissal and the banning of all his works. 
He returned to Vienna, but was again to forced to flee by Hitler's 
annexation of Austria in 1938. He emigrated to Britain and settled 
in Edinburgh, where he remained active until his death in 1987. 

Galan Natalio (English) 
Natalio Galán was born in Camaguey, Cuba, in 1917. He began his 
piano studies there with Luis Aguirre. Studied harmony and 
counterpoint with José Ardévol and Virginia Fleites at the 
Conservatorio Municipal. In 1953 he took a course in orchestration 
with Henry Cowell with whom he became closely associated. 
Entered Juilliard where he studied with Henry Brant. 

Galante Carlo (Italiano) 
Carlo Galante (Trento, 1959) si è diplomato in Composizione sotto 
la guida di Niccolò Castiglioni e Paolo Castaldi, presso il 
Conservatorio di Milano. Nel 1993 ha scritto il Dies Irae del 
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Requiem per le Vittime della Mafia, realizzato nella Cattedrale di 
Palermo. 
Ha scritto per il teatro: le opere Byzanthium (Musica nel Nostro 
Tempo 1991); Corradino (Teatro Comunale di Bologna, 1992); Il 
combattimento con l’Angelo (Teatro Massimo di Palermo, 1997); 
Messer Lievesogno e la Porta Chiusa più volte rappresentato 
(Teatro Comunale di Bologna 1997; Teatro Palazzina Liberty, 
Milano 1998; Teatro Nuovo di Verona e Teatro Sociale di Trento, 
2000); Ghost Cafè (Teatro Donizetti di Bergamo, 2000); Racconto 
di Natale (Teatro Comunale di Modena, 2002) e i balletti: 
Fandango (Teatro Filarmonico di Verona, 1992); Il fantasma di 
Canterville (Teatro Regio di Torino, 1995 e più volte riproposto); 
Notturno a Milano (Tardi in piazza Duomo) (Teatro Filarmonico di 
Verona 2004). 
Per l’Ensemble “Sentieri Selvaggi” ha scritto il brano “La formula 
del fiore” che dà titolo al CD; altri lavori precedenti sono editi nel 
CD “Yeliel” (Tirreno). Recentemente ha registrato il “Sanctus” per 
la “Missa Solemnis Resurrectionis” del Giubileo 2000. Il CD 
“Enigma, la musica dei Tarocchi” (Rugginenti editore), su testi di 
Gabriela Fantato, è anche andato in scena in forma di spettacolo 
al Piccolo Teatro Studio di Milano e all’Accademia Filarmonica 
Romana nel 2000. Il suo ultimo CD, ESSENZA CARNALE, del 
2003, su poesie di Alfredo De Palchi, è stato patrocinato dalla 
fondazione newyorkese “Sonia Raiziss Giop Charitable 
Foundation”. 
Ha composto nel 2004 per Enrico Dindo il concerto per violoncello 
Luna in Acquario eseguito al Teatro Ponchielli di Pavia e di 
prossima pubblicazione in cd. Ha scritto per il Teatro Regio di 
Torino e il Teatro stabile La Tempesta su libretto di Luca Fontana 
che debutterà al Teatro Carignano nel 2006. Su commissione della 
Fondazione “I Pomeriggi musicali” di Milano ha composto il brano 
sinfonico Percorso notturno con carillon che è stato eseguito sotto 
la guida di Corrado Rovaris nel febbraio del 2006. I “Violoncellisti 
della Scala” gli hanno richiesto il brano Due sono le porte del 
sogno suonato alla Scala nel maggio del 2006. Ha composto nel 
2007 INRI passione secondo anonimo per soprano, attore e 
quartetto d’archi eseguita a Bolzano presso il Duomo di Gries. 
La sua musica è stata eseguita più volte negli Stati Uniti, in 
Svizzera, Spagna, Brasile, Germania, Regno Unito, Francia. 
Ha avuto numerose commissioni da orchestre italiane ed estere, 
tra le altre: Rai di Roma e di Napoli; Orchestra Haydn di Trento e 
Bolzano; Orchestra Sinfonica Siciliana; Orchestra Verdi di Milano, 
Pomeriggi musicali di Milano. 
Nel 2007 è stato eletto nella Sezione Lirica della SIAE. 
La sua musica è edita da Suvini Zerboni, B.&W. Italia e Sonzogno. 
Web: http://www.carlogalante.it/  (2010) 

Galante Emilio (English) 
Italian composer of primarily orchestral, chamber and 
electroacoustic works; he is also active as a flautist. 
Mr. Galante studied composition and flute at the Conservatorio di 
Bologna, where he earned his flute diploma in 1979. He also 
studied at the Università di Bologna, where he earned a 
philosophy degree, and the Musikakademie in Munich, where he 
earned a diploma in 1982. 
As a flautist, he has played throughout Europe and the USA, 
notably in Milan, Salzburg and Venice and in 1997, he was invited 
to play his own music in Chicago. His music has been played at 
different festivals in Milan, New York, Paris, and Tokyo. 
Falls House Press and Sonzogno publish his music. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/galantee.htm (2010) 

Galindo-Dimas Blás (English) 
Blas Galindo, a Mexican composer, was born in San Gabriel, 
Jalisco, in 19 10, His works  include all musical forms, 
distinguished Symphonies, two “Oberturas Mexicanas” and “Sones 
de Mariachi”. Also he has composed music for Ballet, Theatre, 
Film, and wrote a concert for guitar with amplificator and 
orchestra, He made an arrangement for the guitar from his piece 
“Arrullo” which originally he composed for piano and voice. 

Galindo-Dimas Blás (Italiano) 
Blas Galindo nacque nella città di San Gabriel Jalisco, in Messico 
nel 19 10. La sua opera comprende tutte le forme musicali, si 
distaccano le sue Sinfonie, due “Oberturas Mexicanas” e “Sones 
de Mariachi”. Ugualmente ha composto musica per Balletto, 
Teatro e Cinema e ha scritto un concerto per chitarra con 

amplificatore e orchestra. Ha adattato il suo brano “Arrullo” 
composto originalmente per voce e pianoforte, per la chitarra.  

Galindo-Dimas Blás (Español) 
BLAS GALINDO, compositor mexicano, nació en San Gabriel, 
Jalisco en 1910. Su obra abarca todos los géneros musicales, 
destacando sus Sinfonias, sus “Oberturas Mexicanas” y “Sones de 
Mariachi”, asimismo ha compuesto mdsica para Ballet, Teatro y 
Cine. Escribi un concierto para guitarra con ampfificador y 
orquesta. Hizo el arreglo para guitarra de su pieza “Arrullo” 
original para voz y piano. 

Gall Louis Ignatius (English) 
Composer and guitarist, born in Indonesia, died in Enschede 
(Provinz Overijssel). He began his guitar studies with Daan van 
Teeseling and Koos Tigges in Holland and was a student of Andrés 
Segovia in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) for several years. He 
studied composition with Kees van Baaren in Holland. He was 
principal lecturer in classical guitar, methodology, historical 
development and performance practice at the “Conservatorium of 
Saxion Hogeschool Enschede” and at the “Messiaen Academie 
Enschede” and has performed worldwide as a guitar soloist and 
chamber musician. Gall published about 200 compositions and 
arrangements for and with guitar, including many flute-guitar-
duos, which he performed together with the flutists Lynne Priest 
Fitzpatrick and Ferenc Hutÿra. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Gammanossi Marco (Italiano) 
Marco Gammanossi è nato a Livorno nel 1965. Si è perfezionato in 
composizione con i maestri Brouwer, Morricone e Donatoni. Nel 
2002 ha vinto il primo premio assoluto al V Concorso 
Internazionale di Composizione “M.Pittaluga” ad Alessandria. Ha 
pubblicato con gli editori Sinfonica e Bèrben. 

Gander Chris (English) 
Chris Gander is a composer, World music performer and 
specialist. He has lived for two years in India and for a year in 
Persia and has also studied the musics of Brazil Cuba and Spain. 
In India Chris studied sitar and tabla and took courses in Yoga 
and Indian philosophy, to complete his background knowledge of 
Indian music. Chris continued his studies at The School of African 
and Oriental Studies, The University of London; where he took an 
M.A. in North Indian Classical Music and Aspects of Hinduism. 
With his aim of creating a convincing fusion between the musics 
of East and West Chris has studied with Jonathan Harvey, Michael 
Finnissy and the Indian composer John Mayer. In his musical style 
Chris attempts to create a seamless fusion and a thoughtful 
accessibility. “Chris Ganders music has a fresh spontaneous 
ecstatic joyousness that is both appealing and infectious” (Michael 
Finnissy). At whatever level he is writing for Chris tries to ensure 
that the performers are challenged by but also delight in playing 
his music. 
Chris Ganders Music has been performed in major venues and 
festivals throughout the UK including The Brighton Festival (Royal 
Pavilion Music Room) The Komedia Theatre Brighton, The York 
Late Festival, London’s Wigmore Hall and St. Johns Smith Square. 
Lancing College and Dartington Hall. He has had works broadcast 
on BBC Radio 3 and Classic FM. International performances 
include the USA, France, Bulgaria and the Philippines. 
Chris has had works performed by luminaries such as the 
Bingham String Quartet, the Scandinavian Flutequartet, the 
pianist Michael Finnissy, the recorder player Piers Adams, the 
guitarist Jason Carter, The English Guitar Quartet, the sitarist 
Dharambir Singh, the tabla player Pete Lockett, The Tacet 
Ensemble and the Baroque chamber orchestra Red Priest and 
many others. He has also worked with the Alimail Palim Dance 
Company and the Bivouac Dance Company. 
His compositions include: Numerous works for solo and guitar 
ensemble. Works for solo recorders, guitar and recorder, piano 
and recorder and a recorder concerto. A flute concerto, guitar and 
flute, piano and flute. Works for solo piano’. A String Quartet, a 
Flute Quartet and works for chamber orchestra. A work for sitar 
tabla and tambura. A piece for Brass Quintet.  
His most ambitious project to date is an hour long music/dance 
work, using an electronic soundscape overlayed with live 
musicians and dancers based on the Indian love myth Kama 
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Deva. A CD of this work is available. 
Chris as well as working on major projects has worked on 
educational projects with both children and adults, including the 
creation of a music dance work for the Farnham Festival for 
children. He is willing to undertake any form of compositional 
work, present workshops and perform, with his band, in the area 
of World music. (2003) 

Gander Chris (Italiano) 
Compositore ed esecutore di 'world music'. Ha vissuto in India, 
Persia, Brasile e Cuba ed ha continuato a Londra studi di musica 
orientale ed africana. Specialista di musica, strumenti e filosofia 
indiana. 

Gandini Gerardo (English) 
Composer and pianist, were born in Buenos Aires in 1936. He/she 
carried out composition studies with Alberto Ginastera and then in 
the Academy Santa Cecilia from Rome with Goffredo Petrassi. 
Their piano studies were carried out with the guide of Pious 
Sebastiani, Roberto Caamaño and Ivonne Loriod. As composer 
he/she has received numerous distinctions and scholarships. 
Among the last ones, that of the Institute of International 
Education (Young Artist Project”), in New york in 1964-1965, that 
of the Italian Government, in Rome, in 1966y the Guggenheim in 
1982. He/she obtained the Municipal Prize of Composition (Buenos 
Aires, 1960), the first prize in the international competition 
organized by the Congress for the Freedom of the Culture (Rome, 
1962), the first prize of music of camera of the Argentinean 
Mozarteum (1963), the Prize of the Musical Youths from Spain 
(1970), the prize Opera of Camera of the Municipality of the City 
of Buenos Aires (1971); in 1974 it was selected as one of the Ten 
Young Sobresaliantes of the Aryan in the Argentina and in 1977, it 
was granted him the Premio Moliére of the government from 
France for music for theater. They have been commissioned him 
works for the Asociación Amigos of the Music of Buenos Aires, for 
the September Musical tucumano”, the Paul Fromm music 
Foundation, Esso Argentina”, the Municipality of the City of 
Buenos Aires, etc. 
It has participated in their composer quality or I eat pianist in 
numerous international festivals, among them: the III, IV, V, VII, 
and XI Festivals of Music American ínter of Washington, the 
festivals of the SIMC of Warsaw, London and Paris, the 
Musikprotokoll of Cjraz, that of Vienna, The Biennial of Paris, the 
Rassegna Intemazionale gave Music Contemporary Pianistica of 
Bergamo, Festival of Contemporary Music of janeiro River, First 
Festival of Contemporary Music of Caracas, First and Second 
Festival of Contemporary Music of Santiago from Chile, Latin 
American Festival of Contemporary Music of maracaibo, Biennial 
of Contemporary Music of Puerto Rico, Festival of Contemporary 
Music of Banía (Brazil), etc.. Several of their works they were 
taken to the disk, among them: “Impromptu fantasy for the 
Orchestra of Louisville (U.S) acting the author like soloist; “Soria 
Mona”, for the Camerata bariloche; “Fantasy for clarinet and 
piano”, for Mariano Frogioni and the author; “Night music IV', for 
guitar and quartet of strings, for Irma Costanzo and the Quartet 
of the University of The Silver, etc. was professor of the Juilliard 
School of Music of New York, of the Institute I gave Tella (Buenos 
Aires), of the Conservatory of the City of The Silver (Argentina), 
advisory of the national Fund of the Arts of the Argentina and jury 
in numerous international competitions of composition. 
Web: http://www.ciweb.com.ar/Gandini/index2.php 

Ganzer Jürgen (English) 
He is professor of composition and instrumentation at the 
Academy of Music “Hanns Eisler” Berlin. 
Ganzer attended from 1965 to 1969, the Hanns-Eisler special 
school for music Berlin. From 1969 to 1975 he studied 
composition with Wolfram Heicking and accordion with Christine 
Boll and Hans Boll at the Academy of Music “Hanns Eisler” Berlin. 
He worked as a freelance composer, teacher, accompanist and 
arranger, et al  at the Volksbühne Berlin, the Berliner Ensemble 
and Friedrichstadtpalast. He focused on songs, chansons and 
folklore. He has performed since 1979 in the accordion duo and 
world music occupations. Ganzer composed electronic music, 
chamber music, film (Die Wokrenterstraße, 1986), theatre and 
radio play music. He devoted himself in particular to the guitar 
and the accordion. From 1983 to the turn he was a member of the 

competition commission of the central commission accordion of 
the GDR. In 1996, he was jury chairman of the International 
Accordion Competition Coupe Mondiale of the Confédération 
Internationale des Accordéonistes (CIA, IMC-UNESCO). Since 
1978 he teaches at the Berlin Conservatory. In 1988 he1 became 
a lecturer in composition and composition and in 1993 professor 
of composition and instrumentation. (Wikipedia) 

Gaquere Boris (English) 
Boris Gaquere, guitarist and composer, was born in 1977 in 
Brussels (Belgium). He obtains his First prize as well as his 
Superior Diploma of Guitar in the class of Sérgio and Odair Assad 
to the Royal Music Conservatoires of Brussels and Mons 
(Belgium). He studied with Leo Brouwer, Roland Dyens (with who 
he participates to the French creation of 'Hamsa' for guitar 
ensemble by Roland Dyens), David Russell, Roberto Aussel, 
Costas Cotsiolis and Paulo Bellinati during international master-
classes. In 1997, he creates the 'Duo Gaquere-SungHô' together 
with the guitarist Denis SungHô. Very quickly they were invited to 
play in cycles of concerts for young talents in Germany, in The 
Netherlands and in Belgium. They produced their first recording in 
1998 under the label CHAMBER, with works by Astor Piazzolla and 
Sérgio Assad. In this occasion, Boris Gaquere also recorded one of 
his compositions 'Obrigado' for solo guitar, dedicated to Sérgio 
Assad and published by 'Productions d'Oz' which will generate 
numerous interpretations (notably by the French guitarist Roger 
Eon who will create it in Brazil, in Czech Republic and in 
Rumania). 
The composer's activity allowed him to be published by 
Productions d'Oz (Canada), by GSP (California) with, among 
others, 'Tabi', a work asked for the occasion by Columbia Music 
Entertainment, Ltd. to Boris Gaquere and recorded by Shin-ichi 
Fukuda. The duet 'Xeque-Mate', written for the Assad Brothers, 
was published by Editions Lemoine.  
Boris Gaquere pursues an international career which allowed him 
to play in France, Germany, The Netherlands, Great Britain, 
Poland, Spain, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Japan, South Korea, in 
the United States and in Canada. In these countries, he 
participated in numerous radio and television broadcasts.  
In 2001, he recorded the 'Double Concerto for Guitar and 
Bandonéon' by Astor Piazzolla for the RTBF (radio and Belgian 
national television) with the Wallonie's chamber orchestra. The 
first solo album, recorded in San Francisco by the label VGO, has 
been released in 2003. Boris Gaquere plays Sérgio Assad, Roland 
Dyens and Sébastien Vachez, his duet 'Xeque-Mate' engraved 
here together with Odair Assad and some of his compositions for 
solo guitar. Three waltzes for guitar duo written by Clarice Assad 
(the Sérgio Assad's elder girl) are also part of the program of this 
CD. Boris Gaquere realized and recorded the arrangements of 
several Antonio Carlos Jobim's songs, for guitar and the different 
ensembles, on the Japanese label J-Room (Columbia Music 
Entertainment). 
Web: http://www.guitare-
diffusion.com/2/Portraits/Gaquere/bio.lasso 

Garau Lucio (English) 
Garau, Lucio (b. 1959, Cagliari). Italian composer of mostly 
chamber and electroacoustic works that have been performed 
throughout Europe; hs is also active as a pianist. 
Mr. Garau studied piano with Areltte Eggmann at the 
Conservatorio di Cagliari from 1968-77 and then privately with 
Massimo Bertucci and Vincenzo Vitale in Naples in 1978-79. He 
studied composition with Franco Oppo at the Conservatorio di 
Cagliari from 1980-90 and there also studied electroacoustic 
music with Nicola Bernardini from 1985-88. His honors include a 
residency at the GMVL studio in Lyon (1998) and commissions 
from the Angelica Festival (Bologna, 1998) and the Venice 
Biennale (2002), among others. Many musicians, including 
recorder-players Kees Boeke and Antonio Politano, pianists James 
Clapperton, Francesco Libetta and Andrea Padova, double bassist 
Fernando Grillo, accordionist Claudio Jacomucci, violinist Mieko 
Kanno, saxophonists Daniel Kientzy and Ulrich Krieger, vocalist 
Gabriella Ravazzi, and percussionists Roberto Pellegrini, Françoise 
Rivalland and Steven Schick have performed his music. 
As a pianist, he has given concerts throughout Europe and in Latin 
America, where he held a series of concerts and lectures, and in 
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early 2003, he lectured in the USA. In 1991, he formed the MiniM 
Ensemble, which is devoted to the performance of minimal music, 
and of which he is the artistic director. 
As a researcher, he currently works on the relationship between 
score and so-called improvisation and has previously worked on 
minimal music in Cagliari and has devoted considerable study to 
the music of Sardinia. 
Web: http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/garaul.htm (2010) 

García Abril Antón (Italiano) 
Compositore spagnolo nato a Teruel nel 1933. Impostosi come 
vincitore di premi di composizione, ha partecipato a numerosi 
festival di musica contemporanea. Il suo stile è ispirato al folklore 
spagnolo. 

García Ascot Rosa (Español) 
MADRID – AGENCIAS - 8-5-2002 
La compositora y pianista madrileña Rosa García Ascot, última 
discípula de Manuel de Falla, falleció a los 100 años en la localidad 
madrileña de Torrelaguna. 
García Ascot, “Rosita”, fue la única mujer del “Grupo de los ocho”, 
que integraba con Salvador Bacarisse, Julián Bautista, Ernesto y 
Rodolfo Halffter, Juan José Mantecón, Gustavo Pitaluga y 
Fernando Remacha, y que representó la renovación musical 
paralela a la literaria de la generación de 1927. 
Rosita, que falleció el 2 de mayo, tuvo una actividad relevante en 
el mundo de la música en su época, aunque no se dedicó al piano 
profesionalmente. Cuando interpretó en público, siempre en 
circunstancias muy especiales, preferentemente escogía obras de 
Falla. 
García Ascot era, con 10 años, una gran pianista que no recibió 
nunca clases en los conservatorios, su formación inicial se debe al 
maestro Felipe Pedrell quien le presentó a Manuel de Falla, con el 
que trabajó durante su estancia en Madrid. También tuvo a 
Enrique Granados entre sus maestros. En 1933 se casó con el 
compositor y pianista Jesús Bal y Gay y dos años después 
abandonó España, donde regresó en 1965. 
Entre sus composiciones cabe destacar “Suite para orquesta”, 
“Preludio” y un “Concierto para piano y orquesta”.  

García Caturla Alejandro (Italiano) 
(1906-1940) 
Compositore e magistrato cubano nato e morto a Remedios (Las 
Villas). E' considerato tra i maggiori compositori cubani. 
Perfezionatosi con N.Boulanger, la sua musica è ispirata dai colori, 
i ritmi e le armonie afro-cubane. 

García de León Ernesto (English) 
Ernesto García de León (born in 1952 in Jáltipan, Veracruz, 
Mexico) is a comptemporary Mexican Composer who specializes in 
guitar music, and whose works are becoming increasingly known 
internationally. His music evokes the town of his birth, Jáltipan, 
found in the south of the state of Veracruz. Jáltipan is located in 
the narrowest part of the country, no more than a three-hour 
drive from the Pacific Ocean and at the same time very close to 
the Gulf of Mexico, a region of verdant jungle and hot, humid 
climate. During the composer’s early childhood Jáltipan was a 
village of colonial architecture with tiled houses adjoining wide 
corridors lined with arches that covered sidewalks. These arched 
galleries ran alongside the street and protected pedestrians from 
the hot sun or frequent rains. It is this place that the composer 
recalls, that time, and the mood of rare melancholy that he felt in 
his first five years as he improvised music on a small marimba in 
the steamy, equatorial atmosphere. 
In August 1959 an earthquake entirely destroyed Jáltipan and 
during the 1960s a new village grew in its place devoid of the rich 
architectural flavor it had once had. During these years Ernesto 
García de León spent much of his time singing, composing popular 
music, and playing a variety of percussion instruments. He also 
played the Jarana, the four– or five–course Mexican folk guitar 
which in both physical form and musical function derives from the 
baroque guitar. One of his musical comrades was his older brother 
Antonio who is now an anthropologists. Antonio is also one of the 
most famous exponents of the Veracruz music, a renowned singer 
of the characteristic Jarocho song/dance son. 
Encouraged by his father, a physician, national chess champion, 
and music-lover, Ernesto García de León added guitar to his 

instruments he was playing. In this time he also first heard a 
recording of Andrés Segovia. This happened in the house of David 
Haro, the now-renowned Veracruz troubadour who is the 
composer of the “Interludio” of Ni lo Pienses. Listening to Segovia 
and to the Beatles, immersing himself in Mexican folk music, pop 
songs and rhythms, jazz, bossa nova, and European classics, 
Ernesto García de León came to feel that music was infinite. 
In these years he liked to go to the rivers to swim and fish, and 
he delighted in picking the abundant tropical fruits right off their 
trees, getting lost in the jungle, and going to the ocean where he 
and his friends would walk for two or three days on a deserted 
beach, alone with nothing but the sea on one side and the jungle 
on the other. On occasion he and his brother Antonio hiked to 
aboriginal communities in the middle of the jungle that had no 
communication with the outside world and stayed there for days. 
Around the age of twelve, Ernesto García de León found a wooden 
plank in the patio of his home, a piece of timber with some nails 
in it. He tied rubber bands to the nails, and with his ear against 
the wood he plucked the rubber bands. On his homemade 
instrument he produced sounds unconnected to any music he 
knew and his imagination soared. He realized that sound was 
capable of being molded and that music was not restricted to the 
popular songs he had been writing and singing, that there was 
more. He decided to devote himself to composing, to studying in 
depth and learning how music speaks and expresses feelings that 
words cannot reach. From that moment to the present he has 
spent a large part of his time to improvisation, or rather, on a 
game of improvisation, and he feels that the freshness and 
spontaneity of his childhood self are the heart of his creativity. 
When Ernesto García de León was fourteen years old his father 
died, but in his final days he restated his conviction to Ernesto’s 
mother that Ernesto should seriously study music, and he 
requested his two older sons to set their brother on that path. 
Three years later, in 1970, Ernesto García de León moved to 
Mexico City to study at the Music School of the National 
Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM). During his first two 
years there, he and David Haro worked together playing popular 
music in a group called “Las Almas” (“The Souls”), but from 1972 
to 1978 he devoted himself entirely to classical guitar and 
composition and all they entail. As part of his training, he 
analyzed a considerable repertoire, and continues to do so; he 
played guitar music ranging from the renaissance to the 
contemporary; and he composed his first works, some which are 
represented in Collected Works, Volume One. 
In 1977, the Cuban guitarist/composer Leo Brouwer visited 
Mexico City, and gave a concert and a series of classes in which 
he demonstrated the beauties of a repertoire beyond the Segovia 
canon. He encouraged people to compose, and by his own 
example showed the Mexican guitar community exciting new 
artistic possibilities. He advised García de León about composition 
and promoted his first appearance in Cuba (1979); in Cuba he 
introduced him to many Cuban composers, including the elderly 
José Ardevol whose Sonata García de León had played for 
Brouwer in their first encounter; and he gave a tremendous push 
to García de León’s realizing his own artistic potential. Before 
Brouwer, those who most influenced García de León’s music were 
Mexicans Manuel Ponce and Silvestre Revueltas and the Brazilian 
Heitor Villa-Lobos, composers from the first half of the twentieth 
century. Most recently, García de León has much admired the 
ideas of the Brazilian Egberto Gismonti and the North American 
expatriate living in Mexico Conlon Nancarrow, both of whom he 
esteems for developing powerful personal styles informed by 
European, Oriental and African currents, but absolutely true to 
their American roots. Similarly García de León enriches his own 
music with foreign influences but identifies himself as a Mexican 
musician who imagines art as a Mexican. 
During the 1980s Ernesto García de León participated in 
numerous conferences of Hispano-American composers; he 
became a founding member of “Nova Guitarra Música,” a group of 
Mexican guitarists and composers dedicated to disseminating 
contemporary guitar music; in 1988, he recorded Del Crepúsculo, 
the first disc solely dedicated to his music; and he gained an 
increasing renown for his music through performances by himself, 
Michael Lorimer, and by other guitarists in Mexico, North and 
South America, Europe and Asia. 
Today Ernesto García de León lives in Mexico City; he teaches 
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guitar at the UNAM and the Music School of the National Institute 
of Fine Arts (INBA), composes, and plays concerts exclusively of 
his own music. A typical García de León recital expresses what he 
is feeling at the moment and is made up on the spot; it consists of 
composed works (for example a sonata, a fantasia, or solo pieces) 
and improvisations. He has many friends, likes to read, draw 
(which he does very well), take walks, see films, and read poetry. 
He believes that everything that he feels and has experienced can 
be expressed through music and that music can directly take a 
person to places that words cannot. In 2009, García de León’s 
fifty seventh year, his catalogue has more than sixty opuses. 
Web: http://www.ernestogarciadeleon.com/htdocs/bio.html 
(2010) 

García Fernando (English) 
(b. July 4, 1930, Santiago). Chilean composer of mostly 
orchestral, chamber, choral, vocal, and piano works that have 
been performed throughout the world. 
Prof. García studied composition privately with Juan Orrego-Salas, 
Carlos Botto and Gustavo Becerra-Schmidt in Santiago from 
1949–60 and also studied analysis privately with Juan Allende-Blin 
in Santiago during this period. 
His honors include the Premio Municipalidad de Santiago (1963, 
for América insurrecta, Op. 26) and four prizes in the Festival de 
Música Chilena in Santiago (honorable mention, 1963, for América 
insurrecta, Op. 26; honorable mention, 1964, for Sombra del 
paraíso, Op. 27; Third Prize, 1965, for Estáticas, Op. 28; First 
Prize, 1967, for Firmamento sumergido, Op. 39). More recently, 
he received an honorable mention in the competition of 
Providencia municipality (1997, for Dos paisajes urbanos, Op. 
119) and commissions from SCD (1999, to compose Díptico 
sinfónico, Op. 145) and the Instituto Chileno Norteamericano de 
Cultura (2000, to compose Nacerá la aurora, Op. 164). Most 
recently, he received the Premio Presidente de la República 
(2000, for his œuvre), the Medalla de la Música del Consejo 
Chileno de la Música (2002, for his œuvre), the Premio Nacional 
de Arte (2002, for his œuvre), and the Medalla Rectoral de la 
Rectoría de la Universidad de Chile (2002, for his work as an 
academic). He has also been a member of the Colegio de 
Compositores Latinoamericanos de Música de Arte since 2000 and 
a Miembro de Número of the Academia Chilena de Bellas Artes del 
Instituto de Chile since 2004. 
Prof. García is also active in other positions. He worked as a 
trombonist in the Orquesta Sinfónica de Profesores del Ministerio 
de Educación de Chile in Santiago from 1956–58 and served as 
inspector-librarian of the Coro de la Universidad de Chile in 
Santiago from 1960–63 and as president of the Asociación Coral 
Chilena in Santiago in 1962. He then served as director of the 
archives of the Instituto de Extensión Musical (IEM) in Santiago 
from 1963–67 and as its secretary from 1967–73 and as secretary 
(1965–68) and treasurer (1968–71) of the Asociación Nacional de 
Compositores in Santiago. He later served as music advisor to 
both the Ballet Nacional de Cuba and the Gran Teatro de La 
Habana from 1979–89. In addition, he has contributed numerous 
articles to journals in Europe and North America, as well as to the 
Diccionario de la Música Española e Hispanoamericana (2000, 
SGAE), for which he served as coordinator of the Chilean 
delegation. He has served as vice-director of the music journal 
Revista Musical Chilena in Santiago since 1993. 
He taught analysis, harmony, music history, music theory, and 
solfège part-time at the Conservatorio El Golf in Santiago in 1953, 
the Conservatorio Ñuñoa in Santiago from 1954–56, the Escuela 
Moderna de Música in Santiago from 1956–61 and in 1964–65, 
and the Conservatorio Independencia in Santiago from 1957–59. 
He served as director of the music department at the Universidad 
de Chile in Santiago from 1970–73 and as president (1971) and 
vice-president (1972–73) of its Comisión de Extensión del Consejo 
Normativo. He later taught analysis, organology, research 
methodology, and other subjects as a professor at the Escuela 
Nacional de Música in Lima from 1974–78 and also served as 
director of its Taller de Investigaciones Musicales. He has taught 
American and Chilean music, analysis, the history of Chilean 
music, and organology as Profesor Titular at the Universidad de 
Chile in Santiago since 1992, where he has also served in 
numerous other capacities, including as secretary of the Comisión 
Central de Evaluación Académica since 1999. 

Prof. García lived in exile in Peru from 1973–79 and then in Cuba 
from 1979–89, but has once again lived in Chile since 1989. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/garciaf.htm 

Garcia Orlando Jacinto  (English) 
Cuban/American composer, conductor, music educator, and new 
music advocate Orlando Jacinto García is Professor of Composition 
and director of Composition Programs for the School of Music at 
Florida International University (FIU) in Miami where he was 
recently named the Director of Graduate Music Programs. He is 
the founder of the original FIU Electronic Music Studio and the FIU 
New Music Ensemble and recently founded the NODUS ensemble, 
a professional chamber group based at FIU dedicated to the 
presentation of new music.  
Born in Havana, Cuba in 1954, García emigrated to the US in 
1961 and has resided in Miami since 1977. García's composition 
teachers include Morton Feldman, David Del Tredici, Dennis Kam, 
John Corigliano, Donald Erb, and Earle Brown among others. He 
received his DMA in composition from the University of Miami in 
Florida in 1984. With more than 90 works in his catalog, García's 
music is performed throughout the Americas, Asia, and Europe by 
a variety of distinguished ensembles and soloists. García's music 
has been performed at numerous festivals and recitals in most of 
the major capitals of the world.  
In 1991-92 García was composer in residence at the new Center 
for Music and Acoustic Research and Documentation (CEDIAM) of 
the Universidad Central de Venezuela in Caracas as the result of a 
Fulbright award. During his 10 months in Caracas as 
artist/lecturer, he completed 9 works, presented seminars and 
lectures on various new music related topics, and assisted with 
the set up of the center. 
García was recently awarded a second Fulbright, this time a 
Senior Lectureship, to support his residency at the Universidad de 
Salamanca in Spain during the fall of 1996. His residency included 
the completion of two new works, the presentation of a graduate 
course on the analysis of 20th century music, the presentation of 
a variety of lectures, and attendance at premieres of his works in 
Italy, and throughout Spain. García will be visiting to France, 
Germany, Holland, Italy, and Spain over the next several years to 
present lectures, conduct, and attend premieres of new works. 
The recipient of a variety of numerous grants and awards 
including two Cintas Foundation Fellowships, García was recently 
awarded a summer 1999 residency at the Rockefeller 
Foundation's Bellagio Center in Italy where he composed a new 
work for the Orquesta Sinfonica Simon Bolivar of Venezuela to be 
premiered during the year 2000-2001 in Caracas. During the 
summer of 2000 he was a Visiting Artisit at the American 
Academy in Rome where he completed most of the work for a new 
chamber piece being written for the Juilliard based Continuum 
Ensemble. Available from Kallisti Music Press, BHE, and North 
South Editions, his music is recorded on O.O. Discs, Opus One, 
Albany, CRS, CRI, Capstone, and North/South Records. A highly 
acclaimed CD of his works featuring performers Joan LaBarbara, 
Jan Williams, Joseph Celli, and the Gregg Smith Singers was one 
of O.O. Discs' initial releases. A second CD featuring performers 
Robert Black, Robert Dick, Paul Hoffman, Anthony de Mare, and 
Bertram Turetzky and Luis Gomez Imbert with the Orquesta 
Sinfonica Municipal de Caracas was recently released on the same 
label. García's music is mostly understated, delicate, sparse, and 
often includes a chromatic harmonic palette that unfolds very 
slowly. This slow evolution of material often results in a stasis or 
freezing of time. His aesthetic concerns are based upon the 
exploration of subtle musical nuances including the point where 
we perceive that silence begins and sound ends. The counterpoint 
between register, timbre, density, and pacing often forms the 
basis for his music. 
Web: http://www.fiu.edu/~garciao/bio.html 

García Roman José (Español) 
El magnífico compositor granadino José García Román nació Gabia 
Grande en 1945. Personalidad muy conocida en Granada por su 
larga trayectoria profesional, ha destacado en numerosos campos 
relacionados con la creación y la investigación musical, así como 
en el de la organización de eventos musicales y de la crítica y 
opinión especializada.  
En el primero de ellos, en el de la creación, García Román, 
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vinculado personal y artísticamente al maestro Manuel Castillo, es 
un consagrado compositor, autor de más de cien obras, brillantes 
todas, con las que ha ensayado en la práctica totalidad de los 
géneros musicales: sinfónico, sinfónico-musical, camerístico, 
vocal, etc. destacando grandes sinfonías y composiciones como, 
Transito “concebida para homenaje al maestro Falla en su 
cincuentenario”, La resurrección de don Quijote, El bosque de 
Diana (con libreto de Antonio Muñoz Molina); Ruinas de Oradour 
Sur Glane, Epur si muoeve o Paseo de los Tristes. En el ámbito de 
la organización, José García Román, ha sido director y promotor 
del premio Lluis de Narváez, de los ciclos de Música Antigua y de 
Música Contemporánea, de la Semana de îrgano, fundador de la 
Coral Ciudad de Granada, miembro de la comisión artística del 
Festival Internacional de Música y Danza, Asesor del Centro de 
Documentación Musical de Andalucía, etc.  
La carrera de José García Román está jalonada de meritorios 
galardones, entre los que hay que destacar los premios Ciudad de 
Granada, Andalucía de Cutltura, Joaquín Turina de la ciudad de 
Sevilla, Nacional Daniel Montorio de la Sociedad General de 
Autores o el importante Premio Nacional de Música, que le fue 
concedido por el Ministerio de Educación y Cultura en 1997 por el 
conjunto de su obra.  
Web: http://canales.ideal.es/granadinos/garcia_roman.html 
(2012) 

García Velasco Venancio (Italiano) 
Chitarrista, compositore, nato in Astorga (León) nel 1930, morto a 
Madrid nel 1984. Di famiglia di musicisti, ha studiato ai 
Conservatori di León, Madrid e Sevilla. Concertista solista ed in 
duo con Segundo Pastor, si è esibito in Europa ed Africa. 

García Zarate Raúl (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore, nato ad Huamanga (Regione Ayacucho) 
nel 1931. Fondatore de la 'Asociación Peruana de Guitarra', ha 
trascritto per chitarra e pubblicato temi andini. Concertista di 
fama internazionale, ha realizzato numerose incisioni dei suoi 
arrangiamenti.  

Garcín Gerard (Français) 
Sa double carrière de flûtiste et de compositeur, l'a amené à 
participer, de multiples façons à la vie musicale d'aujourd'hui. 
Le catalogue de Gérard Garcin compte près de 200 compositions 
allant de l'opéra à l'oeuvre pédagogique, c'est dire si le 
compositeur a toujours recherché une totale insertion sociale. 
Presque autodidacte à ses débuts, il y a plus de trente ans, 
Gérard Garcin s'est forgé un style ou du moins une attitude vis à 
vis du musical. Il n'oublie pas cependant combien la rencontre et 
le travail avec Franco Donatoni ont été décisifs dans sa vie de 
crétaur. De même, la complicité avec le poète et philosophe Max 
Loreau. 
Cette complicité de laquelle est née une oeuvre commune, Dans 
l'éclat du moment, l'entraînera vers une production 
essentiellement tournée vers la recherche d'un langage lyrique. 
C'est ainsi que, ces quinze dernières années, le catalogue du 
compositeur s'est enrichi de deux messes, un oratorio, de 
nombreuses mélodies, cinq opéras, quatre opéras pour enfants... 
Web:  http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/d_g/garcin.htm 

Gardiner Duncan (English) 
Fresh from a recent concert tour spanning Italy, France, Monaco, 
Spain and Croatia, Perth-based classical guitarist, Duncan 
Gardiner, is an international artist, having also performed across 
Scotland, England, Germany and the Czech Republic, in addition 
to concerts within his homeland of Australia. Duncan has been 
described as “an excellent ambassador for the classical guitar”, 
and is a gifted musician with talents in both performance and 
composition fields. His playing has been described as “delicate, 
serene and magical” as well as atmospheric and full of nuance. 
Meanwhile, his compositions have attracted similar praise: 
“Duncan Gardiner’s extraordinarily attractive music is not only a 
pleasure to listen to but a delight to play”. 
Duncan released his debut album titled Of Dreams and Fantasy in 
mid 2009. Chris Dumigan (Classical Guitar Magazine, UK) 
exclaimed, “I must say that this CD is one of the very best CDs of 
guitar music to ever come my way… …I have returned to this CD 
more than most others just for the sheer pleasure of it.” It is no 
wonder that it was voted ‘CD of the Week’ in the West Australian 

newspaper. Duncan has since released two more albums: Incense 
and Arabie (2012) and Tangos and Latin Dances (2013). His 
music is often played nationally on Australia’s most respected 
classical music station, ABC Classic FM. 
In 2009 he published a book of music sharing the same name as 
the album. It serves as a companion to the album and features in 
print all of the original compositions and arrangements that 
appear on the recording. In addition to this his music is enjoying 
increasing popularity insofar as his works are being performed by 
other local artists and attracting international interest. Duncan 
was delighted to have several of his works chosen for the exam 
syllabi of the Australian Guild of Music and Speech as well as the 
Australian and New Zealand Cultural Arts. Recent commissions 
include composing two tangos for a WA tango recording project 
and writing a short work for the Western Australian Youth Music 
Association’s Sinfonietta string orchestra. 
Combining his love for performance and education, Duncan (along 
with Pascale Whiting, violin, and Sophie Curtis, cello) is a proud 
member of the In Schools education performers team at Musica 
Viva Australia where he and his group ‘Fiddlesticks’ will to tour to 
schools all over Western Australia until 2018, inspiring teachers 
and students through live music performance. 
Duncan holds a First Class Honours degree in Music Performance 
from the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts. During 
his time at WAAPA, he was the recipient of both the Helen Court 
Scholarship and the Faculty Medal – an award given for 
outstanding scholarship within the Faculty of Education and Arts 
at Edith Cowan University. Duncan has also received the 
Licentiate of Music Diploma (with distinction) from the Australian 
Music Examinations Board, and won the J.B. Vincent Memorial 
Prize for being the most outstanding candidate. 
Web: http://www.duncangardiner.com/biography/ (2014) 

Gardner Kay (Italiano) 
(1941-2002) 
Compositrice, flautista e direttrice d'orchestra. Ha frequentato la 
University of Michigan, ha studiato flauto con Samuel Baron e 
direzione d'orchestra con Antonia Braco. Tra l’altro ha scritto 
molta musica per la meditazione e con fini terapeutici. 

Gargiulo Terenzio (Italiano) 
Compositore, pianista e musicologo italiano nato a Torre 
Annunziata nel 1905, morto a San Sebastiano al Vesuvio nel 
1972. Allievo di G.Napoli e F.Rossomandi al Conservatorio di 
Napoli. Ha composto opere nella tradizione partenopea e musica 
di gusto neoromantico. 

Garrido Eduardo (Español) 
Natural de Granada, comienza muy pronto sus estudios de música 
en el Conservatorio Superior “Rafael Orozco” de Córdoba, 
teniendo como profesores de guitarra a Alfonso Serrano y José 
Miguel Martínez. Más tarde estudia con José Manuel Fernández y 
con los compositores Miguel Angel Gris y Mercedes Zavala en 
Madrid. Se licencia con las máximas calificaciones en el Real 
Conservatorio Superior de Música de Madrid, bajo la tutela del 
catedrático y concertista mallorquín Gabriel Estarellas. Realiza 
diversos cursos de perfeccionamiento de técnica, interpretación, 
composición e improvisación con maestros de la talla de Pepe 
Romero, David Russell, Carles Trepat, Piotr Zaleski, David 
Starobin, Roberto Aussel, Eduardo Isaac, Ignacio Rodes, John 
Griffiths, Sergio Assad,  Dusan Bogdanovic o Ralph Towner, entre 
otros muchos.  
También ha estudiado historia, repertorio y análisis con Angelo 
Gilardino, estilo e interpretación del barroco con Eliot Fisk, y sobre 
todo con Leo Brouwer, que ha sido la figura que más ha marcado 
su trayectoria como intérprete y compositor. Asiste también a 
cursos y seminarios de análisis del repertorio del siglo XX y 
composición con figuras de renombre internacional, como 
Cristóbal Halffter, Tomás Marco, Javier Darias, Agustín Charles, 
Jesús Rueda, Mauricio Sotelo o Antón García Abril. Desde 1994 ha 
ofrecido recitales por toda España y otros países de Europa, África 
y América, presentándose en prestigiosos Festivales y Ciclos de 
conciertos, siempre con éxito de público y crítica.  
Igualmente ha grabado para diversas cadenas de radio y 
televisión en programas especializados. Habitualmente en sus 
conciertos incluye obras de jóvenes autores españoles como 
Raquel Jurado, Manuel de Rojas o Carlos Molina, los cuales han 
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escrito para él. Prueba de su gran interés por la música de 
cámara, es que ha sido miembro fundador del dúo de flauta y 
guitarra “Syrinx” y del trío de guitarras “Fernando Sor”, con los 
que cosechó un notable éxito. En la actualidad forma parte del 
dúo “Phibo” junto al guitarrista mexicano Luis Velasco, realizando 
una interesante labor de investigación, recopilación e 
interpretación de la música contemporánea de España y 
Latinoamérica.  
Es autor de más de una docena de obras para guitarra sola, dúo, 
trío, cuarteto y junto a otros instrumentos, así como de 
numerosos arreglos y transcripciones. Su música original se 
encuentra en los fondos del Centro de Documentación Musical de 
Andalucía en Granada. Actualmente Eduardo Garrido desarrolla su 
labor como profesor de guitarra en Madrid. 
Web: http://www.aureoherrero.org/eduardogarrido.htm (2008) 

Garrido Lecca Celso (Español) 
Realizó estudios de composición con el profesor Rodolfo Holzmann 
en el Conservatorio Nacional de Música de Lima, mismos que 
concluyó en Santiago de Chile. Posteriormente ingresó como 
compositor y asesor musical al Instituto del Teatro de la 
Universidad de Chile, donde permaneció diez años. Ahí ingresó en 
1965 al Departamento de Composición de la Facultad de Ciencias 
y Artes Musicales de la mencionada Universidad, ocupando 
posteriormente el cargo de Jefe de dicha sección. En 1964 recibió 
una beca que le brindó la oportunidad de estudiar, con Aaron 
Copland, en Tanglewood, Estados Unidos. A su regreso al Perú en 
1973, asumió la cátedra de Composición del Conservatorio 
Nacional de Música y posteriormente hasta 1979, desempeñó el 
cargo de Director de dicha Institución. En los últimos años está 
dedicado exclusivamente a la composición. 
Desde 1983 viaja continuamente a Santiago de Chile manteniendo 
estrecho contacto con la vida musical de ese país. Posee varios 
discos compactos con obras de cámara, editados en el Perú, Chile, 
México y Estados Unidos. 
Ha sido favorecido con las becas del Instituto Internacional de 
Educación (1961-62) y la Fundación Simón Guggenheim (1963-
64) de Nueva York. En 1982 se le otorgó la condecoración de la 
Orden del Mérito Civil en el Grado de Comendador del Gobierno 
Español. 
Durante un encuentro en Lima, Celso Garrido-Lecca fue el primer 
compositor a quien Manuel de Elías participó del proyecto de 
creación del Colegio de Compositores Latinoamericanos de Música 
de Arte, al que de inmediato se integró. Su participación fue 
determinante para el nacimiento de la institución, particularmente 
en la selección y enlace con algunos de los creadores más 
distinguidos del Cono Sur. En 2000 le fue otorgado el Premio 
Tomás Luis de Victoria, el más importante que hoy se confiere a la 
música culta. 
Entre sus composiciones más relevantes se pueden citar Antaras 
para doble cuarteto de cuerdas y contrabajo, Laudes I y II, Elegía 
a Machu-Pichu, obras para orquesta; Sonata-Fantasía para cello y 
orquesta, Sinfonía N° 2, Concierto para guitarra y orquesta. 
Web: http://www.colegiocompositores-la.org/biografia.asp?id=46 
(2004) 

Gaslini Giorgio (Italiano) 
Pianista, compositore e direttore d'orchestra italiano nato a Milano 
nel 1929. Musicista jazz di vasta popolarità ha al suo attivo 80 
dischi, ed ha scritto musica per film. Nel 1961 ha vinto il nastro 
d’argento per la musica del film “La Notee” di M.Antonioni. 

Gaspar Juan (English) 
Gaspar began to study violin at age seven under the guidance of 
Natalia Gudkov of the Julliard School of Music in New York City. 
Once back in his native city of Puebla, Mexico he took up the 
classical guitar in the local Conservatory and later continued at 
the famous Estudio de Arte Guitarristico with Manuel Lopez 
Ramos, graduating in 1979. He also studied flamenco guitar with 
Robert Amaya, nephew of Carmen Amaya.  
In 1972 he won 2nd place in the National Guitar Competition in 
Monterrey and in 1978 he made 1° prize in the International 
Classical Guitar Competition in Paracho, Michoacan. In 1982 he 
was a finalist in the Manuel M. Ponce International Guitar 
Competition. 
In 1980 he founded the Classical Guitar School in the Casa de 
Cultura of Puebla. Later, at the University of the Americas, he 

established the Flamenco workshop and initiated the Fuego 
Flamenco group. He also taught Spanish guitar at the Escuela de 
Musica Antigua. He has lectured extensively on Mexican music in 
universities, Casas de Cultura and at the International Congress of 
Art and Culture of the University of Puebla (BUAP). He is currently 
on the faculty of the Conservatory of Puebla where he teaches 
guitar. 
He has been “tutor” of grant recipients of the Puebla State Fund 
for the Arts and Culture and member of the Technical and 
Planning committees of this fund. He is also a member of the 
Seminar of Mexican Culture, a group of experts who council 
government on questions of art, culture and education in general. 
In the year 2004 he received a grant from the 
FOESCAP/CONACULTA in the category of Creadores con 
Trayectoria to play his compositions on a tour of his native state 
and to compose a series of pieces allusive to this tour.  
As a concert guitarist he has played all over Mexico and in some 
US cities. Just to mention a few in 1978 he carried out a tour of 
16 cities for the Mexican petroleum company (PEMEX); in 1979 he 
inaugurated the Friends of the Texas Boy’s Choir Concert Series. 
More recent participations have been at the International Palafox 
Festival, The International Festival of Puebla, The Historic Center 
Festival, the Cleofas Villegas Guitar Festival of Atlixco, The 
international Cultural Fair of Huamantla and the Second 
International Guitar Fest of Zihuatanejo. He has also organized 
and played at the International Guitarrisima Puebla.  
Gaspar has recorded several CD’s. The latest, Festones, is a 
collection of his recent classical guitar opus. 
Many of his musical works have suggestive titles, but this does 
not mean they are programatic; the titles are a means and a link 
to the listener. As Silvestre Revueltas once exclaimed: “It all 
depends on the good or bad faith of the listener”. 
Saraba has roots in the Zarabande but its structure is freer. 
Almain, diferencias para Mister Robert Johnson takes after an 
Alman by the XVII century English composer where an eight bar 
theme is followed by several eight bar variations. 
Una tarde en el parqne (An Afternoon in the Park) was inspired 
while in the gardens of the town square in Mixtla, Puebla. Gaspar 
was in Mixtla to play for the “Variaciones sobre Bajo los festones” 
project which is described below. The concert was to be in the 
local church which is, as is common in Latin America, across the 
street from the town square or “zocalo”. This park has several 
fountains and the ancient trees there were gently swaying their 
branches in the Spring breeze. The afternoon sun’s rays 
illuminated the front of the church, recently painted white and 
yellow thus standing out neatly against the transparent blue sky. 
When Gaspar took out his camera for a picture he was 
approached by a local citizen who told him that picture taking was 
now prohibited: Robbers had recently attempted to break into the 
church to loot some of its colonial period treasures. In the end the 
spirit of freshness and freedom prevails in the piece. 
Romanza is conceived much as the well known “Spanish 
Romanza” in three voice parts with the middle voice in triplets. 
Llovizna (Drizzle). On a grey rainy day sounds are dampened 
when suddenly the clouds open and a beam of sunlight makes the 
raindrops sparkle. 
A mi Nena was composed for his daughter when she was six. 
Bajo los festones de la parroquia Suite (Under the Parish 
Festoons). Gaspar has travelled extensively all over Mexico and 
particularly throughout his native state of Puebla playing his 
guitar. The concerts have on countless occasions been in a church 
or chapel. These are often festooned with multi-colored banners 
for religious festivities. The activities carried out under these 
festoons make for a rich variety of ideas for musical thought. 
A Regina is based on the book of the same name written by 
Antonio Velasco Piña. She was born on a Spring day (Vino con la 
primavera, She came with spring-time), she died during the 
student movements of 1968 (Un angel se la llevo, She was taken 
away by an angel) and she sleeps eternally somewhere in 
Iztaccihuatl, the snowy volcano. Her friends take flowers there for 
her (Laflor en la nieve, A flower in the snow). 
Toquìdo (Knockìng). One fine afternoon Gaspar was standing 
outside the Conservatory and upon hearing somebody honk their 
horn, he imagined a piece based on that rhythmic pattern. The 
piece was composed thanks to a grant from the National Council 
for Culture and the Arts (Conaculta) and the Department of 
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Culture of the State of Puebla in 2004.  
Web: www.juangaspar.com 

Gasser Luís (Italiano) 
Compositore, chitarrista e pedagogo spagnolo nato a Barcellona 
nel 1951. Ha studiato musicologia alla Università di Standford 
(California). Ricercatore si è dedicato particolarmente allo studio 
della musica e dei strumenti antichi. 

Gatti Flavio (English) 
Born: 1936 – Torino, Italy 
The Italian conductor and organist, Flavio Gatti, graduated in 
Composition at the Conservatorio 'G.Verdi, Milan. Flavio Gatti's 
compositions, performed at important festivals in Italy and abroad 
are published by the publisher Rugginenti of Milan where he was 
editorial director from 1996 to 2002. He founded the publishing 
house 'Musica Pratica'. 
Web: http://www.bach-cantatas.com/Bio/Gatti-Flavio.htm (2005) 

Gatti Flavio (Italiano) 
FLAVIO GATTI, giovane musicista, direttore, compositore ed 
editore musicale, è scomparso nel mese di gennaio 2010 a causa 
di una grave malattia.  
La sua figura è particolarmente legata alla nostra Associazione. 
Flavio è stato dapprimaAllievo e successivamente Insegnante di 
musica, nonché componente del ConsiglioDirettivo con il compito 
di organizzare la Stagione dei Concerti di Primavera, che oggiè 
giunta alla sua XXIX edizione. Inoltre per anni ha diretto la Corale 
Valdese diTorino,  
Ha svolto parte della sua breve vita quale collaboratore e curatore 
di edizioni musicalie libri per l’insegnamento della musica ai 
bambini presso la casa editrice Rugginenti diMilano, continuando a 
collaborare con la nostra Associazione.  
(AGAMUS ASSOCIAZIONE GIOVANI AMICI DELLA MUSICA Città di 
Grugliasco) 

Gaudibert Eric (English) 
Eric Gaudibert was born in Vevey. He studied piano under the 
tutelage of Denise Bidal and theory of harmony under Hans Haug 
at the 'Conservatoire de Lausanne' and later at the 'Ecole Normale 
de Musique à Paris' with piano under Alfred Cortot, and 
composition under Nadia Boulanger and Henri Dutilleux. He 
resided in Paris until 1972.  
Gaudibert was active both as pianist and composer until 1969. He 
has worked in collaboration with 'Radio-Télévision Suisse 
Romande' on the production of electroacoustic music and the 
broadcasting of programmes with a musical didactical theme. He 
was musical director of the 'Maison de la Culture d'Orleans' from 
1972 until 1975 after which he settled in Geneva where he taught 
piano, harmony, musical analysis and composition at the 
'Conservatoire Populaire de Musique'. He is also a professor at the 
conservatory in Neuchâtel. In 1989 the Swiss Association of 
Musicians awarded him the composer's prize for his life's work. In 
1995 he was granted the music prize by the city of Geneva which 
is awarded once every four years. Eric Gaudibert was director of 
the class for composition at the 'Conservatoire Supérieur de 
Musique de Genève' from 1999 until 2004. He has since been 
appointed Honorary Professor of the above institution. 
Web: 
http://www.musinfo.ch/index.php?content=maske_personen&per
s_id=14 (2010) 

Gaudreau David (English) 
Born in Montreal in 1959, David Gaudreau began learning classical 
guitar at the age of nine under the guidance of Antonin Bartos 
with whom he studied ten years. He also studied with Abel 
Nagytothy-Toth, Davis Joachim and Alvaro Pierri. He completed 
his academic training at McGill University and at the Université du 
Québec à Montréal and obtained his teaching license. While 
maintaining his involvement in his art, he is a teacher at 
Marguerite-de Lajemmerais secondary school (CSDM) where he 
has designed a classical guitar program. Moreover, since 1998, he 
has been President of the Fondation de l'Ensemble musical 
Marguerite-de-Lajemmerais. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216041.2.html 

Gavarone Gérard (Français) 
Né le 19.09.1943. Etudes à Strasbourg (1er prix avec 
FERNANDEZ-LAVIE) et à Marseille (1er prix avec BARTOLI). 
Professeur au CNR de Grenoble. Concerts en solo et duo (avec R. 
BARTOLI). 1 disque: “Guitare rétrospective” . 

Gavazza Giuseppe  (English) 
Born in Novara, October 8th 1957, he lives and works in Turin. He 
graduated at the University of Turin and received a diploma in 
composition at the Milan Conservatory with A.Corghi, and in 
electronic music. He has worked with the CSC (Centro di 
Sonologia Computazionale) at Padua University and the LIM 
(Laboratorio di Informatica Musicale) at Milan University. With 
grants of De Sono-Turin he works with the Experimental Studio 
SWF Freiburg and he will be engaged at IRCAM, Paris; composer 
in residence at ACROE, Grenoble, (1998-2002), La Napoule Art 
Foundation, France. (spring 2000), USF Bergen, Norway (summer 
2002). First italian composer invited by META Museum at Black 
Montains College, North Carolina, spring 2002. His compositions 
were selected for international competitions: Irino Tokyo, Bucchi 
Roma, Ensemblia Mönchengladbach, and Briccialdi Terni. His 
music is performed, recorded and broadcasted in Italy and abroad 
like: Pomeriggi di Musica Nuova, Festival Antidogma, Settembre 
Musica Torino, Scuola Civica di Musica Milano, Festival d'été 
Genève, Ensemblia Mönchengladbach, Festival Bartok 
Szombately, Biennale Musica Berlino, Ars Nova SWF Ravensburg 
and other concert seasons in Venezia, Roma, Genova, Torino, 
Perugia, Paris, Athen, Freiburg, Bacau, Grenoble, Valencia, 
Zagreb. His work is published by BMG Ariola, Edipan and Ricordi 
and recorded an CD (Datum, 2E2M, DDT, Happy New Ears). 
Giuseppe Gavazza contributed to music reviews and is involved in 
the promotion of contemporary arts with Camerata Casella, 
Compositori Associati, Antidogma Musica, Biennale dei Giovani 
Artisti dell'Europa e del Mediterraneo. He collaborates with 
Luciano Berio and, following a long collaboration with Sergio 
Liberovici, he is concerned with music teaching methods and 
musical theatre for children. He teaches Elementi di composizione 
per Didattica at the Cuneo Conservatory. 
Web: http://users.libero.it/gigav/CV.html 

Gavazza Giuseppe (Italiano) 
Nato a Novara, l'8 ottobre 1957, vive e lavora a Torino dove si è 
laureato. Dopo i diplomi in Composizione con A.Corghi al 
Conservatorio di Milano e in Musica Elettronica presso l'EMIT, ha 
lavorato con il Centro di Sonologia Computazionale dell'Università 
di Padova e con il Laboratorio di Informatica Musicale 
dell'Università di Milano. Grazie a borse di studio De Sono di 
Torino ha collaborato con l'Experimental Studio SWF di Freiburg e 
l'IRCAM di Parigi; dall'aprile 1997 é compositore in residenza 
presso l'ACROE di Grenoble (1997-2002), la Fondation d'Art 
Château de La Napoule (primavera 2000), USF Bergen,Norway 
(estate 2002). Le sue composizioni hanno ottenuto riconoscimenti 
in concorsi nazionali e internazionali (Irino Tokyo, Bucchi Roma, 
Ensemblia Mönchengladbach, Briccialdi Terni), sono 
radiotrasmesse ed eseguite in Italia e all'estero (Pomeriggi di 
Musica Nuova, Festival Antidogma, Settembre Musica Torino, 
Scuola Civica di Musica Milano, Festival d'été Ginevra, Ensemblia 
Mönchengladbach, Festival Bartok Szombately, Biennale Musica 
Berlino, Ars Nova SWF Ravensburg ed altre stagioni di concerti a 
Venezia, Roma, Genova, Torino, Perugia, Parigi, Atene,Freiburg, 
Bacau, Grenoble, Valencia, Zagreb), sono incise su compact discs 
(2E2M, Datum, DDT, Happy New Ears) e sono edite da BMG 
Ariola, Edipan e Ricordi. Collabora con riviste musicali e si è 
impegnato in attività di promozione della musica contemporanea 
con Camerata Strumentale “A.Casella”, Compositori Associati, 
Antidogma Musica, Biennale dei Giovani Artisti dell'Europa e del 
Mediterraneo. Ha collaborato con Luciano Berio ed ha lavorato 
molti anni con Sergio Liberovici nel campo della didattica e del 
teatro musicale per l'infanzia. E' docente di Elementi di 
composizione per Didattica presso il Conservatorio di Cuneo. 

Gebhardt Axel (English) 
Axel Gebhardt received a musical education at the City Singing 
Choir in Halle and at the Special School for Music Halle. He 
studied composition with Siegfried Thiele and piano with Herbert 
Sahling at the University of Music “Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy” 
Leipzig from 1980 to 1985. Since 1985 he has been an 
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accompanist with teaching and concert duties. His work as a 
composer includes works for orchestra, chamber and piano music 
as well as solo and choral vocal works. However published:  „Eine 
Nachtgeschichte Musik” in four movements for horn, percussion 
and violin, „Da bewegt es sich ...” (short pieces for two young 
pianists).  (Rainer Stelle) 

Gelabert Vicente (English) 
He learnt guitar at a young age from Francisco Tárrega in 
Barcelona, music theory from Leon Farret and Vicente Pastor as 
well as harmony from Felipe Pedrell in Tortosa. In 1905 he settled 
in Cuba. In the east of the island, he brought the guitar to life 
that was only known as an accompanying instrument. He did not 
teach much (pupils are for example: Violeta Carvajal Rodíguez 
and Amaranto Alfonso). Even when it was difficult, he gave 
countless concerts in squares, in theatres, parks, private houses. 
In 1914 he gave his first concert in Antilla (today: Holguín 
municipality), followed by a repeated tour of neighboring towns. 
He was the first to offer the Tárrega works here. In principle, he 
played when he was in the mood. Gelabert was a vagabond, a 
bohemian, an alcoholic who has stayed with a friend in Quemado 
de Güines for the past few years.  (Rainer Stelle) 

Gemmani Marco (English) 
Marco Gemmani went on to gain several diplomas at 
Conservatorio of Bologna. He fonded the Accademia Bizantina 
Orchestra in Ravenna. During his seven-year membership of the 
ensemble, he recorded a number of CDs for the Frequenz and 
Denon record labels. While director of the In terra viventiumChoir 
in Rimini (1976-1995) and of the Kairos Choir in Imola (1984-
1995) he gave frequent performances at both liturgical functions 
as well as on the concert platform. He has undertaken numerous 
transcriptions and is a researcher in the field of early vocal 
polyphony, particularly that of Venice from its origins to the 
present day. He has taught at a number of Italian Musical 
Institutions and is now Professor of Choral Music and Choral 
Conducting at the Benedetto Marcello Conservatory in Venice. 
Since 2000 he has been Choirmaster of the CappellaMarciana of 
St.Mark's Basilica, Venice. 
Web: www.avsi.org/Documenti/ProgrammaCappellaMarciana.pdf 
(2010) 

Gemmani Marco (Italiano) 
Nato a Rimini, ha compiuto i suoi studi presso il Conservatorio di 
Bologna. 
Fondatore nel 1983, e membro fino al 1990, dell'orchestra da 
camera “Accademia Bizantina”, diretta dapprima da Filippo Maria 
Caramazza e in seguito da Carlo Chiarappa, incide, all'interno di 
questa formazione, diversi CD per la Frequenz e la Denon. 
Autore di numerose trascrizioni, svolge un'approfondita attività di 
ricerca musicologica nel campo della polifonia vocale antica e più 
in particolare sulla musica a Venezia nel cinquecento e nel 
seicento. 
E' stato a lungo direttore dei Cori “Kairos” di Imola e “In terra 
viventium” di Rimini con i quali ha svolto un'intensa attività 
concertistica. 
Dal 1990 è docente di Musica Corale e Direzione di Coro al 
Conservatorio “B. Marcello” di Venezia e dal 1991 è Maestro di 
Cappella della Cattedrale di Rimini. 
Ha pubblicato due libri sui compositori riminesi Alessandro Grandi 
(1993) e Giovanni Piccioni (1995). L'ultima pubblicazione (1999) 
contiene l'edizione critica e la trascrizione integrale del IV Libro di 
Laudi della Congregazione dell'Oratorio di Francesco Soto. Ha 
curato diverse mostre di cui una (1994) su G. P. da Palestrina in 
collaborazione con la Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. 
È autore di numerose opere vocali tra cui ultimamente, la Messa 
per il Giubileo del 2000 eseguita per la prima volta nella 
Cattedrale di Rimini in apertura dell'anno giubilare. Come 
musicologo si affianca a numerose formazioni vocali curandone i 
programmi ed il repertorio. Nel 1998 diventa insegnante del 
“Metodo funzionale della voce”, un nuovo approccio al suono 
sviluppato a Lichtenberg (Germania) secondo le intuizioni di Gisela 
Rohmert. 
Dal marzo 2000 è Maestro di Cappella della Basilica di S. Marco a 
Venezia. 
Web: http://www.conseve.it/sitidocenti/gemmani/ (2010) 

Generaux Roger (Français) 
Né le 25.10.1941 à Oran. Mort accidentellement en 1978. 
Personnalité créative, de formation autodidatte, titulaire du CA en 
1975, a enseigné au Conservatoire d’Orléans. A fait un disque et 
composé des études et les “Suites brésiliennes” pour guitare et 
orchestre (créées à Radio-Frante). 

Gentile Ada (English) 
Ada Gentile took her piano and composition diplomas in 1972 and 
1974 at S.Cecilia Conservatory in Rome. In 1975-76 she followed 
an advanced course held by Goffredo Petrassi at the Accademia di 
S.Cecilia. She has won several international composition 
competitions (Gaudeamus 1982, I.S.C.M. Budapest 1986, I.S.C.M. 
Essen 1995). Her works have been performed in Europe, in U.S.A, 
Canada, China, Japan, Australia and South America in prestigious 
musical centres such as the Centre Pompidou in Paris, the 
Metropolitan and Carnegie Hall in New York, Teatro Real in 
Madrid, the Mozarteum in Salzburg, the Concertgebouw, the 
Accademia Nazionale di S.Cecilia in Rome, the F.Liszt Academy in 
Budapest, the Central Conservatory of Beijing (China), the Krakow 
Music Academy, the “La Fenice” theater in Venice etc. She has 
been invited to the most important festivals of contemporary 
music and has got several commissions from the Radio Orchestras 
of Rome, Naples and Milano, from the National Academy of 
S.Cecilia, from the French Ministry of Culture, from the 4th 
Munchener Biennale etc. Her works (about 70, for soilists, 
chamber group, orchestra and theater) have been published 
mostly by Bmg-RICORDI and RAITRADE and recorded by 
RICORDI, EDT, NICCOLO', UNMUS (Canada) and TIRRENO 
(Suisse). She has been invited to make lectures in USA (at 
Northwestern University, Julliard School, Wayne State University, 
Columbia University, Chicago University, Berkeley etc.), in China 
(Hong Kong, Shangai, Beijing) and in all Europe. For 3 years 
(2001-2002-2003) has organized, with a terrific success, the 
“Festival of italian New Music” in Beijing, on account of Italian 
Institute of Culture, programming works by more then 50 italian 
composers. Since 1978 is Art Director of the contemporary music 
Festival “Nuovi Spazi Musicali” in Rome; from 1993 until 1997 she 
has been in the board of the Venice Biennale and, from August 
1996 until December 1999, Art Director of the lyric theater 
V.Basso in Ascoli Piceno. She has been Vice Director of S.Cecilia 
Conservatory in Rome from December 1999 until September 
2005. One of her most important works, “CANTATA PER LA PACE” 
(for large orchestra, choir and reciter- length 28'-), commissioned 
by Vatican, has been premiered with great success in Rome on 30 
December 2000 to close the series “Concerts for the Great 
Jubilee” and repeated in Brasilia , St. Petersburg , Seoul, Beijng , 
Taipei, Rostov and Kiev. In December 2005 her piece “MUSICA 
PER SCENA” has been performed with great success in Rome by 
the “Orchestra Regionale del Lazio” conducted by LU JIA in the 
new “Park of Music” built by Renzo Piano. In 2006 has been 
premiered in Rome by Duo Alterno, the piece “La giornata di Betty 
Boop” , for voice and piano, (text by Sandro Cappelletto)while in 
2007 has had place in Rome the world premiere of “Madre 
ragazza” (text by the famous Italian writer Dacia Maraini), a piece 
for chamber orchestra and recite performed by the Orchestra 
Sinfonica Abruzzese conducted by Enrico Marocchini (reciter 
Milena Vukotic The 2008 has been full of performances (about 
50); the most important in Taranto (on 16 th February), where 
has been premiered “Un'ansia di pace”, for large orchestra, choir 
and reciter. In Rome has had place, on 3 rd Dicember, the world 
premiere of “Ho scritto una canzone”, for string, by the “Gruppo 
Strumentale Musica d'Oggi” conducted by Alberto Maria Giuri, in a 
concert dedicated to Ennio Morricone for his 80th birthday. The 
last one performance, on 28 th Dicember, has had place in the 
wonderful Noto's Cathedral, with a new work for double quartet of 
saxophones, polyphonic choir and drums, titled “Nobilissimo 
ballo”. In the 2009 are scheduled several performances in 
Copenaghen, Budapest , York , Moscow and Linz (where will be 
premiered a piece for soprano and bayan commissioned by the 
Festival 2040”). In the spring of this year will be presented also a 
new CD monographic CD published by RaiTrade with 6 recent 
works. In the fall 2009 has been published by Raitrade a 
monographic CD with 6 recent works. 
Web: http://www.adagentile.it/biogr.htm (2012) 
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Gentile Ada (Italiano) 
Ada Gentile – compositrice. 
Si è diplomata in pianoforte ed in composizione al Conservatorio 
di S.Cecilia frequentando poi il Corso di Perfezionamento in 
Composizione all’Accademia di S.Cecilia con Goffredo Petrassi. Si 
è affermata in vari Concorsi Internazionali di Composizione 
(Amsterdam ’82, Budapest ’86, Essen ’95 ecc.) e le sue opere 
sono state eseguite in tutto il mondo in sedi prestigiose come il 
Centre Pompidou di Parigi, il Mozarteum di Salisburgo, la Carnegie 
Hall di New York,, il Teatro Reale di Madrid, l’Accademia Ferenc 
Liszt di Budapest, il GartnerPlatz Theater di Monaco, l’Art Institute 
di Chicago, la Radio Hall SfB di Berlino, l’Accademia di Musica di 
Cracovia, il Teatro “La Fenice” di Venezia, il Teatro Carlo Felice di 
Genova, l’Accademia di S.Cecilia ecc. Ha ottenuto varie 
“commissioni” dalle Orchestre della RAI di Milano, Roma e Napoli, 
dall’Orchestra Sinfonica Siciliana, dall’Orchestra Sinfonica 
Abruzzese, dal Ministero della Cultura Francese, dalla Biennale di 
Monaco di Baviera, dall’Accademia di S.Cecilia, dal Comune di 
Venezia (per il Festival Vivaldi), dall’Accademia Filarmonica 
Romana, ecc. La sua “Cantata per la pace” (per orchestra, coro e 
voce recitante), scritta per il Giubileo del 2000, è stata eseguita in 
prima mondiale a Roma, alla Basilica S.Maria degli Angeli, il 30 
Dicembre 2000, e ripetuta a Brasilia (Novembre 2001), a 
S.Pietroburgo (Febbraio 002), ad Ascoli Piceno (Marzo 2002). a 
Pechino (Maggio 2002.), all’Auditorio di Via della Conciliazione, a 
Roma (il 24/11/02, nella stagione concertistica dell’Accademia 
Nazionale S.Cecilia) nonchè a TAIPEI (il 02/12/03). Ha tenuto 
conferenze in importanti sedi americane (Northwestern University, 
Julliard School of Music di New York, Chicago University) ed 
europee (Madrid, Lisbona, Cracovia, Budapest ecc.) nonchè al 
Conservatorio Centrale di Pechino. Ha scritto oltre 60 opere 
(pubblicate quasi tutte da Casa Ricordi) per strumento solista, per 
gruppi da camera, per orchestra e per teatro da camera. Un terzo 
di queste opere sono state incise su CDs dalla Ricordi, dalla BMG-
Ariola,dalla EDI-PAN, dalla EDT di Torino, dalla svizzera TIRRENO, 
dalla canadese UNMUS ecc. E’ stata Direttore Artistico della 
Orchestra da camera G.Petrassi (dall’86 all’89), Consigliere della 
BIENNALE di Venezia (dal ’93 al ’97), Direttore Artistico del Teatro 
Lirico di Ascoli Piceno (dal ’96 al Dic.’99) mentre, sin dal 1978 è 
Direttore Artistico del Festival di Musica Contemporanea “Nuovi 
Spazi Musicali” che si tiene annualmente a Roma e, dal 2002 , è 
Vice Presidente dell’AGIMUS nazionale nonchè Presidente della 
Sezione di Roma. Dal 1994 è inoltre Socio della SIAE e dal 1997 
Socio Onorario dell’Ass.Amici dell’Accademia di S.Cecilia. Dal 
Dic.’99 è Vice Direttore del Conservatorio di S.Cecilia dove è 
titolare di cattedra sin dal 1976. Il suo nome è citato in alcune tra 
le più importanti enciclopedie come la De Agostini, la Garzanti e 
nella guida internazionale “Who’s who”. Ha curato varie 
trasmissioni di musica contemporanea per la Radio Italiana 
(Radiotre) ed è stata intervistata da numerose emittenti 
radiofoniche straniere (RTVE in Spagna, Radio Classical 97 di 
Chicago, Suddeutsche Rundfunk di Monaco di Baviera, Magyar 
Radio di Budapest ecc.) Alcuni suoi lavori per orchestra sono stati 
affidati a direttori come Vladimir Fedosseyev, Lev Markiz, Isaac 
Karabtchewskj, Istvan Dénes, Paul Méfano, Marcello Panni, 
Francesco Vizioli, Fabrizio Ventura, Rodolfo Bonucci, Bruno Aprea, 
Lionello Cammarota, Flavio Emilio Scogna. Nell’aprile 2003 un suo 
lavoro, sul testo di Stefano Benni, è stato eseguito al Teatro 
Nazionale di Roma, nella stagione concertistica del Teatro 
dell’Opera, per 8 serate. Nel maggio 2003 ha curato la 2a edizione 
del Festival di Musica Contemporanea Italiana che si è svolta a 
Pechino (la 1a edizione è stata da lei curata nel 2001 ed ha 
ottenuto un grande successo). Sempre nel 2003 è stata invitata, 
per l’esecuzione di sue opere, a Detroit, Miami, Pechino, 
Strasburgo, Kajaani, Helsinki, Bruxelles, ecc. La musica di Ada 
Gentile manifesta una particolare attenzione per il delicato gioco 
timbrico. Le sue composizioni che si snodano quasi sempre su 
sonorità molto lievi, muovono da ambiti sonori piuttosto ristretti, 
entro i quali il fitto movimento delle parti crea una sorta di 
movimento continuo rotante attorno ad alcuni perni acustici. Ne 
scaturisce una sorta di fine illusionismo sonoro. Nella sua opera si 
coglie, come dato primario della sua ricerca, la cura per un 
vibratile impressionismo sonoro, che ne percorre l’intera 
produzione dandole una salda unitarietà estetica e strutturale. Il 
suo linguaggio è un delicato ma intenso lavoro di approfondimento 
sui parametri minimi di agglutinamento del suono: perciò si 

assiste a frequenti oscillazioni su circoscritti pannelli 
microintervallari, comprendenti l’uso del quarto di tono, in 
momenti non rari di estrema concentrazione espressiva. In tali 
sezioni la dinamica gravita sul “piano” e sul “pianissimo”, per 
ottenere una polifonia di timbri soffusi contrappuntati da 
un’estrema mobilità e anzi “liquidità” della dimensione ritmica, la 
quale spesso sorregge l’equilibrio compositivo creando complesse 
asimetrie egogiche per lo più riassorbite, sullo sfondo di 
un’atmosfera di raccolta staticità contemplativa. Ed è ancora la 
mobilità ritmica che conduce alla transizione verso sezioni di 
carattere contrastante, poste in precisa alternanza dialettica con 
le prime, fondate su una tessitura più ampia e spaziata dove si 
intreccia la sovrapposizione poliritmica di molteplici linee 
strumentali e ove appaiono schemi metrici variati di tipo 
“ostinato”. E’ dunque la mobilità di queste figure “orizzontali”, 
lineari, a porsi in primo piano rispetto a scansioni verticalizzate di 
tipo armonico. Nelle sue composizioni, più che a cellule tematiche 
o a figure di natura plastica, occorre riferirsi a disegni musicali, 
immersi in un caleidoscopio di mutevoli intonazioni. Nel Novembre 
2004 è stata invitata a San Francisco per l’esecuzione di 3 suoi 
pezzi allo Yerba Buena Center for Arts nel concerto di apertura 
della stagione del noto ensemble “San Francisco Contemporary 
Music Players” diretto da David Milnes. E’ stata inoltre invitata ad 
una trasmissione tenuta da Sarah Cahill per la Stazione Radio 
Californiana Kalw: tale trasmissione è stata interamente dedicata 
a lei, con una lunga intervista e l’ascolto di 5 brani tratti da CDs. Il 
7 Dicembre 2004 è stata poi a Kiev dove l’Orchestra Sinfonica ed 
il Coro Nazionale Ucraino hanno eseguito la sua “Cantata per la 
pace”, opera che è stata riproposta, sempre nel mese di 
Dicembre, a Teramo, Perugia e Roma, dagli stessi esecutori, con 
la direzione del M.o Stefano Trasimeni. Nel Marzo 2005 la 
“Cantata per la pace” sarà eseguita ancora a Seoul entre, nello 
stesso mese, Ada Gentile sarà ancora una volta in Cina per 
l’esecuzione di suoi pezzi ad Hong Kong, Shangai e Pechino. 
Nell’Aprile 2005 sarà ad Amsterdam dove il “Quartetto Zephyr” 
eseguirà i suoi pezzi per archi “Quartetto I e “Quartetto III” alla 
Klein Saal del Concertgebouw ed infine, nel Maggio 2005 andrà a 
New York dove “I Cameristi del Conservatorio S.Cecilia” 
eseguiranno il suo brano “Adagio per un’estate”. 
Web: http://www.metamusica.com/?p=34 (2011) 

Gentil-Nunes Pauxy (English) 
Pauxy Gentil-Nunes. Born in 1963 at Rio de Janeiro. Earlier flute 
studies with Lenir Siqueira and Celso Woltzenlogel. Further studies 
with Norton Morozowicz and Matthias Ziegler. Solo CD (1998) with 
brazilian music for flute and piano (UFRJ, Tons e Sons, 
1998).Earlier composition studies with Christopher Bochmann and 
Michel Phillipot. Master Degree in Composition at UFRJ (1993) 
with Marisa Rezende. Doctor Degree in Structure and Language of 
Music at UNIRIO (2009) with Carole Gubernikoff. Performance of 
works in Brazil and overseas. Intense creative activity since his 
first performance at Contemporary Brazilian Music Biennial, in 
1983. Teaching of harmony, analysis and composition at the 
School of Music of Federal University of Rio de Janeiro since 1993. 
Web: http://sites.google.com/site/pauxygentilnunes/Home (2012) 

Gentilucci Armando (Italiano) 
Compositore e critico musicale italiano nato a Lecce nel 1939, 
morto a Milano nel 1989. Figlio del compositore Ottorino, ha 
studiato pianoforte, musica corale, direzione d'orchestra e 
composizione con B.Bettinelli e F.Donatoni. La sua musica 
influenzata dai compositori dodecafonici è caratterizzata da 
considerevole ricerca timbrica strumentale, vocale e nell’uso 
dell’elettronica. 

George Michal (English) 
After completing his undergraduate music study at the University 
of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg (South Africa), Michal 
George entered the graduate program at The Cleveland Institute 
of Music in Ohio (USA). He graduated receiving the degree of 
Master of Music in 1999. He has studied under composers Carl 
van Wyk and David Hewitt and has been associated with a 
number of other prominent South Africans, whose music he 
recorded on the CD, Umzwangedwa, released in 2001. As a 
performer Mr. George has received the highest praise from 
audiences and critics alike, for his inspired renditions of 
contemporary guitar repertoire. 
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Web: 
http://www.daminus.de/html_eng/editionen/162_george.htm 
(2007) 

Gerber Heinz (Italiano) 
Chitarrista compositore tedesco nato a Bad Kreuznach nel 1953. 
Ha studiato a Mainz e Darmstadt. È attivo come concertista e 
musicista rock. 

Gerhard Roberto (English) 
1896 – 1970 
Roberto Gerhard studied piano in Barcelona with Granados and 
composition with Pedrell, who aroused his interest in Catalan folk 
music. Pupil of Schoenberg in Vienna and Berlin (1923-28). On 
return to Barcelona, first Spanish serial pieces included Wind 
Quintet. Worked during 1930s as composer, music professor and 
editor at Catalan Library. Undertook collaborative projects with 
Mirò in Ariel, and Massine and Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo in 
Soirées de Barcelone. After Civil War defeat of Republicans 
emigrated to Paris, settling finally in Cambridge. As an emigré, 
struggled to achieve musical recognition in UK. 1940s saw 
composition of ballet Don Quixote and opera The Duenna, which 
effectively combine Catalan folk elements with individualised serial 
technique. Music of 1930s and 40s is underpinned by infectious 
dance rhythms and colourful orchestration. Acclaim only came in 
1960s, through support of BBC and numerous prestigious 
commissions. 1990s witnessed growing Gerhard interest, 
including first staging of The Duenna and two recording series on 
Auvidis and Chandos. 
Web: 
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/composer/composer_main.asp?
composerid=2716 

Gerhard Roberto (Italiano) 
Compositore spagnolo di padre svizzero nato a Valls (Catalogna) 
nel 1896, naturalizzato inglese e morto a Cambridge nel 1970. È 
stato tra i primi ad introdurre in Spagna della tecnica 
dodecafonica. 

Gerhard Roberto (Español) 
Robert Gerhard nació en Valls (Tarragona) el 25 de septiembre de 
1896, Sus padres, Robert (de origen suizo) y María (de origen 
alsaciano), se habían instalado en Valls y se dedicaban a la 
explotación vinícola. Robert, el músico, fue el grande de tres 
hermanos, Carles, diputado al Parlamento de Cataluña por 
Tarragona y Ferran, el pequeño, continuador del negocio familiar 
en Valls. En 1908, sus padres lo envían a estudiar comercio a 
Lausana (Suiza). Al mismo tiempo empieza a tomar clases de 
armonía y contrapunto por cuenta propia con Hugo Strauss, su 
primer maestro. En 1913 decide, a pesar del disgusto paterno, 
dedicarse por completo a la música, abandonando sus estudios de 
comercio. En consecuencia , se traslada a Munich para continuar 
su formación en el Conservatorio, pero el estallido en 1914 de la 
Primera Guerra Mundial trunca sus proyectos, obligándole a volver 
a su casa. En 1915 lo encontramos en Barcelona estudiando piano 
con Enrique Granados. A causa de la trágica muerte de Granados 
en 1916, Gerhard continua su formación en la Academia Granados 
de la mano de Frank Marshall. Amplia sus estudios con Felipe 
Pedrell. La relación entre discípulo y maestro será muy estrecha, 
llegando a ser de padre e hijo. Vive entre Valls y Barcelona, 
mientras estudia, inicia sus primeros trabajos profesionales. 
Escribe sus primeros artículos en la prensa y algunos comentarios 
musicales. De la mano de Pedrell, se presenta como compositor 
en la Associació d'Amics de la Música (1918). Pedrell dijo que 
Gerhard, su último alumno, había sido el mejor fruto de su viña y 
su “alter ego”. Tras la muerte de Pedrell, Gerhard escribe una 
larga carta en 1923, a la que adjunta dos de sus composiciones, 
dirigida a Arnold Schönberg. En ella expresa su deseo de 
convertirse en su discípulo. A partir de ese momento, se abre en 
la historia de la música de los Países Catalanes una novedosísima 
vía de influencias: una línea directa con el corazón del 
expresionismo vienés. Entre 1923 y 1928 de la mano de Arnold 
Schönberg toma contacto con la vanguardia musical, primero en 
Viena y después en Berlín, siempre siguiendo los pasos de su 
maestro. Conoce y traba amistad con Antón Webern, Alban Berg y 
Leopoldina Feichtegger (Poldi), la cual será su mujer cuando 
finalice sus estudios con Schönberg. Más tarde, en 1931 y 1932, 

Gerhard facilita la famosa visita de Schönberg a Barcelona. En 
1929 regresa a Cataluña, donde se celebra en Barcelona un 
concierto monográfico sobre su obra que consolida su incipiente 
prestigio como compositor. Aunque en diversas ocasiones es 
solicitado como profesor, tan solo Joaquim Homs se beneficiara de 
sus enseñanzas. 
Coincidiendo con el fin de la Guerra Civil española comienza su 
largo exilio, primero en Francia, posteriormente en Gran Bretaña, 
concretamente en Cambridge. Los primeros años ingleses son 
difíciles, pequeños encargos, trabajos radiofónicos; no obstante, 
el reconocimiento unánime termina por llegar, en 1959 la revista 
“The Socore” publica un número monográfico sobre su vida y 
obra. Hacia 1953 se manifiestan los primeros síntomas de su 
dolencia cardiaca. En 1960 Gerhard decide tomar la nacionalidad 
británica. En 1967 es nombrado Commander of the British Empire 
y recibe el titulo de Doctor Honoris Causa en música de la 
Universidad de Cambridge. A pesar del declive físico de sus 
últimos años, Gerhard despliega una gran actividad creativa, 
escribiendo su ciclo sinfónico; también realiza varios viajes a 
Norteamérica invitado por diversas universidades. Su salud es 
muy delicada a finales de la década de los sesenta obligándole en 
más de una ocasión a apartarse de su actividad creadora. Una 
complicación hace irreversible el estado de Gerhard, que muere el 
5 de enero de 1970 a la edad de 73 años en Cambridge. 
Web: http://www.arrakis.es/~dedeo/04d-gerhard.htm 

Gerrits Paul (English) 
Paul Gerrits was born in the Netherlands. After violin and guitar 
studies in Sweden and Germany, he studied the lute with Walter 
Gerwig at the Musikhochschule in Cologne. Since 1967 he has 
been in Quebec, Canada where he was professor at Laval 
University. 
Paul Gerrits has produced several publications for solo guitar, 
guitar ensemble, and he has a method for guitar and lute to his 
credit. He has participated in several recordings and has 
concertized regularly in Canada and abroad as a member of the 
Laval Guitar Trio. He was also well known for his efforts to 
promote guitar ensemble music. 

Gerschon Josef (English) 
Born in Lauterbach (West Bohemia, today Horní Slavkov / Czech 
Repubblic), studied French horn, piano, theory at the 
conservatory of Lipsia, played in the court orchestra of Bückeburg 
(Schaumburg-Lippe), in the theatre orchestra of Lipsia and in the 
Tonkünstler orchestra of Vienna. Later he conducted his own 
orchestras in Karlsbad (West Bohemia, today Karlovy Vary). He 
also accompanied himself as singer with guitar, and composed 
songs with guitar accompaniment, edited by Hohler & Schäfler, 
Karlsbad. (Rainer Stelle, 2009) 

Gershwin George (English) 
George Gershwin (born Jacob Gershowitz - Gershovitz was 
probably changed to Gershvin by an immigration official when his 
father arrived from Russia) (September 26, 1898 - July 11, 1937), 
American composer. Composed both for Broadway and for the 
classical concert hall, his music contains elements of both. Many 
of his compositions have been used in cinema, and perhaps many 
more are famous Jazz standards: songbooks have been recorded 
by Ella Fitzgerald (memorable 3 discs recording for Verve, with 
Nelson Riddle's orchestra), Herbie Hancock and several other 
singers or players. His most famous works include: Rhapsody in 
Blue, (1924), a symphonic Jazz composition for Jazz band, piano, 
and orchestra; the Piano Concerto in F* (1925); An American In 
Paris, a tone poem with elements of Jazz and realistic sound 
effects; Porgy And Bess, an opera (1935); (from the book by 
Dubose Heyward), a folk opera about African-American life, which 
contains the famous aria Summertime. Three Preludes, (1936), 
for piano. Brother of Ira Gershwin, lyricist, with whom most of his 
works were made. In 1910, the Gershwins had acquired a piano 
for Ira's music lessons, but George took over, successfully playing 
by ear. He tried out various piano teachers for 2 years, then was 
introduced to Charles Hambitzer - who became his mentor (and 
would remain so until Hambitzer's death in 1918). Hambitzer 
taught George conventional piano technique, introduced him to 
the European masters, and encouraged him to attend orchestral 
concerts (at home following such concerts, young George would 
attempt to reproduce at the keyboard the music he had heard). 

http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/catalogue/cat_detail.asp?musicid=5348�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/catalogue/cat_detail.asp?musicid=5348�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/catalogue/cat_detail.asp?musicid=330�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/catalogue/cat_detail.asp?musicid=7020�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/catalogue/cat_detail.asp?musicid=2923�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/catalogue/cat_detail.asp?musicid=723�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/catalogue/cat_detail.asp?musicid=723�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/composer/composer_main.asp?composerid=2716�
http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/composer/composer_main.asp?composerid=2716�
http://www.arrakis.es/~dedeo/04d-gerhard.htm�
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He achieved wide success with his first song Swanee. In 1924, 
George collaborated with his brother on a musical comedy, Lady 
Be Good. It included standards as Fascinating Rhythm and The 
Man I Love. Comedy was follwed by Oh, Kay! (1926), Funny Face 
(1927), Strike Up the Band (1927 & 1930), Girl Crazy (1930) and 
Of Thee I Sing (1931) - the first musical comedy to win a Pulitzer 
Prize. It was in Hollywood, while working on the score of The 
Goldwyn Follies, that George Gershwin collapsed and, on July 11, 
1937, died of a brain tumour. He was not quite 39 years old. The 
Gershwin estate continues to bring in significant royalties from 
licensing the copyrights on Gershwin's work. The estate supported 
the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act because its 1923 
cutoff date was shortly before Gershwin had begun to create his 
most popular works. The on those works expire in 2007 in the 
European Union and between 2019 and 2027 in the United States 
of America. 
Web: http://www.malaspina.com/site/person_555.asp 

Gershwin George (Italiano) 
L'infanzia di George Gershwin (1898-1937) è decisiva nel definire 
il percorso della musica americana del nostro secolo: egli la 
trascorse nei quartieri popolari di NewYork, dove assimilò le 
vecchie canzoni popolari, il ragtime, il blues. La sua formazione 
musicale fu disordinata; la sua vicenda si svolse all'interno 
dell'industria della canzone, della quale percorse tutti i gradini: 
song-plugger (strimpellatore di canzoni per i clienti di una casa 
editrice), accompagnatore di spettacoli musicali, compositore di 
canzoni. Il suo primo successo, Swanee (1919), gli aprì le porte 
del mondo di Broadway: Gershwin divenne uno dei più celebri 
compositori di musical, di colonne sonore, di songs. Sono lavori 
che nonostante la loro destinazione di consumo rivelano notevoli 
sottigliezze armoniche. Stimolato da Paul Whiteman, Gershwin si 
dedicò a un'esperienza sinfonica e operistica chei mpronta di sé il 
Novecento americano: Rhapsody in Blue (1924), Concerto in fa 
(1925), An American in Paris (1928), l'opera Porgy and Bess, 
considerata il suo capolavoro e ultimata nel 1935, due anni prima 
della morte. 

Gerstmeier Frank (English) 
Frank Gerstmeier studied chamber music, soloist performance and 
pedagogy. He received his concert grade after studies in Cologne 
with Prof. Hubert Käppel. Ever since he finished his studies he 
established himself as a soloist, composer and chamber musician, 
playing concerts and teaching classes in Germany and abroad. He 
is currently teaching at the Music Conservatory of Detmold and 
dortmund Music School. As well as a profound affinity to the 
classical repertoire, he also enjoys playing Jazz music where his 
delight in improvising becomes truly audible. 
Frank Gerstmeier is also a well-respected composer. His 
compositions for ensembles show his pedagogic demands whereas 
his solo pieces showcase a wide variety of timbres and complex 
sounds. His works are published by well known editors in 
Germany like Editions Margaux. 
Frank Gerstmeier’s work as a conductor of guitar ensembles has 
earned him an international reputation. He conducted the festival 
ensembles of important festivals with first performances of well 
known composers like Domeniconi, Garcia, Zenamon and others. 
Since 2007 he regularly attends the World Youth Guitar Festival in 
the UK, both teaching and conducting. 
Web: http://frankgerstmeier.com/profile.html (2015) 

Gervasio Raffaele (Italiano) 
Compositore e musicologo, ha studiato con V.Frazzi a Pesaro, con 
I.Pizzetti e O.Respighi a Roma. La sua opera assimila ed elabora il 
linguaggio dodecafonico. Ha composto liriche,  per orchestra, da 
camera,  balletti, musica per il cinema e per la radio. 

Gervasoni Stefano (Italiano) 
Nato a Bergamo nel 1962, Stefano Gervasoni studia la 
composizione con Luca Lombardi, Niccolò Castiglioni e Azio Corghi 
al Conservatorio Giuseppe Verdi di Milano. Si perfeziona poi con 
György Ligeti, in Ungheria (1990), e con Brian Ferneyhough, in 
Francia (1992-94), completando inoltre la sua formazione con lo 
studio dell'informatica musicale all'IRCAM di Parigi (1992-93). 
Determinanti per la sua crescita artistica sono gli incontri con Luigi 
Nono, che l'inizia alla composizione, e in seguito con Brian 
Ferneyhough, Peter Eötvös e Helmut Lachenmann. Il suo 

linguaggio è caratterizzato dalla particolare attenzione al suono ed 
agli insiliti accostamenti strumentali. 

Ghedini Giorgio Federico (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Cuneo nel 1892 e morto a Nervi 
(Genova) nel 1965. Studiò fin da giovanissimo violoncello, 
pianoforte ed organo, fino a diplomarsi, nel 1911, in composizione 
sotto la guida di M.E.Bossi. Il suo stile inizialmente è 
caratterizzato da elementi recuperati da compositori del passato e 
dall’impiego della politonalità. Si è successivamente avvicinato a 
posizioni più radicali con un linguaggio atonale filtrato dalla sua 
sensibilità, per poi approdare ad una scrittura più distesa e 
melodica. Dal 1951 al 1962 fu direttore del conservatorio di 
Milano. 

Giacometti Antonio (Italiano) 
Antonio Giacometti è nato a Brescia nel 1957. Dopo essersi 
diplomato in composizione presso il Conservatorio di Milano, ha 
consolidato la propria preparazione nel campo della pedagogia e 
dell’analisi musicale, settori nei quali s’è impegnato attivamente 
fin dal 1984, lasciando significativi contributi sia come pubblicista 
che come operatore didattico. Oltre ad atti di Convegni e ad 
articoli su varie Riviste specializzate (in particolare Scuola Italiana 
Moderna, Musica Domani e Analisi, si ricorda il testo, scritto in 
collaborazione con lo psicopedagogista Franco Vaccaroni, 
L’educazione al suono e alla musica nella scuola elementare, La 
Scuola Editrice, Brescia, 1988). 
Premiato in concorsi nazionali ed internazionali di composizione, 
tra i quali si ricordano il Premio V. Bucchi; Concours International 
de Composition pour guitare de Sablè sur Sarthe; Concours 
international de composition MC2, Avignon; Secondo Concorso 
Internazionale Antidogma Musica di Torino; Trio Basso Köln 
Internationaler Kompositions-Wettbewerb; I Concorso nazionale di 
composizione d’insieme per ragazzi, Como; IX Concorso nazionale 
di composizione “Ennio Porrino”, Cagliari), ha composto più di 
settanta opere solistiche, da camera e sinfoniche, la maggior 
parte delle quali eseguite in Festivals e Rassegne di tutto il 
mondo.  
Tra la metà e la fine degli anni ’80 è stato membro del Direttivo 
nazionale della SIEM (Società Italiana per l’Educazione Musicale) e 
Presidente della sezione territoriale di Brescia, con la quale 
collabora tutt’oggi nella definizione di strategie d’intervento 
didattico musicale per l’infanzia e nel settore pubblicistico. Nel 
1989 è stato tra i fondatori della SIdAM (Società Italiana di Analisi 
Musicale), di cui è attualmente consigliere nazionale.  
Insegna Armonia e Contrappunto presso il Conservatorio di 
Brescia (sezione staccata di Darfo) e viene regolarmente invitato 
da Enti privati e Istituzioni pubbliche (Provveditorati, IRRSAE 
regionali e Ministero della PI) a tenere seminari e corsi 
d’aggiornamento e di formazione didattica per insegnanti della 
scuola dell’obbligo, relativi in particolare al ruolo delle esperienze 
di musica d’insieme e di composizione nella formazione musicale 
di bambini e ragazzi. 
Web: 
http://www.lett.unitn.it/musica/html/English/Comp/Composit/Gia
comet/Giacomet.htm 
(Aggiornamento: 24 maggio 1999) 

Giani-Luporini Gaetano (Italiano) 
(Lucca 1936). Studia al Conservatorio di Firenze con R. Lupi. Dopo 
una prima fase mistica (Breve meditazione, 1963, per vlc. e pf.; 2 
Meditazioni, 1963, per pf.), Giani-Luporini approda a una scritrura 
tersa, di gusto neoclassico, espressa non di rado con ironia. 
Appartengono a tale ambito i 7 esorcismi (1981, per pf.), l’opera 
buffa Da capo (1982), l’opera per bambini L’Orchestra Doremì 
(1983) e le musiche per gli spettacoli di Carmelo Bene (Pinocchio, 
1981; L’Adelchi, 1983). Nelle composizioni per orchestra e da 
camera. Giani-Luporini adotta liberamente le tecniche strutturali, 
come in Sequenze (1965, per orch.) e in Tessiture (1973, per 
clav. e 11 archi). (Fiorenza Leucci: Dizionario dei Compositori del 
900) 

Gianola Livio (Italiano) 
Livio e’ l’unico chitarrista non spagnolo ad aver scritto musiche 
flamenco per il prestigioso Ballet National de España. In quasi 15 
anni di collaborazione con il grande bailaor Antonio Canales ha 
dato vita alle musiche dei balletti “Torero” (1992), “Narciso” 
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(1995), “Gitano” (1996), “Minotauro” (2002), “Bailaor” (2004) e 
“Bohemio” (2006). 
Le sue opere sono rappresentate in tutto il mondo nei più 
prestigiosi scenari quali: il Theatre des Champs Eliseé  di Parigi,  il 
Teatro de la Zarzuela di Madrid, il Lope de Vega  di Siviglia, il 
Bunka kaikan di Tokio, il Colón di Buenos Aires, il Philarmoniker di 
Colonia, il Grand theater di Shangai e il Teatro dell’Acropoli di 
Atene. 
Come solista e in varie formazioni partecipa a importanti 
manifestazioni come il “Forum dei popoli” di Barcellona, la “Bienal 
de Flamenco” di Siviglia e il “Festival di Sanremo”. 
Ha scritto musiche per il cinema e il teatro (premiato al Festival 
Cinematografico di Rimini) e composto lavori di più ampio respiro 
in ambito classico tra i quali: il “Concerto per orchestra di 
chitarre”, la “Suite del levantino” per chitarra e orchestra e due 
CD a proprio nome dai titoli “Sombra” e “Bohemio” presentato al 
Festival di Cannes nel 2009. 
La recente produzione musicale lo ha visto impegnato con lo 
spettacolo “Rosso” a fianco di Rafael Amargo e Lola Greco. 
Web: http://www.liviogianola.com/ (2012) 

Gifford Helen (English) 
Helen Gifford achieved the distinction of maintaining a continuous 
stream of commissions for compositions from 1965. Educated at 
Tintern Junior School and Melbourne Girls Grammar, she received 
a Commonwealth Scholarship for the music degree course at 
Melbourne University Conservatorium. There she studied piano 
with Roy Shepherd and harmony with Dorian Le Gallienne, gaining 
her Bachelor of Music in 1958. Gifford's Phantasma (1963), for 
string orchestra, was chosen for submission to the ISCM Festival 
at Copenhagen. On receiving the First Commission of the Dorian 
Le Gallienne Award in 1965 she wrote a string quartet that was 
performed at the 1966 Adelaide Festival. Chimaera (1967) and 
Imperium (1969), both for large orchestra, were recorded by the 
ABC. Travel to India in 1967 and Indonesia in 1971 brought the 
increasing influence of Asian music into her work. Between 1970 
and 1982 Gifford received regular commissions to write music for 
Melbourne Theatre Company productions. Directors included Rick 
Billinghurst, Tyrone Guthrie (UK), Frank Hauser (UK), Ray Lawler, 
Bruce Myles, David Myles, Mick Rodger (UK), John Sumner, and 
Joachim Tenschert (Berliner Ensemble), for plays by Brecht, 
Congreve, Shaffer, Shakespeare, Sophocles, Stoppard and 
Tourneur. In 1973 Gifford was awarded a Senior Composer's 
Fellowship, and in 1974 was appointed Composer-in Residence to 
the Australian opera. She wrote two substantial music-theatre 
works on grants from the Music Board of the Australia Council: 
Regarding Faustus (1983), and Iphigenia in Exile (1985). In 1993 
she received a grant from the Edward H. Green Foundation, and 
in 1995 wrote a work for mezzo-soprano and orchestra, Point of 
Ignition, while on a Composer Fellowship from the Australia 
Council. In 1996 she an honorary doctorate of letters from 
Monash University. In 1999 ABC Classic FM commissioned a piano 
piece, as foretold to Khayyam, for Michael Kieran Harvey, and the 
same year she completed a 50-minute work for choir and 
instruments, Choral Scenes: the Western Front, World War I, 
commissioned by Astra. Astra performed a later choral work, 
Catharsis, in 2001. A heightened use of percussive sounds and 
extended pitch textures characterises Gifford's music, a feature 
that is especially noticeable in Music for the Adonia (1993), 
commissioned by the Elision Ensemble. 
Web: http://trove.nla.gov.au/people/516639?q&l-
occupation=musician&l-birth=1935&c=people (2010) 

Gifford Troy (English) 
Troy Gifford is a composer and guitarist who writes in a style that 
is modern yet accessible. His influences are many and diverse, 
including jazz, classical, pop and rock styles. He has written for 
many combinations of instruments, including orchestral and choral 
works, but his main compositional interest lies with the guitar. His 
music has been performed throughout North America, in Europe 
and Asia, and he has won a number of awards, including the 1999 
Guitar Foundation of America Composition Competition for his 
piece “Fantasia (on a theme of Ravel)” and recently a composition 
competition sponsored by Fingerstyle Guitar Magazine. He 
recently completed his first solo recording, “Delineations”, which 
contains performances of his original music for the solo guitar. He 

is also an arranger; his arrangement of “Eleanor Rigby” for 
multiple guitars is featured on Eric Hansen's album “Across the 
Universe: A Beatle's Journey.” Troy's formal training includes 
degrees in guitar performance and composition from Florida 
Atlantic University and a doctorate in composition from the 
University of Miami. He currently lives in Orlando, FL, where he 
directs the music program at Valencia Community College. He has 
also taught at Florida Atlantic University, the University of Miami, 
and Palm Beach Community College. 
Web: http://www.myspace.com/troygifford (2011) 

Gigli Alfeo (Italiano) 
Alfeo Gigli  fin dalla prima infanzia fu attratto dalla musica. Iniziati 
gli studi a Faenza, sotto la guida di Lamberto Caffarelli, singolare 
e geniale figura di musicista-filosofo, si trasferì poi a Bologna, 
dove si perfezionò al Liceo Musicale sotto la guida del Maestro 
Masi. In quegli anni fu tra i primi ad introdurre con la sua tromba 
il Jazz hot a Bologna. Dopo alcuni anni dovette abbandonare per 
motivi di salute lo strumento a fiato, diplomandosi 
sucessivamente in contrabbasso sotto la guida del Maestro 
Marchetti. 
Vincitore di concorso, entrò a far parte dell’Orchestra del Maggio 
Musicale Fiorentino, che alternò con l’Orchestra del Teatro 
Massimo di Palermo e l’Accademia Chigiana; nel 1951 fu primo 
contrabbasso nell’Orchestra della Radio svizzera, che lasciò per 
l’Orchestra del Teatro Comunale di Bologna. 
Già prima dei 25 anni aveva iniziato la sua attività di compositore, 
con numerosi brani cameristici e il poema sinfonico Prometeo. 
Dopo la morte nel 1953 dell’unico figlio Loris, compose una 
grande Messa da Requiem. In seguito sperimentò i più svariati 
linguaggi musicali, giungendo alle soglie dell'atonalità e della 
dodecafonia, con il poema sinfonico Il cavaliere e la morte, il 
Concerto per violino e pianoforte, Policromia della natura, Il volto 
di Selene, Gloria Deo, Preghiera, Invocazione. In campo 
strumentale creò molte composizioni per archi, pianoforte e 
complessi a fiato. Con l’op.26, Suite grottesca (Trittico di 
maschere), eseguita dalla prime parti del Teatro Comunale di 
Bologna, ottenne un grande successo di pubblico e di critica in 
varie sale concertistiche italiane. Diverse sue composizioni 
vennero eseguite all’estero, sotto la guida di celebri direttori, a 
Parigi, Atene, Varsavia, Vienna, Londra e Budapest. 
Appassionato bibliofilo ed esperto conoscitore di antichi testi, 
fondò a Bologna con la moglie e diresse per oltre trent’anni, la 
Libreria Antiquaria Docet, iniziando la pubblicazione di cataloghi 
periodici di antiquariato per l’Italia e per l’estero. 
Le sue opere sono pubblicate da Agenda. 
Web: http://www.rassegnagigli.org/testi/alfeo_gigli.htm 

Gilardi Paolo (Italiano) 
Paolo Gilardi ha studiato al Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano 
diplomandosi a soli diciassette anni col massimo dei voti e la lode. 
Successivamente ha seguito varie masterclass di pianoforte e 
musica da camera con concertisti quali Alexander Lonquich, Boris 
Bekhterev, Jörg Demus, Boris Petrushansky, Mstislav 
Rostropovich, Konstantin Bogino; contemporaneamente ha 
studiato composizione con Alessandro Solbiati presso il 
Conservatorio di Milano, diplomandosi col massimo dei voti. 
È vincitore di diversi concorsi internazionali, sia in veste di solista 
che con vari ensemble cameristici (in particolar modo trio e duo 
pianistico): tra i più prestigiosi si ricordano il “Carlo Soliva” di 
Casale Monferrato, il “Camillo Togni” di Gussago, il concorso di 
musica da camera “Città di Caltanissetta” e il “Vittorio Gui” di 
Firenze. 
Nel 2004 ha fondato, insieme a Francesco e Stefano Cerrato, il 
Trio Caravaggio, che la critica subito riconosce come “trio intenso 
e vibrante” e “trio che incanta”, sottolineando “l’eccellente intesa 
musicale e la profondità della ricerca”. 
Si è esibito presso importanti sale concertistiche e associazioni 
musicali quali Engelman Recital Hall di New York, Conservatorio di 
Klagenfurt, Konzertkirche di Neubrandenburg, Auditorium Parco 
della Musica - Sala “Sinopoli” di Roma, Serate Musicali e Società 
dei Concerti di Milano, Unione Musicale di Torino, Società 
Veneziana di Concerti - Fondazione Teatro La Fenice di Venezia, 
Auditorium “Pollini” - Amici della Musica di Padova, Amici della 
Musica di Udine, Bologna Festival, Teatro “Chiabrera” di Savona, 
Festival Internazionale di San Gimignano, Festival Internazionale 
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di musica da camera di Ascoli Piceno, Amici della Musica di 
Cagliari. 
Sin dal 1988 ha registrato per diverse emittenti radiofoniche ed 
etichette discografiche: per “Piccolo Concerto”, programma RAI, la 
radio nazionale olandese (in diretta presso la Spiegelzaal del 
Concertgebouw di Amsterdam), i video per “Limen Music” (sia 
come solista che in trio), l'etichetta discografica Discantica in duo 
pianistico. 
Delle sue interpretazioni la critica sottolinea l’”assoluta 
padronanza del testo, approfondito fino ai più piccoli particolari”, 
la “grande coscienza, misura ed equilibrio”, il “respiro poetico, il 
modo di fraseggiare così intimamente sentito”, la “passione 
romantica, la profondità e le infinite sfumature”. 
Dal 1989 è docente presso Milano Civica Scuola di Musica. 
Sito internet: www.limenmusic.com. 
Web: http://www.fondazionemilano.eu/musica/content/paolo-
gilardi-istituto-di-musica-classica-civica-scuola-di-musica 

Gilardino Angelo (English) 
Born at Vercelli, Italy, on 1941, he studied in the music schools of 
his native town (guitar, cello and composition). His concert career, 
running from 1958 to 1981, has strongly marked the evolution of 
the guitar as a leading instrument of the 20 th century music: 
new compositions dedicated to him by authors from all the world, 
and premiered by him, number in hundreds. Since 1967, Edizioni 
Musicali Bèrben entrusted him with the leadership of the 20 th 
century guitar music series which became the most important in 
the world, bearing Gilardino’s name. Since 1981, he gave up with 
his concert career in order to concentrate on his work as a 
composer, as a teacher and as a musicologist. 
Since then, he composed and published the collection of the sixty 
Studi di virtuosità e di trascendenza, acknowledged by John W. 
Duarte as “milestones of the new guitar repertory”, two Sonatas, 
two sets of Variations (Variazioni sulla Follia, Variazioni sulla 
Fortuna), a Suite (Musica per l'angelo della Melancholia), other 
pieces such as Colloquio con Andrés Segovia, Sonatine des fleurs 
et des oiseaux, Tríptico de las visiones, Catskill Pond, La casa del 
faro, Sonata Mediterranea, Sonata del Guadalquivir, etc.; four 
multi-guitaristic Concertos (Concerto d'estate, Concierto de 
Córdoba, premiered at Córdoba Festival on 1994, Poema 
d'inverno, Concerto d'autunno), and six Concertos with chamber 
orchestra: Concerto for guitar (Leçons de Ténèbres, 1996), 
Concerto for mandolin and guitar (Fiori di novembre, 1997), 
Concerto Italiano for four guitars (1998), Concerto for flute and 
guitar (La casa delle ombre, 1999), Liederkonzert for two guitars 
(2000) , Concerto for Guitar and Accordion (En las tierras altas, 
2001), plus chamber music with guitar, including two Sonatina-
Lied respectively for bassoon and guitar and violin and guitar. His 
works are regularly performed in concert, recorded and featured 
as test pieces in competitions. 
As a teacher, he was appointed since 1965 to 1981 at the Liceo 
Musicale “G.B. Viotti” at Vercelli and, since 1981 until 2004, he 
has been a professor at the State Conservatory “Antonio Vivaldi” 
at Alessandria. Since 1984 until 2003 he has lead the post-
graduate courses at the Accademia Superiore Internazionale 
“Lorenzo Perosi” at Biella. He has given about 200 courses, 
seminars and masterclasses in various European countries, invited 
by universities, academies, conservatories and festivals. On 1989, 
the town of Lagonegro has awarded him with honorary citizenship 
as an acknowledgement of his teaching activity for the 
Internazional Guitar Festival. On 1993, the University of Granada, 
Spain, invited him to give a course for the celebration of the 100 
th anniversary of Andrés Segovia’s birth. On 1998, he has been 
awarded the Marengo Prize by the Conservatory of Alessandria. 
As a musicologist, he has given a powerful contribution to the 
guitar repertoire of the first half of the 20 th century with his 
discoveries and publications of important works which were either 
unknown or considered as lost, such as the Sonata para guitarra 
by Antonio José, the Variazioni by Ottorino Respighi and a large 
corpus of guitar works written for Andrés Segovia by Spanish, 
French and British composers during the Twenties and the 
Thirties. Since 2002, he is the general editor of The Andrés 
Segovia Archive, the series published by Edizioni Musicali Bèrben 
and devoted to those works. He has also reconstructed the 
Concerto for guitar and Orchestra of the Russian composer Boris 
Asafiev, published by Editions Orphée. As a consequence of these 

rescues of his, a new powerful addition has been gifted to the 
historical repertoire of the guitar in the 20 th century. On 1997, 
he has been appointed as the artistic director of the “Andrés 
Segovia” Foundation of Linares, Spain, the Segovia Museum. 
The Italian Guitar Congress has awarded him the prize “Golden 
Guitar” for three times (1997, 1998, 2000), respectively for his 
compositions, for his teaching and for his musicological search. He 
has written two books dealing with the principles of guitar 
technique. He has published a handbook devoted to those 
composers who aim to write for guitar, but who do not play this 
instrument. He has also published a handbook of guitar history 
and a relevant number of essays and articles. The prizes received 
by his pupils in the international competitions, as well as his 
memberships in the juries, are countless. 
Web: http://www.angelogilardino.com/eng/Biografia.htm 

Gilardino Angelo (Italiano) 
Nato a Vercelli nel 1941, ha studiato nelle scuole musicali della 
sua città (chitarra, violoncello, composizione). La sua carriera 
concertistica, svoltasi dal 1958 al 1981, ha fortemente influito 
sull'evoluzione della chitarra quale strumento protagonista nella 
musica del Novecento: centinaia sono le nuove composizioni 
dedicategli da autori di tutto il mondo, da lui presentate in prima 
esecuzione. Dal 1967, le Edizioni Musicali Bèrben gli hanno 
affidato la direzione di quella che è poi divenuta la più importante 
collezione di musica per chitarra del Novecento, e che porta il suo 
nome. Dal 1981, ha preferito ritirarsi dai concerti per dedicarsi 
alla composizione, all'insegnamento e alla ricerca musicologica. 
Come compositore, ha pubblicato, dal 1982, la raccolta dei 
sessanta Studi di virtuosità e di trascendenza, definiti dalla critica 
britannica “pietre miliari del nuovo repertorio della chitarra”, due 
Sonate, due cicli di Variazioni (Variazioni sulla Follia, Variazioni 
sulla Fortuna), una Suite (Musica per l'angelo della Melancholia), 
altri brani quali Colloquio con Andrés Segovia, Sonatine des fleurs 
et des oiseaux, Tríptico de las visiones, Catskill Pond, La casa del 
faro, Sonata Mediterranea, Sonata del Guadalquivir, etc.; quattro 
Concerti multichitarristici (Concerto d'estate, Concierto de 
Córdoba, presentato in prima esecuzione al Festival di Córdoba 
nel 1994, Poema d'inverno, Concerto d'autunno), e sei Concerti 
con orchestra da camera: Concerto per chitarra (Leçons de 
Ténèbres, 1996), Concerto per mandolino e chitarra (Fiori di 
novembre, 1997), Concerto Italiano per quattro chitarre (1998), 
Concerto per flauto e chitarra (La casa delle ombre, 1999), 
Liederkonzert per due chitarre (2000), Concerto per chitarra e 
fisarmonica (En las tierras altas, 2001). Ha inoltre composto 
musica da camera, tra cui due Sonatine-Lied rispettivamente per 
fagotto e chitarra e per violino e chitarra. Le sue opere sono 
eseguite frequentemente nelle sale da concerto di tutto il mondo, 
incise in dischi e programmate nei concorsi. 
Come didatta, ha insegnato dal 1965 al 1981 al Liceo Musicale 
“G.B. Viotti”di Vercelli e, dal 1981 al 2004, al Conservatorio 
“Antonio Vivaldi” di Alessandria. Dal 1984 al 2003 ha tenuto i 
corsi superiori di perfezionamento dell'Accademia Superiore 
Internazionale di Musica “Lorenzo Perosi” di Biella. Ha tenuto circa 
200 corsi, seminari e masterclasses in vari paesi europei, invitato 
da università, accademie, conservatori, società musicali, festivals. 
Per l'attività didattica da lui svolta nei programmi del Festival 
Internazionale della Chitarra, la città di Lagonegro gli ha conferito 
nel 1989 la cittadinanza onoraria. Nel 1993, l' Università di 
Granada lo ha chiamato a tenere un corso in occasione delle 
celebrazioni del centenario segoviano. Nel 1998, gli è stato 
conferito il premio “Marengo Musica” del Conservatorio di 
Alessandria. 
Come musicologo, ha ritrovato i manoscritti originali di lavori 
fondamentali del Novecento, quali le Variazioni per chitarra di 
Ottorino Respighi e la Sonata para guitarra di Antonio José. e ha 
recuperato un vasto corpus di composizioni scritte per Andrés 
Segovia da autori spagnoli, francesi e britannici negli anni Venti e 
Trenta, opere mai eseguite, che si riteneva fossero andate 
perdute per sempre. Dal 2002, si cura della pubblicazione di tali 
opere nella collana The Andrés Segovia Archive, pubblicata dalle 
Edizioni Musicali Bèrben. Ha ricostruito il Concerto per chitarra e 
orchestra del compositore russo Boris Asafiev, pubblicato dalle 
Editions Orphée. Tali recuperi e le conseguenti pubblicazioni 
hanno dato nuova sostanza al repertorio storico della chitarra nel 
secolo XX. Nel 1997, è stato nominato direttore artistico della 
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Fondazione “Andrés Segovia” di Linares (Spagna).  
Il Convegno Nazionale di Chitarra gli ha conferito per tre volte 
(1997, 1998, 2000) il premio “Chitarra d’oro” rispettivamente per 
la composizione, la didattica e la ricerca musicologica. Ha messo a 
punto i princìpi della scuola chitarristica di cui è fondatore in due 
volumi sulla tecnica dello strumento. Ha pubblicato inoltre La 
grammatica della chitarra, un manuale destinato ai compositori 
che non conoscono lo strumento. Si è dedicato anche agli studi 
storici, pubblicando un Manuale di storia della chitarra e un 
considerevole numero di saggi e articoli. Non si contano le 
affermazioni dei suoi allievi in campo internazionale e le sue 
partecipazioni alle giurie dei più importanti concorsi. 
Web: http://www.angelogilardino.com/ita/Biografia.htm 

Giménez Florentín (Español) 
[…] Nació en Ybycuí en 1925. Sus primeros pasos musicales se 
concretan cuando ingresa como aprendiz en la Banda de Policía de 
la Capital, dirigida entonces por calificados maestros como 
Salvador Déntice, Manuel Rivas Ortellado y Gerardo Fernández 
Moreno. De allí en adelante el poder de las melodías le atrapó. 
Efectuó prácticas de clarinete y batería, pero se inclinaría por el 
piano. Formó parte de la orquesta de Ramón Reyes hasta l947, 
quien -como ya hemos visto en muchos artistas- tuvo que 
abandonar el país, regresando cuando termina la contienda. A su 
regreso se especializa en Armonía con el maestro alemán Otakar 
Platil. 
En 1950 creó su orquesta: “Florentín Giménez y su Típica 
Moderna”, con la cual desarrolló una extensa actividad por 
diversos rincones del país. En 1953 se lo detiene por primera vez 
por su resistencia y rebeldía a los Gobiernos autoritarios. 
Entonces se desempeñaba activamente en la Asociación de 
Músicos del Paraguay. 
Por el clima intranquilo decide emigrar en 1956 a Buenos Aires 
con su familia, donde desarrolló gran actividad musical, llegando 
incluso a grabar en sellos como Odeón (hoy EMI), Pampa, T.K. y 
Marpar. Comparte éxitos con el famoso compositor argentino Ben 
Molar. 
Tras 13 años de ausencia regresa al Paraguay, para radicarse 
definitivamente, aunque el ambiente musical está influenciado por 
el autoritarismo y la arbitrariedad. Los que no comulgan con las 
ideas retrógradas o dominantes son marginados o postergados. 
En esos primeros años, en forma sencilla, comienza una lucha: 
impartir conocimientos musicales en forma gratuita a varios 
colegios. Crea la Orquesta de Cámara de Radio Cáritas. En 1973 
es llamado para ser director adjunto de la Orquesta Sinfónica de 
la Ciudad de Asunción (OSCA), entonces dirigida por el maestro 
Remberto Giménez. 
En el campo de la música popular este compositor tiene más de 
300 canciones, siendo algunas de ellas muy difundidas en el país 
y en el Río de la Plata. Es autor de la primera ópera paraguaya, 
‘Juana de Lara’, que se estrenó en l987. Entre sus obras 
orquestales podemos citar ‘Minas Cué’, ‘El río de la esperanza’, 
‘Sinfonía conncertante No.1’, entre otras. […] 
[Del diario ÚLTIMA HORA (El Correo Semanal), 18-19 de 
Setiembre de 1999 (Asunción, Paraguay)] 

Gimenez Noble Javier (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato in Buenos Aires nel 1953. Ha studiato 
composizione ed orchestrazione con Roberto García Morillo, ed in 
Italia con G.Manzoni e F.Donatoni. 

Ginastera Alberto (English) 
(1916-1983) 
One of the most prominent composers in Argentina, and the best 
known outside his country. His work can be divided in three 
periods: objective nationalism, subjective nationalism, and neo-
expressionism. In the first, folk elements appear openly, and 
show the influence of Stravinsky, Bartok, and Falla. From 1948, 
he started to use more advanced compositional techniques, and 
enters his second compositional period. Even though he employed 
dodecaphonic techniques, he did not abandon tonality and folk 
elements, which appear in a more symbolic way. His neo-
expressionist period began in 1958. Folk elements diminished but 
do not disappear. To the dodecaphonic techniques, he added 
random and microtonal elements. (Tesi Hernan Mouro) 

Ginastera Alberto (Español) 
Nació en Buenos Aires, Argentina, el 11 de abril de 1916. Murió 
en Ginebra, Suíza, el 25 de junio de 1983. Su primer trabajo 
importante fue el ballet Penambí, que lo hizo conocido en toda 
Argentina. De 1945 a 1948 abandona su país debido a un pésimo 
relacionamiento con Perón. Va para Estados Unidos, donde 
estudia con Copland y Tanglewood. Cerca de 1956 expande su 
estilo musical más allá de los límites de la nacionalidad. Es la 
época de excelentes trabajos. En 1969 sale nuevamente de 
Argentina y va a vivir en Ginebra, Suíza. 
Su música es esencialmente tradicionalista. Una eclética síntesis 
de técnicas de varias escuelas musicales está evidente en su 
composición más famosa, la ópera Bomarzo. Quedó famoso como 
compositor de fuerte sentimiento nacionalista, a pesar de haber 
influencias de la música internacional que se producía en Europa 
después de la Segunda Guerra Mundial. Su obra puede ser 
dividida en 3 períodos: nacionalismo objetivo, nacionalismo 
subjetivo y neo-expresionismo. Sus primeros trabajos pertenecen 
al primer período. Él caracterizó ese período como una etapa de 
“nacionalismo objetivo” en el cual las características de la música 
folklórica se reproducían abiertamente. Usa el folklore argentino y 
es influenciado por Stravinsky, Bartok y Falla. Son de este 
período: Danzas Argentinas, Estancia, las Cinco Canciones 
Populares Argentinas, Las Horas de una Estancia y Pampeana nº 
1. A partir de 1948 comienza a usar técnicas de composición más 
avanzadas. Es el período de nacionalismo subjetivo, sin posiciones 
revolucionarias. Abandona los elementos populares tradicionales a 
pesar de continuar a usarlos simbólicamente. Jamás abandona las 
tradiciones argentinas. Son de esta fase Pampeana nº 3 y Sonata 
nº 1. Durante ese segundo período adoptó la técnica 
dodecafónica. Su concepción a respecto de la técnica siempre fue 
libre y totalmente personal y su música tuvo siempre 
características inconfundiblemente nacionalistas. El Cuarteto de 
Cuerdas nº 2 tiene la misma calidad rítmica que aparecía en sus 
primeras obras y, a pesar del uso de técnicas dodecafónicas, ese 
cuarteto es esencialmente tonal. El período neo-expresionista, 
comienza aproximadamente en 1958. Está marcado por una 
busca continua de los procedimientos técnicos más avanzados y 
una disminución de la importancia que hasta poco otorgara a las 
características nacionales explícitas. No hay más folklore pero 
continúa habiendo elementos argentinos, como él mesmo dijo. 
Además de una aproximación cada vez mayor a la forma 
dodecafónica, respondió a algunas de las nuevas corrientes que 
surgieron después de la Segunda Guerra Mundial integrando 
ciertos aspectos de la composición aleatoria y microtonal dentro 
de su propia orientación estilística general. Las obras más 
importantes de este período fueron las óperas Don Rodrigo, 
Bomarzo y Beatrix Cenci, que tuvieron gran éxito y lo situaron 
como el compositor latinoamericano más importante de su 
tiempo. De este período tenemos aún dos Conciertos para piano, 
un Concierto para violín, el Popul Vuh para orquesta, el Concierto 
nº 2 para cello y orquesta y la Cantata para América Mágica. 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/8454/ginaster2.htm 

Giner Bruno (Français) 
Né en 1960, Bruno Giner effectue ses études musicales à 
Toulouse, puis à Perpignan et Barcelone. A Paris, il suit 
régulièrement les cours de Pierre Boulez au Collège de France, 
puis travaille la composition électroacoustique et instrumentale 
avec Ivo Malec, Luis de Pablo et Brian Ferneyhough. Aujourd’hui, 
ses œuvres font régulièrement l’objet de commandes et sont 
programmées dans la plupart des festivals français et 
internationaux (Suisse, Hollande, Tchéquie, Allemagne, Espagne, 
Italie, Argentine, Vénézuela, etc.). En 1998, la Sacem lui décerne 
le Prix Hervé Dugardin. Parmi ses dernières œuvres, citons le 
Quatuor à cordes n° 2 (commande de Radio France, créé par le 
Quatuor Arditti au festival Présences 1997), Trio Basso (créé par 
l’Ensemble intercontemporain en 1998), Equis pour quatuor de 
saxophones (créé à Bâle en 1999 par le Quatuor Xasax), Ptyx II 
pour violon, cymbalum et sons fixés (commande d’État pour l’Ina-
GRM, créé à Radio France en 1999), Thaâl pour cinq timbales 
(créé par Jean Geoffroy au Festival Présences 2000). 
Parallèlement à ses activités de compositeur, Bruno Giner 
collabore régulièrement avec plusieurs revues musicales, 
encyclopédies et labels discographiques (la Lettre du Musicien, 
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Intemporel, Cahiers du Cirem, Ars Sonora, The New Grove, 
Motus, etc.). Il signe également deux livres: Musique 
contemporaine: le second vingtième siècle (Aide mémoire, éd. 
Durand), et Weimar 1933: la musique aussi brûle en exil (éd. Le 
Temps des Cerises). En 1998, Bruno Giner a reçu le Prix Hervé 
Dugardin, décerné par la Sacem pour l'ensemble de son œuvre. 
Web:  
http://sites.radiofrance.fr/francemusique/bio/fiche.php?numero=5
000161 

Girard Anthony (Français) 
Compositeur français, né aux Etats-Unis en 1959. Privilégiant une 
écriture intuitive, son langage s'inscrit dans la mouvance post-
tonale de la fin du XXè siècle, porteuse d'un certain renouveau. 
Son univers musical, d'un style très personnel, laisse apparaître 
différentes influences: le “dernier” Fauré, le plain-chant, les râga 
de l'Inde, la musique américaine des années 80... influences qui 
s'estompent et se renouvellent au fil des ans. Ses thèmes de 
prédilection oscillent entre poésie (Whitman, Tagore, Michaux...), 
mysticisme et contemplation de la nature. Parmi ses principales 
compositions, citons l'opéra de chambre Le Valet de coeur, les 24 
préludes pour orchestre, le Requiem “Viens mort délicieuse et 
apaisante” et la cantate Croix de Lumière. (Catalogue Editions 
Combre) 

Giraud Suzanne (Italiano) 
Compositrice nata a Metz nel 1958. Allieva di Marius Constant e 
Claude Ballif a Parigi, Giacinto Scelsi a Roma e Franco Donatoni a 
Siena, è tra le compositrici più apprezzate nel campo della nuova 
musica. 

Giri Maurizio (Italiano) 
Nato a Roma nel 1961, si è diplomato in composizione nel 1988 
seguendo, successivamente, il corso di perfezionamento 
all'Accademia Nazionale di S. Cecilia. Ha fatto corsi, concorsi, 
conferenze, dischi, concerti ecc.: come tutti, insomma. Scrive 
musica acustica, elettroacustica, computer music non 
disdegnando contaminazioni con diversi linguaggi musicali (jazz, 
musica indiana, africana ecc.) 
Web: http://www.nuovaconsonanza.it/c_s_pages/soci/giri_m.html 

Girnatis Walter (English) 
Composer and pianist, born in Posen (Prussia, today 
Poznan/Poland), died in Olching (Upper Bavaria). Together with 
his family he settled down in 1900 in Hamburg. He got private 
teaching with the pianist Emil Krause. Since 1028 up to his 
retirement he was program director of the broadcasting station 
Hamburg. He composed music for films and for theatre plays, 
operas for  broadcasting, chamber music. (Rainer Stelle) 

Gismonti Egberto  (English) 
(1947) 
Pianist and composer, Gimonti studied composition and 
orchestration in Europe, in Paris. Sensitive to Brazilian music 
traditions (remember the Chôro, analyzed with regard to Villa-
Lobos), Gismonti attempts to create a fusion between the classical 
and popular elements (where “popular” refers not only to folkloric 
music, but also to Django Reinhardt e Jimi Hendrix). His interest 
in the guitar begins with the Brazilian traditional forms; we must 
remember that Gismonti composed also for the eight-string 
guitar. Between the most important musicians who cooperated 
with him there are Jan Garbarek (saxophonist) and Ralph Towner 
(guitarist). (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Gismonti Egberto (Italiano) 
(1947) 
Pianista e compositore, Gismonti studia composizione e 
orchestrazione in Europa, a Parigi. Sensibile alle tradizioni musicali 
brasiliane (ricordiamo il Chôro, di cui abbiamo già parlato a 
proposito di Villa-Lobos), Gismonti cerca di attuare una fusione tra 
colto e popolare (dove per “popolare” si intende non solo la 
musica folclorica, ma anche quella di Django Reinhardt e Jimi 
Hendrix). L'interesse per la chitarra nasce, comunqe, a partire 
dall'apertura verso le forme tradizionali brasiliane; ricordiamo che 
Gismonti compose anche per chitarra a 8 corde. Tra le 
collaborazioni di rilievo vale la pena citare quelle di Jan Garbarek 
(sassofonista) e di Ralph Towner (chitarrista). (Barbara Bellettini: 

Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Gismonti Egberto (Portuguese) 
Nasceu em Carmo, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, em 5 de dezembro de 
1947. Compositor e multi-instrumentista, teve formação 
acadêmica de piano e música. Em Paris estudou com Nadia 
Boulanger (orquestração e análise) e com o compositor Jean 
Barraqué, um discípulo de Schönberg e Webern. Sua obra, além 
de abundante (já gravou mais de 50 discos), é polivalente e 
multidirecionada em várias frentes, com influência da música de 
cinema, da erudita e do rock, além de apresentar elementos 
indianos, indígenas e nordestinos. Sabe combinar flautas dos 
índios do Xingu, cordas e música sintetizada. Sofreu influência das 
idéias de orquestração e acordes vocais de Ravel e do “choro”, 
música instrumental brasileira, onde participam várias espécies de 
violões. 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/8454/gismonti.htm 

Giudice Fabrizio (Italiano) 
Iniziati a quattro anni gli studi della chitarra sotto la guida del 
padre, li ha proseguiti con  Anselmo Bersano, diplomandosi da 
privatista  nel 1988 presso il Conservatorio “Paganini” di Genova e 
vincendo il premio come miglior diplomato dell’anno in chi tarra al 
concorso Petrini-Zamboni di Cesena. 
Si è perfezionato presso l'Accademi a Chigiana di Siena, con Oscar 
Ghiglia, ottenendo la borsa di studio e il diplom a di merito e 
successivamente ha frequentato le masterclass di Stefano 
Grondona, Angelo Gilardino, Guillermo Fierens Manuel Barrueco e 
del Duo Assad. Ha seguito  corsi di Analisi e Composizione con 
Alfio Fazio e corsi di interpretazione della musica dell’Ottocento su 
strumenti originali presso la Scuola Civica di Milano  con il duo 
Maccari Pugliese. 
E’ risultato vincitore e premiato in qualità di solista in numerosi 
concorsi naz ionali ed internazionali. E' docente di ruolo di Chitarra 
presso il Conservatorio N. Paganini di Genova. 
Ha suonato da solista e in varie formazioni in numerose città, in 
Italia e all’estero, Ha collaborato con musicisti e personalità del 
mondo dello spettacolo come, Pietro Borgonovo, Giampiero 
Reverberi, Ugo Pagliai, Paola Gassman, Paola Pitagora, Omero 
Antonutti, Arnoldo Foà, Gianni Morandi, Sergio Maifredi, Armando 
Corsi, Giorgio Gallione, Andrea Liberovici, Max Manfredi Carlo 
Aonzo e Gianluca Campi. Da 30 anni suona in duo con Gianluca 
Nicolini (flauto)  nel Duo Novecento per il quale molti compositori 
come (B. Baczewski A. Basevi, S. Cabrera, F. Cavallone, R. 
Tagliamacco, E. Lattes, R.Cecconi, A. Nicolini)  hanno scritto 
appositamente. 
Ha effettuato registrazioni televisive ed ha inciso per numerose 
etichette come Devega, Philarmonia, ABEditore 
contemporanea, Sony e altre. Si è dedicato alla riscoperta e 
rivalutazione dell’opera del chit arrista genovese Pasquale Taraffo 
(1887-1937), del quale ha ricostruito e riscritto numerosi brani 
solistici direttamente dalle incisioni discografiche dell’epoca. Ha 
partecipato ai concerti celebrativi in suo onore tenuti a Genova 
(Palazzo Ducale) e Milano (Palazzina Liberty), su iniziativa della 
rivista musicale “Il Fronimo”. Il piu famoso blog di 
chitarraarpa  Harpguitar. net di Gregg Miner ha realizzato un 
documentario di 28 minuti  su questo argomento invitando F. 
Giudice a  illustrare  le tecniche di Taraffo. Ha fatto parte di 
numerose commissioni d'esame e membro della giuria del 
progetto  musicale europeo Euplay nelle città di Bruxelles Oxford e 
Varsavia e da cinque anni tiene una masterclass a Villa Durazzo di 
Santa Margherita Ligure per l’associazione Musicamica . 
Nel 2004 ha pubblicato un cd da solista per l’etichetta 
“Philarmonia” dal titolo “Pasquale Taraffo e il suo tempo” e due 
volumi con le partiture di Pasquale Taraffo e Anselmo  Bersano 
per le Edizioni Musicali Sinfonica. 
Ultimamente nell ottobre 2015 ha eseguito il sesto concerto di 
Paganini nella versione violino e chitarra  nel cd di Luca Fanfoni 
eseguito per l'occasione sul violino appartenuto a Nicolò Paganini 
e per l'etichetta Dynamic alcuni inediti con la violinista di fama 
mondiale Bin Huang. (2019) 
Email: fabrizio.giudice@conspaganini.it 
Web https://www.conspaganini.it/users/fabrizio-giudice (2019) 

Giuffredi Bruno (Italiano) 
Nato a Milano, ha iniziato lo studio della chitarra con il padre, 
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diplomandosi poi presso il Conservatorio di Musica “G.Verdi” di 
Milano con il massimo dei voti e lode. Successivamente si è 
perfezionato con David Russell. Nel corso della sua carriera e stato 
premiato in numerosi concorsi nazionali e internazionali sia in 
veste solistica che in formazione di duo con la flautista Gaia 
Scabbia, con cui ha inciso per la casa discografica AGORÀ un CD 
dedicato alle opere per flauto e chitarra di Anton Diabelli. In 
qualità di solista ha inciso per le case discografiche ARKADIA e 
AGORÀ, “Le Rossiniane” e “Le ore di Apoillo”. Oltre alla normale 
routine concertistica svolge, parallelamente a un costante lavoro 
compositivo, l’attività di consulente editoriale per le edizioni 
musicali SINFONICA, soprattutto per quanto riguarda la 
produzione musicale contemporanea e l’orientamento delle piu 
attuali istanze didattiche. In prima persona ha curato la 
pubblicazione di cinque Antologie di musica contelmporanea per 
chitarra, la revisione critica dei Venticinque studi melodici 
progressivi op.60 di Matteo Carcassi e dei Venti studi di Fernando 
Sor. È autore di un fortunato metodo, indirizzato agli strumentisti 
in fase nascente, dai titolo A scuola con la chitarra. Sempre al 
filone didattico, a indirizzo musicologico-compositivo, è da 
ascriversi il volume Le tecniche deilla modulazione, pubblicato per 
i tipi delle edizioni musicali SINFONICA in collaborazione con 
Vittorio Vinay. 

Glesser Frederic (English) 
Composer/ flutist Frederic Glesser (b. 1956) grew up near Toledo, 
Ohio, where his early musical influences were rock, jazz, and 
music of the Baroque era. He studied jazz with Gene Parker and 
had flute studies with Kay Hartsfeld. He was later educated at 
Kent State University (BMus) in Ohio where he studied 
composition with James Waters and David Stewart, and studied 
flute with Raymond DeMattia and Maurice Sharp (former principal 
flutist, Cleveland Orchestra). His graduate studies where 
undertaken at the University of Miami (MMus) in Florida where he 
studied composition with Dennis Kam. Glesser has also 
been artist-in-residence at the Atlantic Center for the Arts with 
Pulitzer Prize-winner Donald Martino.  
Glesser's music has been presented at conferences, festivals, 
radio broadcasts, and other concert events throughout the U.S., 
Canada, Eastern Europe, Germany, Argentina, and Brazil. 
Included among the many performers who have presented his 
music are artists and groups such as Max Lifchitz, Kathleen 
Supové, North/South Consonance, Luis Gómez-Imbert, Ingrid 
Gordon, duo Ahlert-Schwab, Michael Linville (of the New World 
Symphony), Ibis Camerata, The Florida Symphony, The Akron 
Youth Symphony, The Canton Youth Orchestra, and The Glass 
Orchestra. His compositions include works for small to medium 
ensemble, solo piano, and orchestra. Select works are recorded 
on Albany, ERM Media, North/South, and Zimbel 
Press. Glesser currently resides in Miami Florida with his son, 
Harrison.  
Web: http://www.fredericglesser.com/page1.html (2010) 

Glick Srul Irving (English) 
Born on September 8, 1934, received a B.M. and M.M. in 
composition at the University of Toronto. He continued his studies 
with Darius Milhaud, Louis Saguer and Max Deutch. A former 
producer for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and faculty 
member at York University, he devoted his time to composing and 
conducting. 

Glöckner Gottfried (English) 
Gottfried Glöckner attended the Zwickau Conservatory. He then 
worked as a music teacher in Bad Liebenwerda and Frankfurt 
(Oder). From 1970 to 1974 he studied composition with Manfred 
Weiss at the Academy of Music Carl Maria von Weber Dresden. He 
works as a freelance composer in Frankfurt (Oder). Glöckner 
composed several works published by bellmannmusik, Edition 
Choris Mundi and Verlag Neue Musik. His Concerto for Orchestra 
was first performed in 1984 in Havana. He was married to the 
writer Helga Glöckner-Neubert until her death in 2017.  

Gnàttali Radamés  (English) 
(1906-1988) 
Brazilian pianist and violinist, he was a self-taught composer. His 
works reveal a deep interest in popular music and the national 
music patrimony. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Gnàttali Radamés (Italiano) 
(1906-1988) 
Pianista e violinista brasiliano, autodidatta per quanto riguarda la 
composizione. Le sue opere attestano un grande interesse per la 
musica popolare e per il patrimonio musicale nazionale. (Barbara 
Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Godoy Adilson (Français) 
Pianiste et compositeur, il fait partie du célèbre groupe ZIMBO trio 
et compose beaucoup pour d'autres artistes brésiliens. 

Godoy Sila (English) 
Sila Godoy, without a doubt the most accomplished new world 
classical guitarist in the generation  following Agustín Barrios, was 
born in  Villarrica Praguay on December 4th, 1919. As child Sila 
had the advantage of growing up in a dich musical enviroment. 
His mother and his uncles were talented musicians who exposed 
him at the early age to the piano, violin,  mandolín, harp and 
guitar. Sila soon began to play each of these with a precocity that 
amazed his elders. By this time the guitar had become his lifelong 
obesession as de began already interpreting the traditional 
masters of the  classic spanish  guitar, Tarrega and Sor. 
Having set his course, Sila left his home of Villarrica at the age of 
16, carrying two guitars and a smsll satchel of his music, to 
accept a scholarship at the  National Music Conservatory in 
Asunción Paraguay.  At the age of 22 he was requested by the 
president of Paraguay to play in a special command performance. 
By age 24 he graduated from the conservatotry as a professor of 
music  theory and musicology. 
Following graduation he was awarded a grant to continue his 
musical aducation in Buenos Aires, where he remained for nine 
years under the tutelage of Consuelo Mallo López. During 
these  years Sila concentrated on refining his tecnique into the 
virtuosity we admire today. 
n 1959, the world master Andrés Segovia invited Sila to study in 
Spain, with all expenses paid, at his renowed classical  guitar 
school at Santiago de Compostela. For 3 years he sudied and 
traveled with Segovia. 
In 1963 Mr. Goody, at the personal invitation of Presidente 
Kennedy, first visited the United States to do a concert  tour. 
Duriong this trip he was featured as a broadcast soloist on the 
voice of America and played with such notable American guitarists 
as Charlie Byrd, Sophocles Papas and Richard Pick. In subsequent 
U:S: tours he has played in  most major cities and in 
1977voluntered to tour Kansas, Paraguay's “sister state” where he 
also taught master classes at the University of Wichita. Most 
recently he has toured Japan (1980), Australia (1983), and has 
made numerous  appearances in the Latin American nations. 
Besides being a consumate performer. Mr. Godoy is a composer in 
his own right. He has a considerable body of compositions to his 
credit such as “Ekstasis” and  “4 pieces for classical guitar”, both 
published in Buenos Aires. 
Perhaps his masterpiece, however, is the composition “Jana 
Szenes”. This composition containing 6 pieces following the 
aesthetics of  Arnold Schoenberg was written in 1945 to honor the 
Jewish heroine, Jana Szenes, who was executed by the Nazis for 
her activities to help her people in Hungary in 1944. 
At present Mr. Godoy, known as “El  Maestro” by his 
afficionados,  resides in Asunción Paraguay where he performs, 
teaches and writes. 
Web: http://www.guarani-raity.com/html/silagodoyinenglish.html 
(2010) 

Godoy Sila (Español) 
El Dr. Juan Max Boettner escribe sobre (x): SILA GODOY. 
Digno émulo de Barrios dentro de nuestra nueva generación. 
Inteligente artista, con la vida por delante, tocado por la chispa 
divina.  
Nació en Coronel Oviedo (xx) (Paraguay) en 1919. Muy pronto la 
familia se trasladó a Villarrica. Sus tíos, los  Echauri, eran músicos 
aficionados, se dedicaban al  violín, la flauta y la guitarra. Estudió 
en la niñez con su madre, y con su tío Marciano Echauri la 
guitarra. Más tarde en Asunción ingresó al Ataneo Paraguayo, 
donde aprendió Teoría y Solfeo. Juan Carlos Moreno lo inició en 
los secretos de la armonía. Prontó se destacó y buscó más amplio 
horizonte. En Buenos Aires estudió con la guitarrista argentina 
Consuelo Mallo López, con beca del Gobierno Paraguayo.  
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Su actuación en el extranjero fue importante, dando conciertos y 
abriéndose camino exitosamente: Buenos Aires, Montevideo, 
Chile, San Salvador, Centro América. En una interesante gira 
siguió las huellas de Barrios. Pudo recopilar así sus obras, sus 
recuerdos, las crónicas periodísticas.  
La produccción de Sila es ya importante: Fiesta Campesina, sobre 
aires paraguayos, Tolderías, sobre temas indios, Capricho, Serie 
popular para guitarra: a) Vals, b) Habanera, c) Polca, Fantasía 
Heroica, en tres movimientos, para orquesta, dedicado a Cerro 
Corá.  
(x) Del libro: “Música y  Músicos del Paraguay” (pág.242), del Dr. 
Juan Max Boettner, que fue editado por APA, en 1956, y 
reeditado, con autorización de los herederos del Dr. Boettner, por 
la Revista Paraguaya FA-RE-MI en 1997 (hoy prácticamente 
agotado). 
Web: http://www.musicaparaguaya.org.py/godoy.html 

Goehr Alexander  (English) 
Alexander Goehr, composer and teacher, was born in Berlin on 10 
Agust 1932, as son of the conductor Walter Goehr, and was 
brought to England in 1933. He studied with Richard Hall at the 
Royal Manchester College of Music, where together with Harrison 
Birtwistle, Peter Maxwell Davies and John Ogdon he formed the 
New Music Manchester Group; in 1955-56 he continued his 
studies in Paris with Olivier Messiaen and Yvonne Loriod. In the 
early 60's he worked for the BBC and formed the Music Theatre 
Ensemble, the first devoted to what has become an established 
musical form. From the late 60's onwards he taught at the New 
England Conservatory Boston and at Yale; in 1971he was 
appointed professor of music at the University of Leeds and in 
1975 he was appointed to the chair of the University of 
Cambridge, where he taught at Trinity Hall and as director of the 
University Music School until his emeritus status in 1999. He has 
also taught in China and has twice been Composer-in-Residence 
at Tanglewood. He is an honorary member of the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters and a former Churchill Fellow, and 
was the Reith Lecturer in 1987. He has written the operas “Arden 
Must Die” (Hamburg 1967), “Behold the Sun” (Düsseldorf 1985), 
“Arianna, a lost opera by Monteverdi” (London, ROC 1995 and 
subsequently recorded for NMC) as well as a music theatre 
“Triptych” (“Naboth's Vineyard”, London 1968, “Shadowplay”, 
London 1970 and “Sonata about Jerusalem”, Tel Aviv 1971) and 
the chamber operas “Kantan & Damask Drum” (Dortmund 1999 
and in 2001 newly produced at Aldeburgh and Almeida Festivals). 
His orchestral works, including four symphonies, concerti for 
piano, violin, viola and violoncello and other orchestral 
compositions have at various times been performed by a.o. Antal 
Dorati, Pierre Boulez, Daniel Barenboim, John Pritchard, Bernhard 
Heitink, Christoph von Dohnanyi and Simon Rattle. Oliver Knussen 
too regularly conducts his works. Premières for 2001 include two 
orchestral works, “Overture with Handelian Air” commissioned by 
the Halle Handel Festival, and “...second musical offering” 
commissioned by the Proms, a Piano Quintet for Peter Serkin and 
the Orion Quartet, commissioned by the Carnegie Hall New York, 
and a Suite for Pamela Frank and Peter Serkin for the Harvard 
Musical Society. 
Web: http://www.schott-
english.com/nocache/smi_en/autoren/KomponistenAZ/ 

Goehr Alexander (Italiano) 
Compositore inglese di origine tedesca nato in Berlino nel 1932. 
Ha studiato con il padre Walter Goehr, e si è perfezionato al 
Conservatorio di parigi con O.Messiaen. La sua è scrittura 
influenzata dai grandi compositori del novecento (Schönberg, 
Messiaen, Boulez). Attento sperimentatore si è accostato con 
proprio linguaggio alla drammaturgia barocca, ed ha composto 
lavori vocali su testi letterali. 

Goeyvaert Karel (English) 
Karel Goeyvaerts was born on 8 June 1923 in Antwerp, and died 
there on 3 February 1993. From 1943 to 1947 he studied piano, 
harmony, counterpoint, fugue, composition and music history at 
the Royal Flemish Music Conservatory in Antwerp, and went on to 
study at the National Conservatory in Paris, where he pursued 
studies in composition under Darius Milhaud and analysis with 
Olivier Messiaen, and where he mastered the 'Ondes Martenot' 
with the inventor of this instrument, Maurice Martenot. It was 

particularly Messiaen who left a great impression on the young 
Goeyvaerts. The Sonata for 2 Pianos, written in 1950-51, can, for 
instance, be seen as a synthesis of certain of Messiaen's ideas 
with Webern's application of dodecaphony, of which Goeyvaerts 
made detailed analyses. This sonata was to have a major 
influence on the young generation of avant-gardists in general 
and Karlheinz Stockhausen in particular. Witness to this are the 
many personal and musical links between the two men, the 
extensive correspondence, and compositions by Stockhausen 
which almost literally took over the basic concept of this sonata 
(for instance, Kreuzspiel). In 1953, Goeyvaert and Stockhausen, 
together with several other composers, realised the first music 
produced by means of electronic generators (in the studios of the 
WDR in Cologne). In 1957 he temporarily withdrew from the 
musical world, although he continued to compose. In 1970, he 
was appointed by the Belgian Radio and Television (BRT) as 
producer at the Institute for Psycho-Acoustic and Electronic Music 
(IPEM) in Ghent. After several years, he became the head 
producer for New Music at Belgian Radio 3 (the classical channel) 
in Brussels. In June 1985 he was chosen Chairperson of the 
International Composers' Rostrum a prestigious and active 
association under the auspices of the UNESCO International Music 
Council. Goeyvaerts 
was a member of the Royal Academy for Science, Letters and Fine 
Arts of Belgium. In 1992, he was named as first holder of the KBC 
Chair for New Music in the department of  
at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. This position required him 
to teach a course for finalyear undergraduates and to write a 
composition. The composition Alba per Alban , which he was 
writing to fulfil the obligations of this position, remained 
unfinished at the time of the composer's sudden death on 3 
February 1993. 
Web: 
http://www.cebedem.be/composers/goeyvaerts_karel/en.html 

Goguel Rudi [Rudolf] (English) 
(1909-1980) 
Born in Strasbourg (Alsace), died in East Berlin, commercial clerk 
in Düsseldorf, member of the Resistence; 1933 concentration 
camp “Börgermoor” (here he composed Die Moorsoldaten); 1934 
sentenced to 10 years penal servitude; 1945 survivor of the “Cap 
Arcona”; since 1953 publicist in East Germany. (Rainer Stelle, 
2005) 

Golden Michael D. (English) 
Golden studied composition with Tomas Svoboda, Monte Tubb, 
William O. Smith, Diane Thome and William Bergsma, and music 
theory with Jonathan Bernard, receiving his Doctor of Musical Arts 
from the University of Washington in 1992. Golden received his 
BM and MM degrees from the University of Oregon. 
Golden composes for a variety of media. He has been 
commissioned to write solo and chamber ensemble works, large 
ensemble works, and pieces for jazz ensembles of all sizes. 
Commissioning organizations have included the Nevelson Duo, the 
Huntington 
Symphony Orchestra, the Whatcom Chorale and the Kansai 21st 
Century Symphony Orchestra. He has also composed for 
computer-generated tape, live electronics, multi-media, film, 
video and theatre productions. 
Golden's music has been performed throughout most of North 
America, as well as in Japan and in Europe, and has been 
recorded on CD for New Ariel, La Flame and other independent 
labels. Among the honors he has received are the Guitar 
Foundation of America International Composition Competition 
(1996), a Meet the Composer / Commissioning Music USA grant 
(1997) and the ASCAP Standard panel Award (1997-2004). 
Golden is a member of the American Society of Composers and 
Performers, the American Music Center, Society of Composers, 
Inc., the Society of Music Theory, the College Music Society and 
the American Federation of Musicians. 
(Music Teachers’ Association of California Orange Coast Cities 
Branch – Newsletter,  January 2005) 

Golle Jürgen (English) 
Jürgen Golle attended from 1949 to 1954 the primary school in 
Steinpleis. From 1954 to 1958 he was a member of the 
Thomanerchor (Lipsia) and attended the Thomasschule. In 1958 

http://www.schott-english.com/nocache/smi_en/autoren/KomponistenAZ/�
http://www.schott-english.com/nocache/smi_en/autoren/KomponistenAZ/�
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he returned to Zwickau to the Gerhart Hauptmann high school. 
From 1959 he worked as a laborer and auxiliary mechanic at the 
Zwickau Central Institute for Manufacturing Technology and in 
1962 after attending an evening school graduated from high 
school. From 1962 to 1966 he studied the subjects Music and 
German at the Pedagogical Institute Zwickau and from 1965 to 
1969 with Wilhelm Weismann at the Academy of Music and 
Theater “Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy” in Lipsia. In the subjects of 
music theory and composition Golle taught from 1967 at the 
College of Education Zwickau. He passed his state examination as 
a composer and pedagogue for music theory in 1969. In 1972 he 
received an additional teaching assignment at the Leipzig Music 
Academy. From 1979 he worked as a senior assistant at the 
Zwickau University of Education and in 1984, after a short stay 
abroad at the Conservatory in Leningrad (Sankt Petersburg), was 
appointed lecturer in teaching music theory / composition at the 
PH Zwickau. In 1993 he followed the call as a professor at the 
Technical University of Chemnitz. Golle lives in Zwickau and has 
been retired since 2005. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Gombau Gerardo (Italiano) 
Compositore spagnolo nato a Salamanca nel 1906, morto a 
Madrid nel 1971. Allievo di Conrado Del Campo, ha insegnato al 
Conservatorio di Madrid dal 1945. Inizialmente ha composto lavori 
di ampio respiro ispirati dal folklore castigliano. Successivamente 
agli anni ’60 ha adottato anche la dodecafonia e l’elettronica. 

Gomes Wellington (Portuguese) 
Nascimento: Brasil, Feira de Santana, BA, 02/08/1960 
Doutor em Composição pela UFBA, foi discípulo de Ernst Widmer e 
Jamary Oliveira. Além de compositor e professor, Wellington 
atuou como violista da OSUFBA. Como compositor, recebeu 
diversos prêmios nacionais e internacionais. Suas obras, escritas 
para diversas formações, têm sido executadas no Brasil e em 
diversos países como Alemanha, Polônia, Dinamarca, Itália e 
Estados Unidos. 
Web: http://musicabrasilis.org.br/compositores/wellington-gomes 
(2018) 

Gomez Guillermo (English) 
Guillermo Gomez was born in Malaga, Spain in 1880. He played 
flamenco in his youth, but when he saw Francisco Tarrega play in 
Sevilla in 1897 he was inspired to begin classical guitar as well as 
redouble his efforts with flamenco. Guillermo Gomez immigrated 
to Mexico in 1900 and in 1904 wrote his Suite Andaluza which he 
performed with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra in 1929, the 
year after he had recorded at least 14 songs for Columbia 
Records. His Flamenco Guitar Solos predate those of Don Ramon 
Montoya by not less than 8 years. Guillermo Gomez brought the 
“Tarrega technique” to Mexico and was a very influential figure in 
the beginning of this century.  

Gomez Vicente (English) 
(1911-2001) 
Vicente Gomez was born in Madrid in 1911. He was performing 
flamenco in his father’s tavern at the age of 8. He became an 
illustrious student of classical guitar under the tutelege of Don 
Quintin Esquembre, a former student of Tarrega. He performed at 
the Teatro Español in 1924. He toured in France & Russia in 1932-
33, and in 1936 Cuba, Mexico & the U.S. In 1938 he played 
flamenco & classical guitar in the motion picture “Blood & Sand”. 
He opened the nightclub “La Zambra” in New York City in 1948. In 
1954 he moved to Los Angeles and opened “The Academy of 
Spanish Arts”. 

Gonneville Michel (English) 
Michel Gonneville, born in Montréal in 1950, began piano studies 
at a very early age. Later,  and after some significant musical 
shocks (Ravel, then Messiaen, Boulez, Tremblay, Xenakis and 
Stockhausen) he made the definitive choice to study music. He 
received his bachelor of music from the École Vincent-d'Indy 
where he studied from 1968 to 1972, and one year later, he opted 
for composition, enrolling in the composition and analysis class of 
Gilles Tremblay at the Montréal Conservatory (he won premiers 
prix in both subjects in 1974 and 1975).  
Since 1974 he attended  to the Stockhausen seminars, and took 

three semesters of composition classes with Stockhausen in 
Cologne; he also worked in the electronic music studio of the 
Musikhochschule in the same city under the direction of Hans 
Ulrich Humpert. He then became the student and personal 
assistant of Henri Pousseur in Liège. During those three years in 
Europe, he also studied with Johannes Fritsch, Rolf Gelhaar and 
Frederick Rzewski.  

Gonzaga Chiquinha (Portuguese) 
por Edinha Diniz 
GONZAGA, Chiquinha – (Francisca Edwiges Neves Gonzaga). 
Compositora, instrumentista, regente. Rio de Janeiro, RJ, 
17/10/1847–idem, 28/02/1935. Maior personalidade feminina da 
história da música popular brasileira e uma das expressões 
maiores da luta pelas liberdades no país, promotora da 
nacionalização musical, primeira maestrina, autora da primeira 
canção carnavalesca, primeira pianista de choro, introdutora da 
música popular nos salões elegantes, fundadora da primeira 
sociedade protetora dos direitos autorais, Chiquinha Gonzaga 
nasceu no Rio de Janeiro, filha do militar José Basileu Neves 
Gonzaga e de Rosa Maria de Lima. Estudou piano com professor 
particular e aos 11 anos compôs sua primeira música, uma 
cantiga de Natal: Canção dos Pastores. Casou-se aos 16 anos, 
com um oficial da Marinha Mercante escolhido por seus pais. 
Poucos anos depois abandonou o marido por um  engenheiro de 
estradas de ferro, de quem também logo se separou. Passou a 
sobreviver como professora de piano. A convite do famoso 
flautista Joaquim Antônio da Silva Callado (1848-1880), passou a 
integrar o Choro Carioca como pianista, tocar em festas e 
freqüentar o ambiente artístico da época. A estréia como 
compositora se deu em 1877, com a polca Atraente, composta de 
improviso durante roda de choro em casa do compositor Henrique 
Alves de Mesquita e publicada pela Viúva Canongia, Grande 
Estabelecimento de Pianos e Músicas. Por desafiar os padrões 
familiares da época, sofreu fortes preconceitos. Aperfeiçoou-se 
com o pianista português Artur Napoleão (1843-1925). Sua 
vontade de musicar para teatro levou-a a escrever partitura para 
um libreto de Artur Azevedo, Viagem ao Parnaso. A peça foi 
recusada pelos empresários. Outras tentativas fracassaram, até 
que conseguiu, em 1885, musicar a opereta de costumes A Corte 
na Roça, encenada no Teatro Príncipe Imperial. Em 1889 
promoveu e regeu, no Teatro São Pedro de Alcântara, um 
concerto de violões, instrumento estigmatizado àquela época. Foi 
uma ativa participante do movimento pela abolição da 
escravatura, vendendo suas partituras de porta em porta a fim de 
angariar fundos para a Confederação Libertadora. Com o dinheiro 
arrecadado na venda de suas músicas comprou a alforria de José 
Flauta, um escravo músico. Chiquinha Gonzaga também 
participou da campanha republicana e  de todas as grandes 
causas sociais do seu tempo. Já era uma artista consagrada 
quando compôs, em 1899, a primeira marcha-rancho, Ó Abre 
Alas, verdadeiro hino do carnaval brasileiro. Na primeira década 
deste século esteve algumas vezes na Europa, fixando residência 
em Lisboa por três anos. De volta ao Brasil deu uma contribuição 
decisiva ao teatro popular ao musicar, em 1912, a burleta de 
costumes cariocas Forrobodó, seu maior sucesso teatral. Em 1914 
seu tango Corta-Jaca foi executado pela primeira-dama do país, 
Nair de Teffé, em recepção oficial no Palácio do Catete, causando 
escândalo político. Em setembro de 1917, após anos de 
campanha, liderou a fundação da SBAT, sociedade pioneira na 
arrecadação e proteção dos direitos autorais. Aos 85 anos de 
idade escreveu a última partitura, Maria, com libreto de Viriato 
Corrêa. Sua obra reúne dezenas de partituras para peças teatrais 
e centenas de músicas nos mais variados gêneros: polca, tango 
brasileiro, valsa, habanera, schottisch, mazurca, modinha etc. 
Chiquinha Gonzaga faleceu aos 87 anos de idade, no dia 28 de 
fevereiro de 1935, no Rio de Janeiro. 
Web: http://www.chiquinhagonzaga.com/ 

González Compeán F. Javier (Español) 
Francisco Javier González Compeán. 
19/Agosto/1978 
Actualmente se encuentra en estudios de Doctorado por la 
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (España), y desempeñándose 
como artista independiente así como profesor de Análisis Musical 
en la Universidad de Guanajuato. 
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Estudios con el maestro Héctor Quintanar en las materias de 
armonía, análisis, y composición, obteniendo bajo su tutela el 
titulo de Licenciatura en Musica, composicion. 
Como ejecutante de piano, a tomado numerosos diplomados con 
maestros como Alla von Buch, Johannes Pawlica, y Donald Joyce. 
Estudios en el área de piano con el mtro. Claudio Herrera. 
Diplomado en composición con el mtro. J.L.Castillo. 
Diplomado en composición, orquestación, y análisis en Mallorca-
España con el compositor Joseph Prohens Julia. 
Seleccionado para participar en el encuentro Eurolatinoamericano 
de compositores Injuve 2002 e Injuve 2008, en las ciudades de 
Mollina, y Madrid (España). 
Estudios de composición con Jean-Louis Florentz y Cristian Manen 
en Nice-Francia. 
A partir del 2005, inicia una intensa colaboración con diversos 
artistas visuales como: Francisco Patlan, Sara Julsrud, Ana Torres, 
y la colectiva-homenaje a Diego Rivera en Guanajuato (año 2007, 
50 aniversario de la muerte del artista). 
En el 2008, junto con otros colegas, funda la asociación civil: 
“Compositores y Ejecutantes de Guanajuato A.C.” 
En el 2008 se transmite en Televisión nacional el documental “El 
viento ha entrado en la arboleda” para el cual escribe y ejecuta la 
música. 
Estrenos en varios foros de música contemporánea, por 
instrumentistas como: Alla von Buch, Mari Kimura, Masha 
Khotimski, Dmitri Kisselev, Marlos Nobre, Tomas Jones, Mauricio 
Nader... 
En ciudades como: México DF., Guanajuato, West Virginia, 
Munich, Moscú, San Petersburgo, y Minsk. 
Web: http://javiercompean.blogspot.com/ (2009) 

González Francisco (Français) 
Né en 1954 à Manizales (Colombie) au sein d'une famille de musi-
ciens, il commence à étudier le piano avec son père, mais, à la 
mort de ce dernier, en 1962, il abandonne cet instrument et se 
tourne vers la guitare, s'intéressant tout particulièrement à la 
musique traditionnelle de son pays. Dès rage de 14 ans, il crée 
divers groupes qui interprètent la musique colombienne 
traditionnelle. A 18 ans, il quitte son pays et parcourt divers pays 
d'Amérique latine, afin de mieux connaître leur musique et de 
diffuser la sienne. 
En 1974, il s'installe au Mexique, où il se consacre à la recherche 
ethnomusicologique accordant une place toute particulière à la 
musique de l’état de Veracruz. 
En 1978, il entre à l'Ecole Nationale de Musique de l'UNAM 
(Université Autonome de Mexico), où il étudie la composition avec 
Luis Mayagoitia, Juan A. Rosado et Rodolfo Halffter. Il assiste 
également aux stages de technique et d'interprétation d'Abel 
Carlevaro et se consacre alors a l'étude de la guitare classique. Il 
crée en compagnie de Nelson Gomez le groupe QUIMBAYA, forma-
tion dont le but est d'étudier et de faire connaître le folklore 
latino-américain. 
Il fait aussi partie, en 1980. du groupe DISONUS. groupe de 
compositeurs d'avant-garde de l'UNAM. 
Depuis 1982, il vit en France, il a travaillé l'analyse et la 
composition avec Katori Makino et la guitare classique avec 
Francis Verba. 
I dirige actuellement le groupe INCHATIRO, groupe de musique 
traditionnelle mexicaine. 
(Les Chaiers de la Guitare, 1987) 

González Pedro Mauricio (Español) 
Pedro Mauricio González (Caracas, 1959). Habiendo estudiado 
guitarra durante cuatro años con Antonio Ocho a, se dedicó al 
contrabajo, instrumento con el cual obtuvo su diploma de Profesor 
Ejecutante en 1989, tutelado por Omar Sansone y Te1ésforo 
Naranjo, en la Escuela de Música Lino Gallardo. En 1990, alcanzó 
su grado de Maestro Compositor, contando entre sus maestros a 
Tiero Pezzuti, Inocente Carreño y Francisco Rodrigo. 
Aparte de ejercer como docente de su instrumento (así como de 
materias de composición), lleva una doble actividad de intérprete. 
Es asistente al primer contrabajo de la Orquesta Filarmónica 
Nacional, la que además ha dirigido en diversas ocasiones, y 
forma parte del conjunto popular Ensemble Cuatro. 
Ha compuesto atendiendo distintas estéticas, tanto para orquesta, 
grupos de cámara, bandas, grupos de jazz, trio de guitarras, así 

como ha concebido numerosos arreglos para diversas 
formaciones.  

González Piña Jaime (Español) 
Licenciado en Composición Musical de la Facultad de Artes de la 
Univ. de Chile, especialidades en Teoría y Solfeo, Piano y 
Armonía. Diplomado Internacional en Composición Musical de la 
Universidad de Compostela, España. Presidente del Foro 
Latinoamericano de Educación Musical sección Chilena. Profesor 
Asociado de la Universidad Metropolitana de Ciencias de la 
Educación.  

Gordon Geoffrey (English) 
Geoffrey Gordon's music has been called “brilliant” (Philadelphia 
Inquirer), “wonderfully idiomatic” (Salt Lake Tribune), 
“remarkable” (Fanfare), and “a cosmic beauty” (John von Rhein 
Chicago Tribune). 
Geoffrey Gordon's list of works includes orchestral and chamber 
music--vocal and instrumental--as well as scores for theater, film 
and dance. His music has been called “brilliant” (Philadelphia 
Inquirer), “stunning” (Milwaukee Journal Sentinel), “wonderfully 
idiomatic” (Salt Lake Tribune), “haunting” (Strings Magazine) and 
“remarkable” (Fanfare). Chicago Tribune music critic John von 
Rhein called Mr. Gordon's lux solis aeterna, premiered in January 
of this year by the new music ensemble Fulcrum Point, “a cosmic 
beauty of acutely crafted music.” 
A 2009 winner of the Aaron Copland Award, Mr. Gordon will be a 
composer-in-residence at the Aaron Copland House beginning in 
January, 2009. His work has been funded by the Barlow 
Endowment, the National Endowment for the Arts, the United 
Performing Arts Fund, the American Composers Forum, Meet the 
Composer, the MacArthur Foundation, the American Music Center, 
the Abelson Foundation, the National Foundation for Advancement 
in the Arts, the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust and the Bush 
Foundation. He has been in residence at the La Napoule Arts 
Foundation in Cannes, and at the historic Cliff Dweller Club in 
Chicago. He has been nominated for the Chamber Music Society 
of Lincoln Center's Elise Stoeger Prize, which honors achievement 
in chamber music composition; in 2003, he received the WI State 
Fellowship in Music Composition. He has received academic 
fellowship support from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 
Boston University, New York University and the Guildhall in 
London. 
During the past year, Mr. Gordon's works were performed more 
than fifty times on three continents. In 2009, he will have two 
new works premiere as part of a commission project through Meet 
the Composer, including a new orchestral work for Boston Modern 
Orchestra Project and a new chamber work for the Parker String 
Quartet, co-commissioned by the Concert Artists Guild, which will 
premiere in New York, at Symphony Space, in May. Also in 2009, 
he will have premieres in Athens, Glasgow, London, San 
Francisco, Chicago, Tel Aviv and Buenos Aires. 
He is the inaugural winner of the Katherine A. Abelson Fund of the 
Lester S. Abelson Foundation Prize, funding a new work for mezzo 
soprano and mixed chamber ensemble. Fallen Eve, a setting of 
five texts by the poet Ted Hughes, was the centerpiece of a major 
French-American music festival in Paris in May, 2007, with 
reciprocal performances in Washington, DC, in April, 2008. He is a 
2004 winner of a Barlow Endowment commission, through which 
he composed a new work for Duo46. Fancywork premiered as part 
of the Cortona Contemporary Music Festival, outside Florence, 
Italy, on 17 July 2006. A series of US performances, including the 
US premiere at Sundin Hall in Minneapolis in September, 2006, 
followed. Dou46 will record the work in 2010. He is a 2004 
recipient of an American Composers Forum (JCCP) commission, 
funding a new work for Brazilian recorder virtuoso Clea Galhano 
and harpsichordist Vivian Montgomery. Echoes of Ferrara 
premiered in Boston and Minneapolis in March, 2006. Also in 
2004, A Canticle in Shards, commissioned by the State of 
Connecticut, premiered in Hartford. A sequel to this work, A 
Canticle in Shards Study #2, featured on the 10th London New 
Wind Festival, in November, 2007. 
In March, 2004, Mr. Gordon?s works were featured as part of a 
solo concert on the esteemed North River Music Series at the 
Greenwich House in New York City. In March, 2001, the Riverside 
Symphony, in residence at Columbia University, gave the world 
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premiere performances of a new work commissioned for string 
orchestra, the Monteverdi-inspired, An Imagined Poussin Triptych. 
This work was also selected for the 2003 Music at the Anthology 
(MATA) Festival. Cool RED Cool, a jazz-tinged chamber work for 
seven players, won the 2000 Andy Warhol Social Observer Prize, 
receiving world premiere performances at the Pennsylvania 
Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia. In that same year, Mr. 
Gordon received a Fellowship to the highly regarded Composers 
Conference at Wellesley College, where his chamber work, Sonata 
da Chroma, was performed and recorded. His large-scale 
orchestral work Mis en Scene was selected for the Minnesota 
Orchestra's prestigious Perfect Pitch program. Later that year, the 
Milwaukee Symphony commissioned Milleniumianna to celebrate 
the new century, giving the world premiere at midnight on 31 
December 1999. 
He has been featured on the cover of M Magazine, and his work 
has been broadcast on WFMT in Chicago and WNYC in New York. 
Mr. Gordon has also served as an ASCAP representative in 
Washington, lobbying Congress on behalf of copyright protection 
and composers' rights. His work has been published by Wolfhead 
Music, Peacock Press and the Oregon Literary Review. His work 
has been recorded on the Centaur label. 
Web: 
http://www.composersforum.org/member_profile.cfm?oid=2444 
(2010) 

Gordon Jay (English) 
Jay Gordon's music explores the intersection where sound and 
spirituality meet. 
Jay Gordon's works have been performed by Cantus and The 
National Lutheran Choir, the Rose Ensemble, the Dale Warland 
Singers and Duo Ahlert & Schwab. Since studying classical guitar 
and composition at the University of Minnesota, Jay has been 
active as composer, guitarist and concert producer. He's been 
composer-in-residence with the American Composers Forum's 
Faith Partners Program. In 1995 Jay founded and acted as Artistic 
Director for Music Saint Croix, an annual series of chamber music 
concerts and new music commissions based in Stillwater, 
Minnesota. He currently teaches guitar at Mount Calvary Academy 
of Music and at the Universal Strumming Guitar Studio. 
RECENT WORK: Monte Jalama is a SATB setting of a nature poem 
by Abhinando Bhikkhu inspired by the Spanish mountain Jalama 
and it's resident Celtic rain god Xalamis.  
ALSO: a new setting of the 'Trust in Providence” text from Saint 
Matthew for SATB and guitar. 
AND SO ON: 'The Impossible Trees' is a new work for flute & 
guitar. 
Web: 
http://www.composersforum.org/member_profile.cfm?oid=11198 
(2009) 

Goss Stephen (English) 
Stephen Goss writes communicative and accessible music that 
draws freely on a number of styles and genres. Sometimes 
allusions to the music that inspires him are disguised - perhaps 
only a rhythm or harmony is retained - sometimes they dazzle the 
ear with unexpected juxtapositions. 
Steve's music receives hundreds of performances worldwide each 
year and has been recorded on over 40 CDs by more than a dozen 
record labels, including EMI, Decca, Virgin Classics, Telarc, Naxos 
and Deutsche Grammophon. Recent commissions have come 
from: guitarists David Russell, Milos Karadaglic and Xuefei Yang 
cellist Natalie Clein, flautist William Bennett, and the Barcelona 
Symphony Orchestra. Steve's Albéniz Concerto (2009) for guitar 
and orchestra was released to great critical acclaim on EMI 
Classics in November 2010. His collaborative project with Prof. 
Charles Jencks, The Garden of Cosmic Speculation (2005), for 
violin, cello, bass clarinet and piano, was profiled on The South 
Bank Show on ITV1. 
Projects for 2012/13 include; a new guitar concerto for the Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra, works for guitarist John Williams, violinist 
Nicola Benedetti, and a piano concerto for Emmanuel Despax. 
Steve is Professor of Music and Head of Composition at the 
University of Surrey, and a Visiting Professor at the Royal 
Academy of Music in London. 
Site: www.stephengoss.net (2011) 

Gougeon Denis (English) 
Among Quebec’s contemporary music composers, Denis Gougeon 
is noticeable for his music that is both demanding and accessible, 
dynamic, energetic, and that contains rich and moving melodic 
cells. Critics and public in America, Europe and Japan, have 
demonstrated their interest in this music. Denis Gougeon, who 
accepts no labels save that of ‘knitter of sounds’, considers that 
‘communication is the true essence of creation’ and therefore ‘the 
purpose of every work should be to move somebody’. After having 
written more then seventy works for ensemble and soloist—nearly 
fifteen of which have been recorded—Denis Gougeon is now one 
of the few composers in Quebec that can devote his time entirely 
to his creative work. 
His was born in Granby, east of Montréal, in 1951. He taught 
himself to play guitar when he was adolescent, and later studied 
musicology at the École de musique Vincent-d’Indy in Montréal. 
Later still, he completes a bachelor and master’s degree in 
composition at the Université de Montréal, studying, among 
others, with André Prévost and the influential Serge Garant.  
During the 80s, he composes, develops his musical language, all 
the while involving himself energetically in Montréal’s musical 
environment: he teaches at l’Université de Montréal and at McGill 
University, reports on the music scene for Radio-Canada’s radio 
show Musiques actuelles, and becomes part of the Événements du 
neuf, an organism that helped open contemporary music to the 
public between 1982 and 1990. He also sets up a network of 
performers associated with his creative work, and that will 
become his precious ambassadors. In 1988, while many of his 
works have been performed in Canada, the US and Europe, Radio-
Canada chooses his piece Heureux qui comme… to be featured at 
the Tribune internationale de l’Unesco in Paris; the same year, the 
Société de Musique Contemporaine du Québec (SMCQ) performs 
the work during an important European tour. From then on, Denis 
Gougeon’s career begins to soar: the following year, the Montréal 
Symphony Orchestra asks him to become its first composer in 
residence. 
When, in 1992, Montréal celebrated its 350th anniversary, it was 
Gougeon who was asked to compose an important 
commemorative work: Un fleuve, une île, une ville. That same 
year, the Nouvel Ensemble Moderne (NEM) devoted an entire 
concert to his music, entitled Autour de Denis Gougeon, at which 
was premiered his ‘astronomic cycle’ Six thèmes solaires. In 
1993, Les Percussions de Strasbourg and the NEM premiered Un 
train pour l’enfer at the prestigious festival Musica 93 in the 
Alsatian capital. 
Among his most recent composition, we may mention Primus 
Tempus, the Piano muet, and a concerto for piccolo and orchestra 
created in 1997 by Lise Daoust. At present, Denis Gougeon is 
working on a piano concerto for Richard Raymond and a guitar 
concerto for Alvaro Pierri. He has recently written the stage music 
for the Théâtre de Quat-Sous’ production of Eric Bogosian’s Sex, 
Drugs and Rock ’n’ Roll. 
As for the beginnings of his association with the Théâtre UBU, it 
was in 1993 that director Denis Marleau asked Denis Gougeon to 
write for the stage: his original music of Bernard-Marie Koltès’ 
Roberto Suzzo was rewarded by l’Association québécoise des 
critiques de théâtre, and won the “Masque 1994” offered by 
l’Académie québécoise du théâtre. For Denis Marleau and the 
Théâtre UBU, Denis Gougeon also wrote the stage music for 
Maîtres anciens, after Thomas Bernhard (1995), for Normand 
Chaurette’s Passage de l’Indiana (1996) and for Lessing’s Nathan 
le Sage that opened the Festival d’Avignon 1997 in the celebrated 
Cour d’honneur of the Papal palace. [Translation: Alex Benjamin] 
[Analekta] 
Web: http://www.smcq.qc.ca/smcq/en/artistes/g/gougeon_de/ 
(2010) 

Gow David (English) 
Born in London in 1924, David studied at the Royal College of 
Music with Gordon Jacob and Frank Merrick. Whilst at the RCM he 
was awarded the Cobbett Prize and Alfred J. Clements Prize for his 
first full length chamber work, a Clarinet Quintet. Later as an 
external student of Durham University, he obtained his b. Mus and 
m. Mus. 
After college he taught for the WEA and the Extra Mural 
Departments of Oxford and London until he obtained a full time 
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teaching appointment in London in 1962. In 1970 he moved to 
Wiltshire on his appointment as Lecturer in Music at the Swindon 
College where he remained until his retirement in 1986. He was 
also closely involved with the Open University from its inception in 
1969.   
David continued to compose music in spite of heavy teaching 
commitments, but his most productive period followed his 
retirement when many of his finest pieces were written. 
David's music has been broadcast and performed in London and 
throughout the UK, Europe, USA, Canada, Japan and Australia. He 
described his musical language as “serialism tempered by 
tonalità” and this ongoing interest in tonality resulted in a style 
which pervaded most of his music during his last 20 years. His 
distinctive characteristic rhymic patterns and motifs and his great 
skill in orchestration, never making unreasonable demands on 
performers, all contribute to a very distinctive voice.   
Web: http://www.piperpublications.co.uk/davidgowcomposer.html 

Graetzer Guillermo (Italiano) 
Compositore nato a Vienna nel 1914. Ha studiato con P.Hindemith 
in Berlin e P.A.Pisk in Vienna. Cittadino argentino dal 1939, ha 
ricoperto numerosi incarichi direttivi, ed è stato tra i membri 
fondatori de la 'Union de Compositores de la Argentina'. 

Graham Peter (English) 
Peter Graham was born in London. He joined the British army as a 
bandsman and later studied formally in Australia. He studied at 
IRCAM (Paris) and with the Groupe De Recherches Musicales 
(GRM), Radio France. Graham’s works have been performed in 
Australia and overseas including performances by Australia Felix 
and at the Almeida Festival.  

Graham Peter [Stastny-Pokorny J.] (English) 
Peter Graham (pseudonym of Jaroslav Stastny-Pokorny) was born 
on 1st July, 1952 in Brno and studied organ at the Brno 
Conservatory, from where he went on to study composition under 
Alois Pinos at the Janacek Academy of Performing Arts, also in 
Brno. On ocompleting his studies he worked temporarily in quite a 
mumber of capacities - as a repetiteur at the Conservatory, in 
theatre, as as a music director in radio, as an employeed of the 
Czech Music Fund and as a music school teacher. At the present 
he works for the Czech TV in Brno. His greatest interest, however, 
is in composition. Graham says of his own music, that it “grows as 
does timber in a forest”, without predetermined plans and goals. 
He is concerned with creation itself rather than with the 
cultivation of the personality: “I am what I do.” Several of his 
works have met with success at performances in Great Britain, 
Germany, Poland, Austria, Italy, Romania, Holland, Sweden, 
France and USA. In 1993 his chamber cantata Der Erste gained 
him second prize in the Musica iudaica festival ‘s international 
competition for works on texts by Franz Kafka. 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/graham/index.html 

Grainger Percy Aldridge (English) 
Percy Grainger b. Brighton, Melbourne 8.7.1882, d. White Plains, 
NY 20.2.1961. Had Grainger never existed it would be necessary 
to invent him - but probably impossible. Truly a twentieth-century 
radical, he flaunted an originality that even today deserves 
greater recognition. Pupil of Busoni, friend of Grieg and Delius, he 
toured the world as a concert pianist before settling in the United 
States. His first love was folksong, yet his experiments in 
sonority, his attempts to devise a 'free music' liberated from 
conventional restraints of rhythm and melody, and his interests in 
oriental and medieval music show a mind ranging further afield 
than the pleasures of 'Country Gardens' and 'Molly on the Shore' - 
“my fripperies” as he called them. 
Web: http://www.schott-english.com/ 

Grainger Percy Aldridge (Italiano) 
(1882-1961) 
Pianista compositore australiano nato a Brighton, Melbourne, e 
morto a White Plains. Allievo di Busoni, amico di Grieg e Delius ha 
dato concerti come pianista in tutto il mondo prima di stabilirsi 
negli Stati Uniti. 

Grakulic Milan  (English) 
Milan Grakulic (1909-1979) was bom in Medulin and spent the 

first five years of his childhood in Istra, after which, like so many 
others faced with the tragedy of World War I, he was taken to 
Austria, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Following the annexation of 
Istria after the war, he continued living the hard life of an Istrian 
refugee in the country. Working very hard, often as a physical 
laborer, he managed to finish School and became one of our most 
prominent architects. He was first introduced to the guitar when 
he was 13, during his School years in Karlovac, and never 
abandoned it afterwards. All his life he has divided between his 
professional career and his love for the guitar. He managed to 
take some master courses given at that time by Luise Walker in 
Vienna, as well as to attended master classes held by Andres 
Segovia at the Chigiana Music Academy in Siena, Italy. Grakulic 
made recordings for the Croatian record Company “Jugoton” in 
Zagreb, and composed a few very interesting virtuoso solo pieces. 
His music has never before been published, and the “Song and 
Kolo Dance” from Slavonia iare among his favorite pieces. (Uros 
Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II Croatia, 
2003) 

Gramatges Harold (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore cubano nato a Santiago di Cuba. Ha 
studiato al Conservatorio Municipale de La Habana con José 
Ardevol a Amedeo Roldán, e negli Stati Uniti con Aaron Copland. È 
stato ambasciatore cubano a Parigi. 

Grande Antonio (English) 
Antonio Grande was born in Naples in 1960, and received his 
musical education at the “S.Pietro a Majella” conservatory of 
music, studying guitar with Francesco De Sanctis and composition 
with Bruno Mazzotta. He later studied with Roberto Aussel, Mario 
Gangi, Oscar Ghiglia and Josè Tomàs, while reading for a Law 
degree at the same time. He studied the ancient guitar and lute 
repertory with Massimo Lonardi, Andrea Damiani and Hopkinson 
Smith. 
He regularly appears on the concert platforms of Italy, Belgium, 
Holland, France, Germany, Switzerland and Brasil, frequently 
taking part in international events like the Montreux, Belfort, 
Loire, Normandie, Belèm and Sorrento Festivals. Much of his time 
is devoted to playing in ensembles - from duos to chamber 
orchestras - and to contributing to the dissemination of 
contemporary music, particularly that of the “Neapolitan School”. 
He gave many world premiere executions of guitar works 
composed by well known Neapolitan composers like Di 
Lorenzo, Jorio, Marrone, Massa, Mazzotta, Vitale and others. 
He has recorded for Italian, Dutch and Brasilian television and 
radio. 
Two CD’s of Italian chamber music have been released on the 
labels “Saga records” (London,1991) and “Opus111” (Paris,1999) 
respectively with the flutist Cécile Prakken and the singer Daniela 
del Monaco. 
He has made numerous transcriptions and revisions. Grande has 
also published original chamber music, musicological papers, 
educational material for guitar, and gives several masterclasses 
anually as chair professor at the Salerno “Giuseppe Martucci” 
State conservatory of music. 
Web: http://www.clearnote.net/Suite_Miniatura.html (2009) 

Grandi Cesare Augusto (Italiano) 
Cesare Augusto Grandi è indirizzato alla musica ancora bambino 
dal padre Walter, compositore e docente di Conservatorio. Inizia il 
suo iter scolastico a dodici anni, allievo nella classe di 
composizione del M° Marcello Abbado al Conservatorio di Bologna. 
Ancora giovanissimo si diploma in Strumentazione per Banda e, 
qualche anno più tardi, in Composizione al “B. Marcello” di 
Venezia, allievo del M° Wolfango Dalla Vecchia. Vincitore dei 
premi “Levi” e “Respighi”, dopo un periodo dedicato 
prevalentemente alla composizione (è di quell’epoca l’opera in un 
atto Le anime della speranza), si è occupato soprattutto di 
didattica e di ricerche nel campo dell’analisi musicale, creando, 
all’interno del Conservatorio di Bologna, dove è stato docente di 
Armonia e Contrappunto per trentacinque anni, una vera e propria 
Scuola. Dal 2004 ha ripreso l’attività compositiva. Tra i suoi brani 
più recenti: Antifona, per arpa, corno naturale e attrice (Teatro 
Comunale di Bologna), Res Humana, per soprano, voce recitante 
e quattro strumenti (Teatro Comunale di Cagli) e Cantica per 
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violoncello (Sala Bossi del Conservatorio di Bologna). Nel 2014 il 
Conservatorio Giovanni Battista Martini di Bologna, per la sua 
opera didattica e compositiva, gli ha conferito il premio “Il 
Battistino”. 
Web: 
http://www.utorpheus.com/product_info.php?cPath=843&product
s_id=3237 (2018) 

Graziato Massimo (Italiano) 
Massimo Graziato nato a Milano il 11 Giugno 1967, ha studiato 
pianoforte diplomandosi, al Conservatorio di Milano. Nello stesso 
Conservatorio ha conseguito il Diploma di Composizione, di 
Strumentazione per Banda e di Musica Elettronica. Ha partecipato 
ai seminari di Direzione d’orchestra presso I POMERIGGI 
MUSICALI DI MILANO e al corso di Musica elettronica presso la 
Scuola Civica di Milano. Ha ottenuto riconoscimenti in diversi 
concorsi: - 1° premio unico al Concorso Nazionale di 
Composizione “Franco Michele Napolitano” di Napoli - 2° premio al 
Concorso Nazionale di Composizione “Città di Pavia” - 2°premio al 
Concorso Nazionale di Composizione per Banda di Seminara 
(Reggio Calabria) - 3° premio al Concorso Internazionale di 
Composizione Corale “Florilège Vocal de Tours” - 3° premio al 
Concorso Internazionale di Composizione “Thomas Bloch” di 
Neuilly Plaisance (Parigi) - 3° premio al Concorso Nazionale di 
Composizione bandito dall'Accademia Musicale Salernitana - 
Menzione d’onore al Concorso Internazionale di Composizione per 
Celesta di Stoccarda - Segnalazione al Concorso Nazionale di 
Composizione “Bruno Bettinelli” di Milano - Menzionato per merito 
artistico al Concorso Nazionale di Composizione Classica di Savona 
- Finalista al Concorso Internazionale di Composizione Elettronica 
“Pierre Schaeffer” di Pescara - Finalista al Torneo Internazionale di 
Musica (sezione Composizione) di Roma - Finalista al Concorso 
Nazionale di Composizione “Rosolino Toscano” di Pescara - 
Selezionato al Concorso Internazionale di Composizione 
Elettronica “Luigi Russolo” di Varese. Suoi lavori sono stati inseriti 
nei programmi di MILANO CLASSICA e delle SERATE MUSICALI di 
Milano ed eseguiti in Italia, fra l’altro, alla Sala Puccini del 
Conservatorio “G.Verdi”, al Teatro Filodrammatici, alla Palazzina 
Liberty e al Centro Asteria della stessa città. Per quanto riguarda 
l'estero, sue composizioni sono state eseguite in Svizzera, Francia, 
Germania, Bulgaria, Ucraina e Argentina e radiotrasmesse dalla 
RADIO SUISSE ROMANDE 2 (Svizzera). Un suo lavoro è stato 
presentato in occasione dell'INTERNATIONAL GLASS MUSIC 
FESTIVAL di Philadelphia (USA). Ha composto per la THE WILLIAM 
G. CONGDON FOUNDATION una musica ispirata ai pastelli del 
pittore americano William G. Congdon. All'attività di compositore 
affianca quella di trascrittore per diverse formazioni cameristiche 
(trii, quartetti e orchestre da camera). Insegna presso 
l'Accademia Internazionale della Musica (ex Scuola Civica di 
Musica di Milano), l'Associazione Musicale “G. Rossini” di Milano, 
l'Associazione Musicale Jubilate di Legnano (MI), l'Accademia 
Ambrosiana di Milano e la Scuola Civica di Musica di Assago (MI). 
Web: 
http://www.wickymusic.com/dettaglio_compositore.asp?IDcompo
sitore=19&pagina_load=/dettaglio_compositore.asp (2014) 

Grau Eduardo (Español) 
Nacido en 1919 en Barcelona y radicado desde 1927 en Buenos 
Aires, Eduardo Grau llegó a Mendoza en 1948 para trabajar en el 
por entonces Conservatorio de Música y Arte Escénico de la 
UNCuyo. Tanto allí como en la que más adelante sería la Escuela 
Superior de Música, formó a varias generaciones desde la cátedra 
de Historia de la Música. A sus horas como profesor titular, sumó 
en los ’80 la dirección de la Escuela. 
Compuso más de 200 obras, entre las que destacan piezas para 
escena, cantatas, coro, orquesta; conciertos para piano, 
violoncello, guitarra fagot, violín, viola, clarinete y contrabajo; 
obras para piano, canto, oboe, guitarra, flauta, clarinete, órgano y 
música de cámara. Haciendo caso omiso de las modas 
imperantes, su música tiene un estilo hispano, que se convirtió en 
su sello personal. Falleció el 4 de enero de este año en Adrogué, 
provincia de Buenos Aires, donde estaba radicado desde 2002. 
(Artistas de mendoza - Recuerdo para el maestro Eduardo Grau, 
12-6-2006) 
Web: http://weblog.mendoza.edu.ar/arte/archives/011249.html 

Graugaard Lars (English) 
Lars Graugaard (b. 1957) received no formal training in 
composition. He actively pursues a double career as a composer 
and flautist. In the latter regard he was educated at the Royal 
Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen. He has worked 
extensively with computers in the preparation of his compositions, 
but improvisation and pure intuition have come to play 
increasingly important roles in his works in recent years. He was 
appointed composer-in-residence of the Odense Symphony 
Orchestra in 1997. He also teaches “The Performer and the Digital 
Media” at the Carl Nielsen Academy of Music in Odense. Lars 
Graugaard served as artistic director of the ISCM World Music 
Days in Copenhagen in 1996. Incrustations (1993-1994, revised 
1995) was originally conceived as an interactive piece for harp 
and computer using software developed in the MAX programming 
environment to control a KORG Wavestation. 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/Lars_Graugaard/26078.htm 

Gravelle Buzz (English) 
A native of California, Buzz Gravelle is a composer, performer, 
and music educator, who has been an advocate for new music for 
plucked strings for over twenty years. 
His love for contemporary composition was first kindled through 
his studies at UCLA with the late guitar pedagogue Theodore 
Norman and guitarist/composer Peter Yates. Buzz’s compositions 
are informed by a modernist’s perspective, yet are lyrical and 
expressive.  His music has been performed by; the Modern Arts 
Guitar Quartet, the Elgart/Yates guitar duo, the 
Thomson/Ratzkowski Duo (Denmark), the New Music Ensemble of 
North Texas State University, the Cal Poly Pomona University 
Guitar Ensemble, and the UCLA Guitar Ensemble, among others. 
Buzz was a founding member of the Modern Arts Guitar Quartet 
(1991-1995),  an ensemble of guitarists/composers that explored 
the leading edges of new music for guitar--prepared guitar, 
serialism, minimalism, and aleatoric music. 
Recently, Buzz has been exploring the fretless classical guitar, 
advocating greater exposure for this beautiful variant of the 
classical guitar. He believes it’s potential has largely been 
untapped, and has set about to raise awareness of its possibilities 
through original compositions, lecture/demonstrations, and 
performances. 
Buzz is also a classical mandolinist. His recent recitals have 
featured the mandolin, both as a solo instrument and as a 
chamber music partner. His original compositions for the mandolin 
are garnering attention in the classical mandolin community.  
Buzz is a founding member of ensembreFRET, a performance 
collective founded in 2012. It's programs feature music for guitar, 
mandolin, and arpeggione, whether solo, in duos and trios, or in 
expandable combination with guest vocalists and instrumentalists. 
Results range from intimate art-song to massed guitars. 
ensembleFRET performs regularly in the Los Angeles area. 
Buzz holds both M.F.A. and D.M.A. degrees in Music from UCLA. 
In addition to his studies with Peter Yates and Theodore Norman, 
Buzz has studied composition with Manuel Enriquez, Roger 
Bourland, and Ian Krouse; lute and theorbo with Michael Egan; 
and jazz guitar with Warren Nunes. 
Buzz has over twenty years of experience as a music educator. He 
is on the faculty of California Polytechnic University at Pomona, in 
addition to being the founder and Director of the  Santa Monica 
Academy of Music , a community music school serving Santa 
Monica and its adjacent communities.  
Web: http://www.buzzgravelle.com/biography.html (2012) 

Greco Vicente (English) 
Vicente Greco (1886-1924) was a bandoneonist, director, and 
composer. The modest economic circumstances of his family 
forced him to work from childhood; he was unable to graduate 
from primary school. When he discovered a small concertina in his 
parents' closet, he refused to part with it. According to Julio De 
Caro, he auditioned for Sebastian Ramos Mejia at the age of 14, 
who advised the family to buy him a bandoneon. Several of his 
brothers were also musical. He was the author of several titles, 
still popular today, and recorded for Columbia Records in 1910 
and 1911 and later for the Atlanta label. His orchestra was the 
first that called itself Orquesta Tipica Criolla when recording, in 
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order to distinguish itself from other groups that performed non-
Argentine popular music. 

Green Edward (English) 
Edward Green is an award-winning composer—including First 
Place in the International Kodaly Composers Competition. He has 
been a professor at the ‘Manhattan School of Music’ since 1984, 
and has taught at the ‘Aesthetic Realism Foundation’ since 1980. 
He is also composer-in-residence at Imagery Film, Ltd. and music 
director for the ‘Aesthetic Realism Theater Company’. His 
scholarly articles range from the troubadours to the contemporary 
Chinese composer Zhou Long, and he has an abiding interest in 
the music of Duke Ellington. Recordings of Edward Green’s music 
are available on Albany Records, Arizona University Recordings, 
and Traditional Crossroads. He currently serves as organist and 
choir director at St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in Jersey City, NJ, and 
makes his home in Manhattan with his wife, mezzo-soprano Carrie 
Wilson. 
Web: 
http://www.edgreenmusic.com/About%20the%20composer.htm 
(2011) 

Grela Dante (Italiano) 
Compositore, nato a Rosario de Santa Fe nel 1941. Allievo di 
E.Paesky (pianoforte), F.Kroepfl (composizione e tecniche 
elettroacustiche), W.Castro (direzione d'orchestra). Si è 
perfezionato presso la 'Elecronic Music Centre' (University of 
Columbia, USA). 

Greub Jean-Paul  (Français) 
Après avoir accompli ses études de musique à Lausanne puis à 
Genève, Jean-Paul Greub a perfectionné ses connaissances 
musicales et instrumentales en suivant de nombreux stages et 
académies, notamment au Portugal et en Espagne. Il partage sa 
vie professionnelle entre la pédagogie (cours et stages) et les 
concerts (Portugal, Espagne, Belgique, France, Suisse). Passionné 
par l'histoire de son instrument et en particulier par le XIXème 
siècle, véritable âge d'or de la guitare, Jean-Paul Greub 
s'intéresse à une nouvelle approche d'interprétation du répertoire 
guitaristique sur instruments d'époque. Il Publie ses recherches 
musicales aux éditions S. D. L et crée une nouvelle collection: 
“Reflets de la guitare”. Jean-Paul Greub utilise différents 
instruments selon le caractère et l'époque des oeuvres. (1997) 

Grigoreas Kostas (English) 
Kostas Grigoreas was born in Athens in 1957. He has studied 
Guitar and Theory. On graduating with a Distinction from the 
National Conservatory (class of Dimitris Fampas), he continued 
his studies in England on a British Council scholarship. He studied 
Guitar and Theory at the RNCM under Gordon Crosskey, George 
Hadjinikos and John Williams and was awarded the Postgraduate 
Diploma of the University of Manchester. 
His activities include solo recitals, song accompanirnent, 
composition and teaching. He has collaborated with all the leading 
Greek composers and singers in concerts as well as recordings. He 
has repeatedly given recitals and recorded for radio and television 
in Europe America, Africa and the Far East. 
His discography includes works for solo guitar, voice and guitar 
and considerable participation in works of contemporary 
composers. 
As a teacher he has created a school of distinguished guitarists. 

Grillo Fernando (Italiano) 
(Foggia 1945) comp. e contrabbassista. Oltre che eccelso 
interprete (come esecutore di musica contemporanea vince vari 
premi, tra cui il Premio “V. Bucchi” nel 1983), il suo linguaggio 
ricrea le tecniche d’avanguardia con particolare attenzione al 
suono e alle sfumature timbriche, Come in Oeuvre I, IV (1975-80, 
per ctb. e orch.). Inoltre musica da camera, per orchestra e per 
teatro, tra cui l’opera Dualitas feminitas (1981). (Fiorenza Leucci: 
Dizionario dei compositori del ‘900) 

Grimes David (English) 
David Grimes was first introduced to the guitar when he was a 
junior math major at Caltech and heard a recording of Andrés 
Segovia. He completed his degree in mathematics and 
subsequently worked at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena 

for several years while he pursued his guitar studies with Guy 
Horn and Oscar Ghiglia.  
As a soloist he has performed extensively throughout North 
America and Europe, and recent concert tours have taken him to 
Mexico, Greece, Bulgaria, Spain, Denmark, France, Malta, Belarus, 
Serbia and Montenegro. He is also in demand as a conductor and 
as a competition judge. 
David's interest in the guitar's predecessors led to his edition of 
Luys Milan: the Complete Fantasias and the celebrated series, 
Treasures of the Baroque, published by Mel Bay Publications. At 
the other end of the spectrum, he encourages and works actively 
with contemporary composers to create new guitar works. Many 
composers have been inspired to write pieces for guitar after 
hearing a David Grimes performance. His own compositions are 
now being performed by prominent guitarists throughout the 
world. 
Highly respected as a teacher and coach, David is presently 
Director of Guitar Studies at California State University, Fullerton, 
where he has developed one of the nation's leading centers of 
guitar instruction. He is past President of the Guitar Foundation of 
America and remains as Reviews Editor for the journal 
Soundboard. 
Web: http://www.dobermaneditions.com/en/search-
composer/p17520289.html (2010) 

Gripper Derek (English) 
Cape Town guitarist Derek Gripper is a solo performer of new 
music from the Western Cape of South Africa. His intimate style of 
guitar playing combines the techniques of classical guitar with the 
imagery and mystery of the rural areas of the Cape. “A unique 
insight into South Africa and its music,” Gripper’s music continues 
in a tradition which began with a musical implosion, when two 
musicians met on a small farm called Sagtevlei to work on 
connections between new classical composition and the music of 
the Cape. This marked the beginning of an eight year 
collaboration between Alex van Heerden and Derek Gripper, and 
was the the birth of a music which, in the words of van Heerden, 
“is impossible to play if you don’t believe in magic.”  Since Alex’s 
passing early in 2009 Derek has continued to share this new 
approach to making Cape music in his solo CDs and performances 
around the world. 
Web: 
http://www.derekgripper.com/Derek_Gripper/biography.html 
(2010) 

Grisi Gianfranco (Italiano) 
Nasce a Mori (Trento), il 13 Maggio 1953. Il percorso musicale 
di Gianfranco Grisi parte dal Conservatorio: ha studiato 
Pianoforte, Composizione, Direzione d'Orchestra e Direzione di 
Coro. Ma Grisi è anche un musicista eclettico; pianista e direttore 
d'orchestra unisce ad una rigorosa formazione accademica una 
rara capacità d'invenzione. Ha trascorso buona parte della sua 
gioventù in giro per l'Europa, suonando con formazioni di genere 
diverso. Nel suo ricco curriculum di autore figurano musiche di 
scena, colonne sonore per documentari, opere di musica da 
camera, lavori per coro e orchestra, partiture di teatro musicale. 
Sue opere per chitarra sono adottate dai programmi di studio di 
alcuni Conservatori in Spagna. 
La Münchner Gitarrenorchester gli ha commissionato Tre Preludi 
su poesie di F. GarciaLorca incisi su CD per la Koch International. 
Per la Gioventù Musicale Italiana è autore dell'opera LUNA per 
soli, coro di voci bianche e orchestra da camera. Gli sono stati 
riconosciuti prestigiosi premi nell'ambito del Concorso 
Internazionale Federazione Cori del Trentino e del Concorso 
Nazionale di Como. Per conto dell'Istituto di Cultura Ladina ha 
orchestrato e diretto l'opera LAURIN di L. Canori, con incisione su 
CD e ripresa RAI. 
Autore del CONCERTO D'ARCADIA per chitarra e orchestra, ne ha 
diretto la prima a Monaco di Baviera con l'orchestra I Virtuori di 
Praga; nella direzione di Leo Brouwer il concerto è stato inciso in 
CD per la Koch International. Nel 1999 ha curato l'orchestrazione 
e la direzione del GRAN CONCERTO PER IL SOLSTIZIO D'ESTATE 
per conto dell'APT di Riva del Garda. Composizione in 
collaborazione con Walter Abt, orchestra: I Virtuosi di Praga, 
incisione su CD per Calig. Nel 2001, nell'ambito della Rassegna I 
Suoni delle Dolomiti, si è esibito al cristallarmonio con il 
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violoncellista maestro Mario Brunello e Marco Paolini in un brano 
composto appositamente dal maestro Giovanni Bonato, docente al 
Conservatorio di Padova. Lo stesso Bonato ha anche dedicato a 
Grisi un nuovo brano scritto per cristallarmonio solo. Sempre nel 
2001, a Mantova, ha realizzato con Vinicio Capossela un concerto-
evento sperimentale. 
Nel 2002 ha presentato brani di sua composizione nell'ambito del 
Festival “Galluppi” di Venezia ed ha partecipato alla Rassegna 
“Top Wine - Suoni delle Dolomiti” promossa dall'Azienda di 
Promozione Turistica del Trentino. Ha inoltre partecipato a 
numerosi appuntamenti di promozione trentina all'estero promossi 
dalla stessa APT e dall'ENIT. E' fondatore e direttore dell'orchestra 
da camera DISSUONO, dedita alla musica del Novecento. 
Dal 1989 è docente presso il Conservatorio F.A. Bonporti di 
Trento, sezione di Riva del Garda. 
Dal 1997 prosegue l'attività concertistica dal vivo con alcuni 
strumenti assolutamente originali: cristallarmonio, concertine 
inglesi e campanacci. Si esibisce in duo con il chitarrista Franco 
Giuliani oppure con il quintetto NONO (basso tuba, violino, 
clarinetto, chitarre e percussioni) in un repertorio di brani 
decisamente etnici. Negli ultimi anni è stato invitato a molti 
festivals nazionali e internazionali e da reti televisive: RAIUNO, 
RAIDUE, RAITRE, Canale5 (Costanzo Show), ORF, ZDF, ARD. 
Web: 
http://www.arditodesio.org/produzioni/progettoleggende_grisi.ht
ml (2013) 

Grisoni Renato (Italiano) 
Compositore italiano nato a Preglia (Val d'Ossola) nel 1922. Ha 
studiato pianoforte e composizione a Piacenza e Milano. Si è 
trasferito in Svizzera nel 1946, ed è cittadino dal 1962, dove ha 
insegnato a Lugano. 

Groebming Adolf  (English) 
Adolf Groebming, who was a very attive music pedagogue and 
choir conductor, was among the first professionals in Slovenia to 
start arranging traditional pieces for the guitar. He also wrote a 
Guitar Method, first published by Minka Modic Co. in 1925 and 
later, a revised edition in 1931. Noticing the advantages of this 
popular instrument so much favorized in amateur circles, 
Groebming’s intention was to present the basic didactic 
information and give elementary guitar instructions. In his guitar 
School preface we find the following statement: “The guitar is a 
very favorite and convenient instrument, especially for 
accompanying singing, violin, mandolin, tambura and other 
similar instruments. Before the intrument [guitar] was driven out 
of concert halls by certain modern instruments [such as piano or 
violin] it was also popular as a solo instrument. However it is stili 
accepted as an accompanying instrument and is very widespread 
among our people…” (Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from 
Yugoslavia. Vol.III Slovenia, 2003) 

Grosskopf Giovanni (English) 
Nato nel 1966. Diplomi presso il Conservatorio “G.Verdi” di 
Milano: Pianoforte (1988), Composizione (1994), Composizione 
Musicale Elettronica (1997), con votazione 10/10. 
Corso triennale di perfezionamento in Pianoforte presso 
l'Accademia “G. Marziali” di Seveso, docente Bruno 
Canino (frequentando parallelamente l’annesso corso di 
Impostazione della mano). 
Perfezionamento in Composizione presso la Civica Scuola di 
Musica di Milano, docente Franco Donatoni.  
Tra i suoi insegnanti: Bruno Canino (pianoforte), Niccolò 
Castiglioni (composizione), Pippo Molino (composizione), Alberto 
Barbero (composizione), Guido Salvetti (analisi musicale), Luigi 
Zanardi (pianoforte), Riccardo Sinigaglia (composizione musicale 
elettronica).  
Ha seguito seminari compositivi con Niccolò Castiglioni, Franco 
Donatoni e György Ligeti. 
È molto attivo come compositore, con brani sia strumentali che 
elettroacustici realizzati nel proprio studio (entrambi i generi sono 
per lui abituali), eseguiti in rassegne anche internazionali 
all'estero (Regentenkamer Theater de L'Aia, Olanda, Concerti 
dell'Università di S.Paolo, Brasile, Omni Foundation di S.Francisco, 
U.S.A., Master Class di Adelboden, Svizzera, 7.Internationale 
Musikfreizeit di Limburg, Germania, Concerti dell'Associazione 

ArcoArtis di Amadora, Portogallo, Dorset Guitar Society, 
Inghilterra, Congresso Mondiale del Saxofono, U.S.A., Bar-Ilan 
University, Israele, Socrates Comenius 2006, Svezia ed in altri 
Paesi) e in Italia (Milano, Bolzano, L'Aquila, Cagliari, Massa, 
Brescia, Busto Arsizio, Amandola, Portogruaro, Mogliano Veneto, 
Monza, S.Giorgio del Sannio, Appiano Gentile, Montefiore, 
Brugherio, Arese, Cogorno, Rovereto, ecc…), e regolarmente nel 
repertorio di diversi ensembles e solisti. Ha collaborato o sta 
collaborando con interpreti quali il Gruppo Kairòs e l'Insight 
Quartet di Bolzano, la Compagnia della Luna Nuova di Milano, il 
Trompeten Ensemble di Linz (Austria), il Trio Subtilior di Madrid e 
il duo Cuypers-Lop di Tarragona (Spagna), il “Duo46” (U.S.A.), 
il Quartetto Grandi di Bologna, L’Ensemble Webern di Adria, 
Giorgio Baggiani, Gemma Bertagnolli, Silvia 
Cesco, Gianandrea Noseda, Luciano Rossi, Daniele 
Scanziani, Emanuele Segre, Francesco Libetta, Luciano 
Chillemi, Luca Belloni e molti altri. Nel Gennaio 1999 Radio 
Vaticana gli ha dedicato un'intera puntata di un programma sui 
compositori contemporanei presentandolo quale uno dei più 
profondi giovani autori italiani con commenti molto positivi, ed in 
simili programmi la sua musica è stata anche presentata su RAI-
RADIOTRE ed alla Radio Nazionale Argentina. Uno dei suoi 
maggiori progetti consiste nella composizione “Ritus” (in dodici 
movimenti, basata su materiali ricavati da musiche popolari 
europee di tradizione orale) che sta realizzando per l’Ensemble 
Webern. 
Sue composizioni sono pubblicate dalle Edizioni Suvini Zerboni. 
Vivamente interessato alle registrazioni etnomusicologiche “sul 
campo” ed al loro rapporto con la composizione classica e 
contemporanea, ha pubblicato scritti (come: “I musicisti “colti” di 
fronte alla musica popolare: alcune riflessioni”, Rassegna Musicale 
Curci, Settembre 1996 e Gennaio 1997) e tenuto incontri 
sull'argomento, tra cui un intervento al convegno “Nella memoria 
di un popolo” presso il Museo della Basilica di S.Ambrogio a 
Milano. Questo suo interesse si riflette pure nell'ambito 
compositivo, con l’abitudine alla raccolta ed allo studio di 
innumerevoli esempi di musica di tradizione orale nel mondo, a 
cui si dedica da molto tempo, e la rielaborazione personale nei 
propri brani di modelli formali della musica etnica. 
Nella sua produzione si riflettono pure gli altri suoi interessi: la 
musica barocca e medievale, il primo Novecento francese e 
anglosassone, l'amore per la montagna, per la natura, i suoi suoni 
e forme, le suggestioni dai paesi nordici e dalla loro cultura, gli 
uccelli, l'antropologia religiosa, la ritualità popolare, il mondo delle 
fiabe, l'importanza dei ricordi, e soprattutto l'attenzione per 
l'armonia ed il colore timbrico degli accordi.  
Ha svolto attività musicologica, con articoli e relazioni in 
importanti sedi (in Italia, Lituania, Francia) e con ricerche uniche 
sullo studio degli accordi nella musica atonale e tardo-tonale e 
delle parentele e somiglianze timbriche tra accordi, anche in 
collaborazione con un gruppo musicologico internazionale. È infatti 
autore di un noto metodo originale di analisi e classificazione degli 
accordi in ambito non tonale o tardo-tonale (analisi della 
percezione intervallare), e del relativo modello teorico alla base 
della sua applicazione. Basandosi su tali ricerche, si è occupato 
anche in prospettiva storica dell’uso dell’accordo per il suo timbro 
(tipico del Novecento) presso i vari autori, e dell’analisi dei vari 
mezzi impiegati nel XX secolo per dare un senso di logica 
direzionalità alla musica (e all’armonia, in particolare) anche al di 
fuori del sistema tonale. 
Dal 1985 svolge attività concertistica come pianista, occupandosi 
soprattutto di Bach (con programmi monografici su questo autore, 
la cui impostazione ha riassunto in “Bach al pianoforte: un errore 
fortunato”, Rassegna Musicale Curci, Gennaio 1996) e del '700, di 
programmi monografici di rara o rarissima esecuzione (concerti di 
Mozart in versione cameristica, op.133 di Schumann, repertorio 
ottocentesco per oboe e pianoforte, e un programma sull’apporto 
della musica popolare norvegese nell’opera di Grieg, 
comprendente le rare opere 66 e 72, presentato in collaborazione 
con l’Ambasciata di Norvegia), del '900 e di musica 
contemporanea (anche con brani in prima esecuzione assoluta), 
sia come solista che con altri interpreti.  
Suona in duo con il clarinettista Alessandro Travaglini. 
Ha insegnato Armonia al Conservatorio di Milano ed al 
Conservatorio di Brescia, Composizione (e Pianoforte) presso 
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l'Associazione Culturale “Liceo Musicale V.Appiani” di Monza (MI) e 
Pianoforte (e Guida all'Ascolto) alla Civica Scuola di Musica di 
Brugherio (MI), dal 1988, per un totale di tredici anni, e poi, per 
sei anni, “Cultura Musicale Generale” e “Teoria dell’Armonia e 
Analisi Musicale” presso il Conservatorio “G.P. da Palestrina” 
di Cagliari, in cui ha insegnato pure “Strutture e Forma nella 
Musica” nella Scuola di Etnomusicologia.  
È ora titolare di Armonia complementare (Cultura musicale 
generale) presso il Conservatorio “G.Verdi” di Milano. 
Attività: compositore, pianista, musicologo.     
Principali aree di interesse: Composizione; Armonia e accordalità 
nel Novecento e nella musica contemporanea; Rapporti tra 
tradizioni etniche popolari e composizione colta, etnomusicologia; 
Rapporto tra analisi ed interpretazione pianistica. 
Sito: http://www.gkweb.it/currit.html (2009) 

Gruntz George (English) 
PIANIST, COMPOSER AND BANDLEADER. 
Music studies, prizes at Zurich Jazz Festivals, in 1958 a pianist 
with the “International Youth Band” at the Newport Festivals, 
where George Gruntz accompanied among others Louis 
Armstrong. In an instant, he became famous. He was musical 
director of the Zurich Playhouse and art director of the Berlin Jazz 
Festival. In between he composed a first jazz opera, founded a 
Piano Conclave, was in charge of the moderation of the TV-music 
series “All You Need Is Love” and in 1972 finally founded the 
famous George Gruntz - Concert Jazz Band, a worldwide 
renowned Big Band with international soloist only - a Who's Who 
of contemporary Jazz. 

Gryc Stephen (English) 
Stephen Gryc was born in St. Paul, Minnesota in 1949. He 
received his professional training at the University of Michigan, 
earning his Doctor of Musical Arts degree in 1983. He has studied 
composition with William Albright, Leslie Bassett and William 
Bolcom. He is currently Associate Professor of Music Composition 
and Theory at the Hartt School of the University of Hartford where 
he has served as Chairman of the Composition Department, 
Director of the Hartt Contemporary Players, Director of the 
Institute for Contemporary American Music, and Co-Director of 
the Center for Computer and Electronic Music. 
Web: http://acoma-co.com/page13.html 

Guanti Giovanni (Italiano) 
Giovanni Guanti è nato a Roma nel 1952. Laureato in Filosofia 
presso l'Università di Torino nel 1976, ha successivamente svolto 
attività didattica presso la cattedra di Estetica dell'Università di 
Perugia, diplomandosi nel frattempo in Musica Corale e Direzione 
di Coro presso il Conservatorio “L. Cherubini” di Firenze. 
Attualmente è docente incaricato di Didattica della Musica al 
Conservatorio “A. Vivaldi” di Alessandria. 

Guarnieri Camargo Mozart (Portuguese) 
Nasceu em Tietê, Brasil, em 1º de fevereiro de 1907. Morreu em 
São Paulo, em 13 de janeiro de 1993. Nacionalista sem exotismo, 
sua obra musical, mais que a de Villa-Lobos, buscou no folclore a 
sua fonte maior de inspiração. Ganhou com isso inconfundível 
autenticidade cultural, que projetou o nome de seu autor no 
mundo todo. Foi muito influenciado intelectual e esteticamente 
por Mário de Andrade. Como Villa-Lobos, Lorenzo Fernandes e 
outros contemporâneos, procurou conciliar a formação clássica 
com elementos brasileiros, inclusive do folclore. Ainda que 
profundamente brasileira, sua obra, ao utilizar temas e colorido 
local, não se restringiu ao pitoresco ou exótico. Sua música se 
caracterizou também pelo intimismo e pelo lirismo. Compôs 
canções, peças para piano, quartetos, concertos e sinfonias. 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/8454/guarnier.htm 

Guastavino Carlos (English) 
Pianist, composer, professor. Born in Santa Fe, Argentine, on April 
15, 1912. Being a student of chemical engineering he was granted 
a scholarship by his hometown province to go to Buenos Aires, 
where his works got great acceptance. As a pianist he travelled 
through the country and also abroad – Latin America, Europe and 
Asia-. He is a refined and inspired melody composer and he is 
themes arise from a pure and sensitive background. Among works 

of classical and popular gender, his productions comes to more 
than 250 published works, been the most popular Adiós, 
quebrachito blanco; Bonita rama de sauce; Milonga de dos 
hermanos, with lyrics by Jorge Luis Borges; Yo, maestra, Vidala 
del secadal, La tempranera, the series Flores argentinas with 
lyrics by León Benarós, and Cantos populares. 
Web: http://www.editoriallagos.com/Guastavino/Guastavino.htm 

Guastavino Carlos (Español) 
Nacido en 1912 en Santa provincia de Fe, Argentina, Carlos 
Guastavino es quizás el más rande exponente de nacionalismo 
Romántico Argentino. Su estilo musical, firmemente arraigado al 
siglo XIX, ha permanecido completamente apartado del entorno 
musical moderno de Argentina, su aislamiento estilístico será 
prontamente evidente comparando los trabajos de Guastavino a 
aquellos de Alberto Ginastera (1916-1983), casi su 
contemporáneo exacto. De hecho, el aislamiento de Guastavino 
de los movimientos modernos y vanguardistas de su país, y su 
éxito al crear una música nacional atractiva que utiliza un idioma 
romántico, lo transformó en un modelo para la generación del ‘60, 
de autores de música popular Argentina que a enudo aplicaron las 
innovaciones de Guastavino a su propia música. Guastavino 
estudió música en Santa Fe con Esperanza Lothringer y Dominga 
Iaffei, y en Buenos Aires con Athos Palma. Pianista talentoso, 
realizó sus obras para piano en Londres, en 1947, 1948, y 1949, 
invitados por el BBC, y como un destinatario de una beca del 
Concilio británico. Durante estos años, la orquesta sinfónica de la 
BBC realizó la versión orquestal de sus Tres Romances de 
Argentinos, bajo la batuta de Walter Goehs. Después, en 1956, 
Guastavino recorrió la URSS y China; allí realiza sus piezas para la 
voz y piano.  
El estilo de Carlos Guastavino muestra una clara afinidad a las 
ideas de los compositores nacionalistas del siglo XIX, como: 
Alberto Williams, Francisco Hargreaves, Eduardo García Mansilla y 
Julián Aguirre. La afinidad con la manera delicada e íntima de 
Aguirre es  especialmente evidente. Así, el espíritu popular de las 
melodías folklóricas originales y ritmos siempre permanece intacto 
y fresco, incluso en los momentos de mayor complejidad rítmica, 
armónica o elaboración contrapuntual. (Parte de un articulo 
publicado por la Fundación Ostinato http://ostinato.tripod.com 

Gudmundsen-Holmgreen Pelle (English) 
Pelle Gudmundsen-Holmgreen was born on November 21, 1932 in 
Copenhagen as the son of a sculptor. From 1948 he got violin 
lessons. From 1951 to 1953 he took private lessons in theory and 
compositions with Finn Høfding. At the age of 26 he entered the 
Royal Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen, where he studied 
theory, composition and history of music with Finn Høfding and 
Svend Westergaard, as well as instrumentation with Vagn 
Holmboe. In 1958 he finished his studies at the Academy.  
In 1959 he started working as a technical assistant with the Royal 
Danish Theatre and stayed there until 1964. During the years 
1967 to 1972 he has been a teacher of composition at the Royal 
Danish Academy of Music in Århus. 
Pelle Gudmundsen-Holmgreen has won several prizes such as the 
Lange-Müller Stipend in 1965, the Herman Sandby Prize in 1971, 
the Carl Nielsen Prize in 1973, the Music Prize of the Nordic 
Council for his Symphony, Antiphony in 1980 and the Wilhelm 
Hansen Prize in 1996. 
His compositional debut took place in 1955 at the Music Festival of 
the Scandinavian Conservatories with Variationer for cello solo 
(1954). In this work, as well as in his other early compositions 
like the first two String quartets there is an obvious influence of 
neo-classicism and, more particularly, of Bartók.  
With the arrival of serialism, Gudmundsen-Holmgreen became 
influenced by this composition technique, being particularly 
interested in the problems concerning time and rhythm. An 
example of works from this period is Chronos (1962). Already in 
this early work we can see the composer's interset in geometric 
organisation of frozen modules. 
Just a few years later serialism is over for Gudmundsen-
Holmgreen and from now on he works in an manner away from 
serialism and definitely anti-romantic. This became the trademark 
for his mature compositions like Collegium Musicum 
Konsert(1964) and Mester Jakob(1964). Absurdism and grotesque 
humour enter his works, influenced by the Irish author Samuel 
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Beckett, still his major influence. A composition like Je ne me 
tairai jamais. Jamais (1966) is an example of this style. 
In the mid sixties his style emerged to what is called 'New 
Simplicity', being a reaction to the 'New Complexity' as well as a 
means of getting away from the laws of serialism. The result in his 
music was an insertion of 'everyday elements', repetitions and 
banalities. His music became more ritualistic, opening itself and 
disclosing underlying possibilities. Compositions like Tricolore I 
(1966), Tricolore IV (1969) and Plateaux pour deux (1970) are 
good examples of this technique. In Tricolore IV we hear only 3 
chords throughout the whole piece, while in Plateaux pour deux it 
is the instrumentation that draws attention: Cello and car-horns. 
At the same time Gudmundsen-Holmgreen still used a 
sophisticated construction in his works. Several works are based 
on a mirror scale, symmetrically dividing the composition around 
a central tone, like in his Spejl pieces. In the mid-seventies the 
composers started to insert quotations, fragments of older music, 
filtered through his 'tone-sieve' system. Works from this period 
are Genbrug (1975) and Symfony, Antiphony (1977). The 
material of Gudmundsen-Holmgreen is always subjected to strict 
discipline: scale-binding, rhythmic or melodic mirroring and 
mechanical repetitions with rhythmical displacement. The main 
point is repetition. But in more recent years one can also see a 
less obvious role of structure and law, resulting in a bigger 
interest in the role of the musicians as a living presence. We can 
feel this in his Stringquartets 5-8 (1982-86), his beautifully 
ritualistic Triptykon (1985) and works like For cello and orchestra 
(1996). 
Even though his music often sounds provocative, pessimistic and 
abstract, one can always feel the warmth of a composer working 
in a sensitive and decent way, with an unstoppable will to write 
uncompromising and authentic music, which is easily overheard at 
the first encounter, but grows stronger on closer acquaintance.  
(André Chaudron, February 2000) 
Web: 
http://home.wanadoo.nl/eli.ichie/webpagepgh/indexbio.html 

Guerra Rey (Español) 
Guitarrista. Santa Clara, 24 de marzo 1958. Rey Gabriel Guerra 
Gómez es graduado del Instituto Superior de Arte. Fue alumno de 
Leo Brouwer, Jesús Ortega, y Efraín Amador. Comenzó como 
concertista en 1977, y ha trabajado con las sinfónicas de La 
Habana y Matanzas. Ha sido galardonado en diversos festivales y 
concursos nacionales e internacionales. Se ha presentado en 
importantes plazas, como Teatro Tonniolo, Mestre, Italia; Teatro 
“La Fenice”, Venecia, Italia; Concertgebow, Amsterdam, Holanda; 
Fundación Maeght, Niza, Francia; Metropolitan Opera House, New 
York y Kennedy Center, Washington, U.S.A. junto al Ballet 
Nacional de Cuba. Realizó una gira de presentaciones por toda 
España con Leo Brouwer en ocasión de la Expo Sevilla 92. Se ha 
presentado también en Festival Limasol de Chile; Festival de 
Volos, Grecia; Festival de las Artes de Estambul, Turquía; Festival 
de la Guitarra de Bratislava, Eslovaquia; Festival de Estergon, en 
Hungría. Ha realizado conciertos con orquesta de Suecia, Polonia, 
Rusia, España, Yugoslavia, México, Italia, Austria y Alemania. Sus 
conciertos se han trasmitido por la BBC de Londres, Radio 
Washington, Radio Estambul, y Televisión Española. En 1988 
organizó el Cuarteto Guitarra 4, para el que escribió 
composiciones y realizó transcripciones de obras orquestales. 
Profesor del ISA, ha dictado clases magistrales en Austria, 
Holanda, Grecia, México y Turquía. Ha grabado varios discos, 
como “Rey Guerra”, (Serie Guitarra, EGREM 1985; CD “Escalera 
de Escape No. 2”-(ATACCA, Holanda, 1986”; “From Yesterday to 
Penny Lane”, EGREM, 1989; “La Huella de España” (con el 
Cuarteto Guitarra 4, EGREM, 1989); “Concierto de Toronto” 
(EGREM, 1992); “Cantos de la Fuente” (EGREM, 1997); “R.G. con 
Silvio Rodríguez” (sello Ojalá, 1998).Es autor del texto “Acerca del 
estilo y la ornamentación barroca en la guitarra”, con prologo de 
Leo Brouwer, editado por la Revista japonesa “Guendai Guitar”. 
En 1998 realizó tres conciertos junto a Silvio Rodríguez en el 
Auditorio Nacional de México 
Web: 
http://www.soncubano.com/scu/nsc_search_lst.asp?text_search=
Rey%20Guerra (2011) 

Guerra Yalil (English) 
He was born in Havana, Cuba, April 27th,1973. The son of the 
famous Cuban vocal duo Rosell y Cary. His first musical studies 
were at the National School of Music (ENA) in Havana, Cuba 
(1985-1991) with classical guitar professor and concert master 
Jorge Luis Zamora. 
At the age of 16, Guerra won the International Competition & 
Festival of Classical Guitar in Krakow, Poland, as well as the 
Special Prize (1990). Making a tour the following year for different 
Poland cities. He thus became the youngest Cuban awarded a 
prize in an international competition. He graduated as a Classical 
Guitar performer and Professor in 1991.  
He studied two years at the “Instituto Superior de Música” (I.S.A.) 
and studied classical guitar with Jesús Ortega, Joaquin Clerch and 
Efraín Amador. Then he moved to Spain, and obtained his Master 
Degree in Classical Guitar at the Royal Conservatory of Music 
“Queen Sofía” in Madrid, Spain with professor and concert master 
Gabriel Estarellas.  Also he graduated from Counterpoint and fuge 
(1994-1998) with professors Daniel Vega and Mercedes Padilla 
Valencia. He received composition classes with composer and 
professor Aurelio de la Vega, Emeritus professor of the Cal State 
University, Northdridge, California. 
He started his career as a producer, composer and arranger in 
1990 and has worked with many industry companies and 
professionals. 
Nowadays he writes music for US TV networks such as Univision, 
Telefutura and Canal 41 Miami; the music of shows such as: FIFA 
World Cup music theme 2010, Viva el Sueño (2009), the Latin 
Grammy awards (2005 through 2009), Premio lo Nuestro (2006 
through 2010), Up front (2005 and 2006), Escándalo TV, Tributo a 
nuestra música, Premios Juventud, etc. are among his credits. He 
is producing and composing albums in his recording facility in 
Burbank, California. 
Mr. Guerra, have compositions for chamber ensembles, choral 
works and for solo instrument. His classical works has been 
premiered in the United States, Canada, Italy, Spain, Mexico, 
Ecuador, Colombia and Puerto Rico. 
In 2010, Guerra was awarded Runner-up by the Brandon Fradd 
Fellowship in music composition sponsored by the Cintas 
Foundation and the Frost Art Museum of Florida International 
University 2010. Four awarded compositions have been included 
on his new album entitled “Old Havana”.  
This year, Guerra was nominated by the Latin Recording Academy 
in the Best Classical Album category, with his  first album “OLD 
HAVANA” Chamber Music Vol. I. 
Web: http://www.yalilguerra.com/About_the_artist.html (2011) 

Guerra-Peixe César (Italiano) 
(1914-1993) 
Compositore brasiliano nato in Pertópolis. Si è diplomato alla 
Escola Nacional de Música do Rio de Janeiro in violino ed armonia. 
Sotto l'influenza di Kollreuter si è interessato di musica 
dodecafonica. 

Guerrero Jacinto (Español) 
Jacinto Guerrero nació en Ajofrín (Toledo) el 16 de agosto de 
1895. Su padre, director de la pequeña banda municipal del 
pueblo, le inició en la música. En 1904 ingresó como seise en la 
catedral de Toledo, donde continuó sus estudios musicales con 
Lluis Ferré, y donde fue capillero y lector de coro. Allí compuso 
una Salve a cuatro voces. 
En 1914 viaja a Madrid para estudiar en el Conservatorio gracias a 
una beca por la creación de un Himno a Toledo. En el 
Conservatorio estudiará violín, armonía y canto con muy buenos 
resultados. En Madrid se gana la vida tocando en cafés y 
celebraciones familiares, hasta que ingresa como segundo violín 
en la orquesta del Teatro Apolo de Madrid, orquesta que llegaría a 
dirigir.  
Su carrera como compositor de zarzuelas comienza el 12 de 
noviembre de 1919 con La alsaciana, estrenada en el Teatro Tívoli 
de Barcelona, se trata de una zarzuela en un acto, con libro de 
José Ramos Martín, hijo del famoso Ramos Carrión.en pocos años 
alcanzará la fama en zarzuelas y revistas. Entre sus obras 
destacan: La alsaciana (1921), La montería (Teatro del Circo de 
Zaragoza, libreto de Ramos Martín, 1923).  
Los gavilanes es su obra más famosa, estrenada el 7 de diciembre 
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de 1923 en el Teatro de la Zarzuela. Otros exitos son: Don 
Quintín el amargao, estrenada en el Apolo en 1924, sainete con 
libreto de Carlos Arniches y Antonio Estremera.  
Otra de sus obras más famosas es El huésped del Sevillano, 
estrenada en el Teatro Apolo, el diciembre de 1926, con libreto de 
Juan Ignacio Luca de Tena y Enrique Reoyo. 
Las mujeres de la cuesta (1926), El sobre verde (Teatro Apolo, 14 
de marzo de 1927, libreto de Paradas y Jiménez), La orgía dorada 
(1929), La rosa del azafrán (1930), ¡Cinco minutos nada menos! 
(1944), y La blanca doble (1947), El canastillo de fresas (1951).  
En 1948 fue nombrado presidente de la Sociedad de Autores 
Españoles. Fue comendador de las Órdenes de Isabel la Católica y 
de Alfonso X el Sabio, y medalla del Trabajo de 1ª clase. Falleció 
en Madrid, el 15 de septiembre de 1951 a causa de una 
intervención quirúrgica.  
Web: http://www.geocities.com/lazarzuela20/autorguerrero.htm 

Guillot Patrick (Français) 
Né en 1948. Elève de PONCE qui, dit-il, “‘lui enseigna la musique 
par l’étude de la guitare”. A enseigné à Paris. Partage aujourd’hui 
sa vie entre la peinture et la composition. 

Guinjoan Joan (Français) 
Né le 28 Novembre 1931 à Riudoms (Tarragona-Espagne).  
1947: Études de piano au Conservatoire du Liceo de Barcelona et 
à l'École Normale de Musique à Paris. 
1954: Premier récital de piano à la Salle Cortot de Paris, où il fixe 
sa résidence. Nombreuses tournées jusqu'en 1959. 
1961: S'oriente définitivement vers la composition et étudie avec 
le professeur Cristòfor Taltabull (Barcelona), puis, plus tard, à la 
Schola Cantorum de Paris avec Pierre Wismer et à l'O.R.T.F avec 
Jean-Étienne Marie (électroacoustique). 
1964: Réside dorénavant à Barcelone. 
1965: Crée en collaboration avec le clarinettiste Juli Panyella 
l'ensemble Instrumental “Diabolus in Musica”. 
1966: Commence un important travail de divulgation de la 
musique contemporaine à la tête de “Diabolus in Musica”, de 
divers ensembles de musique de chambre et d'orchestres 
symphoniques espagnols et étrangers. 
1968: Dirige la première version discographique espagnole de L 
'Histoire du soldat de Igor Stravinsky (collection Ensayo). 
1969: Première au Gran Teatro del Liceo de Barcelona du ballet 
Los Cinco Continentes (oeuvre subventionnée par la “Fondation 
Juan March”). 
1972:Prix de composition “Ciutat de Barcelona”. Écrit une Histoire 
de la musique publiée par “Editorial Marin”. 
1975: Tournée aux États-Unis sur invitation du Département U.S. 
Directeur des programmes musicaux “Recital” et “Pentagrama 
Siglo XX” de la Télévision espagnole. 
1978: Prix de composition “Ciutat de Barcelona”. Selectionné par 
“Radio Nacional de España” pour participer à la Tribune 
Internationale des Compositeurs. 
1979: Membre du Comité d'honneur de l'association Jean 
Barraqué (Paris). 
1981: Publication du livre Ab Origine, synthèse de sa pensée 
musicale. 
1982: Prix National du Disque (Prix à la création musicale). 
1983: Prix de composition “Reina Sofia” de la fondation Ferrer 
Salat. Pour la troisième fois, prix de composition “Ciutat de 
Barcelona”. 
1984: Invité en qualité de compositeur et chef d'orchestre au 1er 
Festival International de Musique Contemporaine de La Habana 
(Cuba). 
1985: Son oeuvre Trama est finaliste du Prix Mondial du Disque 
I.R.C.A (New-York). Nommé directeur du “Centre de 
Documentació i Difusió de la Música Contemporània” (Ajuntament 
de Barcelona). 
1988: Fondateur et directeur de la “Setmana Internacional de 
Música Contemporània” de Barcelone. Parution du livre “Joan 
Guinjoan- J.M. Mestres Quadreny” (Diàlegs a Barcelona). 
Euroradio retransmet son oeuvre Passim Trio. 
1989: Entreprend l'opéra Gaudí sur un livret de J.M. Carandell. Il 
s'agit d'une commande de la “Olimpíada Cultural” à l'occasion des 
Jeux Olympiques de Barcelone. 
1990: Prix National de la Musique. Fait “Officier des Arts et des 
Lettres” par le Gouvernement français. 

1991: Membre de la “Reial Acadèmia Catalana de Belles Arts de 
Sant Jordi” (Barcelona). 
1992: Représente l'Espagne en sa qualité de compositeur au “VIe 
Festival de Música Iberoamericana de Caracas”. Membre de la 
“Comissió Internacional de Difusió de la Cultura Catalana” de la 
generalitat de Catalunya. 
1993: Fondateur du Concours International de Composition 
Musicale “Ciutat de Tarragona”. 
1994: Membre du jury du 1er Concours International de Musique 
du XXe siècle, à Orléans. Directeur du 1er “Festival de Música del 
Segle XX” (Ajuntament de Barcelona). 
1995: Prix National de Culture (Musique) de la “Generalitat” de 
Catalogne. Membre de la S.G.A.E (Société Générale des Auteurs 
Espagnols). 
1996: Publication du livre La obra pianística de Joan Guinjoan , 
par la musicologue Rosa Fernández García (Editorial Alpuerto). 
1997 : Première mondiale de Self-Paráfrasis, par le quatuor 
Cristofori au Festival Internacional de Música y Danza de Granada. 
Publication du livre et de la vidéo Joan Guinjoan de Mrtí Rom et 
J.M. García Ferrer (Édition de l'Association d'Ingénieurs Industriels 
de Catalunya). “Catalunya Radio” lui consacre quatre programmes 
monographiques dans la série “Catalunya Música” 
1998: Naissance du “Quatuor à cordes Joan Guinjoan” (concert de 
présentation au Festival Internacional de Perelada, Espagne). 
Publication prochaine du livre Joan Guinjoan par l'écrivain Xavier 
García et le compositeur Agustí Charles (Coédition du 
Département de Culture de la generalitat de Catalunya et des 
Éditions Proa S.A.). Médaille du Mérite Artistique de la Mairie de 
Barcelone. Création de la 2ème Symphonie à Barcelone. 
1999: Invité comme Compositeur-Résident à L'Université de 
Californie de Santa Barbara. “Docteur Honoris Causa” de 
l'Université Rovira i Virgili de Tarragone, Espagne.  
Site : http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/d_g/guinjoan.htm 

Guinovart Albert (Español) 
Albert Guinovart, pianista y compositor, nació en Barcelona en 
1962 donde inició sus estudios musicales, prosiguiéndolos en 
Londres con Maria Curcio, de la que fue asistente. Ha ganado 
diversos concursos nacionales e internacionales de piano y 
composición y ha ofrecido  conciertos por numerosos países de 
Europa y Sudamérica, así como en Estados Unidos, Australia, 
Nueva Zelanda y Japón. Como intérprete ha grabado para 
Harmonia Mundi las Sonatas 3, 4 y 5 y L'automne de Isaac 
Albéniz (HMI 987007), disco que obtuvo el Premio CD Compact 
1994 y excelentes críticas a nivel mundial; la integral de Danzas 
para piano y el Concierto sin orquesta de Joaquín Turina (HMI 
987009), y recientemente, la suite para piano Goyescas de E. 
Granados (HMI 987017). Así mismo, ha registrado en la 
discográfica PICAP S.A., junto a la Cobla Mediterránea, un 
compacto dedicado a la música escrita para la formación de 
“cobla” y piano. En junio de 1998 registró, junto a la OBC y la 
cantante Ute Lemper, un disco dedicado a los tangos de salón, 
disco producido por DECCA Productions. Ha sido invitado, entre 
otras, por la “Orquestra Simfònica de Barcelona i Nacional de 
Catalunya”, la “Sydney Opera House Orquestra”, “Orquestra 
Simfònica del Vallès” y por la “Orquestra de Cadaqués”, 
interpretando bajo la dirección de L. Foster, A. García Navarro, 
Josep Pons, F. P. Decker, J. Laughram, E. Martínez Izquierdo, 
Edmon Colomer y Christopher Hogwood. Paralelamente a su 
carrera de concertista colabora con la soprano Victoria de los 
Ángeles. 
Albert Guinovart es el creador de los musicales Mar i Cel (Mar y 
Cielo) y de Flor de Nit, éste último con texto de Manuel Vázquez 
Montalbán, espectáculos producidos por el grupo teatral Dagoll 
Dagom y cuyas grabaciones se encuentran comercializadas por 
PDI. En 1990 fue premiado por la Sociedad General de Autores de 
España con el Premio Daniel Montorio. Como compositor se ha 
dedicado también a la música de películas. Su primer trabajo fue 
en la película Verónica L., una dona al meu jardí de Toni Padrós y 
Octavi Martí. Por la banda sonora de El largo invierno de Jaime 
Camino, película protagonizada por Vittorio Gassman, obtuvo en 
1992 el “Premi Nacional de Cinematografía” otorgado por la 
Generalitat de Cataluña y que se halla editada en compacto por la 
discográfica EMI (CDC 7 54652 2). También ha firmado la banda 
sonora de la película La Moños, producida por Adolfo Domínguez 
bajo la dirección de Mireia Ros. Para el medio televisivo destacan 
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sus sintonías de las series de TV3, Televisió de Catalunya, Nissaga 
de Poder, Laberint d'ombres y Nissaga, l'herència. Aparte de esta 
producción comercial, Albert Guinovart ha escrito y estrenado 
obras para piano, conjuntos de cámara, orquesta de cámara y 
orquesta sinfónica, así como la cantata Els Fills del Segle, sobre 
poesías de Miquel Desclot, para coro mixto, solistas y orquesta, 
que fue estrenada el 5 de junio de 1994 en el Palau Sant Jordi 
(Barcelona) interpretada por la OCB, cuatro solistas y 600 
cantantes de coro. 
A petición de X. Montsalvatge, ha realizado la orquestación para 
orquesta de cámara de sus óperas Babel 46 y El gato con botas. 
El 21 de abril de 1997 se estrenó la nueva orquestación de la 
ópera Goyescas, de E. Granados, encargada por la Universidad de 
Lleida con motivo de la celebración del 700 aniversario de su 
fundación y en cumplimiento de la voluntad del autor. El 1 de julio 
de 1998 se estrenó la ópera Atzar, encargo del Conservatorio del 
Liceo de Barcelona. Combinando la faceta de compositor y la de 
pianista, en otoño de 1995 creó el “Albert Guinovart Ensemble” 
donde el propio autor, junto a un cuarteto de cuerda y la cantante 
Carme Canela, interpretan sus propias creaciones. Gran parte de 
sus obras se encuentran editadas por la Editorial de música 
Boileau de Barcelona y Editorial Tritó.  
Web: 
http://www.accompositors.com/compositors/guinovarta/guinovart
a.html 

Guinovart Carles (Italiano) 
(1941) 
Compositore, pedagogo e promotore musicale, si è formato 
musicalmente a Barcelona, sua città natale. Ha proseguito gli 
studi a Parigi con O.Messiaen. Docente al Conservatorio de 
Barcelona è stato determinante nella formazione di numerosi 
compositori catalani. 

Gunsenheimer Gustav (English) 
After being expelled from Silesia at the end of the Second World 
War, he attended the humanistic high school in Bamberg (Upper 
Franconia) and after graduating from high school in 1954 
prepared himself for his future profession as a music teacher. He 
took up his first teaching post in 1956 in Serrfeld (commmunity 
Sulzdorf/Lower Franconia) after the first teaching examination, 
and since 1968 he has worked as a primary school teacher in 
Schweinfurt (Lower Franconia). 
He began his career as a musician in 1962 when he initiated the 
national teacher choir “Fränkischer Singkreis” and from then on 
directed it. In 1963 he passed the cantor examination at the 
Bayreuth Church Music School. In 1966 he received the Bavarian 
State Scholarship for a two-year course at the Mozarteum in 
Salzburg, which among other things. also included “elementary 
music and movement education”. There he also established his 
musical and personal relationship with Carl Orff. 
After his return to Schweinfurt in 1968 Gunsenheimer was 
entrusted with the direction of the oratorio choir “Liederkranz 
Schweinfurt”, which he led 1968-1997. In 1968 he founded, too, 
the music model classes there. He has been a cantor at St. Lukas 
since 1969 and in 1970 initiated the annual “Musiktage am 
Hochfeld”, for which he was able to win leading soloists, choirs 
and instrumental ensembles. As the successor to Karl Thomas, 
Gunsenheimer took over the management of the annual choir 
director week in the State Association of Evangelical Church 
Choirs after his death in 1973 and is also director of the annual 
seminar for children's choir directors. In addition, Gunsenheimer 
was the long-time choir director of the German-Austrian-Swiss 
Singing and Playing Week in Salzburg and lecturer at the 
University of Applied Sciences in Würzburg, later at the local 
Music University in the field of music therapy. For the FSB he 
works as a speaker on the regular courses and acts as a member 
of the music committee. In 1983 he was awarded the title 
“Church Music Director” and the honorary title “Choir Director”, in 
1987 the city medal in Schweinfurt and in 1990 the Federal Cross 
of Merit. His extensive compositions include choral works such as 
cantatas, motets, choral suites and movements, as well as 
instrumental works, many of which have been recorded on record 
or by radio. A list of his works was published in 1991. (Rainer 
Stelle) 

Gutiérrez Àrnol del Giorgio (Español) 
Guitarrista argentino. Naciò el 3 de Febrero de 1892 en Tres 
Arroyos, Provincia de Buenos Aires. En su infancia estudió el violin 
con el maestro Peretta; pero un dia que le oyó ejecutar en la 
guitarra, pudo apreciar con sorpresa y emoción cuáles eran los 
encantos que poseía este instrumento, así como la variedad de 
efectos que manos expertas podían sacar del mismo, motivo por 
el cual dejó el estudio del violin y comenzó el de la guitarra. 
Valido de los conocimientos que poseía, inició, solo, el estudio de 
su nuevo instrumento, adquiriendo al poco tiempo cierto dominio; 
pero como el estudio sin base metódica no hace guitarristas, sino 
que por el contrario, los lleva a un límite en que el ejecutante se 
estanca, decidió estudiar con el gran guitarrista Avelino A. 
Benegas, quien lo inició en la nueva ciencia del estudio de este 
instrumento. Con su maestro hizo una muy estrecha amistad, 
ejecutando ambos en rueda íntima o en reuniones familiares. 
Guitiérrez es un fino y delicado ejecutante, que reune estimables 
condiciones y una bien cimentada cultura, como que es 
Procurador Nacional, y, caso digno de alabarse, está sin embargo 
dedicado a la ensenanza del bello instrumento, que lleva adelante 
con el programa de la Academia Prat. (1931). 
(Domingo Prat , Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 
1934) 

Gutiérrez-Parada Ramón (Español) 
Guitarrista y compositor. Nació en el año 1874 en Orense, 
España. Hizo sus estudios en la Academia Municipal de su 
provincia, obteniendo en ellos notas elevadas. Fue nombrado 
director de una estudiantina, cosechando muchos triunfos 
artísticos en los distintos actos que se realizaron bajo su experta 
dirección. Como compositor, es autor de varias obras para 
guitarra y otras de distinto género, y como ejecutante, repetidas 
veces se ha ocupado la prensa de su región, con motivo de sus 
presentaciones. Tiene, también, en su haber, el título de miembro 
honorario de la “R. Asociación de Escritores Gallegos Lauredos”. 
(Domingo Prat , Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 
1934) 

Guzmán Josep Lluís (Español) 
Nació en Sabadell (Barcelona) el 15 de mayo de 1954. Realizó sus 
estudios de flauta travesera en el Conservatorio Superior de 
Barcelona y de contrapunto con M. Oltra. De una manera 
particular, estudió instrumentación y composición con Josep Soler 
en Badalona. 
En el campo de la música de cámara participó en la Orquestra de 
Cambra de JJ.MM. de Sabadell y en la formación del grupo de 
música barroca Quartet Laietil, con el cual dio numerosos recitales 
en todo el país e hizo grabaciones para R.N.E. Ha desarrollado su 
tarea profesional dentro del ámbito de la enseñanza en las 
escuelas de E.G.B., creando la Coral y el grupo instrumental del 
Colegio Servator de Sabadell, y participando en diversos 
encuentros organizados por el S.C.I.C. 
Obtuvo una beca del Ministerio de Cultura para asistir al curso de 
dirección coral (IX Curso Manuel de Falla) con Oriol Martorell, y ha 
seguido diversos cursillos con los profesores Willy Freivogel y 
Bárbara Held. 
Por otra parte, ha sido profesor en la Escuela de Música de Sta. 
Coloma de Gramanet y en el Conservatorio de Sabadell, donde 
fundó y dirigió la orquesta de cámara de este centro, en donde 
permaneció entre 1980 y 1985. 
Desde 1980 se ha interesado por la canción popular catalana, 
sirviéndole de ayuda para sus investigaciones el estudio del fondo 
del “Cançoner popular de Catalunya” con el que inició un trabajo 
de creación de los diferentes géneros musicales. Su obra Dos 
poemes d’Emily Dickinson fue seleccionada por la III Tribuna de 
Jóvenes Compositores de la Fundación Juan March. 
Web: 
http://digital.march.es/clamor/es/fedora/repository/atm%3A850 
(2014) 

Haapanen Perrtu (English) 
Perrtu Haapanen is a Modernist, but his idiom is like a refreshing 
typhoon within that style. “Like a true Modernist, he has sought 
and explored the bounds of his idiom in diverse ways, even 
though his works are always carefully considered and polished”, 
writes Kimmo Korhonen. His output is diverse, and many of his 
works are tinged with an original sense of humour in their sounds 
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and for instance in the invented languages of his vocal works. 
Indeed, the language aspect is of particular interest in Haapanen’s 
music – “whereas the solo sax piece Aria nearly crosses the 
boundary to language, [the chamber opera] Solity:d almost 
abandons the meaning of text”, the composer writes. 
Web: https://core.musicfinland.fi/composers/perttu-haapanen 
(2017) 

Haba Alois (Italiano) 
(1893-1973) 
Compositore ceco nato a Wisowitz morto a Praga. La sua musica 
risente notevolmente l'influenza della musica folkloristica 
slovacca. Ha composto musica microtonale per quarti di tono. 

Habe Tomaz (English) 
Born in 1947,  graduated in composition and violin, took guitar 
lessons from Stanko Prek, and composed several pieces for the 
guitar.  

Hader Widmar (English) 
Composer, was born in Elbogen, Sudetenland/West Bohemia  
(today: Loket/Czech Republic). He came as a child 1946 to Bad 
Reichenhall (Bavaria), studied 1960-1961 composition with Cesar 
Bresgen at the Mozarteum Salzburg (Austria) and 1961-1965 with 
the composer Karl Marx at the Staatliche Musikhochschule 
Stuttgart. As teacher he worked up to 1990 at the 
Kirchenmusikschule Rottenburg. 1990 he became director of the 
Sudetendeutsches Musikinstitut in Regensburg. He composed 
operas, works for orchestra, ballets, chamber music etc. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Hahn David (English) 
David Hahn is an eclectic composer who creates diverse styles of 
music ranging from the experimental sounds of electronically-
processed guitars to real-life sound collages to instrumental and 
vocal music featuring traditional instruments and voices. His 
education took place at Brown University, The New England 
Conservatory of Music, The Guildhall School of Music and Drama 
in London, and Stanford University where he received the 
doctorate in historical musicology in 1993. 
Hahn began his career in music in the 1980's as an active 
performer (on lute, guitar and mandolin), and performed with the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra, the San Francisco Symphony and 
Opera Orchestras, Boston Musica Viva, the Seattle Symphony, 
Musica nel Chiostro in Florence, and the City of London Festival. 
In the 1980's he co-founded the Boston Renaissance Ensemble 
which performed widely in the US and Europe and received the 
Noah Greenberg Award for “excellence in the performance of Early 
Music” from the American Musicological Society. He served as a 
faculty member in the Early Music Department at The New 
England Conservatory and at several independent schools. 
David Hahn is a very prolific composer and many of his pieces 
have been commissioned and performed by established 
professional ensembles and soloists throughout the United States, 
Canada, Chile and several European countries. His music has been 
released on Centaur Records. 
Web: http://www.dobermaneditions.com/en/search-
composer/p17520290.html (2010) 

Hahn David (Italiano) 
Compositore chitarrista, mandolinista e liutista statunitense. Come 
compositore, ha scritto concerti, balletti, musica per teatro, 
televisione e film. 

Hahn Gunnar (English) 
Gunnar Hahn (b. 1905, d. 2001 in Stockholm) was a composer, 
arranger and performer with a special interest in songs, 
entertainment music and folk music. In 1932 he made his debut 
as a pianist in Stockholm, and since 1936 he led his own 
ensembles in the performance of folk and dance music for 
Swedish Radio. Hahn has always had a strong interest in the 
music of Northern Sweden and is remembered especially for 
finding ways of arranging and performing folk music at a time 
when it was not considered acceptable for radio broadcast 
because it was “out of tune!” (Jon Washburn) 
Web: http://www.mic.stim.se 

Hahn Joshua (English) 
Joshua Hahn studies composition with John McDonald at Tufts 
University, where he receives frequent good-quality performances 
with student and professional ensembles. As a composer Joshua 
believes in developing a strong understanding of the performer’s 
perspective, which is why he is also a serious student of the flute. 
Joshua’s current project is a one-act opera, Intuition and Balls. 
Web: http://cadenza.typepad.com/joshuahahn/ (2011) 

Halffter Cristobal (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra spagnolo nato a Madrid nel 
1930. Allievo di Conrado Del Campo ed Alexandre Tansman, ha 
insegnato composizione al Conservatorio di Madrid. 

Hallnäs Hilding (English) 
(1903-1984) 
Hilding Hallnäs was born in the Swedish city of Halmstad, and 
grew up in a musical home where his father was a tenor in the 
male choir Orpheus’ Valets. At 21 he began studies at the Music 
Conservatory in Stockhlolm, which resulted in a diploma for the 
organ and conducting. After further studies in Paris and Leipzig, 
he became the organist in Johannebergs church in Gothenburg, 
Sweden, where he remained until he retired in 1968. He was also 
a teacher in the Orchestra School of Gothenburg until 1951, and 
chairman of Gothenburg’s Composers’ Union from 1957-1972.  
Hallnäs composed much music, orchestral and solo, for various 
instruments and voice. He became interested in composing for 
guitar at the suggestion of his friend Per-Olof Johnson, one of the 
most renowned names in Swedish guitar history. In 1968 Johnson 
and Anderssons Music Company in Malmö published Hallnäs’ first 
12 preludes for guitar, with the promise that preludes 13-24 were 
on their way. After 36 years, they still remain in Hallnäs 
handwriting, having never been published. However, through the 
patient and devoted efforts of Per-Olof Johnson, two other Hallnäs 
guitar suites were composed and published by Anderssons 
Musikförlag: Partita Amabile (1968) and Strängaspel (“string-
play”) (1975). 
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/sk/syukhtun/hilding.html 

Hand Frederic  (English) 
(1947) 
Guitarist, lutenist and composer, Frederic Hand was a part of 
several groups of early music like “The Waverly Consort” and 
“Calliope”. He was creator and director of the “Jazzantiqua” band. 
In 1986, he was appointed guitarist and lutenist at the 
Metropolitan Opera. Frederic Hand is the author of several film 
musics (Kramer vs. Kramer), and a lot of pieces for guitar. 
In “Trilogy” (1976) he merges into the fusion of jazz and classical 
languages: the second movement is inspired by the Bill Evans 
personality, while the third movement appears like a reminiscence 
of “Blue Rondo a la Turk” by Dave Brubeck which was his first 
contact in the jazz universe. 

Hanisch Eduard (English) 
Composer, born in Steinau (Kreis Neustadt/Upper Silesia, today: 
Scinawa Mala/Poland). Since 1941 he studied with Kurt von 
Wolfurt and Wilhelm Thiele at the Musikhochschule in Berlin. He 
worked as music editor at the broadcasting station NDR in 
Hamburg. He composed works for orchestra and chamber music. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Hao Tan Tuan (English) 
Tan Tuan Hao is a musician and artist who works primarily as a 
composer and performer. As a composer, Tuan Hao has 
collaborated widely, with ensembles such as: Esbjerg Ensemble 
(Denmark), Bergen Girls’ Choir (Norway), Ensemble Mosaic 
(Germany), Ensemble TM+ (France), and Ding Yi Music 
(Singapore). His work also extends to theatrical and film 
productions, encompassing collaborative projects with LASALLE 
College of the Arts (Singapore), and the National Film School of 
Danmark. 
His interests in music composition lie in the intersection of musical 
and dramatic expression, with special emphasis on developing 
new ways of expressing musical and dramatic meaning through 
performance gestures that combine musical, sonic, verbal, and 
visual elements. Tuan Hao also works with live improvisation, 
combining live performance with real-time audiovisual 
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processing.  
Tuan Hao has studied with composers such as Chong Kee Yong 
(Malaysia/Singapore), Lindsay Vickery (Australia), Jeppe Just 
Christensen, Hans Abrahamsen, and Bent Sørensen (Denmark). 
In December 2015, he debuted from the soloist class at the Royal 
Danish Academy of Music.  
Web: http://tantuanhao.dk/bio.html (2016) 

Harbison John (English) 
John Harbison is one of America's most prominent composers. 
Among his principal works are three string quartets, three 
symphonies, three operas, and the cantata The Flight Into Egypt, 
which earned him a Pulitzer Prize. Harbison has been Composer-
in-Residence with the Pittsburgh Symphony; Los Angeles 
Philharmonic; the Tanglewood, Marlboro, and Santa Fe Chamber 
Festivals; and the American Academy in Rome. His music has 
been performed by many of the world's leading ensembles, and 
more than thirty of his works have been recorded. Harbison did 
his undergraduate work at Harvard and earned an MFA from 
Princeton. Following completion of a junior fellowship at Harvard, 
he joined the faculty at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
He received a MacArthur Fellowship in 1989 and has been 
currently on the faculty of the Aspen Music Festival. 

Harrington Jeffrey (English) 
Jeffrey Harrington was born in 1955 in Forest, Mississippi. His 
mother and father were amateur musicians who played the 
popular music of the 40's and 50's for fun. In high school he 
taught himself blues and boogie-woogie piano and built a 
synthesizer from parts. He began composing when he was 17 and 
won a composition contest for a serial composition using an 
isorhythm derived from a Billy Cobham song bass line. During 
that same time, he and his friend Barney Kilpatrick began working 
at the New Orleans Jazz Festival where he was a stage hand. 
During these times he received impromptu guidance and some 
informal lessons from piano greats Professor Longhair and 
Roosevelt Sykes. He also got to set up stage and meet many 
other blues greats, (Bukka White, Snooks Eaglin, B.B. King, et al) 
and this experience formed a powerful musical and personal 
confirmation that the blues and New Orleans funk music were to 
remain a driving influence throughout his life. He also helped 
organize high school dances where they arranged for one of the 
worlds greatest funk bands, The Meters to play at both the Junior 
and Senior Proms. 
Harrington continued his composition studies at LSU and at the 
Juilliard School where he studied in the Master's program with 
Elliott Carter and Roger Sessions. He has also studied with Morton 
Subotnick, Jacob Druckman (master class), Joan LaBarbara, 
James Drew, Barbara Jazwinski and Deborah Drattell. 
In 1981 he began a series of compositions using the harmonic 
idiom of the 18th century with rhythms from jazz and African-
American music. In 1987 he returned to a more chromatic style of 
composition while retaining his interest in melody and 
counterpoint and the dramatic/developmental processes of the 
music of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. In 1990 he retracted all 
but a few of his compositions written to date (approximately 100). 
In 1991 he programmed an expert system in C (inspired by a 
book by Taniiev - Convertible Counterpoint) which assists him in 
his discovery of the contrapuntal possibilities inherent in his 
melodies. The system takes up to 6 tracks of music and 
determines (using a pre-selected harmonic rulebase) the points at 
which the melodies mesh to produce effective counterpoint. The 
system produces music files ready to audition in realtime, so he 
can simultaneously be developing a transition while he produces 
the next section of counterpoint. 
Harrington currently supports himself as a Java programmer for 
eSchool Online, a division of Classroom Connect. He's also worked 
at Children's Television Workshop where he wrote a suite of prize-
winning educational, yet silly, Sesame Street Java games, which 
were the first online games for Sesame Street and a prize-winning 
Castanet channel.. He has also been a counselor/computer 
programmer for Choice in Dying: The National Council for the 
Right to Die (now defunct) and he set up the first web site for the 
American Music Center. Harrington's vision for the American Music 
Center of a complete portal to new music with scores and MP3's 
has since been realized with their NewMusicJukeBox. He's also 

worked in the offshore oil fields of Louisiana as a galley hand, in 
music libraries at Tulane and Loyola University, and at several 
record stores including the world's first record store, Liberty Music 
(Madison Ave. behind Saks), where he met Frank Sinatra and 
learned how to sneak into Carnegie Hall. (Practice, practice, 
practice).  
Harrington's 3D visual creations have been featured in the 
prominent design magazine, I.D. and throughout the 3D web 
world.  
Harrington's music has been performed around the world (from 
Siberia to St. Louis). 
Web: http://parnasse.com/jh/blog/biography-index.html (2010) 

Harris Albert (English) 
Albert Harris was born in London, came to New York in 1938. He 
earned a Doctor of Music degree from New York College of Music, 
moved to Los Angeles in 1942 where he has been a resident since 
1942. Dr. Harris studied composition with Mary Carr Moore and 
Eugene Zador in Los Angeles, and conducting with Richard Lert. 
He is a recipient of several awards for choral pieces, songs, and 
an octet for French Horn from the Los Angeles Horn Club. 
Dr. Harris composed pieces recorded by Segovia (“Variations on a 
Theme of Handel”) and Laurindo Almeida (“Sonatina”). He has 
lectured for UCLA and the Santa Barbara Academy of the West. 
He was Assistant Musical Director for NBC from 1946-49. He has 
arranged and conducted many dramatic scores for TV and motion 
pictures and for such prominent personalities as Barbra Streisand, 
Roberta Flack, Cher and Andy Griffith. 
At present, Dr. Harris divides his activities between film 
orchestrations and private students. He is a member of Locals 47 
(Los Angeles) and 802 (New York), Composers and Lyricists Guild 
of America, ASCAP, and of the Board of Directors of the American 
Society of Music Arrangers.  
(In Suite for guitar, Columbia Music Co., 1974) 

Harrison Bryn (English) 
Bryn Harrison studied composition with Gavin Bryars at De 
Montfort University and briefly with Christian Wolff and Alvin 
Lucier during the 2001 Ostrava New Music Days in the Czech 
Republic. He received prizes at the Huddersfield Contemporary 
Music Festival in 1993 and 1995 and in 1999 was selected to 
compete for the International Gaudeamus Prize in the 
Netherlands. His music has been performed extensively in the UK 
at some of Britain¡s leading festivals and broadcast on BBC Radio 
3. He has received many performances abroad throughout 
Europe, USA and Japan. In 2001 his music was heard at major 
festivals including Wien Horgange, Ultraschall Festival, Hannover 
Biennale Neue Musik, Festival Klangspuren, ISCM World Music 
Days, Europaischer Musikmonat and the Paris Festival d¡automne. 
Web: http://www.bmic.co.uk/newvoices/harrison.htm 

Harrison Lou (English) 
Lou Harrison has been remarkably successful at capturing the 
“whole round world” of music, from exploring the infinite 
variations of East/West synthesis to plumbing the lyrical 
possibilities of serialism. Though “exotic” and “eclectic” may be 
used to describe the wonderful instrumental colors and tunings 
Harrison employs, at the center of his “world” is a firm belief in 
music's simplest and most universal elements. Whatever the 
chosen idiom, Harrison's music speaks powerfully to the heart. 

Hartig-Ware Lynn (Italiano) 
Chitarrista compositrice canadese. Ha commissionato ed eseguito 
numerose opere di compositori contemporanei. Il suo repertorio 
spazia dal repertorio classico al jazz, blues, folk e new age. 

Hartley Walter (Italiano) 
Compositore statunitense nato a Washington nel 1927. Ha 
studiato alla Eastman School of Music of the University of 
Rochester. Suoi insegnanti sono stati Burrill Phillips, Thomas 
Canning, Bernard Rogers, Howard Hanson e Dante Fiorillo. 

Harvey Jonathan (English) 
(b.1939) 
Born in Sutton Coldfield in 1939, Jonathan Harvey won a 
scholarship from Repton to St. John's College, Cambridge. He 
studied with Erwin Stein, after whose death he continued 
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composition and analysis with Hans Keller, obtaining a PhD. At 
Cambridge he was preoccupied with mystical ideas while 
becoming acquainted with procedures in medieval and 
renaissance music that were later to influence his own 
compositions. During the 1960s, Jonathan Harvey composed 
freely, responding to a wide variety of musical and religious 
experiences in his settings of medieval texts. Schoenberg, Berg, 
Messiaen and Britten were also early influences, and a broader 
base was achieved through the guidance of Hans Keller. 
During a period of postgraduate study at Glasgow University, 
Harvey played as a deputy cellist with the BBC Scottish Orchestra. 
In 1964 he joined the Music Department of Southampton 
University. It was at this time that the power of Stockhausen's 
music first had a profound effect on Harvey, inspiring him to 
explore and develop his own complex and personal musical 
language. As a Harkness Fellow at Princeton (1969-70) he came 
into contact with Milton Babbit. In the early 1980s Jonathan 
Harvey was invited by Boulez to work at IRCAM, a connection that 
has resulted in many new commissions in recent years. 
His works are now being increasingly played abroad, including his 
large scale orchestral piece, Inner Light 3 (1975), which was 
commissioned by the BBC, and first performed by the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra in 1976 at the Festival Hall, conducted by 
Michael Gielen. Another work dating from this period, Persephone 
Dream (1972), is acknowledged as a work of outstanding 
imagination and lucidity, demonstrating again this composer's 
remarkable skills in orchestration. 
The transcendental quality of Harvey's music does not lose its 
force when he focuses on the more intimate genre of chamber 
music. Among his most telling smaller-scale pieces are 
Transformations of 'Love Bade me Welcome' 1968 (clarinet and 
piano), Four Images after Yeats 1969 (piano), Correspondances 
(1975) (mezzo-soprano and piano) and Angel Eros 1973 (high 
voice and string quartet). 
Jonathan Harvey has honorary doctorates from the universities of 
Southampton and Bristol and is a Member of Academia Europaea. 
He is currently Visiting Professor of Music at the Imperial College, 
London (a post which was devised in collaboration with Sinfonia 
21 with whom he has a long-standing relationship) and is 
Honorary Professor at Sussex University. 
Web: http://www.chesternovello.com/composer/664/main.html 

Hasselmans Alphonse (Italiano) 
Arpista e compositore (Liegi, 5-III-1845 - Parigi, 19-V-1912). 
Studiò arpa a Stoccarda con G. Krtiger. Visse per qualche tempo a 
Bruxelles, ma si trasferi nel 1877 a Parigi, dove si perfezionò con 
A.-C. Prumier, al quale successe nell’84 quale prof. di arpa al 
Conservatorio, mantenendo la carica fino alla morte. Nel 1903 gli 
fu concessa la cittadinanza francese e nel 1905 fu decorato con la 
Legion d’Onore. Si affermò sia come insegnante, sia come 
concertista. Compose oltre 50 pezzi per arpa, fra cui: studi da 
concerto op.21, 35, 37, 44, 48; Orientale op.38; Gnomes, caprìèe 
caractérìstique op.49; Patrouille; Ballade. Inoltre, trascrizioni per 
arpa di opere di Mendelssohn, Saint-Saens, Schumann, Haydn e 
altri. (UTET – Dizionario della Musica e dei Musicisti) 

Hattori Tadashi (English) 
Japanese composer and conductor, died in Tokyo. He studied at 
the Eliten Keio University and was the member of the mandolin 
club. Later he became professor at the Kunitachi College of Music 
and was for many years conductor of the Keio Mandolin 
Orchestra. He composed also operas and music for orchestra, for 
radio and television, and e.g. the music for three films by Akiro 
Kurosawa. (Rainer Stelle, 2009) 

Haubenstock-Ramati Roman (Italiano) 
(1919-1994) 
Compositore israeliano di origine polacca nato a Cracovia. Ha 
studiato musicologia, filosofia e composizione. Docente di 
composizione alla Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst di 
Vienna. È vissuto a Vienna. 

Haug Hans (Italiano) 
da “Hans Haug e la Chitarra” di Alfonso D’Avino, Il Fronimo n.134, 
aprile 2006. 
(Gran parte delle notizie biografiche qui riportate provengono da 
una documentazione privata redatta dal Prof. Matthey quale testo 

di presentazione del Catalogne de l'oeuvre de Hans Haug (1970) e 
gentilmente messa a disposizione dell'autore di questo articolo). 
Figlio di Hans Haug e di Bertha Bosshardt, Hans Haug nacque il 27 
luglio 1900 a Basilea, dove frequentò le scuole primaria e 
secondaria e dove suo padre aveva una rinomata pasticceria. Sin 
da bambino sviluppò un interesse spontaneo per le belle arti, che 
si manifestò quando, ragazzine, anziché andare a scuola, si reca-
va nei musei e, non potendo pagare il biglietto - così racconta 
Renée Senn, un'amica di famiglia - lasciava quale pegno il suo 
ombrello al guardaroba. 
Questa passione per le belle arti ispirò al nostro compositore, 
molto più tardi (nel 1951), uno dei suoi balletti più originali, 
Melos, dalla trama indubbiamente autobiografica. Esso riflette le 
“aspirazioni di un giovane che esita tra le arti”, che è affascinato 
dall'architettura, dalla scultura e dalla pittura ma che alla fine 
decide di dedicarsi alla musica. 
Nel 1915 suo padre - temendo le angherie di una carriera artistica 
- lo fece assumere come apprendista presso la banca Cavin di 
Oron. Questo fu il suo primo contatto con il paese romanzo, che 
egli amò per tutta la vita. Senza aver probabilmente ricevuto 
alcuna formazione musicale preliminare, suonava l'organo nella 
chiesa di Chatillens. Ad Oron, Haug scoprì il gusto della lettura: 
una mattina, il custode del castello della città lo trovò 
addormentato sul divano della biblioteca dove evidentemente 
aveva trascorso la notte leggendo. 
Nel 1917 Haug voltò le spalle alla banca e tornò alla sua città 
natale per entrare in Conservatorio. Ricevette la sua prima 
formazione musicale da grandi maestri quali Egon Petri ed Ernest 
Levy che fu il suo insegnante di pianoforte. A Zurigo seguì anche i 
corsi di Ferruccio Busoni. Tre anni dopo, conseguiti i diplomi di 
pianoforte e violoncello, lasciò il Conservatorio per iscriversi 
all'Accademia di musica di Monaco dove studiò composizione, 
strumentazione e direzione d'orchestra sotto la guida di Walter 
Courvoisier al quale dedicò il suo Conceno per violino e piccola 
orchestra, composto nel 1924. 
In questo periodo del primo dopoguerra la vita non era facile e per 
far fronte alle loro necessità gli studenti dovevano lavorare 
duramente. Haug, come molti suoi colleghi di studi, dovette 
andare a lavorare la terra nella campagna bavarese mentre alla 
sera andava spesso a suonare il pianoforte nei bar per un misero 
guadagno. 
A Monaco Haug compose alcune pagine di musica da camera. 
Numerosi manoscritti di lavori per tenore e orchestra raggnippati 
sotto il titolo Von Pagen und Ritterminne sono degni di nota. Tra i 
poeti che ispirarono Haug citiamo i nomi di Richard Dehmel e di 
Joseph von Eichendorff. 
Nel 1924, terminati gli studi, cominciò la sua attività a Grenchen e 
a Solothurn, dove fu nominato maestro e direttore della banda 
municipale - per la quale compose marce e ouvertures - del coro 
misto e di quello femminile. Parallelamente lavorava anche con il 
coro della sinagoga di Basilea. Grazie ai numerosi concerti con 
questi ensembles Haug acquisì una grande esperienza nella 
direzione corale. 
Dal 1928 al 1934, fu vicedirettore dell'orchestra di Radio Basilea 
mentre proseguiva la sua attività di pianista e partecipava a 
numerosi concerti di musica da camera. Numerose le sue tournées 
in Francia, Germania e Italia, Paese al quale si affezionò 
particolarmente. I poeti italiani ebbero un posto preferenziale 
nella scelta dei soggetti per le sue opere sceniche: i sonetti di 
Michelangelo gli ispirarono una cantata, i testi di Poliziano 
un'opera balletto, quelli di Goldoni un'opera. È questa una 
evidente dimostrazione della sua passione per la letteratura. 
A Ginevra Haug ebbe l'incarico di dirigere l'orchestra del Kursaal 
ed ebbe così l'opportunità di allestire numerosi spettacoli con 
Josephine Baker. In questa città Haug si occupò di jazz e di 
musica leggera - generi nei quali lascia ugualmente qualche 
composizione - nonché di musica da film (storici e di attualità), 
per documentali e per la pubblicità. La varietà fu una costante 
nella sua opera. 
Dal 1935 al 1938 Haug fu direttore dell'orchestra di Radio-Sottens 
(Radio Suisse Romande), che gli fu affidata dal suo fondatore 
Gustave Doret. Questo incarico gli diede l'occasione di collaborare 
con i maggiori solisti e compositori del momento: in particolare 
egli tenne dei memorabili concerti con Ignazio Paderewsky, molto 
elogiati dalla critica e divenne amico di Jacques Dalcroze e Jean 
Binet. Al fine di proporre al pubblico di Losanna le opere popolari 
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del repertorio vocale, fondò il coro “La Chanson romande”. Nel 
1936 un altro animatore della vita musicale della Svizzera 
francese, Charles Faller, allora direttore del Conservatorio di 
Chaux-de-Fonds, gli offrì le cattedre di composizione e direzione 
d'orchestra. 
Nel 1939, Radio-Beromunster propose ad Haug la direzione della 
propria orchestra. Questo incarico gli lasciava abbastanza tempo 
per la composizione di numerosi Festspiele. Durante l'esposizione 
nazionale del 1939, la città di Zurigo gli commissionò il Festspiel 
Underem Làllekeenig, opera che testimonia l'amore col quale il 
nostro compositore coltivò il genere popolare. Durante la guerra, 
la sua partitura di Gilberte de Courgenay, personaggio popolare 
della mobilitazione 1914-1918, divenne celebre. 
Nel 1942, succedendo a Herman Lang, Haug divenne direttore del 
coro di Losanna, incarico che mantenne per ventitré anni. Nel 
1950, in occasione del duecentesimo anniversario della morte di 
Bach questo coro ottenne al Teatro alla Scala di Milano un grande 
successo. 
Nel 1944 abbandonò la Svizzera tedesca e si stabilì a Rivaz in 
Romandia. Da allora, romando di adozione, in collaborazione con 
Jean Villard Gilles, realizzò Passage de l'étoile; con suo suocero, 
Paul Budry, scrisse L'Année vigneronne; con Charles-Francois 
Landry, Terre du Rhóne. 
Dal 1947 al 1960 insegnò armonia e contrappunto al 
Conservatorio di Losanna. 
Prima del 1950 Haug era considerato un musicista di formazione 
svizzero-tedesca, la cui attività di compositore era subordinata a 
quella di direttore d'orchestra. In effetti Haug dirigeva di persona 
le opere che scriveva, anche perché non vi erano altri interpreti 
che prestassero loro un interesse particolare: da qui il gran 
numero di composizioni non più eseguite e la scarsità di partiture 
pubblicate. 
Dopo la fine della guerra, senza un incarico fisso come direttore 
d'orchestra, egli cambiò residenza e dedicò la maggior parte del 
tempo alla composizione. Stabilitosi negli immediati dintorni di 
Losanna, sempre più influenzato da Arthur Honegger e dalla 
nuova musica francese e italiana, venne da quel momento 
considerato un compositore della Svizzera francese, al quale non 
erano affatto estranee le influenze popolari dell'ambiente in cui si 
era stabilito. 
Anche se Haug aveva lasciato la Svizzera tedesca per quella 
francese sin dal 1944, abbiamo scelto il 1950 come data 
spartiacque nella sua vita artistica perché è da quel momento in 
poi che egli concentrò tutte le sue forze nella composizione 
ottenendo numerosi riconoscimenti: il suo Concertino per chitarra 
e piccola orchestra ottenne il premio dell'Accademia Chigiana di 
Siena nel 1951, mentre nel 1954 la sua opera radiofonica La 
colombe garée vinse il Premio Italia. Il 1956 fu l'anno della 
consacrazione: l'opera Orphée ricevette il premio della Società 
degli Autori e Compositori Drammatici. 
L'attività di direttore d'orchestra si ridusse a sporadici impegni con 
l'orchestra di Radio Montecarlo e a concerti all'estero, come quelli 
in Italia, documentati dagli archivi RAI che conservano i nastri 
delle registrazioni dei suoi concerti. Una prima registrazione risale 
al 31 ottobre 1956: Haug dirige l'orchestra e il coro della RAI di 
Roma; il programma comprende fra l'altro l'esecuzione della sua 
Passacaglia. Una seconda registrazione è del 13 giugno 1962: 
Haug dirige l'orchestra della RAI di Milano e il programma include 
anche il suo Michelangelo. 
Durante tutti questi anni Haug non interruppe mai la sua attività 
di insegnante. Nel I960 abbandonò l'insegnamento e lasciò 
Losanna per trascorrere gli ultimi anni della sua vita nella vicina 
città di Belmont. 
Proprio nel I960, in occasione del suo sessantesimo compleanno, 
comparve un articolo sulla “National-Zeitung”, che ci permette di 
cogliere la matrice basilense della prima produzione artistica di 
Haug e allo stesso tempo la rilevanza del suo successivo 
allontanamento. Il giornalista polemizza con la tendenza delle isti-
tuzioni musicali - e soprattutto teatrali - della città di Basilea, che 
avevano completamente ignorato le opere teatrali del loro 
concittadino negli ultimi anni: “[...] Forse sarebbe anche ora di 
verificare, in modo oggettivo, perché negli ultimi anni si è sentito 
così poco di Haug, perché, per esempio, il Teatro - vero dominio 
del compositore - da troppo tempo non ha più rappresentato 
niente di Haug. Il palcoscenico di Basilea in passato ha curato con 
particolare attenzione l'operato del suo talentuoso figlio [...]”. 

Molte delle prime opere di Haug ebbero a Basilea la loro prima 
rappresentazione. “[...] e ora che abbiamo a disposizione Die 
Narren, tratto da un lavoro di Goldoni, una delle sue opere 
comiche più divertenti (eseguita in prima a Radio Ginevra nella 
versione francese) a Basilea non incontra più alcun interesse! [...] 
per l'ennesima volta viene dimostrato che il profeta non viene mai 
ascoltato nella sua patria [...]”. 
Alla luce di quanto sopra verrebbe da domandarsi se Haug abbia 
abbandonato Basilea e, per estensione, la Svizzera tedesca; o se, 
viceversa, sia stata Basilea ad abbandonare Haug, e questi, 
terminata la guerra, senza un incarico stabile come direttore 
d'orchestra, senza teatri che rappresentassero le sue opere, abbia 
deciso di rifugiarsi nella più “accogliente” Svizzera francese, dove 
gli si offriva la possibilità di insegnare, dirigere e comporre con più 
tranquillità. Il Dizionario Enciclopedico Universale della Musica e 
dei Musicisti parla dell'incarico di insegnante al Conservatorio di 
Losanna, ricevuto da Haug dopo alcuni anni di traversie non me-
glio precisate, legate a motivi politici. Chissà che anche queste 
traversie non siano state causa del disinteresse nei confronti di 
Haug. 
Haug morì nella clinica “La Source” di Losanna il 15 settembre 
1967. Subito professori d'orchestra, musicisti e critici resero 
omaggio al compositore scomparso mentre la stampa riconobbe in 
Haug un grande nome della musica contemporanea svizzera. 
I necrologi parlavano di un Hans Haug versatile ed eclettico, “un 
umanista che si è espresso interamente nella sua opera in cui 
unisce, con talento molto personale e una sensibilità vibrante, lo 
spirito del Rinascimento e le scoperte più audaci della tecnica 
moderna”. 
“Haug ha trovato il tono e l'espressione giusti nei campi più 
svariati lasciando un'eredità enorme nel mondo strumentale, 
sinfonico, vocale, nonché teorico. La sua produzione va dalle mu-
siche per film ai giochi radiofonici, dai balletti alle opere buffe, 
scritte con abilità e sensibilità, per le quali possedeva in misura 
superiore la necessaria leggerezza, lo spumeggiante umorismo del 
basilense, il senso per la situazione comica e un carattere 
ingegnoso sia nella conduzione dall'effetto deciso delle parti 
soliste sia nell'orchestra drammaticamente potente”. 
Non vanno dimenticati i suoi scritti teorici tra cui è abbastanza 
noto Pur Feinde Klassischer Musik. Alcune opere letterarie, come 
la sua Naturharmonie e Zeitgemàsser Kontrapunkt, sono rimaste 
manoscritte. 
Infine ricordiamo i suoi studi sulle affinità tra musica e pittura, 
realizzati in collaborazione col pittore Blanc-Gatti. 

Haumont Michel (Français) 
Né le 26.12.1957. A commencé la guitare par le folk et a 
synthétisé sa personnalité musicale tout au long de 6 disques 
parus chez CARRERE et CEZAME. Nombreuses tournées. A publié 
“Initiation à la guitare Folk” et “La guitare MIDI” (Oscar Music). 

Haworth Frank (Italiano) 
(1905-1994) 
Compositore inglese nato a Liverpool, emigrato in Canada nel 
1956. Attivo come giornalista e compositore, ha composto anche 
per produzioni radio e televisive. 

Hayre Carlos (Français) 
Carlos Hayre est probablement le musicien le plus important des 
héritiers de l'antique école péruvienne créole et noire. Il naquit à 
Lima en 1928. Grand guitariste et compositeur à la solide 
formation académique et populaire à la fois, il était aussi 
contrebassiste et joueur de très cubain. Il a, à son actif, plus de 
400 oeuvres écrites pour guitare seule, en duo, avec d'autres 
instruments... Parmi les nombreux disques qu'il a enregistrés, 
seul ou avec son épouse, l'extraordinaire Alicia Maguina, éclate 
tout son talent qui a marqué l'histoire du Pérou de sa haute 
authenticité et qualité. (Javier Echecopar, n°66 / 1998 Les Cahiers 
de la Guitare et de la Musique) 

Hecho Oliver (English) 
Olivier Hecho is born in 1972 in Clichy, near Paris. In 1983, he 
started learning the classical guitar and it soon developed into a 
love story. Following his teacher Rafael Andia's recommendations, 
he began writing short pieces for the guitar. After a few years, he 
decided to immerse himself in the fascinating world of 
composition. He then devoted his efforts to studying harmony, 
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counterpoint and orchestration at the Conservatoire national de 
région de Boulogne-Billancourt. In 1995, he also took jazz 
composition for one year at the Bercovitz Music School (in 
Malakoff, near Paris). Through his many interests, Olivier Hecho 
has been brought to hold the position of archivist and arranger of 
military music for the French Army, to teach classical guitar and 
composition, to perform with opera singers and with traditional 
Spanish singers, and to animate musical tales for children. He 
currently dedicates his time to classical piano (under Catherine 
Luca) and to chamber music for classical guitar. He is also 
working toward a Licentiate in performance with Rafael Andia at 
the École Normale de Musique de Paris. Oliver Hecho has recently 
been granted a First Prize in orchestration by the Conservatoire 
national de région de Boulogne-Billancourt. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216746.2.html 

Hegaard Lars (English) 
Lars Hegaard was born in 1950 in Svendborg, Denmark. He 
learned to read music at the age of 11 and studied the guitar with 
Ingolf Olsen at the Carl Nielsen Academy of Music in Odense from 
1969, then from 1972 at the Royal Danish Academy of Music in 
Copenhagen, where he took his diploma in 1973 and his degree in 
music teaching in 1977. He has studied composition at the Royal 
Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen with Niels Viggo Bentzon 
(1975-76) and Ib Nørholm (1977-80), taking his diploma in 1980. 
Lars Hegaard also has a degree in musicology from the University 
of Copenhagen. In 1983 he was awarded the three-year grant of 
the National Arts Foundation and since then he has received 
annual working grants. In 1992 he was awarded the Poul and 
Sylvia Schierbeck Grant and in 1999 the grant of the Danish 
Composers’ Society. Besides extensive music teaching activities 
he has composed almost eighty works for different ensembles, 
from solo music to orchestral works, including three symphonies. 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/Lars_Hegaard/24059.htm 

Hegdal Magne (English) 
Born in 1944 in Gjerdrum, Norway. Public debut as a pianist in 
1969. Studied composition with Conrad Baden and Finn 
Mortensen, and received his degree in composition from Oslo 
Music Conservatory in 1972. Hegdal has taught at the State 
Academy of Music, and has written and lectured extensively about 
classical and contemporary music. For several years he was the 
principal music critic in the newspaper Dagbladet. 
During the 70’s Hegdal’s music was characterised by aleatoric 
principles. His composition technique dealt with procedures for 
chance operations, the actual music being the result of these 
operations. Without formal development in the traditional sense 
the music aimed at unpredictability within the boundaries created 
by the composer. Later Hegdal’s style of composition has 
developed towards a greater stylistic openness and a more varied 
and direct expression, but he is still concerned with the balancing 
of chance and order in his music. 
The composer’s first instrument, the piano, has a prominent 
position in his list of works. He has also written much chamber 
music and music for large ensembles and orchestra. His works 
incorporating voice have been among his most frequently 
performed, e.g. “Air” and “Make Believe Rag” (both performed at 
ISCM festivals). In 1985 “Morgensolens sange” for soloists, choir 
and orchestra was elected “Work of the Year” by the Society of 
Norwegian Composers. He has received the same distinction three 
more times, most recently in 1996 for “Grande symphonie de 
salon” (a work later shortlisted for the Nordic Council Music 
Award). In 2002 he received the Lindeman Prize. 
A project of special importance is “Herbarium” (1974-2002), an 
attempt to make music approach nature, through a combination 
of consistent structure and chance. In its final form this work has 
been performed several times and also recorded, by pianist 
Herbert Henck. Related works are “Songs and Flowers” and 
“Decett” (2007), while “Form” (string orchestra) and the clarinet 
quintet “Veränderungen ohne Thema” represent a freer and more 
personal expression. “Stort sett” for violin and piano (2005-8) 
once again deals with the relationship between art and nature. In 
this comprehensive (all evening) work different approaches to 
composition are included, from strict organization to 
improvisation.  

Web: 
http://www.ballade.no/mic.nsf/doc/art2002101119235153779812 
(2010) 

Heiller Anton (English) 
1923 Born September 15 in Vienna, Austria 
1935-41 Organ instruction with the organist of the Vienna 
Cathedral, Wilhelm Mück from 1941 Répétiteur and choirmaster 
(choir of the Vienna Association of the Friends of Music, Vienna 
Academy of Singing, Vienna Volksoper) 
1941-45 Studies at the then “Reichs” Academy of Music in Vienna 
with Bruno Seidlhofer (piano, organ, harpsichord) and Friedrich 
Reidinger (music theory and composition) 
1942 Diploma in organ and harpsichord  
1942 The Province of Styria “Joseph Marx” Music Prize 1942-45 
Military service as communications aide and as medical orderly in 
Vienna. 
1945 Marriage to the pianist and harpsichordist Ernestine (Erna) 
Hladik 1945-79 Professor for organ at the Academy of Music and 
Performing Arts in Vienna. 
From 1945 International career as soloist and conductor, frequent 
member of competition juries  
1952 First prize at the International Organ Improvisation 
Competition in Haarlem, Netherlands 
1954 Austrian National Sponsorship Prize for Choir Composition 
1956 Schott Award 
1957 Awarded the title of professor 
1960 Member of the Austrian Arts Senate 
1963 City of Vienna Culture Prize 
1968 City of Vienna Cross of Honour for Arts and Science 
1969 Grand Austrian State Award 
1978 Honorary Member of the Vienna Academy of Singing 
1979 Died on March 25 in Vienna 
Sacred music occupies the most prominent part of Heiller’s 
œuvre. The works written for his own major instrument, the 
organ, also often have their main focus on religious subjects. 
Already in his early works, Heiller is far removed from 
conservative late-romantic currents; remarkable is the consistent 
linear polyphony of his music. Polyrhythmic structures and 
polytonality are common elements, the modal tonality is often 
extended, although the chromatic is used very economically. 
Especially for the organ works, his models are Johann Nepomuk 
David and Franz Schmidt, but also already Paul Hindemith as well 
as Johann Sebastian Bach and the masters of the Flemish 
Renaissance. Among the most important works of this first period 
is the Second Organ Sonata (1947). From the mid-1950s, his 
primarily linear style is complemented by a harmonic treatment 
reminiscent of French composers. For example, the four Corpus 
Christi pieces In Festo Corporis Christi for organ (1957) show an 
affinity to works by Jehan Alain and Olivier Messiaen. In 
combination with the frequent use of dodecaphonic elements, this 
French colouring also calls to mind Frank Martin, who is Heiller's 
model for the use of tonal functionality within the twelvetone 
series. Often, twelve-tone melodies are freely harmonised, 
respectively, with an underlay of freely structured chords, as can 
be heard especially in the cantata In Principio Erat Verbum (after 
the gospel of St. John, 1965) for tenor, mixed chorus, orchestra 
and organ, or in the Stabat Mater for mixed chorus and orchestra 
(1968). A twelve-tone theme is also the structural basis for the 
three movements of the bravura Organ Concerto (1963). This 
highly effective work soon attained international acclaim, as did 
the Concerto for Harpsichord, Organ Positive and Chamber 
Orchestra (1972), in which the two solo instruments are - 
atypically for Heiller - mainly concerned with building static 
patterns which are counterpointed with a highly transparent 
orchestral setting. Modelled notably on Gregorian Chant, the 
rhythm is most often treated freely by Heiller and is determined in 
vocal works by the declamation of the text, resulting in a 
metrically free, often very complex structure. Consequently, 
meters and barlines are often relinquished, as in the eucharistic 
motet Seele Christi, Heilige Mich for mixed chorus a cappella 
(1951), respectively, the meter changes constantly, even in short 
a cappella choral settings such as Tantum Ergo I - on a twelve-
tone model (1960), O Rex gentium (1960) or Stufen (Hermann 
Hesse, 1961). One of Heiller's most important vocal-symphonic 
works was composed in this period: the oratorio François Villon 
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for speaker, soloists, chorus and orchestra (libretto by Franz Krieg 
using ballades by Villon in free translation, 1956), whose main 
subject is the divergence between the artist and the human being. 
One of the most popular among the later works is the strongly 
rhythmical Dance Toccata for organ (1970) with its several 
thematically linked episodes of an emphatic dance-like character. 
The works of the 1970s are characterised, on the one hand, by 
increasingly dissonant chord-configurations, as in the Jubilatio for 
organ (1976), and on the other by a simpler, more transparent 
treatment, as in the Small Partita “Erhalt uns, Herr, bei Deinem 
Wort” for organ (1977). (Christian Heindl, transl. by Nicolas 
Radulescu). (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Heilmann Harald (English) 
Composer, born in Aue (Saxonia). Since 1946 he studied at the 
Musikhochschule Lipsia with Wilhelm Weismann (composition), 
Kurt Dippner (piano) and Egon Bölsche (conducting), 1950-1952 
at the Academy of Arts in Berlin with Hanns Eisler (composition) 
and afterwards in Cologne with Frank Martin (composition). He 
became lector of three publishing houses. Since 1958  he is 
freelance composer. He composed church music, works for 
orchestra, chamber music. (Rainer Stelle) 

Heininen Paavo (English) 
Paavo Heininen (born 13 January 1938) is a composer, essayist 
and pianist. A highly revered figure in Finnish musical circles, he is 
known as a prolific composer of chamber music, vocal music, 
piano and orchestral works. He composed two operas during the 
1980s: The Knife (1985-88) and The Damask Drum (1981-83). 
He also guided a generation of young composers at the Sibelius 
Academy during a teaching career of more than thirty years. 
Heininen's natural starting point was from the beginning 
modernism; and he has remained true to his own ideas and ideals 
throughout his entire career. According to him, there is no need to 
change direction since to him, modernism means being open to all 
the possibilities that exist.  
Heininen’s Adagio…concerto per orchestra in forma di 
variazioni…(1963/66) is regarded as a one of the cornerstones of 
Finnish dodecaphony. Heininen started exploring electro-acoustic 
music during the latter half of the 1970s and the potential of the 
computer in the early 1980s. His key works from that period 
include the tape composition Maiandros (1977) and the orchestral 
Dia (1979). Heininen has also produced a wealth of intrumental 
music, among them the Discantus I for alto flute (1965) and the 
Poesia squillante ed incandescente – Sonata per pianoforte 
(1974).  
During the 1990s the stylistic spectrum expanded resulting in two 
“jazzy” works for big band (Wolfstock and Bookends, 1996-97) 
and, among others, orchestral works for the large Opus 66 (Music 
for Strings) containing a number of dance-like suites in 2-8 
movements. He also composed a Violin Concerto in 1999. 
Heininen’s recent works include his fifth symphony (2001-02), the 
Piano Trio Op. 91 (2002-03), the Concerto for Piano and 
Orchestra No. 4 (2004-05), Mazurki (2001) for piano and Täällä 
(Here) (2003) for piano and organ.  
The reconstructions of works by Aarre Merikanto, his former 
teacher, constitute a chapter in themselves in Heininen's output. 
In his violin concerto A Notion (Tuuminki) (1993) Heininen also 
inhabits the world of Merikanto, and indeed the title continues 
with the words “of what might have been Aarre Merikanto's 3rd 
Violin Concerto”. Vocal music is, however, perhaps closest to 
Heininen's heart because of his passion for texts: the marriage of 
word and music is, in his opinion, something unique, allowing the 
composer and the poet to express more together than they could 
ever do alone. 
Web: http://www.fennicagehrman.fi/comp_heininen.htm 

Heinze Walter (English) 
(1943) 
Student of Jorge Martinez Zarate and Graciela Pomponio for guitar 
playing, Walter Heinze divides his time between concertizing, 
composing and teaching at the Instituto de Musica of Santa Fe 
(Argentina). Walter Heinze’s music is deeply imbued by the 
Argentina folk music with the typical rhythms of the different 
regions of Argentina.  

Helguera Juan (English) 
Mexican composer and guitarist is originally from Mérida, Yucatán. 
Some of his works for solo guitar are: 12 Studies, Impressions, 
Homage to Satie, Dos Chants to Villa-Lobos, De Poetas, Homage 
to Silvestre Revueltas, Experiences, Mangoreana, Suite Surefla 
and Círculos. His music has been performed in Spain, France, 
Italy, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, Russia, Canada, United States, 
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Martinique, Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, 
Uruguay and Chile. His radio program “La guitarra en el Mundo” 
(Ths guitar in the world) for Radio UNAM (National University of 
Mexico) is on the air since 1971. He did features for the Mexican 
television channels 11 and 13. Among others Helguera wrote for 
the magazine “Sucesos para todos” and the newspaper El Dia.   
Form 1983 to 1985 Juan Helguera was the president of the Liga 
de Compositores de Música de Concierto de México. The 1st 
Festival and Competition of Taxco (1991) was dedicated to him. 
He published the books “La guitarra en México” (1996) and 
“Conversaciones con guitarristas” (2001). 
Web: http://www.guitarrisimo.com/partituras_en.shtml 

Heller Barbara (English) 
The composer, born in Ludwigshafen on 1936, studied music in 
Mannheim and Munich. From 1958 until 1962, she taught piano at 
the Staatliche Hochschule für Musik und Theater in Mannheim. 
After composition studies with Hans Vogt in Mannheim, Harald 
Genzmer in Munich and M. Lavagnino (film music) in Siena she 
went to Darmstadt in 1963 where she is still living and working as 
a free-lance composer and pianist. As a founder member of the 
board of the 'Internationaler Arbeitskreis Frau und Musik', she 
has, since 1978, devoted herself to the works of forgotten female 
composers; research, teaching and editorial work in the field of 
'Women and music' occupy a large part in the group's work. Her 
own compositional Suvre consists mainly of piano and chamber 
music, and in recent years vocal works, too. 
Web: http://www.schott-english.com 

Henking Christian (English) 
Born 14.1.1961 
Henking was born in Basel. After graduating from high school he 
studied music theory with Theo Hirsbrunner at Bern 
Conservatoire. Later he studied band leadership with Dr. Ewald 
Korner. He studied composition with Cristobal Halffter, Dimitri 
Terzakis and Edison Denissow. Today he is leader of the Bern 
Amadeus Choir and teaches at Bern Conservatoire.  

Henze Bruno (English) 
Bruno Henze was born on May 12th 1900 in Berlin. His father Carl 
Henze (1872- 1946), a pioneer of music for plucked strings, gave 
him his first guitar lessons. The child Bruno played his first 
Carcassi-soli during performances of the Berliner Mandolinen- und 
Lauten-Orchester. He taught guitar from 1915 to his death. As 
early as 1920 he founded a guitar-choir and his first compositions 
were published in 1921, from 1922 to 1926 he studied harp, piano 
and composition at the Hochschule für Musik. In 1922 a concert 
critic wrote about a chamber-music evening with guitar: “Bruno 
Henze has a perfect touch and so prevents the usual side-effect 
sounds in cantilena and accompaniment”. He played harp in 
several orchestras in central and west Germany. From 1932 he 
worked in Berlin, as guitarist and harpist at several theatres of 
Max Reinhardt and with the Philharmonisches Orchester; founded 
1932 with Willi Schlinske (1st Terzgitarre), Gerhard Tucholski 
(2nd Terzgitarre) and Erich Bürger (Primgitarre) the Berliner 
Gitarrenquartett, in which he took the Quintbassgitarre. He often 
told of the difficult radio-recordings, always live, and that with 
those sensitive gut strings! To his chagrin he was called up during 
the war but often freed from duty for film work. From 1946 he 
was harpist in the Friedrichstadtpalast in Berlin-Mitte, founded the 
Berliner Zupforchester (Orchestra of Plucked Instruments, 1950-
1953). In 1950 he began to publish his guitar school “Das 
Gitarrespiel” (17 volumes). From 1954 to 1978 he taught a very 
active guitar-class at the music-school in Berlin-Wedding, founded 
there in 1955 the Gitarrenchor, still performing regularly under 
the name of Gitarrenensemble “Bruno Henze”. Whilst the Berlin 
Wall stood (from 1961) he kept active contact with musical 
colleagues in the East, particularly with “his” guitar-maker Adolf 
Meinel in Markneukirchen, and always visited the Exhibition in 
Lipsia. Sadly he was not to see the fall of the Wall, as he passed 
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away on February 10th 1978 in Berlin. His most prominent pupils 
are Erich Bürger, Adalbert Quadt, Hans-Lutz Niessen, Yvonne 
Gaes, Dieter Rumstig, Friedhelm Steltner, Egon Puls, Bernd 
Romahn, Rolf Kaiser and Christian Bänsch. His compositions, 
arrangements and didactic works are found at the publishers 
Hofmeister, Köster, Zimmermann and Trekel. His partner Else 
Goguel, once a pupil and duo-partner, later for 50 years herself a 
guitar teacher, looks after his inheritance with the assistance of 
his pupil Rainer Stelle. His house in Berlin-Kreuzberg was marked 
by the City on May 12th 1991 with a remembrance plaque.  
Völker Höh recorded two CD‘s with compositions by Bruno Henze: 
In 2012 the CD „SoloDuoTrioQuartett - Deutsche Gitarrenmusik” 
(Naxos 8.551291) with compositions by  Bruno Henze, Heinrich 
Albert und Simon Schneider was published and in 2015 the CD 
„Berliner Romantik” (Naxos 8.551375) exclusively with 
compositions by Bruno Henze was published. The sheet music 
with many unpublished works of Bruno Henze was published 
2012-2015 in volumes (Joachim Trekel Musikverlag). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Henze Carl (English) 
Guitarist, mandolinist and teacher, was born in Berlin and died in 
Potsdam (near Berlin). At first he learnt zither; in the years 1886-
1890 he studied guitar with Wilhelm Conrad in Berlin. In 1888 
Conrad founded the first Berlin mandolin club - with Carl Henze 
and Reinhold Vorpahl. In 1890 the Neapolitan mandolin virtuoso 
Michele Fasano visited Berlin. Carl Henze studied mandolin with 
him, and the ‚Mandolin Sextett Michele Fasano‘ was founded: 
They toured twice (1892-1896) through Germany, Luxemburg, 
Belgium, Netherlands, France, England, Switzerland. During those 
tours he continued studying mandolin with Fasano and also 
completed his guitar studies with Auguste Zurfluh in Paris. In 
1896 up to his death he was teacher for guitar and mandolin in 
Berlin. He founded his own educational institute ,Lehrinstitut für 
Mandoline und Gitarre’ - called also ‚Henze‘sches Gitarre 
Pädagogium‘. His best known pupils are Bruno Henze, Marianne 
Geyer, Josef Müsch, Hans-Lutz Niessen, Günther Schmidt. In 
1914 he united his two mandolin orchestras ‚Con amore‘ and 
‚Sempre sonore‘ into the ‚Berliner Mandolinen- und 
Lautenorchester von 1896‘. This was up to 1933 the leading 
plucked string orchestra in Berlin (broadcasting and disks). In 
1934 he left Berlin and settled down in Potsdam, conducted two 
plucked string orchestras ,M.-C.Sonate‘ (Berlin) and ‚Potsdamer 
Mandolinenorchester 1907 und Frohsinn‘ up to 1945. He 
composed about hundred works for guitar and about fifty works 
for Zupforchester as well as hundreds of arrangements for 
Zupforchester and mandolin quartet. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Henze Hans Werner  (English) 
Born in Westphalia in 1926, Henze received his earliest musical 
training against the background of the rise of Nazism in Germany; 
his realisation that all the modernist music, art and literature that 
stimulated him most profoundly had been condemned by the 
Nazis ingrained in him the belief in the potential of art to be 
genuinely subversive, inspiring a tendency that was to surface 
explicitly in his work thirty years later.  After the Second World 
War he resumed his formal education by studying with Wolfgang 
Fortner, and composed the first pieces that he still acknowledges 
in an elegant neo-Classical style, which mingled Stravinsky and 
Hindemith while already demonstrating the innate lyrical gift that 
has characterised Henze's music in all its phases. In the late 
1940s, however, he began to attend the Darmstadt summer 
schools and realised the value of serialism.  But, typically, he did 
not follow many of his contemporaries in embracing the technique 
to the exclusion of all else, and instead fused it with his neo-
Classical style. The Violin Concerto (1947) first put this synthesis 
into practice, and it served also for his first opera, “Boulevard 
Solitude”. 
In 1953, Henze left Germany to live in Italy.  The change of 
scenery brought a new richness and colour into his music, an 
expressive world that was celebrated in the opera “King Stag” 
(1955), and, over the following ten years, in a sequence of operas 
each with their attendant satellite works in response to a 
seemingly endless supply of commissions.  “Elegy for Young 
Lovers” (1961) and “The Bassarids” (1965), both to librettos by 

W.H. Auden and Chester Kallman, belong to this period, as do the 
oratorio “Novae de infinito laudes” (1962) and the cantata “Being 
Beauteous” (1963).  With “The Bassarids” Henze reached a 
stylistic turning-point, and during the second half of the 1960s he 
began to look for ways of combining his new musical interests 
with his increasing commitment to radical politics.  Works such as 
“The Raft of the Medusa” (1968), the Sixth Symphony (1969) and 
the “recital” for baritone and instruments “El Cimarrón” (1970), 
show his music becoming more angular, and suppressing its 
lyrical style.  The musical climax of Henze's explicit political 
engagement was reached in the early 1970s, with the completion 
of the eclectic song-cycle. “Voices” (1973) and the “actions for 
music” “We Come to the River”, to a text by Edward Bond, first 
staged at Covent Garden in 1976. In its aftermath Henze turned 
to more traditional forms, producing three string quartets as well 
as his Seventh Symphony in the late 1970s and early 1980s; “The 
English Cat”, again to a satirical libretto by Bond, was constructed 
as a “number opera” from a sequence of traditional closed forms. 
But with “Das verratene Meer”, after a novel by Yukio Mishima, 
first performed in 1990, he returned to the through-composed 
music dramas of the early 1960s, though the score also betrays 
the influence on his work of Monteverdi's “Il ritorno d'Ulisse in 
patria”, of which he made a sumptuous new realisation in 1981.  
In the early 1990s Henze's work was dominated by the 
composition of an instrumental Requiem, dedicated to the 
memory of Michael Vyner, the former director of the London 
Sinfonietta. These nine “spiritual concertos” were first performed 
complete in 1993, and that year also saw the premiere of his 
Eighth Symphony with the Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted 
by Seiji Ozawa. In January 1997 the Bavarian State Opera gave 
the premiere of “Venus and Adonis”, and in November of the 
same year the Berlin Philharmonic introduced his Ninth Symphony 
conducted by Ingo Metzmacher. In 1999, he composed his Tenth 
Symphony which will be given its world première at the Lucerne 
Festival (Switzerland) in 2002, by Sir Simon Rattle. 
Web: http://www.schott-
english.com/nocache/smi_en/autoren/KomponistenAZ/ 

Herbison Jeraldine Saunders (English) 
Jeraldine Saunders Herbison is a native of Richmond, Virginia. She 
earned her bachelor's degree from Virginia State College (now 
Virginia State University) where she studied theory and 
composition with Undine Smith Moore. She also attended the 
University of Michigan division of the National Music Camp, 
University of Alaska, Central Connecticut State University and 
Hampton University. She is a retired teacher of orchestral music 
in the secondary schools of Virginia and Maryland. A violinist, she 
has performed with several college and community orchestras. 
Her compositions include many instrumental chamber works, 
orchestra pieces, and vocal works. Several of her cello works have 
been performed at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C. 
Her Cello Concerto No. 1 was commissioned and performed by the 
Afro-American Chamber Music Society. Saltarello is from Five 
Short Pieces for Cello and Piano, Op. 30. 
Web: http://www.hildegard.com/composer_detail.php?id=86 
(2011) 
 
Jeraldine Saunders Herbison (b. January 9,1941) is a native of 
Richmond, Virginia. She earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Music Education from Virginia State College in 1963. She majored 
in Violin and minored in voice and piano. Teachers who greatly 
influenced her compositional techniques were Undine Smith 
Moore, of Virginia State University, and Dr. Thomas Clark of the 
the University of Michigan division of the National Music Camp at 
Interlochen. From1963 to July,1998, she taught and directed 
string orchestra music in the public schools of Maryland, North 
Carolina and Virginia. In the summer of 1979, she was elected 
Honorary Composer at the National Music Camp at Interlochen. 
Her first cello pieces were performed on the Composers Forum of 
The National Black Colloquem Competition at the Kennedy Center 
for the Performing Arts, In 1980. Cello Concerto No.1 was 
commissioned and performed by the Afro-American Chamber 
Music Society in California, and her Concertino for Viola and 
Chamber Orchestra commissioned by the same group, was 
performed by Beverly Baker and the Richmond Philharmonic in 
1996. In 1997 her Promenade was performed by Richmond 
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Symphony in their Harmony Series. In 1997, the Hampton 
University, Department of Fine and Performing Arts featured 
Jeraldine's works on the Symposium of Black Women Composers. 
Her string music is published by Velke Publishing Company, in 
Glen Echo, Maryland. Her piano and chamber works with piano 
are listed in books by DeLermo, Selma Epstein and Helen Walker 
Hill. Jeraldine is a member of the National Association of 
Composers USA, the Society of Composers Inc. and the American 
Composers Forum. In addtion to composing, She currently plays 
violin with the HICO String Quartet, and the Norfolk State 
University Orchestra. She plays viola in the York River Community 
Orchestra. 
Web: http://www.music-usa.org/nacusa-ma/all_bios.html (2011) 

Herchenröder Martin (English) 
Martin Herchenröder has been professor of composition, music 
theory, and organ at the University of Siegen in Germany since 
1994. In 1998, he was a guest artist at the University of British 
Columbia. Since 2008, he has regularly visited the Eastman 
School of Music in New York as a guest professor in organ and 
composition. He has given classes and lectures at schools and 
universities worldwide, including the Musikhochschule Köln, the 
Musikhochschule Bremen, the University of Chicago, McGill 
University in Montreal, and the Juilliard School of Music in New 
York. 
At the Musikhochschule Köln, Martin Herchenröder studied organ 
with Ludger Lohmann and Wolfgang Stockmeier and music theory 
and composition with Jürg Baur and Hans Werner Henze, as well 
as music education and church music. He has also studied 
musicology and German at the Universität zu Köln. 
His compositions have been presented internationally by 
performers such as Markus Stockhausen (trumpet), Alban 
Gerhardt and Michael Sanderling (cello), Hans Davidsson and 
Werner Jacob (organ), and the Arditti Quartet, and he has 
received commissions from various German cities and orchestras 
and from the Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR). He has also 
received awards from organizations such as the Deutscher 
Musikrat, the DAAD, and the Fulbright Program, as well as the 
Märkisches Stipendium für Bildende Kunst. His compositions have 
been published by Bärenreiter and others. 
His repertoire as an organist spans the Renaissance to the 
present, with focus on the works of J.S. Bach and the music of the 
20th century; he has premiered many pieces. He has recorded for 
the WDR and for labels such as Koch Schwann and FFFZ. 
As a musicologist, he has published mainly on music theory and 
contemporary music, including organ music. Among his 
publications are a book on the organ works of György Ligeti and 
an edition of the late works by Bengt Hambraeus. 
Web: http://www.organacademy.se/faculty/martin-herchenroder/ 
(2015) 

Hernandez Rafael (English) 
Rafael Hernandez was born in Bethesda, Maryland in 1975, 
though he considers himself a native of Virginia Beach, Virginia, 
where he grew up. He earned his Bachelor of Music degree from 
Virginia Commonwealth University in 1998 and his Master of Music 
degree from The University of Texas at Austin in 2001. Currently 
he is a Chancellor's Fellow at Indiana University, where he 
working towards a DM in music composition. Studies have 
included Sven-David Sandström, Don Freund, P.Q. Phan, Sydney 
Hodkinson, Keith Fitch, Dan Welcher, Donald Grantham, Russell 
Pinkston, Peter Knell, and Allan Blank. 
Some of Rafael’s accomplishments include a BMI Student 
Composer Award for PASTICHE (1997) in 1998, participating in 
the Oregon Bach Festival's Composer Symposium in 2000, and 
having his orchestra piece, MAN EXPANDING (1999), read by the 
American Composers Orchestra during the 2000 Whitaker New 
Music Reading Sessions and premiered by the University of Texas 
Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Kevin Noe in 2001. In 
addition, Rafael has been an artist associate at the Atlantic Center 
for the Arts and, in 2003, will be a composition fellow at the 2003 
Ernst Bloch Festival in Newport. Oregon. In 2001, he was awarded 
the Margaret Lee Crofts Fellowship from the Tanglewood Music 
Center to study composition. Most recently, Rafael was 
commissioned by the Boston University Tanglewood Institute to 
write a work for wind ensemble. This work, INCONURVANNA 

(2001), was premiered by the Boston University Young Artists 
Wind Ensemble under the direction of Frank Battisti on August 
2nd, 2001 in Ozawa Hall at the Tanglewood Music Center. Recent 
commissions and happenings include a commission from guitarist 
Bret Hoag for a set of solo guitar pieces, a commission from the 
Noné Trio, a recording of PASTICHE by the Cramped Spaces 
piano/percussion ensemble of Terre Haute, IN to be released in 
the summer of 2003. 
Rafael cites his major influences as Maurice Ravel, Samuel Barber, 
and Béla Bartók. In addition to these great composers, Rafael is 
greatly inspired by the music of Stevie Wonder, progressive rock 
greats like King Crimson and Dream Theater, and the multiple 
genres of hip-hop and electronica. His music is primarily focused 
on sonority and color projected with forceful grace. 
Rafael's passion for compositional pedagogy is evidenced in his 
activities as a teacher of composition and general musicianship. A 
staunch advocate of incorporating technology in the music 
classroom, Rafael has been active in studying and implementing 
different forms of electronic media that allow the student greater 
access to musical resources. This has included the implementation 
of a “paperless” course in Free Counterpoint for undergraduates at 
Indiana University. The materials for this course were digitally 
composed and/or gathered and distributed to the students in the 
form of PDF files, Power Point lectures, and MP3 audio examples 
via a web interface. 
Rafael currently lives in Bloomington, Indiana with his wife, 
Rachel, and his daughter, Novlyne. (October 2004) 
Web: http://www.thenewstyle.org 

Hespos Hans-Joachim (Italiano) 
Nato nel 1938, Hespos ha iniziato sin dal 1964 a comporre musica 
considerata “estrema” dal normale standard della nuova musica 
tedesca. Hespos scrive senza alcun compromesso donando alla 
sua musica un’incomparabile forza senza eguali. Inspirato da 
Artaud e Adorno, ogni sua forma di composizione “libera” se 
stessa durante l’atto stesso della composizione. Ognuno dei suoi 
lavori, qualunque sia la sua natura, è difficile analizzarlo se non 
come un’oggetto artistico. La musica di Hespos non sa dove andrà 
nel momento successivo, né quando terminerà; in altre parole, 
egli compone senza sapere cosa accadrà l’attimo seguente e 
quando sarà la fine del brano. Molti dei lavori di Hespos sono 
spesso inusuali e richiedono un’estrema domanda di risorse 
interpretative. La domanda che Hespos pone ai suoi interpreti è 
estrema e non convenzionale non solo in termini di riproduzione 
del suono, (in molte sue composizioni alcune sue richieste sono 
quasi impossibili da realizzare); ma i musicisti stessi vengono 
chiamati a coordinarsi fra loro in relazione agli altri musicisti e alla 
completa partitura del lavoro senza l’aiuto del direttore 
d’orchestra. Questo rigorosa disciplina sulla responsabilità 
individuale-collettiva è estesa da Hespos nei lavori orchestrali, 
spesso suscitando aspre critiche nel mondo musicale. Molti critici 
hanno addirittura scritto che questo pensiero di Hespos altro non 
è che una ridicola utopia. Dal 1999 Hespos e’ stato il leader di 
un’innovativo “workshop-project” chiamato “extending-
composition” presso I’Universita’ di Musica e Teatro di Rostock; ha 
insegnato all’università della Musica di Colonia ed è stato 
professore ospite all’Universitè della Musica di Vienna. Dal 2001 è 
“composer in residence” alla Staatsoper di Hannover. 

Hétu Jacques (English) 
(CBC News February 10, 2010) 
Quebec classical composer Jacques Hétu died Tuesday at his 
home near Montreal after a battle with cancer. He was 71. 
The musician had been receiving palliative care at his home since 
September, when he learned that his lung cancer had 
metastasized. 
Just 10 days earlier, he was honoured for lifetime achievement at 
the annual Opus Awards for classical music. Colleagues who have 
played, conducted and commissioned his work, including Walter 
Boudreau, Alain Trudel, Jacques Lacombe and Lise Beauchamp, 
hailed him as a “unique voice” in classical composition. 
Hétu was a professor of music for more than 40 years at Laval 
University, University of Montreal and University of Quebec in 
Montreal. He taught music analysis and established classes in 
composition at Laval and was a professor of composition in 
Montreal. Orchestras throughout Canada have commissioned his 
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music, including the symphony orchestras of Montreal, Toronto, 
Quebec City, Edmonton and Ottawa. 
In 1990, Hétu toured with the National Arts Centre Orchestra in 
Germany, Denmark and Great Britain, with Pinchas Zukerman 
conducting two of his works — Third Symphony (1971) 
and Antinomie (1977). 
His Images de la Révolution, commissioned by the Montreal 
Symphony Orchestra for the bicentenary of the French Revolution, 
was performed by the New York Philharmonic, under the direction 
of Charles Dutoit. He has been in demand as a composer because 
of work that is well-structured, skillfully orchestrated, lyric and 
filled with emotion. 
Hétu was born in Trois-Rivières on Aug. 8, 1938, and studied 
composition with Clermont Pépin at the Montreal Conservatory, 
where he won prizes in harmony, counterpoint and composition. 
In 1961, he won the composition prize at the Festival du Québec, 
the prestigious Prix d'Europe and a Canada Council award. He 
continued his studies with Henri Dutilleux in Paris and took Olivier 
Messiaen's class in analysis at the Conservatoire de Paris. He 
returned to Quebec in 1963 and began teaching at Laval. As his 
reputation as a composer grew, he created commissions for 
Robert Cram, Yegor Dyachkov, André Laplante, Alvaro Pierri, the 
Vancouver New Music Society, the CBC Orchestra and many 
others. 
Glenn Gould has played his Variations for Piano and singer Joseph 
Rouleau called on him to produce a work for voice and 
orchestra, Les Abimes du rêve. 
His repertoire comprises more than 80 works, including: 
Five symphonies. 
15 concertos. 
An opera, Le Prix, composed in 1992 for the opening of Salle 
Pierre-Mercure in Montreal. 
Numerous chamber works. 
Music for the film Au Pays de Zom by Gilles Groulx. 
Among his last public appearances was a performance Jan. 14 in 
Montreal of Concerto for two guitars by the Montreal's Orchestre 
Métropolitain, conducted by Yannick Nézet-Séguin. 
Hétu had hoped to attend the premiere of his 5th 
Symphony which is scheduled for March 3 during the New 
Creations Festival in Toronto. 
He is a multiple winner of the SOCAN prize for new classical 
music, a member of the Order of Quebec and the Order of 
Canada. 
Web: http://www.cbc.ca/arts/music/story/2010/02/10/jacques-
hetu.html 

Heuser Andreas (English) 
Andreas Heuser is a traveller between different musical worlds. 
Whilst drawing from various musical backgrounds he creates a 
border defying melange with his guitar solo work and takes the 
listener on a journey to unknown musical territories. „Guitarist 
bursts all genres” (WAZ Dortmund); „...It`s been a while since 
such electrifying music has been written and played” (Harburger 
Anzeigen und Nachrichten). 
Selftaught beginnings, classical and jazz guitar training, years of 
practical involvement with non-european music (mainly middle 
eastern music) were the stages of his musical development which 
influenced his technique as well as his compositions. He is a 
unique composer, a skilful player and improviser who utilizes a 
broad spectrum of techniques and expressions. The range of 
instruments he uses is impressive: 10-string and 6-string classical 
guitars, 8-string steelstring guitar, requinto (a small guitar 
sounding a fifth higher) glissentar, electric guitar, electric violin.  
The additional range of the 10-string and 8-string guitars and the 
high pitch of the requinto open up the usual guitar sound allowing 
him to broaden his technical and composing possibilities. 
With his brilliant and varied technique he fuses elements from 
classical, jazzy, oriental and latin american sources into some 
unique compositions: rhythmicly gripping / lyrically thougtful 
enhanced through by exciting improvisations. 
Characteristic for his live performances are the excellent sound 
quality and the skilful use of electronics which allow him to 
present a sonic range from gently caressing the strings to 
percussive eruptions. 
His duo work with Kazim Calisgan and his ensemble playing with 
Transorient Orchestra, Nefes in Motion and Violet Quartet further 

extends his stylistic approach. 
Web: http://www.andreasheuser.com/andreas_e.html (2013) 

Heusinger Detlef (English) 
Born 1956 in Frankfurt/ Main, Detlef Heusinger studied 
composition, conducting, music theory and German studies and 
Philosophy, as well as Guitar, Lute and Piano at the 
Musikhochschules in Bremen, Cologne and Freiburg and at the 
Albert-Ludwigs-University Freiburg. His most influential professors 
include Hans Werner Henze, Klaus Huber and Luciano Ortis 
(composition), Mesias Maiguashca (electronic music), Francis 
Travis (conducting) and Hubert Käppel (guitar). 
He has received numerous prizes and stipends for his 
compositional work, including the Rome Award of the “Villa 
Massimo”, and stipends from the “Cité des Artes” (Paris), the 
Heinrich-Strobel-Stiftung of the SWF (SWR) and the Baldreit-
Stipend of the City of Baden-Baden. 
Central to his work are his pieces for the stage such as Der 
Turm (premiered 1989 at the Bremen 
Theatre), Babylon (premiered 1997 in Schwetzingen) and Schwarz 
Rot Gold (premiered 1998 in Frankfurt/Main), and the dance/ 
theatre pieces Totem + Tabu (premiered 1992 in Hannover) 
and Volx Muzak (premiered 1993 in Schauspielhaus Bochum) as 
well as being active in the realm of live electronics since 1983, 
when he began his discourse with Luigi Nono, Hans Peter Haller 
and the other associates of the Experimentalstudio. In 1993 he 
created – acting as producer and director – his first music film, 
the Video-Opera, Pandora I&II, commissioned by Radio Bremen, 
which was followed by Sintflut in 2001, commissioned by SWR 
and the SF DRS. 
He has participated as a commissioned composer and conductor 
in festivals such as the Darmstadt New Music Days, the Styrian 
Autumn Festival (Graz), the Presteigne Festival (GB), Darmstadt 
International Summer Courses for New Music, the Festival 
Antidogma Musica-Torino, the Schleswig-Holstein Music Festival, 
the Dresdner Tage der zeitgenössischen Musik, the Romaeuropa 
Festival, the Berlin Festival Weeks, the Schwetzingen Festival, the 
Warsaw Autumn and the Donaueschingen Music Festival. 
Among interpreters of Heusingers music are such renowned 
names as the Arditti Quartet, the Auryn Quartet, the Ensemble 
Modern, ensemble recherche, Ensemble SurPlus, Yun Märkl 
conducting the SDR Orchestra, Lothar Zagrosek with the SWR 
Orchestra and Sian Edwards with the HR Orchestra. 
In addition to his work as a composer, Detlef Heusinger taught 
from 1990-1996 at the Hochschule der Künste in Bremen and led 
a conducting course at the Mürztaler Musikwerkstatt. 
Detlef Heusinger has been active since 1991 as a director of opera 
and dance in Germany, France, Italy, Poland, Austria and 
Switzerland, and was the artistic director of the Rossini-Festival in 
Rügen from 1993-1995. He has staged, among others, 
Handel's Orlando, Rossini's La Cenerentola and Il Barbiere di 
Siviglia, Donizetti's Don Pasquale and L'Elisir d'Amore, Saint-
Saën's Samson und Dalila, Offenbach's Les Brigands, Britten's The 
Prodigal Son as well as his own worksTotem + Tabu, Volx 
Muzak and Schwarz Rot Gold. 
Articles concerning the work of Detlef Heusinger that have been 
published include “Sintflut 2001” (NOMOS-Verlag, Baden-Baden 
2002) and “MATERIAL Zum Werk von 1978 bis 1998” (Dt. 
Akademie - Villa Massimo, Rome 1999), as well as television 
portraits presented in ARTE. 
Detlef Heusinger has been the artistic director of the 
EXPERIMENTALSTUDIO since October 2006. 
Web: http://www.swr.de (2011) 

Hewitt David (English) 
David Hewitt was an accomplished solo artist and a composer who 
further helped to popularise the classical guitar with several 
commercial recordings, which involved him in some collaborative 
work with black composers and musicians. 

Hijmans Bram (English) 
Bram Hijmans (1932-1996) studied composition and theory at the 
music conservatorys of Utrecht and Amsterdam. He teached at 
several conservatorys and municipal music schools and was leader 
and conductor of the Noordhollands Youth orchestra and several 
other youth- and amateur orchestra's for many years. Besides 
that, he was very active in society as a member of the board of 
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the Gehrels Association, editor of “De Pyramide”, chairman of the 
Convention of Managing directors of Music schools in Noord-
Holland, town councillor in his residence Heemskerk. Once retired 
he started the music publishing company “Nieuwe Lente”. His 
compositions were mainly written for music practice and could be 
named as naïev music. (after analogy of naïev paintings) He 
composed for allmost every medium and received many 
commissions and prices.  
After his dead many valuable manuscripts were found at his attic, 
most of them written in the beginning of his career. Several 
symphonys, song cycles, chamber works etc. were found and are 
now made available for publication. 
Web: http://redfrogmusic.biz/Composers.htm 

Hill Adam (English) 
Adam Hill is a composer and bassist originally from Cleveland, 
Ohio.  He currently lives in Squamish, British Columbia where he 
is a doctoral candidate in music composition at the University of 
British Columbia. A recipient of awards and grants by SCI/ASCAP, 
the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation, and the Wildacres Retreat, he 
has also studied at Western Washington University and Whitman 
College and served on the faculties of Western Washington 
University and the Cascade School of Music. 

Hilprecht Uwe (English) 
He studied composition and conducting from 1957 to 1962 at the 
German Academy of Music Berlin, the current Academy of Music 
'Hanns Eisler'. After engagements at various theaters and a 
Kapellmeister activity in Rostock (1968-1970) he turned to acting 
music and working with actors. From 1971 to 1974 he was a 
lecturer at the drama school 'Ernst Busch', after which he was a 
member of the „Deutsches Theater Berlin” until 2003, where he 
composed the stage music for numerous productions. Twice he 
received the Critics' Prize of the „Berliner Zeitung”. Repeatedly he 
also designed recitals of actors at the Deutsches Theater, starting 
with the 'German Folksongs' directed by Adolf Dresen (1976) on 
the 'Berliner Lieder' e.g. with Kurt Böwe (1987), the evening 'A 
Yearning ...' with Dagmar Manzel, Kathrin Klein, Daniel 
Morgenroth and Jochen Kowalski (1995) to Dagmar Manzel's solo 
recital 'Ich bin ein Wesen leicht Art' (2003). Since 2010 he is 
director and arranger of the 'Salonorchester Unter'n Linden' in 
which members of the Staatskapelle Berlin perform together with 
the soloists Winnie Böwe, Dagmar Manzel and Jochen Kowalski. 
Uwe Hilprecht has edited operettas by Offenbach for the Deutsche 
Theater and the Berliner Ensemble, which are played by other 
houses. He also worked for television, for the record and for 
audiobooks. (Rainer Stelle) 

Hilster Ries de (English) 
Pianist, guitarist and bassonist, born in the Hague, died in Laren 
(near Hilversum) . He studied music theory, bassoon and piano at 
the conservatory in the Hague. As a guitarist he is self-taught, but 
learnt much through his association with Andrés Segovia and 
especially with Ida Presti. From 1945 up to c.1982 he was 
responsible for guitar education at the Musiklyceum Hilversum. 
Until 1950 he was bossoonist in Hilversum’s Radio Philharmonisch 
Orkest and 1950-1955 with the Concertgebouw Orkest of 
Amsterdam. At the same time he performed as guitar soloist. In 
1948 de Hilster founded the association ‘Constantijn Huygens’ of 
Dutch and Belgian guitarists. From its inception up until 1960, he 
was chairman of this association and editor of the bimonthly 
periodical ‘Constantijn Huygens’ (1951-1960). During that time he 
organized many guitar festivals in Holland, and he was 
instrumental in bringing many famous guitarists to play in Dutch 
concert halls. Since 1955 he was teacher in several music 
institutions. At the conservatory of Tilburg he taught his most 
gifted student Nelly van der Velden (* 1940), whom he later 
married. In 1959 they made their debut as a guitar duo. Nelly de 
Hilster is a well-known soloist who has great success with 
recordings of studies bei Aguado and Carcassi. Other remarkable 
students of Ries de Hilster are Atti Jonkers. Jo Coolen, Paula 
Oremus, Lydia Kennedy. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Himelrajh Viktor (English) 
Born in the city of Cepun in 1922, is a guitar-lover who started to 
practice on this instrument when he was young. Later, working as 

a professional artist (professor of art in various schools in Osijek), 
Himelrajh continued to study the instrument, paying special 
attention to guitar history, pedagogy, and even a flamenco 
playing style. He self-published different albums and collections of 
guitar works, which included dozens of his own pieces. (Uros 
Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II Croatia, 
2003) 

Hindemith Paul (English) 
Paul Hindemith was born in Hanau on 16 November 1895. He 
studied at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt/Main violin and 
composition with Adolf Rebner, Arnold Mendelssohn, Bernhard 
Sekles and Fritz Bassermann.  At the age of 20 he became first 
violin of the Frankfurt Opera Orchestra.  He had the possibility to 
play string quartets during his army service, after which he 
returned to Frankfurt, playing  the viola-part in the Amar Quartett 
from 1921 to 1929. In 1921 he was involved in the foundation of 
the Donaueschinger Musiktage, where the first performance of his 
string quartet op. 22 secured him great reputation.  In 1927 
Hindemith was appointed professor for composition at the 
Hochschule für Musik in Berlin and in 1929, he gave the first 
performance of William Walton's Viola Concerto. Hindemith's 
career as a composer prospered in the thirties, but - as did many 
others – he suffered with the advent of Hitler and after 1933, his 
works dissappeared from the concert programmes. He became a 
exile first in Switzerland (1938), then in America (1940), taking 
the american citizenship in 1946 and lecturing at the Yale 
University.  In 1951 he accepted the position of a professor in 
Zurich where he finally settled in 1953. Not only as a leading 
composer of our century, but also as conductor, teacher, 
performer and philosopher Hindemith has obtained an assured 
place in musical history.  Hindemith's oeuvre includes 
compositions of every genre: orchestral works, solo-concertos, 
chamber music for various instruments, choral works, lieder, 
operas and ballets.  As a musical theoretician he is the author of 
numerous books and essays. He died in Frankfurt in 1963.  
Web: http://www.schott-english.com 

Hindemith Paul (Italiano) 
Nato ad Hanau, in Germania, nel 1895, Hindemith si rivela abile 
violinista fin da fanciullo e nel 1909 entra al conservatorio di 
Francoforte. Molto presto intraprende la pratica musicale e nel 
1915 diviene primo violino all’Opera di Francoforte. Passa quindi 
alla viola e nel 1921 fonda il quartetto Amar-Hindemith con il 
quale compie numerose tournées. Contemporaneamente si fa 
conoscere come compositore con opere che gli procurano la fama 
di enfant terrible della musica. L’avvento del nazismo scatena 
contro di lui una violenta campagna e la sua musica viene 
annoverata tra l’arte degenerata, nonostante riproponga in 
termini moderni uno stile legato alla tradizione tedesca del 
contrappunto. Costretto a lasciare la Germania, dapprima 
Hindemith raggiunge la Turchia, dove il governo lo incarica di 
riorganizzare la vita musicale del paese: infine, dopo un breve 
soggiorno in Svizzera, durante la Seconda guerra mondiale si 
trasferisce negli Stati Uniti come insegnante nei corsi estivi di 
Tanglewood e all’università di Yale. Nel 1947 rientra in Europa e 
dopo qualche anno si stabilisce definitivamente in Svizzera dove, 
a partire dal 1951, insegna all’università di Zurigo. Muore a 
Francoforte nel 1963. 

Hindson Matthew (English) 
Matthew Hindson (b. 1968) studied composition at the University 
of Sydney and at the University of Melbourne with composers 
including Peter Sculthorpe, Eric Gross, Brenton Broadstock and 
Ross Edwards. Hindson’s works have been performed by 
ensembles and orchestras throughout his native Australia, 
including most of its professional symphony orchestras and 
chamber groups. Overseas, his compositions have been presented 
in New Zealand, Germany, France, Austria, the UK, Holland, 
Portugal, the USA, Japan, Malaysia, Canada and Thailand, and 
have been featured at such key events as the 1994 and 2000 
Gaudeamus Music Weeks in Amsterdam, the 1997 ISCM Festival 
in Copenhagen and  the 1998 Paris Composers Rostrum. 
Web: http://www.fabermusic.com 

Hinojosa Javier (Italiano) 
Javier Hinojosa (Città del Messico, 1933-2013), concertista di 

http://www.schott-english.com/nocache/smi_en/autoren/KomponistenAZ/2,a80c4df73b3.html�
http://www.fabermusic.com/serverside/composers/Details.asp?ID=HINDSON,%20MATTHEW�
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chitarra barocca e musicologo a cui spetta il merito di aver 
contribuito, attraverso accurate analisi filologiche, alla 
rivalutazione della chitarra barocca e alla diffusione del suo vasto 
repertorio. Ha intrapreso gli studi musicali alla Escuela Nacional de 
Música di Città del Messico frequentando successivamente 
l’Accademia Musicale Chigiana di Siena con i maestri Emilio Pujol 
(vihuela e chitarra barocca) e Sergiu Celibidache (Fenomenologia 
Musicale).  
All’intensa attività concertistica ha affiancato quella didattica 
insegnando a Parigi all’Ecóle Nationale de Musique e dal 2001 al 
Conservatorio Nacional de Musica di Città del Messico. 

Hirsh Alan (English) 
Composer/guitarist Alan Hirsh received his BFA from theUniversity 
of Arizona in composition and his master's nd doctorate degrees 
in composition from the Peabody Institute of the John Hopkins 
University. Hirsh currently resides in Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina where he is the Music Director at Bishop-McGuinness 
Catholic High School and the artistic director of the Piedmont 
Guitar Orchestra. He has composed and arranged extensively for 
the guitar in solo and ensemble mediums. At the GFA 2000 
festival, Hirsh was invited to codirect the first ever US/Mexico 
Guitar Orchestra which also debuted his work 'New Dawn'. 
(Guitare Diffusion News n.95, October 2005) 

Hladky Karel (English) 
Immediately after World War II Karel Hladky (1914 -1962) started 
to play professionally and compose for the guitar, as well as to 
carry on with very attive pedagogie work. One of the oldest 
known classic al guitar piece made in that period is for sure 
Hladky’s composition “Bells of Gonars.” The music was composed 
in 1942 during the time Hladky spent in a concentration camp in 
Gonars in Italy. Being lucky enough to survive this tragic period, 
soon after, in 1944, he published his first Guitar School, in 
Ljubljana, which is at the same time the first Slovenian didactic 
method officially presented after the war. Hladky was also a very 
interesting guitar figure in Slovenia. As a grown man, he attended 
the Music Academy and in 1952 graduated in composition. With a 
great talent for music he was a fine, mostly self-taught, guitarist, 
with a good technique, and managed to assemble even before the 
war a large group of guitar enthusiasts and lovers around him. 
Among them was Joze Tursic and Stane Kranjc. (Uros Dojcinovic: 
Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.III Slovenia, 2003) 

Hoch Francesco  (English) 
Born 14.2.1943  
Hoch was born in Lugano and studied for his diploma in 
composition (Franco Donatoni) and singing (Ada Jesi) at the 
Giuseppe Verdi Conservatoire in Milan, where he also studied 
conducting (Franco Caracciolo, Mario Gusella) and electronic 
music (Angelo Paccagnini). He has followed courses in 
composition at Darmstadt with Karlheinz Stockhausen and Gyorgy 
Ligeti, and in Padua with Sylvano Bussotti and Domenico 
Guaccero. He has composed since 1968. He now teaches and 
writes about contemporary music on a freelance basis. He is a 
founder member of “OGGImusica”, a contemporary music 
association based in Lugano. He lives and teaches music in the 
Canton of Tessin.  

Hoffman Stan (English) 
Born in Rochester, New York, in 1951, Hoffman received a B.Mus. 
in Composition (1973) from the University of Michigan, studying 
with William Albright, George Cacioppo, and Leslie Bassett. In 
1975 he received a M.A. in musicology and ethnomusicology 
(1975), also at the University of Michigan, studying with Judith 
Becker and William P. Malm. His master’s thesis, Epistemology 
and Music in Java, won the Charles Seeger Prize from the Society 
for Ethnomusicology (1974). In 2004, he received a M.M. in 
Composition from the New England Conservatory of Music under 
Michael Gandolfi. 

Hofmeyr Hendrik (English) 
Hofmeyr, Hendrik (b. November 20, 1957, Cape Town). South 
African composer of stage, orchestral, chamber, choral, vocal, and 
piano works that have been performed in Africa, Asia, Europe, and 
North America. 
Dr. Hofmeyr studied piano as a child. He studied musicology at 

the University of Cape Town from 1976-79, where he earned his 
BMus, and later studied piano with Laura Searle there in 1980-81 
and earned his MMus. He then studied piano with Alessandro 
Specchi at the Conservatorio Cherubini in Florence from 1981-83 
and conducting with Alessandro Pinzauti there from 1986-89, as 
well as composition with Ivan Vandor at the Conservatorio G.B. 
Martini in Bologna from 1983-86. He earned his DMus by 
publication at the University of Cape Town in 1999. 
Among his honors are First Prize in the South African Opera 
competition (1987, for The Fall of the House of Usher) and the 
Nederburg Prize for Opera (1988, for the production of this same 
work). He also obtained First Prize in the Cinema – La Colonna 
Sonora competition in Trento (1988, for Immagini da 'Il cielo 
sopra Berlino'). More recently, he won First Prize in the Concours 
Musical International Reine Elisabeth de Belgique (1997, for 
Raptus) and Second Prize (no First Prize was awarded) in the 
Dimitris Mitropoulos competition in Athens (1997, for Byzantium). 
Dr. Hofmeyr lectured on analysis, music history, music theory, 
and other subjects at the University of Stellenbosch from 1992-
98. He has taught analysis, conducting, harmony, music history, 
and music theory at the University of Cape Town since 1998, 
where he has been Associate Professor since 2000. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/hofmeyrh.htm (2010) 

Höger Anton (English) 
Was born 1956 in Munich, he studied guitar with Betho Davezac 
and Oscar Caceres (Paris) and composition with Gerard Rheyne 
(Lyon). He was awarded first and second prize in the International 
Competition for Guitar and Chambermusic (Berlin, 1989) and has 
written music for Alvaro Pierri, Assad Guitar Duo and Kronos 
Quartet. He has written many works for guitar solo and ensemble, 
several having been published by Edition Lemoine (Paris) and 
Zimmermann (Frankfurt). 

Holmes Jeffrey (English) 
Jeffrey Holmes was born in Los Angeles, California, and holds a 
BM degree from the San Francisco Conservatory and a MM and 
DMA from the University of Southern California. His music has 
been performed at festivals in Darmstadt (Germany), “Microfest” 
in Los Angeles (CA), at the Chamber Music Conference and 
Composer’s Forum of the East in Bennington (Vermont), and in 
venues such as Carnegie Hall (New York), the Historic Dvorak 
Museum (Prague, Czech Republic), and the Chapelle historique de 
Bon-Pasteur (Montreal, Canada). He has received commissions, 
performances and awards from various groups including The 
American Composers Forum, ASCAP, The Penderecki String 
Quartet, The California Institute of the Arts Orchestra, USC 
Thornton Symphony, Society of Composers INC, Piano Spheres, 
Los Angeles Percussion Quartet, Society for Chromatic Art, 
Inauthentica, The Nimbus Institute, Trio Terroir, and others. He 
has been on the faculty of the University of Southern California, 
and is currently Professor of Composition at Chapman University’s 
Conservatory of Music. He is published by Doberman-Yppan. 
Web: http://www.chapman.edu/music/faculty/holmes.asp (2011) 

Holmes Leonie (English) 
Leonie Holmes was born in Auckland in 1962 and studied at the 
University of Auckland from 1980-85, completing a BMus and 
MMus (1st class Hons), and LTCL (teaching) in piano. She was 
appointed the first Composer-in-Residence at the Nelson School of 
Music in 1986, and upon returning to Auckland combined clerical 
work at the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music with 
freelance composing and teaching. In 1989 she was appointed 
Composer-in-Schools and as a result of this work she developed a 
special interest in music education, and is currently freelancing as 
a composer while continuing to teach composition and creative 
music in schools and privately. She also gives regular workshops 
on methods of teaching creative music-making and composing. In 
1997 she was Composer-in-Residence with the Auckland 
Philharmonia Orchestra. She has served on the Composers' 
Advisory Panel of the Centre for New Zealand Music. 

Homs Joaquín (Español) 
Joaquim Homs i Oller nació en Barcelona el 21 de agosto de 1906. 
En 1922 acaba sus estudios de bachillerato y de profesor de 
violonchelo. Hasta 1929, ademas de actuar como violonchelista 
practica el piano y la composicion de forma autodidacta, cursando 
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a la vez la carrera de ingeniero. Durante varios periodos desde 
1931 al 38 amplia sus conocimientos musicales con el compositor 
Robert Gerhard (Valls 1896 - Cambridge 1970), discipulo de 
Pedrell y Schoenberg. Asimismo, como tantos otros compositores 
de su generacion, Homs planteara desde los primeros momentos 
la necesidad de resolver el problema que suscita la crisis de la 
tonalidad. Curiosamente llega a una solucion que le acerca al 
dodecafonismo schoenberguiano, sistema que, tras algunos 
tanteos efectuados en unas cuantas de sus primeras obras, 
adoptara definitivamente en el curso de los aqos cincuenta.  La 
produccion musical de Joaquim Homs cuenta con 181 obras (124 
instrumentales y 57 vocales) de las que se han estrenado tres en 
los Festivales Internacionales de la S.I.M.C. en Parms (1937), 
Varsovia (1939) y Estocolmo (1956); once en los Festivales 
Internacionales de Musica de Barcelona y cinco en otros Festivales 
Internacionales de España, Francia e Inglaterra. Gran parte de sus 
composiciones han figurado en conciertos y emisoras de radio en 
España y en el extranjero. Joaquim Homs ha escrito diversas 
obras por encargo del Ministerio de Cultura, Educacion y Ciencia, 
del Monasterio de Montserrat, la Orquesta Ciudad de Barcelona, la 
Fundacion Isaac Albeniz, el Festival Internacional de Musica de 
Barcelona-1980, la II Semana Internacional de Musica 
Contemporanea de Barcelona-1989, y el XL Festival Internacional 
de Mzsica y Danza de Granada-1991, entre otros. Desde 1928 ha 
colaborado en mzltiples diarios y revistas musicales. En 1965 
traduce y prologa el libro de Rudolph Reti: Tonality, atonality, 
pantonality y, en 1987, la catedra de Musicologma de la 
Universidad de Oviedo publica su libro: Robert Gerhard y su obra. 
En 1967 obtuvo el premio Ciutat de Barcelona por su obra 
Preshncies para orquesta. En 1981, el Ayuntamiento de Barcelona 
le otorgs la Medalla de oro al Mirito Artmstico, en 1986, la 
Generalitat de Catalunya le impuso la Creu de Sant Jordi y en 
mayo de 1988 ingresa en la Reial Acadhmia de Belles Arts de St. 
Jordi como miembro electo, En 1993, el Ministerio de Cultura 
espaqol le concede la Medalla de Oro al Mirito en las Bellas Artes. 
En 1994, recibe el Premi d'Honor de la Musica Catalana. 
Entre diversas conmemoraciones en ocasisn de su 80 aniversario 
hay que destacar el homenaje que le rindis el Festival 
Internacional de Musica de Barcelona en octubre de 1986 con el 
estreno de su cantata Cantics a la Creacis, con la colaboracisn del 
London Oratory Choir. Junto con Gerhard, su maestro y amigo, 
Homs ha sido el introductor de la ticnica serial en Espaqa a 
principios de los aqos treinta lo cual significarma el inicio de un 
proceso renovador que lograrma situar la mzsica espaqola en un 
nivel internacional. En 1947 se funds la Associacis Catalana de 
Compositors siendo Homs su primer presidente. Segun comenta el 
propio Homs: He compuesto siempre partiendo de unos 
materiales determinados, ahondando en su lenguaje sonoro 
dejandome llevar libre y emocionalmente por ellos con la intencisn 
de conseguir que no se agoten las sorpresas y los secretos en una 
sola audicion. La tarde del 9 de septiembre de 2003 fallece en su 
casa de Barcelona a los 97 aqos de edad. 
Web: http://www.arrakis.es/~dedeo/04d-homs.htm 

Hoover Jeffrey (English) 
Jeffrey Hoover was born on September 11, 1959, in Anderson, 
Indiana. He holds a Ph.D. in Fine Arts (Composition and 
Interdisciplinary Fine Arts) from Texas Tech University, as well as 
a M.M. and Bch.Sc. from Ball State University. Dr. Hoover is the 
Associate Dean of Arts and Communication at Illinois Central 
College, East Peoria, Illinois. 
Jeffrey Hoover's work - music ranging from soloist to symphony 
orchestra - has received recognition through the prestigious 
Trieste prize, awards from Mu Phi Epsilon, the Lancaster Fine Arts 
Festival, grants, publications fellowships and over 20 
commissions.  He is a member of the ACME roster of Mu Phi 
Epsilon, recognised for distinguished achievement as a composer. 
One aspect of his work is the combination of his music with his 
own paintings, creating unique interdisciplinary works. His 
paintings, in professional exhibitions, can be appreciated for their 
own value, or in concert, where the audience has an opportunity 
to hear his music and see his art at the same time. 
Hoover's experience as a conductor and performer has included 
orchestra, jazz ensemble, concert band, and choir, performing 
and conducting his own music as well as the music of other 
composers. As producer of “New Music Today” concerts, he has 

been active in bringing together the audience, performer and 
composer. 
Web: 
http://jeffrey.hoover.home.insightbb.com/Biography_Frame.htm 
(2010) 

Hoover Katherine (English) 
(American, b. Elkins, West Virginia, 1937) 
Katherine Hoover was born in West Virginia and resides in New 
York, where she maintains an active career as composer, 
conductor, and flutist. She attended Eastman, Bryn Mawr, Yale 
and the Manhattan School of Music. She is a flutist and teacher as 
well as composer. She has written choral and vocal solo works, 
but her major output is instrumental, especially flute. She has 
taught at Juilliard and the Manhattan School of Music, but now 
works with graduate students in composition and flute at Teachers 
College, Columbia University. 

Hough Matthew (English) 
Matthew Hough (b. 1981) is a Brooklyn-based composer and 
guitarist. Raised in upstate New York, Hough moved to New York 
City in 1999. Once in NYC, Hough co-founded the groups Zs 
(2000), Galoshes (2002), Seductive Sprigs (2005), and 
Music=quals (2008). In 2012, Brooklyn label Original Abstractions 
released Remembered States, the first full-length album 
comprised solely of Hough’s compositions. 
Hough’s recent works have been performed and/or presented by 
Wet Ink, Iktus Percussion, the Machine Project, soprano Rachel 
Payne, violinist Joshua Modney, Freeport Schools, Red Light New 
Music, Loadbang, Yarn/Wire and others. Hough’s current projects 
include solo works for organist Meghann Wilhoite and 
percussionist Ian Antonio, as well as a collection of ensemble 
pieces set to texts by Ian Gallagher. 
Hough has received awards, grants and/or other recognition from 
the American Music Center, Pollock-Krasner Foundation, 
Minnesota Orchestra, New York Youth Symphony, WNYC’s Q2 
Music and Ithaca College. Hough holds a DMA from the Manhattan 
School of Music, where he studied composition with Reiko Fueting 
and guitar with Jack Wilkins. Hough currently serves on the 
faculties of Columbia University and Nyack College, where he 
teaches composition, theory and ear training classes. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/MatthewHough (2019) 

Houghton Mark (English) 
Described by Classical Guitar Magazine as 'an outstanding 
guitarist/composer', Mark Houghton was born in Liverpool in 1959 
and began playing guitar at the age of 7. He was initially tutored 
by his father. His family showed a general interest in music and 
his brother Graeme showed talent as a Jazz drummer and 
percussionist. 
Mark made his stage debut at the age of 12 and became a regular 
stage performer throughout the Northwest of England at this 
time. In the late 1970's his regular stage work led to several vinyl 
recordings, playing electric and Classical guitars. 
From 1988, Mark studied Classical guitar with Stanley Yates and 
during this period received private tuition from Stepan Rak on the 
performance of Rak's music.  
From 1996, after becoming a member of the Hoylake Chamber 
Music Society, Mark combined an intensive study of chamber 
music repertoire (primarily string ensemble and piano trio) with 
the production of several hundred arrangements for guitar 
ensemble. He also produced his first original compositions for 
guitar.  
Mark was also awarded an Associate Diploma in guitar 
performance from the London College of Music (for which, after 
receiving high pass marks, he was chosen to play at the annual 
Lloyd-Webber Concert - the only guitarist to do so). 
In August 2000 Mark won the Chris Kilvington Memorial Prize - 
held at Dillington Music Festival and Summer School - for his 
guitar quartet 'Symphonic Dance No. 1' which was subsequently 
published by Corda Music Publications and performed at the 
Dillington Festival. 
Mark has several original works for one, two, three and four 
guitars published by Lathkill Music, which also includes two 
volumes of Baroque arrangements for guitar duo. Mark also has 
solo pieces included in the Stanley Yates Repertoire Series 
(published by Mel Bay). 

http://www.arrakis.es/~dedeo/04d-homs.htm�
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In 2003, Mark's works have been given first performances by 
internationally acclaimed guitarist/ music scholar Stanley Yates 
(Sonatina Op. 39), Appassionata Trio (Sonata Andaluz Op. 30), 
Milena & Valentin Valchev Guitar Duo (Phantasy Op. 42) and 
Bleasdale/Heywood Guitar Duo (Impressions Op. 41), the latter 
naming their debut CD after the premiered works, 'Impressions'. 
Recently, a chamber work for Flute, Guitar, Cello and percussion 
was commissioned by the Italian virtuoso guitarist Eros Roselli. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216747.2.html 

Houghton Phillip (English) 
Originally trained as an artist, Phillip Houghton began music 
studies at the age of 20, receiving advice and encouragement 
from the late John Champ, one of Australias greatest pianists, 
music educator and radio broadcaster. 
Phillip studied classical guitar with Sebastian Jorgensen at the 
artists colony Montsalvat, in Eltham Victoria where he later lived 
and worked. As a guitarist Phillip toured extensively and was 
recorded by the ABC before deciding in 1980 to leave 
performance and concentrate on composition. Australian 
composers Hellen Gifford and Peter Mumme encouraged his 
developing style. He has written for theatre, dance and film 
(including John Dingwall's feature The Custodian and the Plasmo 
animation series by Tony Lawrence). 
As a composer Phillip is self taught and his compositions reflect 
the influence of many styles: classical, jazz, rock, ambient and 
world music. His early influences include the music of Jimi 
Hendrix, The Beatles, Led Zeppelin, King Crimson, Gryphon, 
Gong, Miles Davis, Satie, Debussy, Ravel, Riley, Crumb and Eno, 
while his work continues to reflect a strong interest in art, 
mythology and the environment. 
Houghton's guitar music has been performed and recorded by 
leading musicians, including John Williams, Carlos Bonell, John 
Mills, Nicholas Goluses, Timothy Kain, Guitar Trek, Karin Schaupp, 
Slava Grigoryan, Gareth Koch, Anthony Field, Peter Constant and 
Marion Schaap (ZOO DUO). Some 20 of his guitar solos, published 
by Moonstone Music, are on the national syllabus (AMEB) and he 
is also represented in the new Benjamin Verdery Guitar Series for 
Frederick Harris Publishers. 
At the 1990 Adelaide Festival, John Williams premiered 
Houghton's work for guitar solo 'Stele'. This performance was 
recorded and televised by ABC Tv. This piece appears on the John 
Williams CD 'The Guitarist'. 
In 1995, guitarists Peter Constant and Marion Schaap (ZOO Duo) 
received financial assistance from the Australia Council to produce 
their CD of Houghton's works “Light on the Edge”. This CD was 
nominated in the 1997 ABC Record of the Year awards.  
Houghton has adjudicated at the Darwin Int. Gt. Competition, the 
Australian Gt. Competition, and been an examiner and given 
masterclasses / lectures at universities and conservatoriums. At 
the 2000 Australian Gt. competition & Festival Houghton 
presented a lecture on the 'creative process', and in 2002 was 
invited to teach and lecture at the University of Colorado by (Head 
of Guitar) Charles Wolzien. 
In 1990 Houghton established Moonstone Music Publications, a 
'small cottage industry' through which he could publish his music. 
Web: http://www.philliphoughton.com.au/ (2015) 

Hovda Eleanor (English) 
The music of composer and dancer, Eleanor Hovda (1940 to 
2009), has been performed extensively in the United States and 
abroad at such venues and events as Tanglewood, the Bang on a 
Can Festival, Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center (several venues), Miller 
Hall (Manhattan School of Music), Merkin Hall and the 
Kitchen (Manhattan), The Strathmore (Maryland), the Alternative 
Museum (online), Purcell Room (London), the American Academy 
(Rome), the American Center (Paris), the WDR (Cologne), 
Cerventino Festival and the New Music Forum (Mexico), Holland 
Festival (Amsterdam), and at colleges and universities such as 
princeton, Harvard, Yale, and Columbia. The many other cities in 
which Hovda's music has been performed include Vienna, Madrid, 
Barcelona, Tokyo, and Asahikawa. A collaboration with 
Baryshnikov's White Oak Dance Project resulted in a premiere at 
the Brooklyn Academy of Music in 1997 and a subsequent national 
tour. 
Her stature as a composer has resulted in performances and 

commissions by such prominent ensembles as the Netherlands 
Wind Ensemble, KlangForum (Vienna), the Cassatt and Kronos 
string quartets, Zeitgeist New Music Ensemble (Minneapolis), 
Bang on a Can All-Stars, the San Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players, the Boston Musica Viva, the California Ear Unit, and the 
St. Louis Symphany Orchestra. 
Hovda has held academic appointments as Professor and 
Composer-in-Residence at such institutions as Princeton, Yale, 
and Bard College. Music and dance appointments include 
residencies at Sarah Lawrence College, Wesleyan University, the 
College of St. Scholastica, and the American Dance Festival. 
This celebrated composer and dancer earned her Bachelor of Arts 
in music at American University in Washington, D.C. and her 
Master of Fine Arts in Dance at Sarah Lawrence College. 
Web: http://www.neuma-music.com/hovda_bio.htm 

Hovhaness Alan (English) 
The American composer Alan Hovhaness (1911-2000) long 
traveled highly individualistic compositional terrain, unaffected by 
the trends of the twentieth century, writing music of sublime 
beauty. Combining elements of Oriental and Armenian music with 
his own personal modal style, his music achieves a mystic quality, 
which to the casual  
listener might border on ‘New Age’. While Hovhaness’ 
compositions may contain a harmonic language similar to that 
genre, they also encompass beautiful landscapes full of tightly 
wound canons, expansive chorales, and the balanced architecture 
of classical form. 

Hoyos Raúl de los (English) 
Raúl de los Hoyos (1902-?) was an outstanding composer. He was 
very much in demand with the impresarios for setting to music 
the tango lyrics that figured in their plays. His work is in style of 
the tango canción, with its most outstanding characteristic being 
the elaboration of a singable melodic line. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Hübner Wilhelm (English) 
Wilhelm Hübner studied 1934-1938 composition with Fidelio F. 
Finke, conducting with George Szell and Fritz Rieger as well piano 
with Franz Langer at the German Academy of Music and 
Performing Arts in Prague. Then he became choral director at the 
theatre in Aussig an der Elbe (Ústí nad Labem). After the Second 
World War he had to leave Czechoslovakia and went to Germany. 
He became a répétiteur in 1945 and later a conductor at the 
Dresden State Opera. From 1949 to 1952 he worked as Musical 
Overlord at the theatre Quedlinburg and from 1952 to 1956 as 
conductor at the theatre Erfurt. Other biographical stations were: 
1956 to 1960 freelance composer, pianist and conductor; 1960 to 
1966 First Conductor at the Landestheater Halle and 1966 to 1968 
in the same function at the theatre Magdeburg. Since 1968 
Wilhelm Hübner was again free-lance and lived since then in 
Dresden. 
His numerous compositions include orchestral works, chamber 
music, piano pieces, choral works and songs. The stage works 
include acting music (to “The great day” by Beaumarchais, “Faust” 
by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, “The Comedy of the Errors” by 
William Shakespeare), the ballet “The Temptation” (Dresden 
1978) and the children's opera “O dear Florian”. Hübner wrote the 
librettos for two operas by other composers: “The devil is at work 
in Schilda” by Walter Draeger (Dessau 1968) and “Der 
Zauberfisch” by Fidelio F. Finke (Dresden 1978). 
Since 1972 Hübner has written more than 800 music reviews as 
well as numerous essays and essays for the periodicals “Music and 
Society”, “Das Orchester” and “Hudevbné Noviny”. From his great 
expertise and theatrical experience speak his articles “Guards 
sense, singer-friendliness and noblesse. On the Requirements of a 
Conductor in the Opera “(The Orchestra 6/1993) and “Music from 
the orchestra pit. On the role of the orchestra in the opera” (Das 
Orchester 10/1994).   
His younger brother is the philosopher Kurt Hübner. (Wikipedia) 

Hummel Bertold (English) 
Bertold Hummel was born on November 27, 1925 in Hüfingen 
(Baden). From 1941 to 1954, he studied at the Music Academy in 
Freiburg i. Breisgau, taking composition with Harald Genzmer and 
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violoncello with Atis Teichmanis. After his studies he toured from 
1954 to 1956 as composer and as cellist. From 1956 until 1963, 
Hummel was choirmaster in Freiburg i. Brsg. and worked as a 
freelancer in radio with Südwestfunk Baden-Baden, before being 
named teacher of composition at the state conservatory in 
Würzburg in 1963. From 1963 to 1988 he directed the Studio for 
New Music, Würzburg, and in 1974 he became a professor. From 
1979 to 1987 he was President of the Music Academy in Würzburg 
(after 1988 its Honorary President) and from 1982 Member of the 
Bavarian Academy of the Fine Arts. He lectured as a guest and 
travelled to performances of his works in Europe, in the USA, 
South America, Canada, CIS, Japan, Australia, Egypt and South 
Africa. Bertold Hummel died in Würzburg on the August 9, 2002. 
Web: 
http://www.bertoldhummel.de/english/biography/biography.html 

Hunterhofer Heinrich (Italiano) 
Nato a Sarentino (BZ), nel 1958, si è diplomato in composizione 
con il Maestro Azio Corghi al Conservatorio “Verdi” di Milano. Ha 
frequentato corsi di perfezionamento con Sylvano Bussotti, Henri 
Pousseur, Umberto Rotondi, Jean-Louis Petite. La parte più 
cospicua della sua produzione è cameristica, sia strumentale sia 
vocale. Si è dedicato con impegno e successo alla musica per 
l'infanzia, alla musica da film ed alle colonne sonore per 
documentari televisivi.  
Ha ottenuto numerosi premi in concorsi di composizione.  Nel 
1989 gli è stato conferito il diploma di Expert of Music, concorso a 
titoli indetto dalla CEE. Nel 2004 ha inaugurato la stagione 
Concertistica dell’Orchestra Haydn di Bolzano e Trento con la 
prima della sua composizione “Arcus Pulcher Aetheri”. Dal 2002 è 
docente di composizione presso il Conservatorio “Monteverdi” di 
Bolzano. Come direttore d'orchestra ha collaborato con Camerata 
Musicale Vicentina in occasione dell'incisione della Sinfonia n. 7 
(“11 settembre”) e della “Sinfonia la Divina Commedia” di Alfonso 
Rega. (2010) 

Hütten Hans (English) 
He started 1954 as trumpet player in the former Meißen 
Pionierblasorchester. 1957 - 1961 he attendad the 
Fachgrundschule of the Hochschule für Musik “Carl-Maria-von-
Weber” in the main subject trumpet with Wilhelm Simon. 1961-
1964 he studied at the University of Music “Carl-Maria-von-
Weber” Dresden in the main subject trumpet with Wilhelm Simon 
and Rudolf Haase. 1964-1971 he was trumpet player at the 
former theatre of the city of Cottbus. 1971-1976 he was the head 
of department for brass instruments at the Cottbus Conservatory 
(Brandenburg). 1976-1984 he was artistic director of the Youth 
District Music Corps Cottbus. 1980-1984 he studied (distance 
learning) at the Academy of Music “Carl-Maria-von Weber” in 
Dresden majoring in composition with professors Rainer Lischka 
and Wilfried Krätzschmar. 1993 he became  founding member of 
the „Borgsdorfer Kreis” ( a circle of composers) near Berlin. 1998-
2002 he was Chairman of the „Brandenburgischer Verein Neue 
Musik e. V.”. Since 2002 he was artistic director of the singing 
association “Liederkranz” Groß Gaglow in Cottbus. Since 2006 he 
was member of the program commission in the „Cottbus 
Musikherbst”. 2006-2014 he was 1st Chairman of the 
Landesverband Brandenburg in the German Composers' 
Association. 2014-2015 he was Deputy Chairman of the 
Brandenburg Composers' Association in the DKV. Since 1985 
Hütten lived as a freelance composer in Cottbus. His 
compositional work includes choral music, music for various 
ensembles, wind orchestras and solo literature. (Rainer Stelle) 

Huyssen Hans (English) 
Hans Huyssen's musical activities encompass a wide range of 
fields, including early and contemporary European music as well 
as traditional African music and music education. His ongoing 
relationship with early music - as a Baroque cellist he is member 
of various period instrument ensembles - led him to a very 
personal approach towards contemporary music. Regarding it as 
the period music of our time, he strives to reconnect it to its 
earliest historical and - since his return to South Africa - 
geographical roots, which are all too often imprudently cast aside. 
With his varied engagements as composer, conductor, cellist and 
educator he adamantly defends his stance that the 
interpretation of ancient and contemporary music should 

not be attempted in isolation, but yield exceptionally valid 
expressions if seen in each other's context: a concert hall should 
neither be a museum nor a laboratory, but be a contemporary 
forum for socially and artistically relevant musical expressions. 
Pursuing an apposite South African form of contemporary music 
prompted him to return to this country after having lived in 
Europe for 14 years following his studies in Salzburg and Munich. 
Aware of the dangers of superficial cross-cultural mêlées, he has 
purposefully contextualized African and European musical 
conventions and criteria in a variety of ways in numerous 
compositions and performances: Together with Dizu Plaatjies he 
produced the highly accalimed CD / CD-R Fynbos calling, as well 
as an African adaption of Purcell's Dido and Aeneas for the 2002 
Spier Arts Festival. The collaboration with the veteran Pondo 
singer Madosini resulted in the creation of the The Songs of 
Madosini for the ICMF 2002. In his first 
opera, MASQUE (premiered in Cape Town in October 2005) as 
well as in Ciacona & Tshikona (2007) he assembles large forces 
from the realms of traditional and contemporary African and 
European music to yet again adress the specific challenges of 
cross-cultural artforms. 
Huyssen received bursaries from the Steinbrenner-Foundation, 
Berlin, the Bavarian Ministry of Culture, a SAMRO Special Merit 
Award as well as a grant from the Ernst von Siemens Foundation. 
He was co-founder of the Ensemble Refugium and is the director 
of così facciamo, a Munich based ensemble for the performance of 
early and contemporary music on period instruments. In this 
capacity he has directed a number of independantly conceived 
and staged Baroque opera productions throughout Germany and 
Austria. 
His compositions have been performed by numerous major 
European and South African orchstras and ensembles (such as the 
Mozarteum Orchestra, Münchner Symphoniker, Deutsche 
Kammerphilharmonie Bremen, Münchener Kammerorchester, 
Dresdener Kreuzchor, Chamber Orchestra of South Africa, the 
Johannesburg and Cape Town Philharmonic Orchestras, the SA 
National Youth Orchestra, Ensemble Noir, Ensemble Uthingo, the 
Sontonga and Amici Quartets and others). 
Since 2007 he is a senior lecturer at the Music Department of the 
University of the Freestate in Bloemfontein. Though now 
permanently based in South Africa he still frequently works in 
Europe. 
Web: http://www.huyssen.de/Biography.html (2010) 

Hvoself Ketil (English) 
Ketil Hvoslef (born in 1939) studied the viola and organ at the 
Music Conservatory in Bergen, from which he graduated as an 
organist in 1962. Hvoslef continued his composition studies, first 
in Stockholm with Karl-Birger Blomdahl and Ingvar Lidholm, and 
later in London with Thomas Rajna and Henri Lazarof. From 1963-
79 he taught ear training and theory at the Music Conservatory in 
Bergen. Hvoslef is a versatile composer, his production consisting 
for the most part of instrumental compositions. It is difficult to 
classify his compositorical style because it differs with the task he 
is solving and the instruments he is writing for. His style has 
evolved from an almost neo-classical mode of expression to an 
intensely personal musical language, characterised by great 
rhytmic ingenuity. Among the musical elements he considers 
melody as the most important. Tonality is also clearly evident in 
Hvoslef's music, but is in general characterised by a rather free 
tonality. Hvolsef made his debut as a composer in 1964 with 
Concertino for Piano and Orchestra. He has received the Price 
“Work of the Year” from the Norwegian Socity of Composers four 
times: In 1978 for Concert for Choir and Chamber Orchestra, in 
1980 for Concertino for Orchestra, in 1985 for Il compleanno and 
in 1992 for Serenata per archi. He was composer in residence at 
the Bergen International Festival in 1990. 
Web: 
http://www.daminus.de/html_eng/editionen/155_hvoslef.htm 

Høffding Finn (Italiano) 
(1899-1997) 
Compositore danese, ha studiato a Copenhagen e Vienna. Ha 
composto 4 sinfonie, opere vocali e da camera, e musica con 
intenti didattici. 
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Iamone Massimo (Italiano) 
Massimo Iamone, diplomato al conservatorio G. B. Martini 
con Piero Bonaguri, è stato allievo di Bruno Mattioli. Ha conseguito 
la laurea di secondo livello in Composizione presso il 
Conservatorio di Alessandria. Ha frequentato i corsi di 
perfezionamento di Alirio Diaz e Maurizio Colonna. Ha partecipato 
agli stage di improvvisazione jazzistica con Giorgio Gaslini. E’ 
compositore di musica per chitarra e per ensemble di chitarre, 
nonché di musica per spettacoli teatrali. Pubblica le sue 
composizioni presso gli editori Berben e Sinfonica. E’ fondatore e 
leader del gruppo musicale “Bande Rumorose”, nell’ambito 
dell’attività professionale di educatore, svolta  a favore di persone 
psichicamente sofferenti. Di recente ha vinto il primo concorso di 
Composizione di musica sacra sponsorizzato dalla Banca Popolare 
dell’Emilia Romagna, con il brano “Salve Regina” per soli, coro e 
orchestra.  
Web: http://www.arpnet.it/rgauche/SITORIVE_3.HTML (2008) 

Iannarelli Simone (English) 
Simone Iannarelli is born in Rome, in 1970. After a short stint in 
rock and Brazilian guitar, he studies classical guitar with Prof. 
Massimo Delle Cese. He is granted First Prize at the A. Casella 
Conservatory, in L'Aquila. He takes part in many workshops 
including with M. Barrueco and D. Russell. He lives in Paris where 
he has been studying performance with Roland Dyens for two 
years. His concerts, whether in solo or in duo (with violin or 
soprano) are greatly appreciated and his works, for guitar, for 
guitar and violin, and for guitar, violin and bandoneon are played 
by an ever-growing number of performers. He has produced a CD, 
entitled “Portraits”, featuring his musical soundscapes, on RAI 
Trade label (publishers for the Italian Radio and Television 
Broadcasting Company). He teaches classical guitar at the 
University of Colima (Mexico). 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216748.2.html 

Iannarelli Simone (Italiano) 
Nato a Roma nel 1970, si è diplomato in chitarra classica con il 
massimo dei voti al conservatorio “A.Casella” de L'Aquila, sotto la 
guida di Massimo Delle Cese. Durante i suoi studi, S.lannarelli ha 
partecipato a diverse masterclass tenute da concertisti e 
compositori di fama internazionale come Manuel Barrueco, David 
Russell, Roland Dyens, Carlo Domeniconi, Dusan Bogdanovic, 
Sergio Assad… etc. Allo stesso tempo studia armonia e 
composizione con Marco Persichetti. Dal 1997 al 1999 si è 
perfezionato a Parigi sotto la guida del chitarrista e compositore 
Roland Dyens, successivamente ha studiato orchestrazione al 
Conservatorio de “La Courneuve” con il compositore Gillaume 
Cornesson.  
Simone Iannarelli è internazionalmente riconosciuto come 
chitarrista e compositore di gran talento, sia dalla critica 
specializzata che da musicisti. Si è esibito come solista e in duo 
con violino e soprano in Francia, Italia, Germania, Svizzera, 
Oianda, Stati Uniti e Messico; in quest'uitimo paese Simone 
lannarelli è titolare della cattedra di chitarra classica all’Istituto 
Universitario delle Belle Arti” di Colima. Le Composizioni di S.I. 
sono pubblicate dalla casa editrice “Les Productions D'Oz” e sono 
frequentemente eseguite da concertisti di chiara fama in Europa, 
Stati Uniti, Messico, Asia (in sale da concerto quali: “Alice Tully 
Hall” a New York, “Sala della Filarmonica” a Berlino etc.). Brani di 
Simone lannarelli sono stati radiotrasmessi dalla BBC, Radio 
Vaticana e Bayerische Radio. 
Dei suoi “Tre Preludi” Caroline Kutter (Cahiers de la Guitare) 
scrive: “...A decouvrir d'urgence...”, e Carlo Domeniconi (Classical 
Guitar) descrive il brano come: “...beautiful music which brings 
new colours and new aspects from the guitar...”. Paul Fowles 
(Classical Guitar) definisce i suoi “Cinq Etudes Faciles où Presque” 
come possessori di “...Wonderfully dark sonorities...”, dello stesso 
brano Gabriel Lenard (Cahiers de la Guitare) scrive: “...un 
rèussite...”, Jane Bentley (Classical Guitar) scrive della sua 
“Cancion para Beatriz”: “...Quite Delightful...” e Steve Marsh 
(Classical Guitar) considera il “Tributo a Keith Jarrett” “…Exciting, 
rhythmic and inventive composition…”. 
Recentemente l'etichetta discografica “Rai Trade” ha prodotto il cd 
“Portraits”, contenente musiche di fondo composte da S.I. 

Ibarra Victor (English) 
Victor Ibarra, born in Mexico, has had a rich training in his own 

country as well as in France and Switzerland, with well-known 
musicians such as Hebert Vázquez, José Luis Castillo, Edith Lejet, 
Daniel D’Adamo and Michael Jarrell. He has been awarded first 
place in the Alea III competition in the United States, first place in 
the Auditorio Nacional de Música – Fundación BBVA competition in 
Spain, first prize in the Mauricio Kagel competition, the Zeitklang 
Award in Austria, first prize in the Basel Composition Competition 
in Switzerland, among other international recognitions. Ibarra was 
recently selected in the Ensemble Aleph’s 7th International Forum 
for Young Composers, while simultaneously chosen as a member 
of the Casa de Velazquez – French Academy in Madrid. 
He regularly attends the performances of his productions, which 
have been wonderfully interpreted by well-known international 
formations. He has successfully completed his Masters in 
Composition from the National Music and Dance Conservatory of 
Lyon, unanimously winning first prize and recognition by the 
Salabert Foundation. From 2014 he is named a member of the 
Sistema Nacional de Creadores de Arte from the National Fund for 
Culture and Arts of Mexico. 
Victor Ibarra’s style draws on the most varied resources that 
outline a genuine language. Every part is immersed in micro-
tonality, with a precise harmonic structure that becomes, many 
times intertwined and obsessive. Accented by the rhythmic energy 
that becomes an essential component of his speech or use of 
instrumental virtuosity, as a tool to create spaces and dimensions. 
The influence of the French-spectralism helps him to work with a 
coloristic and timbral intention, although not exclusively, and a 
dialogue interdisciplinary which, usually set with the plastic arts, 
prints a personal mark on his work that is approached from 
clarity, in compositional instincts and ideals. (Paloma Benito 
Fernández, Musicologist) 
Web: https://www.victoribarra.net/bio/ (2017) 

Ibarrondo Félix  (English) 
Félix Ibarrondo was born in Oñati-Guipúzcoa (Spain) on June 12th 
1943 in a family steeped in musical traditions. He began his 
musical studie - musical notation and harmony - with his father, 
Antonino. Then, while doing degrees in philosophy and theology, 
he studied musical composition (with Juan Cordero Castaño) and 
the piano; he was subsequently awarded diplomas from the San 
Sebastián and Bilbao Conservatories. 
In Paris, where he has lived since 1969, he has studied under Max 
Deutsch in the framework of the Grands Concerts de la Sorbonne 
and under Henri Dutilleux and Maurice Ohana in the Ecole 
Normale Supérieure de Musique. He began studying électro-
acoustical music in the GRM. 
Among other prizes, he has received the Esplá,Oscar, the Lili 
Boulanger prize, the Harpe d'Argent prize in the CECA (Spain) and 
the SACEM Young Composer prize. 
His close relations with the composers Maurice Ohana and 
Francisco Guerrero were decisive for him, both musically and 
personally. As a prolific and versatile composer, his work, in which 
orchestral and vocal music prevail, is played by eminently 
prestigious ensembles and interpreters. Harry Halbreich, the 
musicologist and critic, had this to say about him : “Ibarrondo is 
the prime example of the independent composer, who, while 
remaining alien to cliques, has little by little become the 
reference, due to his power of communiating with the public and 
interpreters. Profoundly Basque at heart, he incarnates the 
qualities of his people : unadulterated fervor and an impassioned 
expression which, at times, may even include violence, with 
priority being given to actual experience over abstraction and 
systems, a certain generosity and open-mindedness in the 
perspective of a humanism which knows neither compromise nor 
complacency. With him, the rigor and solidity of musical notation, 
the very hallmark of all of Max Deutsch's disciples, are at the 
service of an eloquent message whose impassioned generosity 
does not shy away from even the bitterest of accents. 
http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/h_l/ibarrondo.htm 

Igoa Enrique (Español) 
Realizó sus estudios en el Real Conservatorio Superior de Música 
de Madrid, ampliados después con una beca Fulbright en el 
Berklee College of Music y en el New England Conservatory of 
Music, ambos en Boston (USA). También ha asistido al Curso 
Internacional de Música Contemporánea de Darmstadt 
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(Alemania), con profesores como B.Ferneyhough, H.Halbreich, 
M.Feldmann y W.Rihm; a un curso de jazz con Pedro Iturralde; a 
varios cursos de análisis de música contemporánea con Arturo 
Tamayo en la Universidad de Alcalá de Henares; y a un curso de 
composición algorítmica con C.Barlow en el C.D.M.C.  
Está en posesión del Título de Profesor de Piano, Título de 
Profesor Superior de Composición, Título de Licenciado en 
Geografía e Historia por la Universidad Complutense de Madrid y 
Diploma de Estudios Avanzados (Doctorado en Música Hispana) 
por la misma Universidad. 
Ha sido profesor de Acústica y de Acompañamiento en el 
Conservatorio Profesional de León. Entre 1986 y 1993 fue 
profesor de Análisis Musical en el Real Conservatorio Superior de 
Madrid; desde entonces fue profesor de Armonía, Análisis Musical 
y Composición del Conservatorio Profesional Arturo Soria, y desde 
octubre de 2001 es profesor de Análisis Musical del Real 
Conservatorio Superior de Música de Madrid con el nuevo plan 
LOGSE.  
Ha impartido cursos, conferencias y ponencias sobre análisis 
musical y temas afines en los principales conservatorios de 
España, en la Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Universidad de 
Alcalá de Henares, Fundación Universidades de Castilla y León, 
Beethovenshaus (Bonn) y Hochschule für Musik (Köln) en 
Alemania y en el Conservatorio de Música de Bari, Italia.  
Web: www.portalatino.com/enriqueigoa (2010) 

Ilyin Sergey (English) 
Russian guitarist, composer, president of St-Petersburg's guitar 
society. He was born in 1961 in St-Petersburg. He began to play 
guitar when he was 12 years old, but his study of classical guitar 
dated back when he was a student of “Instrument-making 
Academy”. He graduated from this Academy as radio engineer. 
But music become most important in his life. So Sergey attended 
the University of Music Art. Vladimir Krylow and Valentin Popov 
were his teachers of classic guitar. Having got music education 
Sergey became a professional musician. He performed concerts as 
classic guitarist and also has concerts as author and singer. He 
make records on the Radio and TV broadcasting. He make 
recordings of LPs  and CDs like soloist and in ensembles with 
singers and actors. He is a participant of different music festivals, 
jury member of many music and guitar competitions. 
From 1989 he has become the President of guitar society of St-
Petersburg, one of the most active guitar organisations in Russia. 
This society organises seminars,  competitions, master-classes, 
philharmonic concerts of the best Russian and foreign guitarists. 
Sergey also held the cycle of radio program “History of classic 
guitar” at the St-Petersburg's “Radio-Classic”(more than 100 
programs), lead a TV-circle of guitar accompaniment. Starting 
from the beginning of the 90-th years he co-operates with 
different  musical editions as an author, editor and arrangement-
maker. The first experiments of composer's work were referred to 
the time of learning in University of Music Art. After the first 
period of mastering “classical” composers' techniques, he studied 
the problem of modes system for a long time. He was working 
about creating his own new system of music modes. Lately he 
uses this system in his compositions. This system is so called “non 
octave modes”. Also he use his own computer program 
(algorithmic generation of modes selections) in the process of 
compiling of music material. The last time he comes back to more 
traditional stile in composition. The most part of his compositions 
is the music for guitar, for guitar with ensemble, two concerts for 
guitar with orchestra (“Tribute to Petersburg” and “Island of 
Dreams” [suite]) and a great number of guitar arrangements. Also 
had a several transcriptions for guitar with orchestra from a 
classical musical repertoire. 

Inzaurraga Alejandro (Italiano) 
Nato e morto a Buenos Aires, Alejandro Inzaurraga si formò alla 
scuola dell'illustre Alberto Williams, uno dei padri della musica 
argentina. Fu pianista egregio ed esercitò anche la critica 
musicale. Compositore delicato e incline al colorismo, scrisse 
poche opere, con vigile senso autocritico. Nel 1938, in segno di 
ammirazione per Maria Luisa Anido, compose due pezzi per 
chitarra - Endecha e Para Maria Luisa - che furono stampati in una 
tiratura privata dalla Casa Impresora M. Calvello di Buenos Aires: 
una stampa accurata e dignitosissima, sulla quale ci siamo basati 

per la presente pubblicazione. Queste due composizioni 
costituiscono un valido esempio di musica che lascia appena 
trapelare una lontana origine popolare e che non scende mai nella 
faciloneria e nell'esibizione effettistica, rivelando in ogni 
particolare la mano del musicista raffinato. Si possono collocare 
accanto alle tre squisite miniature che formano la Serie Argentina 
(1934) di un altro maestro bonoarense, Gilardo Gilardi, e non 
hanno nulla a che vedere con il profluvio di musiche scadenti 
accumulatosi nel mondo latino-americano a opera dei chitarristi-
compositori. 
(A.Gilardino, Seicorde n.65, 2000) 

Iparraguirre Pedro Antonio (English) 
According to Prat, this Argentine master transcribed a 
considerable number of works, over 300 of which were already in 
existence in 1931. Between 1905 and 1910, he also had his own 
publishing house. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Irlandini Luigi Antonio (English) 
Luigi Antonio Irlandini, Brazilian/Italian composer and pianist born 
in Rio de Janeiro, composes music for choir, orchestra, solo 
instruments and chamber ensembles using not only western 
traditional instrumentation but also combining western and non-
western instruments. Of special interest are percussion 
instruments, recorders, the shakuhachi, the solo voice and vocal 
groups a cappella. The co-existence of western and non-western, 
musical and philosophical, modern and ancient concepts, gives to 
his music a characteristic sound, and a strong interdisciplinary 
trait. 
Irlandini studied composition: in Brazil, with Hans-Joachim 
Koellreutter, in Rio de Janeiro; in Italy, with Franco Donatoni, in 
Biella and at the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena, 
and with Franco Cioci, at the Conservatorio Luigi Cherubini in 
Florence; in California, with Stephen L. Mosko at CalArts, and with 
Brian Ferneyhough at the University of California, San Diego. 
Irlandini studied classical piano in Rio de Janeiro with Estela Caldi, 
Luiz Henrique Senise and Nereida Nogueira. 
Irlandini has done extensive work with experimental theater 
groups, specially group  
QÁ BAL O QUÁ, by Brazilian theater director Isabela Timm 
Fymminz, in Rome, from 1991 to 1994, touring with the theatrical 
street performance Allegorie del Caos in several Italian cities. 
From 2001 to 2010, Irlandini has taught music, singing, 
recorders, and violin and directed children's choirs and strings 
orchestra in the following American Steiner elementary and high 
schools. 
Irlandini has been Post-Doctoral Researcher at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara between 1999 an 2002. In this capacity 
he worked at the Center for Research in Electronic Art and 
Technology (CREATE) with composer Prof. JoAnn Kuchera-Morin, 
and, at the UCSB Music Department, with musicologist Prof. 
Michael Beckerman, in the preparation of his book New Worlds of 
Dvorák. Irlandini has taught composition and twentieth-century 
music courses as Lecturer for one year at UCSB (1998-1999). 
Currently, Luigi Antonio Irlandini is Adjunct Professor and 
Researcher at the Department of Music, Arts Center (CEART), of 
the Universidade do Estado de Santa Catarina, UDESC, in 
Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, Brasil, since 2010, teaching 
Harmony, Counterpoint, Analysis, and Composition. 
Web: http://www.luigiantonioirlandini.org/Biography.htm (2010) 

Isbin Gilbert (English) 
Guitarist GILBERT ISBIN's (°1953, Knokke) early influences, from 
classical, to jazz, ethnic and freeform music, have ultimately 
contributed to his now distinctive style. His music transcends the 
dualities of classical/jazz and composed/improvised music and is 
filled with strong melodies, rich colourful harmonies, sound effects 
and polyrhythms. 
He studied guitar with Mark Trofaes and followed the Berklee 
coresspondance course on harmony and arranging. 
Gilbert Isbin has recorded thus far 18 albums, which have been 
highly acclaimed by the international musicpress and which are 
worldwide distributed.  
He played concerts all over Europe and in Los Angeles (USA) and 
has collaborated and/or recorded with American and European 
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players, such as Cameron Brown, Joe Fonda, Scott Walton, Jeff 
Gauthier, Ernst Reijseger, Jan Kuijken, Michel Godard, John 
Ruocco, Steve Houben, Sandor Szabo,Pierre Vaiana, Iep Fourrier, 
Chris Joris, Jatinder Thakur, Hugh Hopper Wolfgang Reisinger, 
Sandro di Stefano,... 
Gilbert has written music for documentaries and shortfilms and 
composed scores for solo, duet, trio and quartet guitar settings of 
which his 'Summer Moon Dance' has been added to the repertoire 
of the internationally acclaimed Quartetto Chitarristico Italiano. 
He's currently working on the CD Finger Guitar Portaits with 
Sandro Di Stefano. (March 2007) 
Web: http://www.lantromusic.be/index.php?page_id=-
1&news_id=37 

Ivanov-Kramskoj Aleksandr (Italiano) 
(1912-1973) 
Chitarrista, pedagogo e compositore russo nato a Mosca morto a 
Minsk. È stato uno dei creatori della scuola moderna di chitarra a 
sei corde in Unione Sovietica. 

Ivanovic Goran (English) 
One of the foremost guitarists of his generation, 26-year-old 
Goran Ivanovic's intense and introspective melodic interpretations 
can be credited to his controversial ethnic background and his 
steadfast pursuit of a diverse and progressive repertoire. A child 
prodigy in his native town of Osijek, near the Hungarian border in 
Croatia, Ivanovic was born and raised by a Bosnian Croat mother 
and Serbian father. His father was also a locally acclaimed rock 
musician who built jazz guitars. He left home for the Mozarteum 
in Salzburg, Austria in 1989, just before the outbreak of the 
bloody civil war. While he was studying with masters such as Elliot 
Fisk and Joaquin Clerch, his parents were perilously expelled from 
Croatia. They joined him in Salzburg as refugees, until the family 
was granted Political Asylum in the United States.  
Permanently exiled from his native country, Goran has retained 
the spirit of the region through his unique and fiery renditions of 
Balkan folk pieces. He has also added Spanish and Latin American 
music to his repertoire, and these along with his recent 
explorations of jazz and blues rhythms have combined for an 
inimitable sound.  
He has released: a debut CD, Solo Guitar (Willow Records), a 
guitar duo records “Macedonian Blues” and “Third Side” with 
Fareed Haque. He is also featured on a recently released CD of 
readings from Pablo Neruda's poetry, entitled The Poet.  
Goran has been awarded first prize at many guitar festivals and 
competitions including the International Guitar Festival in Greece, 
Jeunesses Musicales, Society of American Musicians, and ECU. He 
has appeared in concert and has given masterclasses at European 
and American music festivals including the WFMT Live broadcasts 
in Chicago, the Chicago World Music Festival, Salzburg Guitar 
Festival and International Guitar Festival in Greece. He has 
performed for the guitar society's in Chicago, Dayton, Cinncinati 
and Springfield.  
Web: http://www.goranivanovic.net 

Ivanovic Vojislav (English) 
Vojislav Ivanović [pron. Voyisslav Evanovich, in Cyrillic script: 
Војислав Ивановић] was born in Sarajevo, former Yugoslavia – 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. He obtained the highest academic 
degrees in Classical Guitar at The Athens Conservatory with 
Costas Cotsiolis (awarded 1st class B. Mus. 1986) and 
Composition at The University of Sarajevo with Vojislav Komadina 
(awarded M. Mus. with distinction 1991). Both as a guitarist and a 
composer he is recipient of various international prizes and 
distinctions. He appeared as a soloist in recitals, in various 
chamber ensembles and with orchestras worldwide. 
His diverse compositional output includes music for solo and 
accompanied instruments (guitar, cello, piano, flute, vocal etc.), 
choral and orchestral works, string quartet, piano and guitar 
concerto (English Concerto), songs etc. His 6 Pièces de Café for 
solo guitar, amongst others, seem to have won particular acclaim 
by the audiences and guitarists worldwide. He also wrote 
radiophonic music, film scores (2nd prize at The Oberhausen Film 
Festival, Prix d’Italia at the 1991 Palermo International Film 
Festival), theatre and TV music. 
His continuous interest, both as a composer and a performer, in 
traditional, improvised and jazz music begins with the founding of 

the Levantine Jazz Trio with pianist and composer Miloš Petrović 
and percussionist Veljko Nikolić. It continues with the founding of 
the Levantina band with drummer Srdjan Ivanović, and bassist 
Iotis Kiourtsoglou, collaborating with many musicians, notably sax 
players such as Dimitris Tsakas and David Lynch. He has played 
and recorded with some world-renowned musicians such as: 
singer Savina Yannatou, double-bass player Arild Andersen, 
saxophonist Bendik Hofseth, drummer Paul Vertico (ex Pat 
Metheny group) trumpetist Paolo Fresu and others. 
In 2008 he forms the “Levante Guitar Duo” with Aleksandra 
Lazrević. They have made numerous successful appearances ever 
since, both at home and abroad, performing the music Vojislav 
specially writes for the duo. 
Vojislav is a professor of guitar at the Music Academy of Sarajevo-
East and his music is published by Chanterelle, one of the most 
prestigious guitar music publishers. He has also conducted master 
classes and served as a member of juries at various international 
festivals and guitar competitions. 
Web: http://vojislavivanovic.com/?page_id=146 (2016) 

Izarra Adina (Italiano) 
Adina Izarra si è diplomata nel 1977 al Conservatorio Nacional de 
Música “Juan José Landaeta” de Caracas, in pianoforte, studiando 
con il m° Alfredo del Monaco la composizione, ottenendo nel 1989 
il diploma all’ Università di York, con l’inglese Vic Hoyland. Adesso  
vive a Caracas e insegna alla  Universidad Simón Bolivar dove 
attualmente è professore titolare. Tra il 1998 e il  1999 ottiene un 
“Fellowship” al Dipartimento di Música de The City University, 
London. Ha rappresentato il Venezuela per tre volte alle Giornate  
Internazionali di Musica in Norvegia, Sud Corea e Romania, dove 
sono stati eseguiti suoi lavori con grande successo e dove è stata 
eletta nel Comitato Direttivo.  
Strumentisti venezuelani ed internazionali hanno inserito suoi 
lavori nel loro repertorio, presentandolo in festival e sale 
importanti come: l’ Orchestra da Camera di Uppsala (Svezia),   El 
Ensemble Neos de México,  Foro Internacional de Música 
Contemporánea, Ensemble from the Institute für Neue Musik di 
Freiburg, National Flute Association a New York, Festival de 
Mujeres Compositoras, Sao Paulo, Carnegie Hall.  

Izarra Adina (Español) 
Compositora Venezolana nacida en 1959. En 1977 se graduó en el  
Conservatorio Nacional de Música “Juan José Landaeta” de 
Caracas, como Profesora Ejecutante de Piano, durante ese tiempo 
estudió composición con el Maestro Alfredo del Mónaco. En 1989 
obtuvo su PhD en Composición de la Universidad de York, donde 
estudió con el compositor inglés Vic Hoyland. 
Adina Izarra vive en Caracas y enseña en la Universidad Simón 
Bolívar , donde es actualmente Profesor Titular. Entre 1998 y 
1999  obtuvo un “Fellowship”  del Departamento de Música de  
The City University, London. Ha representado a Venezuela tres 
veces en los días internacionales de la música de la ISCM 
(International Society for Contemporary Music) con: “Pitangus 
Sulphuratus”  en Oslo, Noruega, 1990, “VOJM” para voz y 
electrónicos, en Seúl, Corea 1997, y “Retratos de Macondo” en 
Rumania, 1999. Fue aquí donde fue elegida Miembro del Comité 
Ejecutivo de dicha Asociación para el período 1999-2001.  
Artistas Venezolanos e Internacionales han incluido sus obras en 
sus recitales y giras: Orquesta de Cámara de  Uppsala, Suecia, 
1999; El Ensemble Neos de México DF, (Festival Cervantino, 1998 
y Foro Internacional de Música Contemporánea 1997, 1998), 
Ensemble from the Institute fur Neue Musik, Freiburg, Germany, 
1997,  National Flute Association, NY USA, 1996, Festival de 
Mujeres Compositoras, Sao Paulo, Brasil, 1995, Carnegie Hall, NY 
Sonidos de la Américas, 1994. En 1996 su CD de música para 
solistas “Desde una Ventana con Loros”  de la editorial Equinoccio 
obtuvo el premio “Andrés Bello” de la Asociación de Profesores de 
la Universidad Simón Bolívar, a la mejor investigación en el área 
de Ciencias Sociales. 
Web: http://prof.usb.ve/aizarra/ 

Iznaola Ricardo (English) 
One of the most attractive personalities of the guitar world, 
Ricardo Iznaola pursues a brilliant, multi-faceted musical career. 
An American citizen, he was born in Havana, Cuba, in 1949, and 
trained in Caracas under maestros Manuel Pérez Díaz and Alirio 
Díaz, and in Madrid under the eminent master Regino Sainz de la 
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Maza, while pursuing studies in Theory and Composition at 
Madrid's Royal Conservatory. Critics, colleagues and audiences in 
four continents have acclaimed his path-breaking work as concert 
and recording artist, composer, teacher, lecturer, and writer. Mr. 
Iznaola has won top prizes in eight international competitions, 
including the Munich International Performance Competition, the 
Francisco Tárrega Competition, the Alirio Díaz Competition and 
the Stroud International Composer's Competition. 
Web: http://www.iznaolaguitarworks.com/bio/bio.htm 

Jacinto Javier (English) 
Javier Jacinto, born in Pasajes (Guipúzcoa, Spain) in 1968 is 
Senior Professor of Composition and Orchestra Director at the 
Royal Conservatory of Music in Madrid, while continuing his 
advanced studies with G. Grisey and F. Donatoni. He has had 
more than twenty world premieres at international festivals and 
his works have been  
interpreted by orchestras around the world. Javier Jacinto's 
catalogue embraces all kinds of genres, from chamber music to 
electroacoustic music and includes a symphony and two operas 
among many other works.  
He made his international debut as Conductor in Berlin directing 
the “Deutsches Kamer Orchestra.” Currently he pursues his 
artistic activity as composer and conductor while actively 
teaching. Javier Jacinto is focusing his career largely on 
conducting orchestra throughout the community of Madrid, 
bringing beautiful music to it in his capacity as Artistic 
Director/Conductor of the Symphony Orchestra of The 
Professional Music Conservatory of Madrid, a position he has held 
since 2006.  
More information about his compositions, his conducting, his 
background and upcoming concerts can be seen on his website 
www.javierjacinto.com (2012) 

Jackman Richard Miles (English) 
Born in 1950 in Adelaide, Australia, Richard Miles Jackman, spent 
the first years of his life in England. In 1962 he returned with his 
family to Australia where he began learning the guitar at the age 
of 13. Shotly thereafter he began his training in classical guitar 
with Sadie Bishop who headed the classical guitar program at 
the Melbourne Conservatoire. 
From 1969 to 1973 Jackman studied mathematics at 
the Pennsylvania State University in the United States. There he 
took the opportunity attend the basic courses in harmony and 
counterpoint required of students majoring in music. In October of 
1970 the PSU Music Department sponsored his first public 
classical guitar solo recital in which, in addition to pieces from the 
standard classical guitar repertoire, he performed a suite of his 
own compositions entitled 'Six Songs'. 
After attaining his Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics, 
Richard Miles Jackman moved to Europe where he attended 
classical guitar master classes of Andrés Segovia and Rómulo 
Lazarde before finally settling in West Germany. From 1974 to 
1979 he studied at the Würzburger Musikhochschule. His teachers 
were Dieter Kirsch for classical guitar and Berthold Hummel for 
composition. 
In addition to his concerts in Europe and the United States, 
Richard Miles Jackman has made various LP, CD and radio 
recordings. He is presently a classical guitar instructor at 
theUniversity of Würzburg. 
Web: http://www.classical-guitar.net/Classical_Guitarist_RMJ.htm 
(2011) 

Jacomino Americo [Canhoto] (Français) 
Fils d'émigrés italiens, il est né à Sao Paulo. Son père, peintre en 
bâtiments, le destinait à la même profession. Il a commencé la 
guitare et la mandoline avec son frère aîné Ernesto et a tout de 
suite démontré un talent hors du commun. Surnommé Canhoto 
parce qu'il était gaucher, il jouait en tenant son instrument à 
gauche sans cependant intervertir les cordes. Au cours d'une 
carrière brillante, il fut élu dans un concours “Roi éternel de la 
guitare brésilienne”. 
Footballeur professionnel au “Corinthians” (club de Sao Paulo en 
1920), il abandonne ce métier pour se consacrer à la guitare. Bon 
guitariste autodidacte, on le considère comme un précurseur de la 
guitare populaire. Il a composé un grand nombre de pièces pour 
cet instrument qui sont encore jouées couramment par les 

guitaristes actuels. 

Jacomino Americo [Canhoto] (Portuguese) 
Compositor. Violonista e cavaquinista.  
Primeiro filho do casal de imigrantes napolitanos Crescêncio 
Jacomino e Vicência Gargiula Jacomino. Aprendeu a ler e escrever 
com seu pai e seu irmão Ernesto, não havendo jamais 
freqüentado qualquer colégio. Sua primeira profissão foi a de 
pintor de painéis, onde a princípio fazia apenas traços e letras. 
Com o domínio da profissão, chegou a realizar trabalhos de maior 
envergadura como paisagens, que eram muito utilizadas nas 
paredes das residências elegantes de São Paulo. Consta que seu 
primeiro instrumento tenha sido o cavaquinho, que dominava 
desde os 16 anos de idade, e no qual foi autodidata. Em 1922, 
casou-se com Maria Vieira de Moraes, quem conheceu por ocasião 
de um recital no Cinema São José, em Itapetininga. Tiveram dois 
filhos, Maria Aparecida, a quem dedicou a valsa “Manhãs de sol”, 
e Luís Américo, que também se tornaria violonista. Passaram a 
residir na cidade de São Carlos, onde Canhoto abriu uma loja de 
música e instrumentos musicais chamada “Casa Carlos Gomes”. 
Posteriormente, de volta a São Paulo, o violonista passou a viver 
de seus concertos e dos alunos, muitos dos quais pertencentes às 
mais distintas e tradicionais famílias daquele tempo. Em 1928, 
empregou-se no funcionalismo público, como lançador da 
Prefeitura. 
(Dicionário Cravo Albin da Música Popular Brasileira) 
Web: 
http://www.dicionariompb.com.br/verbete.asp?nome=Canhoto&ta
bela=T_FORM_A 

Jalbert Pierre (English) 
Pierre Jalbert began piano lessons at an early age and soon after 
began to compose. As a young man, he won several awards in 
both composition and piano, including two national prizes for 
composition in 1982 and 1984. After graduating from Oberlin 
Conservatory in 1989, he received a Javits Fellowship which 
enabled him to further his studies at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He completed his doctorate in Composition at the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1993 at age 25, where he studied 
with George Crumb. He has received numerous awards for his 
compositions, including a Guggenheim fellowship, two BMI 
Foundation Composition Awards, three ASCAP Foundation Awards, 
a Society of Composer's Award, the Bearns Prize in Composition, 
and a Tanglewood Music Center fellowship. Still in his late 
twenties, his compositions have been performed throughout the 
United States in cities such as New York, Los Angeles, 
Philadelphia, Kansas City, Louisville, Baltimore, and San 
Francisco. He has received commissions from the Vermont 
Symphony, the Stony Brook Contemporary Chamber Players, 
Zeitgeist, and the New York Youth Symphony, which held a 
Carnegie Hall concert in December, 1992. He recently completed 
a string quartet for the Maia Quartet who performed 
the work at Lincoln Center (Alice Tully Hall). His music is 
published by Theodore Presser Company and he currently teaches 
at Rice University in Houston where he is Assistant Professor of 
Composition and Music Theory at the Shepherd School of Music. 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Jalbert.html (2000) 

Janssens Robert (English) 
Janssens studied guitar with Frans de Groodt and at the 
conservatories of Liège and Brussels. He initially taught at the 
École Normale in Brussels. Later he became professor of 
orchestral conducting at the Brussels Conservatory and director of 
the Brussels Music Academy and Conservatory of Mons. He is the 
founder and president of the International Summer Festival in 
Brussels, where works by contemporary Belgian composers are 
regularly performed. 
Janssens conducted orchestras u. a. in Belgium, Switzerland and 
Austria, the USA and Canada, Colombia and Venezuela, China and 
Japan, Russia Turkey, Italy and Greece. He was particularly 
committed to making the works of Belgian composers 
internationally known. 
Janssens composed mainly works for large orchestra, including a 
piano and a cello concerto and the ballet „Yerma”, which was 
premiered by the Ballet de Wallonie, but also piano works and 
several string quartets. Among his religious works is the „Messe 
des artistes” and the Requiem, which was celebrated with the 
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premiere in 2004 in Brussels with standing ovations. 
He is the author of „Geschiedenis van de luit en de gitaar” 
(Metropolis, Antwerpen 1980). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Jappelli Nicola (English) 
Nicola Jappelli was born in Milan in 1975. He studied Classical 
Guitar with Paolo Paolini at the ‘Giuseppe Verdi Conservatory’ in 
Milan, where received his diploma in 1996. 
He took several European master classes (from 1991 to 1997) 
with Cuban composer and conductor ‘Leo Brouwer’, which allowed 
him to perfect his performance and composing skills. 
As a composer, he has sought to develop a new and original style 
that is a fusion of various influences, from expressionism to 
minimalism, and focuses on form and on the clarity and emphasis 
of the material. His music reveals a curiosity and respect for 
styles from different periods. Inspired by these roots, Jappelli has 
taken his ideas and elaborated them with a profound awareness of 
his times and training, which primarily occurred outside of the 
usual academic environment. 
The ‘J. MacMillan’ master class that he took in 2005 in Milan 
allowed him to further develop his compositional style. 
He won the “Opera Prima” competition sponsored by ‘Casa 
Ricordi’ in 2002, and his composition was performed at Piccolo 
Teatro in Milan by ‘Ensemble Sentieri Selvaggi’. He was invited to 
perform his works in 2004 and 2006 on the “Piazza Verdi” radio 
show broadcast by ‘RAI RADIO 3’. 
In 2005 he also began composing music for the theater for stage 
director ‘Beppe Arena’. 
His works published by Italian music publishers Rugginenti and 
Sinfonica and German music publisher Daminus have been well 
received by international critics. He has written works for various 
instruments and groups (solo guitar, two guitars, guitar and flute, 
guitar and clarinet, guitar and string orchestra, piano, organ, 
harp, orchestra, chorus, string quartet, and other chamber 
ensembles). 
His compositions have been performed by internationally 
acclaimed soloists and ensembles worldwide in Japan (Tokyo, 
Nagoya, Nara, Okayama), United States (Los Angeles, Northridge, 
Laguna Beach CA), Mexico (Merida), Brazil (Santa Maria), England 
(Plymouth, Falmouth, Marazion, Saltash, Truro), Slovakia (Nitra), 
Greece (Hermoupolis, Atene), Tanzania (Dar Es Salaam), and 
Poland. 
In Italy, his works have been performed at Piccolo Teatro in Milan, 
Teatro Eden in Treviso, the Auditorium in Rome for Programma 
Alimentare Mondiale, the Bramante Sacristy in S.Maria delle 
Grazie in Milan, Chiaravalle Abby in Milan, S.Simpliciano Basilica 
in Milan, S.Gaudenzio Basilica in Novara, palacongressi in Arona, 
teatro binario 7 in Monza, and the Conservatories of Novara, 
Bologna, Foggia, Frosinone, and Latina. 
Web: http://www.nicolajappelli.it/eng/bio_compositore.html 
(2011) 

Jarrett Keith (English) 
Born May 8, 1945, in Allentown, Pennsylvania, Jarrett began 
playing the piano at the age of 3 and undertook classical studies 
throughout his youth - appearing in programs at the Academy of 
Music in Philadelphia and at Madison Square Garden. He began 
formal composition studies at 15, before moving to Boston to 
study briefly at the Berklee School of Music. While still in his late 
teens, arrangements were made to study composition in Paris 
with the great pedagogue Nadia Boulanger, but then cancelled in 
favor of moving to New York to play jazz. 
In 1966 he joined the Charles Lloyd Quartet, one of the most 
popular groups on the international jazz scene. In the late '60's, 
he formed his own trio with Charlie Haden and Paul Motian which 
in 1972 expanded to a quartet with the addition of tenor 
saxophonist Dewey Redman. The group disbanded in 1976. And in 
1970/71, Jarrett played electric piano and organ with Miles Davis 
- his last stint as a sideman; thereafter dedicating himself to 
performing acoustic music as a leader. In 1970, Keith Jarrett 
began his recording collaboration with producer Manfred Eicher 
and ECM Records. His solo piano recordings - including, Solo 
Concerts, The Köln Concert, Sun Bear Concerts, Paris Concert, 
Dark Intervals and Vienna Concert, have been particularly 
influential. 

Since 1983, Jarrett's jazz playing has been focused in the 
Standards Trio, with bassist Gary Peacock and drummer Jack 
DeJohnette which explores the American songbook of the '30's, 
'40's, and '50's. A Bach/Jarrett keyboard cycle was initiated by 
ECM in 1988 beginning with The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book 1 
(piano) and Book II (harpsichord). In 1993 he recorded 
Shostakovich 24 Preludes and Fugues, op. 87. Jarrett's classical 
repertoire includes works by Barber, Bartok, Peggy Glanville-
Hicks, Lou Harrison, Hindemith, Alan Hovhaness, Colin McPhee 
and Stravinsky. Orchestras with which he has performed include 
the San Francisco Symphony, Philadelphia Orchestra, American 
Composers Orchestra, Brooklyn Philharmonic and the 
Beethovenhalle Orchestra Bonn; conductors include John Adams, 
Vladimir Ashkenazy, Dennis Russell Davies and John Eliot 
Gardiner. 
Several Jarrett compositions have received their premieres at 
major music centers. Celestial Hawk premiered in 1980 with 
Christopher Keene and the Syracuse Symphony at Carnegie Hall. 
Sonata for Violin and Piano and Elegy for Violin and String 
Orchestra both debuted in 1985 in Tokyo, performed by Koichiro 
Harada and the New Japan Symphony. Elegy had its American 
premiere in 1986 at Saratoga Springs, with Dennis Russell Davies 
and the Philadelphia Orchestra. Sacred Ground, for piano, flute, 
cello, and clarinet, commissioned by the Chamber Music Society 
of Lincoln Center, premiered in 1985 at Alice Tully Hall, with 
Jarrett joined by Paula Robison, Fred Sherry and Richard 
Stoltzman. 
Two books about Jarrett have been written: Keith Jarrett: Inner 
Views by Kunihiko Yamashita and Keith Jarrett: A Man And His 
Music, a biography written by British jazz trumpeter and critic Ian 
Carr. 
Web: http://www.ecmrecords.com/ecm-cgi-bin/bio?47 

Jelcic Marko and Vincenko (English) 
The brothers Marko Jelcic (1918-1990) and Vincenco Jelcic (1921-
1984) were clearly among the greatest guitar enthusiasts in the 
first half of the 20th century. At the same time, just as with the 
Fumic brothers, the Jelcic were the second official guitar duo in 
the country. Their activities were mostly centered in Dalmatia, the 
coastal province of Croatia (they lived and worked most of the 
time in the city of Split), although they performed in other parts 
of the country and organized a number of different courses. In 
their own edition dozens of little guitar 
methods for the self-taught were published, as well as several 
other albums including their own compositions. (Uros Dojcinovic: 
Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II Croatia, 2003) 

Jenni Martin (English) 
OBITUARY  
Donald Martin Jenni passed away June 21, 2006 of mestastatic 
bone cancer. He was 68 years of age. Born October 4, 1937 to 
Katja Malkova (Catherine Malek) and Francois (Frank) Jenni, in 
Milwaukee WI, he lived there throughout his primary and 
secondary education. At 17 he moved to Chicago, where he took a 
Bachelor's degree in music at DePaul University and a Master's in 
Humanities (medieval studies) at the University of Chicago. He 
completed his doctorate (music composition) at Stanford 
University in 1966, returning to Chicago in the position of 
Assistant Professor of music theory, history, and composition at 
DePaul, where he remained until invited to join the faculty of The 
University of Iowa (Iowa City) School of Music in 1968, as 
Associate Professor of composition and theory. He was promoted 
to the rank of Full Professor 6 years later and taught at Iowa until 
his early retirement in 1999.  
Jenni played the piano from very early on and began to compose 
music in his childhood. Before graduating from high school in 
1954 he had published several works for the piano, voice, brass 
ensemble, and orchestra. Several of these won national awards. 
By the time of joining the Iowa faculty, Jenni's music had begun 
to be published by the American Composers Alliance. At Iowa, 
Jenni composed many compositions for performance by the 
school's Center for New Music as well as other performing groups. 
In 1974 he signed a contract with Associated Music Publishers.  
His interest in the Western Middle Ages specialized in the fields of 
medieval music, both secular and Gregorian, and in the study and 
practice of Western monasticism. His annotated translation of the 
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13th-c. abbot Ogier of Locedio was released this year by 
Cistercian Publications. Since 1996 a claustral oblate of the 
Benedictine monastery of Christ in the Desert (Chama, NM), he 
composed an English chant office for that community. Upon 
retirement from Iowa in 1999, he moved to Chama to become the 
monastery's choirmaster.  
Born into a polyglot family--his father was born in Paris and raised 
in Switzerland, his mother's family were immigrants from Hungary 
and the Czech Republic--he grew up in a family that spoke 
French, German, Swiss, Danish, Slovak, and Hungarian. With this 
foundation he acquired knowledge of some dozen languages, and 
he traveled extensively to practice them.  
In the 1990s he began to do research in South Indian Classical 
music, attending the Karnatic music festival in Madras (Chennai) 
annually. During his last semester at Iowa he offered a course in 
that musical tradition that was cosponsored by the departments of 
music and Asian Studies.  
In 2002 he moved to New Orleans and took up residence in The 
Carol Condominium in the Lower Garden District. He quickly 
became an enthusiastic Orleanian.  
Never married, he became in 1996 the legal guardian of a 
Gambian (West African) youth whom he had been sponsoring 
through the Christian Children's Fund. He brought Sulayman 
Sambou to Iowa and enrolled him at Regina High School. Upon 
completion in 1999, Sulayman entered Mount Saint Clare College, 
and, in 2003, earned the MSW at the Jane Addams College of 
Social Work at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Sulayman 
married Aleshia Thoene of rural Illinois in New Orleans in 2004, 
and the couple moved here a year later.  
Web: http://www.uiowa.edu/~cnm/41.060924a.html 

Jentsch Walter (English) 
Composer, conductor and pianist, born in Langenbielau (Silesia, 
today: Bielawa/Poland), died in Berlin. He studied at the Music 
Academy in Vienna with Franz Schmidt and Clemens Krauss. 
Since 1927 he lived in Berlin. He worked at broadcasting stations. 
Since 1949 he taught in Berlin at conservatory and the 
Musikhochschule. He composed works for orchestra, chamber 
music and vocal music. (Rainer Stelle) 

Jessel Leon (English) 
The German composer Leon Jessel (1871-1942) served as 
conductor in Gelsenkirchen and Mülheim. Settling in Lübeck, he 
devoted himself to composing popular pieces. This will be 
remembered with great affection by the thousand who heard it as 
the signature tune for the children’s radio programme ‘Toytown’. 
(Guitar Cameos preface, Gregg Nestor, EMI Music Publishing, 
1981) 

Jeverud Johan (English) 
Johan Jeverud (b.1962) started to compose “modern” music 
which in the compositional context entails writing the sort of 
music that the “establishment” writes. Today Jeverud connects to 
an older tradition with harmony, melody and rhythm as the 
characteristic features. 

Jiménez Arturo (Español) 
Arturo Jiménez (Diciembre/1959), realizó estudios en la Facultad 
de Música de la Universidad Veracruzana bajo la principal guía de 
los maestros Eugenio Sleziak (composición) y Oscar Tarrago 
(piano). 
Discípulo integrante del Taller de Composición de la Universidad 
Veracruzana dirigido por el maestro Armando Lavalle entre 1984 y 
1985. 
Su trabajo composicional se extiende a la creación de música para 
diversas facturas instrumentales, funciones y estilos, por lo que 
ha realizado y dirigido música para espectáculos teatrales, radio y 
televisión. 
Su música ha sido dada a conocer en escenarios mexicanos y 
extranjeros (Francia, U.R.S.S., Italia y E.E.U.U.), y ejecutada en 
concursos nacionales de interpretación, conciertos de música 
contemporánea, y como material de exámenes profesionales en 
las carreras de piano y guitarra de la Facultad de Música de la 
Universidad Veracruzana por sus características musicales e 
importancia técnica y estilística. 
Entre sus trabajos más representativos podemos citar: Cuatro 
fantasías para guitarra sola, Dos piezas para quinteto de alientos, 

Nocturnos para piano solo, Cuarteto para cuerdas No.1, 
Orquestación de la Suite original para piano a cuatro manos “El 
Libro de Katenka” de Jurriaan Andriessen, Cuarteto para cuerdas 
No.2, Trece miniaturas para piano solo sobre poemas de Rafael 
Alberti escritos en 1929. 

Jirmal Jiri (English) 
Guitarist-Composer-Teacher 
Professor of the State Music Conservatory in Prague. 
Guest Professor at the Hochschule für Musik in Saarbrücken 
(Germany). 
Internationally recognized top guitar teacher. 
Member of many juries of the International guitar contests and 
long-standing chairman of the czechoslovakian guitar contest. 
Member of the international jury of the most prestigeous guitar 
competition RADIO FRANCE - PARIS, eleven of his students 
reached the final round of this competition - three of them end up 
on the top, two of them in the second place of this competition. 
Author of the most popular guitar textbook and author of many 
music related professional publications. 
Jiri Jirmal is an outstanding classical jazz guitar composer. His 
work was published by EDITIO BÄRENREITER PRAHA and EDITIO 
HENRY LEMOINE PARIS. 
1999 - Publication release entitled “Cesty ceske kytary”. The 
author, St. Barek explored in an interview with professor Jirmal 
his personal and artistic life.¨ 
2005 - The concert of Jiri Jirmal took place at the Hradcany Castle 
in order to celebrate his 80th birthday. The festivity was 
sponsored by the president of the Czech republic, Vaclav Klaus. 
2006 - The municipal authorities of the town Prague in conjuction 
with the Intergram Corporation issued a price to Jiri Jirmal for an 
outstanding and long lasting artistic performance. 
Toward the end of 2008 Jiri Jirmal released his 5th CD with a title 
“Classical Guitar Jazz Performances”. This work represents a new 
arrangement of his compositions. 
All Jiri Jirmal' s recordings and compositions are typical for his 
creative and innovative character, continuation of his lifetime 
concept that combines various elements of the classical and jazz 
music. 
28. 3. 2009, Prague 
Web: 
http://jiri.jirmal.sweb.cz/index.php?lang=2&page=biograp
hy 

Joachim Otto (English) 
Otto Joachim was a Canadian composer of German origin. Trained 
as a violinist, he fled the Nazis to the Far East (1934-49), then 
settled in Montréal as a viola player, teacher, instrument builder 
and composer. His compositions, mostly dating from his Canadian 
period, include 12-tone, aleatoric, and electroacoustic works. In 
January 2008, he receives the “Tribute Award” of the Prix Opus 
from the Conseil québécois de la musique. 

Job Lynn (English) 
Lynn Job (pronounced with a long “o”)  is an American woman 
composer, scholar, poet and thespian born on the great plains of 
South Dakota. She is an emerging composer with an active 
commissions roster and many societal affiliations and 
appointments including editorial boards. She is often seen at 
national and international academic conferences and arts 
residencies & she is scheduled for several concert music 
premieres & broadcasts in Europe and the U.S. in 2006-2007. 
Among her many honors, she attended a 4-day festival of her 
works Jubilantly Job! Music Festival at the U. of Central Oklahoma, 
February 7-10, 2003, held by faculty & clinicians from both coasts 
presenting 18 of her titles. She is in the 2005 & 2006 Marquis 
Who's Who of American Women (24th & 25th eds.), the 2006 
Marquis Who's Who in the World (23rd ed.), as well as in several 
on-line international composer databases such as the Sigma Alpha 
Iota Philanthropies, Inc. Composers Bureau and the American 
Music Center. 
Dr. Job graduated from California State University Fullerton & the 
University of North Texas spending summers in Europe, and was 
decorated in the U. S. Army Reserves during the Persian Gulf War. 
She continues to win awards from the American Music Center & 
ASCAP, and is often requested as an interdisciplinary guest 
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lecturer. Most of her hundred music titles to date are large-scale 
mystic works with pre-compositional designs that required years 
of background research and planning making her of interest to 
musicologists, theorists and theologians alike - the subject of 
several articles. Lynn Job is the founding artist of Buckthorn 
Studios and her music publishes exclusively through Buckthorn 
Music Press (ASCAP). Her music can be searched by keywords or 
instrumentation at the American Music Center in NYC 
(ref: www.newmusicjukebox.org). 
An active writer, Lynn Job was poet-in-residence in County Clare, 
Ireland (April, 1999): a month at Salmon Publishing by the Cliffs 
of Moher (published by the U. of Mary Hardin-Baylor) traveling 
and meeting many of Ireland's finest poets at the Tinity College 
Dublin Symposium “The Muse and the Mirror,” later participating 
in the 2002 “Teaching Poetry: a symposium for poets & teachers” 
in Santa Rosa, CA with NEA Chair Dana Gioia. In May, 2001 she 
assisted author Gene Cho's exchange students at the Taiwan 
College of Arts in Taipei/Panchiao, Taiwan studying Chinese folk 
instruments and culture. Acting on her passion for adventure, Dr. 
Job found artifacts for the Israel Museum, Jerusalem as a member 
of the 1989 Judean Desert Exploration and Excavation Project at 
the Dead Sea (published in Biblical Archaeology Review). This 
Qumran expedition experience still informs and inspires much of 
her creative work, including her mystic poetry and her largest 
music work in progress, publishing in sections, “ELATIO: Praises & 
Prophecies” (tenor & contralto soloists, men's & women's 
choruses, & reduced orchestra featuring celesta and vibraphone). 
Among her many other interests are: the music and art of 
comparative religions; ethnomusicology of the Middle East, Far 
East and Native North America; pictograph linguistics; semitic 
myth and textology; renaissance aesthetics of England, Burgundy 
& Italy; iconography; arts biography; and metaphysics. She 
currently makes her home in the North Texas metroplex. 
For always up-to-date vita, catalog, press releases, and more, see 
Buckthorn Studios at: www.buckthornstudios.com. 
Web: http://www.voxnovus.com/composer/Lynn_Job.htm (2011) 

Jobim Antonio Carlos (Français) 
Compositeur, pianiste, chanteur et arrangeur, c'est avec le 
chanteur Joao Gilberto qu'il créa la bossa nova. A.C. Jobim a 
composé de grands succès, entre autres, Garota de Ipanema, 
Samba de uma nota so, Corcovado. 

Johanson Bryan (English) 
Award-winning composer Bryan Johanson takes inspiration from 
sources as varied as poets Sappho and Samuel Beckett, medieval 
physiology, ancient Roman history, and the grain of his personal 
experience. A native of Portland, Oregon, Johanson is an artist 
rooted in the Pacific Northwest and intent on communicating the 
textures of Oregon in his music. Performed, recorded and 
published nationally and internationally, Johanson's work has won 
major awards 
from the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, the Aspen Music Festival, 
The Kennedy Center, UCLA and the Esztergom International 
Guitar Festival. Johanson studied composition with Charles Jones 
and Pulitzer Prize-winning composer William Bolcom. Johanson's 
catalogue of over eighty compositions features three symphonies, 
concertos for violin, cello and piano, numerous chamber works, 
song cycles and choral works, as well as compositions for solo 
instruments. In recent years he has focused a major portion of his 
creative energy on writing chamber music that includes guitar. 
A prominent guitarist and recording artist, Johanson studied with 
Alirio Diaz, Christopher Parkening and Michael Lorimer. He has 
performed with orchestras, chamber music groups, choirs, and in 
solo recitals throughout the United States and Canada. 
Johanson is a Professor of Music at Portland State University, 
where he founded PSU's successful guitar studies program and 
the Guitar Recital Series in 1978. In 1991 he established the 
popular Portland Guitar Festival, which he organizes annually. 
Johanson lives in Portland with his wife Victoria and their daughter 
Molly. 

Johnson Tom (English) 
Johnson was born in Colorado in 1939. He received his B. A. and 
Master of Music degrees from 
Yale University, and also studied with Morton Feldman. Composer, 
performer and writer, is perhaps best known for his operas, 

particularly The Four Note Opera, which was premiered in New 
York City in 1972 and which has been produced over 60 times in 
at least nine different languages. Non-operatic works that have 
received particular attention over the years include his solo 
performance Nine Bells, the often played Failing: A Difficult piece 
for Solo String Bass, and theatrical pieces such as the Scene for 
Piano and Tape. From 1972 to 1982 Johnson was the new-music 
critic for the Village Voice. Johnson's weekly columns covered the 
emergence and development of minimal music in New York City. A 
large collection of his articles from theat period was published in 
1989 by Apollohuis in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, under the title 
The Voice of New Music Though traveling frequently, his residence 
since 1983 has been in Paris. “The world is easier to understand,” 
he says, “when viewed from about halfway between Moscow and 
Washington.” (Notes from Lovely Music, Ltd.) 

Jong Christiaan de (English) 
Christiaan de Jong (Rotterdam, 1960), is an all-round musician 
with experience in playing all kinds of music, from authentique 
barroque to tango, from flamenco to contemporary composed and 
improvised music and jazz. 
He composed music for one instrument solo with or without 
electronics, up to chambermusic,   orchestral works and music for 
big band, dance projects and theatre or his own “animated 
scores”. 
He composed for: Orkest De Volharding, Trio Sekwenza, 
Ensemble Barcelona Nova Musica, Christiaan de Jong Ensemble, 
Duo Daniel Ahlert & Birgit Schwab, Grupo Circulo, Banda Municipal 
de Barcelona, Duo Matthijs Koene & Stefan Gerritsen, Duo Wiek 
Hijmans & Anna McMichael, Barcelona Percussion Group, Harry 
Sparnaay, Marcel Worms, Sound of Colors Ensemble +Beatrice 
Voellmy, Ensemble BB, Kaida,  Ralph van Raat Ensamble Rosario 
and Ensemble Areté.  
Current projects include  a project mixing borroque, modern 
instruments and electronics, a piece for viola and guitar for 
Alturas Duo, a piece for Ensemble Sizle, a violoncello concierto for 
Grup XXI and a project based on Don Quijote and Chinese 
fairytale project for Globus Ensemble and Fiu Lang (pipa), a 
flamenco project with EBNM and Jeronimo Maya and a 
multistylistic multicultural multimedia chamber opera. 
As a flute player Christiaan de Jong uses the Eva Kingma system 
1/4 tone flute which permits him to play easily microtonal tone 
music, used in so many “etnic” music cultures, jazz and 
contemporary western composed music. He plays the barroque 
tranverse flute both in barroque and contemporary  music.  
De Jong started out as a classical guitar player, but now also 
plays the electric guitar in both jazz and chambermusic settings. 
The electric guitar can have an almost classical sound  but extend 
to the most extreme heavy metal sounds quitte easily. He likes to 
mix improvisational elements and very defined composed parts 
and often uses electronic backgrounds as well.  
He performed concerts playing mainly his own music and 
improvisation  with Markus Stockhausen and Tara Bouman, Jorrit 
Dijkstra, Riccardo Massari,   Michael Svoboda, Luc Houtkamp, 
Frances Marie Uitti, Wiek Hijmans,  J. Mª Balanyà, Ananda 
Sukarlan, Robert Dick, Harry Sparnaay, Garth Knox, Wolter 
Wierbos, Ere Lievonen and many other fine musicians. 
He conducted many professional and youth orquestras, involving 
written music and improvisation. 
He founded various ensembles like Trio Sekwenza, Ensemble 
Barcelona Nova Musica, Christiaan de Jong Ensemble, Intelligent 
Sound Ensembe and recently Globus Ensemble. He played as a 
electric guitar soloist with the Banda Municipal de Barcelona, the 
Dutch group “Insomnio”, the Madrid group “Circulo”. 
He is founder and director of Projecte Internacional 
d'Influències Musicals. 
Web: http://www.christiaandejong.com/shortcv.htm (2008) 

Jordi Dieter (English) 
Born 3.10.1958  
Jordi was born in Zurich, and following an initial foray into the 
world of jazz and other improvised music, he studied classical 
guitar in Winterthur (A. Valcro, K. Scheit), concert diploma in 
1979. He studied composition at Freiburg Music College with Klaus 
Huber (1981-1985). His teaching commitments include positions 
at Winterthur Conservatoire (music theory), and since 1992 at the 
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Kreuzlingen Seminar (guitar). He also performs as soloist and 
accompanist in both new and early music ensembles. He has 
organised numerous concerts at Winterthur's “Theatre on the 
Tracks”, and since 1991 has been president of Zurich IGNM in 
Zurich and Winterthur. Apart from music for the stage, he has 
composed predominantly experimental chamber music with an 
emphasis on microtonality/harmony/tonal systems and unusual 
playing situations. He lives in Winterthur. He is a member of the 
publishing co-operative 'mikro', and all works can be obtained 
directly from 'mikro' by quoting the three figure catalogue 
number.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

José Antonio (English) 
(1902-1936) 
Castilian musician, he was shot during the Spanish civil war. He 
was a precocious musical talent. In 1920 he moved to Madrid to 
complete his studies. In 1925 he won a scholarship in Paris. He 
taught for four years in Malaga and then he came back to his 
hometown, Burgos, where he directed, until his death, the local 
choir. Winner of many composition competitions, he was 
appreciated by Joaquín Turina, Maurice Ravel and Regino Sainz de 
la Maza. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Joseph Thomas (English) 
Thomas Joseph is a graduate from Old Dominion University in 
Norfolk, Va with a bachelors degree in Music Composition. He 
studied under the tutelage of Dr. Andrey Kasparov, Professor of 
Music at Old Dominion University and Mark Chambers-- with 
additional studies in piano, horn and a minor in English with a 
concentration in literature. He also studied orchestration and 
counterpoint with Adolphus Hailstork. He was awarded the 
Undergraduate Research Award at Old Dominion to facilitate a 
recital which included an original work titled Quartet (2009-2010) 
for soprano saxophone, vibraphone, acoustic guitar and 
harpsichord. This work also served as a teaching aid during the 
Old Dominion University Undergraduate Research Symposium in 
which he lectured on the creative and organizational process of 
music composition. Additionally, he spearheaded facilitate the 
execution of another grant which produced Old Dominion 
University's first group, student composition recital. 
In 2010, Thomas Joseph won the Young Artist Competition at Old 
Dominion University in music composition with Concert Music for 
Orchestra. He also received an award for the Outstanding 
Graduating Student of the music department and Music Student of 
the Year. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/ThomasJoseph (2019) 

Jovicic Jovan (English) 
by Uroš Dojcinovic 
Jovicic is without any doubt our greatest guitar pioneer of the 
second half of the twentieth century. He was born July 5, 1926, in 
Vrdnik (Srem in Vojvodina), a northern part of Serbia; died 2013 
in Belgrade. His parents, father Milan and mother Ljubica, helped 
wth his musical education in his early childhood when Jovan first 
started to play the violin. But like many others, young Jovicic soon 
changed his attention to the guitar, which was very popular in 
those times. He attended public schools and finally became a 
professor of physics at the University of Belgrade. Nevertheless, 
his love for the guitar was so great that through his talent and 
constant practicing, he managed to teach himself to play this 
instrument very well, at the beginning using an old Carulli guitar 
method, the only didactic publication he could find. And he 
studied guitar at the Music Academy in Belgrade with Anny 
Claassens, a pupil of Heinrich Albert. Then, at the end of fifties, he 
joined the master classes of Andrés Segovia, at the Chigiana 
Music Academy in Siena. In 1961 he completed his studies with 
maestro Segovia, who predicted an extraordinary success for 
Jovicic, both in his concert career and his musical profession in 
general. Holding a Ph.D in physics, Jovan Jovicic later published 
many scientific works, some related especially to the acoustic 
properties of the guitar affecting the resonance and tone of the 
instrument. One interesting result of these studies can be read in 
the famous Acustica magazine, number 18, 1967 (“Jovan Jovicic – 
Spectres sonores de la guitare de concert”), where he reports the 
results of his comparison of guitars of different makes, different 
soundboard materials, etc. As a musician Jovicic adopted Sor’s 

and Tárrega’s idea of the guitar as well as that of his great 
teacher Segovia, who effected the “renaissance” of the instrument 
at an even more modern level. Jovicic also accepted Segovia’s 
idea for improving the playing technique of the guitar, and the 
presentation of works dedicated to it by contemporary composers. 
He accepted not only Segovia’s artistic principles, but also his 
evaluation of the guitar as a worthy, valuable, high quality 
instrument with calls for thorough and systematic study. Jovicic’s 
concert activity began very early, and from 1948 he was an 
established soloist on radio and television in Belgrade. Even at 
that time some of his magnificent interpretations could be heard 
outside the country. After one of this radio appearances, the great 
Greek guitarist Dimitri Fampas wrote: “My dear friend Jovicic, one 
Sunday at midnight I had a very pleasant surprise while listening 
to the Belgrade radio station. It was you speaking with your warm 
voice about the history of our beloved guitar and playing Bach, 
Tárrega, etc., in your unique excellent way. Sincerely it was a 
very nice experience for me and I am very happy to send you my 
hearty congratulations.” In 1957 Jovicic was the laureat of the 
international guitar competition in Moscow, after which he 
continued to give recitals and broadcasts in many countries. The 
first international tours included Greece (1954), West Germany, 
Belgium and Italy (1955), France (1956), Egypt (1959), Romania 
(1964), Hungary and Poland (1965), and so on... During his 
active performing career, Jovicic gave over 2000 concerts 
throughout Europe, Asia and Africa, and played in almost every 
Yugoslavian city. However he aroused interest not only as a 
performer, but also as a composer. A supreme connoisseur of 
folkloric music, he enriched his repertoire with many artistically 
stylized compositions based on traditional themes. Inspired by 
folk songs and dances, Jovicic composed over 100 guitar works, 
but unfortunatly not much of this was published outside 
Yugoslavia. In 1950 his “Balkan Dance” and “Concert Etude” were 
published by Broekmans & Van Poppel in Holland, and some ten 
years later his “Macedonian Rhapsody” in the Ukraine. Jovicic’s 
selected concert works are published by Mel Bay publications in 
the USA. A large part of Jovicic’s opus was published in Serbia by 
the publishing company Nota Knjaževac, among which it is 
important to mention his School of the Guitar in five volumes (the 
first was issued in 1969). Another notable feature of his activity is 
his writing of music for radio and television plays, theatre and 
films, for which he won a number of prizes. He has also recorded 
for several gramophone companies in Serbia, Croatia, Russia, 
Spain and the USA. It is especially to Jovicic’s credit that in the 
course of his artistic career, the guitar has attained a place of 
honor in the concert halls of the former Yugoslavia, and it has 
been accepted there as a classical instrument. During his only 
visit to Yugoslaia in October, 1973, the great Spanish artist 
Andrés Segovia wrote:”Jovan Jovicic is one of my greatest 
students. A master, a great master, of the guitar...”  
(More information can be found in the following books by Uroš 
Dojcinovic: The Magic World of the Guitar, Ed. Nota-
Knjaževac,1984; Following the Guitar Trails in Yugoslavia, Ed. 
Sorabia, Niš, 1992; Secret of the Guitar, Ed.DKSG-Beograd, 
1996; Anthology of Guitar Music in Serbia, Ed. Prometej Novi Sad, 
1996; Anthology of Guitar Music in Montenegro, Ed.Pro-Arte-
Niksic, 1996.) 

Jungk Klaus (English) 
Jungk received flute lessons as a student, graduated from high 
school in Stralsund in 1934 and then studied musicology, German 
studies and acoustics in Berlin. He also took flute lessons from 
Hans Frenz, the solo flutist of the Prussian State Orchestra of the 
Berlin State Opera. After completing his doctorate (on Mozart's 
operas), he oversaw a number of films as a sound engineer at 
Tobis-Filmkunst. From 1948 to 1981 he was head of the serious 
music department at Sender Freies Berlin. 
Jungk composed orchestral works, a ballet and chamber music. In 
1971 he published the book “Musik im technischen Zeitalter”. 
(Wikipedia) 

Justel Elsa (Français) 
Compositrice argentine née le 19 février 1944 à Mar del Plata. 
Elsa Justel étudie en Argentine et obtient un diplôme de 
professeur d’éducation musicale et de direction chorale au 
conservatoire de Mar del Plata. Licenciée en journalisme et 
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sciences de la communication, elle suit également des cours d’arts 
visuels, mais surtout approfondit l’étude de la composition à 
l’Université de Rosario et celle de la musique électroacoustique à 
Buenos Aires. En France, elle obtient ensuite un doctorat en 
Esthétique, sciences et technologies des arts à l’Université de 
Paris VIII. Conférencière internationale, elle a également enseigné 
les nouvelles technologies de composition au conservatoire de Mar 
del Plata (Argentine), ainsi que les techniques du son et la forme 
sonore à l’Université de Marne-La-Vallée (France). En 2007, elle 
fonde et dirige la Fondation Destellos à Mar del Plata pour 
promouvoir la musique acousmatique. Sa carrière de compositeur 
est lancée en France en 1988, au sein du Groupe de musique 
expérimentale de Bourges. Ses œuvres sont aussi bien 
électroacoustiques que purement instrumentales, mixtes ou 
audiovisuelles. Le langage d’Elsa Justel s’appuie sur des 
successions rapides d’atmosphères, des interactions entre sons 
réels et sons virtuels, tout en conservant une nuance fortement 
poétique. Citons Ichihualasto (1989), Du libe tu (1996), Mâts 
(1999), Gwerz (2002), Yegl (2007). 
Web: 
http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/fr/ressources/compositeurs/biographies/
justel-elsa-1944 (2016) 

Käser Mischa (English) 
Born 1.1.1959  
Born in Zurich, Käser studied guitar in Winterthur and lute in 
Basel. He studied composition with H. U. Lehmann in Zurich, and 
R. Moser, also in Basel. He is involved not only in composing and 
teaching, but also in experimental music theatre. In 1992 he 
received the “Werkjahr” from Zurich City Council.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Kaipainen Jouni (Français) 
Compositeur finlandais né le 24 novembre 1956 à Helsinki.  
Jouni Kaipainen étudie la musique dès sa plus tendre enfance, 
composant avec enthousiasme alors qu'il est écolier ; il devient 
ensuite l'élève de Aulis Sallinen. C'est à l'Académie Sibelius de 
Helsinki qu'il travaille avec Paavo Heininen grâce auquel il acquiert 
une connaissance approfondie du répertoire, sur la base duquel il 
peut ensuite construire sa méthode de composition et développer 
sa propre voie créatrice.  
Le Lyrisme de ses premières oeuvres est surtout apparent dans le 
cycle de mélodies Cinq Poèmes de René Char (1980) pour 
soprano et orchestre. Il compose simultanément une oeuvre très 
ambitieuse Ladders to Fire, un concerto de vingt-cinq minutes 
pour deux pianos, inspiré par un roman d'Anaïs Nin. La musique 
de chambre constitue la majorité de son oeuvre, cependant, c'est 
dans les oeuvres pour grands ensembles, telles que la Symphonie 
(achevée en 1985 et créée la Biennale d'Helsinki la méme année) 
et Carpe Diem (1990) pour clarinette et orchestre, que le 
compositeur fait preuve de la plus grande originalité et invention.  
Jouni Kaipainen possède un talent d'écrivain tout aussi 
remarquable et est, par ailleurs, I'auteur de nombreux exposés 
sur des thèmes musicaux et culturels pour la presse et la radio. 
Web: http://mac-texier.ircam.fr/textes/c00001141/index.html 

Kaiser Thyler (English) 
Tyler Kaiser was born in Duluth, Minnesota and has composed, 
performed, taught and lived in this area longer than some would 
consider prudent. Why? He doesn't want the alternative of living 
in a crime-ridden, overpopulated, expensive to live in metropolis 
just because that is supposedly what successful musicians are 
supposed to do (even though some metropolises are quite nice), 
and, this area his home--you know, where family and friends live. 
These people are also often the people for whom he composes, 
teaches and performs. 
Web: 
http://www.composersforum.org/member_profile.cfm?oid=4740 

Kalitzke Johannes (English) 
Johannes Kalitzke is a composer and conductor who was born in 
Cologne in 1959. After studying piano with Jeanette Chéro (1967–
77) and church music in Cologne (1974–76), he enrolled at 
Cologne University of Music (1978–81), where his teachers were 
Aloys Kontarsky (piano), Wolfgang von der Nahmer (conducting), 
York Höller (composition), and later Ulrich Humpert (electronic 
music). This was followed by studies abroad with Vinko Globokar 

at IRCAM in Paris on a scholarship from the Study Foundation of 
the German People (1982/83).  
From 1984 to 1990 he worked at “Musiktheater im Revier” in 
Gelsenkirchen, first as a conductor and later as principal 
conductor.  
In 1986 he succeeded Carla Henius as director of the New Music 
Forum, and in 1991 he became artistic director and conductor of 
musikFabrik.  
Since 1996 he has taught at the Darmstadt Summer Courses and 
headed conducting seminars at various institutes of higher 
learning, including the Conductors Forum of the German Music 
Council.  
Today he is a regular guest conductor and composer with 
orchestras and ensembles at international festivals of 
contemporary music.  
Kalitzke’s first opera, Bericht über den Tod des Musikers Jack 
Tiergarten(Report on the Death of the Musician Jack Teagarden), 
was premiered at the Munich Biennale in 1996.  
He was then commissioned by the state of Schleswig-Holstein to 
write his second opera, Molière oder die Henker der 
Komödianten (Molière or the Players’ Executioners), premiered in 
Bremen in 1998, as well as Inferno (2004).  
In 2007 he was commissioned to compose Die Besessenen (The 
Possessed) after Witold Gombrowicz for Vienna’s Theater an der 
Wien, where it received its premiere on 19 February 2010.  
Today he is a freelance artist living in Cologne and Vienna.  
Web: http://www.johanneskalitzke.com/english/biography/ 
(2016) 

Kalogeras Alexandros (English) 
Associate Professor 
Composition 
B.M., M.M., Boston University; 
Ph.D., Harvard University; 
Studied computer music with Mario Davidovsky and Barry Vercoe 
at M.I.T. Media Lab; 
Composer of numerous works for solo instruments, chamber 
music, orchestra, chorus, theater music, and electronic music; 
Compositions commissioned by the Pittsburgh New Music 
Ensemble, ALEA II in Boston, Nuove Sinchronie in Milan, the St. 
Petersburg Woodwind Quintet, the Greek National Radio Station, 
and many others; 
Music published by Edi-Pan, Ricordi, and BMG Ariola in Italy; 
Faculty member at Harvard University; 
Guest lecturer at festivals in the United States, Europe, and 
Russia. 
(2007) 
http://www.berklee.edu/faculty/detail.php?id=211&type=last_na
me&value=&skip=200 

Kämmerling Werner (English) 
Guitarist, pedagogue and composer, born in Leverkusen 
(Nordrhein-Westfalen). He grew up in Leverkusen - 1957 up today 
he teaches at the Volkshochschule Leverkusen - and moved to 
Dortmund in 1975 for professional reasons. 1975- 2002 he was 
professor for guitar at the Hochschule für Musik Westfalen-Lippe, 
Institut Dortmund. His most successful students were Klaus-Peter 
Schimanski, Reinhard Kopiez, Burkhard Wolk, Ulrich Beck, Franz 
Halász, Roland Hoffmann, Buck Wolters, Thomas Brendgens-
Mönkemeyer. 
The guitarist Maria Kämmerling is his sister. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Kaminsky Laura (English) 
(b. September 28, 1956, New York City) 
American composer of mostly chamber and vocal works that have 
been performed throughout the world; she is also active as a 
promoter. 
Ms. Kaminsky studied composition with Joseph Wood at the 
Oberlin Conservatory of Music from 1974-78, where she earned 
her BA magna cum laude in psychology. She also studied 
composition with Mario Davidovsky at the City College of New 
York from 1978-80, where she earned her MA, on a Tuch 
Foundation Fellowship. 
Among her numerous awards are two fellowships from the Millay 
Colony for the Arts (1984, 1986), six fellowships from the Virginia 
Center for the Creative Arts (1985, 1989-92, 1999) and the 
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Centrum Artist Residency Fellowship in Port Townsend, 
Washington (2004). She has received grants from the Artist Trust, 
King County, the National Endowment for the Arts, the New York 
State Council on the Arts, the Seattle Arts Commission, the 
Serage Foundation, USIA, and other organizations, as well as 
annual grants from Meet the Composer since 1983. 
The Ahlert-Schwab Duo, the Colorado Quartet, the Degas Quartet, 
the Esoterics, the Fidelio Trio, the Icicle Creek Piano Quartet, the 
Jubal Trio, the New York Treble Singers, the Odeon Quartet, the 
Quintet of the Americas, the Seattle Chamber Players, and the 
Taneko Trio, among other ensembles, have commissioned her 
music. 
Ms. Kaminsky is also active in other positions. She founded the 
new music ensemble Musicians Accord in 1984 and has since 
served as its artistic director. The ensemble is in residence at the 
City College of New York and works with David Del Tredici and 
his students. In addition, she served as Director of the Humanities 
and Film Programs of the 92nd Street Y from 1984-88, artistic 
director of the Town Hall from 1988-92 and Director of Music and 
Theater Programs at the New School for Social Research from 
1993-96. She has also served as a board member, consultant or 
panelist to state arts councils, the American Music Center, CEC 
ArtsLink, Chamber Music America, the Estate Project for Artists 
with AIDS, the Ford Foundation, the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable 
Trust, Meet the Composer, and the National Endowment for the 
Arts. 
She lived and worked in Ghana in 1992-93 and served as director 
of the European Mozart Academy in Poland in 1996-97. She then 
served as chairwoman of the music department at the Cornish 
College of the Arts in Seattle from 1999-2004 and has served as 
dean of the Conservatory of Music at Purchase College/State 
University of New York since 2004. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/kaminskl.htm (2009) 

Kampela Arthur (English) 
Winner of the 1995 International Guitar Composition Competition 
(Caracas, Venezuela) and of the 1998 Lamarque-Pons Guitar 
Composition Competition (Montevideo, Uruguay), two of the most 
prestigious composition competitions for the guitar in the world, 
he is internationally recognized as one of the most representatives 
voices of his generation. Kampela has broken new ground in two 
particular ways: first, in his native country as a sort of “Brazilian 
Frank Zappa,” establishing himself as a true heir to the Bossa-
Nova and Tropicalist movements of Brazilian recent music. 
Second, in his series of “Percussion Studies” for solo guitar, 
Kampela  has created an entirely new playing technique, 
combining in a compelling and seamless manner, traditional 
playing techniques and noise oriented, percussive effects.  

Kancheli Giya (English) 
(b. August 10, 1935, Tbilisi). Renowned Georgian composer of 
works in all forms that have received acclaimed performances 
throughout the world; he has also written much film music. Mr. 
Kancheli had piano lessons as a child at a music school in Tbilisi 
and studied at the Georgian State Conservatory in Tbilisi from 
1959-63, where his composition teacher was I.I.Tuskiya. 
His many honors include the USSR State Prize (1976, for 
Symphony No. 4, ‘In Memoria di Michelangelo’). Since 1971, he 
has served as Director of Music at the Rustaveli Theatre in Tbilisi, 
for which he has written incidental music for many productions, 
mostly in cooperation with director Robert Sturua. 
Mr. Kancheli left Georgia in 1991 (before the collapse of the 
Soviet Union), after receiving a grant from the Deutscher 
Akademischer Austauschdienst and stayed in Berlin until 1995. In 
1995-96, he served as composer-in-residence to the Royal 
Flanders Philharmonic in Antwerp and has lived in Belgium since. 
Web: http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/kanchelg.htm? 

Kanneci Ahmet (English) 
Ahmet KANNECI was born in Turkey on June 21st, 1957. He 
began his music (theory) studies with one of Turkey’s leading 
composers, Turgay ERDENER, and continued later on with 
Istemihan TAVILOGLU and Ali SEVGI. After meeting Julian 
BYZANTINE in 1977, his interest turned totally to classical guitar 
performances. He continued his studies with Julian BYZANTINE, 
while studying at the METU Department of Architecture. Four 
years later, while graduating from the Department of Architecture, 

he was awarded a scholarship from the Spanish Government to 
study with Josè TOMAS at the “Conservatorio Superior de Música 
Óscar Esplá de Alicante”. He has had the privilege of playing for 
Alirio DIAZ and receiving his critical acclaim. 
When he returned to his native country, Turkey, he was the first 
to found the classical guitar departments in four different 
conservatories. In 1993, he was awarded by Fulbright, a 
scholarship for research in the USA for which he was awarded 
with “Life Time Achievement in Art”. He was also awarded 
“Honorary Doctorate” by Harran University and Isparta S.D. 
University, Turkey, the “Award of Appreciation” by Middle East 
Technical University, Turkey, the “Art Award” by Hacettepe 
University, Turkey and the “Guitarist of the Year Award” given for 
the first time by Yildiz Technical University, Turkey. In addition to 
his musical activities in Turkey, he appeared in Europe, Asia, and 
in Americas at various concert halls such as Museo Andrés 
Segovia (Spain), Carnegie Hall (USA), Merkin Concert Hall (USA), 
Royal Festival Hall (UK) and Teatro Colón (Argentina). Besides his 
solo guitar concerts, he gave duo concerts with several artists 
such as Victor IKAIZEN (Violin), Ayhan ERMAN(Violin), Jorge 
CARDOSO (Guitar), Selva ERDENER (Soprano), Dorothy 
RANDOLPH (Baroque Violin), Sefika EUTLUER (Flute), Ekrem 
ÖZTAN (Clarinette), Hiroki Terashima (Guitar), Javier Garcia 
MORENO (Guitar), Diler ARGAT (Piano), Sibel ÖZGÜN (Piano), and 
Ataol BEHRAMOGLU (Poet). He was also the soloist several times 
in guitar concertos with orchestra. 
Currently KANNECI is the chairman of the Department of Guitar at 
Hacettepe University State Conservatory and he is giving guitar 
courses at Sevda - Cenap AND Music Foundation in Ankara. He 
concentrates on performing works which have been dedicated to 
him, and is conducting research in guitar music that he has 
started with the distinguished Turkish guitarist Savas ÇEKIRGE. 
The following modern composers have written compositions and 
dedicated them to him: T.ERDENER, F.SAY, J.CARDOSO, F.ORTIZ, 
E.BAYRAKTAR, H.E.KORKMAZ, I.TAVILOGL,N.BOSNA, 
M.A.CHERUBITO, C.PADRO, T.WALKER, M.TOROS, T.SHAHIDI, 
M.HOSHINO, H. TERASHIMA, F. CUENCA. 
Web: http://www.kanneci.org/en/kanneci.htm  

Kaplan José Alberto (Portuguese) 
José Alberto Kaplan nasceu em Rosário, Argentina, em 16 de 
julho de 1935 e faleceu em João Pessoa, em 29 de junho de 
2009. Pianista, professor, compositor e regente, estudou Piano 
com Arminda Canteros (Rosário - Argentina), Ruwin Erlich 
(Buenos Aires - Argentina), Nikita Magaloff (Genebra - Suíça) e 
Wladyslaw Kedra (Viena - Áustria); e Composição e Regência 
Orquestral com Julián Bautista (Buenos Aires) e George Byrd 
(Salvador - BA), respectivamente.  
Recebeu diversos prêmios, entre os quais o Diploma de Honra no 
VI Concurso Internacional de Piano Maria Canals (Barcelona, 
Espanha, 1960); o 2.º lugar no Concurso Nacional de Obras 
Corais (Funarte, Rio de Janeiro-RJ, 1979), com a obra Vilancicos, 
para Coro Infantil; e o 1.º Prêmio noI Concurso Brasileiro de 
Composição de Música Erudita (Funarte, Rio de Janeiro-RJ, 1978), 
com a Suíte Mirim, para piano.  
Como pianista, atuou nas principais cidades da Argentina e do 
Brasil. Em 1972 formou com o pianista Gerardo Parente o Duo de 
Piano a 4 mãos Kaplan-Parente, cujo objetivo principal foi a 
divulgação do repertório de autores brasileiros para esse tipo 
específico de formação camerística. O Duo se apresentou nas 
principais cidades do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Recife, 
Fortaleza, Belém, Brasília, Natal, João Pessoa e outras), sempre 
com grande sucesso de crítica e público. Nos Estados Unidos, 
realizou 25 recitais sob o patrocínio dos Partners of America. 
Posteriormente, o Duo gravou para o selo Marcus Pereira (São 
Paulo) o disco Piano Brasileiro a Quatro Mãos, considerado pela 
crítica especializada como um dos 10 melhores lançados no País 
em 1977. 
Foi Regente Titular da Orquestra de Câmara do Estado da Paraíba 
(1974-1977), da Camerata Universitária da UFPB (1978-1980) e 
da Orquestra Sinfônica do Estado (1986). Também atuou como 
Regente do Coral Universitário Gazzi de Sá de 1983 a 1985. 
Suas composições para Piano, Violão, Coro Misto e diferentes 
combinações instrumentais foram editadas pela Ricordi (São 
Paulo), Funarte (Rio de Janeiro), Irmãos Vitale (São Paulo), 
Chanterelle Verlag (Heidelberg - Alemanha) e Brazilian Music 
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Enterprises (EUA). Várias de suas obras foram gravadas, como a 
Suíte Mirim, por Ruth Serrão (Funarte - Rio); a Cantata pra 
Alagamar (Marcus Pereira - São Paulo); o Quinteto para Metais, 
pelo Quinteto Brassil (COMEP - São Paulo). No exterior, sua 
Sonatina para Violão foi gravada por Álvaro Pierri para o selo Blue 
Angel (Frankfurt - Alemanha). Em 1995 foi lançado, sob o 
patrocínio das Fundações Banco do Brasil, Casa de José Américo e 
Espaço Cultural, o CD Kaplan - Obras Escolhidas com uma seleção 
de oito de suas peças. Em 2003 lançou, com o patrocínio do 
Programa de Incentivo à Cultura do Estado - Pró-Cult, o CD Obras 
para Piano de José Alberto Kaplan. 
Participou, como compositor convidado, das Bienais de Música 
Brasileira Contemporânearealizadas no Rio de Janeiro nos anos de 
1985, 1987, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995, 1997 e 2005. Tomou parte 
do Panorama da Música Brasileira Atual, organizado pela Escola 
Nacional de Música da Universidade Federal de Rio de Janeiro, nas 
edições de números XVII, XVIII e XIX, e do V Encontro de 
Compositores em Porto Alegre - ENCOMPOR (1996). 
Em 1988, sua ópera O Refletor (com texto de sua autoria 
inspirado na obra teatral de Bertolt Brecht Lux in Tenebris) foi 
estreada no Teatro Guaíra de Curitiba (Paraná) pelo Grupo de 
Ópera OFICANTO que, pouco depois, a apresentou no Teatro 
Dulcina, no Rio de Janeiro, quando recebeu críticas elogiosas nas 
colunas jornalísticas especializadas. 
Publicou, pela Editora da Universidade Federal da Paraíba, três 
monografias sobre o ensino da Técnica Pianística. Em 1986, o seu 
livro Teoria da Aprendizagem Pianística - Uma Abordagem 
Psicológica foi lançado pela Schott/Movimento (Curitiba/Porto 
Alegre). 
Como professor de Piano e Harmonia, foi convidado a participar 
dos mais importantes Festivais realizados no País: Ouro Preto 
(MG), Londrina (PR), Oficina de Música de Curitiba (PR), Vale 
Veneto (RS), Porto Alegre (RS) e no 1.º Festival Internacional de 
Música de Natal (RN). Também ministrou Cursos e Masterclasses 
em Belém (PA), Fortaleza (CE), Recife (PE), Maceió (AL), 
Campinas (SP), Goiânia (GO), Porto Alegre e Pelotas (RS), a 
convite de Universidades e prestigiosas entidades musicais. 
Idealizador e Diretor Artístico do “Festival de Artes” realizado na 
cidade de Areia (PB) nos anos de 1976 e 1977. 
A Câmaras Municipais das cidades de João Pessoa e de Areia e a 
Assembléia Legislativa do Estado outorgaram-lhe títulos de 
cidadania nos anos de 1975, 1976 e 1995, respectivamente. 
Em 1995, o Instituto Histórico e Geográfico da Paraíba outorgou-
lhe a Comenda “José Maria dos Santos” pelos serviços prestados 
ao movimento cultural do Estado. 
O Conselho Estadual de Cultura concedeu-lhe, em 1998, o 
“Diploma de Honra ao Mérito” pelos relevantes serviços prestados 
à cultura paraibana. 
Foi professor de Piano e Matérias Teóricas (Harmonia Tonal, 
Contraponto e Estética) no Departamento de Música da 
Universidade Federal da Paraíba de 1964 a 1996, quando se 
aposentou. Reside no Brasil desde 1961, tendo adotado a 
cidadania brasileira em 1969. 
A UFPB, por ocasião das solenidades de comemoração do seu 
cinqüentenário, concedeu a José Alberto Kaplan o título de 
Professor Emérito e a Comenda Sapientia Aedificat da UFPB, em 2 
de dezembro de 2005. 
Web: http://adkaplan.blogspot.it/2010/09/jose-alberto-
kaplan.html 

Kaps Hansjoachim (English) 
(1942-2004) 
Guitar teacher in Berlin, fonder (1970) and leader of the “Berliner 
Gitarrenensemble” dissolved in 2003. (Rainer Stelle, 2005)  

Karastoyanov Assen (English) 
Assen Karastoyanov (1893-1976) was born in Samokov. He 
graduated flute with E. Pril and harmony with P. Huon from the 
High School of Music in Berlin, specialised composition with Paul 
Dukas at L’Ecole Normale in Paris and graduate also composition 
and theory of music at the Leipzig Conservatory in 1932. 
Karastoyanov was Professor at the State Academy of Music - 
Sofia. He is author of many theoretic studies, articles and 
textbooks. He has been awarded many prizes and orders. 

Karlberg Christer (English) 
Swedish guitarist and composer who writes music for the guitar 

and chamber music. He studied under professor Per Olof Johnsson 
at the Conservatory of Music in Malmö, Sweden and has toured 
both in Scandinavia and the rest of Europe 

Karmon Michael (English) 
Michael Karmon is described in the press as “gifted in his ability to 
create varied textures and attractive melodies” (Cincinnati 
Enquirer), and his music as “exuberant”, “delightfully clever and 
colorfu”, and “invigorating”. He is published by Theodore Presser 
Company, and has won many awards, as well as major grants 
from the McKnight Foundation, the American Composers Forum, 
the American Music Center, and others. 
The guitar is featured in most of Michael's recent music, and he's 
written for three Guitar Foundation of America Solo Competition 
winners. Recent music includes a 12-movement piece for Martha 
Masters, two pieces for the Cavatina Duo (guitarist Denis Azabagic 
and flutist Eugenia Moliner,) and a duo for guitarist Joe Hagedorn 
and violinist Leslie Shank. Other pieces include Caught in the 
Headlights, which will soon be released by the Newman & Oltman 
Guitar Duo on MSR Classics; Four Tales: A Chamber Concerto for 
Guitar, which won a first prize in the 19th Annual NACUSA 
Composition Competition; and Frets Vs. Fretless for guitar duo 
and string quartet, which is programmed often, including a 
performance arranged by David Tanenbaum. Future Projects 
include music for Seattle guitarist Michael Partington, New Jersey 
based James Day, and Duo Lunaire. 
In his vocal music Michael sometimes touches on subjects related 
to Judaism. Reflections: Three Hebrew Songs for SATB Chorus has 
been preformed by a dozen choirs, including Cantori New York, 
New York Virtuosi Singers, and the LA Zimriyah Chorale on a tour 
of Israel. This piece also won first prize in the Fourth Annual 
American Society for Jewish Music Composition Competition, as 
well as top honors in the international Waging Peace composition 
competition. Voices of Heritage, a setting of Holocaust-related 
poems for two singers and instrumental ensemble earned Michael 
an ASCAP/Morton Gould Young Composer Award. 
The orchestral And The Rhythm Is Just A Little Bit Off was 
performed by the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, read by the 
Minnesota Orchestra, and programmed by the Berlin Radio 
Symphony. It was the first winner of the annual Haddonfield 
Symphony Young Composer Competition, and premiered with 
Alan Gilbert conducting. 
Michael Karmon (b. 1969) spent his formative years in Israel and 
returned to the United States in 1986. He has performed 
extensively as a guitarist in several styles and with a variety of 
ensembles, but now composes exclusively. Michael holds a 
doctorate in composition from the University of Minnesota, and 
lives in California with his wife, Jennifer, and their twin sons, Eli 
and Eran.  
Web: 
http://www.presser.com/Composers/info.cfm?Name=MICHAELKA
RMON (2011) 

Kaski Heino  (English) 
(Pielisjärvi, June 21, 1885 – Helsinki, September 20, 1957) 
Heino Kaski belonged to the generation of Finnish composers that 
followed immediately after Sibelius. Though partly eclipsed by the 
great master, Kaski discovered a niche for himself in piano 
miniatures and solo songs. His approachable and melodically 
profuse piano pieces in particular were highly popular in their day, 
and in this respect he followed in the footsteps of Oskar 
Merikanto. 
Kaski took up music with such dedication at an early age that he 
left secondary school after his fourth year and moved to Helsinki 
to study at the church organist school and orchestra school. He 
also studied composition privately with Erkki Melartin and briefly 
with Sibelius himself. Kaski began his public career at a joint 
composition concert with Toivo Saarenpää in spring 1910. Grants 
enabled him to study further in Berlin with Paul Juon in 1911-
1914 and with Otto Taubman in 1920-1924. He also studied 
privately with Selim Palmgren. 
In the course of his exceptionally long studies, Kaski was invested 
with unusually great expectations, which he never fully realized. 
He was unable to dedicate himself to composition, since he had to 
make a living as a piano and voice teacher. In later years, he 
said: “I would have preferred to work only as a composer, but it 
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seems only a few Finnish composers are fortunate enough to be 
able to do so. It is probably due to arduous schoolwork that I 
have not had the energy later in life to concentrate on orchestral 
music, which I was very much interested in earlier.” (Kimmo 
Korhonen (2000) translation by Jaakko Mäntyjärvi) 
Web: www.fimic.fi/kaski 

Kaszuba Barbara (English) 
Barbara Kaszuba was born in Poznah in 1983 and graduated from 
the H. Wieniawski Grammar and Secondary Music School in 
Poznah in the violin class of Mirostew Bocek (2002) and the F. 
Chopin State Secondary Music School in the piano class of 
Barbara Jarantowska (2003). At present she is a student of the 
I.J.Paderewski Academy of Music in Poznah in the composition 
class of Professor Grazyna Pstrokohska-Nawratil. She has 
improvised and composed since she was six; she has consulted 
the professors: Andrzej Koszewski, Marek Stachowski and 
Romuald Twardowski about her work. 
Barbara Kaszuba has taken part in numerous composition 
competitions winning high prizes and honourable mentions. Her 
music has already been performed at many festivals including the 
“Poznah Music Spring”, the “Warsaw Autumn” and the “Musica 
Polonica Nova” and concerts in Poland and abroad (Germany, 
Russia, England, Scotland, the Netherlands and Lithuania) and on 
radio and TV. As an instrumentalist she was a finalist (violin) at 
the 20th-century Music Competition for Young Performers at 
Radziejowice (1999, 2001), and - in the category of chamber 
ensembles (violin and accordion) - gained 1st prizes at festivals 
and competitions: international ones - in Sanok (2000) and 
Poprad, Slovakia (2003), and all-Polish ones at Mtewa (2001, 
2002) as well as 2nd prizes at Castelfi-dardo, Italy (2001) and 
Klingenthal in Germany (2002). She was also awarded a special 
prize of the European Union of Music Competition for Youth - 
EMCY Art for Music Prize in Poprad (2003). Barbara Kaszuba is a 
scholarship holder of the Business and Professional Women's Club 
in Poznah, the Home Foundation for Children and the Ministry of 
Culture. Her works are published by Astra in Lodz, Fonola in 
Warsaw, Chiola Music Press in Italy and PWM Edition in Cracow. 

Katzer Georg (English) 
Katzer was born as the son of a pastry chef. He finished his high 
school diploma at the boarding school Schloss Wendgräben 
(Möckern/Saxony-Anhalt). Between 1953 and 1959 he studied 
piano, music theory and composition with Rudolf Wagner-Régeny 
and Ruth Zechlin at the Hochschule für Musik in East Berlin. From 
1957 to 1958 he studied with Karel Janáček at the Academy of 
Performing Arts in Prague. From 1961 to 1963 he was a master 
student of Hanns Eisler, Ruth Zechlin and Leo Spies at the 
German Academy of Arts in Berlin.  
Since 1963 he was a freelance composer and musician in Berlin. 
From 1966 to 1967 he was music dramaturge on the Erich-
Weinert-Ensemble of the NVA of the GDR. He collaborated with 
artists such as Johannes “Hannes” Bauer, Wolfgang Fuchs, Paul 
Lytton, Phil Minton, Ernst-Ludwig Petrowsky, Radu Malfatti, Phil 
Wachsmann and the Bläservereinigung Berlin. 
In 1976 he stayed in the studio for electronic music in Bratislava 
and in 1977 in Bourges / France. In 1978 he was elected a 
member of the Academy of Arts in East Berlin. In 1982 he 
founded the Music Academy of the Arts affiliated studio for 
electroacoustic music, whose artistic director he was until 2005. 
In 1986 he was a visiting professor at Michigan State University. 
In 1987 he was appointed professor and subsequently taught a 
master class in composition at the Academy of Arts. He was a 
member of the Academy of Arts Berlin-Brandenburg, the Free 
Academy of the Arts in Lipsia and the Academy of Electroacoustic 
Music in Bourges, France. 
Until 1989 he was Vice President of the Association of Composers 
and Musicologists of the GDR. From 1988 to 1991 he was 
President of the German section of C.I.M.E. (International 
Association for Electroacoustic Music), 1990 President of the Music 
Council of the GDR and from 1990 to 2001 member of the board 
of the German Music Council. 
Katzer's compositions include works for chamber ensembles, 
orchestral works, solo concerts, operas, ballets, puppet shows and 
oratorical works. His work also includes electroacoustic pieces, 
radio drama music, multimedia projects and projects with 

improvised music. New compositions have been published by 
Edition Gravis. 
Katzer lived in Zeuthen near Berlin until his death. 

Katunda Eunice (Portuguese) 
Eunice Katunda nasce em 1915 na cidade do Rio de Janeiro. 
Batizada como Eunice do Monte Lima, tem contato com a música 
ainda muito jovem. Aos três anos de idade, mesmo sem 
conhecimento musical algum, se aproxima do piano recém 
adquirido pela família e dedilha conhecidas melodias do início ao 
fim. Katunda é amplamente influenciada por seus pais. Sua mãe 
foi uma pintora nativista e pianista. Seu pai tocava violino e 
chegou a participar da administração do Teatro Municipal do Rio 
de Janeiro. Mesmo muito entusiasmada com o som das teclas do 
piano, Eunice Katunda desenvolve o gosto pelo estudo anos mais 
tarde, após seu primeiro recital.  
Seu gosto pelo carnaval, música popular e a batucada são 
resultado do convívio com uma espécie de gafieira existente em 
sua vizinhança no bairro de Botafogo. Dona de uma excelente 
memória auditiva, não tem dificuldades em reproduzir em casa o 
que ouviu na rua. Estuda com Mima Oswald, filha de Henrique 
Oswald dos cinco aos oito anos. Durante esse período, também 
tem aulas esporádicas com Rosita Costa Pinto. Aos nove anos 
estuda com a pianista e compositora Branca Bilhar. Em 1927, aos 
12 anos, estréia como pianista em um recital solo no Instituto 
Nacional de Música do Rio de Janeiro. Após essa apresentação, 
Branca Bilhar conduz Eunice a Oscar Guanabarino, onde 
aperfeiçoa sua técnica pianística.  
Aos 17 anos Eunice Katunda faz seu primeiro concerto como 
solista, interpretando o Concerto em mi maior, opus 59, de 
Moskowsky. Em 1934 casa-se com o matemático Omar Catunda e 
vai morar em São Paulo. Estuda com Furio Franceschini e Marietta 
Lion de 1936 a 1942. Em 1941 interpreta no Teatro Municipal 
o Concerto n.4, de Beethoven. Essa data é considerada para 
Eunice como o início da sua carreira musical Em 1944 conhece H. 
Villa-Lobos, e influenciado por ele parte para a Argentina, 
realizando concertos por três meses.  
Em 1946, volta para o Rio de Janeiro e inicia um período de 
formação marcante, que dura até o início dos anos 50. Trabalha 
intensivamente contraponto, composição e estética musical com 
Hans Joachim Koellreutter. Depois de ensinar serialismo e 
atonalismo, o alemão radicado no Brasil encaminha Eunice para 
Guerra Peixe, onde aperfeiçoa instrumentação e orquestração. É 
nessa  época que fica internacionalmente conhecida com o a obra 
“O Negrinho do Pastoreio”. Também nessa época participa do 
grupo Música Viva ao lado de Claudio Santoro, Cesar Guerra 
Peixe, Edino Krieger e Koellreutterm.  
 Em Julho de 1948, parte para a Itália ao lado de outros alunos de 
Koellreutterm no navio de Francesco Morosini para participar do 
Curso Internacional de Regência. Esse curso foi essencial para sua 
carreira, pois trabalhou alguns anos  a frente da Orquestra da 
Rádio Nacional de São Paulo. A partir de 1951 ministra cursos de 
iniciação musical no Museu de Arte Moderna de Sao Paulo. Entre 
1951 e 1952 atua diversas vezes como intérprete neste mesmo 
museu.  
Meados dos anos 50, Eunice abandona o Música Viva para se 
dedicar ao partido Socialista, ao qual era filiada desde 1936. Em 
1956 abandona o partido em protesto contra a invasão da 
Hungria. Eunice Katunda falece em 1990 na cidade de São José 
dos Campos.  
Web: 
https://pt.linkedin.com/pulse/hist%C3%B3ria-da-m%C3%BAsica-
brasileira-eunice-katunda-airton-ruschel-junior 

Kauffman Jay (English) 
Jay Kauffman is a New York guitarist, composer, and artist with 
graduate degrees in performance from both the Juilliard School of 
Music and the Cincinnati Conservatory. Kauffman has travelled 
extensively in the Orient, and his experiences are reflected in his 
music. His pieces are also whimsical and jazz influenced. 

Kaufman Christopher (English) 
CHRISTOPHER KAUFMAN is a composer, performer, presenter and 
teacher. He has composed over seventy works for a wide variety 
of medium including orchestra, wind ensemble, dance, chamber 
groups, theater and solo works. He is the founder and artistic 
director of CHIRON Performing Arts through which he has 
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presented the work of hundreds of artists of all disciplines. He has 
a large private studio of students and has led a wide variety of 
workshops for students of all ages in public and private schools 
and universities. He is a writer/reviewer for the New Music 
Connoisseur. His music has been featured at June in Buffalo, The 
Charles Ives Music Center, the NorthEastern Composer's 
Conference, Encore Summer Music, The Internationales 
Musikinstitut of Darmstadt, Germany and Eastman¡s Musica Nova. 
His Ring of Fire - for orchestra was featured at the American 
Composers Orchestra readings. He has been a fellow four times at 
the MacDowell Arts Colony . He has received numerous 
commissions of his music including recently, Island (Eeslahnd) - 
for full orchestra and narrator. He has received support from the 
M.F. J. Copying Fund, Meet the Composer, UCC Council on the 
Arts, CAP, the CAP individual artists' award, as well as charitable 
donations from individuals in his community who support his 
work. Kaufman has recently completed a work for large orchestra 
titled THE PHOENIX - dedicated to the City of New York and 
presented a chamber version for ensemble and dance at his 
CHIRON Performing Arts event staged on 11/9/03 at THE FLEA 
Theater in NYC. He has recently created a new version of 
Eeslahnd sans narration for performance overseas, a new solo 
work for pianist Daniel Rieppel titled Momenta (after Schubert), a 
new orchestral work based on salsa rhythms titled Mambo, and, 
for his CHIRON performing arts festival event 11/14/04 is 
compled an arrangement of improvised and composed music to 
accompany the live readings of poet Rene Robert Galvan. You 
may visit his web site for the latest news and to see the layouts 
for CHIRON Performing Arts events. Kaufman lives in Forest Hills, 
NY and maintains a large private studio of music students.  
Site links: www.chkaufman.com or 
Jeffrey James Arts Consulting: http://www.jamesarts.com/ 

Kaufman Fredrick (English) 
Fredrick Kaufman's compositions have been performed by 
orchestras such as the Leningrad Philharmonic, the Moscow 
Chamber Orchestra, the Israel Philharmonic, the London 
Sinfonietta, the Los Angeles Philharmonic and the Pittsburgh 
Symphony. His ballets have been danced worldwide by companies 
such as the Royal Swedish Ballet, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, the 
Batsheva Dance Company, the Bat-Dor Dance Company and the 
Pennsylvania Dance Theatre. 
Kaufman is a former Fulbright Scholar who has received the 
Darius Milhaud Award in Composition from the Aspen Music 
Festival and is recipient of honors and fellowships from the 
National Endowment for the Arts, the Rockefeller Foundation, the 
California, Montana and Pennsylvania Arts Councils and the 
Norwegian Government. Compositions such as his award winning 
Cello Concerto, Kaddish, which the Newark Star-Ledger described 
as having the “most expressive writing for strings to be heard 
today,” have been performed in the major concert halls of France, 
England, Ireland, Germany, Russia, Lithuania, Israel and the 
United States. His works have received prizes at international 
competitions and have been selected for performances at festivals 
such as the Aspen Music Festival, the Telluride Chamber Music 
Festival, the Israel Festival, the Darmstadt Festival for New Music, 
the International Arts Festival in Vilnius, Lithuania, and the St. 
Cyprien International Festival of the Arts in France. 
In 1985, the Statue of Liberty Committee commissioned Fredrick 
Kaufman to write a choral work, Mother of Exiles, for the re-
dedication ceremonies of the Statue of Liberty. The composition 
was premiered by the United Nations Chorus at the ceremony and 
was broadcast worldwide by network television. WE THE PEOPLE 
200 of the City of Philadelphia commissioned Kaufman to write his 
5th Symphony in 1987 for the 200th anniversary celebration of 
the Constitution of the United States of America. The event was 
nationally broadcast on NBC-TV. Critics from the New York Times, 
the Newark Star-Ledger, the Philadelphia Inquirer, the London 
Times, the Perpignon Independent and other newspapers around 
the world have described Kaufman's music as 
“striking...individual...an interesting combination of overwhelming 
pathos and infec tious joy...brought one into the realm of musical 
genius. “The points of departure for Kaufman's writing are often 
gestures and sound imagery from his own wide ranging 
background, which includes jazz and Eastern European Jewish folk 
traditions and a found ation deeply steeped in the classics as well 

as the avant garde. Among Kaufman's recent projects are a cello 
concerto for Mark Dobrinsky and the St. Petersburg (Leningrad) 
Philharmonic, a flute composition for Julius Baker, a horn concerto 
for David Wetherill and the Philadelphia Orchestra, an English 
horn concerto for Sarah Lambert Bloom and a trumpet concert for 
Arturo Sandoval. 
Renowned artists such as Julius Baker, Susan Starr, Roy Malan, 
Mark Dobrinsky, Andres Diaz and others have recorded Kaufman's 
concertos and chamber music and Israeli television has paid 
tribute to him as composer in the thirty minute documentary film 
Fredrick Kaufman—Life of an Artist. 
Fredrick Kaufman is currently Professor of Composition and 
Director of the School of Music at Florida International University 
in Miami, Florida. He was formerly Academic Dean of the 
Philadelphia College of Performing Arts of the University of the 
Arts and has been a member of the faculties of the University of 
Wisconsin, the University of London and the Rubin Academy of 
Music in Jerusalem. Kaufman is the founder and Artistic Director 
of the St. Cyprien International Festival of the Arts held in St. 
Cyprien, France. (2000) 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Kaufman_ATB1.html  

Kaufmann Armin (English) 
1902 born on October 30 in Neu-Itzkany, Bukovina (now 
Romania) 
1980 died on June 30 in Vienna 
First music studies in Brünn (violin, violoncello, music theory with 
Bruno Weigl); studies at the Vienna Academy of Music 
(composition with Joseph Marx, violoncello with Franz Schmidt). 
Teaching at the Vienna Conservatory from 1928-38. Longstanding 
member of the world-famous Rothschild Quartet and the Vienna 
Symphony Orchestra; freelance musician from 1966 
to his death. Four symphonies; the children’s opera “Der Krach im 
Ofen”; chamber music; lieder; chorales. Awards: Austrian State 
Prize, Austrian Cross of Honour for Science and Art 1st 
Class; Grand Prize of the City of Vienna for Entire Works; City of 
Vienna Gold Medal of Honour; and many more. (Doblinger 
Catalogue) 

Kaufmann Serge (Italiano) 
Compositore di origine svizzera, autore di molteplici opere tra cui 
alcune destinate anche al cinema e alla televisione, dove egli è 
anche produttore e realizzatore di programmi. 

Kavanagh Dale (English) 
Canadian-born Dale Kavanagh is one of the guitar world’s most 
gifted interpreters. Between 1986 and 1988 Dale Kavanagh was a 
top prize-winner in Spain‘s “Segovia Competition”, Italy’s 
“Gargnano Competition”, Switzerland’s “Neuchatel Competition” 
and First and Special prize winner in Finland’s “Scandinavian 
International Guitar Competition”. 
Dale Kavanagh received her Bachelor of Music degree at 
Dalhousie University in Canada, then completed her graduate 
studies with the solisten Diploma at the ‘Musik Akademie der 
Stadt Basel’ with Oscar Ghiglia in Switzerland. She also 
participated in master classes with prominent musicians such as: 
Members of the Juilliard Quartet, the Emerson String Quartet and 
with the composer John Cage. She is the recipient of many 
scholarships and grants. Some include: numerous Canada Council 
Grants, a two-year Swiss/Canadian Federal Scholarship and an 
Italian Study Grant for the Accademia Chigiana, Siena. Dale 
Kavanagh performs internationally as a soloist and in the 
Amadeus Guitar Duo with German guitarist Thomas Kirchhoff and 
bas given concerts in many countries. She is a regular participant 
in guitar and music festivals in the United States, Canada, Turkey, 
Poland, Germany, Holland, Sweden, Hungary, England and bas 
given more than 300 concerts around the World. Her CDs have 
received superlative reviews in international magazines including 
Classical Guitar Fono-Forum, Hi-Fi- Vision, Gendai Guitar, Gitarre 
& Laute, Le Cahier de la Guitare, Soundboard Magazine, Gitar och 
Luta and many otbers. (1998) 

Kearney Patrick (English) 
Born in Montreal on December 14, 1970. 
In 1992 - a first place showing at Ecole Normale de Musique de 
Paris in France. The highest honors from the jury. The following 
year hard work and perseverance pays off- He is awarded the 
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Superior Diploma in guitar performance. A first for the school - 
the completion of both levels in two consecutive years. 
1994 - First mention at the European Classical Guitar Competition 
in Paris. 
August 1995 - He is named assistant to Dr. Glenn Caluda at 
Shenandoah University in Virginia, and wins the Shenandoah 
Concerto Competition. 
1996 - Laureate of the D'Addario International Guitar Concerto 
Competition. 
1997 - Wins the Debut Inc. Competition. Completed a master's 
degree in classical guitar performance under the direction of Peter 
McCutcheon at the University of Montreal. Released his first 
recording “Bouquet”. Is appointed Classical Guitar professor at 
Vanier College, Montreal Canada. 
March 1998 - Laureate of the Portland International Guitar 
Competition, Oregon, USA. 
October 1998 - Laureate of the the XVI Guitar Foundation of 
America International Solo Guitar Competition, in Montreal, 
Canada. 2000. Release of CD “Stringendo” on the Daminus label. 
Web: 
http://www.daminus.de/html_eng/editionen/158_kearney.htm 
(2007) 

Kechley David (English) 
David Kechley’s early memories of his father, composer Gerald 
Kechley, playing and refining passages at the piano over and over 
and over… led him toward a musical career. His early work is 
highly chromatic and expressionist as exemplified by Second 
Composition for Large Orchestra, premiered by the Seattle 
Symphony in 1968. Modality and lyricism followed later as did 
minimalist tendencies in the early 1990s. His music now draws 
from a variety of sources including classic works of the twentieth 
century and the more distant past, but also the present including 
forms of vernacular, popular, and ethnic music. Although these 
influences are generally integrated into a consistent style, the 
resulting musical narratives often create sharp contrasts between 
lyricism, virtuosity, and dramatic gesture. 
Born in Seattle, Washington, March 16, 1947, Kechley was 
educated at the University of Washington, Cleveland Institute of 
Music, and Case Western Reserve University. His teachers include 
Paul Tufts, Robert Suderburg, William Bergsma, James Beale, and 
Donald Erb. His music is available and released on the Liscio 
Recordings, Albany Records, Reference Recording, and others. His 
music is published by Pine Valley Press. 

Keeley Rob (English) 
Rob Keeley was born in Bridgend in 1960. He studied with Oliver 
Knussen at the Royal College of Music, Magdalen College Oxford 
under Bernard Rose, and later with Robert Saxton. In 1988 he 
studied at the Accademia Santa Cecilia in Rome with Franco 
Donatoni, and at the Tanglewood Summer Music School, where he 
was the Benjamin Britten Fellow in Composition, working with 
Oliver Knussen and Hans Werner Henze.  
Before joining King’s College, London in 1993, where he is 
currently Senior Lecturer in Composition, Rob worked a freelance 
music copyist, pianist and repetiteur, working with Opera Factory, 
Almeida Opera and Garsington Opera. He has also played with the 
London Sinfonietta and Music Projects/London, and now gives 
frequent solo recitals covering a wide range of repertoire.  
As a pianist, Rob has premiered works by, among others, Harrison 
Birtwistle, Michael Finnissy, Jonathan Cole, Richard Emsley and 
Nicola Moro. He has given lecture recitals in 20th-century piano 
music at the University of California, Santa Barbara, and seminars 
on his own music at UC Berkeley, University of Oregon, Eugene. 
and more recently at the University of Denver. 
His works have been performed by, among others: BBC 
Symphony Orchestra, BBC National Orchestra of Wales, Lontano, 
Premiere Ensemble, Ensemble Bash, dal niente ensemble Chicago, 
pianists Martin Roscoe, Colin Stone, Mary Dullea and Ian Pace, 
guitarists Jonathan Leathwood and Fabio Zanon, bass player 
Corrado Canonici, oboes Andrew Nogal and Chris Redgate, 
Bingham Quartet, Chinook Clarinet Quartet, Fretwork and 
Composers' Ensemble. 
Currently, two portrait discs of Rob's music are being prepared, 
on the NMC and Lorelt labels. 
Earlier this year, Convivium Records issued a CD of his chamber 

music performed by Rowland Sutherland and the Fidelio Trio. 
Web: http://www.robkeeley.net/biog.html (2013) 

Keith Parks Ronald (English) 
Ronald Keith Parks is an active composer of acoustic and 
electronic music. His diverse output includes large orchestral 
works, instrumental and vocal chamber music, choral music, 
electroacoustic music, and interactive computer music. His 
compositions and papers have been selected for inclusion at 
numerous national and international festivals and conferences 
including the Florida Electroacoustic Music Festival, the Society for 
Electroacoustic Music in the United States conference, the 
International Computer Music Conference, the Electronic Music 
Midwest Festival etc.Dr. Parks’ research into granular sampling 
and granular synthesis methods is included in the Amsterdam 
Catalogue of Csound Computer Instrument and has been featured 
at SEAMUS and SCI conferences. Dr. Parks received the BA in 
composition from the North Carolina School of the Arts, an MM in 
composition from the University of Florida, and a Ph.D. in 
composition from the University at Buffalo. He is currently 
assistant professor of music technology, theory, and composition 
and Director of the Winthrop Computer Music Labs at Winthrop 
University. (2005) 

Keller Derek (English) 
Derek Keller is an award-winning composer and guitarist. His 
music investigates the coexistence, intermingling and hybridity 
between avant-garde and popular music. He recently finished a 
commission from John Zorn. This new work, Impositions and 
Consequences, along with several other original pieces are 
featured on a new CD released on Zorn’s Tzadik label. Intensely 
powerful, the pieces include inventive instrumentations that 
combine classical ones, such as cello, flute, and piano, along with 
electric guitar, computers, and drum sets. 
In addition to being a composer, Keller is an accomplished 
guitarist. Aside from his own Derek Keller Ensemble, Keller 
performs with Colin McAllister challenging contemporary music by 
Steve Reich, Vinko Globokar and Franco Donatoni. In 2000, he 
and Colin MacAllister, his duo partner, presented the North 
American premiere of Helmut Lachenmann's Salut fur Caudwell 
(1977). Recently has been performing with the Sacramento-based 
jazz fusion ensemble, Kairos. 
Keller is also the curator for the St. Paul's Episcopal Church Music 
Series, focusing on highlighting original avant-garde and 
improvisational music in Sacramento. This developing series 
features both musicians from the local and national music scenes. 
Keller currently teaches composition at Oberlin Conservatory of 
Music. 
Keller has received commissions from Fondation Royaumont, 
RedFishBlueFish, NOISE, Cantoria Choir at Truman State 
University, Cappella Gloriana, Athens Master Chorale and Mark 
Menzies. Keller has performed in master classes with Christopher 
Parkening. His music has been performed in the U.S., Mexico, 
France, Germany and Brazil. 
He studied under the direction of Roger Reynolds at the University 
of Caifornia at San Diego, where he earned a Ph.D. in 2004. He 
has also studied composition with Anthony Davis, Chaya 
Czernowin, Rand Steiger, George Crumb, Jean-Luc Hervé, Brian 
Ferneyhough, David Lang, and Charles Wuorinen. Keller’s guitar 
mentor is John Sutherland of Atlanta. 
Derek Keller was born in Philadelphia in 1971. He has lived in, St. 
Louis, Atlanta, and La Jolla. He currently resides in Sacramento, 
California with his spouse Hellen Lee-Keller, a professor at 
California State University, Sacramento, and their kittens, Georgie 
and Emmeline. Among his hobbies are sailing, crosscountry 
skiing, and singing lead for a Yes tribute band, Parallels. 
Web: http://www.derekkeller.com/biography.htm  

Keller Max E.  (English) 
Born 19.3.1947  
Keller studied the theory of music, German and composition. He 
began as a free jazz musician, and to this day continues to play 
improvised music. Since 1973 he has produced some 60 
compositions for various combinations of instruments, often based 
around political writings. The miniature opera “Egon - The Life of a 
Bank Clerk”, and the operetta “Fontamara” after Ignazio Silones 
Roman, are marathon works. Since 1985 Keller has produced 
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regular concert programmes at the Theatre on the Tracks in 
Winterthur where he lives.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Kellner Winy (English) 
Winfried (Winy) Kellner began his guitar studies at the University 
of Guadalajara. Later on he moved to Dortmund, Germany and 
graduated with distinction in music education under the 
mentorship of Professor Werner Kämmerling. 
Perfection of technical studies included lessons from Thomas 
Kirchhoff and Hubert Käppel. 
Winy Kellner taught Music Theorie and Guitar (2002-2004) at the 
Hochschule f. Musik in Dortmund. He also studied composition in 
Germany with Jörg Birkenkötter and Professor Tilmann Claus and 
edited his works. 
In 2004 he finished a degree in music performance 
(Konzertexamen) under the Canadian guitarist Dale Kavanagh. 
Since then he has enjoyed a substantial career as a concert soloist 
and composer and had already appeared in countries like 
Germany, Canada, England, USA and in important concert halls in 
Mexican cities, as well as working as guest advisor for radio and 
newspapers. 
Today Winy Kellner lives in Guadalajara and manages the music 
department of the Mexican – Northamerican Cultural Institute. He 
is a faculty member of the Music Conservatory at the University of 
Guadalajara. 
In 2007 Winy Kellner won the first Prize to compose a guitar 
concert for the city of Guadalajara. He is co - founder of the 1st 
Guitar Festival and Guitar Competition of Guadalajara Mexico 
2006 and he is a member of the Union of Composers GEMA in 
Berlin, Germany. 
Web: http://www.winykellner.com/en/bio/ (2009) 

Kelterborn Rudolf (English) 
Born 3.9.1931  
Kelterborn was born in Basel and educated at the Basel City Music 
Academy (theory and composition with, amongst others, G. 
Guldenstein and W. Geiser, and conducting with A. Krannhals) 
and at the University of Basel (J. Handschin). His postgraduate 
studies continued with G. Bialas, W. Fortner (composition) and I. 
Markewitch (conducting). For several years he taught music 
theory, analysis and composition at Basel Music Academy (1955-
1960), at the North West German Academy, Detmold (1960-68, 
1963 appointed as professor), at Zurich Conservatoire and Music 
College (1968-75 and 1980-83), and at Karlsruhe Music School 
(1980-83). Between 1974 and 1980 he was director of Radio DRS 
music department, and between 1983 and 1994 director of Basel 
Music Academy. He has also been guest conductor mainly for his 
own works, published writings on music theory, and been guest 
lecturer in the USA, England, China and Japan. For his 
compositional output, he has received several awards (amongst 
others the Swiss Composers' Prize of the Musicians' Association 
1984, The City of Basel Arts Prize 1984). His works embrace all 
genres, and have achieved international recognition. Worth 
mentioning here are his operas: “An Angel Comes from Babylon” 
(Premiere 1984), “Ophelia” (Premiere 1984), “The Cherry Garden” 
(Premiere 1984), the ballet “Relations” (Premiere 1975) and 
especially the symphonies I-IV (Premiere 1967, 70, 76, 87), the 
“Ensemble-Bücher” I, II, III and five string-quartets. Adress / 
Lists of works: Schweizer Musikarchiv Zürich (SUISA) Bärenreiter-
Verlag Kassel/Basel Verlag Bote und Bock, Berlin Edition Modern 
Karlsruhe  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Kenyon Stephen (English) 
Stephen Kenyon was born in Dorset, UK in 1962, where he was 
educated to degree level, graduating with a BA degree in 1984. 
Although a life-long guitarist, and a prolific composer for that 
instrument from an early age, Stephen initially preferred to study 
literature and drama. Serious full-time study of music started 
after a 6 month sojourn in various parts of India 1985-6, with 
work as a Post-Graduate at Trinity College of Music where he 
specialised in composition and guitar performance under Gilbert 
Biberian and Dr Glen Morgan. While at TCM he performed a 
concerto with the String Ensemble and was the first guitarist 
invited to play solo in the Principal's Concerts. In his second year 
as a PG the septet The Birds of Rhiannon was “Highly 

Commended” in the final of the Halford composition prize and the 
work was also included in the Principal's Concerts. Subsequent 
prizes included firsts in the St Cecilia Festival Composition 
Competition and the Middlesex University Guitar Trio Prize. Since 
1993 Stephen has developed a wide ranging performance career, 
including original and traditional guitar repertoire and 
performances throughout Britain, France (where he played his 
own music on Radio France), Germany and the US. 
His works are rapidly becoming more familiar to audiences 
through performances by the composer and others. In particular, 
the second concerto has been performed several times by its 
amateur dedicatees, the third concerto (with string orchestra) has 
been played several times in Germany, and the first concerto (full 
orchestra) is due to be scheduled by a British orchestra. In 
addition to a busy recital schedule Stephen has maintained a 
variety of other musical involvements, including working with the 
legendary sitar virtuoso Ravi Shankar on a transcription of the 
latter's sitar concerto, and workshops and lecture recitals on a 
variety of subjects. He also loves chamber music and has played 
works by Gerhard, Paganini, Boccherini, Mozart and many others, 
and frequently contributes articles and music reviews to 
periodicals in the UK and USA. 
Web: http://www.composer.co.uk/composers/kenyon.html 

Kernis Aaron Jay (English) 
One of our most important young American voices, Aaron Jay 
Kernis was born in Philadelphia on January 15, 1960. At age 12 he 
began teaching himself piano, and, in the following year, 
composition. His teachers have included Theodore Antoniou and 
Joseph Franklin in Philadelphia; John Adams at the San Francisco 
Conservatory of Music; and Elias Tanenbaum and Charles 
Wuorinen at the Manhattan School of Music. For graduate work at 
Yale he studied with Morton Subotnick, Bernard Rands and Jacob 
Druckman. Mr. Kernis has written works for a variety of forces, 
including Air for violin and piano, written for Joshua Bell; a 
violin/chamber orchestra piece for Pamela Frank and the 
Minnesota Orchetra; a Double Concerto for Violin, Guitar and 
Orchestra for Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg and Sharon Isbin 
(commissioned by the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, Aspen Music 
Festival and Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra) and a second string 
quartet for the Lark Quartet. Mr. Kernis, one of the most honored 
young American composers, has received the Stoeger Prize from 
the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, Guggenheim 
Fellowship, a Rome Prize, an NEA Grant, a Bearns Prize, a New 
York Foundation for the Arts Award, and awards from BMI and 
ASCAP. In 1993 he was appointed Composer-in-Residence with 
the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, Minnesota Public Radio and the 
Minnesota Composers Forum. 
Web: http://www.newalbion.com/artists/kernisaj/ 
Aaron Jay Kernis, one of the youngest composers ever to be 
awarded the Pulitzer Prize, has become among the most 
esteemed musical figures of his generation. Each work of Kernis 
bears the unmistakable stamp of a wildly fertile musical 
imagination and a distinctive voice forged out of the wide-ranging 
musical languages of the 1980s and 1990s. His music bursts with 
rich poetic imagery, brilliant instrumental color, distinctive musical 
wit, and infectious exuberance. His work is as likely to be inspired 
by the horrors of the Persian Gulf War (as in the much-talked 
about Symphony No. 2) as the love poems of Anna Swir (Love 
Scenes); the earthy rhythms of Salsa (100 Greatest Dance Hits) 
as the antics of a child (Before Sleep and Dreams); the surrealism 
of Gertrude Stein (Fragments of Gertrude Stein) as the 
complexities and high-craftsmanship of Italian mosaics (Invisible 
Mosaic III). 
Kernis' music figures prominently on orchestral, chamber, and 
recital programs around the world. He has already written works 
for many of America's foremost musical institutions, including New 
Era Dance, commissioned for the 150th Anniversary of the New 
York Philharmonic and recorded by the Baltimore Symphony; Still 
Movement with Hymn, a piano quartet commissioned by American 
Public Radio for Christopher O'Riley, Pamela Frank, Paul 
Neubauer, and Carter Brey; Colored Field, a concerto for Julie Ann 
Giacobassi (English horn) and the San Francisco Symphony; 
Goblin Market for narrator and ensemble, on a text by Christina 
Rossetti, for the Birmingham [England] New Music Group; Air for 
violinist Joshua Bell; an a cappella work for the Birmingham Bach 
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Choir and the Plymouth Music Series; Lament and Prayer, a work 
for violin and string orchestra for Pamela Frank and the Minnesota 
Orchestra; and Double Concerto for Violin, Guitar, and Orchestra, 
commissioned by the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Aspen Music 
Festival, and Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra for Nadja Salerno-
Sonnenberg and Sharon Isbin. Kernis helped to usher in the new 
Millennium with a monumental choral symphony, Garden of Light, 
commissioned by the Disney Company. A new version of Colored 
Field for cello and orchestra featuring Truls Mørk and a song cycle, 
Valentines, for Renée Fleming were both premiered by the 
Minnesota Orchestra in April 2000.  
Kernis is one of the most honored young American composers. In 
addition to the 1998 Pulitzer Prize for his String Quartet No. 2 
(musica instrumentalis), his many awards have included the 2002 
Grawemeyer Award in Music Composition for the cello and 
orchestra version of Colored Field, the Stoeger Prize from the 
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, a Guggenheim 
Fellowship, the Rome Prize, an NEA grant, a Bearns Prize, a New 
York Foundation for the Arts Award, and three BMI Student 
Composer Awards. Currently he serves as the Minnesota 
Orchestra's New Music Advisor. Kernis's music is published by 
Associated Music Publishers. 
Web: http://www.schirmer.com/composers/kernis/bio.html 

Kesikli Bora Melih (English) 
Arranger, composer, pianist ang guitarist.  
Melih Kesikli Bora was born in 1958 in Ankara. After graduating 
from the London School of Music, he studied with Professor Oliver 
Hunt and Charles Ramirez at the Royal College of Music. He has 
been a faculty member at the Istanbul University State 
Conservatory since 1988.  

Kharisov Vitaly (English) 
Tatarstan, Russia (1962). Composer, guitarist studied composition 
at the Kazan Conservatory where he currently teaches. Member of 
the Union of the Russian Composers. Compositions contain: 
Symphony for orchestra, Poem for orchestra and folk instruments, 
Concertino for piano and orchestra, Concerto-Poem for a bassoon 
and strings, instrumental and vocal compositions, pieces for, 
stage and film music. 

Kiefer Bruno (Portuguese) 
Bruno Kiefer é natural de Baden-Baden, na Alemanha. Em 1933 
deixa o país junto com a família, devido à perseguição nazista e 
viaja para o Brasil, fixando residência em Santa Catarina. Em 
1935, aos 11 anos, mudase para Porto Alegre com o propósito de 
estudar. Forma-se em Química e Física, bem como em Flauta 
Transversa pela UFRGS, local onde trabalhou até o final da vida. 
Seu elo (com a) música expressouse na área da musicologia e na 
composição de muitas obras. Como conferencista, viajou pelo 
Brasil participando de seminários, simpósios, congressos e 
encontros, tendo colaborado com artigos sobre música em 
jornais e revistas do país e do exterior. Foi um dos músicos 
fundadores da Orquestra Sinfônica de Porto Alegre. Suas 
primeiras composições datam de 1957, embora só tenha se 
dedicado à música como profissional a partir de 1964. (Márcio de 
Souza) 

Kilstolfe Anne (English) 
American composer and full-time composer/publisher and adjunct 
assistant professor at Hamline University in St. Paul. Anne 
Kilstofte, a resident of Minneapolis, Minnesota, is a much sought-
after composer of orchestral, operatic, chamber, and vocal music. 
Her work has been commissioned and performed by such 
ensembles as the Stockholm String Quartet, the wind ensemble 
Harmonia Mundi, The Dale Warland Singers, and the National 
Lutheran Choir (U.S.A.). In the genre of choral and vocal music 
Dr. Kilstofte's music has been heralded for its aptitude in sensitive 
text painting and vocal textures. Writing in the International 
Alliance for Women in Music Journal, critic Larry Fuchsberg 
praised Kilstofte's “subtlety of the composer's palette”, in her 
Requiem for Fallen Stars (1992) from her opera Matches. 

Kilvington Chris (Français) 
Né en 1944 à York (G.B.). A étudié à Hull, diplomé des Trinity et 
London Colleges. A enregistré 1 disque de pièces du XXe siècle. 
Directeur de divers stages de guitare: “Cambridge Summer 

school”, “Scottish Easter”, “Ayr Summer School” et assistant de 
John DUARTE à la “Cannington Summer School”. Rédacteur en 
chef de “Classical guitar”. 

Kindle Jürg  (English) 
Jürg Kindle (1960), Swiss composer and guitarist. At the age of 
eight, he started taking lessons in drumming. As a drummer, he 
played in various rock bands during the seventies. He then 
furthered his education in Latin percussion. After his studies at a 
teacher's training college, he studied music and published his first 
compositions with the Swiss publisher Hug&Co. 
He is the author of several pedagogical works for the guitar, which 
today form part of standard guitar literature. These include: 
Zirkussuite, Pedros Traum, Trans Europa Express, Zodiak, Klick 
(Guitar-Method). The guitar compositions of Jürg Kindle have 
received numerous distinctions and are used regularly as 
compulsory pieces around the world.  
He teaches at the conservatory and music school of the city of 
St.Gallen (Switzerland). His compositions and arrangements 
include solo pieces, chamber music and scores for guitar 
orchestra. He performs with the Guitar Symphony (a guitar octet), 
the Quinteto Sur de Tango Argentino and the Odeon-Chôro 
Quartett. 
Published guitarworks with international publishers: Hug (CH), 
Lemoine (F), Trekel (D), Pan (CH), Vogt & Fritz (D), D'OZ (CAN). 
Web: http://www.guitarweb.ch/kindle/frameset.htm 

King Alstair (English) 
Alastair King was born in 1967. He studied Music at Bath College 
of Higher Education where he graduated with First Class Honours 
in 1991. He was awarded a British Academy Studentship which 
took him to Birmingham University and then a Fulbright 
scholarship which took him to the University of Kansas where he 
graduated with his second Masters degree in May 1993.  
In 2001 Alastair was the only European entry to reach the final of 
Masterprize. His work, HIT THE GROUND (RUNNING, RUNNING, 
RUNNING), was recorded by the BBC Philharmonic and broadcast 
worldwide as well as released on CD. The London Symphony 
Orchestra, conducted by Daniel Harding, performed the work at 
the Barbican Centre in October 2001 to a live radio audience in 
over 30 different countries.  
Alastair has been Composer-in-Residence at Bushey Festival 
(1995-1999). He is currently Composer-in-Association with Bath 
Philharmonia, who commissioned and gave the first performance 
of HIT THE GROUND (RUNNING, RUNNING, RUNNING) and 
Composer-in-Residence with the Amadeus Orchestra who 
commissioned his overture IRPY and the music theatre piece, 
DANCE MARATHON ($1000 STAKE).  
TIME LET ME PLAY was commissioned by The Welsh National 
Opera's Flute, Viola & Harp Ensemble and performed at The Welsh 
College of Music and Drama in May 2001.  
The Bath International Guitar Festival commissioned THREE 
DANCE MINIATURES in 2002 which were performed and recorded 
on CD by Tom Kerstens and toured around Europe during 2004. 
In 2003 Alastair completed THE GAMES WE PLAY - a piece for 
marimba and piano for Evelyn Glennie.  
A new concert commission in 2004 was HINTS OF IMMORTALITY, 
a work for chorus and ensemble for Calne Festival's 30th 
Anniversary, which received a standing ovation at its premiere in 
October 2004. The following month Alastair's new CONCERTO FOR 
YOUTH ORCHESTRA was a big success at it's premiere at the 
Bridgewater Hall by Stockport Youth Orchestra and will be 
followed by five more performances from different Youth 
Orchestra's in 2005.  
Also in 2005, Alastair was commissioned by to write an organ 
Voluntary to end the 2005 London Contemporary Church Music 
Festival entitled VOLANTE and music for the production of THE 
BOY AND THE MAGIC at the 2005 Frome Festival.  
His concert music is published by Holyoake Publications and 
Chester Music.  
In 1999 Alastair began working in the Media and has supplied 
additional music for SHREK (DreamWorks), HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
SHAKESPEARE (BBC), PRINCESS OF THIEVES (ABC), and SECOND 
NATURE (TNT/Granada) and orchestrated and conducted THE WAY 
WE LIVE NOW (BBC), THUNDERPANTS (Dragon Pictures), THE 
HEART OF ME (BBC), JACK AND THE BEANSTALK-THE TRUE 
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STORY (Henson Productions), UNDERTAKING BETTY (Great British 
Films), WHAT A GIRL WANTS (Warner Brothers), AGENT CODY 
BANKS:DESTINATION LONDON (MGM) and GOOSE! (Voice 
Pictures).  
In May 2001 he provided the score for Blue Mountain Pictures' 
short film STORM, nominated for a 2001 BAFTA Cymru award. His 
work for TV includes music for the first series of the drama 
WILLIAM AND MARY (Meridian), series one and two of THE LAST 
DETECTIVE (Meridian) and THE BRITISH BOOK AWARDS 2004 
and 2005 (Cactus). In 2004 he supplied music for a BRITISH 
AIRWAYS commercial, worked with Academy Award-winner Hans 
Zimmer arranging the choir for KING ARTHUR (Disney)and 
arranged and conducted the choir in the motion picture version of 
MAGIC ROUNDABOUT (Pathé).  
This year he orchestrated KINGDOM OF HEAVEN (FOX) for Harry 
Gregson-Williams and worked again with Harry conducting the 
choirs on the THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA (DISNEY). In 
September he was orchestrator and conducted the Northern 
Sinfonia in the concert performance of Alan Clark's film THE 
INSPIRATION celebrating twenty-five years of the Great North 
Run. Alastair also conducted the choir for THE ISLAND 
(DreamWorks) and conducted the orchestra for CURIOUS GEORGE 
(Universal) and the trailer for DAVINCI CODE (Columbia). In the 
summer of 2005 Alastair wrote music for the new Wallace and 
Gromit movie, THE CURSE OF THE WERE-RABBIT 
(Dreamworks/Aardman).  
Web: http://www.composer.co.uk/composers/king.html 

King John (English) 
JOHN KING, composer, guitarist and violist, has received 
commissions from the Kronos Quartet; Red {an orchestra}, Ethel; 
the Albany Symphony/”Dogs of Desire”, Bang On A Can All-Stars; 
Mannheim Ballet; New York City Ballet/Diamond Project, Stuttgart 
Ballet, Ballets de Monte Carlo; as well as the Merce Cunningham 
Dance Co. His string quartets have also been performed by the 
Eclipse Quartet (LA) and the Mondriaan Quartet (Amsterdam), in 
addition to the Secret Quartet which has premiered many of his 
compositions at The Stone (June 2007, May 2015), The Kitchen 
(April 2009), Lincoln Center Festival (July 2011); and Roulette 
(Oct. 2014). 
He has written 7 operas: ping and WHAT IS THE WORD, with 
texts by Samuel Beckett, premiered at the Experiments in Opera 
Festival, spring 2014 and the Avant Music Festival, February 
2016; impropera, which used randomly selected text msg’s from 
the singers’ cell phones; SapphOpera, a chamber opera with text-
fragments by Sappho translated by Anne Carson; 
herzstück/heartpiece, based on the text of Heiner Müller, 
premiered at the 1999 Warsaw Autumn Festival and presented at 
the Kitchen NYC in 2000 (a double-opera, co-written with 
Krzysztof Knittel); la belle captive based on texts by Alain Robbe-
Grillet, premiered at Teatro Colon/CETC in Buenos Aires in 2003, 
and toured to London’s ICA (Fronteras Festival) in 2004 and The 
Kitchen in 2005; and also his most recent opera, Dice Thrown, 
based on the Stéphane Mallarmé poem, an excerpt of which was 
performed by New York City Opera as part of its VOX series in 
May 2008. The complete staged version was presented at CalArts 
April 23-24, 2010. 
He has written songs and incidental music for five plays (The 
Tempest, Faust, The Trial, Steppenwolf and Wings of Desire) at 
the Ludwigburg TheaterSommer directed by Peter Kratz. He has 
been commissioned numerous times by the Brooklyn Youth 
Chorus, and collaborated with them on their “Black Mountain 
Songs” project, which premiered at the Brooklyn Academy of 
Music on Nov. 20, 2014 and went on to tour in Europe. 
He has 3 recent CD releases of music for string quartet; 10 
Mysteries and AllSteel (Tzadik); and Ethel (Cantaloupe). He was 
Music Curator at The Kitchen from 1999-2003 and from 2002-
2011 was a co-director of the Music Committee at MCDC. He 
received the 2014 Award for Sound/Music from the Foundation for 
Contemporary Arts, and is also the recipient of the 2009 Alpert 
Award in the Arts for Music. He has been a Rockefeller 
Foundation/Bellagio Center Fellow in March 2016, as well as in 
residence at the Emily Harvery Foundation in Venice, Italy in July 
2015. 
Web: http://www.johnkingmusic.com/biography.cfm (2016) 

Kingsley Victoria (English) 
Victoria Kingsley, who has died aged 100, acted with travelling 
players and collected folk songs from around the world. She 
believed that the only way to learn such music was at source: “I 
always preferred to learn from people rather than books. I felt I 
learnt about the inside of the song along with getting to know the 
person who taught me”. 
She had become interested in music while at Rada in the 1920s, 
but it did not become her life's work until the 1930s. She went to 
Spain to study with Emilio Pujol, the classical guitarist and editor 
of early music, and returned home with many Catalan tunes. She 
also became interested in Hebridean songs and spent time on 
Barra to learn enough Gaelic to sing them authentically, without 
accompaniment. 
In 1949, she travelled through South America, giving concerts 
and collecting songs in Uruguay, Brazil and Argentina. She rode 
with gauchos, listened to shoeshine boys sing while tapping out 
accompaniments with their brushes, and was taught cuca rhythms 
by a Chilean dressmaker. She added coffee-pounding songs and a 
ritual chant to the Afro-Brazilian god of thunder to her repertoire. 
Among the musical instruments she acquired and played was a 
charango (a ten-stringed instrument which uses the carapace of 
the hairy armadillo as a sounding box). 
The next year, she managed to attach herself to a party of 
ophthalmic surgeons visiting India and embarked on a five-month 
concert tour of the subcontinent, broadcasting on radio and being 
hailed as “the cultural ambassadress from Britain”. By now she 
had acquired a considerable reputation at home and gave recitals 
at the Wigmore Hall, Royal Festival Hall and Cecil Sharp House 
that drew large audience and won praise from the critics. But the 
audiences were not always large. “Masterly recital by Victoria 
Kingsley - but very few heard her,” ran one dispiriting headline in 
a Cambridge newspaper. 
In 1952, she set off on a world tour, taking in the United States, 
Mexico, Honolulu, Australia, New Zealand, India and Ceylon. She 
cheerfully told reporters: “I shall earn my living as I go. If I run 
short of dollars, I'll try and earn a bit as a home help”. From 
every trip she brought back new material, and although some 
critics complained that her voice lacked power, all agreed that she 
was able to put across a song in any language. She presented her 
one-woman show, Mosaic, at the Edinburgh Festival for three 
years running in the 1960s. 
The Daily Telegraph's Peter Clayton called it “the strangest event” 
of the 1966 Fringe. “Miss Kingsley sings, recites, dresses up as a 
statue, whistles and plays lute, guitar, charango and drum in a 
bewildering collection of items ranging from songs by Thomas 
Campion to Argentinian folk songs”. 
She was born Hilda Victoria Parker on 23 May 1900, the daughter 
of the owner of the Penketh Tannery Company, Warrington. Her 
father believed that the best education was to be had in Scotland, 
and Victoria followed her sisters to St Leonard's School in Fife. 
She soon tired of life as a young unmarried woman, but turned 
down a proposal of marriage from the manager of a local cinema. 
At a summer school in Greek dancing at Oxford, she met a 
woman don who suggested that she should come to the 
University. On the strength of this recommendation (and her 
prowess at hockey), Victoria Parker matriculated in 1920. A bout 
of mumps led to a disappointing Third in Finals, but she was in the 
first batch of women to be awarded a degree by Oxford. She also 
won her hockey Blue. 
While at Oxford she saw a production of Romeo and Juliet and 
was so disgusted by the performance of the leading actress that 
she determined to go on the stage. She got into Rada and turned 
out to be the only pupil in a production of a Shakespeare play who 
was prepared to perform a song. The play was directed by Claude 
Rains, who suggested an unauthentic piano accompaniment for 
the song. But she decided instead to buy a guitar and a book 
explaining simple chords. Within 10 days she was singing and 
playing on stage. 
On leaving Rada, she took the stage name of Victoria Kingsley 
and went into repertory, enjoying some success in a London 
production of Dracula. During the early 1930s she set up a 
travelling theatre company with her former professor of Mime and 
Gesture, Suzanne Stone. 
The Noah's Ark Theatre toured the country, with the players 
sleeping in tents and putting on shows in theatres, schools and 
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village halls. Audiences were promised “A Programme of Unusual 
Variety comprising Acting, Singing, Dancing and Mime”. An 
evening's entertainment might include extracts from the medieval 
miracle play Noah's Flood, Fielding's burlesque Tom Thumb, the 
Victorian ballad Villikins and His Dinah, Chekhov's The Bear, 
Wilde's The Florentine Tragedy and “costume renderings of 
Shakespearean sonnets”, interspersed with Flemish folk songs 
and Japanese dances. 
Victoria Kingsley designed and made many of the sets, costumes 
and masks, all of which were transported in the dicky seats of the 
company's motor cars. Her passion, however, was international 
folk music, and when the Ark hit the rocks she began travelling to 
gather songs. 
She lost no chances to widen her repertoire. When a West Indian 
company put on a ballet in Westbourne Grove, west London, she 
persuaded them to teach her drumming. When she followed the 
Brazilian singer Olga Coelho to Paris, she took the opportunity to 
study there with the flamenco player Aliro Diaz. 
After retiring from the concert platform, she concentrated on 
writing. She had long been a member of the Society of Women 
Writers and Journalists, serving on its committee. But the stories 
she wrote and illustrated for her great nephews and nieces failed 
to find a publisher, and she was unable to interest the BBC in her 
television adaptation of George Meredith's The Egoist. In later 
years, Victoria Kingsley became a keen member of the Highgate 
Poets, and issued several pamphlets of whimsical and satirical 
Relevant Rhymes. She never married. (The Telegraph.co.uk) 

Kinsey Avril (English) 
Avril Kinsey is an internationally renowned classical guitar 
performer/composer and film script writer who lives and works 
from her home in Cape Town, South Africa. She has performed 
and recorded on 4 continents and received international acclaim 
for her “African-inspired” compositions for classical guitar. 
Described by Classical Guitar Magazine UK as “Ingenious, 
evocative…a master musician of unusual ability” her book and CD 
GUITAR MUSIC FROM AFRICA is in demand by guitarists and 
educators world-wide. 
Involved in music education for over twenty years she founded 
the CAPE TOWN ACADEMY OF MUSIC in January 2000. Aligned 
with the international exam work of Trinity College of Music in 
London, the CTAM offers the latest in world trends and syllabi for 
all ages and levels, combining discipline with creativity and care 
for the person as a whole. In 2001 the CAPE TOWN ACADEMY OF 
MUSIC GUITAR QUARTET was formed and they have gone on to 
perform in many prestigious venues in Cape Town. 
Avril completed her studies in guitar and piano at the University of 
Cape Town, before she went on to win a scholarship for further 
studies in Spain at Santiago de Compostela, founded by “the 
father of the classical guitar” Andres Segovia. In Europe she also 
undertook guitar master classes with Ernesto Bitetti, Jose Tomas, 
Carlos Bonell, Narciso Yepes and later in the USA with Christopher 
Parkening and Alice Artz. 
After returning to South Africa, she won the Adcock Ingram 
Classical Guitar Competition and soon thereafter followed her 
debut recording “Two Guitars in Concert” with John Silver. Her 
second album “African Evenings” led to a national and 
international concert tour, where she also performed with Prof. 
Timothy Walker of the Royal Academy of Music. Avril has recorded 
for SABC and BBC radio and television as well as KPFK and KMFA 
radio in the USA. Her music has also been aired on over 50 
syndicated radio stations across the USA. 
Her successful master classes and lectures led to the founding of 
a guitar orchestra and a live television recording of Ravel’s Bolero 
for 20 guitars. She arranged and conducted the performance, 
from which a feature documentary was produced for SABC TV. 
She has also produced and co-produced several television 
documentary’s for SABC. One on Mervin Davis a South African 
Luthier, building guitars from South African woods , as well as one 
on Modjadji (The famed Rain Queen of the Lobedu African tribe.) 
She formed her own recording label ART MUSIC, which produced 
her popular CD SENSUAL GUITAR with ballads, blues, songs and 
dances from the pens of Django Reinhardt, Eric Clapton, Elton 
John, Stanley Myers, Rodrigo and Kinsey herself Avril’s orchestral 
performance highlights include; performing the Aranjuez Concerto 
under the baton of Spanish conductor Garcia Asensio, working 

with members of the Los Angeles Philharmonic and accompanying 
Luciano Pavarotti with the Cape Town Philharmonic Orchestra.  
As a composer she has been awarded prestigious commissions 
from the Foundation for the Creative Arts and SAMRO. Her 
compositions have included One Act Ballets, Instrumental works, 
songs, jingles and TV theme tunes. Her article and paper 
“Creating Guitar Music in South Africa” was published in Classical 
Guitar magazine UK. as well as being presented at the 
International Composers’ Workshops Africa Conference.  
Currently involved in a Masters of music research project at the 
University of Cape Town. 
Web: 
http://mysite.mweb.co.za/residents/akinsey/akinseybio.html 
(2010) 

Kircher Irina (English) 
Born in Stuttgart, Germany, 1966 she began to play the guitar at 
the age of six and at the age of nine she was accepted as a 
special student at the “Hochschule fur Musik and darstellende 
Kunst” where she studied with Professor Dr. Mario Sicca. 
As early as ten years old Irina won the first of several prestigious 
guitar prizes, winning the German “Young Musician of the Year” 
award in 1976, a feat she then repeated at the next occasion of 
this competition. 
In 1983 she moved to Caracas where she studied for one year 
with the great Maestro Antonio Lauro. Irina has composed and 
arranged many works for guitar solo, duo, trios, quartets, and 
guitar ensemble, many of her works are published. 
As a pedagogue Irina have been active for many years as guest of 
the most important international guitar events, she was a Lecturer 
at Caracas music university (IUDEM) during 1997 until 2000 when 
she moved to Stuttgart where she has been the director of the 
guitar department of the Stuttgarter Musikschule with great 
success. 
As well as her work with Alfonso Irina has done many recordings 
as a soloist including the Aranjuez Concerto by Joaquin Rodrigo 
and the Mauro Giuliani Concerto in A with the Berliner 
Symphoniker under the baton of Eduardo Marturet. 
Web: http://www.monteskircher.com/index.php/en/en-
biography/31-en-biografie-irina-kircher (2015) 

Kiselev Oleg (English) 
Oleg KISELEV, known Russian guitarist, composer and teacher, 
was born in 1964. He is a graduate of Chelyabinsk Musical 
College, where he studied  at the well known Russian guitarist, 
composer and teacher Victor Kozlov. He has performed solo 
recitals in many cities in Russia, and has attended in international 
festivals in Poland, Serbia and Russia. He has composed 300 
pieces for the guitar, and has recorded eight CDs. Oleg Kiselev 
composes music in several different styles including jazz, latino, 
modern, romantic, and pop. A significant area in his creative work 
is music for children and young people.  
At present he teaches guitar at the school of arts in the town of 
Asha. His music is published in Poland, Russia, Italy, Belgium, 
Germany, Switzerland, Great Britain, Sweden, France, Belarus, 
Spain, Canada and the USA. Reviews of Kiselev's music have 
appeared in Seicorde (Italy), Classical Guitar (Great Britain), 
Guitart (USA), Soundboard (USA), and the Russian 
magazines  Guitar Review and  Guitarist. (December 2005) 

Klami Markuu (English) 
Composer Markku Klami is fascinated by time and the way we 
humans perceive it. He tries to write music that feels true in his 
heart, without the need of trying to fit into any specific style, 
genre or technical approach in composing. 
“I am fascinated by the capability of music to affect the way we 
perceive time. In my experience music has the ability to provoke 
the feeling of getting beyond (or outside) time and surroundings 
around us. In a way or another, these experiences in my life have 
always been connected to music. They remain an endless source 
of inspiration to me”, says Klami. 
Klami's output spans over a variety of ensembles - he has written 
instrumental music from solo works to orchestral works with and 
without soloists, chamber music, works making use of electronics, 
two operas and other vocal music as well as purely electronic 
music and a couple of soundtracks for short movies. 
His music has been performed around Nordic countries, Europe, 
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North America and South America, Russia and China in festivals 
including Nordic Music Days (Denmark), Zagreb Music Biennale 
(Croatia), Musica nova Helsinki, Tampere Biennale, Turku Music 
Festival, Viitasaari Time of Music (Finland), Taiwan International 
Guitar Festival, Atlantic Music Festival (USA), Nuovi Spatzi 
Musicali and Rebus Festival (Italy). In 2011 Klami was featured in 
the program for European Capital of Culture in Turku, Finland with 
two large-scale works, an one-hour children's opera 
“Tulevaisuuden retki” (A Future Trek) and work “REPEAT” for 
soloist, electronics and video. 
Commissioners and performers of his music include guitarists 
Timo Korhonen, Patrik Kleemola, Kimmo Rahunen, Patrick Vena, 
Rody van Gemert, Janne Malinen, Mikko Ikäheimo (Finland), Shin-
ichi Fukuda (Japan), Thomas Müller-Pering (Germany), Massimo 
Felici (Italy), Fabio de Oliveira (Brazil/Finland), clarinetist Lauri 
Sallinen (Finland), flutists Alice Teyssier (USA) and Hanna 
Kinnunen (Finland), bandoneónist Henrik Sandås (Finland), 
pianists Tuomas Niininen (Finland) and Bocheng Wang (England), 
singers Joonas Eloranta, Anna-Kristiina Kaappola, Teppo Lampela, 
Merja Mäkelä, Jouni Kokora, Mia Heikkinen and Eija Räisänen 
(Finland), International Contemporary Ensemble (USA), Uusinta 
Chamber Ensemble (Finland), The Polytech Choir (Finland), Studio 
for New Music Ensemble (Russia), Avanti! Orchestra, The Helsinki 
Strings and Pori Sinfonietta (Finland). 
During the year 2018 Klami is working with the support of Finnish 
Cultural Foundation (1-year grant for composing). His previous 
grants include working and commission grants from Arts 
Promotion Centre Finland, Finnish Cultural Foundation (Uusimaa 
regional fund), Jenny and Antti Wihuri Foundation, The Sibelius 
Fund, The Madetoja Fund and The Finnish Music Foundation. On 
March 2018, the first large-scale puppet opera produced in Nordic 
countries, “Croak” will get its first performances in Pori, Finland. 
“Croak” is composed by Klami and his colleague Maria Kallionpää. 
Both composers have written their own segments for both acts of 
the opera. 
Klami has won two first prizes in Finnish national composition 
competitions with his orchestral works “Flow” for string orchestra 
(2004) and “sight - energy - vague - ocean” for symphony 
orchestra (2005, rev. 2006). His clarinet concerto “FUME” (2008, 
rev. 2010) was selected to the Jury's list of recommended works 
in the 2nd International Uuno Klami composition competition in 
2009, which received nearly 200 works around the world. 
Klami graduated from Sibelius Academy (Master of Music in 
composition) in 2010 and Turku University of Applied Sciences 
(Bachelor of Arts in music theory and pedagogy). He has attended 
master classes given by Magnus Lindberg, Jukka Tiensuu, Kimmo 
Hakola and Jouni Kaipainen (Finland), Anders Eliasson (Sweden), 
Bent Sørensen (Denmark), Luigi Abbate (Italy), David Ludwig and 
Robert Paterson (USA). 
In addition to composing, Klami is active in the field of music 
education and holding several positions of trust in Finnish music 
organizations. He is member of the board of Society of Finnish 
Composers and Finnish Music Council. He is also active as both 
designer and trainer in several new projects focusing on pedagogy 
of music composition in Finland, including Ääneni äärelle 
(coordinated by Society of Finnish Composers) and SäPe 
(coordinated by Metropolia University of Applied Scienes). 
Web: https://core.musicfinland.fi/composers/markku-klami 
(2018) 

Klatzow Peter (English) 
Peter Klatzow was born in Springs, Transvaal, in 1945. After his 
school years at St. Martin's School, Johannesburg, he spent a year 
teaching music and Afrikaans at the then newly established 
Waterford School, Swaziland. 
The award of the Southern African Music Rights Organisation 
(SAMRO) scholarship for composers in 1964 took him to the Royal 
College of Music in London, where he studied composition with 
Bernard Stevens, piano with Kathleen Long, and orchestration 
with Gordon Jacob. In that year he won several of the College 
composition prizes as well as the Royal Philharmonic prize for 
composition, which was open to any Commonwealth composer 
under 30. He spent the following years in Italy and Paris, where 
he studied with Nadia Boulanger. He remained on very cordial 
terms with her until the time of her death. Returning to South 
Africa in 1966, he worked at the SABC in Johannesburg as a 

music producer, and in 1973 was appointed to the University of 
Cape Town, where he is presently Professor in Composition. In 
1986 he was elected to the rank of Fellow of the University of 
Cape Town for “having performed original distinguished academic 
work of such quality as to merit special recognition.” In 2002 he 
was awarded the distinguished Molteno Gold Medal from the Cape 
Tercentenary Foundation for lifetime services to music. He was 
awarded his DMus for published work in Composition, in 1999, 
and in 2007 he was appointed Director of the South African 
College of Music at the University of Cape Town. 
One of the few South African composers to achieve international 
recognition, Peter Klatzow has won prizes in Spain, Toronto, and 
Stroud and his works have been performed in various European 
centres and in the United States. In South Africa he was awarded 
the prestigious Helgard Steyn prize worth R45, 000 for his piano 
suite From the Poets. His major works include a full length ballet 
on Hamlet, for which he was given a special Nederburg award for 
the music, scores for ballets on Drie Diere and Vier Gebede, and 
Concertos for various solo instruments; piano, clarinet, two for 
organ, marimba, and a double Concerto for flute and marimba 
which was recently performed at Yale. His Prayers and Dances of 
Praise from Africa was introduced at the Three Choirs Festival, 
Worcester, UK. 1997 saw the first performances of two new 
works; his 3rd String Quartet (commissioned by the Lake District 
Summer Music Festival for the Chilingirian Quartet) and Return of 
the Moon, a cycle for voices and marimba, commissioned by the 
King's Singers for themselves and Evelyn Glennie. They have 
successfully toured this work in the UK and the USA. Recent 
stylistic changes have seen a reversion to a more tonal idiom, 
which is particularly clear in his Prayers and Dances of Praise from 
Africa. Recent commissions include a a set of Concert etudes for 
violin, cello and piano, commissioned for the Broadwood Glories of 
the Keyboard Competition in Manchester, Oct/Nov 1999, The 
World of Paul Klee (III), composed for the opening of the new 
Paul Klee Centre in Berne, Switzerland, and a celebratory Te 
Deum for choir, organ and orchestra, commissioned for a special 
service celebrating the 100th anniversary of St George's 
Cathedral, Cape Town. 
His discography includes recordings of his piano music, played by 
Jill Richards, the Mass for Choir, Horn, Marimba and Strings, 
String Quartet, Chamber Concerto for 7, Piano Concerto, From the 
Poets, an RCA issue of Return of the Moon and two CDs in 2006; 
Towards the Light which features his choral music and Myths, 
Magic and Marimbas, works for choir, marimba and orchestra.  
Web:  http://www.klatzow.uct.ac.za/index.html (2010) 

Klein Lothar (English) 
He was a composer obsessed with music history. Since the 60’s, 
modern music has been a polemical battle between avant-garde 
and conservative positions with musical worth defined by 
historical “newness”. Lothar Klein’s style cannot be pinned down 
to either position for he often played both sides of the equation 
placing himself as a composer of the radical center.  This centrist 
allegiance enabled him to produce a body of work of great variety 
revealing a composer of sophisticated versatility wherein musical 
history itself becomes style.  An Ars Combinatoria only made 
possible by a restless and creative mind. The resulting eclecticism 
as chronicled by his diverse and prodigious body of work, strives 
for Classical ideals and brilliant contemporary instrumental writing 
of a particularly grateful nature for the performer. This total body 
of work offers a rich field of investigation for scholar and musician 
alike.  Primarily a composer of orchestral music, Lothar Klein’s 
wide-ranging repertoire includes symphonies, all manner of 
concerti, secular and sacred vocal works using ancient languages 
with an ear acutely attuned to historical nuance and instrumental 
color.  
His work has been accorded attention by major international 
orchestras and conductors in both symphonic and light music 
venues. One doubts if Lothar Klein could be pinned down to any 
one stylistic thrust and therein lies his strength. Lothar Klein was 
raised in England and educated in the United States. By age 12, 
he was already an excellent pianist. From the time he was a 
young boy he was attracted to symphonic music. He received a 
diversified education, which included studies in philosophy and 
literature and piano with Olga Samaroff-Stokowski. From early in 
his creative career, Lothar was writing works for some two dozen 
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stage and for film productions, earning the Golden Reel Award 
from the American Academy of Film Sciences in 1956.  Other 
awards include Rockefeller New Music Prizes (1965 and 1967) and 
the Greenwood Choral Prize (1968, for Three Chinese Laments), 
and the Floyd S. Chalmers Performing Arts Creation Award in 
1982. 
His compositional efforts were encouraged by Dimitri Mitropoulos, 
Antal Dorati and Goffretto Petrassi. He also studied with leading 
exponents of the avant-garde in Berlin. He studied composition 
with Paul Fetler at the University of Minnesota, orchestration 
privately with Antal Dorati (1956-8), and composition in 1956 
with Goffredo Petrassi at Tanglewood and on a Fulbright 
Fellowship (1958-60) with Josef Rufer and Boris Blacher in Berlin, 
and Luigi Nono in Darmstadt. In 1961, he received a Ph.D. in 
Musicology and Composition from the University of Minnesota. He 
taught at the Hochschule für Musik Berlin as assistant to Boris 
Blacher (1958-60) and at the Universitiy of Minnesota (1962-4) 
and the University of Texas (1964-8) before joining the Faculty of 
Music at the University of Toronto as Professor of Composition in 
1968.  He became Chairman of Graduate Studies in Music (1971-
76). His music has been performed by virtually every North-
American symphony orchestra and performed by such conductors 
as Karel Ancerl, George Szell, André Previn, Akiro Akiyama, Sir 
John Barbirolli, Sir Andrew Davis, Charles Dutoit, Walter Susskind, 
Franz-Paul Decker, Heinrich Bender, Antal Dorati, Milton Katims, 
Victor Feldbrill, Werner Torkanowsky, and Stanislaus 
Skrowaczewski. Klein’s works are as prolific as they are diverse, 
with over 150 compositions, including more than thirty orchestral 
works. “He had a special interest in writing for the orchestra,” said 
his friend and fellow composer John Weinzweig. Lothar Klein’s 
orchestral works prompted Irving Kolodin of the Saturday Review 
to refer to him as a “composer of excellent equipment and 
considerable enterprise…his eyes, too, are on the stars.”  Indeed, 
orchestral music occupied a prominent place in Klein’s catalogue 
of compositions.  Arthur Cohn, writing in Hi-Fidelity, praised him 
as “an orchestral craftsman of a very high order.”  No less a 
composer then Witold Lutoslawski has praised his orchestral skills 
“of great brio and temperament.” In 1966, when Kolodin’s review 
appeared, Lothar Klein was one of four young North American 
composers whose works had been chosen by George Szell for a 
Cleveland Orchestra premiere.  Klein’s work, Musique à Go-Go (A 
Symphonic Mêlée) (1966), a jazzy, virtuosic orchestral study, was 
described by High Fidelity as “a veritable tour de force worthy of 
Ravel and Stan Kenton.”  With over 100 performances of Musique 
à Go-Go, his many other orchestral works have been performed at 
music festivals all over the World, making Lothar Klein one of the 
most often performed, if not the most internationally recognized 
Canadian composer of concert music. 
Web: https://www.lotharklein.org/biography 

Klein Richard Rudolf (English) 
The large variety of his compositions includes different genres 
such as children's and hymns, stage and orchestral music, 
chamber and instrumental concertos and chamber music. Klein 
first visited the humanistic Gymnasium in Landau. During this 
time he learned to play the piano, the violin and the viola. Later 
he began to learn the trumpet and the organ. Very early he began 
to compose. As a teenager, he conducted his own works in the 
school orchestra on the occasion of school and commemoration 
ceremonies. At the age of fourteen, Klein played his own works 
for piano and songs in 1935 at the former radio station 
Kaiserslautern (1926-1945). After graduation in the war year 
1940, he was drafted for military service. In 1943 he was badly 
wounded in fights and lost in a row a leg by amputation. He had 
to thereby distance himself from his actual career aspiration to 
become a conductor. Due to the heavy war injury he did not have 
to participate in the war any longer and therefore was able to 
study music in Trossingen from 1944. From 1946 to 1948 he 
continued his studies at the Musikhochschule Stuttgart. His 
teachers included Hans Brehme (piano), Wolfgang Fortner 
(composition), Hans Grischkat, Karl Münchinger and Bertil 
Wetzelsberger (conducting) and Philipp Mohler (composition). In 
1948, Klein attained artistic maturity in conducting and 
composition and at the age of 27 was one of the youngest to 
receive a teaching assignment for composition at the 
Musikhochschule Stuttgart. The following year he became a 

lecturer in music theory at the Northwest German Music Academy 
in Detmold. Between 1948 and 1950, he took parallel to his 
teaching assignment a private study of twelve-tone technique by 
Wolfgang Fortner. In the period from 1960 to 1984 he taught 
composition, morphology, score and basso continuo playing at the 
Music Academy Frankfurt am Main, from 1965 as a professor. 
From 1985 to 1996, i.e. until his 75th year, Klein taught at Hoch's 
Conservatory in Frankfurt am Main. Over a period of four decades 
Klein was a freelance music editor for the Fidula publishing house. 
(Wikipedia). 

Kleynjans Francis (English) 
Born in Paris on 15 April 1951, Francis Kleynjans begins his 
classical guitar studies at 14. He works with Alexandre Lagoya at 
the Conservatoire National de Musique de Paris and later, with the 
renowned Venezuelan guitarist Alirio Diaz. He holds a scholarship 
from the Yehudi Menuhin Foundation. Not only a talented 
performer but also a well-known composer, he is granted First 
Prize at the 22nd Paris Guitar Competition for his piece entitled À 
l'aube du dernier jour. His output includes more than 600 pieces 
and they are played everywhere in the world. In Europe, Francis 
Kleynjans takes part in prestigious festivals broadcast on radio 
and TV. His three concertos are played in Canada and in the 
U.S.A. Francis Kleynjans' discography includes eleven CDs with 
more than 200 of his works. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216750.2.html 

Kleynjans Francis (Français) 
Né le 15.04.1951 à Paris. Ancien élève au CNSM de Paris avec 
LAGOYA. Prix de composition au 22ème CIG de Radio France. 
Auteur de très nombreuses pièces pour guitare: solo, duo, trio, 
avec flute etc., de concerti pour guitare et d’un quintette. 
Professeur au Conservatoire du 9ème à Paris. disques comprenant 
une partie des ses cuvres pour guitare. 

Klug Hartmuth (English) 
In 1949, Hartmut Klug graduated from the Dresden Conservatory 
as a pianist, composer and conductor. During his studies, he met 
the Dresden dancer and dance teacher Gret Palucca, who took 
him as a pianist 1947-1949 on their tour through all the 
occupation zones of Germany. In 1950 he was a freelancer for 
RIAS Berlin as a composer, arranger, reviser and recording 
assistant. In 1951 he took over the musical direction of the 
Folkwang Dance Theatre Essen under Kurt Jooss. Tours took him 
through Germany and Western Europe. In 1953 he studied 
chamber music and conducting at the Conservatoire de Paris and 
graduated with the award “Premier Prix”. In 1954 he was with the 
dance couple Alexander by Swaine-Lisa Czóbel on tour through 
India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Indonesia, Singapore and Hong Kong, 
later also through Syria Lebanon and Iran. 
Klug 1955 took a job at the Wuppertal stages under ballet master 
Erich Walter. Until 1969 he worked as a rehearsal and conductor, 
then as a study director and Kapellmeister for opera and operetta 
and as a composer. From 1968 he directed the opera school of the 
Bergisches Landeskonservatorium. The Conservatory was 
incorporated in 1972 in the State University of Music Rhineland 
(Cologne), today College of Music and Dance Cologne. From 1974 
until his retirement in 1991 Klug was working there as a 
professor. 
Hartmut Klug conducts the Zupforchester Rheinland-Pfalz (2009) 
Hartmut Klug's extensive ancillary activities include directing 
youth symphony orchestras, amateur orchestras, Zupforchesters, 
choirs and chamber music ensembles. From 1968 Klug was head 
of the orchestral society Solingen, in the 1970s head of the 
instrumental association Wuppertal, one of the oldest German 
amateur orchestras. 
From October 1968 to 1991 Klug led the traditional Zupforchester 
der Mandolinen-Konzertgesellschaft Wuppertal.. Plucked music 
had until then been largely foreign to him, but he quickly 
introduced a varied repertoire. This included New Music such as 
Mauricio Kagel's MUSI (first performed in 1972 in the Cologne 
Funkhaus). Likewise, Klug organized a series of children's concerts 
with the orchestra (“Sitzkissenkonzerte”). 
In 1982, Klug founded the Coesfelder Orchestertage, which he 
directed until 2002, a venue for numerous world premieres. From 
2000 to mid-2002 he headed the Hessian Zupforchester (HZO). 
From mid-1994 to mid-2016, he led the Zupforchester Rheinland-
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Pfalz (ZORP). Both orchestras are selection orchestras of the 
German band of German plucked musicians. Because of his 
services to the Zupfmusik appointed him the Bund German 
plucking musicians in 2003 honorary member. 
Over a period of 30 years, Klug gave well-publicized lectures at 
community colleges. (Wikipedia) 

Knaifel Alexander (English) 
Born in 1943. “The Petersburgian, who is popular and highly 
estimated more in the West, than in his Motherland…” (Iosif 
Raiskin, 2000). Knaifel is the author of more than 70 compositions 
in all the spheres of music. The premières of his compositions 
took place at the greatest music festivals in Paris, London, 
Amsterdam, New York, Zurich, Salzburg, Berlin, Frankfurt, Köln, 
Maastricht, Ferrara. In 1992 the festival of Knaifel`s music was 
held in Frankfurt-am-Main. 
Alexander Knaifel was the first among the Russian musicians to be 
awarded the International DAAD prize. His recent large-scaled 
work is the opera “Alice in Wonderland” to Lewis Carroll, 
commissioned by Der Nederlandse Opera. The première took 
place in Amsterdam in 2001. 
Web: http://www.compozitor.spb.ru/compos_e.htm 

Knape Walter (English) 
Composer, conductor and music teacher, born in Bernburg an der 
Saale (Sachsen-Anhalt), died in Cuxhaven (Niedersachsen). He 
studied piano, conducting and composition at the Musikhochschule 
Lipsia. 1938-1948 he trained as music teacher in Dessau. He 
became music teacher in Dessau and afterwards choirmaster in 
Lipsia. 1957-1972 he worked as music teacher in Cuxhaven. He 
composed works for orchestra, chamber music and piano. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Kodzabasija Jane (English) 
Jane Kodzabasija is a contemporary Macedonian composer living 
and working in Skopje. Very active as a musician, and the author 
of many chamber music pieces, he also composed three sets of 
guitar variations on traditional Macedonian folk themes. This first 
variation was dedicated to Uros Dojcinovic in 1984. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.I, 
2002) 
Toma Prosev (1931-1996) and the much younger Jane 
Kodzabasija (1942), are from the Macedonian capital Skopje. Both 
professional musicians and composers, giving special attention to 
the guitar. Prosev wrote several important works for this 
instrument including Concert music for guitar and strings Op.38 in 
1968 and Concertino for two guitars and string orchestra in 1982. 
Among his various other chamber pieces which also include the 
guitar, is the solo composition entitled Mutations in this album, 
which was composed in 1973 and used as the obligatory music for 
the First International Guitar Competition held in Belgrade, 
organized by the organization Jeunesses Musicales. Kodzabasija, 
who himself is very well acquainted with the potential of the 
guitar, wrote, starting from 1985, three sets of variations based 
on traditional Macedonian song-themes, and dedicated to his 
Yugoslav guitar friends. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV, 
2004) 

Koehne Graeme (English) 
Graeme Koehne (b. 1956, Adelaide, South Australia) 
For anyone who believes that the great tradition of classical music 
must re-connect with a sense of contemporary vitality, the music 
of Graeme Koehne attracts avid interest and attention. In his best 
works, Koehne achieves that elusive synthesis of sophisticated 
compositional technique, informed by a deep understanding of 
musical history, and a popular touch that invests his music with 
emotional eloquence, visceral appeal and aural pleasure. 
Through the advocacy of some of today’s most exciting 
international musicians such as the conductors Vladimir Jurowski 
and Kristjan Järvi, Koehne’s music is becoming a regular presence 
on the international stage. His compositions have long been 
among the most popular by any Australian composer, and find a 
regular presence in the established repertoire of Australian music. 
Graeme Koehne has served on several occasions on the Australia 
Council, the Australian Government’s arts funding advisory body, 
and from 2002 to 2009 was Chair of the Australia Council Music 

Board and a member of the Australia Council. He has served in 
various advisory capacities for the South Australian Government, 
and in 1998-99 was South Australia’s Composer-in-Residence. He 
was awarded a Doctorate of Music from the University of Adelaide 
in 2002 and in 2004 received the  Sir Bernard Heinze Award from 
the University of Melbourne. (James Koehne, 2010) 

Koga Masao (English) 
Composer and guitarist known for creating melodies, and a 
pioneer of Japanese popular music. He was regarded as a notable 
figure for establishing the genre enka, though Koga considered 
that he was a ryūkōka composer.[1] He wrote numerous songs 
for Ichiro Fujiyama and Hibari Misora, and his work has been 
featured in various films, including Come See the Paradise, 
and Memoirs of a Geisha. He was the head of the “Japanese 
Society of Rights of Authors, Composers and Publishers” from 
1964 to 1978. A museum was built in Shibuya to honor his 
achievements, and visitors to the Koga Masao Museum of 
Music are able to view exhibits, and memorabilia featuring his 
work. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Kohan Jorge Omar (Italiano) 
Jorge Omar Kohan ha eseguito proprie composizioni in Argentina, 
Spagna, Olanda, Belgio, Brasile e Repubblica Dominicana. Oltre a 
scrivere composizioni e arrangiamenti per chitarra sola, egli lavora 
per duetti e quartetti di chitarre, così come per gruppi e orchestre 
di Tango. I suoi studi e arrangiamenti di Tango vengono eseguiti 
da numerosi chitarristi. Egli svolge un'intensa attività come 
esecutore di Tango, suonando con artisti prestigiosi come i 
cantanti Amelita Baltar e José Angel Trelles (cantanti di Astor 
Piazzolla), Roxana Fontán, Noelia Moncada ed Esteban Riera, i 
contrabbassisti Oscar Giunta, J. Pablo Navarro e Sergio Rivas, i 
violinisti Pablo Agri e Javier Weintrab, i fisarmonicisti Gabriel 
Rivano e Daniel Rugero, e i pianisti Pablo Saclis e Franco Polimeni. 
Web: 
http://www.utorpheus.com/utorpheus/index.php?cPath=2_1511 
(2008) 

Kolb Barbara (English) 
A clarinetist, teacher and composer, she has B.M. and M.M. from 
the Hartt College of Music and, later, studied at Tanglewood with 
Lucas Foss and Gunther Schller. She has had a fellowship at the 
MacDowell Colony. She was the first American woman composer 
to win the Prix de Rome, 1969-1971. She had a Fullbright to 
study in Vienna, two Guggenheims and a Ford Foundation grant to 
study electronic music at Mills College. 

Kolosko Nathan (English) 
Nathan Kolosko has performed throughout the US, Europe and 
Asia. As a musician, Nathan is compelled to expand the voice of 
the guitar through composition, improvisation, and collaborations 
with both musicians and visual artists. He is currently 
collaborating with visual artist Ling-Wen Tsai on several inter-
disciplinary projects, and performs regularly with flute player Carl 
Dimow as the kolosko-dimow duo. 
Nathan has been the recipient of numerous grants and awards, 
including grants from the Allied Arts Foundation and D'Addario 
Strings. As a composer, Nathan has made numerous contributions 
to the repertoire for the guitar. His works are currently published 
by Doberman-Yppan & Productions D'Oz. In addition to being a 
performer and composer Nathan is a teacher dedicated to 
furthering the pedagogy of the guitar. (2011) 

Komorous Rudolf (English) 
Born December 8,1931 and educated in Prague, Czech Republic, 
emigrated to Canada in 1969. After teaching for two years at 
Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota, he joined in 1971 the 
faculty of the School of Music at the University of Victoria, British 
Columbia, and later became it's Director. From 1989 he served as 
Director of the School for the Contemporary Arts, Simon Fraser 
University. 
In 1957 he won first prize in the prestigious competition for solo 
performers, the Concours International d'Execution Musicale in 
Geneva, Switzerland. This led to a two-year term [1959-61] 
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teaching bassoon in China at Beijing Academy and Central 
Conservatory of Music. Komorous' involvement with the Czech 
avantgarde in the 1950s and '60s led to a close association with 
painters, sculptors and writers. This circle, known as the “Smidra 
Group”, was influenced by Dada and surrealism. Their motto was 
the “aesthetic of the wonderful” through which common materials 
could be transformed into something sublime, mysterious or even 
magical.  
In 1961 Komorous co-founded Musica Viva Pragensis, which was 
regarded as one of Europe's leading new music ensembles during 
the eight years of its existence. 
Komorous has an extensive catalogue of works for orchestra [5 
sinfonies], solo instruments, voice and ensembles. He also worked 
in the electronic music field. His compositions have been featured 
at music festivals including the Venice Bienale, Warsaw Autumn, 
Donaueschingen, and Prague Spring. His two operas were 
produced in Vancouver, Toronto, Victoria, Buffalo, and New York 
City. Additional information could be found in a number of music 
dictionaries: Grove, Rieman, Meyers, Harvard, Baker's, 
Encyclopedia of Music in Canada, The Canadian Encyclopedia, etc. 
Komorous' works were published by Universal Edition, Vienna and 
E.C. Kerby,Toronto. Number of his compositions are available on 
LPs and CDs. Komorous, now retired, lives in Victoria, British 
Columbia. 
Web: http://www.musiccentre.ca 

Kondo Jo (English) 
Jo Kondo is one of the most important Japanese composers of our 
days. Born in Tokyo in 1947, Jo Kondo graduated from the 
Composition Department of Tokyo University of Arts in 1972. 
He spent a year in New York on a scholarship from the John D. 
Rockefeller III Fund in 1977-78. In 1979 he taught as Guest 
Lecturer at the University of Victoria, British Columbia, invited by 
the Canada Council, and, in 1986 he resided in London as a British 
Council Senior Fellow. In 1987 he was Composer-in-Residence at 
Hartt School of Music, Hartford, Connecticut, USA, and taught at 
Dartington International Summer School in England. At present he 
is Professor of Music at Ochanomizu University in Tokyo, and also 
teaches at Tokyo University of Arts and Elisabeth University of 
Music in Hiroshima.  
His numerous works have been widely performed in Japan, North 
America and Europe and recorded on Hat Art, ALM, Fontec, 
Deutsche Grammophon and other labels. He has received 
commissions from numerous organizations, and his music has 
been featured at many international music festivals (like Maggio 
Musicale Fiorentino). 
Performers associated with his music include the Ives and Nieuw 
Ensembles in the Netherlands, the London Sinfonietta, the 
Philharmonia Orchestra, the NHK Symphony Orchestra, the Arditti 
Quartet, the Balanescu Quartet and many others. 
Most of his works are now available first time in holograph 
reproductions by University of York Music Press (UYMP) which is 
the sole publisher of Kondo's work. 
Web: http://www.harrassowitz.de/top_offers/0307so01.html 
(2005) 

König Heinz (English) 
Composer, guitarist, born in Boddinsfelde, KreisTeltow 
(Brandenburg), died in Potsdam (Brandenburg). He studied guitar 
with Gerhard Tucholski and Willi Schlinske in Berlin, worked 1953-
75 as pedagogue at the teachers’ training college in Berlin, 1976-
89 at the Pedagogic College at Potsdam and casually for the 
German television (Rainer Stelle). 

Kopitz Klaus Martin (English) 
Composer and musicologist, born in Stendal (Brandenburg). He 
studied from 1975 to 1980 at the Academy of Music “Hanns 
Eisler” Berlin in the subjects composition, piano and musicology. 
From 1985 to 1987 he was a master student of Paul-Heinz Dittrich 
at the Academy of Arts in East Berlin and attended courses in the 
electronic studio of the Academy founded by Georg Katzer. Kopitz 
then directed the acting music at the theatre Neustrelitz. 
He first appeared in chamber music and electronic music. In 
addition, he has made several film scores, including the latest 
DEFA film ‘Der Besucher’ of the Israeli film director Dror Zahavi, 
as well as music for theatre and radio drama. 
His recent works, which can be assigned to any particular style, 

certified Oliver Buslau ‘an ever-surprising panorama of classical to 
free-tonal, from jazzy to minimalist.’ The American music critic 
Huntley Dent calls them ‘nique among current and past releases’ - 
unique among current and past releases. 
From 1982 to 1984 Kopitz first private studies with the Swiss 
musicologist Harry Goldschmidt. In 2000 he received his doctorate 
in musicology under Helmut Loos and founded in 2002 with Rainer 
Cadenbach the Beethoven Research Centre at the Berlin 
University of the Arts, which was funded by the German Research 
Foundation. From 2006 to 2008, his Beethoven research was 
funded by the Ernst von Siemens Music Foundation. 
He also published the complete works of the composer Norbert 
Burgmüller for the first time, supported by the 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Rhenische Musikgeschichte, the 
Kunststiftung NRW and the Landschaftsverband Rheinland. The 
seven-volume edition was published by Edition Dohr in the series 
‘Denkmäler Rheinischer Musik’. Since 2012 he works at the Saxon 
Academy of Sciences on the complete edition of the 
correspondence of Robert and Clara Schumann. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Korngold Erich Wolfgang (English) 
One of Vienna's most celebrated composers in the early 20th 
century, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, (1897-1957) was considered a 
serious rival to his contemporary Richard Strauss; he composed 
many of his operas and concert works while in his teens and 
twenties and was celebrated as a true wunderkind. Korngold first 
came to America in 1934 to adapt Mendelssohn's music for Max 
Reinhardt's film of Midsummer Night's Dream. The Nazis' invasion 
of his homeland a few years later convinced him to stay in Los 
Angeles, where he wrote romantic, highly influential scores for 
Warner Brothers films. He received Academy Awards for Anthony 
Adverse (1936) and The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938); his 
other films include Captain Blood (1935), The Sea Hawk (1940) 
and Kings Row (1942). His magnificent violin concerto, based on 
thematic motifs from his classic film scores, was commissioned, 
premiered and recorded by Jascha Heifetz. 

Koshkin Nikita (English) 
Koshkin was born in Moscow in 1956 and played pop music until 
the age of 14 when his grandfather gave him a guitar and a 
Segovia recording. His life was changed, and composing and 
playing the guitar became his dual passions.  
Nikita Koshkin was appreciated by the public for his Suite for 
Guitar 'Prince's Toys', performed in Paris by Vladimir Mikulka in 
1980. His music is, at the same time, deeply dramatic, parodistic 
and full imagination. His compositions are enriched by many 
extra-musical references, popular legends and tales, foreign 
musical forms and avant-garde effects. His impressionistic 
explorations of the guitar are performed by leading concert artists 
worldwide. As a guitarist he toured Russia, Europe and USA.  

Koshkin Nikita (Italiano) 
(from MBeBook – MarcoBazzotti.com) 
Nikita Koshkin, chitarrista compositore russo, di Marco Bazzotti  
Nikita Arnoldovic Koshkin nasce il 28 febbraio 1956 a Mosca. Nel 
1977 completa gli studi dell’obbligo nello stessa scuola musicale 
intitolata alla “Rivoluzione d’Ottobre” di Mosca in cui oggi insegna, 
nella classe di chitarra di Georgij Ivanovic Emanov (1910-1984), 
allievo di Piotr Agafoshin (1874-1950) e già maestro di Vladimir 
Slavskij (1926-1987). Suo insegnante di composizione è Viktor 
Egorov. Dal 1981 si esibisce in pubblico con le sue composizioni, 
ma solo nel 1986 termina il quadriennale corso di 
perfezionamento presso l’Istituto Ghnesin di Mosca (oggi 
Accademia Musicale Russa) con Aleksandr Frauchi.  
Il successo nazionale gli arride grazie al brano Usher-Waltz che è 
scelto come pezzo d’obbligo al III Concorso Panrusso di interpreti 
agli strumenti popolari di Tula (1986).  
In quello stesso anno viene premiato per la migliore composizione 
per chitarra al Concorso di Esztergom (Ungheria).  
Da allora Nikita Koshkin è impegnato nella composizione di opere 
soliste, didattiche e per vari ensemble con chitarre. La sua 
notorietà cresce ovunque grazie alle pubblicazioni in vari paesi: 
USA (Guitar Review e Soundboard), Giappone (Gendai Guitar), 
Finlandia (Chorum), Inghilterra (Classical Guitar), Francia 
(Lemoine), Germania (Margaux) etc.  
Due fra i suoi allievi, Evgenij Finkelstein e Ghena Beljaev ne 
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seguono le orme nella composizione.  
L’ho incontrato per la prima volta a Brno (repubblica Ceca) nel 
1994, poi ci siamo tenuti in contatto telefonicamente per alcuni 
anni. A quell’epoca risale anche questa nostra conversazione: 
D: Iniziamo con una domanda d’obbligo, come sei arrivato alla 
chitarra? 
R: Da giovanissimo ero molto appassionato di musica rock ed 
iniziai a suonare in vari gruppi. All’età di 14 anni presi la decisione 
di diventare un chitarrista, ad ogni costo. Certo, non avevo ancora 
idea di dedicarmi alla chitarra classica: quando entrai in una 
scuola musicale per ricevere un’educazione musicale e provai il 
suono della chitarra con le corde di nylon mi scordai in un 
momento tutto ciò che avevo fatto prima. Ebbi finalmente la 
possibilità di vedere ciò che amavo realmente. Da allora iniziai a 
praticare molte ore al giorno. Di getto mi misi anche a comporre: 
mi venne naturale insieme con l’educazione che ricevevo, appena 
trovai il modo di scrivere le note sul pentagramma. 
D: Ricordi quale è stata la tua prima composizione? 
R: Il mio primo pezzo è stato una Danza Spagnola che purtroppo 
è andata persa. Ma la seconda esperienza compositiva, tre pezzi 
per chitarra intitolati Drops, Steps and Glance sono stati invece 
pubblicata da Henry Lemoine. Appena li ho ritrovati, dopo molti 
anni, li ho spediti a Vladimir Mikulka per un parere, se cambiare 
qualcosa. Invece lui mi ha convinto che era meglio pubblicarli 
esattamente come erano scritti originariamente, e così è 
avvenuto. Questa rappresenta pertanto la mia opera prima. 
D: Alcuni compositori-chitarristi interpretano le proprie opere ogni 
volta in modo differente: qual è la tua opinione riguardo alla 
fedeltà al testo scritto ? 
R: Sono assolutamente contrario ai cambiamenti arbitrari. 
Desidero che il testo scritto sia assolutamente chiaro ed io stesso 
mi sforzo di trascrivere esattamente la mia musica in modo che gli 
esecutori non abbiano problemi di sorta. Per me questa 
rappresenta anche una forma di rispetto verso di loro, poichè 
voglio che chi ha comprato un mio spartito possa comprendere 
completamente e chiaramente tutte le mie idee e non debba 
esitare riguardo al testo. Pertanto sono solito mettere in notazione 
quanto più possibile. 
D: Qual è la tua ispirazione per iniziare a comporre ? 
R: Di solito mi viene un grande desiderio interiore di comporre 
quanta più musica possibile, durante tutto l’anno. Ma quando ho 
già scritto molta musica, voglio tagliare tutto quello che non mi 
convince ed alla fine il risultato è almeno venti volte meno o 
talvolta cinquanta volte inferiore. E’ una situazione di grande 
conflitto per me, posso rilasciare solo i pezzi che amo e preferisco 
io stesso, sicchè ho bisogno di un grande autocontrollo durante 
tutto il lavoro. 
D: Come è il tuo approccio alla composizione di un nuovo pezzo ? 
R: E’ sempre differente. Per uno fra i miei ultimi lavori, la Sonata, 
l'idea globale era per me estremamente importante. Non sono 
interessato invece alla post-avanguardia: il tempo degli 
esperimenti è finito, ora è il momento di come usare i risultati 
degli esperimenti, ma sulla base dello sviluppo di tradizioni. 
D: Parlaci a riguardo alla chitarra in Russia. 
R: Conosco varie persone che hanno intrapreso l'attività di editori 
e vogliono pubblicare anche musica per chitarra. Spero che 
riusciranno perchè ormai vi sono molti chitarristi e anche la 
letteratura per chitarra è migliorata: adesso è molto più facile 
acquistare spartiti dall'estero. Il maggiore problema è che 
veramente pochi chitarristi vengono dall'estero in Russia a 
suonare concerti. E’ realmente spiacevole se si pensa che fino a 
pochi anni fa ogni anno venivano su invito molti chitarristi 
importanti. Ora li possiamo avere solo durante i festivals, sempre 
che l'organizzatore sia abbastanza abile da riuscire a inoltrare 
l'invito per tempo. Uno degli ultimi concerti che ricordo è stato 
quello di Reinbert Evers con la première del concerto di Denisov 
tenuto a Mosca alcuni anni fa.  

Kost Josef (English) 
Born 2.10.1954  
Kost was born in Bern and educated at: the Academy for School 
and Church Music in Lucerne, Cologne College of Music, and Basel 
Conservatoire, graduating with diplomas in choir leading, organ, 
and music theory education. He studied composition with Jurg 
Baur, Robert Suter, Christobal Halffter and Edison Denissow. 
Since 1981 he has taught music theory subjects at the Academy 

for School and Church Music, and since 1985 has held a 
corresponding position as leader of an ensemble class for 
contemporary chamber music at Lucerne Conservatoire. His work 
has been variously performed at the Swiss Musicians' Festival in 
Lucerne, Basel Music Forum, and also in exchanges with Krakau 
Music College in Poland.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Koster Dennis (English) 
American-born classical and flamenco guitarist. While still in his 
teens, Dennis Koster began his career as a flamenco guitarist. 
Today’s flamenco has become a jazz-influenced and infused art, 
but Dennis Koster carries on the tradition of concert-classical 
flamenco guitar first introduced to the music-loving public in Paris 
in 1927 by the great Don Ramón Montoya and brought to the 
world by his followers Niño Ricardo, Mario Escudero and Sabicas. 
Koster is one of the few guitarists ever to have learned this music 
directly from both Mario Escudero and the legendary Sabicas. He 
has celebrated this legacy in radio and concert performances 
throughout the United States, Japan, Spain and Latin America. A 
great virtuoso performer, Koster is widely regarded as this 
country’s leading authority on flamenco guitar, being the author 
of the internationally best-selling three volume flamenco method 
the Keys to Flamenco Guitar. Dennis Koster’s 1975 Carnegie 
Recital Hall debut as a classical guitarist, was hailed in the New 
York Times as “a considerable success... a brilliant, aptly fantastic 
performance”, earning special attention because of his 
transcription of Zoltan Koldaly’s Sonata for Solo Cello, Op. 8.  
Since that time, Dennis Koster has earned a considerable 
reputation for the quality and depth of his original transcriptions 
for guitar, carrying on the tradition of Francisco Tárrega and his 
followers.  

Kosviner David (English) 
DAVID KOSVINER was born on 2 December 1957 in Johannesburg 
(South Africa.) After his schooling, he first studied at the 
University of Cape Town with Peter Klatzow, James May and 
Stuart Reiner. After attending composition seminars with Morton 
Feldman in 1983, he went to Germany to further his studies at the 
Staatliche Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst in 
Stuttgart with Helmut Lachenmann and at Keele University with 
George Nicholson, where he received his PhD in 1999. 
In addition to composing, David has also been active as a 
conductor, performer and teacher – he was a co-founder of 
Obelisk (Group for New Music) in Pretoria, played in the CAPAB 
Orchestra and with the Cape Town Symphony Orchestra and the 
Staatsorchester Stuttgart, taught composition, orchestration and 
arrangement at the University of Cape Town, tutored in the 
electronic music studio of the Stuttgart Musikhochscule and 
lectured in composition at the Hochschule für Künste in Bremen. 
He also taught percussion, composition and history of music at 
the Freie Musikschule Stuttgart. 
His compositions have been awarded prizes in South Africa, Great 
Britain, Japan and Germany and have been performed and 
broadcast in these countries as well as in the USA and Australia. 
(2010) 
Web: http://davidkosviner.wordpress.com/ 

Kozlov Viktor (English) 
A graduate of Urals State Conservatory (class of V.Derun), 
participated in a lot of competitions of guitar music both in Russia 
and abroad. As a guitarist V.Kozlov won the first Region Contest 
of performers on Russian folk instruments in Chelyabinsk 1988 
(first prize). He won a diploma at the Russian Contest in Gorky 
city in 1990. Viktor Kozlov performed solo programs in 
Chelyabinsk, Bishkek, Tomsk, Ekaterinburg, Moscow and St-
Petersburg. 
As a composer of original music for classical guitar Viktor was 
awarded first Diploma in Donetsk (1982), Moscow (1988). At the 
Ninth International Guitar Festival in Estergom (Hungary) he 
became a third prize winner as a composer (1989). Some of his 
compositions have already been published in Russia, England and 
Germany. Guitarists N.Komolyatov (Russia), E.Gridushko 
(Byelorussia), V.Zshadko (Ukraine), Simon Dinnigan (England) 
include his compositions in their programs. 
Currently Viktor is a teacher in Chelyabinsk Musical College. He is 
the chair-man of Classical Guitar Association in the Regional 
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Musical Society. 

Krämer Erich (English) 
Musician and publisher, born and died in Lipsia (Saxony), he 
edited in his publishing house “Musik im Volk” (founded in 1934) a 
lot of works for Zupforchester, since 1947 he was leader of the 
“Leipziger Lautengilde”.  (Rainer Stelle, 2005) 

Krantz Allen (English) 
Allen Krantz is a graduate of the San Francisco Conservatory and 
Stanford University and has received acclaim as a composer, solo 
guitarist, and chamber musician. He has performed in concert 
throughout the United States including appearances at Carnegie 
Hall, Saratoga Performing Arts Center, and the Phillips Collection 
in Washington, with his diverse programs often featuring original 
compositions.  
Recent performances have included the premiere of an orchestral 
overture, “At Gretna,” and “Songs of Innocence and Experience” 
for guitar and small orchestra, as well as his arrangement of 
Copland's Appalachian Spring sketches presented at the Library of 
Congress with the Martha Graham Company. Krantz's works 
include “An American Town” for string orchestra, commissioned 
by the Village Bach Festival in Michigan and also presented at the 
“Moscow Autumn 98” festival in Russia, and in Australia. “Without 
Borders,” commissioned by pianist Clipper Erickson, is featured on 
his new recording, “Woven Images.” “Anyone lived in a pretty 
how town,” commissioned by Music at Gretna, has been 
performed by members of the Philadelphia Orchestra conducted 
by Charles Dutoit in Saratoga and Philadelphia.  
Allen Krantz is composer in residence for the Philadelphia-based 
chamber ensemble, 1807 & Friends, which premiered his “Little 
Elegy” for soprano and strings, “Quartet for Guitar and Strings,” 
and “In Five,” a quintet for piano and winds. Krantz's String 
Quartet was premiered by the Wister Quartet. His unique 
collaboration with Janet Eilber, principal dancer of the Martha 
Graham Company, has resulted in three collaborations for 
chamber ensemble featuring dancer/narrator and guitar, based on 
American poetry.  
Allen Krantz heads the guitar program of The New School Institute 
at Temple University. He performs in “Duo Paganini” with violinist 
Nancy Bean and has performed and taught nationwide as an 
Affiliate Artist. His solo and chamber music arrangements for the 
guitar are published by International Music. Krantz's recordings 
include “Summer Music” with flutist Deborah Carter featuring two 
of his compositions; “The Romantic Guitar,” a recital of his 
arrangements of Schubert, Schumann and Brahms; and “The 
Philadelphia Connection,” which features his “Sonata for Violin and 
Guitar,” all on the DTR label. 
Web: http://www.classicalarchives.com/artists/krantz.html 

Krauzowicz Andrzej (English) 
A guitar player , pedagogue, and composer. Was born in Poland 
the submountain area called Podhale which lies South of Cracow. 
He wrote several books covering the methods of instructions, 
encompassing “Method and Instruction in Guitar Playing” Vol. 1 
and Vol. 2. These books were published in 1993 in Poland, 
whereas the whole series is expected to include 4 volumes all 
together. As a composer Andrzej Krauzowicz is the Author of 
many pieces and program or concert tunes for children. In his 
“Suite Podhale” the Author makes use of folklore components of 
the Podhale area utilizing traditional themes in a subtle way 
embedded in an interesting form. He also concerned with 
journalism and his works such as “Stress and Stage Fright in Art”, 
“Psycho – physical Maturity”, “Plan of Learning Process”, or “Day-
to-day Life and 
Music” were topics of many lectures, as well as foreign articles, 
e.g. in Japan. Also, many transcriptions form the artistic output of 
this Author, along with adaptations of many known pop standards 
- music or serious music. As an example may serve F.Chopin’s 
mazurkas published in Japan. 

Krenek Ernst (English) 
Born on 1990 August 23 in Vienna. Died on 1991 December 22 in 
Palm Springs, USA. 
Pupil of Franz Schreker, following him to Berlin in 1920; 
commentator in newspapers and magazines; breakthrough as 
composer with the opera “Johnny spielt auf” with his own libretto; 

emigration to the USA in 1938; teaching at various American 
Universities (dodecaphony); move to Los Angeles and teaching 
activity at the Southern California School of Art and Music and at 
the Los Angeles City College (with Eric Zeisl); part-time guest 
professor in Europe; lectures at the Darmstadt Holiday Courses; 
essays; conductor, mostly of own works. (Doblinger Catalogue) 
1900 born on 23 August in Vienna 
1906 first music lessons; first compositions 
1916 beginning of studies with Franz Schreker at the Vienna 
Music Academy 
1918 military service 
1919 study of philosophy at the University of Vienna (two 
semesters) 
1920-23 Krenek follows Franz Schreker to the State School for 
Music in Berlin; meets Ferruccio Busoni, Hermann Scherchen, 
Eduard Erdmann, Artur Schnabel, and others 1921 first 
compositions using free atonality 
1923-25 residence in Switzerland; encounters Friedrich Gubler 
(arts section editor of the Frankfurter Zeitung), Rainer Maria 
Rilke, and Werner Reinhart  
1924 first meeting with Theodor W. Adorno; trip to France; 
acquaintance with the music of Igor Stravinsky and “Les Six”; 
compositional approach to neoclassicism; marries Anna Mahler 
1925-27 assumes post as Paul Bekker's assistant at the Kassel 
State Opera; essays on opera; study of Schubert's music; 
“romantic” compositional phase 
1927 Bekker's assistant at the Wiesbaden State Opera; premiere 
of Jonny spielt auf in Leipzig; and international recognition 
1928 marries actress Berta Haas (Hermann); returns to Vienna; 
meets Karl Kraus 
1932-33 founds music journal Dreiundzwanzig together with 
Alban Berg, Rudolph Ploderer, and Willi Reich; active in the 
International Society for New Music; first compositions using 
twelve-tone technique 
1933 commission from the Vienna State Opera for Karl V.; 
Krenek's name put on the Nazis' blacklist in Germany 
1934 following a Nazi-tainted campaign, the minister of education 
cancels the première of Karl V.; trip to Spain 
1935-37 intense literary activity; articles for the Wiener Zeitung; 
concerts and lectures in Vienna and elsewhere 
1937 first trip to the USA 
1938 second trip to the USA; expulsion from Austria following the 
Anschluss; concerts and lectures in the USA 
1939-42 professor of music at Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, 
N.Y. 
1939-42 guest lecturer at the Universities of Michigan and 
Wisconsin 
1942-47 Professor of Music, Head of the Department of Music, 
and Dean of the School of Fine Arts at Hamline University, St. 
Paul, Minnesota 
1945 American citizenship 
1947-49 guest lecturer at universities and colleges in New Mexico 
and Los Angeles and at the Chicago Musical College 
1947-66 residence in Los Angeles 
1948 first publication in German of the autobiography, 
Selbstdarstellung 
1950 marries composer Gladys Nordenstrom; resumption of 
concert and lecture tours in Europe; lecturer at the International 
Darmstadt Summer Courses 
1954 Krenek Festival, Madison, Wisconsin 
1956 serial compositions; electronic music; study of medieval 
counterpoint 
1957 guest professor at Princeton University 
1960 Venice Krenek Festival 
1963 Krenek Festival founded by the North Carolina Music Society 
in Raleigh 
1965 Krenek Festival in Minneapolis/St. Paul; guest professor at 
Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusettes 
1966 move to Palm Springs, California 
1967 guest professor at Peabody Institute in Baltimore, Maryland 
and at the University of Hawaii 
1968 European tour conducting and teaching 
1969 first Krenek Festival at the “steirischer herbst” in Graz, 
Austria 
1974 Krenek Festival at California State University Northridge 
1975 75th birthday celebration at the College of the Desert in 
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Palm Desert, California; Twin Cities Music Festival in Honor of 
Ernst Krenek at Hamline University in Minnesota; Krenek festivals 
at California State University Northridge and University of 
California, San Diego 
1978 Ernst Krenek Archive founded at the University of California 
San Diego 
1979 Krenek Festival at the University of California Santa Barbara 
1980 Ernst Krenek Archive founded in the Vienna City and State 
Library; 10-city tour through the USA and Canada (sponsored by 
the German Goethe Institut) 
1982 “Our Thanks to Ernst Krenek,” exhibition by the Vienna City 
and State Library; Krenek begins to spend summers at the Arnold 
Schönberg House in Mödling (near Vienna) 
1984 première of Karl V. at the Vienna State Opera 
1985 Krenek Festival, University of California San Diego 
1986 first composition competition for the Ernst Krenek Prize, 
instigated by the City of Vienna 
1990 Krenek Archive (USA) Newsletter first published 
1991 dies on 22 December in Palm Springs 
1992 transferral of remains and burial in an honorary grave of the 
City of Vienna 
1994 Ernst Krenek Society/Palm Springs founded 
1997 Ernst Krenek Society/Vienna founded 
Web: 
http://www.universaledition.com/truman/en_templates/view.php3
?f_id=144&spr=en 

Kretschmar Walter (English) 
Composer, teacher, singer with guitar, born in Lipsia, died in 
Stuttgart. He studied music in Lipsia with Paul Graener; 1920-45 
guitar teacher at the Leipziger Volksakademie, worked for 
different broadcasting stations, afterwards at the Süddeutsche 
Rundfunk in Stuttgart.  
(Rainer Stelle, 2006) 

Krieger Armando (English) 
Oxford Grove Music Encyclopedia: Armando Krieger 
(b Buenos Aires, 7 May 1940). Argentinian composer, pianist and 
conductor. A pupil of Ginastera, he has appeared as a pianist 
throughout the Americas, is a conductor at the Teatro Colón and 
founded his own contemporary music orchestra. His works have 
been widely performed. 

Krieger Edino (English) 
Edino Krieger was born in Brusque, Santa Catarina, on March 17, 
1928, of German and Italian descent on his father’s side and of 
Portuguese and Native Brazilian descent on his mother’s. At the 
age of seven, he initiated his violin studies with his father, Aldo 
Krieger, who was a violinist, composer, conductor, and founder of 
the local conservatory of music. Edino began to perform in violin 
concerts at the age of nine, and when he was fifteen years old, he 
moved to Rio de Janeiro with a scholarship from the state of Rio 
de Janeiro to continue his studies at the Brazilian Conservatory of 
Music. There he studied counterpoint, harmony, and composition 
with H.-J. Koellreutter, a German composer and professor who 
had come to Brazil during World War II. 
In 1945, he received the Música Viva Award for his Trio de 
Sopros, and then became a member of the Música Viva Group of 
vanguard composers, along with Koellreutter, Claudio Santoro, 
Guerra-Peixe, and Eunice Catunda. In 1948, he was selected in a 
competition to study with Aaron Copland at the Berkshire Music 
Center in Massachusetts, where he also took classes with Darius 
Milhaud. This was followed with an internship for a year at the 
Juilliard School of Music in New York, where he studied 
composition with Peter Mennin. He also studied violin with William 
Nowinsky, Ivan Galamian’s assistant, at the Henry Street 
Settlement School of Music. He represented Juilliard at a 
symposium of U. S. and Canadian composers that took place in 
Boston, and he played violin with the Mozart Orchestra of New 
York. Upon his return to Brazil in 1950, he began to produce 
musical programs for Rádio MEC (Ministry of Education and 
Culture radio station), where he was the musical director and 
organized the National Symphonic Orchestra. From 1950 to 1952, 
he was the music critic for the newspaper Tribuna da Imprensa. 
In 1952, he studied with Ernst Krenek at the III International 
Summer Course of Teresópolis, in the state of Rio de Janeiro. In 
1955, he received the Rottelini Foundation Award in Rome and the 

International Peace Prize at the Warsaw Festival. 
With a grant from the British Council, he studied in London for a 
year with Lennox Berkeley of the Royal Academy of Music. In 
1959, he was awarded first prize for his Divertimento for 
Strings at the I National Composition Competition created by the 
Brazilian Ministry of Education and Culture, and he received the 
Medal of Honor for the Fifty-Year Anniversary of the Municipal 
Theater of Rio de Janeiro. In 1961, his String Quartet No. 1 was 
awarded the National Recording Prize.  
In 1965, Variações Elementares premiered at the III 
Interamerican Music Festival in Washington, and the following 
year, the Philadelphia Orchestra premiered Ludus Symphonicus at 
the III Music Festival of Caracas, Venezuela. In 1966 and 1967, 
he received gold medals at the International Song Competitions in 
Rio de Janeiro. In 1969 and 1970, he organized and directed the 
Guanbara Music Festivals, which, beginning in 1975, gave birth to 
the Biennials of Brazilian Contemporary Music. He received the 
Golfinho de Ouro Trophy for his body of work in 1969 and in again 
in 1988. 
His aesthetic evolution started out rooted in impressionism 
in Improviso para flauta (1944), and evolved to serialism with 
his Trio de Sopros (1945). In 1952, he abandoned serialism in 
favor of a more profound experimentation in traditional forms and 
expressions and in musical themes of a Brazilian nature. In 1965, 
he produced a synthesis of previous experimentations 
with Variações Elementares, where he began to use both 
vanguard and traditional resources, together with elements 
absorbed from Brazilian musical culture. 
He directed the Classical Music Division of the Jornal do Brasil 
radio station and has been a music critic for the newspaper Jornal 
do Brasil. In 1976, he took over the artistic direction of FUNTERJ 
(Foundation for Theaters of Rio de Janeiro), and it was in this 
capacity that he organized the reopening season of the Municipal 
Theater of Rio de Janeiro and the Center of Theatrical Productions 
of Inhaúma. In 1979, he created PRO-MEMUS (Brazilian Musical 
Memory Project), under the auspices of the INM (National 
Institute of Music), which in turn is part of FUNARTE (Ministry of 
Culture’s National Foundation for the Arts). He directed the INM 
from 1981 to 1989. In 1989, he took over the presidency of 
FUNARTE. He was also president of the Museum of Image and 
Sound Foundation from 2003 to 2006. 
His catalogue includes chamber and symphonic orchestra works, 
oratories, chamber music, pieces for choir and for solo voice and 
instruments, as well as occasional sound tracks for theater and 
cinema. His compositions have been frequently performed both 
internationally and in Brazil, including the orchestras of Rio de 
Janeiro, São Paulo, Porto Alegre, Recife, Bahia, Belo Horizonte, 
Liege, Brussels, Paris, London, Munich, Buenos Aires, Cordoba, 
New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Cologne, Tokyo, among 
others.  
Edino Krieger was honored in Tokyo with a week dedicated to him 
during which he gave six lectures and Japanese musicians 
performed both his chamber and symphonic works. He has also 
been active as a conductor, principally of his own work.    
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2010) 

Krieger Ulrich (English) 
Ulrich Krieger, was born in 1962 in Freiburg, Germany and now 
lives in Berlin. Krieger studied classical/contemporary saxophone, 
composition, and electronic music at the Hochschule der Künste, 
Berlin and the Manhattan School of Music, New York. In 1988 he 
began independent didjeridu studies and research in Australian 
Aboriginal music and culture. Since 1990, Krieger has worked as a 
freelance interpreter, improviser, composer, and rock musician. 
His works have been performed by: oh-ton ensemble, Ensemble 
United Berlin, zeitkratzer, Ensemble Klangwerkstatt, Seth Josel, 
Matias de Oliveira Pinto, Soldier String Quartet, Reinhold Friedl, 
and many others. He worked with artists LaMonte Young, Phill 
Niblock, David First, Lee Ranaldo, Elliott Sharp, Witold Szalonek, 
Mario Bertoncini, Miriam Marbe, Hans-Joachim Hespos, Merzbow, 
Dietmar Diesner, Wolfgang Fuchs, and many others. He has given 
numerous concerts, radio and television broadcasts of his works 
and as performer, soloist, with his own ensembles, various 
chamber music groups and orchestras (including the Ensemble 
Modern and the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra) in Europe, USA, 
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Canada, Asia and Australia. He has received various grants, 
awards and prizes as composer and performer, including long-
term residencies in New York, Los Angeles, Rome, Venice, 
Bologna, and Norwich. He has made various recordings as 
saxophonist and didjeridu player, interpreter and improviser; with 
several of his original compositions available on CD. 
Web: http://www.mode.com/profiles/krieger.html 

Krol Bernhard (English) 
Born in Berlin, 1920. Between 1945 and 1967 Bernhard Krol was 
a horn player with leading orchestras, including the Berlin 
Philharmonic and the Stuttgart Radio Symphony Orchestra. 
Studied with Schoenberg's disciple, Josef Rufer in Vienna. 
However, Krol uses the tonal system, looking back towards 
composers such as Reger or Hindemith. His music is characterized 
by a freshness of music-making, marked rhythms and, as he once 
said, 'heaven's gift of the beauty of sound'. Varied classical 
models as in his Figaro Metamorphoses on three motifs of a 
canzona from Mozart's opera, or his cheerful Fledermaus 
Variations in which he transforms Strauss's themes into a 
completely new musical structure. Has written numerous works 
for solo instruments and orchestra. 
Web: 
http://www.boosey.co.uk/pages/cr/composer/composer_main.asp
?ComposerID=3288 

Krüger Fred (English) 
He learned the piano from 1958-60. After the 10th grade he did 
an apprenticeship and vocational training with a high school 
diploma. Inspired by the Beatles, he taught himself guitar and 
played in the apprentice band. 1963-65 he received guitar lessons 
from Norbert Bellmann (1940-1970) at the Treptow district 
culture centre (university entrance qualification). So he was able 
to study guitar with Werner Pauli at the Hochschule für Musik 
“Hanns Eisler” (graduation) 1966-1970. He worked as a guitar 
teacher at district culture houses, House of Young Talents and 
hold up workshops for the singing movement of the GDR (pupil 
among others: Ralf Kothe). 1968-1987 he was the art director of 
the October Club. From 1975-1977 he studied composition with 
Wolfgang Heicking at the Hochschule für Musik “Hanns Eisler”, 
1977-1979 as a guest student with Jürgen Wilbrandt. He created 
many stage music and film music, was employed at the “Theater 
der Freundschaft” 1989-1993 as a composer, music dramaturg 
and musician. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Kruisbrink Annette (English) 
Annette Kruisbrink (1958) was bom in Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands. She studied the guitar with Pieter vani der Staak at 
the conservatory of Zwolle, graduating in 1983. That same year, 
she released a cassette with a selection of her compositions for 
solo guitar. She subsequently trained herself to play the flamenco 
guitar and the vihuela. She attended masterclasses conducted by 
Leo Brouwer, John Mills, Toyohiko Satoh and many others. 
Already at an early age she was interested in composing, which 
has resulted in producing over 160 compositions, mainly for the 
guitar and the guitar in combination with other instruments. She 
attended composition classes run by a.o. Alex Manassen, Nigel 
Osborne and Claudio Prieto and she was commissioned by the 
NCRV (Dutch radio and television), Huismuziek, the Zwolle 
Guitarweeks Foundation, Schouwburg Odeon, Zwolle and Fonds 
voor de Scheppende Toonkunst. 
In 1991 she won the first prize (audience award) during “The 
seventh Intemational Congress on Women in Music” in Utrecht 
(Holland) with her composition “Sgraffito” for chamber orchestra. 
In 1992 she won the second prize in a competition for 
composition, organized by SACEM and CMAC in Fort de France, 
Martinique (France) with her composition “Faon” for solo guitar. In 
1994 she won the first prize ex aequo in the previous mentioned 
competition with her composition “Homenaje a Andrés Segovia” 
for solo ouitar. In 1998 she won the second prize with her 
composition “10 Miniaturas” for guitar quartet in the 2° Concorso 
Internazionale di Composizione per Chitarra Classica <Michele 
Pittaluga>, Italy. 
In addition to composing she performs regularly as a soloist and 
in duo with her brother, the double-bass player Eric Kruisbrink. In 
1995 they recorded their CD-album ‘Cirex’, with own 

compositions. With the Belgian guitarist Arlette Ruelens she forms 
The Anido Guitarduo. In 1997 they recorded their CD-album 
“Kanakangi”, with own compositions for 2 guitars and other 
instruments. In 1999 her CD ‘Solo’ with five of her compositions 
for guitar solo has been released. In 2000 The Anido Guitarduo 
recorded a CD-maxi -single ‘Alborada’ with own compositions and 
music from South-America and in 2001 the CD ‘Impresiones 
Argentinas’ with compositions by Maria Luisa Anido. In 2002 the 
CD ‘The Japanese stonecutter’ for two guitars and narrator 
performed by The Anido Guitarduo has been released (music: 
Annette Kruisbrink, text: Multatuli). Since 2000 she is a member 
of The Naildance Guitar Quartet (Maria Vittoria Jedlowski, Annette 
Kruisbrink, Arlette Ruelens and Claudio Ballabio) with whom she 
recorded a CD (2002) with among others own compositions. With 
the Dutch soprano Franka van Essen she forms the duo Kruisbrink 
& Van Essen. They perform songs on poems by Dutch poetrists. 
She currently teaches contemporary music and ethno music at the 
Conservatory of Music in Zwolle, Holland. She performs regularly 
as a guitarist and as a teacher in among others The Netherlands, 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Luxemburg, Italy, Poland, Spain, Lithuania, 
Sweden, Switzerland. 

Kuhar Nejc (English) 
‘… Kuhar’s composition can be easily compared to the works of 
great masters…’ (Iserlohner Kreisanzeiger) 
Nejc Kuhar, guitarist and composer and winner of the IGS 
composition competition 2008, was born in 1987 in Slovenia. He 
started to study guitar under the guidance of prof. Anton Črnugelj 
in Slovenia. 
Kuhar continued his guitar studies in Vienna under the guitarist 
and teacher Alvar Pierri, while at the same time studied 
composition under the composer dr. Reiner Bischof. 
His musical feeling and ideas are not only part of his guitar 
interpretations, but also of his composition; he mostly writes for 
guitar, chamber and solo instruments as well as contemporary 
classical music. The guitar piece ‘Six miniatures, for each season 
onE’, won two international composition competitions and got him 
right to have it published by Bèrben publisher, which opened his 
way in the international guitar world. He also won some other 
international prizes on composition competitions for other 
instruments too (Gustav Mahler composition competition…), which 
demonstrate his works being a mature, quality and fresh addition 
to the world repertoire. Since 2009 his guitar music is published 
by Canadian Les Productions d’OZ. 
The numerous highest international prizes have come his way as a 
solo guitarist, composer as well as in Prokofiev guitar duo, 
alongside positive critical acclaim and the respect of the public 
both at home and abroad, rare for such a young artist. 
Kuhar is regularly giving solo and chamber concerts, playing 
everything from Baroque, through the Romantic and 20th century 
repertoire and beyond. What makes his concerts special is the 
inclusion of his own pieces. 
His vision is to make the guitar closer to classical music and 
classical music closer to the guitar. He would like to give back to 
the world of composing its intimacy, emotion, beauty and the very 
core that he thinks is being lost at the moment. 
Web: http://www.nejckuhar.com/?page_id=3 (2014) 

Kucera Václav (English) 
Vaclav Kucera (born 29 April 1929 in Prague) was studying 
composition at Moscow Conservatoire under Vissarion Shebalin in 
1951-1956, and simultaneously graduated from musicological 
studies. He was working in the Czechoslovak Radio, headed the 
Cabinet of Contemporary Musical Studies affiliated to the Union of 
Czecho slovak Composers, was scientifically active at the Institute 
of Musical Science in the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. In 
1969 to 1983, he had been the leading secretary of the Union of 
Czech Composers and Concert Artists. Since 1972 he has been 
working as a teacher of the department of composition at the 
Prague Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts, at present as a 
docent in the subject of modern compositional trends. In 
recognition of his past activity, Vaclav Kudera was in 1979 
awarded the state distinction “For Outstanding Work”, and in 1986 
the honorary title of Merited Artist. 
As a composer, Kucera has always been more and more 
concentratedly heading from his admiration for Janacek, 
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Stravinsky and Prokofiev and from an effort to express the 
character of Czech and Moravian melodious ness towards a 
modern musical idiom. His compositional expression has the 
character of an individually tinged expressiveness and an effort at 
a synthesis whose pronounced feature is the utilization of new 
musically technical means to express socially important 
arguments of the present time. Out of the early creative period 
when Kucera's idiom was basically tonal and his starting-points 
issuing from folklore with a tendency towards monumentalization, 
let us mention The Distant Home, a sonata for violin and piano, 
the dance drama Brigands Fire, the ballet Festival Fairy-tale, and 
the cycle Songs of the Earth. The symphony for large orchestra of 
the beginning of the sixties represents a turning point after which 
Dramas for 9 Instruments, and especially the stereophonic 
concerti no The Pied Piper, stand for a movement towards new 
stylish certainties. In the seventies, Kucera's style, imbued with 
modern compositional technology not only in the instrumental and 
vocal areas, but also in the sphere of electronic music, is turning 
to new emotionality, which is the controlling force of his effort at a 
synthesis of style. This is especially evident in his paramount 
works of the seventies, including besides others the cycles Diario, 
Orbis pictus and The Spring Manifesto, or the vast musical-
dramatic fresco Lidice. Roughly about 1980 sets in an effort at a 
greater cogency and monumentality, at a simplification and better 
arrangement of shape, an intensification of expressiveness and at 
forming new communication dimensions, which are again growing 
up even trom national roots. This tendency is perceptible e. g. 
already in the quartet The Consciousness of Continuities and in 
the quadrophonic relievo Spartacus. It can be extensively followed 
in the melodrama The Bird, in the composition of a capriccio for 
violin and guitar “Homage a Paganini”, in the Cardiograms for 
piano, the Wagnerian Inventions and further compositions of the 
eighties. Even certain antipoles are made up here, represented e. 
g. by “Goghs Self-Portrait', extreme in expression, on one side, 
and by a quasi-simplified orchestral Ballad and Romance on the 
other side. An important part in the forming of Mr Kucera's 
present performance is impersonated by his vocal cycles of the 
latest years, especially “Bitter and Other Songs” on the verses of 
Josef Kainar. 
The compositions of V. Kucera have won a number of distinctions: 
The Tableau for Piano and Orchestra the prize of Queen Maria-
Jose in Geneva (1970), Lidice a special recognition of the 
Czechoslovak Radio for the 25th anniversary of Czechoslovakia s 
liberation (1970) as well as the prize of the Italian Radio Prix 
d'Italia (1972), the cycle The Celebration of Spring the first prize 
in the competition of the Central Council of the Trades-Unions 
(1977), the string quartet the Consciousness of Continuities the 
prize of the Union of Czechoslovak Composers and Concert Artists 
(1983). 
The compositional summary of Kucera must not overlook his vast 
theoretical, musicological and publishing activities. He is among 
others the author of “M. P. Mussorgsky - Music of Life”, “Talent, 
Mastery, World Outlook”, “New Trends in Soviet Music”, a number 
of scientific studies, radio and TV musical-educational 
programmes as well as popularization lectures. 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/comp/kucera.htm 

Kucharzyk Henry (English) 
Henry Kucharzyk maintains an active career in the forefront of 
Canadian contemporary music as a composer, pianist and 
keyboard player, record producer, thereminist and conductor. His 
works reflect his interests in digital music as well as analog. 
spatial ised music and choreography, and unconventional 
instrumental forces. Mr. Kucharzyk began his formal training as a 
composer at the University of Toronto with John Beckwith and 
John Weinzweig. He then received his Masters degree from the 
Yale School of Music, where Earle Brown, Jacob Druckman and 
Morton Subotnick were among his teachers, and also pursued 
studies in computer music at Stanford University with John 
Chowning and Leland Smith. He has been called “one of Canadian 
music's explorers” and the over fifty works in his catalogue reflect 
the variety of his musical interests and include both conventional 
concert forces as well as unique instrumental and electronic 
combinations.  
His works have been presnted at the Huddersfield Contemporary 
Music Festival (UK), the Athens Festival (Greece), Musiques en 

Scene (Lyon, Fr.), the Bourges Festival (français), the Banff 
Summer Festival , the Montreal Jazz Festival , Wien Modern (Aus.) 
and New Music America.  
As a conductor he has led orchestral performances of his own 
works at EXPO 86, the National Arts Centre Ottawa, Place des Arts 
Montreal and the Wolftrap Festival. 
He has had a long association with ARRAYMUSIC the Toronto-
based new music ensmble, first as Artistic Director for five years, 
and currently as its conductor. And he has released twenty-seven 
compact discs on Artifact Music, the label which he created in 
1985. 
Web: http://www.musiccentre.ca 

Kulp Jonathan (English) 
Jonathan Kulp (b. 1970) is Assistant Professor of music history 
and theory at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette School of 
Music, where he holds the Margaret Chauvin Steen 
Villemez/BORSF Endowed Professorship in Music.  He began his 
musical studies at age eight, taking up the classical guitar in high 
school and going on to earn a degree in guitar performance from 
the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.  At UTC he studied 
guitar under Mario Abril and composition under Peter 
Temko.  Kulp also holds a Master's degree in music theory and a 
Ph.D. in musicology from the University of Texas at Austin. Dr. 
Kulp is a contributor to the New Grove Dictionary of Music and to 
the German music encyclopedia Die Musik in Geschichte und 
Gegenwart, and has published two articles on Argentine composer 
Carlos Guastavino (1912-2000) in the Latin-American Music 
Review. 
As a composer, Kulp was the youngest of eight winners selected 
in G. Schirmer's 1995 Young Americans Art Song Competition, 
and his winning song “Canción tonta” was subsequently published 
in The Art Song Collection, the first volume of “G. Schirmer's 
New American Voices Series”.  Award-winning guitarist Steve 
Kostelnik has recorded Kulp's Danza Dominicana and Danza 
Cubana, music that Classical Guitar Magazine (England) 
describes as having “a mesmerizing montage of rhythmic 
patterns.”   In 1999 Dr. Kulp was commissioned by La Follia 
Austin Baroque ensemble to write the chamber work rosetree 
follies, based on a poem by e.e. cummings.  In 2002 he wrote 
Five Poems of Emily Dickinson for voice and guitar on a 
commission from tenor/guitarist Matthew Hinsley, who also 
recorded four of Kulp's Canciones para niños on his CD entitled 
Passions Move (2002).  Recent compositions include Montuno and 
Fugue for two pianos, written in 2003 for the Nyaho-García 
Duo,  Merengue for Orchestra (2004), and Tarantella for solo 
piano (2005), written for Alexandre Dossin. 
Kulp is a former competitive skateboarder and now spends much 
of his leisure time playing disc golf and watching sports of all 
kinds. (2007) 
Web: http://www.jonathankulp.com/bio.html 
Kupferman Meyer 
Email by David Starobin to rec.music.classical.contemporar: 
Kupferman was certainly among the most prolific composers of 
our time--at least a dozen symphonies, seven operas, a lot of 
ballet music, film music, and a ton of chamber and solo music to 
his credit.  Many listeners first came to Meyer's music through 
Paul Kapp's old Serenus label.  Paul released a lot of Meyer's work 
from the late 40s and 50s--memorable scores including Meyer's 
“Lyric Symphony” and his wonderful “Sonata on Jazz Elements”, 
played by pianist, Morton Estrin.  I also fell in love with the 
recording of Meyer's terrific “Jazz Cello Concerto” played by 
Meyer's long-time friend and champion, cellist Laszlo Varga.  After 
the demise of Serenus, Meyer formed his own “Soundspells” label, 
recording numerous chamber and orchestral compositions. 
I first met Meyer in the late 60s.  I attended an all-Kupferman 
concert at Carnegie Recital Hall and was amazed by the fluency of 
his language.  Meyer's work encompassed diatonic music, welve 
tone music, jazz, aleatoric music and just about any technique 
that he could put to use in serving his huge appetite for 
expression.  Kupf's fluency was a double-edged sword,  
however.  He could produce an intricate work faster than anyone 
I've ever encountered, but tended to overuse previously used 
material.  Recognizing this, his answer was “if out of all of that 
some good works are born, then the bad ones will soon be 
forgotten.” 
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During the 70s and 80s Meyer wrote more than twenty works at 
my request—solo guitar music, chamber music, vocal music, and 
a few concertos.  When he outran my ability to keep up with his 
output, a generation of my students continued to request and 
perform new works. 
Meyer was an avid painter (hundreds of his canvases lined his 
apartment and house), an adventurous cook, a devoted husband 
to his loving wife, Pei-Fen Chin, and a superb teacher to hundreds 
of composers.  I'll never forget his amazing creative energy and 
powerful personality. 
--David Starobin 

Kurtág György (English) 
György Kurtág was born on 19th February 1926 at Lugos (Lugoj 
in Rumanian), in the Bánát, an area which had been ceded to 
Rumania after World War I, under the Treaty of Trianon. 
Dicsöszentmárton, György Ligeti's birthplace, is not far from 
Lugos, both of them small towns inhabited for centuries by a 
mixed population of Hungarians, Germans (Saxons) and 
Rumanians.  
From 1940, Kurtág took piano lessons from Magda Kardos and 
studied composition with Max Eisikovits at Temesvár (Timisoara). 
Early in September 1945, he made his way to Budapest in the 
hope of being admitted to the class of Béla Bartók at the Franz 
Liszt Academy of Music. News of his death was a great shock both 
to Kurtág and a fellow student who had also hoped to study with 
Bartók: the friendship between György Kurtág and György Ligeti 
began in those days in Budapest. At the Budapest Academy, 
Kurtág studied the piano with Pál Kadosa, composition with 
Sándor Veress and Ferenc Farkas and chamber music with Leó 
Weiner. He became a Hungarian citizen in 1948. He graduated in 
piano and chamber music in 1951, obtaining his degree in 
composition in 1955. 
1957/58 proved a significant year in Kurtág's life, working in Paris 
with the Hungarian psychologist Marianne Stein and attending the 
courses of Olivier Messiaen and Darius Milhaud. His encounter 
with the music of Anton Webern whose scores his copied out for 
himself, the plays of Samuel Beckett, French architecture (e.g. 
Chartres Cathedral) and nature all combined to generate a 
profound change in his musical thinking. The first tangible result 
of this process was the String Quartet Op. 1 composed after his 
return to Budapest, in 1959. 
Between 1960 and 1968, he worked as répétiteur for the National 
Philharmonia, the state concert agency; in 1967, he was 
appointed Professor of piano, subsequently also of chamber 
music, at the Budapest Academy, retiring in 1986. 
In 1971, Kurtág spent a year in Berlin on a DAAD scholarship. In 
1987, he was elected Member of the Bavarian Academy of Fine 
Arts in Munich as well as of the Berlin Academy of Arts. Prior to 
his Opus 33, “Stele”, written for Claudio Abbado and the Berlin 
Philharmonic Orchestra, during his two-year composer-in-
residency (1993-1995), Kurtág had composed - apart from 
choruses - chamber music exclusively, from solo pieces to works 
for chamber ensemble, growing in size and sophistication. 
His international reputation was established by “Messages of the 
Late Miss R.V.Troussova”, Op. 17 for soprano and chamber 
ensemble (world premiere in Paris on 14 January 1981). “...quasi 
una fantasia...” Op. 27 No. 1 for piano and instrumental groups, 
composed for a series of concerts dedicated to him by the Berlin 
Festival in October 1988, was the first work where he realised his 
long-standing idea of spatial music, where the public is enveloped 
by sound coming from various points in the concert hall. Several 
pieces followed which were based on the same idea, using 
instruments as their protagonists, rather than the human voice 
which until then had played a central role in his oeuvre. 
Until the mid-1970's, Kurtág's music was published by Universal 
Edition, some works jointly with Editio Musica Budapest. In the 
season 1995/96, György Kurtág is composer-in-residence of the 
Vienna Konzerthaus Society. 
Web: 
http://www.universaledition.com/truman/en_templates/view.php3
?f_id=145&spr=en 

Kurzbach Paul (English) 
Kurzbach came from simple circumstances and became involved 
early as leader of 'choirs of the workers' in the workers‘ 

movement. From 1916 to 1923 he studied at the Zschopau 
teacher training college and worked as a teacher from 1921 to 
1933. In 1920 he began studying music at the Leipzig 
Conservatory, which he graduated in 1928. Here he became 
acquainted with Hermann Scherchen, who promoted the young 
composer. From 1939 to 1942 he was a student of Carl Orff. 
During the Nazi era, Kurzbach became a member of the NSDAP in 
1939. He became a soldier in World War II and was taken 
prisoner until 1946. He then moved to Chemnitz (Karl-Marx-
Stadt) and became a member of the SED and the FDGB. He 
worked as a choir director and employee of the FDGB, the 
Kulturbund and other institutions. Kurzbach returned to school 
and was, among other things, director of the Karl Marx Stadt folk 
music school. From 1951 to 1975 he was chairman, then honorary 
chairman of the composers' association in the district Karl-Marx-
Stadt. Kurzbach was also a member of the Central Board of the 
Composers' Association and was its Vice President from 1968 to 
1977. Since 1955 he worked as a freelancer. Kurzbach was very 
well respected in the GDR, among other awards he received the 
honorary clasp for the Patriotic Order of Merit in gold in 1982, the 
Order of the Star of Friendship of Nations in gold in 1987 and the 
prize for artistic folk art. He was also an honorary citizen of Karl 
Marx City. Crucial for Kurzbach's musical language were impulses 
from Carl Orff and Hanns Eisler. Orff's influence can be seen 
above all in a differentiated, complex rhythm, a sound called 
rough, hard or robust and a preference for clear structures. Eisler 
gave Kurzbach important suggestions regarding his understanding 
of the social function of music: Kurzbach saw himself as 
motivated by a social mission, endeavored to provide musical 
facilities for a broad mass and saw music as a means of changing 
the world. There are therefore many works in his oeuvre 
composed for laypeople. Kurzbach's musical creativity only found 
its full expression around the time the GDR was founded. The 
focus of his work is vocal music. Song-like, vocal melody guidance 
can also be found in his instrumental music. Kurzbach did not 
categorically ignore musical innovations, but he believed that 
intelligibility and the relationship with the listener should be given 
top priority. For this reason, he did not give up the relation to 
tonality, but of course repeatedly tested its limits. In reunited 
Germany, however, he did not find the recognition he had enjoyed 
in the GDR.  (Wikipedia) 

Kuula Toivo (English) 
Toivo Kuula (1883–1918) was a popular composer of vocal music. 
He is frequently described as the 'tragic Romantic in Finnish 
music', chiefly because of his violent death in a shooting incident 
at the early age of 35. On the other hand, the description also 
captures something of the flavour of his music, which is often 
replete with brooding pathos and overflowing sentiment.  
Kuula went on study trips to Italy, Germany and France and 
developed an interest in the Impressionism of Debussy. There are 
fleeting touches of Impressionism in his music, for example in the 
orchestral pieces “Metsässä sataa” (Raining in the Forest, 1912) 
and “Hiidet virvoja viritti” (The Will-o'-wisp, 1912), but for the 
most part his style is a flowing, nationally tinted brand of 
Romanticism. Kuula was also an active collector of folk music and 
occasionally used folk tunes in his works. Kuula made his 
breakthrough with two extensive and tempestuous chamber music 
works, the Violin Sonata in E minor (1907) and the Piano Trio in A 
major (1908). Before these, he had written a few solo songs — 
“Syystunnelma” (Autumn Mood, 1904) and “Aamulaulu” (Morning 
song, 1905) — that have since become classics.  
Some of Kuula's later songs have also remained in the core 
repertoire. Perhaps the best-known of these is “Tuijotin tulehen 
kauan” (Long I Stared into the Fire, 1907), which somehow 
captures the essence of his solo songs: the music begins in a 
static meditation, escalates to a powerful climax and then returns 
to the brooding mood of the opening.  
A more delicate aspect can be found in “Aamulaulu”, “Sinipiika” 
(The Forest Maiden, 1912), and his last solo song, “Purjein 
kuutamolla” (Sailing in the Moonlight, 1917), where an 
Impressionist flavour can be detected. In addition to his 24 solo 
songs, Kuula also wrote a considerable number of choral songs for 
mixed choir and male voice choir. The extensive “Meren virsi” 
(Hymn of the Sea, 1909) for mixed choir has become famous, 
even notorious, for its difficulty.  
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Other well-known choral works of his are “Siell' on kauan jo 
kukkineet omenapuut” (Yonder the Apple Trees are Blooming, 
1908) and “Auringon noustessa” (Sunrise, 1910) for mixed choir, 
and “Virta venhettä vie” (Drifting on the Stream, 1906) and 
“Nuijamiesten marssi” (March of the Club Warriors, 1913) for 
male voice choir. 
Kuula's major works are vocal works with orchestra. The lucid 
“Merenkylpijäneidot” (The Sea-Bathing Maidens, 1910) for 
soprano and orchestra, the titanic and pathos-laden “Orjan poika” 
(Son of a Slave, 1910) for soprano, baritone, mixed choir and 
orchestra, and the Impressionistically tinted “Impi ja Pajarin 
poika” (The Maiden and the Boyar's Son, 1912) for soprano and 
orchestra can be seen as a cycle in that they are all settings of 
poems from the first set of “Helkavirsiä” (Whitsongs) by Eino 
Leino.  
More extensive than these is the Stabat mater (1914–18), which 
can be considered Kuula's most significant work. It remained 
incomplete at Kuula's death; a performing version was edited by 
Leevi Madetoja, a close friend and composer colleague. 
Apparently Madetoja mainly touched up the orchestration, 
although it is known that he also added completely new sections 
to the music.  
Kuula's Stabat mater is a sort of compendium of the dimensions 
of his creative work: it is written in his signature style, melodically 
flowing and sombre Late Romanticism, but it also contains lighter 
Impressionist tones, a rugged archaic streak and even a 
concluding Bach-like fugue. (Kimmo Korhonen: Inventing Finnish 
Music - Contemporary Composers from Medieval to Modern 
translated by Jaakko Mäntyjärvi - 2003) 
Web: http://www.fimic.fi 

Lacerda Francisco (Italiano) 
Lacerda, Francisco Inàcio da Silveira de Sousa Pereira Forjaz de. 
Direttore d'orchestra, compositore e musicologo portoghese. 
(Ribeira, Seca, Azzorre, ll-V-1869 - Lisbona, 18-VII-1934). Studiò 
dapprima medicina, ma tralasciò questi studi per dedicarsi alla 
musica al Conservatorio di Lisbona, ove fu allievo di J. A. Vieira, F. 
Gazul e F. Guimaràes. Dal 1891 al '92 insegnò pianoforte; nel 
1895 ottenne una borsa di studio e si recò a Parigi ove, al 
Conservatorio, fu allievo di Pessard (armonia), Bourgault-
Ducoudray (storia della musica), Libert (contrappunto) e Widor 
(composizione e organo). Nel 1897 frequentò la Schola Cantorum 
(V. d'Indy). Dedicatosi allo studio del folklore internazionale, 
fondò a Parigi con Bourgault-Decoudray una associazione 
internazionale del folklore, dedicandosi contemporaneamente alla 
direzione d'orchestra. Diresse a La Baule (presso Nantes) nel 
1904, a Nantes nel 1905 (dove fondò, e diresse sino al 1908, la 
“Associazione dei Concerti Storici”), a Montreux (al Kursaal) dal 
1908 al '12, a Marsiglia dal 1912 al '13 (in questa città diresse tra 
l'altro le 2 passioni, il Magnificat e la Messa in si min. di J. S. 
Bach, la Missa solemnis di Beethoven, il Parsifal, ecc.). In Svizzera 
ebbe tra gli allievi E. Ansermet. Rientrato in patria allo scoppio 
della Prima Guerra Mondiale, si diede allo studio della canzone 
popolare (risiedendo nelle Azzorre dal 1914 al '21); nel 1923 fon-
dò a Lisbona l'Orch. Filarmonica e la Società “Pro Arte”. Diresse a 
Marsiglia (dove rimase dal 1925 al '28) la “prima” integrale de La 
vida breve di M. de Falla e, rientrato ancora in patria per motivi di 
salute (1928), si dedicò nuovamente allo studio del canto 
popolare (Cancioneiro musical portuguès, 500 canzoni). 
(UTET: Dizionario della Musica e dei Musicisti) 

Lacerda Osvaldo (English) 
b. 1927 - Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
Osvaldo Lacerda began piano studies at age nine, with Ana Veloso 
de Rezende, and later, with Maria dos Anjos Oliveira Rocha and 
Jose Kliass. 
From 1952 to 1962, he studied Composition with Camargo 
Guarnieri, under whose orientation his compositional character 
developed and to whom he owed the beginning of his career. His 
aesthetic credo is that of a refined nationalism, resulting from his 
extensive knowledge of the characteristics of Brazilian music, 
combined with solid training in modern techniques of composition. 
In 1963, he spent a year in the United States as a Guggenheim 
Foundation Fellow, the first Brazilian Composer to be awarded 
such a distinguished fellowship. He then took classes of 
Composition with Vittorio Giannini in New York City, and Aaron 

Copland in Tanglewood. 
He received several national prizes for composition. His 
numberous works that have been frequently performed in Brazil 
and abroad include pieces for piano, voice and piano, chorus, 
chamber ensembles, orchestra, and band, many of which are 
published and recorded (thriteen music publishers in Brazil, six in 
Germany, three in the United States, and one in England). 
He founded and directed four musical societies in Sao Paulo, 
among them the Sociedade Pro Musica Brasileira (1961-66) and 
the Centro de Musica Brasileira (since 1974), of which he is the 
president. 
Lacerda is an active music teacher and has taught in various 
schools in Sao Paulo, having given music courses in many cities of 
Brazil. 
(The University of Akron – Bierce Library, brazilian music archive, 
composer profile) 
Web: http://www3.uakron.edu/bmca/ 

Lacerda Osvaldo (Portuguese) 
Osvaldo Costa de Lacerda nasceu em São Paulo em 23 de março 
de 1927. Iniciou seus estudos musicais aos nove anos de idade, 
com Ana Veloso de Resende (piano), aperfeiçoando-se com Maria 
dos Anjos Oliveira Rocha e José Kliass. Estudou com Ernesto 
Kierski (harmonia, de 1945 a 1947) e Camargo Guarnieri 
(composição, de 1952 a 1962). Em 1963 fez estágio nos EUA, 
como bolsista da John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, 
de Nova York. Neste período, teve aulas com Vittorio Giannini 
(composição) e Aaron Copland. Representou o Brasil, em 1965, 
no Seminário Interamericano de Compositores, realizado na 
Universidade de Indiana e no III Festival Interamericano de 
Música, em Washington DC (EUA). Foi fundador da Mobilização 
Musical da Juventude Brasileira, ocupando o cargo de diretor do 
Departamento de Divulgação da Música Brasileira, entre 1951 e 
1955.  
Fundou e dirigiu também a Sociedade Paulista de Arte, bem como 
a Sociedade Pró-Música Brasileira. É professor de teoria 
elementar, solfejo, harmonia, contraponto, análise e composição. 
Publicou o Curso preparatório de solfejo e ditado musical (São 
Paulo, 1959), Compêndio de teoria elementar da música (São 
Paulo, 1967), e os artigos Constâncias harmônicas e polifônicas 
da música popular brasileira e seu aproveitamento na música 
sacra e A Criação do recitativo brasileiro, ambos publicados no 
livro Música brasileira na liturgia (Petrópolis, 1969). Ganhou o 
primeiro prêmio (1962) no Concurso Nacional de Composição 
Cidade de São Paulo, promovido pela prefeitura de São Paulo, 
com a Suite Piratininga para orquestra e também primeira 
classificação no Concurso de Compositores de Obras Sinfônicas, 
da Rádio MEC. Em 1967, foi o primeiro colocado, com seu Poema 
da necessidade para coro misto a quatro vozes, no Concurso de 
Composição e Arranjos para Coro Misto a Quatro Vozes, 
promovido pela Universidade Federal da Paraíba. Em 1970, a 
Associação de Críticos Teatrais premiou seu Trio para violino, 
violoncelo e piano, como a Melhor Obra de Câmara do ano. 
Obras principais: 
Música orquestral: Suíte Piratininga (1962). Música vocal: 
Mandaste a sombra de um beijo (1962), Ladainha (1970), A Valsa 
(1973), todas para canto e piano; Poema da necessidade (1967) e 
Suíte coral (1969), ambas para coro misto. Música sacra: Missa 
para três vozes iguais, com acompanhamento de órgão, 1971. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/acad09.htm 

Lachenmann Helmut (Français) 
Après des études de musique au Conservatoire de Stuttgart 
(piano et contrepoint notamment), Helmut Lachenmann étudie la 
composition tour à tour à Venise avec Luigi Nono (1958-60), 
puis avec Karlheinz Stockhausen (1963-64). Dès ses premières 
oeuvres, il amorce une exploration systématique des différents 
modes de jeu instrumentaux, faisant de l'exploration des bruits du 
jeu instrumental et de leur qualité énergétique le projet même de 
l'oeuvre (Souvenir pour petit orchestre, 1959; temA, pour flûte, 
voix et violoncelle, 1968; Air pour percussion et orchestre, 1969; 
Kontrakadenz pour orchestre, 1970-71). Cette attitude, qui 
résulte d'une volonté de synthèse des techniques instrumentales 
et électroacoustiques développées depuis l'après-guerre 
(Lachenmann parle volontiers de “musique concrète 
instrumentale”), l'amène à édifier un univers sonore unissant son 
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et bruit dans une conception d'une grande nouveauté et d'une 
surprenante beauté sonore. Lachenmann n'a cessé depuis lors 
d'approfondir une démarche qui renouvelle la notion de beau en 
musique, élargissant l'accord du son et du bruit en l'intégrant à 
des préoccupations plus vastes (Tanzsuite mit 
Deutschlandlied, pour quatuor à cordes et orchestre, 1980; 
Mouvement pour ensemble instrumental, 1984; Allegro 
sostenuto, pour clarinette, violoncelle et piano, 1988; Reigen 
seliger Geister, pour quatuor à cordes, 1989; “... Zwei 
Gefühle...”, Musik mit Leonardo, pour récitant et ensemble, 1991-
92). (1997) 
Web: http://mac-texier.ircam.fr/textes/c00000053/ 

Ladd Andrew (English) 
Andrew Ladd was born in Canterbury, Kent, UK, on 4th April 
1960, son of a Policeman. His family moved around Kent 
frequently during his youth, and his favourite past-time at this 
age was cricket, although he had a vested interest in music, 
mainly that of modern classical music. He had little interest in pop 
music. 
For over twenty years he worked as a Chef. He started his 
“cheffing” life as an apprentice Chef at Buckingham Palace, 
London, in 1977, where he had some vety exiting times. He 
stayed in catering for about 20 years (with intermittent jobs in 
other industries). During this time he composed much music, 
mostly in a very avante-garde style, based on some basic serial 
techniques. Ladd started to learn the piano at 11, but didn't start 
composing until he was 14. 
By the time he was 32 he had written 6 Symphonies, 6 String 
Quartets, 6 Piano Sonatas and many more works. However, he 
did not believe he had yet achieved maturity as a Composer, so 
he destroyed all of them in 1992. After which he studied 
Doncaster College, under the careful supervision of Andrew Clark. 
However, most of his compositional training is self taught and the 
style is more tonal, concentrating on melody. He believes that the 
audience should always be considered. He composes using old 
forms in a modern style. Not to be confused with Neo-classicism. 
In November 2000, a concert was given in York to introduce some 
of his chamber music to the public. Arranged by the Flautist 
Richard Ingamells. He also gave the second Performance of his 
1st Flute Sonata (with guitar) in Doncaster the following year. 
Web: http://www.copy-us.com/?composer=ladd (2010) 

Laganà Ruggero (Italiano) 
Nato a Milano, si è formato musicalmente nel Conservatorio della 
sua città dove ha brillantemente concluso gli studi di pianoforte, 
clavicembalo (con Marina Mauriello), composizione ed è 
attualmente docente. 
È vincitore di otto Concorsi Internazionali di Composizione e i suoi 
lavori sono stati eseguiti nelle più prestigiose sedi concertistiche e 
nei Festival di musica contemporanea più importanti del mondo 
(Biennale di Venezia, Scala di Milano, a Parigi, Berlino, Tokio, New 
York, Buenos Aires, Montreal). 
Vincitore del Concorso cembalistico di Bologna dell'87, di quello 
Internazionale di Roma dell'87, ha conseguito la Menzione 
Speciale al Concorso Internazionale di Parigi sempre nello stesso 
anno, facendo poi parte della giuria nell'edizione successiva 
dell'89, con i più grandi interpreti del mondo clavicembalistico 
internazionale. “...È uno degli esecutori più intensi e 
musicalmente arditi del panorama musicale europeo” (da 
Repubblica 1.10. 1995). 
Ha tenuto circa 300 recitals solistici e con prestigiosi ensembles o 
famose orchestre in Italia (Teatro la Fenice di Venezia, Scala e 
Sala Verdi del Conservatorio di Milano, Regio di Parma, Accademia 
di S. Cecilia, Auditorium Scarlatti di Napoli, ecc.) e all'estero (Salle 
Pleyel e RadioFrance di Parigi, Rathaus di Vienna, Castello di 
Hellbrunn di Salisburgo, Haus des Rundfunks di Berlino). 
Il concerto “Da Bach al computer”: le invenzioni a 2 e a 3 voci e 
brani per cembalo ed elettronica, eseguito per le Settimane Bach 
della Società del Quartetto di Milano e registrato dalla Rete 3 della 
Rai, è stato scelto per la diffusione nel 1999-2000 presso tutte le 
Radio europee e di alcuni paesi extraeuropei come il Canada e il 
Giappone. Un suo CD per fortepiano con inediti Mozartiani ha 
raggiunto circa 50.000 copie distribuite. 
Web: http://www.divertimentoensemble.it/pages/Laga.html 
(2010) 

Lagoya Alexandre (English) 
(1929-1999) 
He was born in Alexandria, Egypt to a Greek father & Italian 
mother. He began to play the guitar at eight years of age. 
Between the age of 13 and 19 he gave 500 concerts. He met Ida 
Presti in 1950, and they married in 1952. Until 1967 when Ida 
died they played 2,000 concerts. He began to concertize as a 
soloist again in 1972. He had been a Professor of Guitar at the 
Paris National Conservatory since 1969, as well at the 
International Academy of Music in Nice from 1960. He retired 
from these positions in 1994. After a long illness, he passed away 
in Paris Tuesday, August 24th, having celebrated his 70th 
birthday on June 21st of this year. 

Laible Friedrich (English) 
Laible grew up in Lipsia, studied medicine in Lipsia and Freiburg, 
practiced as a doctor on the island of Hiddensee (Vorpommern). 
Since 1907 he learnt guitar, later he studied lute, gave concerts 
with both instruments and as singer, e.g. on November 28, 1923 
in the premises of the Arndt Society in Berlin. (Rainer Stelle) 

Lajarriage Marc (Français) 
Né en 1945 près de Paris. Elève de PONCE (diplomé de l’Ecole 
Normale) et stages avec PUJOL. Divers concerts. Installé en 
Bretagne en 1970. Professeur à l’Ecole de Musique de Quimper. A 
édité chez Billandot “L’Harmonie par la guitare classique”, un 
ouvrage utile aux amateurs. 

Lamarche André (English) 
Lamarche, André. Composer, teacher, b Montreal 8 Sep 1954; B 
MUS composition (Laval) 1976, M MUS composition (Laval) 1978, 
Postgraduate Diploma in Advanced Studies (RNCM) 1981. After 
studies at Laval University 1973-8, he continued his training at 
the RNCM 1979-81. He taught ear training 1976-8 and 
composition 1978-9 at Laval University. In 1979 he won the 
Robert Fleming Award. He settled in Montreal in 1981, the year 
he joined the faculty at UQAM; he was named director of the 
music module in 1987. He first drew public attention with a 
Fantaisie for chamber orchestra (1981) broadcast on CBC radio. 
There followed a song cycle for soprano and piano (1982), a 
Toccata for violin and piano (1983), a Trio for violin, cello, and 
piano (1985), and eight works for various instruments and piano 
for the International Stepping Stones of the Canadian Music 
Competitions (1986). Other works include Variations for piano 
(1974), Isanne for soprano, speaker, double choir and orchestra 
(1977), and Mira, an opera in two acts (1981).  (Author: Daniel 
Rolland) 
Web: 
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&
Params=U1ARTU0001931 

Lamarque-Pons Jaurés (Español) 
LAMARQUE PONS, Jaurés 
(Salto, 1917). Compositor uruguayo que amalgama la línea de un 
lenguaje nacional de libre utilización de elementos folk (no literal-
mente) con un lenguaje armónico moderno europeo. Obras: Tríp-
tico montevideano, Aires de milonga, Tres danzas pintorescas, 
etc. (Mariano Pérez – Diccionario de la Música y los Músicos) 

Lambertini Marta (Español) 
Estudios realizados: 
Facultad de Artes y Ciencias Musicales de la Universidad Católica 
Argentina: Licenciatura en Música, especialidad composición, 
1972, con Luís Gianneo, Roberto Caamaño y Gerardo Gandiní. 
Cursos de Introducción a la Musicología, Organología, Canto 
Gregoriano, Paleografía la Musical, Etnomusicóloga, Folklore, 
Crítica Musical e Historia de la Teoría, con Carlos Vega, Raquel A. 
de Arias, R.P. Luis A. López, Carmen Carola Muflas, Ana H. 
Locatelli de Pérgamo, Bruno Jacovella, Amalia Suares Irtubey y 
Carlos Suffern (1965-71); 
Investigación de campo de la música de los Tobas y Mocovíes, en 
Presidencia Roque Sáenz Peña y Villa Ángela. Prov. del Chaco, con 
de Etnomusicóloga, (Lic. Pérgamo), 1968. 
Centro de Investigaciones en Comunicación Masiva, Arte y 
Tecnología (CICMAT) dependiente de la Secretaria de Cultura de 
la Municipalidad de Buenos Aires: Estudios de Composición con 
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Medios Electrónicos, Nuevas Técnicas de Análisis Musical, 
Corrientes y Técnicas de la Música Contemporánea y Práctica de 
la Improvisación Colectiva con Francisco Kröpfl, Gerardo Gandini, 
José Maranzano y Gabriel Brncic. 
Estudios de Piano con Sigrnud Herrmann y Ernesto Epstein. 
Estudios de Flauta con Jorge Caryeski, Bruno Bragato y Patricia 
Da Dalt Becas. 
Estudios Superiores en Música Contemporánea, otorgada por 
Concurso por la Municipalidad de Buenos Aires, en el Centro de 
Investigaciones en comunicación Masiva, Arte y Tecnología 
(CICMAT), 1973-74. 
Premios: 
1969 - 1er. Premio de Promociones Musicales por Ad Invocandun 
Spiritum Sanctum para coro mixto. 
1971 - 1er Premio de la Municipalidad de Buenos Aires por 
Enroque a 7 para conjunto instrumental. 
1972 - 1er. Premio del Fondo Nacional de las Artes por Quasares 
para cuarteto de cuerdas. 
1974 - Premio Nacional de Música (Regional 1, 22) por Serenata 
para conjunto instrumental;  1975 - 1er. Premio del Fondo 
Nacional de las Artes por Tres Poemas de Octavio Paz para canto 
y piano. 
1976 - Premio Instituto Goethe por Espacios Interiores II para 
conjunto instrumental. 
1981 - 1er. Premio (categoría A) de Argentina Televisora Color 
ATC, por La espada de Orión para orquesta de cámara. 
(Extraído de “Las Fichas de la Música Argentina” 1995 Editadas 
por el Instituto Lucchelli Bonadeo) 
Landini Carlo Alessandro 
Carlo Alessandro Landini was born in Milan (1954) and studied 
Composition and the Piano, both in Italy and France. He taught 
music at UCSD (University of California, San Diego) from 1981 to 
1983. Since then he has been holding the teaching chair in 
Composition at the G. Nicolini Conservatory in Piacenza. He has 
published essays on music and psychology and is a contributor to 
a number of newspapers and magazines. 

Lamounier Gastão (Portuguese) 
Gastão Lamounier (Gastão Marques Lamounier), compositor, 
nasceu em São Paulo SP, em 22/4/1893 e faleceu no Rio de 
Janeiro RJ, em 28/1/1984. Aos cinco anos mudou-se com a 
família para o Rio de Janeiro RJ, estudou no Colégio dos Irmãos 
Maristas e no Alfredo Gomes, cursando depois a Faculdade de 
Direito e formando-se em 1919. 
Exerceu a advocacia até 1926, sendo então nomeado pelo 
governo corretor de mercadoria. Iniciou estudos de piano com o 
professor Pizzarrone, aperfeiçoando-se com a viúva de Alberto 
Nepomuceno, mas mesmo assim sempre tocou de ouvido. 
Na década de 1910 passou longa temporada na Suíça, onde 
conheceu Franz Lehár (1870-1948) e compôs um xótis, Mimi, em 
homenagem à sua professora. Entrou para o rádio em 1929, 
convidado por Albenzio Perrone, cantor de grande sucesso, que 
viria a ser o maior intérprete de suas músicas. Desde então, e por 
mais de dez anos, foi diretor artístico da Rádio Educadora, tendo 
criado o Programa Lamounier pelo qual passaram os grandes 
ídolos do tempo, e o primeiro programa infantil do rádio 
brasileiro. 
Saindo da Educadora, o Programa Lamounier percorreu diversas 
emissoras, até fixar-se na Rádio Nacional, do Rio de Janeiro, em 
1945. Ainda em 1929 compôs os 
tangos ‘Renúncia’ e ‘Arrependimento’ (com letra de Olegário 
Mariano), sendo este último seu primeiro disco gravado, com 
grande sucesso, por Gastão Formenti na Parlophon, por 1929-
1930, relançado três anos depois pela Orquestra Guanabara, em 
etiqueta Odeon. 
Em 1935, compôs as valsas ‘Há um segredo’ em teus 
cabelos (com Osvaldo Santiago) e Só nós dois (com Anuar Jorge), 
interpretadas por Sílvio Caldas em disco Odeon. De 1937 é a 
valsa ‘E o destino desfolhou’ (com Mário Rossi), gravada 
por Carlos Galhardo (Odeon), além de Suave poema de 
amor (com Mário Rossi), cantada por Albenzio Perrone (Odeon), 
que lançaria pela Victor, no ano seguinte, Apoteose de 
estrelas e Por amor ao meu amor, compostos pelos dois. 
Em sua carreira, destaca-se ainda a valsa Nossa Senhora da Luz, 
composta para arrecadar fundos para o Convento da Luz, de São 
Paulo, e cantada em praça pública, quando este foi restaurado. 

Em 1972 o cantor da Jovem Guarda Paulo Sérgio relançou, em 
ritmo moderno, E o destino desfolhou, enquanto o maestro 
Orlando Silveira e o pianista Mário de Azevedo gravaram LPs com 
músicas suas. No fim da vida afastou-se do piano devido ao Mal 
de Parkinson e passou a compor músicas religiosas. 
Obras: 
Arrependimento (c/Olegário Mariano), valsa, 1933; E o destino 
desfolhou (c/Mário Rossi), valsa, 1937; Há um segredo em teus 
cabelos (c/Osvaldo Santiago), valsa, 1935; Restos de 
ventura (c/Mário Rossi), valsa, 1938; Só nós dois (c/Anuar Jorge), 
valsa, 1935; A valsa do meu amor (c/Paulo Gustavo), 1932 
Web: http://cifrantiga3.blogspot.it/2006/04/gasto-lamounier.html 

Landa Calvet Fabio (Español) 
Fabio Armando Landa Calvet. Compositor, cellista, guitarrista y 
director de orquesta. Nace en Quemado de Güines, Las Villas, 23 
de marzo de 1924 y muere en La Habana el 7 de febrero de 2003. 
Autor de varias partituras para la escena nacional. Fue director 
musical de la famosa puesta de Fuenteovejuna dirigida por 
Vicente Revuelta en 1963.Miembro fundador del Teatro Lírico 
Nacional de Cuba, en 1962, para el que dirigió las primeras 
puestas en colaboración con el maestro Félix Guerrero: La viuda 
alegre, Luisa Fernanda, María la O, entre otras. 
Inició sus estudios en 1940 en el Conservatorio Municipal de La 
Habana, y los completó con Ernesto Xancó y Adolfo Odnoposoff. 
Fue cellista de las orquestas Filarmónica de La Habana, de la 
Ópera de Pro-Arte Musical, CMQ, y Sinfónica; posteriormente fue 
director adjunto de la orquesta del Teatro Lírico Gonzalo Roig; en 
el Teatro García Lorca (hoy Gran Teatro de La Habana), dirigió la 
Banda Nacional de Conciertos y la orquesta del Ballet Nacional de 
Cuba. 
Estuvo al frente de las orquestas de Ploiesti, Rumania; Bratislava, 
Checoslovaquia, y Turingia, de la Ópera de Leipzig, República 
Democrática Alemana. Trabajó como profesor de la Escuela de 
Música de la Universidad de Oriente, 1959-1961, y del 
Conservatorio Alejandro García Caturla. En 1986, Leo Brouwer 
dirigió la obra suya, Pequeña suite cubana en la BBC de Londres, 
Inglaterra. Fue jurado del Festival Lyra de Bratislava, 
Checoslovaquia, y obtuvo los premios Amadeo Roldán con Tres 
piezas cubanas, 1960, auspiciado por la Biblioteca Nacional José 
Martí, y Premio del Concurso 26 de Julio, con Canto negro, 1972. 
Según Edgardo Martín: «Su música, limitada en cantidad, se 
define por una cubanía delimitada dentro de rasgos un tanto post-
impresionistas, pero ha ido hacia la aplicación también de las 
recientes técnicas de composición [...]». Sin embargo, Landa se 
considera un compositor nacionalista, a la vez que incursiona no 
sólo en la música de concierto, sino también en la popular, donde 
utiliza todos los recursos disponibles para lograr la obra que le 
interesa crear. 
Dedicó gran parte de su vida a la enseñanza artística. 
Web: http://www.ecured.cu/index.php/Fabio_Landa 

Landuzzi Cristina (Italiano) 
Cristina Landuzzi - Docente di Composizione   
La formazione musicale di  Cristina Landuzzi si compie attraverso i 
corsi di studio in Pianoforte e in Musica Corale e Direzione di Coro 
nei quali si diploma brillantemente nel 1981 e 1985. 
Successivamente compie gli studi di composizione con i maestri 
Cesare A. Grandi e Alessandro Solbiati, diplomandosi nel 1990 con 
il massimo dei voti e la lode presso il Conservatorio “G.B. Martini” 
di Bologna. 
Nel 1988-1989 frequenta i corsi di perfezionamento tenuti dal 
m°Franco Donatoni all'Accademia Musicale Chigiana di Siena, 
partecipando ai concerti registrati dalla RAI ed ottenendo borse di 
studio e diplomi di merito. 
Nel 1991 consegue il Diploma di perfezionamento in Composizione 
all'Accademia azionale di S. Cecilia in Roma e l'anno successivo 
risulta vincitrice della Biennale “Giovani artisti dell'Europa 
Mediterranea 1992”. 
Fra le esecuzioni italiane sono da segnalare quelle di Siena - 
Accademia Chigiana (1988-1989), Roma - Auditorium 
dell'Accademia Nazionale di S. Cecilia (1990), Torino - Auditorium 
della RAI - XV Festival Internazionale di Antidogma Musica 
(1992), Cosenza - VII Festival Musica d'oggi (1991), Perugia - “I 
Concerti di Musica in prospettiva” (1991), Cremona - XII 
Rassegna di Spazio Novecento (1991), Como - VIII Rassegna 
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Concertistica di Traiettorie Sonore (1991), mentre all'estero sue 
composizioni sono state eseguite a Parigi, Maison de Radio France 
- Rassegna dei “Jeunes compositeurs” (1990-1992), Marsiglia - 
Rassegna biennale “Giovani artisti dell'Europa Mediterranea” 
(1990), Salonicco, Foro Romano - Carrefour de la Mediterranée 
(1991), Alkmaar (1992), Dublino (1994) da prestigiosi solisti e 
gruppi strumentali. 
Numerose le registrazioni radiofoniche della RAI, di Radio France e 
della Radio Greca. 
Ha collaborato con prestigiosi Enti Lirici ed Orchestre Sinfoniche 
Nazionali che le hanno commissionato composizioni per importanti 
manifestazioni quali i “Concerti Break” del Teatro Comunale di 
Bologna (1993), la Stagione Sinfonica dell'Orchestra Sinfonica 
della RAI di Roma (1993), le “Feste Musicali” del Teatro Comunale 
di Bologna (1994). 
Dal Novembre 1994, l'attività compositiva ha segnato tappe 
importanti: commissione di “Rive Gauche” per Fantasiestück 
n°2  (pezzo d'obbligo al 2° concorso internazionale di flauto 
“Syrinx-Musica Riva” di Riva del arda); commissione del Teatro 
Comunale di Bologna “Feste Musicali” per il Credo “Salvum me 
fac”; commissione della Biennale di Venezia 1995 per 
Fantasiestück n°4 (eseguito dal Nieuw Ensemble di Amsterdam). 
Sono seguite commissioni di importanti interpreti italiani quali il 
Duo Lippi-Boem per Fantasiestück n°3 (eseguito a Dublino), 
dell'Ensemble “Mozart” di Torino per Fantasiestück n°5, del 
clarinettista Federico Paci per “... di mutevoli incanti ...”, del 
violista Antonello Farulli per “Sarabande”. 
Ha al suo attivo due registrazioni discografiche in compact disc 
per le opere “Insonni, lucidi albori” per flauto e violino e “Come 
lucenti forme” per ensemble di fiati. 
Le sue composizioni sono pubblicate dalla casa editrice “Suvini-
Zerboni” di Milano. 
(Pubblicato lunedì 01 marzo 2004) 
Web:  
http://www.conservatorio-
bologna.com/index.php?option=content&task=view&id=11 

Langenberg Jan van der (English) 
Born in the city of Eindhoven, the Netherlands in 1954. He studied 
at the Brabants Conservatory, Tilburg, with Baltazar Benítez 
(guitar) and Jan van Dijk (composition). He finished his studies in 
1981 by performing his own guitar concerto rewarded with the 
“prix d’exellence”. Since that time Jan van den Langenberg did 
various things in music ranging from giving concerts, to leading a 
musical group with his wife Myrna, also a musician. Today he is 
teaching music at the same conservatory, now being a part of the 
Art devision of Fontys Hogescholen and teaching guitar at the 
Music & Dance Insitute at his domicile ‘Best’. His compositions 
include: music for solo guitar, orchestral music (educational), 
many sorts of arrangements (popular music as well as classical). 
close harmony, musical songs etc. (in co-operation with his wife). 

Langer Michael (English) 
1959 Born on October 10 in Vienna. 
Studied classical guitar with Robert Brojer, Robert Wolff, Konrad 
Ragossnig and Heinz Irmler, and jazz arranging with Heinz 
Czadek. 
1987 “Würdigungspreis” of the Federal Ministry of Science and 
Research. 
1988 First prize at the 23rd International Guitar Competition of 
the “Accademia della chitarra classica” in Milan/Italy. 
1989 First prize at the “American Fingerstyle Guitar Festival” in 
Milwaukee/ Wisconsin, with interpretations of his own music. 
1993 first prize in the “acoustic fingerstyle” category at the 
“Ultimate Guitar Contest” sponsored by the American trade 
journal “Guitar Player”. 
Many concerts with classical and fingerstyle programmes in 
Europe and the U.S.A. are evidence of Langer’s efforts as 
performer and composer to explore the guitar’s broad stylistic 
range. He teaches guitar playing at the Bruckner Conservatory in 
Linz, and at the Vienna Conservatory. (Doblinger Catalogue) 
Web: http://members.magnet.at/michael.langer 

Lanman Anthony Joseph  (English) 
Anthony Joseph Lanman, a native of Houston, Texas, received his 
BM in composition at the University of Texas in the Spring of 
2000. He has recently received an MM in composition from 

Indiana University and is currently pursuing a DM at the same 
location. His principal composition teachers have included P.Q. 
Phan, Claude Baker, Don Freund and Sven-David Sandström. Mr. 
Lanman is also an active performer on both the renaissance lute 
and 8-string electric guitar. 
Mr. Lanman has been commissioned by such diverse ensembles 
as Duo46, the Noné Trio, the Strung Out Trio, the California EAR 
Unit, and the British new music group, Ensemble Eleven. Mr. 
Lanman's music has been performed all over the United States as 
well as in Turkey, Cyprus, Italy, Greece, England, Austria and the 
Czech Republic. His music has been featured on radio stations 
throughout the United States, Europe, Asia and Australia. Mr. 
Lanman has participated as composer-in-residence at the Music02 
festival held in Cincinnati, OH and at the “Essentially Choral” 
reading sessions held by Vocal Essence in Minneapolis, MN. He 
has received an ASCAP/Morton Gould Young Composer Award as 
well as several ASCAP Standard Awards. 
Critics have praised his work as “intense” (Gramophone Magazine) 
and “wild, edgy and raw to contemplative, sonorous and 
seductive” (The Strad). Since the advent of compressed digital 
music, Mr. Lanman has been active in the promotion of music on 
the internet. His music has been downloaded from MP3.com over 
100,000 times, and he has been ranked #1 on the MP3.com 
contemporary charts on several occasions. 
Mr. Lanman is currently living in Bloomington, Indiana where he is 
pursuing a DM in composition in addition to studying renaissance 
lute with lutenist Nigel North. (October 2004) 
Web: http://www.thenewstyle.org 

Lansky Paul (English) 
Born: 1944. New York, NY 
American composer, theorist and critic. He is one of the leaders in 
the field of digital musical synthesis.  
Paul Lansky's musical training was typical for an American 
composer. He studied music in high school and in college. After 
graduating, he began his career as a horn player (playing in the 
Dorian Wind Quintet from 1966 to 1967). He returned to school, 
eventually receiving a Ph.D. in composition from Princeton, where 
he has taught since 1969. He has received numerous awards and 
grants, and has written many articles for musical journals.  
Since the 1970s Lansky's music has focused on the use of the 
computer and musical synthesis. He is fascinated with the sounds 
of the human voice and uses the computer as what he calls an 
“aural microscope” to explore this world and to recreate it in his 
music. Many of his pieces make use of synthesized or electrically 
modified voices as a central element of their soundscape. More 
recently he has turned to other human sounds in his pieces: the 
ambient sounds of shopping malls and highways, for example. 
Web: http://www.essentialsofmusic.com/composer/lansky.html 

Lanza Alcides (Español) 
Compositor argentino-canadiense nacido en Rosario, Argentina, 
en 1929. En Buenos Aires estudió en el Instituto Di Tella, con 
Alberto Ginastera, Bruno Maderna, Olivier Messiaen, Luigi 
Dallapiccola y Francesco Malipiero, entre otros. Gracias a una 
beca de la Fundación Guggenheim se trasladó a Nueva York, 
viviendo allí desde 1965 hasta 1971. Trabajó como asistente 
técnico en el Centro Electrónico de la Universidad de Columbia-
Princeton. Desde 1971 es profesor de composición y Director del 
Estudio Electrónico en la Facultad de Música de la Universidad 
McGill, en Montreal. En 2003, alcides lanza fué designado Director 
Emeritus del Estudio Electrónico de la Universidad McGill en 
Montreal.  
Lanza continúa desarrollando una activa carrera internacional 
como pianista y director especializado en música contemporánea. 
Sus programas reflejan su interés en la música de las tres 
Américas. En 1987 y en 1992 realizó Maratones de piano en la 
Sala Pollack, de Montreal. En la última ejecutó el piano durante 
cinco horas, incluyendo 48 obras diferentes para piano, 
sincronizado a veces con cintas magnéticas, sintetizadoras 
digitales o película cinematográfica. Dedicado intensamente a la 
promoción de la música contemporánea, ha grabado varios discos 
compactos y de larga duración, ha realizado conciertos por radio y 
televisión, y ha organizado festivales y conciertos de música 
contemporánea. En la faz pedagógica, ha dictado cursos en la 
Universidad McGill, tanto en el nivel de Grado como el de Post-
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Grado, entre los que se destacan los referidos a la 'Teoría y 
Análisis de Música de Latino América', y otros sobre 'Ejecución y 
prácticas de la Música del Siglo XX'.  
En 1996, alcides lanza fue honrado con el Diploma de Honor 
[Maxima Distinción] otorgado por la Organización de los Estados 
Americanos [OEA} y el Consejo Inter-Americano de Música 
[CIDEM] “por sus excepcionales méritos y relevante contribución 
a la creación musical y a la promoción de la música y los músicos 
del Hemisferio”. 
En 2003 el Consejo de las Artes del Canadá ha conferido a alcides 
lanza el premio 'Victor Martyn Lynch-Staunton Award 2003'. Este 
premio reconoce los méritos excepcionales de la carrera 
composicional de Alcides Lanza. 
Cada año, el Consejo de las Artes del Canadá elije a tres artistas 
canadienses que hayan recibido becas del Consejo de las Artes en 
música y artes visuales y les confiere el premio Victor Martyn 
Lynch-Staunton. Este premio se da en recuerdo del benefactor 
cuyo legado al Consejo de las Artes le permite al mismo dar 
premios a los artistas consagrados o aquellos de carrera bien 
establecida.' 
En Mayo 2006, la Fundación Encuentros Internacionales de Música 
Contemporánea de Buenos Aires, otorgó Primer Premio a la obra 
de alcides lanza 'diastemas [2005-I], para marimba y sonidos 
electroacústicos', durante el concurso TRIME 2006. 
Web: http://www.colegiocompositores-la.org/biografia.asp?id=24 
(2004) 

Large Didier (Français) 
Né le 17.01.1953. Elève de CULLAZ en jazz et d’ANDIA en 
classique. Prix d’Excellence et D.E. de jazz. A enregistré disques 
(avec le Trio LBC et en solo où figure la pièce “Africaine”). 
Recherche un monde musical à mi-chemin entre le jazz et la 
musique de chambre. 

Larsen Libby (English) 
One of the most important and celebrated composers working 
today, Libby Larsen has created an immense catalogue of works 
that spans virtually every genre and has established a permanent 
place in concert repertory. Consistently sought-after as a leader in 
the generation of millennium thinkers, Larsen's music and ideas 
have refreshed the concert music tradition and the composer's 
role in it. 
She's been called “A mistress of orchestration (The Times Union)” 
as well as “the only English-speaking composer since Benjamin 
Britten who matches great verse with fine music so intelligently 
and expressively (USA Today).” Gramophone has called her 
Symphony: Water Music “the finest water music since Respighi's 
Fountains.” “... her use of synthesized sound points to options 
that could help opera survive into the 21st century (USA Today).” 
Larsen is a vigorous, articulate advocate for the music and 
musicians of our time. In 1973 she co-founded the Minnesota 
Composers Forum, now the American Composer's Forum, which 
has been an invaluable aid for composers in a difficult, transitional 
time for American arts. The first 
woman to serve as a resident composer with a major orchestra, 
Larsen has held residencies with the Minnesota Orchestra, the 
Charlotte Symphony and the Colorado Symphony. 
Larsen's awards and accolades are numerous; she was given a 
1994 Grammy as producer for the CD The Art of Arleen Auger, an 
acclaimed recording that features Larsen's Sonnets from the 
Portuguese. Her opera, Frankenstein, The Modern Prometheus 
was selected as one of the eight best classical musical events of 
1990 by USA Today. Her music has been commissioned and 
performed widely by the world's greatest artists. Larsen's works 
are widely recorded on multiple labels including Angel/EMI, Koch 
International, Nonesuch and Decca. Her symphonic works have 
been recorded by the London Symphony and were released by 
Koch International in 1997. Two new Koch recordings are due out 
in 2000: orchestral / vocal works, performed by the Scottish 
Chamber Orchestra conducted by Joel Revzen and featuring 
soprano Benita Valente, and her fifth symphony, Solo Symphony, 
was recorded by the Colorado Symphony in September of 1999. 
Web: http://www.libbylarsen.com/Biography.html 

Larson Chrichan (English) 
Chrichan Larson was born in 1956 and studied the cello with 
Gustav Gröndahl at the Royal College of Music, Stockholm and 

graduated in 1974 with a postgraduate soloist diploma. He 
continued his studies with Paul Boufil in Paris and Reine Flachot 
and Mstislav Rostropovich in Basel. 
Chrichan Larson has performed as Principal Cellist with the Royal 
Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra and has performed with 
Ensemble Inter-Contemporain in Paris between 1983 and 1989. 
Larson is an accomplished chamber musician, with his name 
attached to ensembles such as Trio des Lyres, Ma Stockholm, 
Broken Consort, Fluxkvartetten and KammarensembleN. As a 
composer, he is largely self-taught; however, he took some 
lessons with Hans Eklund during his years of study in Stockholm, 
as well as with Gerald Bennet in Basel. Larson’s main works are 
chamber music for different constellations, as well as works for 
Sinfonietta such as Lissages and Tre campi. 
Web: http://hem.kammarensemblen.com/?page_id=212 (2012) 

Larsson Håkan (English) 
HÅKAN LARSSON was born in Uppsala on the 7th November, 1959 
and died in Uppsala 28th June 2012. He composed art music since 
the age of nineteen and studied counterpoint with Lars-Erik Rosell 
and composition with Anders Eliasson.  
Håkan Larsson was also a jazz musician. His main field of activity 
consisted of chamber music and orchestral works, but he also 
wrote vocal music.  
His works include Symphony No.1 (1994-95), Vindilar i Sär 
(1994) for flute, clarinet, horn and harp and a Piano Quintet 
(1998). His scores are characterised among other things by a high 
degree of complexity, but the composer emphasised that this is 
not an end in itself, but a result of the polyphony demanded by 
the musical content. 
Web: http://www.mic.se (2012) 

Larsson Martin Q (English) 
Composer: Martin has studied composition in Stockholm, Uppsala, 
and Amsterdam, and is member of Swedish Society of Composers 
since 2000. 
He has written for all imaginable kinds of ensembles, from solo 
pieces to orchestra, with or without electronics. He has also 
composed for film, theatre and dance. 
Musician: Martin Q plays trumpet, flügelhorn, alto horn, and 
electronics. He is also an enthusiastic singer. Matandarnas 
transgalaktiska hiphopkapell was originally started as a cult band 
1990, and is since 1997 in the Next Generation. 
During the turn of the century, Martin experimented with dub, 
techno, and balkan music. Today he mainly plays different kinds 
of improv, with or without electronics. 
Web: http://www.martinq.com/index.html (2012) 

Lauber Anne (English) 
Anne Lauber was born in Switzerland. She began her studies at 
the Conservatoire national de Lausanne where she studied 
harmony, counterpoint and fugue with Andras Kovach and 
composition with Jean Perrin. She also took private lessons with 
the French composer Darius Milhaud. She moved to Montréal in 
1967 and received her Canadian citizenship in 1972. Her training 
continued with private lessons with André Prévost (1974-78), and 
then at the Faculty of Music of the University of Montréal where 
she received her doctorate in music (composition option) in 1986.  

Laurent François (Italiano) 
François Laurent Inizia lo studio della chitarra con i Maestri 
Raphael ANDIA e Geneviève 
CHANUT all’età di 10 anni, perfezionandosi in seguito con il 
Maestro spagnolo Alberto PONCE all'Ecole Normale de Musique 
“Alfred CORTOT” di Parigi. Parallelamente agli studi di chitarra, 
segue i corsi di analisi e di composizione del M° Solange ANCONA, 
presso il Conservatorio di Versailles, e i corsi di composizione di 
Musica da Film tenuti dal M° Laurent PETITGIRARD all'Ecole 
Normale de Musique “Alfred CORTOT” di Parigi. Vincitore di alcuni 
tra i più importanti Concorsi Internazionali di chitarra (Benicàsim, 
Bordeaux, Carpentras, Sassari, Alessandria), svolge un'intensa 
attività concertistica (Belgio, Francia, Germania, Italia, Israele, 
Portogallo, Svizzera, Spagna, Stati Uniti, Argentina, Colombia), 
quale solista e componente di diverse formazioni cameristiche, 
oltre che come collaboratore della Cineteca di Bologna per la 
composizione di colonne sonore e la sonorizzazione dal vivo di film 
muti. La sua attività compositiva (edizioni Max ESCHIG) è rivolta 
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per lo più al suo strumento, per il quale ha scritto diversi brani per 
chitarra sola, studi, varie opere didattiche per ensembles di 
chitarre e brani cameristici per diverse formazioni. La città di 
Argenteuil (Francia), il trio “Polycordes”, l’ensemble chitarristico 
“Copla” e il “Festival des Jeunes interprètes” di Perpignan, gli 
hanno recentemente commissionato delle opere. 
Il “CDMC” di Parigi (Centre de Documentation de la Musique 
Contemporaine) ha dedicato una giornata di studi alle sue opere, 
all’interno della rassegna “Rencontres Compositeurs / Interprètes 
“. 
La sua attività musicale conta ormai diversi centri di interesse: 
- l’attività di concertista: quale solista e collaboratore con diverse 
formazioni di musica da camera, tra le quali il quartetto di chitarre 
“Opera Nova”; 
- la composizione e l’improvvisazione: per la casa editrice 
francese Max Eschig e in collaborazione con il cantante napoletano 
Guido SODO per la sonorizzazione dal vivo di film muti; 
- la pedagogia: Assistente del M° Alberto PONCE all'Ecole Normale 
de Musique di Parigi dal 1988, è docente all'Istituto Musicale 
Pareggiato “G.B.Pergolesi” di Ancona. Tiene regolrmente 
masterclass e seminari di interpretazione, improvvisazione oltre 
che corsi di approccio alle nuove tecnologie di “computer music”. 

Laurin Rachel (English) 
Rachel Laurin was Associate Organist at St-Joseph's Oratory, 
Montreal, from 1986 to 2002 and Titular Organist at Notre Dame 
Cathedral, Ottawa, from 2002 to 2006. Since then, she devotes 
herself to composition, concerts, lectures and workshops. Born in 
the village of St-Benoît, Québec, she received most of her musical 
training with Raymond Daveluy in Montreal. Other teachers 
include Gaston and Lucienne Arel (organ), Raoul Sosa (piano) and 
Nick Ayoub (jazz). 
She has performed organ recitals in major cities in Canada, the 
United States and Europe, and has made more than eleven 
recordings as a soloist and with choirs and ensembles. In 2000 in 
Montreal, and 2001, in Ottawa, she played the six organ 
Symphonies by Louis Vierne, in three recitals. In 2002, at the 
inauguration of the Edmonton Winspear Centre's new Létourneau 
organ, she Premiered the Jacques Hétu's Concerto for Organ with 
the ESO conducted by Mario Bernardi. She played it subsequently 
at the Ottawa's National Arts Center and at the Metropolitan 
United Church, in Toronto, in 2008 and 2009. She has also 
performed the Raymond Daveluy's Organ Concerto with the 
Hamilton National Academy Orchestra. 
Rachel Laurin is an Associate Composer of the Canadian Music 
Centre and member of the “Ottawa New Music Creators”. She has 
composed more than fifty works for various instruments, 
instrumental ensembles and orchestra. These works have been 
performed and recorded in major cities in America, Europe, Asia 
and South Africa. She released a complete CD devoted to her 
chamber music. Her compositions are published by Les Éditions 
Lucarel, Doberman, RCCO Publications (Canada), Europart 
(France), Hinshaw Music and Wayne Leupold Editions (USA) 
where she is “House Composer” since 2006. She has won many 
awards including the “Prix Conrad-Letendre”, the Holtkamp-AGO 
Composition Competition 2008, and the First Prize at the Marilyn 
Mason New Organ Music Competition 2009. Her recent 
compositions include the Fantasy for harp and organ, Op.52, to be 
premiered in July 2010 at the National Convention of the AGO, 
Washington, D.C., and her Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, 
Op.46, to be premiered fall 2010. She is now working on her 
Second Organ Symphony (Eastman School of Music, Rochester, 
NY). 
Web: http://www.ago2010.org/ago/commissions/8 

Lauro Antonio (English) 
(1917-1986) 
Antonio Lauro was born in Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela on August 
3th, 1917. His father emigrated to Venezuela from Italy during 
World War I. Lauro studied at the “Escuela de Musica y 
Declamación” in Caracas under Vicente Emilio Sojo and Juan 
Bautista Plaza. He first began playing the piano, but on hearing 
the Paraguayan guitar virtuoso Agustín Barrios Mangoré in 
concert, he decided to devote his musical study to the guitar.  
He used in many of his compositions the popular influence of his 
Country (for example the Valses venezolanos). In other pieces he 

used also longer and more complex forms: Suite Venezolana, the 
Concierto for Guitar and Orchestra, the Sonata. His music is 
strongly connected to the performances of his friend Alirio Diaz. 
Lauro wrote and arranged many works, most of which are as yet 
unpublished. Most of them are for the guitar, but he also 
composed works for acappella choral group, orchestra, orchestra 
and choir, piano, piano and voice, organ and voice, string quartet, 
wind quartet and other instrumental combinations.  
Lauro died in Caracas on April 18th, 1986. 

Lavalle Armando (Español) 
Hijo predilecto de la Universidad Veracruzana, Armando Lavalle, 
uno de los compositores mexicanos más prolíficos del siglo xx, 
recibió en vida innumerables homenajes y distinciones, como el 
que en 1985 le rindió el Ensamble Clásico de Guitarras. Ahora, 
nuestra casa de estudios ofreció otro homenaje a este músico que 
ha logrado trascender a través de su Música y la Simphony 
Orchestra, en las que dejó importante constancia de su 
originalidad y profundo conocimiento de la disciplina. 
Armando Lavalle (1924-1994) fue un hombre que permaneció en 
la penumbra de la modestia, pero cada día es más apreciado por 
sus composiciones, de las que sobresalen, además del Adagio –
una de sus primeras partituras, concebida dentro de la más 
ortodoxa dodecafonía–, los conciertos para viola y para clarinete y 
orquesta, la Suite latinoamericana y el Homenaje a Silvestre 
Revueltas, su primer maestro, quien siempre consideró a Lavalle 
como “su alumno predilecto”. 
Además de la impronta que dejó plasmada en las salas de 
concierto, dejó una huella en las aulas, donde realizó una notable 
labor docente en instituciones como la Escuela Superior de Música 
del Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes, la Universidad Veracruzana, 
la unam, la Sociedad de Compositores de Música y la Simphony 
Orchestra, en las que dejó constancia de su originalidad y 
profundo conocimiento de la disciplina. 
El programa del homenaje que se realizó el 23 de marzo en el 
auditorio del Museo de Antropología de Xalapa se tituló La obra 
vocal de Armando Lavalle, y estuvo integrado por las siguientes 
piezas: “Tres canciones para voz y piano”, “Dúo quetzal”, “Seis 
canciones a Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz”, “Blues”, “Corderito”, 
“Soledad tardía”, “Tango”, “Copla triste”, “Hastío”, “Cinco coplas 
de amor feliz”, “Petrona” y “Zorongo”, obras que fueron 
interpretadas por los cantantes Ana Luisa Méndez, Isabel 
Guzmán, Lourdes Contreras, Gabriela Muñoz, Salomé Gómez 
Reina, Patricia Escudero, Cecilia Ladrón de Guevara, Joel Pérez 
Arcinega y Agustín Sedas, bajo la dirección artística de Víctor 
Hugo Jiménez Beyruti. 
(Armando Lavalle, músico mexicano que logró trascender a través 
de su obra, Gina Sotelo – Gaceta, Universidad Veracruzana, 
Marzo, 2003) 
Web: 
http://www.uv.mx/gaceta/Gaceta63/63/quemar/quemar05.htm 

Lavista Mario (English) 
Born in Mexico City in 1943, Mario Lavista began piano studies as 
a child and enrolled at the Conservatorio Nacional de Musica in 
1963 under the guidance of Carlos Chavez, Hector Quintanar and 
Rodolfo Halffter. He studied at the Schola Cantorum in 
Paris  (1967-1969), where he also attended courses given by 
Henri Pousseur, Nadia Boulanger, Christoph Caskel and Karlheinz 
Stockhausen.  
Upon his return to Mexico he founded Quanta, a collective 
improvisation group. In 1972, he worked at the electronic music 
studio of radio and television in Tokyo, Japan. He has worked on 
interdisciplinary projects, such as Jaula (1976), and in the 
creation of multiple scores for films produced by Nicolas 
Echevarria. Around 1980, he explored extended techniques of 
traditional instruments in collaboration with performers Marielena 
Arizpe (flutist), Bertram Turetzky (bassist), Leonora Saavedra 
(oboist) and El Cuarteto Latinoamericano (strings), in the 
compositions Triptico, Dusk, Marsias and Reflejos de la noche, 
respectively. In 1982, he founded Pauta, one of the most 
important music journals in Latin America, and has served as its 
chief editor ever since. As a writer, he has produced many essays, 
most of which are collected in Textos en torno a la musica.  
In 1987. he received a Guggenheim Fellowship for his first and 
only opera Aura, based on the short story by Carlos Fuentes. He 
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has received many awards, such as the Premio Nacional de 
Ciencias y Artes and the Medalla Mozart. Since 1998, Lavista has 
been a member of the prestigious EI Colegio Nacional. He has 
taught in Mexico and abroad, especially in North American 
institutions, including the University of Chicago, Cornell 
University, the University of California San Diego, Indiana 
University and McGill University. His works are frequently 
performed by some of the most distinguished chamber and 
orchestral groups.  
Mario Lavista's music is published by Ediciones Mexicanas De 
Musica, A.C., Mexico City. Peermusic Classical is sole agent 
outside of Mexico.  
Web: 
http://peermusicclassical.com/composer/composerdetail.cfm?deta
il=lavista 

Lazkano Ramon (English) 
After attending piano classes with Juan Padrosa and composition 
classes with Francisco Escudero at the San Sebastian 
Conservatory of Music, where he obtained a Higher Degree in 
Composition, Ramon Lazkano (San Sebastián, 1968) studied 
composition and orchestration with Alain Bancquart and Gérard 
Grisey at the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique of 
Paris and was awarded a First Prize of Composition in 1990. He 
pursued his studies of composition and analysis in Montreal with 
Gilles Tremblay. Once back in Paris, he studied orchestra 
conducting with Jean-Sébastien Béreau and Arturo Tamayo, and 
received a DEA degree (PhD Evaluation Degree) in 20th Century 
Music and Musicology from the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en 
Sciences Sociales with his dissertation about polyrythmics. 
His piano concerto Hitzaurre Bi earned him, at the age of 26, the 
Prince Pierre de Monaco Foundation Prize and shortly afterwards, 
in 1997, a jury chaired by Luciano Berio gave him the Leonard 
Bernstein Jerusalem Composition Prize for his Auhen Kantuak. In 
2007 Ramon Lazkano was awarded the Georges Bizet Prize by the 
French Academy of Fine Arts; he was also a prizewinner of the 
Institute of Music and Drama Arts, the Colegio de España, and the 
Gaudeamus Foundation. While resident with the Joven Orquesta 
Nacional de España, he had the opportunity of composing several 
pieces which were performed, among others, at the Auditorio 
Nacional de Madrid and Berlin Konzerthaus. In 1999 he was 
resident composer at the Musica Festival and the Strasburg 
Conservatoire at the same time as Luis de Pablo. His residence in 
Rome (first at the Royal Academy of Spain, then at the Academy 
of France Villa Medici) allowed him to carry out a reflection on 
composition and its meaning, focusing mainly on intertextuality, 
silence and the experience of sound, all of which giving birth to 
pieces as emblematic as Ilunkor (2001, commissioned by the 
Euskadiko Orkestra Sinfonikoa), Lur-Itzalak (2003, a a 
commission of the Printemps des Arts of Monte Carlo) and Ortzi 
Isilak (2006, commissioned by the Orquesta Nacional de España). 
Among the festivals and musicians programming and playing his 
music, we may mention Présences at Radio-France, Warsaw 
Autumn Festival, International Society of Contemporary Music at 
Copenhagen, Ars Musica in Brussels, Philharmonic Green Umbrella 
New Music Series in Los Angeles, and the ensembles Ictus, 
Recherche, 2e2m, Wiener Collage... 
Since 2001, Ramon Lazkano has worked on Igeltsoen Laborategia 
(The Laboratory of Chalks), an ample collection of chamber music 
pieces divided into various cycles, which echoes sculptor Jorge 
Oteiza's  “experimental laboratory” and more particularly the 
concept of chalk as a matter of inscription, erosion and memory 
linked to childhood. A documentary funded by the public television 
network EITB was produced on this project in 2008. His 
work Mugarri, commissioned by the Fundación Autor, will be 
premiered by the Orquesta Sinfónica de Navarra conducted by 
Ernest Martínez Izquierdo in 2010. At present, he prepares a new 
work, Lurralde (Territory), for the Diotima Quartet. 
Ramon Lazkano gave orchestration lessons at the Strasburg 
Conservatoire and taught composition at the Higher Academy of 
Music of Catalonia in Barcelona. He is currently teaching as 
professor of orchestration at the Higher Academy of Music of the 
Basque Country “Musikene”. He has been in charge of the critical 
edition of the operas Las Golondrinas by José María and Ramón 
Usandizaga and Mirentxu by Jesús Guridi for the “Instituto 
Complutense de Ciencias Musicales” in Madrid. 

Web: http://www.lazkano.info/EN/bioEN.html (2009) 

Learo Norman (English) 
MUSIC DESCRIPTION: Jim Kuehnel, “Jimmy K Talent” : 
“....Norman Learo cannot be categorized, unless you want to 
create a new category and simply call it brilliant...” Music critics, 
renowned musicians and listeners alike have commented on 
Norman’s individual and diverse style of instrumental 
compositions.  
EDUCATION: A graduate from Concordia (B,F.A.), and McGill 
Universities (M.A. Dip.Ed.) from Montreal, Canada, and 2 
Scholarships to the Banff School of Fine Arts studying under 
eminent artists and composers. Also, attending master classes 
with renowned classical and jazz guitarists. 
ACHIEVEMENT HIGHLIGHTS: 2006-ECMA (East Coast Music 
Awards) Nominee for Best Instrumental Recording, 2005-Music 
Columnist for Miramichi Leader (weekly). In 1999-- selected 
among the top 5 finalists in the “East Coast Guitarist of the Year 
Competition”, ... 1986-- among the top 5 finalists representing 
Eastern Canada in the CBC Canadian National Jazz Competition,.. 
2004-- chosen as Composer and Musical Director for the Canadian 
Vaudeville Co... 2004-- Voted #1 guitar teacher in Miramichi 
Leader’s reader choice poll... 2000-- Norman’s “New Brew” chosen 
for CBC’s “Mainstreet” radio theme.  
PERFORMER: Covering a variety of events including TV, radio, 
clubs, festivals and concert appearances, spanning over 3 decades 
performing rock music at age 15 with the Donald K. Donald 
agency in Montreal... to guest soloist appearances with jazz 
pianist and Juno winner Oliver Jones... to solo classical guitar 
performances for visiting dignitaries including Premier Bernard 
Lord. etc...  
COMPOSER: Associate Composer with the Canadian Music Centre 
(CMC). Commissioned by classical guitarists and quartets for TV, 
radio, recordings and concert appearances. His compositions have 
been performed and studied by classical guitarists at the 
University of Moncton since 1989, including featured concerts 
devoted exclusively to his guitar compositions. As the composer 
for the Canadian Vaudeville Co. Norman wrote extremely diverse 
and descriptive music for dance groups, magic acts, juggling acts, 
and acrobatic routines covering a wide range of musical periods 
and instrumentation dating from 1900 to 2004.  
RADIO : Nornan’s theme music for CBC’s “Mainstreet” (Provincial 
daily program) is now in it’s 5th year representing thousands of 
theme broadcasts to date, including interviews and musical 
performances on national and regional programs for both CBC and 
Radio-Canada include “Jazzbeat”, “Saturday Spotlight”, “Prelude”, 
“MainStreet”, “Au Rhythmie D’Atlantique”, “Entre Les Deux 
Oreilles”, “Les Jeunes Artists”, 3 separate recordings (national 
broadcasts) for “Les Grandes Concerts”, etc...  
TELEVISION: Norman’s video “New Brew” has aired on Bravo TV! 
and MTV-2. He has been featured on CBC’s “Variety”, ATV’s “New 
Faces”, CBC’s “Ce Soir Plus”, Vision TV’s “Steeple Chasing” etc...  
PRODUCER: Operating his own project studio “Sonic Visions” for 
over a decade; devoted to “state-of-the-art” recording and 
production techniques while producing original music for different 
media and venues including this 4th and latest CD “Spanish 
Spirit”.  
INSTRUMENTS PLAYED: Electric guitar, classical guitar, 10 string 
classical, acoustic steel string , electric bass & fretless, drums, 
percussion, keyboard synthesizer, midi-wind-instrument 
(performed as a wind instrument- can virtually imitate all wind 
instruments with surprising reality).  
PHILIOSOPHY: Music keeps me fresh (sometimes worn out too!!), 
each day is a new musical adventure and hallenge in which to 
learn, experiment and create perhaps something new in the 
Universe of Sound.  
REVIEW: Bob Mersereau, CBC Music Critic, (new release “Spanish 
Spirit”) “Delicacy & aggression, subtlety & intensity, soul & 
passion, all coming within seconds on each song. The next step in 
flamenco.” 
Web: http://www.broadjam.com/artists/bio.php?artistID=21542 
(2016) 

Lebedev Vassilij (English) 
LEBEDEW, Wassilij Petrowitsch, (also.spelled Lebedeff) - perhaps 
the most celebrated of, the native Russian guitarists. Born in 
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Capiatovski, Saratov, in 1867 and died in St. Petersburg, in 1907. 
His first musical instruction was on the guitar, which he played for 
several years as an amateur in his native city before he came 
under the influence of Decker-Schenk, after which he adopted the 
instrument professionally. He removed to St. Petersburg in 1886 
where he met the artist, Decker-Schenk, whose pupil he became, 
and who shaped his career. When Lebedew completed his military 
training in 1890, he commenced his career as a guitar teacher in 
St. Petersburg. He visited Paris the same year, where he 
appeared as a guitar soloist and “The Figaro” and other French 
journals record his brilliant execution. He returned to St. 
Petersburg and in 1892 made a name as a guitar soloist at 
concerts given there, and from this time on his appearances were 
frequent. In 1898 Lebedew was appointed a professor in the Royal 
Military Music Academy, and after the death of his teacher in the 
following year was regarded as the only guitarist of repute in St. 
Petersburg, according to Bone, and he enjoyed an enviable 
reputation both as a virtuoso and teacher. His works were mostly 
for the 7 string Russian guitar. (Vadah Olcott Bickford, in Russian 
Album Op.125, The American Guitar Society, Los Angeles, 1932) 

Lechthaler Josef (English) 
1891 Born on December 31 in Rattenberg, Tyrol. 
1948 Died on August 21 in Vienna. 
Music studies with P. Magnus Ortwein in Merano; philosophical 
studies at the Universities of Vienna and Innsbruck, church music 
at the Vienna Academy of Music. Music teacher from 1920-24; 
teacher of theory from 1924 at the church music department of 
the Vienna Academy of Music, director of this department from 
1931-38 and 1945-48; choirmaster director-member of the 
Vienna Court Music Orchestra; music author; senior civil servant. 
Works: masses, organ works, cantatas, chamber music. 
(Doblinger Catalogue) 

Leclercq Norbert (English) 
Norbert Leclercq, guitarist and composer (b. 1944), living in 
Brussels, has written various works for solo guitar, guitar duets, 
guitar quartets, and pedagogical works on playing in position.  

Leclercq Norbert (Français) 
Né à Bruxelles en 1944. Etudes à UCCLE et au Conservatoire 
Royal de Bruxelles (1er Prix, avec N. ALFONSO). Chargé de tours 
dans ce meme lieu et aux Académies de Schaerbeek et Woluwé St 
Pierre. Concertiste. A édité des pièces pour niveaux intermédiaires 
chez Lemoine et Métropolis. 

L’Écrivain Luigi (English) 
Luigi L'Écrivain è una delle figure di chitarristi-compositori italiani 
del tardo romanticismo. Nacque a Roma il 31 maggio 1856 da un 
ufficiale dell'esercito francese che si era sposato con una ragazza 
romana. Appartenne all'alta borghesia imprenditoriale: 
amministratore delegato della Cartiera Italiana, risiedette per 
tutta la vita a Palazzo Barberini. 
Fu chitarrista colto e didatta stimatissimo, che non assurse a 
notorietà al di fuori di una cerchia di dilettanti della capitale a 
causa delle sue occupazioni non musicali. Chi scrive ha tuttavia 
ricevuto, da chi lo conobbe e gli fu allievo, testimonianza del suo 
grande valore di artista, di strumentista e di maestro. 
Si sa - da un breve scritto pubblicato nella rivista “La Chitarra” del 
mese di febbraio 1938, a firma della chitarrista Margherita 
Mancinelli - che L'Écrivain compose alcuni brani e altri ne 
trascrisse per chitarra. Tuttavia, fino ad oggi, l'unico suo pezzo 
giuntoci è Sogno, che fu pubblicato postumo dall'editore Vizzari di 
Milano nel 1939. 
Questo brano è qui riproposto con fedeltà testuale, soprattutto per 
quanto si riferisce alle indicazioni dinamiche, agogiche e di 
espressione che, con la loro ricchezza, aiutano a comprendere 
l'estetica di questo autore. Gli interventi del revisore consistono 
nella correzione di qualche lapsus e nell'aggiunta della 
diteggiatura. 
Luigi L'Écrivain morì a Roma il 6 settembre 1922. 
Angelo Gilardino, Vercelli, marzo 1998. (Introduzione alla 
pubblicazione di Sogno, edizioni Bèrben, Ancona, 1998) 

Lecuona Ernesto (English) 
Born: Friday, August 7, 1896 in Guanabacoa, Cuba. 
Died: Friday, November 29, 1963 in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, 

Canary Islands. 
Ernesto Lecuona studied piano as a young child and later studied 
piano and composition at the National Conservatory in Havana. In 
1916 he moved to New York to pursue a concert career. Lecuona's 
music displays African and Cuban influences. Later in his career 
he returned to Cuba and his music has been an inspiration to the 
people of Cuba struggling with poverty and political upheavals. 
Major Works: Two Zarzuelas (a musical/dramatic form), Songs 
like Malagueña and Andalucía, Rapsodia negra for piano and 
orchestra (1943), Piano works, Film scores. 

Ledenev Roman (English) 
Born 4 December 1930 in Moscow. 
Ledenev was educated at the Central Musical School of the 
Moscow Conservatory from 1942 until 1948. He studied under N. 
Rakov and composition under A.N. Aleksandrov at the Moscow 
Conservatory from 1948 until 1958. He completed his 
postgraduate training there and later joined the staff as a theory 
teacher. 
His music is marked by a delicate psychological approach, a 
general lyrical quality and an attractive Russian atmosphere. 
Web: http://home.online.nl/ovar/ledenev.htm (2002) 

Ledesma Rodolfo (English) 
(b. 14 August 1954, Cali). 
Colombian composer of mostly orchestral, chamber and piano 
works that have been performed in the Americas, Asia and 
Europe. 
Mr. Ledesma studied music theory and piano privately with his 
father as a child in Cali and began composing at age ten. He 
studied music at the Conservatorio Antonio María Valencia of the 
Instituto Departamental de Bellas Artes in Cali from 1962–72 and 
civil engineering at the Universidad Santo Tomás in Bogotá from 
1978–84. He then studied composition with Roque Cordero and 
conducting with Julian Dawson at Illinois State University in 
Normal from 1985–87 and composition with John Van der Slice 
and conducting with David Gray at the University of Miami in 
1990–91. He later studied composition with Martin Christoph 
Redel at the Hochschule für Musik Detmold in 1999–2000. He 
earned his master's degree in philosophy at the Universidad del 
Valle in Cali. 
Among his honours are the Premio Nacional Colcultura in Bogotá 
(1992, for Metamorphosis) and Second Prize in the competition 
Oreste Sindici in Ceccano (2003, for Eclosión). His music has been 
performed in Colombia, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, 
Hungary, Italy, Japan, and the USA. 
He has taught music theory as an associate professor at the 
Universidad del Valle since 1993. He was also an invited lecturer 
at the workshop Word and Music at Indiana University in 
Bloomington in 1994. 
Web: http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/ledesmar.htm 
(2016) 

Lee Junghae (English) 
Junghae Lee was born in Tokyo in 1964 and is a Korean citizen. 
She studied composition with ByungDong Paik at Seoul National 
University and later took part in masterclasses with Isang Yun and 
Toru Takemitsu. In 1991 she moved to Basel, where she studied 
electronic music and harpsichord at the Musik-Akademie Basel. 
A series of tape pieces reflects her search for strong and clear 
means of expression and led to their own idiom. After a phase of 
intensive activity in electro-acoustic music, she has once again 
turned her interest to instrumental composition. Special sounds 
and high expressivity characterize her work, both with and 
without electronic elements. 
Her pieces have been performed in many concerts and festivals 
for contemporary music, such as <ISCM World Music Days>, 
<International Computer Music Conference>, <Gaudeamus Music 
Week>, <Synthese> in Bourges (F), <Asian Composers League>, 
<Pan Music Festival> in Seoul, etc.  
Web: http://www.neuemusik.ch/lee/FramesetLeeN.html (2010) 

Lee Noël (English) 
Noël LEE, American composer and pianist, received his early 
musical education in Lafayette, Indiana. After studying at Harvard 
University (with Walter Piston, Irving Fine, and Tillman Merritt) - 
interrupted by thirty-eight months of military service during World 
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War II - and at the New England Conservatory of Music, he went 
to Paris to continue his education under the guidance of Nadia 
Boulanger. She has written: “Noël Lee is one of the finest 
musicians I have met. Composer with a real personality, he has 
refinement and strength, an acute perception of the resources of 
his instrument, a sense of the hierarchy of values and a total 
understanding of the works.” 
Among the many awards he received in early years -to name two 
of these: the Lili Boulanger Composition Prize and a prize in the 
Young Composers' Contest of the Louisville Orchestra - the one 
from the American Academy of Arts and Letters (1959), in 
recognition of his creative work in general, is of particular 
interest. In recent years the Cultural Affairs Ministry in France and 
the French National Radio have given him three important 
commissions - an unusual distinction for a composer not of French 
nationality. In 1986, a second prize in the Arthur Honegger 
Composition Contest for a set of Piano Etudes (the first prize went 
to György Ligeti) and in 1991, the Charles Oulmont Prize were 
awarded him by the Foundation of France. Aaron Copland has 
written: “Here is a composer who writes his music with his eyes 
wide open, and with a kind of cool intensity that defines his 
personality... Music to him is a natural langage, a language he 
uses without strain or mannerism. ...no matter how complex the 
textures may be, the musical discourse is always lucid and 
reasoned.” 
Lee's career as concert pianist has led him on tour on six 
continents. In Europe he has recorded 185 LPs and CDs since 
1955, of which 13 have received a Grand Prix du Disque. This 
recorded repertory - from J. S. Bach to Jean Barraqué - comprises 
the first complete recording of all the Schubert Piano Sonatas, 
including several unfinished ones which Lee has completed, the 
entire piano literature of Debussy and Ravel, and numerous works 
of twentieth century giants - Charles Ives, Charles Griffes, Béla 
Bartók, Igor Stravinsky, Aaron Copland, Elliott Carter. More than 
20 discs are devoted to four-hand and two-piano compositions of 
various periods in collaboration with Christian Ivaldi. In addition, 
his large repertoire includes 30 Concerti and embraces a sizable 
portion of 19th and 20th-century chamber and vocal music, 
particularly that of France. 
In the United States Lee has been visiting professor at Brandeis 
and Cornell Universities and at Dartmouth College. In Europe he is 
frequently called upon to give workshops in piano, in chamber 
music, in vocal literature, and collaborates extensively with 
publishing houses for new editions of French piano, four-hand, 
and two-piano music.  
Web: http://www.amc.net/member/Noel_Lee/home.html 

Legrand Diego (Español) 
Nació en Montevideo, Uruguay. Comenzó sus estudios de piano en 
el Conservatorio Kolischer, perfeccionándose más adelante en la 
“Escuela Normal de Música” con Sara Bourdillón. En este mismo 
instituto también estudió Armonía, Contrapunto y Composición 
con Guido Santórsola. En 1970 obtuvo una beca para estudiar 
composición en Santiago de Compostela, España, bajo la dirección 
de Cristóbal Halffter. En el mismo año estudió técnicas 
electroacústicas en París, Francia, con Jorge Arriagada de la 
escuela de Schaffer en el “Center for Students and Artists”. En 
1982 es invitado por el “Consejo Alemán de la Música” y tiene la 
oportunidad de visitar los principales centros musicales de 
Alemania; como las Escuelas Superiores de Música de Colonia, 
Stuttgart, Munich, Berlín y Freiburg. Asistió también como 
invitado al “Festival de Donaueschingen” y participó como 
delegado uruguayo en el “Festival y Congreso anual de la SIMC”, 
que tuvo lugar en Austria (Graz y Viena). En 1987 una de sus 
obra suya es seleccionada para el festival de la SIMC: “Momento 
II” para clarinete, violonchelo y piano. Posteriormente un jurado 
internacional seleccionó su obra para ser incluida en futuros 
festivales en otras partes del mundo. Es importante señalar que la 
selección comprendió sólo 14 obras dentro de la gran cantidad 
que se ejecutaron en dicho festival. 
Sus obras han sido ejecutadas en los “Cursos Latinoamericanos de 
Música Contemporánea”, primer festival de guitarra “Ciudad de 
Montevideo”, “Festival de Avignon”, festival “Música Nova”, “Pan 
American Festival I” (USA), “Segundo Festival Latinoamericano de 
Música y Danza” (Montevideo), “Festival de la SIMC”, “Festival 
Guitar” (Quebec), etc.. También ha integrado el jurado en 

numerosos concursos internacionales instrumentales y de 
composición. 
Autor de numerosas obras de cámara, algunas de las cuales 
recibieron distinciones y han sido estrenadas y ejecutadas la 
mayoría en Uruguay, otras en Alemania, Brasil, Chile, Venezuela, 
Estados Unidos, Alemania, Francia, Holanda, España, Finlandia, 
etc..  
Diego Legrand es integrante del “Núcleo de Música Nueva” y de la 
Asociación Uruguaya de Música Contemporánea SUMC de la cual 
es actualmente presidente. En 1999 recibió el premio “Morosoli 
1999” a la música culta. 
Web: http://www.artediciones.com 

Lehar Franz (English) 
1870 Born on April 30 in Komorn, Hungary. 
1948 Died on October 24 in Bad Ischl. 
From playing orchestral violin and active as a military bandmaster 
in Budapest and Vienna, among other places, he became one of 
the most successful composers of Viennese operetta, which he 
brought closer to musical comedy, and later to opera. Main works: 
The Merry Widow; Der Graf von Luxemburg; Der Zarewitsch; Das 
Land des Lächelns; Giuditta; and many more. (Doblinger 
Catalogue) 
Best known as a composer of operettas, he studied with his 
father, a military bandmaster, and from 1882 to 1888 he was a 
pupil at the Prague Conservatory, studying violin and music 
theory. On the advice of Dvorak, he concentrated on composition.  
After graduation, he played violin in the opera orchestra at 
Elberfeld. Later, he joined his father's band, the Fiftieth Infantry, 
in Vienna, as assistant bandmaster. In Vienna, he also free-lanced 
as a conductor, and in the Spring of 1902, became conductor at 
the Theater an der Wien in his Vienna.  
His opera Wiener Frauen was produced there in November, 1902. 
From that time, he lived in Vienna, and devoted his time to 
composition.  
His greatest success was The Merry Widow, which was first 
produced at Theater-an-der-Wein on December 30, 1905. which 
had more than five thousand performances. At one time, it ran 
simultaneously in five different languages in five different 
theaters, all in Buenos Aires.  
His works also include sonatas, symphonic poems, marches, and 
dances. 
Web: http://www.bobjanuary.com/lehar.htm 

Lehmann Hans Ulrich (English) 
Born 4.5.1937  
Lehmann was born in Biel. He studied music at the conservatoires 
of Biel, Zurich and Basel (masterclasses in composition with Pierre 
Boulez and Karlheinz Stockhausen). His academic music studies 
took place at the University of Zurich (with Kurt von Fischer). 
Between 1961 and 1972 he taught at Basel Academy of Music. 
From 1969 - 1990 he was a tutor at the University of Zurich (new 
music, music theory), and in 1990 he also taught at the University 
of Bern. In 1972 he taught at Zurich Music College (composition 
and music theory), and since 1976 he has been director of both 
the music college and the conservatoire. Between 1983 and 1986 
he was president of the Swiss Musicians' Association (STV). Since 
1987 he has been an executive member, and since 1991 
president of SUISA (Swiss Performing Rights Society). In 1973 he 
won the Conrad Ferdinand Meyer Scholarship, in 1988 the 
Composition Prize of the Swiss Musicians' Association (STV), in 
1990 the Town of Zollikon/Zurich Arts Prize, and in 1993 the City 
of Zurich Arts Prize.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Leighton Kenneth (Italiano) 
(1929-1988) 
Compositore inglese nato a Wakefield (Yorkshire). Ha studiato alla 
Queen Elizabeth Grammar School ed al The Queen's College 
(Oxford). Ha studiato con Bernard Rose e Goffredo Petrassi. 

Leisner David (English) 
David Leisner is an extraordinarily versatile musician with a multi-
faceted career as an electrifying performing artist, a distinguished 
composer, and a master teacher. Regarded as one of America's 
leading classical guitarists, his superb musicianship and 
provocative programming have been applauded by critics and 
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audiences around the world. He has been acclaimed as “a triple-
threat performer” by The New York Times and a “serious, 
exploratory and imaginative musician” by The Boston Globe. 
Mr. Leisner's career as a guitarist began auspiciously with top 
prizes in both the 1975 Toronto and 1981 Geneva International 
Guitar Competitions. In the 1980s, a disabling hand injury, focal 
dystonia, cut off his blossoming performing career in mid-stream 
and plagued him for 12 years. Through a pioneering approach to 
technique based on his understanding of the physical aspects of 
playing the guitar, Leisner gradually rehabilitated himself. Now 
completely recovered, he has once again resumed an active 
performing career, earning accolades wherever he plays. 
A featured recording artist for the new label, Azica Records, 
Leisner has released highly acclaimed solo CD’s of music by Bach, 
Villa-Lobos, Mertz and Schubert, and Contemporary composers. 
His collaborations with Boston Symphony Orchestra flutist Fenwick 
Smith have been recorded on the Etcetera and Koch labels, with 
music by Rorem and Pinkham, and his  chamber music recordings 
of Hovhaness and Haydn are with harpist Yolanda Kondonassis on 
Telarc and the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival on Koch. 
Mr. Leisner has appeared as a soloist with many internationally 
renowned orchestras, including the Orchestre de la Suisse 
Romande, the Australian Chamber Orchestra, the Brooklyn 
Philharmonic, the New York Chamber Ensemble, and the Chamber 
Orchestra of New England. His solo debut at the Brooklyn 
Philharmonic with conductor Robert Spano was deemed 
“absolutely splendid” by the New York Times. Also in great 
demand as a chamber musician, he has been a regular performer 
at the Santa Fe, Bowdoin, Vail Valley, Cape and Islands, 
Bargemusic and Angel Fire Music Festivals. His duo with flutist 
Eugenia Zukerman has delighted audiences in New Mexico, 
Colorado and Maine. 
Celebrated for expanding the guitar repertoire, David Leisner has 
introduced many important new works and has been a tireless 
advocate for neglected gems of the past. He has premiered works 
by many of today's most important composers, including Virgil 
Thomson, Ned Rorem, Philip Glass, Richard Rodney Bennett, Peter 
Sculthorpe and Osvaldo Golijov. He was also a pioneer in the 
rediscovery of Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806-1856), whose music he 
recorded on The Viennese Guitar for the Titanic label and edited 
for publication by the Theodore Presser Company. 
During the time he was unable to perform, Mr. Leisner became a 
highly respected composer noted for the emotional and dramatic 
power of his music. His Dances in the Madhouse, in both its 
original version for violin and guitar and as an arrangement for 
orchestra, has received hundreds of performances. His works 
have been performed worldwide by such eminent artists as 
Sanford Sylvan, Paul Sperry, Robert Osborne, Juliana Gondek, 
Susan Narucki, D'Anna Fortunato, Warren Jones, Eugenia 
Zukerman, Benjamin Verdery, the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, the 
Saturday Brass Quintet, the Eastman and Oberlin Percussion 
Ensembles and orchestras from coast to coast. His music has 
been recorded for such labels as Sony Classical, Dorian, Centaur, 
Signum, Athena, Barking Dog and Acoustic Music. Recent 
commissions and premieres include Vision of Orpheus for the St. 
Lawrence String Quartet and Leisner on the 20th Century 
Unlimited Series in Santa Fe, Embrace of Peace for the Fairfield 
(CT) Orchestra, which was described by the Westport News as 
reflecting “a brilliant intellect in combination with brilliant 
sensitivity”, and Battlefield Requiem for cellist Laurence Lesser 
and the New England Conservatory Percussion Ensemble. He has 
received grants from the Aaron Copland Fund for Music, the 
American Music Center, the Alice M. Ditson Fund, the New 
England Foundation for the Arts, and Meet the Composer. 
A revered and distinguished teacher, David Leisner is currently on 
the faculty of the Manhattan School of Music and taught at the 
New England Conservatory for 22 years. His lively master classes 
have been featured at such institutions as Yale University, 
University of Southern California, the Cleveland and Peabody 
Institutes of Music, and the San Francisco and Cincinnati 
Conservatories. Mr. Leisner is a graduate of Wesleyan University. 
Primarily self-taught as both guitarist and composer, he briefly 
studied guitar with John Duarte, David Starobin and Angelo 
Gilardino and composition with Richard Winslow, Virgil Thomson, 
Charles Turner and David Del Tredici. (2003) 
Web: http://www.davidleisner.com/biography.html 

Leitner Ernst Ludwig (English) 
1943 Born on October 14 in Wels, Upper Austria. 
Studied at the College of Education in Linz (organ with Hedwig 
Ebermann, composition with Augustinus Franz Kropfreiter) and at 
the Mozarteum in Salzburg (organ and composition with Josef 
Friedrich Doppelbauer, cello with Georg Weigl). Further studies in 
Innsbruck (musicology) and with Flor Peeters in Belgium. 1970-96 
Director of the Bach Choir in Wels, Upper Austria, founded by 
Johann Nepomuk David. Since 1969 teaching at the University 
“Mozarteum” in Salzburg (1973-83 Head of Department of Musical 
Education, since 1978 Professor). Organ recitals in Europe, the 
United States and Canada; lecture tours, master classes. His 
compositions, which include organ pieces, chamber music, choral 
and orchestral works as well as one opera, have been awarded 
many prizes - among them Cultural Prize of the province of Upper 
Austria (1984), Supportive Prize of the International Bach-
Academy in Stuttgart, Germany (1985), Medal of Merit of the City 
of Wels and Cultural Medal of the province of Upper Austria 
(1996). 
Web: http://www.doblinger-
musikverlag.at/komponisten_main_e_lm.htm 

Lejet Edith (Français) 
Née à Paris en 1941. Baccalauréat Mathématiques. Etudes au 
Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris. Grand Prix: 
de Rome de Composition, de la Casa de Velazquez (Madrid), de la 
Vocation, Florence Gould [Académie des Beaux-Arts], de la 
Fondation Copley (Chicago), Hervé Dugardin [Sacem], de la 
Musique de Chambre [Sacem]. 
A composé de nombreuses oeuvres éditées chez: Amphion, 
Lemoine, Billaudot, Tansatlantiques, Eschig, Fuzeau. 
Ses oeuvres ont été créées ou interprétées par des ensembles tels 
que: Ars Nova, 2e 2m, le Nouvel Orchestre Philarmonique de 
Radio-France, Musique Vivante, dans le cadre de festivals comme 
Royan, les Journées Musicales Nordiques d'Oslo etc... ou dans des 
séries de concerts comme les Mardis de France-Musique, les 
Concerts-Lectures de France-Musique etc... Des émissions sur 
France-Culture lui ont été consacrées. Sa musique a été diffusée 
ou rediffusée sur de nombreuses stations de Radio : au Japon, au 
Canada, en Israël, en Hollande, en Belgique, en Suisse, en 
Norvège, en Espagne, au Portugal, en Yougoslavie etc... 
Elle ne se rattache esthétiquement à aucun courant particulier. 
Elle recherche la concision, la meilleure qualité du matériau 
sélectionné pour construire, et la justesse des proportions. 
Nommée professeur de Solfège au CNSM de Paris dans le 
département du chant en 1972, elle quitte cet enseignement pour 
effectuer en 1987-1988, à la demande d'Alain Louvier, l'intérim de 
la classe d'instrumentation et orchestration de Marius Constant 
dans ce même établissement. Puis elle a été nommée 
officiellement professeur titulaire d'Ecriture en octobre 1988.  
C'est dans ce secteur de l'Ecriture qu'elle a pris la charge dès son 
origine de la nouvelle classe créée par Xavier Darasse en octobre 
1992: “Ecriture, musique du XXème siècle”. Elle est depuis lors 
responsable de cette classe au CNSMDP (Cité de la Musique, la 
Villette), et s'est spécialisée sur les esthétiques qui ne prennent 
pas appui sur l'Harmonie Fonctionnelle. 
Ces responsabilités pédagogiques, qui ont eu des prolongements, 
notamment en 1999 à l'Université Gutenberg de Mayence 
(Allemagne) où elle a animé un workshop de composition, 
stimulent son énergie créatrice et sont un excellent complément à 
la Composition, celle-ci représentant la partie essentielle de son 
activité. 
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/h_l/lejet.htm 

Lemaigre Philippe (Français) 
Né le 16.02.1950. Autodidatte. Compositeur et concertiste 
(nombreux festivals). Professeur à l’Académie Grétry de Liège et 
directeur du “Olne Musique Festival”. A enregistré une vingtaine 
de disques. (Ricercar, Pavane, Emi, etc.). 

Lemeland Aubert (English) 
A French composer. Born at La Haye-du-Puits of Manche 
prefecture in Normandy Region on 19 th of December of 1932. 
The founder of L'ensemble de chambre Français. He was 
embedded with the Second World War in his childhood, which 
would mark him forever. After a musical training of cello and 
piano in Cherbourg, he lives in Paris from 1948. Lifelong member 
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of the SACEM since 1987. He has awarded Charles Cros Grand 
Pirx de Disque with the recordings of Omaha and The songs of the 
dead soldiers in 1995.  

Lémann Juan  (Español) 
MERINO, Luis. Juan Lémann Cazabón (1928-1998). Rev. music. 
chil., jul. 1998, vol.52, no.190, p.124-125. ISSN 0716-2790. 
IN MEMORIAM  
Juan Lémann Cazabón (1928-1998)  
Juan Lémann nació el 7 de agosto de 1928 en Vendôme, Francia, 
y falleció en Santiago de Chile, el 16 de mayo de 1998. Ligado a 
la Universidad de Chile desde muy temprana edad, realizó sus 
estudios de piano en el Conservatorio Nacional de Música con 
Rosita Renard, René Amengual, Germán Berner y Alberto Spikin-
Howard y de composición con Pedro Humberto Allende, Juan 
Orrego-Salas y Gustavo Becerra. Como pianista obtuvo los 
máximos galardones del Conservatorio, los premios Orrego-
Carvallo (1949) y Rosita Renard (1951). En el año académico 
1970-71 fue agraciado con una beca Fulbright, para realizar 
estudios sobre música contemporánea en la Julliard School of 
Music de Nueva York. En 1996 un nuevo viaje, esta vez a Moscú, 
le permitió dar a conocer su obra, intercambiar experiencias con 
compositores y músicos rusos además de divulgar la música de 
otros compositores chilenos. Fue miembro del directorio de la 
Asociación Nacional de Compositores, de la que también fue 
presidente, miembro de número de la Academia Chilena de Bellas 
Artes del Instituto de Chile, entre otros cargos, se desempeñó 
también como profesor de composición y vicedecano de la actual 
Facultad de Artes. Junto a otros colegas, Juan Lémann desarrolló 
una encomiable labor como maestro y orientador de la generación 
de compositores chilenos que se formaron en nuestro país 
después de 1973, y que inician su presencia creativa tanto en las 
décadas de 1970 como en la de 1980.  
Durante el período comprendido entre 1948 y 1960 (entre los 20 
y los 32 años de edad), Juan Lémann desarrolló en Chile una 
brillante carrera como pianista solista. Además del piano se 
destacó como director de coros. Después de 1960 se abocó 
prioritariamente a la composición y la docencia, siguiendo su 
fuerte vocación creadora y pedagógica. Su obra creativa es 
preeminentemente instrumental. Entre sus composiciones 
instrumentales se puede destacar la partitura de la música para el 
ballet La leyenda del mar, completada en 1977, el que está 
basado en la leyenda de la Pincoya, diosa que personifica la 
fertilidad de la fauna marina, extraída de Chiloé archipiélago 
mágico del escritor chileno Nicasio Tangol. Junto a las Variables O, 
I y II para piano, compuestas entre 1977 y 1978, la Obertura de 
concierto (1986) y la Fantasía concertante para piano y orquesta 
(1987), demuestran estas obras el dominio acabado del lenguaje 
contemporáneo a que llegara Juan Lémann, después de haber 
incursionado en sus composiciones más tempranas en un estilo de 
fuerte dejo neoclásico stravinskiano. Si bien la música vocal es 
proporcionalmente menor en número, ella refleja otros de sus 
rasgos característicos, tales como la profunda religiosidad que 
vierte en el Aleluya para coro (1958). En este mismo orden de 
cosas, la Misa Veni Domine (1964) y el Tantum ergo (1964) son 
pioneras en la música litúrgica con texto en castellano que 
irrumpe en Chile a raíz del Concilio Vaticano II. En concordancia 
con la gran parte de los compositores de la generación de los años 
50, Juan Lémann manifestó en su música vocal una especial 
preferencia por los poetas chilenos, tales como Max Jara en Ojitos 
de pena para coro (1958), Andrés Sabella en Cuatro obras corales 
(1979), y posteriormente Pablo Neruda en Maestranza de noche 
para voz femenina y conjunto instrumental (1987). 
Otro de los rasgos característicos de muchos compositores de su 
generación es el cultivo de la música incidental para teatro y para 
cine, aprovechando las grandes oportunidades que se abrieron 
entonces para los creadores chilenos. En el caso de Juan Lémann 
esta vertiente fructificó en música para las películas El cuerpo y la 
sangre (1961) y el documental Central Hidroeléctrica El Toro 
(1970), para obras teatrales como El tony chico de Luis Alberto 
Heiremans (1964) y Topografía de un desnudo de Jorge Díaz 
(1968) además de la música incidental para Pierrot, obra para 
mimos creada por Alejandro Jodorowsky (1952). 
Además de ser un eximio improvisador al piano en géneros tales 
como el jazz, la bossa nova y la samba Juan Lémann se destacó 
entre los compositores nacionales por expresar en su música un 

fino sentido del humor. Afortunadamente éste ha sido preservado 
en Ironías musicales (1952), que contiene como una de sus 
partes las variaciones improvisadas sobre el tema La vaca 
lechera, que sirvieron de base al ballet La vaca Cornelia estrenada 
en 1970 por el Ballet de Cámara de la Universidad de Chile con 
coreografía de Gaby Concha. Otra muestra de su talento fue la 
fotografía, de la que quedan testimonios de excelencia en los 
retratos de compositores nacionales que ilustran la Historia de la 
música en Chile escrita por uno de sus amigos el musicólogo 
Samuel Claro Valdés junto a Jorge Urrutia Blondel. 
Por ello este homenaje postrero ante su inesperada partida debe 
por fuerza trasuntar un sentimiento de gratitud por su legado y de 
alegría por el recuerdo imborrable que dejará entre todos los que 
pudimos compartir con él tantos momentos de camaradería. (Luis 
Merino) 

Lendle Wolfgang (English) 
Wolfgang Lendle was born in Ludwigsburg (near Stuttgart) and 
died in Kassel (Hesse). He studied with Hans Josef Volkholz and 
Antonio Company, as well as with Jiri Jirmal at the Saarbrücken 
College of Music and in Prague. He attended master classes of 
Andrés Segovia, Regino Sáinz de la Maza, José Tomás and Alirio 
Díaz and worked up a considerable part of his earlier repertoire 
with the German pianist Martin Galling. 
Lendle won the 15th national selection for the “Konzerte junger 
Künstler” series and the competitions Maria Canals (Barcelona 
1969) and Francisco Tárrega (Benicasim 1974). In addition to 
concerts in almost all European countries and in the USA, Canada, 
and Japan, he has had enthusiastic receptions at music festivals in 
Cracow, Volos, Schwetzingen, Bordeaux, Mikulov, Bratislava, 
Cuernavaca (Mexico), Esztergom, Istanbul, Tel Aviv and Havana. 
Lendle has been conducted a class of international students at the 
Kassel Academy of Music since 1985-2013 and regularly held 
master classes at home and abroad. He became artistic co-
director of the renowned Guitar Festival of Esztergom (Hungary) 
in 1991. Apart from his performing activities, Lendle also 
composed and arranged. He has moreover made CD recordings 
for various labels. 

Lenners Claude (English) 
Claude Lenners was born in 1956 in Luxembourg. He was first 
interested in computing but went on to study music at the 
Luxembourg and Strasbourg conservatories, finishing in 1988. he 
also studied musicology at the University of Human Sciences in 
Strasbourg. His output comprises numerous chamber music 
works, most of them composed at the request of ensembles and 
individuals specialised in contemporary music. He spent the period 
from 1989 to 1991 at the Villa Medici in Rome, and took part in 
the Venice Biennale in 1991. He was awarded a first prize in the 
International Henri Dutilleux Competition (1991), a scholarship for 
the Darmstadt Summer Courses (1992) and the International 
Irino Prize in Tokyo (1993). 
He currently teaches composition, musical analysis and computer 
music at the Conservatory of the City of Luxembourg. 
Web: http://www.lgnm.lu/html/composers/biographie4.html 

Lenners Claude (Français) 
Claude LENNERS est né à Luxembourg en 1956. 
Etudes aux Conservatoires de Luxembourg et Strasbourg; 
Etudes musicologiques à l’Université des Sciences Humaines 
(Strasbourg); 
Stage autour de l’oeuvre de Luciano Berio (Centre Acanthes 
1985); 
Stage autour de l’oeuvre de Franco Donatoni (Accademia 
ChigianaSiena); 
Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik (Darmstadt) ; 
Stages au Centre de Musique Electro-Acoustique Metz. 
Ses pièces de musique de chambre sont interprétées par des 
ensembles spécialisés en musique contemporaine, tels que: 
Accroche-Note (Strasbourg), Alter Ego (Rome), Trio à cordes de 
Paris, Asko Ensemble (Amsterdam), Qui pro quo (Strasbourg), 
Luxembourg Percussion, Quatuor Quadro (Bruxelles), Ex-Novo 
Ensemble (Venise), Ensemble Recherche (Freiburg), Ensemble 
Court-Circuit (Paris), Prisma-Trio (Stuttgart), Ensemble d’Ame 
(Tokyo) The Moscow New Music Ensemble, United Instruments of 
Lucilin (Luxembourg) ainsi que l’Ensemble Intercontemporain. 
Ses oeuvres symphoniques ont été créées par les orchestres 
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philharmoniques de: Luxembourg et Sarrebruck (Leopold Hager, 
Michael Stern, Kwamé Ryan, David Robertson, Pierre-André 
Valade, Pierre Cao, Jonathan Nott). 
Son activité de compositeur l’a amené à participer à de nombreux 
concerts, conférences, émisssions radiophoniques, seminaires et 
stages autour de sa musique. Ses oeuvres sont éditées par les 
Editions Lemoine (Paris). 
Conférences et analyses en public sur des sujets de la musique au 
xxe siècle; 
Emissions radiophoniques (Radio socio-culturelle 100,7 
Luxembourg); 
Editions de partitions chez Henri Lemoine et Alphonse Leduc 
(Paris); 
Fondateur de l’association Pyramide (musique acousmatique et 
musique de chambre); 
Directeur Artistique du Festival International de Musique 
Contemporaine “Rainy Days”; 
Séjour à la Villa Médicis Académie de France à Rome (1989-
1991); 
1er Prix International Henri Dutilleux (1990); 
Stipendienpreis der Internationalen Ferienkurse für Neue Musik 
Darmstadt 1992; 
1st International Irino Prize for Chamber Music (Tokyo) 1993; 
Prix Lions District Luxembourg 1997; 
Actuellement Claude Lenners enseigne les écritures, l’analyse 
musicale, l’acoustique et l’informatique musicale au Conservatoire 
de Luxembourg 
Web: http://www.cidma.org/claude_lenners.htm 

Lennon John Anthony (English) 
John Anthony Lennon was reared in Mili Valley California. He 
studied at thè University of Michigan with Leslie Bassett and 
William Bolcom and has received many honors including the Prix 
de Rome; Guggenheim, Friedheim, and DAAD awards, as well as a 
Charles Ives Prize. 
John Anthony Lennon has been commissioned by the John F. 
Kennedy Theatre Chamber Players, the Library of Congress, the 
Boston Symphony Chamber Players, the National Endowment for 
the Arts Orchestral Consortium, the Fromm Foundation and many 
others. In addition to the Rome Prize, Guggenheim, Friedheim and 
Charles Ives Award from the American Academy and Institute of 
Arts and Letters, Lennon has been the recipient of numerous 
prizes, and has held fellowships at Tanglewood, the Rockefeller 
Center at Bellagio, the Camargo Foundation, Villa Montalvo, 
Yaddo, the Atlantic Center for the Arts and the MacDowell Colony 
as a Norlin Foundation Fellow. 
Reared in Mill Valley, California, Lennon earned a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in literature under Jesuit study at the University of San 
Francisco, and holds a master's degree and doctorate from the 
University of Michigan where he studied with Leslie Bassett, 
William Bolcom and William Albright.  
Lennon is published by C.F. Peters Corporation, E.C. Schirmer, 
Dorn, Mel Bay, Michael Lorimer Editions, Columbia University 
Press and the Oxford University Press. Recordings are with 
Albany, Bridge Records, Capstone, and Parma among others. 
Web: 
https://webdrive.service.emory.edu/users/jlenn01/pgcv/cv.html 
(2013) 

Lentini James (English) 
James Lentini is Associate Professor of Composition at Wayne 
State University and Director of the  Electronic Music Studio. With 
a Doctorate in Composition from the University of Southern 
California, he also received degrees from Michigan State and 
Wayne State. In addition to his guitar pieces, Lentini has written 
for orchestra and various chamber ensembles including 
electronics. His compositions have been performed widely by 
ensembles including the Xian String Quartet of China, the Brass 
Consortium of Los Angeles, and the Atlanta Brass Society. 
Previously an artist-in-residence at the Atlantic Center for the 
Arts, his work has earned recognition through prizes such as the 
Atwater-Kent Composition Prize (First Prize), the McHugh 
Composition Prize and the ASCAP Standard Panel Award in 
Composition. An  outstanding teacher as well, Lentini has received 
Wayne State’s high award for excellence. 
Web: http://www.acoma-co.com/page13.html (2005) 

Leon Tania (English) 
Tania León's accomplishments as composer, conductor, and 
educator keep her in constant demand. Born in Havana, Cuba, 
she has lived in New York City for more than twenty years. In 
1969, within a year of her arrival in the United States, Ms. León 
met Arthur Mitchell, who invited her to join the Dance Theatre of 
Halem as its first music director and founder of its music 
department, music school, and orchestra, a position she held until 
1980. In September 1992, she traveled to Johannesburg, South 
Africa, with the DTH, the first multi-racial arts group to perform 
and teach in that country in modern times. This tour was the 
focus of a segment on León by Eugenia Zukerman on CBS's 
“Sunday Morning with Charles Kuralt” in February 1993. 
Ms. León's recent notable conducting engagements have been 
with the New York Philharmonic during its celebration of composer 
Manuel de Falla, the Metropolitan Opera, the Gewandhaus 
Orchestra of Leipzig, the Johannesburg Symphony, the 
Beethovenhalle Orchestra of Bonn, the Louisville Orchestra, the 
Cabrillo Music Festival, the New World Symphony, and the 
Netherlands Wind Ensemble. Ms. León studied conducting with 
Laszlo Halasz and coached with Leonard Bernstein and Seiji 
Ozawa in the Tanglewood Conducting Program. 
Tania León was appointed Revson Composer Fellow by the New 
York Philharmonic in January 1993, a three-year post in which she 
advised Music Director Kurt Masur on contemporary music. In 
1996 she was named New Music Advisor of the Philharmonic. She 
is also artistic advisor of Meet the Composer's New Residencies 
program. 
As a composer, Tania León has received numerous commissions, 
including Scourge of Hyacinths, a chamber opera with libretto 
based on a play by Wole Soyinka, which won the BMW prize for 
best composition at the 1994 Munich Biennale for New Music 
Theatre. Indígena, a CD of her chamber music, was released on 
CRI in 1994. A CD including her works Batá and Carabalí, with the 
Louisville Orchestra, was released in 1995 on First Edition 
Records. Her music has also been recorded by Albany Records, 
Newport Classics, Leonarda, and Mode. 
She has received awards for her compositions from the New York 
State Council on the Arts, ASCAP, CINTAS, the National 
Endowment for the Arts, Meet The Composer, Chamber Music 
America, and the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and has 
received a MacArthur Foundation residency at Yaddo and a 
Rockefeller Foundation residency at the Bellagio Center in Italy. 
Additional awards include the NYU Distinguished Alumni Award 
and recognition in the Latinas Abiendo Camino's Women of Hope 
program. 
Ms. León is Professor of Music at Brooklyn College, where she has 
taught since 1985. She is also composer-in- residence at the New 
School in New York City. She gave master classes at the Hamburg 
Musikschule in 1995, and was Visiting Lecturer at Harvard 
University in February 1994 and Visiting Professor of Composition 
at Yale University for the spring of 1993. 
Web: http://www.artswire.org/aco/index.html (2004) 

Lerda Antonello (Italiano) 
Nato a Cuneo nel 1965, diplomato in pianoforte con il massimo dei 
voti sotto la guida di Silvia Mosca presso il Conservatorio Statale 
di Cuneo, ottiene in seguito il diploma di composizione, sempre a 
pieni voti, presso il medesimo istituto sotto la guida di Emanuela 
Ballio. In seguito si perfeziona in pianoforte a Milano con Antonio 
Tessoni e in composizione con Pino Elos e Paolo Minetti. 
Dopo un intensa attività concertistica come solista e in formazioni 
da camera si dedica alla composizione e alla direzione d'orchestra 
affiancando l'attività di relatore in seminari inerenti la musica del 
'900 e in particolare di quella contemporanea. 
Nell'ambito  della composizione sue opere sono state eseguite in 
prestigiose sedi quali “Piemonte in Musica”, “Vacanze Musicali” di 
Alassio, “Conservatorio di Cuneo”, “Fondazione Bertello”, 
“Camerata Casella”, Teatro Comunale di La Spezia. Molte 
composizioni eseguite sono state concepite per il teatro per 
ragazzi come: “Bim Bam Bum”, “Quel penultimo giorno d'estate”, 
“I mercanti di Vineta” rappresentato in prima assoluta al teatro 
sociale di Alba. 
Nel 2001 ha vinto  il 1° Concorso Nazionale  di composizione per 
opere musicali da camera “Provincia di La Spezia” con 
l'opera  “Nutellam Cantata” per Soprano, Mezzosoprano, Baritono 
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e orchestra da camera su testo di Riccardo Cassini. L'esecuzione 
dell'opera, avvenuta il 29 Settembre 2001 presso il teatro di La 
Spezia,  ha riscosso notevole successo sia di pubblico sia di critica 
ed è stata recensita positivamente da importanti quotidiani 
nazionali. 
Nel 2002 gli è stata commissionata un'opera da “Chitarrissima”: il 
brano “11 Settembre” in ricordo delle vittime delle Torri gemelle 
per Soprano, Flauto,Violoncello e orchestra di chitarre a 4 parti è 
stato eseguito in prima assoluta il 04 Settembre 2002 a Saluzzo 
con la partecipazione del flautista di fama internazionale Giuseppe 
Nova. 
Docente di Pianoforte e Composizione presso il Civico Istituto 
Musicale “Vivaldi” di Busca, è titolare della cattedra di pianoforte 
presso la Scuola Media ad Indirizzo Musicale di Saluzzo. 
Web: 
http://www.iccbusca.it/dett_docenti.php?id_docente=14&musical
e=1 (2010) 

Lerich Pierre (English) 
Composer and guitarist, born in Calais (Region Hauts-de-France), 
died in Lille (Region Hauts-de-France). He was self-educated. His 
guitar compositions had been played by Jean-Pierre Jumez, Oscar 
Cáceres, Terrence Farrell, Bernard Hebb and Fred-Alan Ponthieux. 
He also played the violin as an amateur. He regularly collaborated 
on “Les Cahiers de la guitare”: Bach transcriptions, Musical 
offerings, Goldberg variations, etc. (pieces never transcribed for 
guitar). Pierre Lerich was also a watercolourist, a math and 
astronomy enthusiast. (Rainer Stelle) 

Le Roux Obradovic Maya (English) 
Maya Le Roux, Serbian and Swiss guitarist and composer has 
lived in Geneva since the age of 5. 
A graduate of the Conservatoire supérieur de Genève, she 
continued her studies at the Ecole Normale de Musique in Paris 
under Albert Ponce and obtained a higher diploma in performance. 
Her studies in musical interpretation were perfected under 
Dagoberto Linhares, Professor at the Conservatoire de Lausanne. 
Her education was rounded off by a science diploma as well as by 
courses in Philosophy and Musicology at the University of Geneva. 
As soon as her studies ended, she began work at Radio Suisse 
Romande. She went on to direct the station’s classical music 
program “Matin Pluriel” (Espace 2) which provided her with the 
ideal base from which to explore the contemporary music scene. 
She has had the pleasure of performing as a soloist with 
orchestras, and has performed as a guitarist for several operas at 
the Grand Théatre de Genève, as well as for the “Barber of 
Seville” at the Bastille Opera in Paris. 
Guitar solo for the Los Angeles produced film “Ocean Oasis” with 
music by Alan Reeves. 
Maya Le Roux performs regularly in a guitar duo with Chistophe 
Leu with whom she has recorded 4 CD’s all well received by the 
press. The Duo has been performing together for some twenty 
years and has an original repertoire including: 
-Arrangements of certain jazz (a musical universe to which he 
also belongs) classics by Christophe Leu which allow for the 
prerequisite improvisation time, 
-Original works composed by the duettists, 
-Transcriptions for guitar by Maya Le Roux, 
-The complicity shared by the two guitarists as well as the variety 
of their repertoire has endowed them with a special character 
much appreciated by the public. 
As a composer, Maya Le Roux expresses herself in tones ranging 
from romanticism to music reflecting the colorful folklore of the 
Balkans that were the setting of her early childhood. Her 
concerto Ballade de la Vallée magique has been aired for over ten 
years in some twenty different countries and has had the privilege 
of being included in the music of George Lautner’s film «Le Front 
de l’absurde». Cocoa a musical comedy recorded by the Radio 
Belgrade Symphony Orchestra was Serbia’s entry at the Bologna 
Festival. 
In collaboration with writer Thérèse Lauriol, Le Roux has written 9 
songs for the children’s story Nick et l’Empereur de 
Chine published by Albin Michel Jeunesse and narrated by actor 
Jean Rochefort. 
Maya Le Roux as composed the music for a documentary «Un été 
en Antartique» directed by Yvon Le Gars. 

Her last concerto for guitar, Concerto Latino has also been written 
for Quintet.  It was performed by the winners of the 2006 
Chamonix International Contest.  
To the inevitable question: «what about the future of classical 
music?», her answer is: «Today, the fusion, cross-fertilization, the 
blending of civilizations, is also reflected in musical expression. I 
predict a decompartmentalisation of classical music due to the 
different ethnic tendencies from which it draws inspiration...». 
Web: http://www.mayaleroux.com/web/?page=biographie (2013) 

Leukauf Robert (English) 
1892 Born on April 5 in Vienna. 
1976 Died on September 6 in Vienna. 
Musical studies with Joseph Marx, musical director of the 
Volkstheater in Vienna; operas, orchestral works, vocal 
symphonies, chamber music, piano works, among others. 
(Doblinger Catalogue) 

Lévesque Luc (English) 
Composer, arranger and guitarist, Luc Lévesque completed his 
studies at the University of Quebec in Montreal. 
He also studied lute at the American Lute Society in Michigan’s 
Oakland University. 
As a composer, he has contributed several 
original soundtracks for “le Théâtre de la Grande Réplique”. 
As an arranger, he reorchestrated Igor Stravinsky’s “l’Histoire du 
Soldat” for the theatre. 
Several of his original works and arrangements appear in sheet 
music, published by Les Productions d’Oz. 
He is also one of the founding members of the Montreal Guitar 
Society Orchestra. 
Additionally, we can hear Luc’s playing on “Le Temple Sacré”, 
“Healing Energy 2” and “Fascination” all released on the Quantic 
Music label and produced by Micheline Allaire and Alain Lemay. 
Web: http://www.quanticmusic.com/en/artists.shtml (2011) 

Levy Moshe (English) 
Levy got music lessons from his motherr, an opera singer. 1939 
he had to leave Germany because he was Jew. So he emigrated 
1939 to Palestine and experienced the foundation of Israel there 
in 1948. He studied there at a music school. 
Since 1959 he studied in Berlin guitar private with Siegfried 
Behrend and music education at the Municipal Conservatory. Back 
in Israel, he has been teaching music teacher courses on behalf of 
the Ministry of Education of Israel. From 1966-1968 he was 
principal instructor at the School of Music and Drama in Akkra 
(Ghana). 1973-1978 he lived in Hanover and taught guitar at the 
music schools of Hameln and Hanover, 1978-1986 he lived near 
Bünde (Eastern Westphalia) and taught guitar at the music school 
of Bünde. Feeling threatened by neo-Nazis, he retired 1986 and 
moved to Lappersdorf (near Regensburg/Upper Palatinate). There 
he lived until his death und ran a small publishing house (called 
‘Mattinata’), where he edited his own compositions. (Rainer Stelle) 

Lewis Andrew (English) 
Andrew Lewis is a composer based in North Wales (UK). His music 
is primarily concerned with sound as its basic material (rather 
than 'notes'), and it often uses technology in its realisation and 
performance. His output ranges from 'acousmatic' music (heard 
solely on multiple loudspeakers) to orchestral and chamber works, 
often (but not exclusively) including technology.  

Lewis Peter Scott (English) 
Peter Lewis is a San Francisco-based, yet internationally active, 
composer of modern classical music.  His music has been 
commissioned and/or performed by the Chamber Music Society of 
Lincoln Center, Conspirare; the Orion, Alexander, and Ciompi 
String Quartets; the Raphael, Robert Schumann, and Bakken 
Trios;  the Dorian Wind Quintet, City Winds, members of the 
Rotterdam Philharmonic, San Francisco Symphony, Berkeley 
Symphony, Chamber Symphony of Princeton, Seattle's Intiman 
Theater, and many distinguished soloists and conductors including 
Kent Nagano, Alan Gilbert, Kees Hülsmann, Robert Hughes, 
Laurent Pillot, Stephanie Friedman, William Winant, and David 
Tanenbaum. His music has been performed throughout North 
America, Europe, and Japan, and has been broadcasted over 
National Public Radio in the United States, the BBC in England, 
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World Broadcasts, and various other stations and programs 
throughout the world. 
His major compositions include Pacific Triptych (for orchestra), 
two violin concertos, two cello concertos, Guitar Concerto, Where 
The Heart Is Pure (for mezzo soprano and chamber orchestra), 
two string quartets (Night Lights and River Shining 
Through), Beaming Contrasts (for guitar and string 
quartet), Rhapsodic Images (piano trio), Serenade for 
Winds (woodwind quintet), Through The Mountain (cello and 
piano), A Whistler’s Dream(flute and piano), as well as other 
compositions for orchestra, various chamber ensembles, and solo 
instruments. 
New Albion and Lapis Island Records have produced five CDs 
devoted to his music. They are Beaming Contrasts(1993), Where 
the Heart Is Pure (1996), Three Suites for Guitar (2003), Atlantic 
Crossing/Rhapsodic Images(2004), and Riving Shining 
Through (2007). 
Two new recording projects are on the way. One will be vocal and 
instrumental and the other will be all instrumental. As usual, 
exceptional singers and musicians will be featured. Additional 
information and performances of existing compositions are listed 
on theWorks page under their titles, when known. 
Peter Scott Lewis was born on August 31, 1953, in San Rafael, 
California, and grew up in both the San Francisco Bay Area and 
Washington State. A graduate of the Yale School of Music and San 
Francisco Conservatory of Music, he studied composition with 
Andrew Imbrie, Jacob Druckman , Nicholas Maw, and Morton 
Subotnick; studied guitar with Alirio Diaz  and Carlos Barbosa-
Lima; and conducting with Arthur Weisberg. He has taught at the 
University of Washington and the San Francisco Conservatory of 
Music, even though he currently does not hold a teaching position. 
In addition, he has completed composer residencies at Yaddo 
Corporation, the MacDowell Colony, the Djerassi Foundation, and 
has been composer-in-residence at Seattle’s Intiman Theater, 
Festival for New American Music, SFMOMA, among others. He has 
also performed as a classical and jazz guitarist, clarinetist, and 
conductor. His music is published by Theodore Presser. 
Web: http://www.lapisisland.com/bio.html (2016) 

Leyendecker Ulrich (English) 
After the first composition lessons with Ingo Schmitt from 1962 to 
1965 he studied until 1970 composition at the Musikhochschule 
Cologne with Rudolf Petzold and piano with Günter Ludwig. In 
1968 he was a scholarship holder of the Studienstiftung des 
Deutschen Volkes, from 1971 lecturer in theory at the 
Musikhochschule Hamburg. In 1974 he was awarded the 
Promotion Prize of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia for Music, 
followed by a one-year stay in the Villa Massimo in 1978/79. From 
1981 he was Professor of Composition and Theory at the 
Musikhochschule Hamburg. He spent the years 1984 and 1985 in 
Paris with a scholarship for the Cité Internationale des Arts Paris. 
From 1986 he was a member of the Free Academy of the Arts 
Hamburg. In 1987, the city of Wuppertal awarded him the Von 
der Heydt Prize. In 1994, he moved from Hamburg to the 
professorship of composition at the Musikhochschule Mannheim, 
from 1997 he was a member of the Free Academy of the Arts 
Mannheim. In 2001/02 he again received a scholarship for the 
Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris. From 2005 he worked as a 
freelance composer. 
For the composer born in the first postwar year, as with many of 
his contemporaries, the confrontation with the music of the 
Second Viennese School “was at the beginning of the 
appropriation of musical modernity, which had been ostracized in 
National Socialist Germany. But his studies at the Viennese school 
were [...] easier than at Boulez, Nono or Stockhausen. Its 
derivation of the serial method challenged Leyendecker. “(Lutz 
Lesle) In particular, the music of Alban Berg, in which 
Leyendecker saw a” residual tonality “preserved, became 
influential for the composer. At the beginning of his artistic career, 
Leyendecker “often took one step behind the a priori fixed and 
secured basic form in the genesis of his musical material.” (Lutz 
Lesle) Later, more and more fixed motivic figures became 
important, yet still a metamorphosis of the musical Allow material. 
An important concern of Leyendecker remained to write a 
comprehensible, emotionally comprehensible music without 
having to congratulate the audience. From the 2000s, 

Leyendecker's compositions find a turn towards clear structures 
and form concepts. This manifests itself in his orchestral works as 
well as in chamber music. “Whereas Leyendecker's early chamber 
music compositions were more like microscopic tonal structures 
from which his sonic cosmos could unfold in fascinating 
architectonics, the bass clarinet quintet is more likely to show a 
great, downright mischievous gesture. Of course, this never arises 
out of a musical end in itself, but always finds its decisive impulse 
in the compelling richness of Leyendecker's world of ideas. “(Timo 
Jouko Herrmann) In some compositions from Leyendecker's late 
work, there is also the pleasurable engagement with the music of 
other epochs, such as in the Pensées sur un prélude for orchestra, 
which takes Claude Debussy's piano piece Des pas sur la neige as 
a compositional starting point, or in the orchestral piece 
Evocazione, which evokes the Comtur scene from Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart's Don Giovanni impressively. The double 
orchestra technique of the Mannheim School proves to be a 
tribute to Leyendecker in his Mannheim concert for two chamber 
orchestras. Leyendecker died of heart failure at the age of 72 
years. (Wikipedia) 

Liderman Jorge  (English) 
Born in Buenos Aires, Jorge Liderman began his musical studies at 
the Rubin Academy of Music in Jerusalem, under Mark Kopitman. 
In 1988 he received his doctorate in composition from the 
University of Chicago where he worked with Ralph Shapey and 
Shulamit Ran. A year later, Liderman joined the composition 
faculty at the University of California, Berkeley. 
His works have been commissioned and performed by the London 
Sinfonietta, the American Composers Orchestra, the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, the Tanglewood Orchestra, Radio France, the 
Netherlands Wind Ensemble, the Nieuw Ensemble, the Arditti 
String Quartet, Cuarteto Latinoamericano, Boston Musica Viva, 
Milan Divertimento Ensemble, Chicago Pro Musica, Camerata de 
las Americas, Duo 46, Musica Nova, Earplay and the San Francisco 
Contemporary Music Players, as well as by individual artists like 
Oliver Knussen, Diego Masson, Esa Pekka Salonen, David 
Tanenbaum, and Gloria Cheng. Liderman's music has been 
featured at Darmstadt, Nuova Consonanza, Stuttgart's Neue 
Musik, Semaines Musicales Internationales d'Orleans, Mexico's 
Foro Internacional, London's Viva, Osaka's Expo 90, The 
International Rostrum of Composers, Paris, and Holland's Proms 
among others. Liderman's music has also been recorded by CRI, 
Cadenza, Albany and Bridge Records. 
Liderman's opera Antigona Furiosa has been the subject of a 
television documentary produced by German television in 1992. 
His compositions have also been recorded and broadcast by the 
RAI, Radio France, the Bavarian Radio, Radio Frankfurt, the BBC, 
Kol Israel, National Public Radio, Dutch Radio, Mexican Television, 
and several Argentine radio stations. 
Liderman's 2004 album “Trompetas the Plata” was described by 
the critics as “ebullient and irresistible.” His hour-long cantata 
Song of Songs (2001) was hailed by critics as “marvelous, 
energetic, gorgeous, and exuberant.” Liderman's opera Antigona 
Furiosa, written at the request of Hans Werner Henze, received 
the 1992 BMW International Music Theater Prize in conjunction 
with the 3rd Munich Biennale. That same year Liderman was 
awarded the Argentine Tribune of Composers' Prize for his 
chamber work Yzkor which represented his country at the 1992 
International Rostrum of Composers in Paris.  
Liderman has been the recipient of several awards and 
commissions from institutions and programs such as the 
Guggenheim Foundation, 2003, The American Academy of Arts 
and Letters, 2004, The From Foundation, 2000, and the University 
of California President's Fellowship, 2003. In 1988 he was invited 
to take part in the Gaudeamus International Composer's 
Conference, Amsterdam. In 1987 Liderman was the recipient of a 
Fellowship at the Tanglewood Music Center which was 
subsequently followed by the second Paul Jacobs' commission for 
an orchestral work. In 1986 his String Quartet #1 received a 
Radio France award. The same year he was awarded the 
Argentine Tribune of Composers Prize for his work Puncti, Belly, 
Etc., Etc... which represented his country at the International 
Rostrum of Composers in Paris. In 1986 he also received a 
fellowship from the Darmstadt Internationales Musikinstitut. In 
1985 his work Shir Eres was granted the Argentine Tribune of 
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Composers Prize, and in 1984 he received the ASCAP Raymond 
Hubell Music Award. 
Web: http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~liderman/bio.html 

Lieberman David (English) 
Early training at the San Francisco Conservatory and with 
Canadian composer Harry Freedman. BM, MA, and Doctor of Music 
(with Highest Honors) from Northwestern University where his 
principal teachers were Ben Johnston, Alan Stout, William Karlins 
and as Teaching Assistant to Gary Kendall in computer music. 
Additional graduate study U.C. Berkeley with John Thow and 
Gerard Grisey. Advanced Master Classes with Jacob Druckman 
and Bernard Rands at the Aspen Music Festival, and with Judith 
Weir at the Oregon Bach Festival. Additional Instruction with 
Samuel Adler and Milton Babbit. Taught Computer Music as 
Visiting Assistant Professor in Music Theory and Technology at the 
prestigious Oberlin College at the age of 25. Resident Composer 
Brooklyn College Computer Music Center. Adjunct faculty Union 
County College, N.J.   Visiting/Guest Lecturer/Artist/Speaker: 
NYU, U. Mass. Amherst, Kobe Tokiawa College, Atlanta College of 
Art, Univ. Miami FL, College Music Society Southern Regional 
Conference Univ. of Florida Tampa, International Conference for 
the Web Delivery of Music (Wedelmusic/InteractiveMusic Network) 
Univ. of Leeds, England, Project Bar B Que (Interactive Audio 
Think Tank), Dorkbot(GA Tech), Graphite2006 Univ. Teknologi 
Malaysia UTM.   Commissions: San Francisco Chamber Symphony, 
Stoney Brook Contemporary Players. Awards: BMI Student 
Composers, American Music Center, National Saxophone Society, 
Kensington Symphony, others. Grants: Meet the Composer, 
Ekstein Trust. Publications: “Game Enhanced Music Manuscript,” 
ACM Press, NY. Currently not affiliated with a university and 
resides in Atlanta, GA. 
Web: http://www.davidlieberman.com/bio.html 

Lieske Wulfin (English) 
Born in Linz, Austria, Lieske made his concert debut at 14 in the 
famous abbey on the Scottish island of Iona. Works by Bach and 
Villa-Lobos figured in the program together with improvisations 
and compositions by himself. Wulfin Lieske went on to study at 
the state music school in Cologne, playing electronic guitar 
alongside classical, and amassed his early performing experience 
in very contrasting fields, which demanded great stylistic 
versatility on the one hand and on the other hand stimulated in 
him the curiosity which has influenced his work ever since. Today, 
as guitarist and composer, he is among the leading international 
musical personalities in his field. His conception of music-making 
opens up completely new insights into traditional guitar music. 
Lieske's playing is full of sensitivity, with finely-chiseled detail and 
a vast spectrum of dynamics and coloring, combined with 
complete mastery of his instrument. The guitar as conveyor of the 
Mediterranean love of life, regularly combined with a well-chosen 
Latin-American repertoire perfectly within the instrument's 
tradition, appears again and again in his programs. In addition 
Wulfin Lieske likes to give the “old masters” their due. He 
therefore took an intensive interest in the legendary guitar maker 
Antonio de Torres and made a crucially important contribution to 
the rediscovery of the old Spanish guitar. The closest possible 
identification between performer and instrument, music and 
physical context, is created, going beyond stylistic boundaries and 
epochs and awakening a unique emotional need for the sound of 
the guitar and its chameleon-like ability to draw on all styles. This 
becomes apparent in his many CD recordings. 
To date he has worked with outstanding artists such as Gidon 
Kremer, Astor Piazzolla, Juan José Mosalini and the Hilliard 
Ensemble. In 1994 he founded the quartet “Bronsky Ritual”, with 
which he has performed contemporary chamber music and 
thematic program cycles, sometimes enhanced by imaginative 
lighting. His repertoire covers a span from Bach to free 
improvisation. In his solo recitals he likes to highlight the contrast 
between popular music in the border area between classicism and 
the folk traditions of Latin America and Spain on the one hand and 
the pioneering works of old and new music on the other. 
As a composer Wulfin Lieske draws from “the wealth of 
possibilities” offered by his instruments. They have made him 
experiment with the human voice, different instruments, with 
motion and with the elements; his music alternates constantly 

between “expressivo” and “meditativo”. Examples are 
compositions such as “Cinq tableaux sur Schubert”, “Nymphéas” 
d'après Claude Monet or “Taqsim” I - III and “Luxor Guitar 
Concerto” for amplified guitar, percussion and string orchestra. In 
2000 his oratorio “Über den Wassern” was premiered at the 
Hanover Expo with the Hilliard Ensemble and the performance 
artist Saddia. 
Wulfin Lieske has devoted himself to combine old traditional 
instruments with the guitar, thus developing quite new tonal 
pattern – here with Willam Barton, the world's leading didgeridoo 
player, or with the Mongolian vocalist and morin khuur (horse-
head fiddle) player, Fu-zhu Meng, on a future CD. 
Since 2007 works with guitarist Fabian Spindler. Just recently 
“lieske-spindler-guitars” recorded the famous historical 
transcriptions of work by the Catalan Isaac Albéniz on two Torres-
guitars to be released by Challenge Records for the 
150th anniversary of his birthday in 2010. 
Web: http://www.wulfin-lieske.de/english/nav1_artist_bio.html 
(2012) 

Lieske Wulfin (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore tedesco, Wulfin Lieske completa gli studi 
a Colonia iniziando una carriera sia come solista sia in formazioni 
cameristiche e in questi ultimi anni si dedica anche alla scrittura 
musicale per il proprio strumento e per altri organici. (Seicorde 
n.88, 2006) 

Lilburn Douglas (English) 
Douglas Lilburn was born in Wanganui, New Zealand, in 1915. He 
attended Waitaki Boys' High School from 1930 to 1933, before 
moving to Christchurch to study at Canterbury University College 
(1934-6). In 1937 he began studying at the Royal College of 
Music, London. He was tutored in composition by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams and remained at the College until 1939. He returned to 
New Zealand in 1940 and was guest conductor in Wellington for 
three months with the NBS String Orchestra. He shifted to 
Christchurch in 1941 and worked as a freelance composer and 
teacher until 1947. Between 1946 and 1949 and again in 1951, 
Lilburn was Composer-in-Residence at the Cambridge Summer 
Music Schools. In 1947 Douglas Lilburn shifted to Wellington to 
take up a position at Victoria University as part-time tutor in 
music. He was appointed full-time Lecturer in 1949 and Senior 
Lecturer in 1955. In 1963 he was made Associate Professor of 
Music and was appointed Professor with a personal chair in Music 
in 1970. In 1966 Lilburn founded the Electronic Music Studio at 
the university and was its Director until 1979, a year before his 
retirement. 
Lilburn was awarded an Honorary Doctorate from the University of 
Otago in 1969 and in 1978 was presented with the Composers' 
Association of New Zealand (CANZ) Citation for Services to New 
Zealand Music. In 1988 he was awarded the Order of New 
Zealand. Prizes and Scholarships include: Percy Grainger 
Competition, 1936, for his tone poem 'Forest'; Cobbett Prize, 
Royal College of Music, 1939 for 'Phantasy for String Quartet'; Foli 
Scholarship and Hubert Parry Prize, Royal College of Music, 1939; 
three out of four of the prizes in the New Zealand National 
Centennial Music Celebrations Competitions, 1940; the Philip Neill 
Memorial Prize 1944. 
Douglas Lilburn was founder of Waiteata Press Music Editions in 
1967 and founder of the Lilburn Trust of the Alexander Turnbull 
Library, Wellington, 1984. His writings include 'A search for 
tradition', a talk given at the first Cambridge Summer School of 
Music in January 1946 (Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington 
1984) and 'A search for language', a University of Otago Open 
Lecture, March 1969 (Alexander Turnbull Library, 1985). Douglas 
Lilburn, described as “the elder statesman of New Zealand music” 
and the “grandfather of New Zealand music,” died peacefully at 
his home in Wellington on 6 June 2001. 

Lilburn Douglas (Italiano) 
(1915-2001) 
Compositore neozelandese, ha studiato con Vaughan Williams al 
Royal College of Music. Ha insegnato alla Victoria University, 
influenzando la carriera di numerosi compositori delle generazioni 
successive. 
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Lima Candido (English) 
Cândido Lima was born in Viana do Castelo in 1939. He began his 
musical studies in Piano and Composition in Braga, where he 
played for many years as an organist at the Cathedral. 
He graduated in Piano and Composition in the Lisbon and Oporto 
Conservatories. After his military service in Bolama Island in 
Guinea, he studied Philosophy in the University of Braga. Later, 
Cândido Lima obtained a PhD in Aesthetics in the University of 
Paris with his dissertation “Identity and Alterity in Musical 
Composition”. 
Having obtained scholarships from different organizations such as 
the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, the Culture Secretary of 
State and the Acantes Centre, Lima attended several international 
courses with Nadia Boulanger, Aloys and Alphonse Kontarsky, 
Gérard Frémy, Stockhausen, Kagel, Ligeti, Pousseur, Boulez and 
Xenakis among others. He also studied Analysis and Conducting 
with Gilbert Amy and Michel Tabachnik and attended several 
electronic and computer music courses at the University of Paris 8 
– Vincennes, the University of Paris I-II – Panthéon-Sorbonne, 
CEMAMu and IRCAM. 
His articles are regularly published in the press and he has 
created television and radio series to promote the work of 
contemporary composers in Portugal. He was responsible for the 
visit of Xenakis, Giuseppe Englert, Jean-Baptiste Barrière, Wilfred 
Jentsch and Stefano Scodanibbio to Portugal. 
In 1973, Lima founded the “Música Nova Group”, which promoted 
classic and portuguese composers in festivals, series, radio, 
television, presenting them in concerts both in Portugal and 
abroad. 
As a researcher, he has participated in the Musical Education 
Reform in Portugal since 1968, especially in the area of 
Composition. He was the president of the Braga Musical Youth 
(1968/74). Until 1986 he has taught and directed the Oporto and 
Braga Music Conservatories. In 1988 Lima joined the Direction 
and Consultation Council of the Music Department at the Aveiro 
University. 
He has written pieces for a diversity of instrumental ensembles, 
voice and piano, orchestra, some of which with electroacoustics 
and audiovisual mediums. He was the first portuguese composer 
to use the computer. 
Web: 
http://www.mic.pt/cimcp/port/apresentacao.html?/cimcp/dispatch
er?where=0&what=2&show=0&pessoa_id=112&lang=EN (2019) 

Lindberg Magnus (English) 
b. 1958 
Magnus Lindberg is one of Europe's most talented young 
composers, particularly admired for his orchestral scores * Music 
is programmed by the world's leading conductors, performing 
organisations and festivals * Energy, colour and a thrilling density 
of material are the hallmarks of his recent style, which defines a 
new classical modernism * Interpreters include Avanti, Ensemble 
InterContemporain, London Sinfonietta, Philharmonia Orchestra 
and conductors Salonen, Saraste, Oramo, Knussen, Rattle and 
Dohnányi * Highly successful Lindberg festival, Related Rocks, 
travelling between London, Paris and Brussels in 2001/02 * 
Widely recorded on Deutsche Grammophon, Sony, Finlandia, 
Ondine and other labels. 
Web: http://www.boosey.com/pages/cr/composer/compos
er_main.asp?composerid=2974 

Lindberg Magnus (Français) 
Magnus Lindberg est né en Finlande en 1958. Après des études à 
l'Académie Sibelius de Helsinki, il suit des cours particuliers 
auprès de Gérard Grisey et Vinko Globokar à Paris puis étudie 
avec Franco Donatoni à Sienne et Brian Ferneyhough à 
Darmstadt. 
Action-Situation-Signification (1982) est la première pièce dans 
laquelle il adopte les techniques de la musique concrète. Cette 
oeuvre est également importante parce qu'elle marque la création 
(avec Esa-Pekka Salonen) de Toimii - ensemble consacré aux 
expériences de composition - qui devient un laboratoire lui 
permettant de développer nombre de ses idées musicales. 
Grâce à Kraft (1983-85) - concerto pour l'ensemble Toimii et 
orchestre symphonique - qui permet la distillation de ses 
expériences, et à Ur (1986), Lindberg poursuit son exploration du 

traitement des sonorités conventionnelles par des moyens 
électroniques. 
Plus récemment, Lindberg recourt moins à l'électronique dans des 
pièces telles que Marea (1990) et son Concerto pour piano (1991) 
(même s'il se sert toujours d'ordinateurs pour composer) et met 
davantage l'accent sur la structure harmonique de sa musique. 
Parmi ses dernières oeuvres, citons Corrente II (1992) pour le 
BBC Symphony Orchestra et Coyote Blues (1993) pour le 
Kammerenensemble de Suède. En juin 1994, la création à Tokyo 
de sa nouvelle pièce symphonique d'envergure, Aura - in 
memoriam Witold Lutoslawski, commande du Programme 
international Suntory, obtient un triomphe. En juin 1995, Arena 
figure au programme du premier Concours International Sibelius 
pour chefs d'orchestre à Helsinki. Cette même année, il participe 
au Festival d'Aldeburgh et en 1996 il est directeur artistique du 
South Bank Centre's Meltdown Festival et compose Engine pour le 
London Sinfonietta. En 1997, le festival Musica de Strasbourg 
présente l'ensemble de son oeuvre, et notamment Kraft et Aura, 
pièces pour grand orchestre. L'IRCAM lui passe commande d'une 
pièce pour 2 pianos, percussion et électronique, Related Rocks 
(1997), pour la compagnie de danse Rosas et l'ensemble Ictus.  
Ses oeuvres lui ont valu de nombreux prix, dont le Prix Italia 
(1986), la Tribune des Compositeurs de l'UNESCO (1986), le Prix 
du Conseil Nordique (1988) et le Prix de la Royal Philharmonic 
Society (1992). 
Finlandia, Ondine et Adès lui ont consacré des disques 
monographiques. (CHESTER MUSIC FRANCE Une division de 
Première Music Group SARL - 10, rue de la Grange-Batelière / 
75009 PARIS)  

Lindberg Nils (English) 
When listening to the compositions and arrangements of Nils 
Lindberg, it soon becomes evident that his musical roots are from 
his native Dalarna., the traditional home of Swedish folk music. It 
is this background which has been his major influence, and the 
inspiration for his highly personal interpretation of the great 
musical heritage of Sweden.His music whether it is written for 
choir, jazzband or full symphony orchestra has also been well 
received beyond Swedish borders. Nils Lindberg has successfully 
completed several tours of Europe and Brazil, as well as the 
United States, where he has also been invited to give lectures. For 
several years he worked together with one of Sweden's leading 
vocalists Alice Babs as composer,arranger,pianist and conductor. 
He has also written arrangements for Duke Ellington, and 
composed a number of works for the Hannover Symphony 
Orchestra. 
Web: http://www.mic.se (2012) 

Linnemann Maria (English) 
MARIA LINNEMANN, born 1947 in Amsterdam, grew up in 
England, where she was attracted to English, Scottish and Irish 
folklore already at an early age. She studied piano, violin and 
conducting at the Royal Academy of Music in London from 1966 to 
1970. Since 1971 she has lived in Germany teaching the guitar at 
a music school. She gives numerous recitals, mainly performing 
her own works. She is also a member of the folkgroup 
“Hauskonzert” based in Hannover. (1989) 

Linsky Jeff (English) 
Jeff Linsky, master of guitar improvisation, imparts a refreshing 
tropical flavor to his solo and group appearances, spicing them 
with jazz, classical, and Latin influences. Jeff has captivated 
audiences across the United States and Europe. Jeff Linsky 
performs his original compositions and standards, using his jazz 
fingerstyle improvisations to blend Latin rhythms with lush 
harmonies on a requinto (a half-size Spanish guitar, custom made 
for him by the Asturias Guitar Workshops in Kobe, Japan). 
Primarily self-taught, Jeff studied briefly with some notable 
guitarists, including Vicente Gomez and jazz great Joe Pass. He 
has become a popular guest artist at classical guitar and jazz 
festivals, universities, and music schools. Noted jazz guitarist Jim 
Hall has featured him in performance, as has famed Brazilian 
guitarist Carlos Barbosa-Lima. 
Web: http://www.gspguitar.com/jsp2/detailArtist.jsp?id=34 

Lintinen Kirmo (English) 
Kirmo Lintinen has an output spanning many styles from jazz to 
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classical. He began his career as a jazz pianist, conductor and 
composer-arranger and has been a key member of UMO Jazz 
Orchestra for a long time. More recently, he has expanded into 
concert music, writing a wide range of works from pedagogical 
pieces to an opera. Although the majority of the more than 100 in 
his composition catalogue belong to the domain of classical music, 
big band works are a major part of his output. 
Web: https://core.musicfinland.fi/composers/kirmo-lintinen 
(2019) 

Lischewsky Peter (English) 
Guitarist, composer, arranger and pedagogue, born in  Heinsberg 
(North Rhine). He learnt piano since 1970, later guitar. 1983-
1991 he studied instrumental pedagogy (major subject: guitar, 
minor subjet: flute) at the Musikhochschule Köln, Abteilung 
Aachen. 1987-1991 he worked at music schools, 1993-1997 he 
led the Jugendmusikschule Heinsberg. Since 2007 he is music 
teacher at the Bischhöfliche Marienschule in Mönchengladbach. He 
composed works for “Theater 99” at Aachen, for the Kölner 
Philharmonie and since 2008 arrangements for the 
Jugendsinfonieorchester Mönchengladbach.  (Rainer Stelle) 

Lischka Rainer (English) 
Composer and pedagogue, born in Zittau (Saxony) / At the age of 
ten, Rainer Lischka first received accordion and later piano 
lessons. After graduating from high school in 1960, he began 
studying music education at the Academy of Music Carl Maria von 
Weber Dresden. Lischka studied piano with Theo Other and 
Wolfgang Plehn. Optionally, he received composition lessons from 
Manfred Weiss. In 1962 he chose composition as the first major 
subject. His teachers were Johannes Paul Thilman (composition), 
Günter Hörig (arrangement) and Conny Odd (stage music). The 
“cross-genre composing and improvising” played from the 
beginning an essential role in the artistic work of Lischka. He 
graduated in 1966 and completed a three-year compositional 
apprenticeship with Johannes Paul Thilman. From 1969 to 1971 
he received the Mendelssohn scholarship. In the years 1970 to 
2007 Rainer Lischka taught composition and composition / ear 
training at the Dresden Academy of Music. At the same place of 
work he was appointed professor of composition / arranging in 
1992. 
Lischka's compositions are strongly rhythmic and often seem very 
lively and dancing. Especially in his works for children and 
adolescents shows his sense of humor. For him, “entertaining and 
lightness,” which are often considered superficial in serious music, 
are “desirable, albeit difficult to produce, artistic qualities.”  
George Gershwin and Leonard Bernstein are often used to 
describe the music of Rainer Lischka: “At the height of 
contemporary compositional technique, Lischka has a unique 
interpretation of jazz impulses and various rhythmic-dance 
elements reminiscent of Gershwin and Bernstein Sound language 
developed, the performers and listeners alike joy, which has 
become quite rare in new music.” Impulses from jazz become 
clear in the “Nachtstück” for string quartet and percussion, 
premiered in 1997 in the Gobelinsaal of the Dresden 
Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, a result of close cooperation with 
jazz musician Günter “Baby” Sommer. 
In many works Rainer Lischka pursues not least “music pedagogic 
intentions”. One focus of his compositional work is choral music 
for children. Among his most successful pieces is “The Voices of 
Animals” (1972). This is a four-part, artistic choral movement, 
which is still sung worldwide today. For his children's choir 
compositions on nursery rhymes and texts by Alfred Könner, 
Heinz Kahlau and Heinz Günter Behnert, he received first prizes 
from the broadcasters OIRT 1974 in Budapest, 1976 in Berlin and 
1980 in Warsaw. With the children's choir of the Dresdner 
Philharmonie and its director Jürgen Becker there was a long-
term, productive cooperation. But he also created choir 
compositions in cooperation with the Berlin Radio Children's Choir, 
the Children and Youth Choir of the City of Halle (Saale) and the 
Mädchenkantorei Basel in conjunction with the Raschèr 
Saxophone Quartet. Several of his chamber music and orchestral 
works were premiered by the Staatskapelle Dresden and the 
Dresdner Philharmonie, such as the orchestral piece and 
commissioned work “Akzente” (UA 1984), the “Concerto for 
Trombone and Orchestra” (UA 1990) and the “Tresillo”. 

Concertino “for trumpet and chamber orchestra (UA 2001). The 
compositions of Rainer Lischka were heard in the USA, Poland, 
Hungary, Finland, Japan, China, Brazil, Austria and Switzerland. 
Rainer Lischka is a member of the German Composers' 
Association and the Saxon Music Association. He lives and works 
in Dresden.  (Wikipedia) 

Liuni Davide (English) 
Davide Liuni born in Roma (Italy) the 13th April 1968 . He studied 
flute with Susanna Greco and later piano with the Italian pianist 
Anna Silvestri. He studied also in the Conservatory of L'Aquila 
(Italy) where taken part in the composition courses of Mr Mauro 
Cardi and of Mr Guido Baggiani. Some of his pieces for classical 
guitar was performed in some concerts as in Rome as in Paris. 

Llanas I Rich Albert (English) 
Albert LLanas was born in Barcelona in 1957. He is already one of 
the most influencial composers of the new Catalan music. He 
studied in the Municipal Conservatory of Barcelona and obtained 
the Honor Prize in the superior degree of Composition and 
Instrumentation. Later on, he completed his composition studies 
with Josep Soler and Franco Donatoni. He studied electro-acoustic 
techniques with Andrés Lewin-Ritcher. 
In 1984-85 he began a series of works of diverse instrumentation 
and of basically experimental nature: “La serie BXR (1-7)”. Once 
selected in the Competition Musician's Accord, “BXR1” (1984) was 
performed in the Carnegie Recital Hall of New York in the spring of 
1985. Two other early works, “Impressions per a veu i quartet de 
cordes” (1984) and “BXR6” (1986) were selected by the Juan 
March foundation in the Young Composers Tribune. His first work 
for orchestra “Seqüències per a orquestra” (1985), obtained the 
City of Barcelona Prize in 1987, and it was later performed in 
Poland and recorded on a CD. As a finalist of the S.G.A.E. 
Composition Prize in 1987 with his “Concierto para Flauta y 
Conjunto Instrumental” (published on a CD by Salvador Espasa 
and the Group Circle), he will have performed his set of concerto 
works with the “Concert for Guitar and Strings”; it was first 
performed in Sant Feliu de Guíxols during the Porta Ferrada 
Festival and later presented in Madrid at the Reina Sofía Art 
Center. With Carles Trepat at the guitar and the Anton Webern 
Chamber Orchestra playing, the work was recorded on CD and 
broadcast by Radio France. Another concert, conceived for the 
clarinetist Salvador Vidal, was commissioned by Garijo-
Mundimúsica. This piece, after its first performance by the same 
soloist and with the Philharmonic London Orchestra, was recorded 
for a CD of Spanish contemporary music. Other chamber pieces 
by Albert Llanas are available on CD: “BXR6”, “Contexto III”, 
“Necesidad y Azar”, “Spazio-Tempo”, and others. He won the 
Ciutat d'Alcoi Prize in 1989 and other prizes. During the 1989/90 
season, his work for large orchestra, “DE MATERIA” was 
comissioned and performed by the National Orchestra of Spain. 
The performance was a success. The work has been recently 
recorded by the Spanish Radio-Television Orchestra (R.T.V.E.). In 
1991, the Italian Radio-Televisione Orchestra (RAI) performed in 
Rome his orchestral work dedicated to the philosopher Juan David 
Garcia-Bacca, “Filosonia”, which was published on his first 
monographic disk. Among his more recent projects, we have 
“Polifonia of Chamber for Fifteen String Instruments” (an 
I.N.A.E.M. assignment for the XV Chamber Cycle and Polifonia), 
“Context V” for a saxophone quartet, “Contexto VI” for a clarinet 
solo, “Derivations” and “Simfonia” both for orquestra. Also on CD 
are chamber works, such as the “Quintet” version by the 
Instrumental Group Barcelona 216, “Three Studies for the Left 
Hand” and “Context VI” for a clarinet solo. Recently it has been 
rewarded with the Queen Premium Sofía of Musical Composition 
that concedes the Foundation Ferrer Salat. His works have been 
performed all around Europe, America and Asia.  
His publishers are EMEC, CATALANA D'EDICIONS MUSICALS, 
AGENDA EDIZIONI MUSICALI, CLIVIS-ACC., and his recordings 
have been done by DISCOS BILBAO (DISCOBI), GRABACIONES 
ACCIDENTALES, CIRCULO DE BELLAS ARTES, RADIO NACIONAL 
DE ESPAÑA, FUNDACION JUAN MARCH, HYADES ARTS. 
Web: 
http://www.accompositors.com/compositors/llanas/llanas.html 

Llobet Miguel (Italiano) 
18-X-1878: Nasce a Barcellona. Suo padre, scultore in legno, nota 

http://www.accompositors.com/compositors/llanas/llanas.html�
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in Miguel una precoce disposizione alla pittura e lo avvia agli studi 
artistici. Ma il ragazzo dimostra contemporaneamente anche una 
spiccata musicalità per cui studia anche il violino e il pianoforte. 
Da uno zio riceve in dono una chitarra e nasce in lui la passione 
per questo strumento. 
1889: In un teatro della sua città Llobet ha occasione di ascoltare 
l'eccellente chitarrista Antonio Jiménez Manjón. Rimane talmente 
impressionato che decide di dedicarsi completamente alla chitarra 
e, dopo aver studiato con un certo Magin Alegre, diviene allievo di 
Tàrrega (che già dal 1888 si era stabilito a Barcellona). 
1901: Si esibisce nei Conservatori di Valencia, Siviglia e Màlaga. 
Suona pure a Barcellona, Bilbao, Toledo e altre città della Spagna. 
A Màlaga gli viene conferita la nomina di Professore Honoris 
Causa. 
1902: A Madrid suona al “Teatro de la Comedia” e, per la famiglia 
reale, al Palacio Real. 
1904: Prende dimora a Parigi dove ha contatti con gli ambienti 
artistici  d'avanguardia. 
1905: A Parigi da un concerto alla “Schola cantorum” e, l’anno 
successivo, a “La Trompette”, alla “Société Nationale de Musique” 
e presso altre importanti istituzioni. Dopo questi alti   ricono-
scimenti, intraprende un nutrito giro di concerti negli U.S.A.  e 
nell’America meridionale. 
1910: Ristabilitosi a Parigi, si fa applaudire a Bruxelles e in altre 
città del Belgio e dell'Olanda. 
1913-1914: I suoi concerti in Germania contribuiscono de-
cisamente al risorgere del prestigio della chitarra in quel Paese. 
Allo scoppio della prima guerra mondiale torna in patria e poi, 
sempre per concerti, va negli U.S.A. e in America del Sud. 
1920-1921: Suona in Spagna e compie una importante tournée in 
Germania (Monaco, Lipsia, Dresda, Berlino, Colonia, Stoccarda, 
ecc.). 
1924: Effettua un giro di concerti in Germania e in Austria. 
1925: Altre  tournées nelle Americhe. 
1930-1931: Si esibisce nei maggiori centri musicali d'Europa 
(Londra, Berlino, Amburgo, Monaco, Vienna, Budapest, Bologna, 
ecc.). 
22-11-1938: Muore a Barcellona per un attacco di pleurite. 
(da Bruno Tonazzi – Miguel Llobet Chitarrista dell’Impressionismo, 
Bèrben, 1966) 

Lodo Pier Vittorio (Italiano) 
Nato il 13.12.1958 a Trivero (Bi). Dopo gli studi scientifici si è 
diplomato in Pianoforte (M.tro Cesare Rossi Oldrati) ed in 
Composizione (M.tro Antonio Franco Mariatti). Si è perfezionato in 
Pianoforte con Bruno Mezzena (1991–94), in Direzione di Coro  
polifonico con Antonio Franco Mariatti (1992) ed in Composizione 
con Fabio Vacchi (2004-05). Ha inoltre compiuto studi di Didattica 
della musica. Ha iniziato ad insegnare nel 1977; è insegnante di 
ruolo dal 1988. 
La sua attività più recente è quella di compositore nonché 
saggista musicale. Come compositore e saggista ha ottenuto 
numerosi riconoscimenti. 
E’ stata recentemente pubblicata, presso la Berben, collezione 
Newtone, “Lungo la via della seta” per 11 strumentisti, pezzo che 
ha ricevuto nel dicembre 2006 la segnalazione della giuria al 
premio Oreste Sindici, svoltosi con l’alto patrocinio della 
Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri e del Ministero per i Beni e le 
Attività Culturali, volto a promuovere l’incontro tra diverse 
culture. Le sue composizioni sono pubblicate presso le Case 
Editrici “Curci” e “Berben”. 
Nel 2005 ha pubblicato una raccolta di saggi sulla musica dal titolo 
“Musica oggi” presso la casa editrice Firenze Atheneum – 
Collezione Oxenford. 
Web: http://www.piervittoriolodo.com/index.html (2015) 

Lolax Paul (English) 
Paul Lolax is a Vermont-based musician and music instructor who 
has played guitar for more than 30 years. He was born in New 
York City and raised in Worchester, Massachusetts. His career as 
a performer began in 1967 in Boston, Massachusetts, where he 
played solo and backup guitar at various coffeehouses and 
restaurants. Broadside Magazine voted him “Best Instrumentalist 
of the Year” in 1968. During the early '70s he toured the national 
college circuit, did studio work in Baltimore, Maryland, played in 
social service setting such as Boston's Charles Street jail, and 

served as an artist-in-residence at independent schools in 
Massachusetts. 
Paul has played with two groups and as a soloist in a numerous 
home, church, wedding, restaurant, and social service settings 
since relocating to Vermont several years ago. He also has 
appeared on the cable access program Vermont Folk Stage. 
Paul has written for ‘Acoustic Guitar’ magazine, and the 
book ‘Transcriptions of Scott Joplin and Joseph Lamb’ (Hansen 
House). He recorded ‘Selected Works of Scott Joplin and Joseph 
Lamb’ (Titanic Records). He studied classical guitar with Aaron 
Shearer at the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore, and has 
played bass guitar and the mandolin in addition to acoustic guitar. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=47 (2011) 

Loli Philippe (English) 
Guitar virtuoso whose interpretations of music from the 
Renaissance to the present are in the grand tradition. His 
repertoire covers both the landmark concertos in guitar history 
(Joaquin Rodrigo, Leo Brouwer, Heitor Villa-Lobos) and his own 
works. He has recorded more than 20 CDs (solo, chamber music 
and with orchestra), including the world premiere of the “24 
caprichos de goya” by Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco. His activities 
as a composer range from the classical genre to film music. His 
“Concerto Azzurro” for guitar and string orchestra was performed 
with soloists of the Milan Scala, as was his “Four Winds Concerto” 
in 2004. Following the first recording of “Time Remembered” with 
John McLaughlin, he was involved in “The Promise”, alongside 
such legendary artists as Paco de Lucia, Al di Meola, Sting, to 
name but three, and in the last recording made by the great jazz 
guitarist: “Thieves & Poets”, an orchestral suite which “I 
Pommerigio Musicale di Milano”, with Viktoriva Mullova, Paul 
Meyer and Matt Haimovitz. 
Currently Philippe Loli Has a professorship at the music 
conservatory in Monaco, where he also studied under Pier 
Domenico Amerio, a student of Andrès Segovia. 
Web: http://www.schott-music.com/shop/persons/az/philippe-loli/ 
(2011) 

Lombardi Luca (Italiano) 
Luca Lombardi è uno degli esponenti più importanti e significativi 
della musica italiana contemporanea. Ha improntato la sua attività 
a un assiduo processo di ricerca, di messa in discussione e di 
rinnovamento. L’opera di Lombardi è pervasa da un umanesimo 
impegnato, in continuo confronto con le problematiche sociali e 
filosofiche contemporanee. 
Luca Lombardi ha studiato composizione a Roma, Firenze, Vienna, 
Colonia e Berlino (tra gli altri con A. Renzi, R. Lupi, K. 
Stockhausen, B.A. Zimmermann, P. Dessau), diplomandosi al 
Conservatorio di Pesaro sotto la guida di B. Porena. Si è laureato 
in Lingua e Letteratura Tedesca (con una tesi su Hanns Eisler – 
relatori Paolo Chiarini e Fedele d’Amico -, successivamente 
pubblicata da Feltrinelli). Ha insegnato Composizione (1973-94) 
nei Conservatori di Pesaro e Milano. Ha tenuto corsi, seminari e 
conferenze in tutta Europa, Israele, America Latina, Stati Uniti, 
Giappone. 
Ha scritto circa 170 composizioni, tra cui quattro opere (Faust. Un 
travestimento, Basilea, 1991; Dmitri oder der Künstler und die 
Macht, Lipsia, 2000; Prospero, Norimberga, 2006; Il Re nudo, 
Roma, 2009), tre Sinfonie (1975, 1981, 1992), Concerti solistici 
(tra cui E, Concerto per flauto), altra musica per orchestra (tra 
cui Terra, 2007 e Mare, 2012), musica da camera (con e senza 
voci) e per strumenti solisti. 
Ha ricevuto commissioni da istituzioni come Ircam (Paris), varie 
Radio tedesche, la Radio svizzera, la RAI, Wiener Festwochen 
(Vienna), Frankfurt Feste (Francoforte), Alvar Aalto Theater 
(Essen), KölnMusik (Colonia), Rudolf Steiner Archiv (Dornach), i 
Teatri dell’Opera di Basilea, Lipsia, Norimberga, Roma e Milano 
(La Scala). 
Le sue composizioni sono pubblicate dagli editori Schirmer, 
Moeck, Suvini-Zerboni, Ricordi e Rai Com. 
È stato “Fellow” dell’Institute for Advanced Study (Berlino),  del 
Hanse Institute for Advanced Study (Delmenhorst) e ospite del 
“Berliner Künstlerprogramm des DAAD” (Berlino). Su invito della 
Japan Foundation ha soggiornato sei mesi in Giappone. 
È coautore di un trattato di orchestrazione (Instrumentation in der 
Musik des XX. Jahrhunderts, Celle, Germania). 
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Una selezione dei suoi scritti è stata pubblicata con il 
titolo Construction of Freedom and other Writings, a cura di J. 
Thym (Baden-Baden, 2006). 
“Musik-Konzepte”, la serie di pubblicazioni sui compositori, gli ha 
dedicato un numero doppio (München, 2014). 
Il suo archivio privato (manoscritti, quaderni di lavoro, diari, 
corrispondenza) è custodito presso l’Accademia delle Arti di 
Berlino. 
Ha ricevuto vari premi, tra cui il Premio SIAE per il teatro 
musicale (per la sua Opera Faust. Un travestimento) e il Premio 
Petrassi. 
Il Presidente della Repubblica tedesca Joachim Gauck gli ha 
conferito nel 2015 la Croce al merito (Bundesverdienstkreuz). 
È membro dell’Akademie der Künste di Berlino e della Bayerische 
Akademie der schönen Künste di Monaco di Baviera. 
Tra gli scrittori e poeti con cui ha collaborato: Edoardo Sanguineti, 
Heiner Müller, Friedrich Christian Delius, Jean Portante, David 
Grossman. 
Tra i musicisti: Roger Norrington, Giancarlo Cardini, Giorgio 
Bernasconi, Emmanuel Pahud, Leonard Elschenbroich, Zubin 
Mehta, Fabio Luisi, Gianandrea Noseda, Marco Angius, Thomas 
Kakuska (del Quartetto Alban Berg), Elio (di “Elio e le Storie 
tese”), Michael Boder, Markus Stenz, Roberto Prosseda, Roberto 
Fabbriciani, Mario Caroli, Ensemble Modern, Ensemble 
MusikFabrik… 
Parla e  scrive in italiano, tedesco (sua seconda lingua), inglese, 
francese ed ebraico. 
Vive alternativamente sul Lago Albano (Marino) e a Tel Aviv. 
Web: http://www.lucalombardi.net/home/it_IT/biography/ (2018) 

Lombardo Robert (English) 
Robert Lombardo is the son of Sicilian immigrants. He 
received  his BM & MM in composition from the Hartt School of 
Music and was awarded the PhD  from the State University of 
Iowa. His principal composition teacher was Arnold 
Franchetti. Lombardo is a prolific composer who has written more 
than 200 works for solo instruments, chamber ensembles, 
orchestra, as well as four chamber operas and a number of song 
cycles. His wife Kathleen has written texts for several of his 
compositions. Among them: Johnny Sequel (a companion opera to 
Gianni Schicchi), Against Forgetting, a cantata dedicated to the 
Holocaust children and Aria Variata –a solo cantata for mezzo 
soprano and string orchestra recorded by the Czech National 
Symphony Orchestra, directed by Paul Freeman. The work has 
been issued on an Albany Records CD. Six works of his featuring 
the mandolin and performed by the mandolinist, Dimitris Marinos, 
including a concerto conducted by Cliff Colnot, is also on the 
Albany label.  Bernard Jacobson in Fanfare Magazine writes: 
“…Fastidious in its emotional precision and intensity, and often 
arresting for the sensuous beauty it achieves, Lombardo’s style is 
an intriguing amalgam of fairly comprehensive chromaticism with 
strong tonal influences from his Sicilian ancestry.”  He has 
recently completed Last Letters Home  for mezzo soprano, piano 
and cello.  He also has two other versions of this work, for mezzo 
soprano, string orchestra & percussion  and mezzo soprano and 
string quartet. Other recent works include: Concertino for piano 
and chamber ensemble, Snapshots & Reflections for string 
quartet, Largo Doloroso for string orchestra, Fantasy Variations 
#7&8 for solo flute and solo viola respectively, Largo for string 
trio and Piccolo Concertino for mandolin & mandolin orchestra. 
Web: http://robertlombardo.net/Site/Brief_Bio.html (2009) 

Loncar Miroslav (English) 
Dr. Miroslav Loncar is a native of Croatia, living in Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi, where he directs the guitar program and serves as 
artist-in-residence at William Carey College. Over the last fifteen 
years, Loncar has been active as teacher, performer, arranger, 
composer, clinician and promoter of guitar. Loncar has been 
director of the Annual Aguado Guitar Competition, William Carey 
Summer Guitar Festival, International Summer Guitar School in 
Karlovac, Croatia, and Summer Guitar School in Imotski, Croatia. 
He has also adjudicated a number of competitions, including the 
Music Teacher National Association national guitar competition. A 
student of his has been featured on Public Radio International's 
From the Top. As a soloist, he has performed in Austria with the 
Graz Philharmonics, and the Camerata Academica; in Croatia with 

the Zagreb Philharmonics, the Split Philharmonics, and the 
Gaudeamus Chamber Orchestra; and in the United States with the 
Mississippi Symphony, the Meridian Symphony, and the Gulf 
Coast Symphony. He has collaborated with such conductors as 
Nikia Bareza, Pavle Deipalj, Fabio Luisi, Crafton Back, Claire Fox 
Hillard, and Timothy Muffitt. As a chamber musician, he has 
concertized throughout Europe and the United States with his wife 
in the Klasinc & Loncar Guitar Duo and the Trio Bolero. Both of his 
chamber ensembles have been endorsed by the Mississippi 
Touring Artists Commission. He was invited by the Croatian 
Embassy for a series of solo and chamber performances in 
Chicago, and Washington, D.C. He also performs regularly with 
one of the best young Austrian pianists, Markus Schirmer, as well 
as in several jazz ensembles. Loncar presented a lecture-recital 
on Croatian music at the Guitar Foundation of America Festival. 
He was a national-level finalist in the MTNA-Wurlitzer Collegiate 
Artists Competition, and the Klasinc & Loncar Guitar Duo was 
selected best guitar duo at the International Guitar Competition 
Toyoko Yamashita in Berlin. Miroslav Loncar received both his 
bachelor and master degrees from Academy of Music in Graz, 
Austria, where he studied the classic guitar with Marga Bäuml and 
Martin Myslivecek. 
Loncar received his doctor of musical arts degree from the 
University of Southern Mississippi. He received a Teacher 
Enrichment Grant from the Music Teachers National Association 
for his private studies with Duºan Bogdanovic. Miroslav Lonar has 
released a number of recordings as a gitar soloist as well as with 
his chamber groups  Klasinc & Loncar Duo and Trio Bolero. He has 
been featured on Mississippi Educational Television, and in Profiles 
in Music and Mississippi Concert Hall on Public Radio in Mississippi. 
http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216756.2.html (2007) 

Lopez Buchardo Carlos  (English) 
(1881-1948)  
Carlos López Buchardo perteneció a una generación de 
compositores con connotaciones peculiares en la historia de la 
música argentina. 
Al grupo de los primeros profesionales, nacidos entre 1860 y 
1875, cuyos epónimos son Alberto Williams, Julián Aguirre y 
Arturo Beruti, le sigue un significativo conjunto de músicos que 
nacen desde 1875 a 1890. Esta generación surge en un momento 
muy especial del país que va adquiriendo, poco a poco, su 
caracterización institucional, política, socioeconómica y cultural. 
La inmigración, el comercio internacional, la multiplicación de las 
comunicaciones, la construcción del puerto de Buenos Aires y de 
edificios públicos de importancia dejan atrás la “vieja aldea”. 
En el aspecto puramente musical es el período culminante del 
nacionalismo como lenguaje. La mayoría de los compositores 
realizan sus estudios en Europa y al volver tienen una actividad 
múltiple: en la creación, en la docencia, en la formación de 
institutos o la dirección de sociedades musicales. 
Se incursiona en todos los géneros musicales y comienza la 
recolección folklórica como necesidad consciente. 
En este ambiente se desarrolla la vida y la obra de López 
Buchardo. Formado musicalmente en Francia, con Albert Roussei, 
en Buenos Aires es director-fundador del Conservatorio Nacional 
de Música y Arte Escénico en 1924 (hoy Conservatorio Nacional de 
Música “Carlos López Buchardo”), integra en distintas 
oportunidades el directorio del Teatro Colón, es primer director, 
en 1923, de la Escuela Superior de Bellas Artes de la Universidad 
de la Plata, presidente de la Sociedad Nacional de Música y de la 
Asociación Wagneriana y Académico de Bellas Artes. 
Con este quehacer tan intenso, la obra musical no alcanza un gran 
número de composiciones. Pero tiene sí un sello particular, un 
“estilo” personal que se manifiesta sobre todo en la canción de 
cámara, sin duda la parte más importante y numerosa de su 
producción. 
Inscripto dentro del nacionalismo, su lenguaje armónica reconoce 
filiación francesa, pero lo individualiza fundamentalmente el don 
melódico, con el que logra páginas de belleza singular. 
El catálogo de obras para piano presente sólo cuatro 
composiciones, dos originales y dos transcripciones. 
El bailecito, “a la memoria de Julián Aguirre” tuvo tres versiones: 
la primera como introducción a la Jujeña para canto y piano, de 
1924, que integra el ciclo de Seis canciones argentinas al estilo 
popular; la segunda aparece en el Album de Homenaje a Julián 
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Aguirre editado por Lottermoser en 1925, ya como obra pianística 
y la tercer y definitiva, ampliada es la que alcanza justa difusión 
posterior. 
La Sonatina de 1941, consta de un sólo movimiento, con el 
esquema formal normal. No sabemos si López Bouchardo pensó 
alguna vez en continuarla con otros movimientos. 
El Nocturno pertenece a los Comentarios Musicales para Romeo y 
Julieta de Shakespeare, es el primero de los cuatro número que 
acompañan el drama. Fue compuesto y estrenado en 1934, para 
cuartero de cuerdas, flauta, clarinete, arpa y. 
La Campera (al estilo popular), integra la suite Escenas 
Argentinas para orquesta, junto con Día de fiesta y El Arroyo. La 
Campera es el primer número compuesto de esta serie, que se 
estrenó en su versión integral en 1920 dirigida por Félix 
Weingartner. La transcripción para piano es del autor y está 
dedicada a Miguel Cané. 
(Fuente: Julián Aguirre, Carlos López Buchardo - Obras para piano 
- Lía Cimaglia Espinosa,  Piano) 

Lopes Honorino (Portuguese) 
Foi o compositor de um clássico do choro, “Língua de preto”, 
gravado pela primeira vez pela Banda da Força Policial do Estado 
de São Paulo, na Odeon, entre 1907 e 1912. Em 1913, foi 
gravada pela Banda da Casa Edison. Obra que faz parte do 
repertório de chorões, conta com gravações de músicos como 
Henrique Cazes, entre outros. 
Web: http://www.dicionariompb.com.br/honorino-lopes/dados-
artisticos  

López López  José Manuel (English) 
José Manuel López López was born in Madrid in 1956 and studied 
piano, composition and orchestral conducting  in the Upper 
Conservatory of Music. Encouraged by Luis de Pablo, he settled in 
Paris in 1986 to further his studies  of computer-related 
composition at Paris University 8 with Horacio Vaggione and at the 
Ircam with Tristán Murail among other maestros. He has taught at 
that University since 1992, and currently directs the composition 
workshop. With a French government scholarship, in 1996 he 
lived in Kyoto, an experience which led to profound inflection in 
his way of thinking about timbre and musical time. He was 
awarded the Spanish Ministry of Culture’s National Music Prize in 
2000. In 2004, he premiered his opera La Noche y la Palabra(the 
Night and the Word), at a time when he began his collaboration 
with the painter José Manuel Broto. He has also been teaching 
composition since 2005 in the Upper Conservatory of Music of 
Zaragoza. Between 2008 and 2010 he was Artistic Director of the 
National Auditorium of Music in Madrid.  In 2011 is appointed 
music adviser of the BBVA Foundation and participate as 
“Composer in Residence” for the Master Class Summer Academy 
Mozarteum in Salztbourg. He is member of the Densité 93 
assotiation in Paris. His works had been published by (Universal 
Music Publishing Group), Transatlantiques and Henry Lemoine in 
Paris. 
Web: http://www.josemanuel-lopezlopez.com/en/biography 
(2013) 

Lopez Quiroga Manuel (Español) 
Manuel López-Quiroga y Miquel compositor español nacido en 
Sevilla. Con 11 años ya tocaba el órgano en la iglesia de los 
Jesuitas de su ciudad natal. Estudió piano, armonía y composición 
en el Conservatorio Municipal de Sevilla, ganándose la vida 
amenizando los intermedios de las funciones teatrales, 
acompañando en los locales de cuplés y poniendo fondo musical a 
las películas mudas. Pero su verdadera vocación es la de 
compositor y se atreve, de momento, con canciones y zarzuelas 
de un solo acto, Sevilla, que grande eres, La niña de los perros, El 
Cortijo de las Matas y El presagio rojo, son sus primeras obras. En 
1929 se traslada a Madrid trabajando en su oficio de grabador. En 
1931 conoce al poeta y letrista Rafael de León. Ellos dos, junto al 
autor teatral Antonio Quintero formaron uno de los más inspirados 
romances de la historia de la canción española. El trío Quintero, 
León y Quiroga fue artífice de innumerables zarzuelas y 
canciones, que se hicieron famosas en todo el país. Quiroga 
falleció en Madrid cuando le faltaba un mes y medio para cumplir 
los 90 años, el 13 de diciembre de 1988. Su inmensa obra, más 
de tres mil composiciones, en su gran mayoría canciones y coplas 
(Ay, pena, penita, pena!, María de la O, La Parrala, Ojos verdes, 

La zarzamora, Lola la piconera, A la lima y al limón, Tatuaje, 
Francisco Alegre, etc), son una prueba de la enorme actividad que 
desarrolló durante toda su vida. 
Web: http://www.epdlp.com/compclasico.php?id=3307 

Lozano Leonardo (Español) 
Leonardo Lozano (Caracas, 1965). Estudió cuatro con Abundio 
López, en Valencia, desde los ocho años. Profesor Ejecutante de 
Guitarra con Armando Cisneros, en el Conservatorio de Música 
Juan José andaeta, en 1991, y Licenciado en Artes, mención 
música, en la Universidad Central de Venezuela, en 1994. 
Se desempeña fundamentalmente como cuatrista, tanto como 
docente que como intérprete, entendiendo el instrumento como 
una guitarra de cuatro órdenes dentro de la tradición instaurada 
por Fredy Reyna. Ha realizado composiciones, arreglos y 
transcripciones para cuatro, así como para este instrumento y 
piano, y cuenta ya con un concierto para cuatro y orquesta. Para 
guitarra ha concebido diversos arreglos de obras populares y de 
corte infantil, resultando ésta, su Serenata a la salida súbita del 
sol, su primera obra original para el instrumento. 
 

Lucarelli Michael (English) 
Michael Lucarelli was born in Cincinnati, Ohio. He began his music 
education on the electric guitar after hearing the group Led 
Zepplin. Later, Michael discovered the classical guitar and began 
his studies with Peruvian Guitarist Ricardo Linares. Mr. Lucarelli 
went on to receive his Bachelor of Music degree from the 
University of Utah and his Master of Music from the University of 
Arizona in Guitar performance.  
Currently Michael lives in Holladay, UT with his wife Shahla, where 
he enjoys performing, recording, composing, teaching classical 
guitar and teaching yoga at “The Yoga Center” in Holladay. 
Michael performs extensively for weddings, concerts, festivals, 
and private events throughout Utah and the U.S.  
Some of his Utah performances have included appearances at 
Capitol Theatre, Gardner Hall, Peery's Egyptian Theatre, Temple 
Square Concert Series, Utah State University, BYU, Dixie College, 
Snow College, and Westminster College. He has performed 
regularly at the Utah Arts Festival, Helper Arts festival, Brown Bag 
Concert series, and First Night. During the 2002 Winter Olympics, 
Michael had the honor of performing for the Athletes at the 
Olympic Village. He has appeared on several radio and television 
programs including the TV series “Touched by an Angel”. Michael 
has been on the Utah Performing Arts Tour roster for several 
seasons, and in 1995 & 2005 he was the recipient of an Individual 
Artist Grant from the Utah Arts Council.  
Aside from being a critically acclaimed solo artist, Michael's seven 
CD's have received enthusiastic reviews world wide.  
Web: http://www.lucarelli.com/info/about (2013) 

Lucky Stepán (English) 
Lucky’s part in world war II resistance and in the Slovak uprising 
of 1944 got him sent to concentration camps at Bucharest, 
Auschwitz and Buchenwald. After the War he re-enrolled at the 
Prague Conservatory, to study with Ridky and Alois Haba, and 
graduated in 1947. He became a forward-thinking composer of 
pragmatic modernistic manner, not identifiable with any school or 
technique. He also became a leading Czech film composer. 
(Contribution by Koenraad Vissers.)  
Web: www.classical-composers.org/comp/lucky  

Ludwig David (English) 
David Serkin Ludwig’s first memory was singing Beatles songs 
with his sister; his second was hearing his grandfather perform at 
Carnegie Hall; foreshadowing a diverse career collaborating with 
many of today’s leading musicians, filmmakers, and writers. His 
choral work “The New Colossus,” opened the private prayer 
service for President Obama’s second inauguration. The next year 
NPR Music named him in the world’s “Top 100 Composers Under 
Forty.” He holds positions and residencies with nearly two dozen 
orchestras and music festivals in the US and abroad. 
Ludwig has received commissions and notable performances from 
many of the most recognized artists and ensembles of our time, 
including the Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Minnesota, and National 
Symphony Orchestras, Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, 
the Dresden Music Festival, as well as Jonathan Biss, Jeremy 
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Denk, Jennifer Koh, Jaime Laredo, David Shifrin, eighth blackbird, 
the Dover and Borromeo Quartets, and the PRISM Saxophone 
Quartet. 
Ludwig received the prestigious 2018 Pew Center for the Arts and 
Heritage Fellowship, as well as the First Music Award, and is a 
two-time recipient of the Independence Foundation Fellowship, a 
Theodore Presser Foundation Career Grant, and awards from New 
Music USA, the American Composers Forum, American Music 
Center, Detroit Chamber Winds, and the National Endowment for 
the Arts. 
Ludwig is chair of composition at The Curtis Institute of Music 
where he also serves as the Gie and Lisa Liem Artistic Advisor, 
and is director of Ensemble 20/21 and Curtis SummerFest. He 
lives in Philadelphia with his wife, acclaimed violinist Bella 
Hristova, and their four beloved cats. (Updated April 2020) 
Web: http://www.davidludwigmusic.com/short-bio 

Luening Otto (English) 
Otto Luening (b. Milwaukee WI, June 15, 1900 - d. New York NY, 
September 2, 1996) demonstrated an infectious musical 
catholicism both through his prolific output as a composer and as 
a tireless educator and advocate for new music. In the 1950s, 
Luening and fellow composer Vladimir Ussachevsky helped to 
establish the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center where 
they created on a landmark series of collaborative compositions 
for magnetic tape and synthesizer, as well as works for acoustic 
instruments in combination with electronic sounds. This 
association resulted in twenty compositions, Luening's sole-
authored works including Fantasy in Space for tape (1952), 
Gargoyles for violin and tape (1960), and Synthesis for orchestra 
and tape (1962), commissioned for the 20th anniversary of BMI. 
Although this is the music he is most famous for today, Luening 
composed a vast body of music, much of it chamber music, 
characterized by its accessibility and its stylistic variety. Highlights 
of his extensive output include a flute concertino, four symphonic 
fantasias, a short symphony for chamber orchestra, three string 
quartets, three sonatas for violin and piano, three solo violin 
sonatas, and a substantial body of chamber music with flute, an 
instrument he played professionally throughout his life. He also 
composed scores for Hollywood films and television.  
Born to a musical family of German descent, he moved with his 
family at the age of twelve to Munich where he studied at the 
Staatliche Hochschule für Musik. He made his debut as a flutist at 
sixteen and moved to Switzerland the following year where he 
studied composition with Ferruccio Busoni and also spent time as 
an actor and stage manager for James Joyce's English Players 
Company. He returned to America in 1924 and became known 
primarily as an operatic conductor. Among the works whose 
premieres he conducted are Virgil Thomson's The Mother Of Us 
All, Gian-Carlo Menotti's The Medium, and his own Evangeline 
(1930), based on the narrative poem of Longfellow. He served as 
the executive director of the opera department at 
Eastman during the first years of Hanson's tenure (1925-28), and 
later taught at the University of Arizona, Bennington College (VT), 
The Julliard School, Columbia University, and Barnard College. He 
was awarded two Guggenheim Fellowships, and awards from the 
National Institute of Arts and Letters, Phil Beta Kappa and the 
Wisconsin legislature. He is the author of the book Modern Music 
(1943), and an autobiography, The Odyseey of an American 
Composer (1980). In addition to co-founding the American Music 
Center, Luening served as Chairman of the American Music 
Committee of the National Federation of Music Clubs (a program 
operated through The American Music Center), director of New 
Music Editions and New Music Quarterly Recordings (after Henry 
Cowell), and was a co-founder of the American Recording Society 
and Composers Recordings Inc. (CRI). For his centennial in the 
year 2000, there will be two new all-Luening CD releases on CRI, 
an all-Luening centennial concert at Columbia University's Miller 
Theatre on May 24, 2000, and a printed publication of essays and 
historic photos. 
Web: http://www.newmusicbox.org/first-
person/nov99/ottoluening.html 

Lugo Claudio (English) 
Composer, saxophone player, conductor and performer has taken 
part in important national and international performances. He is 

the director of the Orchestra Laboratory of the Conservatory of 
Alessandria, involved in the study of the informal works of World 
War Two post war avanguard. 
He teach Saxophone and Improvisation/Composition in 
Conservatory of Alessandria Conservatory of Alessandria. He is 
Professor of Theory and Technique of Musical Improvisation in 
DAMS Imperia (Departiment of Performing Art - University of 
Genoa).  
He is the leader of Impressive Ensemble, a border line 
notated/improvised music group. He collaborate with Ensemble 
Dissonanzen in Naples as musical conductor and saxophone 
player. (2010) 

Lundin Bengt (English) 
Born in Stockholm on the 9th August, 1945. He studied 
counterpoint, music theory and composition with Hans Eklund at 
the Royal College of Music in Stockholm. Since 1974 he has 
taught music theory, counterpoint and composition at the 
Gothenburg College of Music. Lundin was the initiator of the 
composition course and seminars at the Gothenburg College of 
Music, and he also composes and arranges music himself.  
Bengt Lundin has mainly composed vocal music for solo singers or 
choirs. Besides this he has also written several chamber music 
works, as well as the orchestral work Aulos for symphonic wind 
band and Invitura for symphony orchestra which was 
commissioned for the inauguration of “Artisten” in Gothenburg in 
1992. In recent years he has also been working as a composer 
within the framework of the Lindblad Studio in Gothenburg, 
including the project “Intonation – musical application, 
composition and analysis”, among others. Lundin is also a church 
musician and has composed a large amount of liturgical music. 
Bengt Lundin has been a member of the Society of Swedish 
Composers (FST) since 1994. 
Web: http://www.mic.stim.se/ 

Lundin Fredrik (English) 
Fredrik Lundin (born April 7 1963). Saxophonist, flutist, composer 
and arranger.  
“Bands of which I'm a leader: Lundin/Danemo Kvartet (see 
appendix) and Dos Mundos. 
Other bands: The improvisation ensemble Sound of Choise, Jonas 
Johansens Move, (with Lars Danielsson and Ben Besiakow), trip 
hop band Factum Est and Peter Danstrups Aisha with marocain 
sentir player Mustapha Baqbou. I've released 6 records and CDs 
in my own name, and 27 as a sideman. I use electronic effects 
live along with my flutes and soprano sax. I also work with live 
sampling, using different delay machines and a DJ-sampler. I 
record bits of music or what ever's going on on stage at that 
moment, and use that as my musical instrument. Composing is 
for me as essential as playing. I contribute regularly to the 
repertoire of Lundin/Danemo Kvartet, Dos Mundos, Move and the 
bands of singer Trine-Lise Væring. I also write for the so called 
classical ensemble. I've had works performed by the harptrio 
Madam Claude and the symphony orchestras of Sønder Jylland 
and Sjælland (the Tivoli symphony orchestra). I also work with 
Ensemble Nord as a soloist and composer of music combining 
written and improvised music.”. 
Web: 
http://www.dmamusic.dk/dk.asp?link=lundin&dokID=90&sprogID
=2&linkID=90&kildeID= 

Luo Jing Jing (English) 
Luo, Jing Jing a native of Beijing, China, is a prolific composer and 
performer who was described as one of “the first generation of 
avant-garde composers… whose music muses over the remote 
past and then depicts the results of her wealth of reflections…” by 
the music critic from the Hong Kong Arts Festival. Recently, New 
York Times critic Steven Smith wrote that her new work “Tsao 
Shu” was “suspended stark, deliberate daubs, fidgets and jolts 
against copious silence…”. 
Luo’s musical language connects East and West and transcends 
traditional boundaries. She has received a commissioning award 
from the Koussevitzky Music Foundation, twice from Rockefeller 
Foundation, the American Academy of Arts and Letters award, and 
dozens of other awards. Luo is celebrated in both her homeland 
and the West for her distinctive and original musical language. 
The American Academy of Arts and Letters praised her as 
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“…expressive, a fascinating mixture of sources, and exciting 
virtuosity. …refining her special language with each new score…”. 
While Luo tirelessly explores her own rich musical heritage, she 
accolades the Western contemporary music language with a twist 
of East and West penetrating each of her works. Her constant 
struggling between the conflict of an individual’s voice with 
societal demands becomes a frequent theme reflected in her new 
works. 
Luo’s most recent work, “Tsao Shu”, deliberates the visual paint 
stroke effects from an ancient Chinese calligraphy technique as a 
subtle timbral transformation with a sublime timing throughout 
the piece. It engages and excites performers and audiences. 
Her upcoming World Premiere “Spirare Potes Spirare” for solo 
flute and cello was praised as “one of the most important 
American chamber work” by the international flute diva Clarie 
Chase, to whom the work was written for. Clarie Chase and 
katinka kleijin will give the world premiere at the Chicago Cultural 
Center on October 12th, 2014.  This work marks a new journey in 
Luo’s music career significantly. 
Luo continues to experiment with the idea of non-structured 
framework. In her 2010 work, “Lagrimas Y Voces”, the structure 
was loose, in a sense that it was difficult to ‘grasp’ any 
motivations through each changing gesture. The inconsistent 
timbral transformation was furthered by the unique interpretation 
of each different musical ensemble. 
Luo’s interests in electronic and digital media in music brought her 
to study with the late Electronic pioneer Bulet Arel at Stony Brook 
University. Luo states in one of her essays: “The electro-acoustic 
sound could associate the most to nature; it enriches and 
enlarges the sound of nature.” Her up coming project “Multiple 
Objects”–an environmental themed multi-media work that utilizes 
stereo-playback and solo cello with an object player will be giving 
the World premiere of the work at Oberlin Conservatory of Music 
in 2015. 
The Netherlands Dans Theatre commissioned her to work with the 
dance company of one of the world’s leading Japanese 
chorographer, Kai Taikei, resulting in “Monologue” Part I and “One 
Woman’s Philgrimage” in Part II as in “Light” for  the large dance 
project.  Percussion plays a vital role in Luo’s work. Luo employed 
the Shangxi Drum percussion set, an ancient Chinese drumming 
technique, in the Part II of this large frame of dance work in 
1989-1990. 
Web: http://jingjingluo.com/bio/ (2014) 

Luppi Gian Paolo (Italiano) 
Gian Paolo Luppi è nato a San Giovanni in Persiceto nel 1959. 
Dopo il conseguimento della Maturità Scientifica si è dedicato 
completamente agli studi musicali, diplomandosi presso il 
Conservatorio “G. B. Martini” di Bologna in Pianoforte, Musica 
Corale e Direzione di Coro, Strumentazione per Banda, 
Composizione e Direzione d’Orchestra. Per la Composizione ha 
studiato coi Maestri: B. M. Furgeri, B. Bettinelli ed A. Solbiati, 
frequentando inoltre i corsi di perfezionamento delle Accademie 
“Chigiana” di Siena e “S. Cecilia” di Roma col M° F. Donatoni. 
Nel 1984 ha vinto il 3° premio al Concorso di Composizione “Città 
di Belveglio”. Nel 1985 è stato premiato al Concorso di 
Composizione di Castagneto Carducci con l’Oratorio “Accanto a Te 
Signore” pubblicato dalle Edizioni Peters; è stato inoltre segnalato 
al Concorso “G. Contilli” di Messina. Nel 1986 è stato premiato alla 
Rassegna Nazionale di Composizione indetta dal Circolo “B. 
Brecht” di Milano e segnalato di nuovo al Concorso “Città di 
Belveglio”. Nel 1987 ha partecipato con due opere alla Rassegna 
Internazionale di Compositori “Biennale 87” tenutasi a Barcellona. 
Nel 1988 si è classificato 2° al Concorso Internazionale “Viotti – 
Valsesia” e 1° al Concorso Internazionale “G. Briccialdi” di Terni. 
Nel 1989 è stato segnalato al Concorso Internazionale “E. Porrino” 
di Cagliari. Nel 1990 è stato segnalato al Concorso Internazionale 
“V. Bucchi” di Roma ed ha vinto il 1° premio assoluto al Concorso 
Internazionale “E. Toldrà” indetto dalla Rivista Musical Catalana di 
Barcellona. Nel 1991 ha conseguito il premio “Sebastiano Guzzi” 
indetto dall’omonima fondazione di Lamezia Terme. Nel 1992 è 
risultato 1° assoluto al Concorso Internazionale “F. Civil” di Girona 
(Spagna). Nel 1995 ha conseguito la “Menzione d’Onore” al VI 
Concorso Internazionale di Musica Sacra di Friburgo (CH). Nel 
1996 è stato segnalato al 1° Concorso Internazionale di 
Composizione Chitarristica di Viareggio ed ha conseguito il 3° 

premio al Concorso di Composizione “A.GI.MUS. – Varenna 1996” 
indetto dall’ A.GI.MUS. e dalla Federazione Compositori Italiani. 
Nel 1998 è stato segnalato al 1° Concorso Nazionale di Musica 
Sacra “Abbazia di Villanova” di Verona. Nel 1999 è stato finalista 
al Concorso di composizione “Rosolino Toscano” di Pescara. Nel 
2002 ha vinto il concorso “Uomo del mio tempo”, per una 
composizione su testo di Salvatore Quasimodo organizzato dal 
Conservatorio “B. Maderna” e dal Comune di Cesena. E’ stato 
inoltre segnalato al concorso di Composizione di musica sacra “G. 
e G.P. Tonelli” di Brescia. Nel 2004 ha conseguito il 1° premio al 
“Concorso Internazionale di Musica Sacra” di Lugano ed il 2° 
premio al Concorso Internazionale “Fondazione Ivan Spassov” 
indetto dall’Università di Plovdiv (Bulgaria). 
Nel 2005 è stato segnalato al concorso “Città di Cesenatico”. 
E’ Accademico presso l’Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna, dove ha 
ricoperto la carica di Vice-presidente dal 1991 al 1993. 
Parallelamente all’attività compositiva lavora attivamente come 
pianista accompagnatore, ha accompagnato solisti di fama quali 
G. Raimondi, R. Raimondi, V. La Scola, C. Bartoli, R. Scaltriti, R. 
Kabaiwanska, G. Frazzoni, P. Venturi, U. Grilli, A. Cassis, C. 
Colombara, F. Pedaci, S. Ganassi ed altri, ha collaborato per 
diversi anni alla Scuola di Perfezionamento per artisti lirici del 
Teatro Comunale di Bologna eseguendo numerosi concerti tra cui 
l’esecuzione per diverse volte della “Petite Messe Solennelle” di G. 
Rossini con la direzione del M° F. Angius. 
Da diversi anni è impegnato nel campo della Musica Sacra e della 
Liturgia, ha insegnato nelle Scuole Diocesane di Bologna e Modena 
e dal 1999 al 2001 ha diretto la “Schola Polifonica” del Duomo di 
Modena, con cui oltre ad assicurare il servizio liturgico nelle 
principali solennità ha tenuto concerti in Italia, Germania e 
Francia, ha presentato opere sacre in prima esecuzione ed ha 
vinto il 1° premio al Concorso Nazionale per Cori Polifonici di 
Vallecorsa nel 2000. Attualmente dirige il coro e l’orchestra “Soli 
Deo Gloria” di cui è coofondatore e parte della sua attuale 
produzione compositiva è di carattere sacro e liturgico. 
Nel 2006 ha fondato e diretto (fino al settembre 2009) la Schola 
Gregoriana Benedetto XVI, per lo studio della Liturgia e del Canto 
Gregoriano. 
Dal 2007, dopo lunga collaborazione come pianista, è divenuto 
direttore de I Cantori della Primo Levi. 
Sue composizioni sono state trasmesse dalla Radio Italiana, 
Vaticana, Spagnola, Rumena, Belga e Svedese ed eseguite in 
importanti festivals in Italia, Spagna, Germania, Grecia, Romania, 
Svezia, Belgio, Libia e Australia. 
Sue musiche sono incise per Edipan – Roma, Quadrivium – 
Perugia, Crescendo – Bari, Pentaphon – Roma, MobyDick Faenza - 
Latlantide/EMI - Comune di Cesenatico - Radio-TvBelgio. 
E’ docente di Armonia e Contrappunto presso il Conservatorio 
“G.B.Martini” di Bologna. Nel 2002 ha tenuto tre seminari ed una 
Master class presso la “Royal University” di Stoccolma. Nel 2003 è 
stato Guest Professor per le classi di Composizione 
al Conservatoire Royal di Bruxelles.  
Web: http://www.treggia.it/solideogloria/Curriculum/Luppi.htm 
(2013) 

Lutyens Elizabeth (English) 
Elizabeth Lutyens b. London 9.7.1906, d. London 14.4.1983 
Daughter of Edwardian architect Sir Edwin Lutyens, Elizabeth 
Lutyens is remembered as a pioneer amongst woman composers, 
and an early advocate of the twelve-note system in Britain at a 
time when it was derided and misunderstood. Thought most 
comfortable in the smaller forms, she created a large output of 
works for the concert hall in addition to her commercial writing for 
the cinema. Formal clarity and precision were valued above 
romantic expression, but her finest music balances classical poise 
and direction with a turbulent current of genuine emotion. 
Site:http://www.schott- 
english.com/nocache/smi_en/autoren/KomponistenAZ/2,6620117
7f3e.html 
She was a violist and composer who studied at the Royal College 
of Music, the Ecole Normale de Paris and privately with George 
Caussade. She helped found an important concert series in 
London and founded the Composers' Concourse in 1954. Her 
String Quartet #2 was her first work to gain international 
recognition at the ISCM Festival in Warsaw in 1939. She was 
performed again at the festivsals in 1942, 1945, 1948 and 2949. 
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Her catalogue includes almost 2000 works in every genre. She 
received the Lord Mayor of London's midsummer award to the 
arts. 
Web: http://www.womensmusic.com/gl.html 

Lutyens Elisabeth (Italiano) 
(1906-1983) 
Compositrice inglese nata e morta a Londra. Ha scritto anche 
musica dodecafonica e musica da  film. 

Lutzemberger Cesare (Italiano) 
Cesare Lutzemberger, nato nel 1918 a Cavalese in provincia di 
Trento, ha studiato chitarra con il padre Lodovico, e si è affermato 
tra le due guerre mondiali in concorsi nazionali. Docente dal 
lontano 1968 nel Liceo Musicale di Trento, parificato ai 
Conservatori di Stato nel 1974, il Maestro Lutzemberger ha 
formato due generazioni di chitarristi. 

Maayani Amy (English) 
(born: Ramat-Gan, 13 Jan 1936). Israeli composer. He studied 
with Ben-Haim (1956-60) and at the Columbia-Princeton 
Electronic Music Center. His works, using Near Eastern elements, 
include choral and orchestral pieces. He is best known for his harp 
music, notably Harp Concerto no.1 (1960) and the Toccata 
(1961).  

Maccari Claudio (Français) 
Guitariste et compositeur, Claudio Maccari est une des figures 
plus représentatives dans le panorama international de la guitare. 
En 1990 il fonde avec Paolo Pugliese le Maccari-Pugliese guitar 
duo aujourd’hui connu dans le monde entier et il se consacre à 
l’interprétation du répertoire classique et romantique pour deux 
guitares sur les instruments d’époque. Il est régulièrement invité 
à se produire dans les plus importantes salles de concert telles 
que le Carnegie Recital Hall de New York, la Royal Academy de 
Londre, la Yale University USA, le Performing Arts Centre de 
Sydney, L’Auditorium Parco della Musica de Rome… 
Il collabore également avec des artistes tels que le guitariste John 
Williams, le pianofortiste Malcolm Bilson et la comédienne Piera 
degli Esposti. Il a enregistré chez Brilliant Classics les œuvres 
pour guitare seule, deux guitares et guitare avec orchestre des 
plus importants compositeurs du XIXe siècle. 
Le «Giuliani Complete Works for guitar duo» a remporté le 
prix Chitarra d’oro pour le meilleur CD du 2007. 
Claudio Maccari obtient son diplôme de composition au 
Conservatoire de Como (Italie). En 2013 il remporte le Concours 
International de composition «Vittorio Fellegara» avec son œuvre 
Hydra pour flûte et guitare. 
Il est professeur auprès de la Scuola Civica «C. Abbado» de Milan 
et au Liceo musicale «A. Manzoni» de Varese. 
Web: https://www.productionsdoz.com/en/artist/maccari-claudio-
en/ (2017) 

MacCombie Bruce (English) 
Bruce Maccombie’s music has been commissioned and performed 
by various organizations, including the Seattle Symphony, the 
Brooklyn Philharmonic, and the 20th Century Consort. 
Performances of these works have taken place at Carnegie Hall, 
the Seattle Opera House, the Warsaw Autumn Festival, the Hong 
Kong Arts Festival, and other venues. His first piece for solo 
guitar, Nightshade Rounds, was first presented and published in 
New York City in 1979. He has served as Dean of the Juilliard 
School, Dean of the Boston University School for the Arts, and he 
currently lives in Amherst, Massachusetts, where he is Professor 
of Music and Associate Dean of the College of Humanities and Fine 
Arts at the University of Massachusetts. 
Web: http://www.tomkerstens.com/cd1.html 
Bruce MacCombie has been Dean of the School for the Arts at 
Boston University since July 1992. This follows a six year tenure 
as Dean of the Juilliard School in New York. From 1980 to 1985, 
Mr. MacCombie served as Vice President and Director of Publica 
tions for G. Schirmer and Associated Music Publishers, Inc. Since 
1984 he has served on the Board of Directors of the Charles Ives 
Society. He has been the recipient of various awards and grants 
which have included the Sutherland Dows Fellowship, a DAAD 
grant to the Freiburg Conservatory, a travel grant from the 
Martha Baird Rockefeller Fund for Music, commissions from the 

Jerome Foundation, the Aeolian Chamber Players, the Brooklyn 
Philharmonic, the Seattle Symphony, and the 20th Century 
Consort, among others. 
Born in 1943 in Providence, Rhode Island, Mr. MacCombie moved 
to Massachusetts at an early age and first studied composition 
with Philip Bezanson at the University of Massachusetts, where he 
earned a B.A. in 1967 and an M.M. in 1968. He holds a Ph.D. in 
music from the University of Iowa (1971) and has also studied 
with Wolfgang Fortner at the Freiburg Conservatory. In 1986 he 
was awarded an Honorary Doctor of Fine Arts degree by the 
University of Massachusetts. In 1975, after four years in Europe, 
Mr. MacCombie was appointed to the Music Theory faculty at Yale 
University and one year later was appointed to the Composition 
faculty at the Yale School of Music. While at Yale he coordinated 
an annual series of six concerts of new music and taught various 
seminars relating to 20th Century music literature. In 1979, Mr. 
MacCombie was awarded one of the first Goddard Lieberson 
Fellowships by the American Academy-Institute of Arts and 
Letters. The award noted that “Mr. MacCombie composes polished 
gems of musical understatement. Characterized by a fresh and p 
enetrating wit, they sparkle and yet are clothed in mystery”. 
During the 1979-80 season, various works were presented by 
Composers Forum in New York, where Bernard Holland, writing in 
the New York Times, referred to them as having been composed 
by “a de ft and evocative craftsman”. Recent performances of Mr. 
MacCombie's works have included Greeting, in honor of Krzysztof 
Penderecki's sixtieth birthday, a new version of Nightshade 
Rounds, for guitar and string orchestra, commissioned by the 
Brooklyn Philharmonic for soloist Sharon Isbin and conductor 
Lukas Foss, Color and Time, four choral pieces premiered in 
London in March 1990 at the Royal Academy, and Leaden Echo, 
Golden Echo for soprano and orchestra, premiered in October 
1989 by the 20th Century C onsort and the Seattle Symphony 
with conductor Christopher Kendall and soprano Madeline Rivera. 
Joseph McLellan, writing in the Washington Post on October 24, 
1989 commented that “The music is intense, thoughtful, subtly 
expressive and vividly colored. It is commonplace for composers 
to speak of putting their music at the service of words, but one 
seldom sees that ideal implemented so completely”. In October 
1991 Chelsea Tango, a fanfare and tango for orchestra 
commissioned by the Seattle Symphony, was premiered in 
Seattle. Writing in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer R.M. Campbell 
noted “Among its attractive attributes is piquant charm done up in 
a light breezy attitude. Rhythms have a delicious sexiness and the 
melodies sensual allure...it posesses a distinct American flavor...”. 
The first European performance of this piece took place at the 
Warsaw Autumn Festival on September 25, 1992. Leaden Echo, 
Golden Echo was performed in Ekaterinburg, Russia on January 
17, 1993 with soprano Sarah Reese and Sarah Caldwell 
conducting, and then on March 21, 1993 at Carnegie Hall in New 
York, again with soprano Sarah Reese, with the American 
Composers Orchestra, conducted by Paul Dunkel. 
Web: http://www.eamdc.com/02.html 

MacDowell Edward (English) 
Encyclopædia Britannica Article  
born Dec. 18, 1860, New York City 
died Jan. 23, 1908, New York City 
U.S. composer known especially for his piano pieces in smaller 
forms. As one of the first to incorporate native materials into his 
works, he helped establish an independent American musical 
idiom.  
MacDowell first studied in New York with Teresa Carreño and then 
at the Conservatoire (1876–78) in Paris. In 1878 he went to 
Germany to study composition with Joachim Raff at the Frankfurt 
Conservatory and later taught piano at Darmstadt. In 1882 Raff 
introduced MacDowell to Liszt, who arranged for him to play his 
Modern Suite No. 1 at Zürich. In 1884 he went to the U.S., where 
he married his former pupil, Marian Nevins (1857–1956). He 
returned with her to Wiesbaden and remained there until 1887. 
The following year he settled in the U.S. In 1889 he played in New 
York City the first performance of his Second Piano Concerto in D 
Minor, his most successful larger work, one that retains popularity 
throughout the world.  
In 1896 he was invited to establish a department of music at 
Columbia University, New York City. As a result of disagreement 
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with the university, he resigned in 1904, becoming the subject of 
much unpleasant publicity, which may have contributed to his 
mental collapse. He eventually receded to infantilism from which 
he never recovered. A public appeal for funds was made on his 
behalf in 1906. Shortly before his death, his wife organized the 
MacDowell Colony at their residence in Peterborough, N.H., as a 
permanent institution in the form of a summer residence for 
American composers and writers.  
MacDowell's music is said to derive from the contemporary 
Romantic movements in Europe, his lyrical style suggesting Grieg, 
his harmony, Schumann and sometimes Liszt. Almost all his 
works have literary or pictorial associations. His early symphonic 
poems include Hamlet and Ophelia (1885), Lancelot and Elaine 
(1888), Lamia (1889), and The Saracens (1891). More distinctive 
is his orchestral Indian Suite (1892), based on Indian tunes. His 
songs, though derivative, are lyrical; but he is considered at his 
best in his piano music, particularly in small pieces, when he 
shows the gifts of a sensitive miniaturist. The best of his piano 
works are thought to be the suites Sea Pieces (1898) and Fireside 
Tales (1902) and the imaginative evocations of the American 
scene in the albums Woodland Sketches (1896) and New England 
Idylls (1902). His four piano sonatas, Tragica (1893), Eroica 
(1895), Norse (1900), and Keltic (1901), are cited as ambitious 
attempts at programmatic music in classical forms. 
Web: http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9049692/Edward-
MacDowell 

Machneva Ulyana-Shanley (English) 
Ulyana Machneva-Shanley, born in Ukraine, started playing 
classical guitar at the age of 6. She graduated from Kharkiv State 
University of Arts as a classical guitar performer, teacher, and 
composer (theory of music). Her minor was in piano and academic 
vocal. As a classical guitar virtuoso, Ulyana has won high honors 
in many international performance and composition competitions 
in Ukraine, Belarus, Poland, and Hungary. Her melodious musical 
renditions have resounded in concert halls throughout Russia, 
Belgium, Romania, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Germany, Belgium, 
Switzerland, Czech Republic, and America.  
In 2008, she became a winner of “The 10th Annual Columbus 
State University Guitar Competition and Symposium” (Columbus, 
Georgia), and the “Rosario Guitar Festival and Competition 
(Columbia, South Carolina). Her original musical compositions 
have been published in Czech Republic, Ukraine, Belarus, and the 
USA. Many of them became performers' choice at the 
International guitar competitions. 
After graduation, Ulyana worked as a teacher of music at the 
School of Arts, gaining great experience working with kids, and as 
an assistant professor at Kharkiv State Academy of Arts, teaching 
solo guitar and ensemble. Her students successfully graduated 
from the classical guitar course as performers. Ulyana recently 
moved to the USA, where she continues her musical carrier, 
playing solo recitals and teaching students classical, romantic and 
popular guitar, as well as composition/improvisation, and 
academic vocal. At the present time, Ulyana is enrolled at the 
Artist Certificate Program at the College of Charleston with 
Professor Marc Regnier. 
Web: http://charlestonmusic.org/ulyana-machneva-shanley 
(2014) 

Machover Tod (English) 
Composer, Inventor, Educator 
Tod Machover – called “America’s Most Wired Composer” by The 
Los Angeles Times – is widely recognized as one of the most 
significant and innovative composers of his generation, and is also 
celebrated for inventing new technology for music, including 
Hyperinstruments which he launched in 1986. Machover studied 
with Elliott Carter and Roger Sessions at The Juilliard School and 
was the first Director of Musical Research at Pierre Boulez’s IRCAM 
in Paris. He has been Professor of Music and Media at the MIT 
Media Lab (Cambridge, USA) since it was founded in 1985, and is 
currently launching a major new “Music, Mind & Health” initiative 
there. 
Machover is also the inventor of Hyperscore and Co-Founder and 
Chairman of Harmony Line Inc. (www.hyperscore.com and 
www.h-lounge-com), a Boston-based company devoted to 
developing musical tools and techniques to extend creative music-

making to everyone. 
Tod Machover’s music has been noted for breaking traditional 
artistic and cultural boundaries, offering a unique and innovative 
synthesis of acoustic and electronic sound, of symphony 
orchestras and interactive computers, and of operatic arias and 
rock songs. Machover’s compositions have been commissioned 
and performed by many of the world’s most prestigious 
ensembles and soloists, including the Ensemble 
InterContemporain, the London Sinfonietta, Ensemble Modern, 
Speculum Musicae, BBC Scottish Symphony, San Francisco 
Symphony, Los Angeles Philharmonic, Boston Pops, Houston 
Grand Opera, Bunkamura (Tokyo), Lincoln Center for the 
Performing Arts, Carnegie Hall, Deutsches Symphonie Orchester 
Berlin, Ars Electronica, Casa da Musica (Porto), American 
Composers Orchestra, Tokyo String Quartet, Kronos Quartet, Ying 
Quartet, Yo-Yo Ma, Joshua Bell, Kim Kashkahian, David Starobin, 
Matt Haimovitz, and many more. His work has been awarded 
numerous prizes and honors, among others from from the Fromm 
and Koussevitzky Foundations, the National Endowment for the 
Arts, the German Culture Ministry, and the French Culture 
Ministry, which named him a Chevalier de l’Order des Arts et des 
Lettres. 
Machover has been particularly noted for his operatic 
compositions, which include: VALIS (1987), a science fiction opera 
– called ‘the first opera of the 21st century” by The New York 
Times – commissioned for the tenth anniversary of the Centre 
Georges Pompidou; Media/Medium (1994), a “magic” opera for 
magicians Penn & Teller; the audience-interactive Brain Opera 
(1996/8), commissioned for the first Lincoln Center Festival, 
toured worldwide, and permanently installed at the Haus der 
Musik in Vienna since 2000; and Resurrection (1999), based on 
Tolstoy’s last novel and commissioned by Houston Grand Opera. 
In addition, Machover has created numerous large-scale music 
installations for the general public, including the building-size 
underground art experience Meteorite (2000-2005) in Essen, 
Germany, a collaboration with media entrepreneur Andre Heller. 
He is currently working on two new operas: Death and the 
Powers, a “robotic” opera with an original libretto by U.S. poet 
laureate Robert Pinsky, and Skellig, based on the award-winning 
novel by David Almond. 
Tod Machover has invented many new technologies for music, 
most notably his  yperinstruments that use smart computers to 
augment musical expression and creativity. He has designed 
these hyperinstruments for some of the world’s greatest 
musicians, from Yo-Yo Ma to Prince, as well as for the general 
public and for children, as in his Toy Symphony project 
(www.toysymphony.net) – called “a vast, celebratory ode to the 
joy of music and its power to bring young and old together, 
diversity into unity (Boston Globe)” – which has been touring 
worldwide since 2002. Machover’s Hyperinstrument research has 
long been supported by major companies such as Yamaha, and 
several of his Music Toys have recently been made commercially 
available by Fisher-Price and others. In addition, his music 
composition software Hyperscore – originally developed for 
children in the context of Toy Symphony – is fast gaining 
worldwide recognition as a popular creative tool for people of all 
ages and backgrounds. In awarding Machover the first Kurzweil 
Prize in Music and Technology in 2003, celebrated inventor and 
entrepreneur Raymond Kurzweil wrote: “Tod Machover is the only 
person I am aware of who contributes on a world-class level to 
both the technology of music creation and to music itself. Even 
within these two distinct areas, his contributions are remarkably 
diverse, and of exquisite quality”. 
In Fall 2007, Machover was awarded the Steinmetz Prize from 
Union College and the IEEE, and his latest composition, VinylCello 
for hypercello and DJ, was released on the Oxingale label, 
performed by cellist Matt Haimovitz, who commissioned the work. 
Web: http://web.media.mit.edu/~tod/Machover_bio_11-07.pdf 

Maciejewski Roman (English) 
Roman Maciejewski (Composer, Arranger) 
Born: February 28, 1910 - Berlin, Germany 
Died: April 30, 1998 - Göteburg (Gotteborg), Sweden 
The Polish-American pianist, organist, choral conductor, and 
composer, Roman Maciejewski, was born of Polish parents 
in Berlin. His mother taught him to play piano at the age of 5. 
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from 1916 to 1919 he studied at the Stern Conservatory 
in Berlin with S. Goldenweiser. He then studied with Zeleski at the 
State Conservatory in Poznań, from which he received his diploma 
as a concert pianist in 1922. He also studied composition with 
Wiechowicz in Poznań. While still a very young man, he was 
director of the largest choir in Poznań (S. Moniuszko Choir) and 
toured with this group through Poland and Germany. In 1932 he 
entered the Academy of Music in Warsaw, where he studied with 
Szymanowski and Sikorski, but left without completing his studies 
to embark on a tour of the Balkan states with recitals of his own 
piano compositions. He went to Paris in 1934, and studied with 
Nadia Boulanger. 
At a perfomance of his concerto for two pianos in London Roman 
Maciejewski met Kurt Joos who then commisioned music for two 
ballets. In 1939 Maciejewski began his first “Swedish” period - he 
married a Swedish dancer and lived in Sweden for twelve years, 
active as a composer and pianist. He composed music for several 
theatre productions of Ingmar Bergman, including 
Camus's Kaligula. While in Sweden, he began his life-work, 
the Missa pro defunctis - Requiem, which he finished fifteen years 
later. This monumental piece is dedicated to all the victims of all 
wars and remains Maciejewski's best known and highest-regarded 
composition. It was premiered during the International Festival of 
Conterporary Music in Warsaw in 1960. After World War II, in 
1951 (or 1952), he moved from Sweden to the USA and spent a 
period of 26 years in California, living in Redondo Beach, working 
as the organist for two Catholic churches, and directing the 
“Roman Choir” which yearly toured the missions and cathedrals of 
California. During his American years, Maciejewski composed a 
number of choral pieces and masses. In 1977 he moved back to 
Sweden, settling in Gotteborg where he died in 1998. He is buried 
in his home town of Leszno, Poland. 
Web: http://www.bach-cantatas.com/Lib/Maciejewski-Roman.htm 

Mackey Steven (English) 
Steven Mackey was born in 1956, to American parents stationed 
in Frankfurt, Germany.  He is regarded as one of the leading 
composers of his generation and has composed for orchestra, 
chamber ensembles, dance and opera. His first musical passion 
was playing the electric guitar in rock bands based in northern 
California.  He blazed a trail in the 1980's and 90's by including 
the electric guitar and vernacular music influence in his concert 
music and he regularly performs his own work, including two 
electric guitar concertos and numerous solo and chamber works. 
He is also active as an improvising musician and performs with his 
band Big Farm. 
Web: http://www.stevenmackey.com/ (2013) 

Maddonni Antonino (Italiano) 
Si diploma in chitarra classica col massimo dei voti al 
Conservatorio di Bari nel 1984 sotto la guida di Linda Calsolaro; si 
perfeziona con grandi maestri della scena internazionale come 
A.Diaz, O.Ghiglia e R.Chiesa all’Accademia Chigiana di Siena, agli 
Artis Master class di Verona, ai corsi annuali d’interpretazione di 
Faenza ecc. ottenendo borse di studio e menzioni di merito e 
studia le tecniche compositive del ‘900 con il compositore 
A.Giacometti. 
Vincitore di numerosi premi in concorsi chitarristici e cameristici 
nazionali ed internazionali nel 1987 fonda il Trio Mauro Giuliani 
(flauto, clarinetto, chitarra) con il quale ha svolto la maggior parte 
della sua carriera internazionale concertistica e creativa e con il 
quale ha pubblicato cinque incisioni discografiche su CD. 
Ha maturato esperienze che spaziano dal repertorio classico a 
quello contemporaneo, dallo sperimentalismo multimediale 
all'improvvisazione. Nel campo della multimedialità ha fatto 
esperienze di Teatro musicale da camera e performance legate 
alla pittura, immagine, poesia e altri linguaggi, partecipando a 
Festivals Internazionali (Festival di Musica contemporanea “Il 
Coretto” 1991, Time Zones '97, Festival di Babilonia '97, Festival 
del Mediterraneo '98, 2000). 
Ha tenuto concerti in tutta Italia e numerose tournées all’estero 
per importanti istituzioni musicali. 
E' autore di musiche per chitarra, ensemble di chitarre, musica da 
camera , computer music e opere a carattere didattico. Le sue 
musiche sono state trasmesse dalla RAI, Radio Vaticana, Radio 
Nacional Espanola ed altre importanti emittenti radio-televisive di 

stato estere. 
E’ titolare di chitarra presso il Conservatorio “N. Rota” di 
Monopoli”. (2008) 

Maderna Bruno (Italiano) 
Bruno Maderna nacque a Venezia il 21 aprile 1920. Diplomatosi in 
composizione al Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia in Roma sotto la 
guida di Alessandro Bustini (1940), si perfezionò a Venezia con 
Gianfrancesco Malipiero (1942-43); per la direzione d’orchestra 
seguì i corsi di Antonio Guarnieri (Siena, 1941) e Hermann 
Scherchen (Venezia, 1948). Fra il 1948 ed il 1952 insegnò al 
Conservatorio di Venezia. Nel 1949, con le B.A.C.H. Variationen 
per due pianoforti, partecipò per la prima volta agli Internationale 
Ferienkurse für Neue Musik di Darmstdt, di cui divenne docente a 
partire dal 1956. Nel 1950 diresse i suoi primi concerti all’estero: 
a Parigi (25 gennaio) e a monaco (28 febbraio), invitato da Karl 
Amadeus Hartmann; ebbe così inizio una faticosa ma incessante 
carriera che lo vide attivo, oltre che in Italia, in Germania, Svezia, 
Belgio e Austria. In collaborazione con Luciano Berio fondò nel 
1955 lo Studio di Fonologia Musicale presso la RAI di Milano e 
promosse dal 1956 al 1960 una serie di manifestazioni, gli 
“incontri Musicali”, per la diffusione della musica contemporanea. 
Nel 1957-58 tenne, su invito di Ghedini, un corso libero di tecnica 
dodecafonica presso il Conservatorio di Milano. Tra il 1960 ed il 
1962 svolse attività didattica e concertistica alla Summer School 
of Music del Dartington College di Devon (Gran Bretagna). Dal 
1961 al 1966 fu direttore stabile, con Pierre Boulez, 
dell’Internationales Kranichsteiner Kammerensemble; diresse 
concerti a Tokyo (1961) e Buenos Aires (1964). Negli anni 
Sessanta svolse un’intensa attività didattica e concertstica in 
Olanda e nel 1967 divenne insegnante al Conservatorio di 
Rotterdam. Tenne corsi di direzione d’orchestra al Mozarteum di 
Salisburgo (1967, 1968, 1969) e a Darmstadt (1969), tra i suoi 
allievi figurano Lucas Vis, Yves Prin, Gustav Kuhn. Nagli anni 
Settanta venne spesso invitato negli Stati Uniti a dirigere il 
Juilliard Ensemble e le orchestre di Chigago, Boston, Philadelphia, 
Miami, New York, Cleveland, Washington, Detroit; nel 1971-72 fu 
direttore del Berkshire Music Center di Tanglewood. Nel 1971 
assunse la direzione stabile dell’Orchestra Sinfonica della RAI di 
Milano. Nel 1972 vinse il “Premio Italia” con “l’invenzione 
radiofonica” Ages. Nell’aprile del 1973, durante le prove della sua 
opera Satyricon ad Amsterdam, gli venne diagnosticato un cancro 
ai polmoni, ma continuò ugualmente a comporre e a dirigere fino 
a pochi giorni prima della sua morte. Si spense a Darmstadt il 13 
novembre 1973. 
Web: http://www.esz.it/autori/autori_maderna.html 

Mäder Urban (English) 
Born 15.5.1955  
Mäder was born in Romanshorn, and now lives with his family in 
Lucerne. He studied piano at the conservatoire with Eva Serman, 
theory with Peter Benary) and at the Academy for School and 
Church Music in Lucerne (piano and group improvisation, chamber 
music). He has a variety of roles as composer and performer 
(especially of his own works). He is a founder member of Lucerne 
New Music Forum, and has received numerous prizes and honours 
(amongst others the Edwin Fischer Scholarship, the “Werkbeitrag” 
and Paris Atelier from the Canton of Aargau, the “Werkbeitrag” of 
the Canton of Lucerne, as well as numerous commissions.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Mägi Ester (Italiano) 
Compositrice estone, combina femminea sensitività ed un forte 
senso mascolino della forma. Ha scritto opere corali, sinfoniche e 
da camera. 

Maggio Francesco (Italiano) 
Francesco Maggio nasce a Lecce nel 1986 e studia composizione 
con Marco Della Sciucca, Guido Baggiani e Ivan Fedele a Pescara; 
musica elettronica con Giorgio Nottoli a Roma. Segue inoltre 
diversi workshop, seminari e masterclass in Italia e all'estero 
rispettivamente con Sylvano Bussotti, Azio Corghi, Luis De Pablo, 
Toshio Hosokawa, Marco Stroppa. 
Ha ricevuto numerose commissioni tra cui: l'Orchestra I Pomeriggi 
Musicali di Milano, l'Orchestra Sinfonica del Teatro Olimpico di 
Vicenza, l'Orchestra Sinfonica di Maracaibo, il Festival Spazio 
Musica di Cagliari, il Festival Nuovi Spazi Musicali di Roma, il 
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Brinkhall Summer Concerts di Turku. 
La sua musica è stata programmata in diversi festival (Festival 
Nuovi Spazi Musicali, Festival Spazio Musica, Art of Sounds presso 
la Guarnerius Concert Hall di Belgrado), ed eseguita in numerose 
stagioni concertistiche (Milano: Spazio Oberdan, Fondazione 
“Antonio Mazzotta”, Teatro Dal Verme; Roma: Auditorium “Ennio 
Morricone”, Sala accademica “Santa Cecilia”; Palazzo dei 
Falconieri; Vicenza: Teatro Olimpico; Maracaibo (Venezuela): 
Teatro de Bellas Artes; Ottawa (Canada): Glebe St. James United 
Church; Turku (Finlandia): Wäinö Aaltonen Museum of Art, 
Brinkhall Summer Concerts; Helsinki: National Museum of Finland, 
Sibelius Academy Concert Hall); Trelleborg (Svezia): Piano 
Festival. 
Tra gli interpreti della sua musica figurano gruppi come: l' 
Orchestra Sinfonica di Maracaibo, l' Orchestra I Pomeriggi Musicali 
di Milano, l' Orchestra del Teatro Olimpico di Vicenza, il 
FramEnsemble, l' Ensemble Spazio Musica, il Ned Ensemble, e 
solisti come Patrik Kleemola, Massimo Munari, Sergio Casesi, 
Mauro Bertoli, Gaspare Tirincanti, Guido Arbonelli, Elitza Harbova. 
Le sua musica è pubblicata da Edizioni Musicali Sconfinarte 
(Brescia). 
Francesco Maggio, oltre all' attività di compositore, ricopre cariche 
di organizzatore presso il Centro Musica Contemporanea di Milano 
(Consulente Artistico), Brinkhall Summer Concerts di Turku 
(Consulente Artistico) e per il Festival G.E.R.M.I. di Roma 
(Direttore Artistico). 
Web: http://www.associazionegermi.eu/associati.html (2012) 

Maggio Guy-Jean (Français) 
Né le 24.08.1953 à Casablanca. Elève de DIAZ-CANO à Rabat 
(Prix d’Harmonie et Contrepoint). Enseigne à l’école de musique 
de Beaucaire et à l’Ecole de Guitare de Nimes. 2 disques (solo et 
avec récitant). 

Maglio Juan ‘Pacho’ (English) 
Bandoneonist, leader and composer (18 November 1880 - 14 July 
1934) 
Full name: Juan Félix Maglio 
It was in the 1910s. The phrase used to be commonly heard at 
the record selling shops: “Give me a pacho”. The vendor 
understood with no further explanation; he was just requested a 
disc. Seen from the present days, it would seem a strange jargon, 
but on those days it was the most usual way, such was the boom 
in sales of the recordings made by the orchestra led by Juan 
Maglio, who was called by his  nickname “Pacho”, that this little 
word became a synonym for record.  
Undoubtedly, Juan Maglio “Pacho”, was one of the most important 
musicians who followed the Guardia Vieja, together with Eduardo 
Arolas, Genaro Espósito and Vicente Greco, all pioneers in 
spreading tango and responsible for its popularity. He was the 
first bandoneonist who committed to disc bandoneon solos with 
the tango “La sonámbula” (by Pascual Cardarópoli) and the 
mazurka “La morocha” (by Gerardo Metallo). Gifted with a 
polished technique, he stamped his orchestral units with a delicate 
style, with a rhythmic cadence, which made him be the choice of 
the public at the time of buying records. 
Juan Félix Maglio was born on November 18, 1880, to a home 
placed in Palermo where residence had been taken up by 
Pantaleón Maglio, Italian, and Carmen Dodero, Argentine, with a 
kinship with the famous navigators of Italian origin. The 
descendants were completed with Tino, María Juana, Roque, 
Justina, Carmen and Carlos, who was called Pucho as nickname 
and was also bandoneonist, composer of tangos like “Quilmes” 
and “La Paternal”. 
The bandoneon appealed Pacho since early childhood, when the 
family had already moved to Boedo and he heard his father play 
that German instrument which had nothing to do with an Italian 
immigrant, but which soon would become the most typical 
instrument of tango. Sometimes, he used to play it secretly, and 
this was not his worst mischief, so much so that don Pantaleón 
called him “Pazzo”, mad in Italian. 
“My playmates —he told at an interview by Héctor and Luis 
Bates—could not pronounce correctly that word and they uttered 
“pacho”. Little by little my nickname was being known and so they 
kept on calling me, until time accomplished the mission of 
confirming it, becoming more known than my true Christian 

name.” 
Maglio started with a small 13-voiced instrument, a gift from his 
father. Later, when he began the formal training on the 
instrument, he switched to one with 35 voices. His teacher was 
Luis Almeida, who was known under the nickname of “El Negro 
Cototo”. Successively he was switching to instruments of 44, 52, 
65 and 71 keys, up to reaching the 75-voiced one in his 
consecration. 
In 1898, when he was 18 years old, he began taking lessons with 
Domingo Santa Cruz — the “Unión Cívica”´s composer — and a 
year later he debuted at the café El Vasco, in Barracas, with a trio 
completed by Julián Urdapilleta on violin and, on guitar, Luciano 
Ríos, a name linked to Pacho´s line-ups for many years. Around 
1903, he assembled a quartet with Luis Guerrero (violin), José 
Guerrero (flute) and the ever present Luciano Ríos plucking his 
bass line-drawing guitar. 
In 1910 he played for the first time at the legendary café La 
Paloma, on whose sidewalk (Santa Fe avenue facing the arroyo 
Maldonado (a brook), today subterranean and piped and over 
which the Juan B. Justo avenue was built), “on the foggy nights, 
the shadows of Tito, Arolas and Bardi walked to and fro”, as 
Cadícamo imagined in “A pan y agua”. 
With less poetry, let us say that the local was so much visited by 
rats, that Pacho and his musicians seemed a modern and 
augmented version of the Hamelin's flutist. When the members of 
the group refused to go on playing under such conditions, the 
owner made the rodents flee, and then the musicians succeeded 
in bringing an interesting quantity of public. 
From La Paloma, the quartet moved to the café Garibotto 
(Pueyrredón and San Luis streets), to Ambos Mundos (Paraná 
near Corrientes street), to La Morocha (Carril and Corrientes 
streets) and surely to other venues, until returning, in 1912, to La 
Paloma, already now with an astounding success, and without 
rats. It was there where the outfit was hired to record for 
Columbia and turned into what was, pompously, called Orquesta 
Típica Criolla Juan Maglio “Pacho”; composed of just four 
musicians —but what kind of musicians!— José “Pepino” Bonano 
(violin-cornet), Carlos “Hernani” Macchi (flute), Luciano Ríos 
(seven stringed guitar) and, of course, Pacho on bandoneon. The 
records sale and the bandoneonist fame, one of the greats of 
those days, were then impossible to be stopped. It was in that 
same year when Pacho made his first attempts in composition. His 
first tango was titled “El zurdo”. Later these others would come 
“Quasi nada” (subtitled El combate), “Armenonville”, “Jeanne”, 
“Un copetín”, “Adelita”, “Sábado inglés”, “Royal Pigall” (retitled, 
with a later lyric by José González Castillo, “¡Qué has hecho de mi 
cariño!”), “Cielito”, “¡Tomá mate!”, “Chile”, “Ando pato”, “La 
Guardia Vieja”, “Tacuarí”and many others belonging to his early 
stage. To them it should be added those composed in the days of 
the “tango-canción”: “Llegué a ladrón por amarte” (with his own 
lyric), “La chacarera” (in collaboration with José Servidio and with 
lyrics by Juan Andrés Caruso), “Tango Argentino” (with Alfredo 
Bigeschi), “A media noche”, “Copen la banca” (both with Enrique 
Dizeo), “El curdela” (with Jorge Luque Lobos), “El llorón” (early 
tango he collected and made versified by Enrique Cadícamo), and 
others. Extremely popular as well were his waltzes “Orillas del 
Plata”, “María Esther”, “Horas de hastío”, “Copo de nieve” and 
“Violetas”, among others.  
In 1920, he put together his new orchestra more fitting with those 
times, lined up by him, Rafael Rossi and Nicolás Primiani 
(bandoneons), Benito Juliá, Salvador Viola and “El Pibe” Rossi 
(violins), Juan Carlos Ghio (piano) and José Galarza (flute and 
drums). In 1929, at the bandoneon section appeared a young boy 
who was scarcely 15 years old named Aníbal Troilo, who some 
time later would be one to be talked about. However, Pacho's 
days of glory were gone, like that brave and canyengue tango of 
the Guardia Vieja (old stream) that he used to interpret as the 
best ones. Anyhow, in his late years he went on performing with 
the same zeal as in his youth, fronting his final outfits, a sextet in 
the old style —one of whose violins was played nothing less than 
by Elvino Vardaro— and the Trío Pacho, formed by three 
bandoneons, he together with the brothers José and Luis Servidio. 
Later, in 1929, the trio is put together again with the bandoneons 
of Federico Scorticati, Gabriel Clausi and Ernesto Di Cicco, being 
“Pacho” only its director. 
A curiosity took place from 1930 when he organized a line-up to 
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play Paraguayan music, exclusively polkas, most them with titles 
in Guarani and were signed by Maglio himself, or with the 
nickname Oglima, which was his last name spelled backwards. 
Throughout his career he recorded nearly 900 numbers, most 
them instrumentals, when he hired singers, the latter only 
performed as estribillistas (refrain singers). Carlos Viván's work is 
excluded, the most outstanding voice in his orchestra. The 
remaining voices were of no consequence, but we can mention 
the names of the bandoneonist Angel Ramos, of the drummer and 
flutist José Galarza and some participation of Luis Scalon, a 
famous vocalist who performed for many years in Europa 
widespreading our tango. 
Three months before his death, on April 17, 1934, he managed to 
record for the last time for the Odeon label. He recorded the 
ranchera “Que esperanza”, a composition of his and the waltz 
“Recordándote”, by Gerardo Metallo. 
His last presentations were on Radio Belgrano station in 1934. 
Soon afterwards, he was taken into the Hospital Ramos Mejía, 
where the Bateses succeeded in interviewing him for their Historia 
del tango almost by miracle; three days later, he passed away. An 
unrepentant smoker, he used to smoke between five and six black 
tobacco cigarettes a day. 
On July 14, 1934, back home in his place, 948 Bulnes street, lost 
all hopes, his lungs said it was enough. On his working table, 
several unpublished tangos remained, still untitled, as if he would 
not have liked to put a stop to an existence devoted to tango. And 
it may be said that tango made him immortal. (By Roberto Selles 
and Néstor Pinsón) 
Web: http://www.todotango.com/english/creadores/jmaglio.html 

Magnan Angela Carla (Italiano) 
Si è diplomata in composizione, pianoforte e clavicembalo nel 
conservatorio della sua città, compiendo contemporaneamente gli 
studi universitari,  perfezionandosi in composizione ottenendo il 
Diploma di Alto Perfezionamento in Composizione all’Accademia 
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia in Roma (2003) sotto la guida di Azio 
Corghi, all’Accademia musicale Chigiana di Siena (2001) con 
assegnazione di Borsa di studio ed il Diploma di Perfezionamento 
in Composizione con Mauro Bonifacio  alla Fondazione Romanini di 
Brescia. 
Ha approfondito i suoi studi strumentali seguendo corsi di 
perfezionamento sul repertorio antico, classico, contemporaneo e 
jazzistico con docenti di fama, vincendo nel 2000 come 
clavicembalista, una borsa di studio della Comunità Europea per il 
Corso di Alto Perfezionamento in musica antica alla Scuola 
Musicale di Saluzzo, estendendo le sue collaborazioni come 
pianista e clavicembalista a diversi gruppi da camera, dedicandosi 
sia al repertorio rinascimentale e barocco che a quello del 
Novecento. 
Vincitrice di diversi concorsi di composizione nazionali ed 
internazionali e spesso segnalata per merito artistico delle sue 
composizioni (al XX° Concorso ICOMS Città di Torino, al I° 
Concorso Angelo Paccagnini per orchestra, al XXVII e al XXVIII 
Premio Valentino Bucchi di Roma Capitale, al 32° Concorso Guido 
d’Arezzo, al  II Concorso internazionale di composizione ed 
esecuzione per strumenti a percussione e batteria Città di Fermo, 
all’edizione 2006 del concorso internazionale Egidio Carella); ha al 
suo attivo diverse commissioni ed esecuzioni da parte di 
associazioni, solisti, ensemble ed orchestre (Fìari Ensemble di 
Torino, Orchestra Milano Classica, Freon Ensemble di Roma,  XIII 
Festival Internazionale di Musica Sacra di Pordenone, 
Contempoartensemble di Firenze, Settembre Musica di Torino; 
Gog – Giovine Orchestra Genovese e la Fondazione Carlo Felice, 
Domani musica ensemble di Roma, Dedalo ensemble  di Brescia, 
Piediluco in musica di Terni, ..).  
Nel 2005 è stata selezionata per la rassegna Compositori a 
confronto - Seminari e Concerti di musica contemporanea 
organizzato dall’istituto musicale Achille Peri di Reggio Emilia, ed i 
suoi brani Amor dov’è la fé per viola solista ed Intrusioni per 
violino solista, oboe concertante ed ensemble sono stati scelti dal 
SIMC (Società Italiana Musica Contemporanea) per l’ISCM World 
Music Days 2007 di Hong Kong e nel 2008 in Lituania. 
Autrice anche di spettacoli teatrali, suoi lavori sono eseguiti in sale 
prestigiose di diverse città italiane e all’estero (Giordania, Francia, 
Austria, Germania e Stati Uniti), radiodiffusi da RAI Radio Tre e da 
WDR 3 (Germania), pubblicati ed incisi da RaiTrade Edizioni 

(Roma, Milano) e da SuonoSonda Edizioni (Genova). 
È codirettrice della rivista SuonoSonda, semestrale di ricerca 
orientato all'approfondimento dei tratti più innovativi della musica 
recente. Per taglio e formato ricalca i tratti tipici della più 
consueta rivista letteraria, trovando però il suo 'centro musicale’ 
in un CD di circa 60 minuti contenuto all'interno della rivista e 
accompagnato da una o più partiture pocket di brani scelti tra 
quelli presentati. 
Web: 
http://cidim.it/cidim/content/314648?id=287071&nc=Angela%20
Carla_Magnan (2013) 

Maguiña Alicia (Español) 
Alicia Maguiña, nació en Lima pero vivió desde su primer año de 
vida en Ica, al sur de la capital a donde fue a residir junto a sus 
padres Alfredo Maguiña y Alicia Málaga. Ella declararía siendo 
mayor que se siente Iqueña y su contacto con la naturaleza de 
esa zona del país le sirvió de inspiración en sus canciones. 
Su primera composición nace a los 13 años, con el hermoso vals 
“Inocente amor” poema tierno de una experiencia juvenil del 
primer amor. Ella aclara que nunca se propuso ser compositora, 
todo ello nació espontáneamente al coger una guitarra. 
Estudió su educación primaria en el colegió “Arbulú” de Ica y al 
trasladarse a Lima por razón que nombran a su padre Vocal de la 
Corte Suprema de Justicia, estudia la secundaria en el colegio 
“Santa Ursula” donde destaca aún más su calidad de precoz 
compositora. Entre sus principales composiciones figuran : 
“Inocente amor”, “Viva el Perú y Sereno”, “Estampa Limeña”, 
“Indio”, “La Apañadora”, “Soledad Sola”, “Negra quiero ser”, “Ica 
mañana voy”, “No me cumben”, “Todo me habla de ti”, entre 
otros. 
Estudió guitarra con el gran músico Oscar Avilés y se relacionó 
con grandes de la jarana limeña como los hermanos Ascuez, 
Manuel Quintana -a quien lo reconoce como su maestro en el 
ámbito de la marinera limeña-, Bartola Sancho Dávila, grande en 
el baile de la marinera. 
Como investigadora incursiona en el folklore andino, en especial el 
de la sierra central cantando adicionalmente a los valses, 
tonderos, marineras, y música afro-peruana, los huaylas y 
mulisas con tal calidad que se roba el corazón de los cultores de la 
música andina. 
Destaca como defensora de los derechos del artista y compositor, 
siendo además su opinión muy respetada en materia de folklore. 
En la década del ’90 el Congreso de la República le pide su opinión 
respecto a un proyecto de ley para cambiar la denominación “Día 
de la Canción Criolla” por “Día de la Canción Peruana”. 
Web: http://criollismo.perublogs.com/2006/11/ALICIA--ROSA--
MAGUINA--MALAGA.html 

Mahle Ernst (English) 
Ernst Mahle was born in Stuttgart, Germany, in 1929. 
He studied composition with J.N. David in Germany and H.J. 
Koellreutter in Brazil. He took part in composition master classes 
with O. Messiaen, W. Fortner, E. Krenek, and also studied 
conducting with L. von Matacic, R. Kubelik, and Mueller-Kray. One 
of the founders of the Escola de Música de Piracicaba (Piracicaba 
Music School), he has acted for 50 years as Artistic Director, 
Professor of Composition, Conductor of  the Chamber and 
Symphony Orchestras, and Director of the school’s Chamber 
Choir. 
He was naturalized a Brazilian citizen in 1962, and was honored 
with the title of Cidadão Piracicabano (Piracicabano Citizen) in 
1965 in recognition of his work on behalf of youth education. 
He created and organized the Concurso Jovens Instrumentistas 
Brasil - Piracicaba (Brazil - Piracicaba Young Instrumentalists 
Competition), and was president of its Judges’ Panel from 1971 to 
2003. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 

Mahnkopf Claus-Steffen (English) 
1962 Born on October 22 in Mannheim. 
from 1984 Study of Musicology, Philosophy an Sociology at the 
Universities of Heidelberg, Freiburg and Frankfurt am Main study 
of Composition with Brian Ferneyhough. 
since 1985 International prizes. 
since 1986 Performances at international festivals in Europe and 
the USA portrait concerts in Mannheim, Hamburg, Freiburg, 
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Damrstadt (Ferienkurse 1992), Stuttgart (1993 and 1996), 
Bludenz, Munich, Baden-Baden, Rome, Salzburg, Heilbronn, 
Freiburg, Berlin. 
1987 Study at the Staatliche Hochschule fuer Musik Freiburg: 
study of composition with Klaus Huber and Emmanuel Nunes, 
study of music theory with Peter Foertig, study of piano with 
James Avery. 
1988-94 Faculty member of the Darmstaedter Ferienkurse. 
1989 Master of Arts degree Faculty advisor in Philosophy: Juergen 
Habermas, faculty advisor in Sociology: Ludwig von Friedburg. 
1990 Gaudeamus Prize (for Interpénétrations). 
1990-95 Faculty lecturer at the University of Freiburg. 
1991 Composer-in-residence at the Hamburg Staatsoper 
Stipendium from the Heinrich-Strobel-Stiftung of the SWF. 
1992 Graduation in composition and music theory. 
1992-1996 Substitute for professorial position at the Staatliche 
Hochschule fuer Musik Freiburg. 
1993 PhD. degree from the University of Frankfurt am Main 1st 
prize from the Stuttgarter Foerderwettbewerb (for Medusa). 
1994 Baldreit-Stipendium from the city of Baden-Baden first book 
publication. 
1995 Founding of the Gesellschaft fuer Musik & Aesthetik. 
1995/96 Stipendium/Residence at the Akademie Schloss Solitude, 
Stuttgart. 
since 1997 Editor of Musik & Aesthetik. 
1997/98 Stipendium from the state of Niedersachsen. 
1998 Siemens-Foerderpreis Stipendium from the Heinrich-Strobel-
Stiftung of the SWF. 
1998/99 Stipendium/Residence at the Villa Massimo, Rome. 
1998-2000 Artistic/musicological advisor at the Staatsoper 
Stuttgart. 
1999 Marriage with Dr. phil. Dipl. Theol. Francesca Alberini. 
2000 Music-theatrical piece Angelus Novus (Munich Biennale). 
2001 Begin of the Cooperation with the Experimentalstudio der 
Heinrich- Strobel-Stiftung des SWR. 
2002 Founding of the bool series New Music and Aesthetics in the 
21st Century; Stipendium from the Paul-Sacher-Stiftung. 
2002-2003 Substitute for professorial position at the Staatliche 
Hochschule für Musik Freiburg. 
2003 Stipendium from the Heinrich-Strobel-Stiftung des SWF. 
2003-2005 Substitute for professorial position at the Hochschule 
für Hochschule für Musik und Theater “Felix Mendelssohn 
Bartholdy” Leipzig. 
2004-2006 Artistic/musicalogical advisor of the ISCM-Festival 
2006. 
2005 Stipendium from the Centro Tedesco di Studi Veneziani. 
2005-2009 Member of the jury of the Stuttgarter 
Kompositionspreis. 
Since 2005 Editor of sinefonia. Tenured professor for composition 
at the Hochschule für Musik und Theater “Felix Mendelssohn 
Bartholdy” Leipzig. 
2006 Book Kritische Theorie der Musik. 
Web: 
http://www.claussteffenmahnkopf.de/main.php?Param_Lang=E 

Mai Peter (English) 
Composer and pedagogue / Peter Mai studied composition at the 
University of Music in Leipzig. He then taught at various music 
schools children and adolescents in the subject of music education 
and ear training. From 1972-1977 he was a consultant at the 
Halle Conservatory (Saale) and then worked until 1992 at the 
special school of music in Halle (Saale), where he prepared the 
students in the subjects of theory and ear training on music 
studies. Finally, until 2005 he taught composition and 
methodology of sound education at the University of Music and 
Theater in Leipzig. (Rainer Stelle) 

Maia Igor (English) 
Igor Maia (b. 1988) is a Brazilian composer based in London. 
Currently he is a PhD Student at King’s College London under 
supervision of Profs. Silvina Milstein and George Benjamin, funded 
by the CAPES Foundation of the Brazilian Ministry of 
Education. His compositions draws both on 21st century avant-
garde techniques and Brazilian traditional music, creating music 
that relates to the Latin American culture but is expressed within 
European Classical music formats. He has received degrees from 

the Royal Conservatoire of The Hague (Holland) in 2010 and the 
State University of Campinas (Brazil) in 2013. He also participated 
in many Festivals and Courses with teachers such as Brian 
Ferneyhough, Martin Matalon, Jukka Tiensu, Toshio Hosokawa, 
Francesco Filidei, Marcel Reuter, among others.  
Web: https://www.babelscores.com/IgorMaia (2017) 

Malats Joaquín (Italiano) 
Joaquín Malats è una delle grandi figure della musica catalana tra 
Ottocento e Novecento. Egli fù soprattutto un grande pianista, 
formatosi nell’inclita scuola barcellonese e poi a Parigi. Il suo 
nome è legato all’impresa – per quell’epoca titanica – che egli 
compì, affrontando per primo il ciclo di dodici composizioni per 
pianoforte di Isaac Albeniz intitolato Iberia, capolavoro  della 
musica spagnola tardoromantica: Malats ne fu il rivelatore. 
Scomparso in età ancor giovane, non ebbe il tempo di manifestare 
appieno la sua creatività, ma i pezzi brevi per pianoforte che 
lasciò rivelano la sua ispirazione schietta, il suo dono melodico, la 
sua arte pianistica. (Angelo Giardino, Seicorde n.83, 2005) 

Malaussena Julien (English) 
Julien Malaussena consider his compositional prism to be sound 
energy–not timbre nor time; not dynamics, pitch, nor the sound 
space, but rather this element straddling all of these, one less 
palpable, less quantifiable. By setting up a range of entities 
embodying different stages of such energy, he focuses on the 
direction–or absence of direction– inherent in each entity. With 
this conception of directionality, he articulates these entities and 
the relations amongst them in a musical form, in which entities 
interact either in a dialectical structure of tension and release, or 
in a system generated by subtle gradations of tension. His recent 
work has been an inquiry into the relationship between form (this 
dialectic) and material (the articulated sound entities). 
Julien Malaussena studied composition with Jean Luc Hervé and 
orchestration with Pierre Farago. He studied electroacoustic and 
computer-aided composition in the class of Yan Maresz, MaxMSP 
with Tom Mays, and sound engineering with François Latry. 
Alongside his composition studies, Julien obtained a master of 
musicology, specialising in the analysis of contemporary musical 
languages, under the supervision of Ivanka Stoianova. 
After his academical studies he has been particularly influenced by 
the teaching of Chaya Czernowin and Pierluigi Billone. He also had 
master classes with Brian Ferneyhough, Raphaël Cendo, Alberto 
Posadas, Antoine Beuger, Dmitri Kourliandski, Georges Aperghis, 
Mark Andre, Beat Furrer, Franck Bedrossian, Rebecca Saunders 
and Ming Tsao. He has been selected for ‘Voix nouvelles’ program 
at Fondation Royaumont, “Composers Academy in Tchaikovsky 
city”, Etchings festival, Schloss Solitude SummerAcademy, Tzlil 
meudcan festival and Sirga Festival.  
Web: https://www.babelscores.com/JulienMalaussena 

Malcher Heinz K. (Español) 
Nacido en la Ciudad de México. Empieza su entrenamiento músical 
a temprana edad con el maestro (de alemán) Thomas Ebbert, 
quien en lugar de enseñarle alemán le da una clínica de iniciación 
en batería. De ahi siguió tomando clases de guitarra,las cuales 
deja por tedio (el maestro era bastante chafón), para después 
aprender por imitación visual de sus artistas favoritos. Asi estuvo 
durante algunos años, hasta que decide estudiar la carrera de 
composición en el CIEM y toma como instrumento principal la 
guitarra clásica. Destacan entre sus maestros: Alejandro Velasco, 
Gerardo Tamez, Vincent Carver y Victor Razgado. Ha tocado con 
los siguientes grupos: Lalairalaira, Los últimos Dodos, San Buena 
y como solista. Se han estrenado piezas de su creación para: 
Cuarteto de cuerdas, orquesta de cámara, orquesta de guitarras y 
guitarra sola. Por lo pronto es suficiente, dejemos que la música 
hable sola... 
Web: http://www.myspace.com/heinzmalcherk (2010) 

Maldonado Gabriel (English) 
Studied classic guitar with A.Ferraro, composition with 
D.Guaccero, A.Scarlato, G.Chiti, electronic music with W.Branchi, 
R.Bianchini. Graduated in Electronic Music and Classic Guitar at 
Italian conservatories. Followed seminars and courses with 
K.Stockhausen and B.Truax. Some of his compositions were used 
at the inauguration of Museum of Contemporary Arts of Maccagno 
- Italy. 
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Performed several concerts as composer-interpreter in Ecuador. 
Some of his works were broadcasted by RAI (Radio Televisione 
Italiana) and by some television networks in Quito, Loja and 
Cuenca. 
Researcher of new musical paradigms with the use of computer. 
Author of software for the sound synthesis and for the high level 
control of compositive material. Multimedial viedo-concerts 
performed in Italy and in America. Professor in several specialized 
courses and seminars about Csound in different countries. Author 
of a theory about the generation of micro-intervals. Promoter 
member of Fantalogica association. Member of Musica Verticale 
association. 
Took part in International Computer Music Conference at Ann 
Arbor (USA - 1998) and in Beijing (China - 1999) presenting 
DirectCsound (a realtime version of Csound realized by him). 
Took part to the “SBC&M '99” (VI Brazilian Symposium on 
Computer Music) - Universida Catolica - Rio de Janeiro. 
Took part to the congress “Generative Art ‘99” and “Generative 
Art 2000” - Milan Politechnic University – Italy. 
Contributed with one chapter to the book “Virtual Sound”, edited 
by R.Bianchini - A.Cipriani - CONTEMPO editions Italy. 
Contributed with four chapters to the book/CD-ROM The Csound 
Book - MIT Press. 
1999-2000: five sessions of the “DirectCsound Workshop” at “Il 
Punto di Svolta” - Rome – Italy. 
Web: 
http://www.cematitalia.it/servizi/bio.php?lg=eng&cat=comp&id=3
86 

Maldonado Raùl (Français) 
Né en 1937 en Argentine. Abandonne des études de médecine 
pour étudier la guitare avec POMPONIO et ZARATE. S’installe en 
France en 1965 et joue dans de nombreux pays. A beaucoup écrit 
et publié pour “guitare, trios, quatuors, avec choeur (“Tupac 
Amaru”, “Mundo Nuevo” ere.). Grand prix de la Fondation de 
France pour l’ensemble de son oevre. 

Malek Stevan (English) 
Stevan Malek (b. 1904) published a guitar volume in 1933, with 
Jovan Frajt as editor. The album  contains 24 pieces based on 
Yugoslav folk themes, arranged for solo guitar and some for voice 
and guitar. Being a professional musician and playing several 
instruments, Malek left the former Yugoslavia in 1943 and went to 
Germany. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV 
Serbia, 2004) 

Malipiero Riccardo (Italiano) 
Malipiero compositore, giornalista, critico musicale e saggista è 
nato a Milano il 24 luglio 1914 e apparteneva a un’antica famiglia 
veneziana di musicisti. Figlio del violoncellista Riccardo e nipote 
del grande compositore Gianfrancesco, si diploma giovanissimo 
nel 1932 in pianoforte al Conservatorio di Milano e in 
composizione a Torino perfezionandosi poi a Venezia con lo zio. È 
tra i primi in Italia ad adottare il metodo dodecafonico pur 
rimanendo un difensore della libertà d’espressione musicale. Tra 
le sue composizioni di maggior successo le opere Minnie la 
candida (1942) e La donna è mobile (1957), dirette dalla storica 
bacchetta di Gianandrea Gavazzeni al loro debutto, oltre all’opera 
televisiva per la Rai Battono alla porta (1962), su testo di Dino 
Buzzati. È per volontà del compositore che nel 1949 viene 
organizzato a Milano il primo Congresso di musica dodecafonica al 
quale partecipano anche Schönberg, Maderna, Dallapiccola e 
Cage. Scrive come critico musicale su Il Popolo e sul Corriere 
Lombardo e nel 1977 gli viene conferita la medaglia d’oro del 
Comune di Milano – massimo riconoscimento della città a una 
persona – per le sue benemerenze artistiche. Tra il 1969 e il 1984 
è direttore del Liceo musicale di Varese. Ha ricoperto funzioni 
direttive presso la casa editrice musicale Suvini Zerboni e di 
direttore artistico e organizzativo del circolo milanese di Palazzo 
Durini, particolarmente attento alla diffusione della musica 
contemporanea. Riccardo Malipiero si è spento a Milano a 89 anni. 

Man Roderik de (English) 
Roderik de Man (Bandung/Indonesia 1941) studied percussion 
with Frans van der Kraan and theory of music at the Royal 
Conservatory of The Hague. At the same time he participated in 

composition classes with Kees van Baaren and worked in the 
electronic studio as a student of Dick Raaymakers. From 1972 till 
2008 he taught theoretical subjects and composition to young 
composers at the same institute.  
Since 1998 he is on the board of CEM (centre for Electronic 
Music). Also he is be counselor to the board of the Stichting Ton 
Bruynèl, foundation for the promotion of electronic music and 
from 2003 till 2008 he was on the board of the GAUDEAMUS 
Foundation. 
In 2001 he was on the jury of the Gaudeamus International Music 
Week together with Vladimir Tarnopolski and Frederic Rzewski and 
in 2010 he was again a jury member, this time with Donnacha 
Dennehy and Helena Tulve. In 2001, 2003 and 2005 he was a 
judge for the Prix Ton Bruynèl.  
Roderik de Man received many commissions from a.o. the 
Foundation for the Creation of Music, the Amsterdam Art Fund 
and the Johan Wagenaar Foundation. He composes purely 
instrumental as well as instrumental/electronic music. His oeuvre 
consists of solo pieces, chambermusic, works with live electronics 
and video, and works for choir, large ensembles and orchestra. 
Several times compositions were selected by the international jury 
of the ISCM (the International Society for contemporary Music) to 
be performed during the World Music Days (Oslo 1991, Mexico 
1993, Seoul 1997, Boucarest 1998, Switzerland 2004 and Hong 
Kong 2007, Sydney 2010).  
In 1991 “Chordis Canam” for harpsichord and tape won the 2nd 
prize in the competition of the Festival de Musique 
Electroacoustique de Bourges, where he was among the finalists 
in 1996, 1997, 1998, 2000 and 2001. In 1999 “Air to Air” for 
flute, basset horn and trumpet received the 2nd prize in the same 
festival and also the 2nd prize in the Concorso Internazionale di 
Composizione “Città die Torino 2000”.  
“Music, when soft voices die...”, in 2002 composed at the request 
of and in the Institut International de Musique Electroacoustique 
de Bourges, was awarded the 1st prize in the competition Musica 
Nova in Prague.  
In 2005 “Cordes Invisibles” for violoncello, piano and tape(cd) 
won the 1st prize in the Concours International de Musique 
Electroacoustique de Bourges.  
Roderik de Man's music was performed and broadcast in all 
European countries as well as in Russia, the United States, 
Canada, Brasil, Mexico, Argentina, Indonesia, China, Thailand and 
Japan.  
Web: http://www.roderikdeman.com/biography.htm (2010) 

Manca Gabriele (Italiano) 
Gabriele Manca ha studiato pianoforte con Bruno Canino e 
composizione con Giacomo Manzoni (diplomandosi con il massimo 
dei voti nel 1982) presso il Conservatorio “Giuseppe Verdi” di 
Milano. Nel 1980 è stato assistente-pianista di Cathy Berberian, 
presso il Centro di studi musicali “Ferruccio Busoni” di Empoli. Ha 
svolto l'attività di maestro collaboratore presso la RAI Radio 
Televisione Italiana e presso il Teatro alla Scala dove ha lavorato 
tra gli altri con i musicisti Salvatore Sciarrino, Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, Mauricio Kagel e con registi come Luca Ronconi, 
Gabriele Lavia, Pier'Alli e Pierluigi Pizzi. Come compositore ha 
partecipato a diverse rassegne di musica contemporanea, tra le 
quali: Musica nel nostro tempo, Festival Pontino, Ars Musica di 
Bruxelles, Holland Festival, Concerti da camera del 
Concertgebouw, Ferienkursen di Darmstadt, Gesellschaft für neue 
Musik di Hannover, Nuovi Incontri Musicali di Milano, Biennale di 
Barcellona, Università di Osaka, Musica Presente (Teatro alla 
Scala-RAI-RTSI), Percorsi di musica d'oggi (Teatro alla Scala), 
Milano Musica, Festival ROMAEUROPA, Beckett Theatre di 
Melbourne, Festival di Sydney, Festival di Melbourne, Concerti da 
Camera della Beethovensaal di Bonn, Concerti della Radio Suisse 
Romande di Losanna, Biennale di Zagabria, XIX Cantiere 
Internazionale d'Arte di Montepulciano, Musica per la Resistenza 
(Teatro alla Scala), Sipario Ducale-Pesaro, Spaziomusica-Cagliari, 
Spazionovecento di Cremona, Dionysos-Musica 2000, Nuova 
Consonanza, Musica e Poesia a San Maurizio, Festival-Villa Medici-
Accademia di Francia-Roma, Aarhus Festival, Valencia 
Cyberfestival, Senzoku-University-Tokyo, Melbourne University. 
Nel gennaio 1999 ha tenuto una serie di conferenze, seminari, 
master classes e concerti a Tokyo per la Fondazione Irino, per il 
Tokyo College of music, per il 'Theatre Winter' e per l'Istituto 
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Italiano di Cultura di Tokyo Nel 1985 gli è stato assegnato il 
premio, per l'anno europeo della musica, Neue Generation in 
Europa organizzato dalla WDR di Colonia, Biennale di Venezia, 
Festival d'Automne di Parigi. Le sue composizioni sono state 
trasmesse dalle più importanti emittenti europee, dalla ABC 
Australiana e dalla NHTT giapponese. Nel 1995 ha realizzato per il 
teatro lo “pseudodramma” “Treppenwitz”(macchinario teatrale 
elementare) eseguito nell'ambito della rassegna “Opera ma 
novità” di Sassari e all'Ijsbreker di Amsterdam nel corso del 
festival “II International Block flute & electronics Festival”. E' tra i 
fondatori dello studio di musica elettronica MM&T di Milano, 
nonchè membro del comitato scientifico dello studio di ricerca 
CERM. Ha ottenuto, nel 2000, la Japan Foundation Uchida 
Fellowship per un progetto di ricerca sulla musica nel teatro Noh. 
Sempre nel 2000 ha scritto le musiche per il film sul Noh 
“ROKUROBYOE”, della regista Chiseko Tanaka, presentato al “Art 
Film Festival” di Bratislava e al Tokyo Fikm Festival 2001. 
(Programma Concerto Musica d’Insieme Ensemble Milano del 18-
09-2004) 

Manca Roberto (Italiano) 
Roberto Manca (1963). 
A 13 anni intraprende da autodidatta lo studio della musica e non 
molto più tardi si avvicina alla composizione. A Roma inizia lo 
studio della chitarra classica presso il Centro Romano Della 
Chitarra ed in seguito con il M° Luciano Coletta. Nel frattempo 
parallelamente agli studi “classici” e sempre a Roma frequenta per 
2 anni corsi di musica jazz alla Saint Luis Jazz School 
approfondendo lo studio del basso elettrico con il M° Gianfranco 
Gullotto. Sempre a Roma e sempre alla Scuola Popolare di Musica 
Donna Olimpia frequenta il corso “Didattica Chitarristica” diretto 
dal M° Marco Chianchi. Per alcuni anni si dedica principalmente 
allo studio della chitarra a 10 corde ed in particolare alle suites 
per liuto di J.S.Bach attraverso lo studio approfondito delle 
partiture originali e della prassi esecutiva dell’epoca, seguito come 
sempre dal compianto Maestro e amico Luciano Coletta. A questo 
scopo partecipa al 4° Festival Internazionale di Chitarra e Liuto, a 
Bardonecchia, seguendo i corsi del M° Hopkinson Smith. Nella 
Capitale seguono seminari e master classes presso l’Arts 
Accademy e la Scuola Popolare di Musica Donna Olimpia tenuti da 
vari musicisti tra cui: David Russell, Bruno B.D’Amario, Roland 
Dyens, Carlo Marchione, Oscar Ghiglia, Stefano Palamidessi, Carlo 
Carfagna, Marco Cianchi e Massimo delle Cese ed altri. A Perugia 
frequenta una master class con il M° Ernesto Cordero, ed a 
Zagarolo una di composizione organizzata dall'Associazione 
Goffredo Petrassi, tenuta dal M° Leo Brouwer. A quest’ultima 
seguirà la pubblicazione dell’opera “Mosche, 3 Miniature Sugli 
Insetti” inserita nella raccolta “14 Selected Modern Compositions”, 
curata dallo stesso Leo Brouwer, e pubblicata dalla Carisch. Le sue 
composizioni “Notturno n.3” e “Ulisse” fanno parte del CD 
“Nocturnes For Guitar” (Brilliant Classic) di Giorgio Mirto. 
Ha partecipato ad vari concorsi di composizione chitarristica (es. 
Concorso Internazionale Paolo Barsacchi di Viareggio) ottendendo 
sempre diplomi di merito con menzione particolare. Le sue 
musiche sono state suonate in prima assoluta in concerto dal M° 
Antonella Col alla presenza del M° Alirio Diaz. 
Più di recente è stato coinvolto in vari progetti che lo vedono 
impegnato anche come chitarrista elettrico, bassista e 
mandolinista rispettivamente con l’Orchestra Mondo Opera e il 
gruppo di musica popolare Amargura, e quindi in duo con il 
flautista Carlo Lupi. Vive ed opera attualmente a Roma. (2017) 

Magnant Fabienne (English) 
Fabienne Magnant studied classical guitar with Olivier Chassain 
and Roland Dyens, both currently professors at the National 
School of Music of Paris (Conservatoire National Supérieur de 
Paris). Most notably, she was awarded a first prize for the Paris 
Île-de-France region and a first prize for outstanding 
achievements for the free class of Roland Dyens, unanimously 
granted with honours. Fabienne Magnant then made two sojourns 
in Brazil (four months). In the course of her initial trip, in 1993, to 
Rio de Janeiro, the musician studied traditional percussions with 
Luis de Annunciacao. She collaborated with composer Guerra 
Peixe on his guitar-dedicated works; she met and performed 
alongside guitar player Baden Powell. Upon her return to Europe, 
Fabienne Magnant recorded her first album, “Mémoire Vivante” 

(“Living Memory”) comprising Brazilian works and music of the 
20th century, which was released in 1995 by Night and Day 
Productions. 
Fabienne Magnant then began to compose on her own, then 
created a duo with percussionist Paul Mindy. The duo recorded 
Fabienne Magnant’s second album “Canto Instrumental” in 1998, 
produced by Aubervilliers City Council, also distributed by Night 
and Day. 
In 1999, thanks to support she received from SACEM (French 
society for the safeguard of copyrights and the promotion of 
professional artists), the guitar soloist and composer travelled to 
the Brazilian Nordeste, to Salvador de Bahia and Recife, seeking 
inspiration for the creation of her third album and show “Le Sens 
des Sens” (The meaning of Senses”). She then extended her 
sojourn in Rio de Janeiro, a city where she gave a live concert, 
and from which she returned with a viola caïpira -- a guitar with 
five double metal strings -- crafted by Do Souto, a famous Carioca 
instrument-maker. This particular instrument is emblematic of 
Brazil, it possesses a subtle sound, both delicate and deep; it was 
to become Fabienne Magnant’s favourite instrument for her own 
artistic conceptions. The album “Le Sens des Sens” which she 
composed was co-produced by Buda Music, a World Music artistic 
label  headed by Gilles Fauchaux, to be released in 2003 after a 
residency placed under the artistic supervision of François 
Kokelaere for the album and the show which resulted. 
Fabienne Magnant’s unquenchable curiosity and quest continued 
in Andalusia where the musician improved her skills in Flamenco 
style at the Grenada School of Flamenco “Carmen de las Cuevas”, 
then in Paris for several years with the Flamenco guitar-player, 
Andres Serrita. The artist now leads her career as a soloist and 
composer, using her three guitars: classical, Flamenco and viola 
caïpira. She thus created a new album called “La Trinidad” co-
produced by Buda Musique and released in 2011. That particular 
album was distinguished as “Album Coup de Coeur” (Today’s 
crunch) in the periodical Muzzika (June 2011).  
Fabienne Magnant performs as a soloist and with various fellow 
musicians, among whom Paul Mindy, in a trio with Luis de Aquino 
(seven-string guitar) and Dada Viana (percussions) and since 
2008 with François Kokelaere (percussions including Tumba, 
Berimbau, M’Bira, etc.).  
With the latter, she composed the show “Resonance”, a creation 
midway between Brazil and Africa, via the Caribbean and Spain, 
where the duo invented its own universe and tradition, full of 
energy and with subtle control at the same time. Since 2009, 
Fabienne Magnant’s solo compositions have been released by “Les 
Productions d’Oz”. 
Fabienne Magnant teaches her three different instruments in the 
area of Paris, at Evry-Essonne school of music. 
(Michael Julius Boylan) (2014) 

Mannino Franco (Italiano) 
Franco Mannino, Nato a Palermo il 25 aprile del 1924, è uno degli 
artisti italiani più importanti per completezza di immagine: 
direttore d'orchestra operistico e sinfonico, compositore, scrittore, 
organizzatore, scopritore di talenti e già famoso pianista. 
Accademico di Santa Cecilia dal 1970 è autore di oltre 600 
composizioni, la sua opera “Vivì”, rappresentata anche alla Scala, 
è a tutt’oggi la più rappresentata nel mondo di autore vivente. 
Mannino ha scritto le musiche per più di cento film  ed imponente 
è anche la sua discografia come pianista, direttore d'orchestra e 
compositore. 
Allievo di Renzo Silvestri, ha cominciato a sedici anni la sua 
carriera concertistica. 
La sua collaborazione con la RAI risale al 1940, all'EIAR in via 
Asiago. 
Nel 1968 ha creato, a Roma, gli Incontri Musicali Romani. 
Dal 1969 al 1971 è stato Direttore Artistico del Teatro di San 
Carlo di Napoli e poi ne è stato Alto Consulente Artistico per tre 
anni. 
E' stato Artistic Advisor e Permanent Conductor dell'Orchestra del 
National Arts Centre di Ottawa. 
I più grandi interpreti degli ultimi cinquant'anni (direttori 
d'orchestra, cantanti, strumentisti, attori) hanno eseguito le sue 
musiche o collaborato in opere e concerti da lui diretti e 
personalmente Mannino ha collezionato numerosissimi 
riconoscimenti da ogni parte del mondo. 
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Web: 
http://www.windoweb.it/guida/musica/biografia_franco_mannino.
htm 

Mannis José Augusto (Français) 
(1958 - São Paulo, Brèsil)  
Compositeur, Professeur Universitaire et Coordinateur de la filiale 
brèsilienne du Centre de Documentation de la Musique 
Contemporaine, Cité de la Musique, Paris. 
Formation: Faculdade de Engenharia Industrial - FE1 (1976-8), 
modalité eletronique; Instituto de Artes da UNESP (Universidade 
Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”) (1976-8) tours de 
composition, avec Conrado Silva, Michel Philippot e Philippe 
Manoury; Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris - 
CNSMP (1980-3) tours de composition de musique 
eletroacoustique et recherche musicale (CNSMP en collaboration 
avec l’INA/GRM - Groupe de Recherches Musicales) avec Guy 
Reibel; Maîtrise em Musique à l’Université Paris VIII (1984-7) 
avec Daniel Charles (L’Electroacoustique dans la musique 
d’aujourd’hui). Actuellement en Doctorat à l’Escola de 
Comunicações e Artes - ECA de l’Universidade de São Paulo - USP, 
dans un projet accueilli au LAMI - Laboratório de Acustica Musical 
e Intormatica sur procédures d’acoustique architecturelle (des 
studios) apliquée à l’intérpretation musicale.  
Activités: Musicien électroacousticien et engénieur du son à 
l’Ensemble de l’ltinéraire (Frante, 1982-8), au Groupe de 
Recherches Musicales - INA/GRM (Frante, 1988-9), free lancer en 
plusieurs groupes camme 2e2m, EIC (France), Antidogma de 
Turin (Italie), Grupo Círculo (Espagne). Membre de groupes de 
recherche et création musicale Espace Musical et La Grande 
Fabrique (France). Membre du Conseil de Programmation du 
Festival Musica Nova (de 1991 a 1994), membre de la comission 
de selection pour les bourses de musique de VITAE (1994-9), 
conseiller ad hoc de l’agance d’aide à la recherche FAPESP (depuis 
1996) et membre de la comissão de selection de bourses du 
programme APARTES de l’agence CAPES (1996). Conseiller pour 
bourse d’études pour la John Simon Guggenheim Memorial 
Foundation. 

Manzi Giuliano (Italiano) 
Nato a Monza nel Novembre del 1928, Giuliano Manzi ha compiuto 
gli studi musicali al Liceo Musicale “Vincenzo Appiani” di Monza 
sotto la guida dei Maestri Riccardo Malipiero e Gianluigi 
Centemeri, diplomandosi poi in Conservatorio. Autore di musiche 
strumentali e corali, trascrittore e armonizzatore, è stato docente 
di esercitazioni corali al Conservatorio “Arrigo Pedrollo” di Vicenza 
e insegnante di teoria e solfeggio ed esercitazioni corali al Liceo 
Musicale di Monza. E’ soprattutto didatta: infatti i suoi “Solfeggi 
cantati” sono utilizzati nei maggiori Conservatori italiani” (2010) 

Manzino Giuseppe (Italiano) 
Giuseppe Manzino (Savona, 23 settembre 1929 – ivi, 4 luglio 
1992), iniziati gli studi musicali sotto la guida del padre Giovanni, 
si diplomò in Pianoforte nel 1950 presso il Conservatorio di Musica 
“G. Verdi” di Torino. Sudiò Composizione con Mario Barbieri 
presso l’allora Istituto Musicale Pareggiato “N. Paganini” di Genova 
e Strumentazione per Banda con Gustino Di Marino, diplomandosi 
in ambedue le discipline rispettivamente a Genova e a Torino. 
Conseguì inoltre l’abilitazione all’insegnamento del Canto corale. 
Nel 1955 fondò il Liceo Musicale “F. Cilea” di Savona, presso il 
quale ricoprì l’incarico di direttore, di insegnante di Pianoforte, 
Armonia, Storia della musica e Composizione. Dopo aver 
insegnato parallelamente Educazione musicale per diversi anni 
alle Scuole medie inferiori, nel 1977 divenne docente di teoria e 
solfeggio presso il Conservatorio “N. Paganini” di Genova. 
Svolse attività concertistica come solista ed in formazioni 
cameristiche, ma si dedicò soprattutto alla composizione, 
ottenendo in questo campo riconoscimenti e premi in vari concorsi 
nazionali. Scrisse musica strumentale, vocale, da camera, 
sinfonica (tra cui un Trittico savonese) ed un’opera lirica in un 
atto, Binario (1957), su libretto del poeta-pittore futurista Vittorio 
Tommasini (Farfa). 
Molti lavori di Manzino sono stati eseguiti, oltre che in varie città 
italiane, negli Stati Uniti, in America Latina, Svizzera, Germania, 
Ungheria, Svezia, alla Radio Spagnola ed alla Radio Italiana. 
Sue composizioni sono state pubblicate dalle case editrici Ricordi, 
Carrara, Curci, Carisch, Edipan, Bèrben, Forberg e Ut Orpheus. 

Web: 
http://www.utorpheus.com/utorpheus/product_info.php?cPath=3
_14&products_id=620 

Manzoni Giacomo (Italiano) 
Nato a Milano nel 1932 
Giacomo Manzoni, ha iniziato gli studi di composizione nel 1948 a 
Messina sotto la guida di Gino Contilli, proseguendoli dal 1950 al 
’56 presso il Conservatorio di Milano; qui nel 1955 si è laureato in 
lingue e letterature straniere presso l’università Bocconi. 
Attivo inizialmente come strumentista d’orchestra e maestro di 
coro, redattore nel 1956 della rivista di musica nuova “Il 
Diapason”, dal 1958 al ’66 è stato critico musicale de ‘L’Unità’ e 
dal 1962 insegnante di armonia e contrappunto presso il 
Conservatorio di Milano. Dal 1969 al ’74 ha insegnato al 
Conservatorio “G.B. Martini” di Bologna (composizione) passando 
poi al Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano fino al 1991. Nel 1982 ha 
soggiornato per un anno a Berlino, ospite del Deutscher 
Akademischer Austauschdienst. Tiene dal 1988 un corso speciale 
di composizione presso la Scuola di Musica di Fiesole e ha tenuto 
seminari e corsi tra l’altro a Pescara, San Marino, presso 
l’università di Parma, a Granada, Buenos Aires, Berlino, 
Vancouver, Córdoba, Santiago, Osaka, ecc. 
Tra le tappe principali dell’attività di compositore sono da 
segnalare: i lavori teatrali La sentenza (Bergamo 1960, Teatro 
delle Novità), Atomtod (Milano 1965, Piccola Scala), le scene 
musicali Per Massimiliano Robespierre (Bologna 1975, Teatro 
Comunale) da cui è stata tratta la Suite Robespierre; composizioni 
vocali con orchestra, tra cui Ombre (alla memoria di Che Guevara) 
(1968), Parole da Beckett (1971) per due cori, tre gruppi 
strumentali e nastro magnetico e Hölderlin (frammento) per coro 
e orchestra (1972); inoltre “Insiemi” (1967) per orchestra, 
Modulor per quattro orchestre (eseguito per la prima volta alla 
Biennale di Venezia nel 1979), Masse: omaggio a Edgard Varèse 
(1977) per pianoforte e orchestra, Scene sinfoniche per il Doktor 
Faustus (1984), Doktor Faustus - Scene dal romanzo di Thomas 
Mann (Milano 1989, Teatro alla Scala), Il deserto cresce. Tre 
metafore da Friedrich Nietzsche per coro e orchestra (1993) e, tra 
i lavori più recenti, Allen per lettore e orchestra da camera (1996) 
e Moi, Antonin A. su testi di A. Artaud per soprano leggero, lettore 
e orchestra (Firenze, 1997). Ha composto altresì musica da 
camera tra cui: Piccola suite (1952-55) per violino e pianoforte, 
Musica notturna (1966), Quadruplum (1968) per due trombe e 
due tromboni, un Quartetto per archi (1971), Hölderlin: Epilogo 
(1980) per dieci strumenti, Opus 50 (Daunium) per dieci 
strumenti e percussione (1984), un secondo quartetto per archi 
dal titolo Musica per 
Pontormo (1995). 
Ha fatto parte della redazione prima del Dizionario poi 
dell’Enciclopedia della musica (1964) editi da Ricordi e ha curato 
per Einaudi la traduzione della Filosofia della musica moderna 
(Torino, 1959) e per Feltrinelli quella di Dissonanze (Milano, 1959) 
di Adorno, per Il Saggiatore quella del Manuale di armonia di 
Schönberg (Milano, 1963). Dello stesso autore ha curato in 
seguito le traduzioni degli scritti didattici e di Analisi e pratica 
musicale (Torino, 1974), di nuovo per Einaudi. 
Nel 1975 ha pubblicato Per M. Robespierre - Testo e materiali per 
le scene musicali, in collaborazione con L. Pestalozza e V. Puecher 
(Bari, De Donato), in concomitanza con l’andata in scena 
dell’omonimo lavoro teatrale. Ha collaborato con saggi su autori 
antichi e moderni (Monteverdi, Brahms, Dallapiccola ecc.) e su 
varie tematiche musicali a pubblicazioni italiane e straniere. Nel 
1968 è stato redattore musicale della rivista “Prisma”. Fa parte 
della redazione della rivista “Musica/Realtà”. Un’ampia selezione 
di suoi saggi e articoli è stata pubblicata nei due volumi Scritti, 
presso Nuova Italia, e Tradizione e utopia, presso Feltrinelli. 
L’incisione su disco di Masse: omaggio a Edgard Varèse ha 
conseguito vari premi internazionali, la composizione Dedica il 
“Premio Abbiati della critica” quale migliore novità in Italia nel 
1986. Per l’attività didattica gli è stato conferito nel 1991 il premio 
“Omaggio a M. Mila”. 
Web: 
http://www.ricordi.it/Compositori/Dettaglio.asp?IdCompositore=2
32 
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Marchelie Érik (English) 
Érik Marchelie is born in 1957 in Périgueux (France). He studied in 
the conservatories of Tours, Versailles, then at the Conservatoire 
National Supérieur de Musique de Paris. 
As an concertist of international level, he often plays in recitals 
with other instrumentalists or ensembles and often insert his own 
compositions into concert programs. 
His works, which include pedagogical compositions, are published 
in France by Lemoine, Combre and Billaudot; in Canada by Les 
Productions d'OZ. 
Music festivals like Les journées lyriques de Chartres, as well as 
many conservatories of music have commissioned him works to 
be performed at these events. 
Many composers, like Jean-Jacques Werner, Antonio Ruiz-Pipo, 
Paul Lewis or Stéphane Bortoli have dedicated works to him. 
He his presently guitar teacher at the École Nationale de Musique 
of Mantes in Yvelines, and supervises a Summer International 
Academy in Albi. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216757.2.html 

Marchettini Paolo (Italiano) 
Si avvicina alla musica attraverso lo studio del pianoforte cui 
seguirà quello del clarinetto e della composizione. Si diploma al 
Conservatorio di S. Cecilia a Roma, con il massimo dei voti in 
Composizione con Ivan Vandor, musica corale e direzione di coro 
con Claudio Dall'Albero e clarinetto con Gaetano Russo. Si 
perfeziona in Composizione presso l'Accademia Nazionale di Santa 
Cecilia con Azio Corghi e a New York con Richard Danielpour. 
La sua musica riceve numerosi consensi sia in Italia sia all’estero. 
Il suo Concerto per violino e orchestra é premiato nell'edizione 
2005 del Queen Elisabeth Competiton di Brussels. Nel 2011 è 
vincitore del Manhattan Prize di New York con Septem Vitia 
Capitalia per quartetto d’archi. Mercy per orchestra riceve il 
premio Play it! 2012. 
I suoi lavori sono eseguiti dall’Orchestra Regionale Toscana, 
Orchestra Sinfonica di Radio Sofia, MSM Symphony Orchestra, 
Orchestra Nuova Scarlatti, Orchestra Camerata Italica, Banda 
dell’esercito Italiano, Algoritmo ensemble, Freon Ensemble, il 
gruppo Musica d’Oggi e in prestigiosi auditori quali Auditorium 
Parco della Musica (Roma), Teatro Tese delle Vergini (Biennale di 
Venezia 2007), Sala Casella (Roma), Teatro Verdi (Firenze), 
Auditorium Rai (Napoli), Borden Hall e Greenfield Hall, Manhattan 
School of Music (New York), Hofstra University (New York), The 
Graduate Center Cuny University (New York), Italian Institute 
(Londra) e trasmessi da Radiotre, Radio Vaticana e Radio 
Svizzera. 
Svolge inoltre un'intensa attività come strumentista, sia in 
formazioni da camera, sia come solista. 
È fondatore, assieme al pianista Michelangelo Carbonara, del 
Monèsis Ensemble, gruppo modulare dal duo all'orchestra da 
camera con cui svolge attività concertistica dedita in particolare al 
repertorio contemporaneo. 
Con I Cantori di San Carlo si occupa di musica antica di cui 
approfondisce soprattutto il repertorio della polifonia Palestriniana. 
Dal 2002 intraprende con la scultrice Licia Galizia Interferenze, un 
lavoro per clarinetto e installazioni plastiche che é riproposto 
sempre con notevoli consensi di pubblico e di critica. Suoi lavori 
sono editi da Raitrade. 
Ha insegnato presso i Conservatori di Campobasso e Cosenza. 
Trasferitosi a New York, è insegnante presso la Manhattan School 
of Music. 
Fonte diretta 
Web: 
http://www.cidim.it/cidim/content/314619?id=250488&nc=Paolo_
Marchettini (2014) 

Marcianò Sergio (Italiano) 
Sergio MARCIANÒ nasce a Roma il 14 dicembre 1922, da madre 
valtellinese (di Villa di Tirano). Il padre, pugliese, era approdato 
nella capitale come vincitore un posto per suonatore di tromba 
nella Fanfara della Legione Carabinieri. Applicatosi allo studio del 
pianoforte dall'età di nove anni, inizia quello dell'organo dopo 
l'ingresso nel Seminario di Como dove viene ordinato sacerdote. 
Decisivo l'incontro con l'organista della cattedrale il m.° Luigi 
Picchi. Durante gli studi in seminario sostiene gli esami di teoria e 
solfeggio presso il Conservatorio di Milano. Nell'arco di alcuni anni 

consegue i diplomi di pianoforte, di organo e composizione 
organistica (con encomio del Ministero della P.I.) di polifonia 
vocale, di composizione e - presso il Pontificio Istituto di Musica 
Sacra di Milano- il magistero in Canto Gregoriano con una tesi di 
paleografia. Allievo di Cesare Chiesa e di Bruno Bettinelli, dal 
1954 inizia a pubblicare musica d'organo e vocale per le Edizione 
Schola di Como e dal 1963 inizia la collaborazione con la Casa 
Editrice Carrara di Bergamo, presso le quali  pubblica tutta la sua 
produzione organistica e vocale. 
Dal 1959 è organista e maestro di cappella nell'insigne Collegiata 
Arcipretale di Sondrio; dal 1972 al 1976 organista e maestro di 
cappella della Basilica di S. Vittore di Varese; nel 1972 inizia 
anche l'insegnamento di Organo e composizione organistica 
presso il Conservatorio “A. Vivaldi” di Alessandria. Lasciato 
l'insegnamento nel1994si trasferisce di nuovo a Sondrio dove 
risiede.  
Don Marcianò ha tenuto concerti nelle principali città italiane, in 
Austria (con registrazioni per l'ORF), Danimarca, Germania, 
Svizzera. 
La sua produzione musicale, della quale si allega il catalogo 
pubblicato in aa.vv., Il linguaggio musicale di Sergio Marcianò 
(Miano editore, Milano 1993), è stata pubblicata dalla Case editrici 
Schola, Carrara e Bèrben. L’opera per organo (1954-1995) è stata 
incisa nell’esecuzione dell’autore, pubblicata in 2 LP dalla Eco 
Ricordi e infine raccolta in 7 CD, (GB 5590/96-2) editi dalla 
Bongiovanni di Bologna. Sono numerose le musiche destinate 
all’assemblea dei fedeli per un’esecuzione all’unisono, che 
comprendono inni, parti del Proprio della messa, un’ampia 
raccolta di brani per la Liturgia ambrosiana e i recentissimi pezzi 
dell’Innario di Bose (1999). Composti per coro a due, tre e quattro 
voci (a seconda dei casi con o senza organo), i canti destinati al 
coro comprendono ancora inni, parti del Proprio e mottetti e 
includono fra l’altro le Cantigas de Santa Maria e la Grande Messa 
Giovanni XXIII per coro a quattro voci, organo e ottoni (1989).  
(Bruno Ciapponi, Gazzetta di Sondrio, 18-IV-2002) 

Marckhl Erich (English) 
1902 Born on February 3 in Celje, Slovenia (then Styria). 
1980 Died on July 8 in Graz. 
Composer and music pedagogue; composition studies with Franz 
Schmidt. Province of Styria music director in 1952; also director in 
1958 of the Province of Styria Conservatory in Graz; professor 
from 1963-72 at the Graz Academy of Music (president 1963-71). 
Orchestral works (five symphonies), chamber music, piano and 
organ works, lieder and church music. 
“The composer values strict emphasis of the peculiarity in the idea 
and artificial structure. He distances himself from all collectivist 
structures, is neither of the avant-garde nor reactionary.” (Erich 
Marckhl about himself) (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Marco Estanislao (English) 
Estanislao Marco Valls was born in Vali d'Uixo (Castellón de la 
Plana) on the 12th of May in 1872, and died in the city of Valencia 
on the 23rd of June in 1954. He was one of the most outstandins 
students of Francisco Tarrega who, in the same way as the 
maestro, played with his fingertips. 
He was one of thè components of the pick and pulse Quartet El 
Turia with his brothers and sisters Manuel, Teresa, Magendia and 
Emilio towards the end of the XIX century. He founded and 
directed the Rondella Valenciana of the Musical Instruction Centre 
in Benimamet, and the Rondella Segarra of Vali d'Uixo. 
He travelled throughout Europe and Africa, performing in front of 
the Czars of Russia and King Alfonso XIII and Queen Victoria 
Eugenia, and received the Commendation of Isabella I. He was 
maestro to guitarists the likes of Narciso Yepes, whom he initiated 
in the study of the guitar, and Patricio Galindo, Josefina Cruzado, 
Josefina Gii, among many others. 
The musical production of Estanislao Marco that was known up 
until very recently consisted of only nine works: Serenata and 
Preludio en Re, published in the Fortea Library, and those works 
belonging to thè archives of Juan Marco Domingo, grandson of the 
composer: Pequenos preludios, Esperanza, Dulce recuerdo, 
Carino, Triste ausencia, Lamento and Paz eterna.. 
The presentation of this CD offers for the first time recordings of 
unpublished material, material that had been lost or forgotten for 
almost half a century until the discovery of the originai 
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manuscripts. Close to 50 compositions for guitar and more than 
130 arrangements and transcriptions, which date from 1901 to 
1953, appeared before my astonished eyes one unforgettable 
30th of April in the year 2000 in the Flea Market of Valencia. From 
this moment a process of research and investigation was initiated, 
a process which is showing its results and will allow for the future 
availability of the complete works of Estanislao Marco. In this way 
a Valencian artist, forgotten by History, is being recuperated, an 
artist whose importance and musical quality will further enrich the 
repertory available for the Guitar. (Compact Disk: Estanislao 
Marco, Jorge Orozco guitar) 

Marco Tomas (English) 
Born in Madrid in 1942, he studied violin and composition at the 
same time as high school and a Law Degree. Further musical 
studies in France and Germany with maestros such as Moderna, 
Boulez, Stockhausen, Ligeti and Adorno. He also studied courses 
in Psychology and Stage Arts. Assistant to Stockhausen in 1967. 
Prizes: 1969 National Music Prize, the Gaudeamus Foundation 
(Holland) in 1969 and 1971, VI Paris Bienal, the Casals 
Centenary, the Golden Harp, the UNESCO Tribune of Composers. 
Lecturer in New Techniques in the Royal Senior Conservatory of 
Music in Madrid and Lecturer in Music History of the UNED Spanish 
Open University. He has published several books and imparted 
courses in European and American institutions and universities, 
and has worked as music critic in several media. 
Tomàs Marco worked for eleven years in the musical Services of 
Spanish National Radio and has won thè National Radio-Broadcast 
Prize and the Premio Ondas. From 1981 to 1985, Director-
Manager of the Autonomous Body the National Spanish Orchestra 
and Choir and, from 1991 to 1995, Technical Director of those 
ensembles. Between 1985 and 1995, Director of the Centre for 
the Diffusion of Contemporary Music, creating its electroacoustic 
laboratory, and the Alicante International Festival, whose first 
eleven editions he directed. He has been a full member of the San 
Fernando Royal Academy of Fine Arts since 1993. 1977 -1996, a 
Director of the General Society of Authors and Publishers. 1996, 
Director of Festivals of thè Community of Madrid. From May 1996 
to July 1999, Director-General of the National Institute of Scenic 
Arts and Music (INAEM). 1998, Doctor Honoris Causa in the 
Complutense University of Madrid. 
Composer of four operas, a ballet, six symphonies, choral music, 
chamber music, etc, he is presently exclusively devoted to 
composing and writing about music. 
In November 2002, he was awarded the National Music Price for 
his entire compositional output, and in 2003 the Community of 
Madrid Music Award. 

Marcus Bonita (English) 
Bunita Marcus, born in Madison, Wisconsin, was a well-recognized 
pianist and bass clarinetist when she began composing at the age 
of thirteen. She worked in both electronic and instrumental 
mediums while at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. In 1981, 
she received a Ph.D. in Composition from the State University of 
New York at Buffalo where she held the Edgard Varese Fellowship 
in Composition and studied with Morton Feldman. Ms. Marcus' 
music has been consistently praised for its beauty and rare 
sensitivity. Kyle Gann of the Village Voice has called her one of his 
favorite women composers of all time. He applauds her piano 
work Julia for its “touching and unassuming depth”, which “had 
the audience hushed under the impact of deeply communicated 
feeling”. Los Angeles critic Alan Rich says her work Adam and 
Eve ”states an eloquent case for the persistence of pure beauty in 
contemporary composition”. 
Bunita met Morton Feldman in 1976, beginning a long association 
that lasted until his death in 1987. For seven years they were 
inseparable. Feldman and Marcus composed side by side, sharing 
musical thoughts and ideas. In 1985 Feldman dedicated his new 
piano composition: “For Bunita Marcus”. Today, Dr. Marcus 
lectures, coaches and writes regularly on Morton Feldman's music. 
Bunita Marcus has written commissions for Bang on a Can All-
Stars, the Kronos Quartet, Aki Takahashi, the Xenakis Ensemble, 
Morton Feldman and Soloists, Tokyo‚ “Sound-Space ARK” 
Ensemble, and others. Her music has received awards from the 
National Endowment of the Arts (Composer's Fellowship), the 
International Society of Contemporary Music/World Music Days, 

the American Academy of Arts and Letters, the League of 
Composers' National Competition, and the coveted Kranichsteiner 
Musikpreis at Darmstadt. 
From 1985-1990 Ms. Marcus produced the Salon Concert Series 
with painter Francesco Clemente in New York City. Today she is 
active as a composer, conductor and pianist, appearing in 
concerts and festivals around the world. 
Bunita Marcus' music is dedicated to stimulating both intellect and 
soul.  
Music that lights the spark of the divine in all of us.  
Bunita Marcus' music is a delight to listen to, taking you on a 
journey of wonder. 
Web: http://www.bunitamarcus.com/bio.html  

Marcussen Kjell (English) 
Kjell Marcussen (1952) was born in Arendal, Norway. He studied 
guitar at the Agder Conservatory of Music in Kristiansand, where 
he received his teaching degree in 1976. He continued his 
education at the Royal Academy of Music, London, under Prof. 
Hector Quine (guitar) and Prof. Edwin Roxburgh (composition). He 
followed up these studies with two years at the Guildhall School of 
Music and Drama in London under Gerald Lee (guitar) and Robert 
Saxton (composition). He completed his degree in 1982. The 
same year, Marcussen was selected to participate at the Cardiff 
Festival of Music, where he made his debut both as guitarist and 
as composer. Naturally, the guitar occupies a central position in 
Marcussen¡s compositional landscape. He composes for the guitar 
both as a solo instrument and as one of the elements in chamber 
music ensembles. Some of his compositions have received 
international acclaim. Among his most important works are 
Concerto for Guitar and Chamber-ensemble, Gitarsonater (three 
sonatas for the guitar), Variete, a suite for four guitars, Mysterium 
Sanctitatis for flute and guitar, Serenata for mandolin and guitar, 
and 12 Preludes for solo guitar. In addition to these works, 
Marcussen has written cantatas, works for orchestra and chamber 
music ensembles as well as pieces for solo instruments. Among 
these one can mention the dramatic cantata Tordenskiold, which 
has seen a number of very successful performances in Norway 
and abroad. 
Marcussen¡s music has been performed at international music 
festivals, featured on radio and television in addition to being 
recorded on CD. A number of prestigious ensembles such as the 
Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra, the Trondheim Symphony Orchestra, 
and Oslo Sinfonietta have included his works in their programs. 
Festivalouveture for symphonic band received one of five 
honorary prizes at the 15th Concorso Internazionale di 
Composizione Originale per Banda, Corciano, Italy, in 1994. In 
1998, Marcussen, together with Dissimilis (an ensemble made up 
of musicians with special needs), received the award 
Spellemannsprisen - the Norwegian equivalent to the Grammy 
awards. On occasion, Marcussen has written several works for this 
particular group of performers. Marcussen composes for a wide 
variety of genres as well as for educational purposes. With his 
broad musical background, he feels at home with varied styles of 
music. He is widely respected for his compositional craftsmanship 
and his ability to write for a broad range of instruments. 
Marcussen is a member of the Norwegian Society of Composers 
(08/06/2003) 
Web: 
http://www.mic.no/mic.nsf/doc/art2003080614043723955596 

Margola Franco (Italiano) 
Margola, Franco (Orzinuovi, Brescia, 1908 - Nave, Brescia, 1992). 
Si diploma a Brescia in violino e composizione, studiando, tra gli 
altri, con A.Longo e A.Casella. Il suo linguaggio, di derivazione 
neoclassica, adotta forme sobrie e rigorose, soluzioni poliritmiche 
e politonali, sfumature dinamiche e timbriche con influssi di 
I.Pizzetti e A.Casella. Avvolta non di rado da un clima greve e 
cupo, l’op. di Margola è sterminata: 820 composizioni di cui ben 
340 per chitarra sia solistica (6 Bagatelles, 8 Miniature, Sonata I e 
II, Trittico meditativo, Ballata, Ultimo canto, 2 Studi), sia in 
formazione da camera. (Sonata per 3 chitarre; Fantasia per 
chitarra e fortepiano; 4 Episodi, 1970, per violino e chitarra). 
Inoltre Il mito di Caino (1940, opera teatrale), 2 Sinfonie (1950-
61) e Kinderkonzert n.1 (1954 per pianoforte e orchestra). 
(Fiorenza Leucci, Dizionario dei Compositori del ‘900, Vallardi 
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Editore, 1999) 

Mari Pierrette (Français) 
Pierrette Mari a fait ses premières études musicales au 
Conservatoire de Nice où elle a reçu le Grand Prix de la Ville pour 
quatre premières récompenses (piano, harmonie, solfège et 
histoire de la musique). Elle entre ensuite au C.N.S.M. de Paris où 
elle obtient des 1er prix de contrepoint et de fugue (classes de 
Noël GALLON, Olivier MESSIAEN et Tony AUBIN). En 1981, elle 
obtient son C.A. d'Histoire de la Musique et Esthétique. En 1956, 
elle reçoit une bourse du Mozarteum de Salzbourg pour participer 
aux travaux de Colloque sur les “Rapports entre Théâtre et 
Musique” et en 1961, le Grand Prix de la Mélodie Française 
décerné par l'Union Nationale des Arts. En dehors de ses activités 
d'enseignante (elle a été professeur titulaire à la Sorbonne-Paris 
IV de 1983 à 1995), elle fut tour à tour attachée de presse du 
Concours Marguerite Long-Jacques Thibaud, producteur à l'ORTF 
et titulaire de plusieurs rubriques dans différents journaux. Elle 
est aussi musicologue (collaborations pour des dictionnaires 
d'histoire de la musique) et auteur d'ouvrages sur Olivier 
MESSIAEN, Henri DUTILLEUX et Belà BARTOK (ouvrage pour 
lequel le Comité Belà Bartok lui a attribué une médaille en 1988).  
(Combre catalogue) 

Mariatti Franco (Italiano) 
Franco Mariatti. Direttore d'orchestra, pianista, e compositore 
torinese. Si è diplomato con Perrachio (pianoforte) e Quaranta 
(composizione). Ha frequentato a Siena i corsi di direzione 
d'orchestra tenuti da Celibidache e Scherchen. Ha diretto in Italia 
e all'estero ed ha effettuato registrazioni radiofoniche (anche di 
propri lavori) con l'Orchestra Sinfonica della RAI di Torino. È stato 
titolare della cattedra d’Armonia e Contrappunto al Conservatorio 
“G. Verdi” della sua città. Direttore del Conservatorio Statale di 
Musica “Luca Marenzio” di Brescia dal 1980-81 al 1996-97. Ha 
fondato e diretto dal 1973 al 1980 i Corsi Musicali Estivi di Varallo 
Sesia (VC) dove ha tenuto il Corso d’avviamento alla Direzione 
d'orchestra; è inoltre direttore artistico de “I Musici di Torino” da 
lui fondati nel 1970. 
Ha composto: “Canzone a ballo” (premio Viotti 1963) per coro 
maschile e 2 pianoforti; Sonata, violino e pianoforte; Ouverture 
breve, quintetto fiati; 3 pezzi per oboe e fagotto; Variazioni, 
quartetto archi; 6 Liriche canto e pianoforte; “I bandisti di 
Brema”, fiaba musicale per fiati e voce recitante; Sonatina per 
arpa (1977); “I giorni delusi”, suite sinfonica per grande 
orchestra; “Trittico”, allegorie musicali in un prologo e tre quadri 
per voce recitante e 6 strumenti; ecc. (Tratto dalla voce FRANCO 
MARIATTI nella Grande Enciclopedia della Musica Classica, Roma, 
Armando Curcio Editore 1982, vol. II, p. 766.) 
Web: http://www.arpnet.it/musici/ 

Marie Dominique (Français) 
Formé par Bernard Piris au Conservatoire du Tricastin, il se pro-
duit en soliste et en duo dans le sud de la France. Il a édité aux 
éditions Gilbert Ménil, Robert Martin et Musiques actuelles (Metz) 
des oeuvres à vocation pédagogique. Il enseigne aux écoles de 
musique de Bourg Saint Andéol et Viviers en Ardèche. (1998) 

Mariétan Pierre  (English) 
Born 23.9.1935  
Mariétan was born in Monthey. He studied at the conservatoires of 
Geneva and Venedig, at Cologne Music College with B.-A. 
Zimmerman, and at Basel Academy of Music with Pierre Boulez 
and K. Stockhausen. He was a founder member of GERM (Group 
for Musical Studies and Realisations), and the “Urban Acoustics 
and Music Laboratory” of the Paris la Villette School of 
Architecture. He is a producer for Radio France's cultural 
broadcast “Atelier de Creation Radiophonique”. He has travelled 
both as musician and lecturer in Europe, the USA, Canada and 
Japan.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Marinov Angel (English) 
Angel Petrov Marinov was born on the 3th of July, 1975 in 
Assenovgrad. The first musical steps he made at the age of five. 
He began studying piano in the High Music School, Dobrin Petkov, 
in Plovdiv. In 1995 he graduated Intermediate education with 
speciality accordion. He continues studying in the Academy of 

Music and Dance Art in Plovdiv in the accordion class of associate 
prof. Petar Marinov. In 2000 he concluded the specialities music 
pedagogy (with a Bachelor's Degree], and composition with prof. 
Ivan Spassov and prof. Bojidar Abrashev. He specialized with the 
famous bayanist and composer Alexander Timoshenko in the 
Voronejski Art Institut [Russia]. 
As a bayanist and accordionist Angel Marinov takes part in 
national and international festivals in Bulgaria, Italy, Lithuania, 
Russia, Macedonia and Serbia. He was awarded the following 
prestigious distinctions: two first places from the national 
competition .Young Musician, in Chirpan (1991 and 1993), a third 
place from the Internationa! accordion competition in 
Castelfidardo, Italy (1995) and a second place from the 
International accordion competition in Piacenza, Italy (1999). 
As a composer his works are mainly for accordion. He has written: 
two suites (1991 and 1994], variations on the song “Devoiko, 
mari hubava” (1995), sonata for solo accordion (2000), a concert 
for accordion and orchestra (2001) and etc. There are works for 
other instruments, choir and solo songs. 

Markeas Alexandros (Italiano) 
Nato nel 1965 a Atene, Alexandros Markeas ha studiato pianoforte 
e composizione al Conservatorio Nazionale della Grecia, 
specializzandosi poi al Conservatorio Nazionale Superiore di Parigi 
dove ha ottenuto il primo premio in pianoforte e musica da 
camera. Oltre ai concerti come solista o in formazioni da camera, 
Markeas si dedica all’attività compositiva. Ha continuato, infatti, 
gli studi al Conservatorio di Parigi in scrittura, analisi e 
composizione con Guy Reibel, Michael Levinas, Marc-André 
Dalbavie e Laurent Cuniot. Ha inoltre preso parte ai corsi annuali 
di composizione e elettronica dell’IRCAM.  
Il compositore, che ha arricchito il suo linguaggio musicale nella 
ricerca di interazioni con molteplici forme artistiche (il testo, le arti 
plastiche, il teatro), ha realizzato opere per il teatro musicale, 
accanto a composizioni di musica per immagini, ed a quelle, 
singolari, di natura pedagogica.  
I suoi lavori, molto rappresentati in Francia, sono eseguiti da 
prestigiose orchestre del calibro dell'Ensemble 
Intercontemporain, del Court-Circuit, dell’Ensemble 
Itinéraire, di TM+, del Quartetto Habanera, del Les Jeunes 
Solistes, dell’Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France. 
La sua recente opera, La soirée Synapse (2005), al confine tra 
arte plastica e musicale, vede l’immagine come integrazione del 
discorso sonoro, nell’intento di modificare le abitudine percettive. 
L’opera, dove la manipolazione di immagine e suono, nella loro 
interazione, è tale da determinare un conflitto tra il tempo 
musicale e la fruizione dell’immagine, conferma le ricerche del 
compositore nella direzione di una più attenta ed inedita 
valutazione della percezione uditiva come visiva. 
Web: http://www.romaeuropa.net/archivio/artisti/markeas.html 
(2005-8) 

Marquetti Andre (English) 
A saxophonist and composer, he was born in Oro Preto, Brazil, 
and has lived and worked on different continents, in France, Latin 
America, and the United States. Educated at the University of 
Wisconsin, he more recently studied at the AACM (Association for 
the Advancement of Creative Musicians) School of Music in 
Chicago. His music teachers include George Flynn (DePaul 
University Composition Director), Gerald Rizzer (Chicago 
Ensemble), and Ed Wilkerson (AACM Chicago). He is a prolific 
performer and composer and has worked collaboratively with 
theatre and film artists. 
Web: http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~orpheus/andre.html (1995) 

Marrosu Armando (Español) 
Discípulo del maestro Emilio Pujol, ha desarrollado una ingente 
obra pedagógica de la Guitarra en el Conservatorio de Sassari 
(Cerdeña). En 1923 gana el primer premio en el Festival 
Nazionale Chitarristi. En 1977 funda L'Associazione Chitarristica 
Sassarese, donde se organiza el Concorso Internazionale Biennale 
di Chitarra Emilio Pujol. Ha dado cursos en Italia, Estados Unidos 
y España. En el año 2000 ha recibido en Alessandria la “Guitarra 
de Oro” para la didáctica. 

Martín Eduardo (English) 
Guitarrista, compositor y profesor, La Habana 1956. 
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Estudió guitarra con el maestro Jesús Ortega y composición con 
los maestros Ángel Vázquez Millares y Alfredo Dieznieto. Ha 
tomado cursos de perfeccionamiento de guitarra clásica con Isaac 
Nicola, Rey Guerra, Leo Brouwer, David Russel, Wolfgang Lendle, 
Costas Cotsiolis, Ichiro Suzuki, Antonio Lauro y Alirio Díaz. En 
1985 se gradúa del Instituto Superior de Arte de Cuba y gana la 
plaza de solista en el Centro Nacional de Concierto lo que le lleva 
a realizar numerosas giras. En 1987 funda, junto a Rey Guerra, 
Carlos Alberto Lloró y Walfrido Domínguez el cuarteto de guitarras 
Guitarra 4, con el cual realizó giras de conciertos por toda Cuba, 
además de diversos programas de radio y televisión y un disco 
para el sello cubano EGREM.  
Ha obtenido premios en concursos de guitarra, música de cámara 
y composición. 
Ha escrito obras para guitarra, dúos, tríos, cuartetos, flauta y 
guitarra, flauta y dos guitarras y orquesta de guitarras. Ha 
compuesto música para teatro y cine. Ha realizado innumerables 
giras por Cuba, Latinoamérica y Europa, donde ha ofrecido 
recitales, seminarios, talleres y clases magistrales en México, 
Argentina, Uruguay, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Portugal, España, 
Francia, Italia, Suiza y Liechtenstein. Fundó en 1990, junto a 
Walfrido Domínguez el Dúo Confluencia, con el cual ha grabado 
discos en Cuba, Uruguay, Argentina y España, y programas de 
radio y la televisión de Cuba, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Argentina, 
Uruguay, Brasil, México, USA., Portugal, España, Francia, Italia, 
Dinamarca y Japón. Este Dúo ha recibido los más grandes elogios 
por parte de la crítica especializada en Europa y América. En 1991 
se convierte en el primer compositor latinoamericano laureado en 
el Concurso Internacional de Guitarra de Radio Francia en París. 
En 1995 funda el Cuarteto Imaginario junto a Francisco Gamallo e 
Ignacio López de España y Walfrido Domínguez de Cuba. Con este 
ensamble han realizado varios recitales y grabaciones en España, 
Argentina y Cuba, obteniendo excelente acogida de público y 
crítica. En 1999 es seleccionado por American Composer`s 
Orchestra de New York, como compositor delegado para el 
Festival Sonidos de las Américas. Sus partituras han sido 
publicadas por Les Cahiers de la Guitare, La Revue Francaise de 
Guitare, PRODUCCIONES ABDALA (Cuba) LES PRODUCTIONS 
D´OZ (Canada), TUSCANY PUBLICATIONS (U.S.A.), ARTE 
TRIPHARIA (España) y HENRY LEMOINE (Francia). Esta música 
integra actualmente los programas de estudio oficiales de la 
enseñanza de la guitarra en Cuba, Costa Rica, México, España, 
Francia, Bolivia, Austria y USA y es repertorio obligado del 
Concurso Internacional de Guitarra de La Habana, además de 
otros concursos como el Concurso Nacional de Guitarra de 
República Dominicana y el Concurso Internacional de Guitarra d’ 
Antony, Francia. Sus obras integran programas de algunos de los 
más prestigiosos guitarristas del mundo. En este momento su 
música se toca en todos los continentes, alcanzando cada día 
mayores niveles de difusión. Ha sido jurado en múltiples 
concursos de guitarra. Es profesor en el Instituto Superior de Arte 
de Cuba, labor que alterna con sus giras de conciertos. 
Actualmente ocupa el cargo de solista del Centro Nacional de 
Música de Concierto de Cuba. 
Web: http://www.geocities.com/eduardoguitar_99/ 

Martin Eduardo (Español) 
Eduardo Martín (La Habana, 1956), guitarrista, compositor y 
profesor licenciado en úsica por el Instituto Superior de Arte de 
Cuba. Numerosos cursos de perfeccionamiento en uitarra clásica, 
innumerables giras por Cuba, Argentina, Uruguay, Nicaragua, 
Costa Rica, México, Portugal, España, Francia e Italia. Con 
Walfrido Domínguez fundó el „Dúo onfluencia” con el cual ha 
grabado varios discos y programas para la radio y la televisión de 
diversos países de América, Europa y también el Japón. Enseña y 
asesora el  prendizaje de la guitarra en Cuba. 

Martin Robert (English) 
Robert Martin began composing at age 10. After receiving 
Bachelor's and Master's degrees in Music Composition from the 
Peabody Conservatory of Music, he worked at various jobs, 
including as an apprentice in pipe organ restoration. 
In 1976, the American Academy of Arts and Letters awarded him 
the Charles Ives Scholarship for outstanding music composition, 
allowing him to continue post-graduate studies in New York. In 
1979, he received a Fulbright Scholarship to Vienna in music 

composition. Returning to New York in 1980, he turned his 
attention to Wall Street, rising to the position of Senior Vice 
President in investment banking at a leading firm, and serving as 
financial advisor to the City of New York. As the 1999 recipient of 
the Japan-U.S. Creative Artist Fellowship in music composition, he 
spent six months traveling throughout Japan. 
Active as a composer full time, he lives in mid-town Manhattan, 
and travels widely in Asia, Europe and North America. Robert 
Martin's music is published by the Theodore Presser Company, 
and is recorded on the Furious Artisans and CRI record labels. 
Web: 
http://www.presser.com/Composers/info.cfm?Name=ROBERTMAR
TIN 

Martinez Chumillas (English) 
Manuel Martinez Chumillas (Madrid 4.6.1902 - Madrid 31.1.1986) 
Manuel Martinez Chumillas did his musical studies at the 
Conservatory of San Sebastian where he finished harmony and 
composition. He continued them in Madrid as a Pupil of Julio 
Gomez, Francisc Cales, Manuel Lopez Varela and Francisco 
Carrascon. 
He was linked to the Group of the Eight (or Madrid), particularly 
with Rodolfo Halffter, feeling a connection “due to age and 
aesthetic identity” with the Generation of 1927. 
He also studied Philosophy and Letters, and Architecture. As an 
architect he received two prizes in the National Architect's 
Competition. He was also professor at the Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts of San Bernardo.  
It is difficult, as in many cases with composers belonging to this 
period, to find more concrete information about their work and 
their musical evolution. According to the entry in the Dictionary of 
Spanish and 
Latin-American music, he wished to follow in the footsteps of 
Poulenc, Milhaud, Hindemith, and especially Britten; however he 
did ascribe to an obvious revolutionary nationalism (Promenade, 
for orchestra, of 
French influence) as well as to the abstract (as in his two string 
quartets Dorico and Domestico). 
He wrote numerous works for piano, chamber music, orchestral 
works, ballets and other pieces which were performed by 
conductors of high calibre such as Ataulfo Argenta, Javier Alonso 
and Antonio Iglesias. 
For his works Cinco Sonoridades (Five Sonorities) and Letargo 
(Lethargy) for piano he was awarded the National Prize by the 
Ministry of Culture. 
(The Legacy of Manuel de Falla, Spanish Guitar Music from the 
Generation of 1927, Volume 1, Series directed & edited by Rafael 
Catalá) 

Martins Sobrinho José (English) 
Jose Martins Sobrinho was an amateur of the guitar from São 
Paulo and  possessed of a vast library, as well as being a 
reasonable composer. Martins was part of the “Cultural Society of 
the Guitar” of whose members were: Isaias Savio, Ronoel Simões 
and himself. As a great lover and good performer of the 
instrument he made many transcriptions of the South American 
folklore works, which was his main taste. Some times Martins 
promoted in his home, many musical evenings in which they had 
their friends and other guests and good guitarists. Martins 
collected guitar sheet music for many years and in the shelves of 
his library we can see among many others, the first editions of 
Tarrega, Cano, Jose Ferrer, Juan Parga and some princeps 
editions of Fernando Sor. Jose Martins Sobrinho was really a great 
guitar lover.  
(Edmar Fenicio) 

Marucelli Enrico (Italiano) 
Un dimenticato: Enrico Marucelli 
(Articolo di Mario Bacci da “Il Plettro”, Anno XXXII [1938] n.9) 
Una figura che occorra tener presento nel nostro movimento 
mandolinistico, come una delle più notevoli, specialmente 
nell'ambiente fiorentino, è quella di Enrico Marucelli che, chi 
scrive, ebbe il piacere di annoverare fra i suoi amici, e di 
apprezzarne il valore, non meno che le non comuni doti di intuito 
musicale. Nato a Firenze da modesti genitori (il padre suo era un 
artigiano ebanista) egli dimostrò fin da ragazzo una speciale 
attitudine alla musica, tanto che i suoi genitori, avendo capito la 
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disposizione del loro unico figlio, lo avviarono alla carriera 
musicale.  
Frequentò infatti il Liceo Musicale “Luigi Cherubini” di Firenze e la 
scuola privata di vari professori, con assiduità, tanto che egli 
conseguì il diploma di composizione e armonia a cui seguì quello 
di professore di contrabbasso nel quale strumento fu veramente 
insuperabile e degno emulo del celebre cremasco Giovanni 
Bottesini. Erano, quelli d'allora, tempi assai propizi per gli 
entusiasti del mandolino! Una parentesi: Chi fu veramente il 
principale propagatore in Firenze di tali  entusiasmi? Fu Achille 
Bianchi, un “milanese de Milan”, che abbiamo ancora presente 
innanzi a noi, e il suo figlio Luigi, che fecero conoscere e 
apprezzare in Firenze il mandolino di “tipo lombardo”. Mi sembra 
anzi che egli suonasse proprio su uno strumento del liutaio 
Albertini. 
Questo tipo di mandolino piaceva in generale per la buona fattura, 
per la sonorità e per la dolcezza. Il Bianchi si stabilì in detta città 
verso l'anno 1880 e destò subito interesse. Devesi notare che 
prima d'allora il mandolino lombardo era poco conosciuto a 
Firenze. Esso mandolino resistette per un pezzo finchè non fu 
sopraffatto e travolto, molti anni più tardi dal mandolino 
“napoletano e romano”, per la ragione principale che aveva prima 
di tutto comunanza col violino e poi per la maggior resistenza 
all'accordatura. Il Bianchi incontrò in Firenze le buone grazie del 
Conte di Mirafiori, un mecenate in questo ramo, che contribuì 
grandemente a dare sviluppo allo strumento e questo sviluppo 
nacque anche dal fatto che si crearono allegre brigate di suonatori 
che, accompagnati dalla chitarra, scorazzavano, come antichi 
trovatori, per le strade di Firenze nelle dolci serate fiorentine... 
come messaggeri d'amore! Ricordo anzi che intorno ad essi veniva 
sempre a formarsi un codazzo di persone entusiaste per quel 
sentimento artistico innato nei fiorentini. 
Chiudiamo la parentesi necessaria per affermare che il nostro 
compianto amico Marucelli fu travolto e attratto da quelle melodie, 
facili del resto, perche non avevano nessuna pretesa pur essendo 
piacevoli, e sgorgavano dal divino strumento del Bianchi (il quale 
e ciò è doloroso dirlo, si ridusse a fare l'istrione ed il suonatore 
ambulante nei caffè). Si pose a studiarlo da se e vi riuscì 
ottimamente. Ricordo benissimo che non passò molto tempo a 
rivelarsi un esecutore strabiliante. 
Le note che uscivano dal suo mandolino parevano gragnuola! Di 
fronte al contrabbasso gli sarà parso di avere in mano un 
giocattolo ed e per questo che si divertiva genialmente. Le cose 
più difficili erano per lui le più predilette, tanto che si può 
affermare che egli fu piuttosto un suonatore tecnico o meccanico, 
che non un suonatore di grazia. Ricordo anche La passione che 
egli prese per il pianoforte che pure suonava discretamente. 
Questo ragazzo non doveva certo passare inosservato agli editori 
di musica e chi fu il primo e direi quasi l'unico editore che 
l'acciuffò? Fu il Maurri di Firenze che da esperto editore conobbe 
che in Marucelli vi era della stoffa. E che stoffa! Si può dire che 
furono il Marucelli insieme col povero Munier che inconsciamente 
contribuirono a fare la fortuna del Maurri. Consultando infatti il 
catalogo di questa Ditta e facile vedere ciò. Esso contiene una 
infinità di composizioni originali dei suddetti Maestri, che anche 
oggi sono apprezzate dai mandolinisti, anche d'oltre Oceano. 
Il Marucelli visse poi vario tempo a Londra dove, col successo che 
meritava, impiantò anche una scuola di mandolino che gli procurò 
una certa fortuna. Ma, ohimè, dopo pochi anni di sua permanenza 
in quella metropoli, sia per lo strapazzo, sia per il clima, forse non 
confacente alla sua natura delicata, lo colse una violenta 
polmonite. Malato com'era, ebbe la forza di ritornare a Firenze, 
dove morì, credo nel 1907, a soli trent'anni. La scomparsa del 
Maestro Marucelli è stato un vero lutto non solo per gli amici che 
gli volevano bene (e ne aveva molti in Firenze) ma anche per 
l'arte musicale. È indubitato che egli, se fosse stato ancora in vita, 
avrebbe sicuramente dato un largo contributo al nostro 
movimento ed alla letteratura mandolinistica. 

Maryshev Sergey (English) 
Guitarist, composer and teacher from Novosibirsk, Russia was 
born in November 1966. He started playing the guitar when he 
was 12. He finished his formal education at the Novosibirsk 
Musical College (Prof A. Orlov was his teacher). Later under the 
guidance of Prof J. Jukechev Sergey Maryshev studied a 
composition in the Novosibirsk State Conservatory. He created 

many music pieces and now he is the author of many musical 
creations like guitar solo, guitar duets and quartets, guitar in 
ensemble with strings, vocal music. He is especially popular with 
beginners as his melodies are bright and lively with colouristic 
effects and impressive harmony. 
These days he is engaged in teaching children in a local school 
and pursuing his creative ideas in the world of music. 

Mascagni Pietro (English) 
Pietro Mascagni (1863-1945) is one of the most important Italian 
composers of the turn of the 20th century. The formidable success 
of his first masterpiece in 1890, Cavalleria Rusticana, 
unfortunately eluded many of his following works. Mascagni 
however wrote 15 operas, an operetta, several beautiful 
orchestral and vocal works, as well as songs and piano music. He 
enjoyed amazing operatic successes during his lifetime, and at the 
same time pursued a very successful career of conductor. 
Mascagni's approach to opera differed a lot from that of his friend 
and rival Puccini, which arguably was one of the factors that led to 
an under-appreciation of the value of his music by critics. 
Web: http://www.mascagni.org/ 

Masetti Enzo (Italiano) 
Allievo di Franco Alfano, il compositore bolognese Enzo Masetti 
(1893-1961) è noto soprattutto in qualità di autore di musica per 
film. Questo particolare ramo compositivo lo terrà impegnato per 
tutta la carriera. Autore di numerose colonne sonore, oltre che di 
brani sinfonici, opere teatrali e pezzi cameristici, Masetti vince – al 
Festival del Cinema di Venezia – il primo premio per la colonna 
sonora del film Nozze di sangue di Goffredo Alessandrini. Attivo 
anche nella divulgazione e nella didattica della musica 
cinematografica, Masetti insegna composizione di musica per film 
al Conservatorio “Santa Cecilia” di Roma e al Centro Sperimentale 
di Cinematografia. È del 1950 la redazione del manuale La musica 
nel film. Lo stile di Masetti è ossequioso della tradizione e nello 
stesso tempo aperto continuamente a nuovi stimoli sonori, dettati 
da esigenze drammaturgiche. La musica è sempre al servizio del 
commento audiovisivo, ma gode comunque di una bellezza 
autonoma e senza compiacimenti. La figura di Enzo Masetti nel 
panorama musicale del periodo è influente e rispettata. Stiamo 
parlando di uno dei più grandi compositori italiani di musica per 
film; un pioniere, che insieme a Nino Rota (1911-1979), 
continuava a musicare i più grandi capolavori del cinema italiano, 
vincendo nel 1946 il Nastro d'Argento della SNGCI per la migliore 
musica da film (per la colonna sonora di Malia, film di Giuseppe 
Amato). 
Il contributo al repertorio chitarristico di Enzo Masetti consiste in 
un unico brano per chitarra sola, la Serenata. Scritta nel 1936 
(l'edizione porta la data 8 marzo 1936), la Serenata viene 
pubblicata nel 1937 all'interno del periodico bolognese La 
Chitarra. 
(Sergio Sorrentino, I Compositori non Chitarristi in Italia, in 
Romolo Ferrari e la chitarra in Italia nella prima metà del 
Novecento, Mucchi Editore, 2009) 

Mashak Jacob (English) 
Jacob Mashak is a composer, conductor and recorder player from 
far upstate New York. His works are wide-ranging in scope, from 
Sonatina fur Conductor Seul, a humorous work for solo conductor, 
to Agnus Dei: Threnody, for soprano, string quartet and 
orchestra. His style pulls from a wide variety of musical interests 
and passions, from the Beatles to John Cage (not too terribly 
unrelated! Check out The Beatles 1962-1970 by Cage) with strong 
doses of Crumb, Partch, Penderecki and many others. In 2006 he 
was commissioned by the Cornerstone Saxophone Quartet to 
write a work for their ensemble and organ, celebrating the 
renovation of the concert organ in the Helen M. Hosmer Hall at 
SUNY Potsdam. As a conductor, Mr. Mashak's work has mostly 
been in the world of new music, directing the premieres of several 
composer's works, including his own. Most recently, he lead the 
premiere performance of his Agnus Dei: Threnody with the Crane 
Symphony Orchestra and soprano Tiffany Conn. 
Web: 
http://www.sibeliusmusic.com/index.php?sm=account.details&uid
=47801 (2011) 
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Mastropietro Carlo (Italiano) 
Carlo Mastropietro nato a New York nel 1965 da famiglia italiana, 
inizia giovanissimo lo studio della chitarra classica e si diploma nel 
1989 con il massimo dei voti e la lode presso l’Istituto Musicale 
Pareggiato “Achille Peri” sotto la guida del maestro Giuseppe 
Luconi. Dedicatosi, poi, allo studio della composizione, si diploma 
nel 1997 presso il Conservatorio Verdi di Milano, dopo aver 
studiato con i maestri Fabrizio Fanticini, Armando Gentilucci, 
Adriano Guarnieri, Niccolò Castiglioni, ed Irlando Danieli. 
Segue i corsi di perfezionamento dell’Accademia Chigiana con i 
maestri Oscar Ghiglia, Ennio Morricone, Giorgio Magnanensi, 
Franco Donatoni e riceve da quest’ultimo il riconoscimento di due 
borse di studio SIAE nel 1994 e 1995 ed il diploma di merito nel 
1995. Collabora stabilmente con il flautista Claudio Ortensi con il 
quale ha inciso il CD “Finestre sul ’900” (RIVOALTO) che ha 
ottenuto ottime recensioni sulle riviste specializzate; con l’attrice 
Giuliana Soldani e i chitarristi Francesco Boni ed Anna Vezzani. 
Web: http://www.hyperprism.it/rubriche.php?rub=2 (2009) 

Matthews Colin (English) 
Colin Matthews was born in London in 1946. He studied music at 
the Universities of Nottingham and Sussex, where he also taught, 
and subsequently worked with Benjamin Britten and Imogen 
Holst. He collaborated with Deryck Cooke on the performing 
version of Mahler's Tenth Symphony. Since the early 1970s his 
music has been played widely 
both in the UK and worldwide, with recordings on Unicorn, Collins 
Classics and Deutsche Grammophon. From 1992-9 he was 
Associate Composer with the London Symphony Orchestra, 
writing amongst other works a Cello Concerto for Rostropovich. In 
1997 his choral/orchestral work Renewal was given the Royal 
Philharmonic Society Award for 
large-scale composition. His ballet score Hidden Variables opened 
the Royal Ballet's season in December 1999, and the large-scale 
ensemble piece Continuum was toured by the BCMG and Sir 
Simon Rattle. He is currently Composer-in-Association with the 
Hallé Orchestra and is completing a series of orchestrations of 
Debussy_s Preludes. His orchestral work Reflected Images was 
recently premiered by the San Francisco 
Symphony Orchestra under Michael Tilson Thomas. (December 
2003) 
Web: 
http://www.fabermusic.com/serverside/composers/Details.asp?ID
=MATTHEWS,%20COLIN 

Matthews David (English) 
David Matthews was born in London in 1943 and started 
composing at the age of sixteen. He read Classics at the 
University of Nottingham (which has also made him an Honorary 
Doctor of Music ) and afterwards studied composition privately 
with Anthony Milner. He was also much helped by the advice and 
encouragement of Nicholas Maw. He spent three years as an 
assistant to Benjamin Britten at Aldeburgh in the late 1960’s. He 
has largely avoided teaching, but to support his composing career 
has done editorial work (he collaborated with Deryck Cooke on the 
performing version of Mahler’s Tenth Symphony) and 
orchestrations of film music. 
He has also written a book on the music of Michael Tippett, and 
has just completed a book on Britten which will be published in 
spring 2003. He published a lecture on the relation of music to 
painting, Landscape into Sound, and reviews for various journals. 
Matthews is Music Advisor to the English Chamber Orchestra and 
Artistic Director of the Deal Festival. 
His music is widely played in Britain and abroad, is frequently 
broadcast, and over a dozen of his works are available on CD. 
His musical language on the one hand grew out of his English 
background and his special concern for the music of Tippett, 
Britten and Maw; but it is also strongly connected to the central 
European tradition, back through Mahler and ultimately to 
Beethoven. Matthews has been much concerned with working in 
the great inherited forms of the past (symphony, string quartet, 
lately oratorio) and finding new ways of renewing them. To date 
he has written five symphonies and ten string quartets; also four 
symphonic poems (two of which: In the Dark Time and Chaconne, 
have recently been recorded by the BBC Symphony Orchestra for 
the NMC label). His numerous chamber works include  

commissions by the Schubert Ensemble, Nash Ensemble, Brodsky 
Quartet, Brindisi Quartet and many others; vocal music includes a 
dramatic scena, Cantiga, for soprano and orchestra, premiered at 
the 1988 Proms, and a large-scale Vespers for soloists, chorus 
and orchestra for the Huddersfield Choral Society. His recent 
large-scale work, Concerto in Azzurro is a cello concerto for 
Steven Isserlis and the BBC National Orchestra of Wales and was 
premiered in October 2002 in Swansea with Richard Hickox. 
(January 2003) 
Web: 
http://www.fabermusic.com/serverside/composers/Details.asp?ID
=MATTHEWS,%20DAVID 
Matthey Gabriel (español) 
Gabriel Matthey nació en Santiago de Chile. A los nueve años 
comenzó sus estudios de piano, cuatro años más tarde se interesó 
en la guitarra y poco después se acercó a la composición 
produciendo su primera obra, Juego y Tensión para guitarra sola, 
a los 14 años de edad. En 1973 comenzó a estudiar ingenería en 
la Universidad de Chile y al año siguiente, simultáneamente, 
empezó estudios sistemáticos de guitarra en la Facultad de 
Ciencias y Arte Musical y Escénica (hoy Facultad de Artes) de esa 
misma casa de estudios. En 1980, junto con titularse de Ingeniero 
Civil, ingresó a la carrera de Licenciatura en Composición, 
teniendo como maestro en los ramos principales a Cirilo Vila, y en 
1986 realizó estudios particulares con el compositor Andrés 
Alcalde. En 1989 ingresó a la Asociación Nacional de 
Compositores, Chile (ANC), siendo elegido en 1992 presidente de 
la institución, cargo que ejerció hasta 1997. La preocupación de 
Gabriel Matthey por la vida musical del país le llevaron a asumir la 
presidencia del Consejo Chileno de la Música entre 1994 y 1998, 
donde realizó, al igual que en la ANC, valiosísimas tareas en la 
organización y fortalecimiento de ambas entidades musicales, lo 
que ha beneficiado grandemente a la música nacional. 
Actualmente es profesor de la Facultad de Artes de la Universidad 
de Chile, miembro del Comité Editorial de la Revista Musical 
Chilena y del Comité de Música del Instituto Chileno 
Norteamericano. 
Matthey ha compuesto música instrumental, vocal y 
electroacústica, habiendo sido la mayoría de sus obras 
presentadas en público y algunas editadas en fonogramas. 
(Biografía por Fernando García) 

Matys Jirí (English) 
Jiri Matys (born 27 October 1927 at Bakov, Nachod area) has 
entered Czech musical life at the end of the forties, armed with 
experience gained at the Brno Conservatory (graduated in the 
section of organ play in 1947 under Frantisek Michalek) and the 
Janacek Academy of Arts and Music (composition under Jaroslav 
Kvapil, graduated in 1951). 
His style has developed independently and individually right from 
the beginnlng. Poetism is the determining trait of compositions by 
Matys. It appears in most various ways anging from simple lyrical 
confession up to an expression of positive philosophy of life in 
large orchestral compositions while such dramatic aspects as the 
contrast element are its part. This poetism stems from an effort to 
grasp the feelings of present-day man, to express in music 
moments of happiness or sorrow, nostalgia and hope. The 
composer never loses sight of his listeners to whom he wants to 
bring music enabling full consonance. Chamber compositions 
prevail among the works by Jiri Matys. In this field he wrote 
dozens successful compositions ranging from those for solo 
instruments to which he dedicated really great attention, over 
traditional chamber istrumentation (especially string quartets and 
wind quintets) up to compositions for various groups of 
instruments in which he favours the sound of viola. Remarkable is 
his vocal creation with children’s choirs forming the most 
numerous group. Another chapter is represented by instructive 
compositions and those intended to advanced amateurs to whom 
the author has dedicated systematic attention right from the 
beginning of his career. 
Orchestral compositions (Morning Music, Music for String Quartet 
and Orchestra, Written by Grief into Silence - cycle of songs with 
orchestra, Symphonic Overture, Music for Strings) are altogether 
marked by considerable instrumental and dynamic differentiation 
and expressional impressiveness. A number of his works won 
awards in composer's competitions. Jiri Matys was active as a 
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teacher and organizer: he was a lecturer at the department of 
composition at the Janacek Academy of Arts and Music, director of 
the Public Art School at Brno, Kralovo Pole, Leading Secretary of 
the Brno branch of the Union of Czechoslovak Composers end 
Professor of the Conservatory in Brno. For many years he has 
held positions in central bodies of the Union of Czech Composers 
and Concert Artists, was a member of juries in competitions, 
festivals, etc. 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/comp/matys.htm (2003) 

Mazzola Angelo (Italiano) 
Solista di chitarra contemporaneo, nato a bergamo. Appassionato 
alla chitarra vi si dedicò per molti anni dia come 
accompagnamento in complessi mandolinistici, sia come solista in 
pubblici ritrovi, dove spesso si produssw facendosi sempre 
applaudire con calore e simpatia. Esplicò notevole attività anche 
come compositore scrivendo molti lavori di buona fattura e di 
felice ispirazione, alcuni dei quali vennero pubblicati su il “Il 
Plettro”. Fra le sue chitarre possiede una Rovetta. (Dizionario dei 
chitarristi e liutai italiani, Editrice “La Chitarra” di Bologna, 1937 – 
ristampa con un’appendice dal 1937 al 2008 a cura di Giacomo 
Parimbelli, Edizioni Villadiseriane) 

Mazzotta Bruno (Italiano) 
Nato a Follina in provincia di Treviso il 3-4-1921 ma di formazione 
meridionale avendo studiato inizialmente al Liceo Musicale di 
Lecce e più tardi presso il Conservatorio di Napoli con A. Longo. 
Ha frequentato anche gli studi classici ed universitari. Ha 
insegnato nei Licei musicali di Lecce e di Bari, al Conservatorio di 
Cagliari ed infine al Conservatorio di Napoli dove è titolare di 
armonia e contrappunto; attualmente è incaricato della direzione 
del Conservatorio di Avellino. Vincitore di un concorso per la 
cattedra di armonia e contrappunto nel 1954 al Liceo Musicale di 
Padova. 
Tra le sue opere vanno ricordate: Un concerto per orchestra - “9 
sentenze” per voce e orchestra - Una messa da requiem per coro 
e orchestra - “Un homme est mort” per voce e 15 esecutori – Un 
quartetto a fantasia per archi – Un quintetto per flauto, violino, 
viola, violoncello e pianoforte - Un “preludio e ricercare” per 
organo - varie pagine per voci e strumenti e varie composizioni 
pianistiche oltre ad una serie di lavori didattici. 
(da “Notiziario dell’Accademia di chitarra classica”, Milano, 1979) 

McCormick Kevin (English) 
Guitarist and composer Kevin McCormick has studied and 
performed in Europe, Asia, and the United States. He holds a 
Diploma in Guitar Performance from the Indiana University School 
of Music where he studied classical guitar under the tutelage of 
Ernesto Bitetti, composition with Don Freund, and jazz with David 
Baker. He earned a degree in English from the University of Notre 
Dame with a concentration in poetry. Additional guitar studies 
were with Sergio Notaro at Centro Romano della Chitarra in 
Rome, Italy. His compositions range from solo and chamber guitar 
pieces to experimental rock and jazz works to a complete mass. 
From 1991 to 1995 he lived in Nagoya, Japan composing, 
performing, and studying the Japanese koto. Since 1994 he has 
taught guitar privately and at schools and universities. In 1999 he 
opened Mirabilis Studio for Guitar in Kerrville, Texas where he 
resides. He is currently Instructor of Guitar at Schreiner 
University. 
McCormick’s recordings include original song cycles With the 
Coming of Evening (1993) and Squall (1999), and a collection 
of traditional guitar works Solo Guitar (2004) all on Mirabilis 
Records. His newest recording, Americas (2007), includes Latin 
American and original guitar works. 
He has performed throughout the United States as a solo artist, 
as an accompanist, and with his own group, the Kevin 
McCormick Ensemble. He has been a guest lecturer at the 
Univeristy of Texas at Austin and has worked with Ava Pine, the 
Children’s Chorus of San Antonio, the Hill Country Youth 
Orchestra, the Canto! choir, the Master Singers and other fine 
soloists & ensembles. His awards include recognition from the 
Guitar Foundation of America and the Academy of American 
Poets. 
Compositions include the award-winning “Desert Passage” for solo 
guitar and “Annunciation” for young voices and guitar 

commissioned for the 25th Anniversary of the Children's Chorus 
of San Antonio. 
Web: http://www.kevin-mccormick.com/KevinMcCormick.html 

McDonald Susan (English) 
Susan McDonald has delighted audiences the world over- from 
community concerts to Carnegie Hall. Her audiences have ranged 
from Holocaust survivors in a Viennese nursing home to the 
President of the United States, and her music has been 
enthusiastically received in concert halls, universities, festivals, 
elementary schools, hospitals and tiny villages in the Amazon. 
A protege of the legendary guitar master Pepe Romero, Susan fell 
in love with the guitar when she was four and began playing when 
she was six. Her studies took her from the University of St. 
Thomas in Houston, Texas to the Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria 
and finally to a residency at the Banff Centre for the Arts in the 
Canadian Rockies. Susan's many recordings and live 
performances have been hard on radio and television broadcasts 
worldwide. 
She is on the touring rosters of Texas Commission on the Arts, 
Mid-America Arts Alliance and Young Audiences of Houston, and 
has recently become affiliated with the international NGO 
American Voices. Under their auspices, she recently developed a 
classical guitar program for the YES Academy Iraq (Youth 
Excellence Onstage), where she taught and performed in 2013. 
Web: http://mayflytx.tripod.com/id1.html (2014) 

McFadden Jeffrey (English) 
Jeffrey McFadden has been acknowledged as one of the finest 
guitarists of his generation. Over the past years, concert 
engagements have taken him throughout Canada and the United 
States and into Europe. He has given World Premieres of works by 
numerous composers and has been a featured performer at 
several international music festivals, including “Guitar '87” and 
GuitarFest '91 in Toronto , Gitarren-Symposium Iserlohn, Lachine 
International Guitar Festival, the Columbus State Guitar 
Symposium, The Niagara International Chambre Music Festival, 
the National Flute Association (USA) Convention, the Festival 
Mediterraneo della Chitarra, the Acadia Guitar Festival and others.  
In 1992, Jeffery McFadden was awarded a Silver Medal in the 
prestigious Guitar Foundation of America Competition and was 
also a prize-winner in the 1993 Great Lakes Guitar Competition. 
His debut recording was the first in the “Laureate Series” on the 
Naxos label and was released world-wide. Since it's release, this 
recording has sold in the thousands of copies. His playing has 
received enthusiastic critical acclaim; the “Daily Telegraph” of 
London (UK) exclaimed “McFadden's ability to make the guitar 
sing is second to none”, and “Classic CD” has described his 
playing as “major artistry”. His latest solo release features the 
complete didactic works by the 19th century composer Napoleon 
Coste. “ClassicsToday.com” raved about this disc saying, “Jeffrey 
McFadden is not only an extraordinary guitarist -- he's also an 
inspired musician.” his latest disc, soon to be released is volume 
three of the complete works of Agustin Barrios on Naxos. 
Many noteworthy events marked the past few seasons in Jeffrey 
McFadden's career. He had the opportunity to work under the 
great Pierre Boulez in a performance celebrating the awarding of 
the Glenn Gould prize to Boulez. Also, McFadden was counted 
among the most important guitarists of his day by his inclusion in 
the Maurice Summerfield lexicon, The Classical Guitar, Its History 
and Players. He also has performed frequently in the newly 
formed “Duo Spiritoso”' with American guitarist and composer 
Andrew Zohn. 
Jeffrey McFadden has collaborated with Canada's most prominent 
musicians and composers including Norbert Kraft, Robert Aitken, 
Ann Monoyios, John Beckwith and R. Murray Shafer. He is 
frequently heard on CBC radio and NPR in the United States both 
as soloist and ensemble player. Jeffrey has given masterclasses 
and seminars at some of North America's most prestigious 
institutions including the Université de Montréal, Conservatoire de 
Music à Hull/Gatineau, University of British Colombia, Michigan 
State University and the Oberlin College Conservatory. He is a 
lecturer in guitar at the University of Toronto. 
Web: http://www.jeffreymcfadden.com/bio.html (2019) 
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McGarity Kristi (English) 
Dr. Kristi McGarity, Assistant Professor of Music, directs the new 
Music Technology program and teaches music technology, 
composition, and oboe at Montana State University. She earned a 
degree in oboe performance from the University of Michigan and a 
Master of Music in composition from the University of Texas, 
where she earned a Doctor of Musical Arts degree in 2009. She 
has studied composition at UT with Russell Pinkston, Donald 
Grantham, Dan Welcher, and Kevin Puts, and she served as oboist 
with the New Music Ensemble directed by Dan Welcher. In 
addition to her work at UT, she taught electronic music at Austin 
Community College and oboe at Austin Lyric Opera's Armstrong 
Community Music School. Her background in acoustic and 
electronic media includes theatrical composition and sound 
design, songwriting and production, and collaborative works for 
film/video and dance. Awards and honors include first prize in the 
2001 ASCAP/SEAMUS Commission Competition, a prize in the 
Athena 2001 Festival Competition, and recordings on the Summit 
Records label, the Murray State University Concert Choir CD A 
Choral Tour of Italy, and the SEAMUS CD series. 
Web: http://mcgaritymusic.com/bio.html (2010) 

McGuire Edward (English) 
Edward McGuire’s recent successes, his British Composers’ Award 
in 2003 and Creative Scotland Award, 2004, have raised his 
profile throughout Britain. The appeal of his music has already 
been noted in such major works as Peter Pan for Scottish Ballet, A 
Glasgow Symphony for NYOS, The Loving of Etain for Paragon 
Opera and Nocturnes for Mr McFalls’ Chamber ensemble, and in 
concertos for guitar, trombone, violin, viola and double bass. Born 
in Glasgow in 1948, he studied with James Iliff (RAM) and Ingvar 
Lidholm (Stockholm). He performs with the Whistlebinkies folk 
group and has composed many works for guitar. He was featured 
composer at the 1996 International Guitar Festival, Bath. 
Web: http://www.tomkerstens.com/cd1.html 

McKenna Lee Andrew (English) 
Described as “an astoundingly virtuosic guitar player... and far 
more importantly… a thoughtful and original composer,” (Jayson 
Greene, eMusic) Andrew McKenna Lee’s music has been 
commissioned and programmed by some of the world’s leading 
ensembles and organizations, including the Brentano String 
Quartet, eighth blackbird, Kroumata, Concert Artists Guild, the 
American Composers Orchestra, the New Jersey Symphony, and 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic. As a performer, Mr. Lee has given 
solo concerts featuring his original compositions for guitar in some 
of the country’s most esteemed venues, including New York’s 
Symphony Space, Zankel Hall at Carnegie Hall, the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music (BAM), the Annenberg Center for the Arts in 
Philadelphia, and Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles. 
An artist who is both adept and comfortable in blending seemingly 
disparate styles, Lee has also performed with rock legends Billy 
Idol and former Sex Pistols guitarist Steve Jones in his own large 
ensemble arrangements of songs by David Bowie, Lou Reed and 
Iggy Pop. This stylistic fluency has found its way into several of 
his own works, including Sunrise from the Bottom of the Sea (an 
homage to Jimi Hendrix) and hisScordatura Suite, which prompted 
one music writer to comment, “I’m not sure if he was going for 
the rock/classical synthesis, but if he was, it’s the best effort of its 
kind I have yet heard.” (Soundboard). 
To date, Lee has released two commercial recordings. His debut 
release on New Amsterdam Records, Gravity and Air, was named 
one of the year’s “Top Ten Best Classical Albums” of 2009 in Time 
Out Chicago. Released the same year, Solar/Electric also met with 
critical praise, most notably from composer Steve Reich, who 
claimed Lee’s realization of his work Electric Counterpoint, ”a 
magnificent performance beautifully recorded.”Currently, Lee is at 
work on a large-scale song project that draws freely from a 
diverse array of influences ranging from classic rock and 
psychedelia to minimalism and polyphonic Renaissance vocal 
music. Scored for two electric guitars, electric bass, drums, mallet 
percussion, string quartet, and three female vocalists, the project 
is scheduled for release on New Amsterdam Records in 2013-
2014. 
Other recent works include Curio (2011), commissioned by the 
Italian guitarist Sergio Sorrentino for the 20th International Guitar 

Festival of Lagonegro, Italy; Obstinate Snakes! (2010) for the 
Anubis Saxophone Quartet; and Crescive Variations (2010) for 
Austin Symphony concertmaster Jessica Mathaes. Recent concert 
engagements as a soloist include performances as part of New 
York’s SONiC Festival (2011), as well as the prestigious Guitar 
Foundation of America Convention (2012). 
Mr. Lee holds degrees in composition from Carnegie Mellon 
University (BFA, 1997), the Manhattan School of Music (MM 
2000), and Princeton University, where his primary teachers were 
Leonardo Balada, Richard Danielpour, and Steven Mackey. 
Additionally, he has studied guitar with James Ferla, David 
Leisner, and Laura Oltman, and in masterclasses with Manuel 
Barrueco, Carlos Barbosa-Lima, and Alvaro Pierri. He has received 
awards and fellowships from ASCAP, the New York Youth 
Symphony, Princeton University (2003-2008), the South Carolina 
Arts Council, the Norfolk Chamber Music Festival, the Aspen Music 
Festival, Yaddo, the MacDowell Colony, the Hermitage Artist 
Retreat, the American Music Center, Meet the Composer, and the 
Aaron Copland Fund for Music. He is also a member of the New 
York based composers collective, Random Access Music. 
Web: http://www.andrewmckennalee.com/bio_cv/bio.html (2013) 

Medek Tilo (English) 
Tilo Medek was born in Jena (Thuringia, Germany) on January 22, 
1940, as the son of Willy Müller-Medek (1897-1965), a chamber 
musician and composer, and his wife Rosa, née Gewehr (1902-
1967). 
Due to his father’s imprisonment and captivity, Tilo Medek’s 
musical training was not started before 1950 at the Jena music 
school, where he studied violin, piano and improvisation and took 
various other courses of music theory. When in 1957 Medek had 
the possibility to attending the 12th International Summer 
Courses for Contemporary Music in Darmstadt, West Germany, 
this had a forming influence on him. The courses were held by 
Alexander Jemnitz, Luigi Nono, Hermann Scherchen and Karlheinz 
Stockhausen. 
From 1959 to 1962 Medek studied the piano with Kurt Johnen 
(1884-1965) in Quedlinburg (Harz Mountains, Germany). 
In 1959 he graduated from high-school in Jena, but refused to 
complete his compulsory year (on a collective farm or in a 
production plant) expected of all citizens of the former German 
Democratic Republic. 
After the deadline he enrolled at the Humboldt University in Berlin 
in November 1959 starting his studies in musicology under 
Walther Vetter, Ernst Hermann Meyer and Keorg Knepler. He 
furthermore attended lectures in psychology by Kurt Gottschaldt 
and in art history by Karl-Heinz Clasen, the philosophy cycle in 
theology by Liselotte Richer and lectures in landscape architecture 
by Willy Kurth. 
At the same time he studied composition with Rudolf Wagner-
Régeny (1903-1969) at the German Academy of Music in East 
Berlin. 
Tilo Medek lost his scholarship after the Berlin Wall was built. 
Consequently in 1962 he had to start working as a freelance 
repetiteur at the “Ensemble der Berliner Arbeiterjugend” 
(ensemble of the young workers of Berlin) and as a composer of 
music for radio plays and incidental theatre music. 
In 1964 Medek was awarded a diploma in musicology. The title of 
his diploma thesis was “The Settings of Goethe’s Prometheus 
Poem”. 
Subsequently, he became a student in the master class of Rudolf 
Wagner-Régeny at the German Academy of Arts in Berlin 
(German Democratic Republic) until 1967. 
Since then Tilo Medek has received various international awards 
at composers’ competitions and comparisons of broadcasting 
corporations and television companies, such as the International 
Composers’ Competition of the Gaudesamus Foundation 
Netherlands 1967 (Todesfuge”), the State University of New York 
(“Das Dekret über den Frieden”), the Opera Competition of the 
German Democratic Republic 1969 (short opera “Einzug”), the 
Frierich-Kuhlau-Competition of the city of Uelzen, Germany, 1970 
(“Kühl, nicht lau”, No. 2 the “Lesarten an zwei Klavieren”), the 
22ème Tribune Internationale des Compositeurs of the UNESCO, 
Paris 1975 (“Kindermesse”), the Prix Folklorique de Radio 
Bratislava 1975 (“Der schwere Traum”), the Prix Danube 
Bratislava 1977 (the KRO-Netherlands-Recording of the 
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“Kindermesse”), the Ernst-Reuter-Preis 1982 (together with 
Dorothea Medek for her feature “Westöstliche Wechsel, 
ausgestellt in der Ankunftszeit”). 
In 1968 Medek was involved in the controversy of the “Prague 
Spring” in connection with his compositions “Das Dekret über den 
Frieden (Lenin) and the “Battaglia alla turca”, No. 1 of the 
“Lesarten an zwei Klavieren”, and since then was seriously 
hindered in his work by the East German political authorities. 
1961-1968 first marriage with Dr. med. Inge Brüll (birth of 
daughter Saskia in 1966). 
Since 1970 he spent several summers of intensive work at Bindow 
on the Lake Ziest near Königs Wusterhausen, East Germany. 
Tilo Medek lives with his second wife Dorothea Medek, a theatre 
scholar and author. They have three children (Mirjam, born 1971, 
Clara and Immanuel, born 1983). 
Involved in Biermann’s denaturalisation on July 15, 1977, Medek 
received his “Dismissal from the Nationality of the German 
Democratic Republic (GDR)” and, thereupon, had to migrate 
immediately to the Federal Republic of Germany. 
From 1977 to 1980 he lived in Adscheid near Hennef on the river 
Sieg, from 1980 to 1985 in Unkel on the Rhine, and since 1985 he 
has lived across the Rhine on the Rheinhöhe in Oberwinter outside 
Remagen. 
In 1982 Medek established his own music publishing house named 
Edition Tilo Medek (since 1999 including printing and binding). 
Tilo Medek is a founder member of the “Freie Akademie der 
Künste Mannheim” (Independent Academy of Arts in Mannheim, 
Germany). In February 1992 he was the honorary composer of 
the 8ème Festival International des Choers d’Enfants in Nantes 
(France). In summer 1994 he was a guest of honour at the 
German Academy in Rome (Italy) at the Villa Massimo. In 1999 
Medek was a corresponding member of the Collegium Europaeum 
Jenese at the Friedrich Schiller University at Jena. 
During the past years Medek has again taken up his work in the 
field of musicology, writing a great number of publications and 
giving speeches at numerous events. Also, as 1967 he has always 
taught private composer students. 
In September 2002 Medek began to build up a composition class 
at the Staatl. Musikgymnasium of the Land Rheinland-Pfalz in the 
city of Montabaur. 
Since 1962 Medek has continuously worded as a self-employed 
composer and musician. 
Tilo Medek died on February 3rd 2006. 
Web: http://www.medek.net/biographie.php?go=english 

Meier Peter (English) 
He was born in Munich in 1953 and studied at the Musikakade-mie 
in Basil, Swizerland under professor Konrad Ragossnig. In 1975 
he won the International Competition for Classical Guitar in Milan, 
Italy. Not content, however, in limiting himself to the classical 
guitar only, with appearances both as soloist and accompanist in 
concerts throughout Europe, Peter Meier successfully ventured 
into the world of Spanish, southamerican, contemporary and 
blues/rock guitar. His innovative style has led to numerous studio 
appearances for such famous artists as Konstantin Wecker 
(Germany) and Georg Danzer (Austria). 1985-1991 he has sup-
ported the singer/songwriter Bettina Wegner from Berlin as 
accompanist, composer and arranger - performing with her in 
more than 400 concerts. 
(Luftzeichen, Andechs, Germany, 1992) 

Meijering Chiel  (English) 
Chiel Meijering was born on June 15, 1954 in Amsterdam. He 
studied composition with Ton de Leeuw, percussion with Jan 
Labordus and Jan Pustjens, and piano at the Amsterdam 
Conservatory of Music. Meijering has written a large number of 
compositions (over 300), mainly for small ensembles, which are 
performed regularly in The Netherlands and abroad. Many of 
these works were written for renowned chamber music ensembles 
such as the Aurelia Saxophone Quartet, the Loeki Stardust 
Quartet and the Amsterdam Guitar Trio. The end of a specimen 
(1981) was selected by the Netherlands Ballet Orchestra in a 
competition for young Dutch composers; Bedouin caravan in the 
desert (1977) was selected in the Gaudeamus Competition. 
Referring to his work I can't get no satisfaction (1983), based on 
the famous song of the Rolling Stones, Meijering states that he 

considers erotics, sensuality and even obscenity as basic 
conditions for high-grade performances of his music. These three 
compositions were used for a ballet by Rudi van Dantzig Want wij 
weten niet wat wij doen in 1985. He also composed for ballet De 
neusgaten van Sophia Loren (1986) and Ahnung des Endes 
(1987). Gedoogzone (1988) for two pianos, was written at the 
occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Amsterdam 
Concertgebouw; the violin concerto Neigingen (1986, rev. 1987) 
was performed by Robert Szreder and the Brabant Orchestra; 
How to be an Italian for 12 harps and accordion was written for 
the European Harp Symposium 1995 and P.W. and his skillet 
lickers (1996) was performed by cellist Pieter Wispelwey and the 
Amsterdam Sinfonietta. In 1994 he wrote the opera St. Louis 
Blues (performances in 1995) and in 1998 the opera Gershwin in 
Blue. (MuziekGroep Nederland, 2000) 

Meijering Cord  (English) 
The Dutch composer CORD MEIJERING was born in Esens, 
Germany in 1955, and lives now in Darmstadt. He studied guitar 
under Olaf Van Gonnissen, and composition under Dietrich Boekle 
and Johannes G. Fritsch. From 1983 to 1986 he was a member of 
Hans Werner Henze's master class; he then completed his studies 
as a master student under Hans Juergen Wenzel at the Academy 
of Arts in East-Berlin where he was awarded a stipend. In 1985 he 
received a prize at a composing competition in Stuttgart for his 
orchestral composition the voice of the winter. In 1987 he 
received a commendation at the international composers' 
competition “Hambacher Preis” for the string trio “...bewegt...” 
(“...moved...”) and in 1996 the “Bad Homburger Foerderpreis” for 
the composition Nights of 1990. In 1991 Meijering was awarded a 
scholarship by MacDowell Inc., New York for a stay at 
Peterborough, N.H. His compositions have been performed at 
Festival de Tardor Barcelona (Spain), at the Steirischer Herbst 
Graz (Austria), at the Festival d'Evian (Swizerland), at the 
Frankfurt Feste, at the Internationale Ferienkurse fuer Neue Musik 
Darmstadt (Germany), at the Guggenheim Museum New York, at 
the CrossSound Festival Juneau and Sitka (Alaska) and other 
places. Meijering wrote compositions for orchestra, chamber 
music, dance theater, film music (for Sharon Greytak's The Love 
Lesson, New York 1995, shown at the Museum of Modern Art, at 
Lincoln Center New York, Los Angeles Film Festival and other 
places). 
Web: http://www.meijering.de/biographyengl.html 

Mejia Navarro Adolfo (Español) 
A propósito de la conmemoración del centenario de su nacimiento 
Adaptación del texto aparecido en el Diccionario de la Música 
Española e Hispanoamericana, Madrid, Sociedad General de 
Autores de España, 2002, vol. 6 
Por: CARLOS BARREIRO ORTIZ - BENJAMÍN YEPES - LUIS CARLOS 
RODRIGUEZ  
Mejía Navarro, Adolfo. San Luis Sincé, Sucre (Colombia), 5-II-
1905; Cartagena de Indias (Colombia), 6-VII-1973. Compositor, 
pianista, guitarrista y pedagogo. En 1916 se trasladó a Cartagena 
e ingresó en la escuela anexa a la Normal de Institutores, donde 
empezó a destacar por sus aptitudes para el canto, que le 
abrieron la posibilidad de formar parte del coro de la iglesia de 
San Pedro Claver. De esta época data su primera composición: 
Primicias, para piano, la cual le dio cierta fama de niño prodigio, 
estimulada además por su natural disposición a la guitarra y por 
un aprendizaje personal de la teoría musical. En la Universidad de 
Cartagena terminó estudios de bachillerato en Filosofía y Letras. 
En 1923 se inscribió en el Instituto Musical de Cartagena, y recibió 
las primeras lecciones de Juan de Sanctis, y luego fue alumno 
particular de piano de Eusebio Celio Fernández, pero abandonó 
poco tiempo después su formación académica, probablemente 
deslumbrado por la alternativa de trabajar en orquestas de 
música popular bailable, organizadas con amigos de veladas 
nocturnas. Por varios años formó parte de la Estudiantina Revollo, 
de la Orquestra Eureka, y de la muy cotizada Jazz Band Lorduy. 
En esa época poseía ya una abundante producción de carácter 
tradicional: porros, fandangos, chandés, bambucos y pasillos, 
incluso algunas páginas brillantes para banda y los primeros 
intentos de escrituras más elaboradas. En 1930 viajó a Nueva 
York y allí, como intérprete de la guitarra, formó el Trío Albéniz, 
en compañía del mandolinista argentino Terig Tucci y el laudista 
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catalán Antonio Francés. El grupo firmó un contrato con la 
National Broadcasting Company y grabó para los sellos Columbia 
Gramophone Company y RCA Victor durante tres años, y se 
presentó con éxito en esa ciudad, pero no obstante decidieron 
disolverse. Tras su regreso a Colombia en 1933, trabajó en 
Bogotá como bibliotecario de la Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional y 
como pianista en la emisora Ecos del Tequendama, donde 
compuso la canción Cartagena, formó un trío de guitarras y se 
presentó como director de la Orquesta Granadina de Hernando 
Rico Velandia en el Teatro Colón de Bogotá. Ingresó en el 
Conservatorio Nacional de Música, donde fue alumno, entre otros, 
de Gustavo Escobar Larrazábal (piano), de Jesús Bermúdez Silva 
(armonía y contrapunto) y de Andrés Pardo Tovar (historia de la 
música). 
En agosto de 1938 ganó el Premio Ezequiel Bernal por la obra 
orquestal Pequeña Suite y posteriormente viajó a París con una 
beca concedida por el gobierno colombiano. Allí mientras 
trabajaba en las orquestas de varias emisoras, se matriculó en la 
École Normale de Musique. Fue discípulo de Nadia Bonneville y de 
Nadia Boulanger, y en Ville-Sur Mer de Charles Koechlin, entre 
1939 y 1940. Abandonó París a causa de la guerra, y desde Italia 
emprendió viaje hacia Brasil. En Río de Janeiro estableció contacto 
con los músicos de ese país y con algunos integrantes de la 
Orquesta de Jóvenes Americanos, dirigida por Leopold Stokowski. 
Con esta orquesta viajó a Nueva York, y de Estados Unidos se 
trasladó a Argentina, donde permaneció pocos meses, antes de 
regresar a Colombia. En 1945 participó en la organización de la 
Sociedad Pro-Arte Musical, entidad que organizó los Festivales 
Musicales de Cartagena de Indias, que marcaron una época en la 
historia cultural del país. En 1950 regresó a Europa, viajando por 
España, Francia e Italia, y luego se instaló de nuevo en Nueva 
York por medio año, dictando clases de guitarra. De vuelta a 
Colombia, entre 1954 y 1957 trabajó como director de la orquesta 
del Instituto Musical de Cartagena, del cual fue subdirector en 
1955 y profesor en diversas cátedras. La casa editora The H. W. 
Gray de Nueva York editó en 1965 dos de sus partituras corales: 
Ave María y El Tropelín, que luego se convirtió en el himno de los 
Clubes de Estudiantes Cantores de Colombia. 
La figura de este compositor se perfila en el Caribe colombiano 
como paradigma en su condición de músico, poeta, escritor, 
dibujante y animador cultural. En medio de toda esta heterogénea 
actividad, se produce una obra que parece marginarse 
voluntariamente de las corrientes musicales en boga, con las 
cuales mantuvo alguna relación durante esporádicas 
permanencias en Europa y Estados Unidos. La mayoría de sus 
composiciones expresan, por el contrario, compromiso con 
tradiciones culturales de la región de la costa norte de Colombia, 
lo cual no le impide expresarse con soltura a través de ritmos y 
géneros de la música del interior del país. Por eso no es 
sorprendente encontrar en su catálogo, junto a preludios, 
improvisaciones y valses para piano, un grupo de bambucos y 
pasillos construidos con destreza, con el énfasis rítmico y la 
melodía que recuerdan su origen y disposición coreográfica. La 
destreza del autor para moverse en terrenos musicales diversos 
se ilustra en las tres secciones que conforman la Pequeña suite 
para orquesta, en la cual el bambuco y el torbellino andinos se 
recrean de tal manera que trascienden elementos propios del 
tipismo. El movimiento es el ritmo de danza de la cumbia, 
instrumentado en forma brillante e imaginativa, con el oboe y la 
flauta tomando el lugar de las gaitas indígenas que usualmente 
llevan la melodía. Su nacionalismo andino se evidencia también 
en los pasillos orquestales Acuarela y Campanas. Influencias 
tardías del impresionismo francés se encuentran en Luminosidad 
de aguas, escrita en 1947 y dedicada al arpista Nicanor Zabaleta, 
quien la ejecutó por primera vez en Cartagena en 1949, como 
muestra de un estilo que no reaparece en obras posteriores. Hay 
también reminiscencias flamencas e ibéricas en Españolerías para 
guitarra, en el Preludio a la Tercera Salida de Don Quijote, para 
orquesta, y en el Capricho español para arpa y orquesta, que 
recuerda la expresión sinfónica de la escuela nacionalista rusa. 
Aunque se le han señalado debilidades estructurales y ausencia de 
énfasis en las partituras orquestales, las deficiencias anotadas se 
equilibran con el color de sus instrumentaciones, la gama de 
matices que elabora y la capacidad de sugerir atmósferas, como 
se advierte desde sus primeras partituras. O en las texturas 
emocionales de Improvisación, de los Homenajes, de Íntima o de 

Candita. La música de cámara de Mejía es, en general 
sensiblemente melódica, escrita en su mayor parte para 
combinaciones de cuerdas y piano, con títulos aparentemente 
intranscendentes o circunstanciales (Poemita, Ayer, Oye, Busca 
mujer, Lopeziana, Tiene caché, Manopili), y alcanza algún énfasis 
en el Impromptu para violonchelo y piano, y sobre todo en el Trío 
en un movimiento para violín, chelo y piano. Todas estas 
incursiones en géneros y formas académicas de composición 
parecen ser parte del lado oculto de la fisonomía más familiar del 
músico, cuyo relieve se construye a partir de sus canciones para 
voz y piano, elaboradas con elementos de ese sentimentalismo 
caribeño, rítmico y almibarado, que se desliza en Te quiero, Tú 
vives en mí e Ilusión. Pero la síntesis más acabada resulta en la 
canción Cartagena, con texto de Leonidas Otálora Gómez, la cual 
expresa una refinada visión popular de la música de concierto, a 
pesar de que la versión más divulgada sea la de Xavier Cugat. De 
la misma forma sus singulares visiones religiosas se concretan 
limpiamente en las piezas corales Dios de bondad y Ave María y 
en la ingenua descripción de sus villancicos polifónicos. Por el 
himno Viva Colombia... soy marinero, en 1965 la Armada Nacional 
le confirió la Orden Almirante Padilla en el grado de caballero. Y 
en 1970 recibió otras dos distinciones: el Premio Nacional de 
Música del Instituto Colombiano de Cultura en Bogotá y el título 
de Doctor Honoris Causa de la Universidad de Cartagena. Buena 
parte de sus obras se conservan en el Centro de Documentación 
Musical del Ministerio de Cultura de Colombia, sin embargo es tal 
la dispersión de su catálogo que no ha sido posible conocer la 
integralidad de su obra ni dar fe con exactitud de las fechas en 
que fueron compuestas.  
Web: 
http://www.laboratoriocultural.org/revista/archivo/3/adolfomejia.
htm 

Melchiorre Alessandro (Italiano) 
Si è laureato in Architettura al Politecnico di Milano e in Discipline 
delle Arti, Musica e Spettacolo (DAMS) a Bologna. Parallelamente, 
ha compiuto gli studi musicali a Milano, diplomandosi in 
Composizione con Brian Ferneyhough alla Hochschule fur Musik di 
Freiburg im Breisgau nel 1986. Ha partecipato ai Ferienkurse di 
Darrnstadt nel 1982 e nel 1984 e dal 1986 in qualità di 
compositore ospite (in quest’ultima occasione è stato insignito del 
prestigioso premio Kranichstein). Risiede a Milano ove è 
coordinatore della Sezione Musica Contemporanea della Civica 
Scuola di Musica. Nel 1986 ha vinto il prestigioso premio 
Kranichstein dei Ferienkurse di Darrnstadt. Fables, that time 
invents e De l’instant où sono state scelte dall’ISCM ad Hong Kong 
e Città del Messico. Ha scritto Schwelle, opera da camera ispirata 
ai Sonetti ad Orfeo di Rilke e Le città invisibili, liberamente ispirato 
al testo di Calvino, commissione dell’Ircarn per I’Ensemble 
InterContemporain ed elettronica (Parigi –Centre Pompidou, David 
Robertson; Ensernble InterConternporain; aprile 1994) e Da un 
atlante occidentale, radiodramma per Rai-Radio Tre, su testo di 
Daniele Del Giudice (realizzato presso lo studio Agon di Milano e 
successivamente ripreso in teatro a Roma, L’Aquila e Budapest). 

Mehlhart Antoni (English) 
Composer, guitarist, zither player, cello player and conductor, 
born in Kolbermoor received guitar lessons as a boy. Since he 
soon surpassed his teacher, he continued to study alone. At 
school he was soon the best in singing lessons and boys' choir. In 
addition to the guitar, he also played the zither. He gave public 
concerts since the age of 12. Supported by advice and instruction 
from Heinrich Scherrer, he played among others works by 
Giuliani, Zani di Ferranti, Mertz, Decker-Schenk. At the age of 18, 
he joined one of the largest timber companies in Munich and 
stayed there (until he was retired?). He was one of the founders 
of the Munich Guitaristic Association, was on the board from the 
beginning and from 1905 he was also the first chairman. From 
c.1915 he gave concerts less often, most recently lived at his 
country house in Gauting (near Munich).  (Rainer Stelle) 

Mello Chico (English) 
Born in Curitiba, Brasil, studied music and medicine in Curitiba. 
Composition studies in São Paulo with H.J. Koellreuter and in 
Berlin by Dieter Schnebel and W. Szalonek. Popular and 
experimental music works with groups in Brasil and German as 
instrument performer and singer. Important musical exchange 
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with Latinamerican and European musicians in the “Cursos 
latinoamericanos de música contemporanea”. His work has been 
played in diferent new music festivals such as Donaueschinger 
Musiktagen, Pro Musica Nova- Bremen, Stille Music-Boswil, 
Switzerland, Festival International de Musique Eletroacustique- 
Bourges, France. Awareded by H. Strobel Stiftung from SWF, 
Baden Baden, Senat für kulturelle Angelegenheiten, Berlin, Citè 
Internationale des Arts, Paris. In 1984, realeses the LP Dança. 

Melo Rosita (Italiano) 
Rosita Melo, nacque da genitori italiani in Uruguay il 9 luglio 1897. 
All'età di due anni si trasferì con la famiglia in Argentina e nel 
1901 iniziò gli studi di pianoforte. Nel 1911, all'età di 14 anni, 
compose Desde el alma. Questo stupendo vals, ancora oggi 
ballato ed eseguito da numerose formazioni musicali, la rese 
celebre in tutto il mondo. 
Nel 1922 sposò il poeta e scrittore Victor Piuma Velez autore di 
una prima versione del testo. 
Nel 1948, Homero Manzi incluse il brano in un suo film “Pobre mi 
madre querida” modificando il testo originario ed adattandolo alle 
esigenze della sceneggiatura. 
Rosita Melo morì il 12 agosto 1981.  
Una prima piccola curiosità. Il brano rientra tra i cosiddetti 
Boston-vals. I Boston-vals sono quei valzer con un ritmo lento e 
con passo strisciato. Il ritmo è marcato al pianoforte 
dall'esecutore con la mano destra insieme alla melodia. La mano 
sinistra marca solo la prima nota del beat, il basso. 
Una seconda curiosità. La famosa compagnia di teatro-danza 
Momix ha ballato sulle note dello stupendo vals di Rosita Melo. 
Infatti, Desde el alma è stato utilizzato nel 1993 per una 
coreografia, intitolata 'Vino fino tinto' di Moses Pedleton, inserita 
nello spettacolo “Momix en regreso” presentato al 
teatro Metropolitan 1 di Buenos Aires. 
Web: 
http://blog.libero.it/Milongueando/commenti.php?msgid=1864141
&id=71330 

Mencherini Fernando (English) 
Fernando Mencherini (Fermignano, 1949 - Cagli, 1997) studied at 
the Conservatory “G. Rossini” of Pesaro, with particular emphasis 
on courses in electronic music by Walter Branchi. Here are but a 
few of Mencherini’s many works: Notturno for double-bass 
(1979), commissioned by Stefano Scodanibbio; his first Quartetto 
d’archi (1980), awarded at the “Premio Bucchi 1981”; Sei danze 
(SIMC, Aarhus, 1983), performed by the violinist Enzo Porta; 
Crazy jay blue for clarinet (1985), commissioned by Ciro 
Scarponi; Das Zweiter Zimmer for piano (1983), a tango 
commissioned by the American pianist Yvar Mikhashoff; Per 
Limina for piano (SIMC, Budapest, 1986); Open End (1986), a 
broadcast documentary for Radio 3 (the program Un certo 
discorso, edited by Pasquale Santoli); I segreti del tempio (1989), 
which received an award at the “Concorso Trio Basso 
Internationaler Kompositions Wettbewerb,” Colonia, 1989); 
Vortex for flute, violin, 11 strings and vibraphone (1993), 
commissioned for the “Festival Nuova Musica Italiana”; How was it 
there? for brass, strings and percussion (1993), commissioned by 
the Ensemble E. Varèse; Tutti i cappotti for orchestra (1993).  
In his last years, Mencherini had begun writing musicals for the 
stage (Sexy Sadie, a flash opera for the “Europa Festival ’95,” 
Ferentino) and for dance theater. Working with Arbalete, he 
composed the music for the ballets Operai (1993), Le zattere, Per 
la finestra nuova, Il meridiano (1994), and Ghirigori ovvero Io non 
guardo mai il cielo (1996). He also worked with the vocal 
ensemble Laboratorio Ottantasette, conducted by Paola 
Urbinati, writing music for poems from Laborintus by Edoardo 
Sanguineti, among which were Ah, il mio sonno for six voices 
(“XIV Rassegna di Nuova Musica,” Macerata, 1996) and Ritorna 
mia luna for three male voices and soprano saxophone 
(“Progetto Musica 96”, Rome). Mencherini’s works have been 
broadcast by several European radio stations and recorded on 
EdiPan, Col legno, BMG Ariola, Contempo Records, Beatrecords. 
Web: http://www.fernandomencherini.com/bio.htm  

Mendes Gilberto (Portuguese) 
Gilberto Mendes, compositor nascido em Santos, em 1922, é um 
dos compositores mais originais e criativos brasileiros da segunda 

metade do século XX - embora pouco conhecido do grande público 
e mesmo entre os praticantes e amantes da música erudita. 
Com 18 anos, iniciou os estudos musicais no Conservatório 
Musical de Santos sob orientação de Savino de Benedictis.4 De 
1941 a 1948, foi aluno de piano Antonieta Rudge. Em 1954, 
estudou composição com Cláudio Santoro (algumas aulas), e, de 
1958 a 1960, com Olivier Toni (igualmente algumas poucas 
aulas). De 1962 a 1968, freqüentou como bolsista os cursos de 
Férias em Darmstadt, Alemanha, onde conheceu pessoalmente 
Henri Pousseur, Pierre Boulez e Karlheinz Stockhausen. No 
entanto, a formação musical de Gilberto Mendes deve ser 
entendida hoje antes como um auto-didata (não havendo um 
estudo sistemático orientando por terceiros em qualquer 
momento de sua trajetória musical). 
Um dos pioneiros, no Brasil, da musica aleatória, concreta e 
visual, foi membro do grupo Música Nova, de Santos, ao lado de 
Rogério Duprat, Damiano Cozzela, Willy Correia de Oliveira e Júlio 
Medaglia, entre outros, desde fins da década de 1950, tendo sido 
co-autor de seu manifesto, lançado em 1963. Fundador e 
programador do Festival de Música Nova, em Santos e São Paulo, 
desde seu início em 1962. 
Sua peça coral Motet em Ré menor - Beba Coca-Cola, com poema 
de Décio Pignatari, de 1967, alcançou grande popularidade, 
tratando-se de umacomposição de vanguarda. Em 1970, sua obra 
Blirium A-9 foi seleciona pela tribuna internacional de 
compositores da UNESCO para divulgação nas rádios européias. 
Em 1971, ganhou o Prêmio APCA pela melhor obra experimental 
com Santos Football Music, executada pela primeira vez em 1973, 
em Varsóvia, sob regência de Eleazar de Carvalho. Desde 1980, 
foi professor do Departamento de Música da Escola de 
Comunicações e Artes da USP, hoje aposentado. 
Gilberto Mendes, portanto, representa várias tendências da 
música brasileira nos últimos 50 anos, desde composições de 
juventude com forte influência do neofolclorismo e das idéias de 
Mário de Andrade, passando pelas vanguardas de Darmstadt e o 
serialismo, até sua fase mais recente, com a utilização de 
recursos minimalistas e da assim chamada “Nova Consonância” 
ou “Pós- [ou Sub-] Modernidade”. 
(Quase uma suíte pós-moderna: Análise de Preludio e Quasi una 
Passacaglia, obras para violão solo de Gilberto Mendes, Luis 
Alberto Garcia Cipriano, 2008) 

Mengozzi Fabio (English) 
Fabio Mengozzi was born in 1980 in Asti, Italy, and studied piano 
with Aldo Ciccolini, graduating with top grades at the age of 19. In 
2004 he graduated as conductor and composer with top grades at 
the Turin Conservatorio. A short time after he graduated in 
composition at the “Accademia di Santa Cecilia” in Rome, with 
Azio Corghi. He has won many important national and European 
piano-prizes (Terzo d'Acqui, Alassio, Tortona, Tagliolo Monferrato, 
Alessandria, Genova, Moncalieri, Milan, Cortemilia).  
His compositions have been published and performed during 
important festivals (Italy, France,Switzerland) and have been 
awarded prizes. Fabio Mengozzi is published by Berben, Edizioni 
Musicali Sconfinarte and Taukay Edizioni Musicali. He is presently 
working as composer, pianist and conductor.  
He is Artistic Director of the Italian Cultural Association “Audire 
Musica delle Sfere”. 
Web: 
http://www.musicadellesfere.it/public/pdf/FABIO_MENGOZZI_Cur
riculum(it-eng).pdf (2014) 

Mensík Alois (English) 
Composer, guitarist, lutist and pedagogue, born in Wessely an der 
March (South Moravia, today Veselí nad Moravou/Czech Republic), 
died in Zlín (South Moravia/Czech Republic).   
He studied guitar with Vojtech Tukac (1897-2000) at the 
conservatory of Bratislava. Afterwards he taught guitar in the folk 
school of art in Uherské Hradiste, but also in Bratislava at the 
Liduska and the conservatory of Veselí nad Moravou. But Alois 
Mensík was not only a guitarist, lute player and music teacher. His 
compositions for guitar and lute are mainly met by artists abroad. 
In France he released two guitar duets (Éditions Combre) and in 
Germany he made 6 arrangements for guitar ensembles and 
chamber music with guitar playing (Joachim-Trekel-Musikverlag: 
5, Chanterelle Verlag: 1). However, they are also known to the 
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pupils of the Primary Art Schools in the Czech Republic. 
The musician was also part of several ensembles with which he 
was very successful. He was one of the teachers at the Pro Arte 
Musica of the Bratislava Conservatory, with whom he performed 
in Russia, Hungary, Austria, Germany, Poland and Sweden. He 
founded and conducted the professional guitar ensemble Moravia 
Consort Guitar. He got to the lute only in the late eighties. He 
learned her play at the Musik Akademie der Stadt Basel in 
Switzerland with the prominent American lute player Hopkinson 
Smith. It is this encounter that Mensík sees as his greatest life 
experience. “He lent me his instrument back then. He rode in an 
old heavy car. I was in the hands of the best lutist and the illusion 
of the world. It was an inexplicable thing, but it gave me such a 
strange sense of security. When one knows that his professor has 
the capacity to go to the whole world to consult him, I got to the 
stage with a lute in a completely different state of mind, “he 
recalled meeting with an important character in his professional 
life. His son Max Mensík, who lives in Slovakia, is composer, 
violinist, pianist and singer. (Rainer Stelle) 

Mensík Max  (English) 
Composer, violinist, pianist and singer, born in Moravia. / Max 
Menšík grew up with many classical musicians in Bratislava, 
mostly professionals - among them his father Alois Mensík, 
guitarist and composer. “I started with the violin and graduated 
from the conservatory, but the piano was stronger. I got into 
composition and found it better to go this route. Although it is 
much riskier, it would be more convenient to work in the 
Philharmonie than dedicating myself to the violins will eat a lot of 
time”. As he says, he has been involved in ragtime music and 
boogie-woogie since childhood. This interesting repertoire also 
lives from the preparation of educational concerts. Since 1990 he 
had worked together with Frank Fuchs, American composer and 
guitarist – under the mangement of Vaso (Vaclav) Patejdl. They 
produced the CD-Album “Frankie Lee & Maxx” in 1995. In 2001 he 
sang duets with Hana Zagorová (CD). He lives in Slovakia. (Rainer 
Stelle) 

Mereu Luca (Italiano) 
Luca Mereu  si è diplomato in chitarra presso il conservatorio 
“Santa Cecilia” di Roma ed in mandolino presso il conservatorio 
“Alfredo Casella” di l’Aquila. Ha studiato composizione con Mauro 
Bortolotti  e musica elettronica con Michelangelo Lupone. 
Ha seguito corsi di perfezionamento in musica informatica presso 
il C.R.M. (Centro Ricerche Musicali) di Roma, in Musica per Film 
con Stelvio Cipriani presso la fondazione Eximia Forma e con il M° 
Alirio Diaz sulla musica latino-americana per chitarra del 
novecento. 
Come mandolinista è attivo sia come solista che in diverse 
formazioni da camera, proponendo sempre esecuzioni di musiche, 
poco eseguite, tratte dalla letteratura originale dello strumento. Il 
suo repertorio da solista comprende, oltre i ben noti concerti per 
mandolino di Vivaldi, anche il concerto in Re di Giovanni 
Hoffmann, il concerto in Sol di Johan  Nepomuk Hummel ed altri. 
E’ autore di musica da camera e suoi lavori vengono regolarmente 
eseguiti da diversi gruppi cameristici, come l’Ensemble Colosseum 
ed il trio Phorbeia. Sue composizioni sono state registrate e 
trasmesse dalla radio Vaticana. Ha inciso come solista un CD per 
la NICCOLO’ in cui esegue le Sei Sonate per mandolino e basso di 
P. Leone ed uno per  Cantoberon s.n.c, in cui esegue musiche di 
G. Hoffmann e G. F. Giuliani per mandolino e trio d’archi . Ha 
registrato due CD per la San Paolo Audiovisivi, nei quali riveste il 
ruolo di compositore, arrangiatore, elaboratore ed interprete; ha 
collaborato alla realizzazione di un CD con l’Orchestra 
Mandolinistica Romana con una sua composizione e come 
esecutore; ha inciso un CD  con la cantante Adriana Bruni in 
qualità di mandolinista e due  suoi brani sono stati inseriti nei CD 
“Ritratti”e “Dialoghi” di Fabio Fasano, (Domani Musica); ha inoltre 
realizzato, in collaborazione col flautista Calogero Giallanza, il CD 
“Mediterranea” (Cantoberon ), con musiche proprie per flauto e 
chitarra. 
Suoi lavori sono editi da Berben, San Paolo Audiovisivi, Domani 
Musica ed è curatore di una collana di musiche  per mandolino 
per  le edizioni Cantoberon.  
E’ stato vincitore della terza edizione del concorso internazionale 
di composizione per orchestre a plettro, indetto dalla Federazione 

Mandolinistica Italiana e del 19° Festival Nazionale di Chitarra, 
primo classificato nella sezione duo di chitarre. 
Sue composizioni per pianoforte sono state scelte come brani 
d’obbligo al XII Concorso Pianistico “Piccole Mani -  Pietro 
Squartini” (edizione 2000) di Perugia; altre sue opere sono state 
segnalate al Sesto Concorso Internazionale di Composizione 
Chitarristica, indetto dal Centro Chitarristico Toscano nel 1997 ed 
al primo Concorso Nazionale di Composizione Pianistica, indetto 
dall’associazione De Musica nel 1995.  
Come esecutore è attivo in diverse formazioni da camera da lui 
costituite quali: Ensemble Mereuer, Quartetto Mandolino in 
Classico, Duo Nesos, con le quali si esibisce in Italia e all’estero; 
ha collaborato come solista con  varie orchestre, tra cui 
l’Orchestra Sinfonica di Sanremo e l’Orchestra del Teatro 
dell’Opera di Roma. 
Web: http://utenti.lycos.it/archiecorde/curriculumluca.html 

Merikanto Oskar (English) 
It may be a bit surprising to find that the most popular and 
beloved composer in Finland at the turn of the 20th century was 
not Sibelius but Oskar Merikanto (1868–1924). Whereas Sibelius 
was solidly entrenched in the realm of high culture and was thus 
the property of the upper classes, as it were, Oskar Merikanto 
built bridges between concert music and the public at large. To 
this end, he undertook extensive concert tours in Finland as an 
organist, a concert pianist and an accompanist.  
His life's work covered an exceptionally broad span in Finnish 
music; in addition to everything else, he was a church organ 
inspector, a conductor, an educator and a music critic. Merikanto 
had a naturally flowing melodic vein, and he is best remembered 
for his solo songs and piano pieces, over 100 of each. It is 
indicative of just how popular he was and is that many of his 
songs are erroneously held to be folk songs.  
A contributing factor to his popularity was that he was the first 
major Finnish composer to set texts in Finnish. His evergreen 
songs include “Annina”, “Hän kulkevi kuin yli kukkien” (She Walks 
on Flowers), “Miksi laulan” (Why Do I Sing), “Laatokka” (Ladoga), 
“Kun päivä paistaa” (When the Sun Shines), “Elämälle” (To Life) 
and “Soi vienosti murheeni soitto” (Play Softly, O Song of my 
Mourning).  
Some of his piano miniatures have similarly achieved the status of 
a classic, such as “Romanssi”, “Kesäillan idylli” (Summer Evening 
Idyll), “Idylli” and the waltzes “Kesäillan valssi” (Waltz of the 
Summer Evening), “Valse à la Chopin” and “Valse lente”. Also, his 
Passacaglia (1913 at latest) is one of the earliest major works in 
the Finnish organ repertoire. 
Although Merikanto is best known for his small-scale pieces, he 
was not just a miniaturist. He also wrote three operas, the first of 
which, “Pohjan neiti” (The Maiden of the North, 1898), based on 
the Kalevala, was the first opera ever written to an original 
libretto in Finnish. However, neither “Pohjan neiti” nor his two 
other operas, “Elinan surma” (The Death of Elina, 1910) and 
“Regina von Emmeritz” (1920), have survived the test of time. 
(Kimmo Korhonen: Inventing Finnish Music - Contemporary 
Composers from Medieval to Modern translated by Jaakko 
Mäntyjärvi) 
Web: http://www.fimic.fi 

Merkù Pavle (English) 
Born 12 July 1927 in Trieste/Italy where he still lives and works as 
a composer, ethnomusicolgist and Slovene scholar. Graduated in 
Slavonic Studies from the Faculty of Arts in Ljubljana in 1950 and 
took his doctorate in the same field from Rome University in 
1960. Studied composition under I.Grbec and Vito Levi in Trieste. 
He has been a teacher in Trieste and an editor of Slovene 
programmes for the RAI television company. Merku’s 
expressionist approach is frequently tempered by modal, atonal, 
dodecaphonic and serial elements. His work covers a number of 
different forms: an early violin concerto and a concerto for 
trumpet and strings Shine, sun, shine (1977), and his most 
important work, the opera Dragonfly (1976) set to a libretto by 
S.Makarovic. He also composed numerous cantatas, instrumental 
works and chamber music pieces. The majority of his 
compositions are published and many have also been recorded. 
Web: 
http://www.pizzicato.ch/biografie_detail.php?id=19&lang=i&lang
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Merlin Jose Luis (English) 
Jose Luis Merlin was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1952. He 
began playing the guitar at age of five under the tutelage of 
Maestro Vincente Degese, continued with Maestro Abel Carlenaro, 
and was performing in Argentina by the time he was nine years 
old. He has been a concert artist, composer and guitar teacher 
since 1967, as well as a researcher and teacher of instru-mental 
technique. 
Merlin has made more than twenty international tours which 
include: Spain, Austria, USA (over 100 concerts), Canada, Cuba, 
Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Brazil and Uruguay. He has 
been invited on five occasions to give classes and lectures at 
universities in the USA and Germany. He is co-founder and first 
president of the Association Integración Guitarrística Argentina. 
He has published over ten recordings in the USA, Japan, Austria 
and Argentina. 
As a composer he has given workshops on instrumental 
techniques, rhythmic folklore of Argentina, insights and analyses 
of South American composers, as well as lectures at universities 
in Texas, Southern California, Oregon and Michigan. He composed 
the music for Travesia (The Guitar, Witness to Five Centuries), an 
oratorio for recitative, singing voice, mezzo-soprano and chamber 
orchestra (texts by José Tcherkasky). Merlin has composed works 
for solo guitar, guitar and violin, guitar and string quartet, piano 
and voice, etc. He has arranged and adapted works by Beethoven, 
Scarlatti, Bach and Piazzolla, and has set to music the poetry of 
Nicandro Pereyra and Antonio Esteban Agüero. 
More accomplishments defining Merlin’s extraordinary career 
include his founding the Centro de Estudios Musicales Merlin for 
the teaching of guitar, piano, singing, chorale singing, flute, 
saxophone, harmony, composition and percussion. He is currently 
the Director of the Music Department and a Guitar professor of 
the Mundo-Velázquez School of Music in Madrid, Spain. 
Web: www.dosalmas.com 

Meyer Ernst Hermasnn (English) 
(b Berlin, 8 Dec 1905; d there, 8 Oct 1988). German composer 
and musicologist. He studied in Berlin and Heidelberg, his 
teachers including Eisler, Butting and Hindemith. After working 
against Nazism he went into exile in England (1933-48), where he 
was active politically, as a composer of film music, and as a 
musicologist (English Chamber Music, 1946). He returned to 
Berlin to teach at the Humboldt University (1948-70). He soon 
became a leading figure in East German music. His works include 
choral, orchestral and chamber music in a style of passionate 
commitment to Marxist-Leninist ideals. 

Meyer-Metzenthin Jürgen (English) 
Jürgen Meyer-Metzenthin was born 8-14-1955 in Dortmund 
(West-Germany). 
He studied classical guitar with Laurie Randolph at the Hochschule 
der Künste Berlin and also took private lessons with the American 
jazz-pianist Walter Norris. After his studies he performed as a 
classical guitar soloist and with his own jazz-groups – he also 
worked as a studio-musician and with different orchestras. 
Since 1988 he concentrated more on composing music. He began 
writing own pieces for his jazz-groups, later he composed 
chamber-music and solo-pieces for violoncelle, guitar and piano. 
In 1990 he succeeded in writing music for a performance of the 
dancer Ismael Ivo, that was first performed at the Vienna Dance-
Weeks. A scholarship from the German “Paul Woitschach-Stiftung” 
gave him the opportunity to study composition with the composer 
and trombonist Bob Brookmeyer from 1993 to 1995 in Cologne. 
Since 1994 he received several prizes for his music (“Europa-
Musik-Festival 1993”, “Neue Salonmusik” 1996, “Wiener 
Sommerseminar für Neue Musik” 1998). 
Web: http://www.meymetz.kulturserver.de/ 

Meyer Von Bremen Alexander (English) 
Composer born in Lipsia, died in Duisburg. In the fifties he moved 
from East Germany to West Germany and continued to study 
composition with Frank Martin in Cologne. Afterwards he lived 
more than 40 years in Duisburg, where he taught at the 
Niederrheinsche Musik- und Kunstschule and at Folkwang 
Musikschule. 

(Rainer Stelle, 2009) 

Meyerriecks Jeffrey (English) 
Guitarist and composer, living in Washington D.C. He studied with 
Segovia and gave concerts in the USA, Europe, Africa and on the 
Caribbean Islands. 
He was a member of Charlie Byrd‘s „Washington Guitar Quintet” 
and founded 2006 „The Potomac Guitar Quartet” together with 
Phil Mathieu (1961-2012), Brian Litz and Peter Fields. (Reiner 
Stelle) 

Middleton Owen (English) 
Owen Middleton is widely known in the world of classical guitar for 
his concert works and pedagogical music. He is also a composer of 
symphonic works, chamber music, choral music and works for 
solo piano. During his long career as a composer he has 
completed many commissions and has had performances world 
wide. 

Mignone Francisco (Español) 
Francisco Mignone, nacido en São Paulo en 1897, pertenece a la 
generación siguiente a la de Villa-Lobos entre los compositores 
brasileños. Después de haber terminado sus estudios de flauta, 
piano y composición en el Conservatorio Dramático y Musical de 
São Paulo en 1917, se dirigió a Italia donde se perfeccionó en el 
Conservatorio Verdi de Milán. A su regreso a Brasil se hizo cargo 
de la cátedra de Dirección Orquestal en la Escuela Nacional de 
Música de la Universidad Federal de Río de Janeiro. Además de su 
actividad docente y creativa solía actuar haciendo un dúo 
pianístico con su esposa María Josephina. Ha compuesto para la 
guitarra algunas piezas que no han pasado del manuscrito, como 
la Modinha para violão, Repuncando, Minueto fantasía y Chôro 
para violão, todos de 1953. De la misma época son una colección 
de 12 Estudios estrenados por Antonio Carlos Barbosa Lima. “A 
minha música deverá ser, día a día, mais refinada como técnica, 
mais clara, franca fácilmente comprensivel para a maioria”. Así 
pensaba Mignone, inscripto dentro de aquel nacionalismo 
propugnado por su amigo Mario de Andrade. Alrededor de 1970 
compuso una serie de Valsaspara guitarra, siempre dentro de la 
estructura tonal de la cual nunca se apartó, y con un lirismo 
franco y comunicativo. De 1975 es su Concerto para violão e 
orquestra, en tres movimientos: Allegro moderato, Bom 
romántico y Desafío. La orquesta está compuesta por las maderas 
por uno (flauta, oboe, clarinete y fagot), vibrafón, celesta, xilofón 
y las cuerdas. Fue estrenado el 4 de Mayo de 1977 en el Kennedy 
Center de Washington D.C. por la Orquesta Sinfónica de Louisville 
dirigida por Leonard Meister, y en guitarra, Antonio Carlos 
Barbosa Lima. (La Guitarra en la Música Sudamericana - Néstor 
Guestrin) 

Miguel Randolf (Portuguese) 
Nascimento: Brasil, Visconde do Rio Branco, MG, 13/01/1961 
Formado em Composição, Educação Artística e Licenciatura em 
Música (UFRJ) e Mestre em Musicologia (UNIRIO). Em seu 
catálogo de obras encontram-se peças para diversas formações. 
Seu Choro para o mestre Botelho foi uma das composições 
brasileiras a serem executadas na França, por ocasião da 
“Semana do Brasil” naquele país. Criador do curso de Arranjo da 
Escola Villa-Lobos. 
Web: http://musicabrasilis.org.br/compositores/randolf-miguel 
(2018) 

Milhaud Darius (English) 
(b Aix-en-Provence, 4 Sept 1892; d Geneva, 22 June 1974). 
French composer. He studied with Widor, Gédalge and Dukas at 
the Paris Conservatoire and became associated with Claudel, who 
took him to Rio de Janeiro as his secretary (1916-18): he wrote 
incidental music for Claudel's translation of the Oresteia (1922), 
making innovatory use of chanting chorus and percussion; he also 
drew on Brazilian music in his ballet L’homme et son désir (1918). 
But Claudel's influence was briefly succeeded by Cocteau's, and 
he became a member of Les Six; works of this period include the 
ballet Le boeuf sur le toit (1919). In 1922 he sought out jazz in 
Harlem and used the experience in another ballet, Le création du 
monde (1923). Thereafter he travelled widely, taught on both 
sides of the Atlantic and produced a colossal output in all genres, 
normally in a style of fluent bitonality. His operas include Les 

http://www.dosalmas.com/�
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malheurs d’Orphée (composed 1925), Le pauvre matelot (1926), 
Christophe Colomb (1928), Maximilien (1930), Bolivar (1943), 
David (1952) and Saint Louis (1970). There are also 12 
symphonies and much other orchestral music, sacred and secular 
choral music, 18 quartets and songs. 
Web: http://www.answers.com/topic/darius-milhaud 

Milicevic Mladen (English) 
Composer and performer of live interactive electronic music 
utilizing hyper instruments, Mladen Milicevic is also a film maker, 
painter, and animator.  
He has composed and produced music for theater, dance, films, 
radio and television, performed live electronic music, made 
several experimental animated films and videos, created 
installations and video sculptures... His music has been performed 
at the Florida Electro-Acoustic Music Festival, IV Brazilian 
Symposium on Computer Music, Third International Festival of 
Modern Art (Odessa), Alliance Française (Hanoi), International 
Computer Music Conference, Aspen Music Festival, Prix du Rome 
International Festival ... His awards include South Carolina Arts 
Commission, Yugoslav Composers' Grant... He has received prizes 
from Obscure-Acreq and Societe Radio Canada, Yugoslavian 
Broadcasting Corporation, SKOJ (Yugoslavia), MUSIC Prize 
(Yugoslavia)... Milicevic lives in Los Angeles, holds a faculty 
position at Loyola Marymount University, and travels widely. 
Web: http://www.cdemusic.org/artists/milicevic.html 

Millán Manuel (English) 
Manuel Millán de las Heras 
Born in Cuenca (Spain) in 1971. 
Started his music studies in his hometown. He moved to Madrid 
for study with Gabriel Estarellas, earning the title top guitar with 
the highest qualifications. He specializes in early music 
interpretation with Jesus Sanchez and Jorge Fresno. He studied 
harmony, counterpoint, fugue and composition with José Luis de 
la Fuente Charfolé Rafael Eguílaz, José López Calvo and José 
Miguel Moreno Sabio, performing specialized courses with Tristan 
Murail, Leonardo Balada, José Luis de Delás and Gabriel Brncic 
among others.  
He has premiered almost all of his work and has been 
commissioned by various festivals, soloists and groups as the 
“Semanas de música religiosa of Cuenca”, “Festival de la 
Mancha”, the pianist Manuel Angel Ramirez, the guitarists 
Mauricio Díaz Álvarez and Gabriel Estarellas, the conductor Jose 
Ramon Monreal and La Mancha Symphony Orchestra. 
His compositions have been heard in various festivals like the 
“SMR” (Cuenca), International Music Festival of La Mancha 
(Quintanar de la Orden, Toledo), International Guitar Festival in 
Lublin (Poland), Cycle of the twentieth century sonatas of the 
Juan March Foundation (Madrid), San Isidro Piano Festival 
(Talavera de la Reina, Toledo) and the I Cycle of young 
performers (Cuenca). He has been awarded first prize at the IV 
International Composition Competition “Manuel Castillo” by the 
book String Quartet No. 1.  
He combines his facet as a composer and performer with the 
critic, being a contributor to the journal RITMO, group EL DÍA and 
ABC Day. 
Web: http://www.manuelmillan.es/Biography.html (2012) 

Miller Alex (English) 
Born in Boston, Massachusetts, Alex Miller holds degrees in 
composition and guitar from the Eastman School of Music and the 
University of Colorado at Boulder, and will soon begin doctoral 
studies in composition at the University of Southern California. A 
guitarist since the age of eleven, he is deeply interested in 
composing music for this instrument and is currently writing a 
new solo for guitarist Nicholas Goluses, under whom he studied at 
Eastman. His music has been played by pianist Ulrika Davidsson 
and cellist Fern Glass-Boyd; it was featured at the Society of 
Composers Region VIII Conference at the University of Montana 
and has been performed on the Gamper & Pendulum New Music 
Festivals, in Brunswick, Maine and Boulder, Colorado respectively.  
As a performer, he has played with the Ossia New Music Ensemble 
in Rochester, New York, and participated in master classes with 
guitarists John Williams, Phillip Houghton and the Castellani-
Andriaccio Duo. During the summer, he teaches guitar at Camp 
Ballibay, a fine and performing arts camp for teenagers in 

Pennsylvania. He enjoys teaching and hopes to work as a 
professor upon completing his studies. 

Miller Julia (English) 
Julia Miller received her DMA in Composition from Northwestern 
University in 2004. She received her MM in composition and 
classical guitar performance from Northwestern in 1993. Julia has 
participated in composition master classes with Franco Donatoni, 
George Crumb, Pauline Oliveros, Bernard Rands, and Sydney 
Hodkinson. She has studied composition with composers including 
Amnon Wolman, Gerhard Stäbler, Alan Stout, Jay Alan Yim, John 
Anthony Lennon, Steve Syverud, Michael Pisaro and George 
Flynn. She has participated in guitar master classes with Oscar 
Ghiglia and Robert Guthrie, and studied the classical guitar with 
Mark Maxwell and Anne Waller.  
As well as being the recipient of nine commissions, including five 
orchestral works, Julia has received many grants and honors 
including those from the Chicago Tribune Foundation, the New 
York Art Ensemble, the United Arts Council, and Meet the 
Composer. Julia was chosen as a finalist in the Gaudeamus Music 
Week Composition Competition 1999 for her acousmatic work, 
bluu, and also presented that same work at the IRCAM Forum in 
Paris.  
Julia is a curator, along with founder George Flynn and composer 
Frank Abbinanti, of the prestigious New Music at the Green Mill 
concert series. She is also a member of the Chicago Composers 
Consortium (C3), on the Board of New Music Chicago, and was 
instrumental in the technical organization of the Chicago 
Composer's Forum's production of John Cage's Musicircus at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art in 2004.  
Julia is currently on the faculty of the Sound Department at the 
School of the Art Institute, in the School of Music at DePaul 
University, and as a private instructor at The Music Institute of 
Chicago,. Additionally, she is a partner in Huron Studios with 
visualist Eric Gelehrter, and is a member of the VJ collective 
Merkaba.  
Web: http://2006.chicagocalling.org/index.html#artists (2009) 

Mills Barry (English) 
b. 1949 Plymouth. Is mostly self-taught. Obtained degree in 
Biochemistry from Sussex University; later (also from Sussex) MA 
in Music, studying analysis with David Osmond-Smith and David 
Roberts and composition with Colin Matthews and Anne Boyd. 
Works as delivery postman in the morning and composes in the 
afternoon. Three CDs of his music exist on the Claudio 
Contemporary label. Has written orchestral and choral music and 
works for chamber ensembles and solo instruments. 
Web: 
http://www.nmcrec.co.uk/?page=composers/composer.html&id=
102 (2009) 

Mills John (English) 
born in Kingston-on-Thames, England, 13 September 1947, 
studied with John Williams at the Royal College of Music, London. 
In 1968 he attended the Santiago de Compostela Summer School 
in Spain, performing for Andrés Segovia. After graduating from 
the Royal College of Music in 1969, John played concerts 
throughout Britain and performed in Julian Bream’s master-
classes at the University of Warwick. His first recording, John 
Mills: Five Centuries of the Classical Guitar, was issued in 1972, 
and he made his international debut in Canada. He soon became a 
regular visitor to the USA, Canada, Holland, Scandinavia, the Far 
East and Australia. In the mid-1980s John and his wife, Cobie, 
lived in New Zealand where they gave many recitals and taught at 
the Nelson School of Music. On their return to England in 1989, 
John Milis was appointed Professor of Guitar at the Royal Academy 
of Music, London, and later Head of Guitar at the Welsh College of 
Music and Drama, Cardiff.  

Miranda Ronaldo (English) 
Ronaldo Miranda was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1948 where he 
studied piano and Composition at the Federal University School of 
Music. He began his musical career as a critic for Jornal do Brasil 
(1974-1981) and intensified his own work as a composer after 
1977, when he won the first prize at the II Biennial of Brazilian 
Contemporary Music. In 1978 he was selected to represent Brazil 
at the Unesco International Rostrum for Composers in Paris. He 
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received in the following years several prizes in Brazilian contests 
for composers and also the Trofeu Golfinho de Ouro (1981) from 
the Government of the State of Rio de Janeiro. The Association of 
Art Critics of São Paulo regarded him as “the best composer of the 
year” (1982) for his orchestral work Symphonic Variations, which 
was commissioned by the São Paulo Symphony Orchestra. In 
1983, Ronaldo Miranda was the official delegate from Brazil at the 
World Music Days in Århus (Denmark), whose international jury 
selected his flute trio Oriens III to be performed at the festival. In  
1984, he was made “Chevalier dans l’Ordre des Arts et des 
Letters” by the Ministry of Culture (France) and, in 1985, the X 
Biennial of Music of Berlin chose his piano solo work Prologue, 
Discourse and Reflection for performance. In 1986, he had his 
piece Images (for clarinet and percussion) selected for the World 
Music Days in Budapest, participating of the event as first 
delegate from Brazil. He was also awarded the third prize at the 
International Composers’ Competition (Budapest/1986) for his 
work Trois Moments pour Violoncelle Seul, which was premiered 
at the Budapest Spring Festival, in March/1987. With a grant from 
the Vitae Foundation, he started composing in 1988 the opera 
Dom Casmurro, premiered in 1992 at the São Paulo Municipal 
Theatre. Ronaldo Miranda has discreetly occupied a prominent 
position in the Brazilian musical scene, thanks to a constant flow 
of major symphonic and chamber works which denote a solid 
craftsmanship and a rare ability not only to pour new wine into old 
barrels, but also to refurbish these barrels in order to attend new 
demands. 
Web: http://www.editionsorphee.com/solos/miranda.html (2006) 

Mirto Giorgio (English) 
Guitarist and composer, Giorgio Mirto graduated from the “L. 
Campiani” Conservatory of Mantova. For a long time he has 
performed extesively in Europe, Russia, Bosnia, Macedonia, 
Romania, Japan, China, Germany, France, Portugal, Argentina. He 
is the artistic director of Six Ways, a prestigious international 
guitarists exhibition which takes place in his native town: 
Turin.  He has begun a steady collaboration with guitarist 
Ermanno Bottiglieri with whom he formed the Moisycos Guitar 
Duo. This collaboration led to the first record of the complete work 
for two guitars by J.K.. Mertz (“J.K. Mertz, The Complete Guitar 
Duos”) published in Italy by the Guitart magazine and produced 
by the record company Gendai Guitar (Tokyo).A second CD 
(“Night by night”), containing the music of Scarlatti, Piazzolla, and 
the first world record of “Summer Suite for two guitars “composed 
by Davide Ficco and Carmelo Lacertosa (dedicated to Moisycos 
Guitar Duo), has been produced by Savarez Strings and published 
on the “Guitart International” magazine in the United States and 
Europe. A third CD for Moisycos Edizioni Musicali (Tokyo) focused 
on transcriptions for two guitars of Ouvertures by Gioacchino 
Rossini. As a soloist, Giorgio Mirto recorded “Pensée Fugitive, 
rapsodia per chitarra”, containing some pieces for ten-string 
classic guitar by J.K. Mertz, published by Edizioni Musicali 
Moisycos in Tokyo and another CD containing the “Twelve Studies 
for Guitar” written by Franco Cavallone (dedicated to Giorgio 
Mirto) published by Edizioni Sinfonica. A further record 
(“Nostalgias”), focused on revisited repertoire of traditional and 
contemporary music from Argentine, saw Mirto as an arranger 
and composer as well as a performer. A new realize is the cd in 
duo with Victor Villadangos “M. D. Pujol, the complete guitar 
duos” (Brilliant Classics), the first world recording of the whole 
guitar duos of the well known argentine guitarist and composer. 
As a composer he is not only active on the music for guitar but 
also on the chamber music in general. His music is performed in 
Europe, Argentina, USA, Russia and has raised the appreciation of 
musicians and musicologists of relief as Victor Villadangos, Eric 
Franceries, Ganesh Del Vescovo, Vivaldi Guitar Trio, Massimo 
Delle Cese, Attilio Piovano, Maximo Diego Pujol, Altenberg Trio, 
Dylan Fowler, Viktor Kozlov, Giulio Tampalini. He has been 
invested in the role of tutor for the music section of the Biennial of 
Young European and Mediterranean Artists in 2009.His music is 
published by Les Productions d'OZ.  
Web: http://www.giorgiomirto.com/bio (2011) 

Miskovski Antun (English) 
Antun Miskovski (1899-1979) played the guitar and violin. He 
spent 1929 to 1963 in South America, after which he returned to 

Belgrade where he was appointed as a classical guitar professor 
and taught the instrument in the music school until he retired in 
1978. He also founded his own guitar music edition and published 
several albums with his works. (Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar 
Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV Serbia, 2004) 

Mistrot Eduardo (Español) 
MISTROT (LUQUE, Eduardo, padre; MONTILLA, Eduardo, hìjo), - 
Profesor espafiol de guitarra. Natio en Antequera, provincia de 
Malaga, el 8 de Abril de 1868. Nieto de un súbdito francés y quizá 
de aquellos invasores a quienes gustó mas el suelo extraño que el 
propio, radicado en la region dicha, formió su hogar llevando 
consigo la guitarra que estaba en auge por aquella época en 
Francia. 
El padre del que nos ocupa fué su primer maestra: tenemos, 
pues, tres sucesiones de guitarristas. En el aña 1884 era discipulo 
de Juan Parga, con quien hizo buena amistad. En la primera 
década del actual sigla se traslada a la Argentina, arribando a 
Buenos Aires el 24 de Diciembre de 1907, donde se radica 
definitivamente. Solicitado de continuo para que diese lecciones, 
repartió su tiempo en serios quellaceres y en la enseñanza del 
instrumento, permitiéndole los años gozar de un bien merecido 
retiro. Como compositor le conocemos publicada una simpatica 
pagina de aires de su tierra, del rico folklore andaluz, que titula 
Maiagueña, Rondina . E . Mistrot falleció en Lanús, el 27 de Junio 
de 1933. Su hijo Eduardo Mistrot Montilla, nació en la ciudad de 
Malaga el 9 de Junio de 1895. Discipulo de su padre y educado en 
el ambiente porteño, tan fecundo en guitarristas, ha sabido 
distinguir y asimilar lo guitarristico y lo clasico, poseyendo una 
extensa, variada y dificil colección de obras, que vierte con 
singular soltura. Quizá de la “dinastia” de los Mistrot, éste es el 
mejor ejecutante. (D.Prat: Diccionario de Guitarristas) 

Mitéran Alain (Français) 
Né à Paris en 1941. Elève puis professeur à l’ticadémie de guitare 
de Paris. Professeur au Conservatoire de Saint-Ouen. Pratique 
aussi le luth. A composé pour guitare seule, 2 guitares, guitare et 
flUte, violoncelle, clavecin, piano-forte, voix etc.). Auteur d’une 
“Histoire de la guitare”. 

Mittergradnegger Günther (English) 
1923 Born on January 28 in Klagenfurt. 
1992 Died on February 25 in Klagenfurt. 
Studies at teacher-training school, at the Klagenfurt Provincial 
Conservatory, and at Vienna University (musicology, folklore), 
and private studies with Ferdinand Grossmann. Teacher; founder 
and director of the Klagenfurt Madrigal Choir; founder of the 
Klagenfurt Radio Choir; provincial choirmaster with the Carinthian 
Choral Union from 1961; responsible for the choirmaster course; 
initiator and co-founder in 1964 of the Spittal/Drau International 
Choir Competition; director of the Province of Carinthia 
Government Department of Culture from 1970-80; initiator in 
1974 of the publication of the Carinthian cultural magazine “Die 
Brücke”; director of the Carinthia Music Association from 1980-
84; retirement in 1981. Awards: numerous choral prizes; 
professor title in 1971; Province of Carinthia Culture Prize in 
1974; Province of  Carinthia Prize of Honour for Music in 1978; 
Austrian Cross of Honour for Science and Art 1st Class in 1986 
from the Ferderal Ministry for Education and Art. Focal point: new 
song for the Province of Carinthia; folksongs; choral works; 
cantatas; theatre music. (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Miyaki Asako (English) 
Asako Miyaki (lives in Yokohama) graduated from Tokyo 
Metropolitan Senior High School of Music and Fine Arts (piano 
major) and from Toho Gakuen College of Music (majored in piano 
performance and composition of contemporary music). She also 
studied composition of computer music at Toho- Gakuen and 
IRCAM Summer Academy (1994). Participated in Darmstadt 
Summer Contemporary Music Seminar, Japanese-French 
Contemporary Music Seminar & Festival and Akiyoshidai Festival. 
Her works were presented during these two festivals. She 
received the New Composer Award in The 8th Japan Society of 
Contemporary Music and was selected for The 5th Akiyoshidai 
International Competion of Composition. 
In parallel with her composition study at Toho, Miyaki produced a 
number of acoustic plays (dramas) which were performed in the 
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theaters in Tokyo. The serial works “Echoraly” which are part of 
these plays are still continuing today. These are experimental 
works with voice involving the ideas of space, pronunciation and 
anonym. In 1995 she dedicated her works for the two 
performances by the dance company “Leni-Basso”. There she met 
Akiko Kitamura, a choreographer-dancer and Masahito Matayoshi, 
a film-writer and they co-produced VIDEODANCE, a visualized 
(pictured) dance and music. This film was shown at The 
International Contemporary Music Festival - Lichtung 96. From 
1996 Miyaki belongs to the network system “Pleroma” which is 
consisted of the artists in various fields (music, fine-arts, film and 
dance) and she takes part in its proposal-making and 
organization. Two concerts were given by this network so far, one 
of which was “Vibrating Space” realized by image and music 
(Lichtung 96, OAG hall). At present they continue their workshop 
regularly for the next project which concerns dance, image, music 
and performance. 
Miyaki is also a member of “Genzaikei no Ongaku”, a group of 
contemporary music. Her works have been broadcasted by NHK, 
the most important national broadcasting channel of Japan. Her 
recent works involve the investigation of the relationship between 
the electronical sound and the voice. 
Web: 
http://japanesecomposers.info/eng/modules/tinyd0/index.php?id
=7 (2009) 

Mizzi Gordon (Italiano) 
Gordon Mizzi è nato a Malta. Si è formato a Malta, nel Regno 
Unito, in Italia e negli Stati Uniti. Si è laureato all'Università di 
Leicester in Inghilterra e all'Università della Southern California. 
Gli è venuta l'ispirazione di suonare la chitarra già in piccola età. 
Acclamato dai critici per il suo talento, per l'inventiva melodica 
presente nelle sue composizioni, ha composto numerevoli opere 
originali e trascrizioni per la chitarra eseguite in tutto il mondo. 
Una varietà di fonti diverse contribuisce ad influenzare il quadro 
musicale di Gordon Mizzi: di ispirazione maltese troviamo la 
Variazioni di un motivo maltese e Due Studi d'Inno al Tango e la 
Habanera di influenza ispanica e le composizioni europei: Sonata 
di Madliena, La Canzone del Mare, Mazurka e la Sonata per Sei 
Cigni Muti. 

Mokrousov Boris (English) 
Boris Andreyevich Mokrousov [pronounced moh-kroh-OOssoff] 
(1909--1968) -- Russian Soviet composer, renowned for his 
songs. 
Biographical data in brief: 
-born 1909 in Nizhny Novgorod, 
-died 1968 in Moscow, 
-in 1936, graduated from the Moscow Conservatory in the master 
class of composition given by Prof. N.Ya. Miaskovsky. 
-in 1948, was awarded the Stalin Prize (see below), 
-in 1962, was given the title of an Honoured Artist of the 
Chuvashian Republic. 
Once in the spring of 1998 my friends and I were riding home 
from forest in a small steam locomotive, commonly called 
a ”cuckoo”. We were in an elated mood, I took my “Yunost” camp 
accordion made by the Shuya factory out of its case and we began 
hollering “When Spring Comes”, then “Vologda”, then “To the 
Attack in Steel Ranks”. The audience who, for the most part, were 
grannies from the neaby villages gave a benevolent ear to our 
performance. Some began to join in singing. 
-- Boys, can you do “Near the City of Gorky”? And “Camp Fires 
are Burning Far Away”? And “A Lonesome Accordion”? 
-- Sure we can. Sing along! 
Music to all of the above-named songs has been written by Boris 
Andreyevich Mokrousov. In the 40s-60s the songs by Mokrousov 
were known to everybody in Russia. The songs were well-known 
and loved. And, I should say, they were worth it. His melodies and 
harmonies, for all their seeming simplicity, always have 
something unexpected, a trifling treasure, which by some miracle 
convey the atmosphere of the time and the human feelings 
packed in musical notes. 
People loved Boris Mokrousov not only for his remarkable music 
but also for the fact that as a person he corresponded in the 
extreme to the traditional Russian archetype. Take for example 
the famous incident of 1948, when Boris Andreyevich, having 

been awarded the Stalin Prize, would not buy himself two of the 
“ZIM” luxury cars (today, that'd be Mercedes 600), but put the 
money in his pocket and rode to the House of Creative Work for 
Composers near the small town of Ruza. There he went straight to 
the local country pub and started to give a treat (drinks) to 
everybody present. The news of this flew round the neighborhood. 
People from neighboring villages were coming in flocks: some on 
foot, and some on a tractor. A national feast to celebrate a prize 
being awarded to the beloved composer went on until his money 
ran out and all of his songs were sung over and over again to the 
accompaniment of an accordion. 
Apart from the numerous songs, from the pen of Boris Mokrousov 
have come the opera “Chapai (Chapayev)”, compositions for a 
symphony orchestra, chamber and instrumental music works, 
incidental music to theater plays and movies (“Stalingrad”, “25 
Years of RKKA (Workers' and Peasants' Red Army)”, 
“Poddubenskiye chastooshki”, “Spring in Zarechnaya Street”, “Our 
Neighbors”, “Wedding with Dowry”, “Whereabouts Unknown”, 
“Elusive Avengers” and others.) 
(S.V. Duzhin, english translation made by Nikolay Pautov, 2003) 

Moll Franz (English) 
Composer and singer with guitar, born and died in Brixen (South 
Tyrol; Bressanone/Alto Adige). His father Franz Moll (1830-1908) 
was born in Gramais (near Häselgehr, district of Reutte) in Tyrol, 
came in 1865 as teacher to Brixen and became in 1870 organist in 
the church. The son received his doctorate in medicine in 1896 
and worked as a spa doctor in Brixen. He began to write down 
Tyrolean songs and dances and publish them in arrangements 
with voice, violin and guitar. He performed as singer with guitar. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Möller Johannes (English) 
The Swedish guitarist and composer Johannes Möller has 
captivated audiences throughout the world with charismatic and 
soulful performances. He played his first public concerts when he 
was 13 years old. Since then he has found time for more than 500 
appearances in Europe, Asia, South and North America. In 2010 
he was awarded first prize in the GFA Concert Artist Competition, 
which is often considered the most prestigious guitar competition 
in the world. As part of this prize, he will perform over 50 concerts 
throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico, South America, 
and China, including a Carnegie Hall debut (Weill Recital Hall). He 
will also record a CD on the Naxos label. 
As a performer, Johannes’s artistry has reached well beyond the 
usual guitar circles. This fact was confirmed in March 2008 when 
he won the Dutch Vriendenkrans Concours where he was 
competing against performers in all of the instrumental 
categories. As a part of this award his name has been engraved 
on a metal plate that can be seen in the Concertgebouw in 
Amsterdam. He also became the first guitarist ever to win the 
Ljunggrenska Competition (Sweden) in 2007, and the conclusion 
issued by the jury was: “With the help of a breathtaking technique 
and all the colors of the rainbow he opens a door to a world of 
subtle expressions which with great power and intensity strikes 
us.” In 2005, he became the first guitarist to win The Bromsgrove 
Festival International Young Musicians Platform (England). Critics 
have also noted his special qualities, writing of his playing 
“Guitarist Johannes Moller achieved miracles with his lucid, 
spacious playing” (Stephen Pettitt, London Evening Standard). 
Johannes has earned a Bachelor of Music with Honours from the 
Royal College of Music in London where he studied guitar with 
Gary Ryan and Carlos Bonell. He has received a Masters degree 
from the Royal Conservatoire in The Hague where he studied with 
Zoran Dukic. He also received a scholarship for excellent students 
from the Royal Conservatoire that allowed him to study privately 
with Pavel Steidl in Czech Republic. He completed a second 
masters degree at the Conservatoire in Amsterdam where he 
studied with Lex Eisenhardt. 
Web: http://www.johannesmoller.com/biography/biography.html 
(2011) 

Mompou Federico (English) 
(1893-1987) 
Federico (anglicized as Frederic) Mompou was born on April 16, 
1893 in Barcelona, Spain to a mother of French descent and a 
Catalan father. His mother's family owned the Dencausse bell 
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foundry (the sound of bells were later shown to have been 
influential to Mompou's music). He was born during the Catalan 
Renaissance of the arts that occurred during the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries, and he proved to be one of its mavericks. 
Young Frederic began his musical training at the Barcelona 
Conservatory, but in 1911, at age 18 (with recommendation of 
the composer Granados) he went to Paris to study piano with I. 
Philipp and Ferdinand Motte-Lacroix, as well as harmony with M. 
Samuel Rousseau. This was to be his only formal musical training 
- he never formally studied counterpoint or composition - 
consequently, he always rejected the title of “composer”, and 
rarely followed the accepted structural/contrapuntal rules or 
theories of the time, choosing instead to rely on subjective 
personal inspiration. Mompou was a very shy and withdrawn 
person who apparently lived in his own personal aesthetic world, 
from which his very unique music was born. His musical output 
was almost all for the intimate expression of solo piano, solo 
piano with solo voice, solo guitar, or solo organ. Mompou had to 
leave Paris because of World War I, and returned to Barcelona for 
7 years. But he returned to Paris in 1921 and lived there for the 
next 20 years, during which time he gained widespread 
recognition for his piano music (this recognition was spurred by a 
glowing review by the famous music critic Émile Vuillermoz in 
1921), performed in the exclusive Parisian salons, and met many 
of the famous composers living there or passing through at the 
time. 
Mompou had to leave Paris again in 1941 due to World War II - he 
moved back to Barcelona, where he lived quietly, often taking 
walks on the outskirts of the city along the port/harbor (the 
maritime atmosphere was influential to him), and enjoying 
Catalan mystical poetry. He was married to the Catalan pianist 
Carmen Bravo, for whom he composed his Paisajes (Landscapes). 
He remained in Barcelona until his death at age 94 on June 
30,1987. 
Web: http://www.jeffgower.com/mompou.html 

Montalbetti Mauro (English) 
Mauro Montalbetti (1969) was born in Brescia, Italy. He studied 
composition with Antonio Giacometti and then specialised with 
gerard Grisey, Marco Stroppa, Irlando Danieli and Chiara Maresca. 
Since 1988 his scores have been picked out or awarded a prize in 
diffrent international contests; V.Bucchi and F. Evangelisti 
(Rome), S. Beherend (Brescia), North/South Consonance (New 
York), E. Bloch (Switzerland), Composer’s Arena (Amsterdam). 
His compositions have been performed at important festivals, 
such as: Roma Europa, Di Nuova Musica (Reggio Emilia), 
North/South Consonance (New York), Composers Arena 
(Amsterdam), Sulle ali del Nuvecento (Brescia) and ‘Pianissimo’ 
(Bulgary). As he is interested in music teaching, he has 
collaborated for several years with ‘Siem’ and ‘All’unisono’ musical 
associations, holding introductory courses to music and music for 
groups of children. His scores are published by Agenda (Bologna), 
pentaflowers (Rome) and Curci (Milan). 

Montaña Gentil  (English) 
Julio Gentil Albarracin Montaña was born in Ibagué in the south of 
Colombia in 1942. He began to study the violin with his father, an 
excellent violinist who played folk music. At the age of seven he 
began his studies at the Ibagué Music Conservatory and at 
thirteen he moved with his father to Bogotá to play with him in his 
band performing traditional music as well as with other folk 
groups. Between 1960 and 1962 he studied classical guitar with 
Domingo Gonzáles and Daniel Baquero and orchestration with 
Blas Atehortua and Gustavo Yepes. In 1975 he participated in the 
Alirio Díaz International Competition in Caracas, Venezuela, where 
he won the third prize. After the concert, the great Venezuelan 
composer Antonio Lauro told him: “Montaña, don’t neglect 
composition, it is a gift from God”. Happily, he has followed 
Lauro’s advice and has given us some of the most significant and 
beautiful pieces written for the guitar. He decided to move to 
Europe in 1976, first to Madrid and then to Paris, where he 
worked with the Paraguayan harpist Mauricio Fernández, and 
made a recording of Agustín Barrios Mangoré’s guitar 
compositions. Gentil Montaña has written numerous pieces for 
guitar including his three Colombian Suites and many other 
beautiful pieces: preludes, waltzes, danses, habaneras, pasillos, 

bambucos, guabinas, studies, all strongly influenced by the 
folklore of his native country. Gentil Montaña is professor of guitar 
in his own academy and at the Universidad Pédagogica Nacional 
Academia Folkórica Distrital Luis A. Calvo and at the Collegium 
Musicum in Bogotá, where he continues to compose and perform. 
Web: http://www.caronimusic.com/ 

Montanaro Patrizia  (English) 
Born in Bologna in 1956, obtained a diploma in piano at the 
Bologna Conservatory in 1978 and in composition at the Pesaro 
Conservatory in 1992. She studied composition with Bruno 
Bettinelli and attended the classes of composition of Giacomo 
Manzoni at the Fiesole Academy between 1989 and 1993. Some of 
her compositions have been awarded prizes at international 
composition competitions (“Atem Briccialdi” Terni 1990; “C. 
Togni”- Brescia 1990; “Icons”, Torino 1997; “Gedokli”, Mannheim 
1998). Many of them have been performed in Italy, Switzerland, 
the United States and broadcast on radio. She has written works 
for solo instruments also with orchestra, and for different chamber 
music ensembles also with voice. Some of her works are 
published and recorded by the publishers: Edipan, Rome and 
Rugginenti, Milan. She currently teaches at the Rovigo 
Conservatory. 
Web: 
http://www.rugginenti.it/suonodonne/compositrici/montanaro.ht
ml 

Montanaro Patrizia (Italiano) 
Nata a Bologna nel 1956, si è diplomata in pianoforte al 
Conservatorio di Bologna nel 1978 ed in composizione, sotto la 
guida di Bruno Bettinelli, al Conservatorio di Pesaro nel 1992. Ha 
frequentato presso l' Accademia di Fiesole dal '89 al '93 i corsi di 
composizione tenuti da Giacomo Manzoni. Sue composizioni sono 
state premiate ai Concorsi Internazionali di Composizione: “Atem 
Briccialdi”, Terni 1990; “C.Togni” Brescia 1990; “Icons”, Torino 
1997; “Gedoklc”, Mannheim 1998; eseguite in Italia, Svizzera, 
Stati Uniti e trasmesse da emittenti radiofoniche. Ha scritto lavori 
per strumenti solisti anche con orchestra e per differenti organici 
cameristici anche con voce. Alcune sue opere sono state 
pubblicate ed incise dalle case editrici: Edipan, Roma e 
Rugginenti, Milano. È docente presso il Conservatorio di Rovigo. 

Montaudouin Gérard (English) 
Artist, composer and instrumentalist (guitar, lute, theorbo,viola da 
gamba). He start the guitar at eleven years old with the jazz 
guitar player Pierre Durand. In 1970, he create the Guitar 
Academy of Besancon with Daniel Pelot, Jacques Bersot and Pierre 
Durand. From 1971 to 1973, he learn with Jose Tomas, the 
Andres Segovia's assistant, in Alicante (Spain). From 1981 to 
1986, he take part in the International Guitar Meeting in Castres 
(France). He will meet there the most prestigious classical guitar 
players of our era. For more than twenty years, he devote himself 
in the composition and arrangements while he keep on teaching in 
the Guitar School he created. 
Web: http://www.myspace.com/567152895 (2011) 

Montero Carlos (English) 
Carlos Montero nació en Buenos Aires (Argentina).  
Guitarrista precoz, a los cinco años ya manejaba con destreza el 
instrumento, realizó sus estudios musicales superiores en el 
Conservatorio Nacional bonaerense “López Bouchardo”. Tras tocar 
en diversos locales en su país, hacia 1960 viaja a Europa con la 
compañía de Hugo Díaz y sus Changos, de la que también 
formaba parte Alberto Cortez, con el que decide quedarse en el 
contiente europeo al finalizar la citada gira. Su calidad como 
intérprete le permite abrirse pronto camino en nuestro país y ser 
reclamado como arreglista o colaborador de artistas como Carlos 
Cano, Mari Trini o Luis Eduardo Aute entre otros, aportando su 
sabiduría y sensibilidad. Como estudioso e interprete del tango, 
tiene en su haber mas de doce grabaciones y premios, como el 
Gardel de oro (1990). Siempre acompañado de su “especial” 
guitarra de ocho cuerdas y una voz personal y cálida, ha llevado 
el tango a universidades, teatros y festivales. Si para Discépolo el 
“tango es un pensamiento triste que se baila” para Carlos Montero 
es “un poema musicado que se escucha”. Carlos Montero canta 
con una voz que sale de lo profundo y suena a suspiro o a 
desgarro del alma. 

http://www.jeffgower.com/mompou.html�
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Web: http://www.myspace.com/carlosmonterotango (2012) 

Montes Alfonso  (English) 
Alfonso Montes was born in Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela on 9 
February 1955. He studied musical theory and the guitar in 
Caracas with Jose Francisco Quiroz and Leopoldo Igarza. In 1976, 
he moved to London to continue his studies at the Royal College 
of Music where he received an ARCM degree in 1980 as a concert 
guitarist. His post graduate studies in musical analysis and 
composition followed at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama 
with the British teachers John Duarte and Adrian Thorne. As a 
composer, Alfonso Montes has received numerous commissions 
and his works have been recorded and performed by important 
orchestras including the Saint John Smith Orchestra of London, 
the Berliner Symphoniker, the Orquesta Sinfonica de Venezuela, 
the Orquesta Simon Bolivar; Chamber ensembles such as the 
Sinfonietta de Caracas and the Trio de Zagreb and international 
soloists such as John Williams,  Irina Kircher, Costas Cotsiolis and 
Aldo Lagrutta who have recorded many of the compositions. 
Much of his work has been published by International Editors 
including Ricordi (London, England), Lathkill Music (Chesterfield, 
England), Corda Music (Saint Albans, Hertfordshire, England) and 
Verlag Hubertus Nogatz (Essen, Germany). Alfonso Montes has 
created his own individual style in his compositions which are 
deeply rooted in the Venezuelan National tradition but also 
influenced by the European environment in which he lived for 
many years, especially in England and Germany. His attachment 
to the land and its influence has created a voice of colour and 
warmth which transcends frontiers and becomes a celebration of 
Universality. Alfonso Montes performs regularly in concerts 
throughout the world as a member of the duo Montes-Kircher. His 
partner in the duo is his wife the excellent German guitarist, Irina 
Kircher. 
Web: http://www.caronimusic.com 

Monti Alessio (Italiano) 
Alessio Monti, si è diplomato con il massimo dei voti presso il 
Conservatorio “L. Cherubini” di Firenze sotto la guida del M. A. 
Company, dopodiché ha iniziato la carriera concertistica che lo ha 
portato ad esibirsi in alcuni fra i più importanti Teatri di Europa, 
Asia, Africa, Nord e Sud America, invitato da prestigiose Istituzioni 
musicali ed acclamato dal pubblico e dalla critica. Durante i suoi 
viaggi in oriente ha avuto modo di approfondire certe particolarità 
della musica e della filosofia trasferendole in una veste vicina a 
quella occidentale introducendo interessanti innovazioni. 
Ha inciso numerosi CD, con musiche di propria composizione per 
chitarra sola, con orchestra e con vari strumenti etnici e suoni 
elettronici, ottenendo ottime critiche da parte della stampa 
italiana ed estera per le sonorita' nuove impiegate al servizio di un 
personalissimo modo di sentire e trasmettere la musica. 
Alessio Monti, durante le sue numerose tournee, viene spesso 
invitato per workshops e conferenze riguardo al suo nuovo modo 
di scrivere e concepire la musica e il modo di accostarvisi. 
Ha tenuto Masterclasses presso la “Escuela Universitaria de 
Musica” di Montevideo”, il “Conservatorio A. Barrios” di Asuncion, 
il “Conservatorio di Nairobi”, l'“Univerditade” di Rio de Janeiro, 
l'“India International Centre” di New Delhi, la “Hofstra University” 
di New York, il “Conservatorio”di Santiago del Cile”, la “Guitar 
Society” di Bangkok. 
Una importante linea di corde per chitara classica porta il suo 
nome. 
La sua biografia, le sue opere se una sua registrazione ono 
inserite nella “Enciclopedia dei compositori contemporanei” 
È fondatore e Direttore Artistico del “Centro Chitarristico 
Toscano”, che organizza annualmente un Concorso Internazionale 
di Composizione e uno di esecuzione per chitarra. 
Web: http://www.alessiomonti.com/biografia.htm (2010) 

Moraes Vinicius de (Français) 
Poète, écrivain et auteur de plusieurs scénarios de film (Orféo 
Negro).  
Diplomate, il a abandonné sa carrière d'ambassadeur pour se 
consacrer à la chanson. Il était parolier de Baden Powel, Jobim, 
Toquinho, etc. 

Morales-Caso Eduardo (Español) 
Reside en Madrid (España), donde compagina la composición con 

otras actividades como: Profesor de piano en la Escuela de Música 
Creativa, y en la Escuela Municipal de Musica y Danza de San 
Sebastián de los Reyes (Madrid), bajo la dirección de Música 
Creativa. 
Tiene un total de 130 obras, siendo algunas interpretadas, entre 
otros, por: María Esther Guzmán, Vera Paskaleva, Ananda 
Sukarlan, Edoardo Catemario, Duncan Gifford, Karina Azizova, 
Mauricio Vallina, Mario Ancillotti, Davide Bandieri, Julia Malkova, 
Julia Iglinova, Antón Gakkel, Karén Martirossian, Mickaèle 
Granados, Iliana Matos-Vega, Anders Clemens, Roman Viazovskiy, 
Rubén Parejo, Alejandro López, Gustavo Corrales, INSOMNIO 
ENSEMBLE, Michael Pearsson, Eglise Guti, etc. , en países como: 
Reino Unido, Estados Unidos, España, Francia, Alemania, Italia, 
Polonia, Holanda, Japón, Australia, Nueva Zelanda, Argentina, 
Mexico y Cuba. 
Ha obtenido los siguientes premios o reconocimientos: 
Primer Premio en el “XIV Concurso Internacional de Composición 
para Guitarra Clásica ANDRÉS SEGOVIA” (La Herradura, 
Almuñécar, Granada 2001). Primer Premio en el “Concurso 
Internacional de Composición Pianística ILAMS” (Londres 2001). 
Primer Premio en el “Concurso Internacional de Composición 
Sinfónica JOSÉ ASUNCIÓN FLORES” (UNESCO-Paraguay 2000) 
“CINTAS FELLOWSHIP 2003” (New York). 
Web: http://www.periferiamusic.com/es/autor/59 (2012) 

Morales Justo Tomás (English) 
Justo Tomás Morales (1877-1953) began as a self-taught 
guitarist, but soon had Alejandro Cesáreo Pérez, Pedro Rubione, 
Mario Rodríguez Arenas, and Domingo Prat as his teachers. His 
musical personality blooms in his work as a composer dedicated 
to Argentine music. Domingo Prat praises many of his qualities: 
“Doubtless he is a talent full of inspiration whose work will last, 
cele-brated in its folkloric pages, which he knows how to imbue 
with an unmistakable Argentine flavor”. Morales was the author of 
more than one hundred works, of which fifty were published. He 
was an outstanding educator and was in demand by distinguished 
members of Buenos Aires society, while some of his compositions 
were performed by outstanding guitarists such as María Luisa 
Anido. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Moravsky Georgy (English) 
Composer, performer, teacher. 
Georgy Moravsky began his study of classical guitar at the age of 
twelve with Simeon Simov. In 1992 he graduated the National 
Academy of Music “Pantcho Vladigerov” - Sofia with Alexander 
Pumpalov, and since 1994 was a teacher there for two years. He 
participated in masterclasses with Pinero Nagy, Costas Cotsiolis, 
Olivier Chassain, Carlos Barbosa-Lima and Eliot Fisk. 
G. Moravsky has received a number of national and international 
prizes - First prize from the national guitar competition “Apolonia” 
in Sozopol (1985), second prize (the first was not awarded) from 
the International guitar competition in Gotze Delchev (1986) and 
the prize for a transcription of Bulgarian piece. 
In 1995 he recorded three CDs for “Delta Music” - Santa Monica, 
USA. His piece “Rachenitsa” was presented in “GFA Contemporary 
Music Series” of “Soundboard” magazine (USA) in 1995. His 
compositions have been published by Mel Bay (USA) and Carrara 
(Italy). In 1996 Georgy Moravsky moved to Germany, where he 
studied with Dale Kavanagh and Reinbert Evers. 
As a soloist or in chamber ensembles he had concerts in Bulgaria, 
Hungary, Germany, Greece, Cyprus, Netherlands, Portugal etc. 
Georgy Moravsky has recorded for Bulgarian national radio and 
TV. 
He is a member of juries on national and international 
competitions. From 2002 he teaches at the music school in 
Waldkraiburg (Germany).  
Web: http://www.balkanota.info/en/persons/composers/georgi-
moravski  (2009) 

Morel Jorge (English) 
Jorge Morel made his debut at Carnegie Hall in New York City in 
1961 followed by appearances at Lincoln Center's Alice Tully Hall 
in New York, Queen Elizabeth Hall and Wigmore Hall in London, 
National Hall in Dublin and Suntory Hall in Tokyo. His 
performances have been enthusiastically received in many 
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countries in Central and South America, the Carribean, Europe, 
and the United States. Jorge's Musical career began in his native 
country of Argentina as his father taught him the rudiments of 
classical guitar at the age of seven. He studied advanced guitar at 
the internationally recognized Academy of Professor Pablo Escobar 
in Buenos Aires, and after graduating joined Mr. Escobar in radio 
and live performances. 
Morel left Argentina to perform in Ecuador, Colombia, and Cuba; 
where he recorded his first solo LP and was featured on a weekly 
TV show.  
Vladimir Bobri, President of the New York Classical Guitar Society, 
lent his recognition and support to Morel after hearing him 
perform in Puerto Rico. This led to concert engagements in 
California and Hawaii and Morel's eventual debut in Carnegie Hall. 
At this time, he recorded his second LP for Decca Records and 
subsequently recorded three more solo albums. After moving to 
New York, Morel performed nightly at the jazz lover's haven, The 
Village Gate, sharing the bill with jazz legends such as Erroll 
Garner, Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Kenton, and Herbie Mann. Around 
this time, Jorge met Chet Atkins and established what was to 
grow into a lifelong friendship. Chet Atkins demonstrated his 
admiration for Morel in a very tangible way when he helped to 
arrange for the recording of Jorge's sixth solo album with RCA 
Victor. Mr. Morel was represented by Columbia Artists 
Management for a total of eight years throughout the 1970's and 
toured all of North America and Canada performing approximately 
70 concerts per year. 
Morel continued to solidify his reputation as an outstanding artist 
and composer with the premiere of SUITE DEL SUR, a concerto for 
guitar and orchestra, which he performed as soloist with the LOS 
ANGELES PHILHARMONIC under the direction of ZUBIN MEHTA. 
He continued his study of composition for a number of years with 
the late Rudy Schramm, respected teacher, author, columnist and 
arranger, whose enthusiastic recommendation of Morel led to an 
immediate professorship at prestigious Lehman College. 
Represented by Lycus Music, Inc. and a longstanding member of 
ASCAP, Morel has composed more than sixty original works. 
Recent compositions include CONCERTO FOR GUITAR AND 
ORCHESTRA, ROMANTICO Y ALLEGRO RITMO, FRANCESCA'S 
WALTZ and two duets entitled UNA ESTAMPA BRASILERA and A 
RHAPSODY FOR TWO BROTHERS.  
Web: http://www.jorgemorel.com/bio.html 

Moreno Torroba Federico (English) 
(1891 - 1982) 
The long career of Moreno Torroba, with that of his equally long 
lived contemporary Sorazábal, embodies the latest flowering of 
the zarzuela. Born in Madrid the son of a well-known organist and 
pupil of the ubiquitous father-figure of musical nationalism Felipe 
Pedrell, Torroba divided his talents between composing, 
conducting and impresario work, wroting a great deal of 
symphonic and instrumental music. The compositions for the 
concert hall, including a Capricho romántico and a Suite castellana 
have become sadly neglected - with the exception of the series of 
fine works for guitar (with and without orchestra) made popular 
by Andrés Segovia, notably the Concierto Ibérico and Concierto 
flamenco. He was prolific as an opera and ballet composer before 
turning to the zarzuela with La mesonera de Tordesillas (1925). 
Later he held academic posts and became president of the 
Sociedad de Autores Españoles in 1975. At one time he was the 
manager of no less than three opera companies, giving important 
premieres of works by Sorazábal, Gim Guerrero in addition to his 
own. In particular, his great touring company continued to bring 
the zarzuela tradition to the international stage (especially the 
USA and Spanish Central America) throughout the 30's and 40's. 
Many great zarzuelists performed under his direction, not least 
the parents of Domingo, who were encouraged by Torroba's 
success to form an offshoot company in Mexico, where the great 
tenor was brought up. His greatest successes date from the 
1930's, and his reputation nowadays rests squarely on just two 
zarzuela grande, La Chulapona and Luisa Fernanda (1932), rather 
than his larger-scale operatic output. Amongst his many other 
zarzuelas La marchenera (1928), Azabache (1932), Xuanón 
(1933), El duende azul (1946, with Rodrigo) and en Capitanía 
(1960) stand out. The operas include La Virgen de Mayo (1925) 
and the late El Poeta (1980), in which Plácido Domingo himself 

sang the title role. La Chulapona stands as a compendium of the 
Madrid zarzuela, owing something to Vives' great Doña 
Francisquita. After its premiere in 1934 Torroba was elected a full 
member of the Real Academia de Belles Artes de San Fernando, 
and he chose the opportunity of his acceptance speech to deliver 
a musical creed, El casticismo en la música (“authenticity in 
music.”) For Torroba, this authenticity came from the power of a 
tried and tested tradition, the “popular nationalism” of Spanish 
folk music, a natural process which informs his own musical world 
as much, for example, as it does that of one-time collaborator 
Rodrigo and the famous Concierto de Aranjuez. The earlier of the 
two zarzuelas is one of best-loved examples of that tradition: 
Luisa Fernanda may have owed something to Vives in its subtle 
orchestration and arresting characterisation; but its combination 
of lively action, abundant melodic grace and uniquely acerbic 
melancholy made for an enormous success which has lasted down 
to our own time. If Torroba never quite had the luck - or time - to 
develop his own music in accordance with his theories, the two 
great stage works remain cornerstones of that tradition in which 
he believed so strongly, and for which he worked so hard. 
Web: http://www.nashwan.demon.co.uk/com/torroba.htm 

Moretti Michele (Italiano) 
Moretti Michele, nasce a Urbino il 9 Settembre 1981 e si diploma 
in chitarra classica presso il conservatorio “G. B. Pergolesi” di 
Ancona, sotto la guida del M° Giovanni Seneca. Pratica chitarra 
classica ed elettrica, i suoi gusti spaziano largamente nell'ambito 
musicale, dal rock al country-blues, dalla classica al pop. 
Compone senza aver conseguito titoli specifici in tale campo, ma 
basandosi sugli studi di armonia effettuati al conservatorio e sulla 
propria esperienza chitarristica e da ascoltatore, con l'aspirazione 
di unire concetti e congiunture personali (immagini, sentimenti, 
esperienze), per trasmetterli all'ascoltatore sottoforma di musica. 
Attribuisce alle composizioni titoli specifici che fungano da “guida”, 
al fine di instradare l'audience verso le sensazioni e le situazioni 
da cui i brani traggono origine e farle rivivere momenti e 
sentimenti che accomunano tutti noi, in un'ottica di musica come 
possibile linguaggio veicolante, parte integrante ed interagente 
della vita e dell'animo umano nel loro insieme 
Web: http://www.edizioninovecento.it/michele_moretti.html 
(2016) 

Morisoli Josefina (English) 
Josefina P. de Morisoli (?-?, first half of 20th century) 
Unfortunately very little is known about this Argentine guitarist-
composer. Domingo Prat mentions in his 'Diccionario de 
Guitarristas’ that the Argentine guitarist Guillermo Morisoli gave a 
concert on the 18th of August 1926 in the salon 'La Argentina’ 
during the 'primera fiesta de la Guitarra’. He was in company of 
Senora de Morisoli. (Guitar music by Women Composers by 
A.Kruisbrink, Le Productions d’Oz, 2009) 

Morley Angela (English) 
Angela Morley was a versatile musician, a composer, arranger and 
conductor, who began her professional life as Wally Stott and 
became nationally known in the 1950s as a stalwart of The Goon 
Show before undergoing a sex-change.  
The change of gender, and its unwelcome publicity, ushered in a 
difficult period in her private life, but she was able to pick up her 
career, eventually moving to the United States where she worked 
on a number of popular films and television shows.  
She was born Walter Stott in Leeds in 1924. His father was a 
watchmaker and owned a shop selling watches, jewellery and 
silver plate. A musical memory was of sitting on the floor 
surrounded by records of the Jack Payne and Henry Hall bands 
and playing them on a wind-up gramophone.  
At eight he started piano lessons but these came to an end when 
his father died suddenly a few months later. He toyed briefly with 
the violin and accordion before taking up the clarinet and playing 
in the school orchestra. Next it was an alto saxophone and a first 
taste of band music, performing under Bert Clegg at the Empress 
Ballroom in Mexborough, South Yorkshire.  
He left school at 15 and toured with a juvenile band for ten 
shillings a week. His career started to take off during the Second 
World War when bands were losing musicians to the forces. The 
young Wally Stott spent a couple of years going from band to 
band until, at 17, he joined Oscar Rabin as lead alto.  

http://www.jorgemorel.com/bio.html�
http://www.nashwan.demon.co.uk/com/torroba.htm�
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In 1944, aged 20, he joined the Geraldo Orchestra, familiar to 
millions through its BBC radio broadcasts. As the orchestra played 
in various combinations, from swing band to symphonic, Stott was 
able to hone his skills as an arranger, inspired by two masters of 
the craft, the Canadian-born Robert Farnon and Bill Finegan, who 
worked for Tommy Dorsey.  
The self-taught Stott decided it was time to seek professional 
instruction and studied harmony, counterpoint and composition 
with the Hungarian composer Matyas Seiber and took a 
conducting course with Walter Goehr.  
At the beginning of the 1950s he gave up playing to concentrate 
on writing, arranging and conducting. He became musical director 
of the new Philips record label, began to write film scores and 
moved into broadcasting on The Goon Show and Hancock’s Half-
Hour.  
Disillusioned with the quality of recording in the cinema he turned 
down film offers for some years, but in the late 1960s he wrote 
music for The Looking Glass War, When Eight Bells Toll and 
Captain Nemo and the Underwater City. After the sex change 
operation in 1972 he became Angela Morley, taking his mother’s 
maiden name, and for a while she put her career on hold. But by 
1974 she was working on Stanley Donen’s film The Little Prince, 
with the songwriting team of Lerner and Loewe, and she went on 
to collaborate with Robert and Richard Sherman on the score for 
Bryan Forbes’s Cinderella story The Slipper and the Rose. Both 
films brought her Oscar nominations. In 1977 she was the 
credited composer on Watership Down, an animated film based on 
Richard Adams’s novel. Malcolm Williamson had originally been 
commissioned and wrote what became the first six minutes of 
music on the film, but had to withdraw through illness. At this 
period Morley was also a regular conductor of the BBC Radio 
Orchestra and worked with John Williams on the orchestration of 
his scores for Star Wars, Superman and The Empire Strikes Back.  
She attended the two Oscar ceremonies at which she was 
nominated, and liked California so much that she settled there in 
1980. From then on her work was in the US, much of it for 
television on such shows as Dallas, Dynasty, Falcon Crest, Cagney 
and Lacey and Wonder Woman.  
She helped John Williams with his scores for E.T., Hook, the Home 
Alone films and Schindler’s List and won three Emmy awards for 
arranging.  
Over the years life in Los Angeles became steadily less appealing 
and after the 1994 earthquake, with its epicentre only six miles 
from her house, she made her home in Scottsdale, Arizona. Here 
she founded the Chorale of the Alliance Française of Greater 
Phoenix, for which she wrote more than 30 arrangements of 
French songs.  
Wally Stott was married twice. His first wife, who founded the 
Beryl Stott Singers, predeceased him, as did a daughter. In 1970 
he was married to Christine Parker and, despite the trauma of the 
sex change only two years later, she and Angela Morley stayed 
together.  
Morley is survived by her and a son.  
(From The Times, January 20, 2009) 
Web: 
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/obituaries/article5548
476.ece 

Morone Franco (Italiano) 
Inserito a pieno titolo tra i grandi della scena chitarristica 
internazionale, Franco Morone è considerato il poeta italiano della 
chitarra acustica. Le sue melodie, di grande fascino, regalano 
emozioni sin dal primo ascolto, grazie anche alle sue originali 
interpretazioni. Ciò che sorprende nei suoi album è la bellezza sia 
delle composizioni originali che delle trascrizioni, dove anche temi 
antichi e popolari rivivono - sotto le sue dita - una seconda 
giovinezza. Per le sue ricerche e pubblicazioni in campo didattico, 
Franco Morone è oggi un punto di riferimento per molti chitarristi 
e appassionati che frequentano i suoi seminari in Italia e 
all'estero. Si esibisce regolarmente in Europa, USA e Giappone, ed 
è protagonista di prestigiose rassegne e festival internazionali. 

Morricone Ennio (Italiano) 
Morricone, Ennio (Roma 1928). Figlio di Mario 
Morricone,trombettista, suona con il  padre nel complesso di A. 
Flamini. Completati gli studi di composizione con G.Petrassi, nel 

1958 segue il seminario di J. Cage a Darmstadt. Collaboratore del 
gruppo “Nuova Consonanza” di Roma, si aggiudica il “Premio 
Cinema” di Spoleto e il “Grammy Award” (1988), oltre a varie 
edizioni del “Nastro d'Argento” e del “David” di Donatello. La sua 
scrittura è neoclassica per equilibrio formale, con influssi di 
A.Casella, P.Hindemith e G.Petrassi, come in Sestetto (1955, per 
7 strumenti). Verso la fine degli anni '50 Morricone adotta in 
modo autonomo la dodecafonia, come in Musica per 11 violini. 
Noto come scrittore di colonne sonore (se ne contano più di 300 
titoli), collabora con i più noti registi italiani e internazionali, tra 
cui L.Salce, S.Leone, D.Tessari, B.Bertolucci, P.PPasolini, 
A.Lattuada, L.Cavani, D.Argento, A.Bevilacqua, P. e V.Taviani, 
C.Verdone, M.Monicelli, B.de Palma, T.Brass, P.Almodovar, 
F.Zeffirelli, G.Tornatore. Nella musica strumentale è interessante il 
gioco ludico delle trascrizioni, acquisito dalla pratica degli arran-
giamenti per teatro, TV e radio (Esercizi per 10 archi, rifacimento 
dalla Traviata). In seguito riprende in modo cauto la lezione di 
L.Nono e adotta l'elettronica (Gestazione, 1980, per voce e 
orchestra d'archi, nastro e Virtual reality), con gusto ironico e 
senso dello humour (4 Anamorfosi latine, 1990, per voce e 
strumenti). Interessante la sua prima opera lirica Epitaffi sparsi 
(1997, testo di S. Cappelletto). Tra le ultime composizioni: Ombra 
di lontana presenza (1998, per viola, nastro e orchestra d'archi) e 
Flash (1998, per S., A., T., B., testo di E. Sanguineti).  
(Fiorenza Leucci, Dizionario dei Compositori del ‘900, Vallardi 
Editore, 1999) 

Mortagne Denis (Français) 
Né le 23.12.1958. Prix Sacem. Prix “Président dela République” 
pour la musique du film “L’espace vide”. Prix de la ville d’Avignon 
en 1980. 
Denis Mortagne completed his guitar studies at the Conservatory 
of Avignon while also studying composition, cello, music history, 
music theory and conducting. He then completed advanced 
studies in composition with Janine Rueff, Jean Claude Henry, and 
George Hugon, and in guitar with Karel Harms and Rene Bartoli. 
He was awarded first prize in the St. Marc International 
Composition Competition in 1999. 
Mortagne founded the Orchestre de guitares de Provence in 1994 
and has since recorded several of his works with this ensemble, 
including his latest CD entitled Voyage. He frequently gives solo 
recitals of classical, romantic, and contemporary works--including 
many of his own compositions--and also is an active chamber 
musician in performances for two guitars and for violin and guitar. 
As a pedagogue, he is the guitar professor at the Carpentras 
Music School and he is the Director of the Pays Voconces Music 
School in the south of France. His reputation as a teacher and 
composer/conductor has made him a highly demanded guest 
instructor for master classes in France and other European 
countries. 
Denis Mortagne's combined musical activities as a performer, 
teacher, and composer have constantly inspired him to renew his 
artistic and pedagogical vision. His compositions and 
arrangements invite listeners into a unique musical landscape and 
have been enthusiastically received by audiences throughout 
Europe and America. 
Web: 
http://www.frankkoonce.com/publications/index.php?pub=jeff_bu
ckley_requiem (2012) 

Mortensen Kurt (English) 
A largely self-taught musician, Kurt Mortensen (b.1971) had no 
formal training in music until attending college. He grew up in the 
suburbs of Los Angeles playing in rock bands as an electric 
guitarist/bassist, although he always had an interest in intricate 
music. This fascination with complexity drew Mortensen toward 
progressive rock groups such as Rush, Yes and King Crimson (to 
name just a few) who incorporated complicated concepts taken 
from classical music, jazz and other diverse influences into their 
work. Through these rock bands, he discovered jazz and classical 
music. Mortensen enrolled in many music classes as an 
undergraduate but did not major in music until he was a graduate 
student at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, Illinois where the 
composer earned two Masters of Music degrees (1999 and 2000). 
The first degree was in computer music and the second in acoustic 
composition. Mortensen’s teachers include: Rodney Oakes and 
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James Phelps (computer music) and Ted Hatmaker, Tim Blickhan 
and Jon Polifrone (acoustic composition). He was also awarded 
one of ten university-wide fellowships for the 1999-2000 
academic year at NIU. His major influences are on both ends of 
the chronology of art music history. Although there are many, a 
few of his favorites include the American minimalists, particularly 
Steve Reich and Terry Riley; contemporary Estonian composers, 
most importantly Arvo Pärt, Erkki-Sven Tüür and Veljo Tormis; 
Latvian Composer Peteris Vasks and the Netherlander school of 
the Renaissance, especially Josquin and Ockeghem. Although 
these influences seem to eschew all common practice period 
music, this is not completely true as the composer has a strong 
sense of classical tradition as well. Mortensen’s main focus has 
been on chamber music, although he has written some choral and 
orchestral works. He currently resides in the Los Angeles suburb 
of Rancho Palos Verdes.  
Web: http://www.amc.net/KurtMortensen (2012) 

Morthenson Jan W. (English) 
Jan W(ilhelm) Morthenson - (b Örnsköldsvik, 7 April 1940). 
Swedish composer. He studied at Uppsala University and 
Darmstadt, and has been motivated, like Kagel, by a view of 
music as decadent and disintegrating. He has been a prolific 
writer on theory. 

Moscardini Carlos (English) 
(Temperley, provincia de Buenos Aires, 1959) 
Realizó estudios de música en el Conservatorio Provincial “Julián 
Aguirre” de Banfield, donde tuvo como maestra a Dinah Galván. 
Realizó estudios de armonía con Juan Carlos Cirigliano y tomó 
clases con los guitarristas James Tobías y Kelo Palacios. 
Trabajó junto a destacados artistas de la música popular 
argentina participando en numerosas grabaciones y 
presentaciones en teatros, festivales, radio y televisión. 
En 1990 ganó el “Primer Certamen Libre de la Nueva Música 
Popular de la Provincia de Buenos Aires” como solista de guitarra. 
Ha grabado como solista El corazón manda y Buenos Aires de raíz, 
para el sello EPSA music de Argentina, donde interpreta sus 
composiciones y arreglos de música argentina para guitarra, 
participando también en grabaciones junto a destacados 
guitarristas del mundo. También ha registrado el CD Maldita 
huella, integrando un dúo junto a la cantante Luciana Jury. 
Es becario del Fondo Nacional de las Artes y ha realizado trabajos 
de composición, arreglos y dirección musical para el Teatro 
General San Martín de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires. Ha participado 
en festivales internacionales y se ha presentado en escenarios de 
Argentina, Chile, Brasil, Venezuela, Canadá, España, Francia, 
Italia, Noruega, Suecia, Bélgica, Dinamarca, Suiza, Alemania y 
Japón. 
Ha dictado seminarios y masterclases en instituciones de 
Argentina, así como en el “Norges Musikkhögskole de Oslo” 
(Noruega), “Royal Danish Academy of Music de Copenhagen” 
(Dinamarca), “Royal Conservatorium de Ghent” (Bélgica), 
“Conservatoire municipal d'Antony” y “La Maison de L'Amerique 
Latin” de Paris, Francia y en el “Guitar Symposium 2006” de 
Iserlohn, Alemania. 
Su música es interpretada por prestigiosos guitarristas argentinos 
y extranjeros. 
Es docente en los conservatorios “Gilardo Gilardi” y “Manuel de 
Falla” de Buenos Aires. 
Buenos Aires, 2008 
Web: http://www.epsapublishing.com 

Mosko Stephen L.  (English) 
Stephen L. Mosko (b.1947) was born in Denver, where his early 
musical education was fostered by conductor Antonia Brico. He 
received his Bachelor of Arts degree Magna cum Laude and Phi 
Beta Kappa from Yale University in 1969 studying with Donald 
Martino and Gustav Meier, and his M.F.A. from the California 
Institute of the Arts in 1972 studying with Mel Powell, Leonard 
Stein, and Morton Subotnick. 
Mosko's compositions have been performed by the San Francisco 
Symphony, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the Sacramento 
Symphony, SONOR, California EAR Unit, Monday Evening 
Concerts, Group for New Music of New York, the Aspen Festival 
Orchestra, the New York New Music Ensemble, La Camerata of 
Mexico, and at the Ojai, Tanglewood, and June in Buffalo festivals. 

His awards include an NEA Composers Fellowship, two BMI 
awards, the Fromm Foundation Award to West Coast Composers, 
and awards from the International Society of Bassists, Chicago 
Society of Composers, the Percussion Group of Cincinnati, and the 
Orange County Performing Arts Center. He has received 
commissions from the Fromm Foundation, the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, the Arnold Schoenberg Institute, the Sacramento 
Symphony, the University of Indiana, and the Southwest Chamber 
Music Society. He was the featured composer at the 1989 
Sacramento New American Music Festival. 
Mosko was for ten years the music director of the San Francisco 
Contemporary Music Players, and was principal conductor of the 
Griffin Ensemble of Boston. He is currently music director of the 
Chicago Contemporary Players. He has been guest conductor on 
numerous occasions with the San Francisco Symphony and with 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic. He has also appeared as conductor 
at the Holland Festival, Ojai Festival, Foro International de Musica 
Nueva in Mexico City, Minnesota Opera, Monday Evening 
Concerts, Boston's Collage and Dinosaur Annex ensembles, Merkin 
Hall Music Today Ensemble, the Schoenberg Ensemble (Holland), 
the Netherlands Wind Ensemble, and at Kennedy Center. He was 
music director of the 1984 Olympic Arts Contemporary Music 
Festival and the 1987 Los Angeles Festival (John Cage 
Celebration), and was the conductor of the Fromm Music Week at 
the Aspen Music Festival. Mr. Mosko was the music director of the 
1990 Ojai Music Festival. He has recorded for New World, Crystal, 
Mode One, Robey, CMP, GM, Nonesuch, New Albion, Newport 
Classics, and Chandos. Mosko has been a member of panels for 
the National Endowment for the Arts, Chamber Music America, the 
MacDowell Colony, and the California Arts Council, and is currently 
a member of the board of the American Music Center. He is an 
expert in the field of Icelandic folk music, having received two 
Senior Fulbright/Hayes Fellowships to Iceland, and is a founding 
member of the Repercussion Unit. He was Associate Professor of 
Music at Harvard University and is  currently a member of the 
composition faculty at the California Institute of the Arts and an 
instructor at the University of Chicago. 
Web: 
http://www.mindspring.com/~leisureplanet/composer/mosko/bio.
htm 

Mosquera Ameneiro Roberto (Español) 
Realizó los estudios musicales en el Conservatorio Superior de 
Música de Madrid. Ha sido becado en distintas ocasiones para 
asistir a los cursos de Composición en Darmstadt (Alemania), 
Villeneuve lez-Avignon (Francia), Granada, Villafranca del Bierzo, 
Alcalá de Henares, Madrid (España), ampliando sus estudios con 
los compositores P. Boulez, F. Donatoni, H. Vaggione, T. Marco, C. 
Halffter, L. de Pablo, C. Prieto, H. Lachemann. Desde 1988 ha 
realizado cursos de música asistida por ordenador, investigando 
en la síntesis del sonido y participando paralelamente en 
numerosos festivales de música electrónica. Sus obras han sido 
estrenadas en Europa, E.E.U.U., Canadá, Australia, Japón, 
Argentina, Cuba... En 1995 recibió una invitación para asistir al 
Festival de Música Futura en Crest (Francia) como compositor 
invitado y recibió un encargo del Ministerio de Cultura Francés 
para crear una obra en dicho país “Itinerarios Imaginarios I y II” 
realizándose un concierto monográfico de su obra. 
Ha recibido encargos del Ministerio de Cultura de España a través 
del CDMC, de instituciones privadas y de intérpretes de renombre, 
ha formado parte de un Jurado Internacional de Composición 
convocado por la UNESCO. Entre sus obras cabe destacar 
“Quinteto con Arpa AIN SOPH” (1986) V Tribuna de la Fund. Juan 
March , grabada en CD por el Quinteto de Mª Rosa Calvo-
Manzano, “Morgenröte” y “Tipheret o el sueño de la memoria” 
ambas para Orquesta Sinfónica estrenadas en el Teatro Real de 
Madrid por la O.N.E en 1987 y 1988 premiadas dentro del I y II 
Panorama de Jóvenes Compositores, “Perfil Nocturno I” obra 
electrónica que se estrenó en la Fundación Joan Miró de Barcelona 
en 1991, tres cuartetos de cuerda. 
Entre sus últimas obras se encuentran unos trabajos realizados 
con técnica mixta para instrumento solista, cinta y electrónica en 
vivo como “La tensión del arco” para violín, cinta y electrónica en 
vivo , “Aria” para flauta, cinta y electrónica en vivo y “Corrientes” 
para piano, cinta y electrónica en vivo, formando parte de una 
trilogía dedicada a los elementos estrenadas en las Jornadas del 
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LIEM en el CARS de Madrid durante. “Tiento” obra para guitarra, 
cinta y electrónica en vivo estrenada en Madrid, Barcelona y en el 
Museo Guggenheim de Bilbao, ha recibido un encargo desde Italia 
“Stele di Sicilo” obra para guitarra sola que ha sido grabada en CD 
y editada en Italia estrenándose en diferentes países. “Perfil 
Nocturno III” para contrabajo solo, cinta y electrónica en vivo y 
“Trío de cuerda nº1” estrenadas en el Auditorio 200 del CARS de 
Madrid en 2006. Recientemente ha estrenado el “Trío con piano 
nº 1” dentro del Festival Música Contemporánea de Málaga 2007 
con el Trío Mompou. “Perfil Nocturno II” para piano, violonchelo, 
flauta y clarinete estrenada en el Festival de Santander en 2007, 
obra que se grabará en CD en 2008. Festival Internacional de 
Música Contemporánea de Tres Cantos 
www.festivaltrescantos.com “Fantasía sobre una fantasía de 
Alonso Mudarra”para Arpa y Cuarteto de Cuerda estrenada, 
editada y grabada recientemente por Mª Rosa Calvo-Manzano. En 
la actualidad esta trabajando en un “Estudio para un concierto de 
piano y orquesta” para piano, cinta y electrónica en vivo.  
(Festival Internacional de Música Contemporánea de Tres Cantos, 
26 de junio de 2008) 

Mosqueira Manuel (Español) 
Musicólogo y Director de Banda 
Nació en Carapeguá el 17 de junio de 1872. De  formación 
autodidacta, desarrolló,  a inicios de este siglo en la pequeña 
ciudad de Carapeguá, distante 100 km. de Asunción, actividades 
musicales de gran trascendencia. En 1900 fundó la Sociedad 
Filarmónica de la ciudad, que sostenía una banda de músicos de 
un nivel comparable a las de la capital, con instrumentos de 
procedencia francesa, y repertorio integrado con obras de los más 
destacados maestros universales. Su Biblioteca de Música era la 
más completa de aquel tiempo. De gran valor fueron sus 
recopilaciones de aires nacionales, sobre todo de aquellos 
entonados por sobrevivientes de la Guerra de la Triple Alianza 
(1865-1870) que constituyen las más valiosas referencias sobre 
los orígenes de la música popular del Paraguay. La mayoría de sus 
escritos se encuentran inéditos y entre estos se destacan: Los 
orígenes de los aires típicos sudamericanos (1930), Estudio sobre 
el origen de la letra y la música del Himno Nacional del Paraguay, 
Album de aires típicos e históricos paraguayos (1940). Realizó 
además estudios sobre los antecedentes del Himno Nacional 
argentino. Ocupó cargos publicos en su ciudad natal y en 1945 
publicó su libro Pro-Cultura y Progreso de Carapeguá (Ed. La 
Colmena  1924 y luego Ed. La Tribuna. Asunción 1945). Falleció 
en Carapeguá el 1 de octubre de 1949. 
(Diccionario de la Música en el Paraguay) 

Mosso Carlo (Italiano) 
Carlo Mosso (La-Seyne-sur-mer, Tolone, 1931, Alessandria, 1995) 
fu bibliotecario presso il Conservatorio di Torino dal 1962 al 1974 
e vicedirettore del Conservatorio di Alessandria dal 1973 al 1976, 
dove già insegnava Composizione Principale dal 1971; fu 
nominato direttore dal 1976 al 1985, riprendendo poi la docenza 
fino alla scomparsa, avvenuta in questa città nel 1995. 
Compositore e musicologo, fu uomo del Novecento e visse 
pienamente, a livello intellettuale, artistico e umano, gli eventi di 
cui fu testimone. (Davide Ficco: Il Fronimo n.124) 

Moszkowki Moritz (English) 
Moritz Moszkowski was born on 23 August 1854 in Breslau (now 
the Polish town of Wroclaw, but then the capital of Silesia in East 
Prussia) into a wealthy Polish Jewish family. He received his first 
musical instruction at home and in 1865 the family moved to 
Dresden where he was accepted at the conservatory. His first 
attempts at composition date from this time and he produced a 
piano quintet while still only thirteen. Moving to Berlin in 1869, he 
continued his studies, firstly at Julius Stern’s Conservatory under 
Eduard Franck (piano), and Friedrich Kiel (composition), and then 
finally at Theodor Kullak’s Neue Akademie der Tonkunst where 
among his fellow students were the Scharwenka brothers, Xaver 
and Philipp. All three later joined Kullak’s teaching staff and 
remained lifelong friends.  
It was in Berlin in 1873 that Moszkowski made his successful 
debut as a pianist, and was soon touring the provincial cities as he 
sought to gain experience and establish a reputation. In 1875, he 
and Philipp Scharwenka arranged an orchestral concert in which 
Moszkowski was soloist in a piano concerto of his own 

composition. None other than Franz Liszt was quick to endorse the 
work and even went so far as to arrange a matinee before an 
invited audience where he accompanied the young composer on a 
second piano. (This concerto was never published and is now 
unfortunately presumed lost; the E major concerto published as 
Op.59 in 1899 was composed much later.) At about this time, 
Moszkowski’s first published works appeared and included the first 
set of Spanish Dances, Op.12 (originally for piano duet and later 
orchestrated by Philipp Scharwenka), which became immensely 
popular and assured Moszkowski’s fame, even well into the 
present century when his other music had all but been forgotten. 
Moszkowski was also no mean violinist and according to the 
American Amy Fay, in her entertaining book Music Study in 
Germany, he was often to be found playing first violin in the 
Academy orchestra. He also composed an excellent violin 
concerto, Op.30, which is long overdue for revival.  
Using Berlin as his base for the next twenty or so years and whilst 
still retaining his teaching post, Moszkowski travelled extensively 
throughout Europe, giving many concerts, and although already 
famous as a brilliant pianist and composer, gained some 
recognition as a conductor. It was in this capacity that he made 
several visits to London at the invitation of the Philharmonic 
Society, introducing several of his orchestral works, although it 
was not until 12 May 1898 that he made his debut here as pianist, 
with the English premiere of the E major piano concerto.  
At the height of his fame and by now very wealthy, he moved to 
Paris in 1897. He was now married (to Cécile Chaminade’s sister), 
and had a son and daughter. He was most sought-after as a 
teacher and whilst he could afford to be selective, he was more 
than generous in his help for young aspiring musicians. In 1904 it 
was a young Thomas Beecham who, at the recommendation of 
André Messager, went to Moszkowski for lessons in orchestration, 
and Beecham later acknowledged his master’s experience and 
refinement of taste in his own development. His many piano 
pupils included Joseph Hofmann and Wanda Landowska.  
From about 1908, however, Moszkowski’s fortunes went into 
decline as he began to suffer from ill-health and had to cope with 
the tragic loss of his wife and daughter. Musical taste and opinion 
began to change as the new century progressed and this new 
order held nothing for Moszkowski who remained firmly 
entrenched in the traditions of the nineteenth century, along with 
others of his generation. He became a recluse as his popularity 
faded and although he continued to compose without having lost 
any creative ability, his output steadily decreased with his loss of 
ambition and enthusiasm. His last few years were spent in 
poverty, as he had sold the copyrights of his music and invested 
his wealth in German, Polish and Russian securities which had 
become worthless at the outbreak of war in 1914. He died in Paris 
on 4 March 1925. (from notes by Martin Eastick) 
Web: http://www.hyperion-
records.co.uk/composer_page.asp?name=moszkowski 

Moulaert Raymond (English) 
The Belgian composer, pianist, musicologist and teacher Raymond 
Auguste Marie Moulaert was born in Brussels (Belgium) and 
studied at the Conservatoire royal de musique, in the same city. 
Here he studied piano, harmony, counterpoint, fugue, 
instrumentation and orchestration. As a composer, however, he 
was self-taught. His earliest acknowledged compositions date 
from around 1907. 
In 1896 he commenced teaching at the conservatory where he 
had studied, and continued to teach there for 43 years. Initially he 
taught harmony, and later counterpoint. From 1898 to 1912 
Moulaert was the choir master at thè Théàtre royal de la monnaie 
in Brussels. 
He also taught at the Chapelle musicale reine Élisabeth, and was 
director of the “Saint-Gilles” school of music from 1913 to 1938. 
Among his pupils were the American conductor, composer and 
musicologist Safford Cape (1906-1973), the Belgian composer 
and organisi Pierre Froidebise (1914-1962), and the Belgian 
composer and pianisit Marcel Quinet (1915-1986). 
Moulaert was a pioneer in the revival of interest in music of earlier 
times. For example, he participated in the preparation of an 
edition of Lully's music, published by the French musicologist 
Henry Prunières (who was also a devotee of Segovia). Moulaert's 
work as an editor of old music appears to have influenced his own 
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creative work. A large part of his output consists of settings of 
ancient texts (such as Aucassin et Nicolette, based on 12th 
century texts), or settings of old French, English, Dutch, Italian 
and German poetry. However, he was also a great admirer of the 
music of his French near-contemporaries, notably Fauré and 
Debussy. 
In 1955, Moulaert was elected a member of the Belgian “Royal 
Academy”, and in 1958 he received the Prix quinquennial of thè 
Belgian government. His son Pierre (1907-1967) was also a 
composer. 
In view of Moulaert's long composing career, his oeuvre is not 
large, but it is substantial: two symphonies and several orchestrai 
works, a handful of concertante works for soloists and orchestra, 
about ten chamber-ensemble works (often featuring wind 
instruments) and a few works for solo instrument, or solo 
instrument and piano. 
The largest part of his output is vocal music ol most kinds: solo 
songs, choral works, and works for choir and orchestra. Moulaert 
appears to have composed an opera (Maisotternije) and a ballet 
(Sirine) some time before thè mid-1950s, but these works are not 
in the catalogue of his works that he revised in the last decade of 
his life (Foreword “Suite”, edition Bèrben, The Andrés Segovia 
Archive, General editor: Angelo Gilardino) 

Mourat Jean-Maurice (Français) 
Né le 23.03.1944 à Lucori (Vendée). A étudié le piano, la flûte, la 
clarinette, le tuba, la guitare (avec O.GHIGLIA). Auteur de 
méthodes très utilisées depuis 15 ans, il a aussi composé des 
pièces de guitare pour tous niveaux. Il dirige un conservatoire 
dans la région parisienne. Passionné de peinture et d’Espagne. 

Mourat Jean-Maurice (Español) 
n.1944 en Luçon (Francia). Guitarrista, laudista, pedagogo, 
compositor y pintor francés, estudia en principio piano y clarinete 
antes de dedicarse como autodidacta al estudio de la guit arra.Su 
encuentro en París con Oscar Ghiglia, con quien trabajó en clase 
privada, asi como Turibio Santos fue decicivo a la hora de dedicar 
su vida a la guitarra. Inicia su labor docente en 1967 y es 
nombrado profesor de guitarra en un conservatorio de París, así 
como de otros de la región parisina. En 1972 es nombrado 
Director de Conservatorio, puesto que ocupo durante veinte años. 
Desde 1970 se dedica a la composición y, aparte las numerosas 
obras de concierto para guitarra sola y música de cámara, 
desarrolla un importante trabajo dedicado a la docencia: métodos, 
estudios, arreglos y libros de pedagogía. Siempre en el terreno 
pedagógico, fue el primero en grabar según su método “Six 
cordes … une guitare” un curso de vídeo para la enseñanza de la 
guitarra. Paralelamente a est a actividad, y desde los 26 años, 
desarrolla una labor de concertista de guitarra y laud por toda 
Europa, tanto en solitario como en música de cámara. Durante 
diez años se produce en la formación flauta y guitarra grabando 
un disco en 1976. Es nombrado solista de la Orquesta de cámara 
de la Radio de Francia, y de la Joven Orquesta del Val d’Orge. Por 
otra parte, cuent a en su haber grabaciones de cuatro discos en 
solo, así como programas de televisión y radio. En 1975 funda y 
se hace cargo de la Dirección del Curso de Música de Cámara de 
Verano en Espalion (Francia), curso éste que se convertirá en 
1984 en Festival Internacional de Música creando, así mismo, el 
Concurso Internacional de Guitarra de est a ciudad. En 1990, y en 
reconoci miento a los méritos acumulados en el plan de la 
docencia, fue condecorado por el Primer Ministro francés, 
“Caballero a la órden de la Palma Académica”, el más importante 
galardón que Francia concede a la labor pedagógica. En estos 
momentos su actividad musical se centra fundamentalmente en la 
composición e interpret ación, tanto en solitar io como en música 
de cámara. En esta última actividad cabe destacar el dúo que 
forma con el laud o la guitarra y el órgano o el cavecín. Gracias a 
su calidad y or iginalidad, este dúo ha cosechado grandes éxitos 
en sus giras por España y otros paises de Europa. 

Moyano Ricardo (English) 
He has lived and worked in various countries, which has 
influenced the formation of his style. Playing with his friends 
musicians has been and remains the preferred and main source of 
inspiration. Alongside his concert career he has recorded in 
various countries, alone and with other musicians. In Europe he is 
regularly invited to perform and give workshops in Latin music. He 

lives in Istanbul, Turkey. 

Mozetich Marjan (English) 
Canadian composer, Marjan Mozetich, was born of Slovenian 
parentage in Gorizia, Italy in  1948 and emigrated to Canada in 
1952. He began his musical training in piano and theory at the 
age of 9 in Hamilton. Later he pursued studies in composition with 
John Weinzweig and Lothar Klein at the University of Toronto. In 
1972 he received a Bachelor of Music Degree and an Associate of 
the Royal Conservatory of Toronto Diploma in piano performance. 
From l973-74, with the assistance of the Canada Council of the 
Arts, Mr. Mozetich continued his studies privately under the 
supervision of Luciano Berio in Rome, Franco Donatoni at the 
Academia Chigiana, Siena, and privately in London under the 
supervision of David Bedford.  
Early in his career he was active in the avant guard music circles. 
He co-founded and was artistic director of the contemporary 
ensemble, ARRAYMUSIC. His works were performed by prominent 
new music ensembles across Canada and abroad, and had 
received several awards: in particular, second prize in the 
prestigious International Gaudeamus Composers' Competition in 
Holland and first prize in the CAPAC (SOCAN)-Sir Ernest MacMillan 
Award, fellowship to the Instituto Musicale F.Canetti (Vicenza) and 
scholarship to the Academia Musicale Chigiana (Siena).His pieces 
continue to be broadcast and performed both domestically and 
internationally. 
Stylistically he has evolved over the years from avant-guard 
expressionism, to minimalism, to a post-modern romanticism. 
Throughout, his music has remained accessible while still retaining 
an artistic individuality and integrity. Paradoxically, he has 
achieved an overtly Ôtraditional' and yet distinctively modern 
voice. Since the 80's he has developed into a unique style of post-
modern romantic music: a blend of the traditional, popular and 
the modern which has been enthusiastically received by the 
musical public.His works have been performed, broadcast, 
throughout Canada and abroad, even on Canadian Airline's 'in 
flight' music programs.  
Much of his music has been used by major contemporary dance 
companies such as Ballet B.C., Alberta Ballet, Toronto Dance 
Theatre, Ballets Du Nord (France). Mr. Mozetich has written 
compulsory pieces for the 1992 Banff String Quartet Competition 
and the 1995 Montreal International Music Competition for violin. 
In 1995 he was the honoured composer on postmodern music at 
the Gent Conservatory Music Festival in Belgium where three 
concerts with live national broadcast featured his compositions.  
In 1996 his lush romantic work, THE PASSION OF ANGELS for 2 
harps & orchestra, received its world premier with the Edmonton 
Symphony, and POSTCARDS FROM THE SKY were premiered by 
the Thirteen Strings in Ottawa. His violin concerto, AFFAIRS OF 
THE HEART, received a standing ovation at the premiere with the 
Manitoba Chamber Orchestra in 1997.  
“One of the most important composers of our time.” (Kingston 
Whig-Standard) Marjan Mozetich's compellingly beautiful music 
has found favour with outstanding artists, critics and audiences 
around the world. “His music generates the kind of joyousness 
you feel when you hear the young Mozart.” (Toronto Star) 
“imploring with ... fullness of melodic beauty” (Dusseldorfer 
Feuilleton). His aim is to write music that expresses beauty, 
sensuousness and emotion - things that give him and his 
audiences pleasure.In February, 2000 the premiere of his Piano 
Concerto dedicated to Robertson Davies and created for and 
performed by the brilliant pianist Janina Fialkowska, received a 
standing ovation and critical acclaim. CBC Records has just 
released a new CD of his works titled AFFAIRS OF THE HEART 
under the leadership of Mario Bernardi and the CBC Vancouver 
Chamber Orchestra.This new CD from CBC Records captures three 
of Marjan Mozetich's orchestral compositions. When CBC Radio 
broadcast the concert performance of Mozetich's 1997 violin 
concerto, Affairs of the Heart, the switchboards lit up from coast 
to coast. There were numerous reports of what those who work in 
radio sometimes call “the driveway experience”:where listeners 
are so captivated by what they're hearing, they remain in their 
cars, listening to the end, even though they've long since arrived 
home. Juliette Kang is the featured violinist. 
The Passion of Angels (1995) is one of a rare breed of orchestral 
works featuring two solo harps, and it is the first such work by a 
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Canadian composer. Mozetich says that “it was the Edmonton 
Symphony's harpist Nora Bumanis and Julia Shaw, former harpist 
of the Calgary Philharmonic, who specifically wanted me to write a 
piece for them. Their genuine love of my music was an 
inspiration.” 
Postcards from the Sky is the collective title of an ongoing series 
of short pieces for string orchestra. As the title suggests, these 
works are relatively short, evocative thoughts on the heavens at 
large, either literal or metaphorical. 
Web: http://www.mozetich.com/Biography.html 

Mozzani Luigi (Italiano) 
Luigi Mozzani nacque a Faenza il 9 Marzo 1869. Manifestò assai 
presto un grande interesse per la musica. Da ragazzo, dedicava 
ogni momento libero allo studio della chitarra, affrontandone da 
solo le mille difficoltà e riuscendo a raggiungere un suo vivace e 
personale virtuosismo. Più tardi, studiò oboe e composizione al 
Liceo Musicale di Bologna, diplomandosi brillantemente, a diciotto 
anni, con il prof. Castelli. 
Per due anni, fu al teatro San Carlo di Napoli, primo oboista sotto 
i più celebri Direttori d'orchestra e, come tale, fece anche lunghi 
viaggi in Europa e in Asia. Aveva vent'anni quando partì, con una 
grande orchestra, per l’America del Nord. Ma, a New York, un 
incidente impresariesco interrompe la tornée, e l'orchestra sì trova 
a un tratto senza lavoro. E' il momento in cui Mozzani fa la sua 
scelta fra l'oboe e la chitarra. Qui, hanno inizio le sue esecuzioni in 
pubblico come chitarrista, ed esse hanno tanto successo che 
subito le sue lezioni diventano ricercatissime. Intanto, egli viene a 
conoscenza delle opere di Sor; i suoi studi si approfondiscono 
sempre più. 
A 25 anni è a Parigi, fra i maggiori chitarristi del suo tempo, ed 
entra in contatto con la giovane scuola francese, cui egli si impone 
nettamente come Maestro. La Parigi aristocratica si contende 
“l'extraordinaire Artiste”. Seguono molti anni in cui la serie dei 
suoi concerti lo allontana dall'Italia. Si trattiene inoltre a più ripre-
se, in Austria e in Germania, dove esercita una influenza 
determinante sullo sviluppo della scuola nazionale. Il suo 
virtuosismo e le sue qualità di interprete, lo circondano dovunque 
di entusiasmo. 
Ma il suo forte temperamento non si esaurisce nell'attività 
concertistica. Da tempo, la sua attenzione è rivolta ai problemi 
della tecnica, dell'interpretazione, della metodologia, e anche a 
nuove ricerche sull'acustica e la costruzione degli istrumenti. Egli 
si avvede della posizione antiquata e insufficiente in cui si trova la 
chitarra, come istrumento, come tecnica, come letteratura, e si 
propone di renderla all'altezza dell'esigenza moderna, 
riallacciandosi al filone della tradizione più nobile. 
Ritornerà in Patria per studiare e creare. E al chitarrismo 
dilettantesco, che aveva segnato la decadenza dell'istrumento, 
opporrà, con vitalità innovatrice, con severa coscienza di 
musicista, l'attività di tutta la sua esistenza, quale Interprete, 
Maestro, Liutaio. Sarà una grande battaglia. Difficile limitare, in 
brevi appunti, i caratteri di questa attività molteplice; non è 
possibile segnarne che pochi tratti. 
Fra gli Autori del suo repertorio: Tàrrega, Sor, Abril Tirado, 
Torroba, Turina, Coste, Galilei, Giuliani, Legnani, Regondi, Mertz e 
numerose trascrizioni di Bach, Haydn, Heller, Schumann, Chopin, 
Mendelssohn, Albeniz, Granados. 
Come compositore e trascrittore, pubblicò studi e pezzi da 
concerto a New York, Parigi, Lipsia e Berlino, e molte cose ancora 
sono inedite. 
Quanto alla Liuteria i suoi studi sull'acustica, la costruzione, i 
legni, le vernici, non furono interrotti che dalla morte. Anche in 
questo campo, egli resta il Caposcuola italiano della sua epoca; i 
suoi istrumenti, ad arco e a pizzico, sono conosciuti in tutto il 
mondo. Fra i suoi diversi brevetti, è di particolare rilievo quello 
della “chitarra-lyra Mozzani”, istrumento con manico regolabile e 
una sonorità bellissima. Fondò e diresse grandi scuole di Liuteria a 
Cento, Bologna e Rovereto; scuole prese a modello dagli stranieri, 
come le più moderne e complete del loro genere. 
A Rovereto, nel Trentino, morì il 12 Agosto 1943. 
(Note Biografiche al volume “Esercizi di Tecnica Superiore”, 
Bèrben, Ancona, 1967) 

Müllenbach Alexander (English) 
1949 Born on January 23 in Luxemburg. 

Studies at the “Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique” in 
Paris and at the Mozarteum in Salzburg (piano, chamber music, 
theory, harmony, composition). Since 1978 more than 50 
compositions for various instrumentation, including several 
orchestral works, chamber music, vocal works. Numerous 
commissions and performances at international festivals (Salzburg 
Festival, Styrian Autumn, Festival International d’Echternach, 
Festival du MIDEM CLASSIQUE in Cannes, Moscow Winter Festival, 
International Summer Academy Salzburg, Anzio Festival, Musica 
Strasbourg, Festival of the Mozart Cities, etc.). His works are 
performed by prominent soloists (Heinrich Schiff, Roberto Szidon, 
Roberto Fabbricciani, Edda Silvestri, Gottfried Schneider, Irena 
Grafenauer, Eliot Fisk), ensembles (Vienna String Sextet, Musica 
Viva Dresden) and conductors (Ernest Bour, Leopold Hager, Hans 
Graf, Udo Zimmermann, etc.). Active as pedagogue (Mozarteum 
Salzburg, Luxembourg Conservatory), master classes, guest 
lectures, broadcastings, publications. Judge at international 
competitions. Professor at the Mozarteum International Summer 
Academy in Salzburg. Numerous concerts throughout Europe and 
in Canada as solo- and chamber-music pianist and as 
accompanist. Founder and chairman of the Society of Modern 
Music of Luxembourg (LGNM). Since 1990 president of the 
European Music Institute in Besançon. Organiser from 1994/95 of 
the International “Incontri di Siracusa” Festival in Sicily. 
Numerous prizes and awards, including the “Golden Lion” of 
Echtenach (2000). (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Müller-Cant Manfred (English) 
Composer, conductor and church music director. He studied 
church music at the „Evangelische Hochschule für Kirchenmusik 
Tübingen”. He composed church choir music („Paul-Gerhardt-
Kantate”, „Tut mir auf die schöne Pforte”) and chamber music for 
different instruments (violin, viola, organ).  

Munari Massimo (English) 
Born in Rome 1976, he graduated from the Conservatory A. 
Casella in Aquila, having studied Clarinet with Professors C. 
Taddei and I. Meccoli and electronic music with R. Banchini and G. 
Nottoli. At the Academy of Santa Cecilia he studied composition 
with Professors M. Gabrieli, R. Santoboni and D. Macculi, 
obtaining his Diploma in composition from the Conservatory N. 
Piccinni in Bari. He perfectioned his composition skills at the 
Academy Chigiana in Siena with Professor F. Donatoni and at the 
Fiesole School of Music with Professor G. Manzoni. He is currently 
studying as orchestral conductor under Professor M. Tisano.He 
alternates his musical activities as clarinettist (soloist and 
contemporary music ensemble player) with that of composer and 
conductor. He has been the “Colosseum Pop’s Orchestra” director, 
specializing in film music and musicals. He directed the Nabia 
Ensemble, with whom in 2010 he collaborated with the 
Conservatory of Aquila. Today he directs the Elemento Variabile 
Ensemble, with whom in 2009 he has performed twice at the 
Auditorium “Parco della Musica” in Rome. He is director of the Gli 
Arcadi Ensemble. His compositions have been performed 
throughout Italy. In 1996 he won the Diploma of Merit for the “P. 
Barsacchi di Viareggio” 2nd Guitarist Composition Competition. In 
1998 he won first prize for the Composition competition “S. Ciani” 
of Siena, at the time Luciano Berio was president of the Jury. His 
compositions are published by Sconfinarte. 
Web: http://gliarcadi.com/organico/direttore/massimo-munari/ 
(2014) 

Munari Massimo (Italiano) 
Nato a Roma nel 1976, si è diplomato in clarinetto presso il 
conservatorio “A. Casella” de L’Aquila studiando con C. Taddei e 
Ivo Meccoli. Contemporaneamente ha affrontato le problematiche 
del repertorio contemporaneo con i  clarinettisti Guido Arbonelli e 
Harry Sparnaay. il suo interesse è concentrato in attività da 
solista e in ensemble di musica da camera, con repertorio 
prevalentemente incentrato sulla musica contemporanea. 
Come solista è stato invitato da importanti festival  di musica 
contemporanea in tutta Italia; ha partecipato infatti ai festival di 
“Musica Verticale”, “Festival Scelsi”, “Domani Musica Festival”, 
“Musiche Possibili”, “Interfacce”, “Città Sonore”,”Arts Academy”, 
ecc. 
E’ componente di diversi ensemble dediti alla musica 
contemporanea quali il “Nabla Ensemble” diretto da Riccardo 
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Santoboni, con cui ha partecipato al “Festival delle Rocche” ad 
Asti, alle stagioni concertistiche dell’Accademia Musicale 
Pescarese, ai concerti di musica elettroacustica dell’università “Tor 
Vergata” di Roma, alla rassegna “Autunno musicale” presso la 
facoltà di scienze della II° università di Caserta, alla rassegna “IX 
Contemporanea” di Roma; l’Algoritmo ensemble diretto da Marco 
Angius, con cui ha partecipato ai festival di “Nuova Consonanza”, 
al “Campus Internazionale di musica” di Latina e collaborato con 
l‘Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia; il “Mozart ensemble” con 
cui ha partecipato alle rassegne “Incontri musicali nel Lazio”, al 
XIX° festival “Le Corti dell’arte”;l’ensemble “Helios” con cui ha 
partecipato tra l’altro ad un concerto monografico del 
compositore  Pedro Admaral, vincitore del “Prix de Rome” presso 
l’Accademia di Francia in Roma. 
Sue esecuzioni sono state altresì trasmesse anche da RadioTre, 
RaiTrade dalla Filodiffusione e dalla Radio Vaticana. 
Ha inciso CD da solista per le etichette discografiche Lanner 
(“Assolo – musica contemporanea per clarinetto”) e Domani 
Musica (“Il clarinetto tra XX° e XXI° secolo), come componente di 
ensemble per la Phoenix e ha partecipato con L’Algoritmo 
Ensemble all’incisone del CD monografico di Ivan Fedele “Mitxim” 
per la casa editrice Stradivarius. 
Come membro del quartetto di clarinetti “Decibel” ha vinto il 1° 
premio al concorso “Nuovi Orizzonti” di Arezzo, il 2° premio (con 
primo non assegnato) al XIII concorso internazionale “Anemos” e 
al IV concorso A.GI.MUS. di Roma e il 1° premio assoluto al XIII 
concorso nazionale “Città di Grosseto”. 
Ha studiato inoltre  composizione con M. Gabrieli, R. Santoboni e 
David Macculi, perfezionandosi presso l’Accademia Musicale 
Chigiana con Franco Donatoni e presso la scuola di musica di 
Fiesole con Giacomo Manzoni. Ha conseguito la laurea di II° livello 
in composizione presso il conservatorio “N. Piccinni” di Bari. 
Si è diplomato in musica elettronica presso il conservatorio “S. 
Cecilia” di Roma con i maestri R. Bianchini e G. Nottoli. 
Web: http://www.cantusplanus-ciac.com/massimo-munari/ 
(2014) 

Munier Carlo (English) 
Carlo Munier (1856-1911) was a self-taught mandolinist and 
guitarist, teacher. He is the author of a method for guitar (Scuola 
della chitarra op. 137), published by Ricordi, which had many 
reissues and composed several transcriptions and original pieces, 
all published by the Florentine Lapini and Maurri publishers. 

Munn Zae (English) 
Zae Munn is Professor of Music at Saint Mary's College in South 
Bend, Indiana where she has taught composition, theory, and 
orchestration since 1990. She teaches at Interlochen Arts Camp in 
Michigan in the summers. During her 2003-04 sabbatical, Munn is 
a Visiting Scholar in the University of Michigan Composition 
Department. She is currently composing an opera based on Karen 
Hesse's book Witness. The libretto is by Peg Lauber and the opera 
will be directed by Laurel Thomas with a premiere scheduled for 
April 2006. Her DMA and MM degrees in composition are from the 
University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana and her BM in 
composition is from Chicago Musical College of Roosevelt 
University. 
Born in 1953, Munn's early musical training was as a cellist, with 
additional studies in piano, voice, and conducting. In recent years 
Munn has written choral music for Amasong, Madison Children's 
Choir, Nova Singers, South Bend Chamber Singers, Southlake 
Children's Choir, and for choirs at Harvard, Central Michigan, 
Otterbein, Saint Mary's College, Valparaiso, and the University of 
Illinois. She has written vocal music for Nancy Walker, Deborah 
Norin-Kuehn, and Georgine Resick. 
Munn has written instrumental music for La Catrina String 
Quartet, Arbitrio, Camerata Quintet (WIU), Con Tempo (U. of 
Notre Dame), Valparaiso University Orchestra, Walker Chapel 
Brass (Chicago), Keith Aleo (percussion), Randall Faust (horn), 
David and Sandra Jackson (trombone and clarinet), Christine 
Rutledge (viola), Joanne Swenson-Eldridge (viola), Kelland 
Thomas (saxophone), Tim McAllister (saxophone), and Barbara 
Sturgis-Everett (violin). 
Zae Munn her works are published by Amoriello Guitar 
Publications, Arsis Press, Earthsongs, Frank E. Warren Music, 
HoneyRock, Jaymar Music, JOMAR Press, and Yelton Rhodes 

Music. Recordings are available from Amasong, Capstone Records, 
Centaur Records, and Pro Organo. 
Web: http://www.under.org/cpcc/zmunn.htm (2005) 

Muños Sanz Juan Pablo (Español) 
Itinerario del Sonido 13 en Ecuador 
Se debe al músico quiteño Juan Pablo Muñoz Sanz el mayor 
contacto con los postulados de este sistema musical y quien fue 
nominado, en 1936, Director del Sonido 13 en Ecuador. 
Algunos años antes de su nominación, Muñoz había escrito en un 
artículo publicado en un semanario quiteño en 1925: “La nueva 
música está naciendo en el Nuevo Mundo y México es la cuna de 
tan trascendente acontecimiento”; en este mismo año envió un 
mensaje en torno al Sonido 13 que fue publicado algún tiempo 
después en el folleto El Sonido 13: la revolución musical de Julián 
Carrillo (México, 1928). El mensaje en mención, que por conducto 
del Ministro de México en Quito y escrito por Juan Pablo Muñoz 
Sanz y Emilio Uzcátegui, a nombre de los músicos ecuatorianos, 
decía: 
“El día en que abandonando prejuicios y venciendo la ancestral 
resistencia de ciertos espíritus timoratos, todos los músicos de 
América se adhieran, cultiven y entren resueltamente en los 
inexplorables senderos artísticos que se presienten en la ideología 
estética de la teoría del Sonido 13, ese día, decimos, será el del 
triunfo de América en los dominios de la belleza universal” (El 
Sonido 13, 1928: p. 11). 
Juan Pablo Muñoz Sanz fue pianista y compositor; en 1944 fue 
designado Director del Conservatorio Nacional de Música de Quito. 
Por su actividad es reconocido como uno de los propulsores del 
nacionalismo y americanismo musical en nuestro contexto, así 
como uno de los impulsores en la fundación de la Orquesta 
Sinfónica Nacional del Ecuador. En los años veintes se interesó en 
las nuevas corrientes musicales latinoamericanas. Muñoz tenía la 
convicción de que la propuesta del compositor y teórico musical 
mexicano Julián Carrillo era la oportunidad para que América se 
integrara a las grandes corrientes creativas universales. 
Inscribirse dentro de las teorías microtonales de Carrillo (Sonido 
13 e Infinito Musical) podía concederle al continente americano la 
gran oportunidad de marcar su presencia en el panorama mundial 
de la música. Pensaba que el sistema creativo de Carrillo 
posibilitaba no solo aportar en la invención desde América con un 
sistema propio y por tanto diferente, además, por su intermedio, 
empezar una concientización que permitiría la eliminación de ese 
complejo derrotista y de inferioridad frente a la antañosa cultura 
musical europea.  
Web: http://soymusicaecuador.blogspot.it/2010/03/la-nueva-era-
musical-el-sonido-13-en-el.html 

Muñoz Molleda José (Español) 
(La Linea, Cadiz, 1905) 
Compositor y pianista esp., Premio de Roma 1934 (De la tierra 
alta) y académico de Bellas Artes. Entre su produccion se cuentan 
conciertos para piano y orquesta, y para trompa, Tríptico Sacro 
(orq.), Miniaturas medievales (piano y orq.), Suites de danzas 
(piano), lieder La rueca giraba, Sinfonia en Re menor y el ballet La 
rosa viva. Destacan el oratorio La resurrección de Lázaro, 
composiciones cameristicas (Cuarteto en Fa menor, Trio en Fa 
mayor) y el ballet La Niña de plata y oro. A ello cabria añadir 
composiciones para mas de 35 peliculas. Su estética se mantiene 
dentro de la tonalidad y de las más puras fonnas clásicas, en una 
linea de lirismo expresivo. (Mariano Pérez – Diccionario de la 
Música y los Músicos) 

Musgrave Thea (English) 
Born in Edinburgh, Scotland on 27 May 1928, she studied first at 
the University of Edinburgh and later at the Conservatoire in 
Paris, where she spent four years as a pupil of Nadia Boulanger, 
before establishing herself back in London as a prominent 
member of British musical life with her orchestral, choral, 
operatic, and chamber works. In 1970 she became Guest 
Professor at the University of California, Santa Barbara, which 
anchored her increasing involvement with the musical life of the 
United States. In 1971 she married the American violist and opera 
conductor Peter Mark, and has resided in the U.S. since 1972. In 
1974 she received the Koussevitzky Award, resulting in the 
composition of “Space Play” performed at Lincoln Center. She has 
also been awarded two Guggenheim Fellowships, in 1974-75, and 
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again in 1982-83, and was recognized with honorary degrees by 
Old Dominion University (Virginia), Smith College and, in June 
1995, Glasgow University. She was awarded a C.B.E. on the 
Queen's New Year's Honour List in January 2002. As Distinguished 
Professor at Queens College, City University of New York from 
September 1987-2002, Musgrave has guided and interacted with 
many new and gifted young student composers. 
Web: http://www.schirmer.com/composers/musgrave/ 

Müsch Josef (English) 
Composer and guitarist, born in Büsdorf (near Cologne). Secretly 
he played the guitar of his father and recognized the lute through 
his organ teacher Hugo Schmitt. Until 1904 he lived in Hagen 
(Westphalia). 1906-1907 he studied guitar with Carl Henze in 
Berlin, 1907-1940 he lived in Elberfeld (Wuppertal) and studied 
two years music with Heinz Dörn. In 1918 he passed the 
examination with Theodor Ritter to become a private music 
teacher. 1945-1960 he taught guitar in Opladen (near Cologne). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Muthspiel Kurt (English) 
1931 Born on December 31 in Linz. 
Compositor at publishing houses; later director of the Styria-
Druckerei in Judenburg; technical director of the Druck- und 
Verlagshauses Styria in Graz from 1976. Studies at the 
Mozarteum University of Music in Salzburg (clarinet, flute, school 
music); choirmaster since 1955; director for ten years of 
instrumental music-making at the “Carinthian Choir Week”; 
founding of the Zeltweg a-cappella choir in 1960 (direction until 
1990) and the “Judenburg Music Circle” Ensemble; concert 
activity with sacred and profane repertoires of the 15th to 20th 
centuries. Founding of the Styrian Choir Week for choir 
practitioners, choirmasters in 1968 and teachers (director to 
1993); chairman of the Styrian Work Association Singing Circle 
from 1975-94. Numerous prizes and awards, including the 
Province of Styria Decoration of Honour in Gold (1978) and the 
Grand Province of Styria Decoration of Honour in Gold (1990). 
Works: choral music, masses, folksongs, numerous folkmusic 
publications. (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Nadarejshvili Zurab (English) 
(b. January 4, 1957, Poti). 
Georgian composer of mostly orchestral and chamber works that 
have been performed and recorded in Asia, Europe and North 
America. 
Mr. Nadarejshvili went initially to a music school in Poti, but then 
from 1973-78, he studied at the Georgian Polytechnic Institute, a 
power engineering facility. After the completion of those studies, 
he resumed his study of music, entering the composition class at 
the Tbilisi State Conservatory in 1982, and graduating in 1987, in 
the class of Bidzina Kvernadze. He then continued his post-
graduate studies with Bidzina Kvernadze. 
In 1987, his String Quartet received First Prize at the Moscow All-
Union Composers Competition, leading to successful performances 
in Holland, Poland, Russia, and the USA by the St. Petersburg 
String Quartet. The Georgian Composers Union awarded First 
Prize to his Trio for violin, cello and piano in 1995 as the year's 
best creation. His Variations received Third Prize at the Moscow 
Prokofiev International Competition in 1997. 
Since 1987, he has been a member of the Georgian Composers 
Union, becoming a board member in 1996. Presently, he works at 
the Tbilisi State Conservatory, where he teaches polyphony; he is 
also a musical editor at the KVALI Film Studio. 
In addition to the works listed below, Mr. Nadarejshvili has 
composed incidental music and many film scores. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/nadarejz.htm 

Nagaoka Katsumi (English) 
Katsumi Nagaoka was born in Kochi (Japan). A student of 
M.Juichi, K.Kofune, N.Yepes, J.Gonzales and L.Brouwer, he has 
concertized throghout the world. After moving to Italy, he studied 
guitar at the Alessandria Conservatory where he graduated under 
the guidance of Angelo Gilardino. He took part and won prizes in 
several national and international guitar competitions. 

Naito Akemi (English) 
Born in Tokyo, Akemi Naito began studying piano at the age of 

five and composition at the age of fourteen. In 1978, she received 
B.A. in Music Composition from the University Division at the Toho 
Gakuen School of Music and graduate degree from the same 
university in 1980, and was a member of the school’s faculty from 
1980 until 1991. She was awarded the Takei Prize in 1982 and a 
finalist of the Music Today Composition Award in 1982 and 1988. 
Following her earlier activity as a composer in Tokyo, she received 
a grant from the Asian Cultural Council, that enabled her to come 
to New York City in 1991. She has since established herself as a 
New York-based composer. 
Ms. Naito’s works have been featured in music festivals around 
the world such as Clásicos en Verano in Madrid, Fribourg 
International Festival of Sacred Music, Music Festival Valendas in 
Switzerland, Mersin International Music Festival in Turkey, 
International Bayan Festival in Moscow, International Congress of 
Percussion in Poland, a number of times at the Percussive Arts 
Society International Convention (PASIC), Gaudeamus Music 
Festival, Melbourne Festival, Musica Scienza Roma, Ultima Oslo 
Contemporary Music Festival, Japan Society Spring Festival, Music 
from Japan Festival, Foro Internacional de Musica Nueva in Mexico 
and Music Today International Festival in Tokyo. Her Marimba 
piece, Memory of the Woods, which was written for William 
Moersch in 2000 has received numerous performances both in the 
U.S. and internationally and it has been one of the selected 
compositions in the repertoire of the Japan Wind and Percussion 
Competition. 
Naito is a recipient of awards and grants from organizations 
including Composer Assistance Program of the American Music 
Center, Aaron Copland Fund for Music for Recording for her CD 
album in conjunction with Cygnus Ensemble, the Bellagio 
residency from the Rockefeller Foundation, Chamber Music 
America, the New York Foundation for the Arts, ASCAP Standard 
Award, Meet the Composer Fund, the first Aaron Copland Award 
from the Copland House residence, and resident fellowships from 
Yaddo, MacDowell Colony and Millay Colony for the Arts. 
Her CD album, Mindscape has been released by Bridge Records in 
2006 and Strings & Time was released by CRI in 1997. In 
addition, her compositions can be heard on EMI, ALM, URTEXT 
and New Focus Recordings. In October 2016, her work, Sanctuary 
– Transcription for Marimba Duo, was released by ALM as one of 
the works included in the CD of Utari, which is the percussion duo 
of Haruka and Rika Fujii. In addition, Across the Universe, which 
she composed for a commission by pianist Aki Takahashi’s Hyper 
Beatles Album series by EMI in 1991, will be included in a new 
recording of 16 selected works of Ms. Takahashi’s same title CD. 
The CD will be released from Camerata Tokyo in 2017. 
In February 2012, Naito appeared on WJFF Monday Afternoon 
Classics, a two-hour radio program, which focused on her music 
by interview and aired six works from her CDs. In November 
2013, she served as a jury member at the 12th Composition 
Competition of the Fribourg International Festival of Sacred Music, 
Switzerland. 
Her works have been published by HoneyRock, AUGEMUS and 
SONIC ARTS. 
Web: http://www.akeminaito.com/biography/ (2017) 

Nakamura Kota (English) 
Kota NAKAMURA (Boston, MA) His music has been performed on 
numerous occasions in the United states and Europe. He has 
received commissions and worked with Joanna Kurkowicz, John 
McDonald, String Quartet QX, Avalerion woodwind quintet, JACK 
Quartet Milana Zaric, and Katarina Jovanovic. Nakamura will be 
starting his Doctoral Study at McGill University (Montreal, 
CANADA) in 2010. He holds an M.A. in Composition from Tufts 
University. 
Nakamura has studied with Vuk Kulenovic, Tibor Pusztai, Alla 
Cohen and John McDonald. 
www.myspace.com/knakamura 

Narvaez José-Luis (Français) 
José-Luis Narváez est né à Perpignan, dans le sud de la France. Il 
s'initie à la guitare avec Antonio Membrado à Paris, puis au 
Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles avec Nicolas Alfonso et Norbert 
Leclercq. De retour en France, il poursuit ses études avec Jean-
Philippe Gruneissen et Jean-Baptiste Courtois pour l'écriture, au 
CNR de Lille. Il obtient le diplôme d'État de professeur en 1985. Il 
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participe à de nombreuses classes de maître auprès d'illustres 
professeurs tels que Alvaro Pierri et Abel Carlevaro. Il fait par la 
suite des rencontres déterminantes avec des artistes comme 
Roberto Aussel, les frères Assad et plus récemment Rafaël Andia, 
qui lui demande d'écrire pour sa collection «Guitarra Ibérica» aux 
Éditions Transatlantiques à Paris. La ville de Carpentras lui 
commande une ouvre pour son Concours International de Guitare, 
en hommage à Léo Brouwer. Ses ouvres sont imposées par le 
Ministère de la culture et de la communication en 1989 et en 
1994. Les Cahiers de la Guitare lui consacrent un « Profil » en 
2001. La même année, il est nommé professeur d'histoire de la 
musique à l'Université de Gap. José-Luis Narváez est professeur 
titulaire à l'École Nationale de Musique de Gap. Il a créé avec 
Gilbert Clamens le groupe « Con Fuego », qui a présenté un 
spectacle inspiré de l'ouvre de Pablo Picasso et mis en scène par 
le dramaturge Yvan Morane. Ses oeuvres sont éditées en France, 
en Belgique et au Québec 
Web: https://productionsdoz.com/nos-artistes/narvaez-jose-luis 
(2019) 

Navascués Santiago (English) 
Guitarist, composer and pedagogue, born in Madrid. He began 
studying guitar with Quentin Esquembre in 1944, later he studied 
composition at the Concervatory of Madrid and the university of 
Munich. 1972-1994 he was guitar teacher at the university of 
Munich. In 1994 he returned to Spain. Together with the 
pedagogue Max Bruckbauer he founded in 1969 the publishing 
house „Biblioteca de la Guitarra“. In 1987 Navascués‘ pupil 
Richrad Kleinmaier replaced Bruckbauer and they renamed the 
publishing house in „Edition Santiago Navascués“.  (Rainer Stelle) 

Nazareth Ernesto (Portuguese) 
Nasceu no Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, no dia 20 de março de 1863. 
Morreu no dia 1º de fevereiro de 1934, no Rio de Janeiro. “Seu 
jogo fluído, desconcertante e triste ajudou-me a compreender 
melhor a alma brasileira”, disse sobre ele, o compositor francês 
Milhaud. Desenvolveu um gênero peculiar, entre a valsa e o 
choro, que chamava de “tango brasileiro”. Sua obra sofreu a 
influência da música de Chopin, sem se afastar da espontaneidade 
e singeleza dos motivos populares em que se inspirou. Somente 
uma pequena parte das mais de 200 peças para piano foi 
gravada. (Eduardo Plate, São Paulo, Brasil, 2000) 

Necasova Jindra (English) 
Jindra Necasova (born 1960), represents a new generation of 
gifted musical artists from the Czech Republic. She studied at the 
Conservatory of Music in Prague from which she graduated in 
piano under Dr. Jaromir Kriz (1982) and in composition under Dr. 
Jindrich Feld (1985). The symphonic picture, Jackson'S Journey, 
based on the novel by Gerard Herzog about the American 
mountainer in the Alps, became her graduating work for which 
she was awarded Best Composition of the Year from the 
Conservatory in 1982. Doctoral study in composition was 
completed in 1991 at the Academy of the Performing Arts in 
Prague under Dr. Vaclav Riedlbauch. Pictures of Salvador Dali, a 
symphonic triptych, was her crowning achievement exhibiting her 
mastery of composition with great sensitivity, imagination and 
striking contrasts. 
This brilliant young talent was honored with awards since 1987 
when she was given the Award of Honor in the Competition of 
Young Composers Generation of 1987. She also won a prize given 
by the Czech Musical Foundation in a competition organized by 
the Czech Ministry of Culture. She worked with composer Zdenek 
Lukas on the musical part of the children’s book, Musical Motion 
Games (Hudebne pohybovery v materske skole) published in 
1989. 
In 1991, Necasova recorded four of her chamber works on 
compact disc, Debut Fuse I, a Montis label from Prague--
MTO(0001-2111) AAD. It contains these works: Two Piano 
Preludes, Variations for Flute and Piano (1987) composed on an 
improvisatory, original folkoric theme, The Space Grotesques 
(1988) for violin and electric cembalo inpired by three stories of 
Italo Ca1vino, A Sign in the Universe, Plays without an End, and 
The Water Uncle in Grotesques. Necasova expresses her sense of 
poetry, irony and humor, mixing elements of reality with unreal 
fantasy or even total absurity and Sonata for Piano, a composition 
which, although based on 12 tones, does not use the strict 

dodecaphonic technique and often sounds very tonal. Her latest 
creation for symphonic orchestra, Caves, utilizes much 
percussion, including the primitive Australian didjeridu, vocals, 
and tape. It reflects life in the caves with the aborigines. 
Professionally, Jindra Necasova teaches at the Prague Music 
Conservatory and composes on commission. 
Dialogues for Flute and Trumpet (1995) and O Great Spirit for 
Vocal Solo and Guitar (1996) are new USA commissions which 
Alliance Publications is proud to offer in their catalog. Other 
Necasova listings include Four Songs (Soprano solo/Piano), Two 
Piano Preludes and Piano Sonata. 
Web: http://apimusic.org/composersb.cfm?ln=N (2009) 

Negri Silvio (English) 
Silvio Negri was born in 1865 and belonged to the large group of 
Italian composers that, with their compositions, contributed 
greatly to the popularity of the mandolin. Together with, among 
others, Raffaele Calace, Enrico Marucelli, Giuseppe Manente, Carlo 
Munier he composed many compositions for the mandolin, the 
mandolin in combination with other instruments like the so-called 
'Romantic mandolin quartet' (two mandolins, mandola and 
guitar), as well as for larger instrumental strengths like the 
Mandolin Orchestra. Silvio Negri passed away in 1936. 

Neidhöfer Christoph  (English) 
Born 22.4.1967  
Born in Wettingen, Neidhofer studied composition (Rudolph 
Kelterborn), music theory (Roland Moser) and piano (Jean-
Jacques Dunki) in Basel. In 1992 he studied at Harvard 
University, where he has been teaching music theory since 1994. 
He is currently working on a dissertation concerning Stravinsky's 
late works. He is also active as a pianist. He lives in Boston.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Nelegatti Coco (English) 
Coco Nelegatti was born in Cordoba, Argentina in 1959 and 
already made a name for himself as a child and youth, playing 
many Latin American folk festivals, and also later with 
compositions for theatre. His first European concert tours came in 
the early 1980s. Coco Nelegatti has lived in Berlin since 1986, 
where he works as a omposer, guitarist and arranger. His musical 
activities include numerous radio and television appearances as 
well as various CD productions and concerts in a variety of 
formations. He also founded the group “Quinteto Arrabal”, which 
he has directed as guitarist, composer and arranger since 1998. 
He has been a guest professor for world music at the Music 
Academy in Rotterdam since 1998. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=1727 (2011) 

Nelson Jon Christopher (English) 
Jon Christopher Nelson (b. 1960) is currently a Professor at the 
University of North Texas where he serves as an associate 
of CEMI (Center for Experimental Music and Intermedia) and also 
the Associate Dean of Operations. Nelson’s electroacoustic music 
compositions have been performed widely throughout the United 
States, Europe, Asia, and Latin America. He has been honored 
with numerous awards including fellowships from the Guggenheim 
Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the 
Fulbright Commission. He is the recipient of Luigi Russolo and 
Bourges Prizes (including the Euphonies d'Or prize) and recently 
was recognized as the recipient of the International Computer 
Music Association's 2013 Americas Regional Award. In addition to 
his electro-acoustic works, Nelson has composed a variety of 
acoustic compositions that have been performed by ensembles 
such as the New World Symphony, the Memphis Symphony, the 
Brazos Valley Symphony Orchestra, ALEA III, and others. He has 
composed in residence at Sweden's national Electronic Music 
Studios and at IMEB in Bourges, France. His works can be heard 
on the Bourges, Russolo Pratella, Innova, CDCM, NEUMA, ICMC, 
and SEAMUS labels. 
Web: http://music.unt.edu/comp/jcnelson/ (2013) 

Nemerowsky Aleksandr (English) 
A Russian guitarist who lived during the first World War in Black 
Russia. His original compositions are marked by strong originality 
and most of them decidedly attractive Russian characteristic. 
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Nestor Gregg (English) 
Internationally acclaimed guitarist Gregg Nestor has built a strong 
following for his abilities as soloist, accompanist and arranger. 
Finalist in the 1981 New York Concert Guild Competition held at 
Carnegie Hall, Gregg has recorded and broadcast in Holland, 
Belgium, Spain and for the BBC in London. In his London debut, 
The Times critic commented on his being “uncommonly 
communicative, a real artist in timing and shading, in stylish 
fluency and tact besides wholehearted communication with his 
composers.” Many works arranged by Gregg Nestor for solo/duo 
guitars or with various ensemble have been published. For this 
recording he was allowed access to personal archives of the 
composers represented here. The results are arrangements as 
concise and accurate as possible to the composer’s original 
intentions. 

Neumann Friedrich (English) 
1915 Born on October 30 in Salzburg 
1989 Died on November 22 in Salzburg 
Studies at Vienna University (mathematics, physics) and at the 
Mozarteum Academy of Music in Salzburg, respectively, at the 
Vienna Academy of Music (piano, composition). Teaching at the 
Mozarteum in Salzburg (children’s choir, structure, aural training) 
from 1947; composition class at the Vienna Academy of Music 
from 1966 (professor in 1972, director of Dept. 1 until 1977). 
(Doblinger Catalogue) 

Neumann Ulrik (English) 
(1918-1994) 
Danish guitar virtuoso, jazz musician, entertainer, showman, 
musical clown, Ulrik Neumann started his professional career 
together with his sister Gerda. The duet toured Europe before it 
was enlarged with the jazz violinist Svend Asmussen and was 
tragically dissolved by the death of Gerda in an aircrash in 1947. 
Ulrik also played in Jack Hylton's famous orchestra and toured the 
world with the Swe-Danes. He made hundreds of recordings and 
he was doing television before the word was to be found in the 
dictionary. (TV debut in London 1938!) He was one of the great 
pioneers of playing jazz on the classical Spanish guitar. He was 
also an industrious composer and wrote music for both the 
theatre and for the screen. Once he was offered the professorship 
at Copenhagen's conservatory, but he declined. He said himself 
that the guitar was his hobby. 
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/sk/syukhtun/neumann.html 

Neves Armando [Armandinho] (Français) 
Footballeur professionnel au “Corinthians” (club de Sao Pauio en 
1920), il abandonne ce métier pour se consacrer à la guitare. Bon 
guitariste autodidacte, on le considère comme un précurseur de la 
guitare populaire. Il a composé un grand nombre de pièces pour 
cet instrument qui sont encore jouées couramment par les 
guitaristes actuels. 

Newton Rodney (English) 
Composer Rodney Newton has been Music Consultant to London 
Film School for 20 years and also works as an arranger, music 
journalist, reviewer, lecturer, musical competition adjudicator and 
General Editor of a music publishing company.  
Rodney studied at the Birmingham School of Music (now the 
Birmingham Conservatoire), then joined the New BBC Orchestra 
in Bristol as a percussionist, during which time he wrote music for 
the BBC World Service. He went on to become principal timpanist 
of the Sadler's Wells Opera (now the ENO). In the 1970s he 
formed his own ensemble, the St Martin's Lane Ensemble.  
Since leaving the ENO he has been a composer, arranger, musical 
director and music consultant, working on many high profile films 
and television series including King David (Paramount), The 
Butterfly Effect (Fernando Colomo) and The Wicked Wicked West 
(CinePics) and television series including The Living Isles, The 
Pyrates, The Watch House and Lucinda Lambton's Alphabet of 
Britain (BBC TV) and Korea - the Unknown War (Thames TV). He 
also assisted the film composers Carl Davis, Wilfred Josephs, and 
Edward Williams.  
Rodney's own works include thirteen symphonies, five string 
quartets, chamber works and vocal music receiving a 
commendation in the 1975 Prince Pierre of Monaco composers' 
competition. He worked in music publishing and has been long 

associated with British music, having worked closely with 
composers Simon Bainbridge, George Lloyd, Edwin Roxburgh and 
Robert Simpson, and has also prepared performing editions of 
major works by Granville Bantock, Havergal Brian and Gustav 
Holst among others.  
His higher education career has included teaching in the 
Commercial Music Course of the Royal Academy of Music and 
running a postgraduate degree course in film music at the London 
College of Music. 
Web: 
http://www.screenedmusic.co.uk/profile.aspx?UserListID=175 
(2009) 

Nicolas Bernadette (Français) 
Née le 22.04.1958.  
Guitariste, compositrice, interprète, Bernadette NICOLAS partage 
sa vie musicale entre l'enseignement (cours, animations scolaires, 
conférences), le récital (en solo, mais aussi en duo avec des 
comédiens et des poètes) et la composition (elle s'est spécialisée 
depuis une dizaine d'années dans la musique de textes 
poètiques). 
Membre de la SACEM, plusieurs de ses oeuvres sont publiés chez 
divers éditeurs. Elle a étudié la guitare classique avec M.NOBLA, 
J.HINOJOSA, J.CARDOSO, A.DUMOND, L.BROUWER, et s'est 
initiée à la guitare Flamenca et Jazz.Bernadette NICOLAS a 
obtenu de nombreux prix musicaux dont une médaille d'Or, et 
étudié l'harmonie et le contrepoint à la Schola Cantorum ainsi 
qu'à l'Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris. 
Elle a réalisé à ce jour 6 enregistrements, dont le dernier 
“Bernadette NICOLAS chante les poètes” révèle son talent de 
chanteuse, qu'elle exerce depuis 2000, dans des lieux aussi divers 
que cabarets, théatres et clubs poètiques. 
Web: http://www.partition-
soldano.fr/index.php?page=compositeur_fiche&compositeur=30 
(2011) 

Nicolau Dimitri (Italiano) 
Nato in Grecia e naturalizzato italiano, risiede e lavora a Roma. 
Oltre agli studi musicali in Grecia e in Francia, ha svolto delle 
ricerche personali nel vasto campo della musica popolare e con 
particolare interesse in quella dell'area mediterranea e balcanica. 
Diplomato in Ripresa cinematografica presso il Centro 
Sperimentale di Cinematografia di Roma ha esercitato questa 
professione per alcuni anni senza tuttavia interrompere la 
composizione musicale collaborando con diversi registi tra cui: 
S.Agosti, M Bellocchio, M.Brenta, V. Gassman, N. Koundouros, M. 
Meschke, M. Ponzi ecc. 
Nel 1967 opponendosi al regime dei colonnelli greci ottenne asilo 
politico presso lo stato italiano. Ha inoltre frequentato la facoltà di 
Lettere Moderne presso la “Sapienza” di Roma. Fondamentale per 
la sua formazione umana e artistica è il rapporto con la teoria e la 
Analisi Collettiva di Massimo Fagioli.  
Ha tenuto diversi corsi di canto scenico e di tecnica e 
drammaturgia vocale al centro “G. Bosio” e M.T.M di Roma, 
Accademia di Teatro della Calabria, KSYME di Atene, e ha 
partecipato ufficialmente al convegno Internazionale sulla voce e il 
canto teatrale “ELIA 1993” ad Amsterdam. 
Dal 1959, anno in cui inizia a comporre e realizzare pubblicamente 
i suoi lavori, il suo catalogo di oltre 260 composizioni, comprende 
opere liriche, sinfoniche, sinfonico-corali, alcune opere brevi da 
camera di carattere comico-satirico, concerti per Solisti e orch., 
Cantate per coro, solisti, voci recitanti e orch., musica da camera, 
musica vocale, balletti. 
Nel Febbraio 1990 il Centro di Ricerca Musica Attuale (KSYME) di 
Atene gli ha dedicato un ciclo di incontri-seminari, con discussioni, 
approfondimenti e confronti sul suo linguaggio musicale, 
conclusosi con un concerto pubblico nel Teatro Comunale di Atene 
dove l'autore ha diretto in prima assoluta il suo “CONCERTO” per 
Violoncello e orch. da camera op. 39 interpretato dal violoncellista 
Marcel Spinei. 
Con sue composizioni originali ha partecipato consecutivamente in 
diversi WORLD SAX CONGRESS tra cui: Tokyo 1988, Pesaro 1992, 
Montreal 2000, Mineapolis 2003. 
Nel Novembre 1991 gli è stato assegnato il primo premio 
all'unanimità nel II° Conc. Intern. “S.Behrend” per la 
composizione “NYCTES” op. 97 che è stata realizzata in prima 
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mondiale al Festival di Baden-Baden nel maggio 1993. 
Il VI STAGE INTERNAZIONALE DEL SASSOFONO che si è svolto 
presso il Conservatorio di Fermo nel Dic.1999 e in Collaborazione 
con l' A.S.I. gli hanno dedicato un concerto e spazio monografico 
Viaggio nella musica di D. Nicolau in cui oltre ad approfondimenti 
sul suo stile compositivo personale relativo al sassofono e a 
diverse esecuzioni di sue composizioni è stata presentata in prima 
assoluta la Rapsodie en grec op.127 dal SAX CHORUS. 
Nel Marzo 2001 il Centro Mousikì Estìa di Atene gli ha dedicato un 
incontro monografico in cui il musicologo Thomas Tamvakos ha 
illustrato e analizzato i lavori del compositore dal 1959 al 2000. 
Il XXXVI Festival Internacional de Musica en la Rioja gli ha 
assegnato il PREMIO DE COMPOSICIÓN “AYUNTAMIENTO DE 
LOGROÑO 2002” per la MANDOLIN SONATA op.198 per Mandolino 
Solista (Ed. Mus. Mnemes) interpretata da Mathieu Sarthe-
Moureau. 
Nel Maggio 2002 nella Meistersingerhalle di Norimberga e in 
collaborazione con la Bayerischen Rundfunks è stata eseguita e 
trasmessa in diretta radiofonica “La Melodia Ritrovata” op 41 
(1975) balletto per grande orchestra. 
E' stato nominato membro nella giuria internazionale per la IX 
edizione 2003 del CONCORSO INTERNAZIONALE DI 
COMPOSIZIONE “2 AGOSTO”. 
Il Comune di KERATEA e in collaborazione con l'Associazione 
Culturale “Xrisì Tomì” gli ha dedicato un concerto monografico di 
composizioni, una mostra con pitture e disegni che si è svolta 
nella grande sala delle manifestazioni il 25 Maggio 2003. Il 
musicologo Thomas Tamvakos ha presentato il lavoro e la 
personalità del compositore mentre la parte musicale era affidata 
al gruppo KELADOS di Atene. 
Web: 
http://www.radio.rai.it/filodiffusione/auditorium/view.cfm?Q_EV_I
D=120806&Q_PROG_ID=354 

Nicoli Andrea (English) 
Andrea Nicoli, was born in Turin in 1960. He gained his diploma in 
composition under the guidance of P. L . Zangelmi and N. 
Castiglioni and in electronic music with A. Vidolin and M. Lupone. 
He has also studied organ (M. Mochi, L. Celeghin) and orchestral 
conducting (G. Gelmetti, G. Taverna), as well as subsequently 
following specialisation courses at the Scuola Mucsicale di Fiesole 
under G. Manzoni. 
Although he has worked regulary as director and performer in 
orchestral and chamber ensembles, including directing the 
Ensemble Musica '900, which specialised in contemporary 
repertoire and of which he was also the founder; his principal 
artistic effort has been made in the field of composition. His 
catalogue of works includes solo, chamber and orchestral pieces, 
as well as electro-acustic and electronic composition. Most 
recently he has been particularly interested in exploring 
interactive systems and multi-media theatre. In this context he 
has composed the theatre pieces “Il grido”, “Parole e musica”, 
“Batte profondo un tamburo” (Nessun soffiod'ali), “La voce e il 
confine” (Segni, città), “Ni anverso ni reverso” and “Teatro 
immaginario”. His work of the last few years has displayed an 
increasingly profound interest in contemporary poetry, with his 
turning to authors such as Caproni, Sanguineti, Borges, Pasolini, 
Calvino, Bukowski, Beckett and Dürennmatt. 
His work have been published by Edipan, Pentaflowers, SAM, 
Longo-Gabbani, Taukay and Ars Publica. His music has been 
recorded on CD by Pentaflowers, SAM, Taukay and Ars Publica. 
Nicoli collaborates on regular basis with the theatre companyes 
“Teatro di Castalia”, “Il reatto”, “Armunia”, “Krypton” , for whom 
he has written incidental music for “Giulietta e Romeo”, “Le 
Baccanti”, “Ascensione per il patibolo”, “Racconti Fantastici”, 
“Sogno ma forse no”, “Trittico Beckettiano”. He has written the 
soundtrack of “Echi fuori campo” of P. Paoletti 
Nicoli has won the “E. Porrino” international composition 
competition in Cagliari, as well as the “Inglostadter Orgeltage” in 
Ingolstadt. He received a Honourable Mention in the competition 
of the IBLA Foundation in New York. 
He currently teaches composition at the Conservatory of La 
Spezia, where he also holds a course looking at the role of new 
technologies in composition. 
Web: http://www.arspublica.it/nicoli/Sito/bio_%28GB%29.html 
(2010) 

Nicolini Andrea (Italiano) 
Si è diplomato presso la Scuola di Recitazione del Teatro Stabile di 
Genova; ha conseguito il Compimento Medio di pianoforte e ha 
studiato Composizione presso il Conservatorio “N.Paganini” di 
Genova. 
Dal 1986 ha preso parte a vari spettacoli di prosa prodotti da: 
Teatro Stabile di Genova, Teatro Stabile del Veneto, Spoleto 
Teatro, Teatro della Tosse, Teatro de Gli Incamminati, Compagnia 
Lunaria, Compagnia Giulio Bosetti, O.S.I. 85, Compagnia Lavia, 
Teatro Stabile di Torino. 
Ha recitato a fianco di attori quali Franco Branciaroli, Mario 
Scaccia, Gabriele Lavia, Giulio Bosetti, Mariangela Melato, sotto la 
guida di registi quali Marco Sciaccaluga, Nanni Garella, Gianfranco 
De Bosio, Tonino Conte, Gabriele Lavia, Alfredo Arias, Krizstof 
Zanussi. 
Ha partecipato a tre Festival Shakespeariani di Verona nel 1990, 
94, 96. 
Attivo anche come regista, ha curato la regia di sei spettacoli per 
il Piccolo Teatro di Savona e uno per la Rassegna Nazionale 
“Teatro di Parola”; è stato assistente alla regia di Marco 
Sciaccaluga per due produzioni del Teatro Stabile di Genova e per 
una della compagnia di Mario Scaccia. 
Ha curato diverse aiuto-regie di opere liriche per il Teatro 
Comunale di Alessandria, il Teatro Comunale dell'Opera di Genova 
e il Laboratorio Lirico di Alessandria. 
Ha curato la regia di tre melodrammi di Monteverdi per il Teatro 
dell'Opera Barocca di Guastalla. 
Ha scritto le musiche di scena per spettacoli prodotti da: Teatro 
de Gli Incamminati di Branciaroli, Compagnia Bosetti, Teatro 
Stabile di Genova, Compagnia Lavia, Teatro Stabile di Torino e per 
spettacoli diretti dal regista polacco Zanussi. 
Ha fondato, con l’attore e drammaturgo Fabio Amoroso, la 
Compagnia Teatrale “Naviganti” con cui ha prodotto la commedia 
musicale “Con le spalle al mare”, alla quale ha preso parte in 
qualità di attore e autore delle musiche e di cui è stato pubblicato 
il CD per le Edizioni Musicali Devega. 
Web: http://digilander.libero.it/ambrogiomusica/nicolini.htm 
(2010) 

Niehusmann Volker (Italiano) 
Volker Niehusmann (1963) riceve i suoi insegnamenti come 
chitarrista presso La Folkwang Hochschule di Essen con i maestri 
Graf e Salling. Ha al suo attivo diversi concerti e incisioni spesso 
come componente di ensemble da camera. 
(Franco Cavallone, Seicorde, n.87 2006) 

Nieminen Kai (English) 
Kai Nieminen (born 17 March 1953) studied the guitar at the 
Conservatory of Central Finland and the Sibelius Academy and 
musicology at the University of Jyväskylä. He has also studied 
composition with Stepàn Rak and Pekka Kostiainen and attended 
master classes with George Crumb, Paavo Heininen, Jukka 
Tiensuu and Theo Lowendie. As a guitarist Kai Nieminen has given 
recitals and appeared as soloist with several orchestras and acted 
as a member of the jury of the Fernando Sor Guitar Competition. 
Nieminen has composed a number of orchestrai works including 
Le città invisibili, Chi Vivrà Vedrà, Time around Lights, Vicoli in 
ombra, Il castello dei destini incrociati, Time around Spring, In 
Mirrors of Time... and In Woodlands of the Birds. His list of works 
also includes a wealth of chamber music and works for solo 
instruments - especially the guitar. He has also written three 
concertos: Palomar (Concerto for Flute and Orchestra, 2001), 
Clarinet Concerto “Through Shadows I Can Hear Ancient Voices” 
(2002) and Concerto per violino e orchestra “II viaggio del 
cavaliere... (inesistente)” (2005). 
The music of Kai Nieminen does not conform to any of the schools 
or -isms. Often in the nature of fantasias, his works have been 
inspired by visions of anything from the fantasy world of Italo 
Calvino to the silent arctic landscape lit by the Northern Lights. 
Rests and silence are in fact almost as important to him as 
sounds, and his indeterminate intervals give his music an archaic 
undercurrent. Nieminen believes in musical narratives and their 
universality. According to him, music cannot exist simply for the 
sake of the music itself; the relationship with the environment and 
the chance for the listeners to abandon themselves to a chain of 
associations are vital aspects of music. 
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Niessen Hans-Lutz (English) 
Guitarist, teacher and composer, born in Berlin (Germany), died in 
Eindhoven. His father was Dutch and his mother was German, he 
lived up to 1945 in Berlin. He became acquainted to music and 
especially to the guitar as member of a catholic youth 
organization. So he decided to study guitar 1935-1937 with Carl 
Henze and 1938-1942 with Bruno Henze. He worked as 
commercial clerk, but had many part time jobs as solo guitarist at 
several theatres, orchestras and at the opera house. Because of 
his Dutch nationality, he was not drafted into the war service. But 
in 1945 there was the order of the Soviet occupation power that 
all strangers had to leave Berlin. Therefore he settled down in the 
Netherlands, though he could not speak Dutch. He became now 
full time guitar teacher at the music schools of Heerlen, where he 
lived, Arnhem and Maastricht. Coming from the German school, 
he was one of the men, who helped foster the playing of the 
classic guitar in the Netherlands and Belgium as well. Because of 
his use of the method ‚Das Gitarrespiel‘ by Bruno Henze, it 
became very popular in these countries. Since 1952 he was 
teacher at the conservatory Maastricht for the next 30 years. In 
1955, for the first time, a diploma in guitar was offerd at a Dutch 
conservatory. The teacher was Hans-Lutz Niessen and the student 
was Mijndert Jape (winner of the first prize of the ‚Concours 
international de guitare‘ de Radio France, Paris 1960). Niessen 
and Jape also had many successful performances as a guitar duo. 
Other successful students of Niessen are Charles Fabri, Karl 
Jansen, Guus Dreesens, Han Jonkers, Hein Sanderink, Olga 
Franssen, Barbara Antonietti, Gerard Preemen. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Nikolic Dragoslav (English) 
Dragoslav Nikolic (b. 1927) and Strahinja Ruzic (b.1932) are two 
great Serbian pioneers of classical guitar pedagogy. Both were 
among the first classical guitar teachers to start teaching the 
instrument in the early seventies, in Pancevo-city music school, 
which was the first to open a guitar departement in Serbia in the 
second half of the 20th century. Although both are music 
amateurs, they showed a great passion for the guitar, played 
some concerts, published a number of guitar volumes, and even 
did some recordings. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV 
Serbia, 2004) 

Nilsson Ivo (English) 
Ivo Nilsson (born 1966) is educated at the Royal College of Music 
in Stockholm and at IRCAM in Paris. In 1989 his Octet was 
premiered by the Ensemble L’Itinéraire at Radio France. Since 
then, his music has been performed by ensembles such as 
Cantus, Ensemble Son, Ensemble Recherche, KammarensembleN, 
Nouvel Ensemble Moderne, Orchestre des Flûtes Français, 
Kammerensemble Neue Musik Berlin and Slowind at festivals like 
Biennale di Venezia, Gaudeamus Music Days (Amsterdam), 
Huddersfield Contemporary Music festival, Ilhom (Tashkent), 
Musica (Strasbourg), Roaring Hoofs (Mongolia), 2 Days and 2 
Nights (Odessa), Sonorities (Belfast), Spazio Musica (Cagliari), 
Spectra (Tirana), Time of music (Viitasaari), Ultima (Oslo), 
Warsaw Autumn, Nordic Music Days (Copenhagen) and the World 
Music Days in Zagreb. 
His music has also been recorded by the radio companies BBC, 
DR, RNE, SR and YLE and by the record labels Ariadne, Phono 
Suecia and SFZ Records. 
Ivo Nilsson was the artistic director of the Stockholm New Music 
festival in 2003 & 2005. 
In 2007 Ivo Nilsson was awarded the Interpreters price from the 
Society of Swedish Composers. 
Web: http://www.ivonilsson.com/composer/biography/index.html 
(2012) 

Nilsson Torsten (English) 
Oxford Grove Music Encyclopedia:  
Torsten Nilsson 
(b Höör, 21 Jan 1920). Swedish composer and church musician. 
He studied in Stockholm (1938-43) and with Heiller in Vienna 
(1961-3) and has worked as an organist and choirmaster in 
Köping, Helsingborg and Stockholm. His compositions, often 
forceful and dramatically intense, attempt to break barriers 
between sacred and secular styles; they include pioneering church 

operas, oratorios and instrumental music. 
Web: http://www.answers.com/topic/torsten-
nilsson#ixzz1zAr3al2G 

Nin-Culmell Joaquín (English) 
Joaquín Nin-Culmell is best known for his compositions along the 
Hispanic tradition.  
A composer of great stylistic breadth and spiritual depth, Nin-
Culmell's musical style stems from his Hispanic background both 
in terms of Hispanic art music, as well as Spanish folk music. 
During his long career as a composer, Mr. Nin-Culmell has written 
ballets, opera, orchestral and choral music, piano music, songs, 
chamber music as well as pieces for guitar and organ. 
Joaquín Nin-Culmell was born in 1908 in Berlin. Nin-Culmell is the 
youngest son of the Catalonian musician Joaquín Nin (Castellanos) 
and the French-Danish singer Rosa Culmell (Vaurigaud). Both of 
his parents were born in colonial Havana. His older sister Anaïs 
Nin, the writer, was born in Paris, in 1903, and his older brother 
Thorvald in Havana, in 1905. 
He began his musical studies in Barcelona in 1913-14 with 
Conchita Badía, his mother's student. From 1914 to 1924 he lived 
in New York. In 1924, he moved to Paris to study at the Schola 
Cantorum. In 1930, he graduated with a Superior Diploma from 
the class of Paul Braud. He also worked with Alfred Cortot and 
Ricardo Viñes. 
In the summers of 1930, '32, and '34, Mr. Nin-Culmell presented 
his works to Manuel de Falla in Granada. In 1932, thanks to a 
letter of introduction from Falla, he entered the musical 
composition class of Paul Dukas at the National Conservatory in 
Paris. At that time, he had already begun his career as a pianist 
which took him from Europe to the United States, Canada, and 
Cuba. He premiered works by Ernesto and Rodolfo Halffter, 
Joaquín Rodrigo, Federico Mompou and Manuel de Falla among 
others.  
He began his academic career in 1940 (Williams College) and later 
went to the University of California (Berkeley) where he is 
Professor Emeritus since 1974. 
In 1962, he was elected Corresponding Member of the Real 
Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando de Madrid. His works 
have been published primarily by Max Eschig in Paris y by Broude 
International in Williamstown, MA. 
Mr. Nin-Culmell lives in California. 
Web: http://www.nin-culmell.com/bio.htm 

Noad Frederick (English) 
Frederick Noad, guitarist, lutenist, teacher and writer, was born of 
British parents in Blankenberg, Belgium, but settled in the USA, 
were he had gone to work for the British film company J. Arthur 
Rank. A cutback in Rank's plans decided Noad to turn instead to 
the guitar, which he had begun to study in his teens (he also 
studied violin and piano). Deciding to remain in America, he 
launched Playing the Guitar in 1963, a series of instruction books 
that found a ready response. Around that time, when I began to 
play the guitar, his were the books to get, and I have happy 
memories of the two volumes of Solo Guitar Playing. These are 
still selling well and impressing a new generation of guitar 
students with their well-researched, com-monsense approach to a 
difficult instrument. In Los Angeles, Noad opened a guitar centre 
modelled on that of Len Williams in London. Segovia heard him 
play and recommended him for a scholarship to Segovia's class in 
Santiago de Compostela, which he attended in 1962. He 
subsequently studied composition with Mario Castelnuovo-
Tedesco. In 1966 he presented the first of 26 televised guitar 
lessons, adding a further 13 in 1968. His research, during which 
he travelled to Europe, resulted in publication by Ariel Music. In 
1981 a new series of video lessons, ‘The Guitar with Frederick 
Noad', was an immediate success. Like his earlier TV lessons, they 
introduced the guitar to tens of thousands of receptive people who 
might otherwise have lived out their lives in ignorance of the 
instrument. 
It could be said that Frederick Noad, who became a faculty 
member of the University of California and of the California 
Institute of the Arts, came to the guitar virtually by accident. 
Energy and dedication brought him personal success, but his 
prime purpose was the enlightenment and education of others. He 
was a catalyst in a small world where catalysis is justly prized; he 
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made things happen, and as a result countless human beings 
benefited. It may be a truism to say that he will be missed, but 
men like Frederick Noad always are missed.  (Colin Cooper, 
Classical Guitar magazine, February 2002) 

Noble Ramón (Italiano) 
Ramón Noble nato nel 1920, è da considerarsi uno degli ultimi 
rappresentanti della scuola nazionalistica messicana ed uno dei 
pionieri della rinascita chitarristica in quel paese. Autore di 
numerosi lavori per vari organici e per orchestra, Noble ha infatti 
dedicato gran parte della sua attenzione alla chitarra, facendo 
anche parte, a cavallo degli anni Trenta e Quaranta, del cenacolo 
artistico (comprendente tra gli altri Rafael Adame), che si 
ritrovava nella Sociedad de Amigos de la Guitarra en Paciuga 
Hidalgo. Nel suo catalogo trovano posto numerose opere di 
destinazione chitarristica tra cui due Concerti per chitarra e 
orchestra. (Piero Viti, in Recensioni musiche e libri, Guitart n.19, 
2000) 

Nobre Marlos (English) 
The Brazilian composer Marlos Nobre was born in Recife, 
Pernambuco, in February 18, 1939. He studied piano and music 
theory at the Conservatory of Music of Pernambuco (1948-1959), 
and Composition with H.J.Koellreutter and Camargo Guarnieri 
(1960-1962). Further,with a schorlarship from the Rockefeller 
Foundation, he followed advanced studies at the Latin American 
Center in Buenos Aires, with Ginastera, Messiaen, Malipiero, 
Copland and Dallapiccola (1963-1964). He worked also with 
Alexander Goehr and Gunther Schuller at the Berkshire Music 
Center in Tanglewood (1969) where he meet also Leonard 
Bernstein. The same year he studied electronic music at the 
Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center in New York. 
He received numerous prizes among them the First Prize at the 
following Composers Competitions: Music and Musicians of Brazil, 
Rio de Janeiro (1960); Broadcasting Music Inc. Award, New York, 
USA (1961); The Brazilian Song Contest, Rio de Janeiro (1962); 
Ernesto Nazareth National Competition,Brazilian Academy of 
Music, Rio de Janeiro (1963); National Composers Contest, 
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (1963); Torcuato Di Tella 
Award, Buenos Aires (1963); City of Santos Contest, São Paulo 
(1966); the UNESCO Prize, Paris (1974); the I 
TRIMALCA/UNESCO Prize, Colombia (1979). 
He participated in many international Festivals, such as: the IV 
and VI Biennale of Paris (1965 and 1969); the ISCM Festival 
“World Music Days” in London (1970),Helsinki (1978) and 
Amsterdam (1985); the Musik Protokoll in Graz (1974 and 1987); 
the XIX Festival Autumm in Warsow (1975); the Festival of 
America and Spain, Madrid (1967 and 1970); the Interamerican 
Music Festival in Washington (1968,1974,1982,1985,1986); the X 
Diorama of Contemporary Music in Geneve, Switzerland (1973); 
the Festival of Maracaibo, Venezuela (1977); the Festival “Music 
of Our Time”, Indiana University, USA (1981); the EXPO 
“Weltkulturen und Moderne Kunst”, Munich, Germany (1972); the 
Festival Pablo Casals in Puerto Rico (1974); the Festival 
“Musicultura” in Amsterdam, Holland (1979); the First 
International Festival of Contemporary Music in La Habana, Cuba 
(1984); the International Forum of New Music in Mexico City 
(1984 to 2000); Sounds of the Americas: Brazil, Carnegie Hall, 
New York, with the American Composers Orchestra (1996); 22° 
International Gulbenkian Festival of Contemporary Music, Lisboa, 
Portugal (1998); IX International of Contemporary Music, 
Bucarest, Romenia (1999); II Latin American Music Festival, 
Texas Christian University, USA (2000); the Bayreuth Festival of 
Young Music, Bayreuth, Germany (2000 and 2001). 
He received several commissionsd from the following institutions: 
Brazilian Dance Company, Rio de Janeiro (1968); Brazilian 
Broadcasting Service, Rio (1967); Goethe Institut, Munich, 
Germany (1972); Brazilian Symphony Orchestra, Rio (1973); 
Guitar Society of Toronto, Canada (1977); Radio MEC Brazil 
(1977); Maracaibo Music Festival, Venezuela (1977); the Indiana 
University, USA (1981); Corpozulia Oil Company of Venezuela for 
the Bicentennial of Simon Bolivar (1982); the Neuchâtel Chamber 
Orcehstra, Switzerland (1969); Radio Suisse Romande, Geneve 
(1983); Sala Cecilia Meireles, Rio (1989); XV International 
Festival in Bolzano, Italy (1989); Ministry of Culture in Spain for 
the 500° Anniversary of the Discover of America, Madrid (1992); 

GHA Records Belgium (1995);Brothers Maristas of Brazil (1997); 
Carlos Gomes Foundation, Belem, Brazil (1999); the Free 
University of Music of São Paulo (1999); the Apollon Foundation in 
Bremen, Germany (2000 and 2001). 
He was composer-in-residence at the Brahms-Haus in Baden-
Baden invited by the Brahms Society, Germany (1980-1981); in 
Berlin, invited by DAAD, Deutscher Akademischer 
Austauschdienst, Gewrmany (1982-1983); in New York with a 
Guggenheim Fellowship (1985-1986). 
He was Visiting Professor at the Universities of Indiana (1981), 
Yale (1992), Juilliard School of New York (1996), Arizona and 
Oklahoma (1997) all in U.S.A. 
He was member of the international jury of several international 
competitions, such as: Reine-Mrie-José Prize, Geneve (1978); 
ISCM Festival (New York, 1976 and Montreal, 1983); ANCONA 
Prize, Italy (1981 and 1983);International Guitar Competition, 
Radio France, Paris (1979 and 1980);Simon Bolivar Prize, 
Caracas, Venezuela (1982); Music-Film 
Rostrum/UNESCO,Germany (1980); Santander International Piano 
Competition, Spain (1987); the Arthur Rubinstein Piano Master 
Competition, Israel (1989); Cità di Alessandria Prize, Italy 
(1997/1999). 
He is also very active as pianist and conductor, having performed 
and conducted with several orchestras: Suisse Romande 
Orchestra, Geneve;Collegium Academicum, Switzerland; Buenos 
Aires Philharmonic Orchestra at Teatro Colón; SODRE Orchestra of 
Montevideo, Uruguay; the National Orchestras of Portugal, Spain, 
Mexico, Venezuela, Peru, Guatemala and all Brazilian Orchestra; 
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, London;Philharmonic of 
Nice,France. 
He was Music Director of the Radio MEC and the National 
Symphony Orchestra (1971 to 1976); the First Director of the 
National Institute of Music at FUNARTE (1976 to 1979); the 
President of the Brazilian Academy of Music (1985 to 1995). The 
President of the International Music Council of UNESCO 
(1986/1987). 
At the present he is the President of the National Music 
Committee of IMC/UNESCO; the Director of Contemporary Music 
Programs at Radio MEC-FM of Brazil; the President of “Jeunesses 
Musicales” of Brazil and the President of the Musica Nova Editions 
of Brazil. 
He was Guest Composer at the Universities of Georgia, Athens, 
USA (1999) and the Texas Christian University, USA (1999). 
He received the following Decorations: Cultural Merit Gold Medal 
of Pernambuco (1978); Great Official of the Order of Merit of 
Brasilia (1988); Official of the Order of Rio Branco of the 
Itamaraty, Brazil (1989); Official of the Order of Arts and Letters 
of France (1994); Gold Medal of Merit of the Joaquim Nabuco 
Foundation of Pernambuco (1999). 
He received recently the highest academic awards from the Texas 
Christian University the “Cecil and Ida Green Honors Professor” 
(2000) and from the Indiana University the “Thomas Hart Benton 
Medallion” (2000). 
Web: http://marlosnobre.sites.uol.com.br/biografia_i.html 

Nobre Marlos (Español) 
Nació en Recife (Pernambuco) en cuyo conservatorio estudió 
música de (1948-1959). Posteriormente estudió harmonía y 
contrapunto com Jaime Diniz de (1956-1959) y composición com 
H.J.Koellreutter (1960) y el maestro Camargo Guarnieri (1962). 
Obtiene una beca de la Fundación Rockefeller, y realiza estudos 
avanzados de composición en el Centro Latino-Americano de Altos 
Estúdios Musicales del Instituto Torcuato Di Tella en Buenos Aires 
con Alberto Ginastera, Olivier Messiaen, Riccardo Malipiero, Aaron 
Copland e Luigi Dallapiccola (1963-1964). Por si aún no fuera 
suficiente, trabajó más la composición avanzada con Alexandre 
Goehr y Günther Schüller en el Berkshire Music Center de 
Tanglewood, USA (1969), en dónde conoció a Leonard Bernstein. 
Ese mismo año, aprovechando su estancia en Estados Unidos, 
estudia música eletrónica en el Centro de Música Eletrónica de 
Columbia-Princeton en Nueva York, con Wladimir Ussachevsky.  
Pero si numerosos son sus estudios de especialización más aún lo 
son los premios que ha obtenido a lo largo de su carrera. En 
cuanto a la lista de conciertos, certámenes y festivales de 
renombre en los que ha participado tanto tocando como 
impartiendo clases magistrales es tan enorme que baste decir que 
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ha estado en todos los de prestigio a lo largo de su dilatada 
carrera. 
Ha sido compositor-residente de la Brahms-Haus de Baden-
Baden, Alemania; en Berlin, en el DAAD “Deutscher Akademischer 
Austauschdfienst” de Alemania (1982-1983) y en Nueva York en 
la Guggenheim Fellowship 1985/1986). Ha sido profesor invitado 
de las Universidades americanas de Arizona y Oklahoma en 1997, 
y de las Universidades de Georgia, Athens (1999) e de la Texas 
Christian University, TCU,Texas (1999). 
La lista de Festivales de los que ha sido jurado es tan larga que 
baste decir que ha estado en muchos de los más importantes. 
Entre los cargos de dirección que ha ostentado, destacar los de 
Director del Instituto Nacional de Música da FUNARTE (1976-
1979), Presidente del Consejo Internacional de Música de la 
UNESCO (1986-1987), Presidente de la Academia Brasileira de 
Música (1985-1993) y membro del Comitê Ejecutivo del 
CIM/UNESCO (1980-89). 
Autor de un gran número de obras para Orquesta, de Cámara e 
Instrumental y Coral, destaca también con composiciones 
específicas para piano y para guitarra. 
Es pieza clave en la música clásica brasileña de 2ª mitad de siglo 
y muy destacado en el panorama mundial de la composición de 
finales del siglo XX. 
Web: http://www.clubguitarra.com/mnobre.htm 

Nogueira Paulinho (English) 
Paulinho Nogueira began his career playing clubs and radio shows 
in his native São Paulo. The master of an original and modern 
style of composing, arranging and interpretation, he is considered 
one of the prime-movers of the bossa nova. Among the 20 albums 
he has recorded to date is Antologia de Violão on the Brazilian 
phonogram label, in which he interprets pieces drawn from all the 
important styles and composers in the history of Brazilian popular 
guitar. Also a vocalist and the author of a best-selling method for 
guitar harmony, Mr. Nogueira was voted the “Best Musician of 
1969” by the São Paulo newspaper O Estado de São Paulo, and he 
continues as a strong influence not only on guitar, but in his 
singing as well. (Brian Hodel) 

Nogueira Paulinho (Français) 
Paulinho est né à Campinas, dans l'Etat de Sao Paulo. Il 
commence la guitare à l'âge de 10 ans avec son frère Joao. 
Paulinho n'était pas discipliné et n'a pas suivi les cours de guitare 
classique que sa mère, pleine de bonnes intentions, voulait lui 
faire prendre. Très doué, il apprit tout seul et devint l'un des 
guitaristes les plus connus du Brésil, mais il reste 
malheureusement méconnu à l'étranger. 

Noguera Antonio (Español) 
Nació en l’Ametlla de Mar (Tarragona), el 29 de agosto de 1963. 
Realizó sus estudios en  el  Conservatorio de Tarragona, y en el 
Conservatorio Superior Municipal de Música de Barcelona. Es 
Titulado Superior en  Composición, Dirección Coral, Pedagogía 
Musical y Solfeo. Entre sus maestros figuran X. Boliart, J.C. 
Comalada, J. Crivillé, C. Guinovart y M. Oltra. Entre los 
galardones que ha obtenido destacan: el Premio de Honor, en 
Grado Medio y Superior de Composición, y Matrícula de Honor en 
Etnomusicología por el Conservatorio Superior Municipal de 
Música de Barcelona; el primer premio, ex aequo, del I Concurso 
Nacional de Composición que el  Departamento de Cultura de la 
Generalitat de Catalunya, ganador ex aequo, en la 10ª Edición del  
Certamen  Internacional de los 
“Premios a la Composición y Expresión Coral” de las Palmas de 
Gran Canaria, en la modalidad destinada a obras corales a 
capella. 
Entre sus actividades destacan la coordinación, durante cuatro de 
sus cinco ediciones, del Ciclo de Creación Musical Contemporánea: 
“Compositores Cántabros Hoy”, organizado por la Concejalía de 
Cultura del Ayuntamiento de Santander. 
Es profesor de armonía y fundamentos de composición en el 
Conservatorio Municipal “Ataúlfo Argenta” de Santander, Centro al 
que pertenece desde 1994.  
Además, es coautor de dos libros de armonía adaptados a 
los planes de estudio y metodología de la L.O.G.S.E, y en la 
actualidad ocupa el cargo de Jefe del Departamento de 
Composición. 
Web: 

http://www.rtve.es/comunicacion/mantenimiento/entry.php?id=3
956%23body 

Nordgren Pehr Henrik (English) 
Pehr Henrik Nordgren studied musicology at the University of 
Helsinki, taking an MA in 1967, and composition as a private 
student of Joonas Kokkonen from 1965 to 1969. From 1970 to 
1973, he studied composition and traditional Japanese music at 
the Tokio University of Art and Music. Since then he has lived at 
Kaustinen, working primarily as a freelance composer. (1997) 

Norman Theodore (English) 
Was born in Canada on March 12, 1912. He first studied violin 
with the virtuoso and Joachim alumnus Willy Hess in Berlin and 
composition with bassoonist/composer Adolph Weiss. Weiss had 
studied intensively with Arnold Schoenberg in Berlin and was the 
first American to study his twelve-tone method and the first to 
bring the technique to the United States and spread knowledge of 
it. Norman made use of the twelve-tone system in several of his 
compositions, and became closely associated with Schoenberg in 
California, after Schoenberg was forced to flee Europe in 1933. 
Norman also regularly performed Schoenberg's chamber works 
under the composer's baton in California. During the period 1935 
to 1942, Norman played first violin in the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, however after the end of World War II, he dedicated 
himself more to composing. In 1951, while working on his ballet, 
Metamorphosis, based on the Franz Kafka novel, Norman became 
interested in the guitar. He wanted the guitar, as well as the 
accordion, which was to represent a cockroach, to have parts in 
the orchestration. Being unfamiliar with the guitar at that time, he 
bought one for 50 cents “and went into the hills (of Los Angeles) 
to learn how it worked”. When Norman looked into the guitar's 
literature in the early 1950s he discovered that there were 
relatively few transcriptions of the masters available and 
practically nothing written by the best 20th century composers for 
the guitar. Norman decided to correct this deplorable state of 
affairs by transcribing the music of the masters and the modern 
composers, for one and two guitars, and by also composing his 
own works. He eventually transcribed over 200 pieces for solo 
guitar and over 100 pieces for guitar duo. He also created 
arrangements for up to eight guitars, as well as arrangements for 
guitar and other instruments and voice. His transcriptions have 
been published by many of the leading publishing houses, and one 
collection, Music for the YoungGuitarist became the best selling 
book of that genre. Norman's own compositions number over 70 
and include solo guitar, chamber, and orchestral works. In 1954 
he broke new ground by composing the first ever twelve-tone 
pieces for guitar, Two Twelve-tone Pieces for Solo Guitar, 
published the following year by Music Selecta. Three of his guitar 
compositions have been recorded by the Elgart and Yates Duo, 
Music of theTwentieth Century (TR Records, 1985). In 1956 
Norman and his wife Ruth, a professional artist, toured Europe by 
auto. There, Norman met and discussed his twelvetone pieces 
with guitarist/composer Emilio Pujol, who expressed keen interest 
in them. In Siena, where the late Andrés Segovia taught his 
yearly master guitar classes, Norman began a friendship with the 
master guitarist, who later regularly visited the Normans in Los 
Angeles when he gave concerts there. Norman's only formal 
guitar studies took place during this European tour with Segovia 
student Aurelio Herrero in Madrid. In Paris, Norman played his 
transcriptions and original compositions in a concert broadcast by 
French National Radio. The following year, back in Los Angeles, 
Norman took on a difficult assignment - teaching a blind girl to 
read guitar music. He carried this out with a footboard outfitted 
with toggling devices representing notes on a tablature, and an 
experimental approach involving phosphorescent paint and 
infrared light. His work attracted the attention of author Aldous 
Huxley who persuaded Norman to lecture on “The Creative Years” 
at his “Potential of Man” symposium held at Rancho La Puerta, CA 
in 1960. At about the time of his work with the blind, he also 
taught violin and guitar to a girl with spastic paralysis. Based on 
this experience, Norman invented a double arm harness now used 
in hospitals to help develop arm coordination in patients with 
hemiplegia. In 1957, Norman played the guitar part in Columbia 
Records debut recordings of Schoenberg's Serenade, Opus 24 and 
Pierre Boulez's pathbreaking and most famous work Le Marteau 
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Sans Maître (The Hammer Without a Master). The latter piece is 
notable for its difficult guitar part. In the fall of 1967 Norman 
accepted an appointment as head of the guitar department at 
UCLA, a position he held for thirty years. By this time he had 
already introduced a new method of notating flamenco music and 
had adopted a method of guitar notation which marked the string 
numbers with Roman numerals rather than Arabic. His guitar 
notation method was not only consistent with the method used for 
other stringed instruments, but also eliminated an inconsistentcy 
in the previous method when an open string needed to be 
indicated. Norman's teaching methods were decidedly innovative 
in that he encouraged his students to think of their instrument 
and music in general in new ways. One way of having his students 
break free of the standard mold of practice and performance was 
to assign them composition projects. In the lessons and informal 
gatherings, the students would also be treated to far ranging 
discussions and his stories and humorous comments, which could 
range from the subtle and wry to the biting and radical. The entire 
experience instilled a sense of individualism and creativity in those 
who enrolled in his classes. Besides the master day class, Norman 
also taught an evening class at UCLA open to the general public, 
and an evening class at Beverly Hills High School. Over his career 
he taught well over 10,000 students. Many of them remember 
him warmly and carry his ideals with them and to others in their 
careers as performers, composers, and teachers. Theodore 
Norman died on May 29, 1997 at the age of 85 in Los Angeles. 
Web: http://parfaitole.com/ted_norman/biography.html 

Nosari Andrea (Italiano) 
Andrea Nosari è nato il 05/06/1972 a Città di Castello in provincia 
di Perugia e risiede a Bergamo. Ha cominciato gli studi musicali 
all’età di 8 anni entrando più avanti in conservatorio. 
All’Istituto Gaetano Donizetti di Bergamo ha proseguito gli studi di 
chitarra sotto la guida del Maestro Giorgio Oltremari diplomandosi 
col massimo dei voti nel 1997. Intraprende subito dopo una 
discreta carriera concertistica. Tra le esibizioni piu recenti si 
possono citare quelle al centro Mozart di Milano , al S.Filippo  di 
Torino, al teatro Fraschini di Pavia, al centro S.Bartolomeo, nella 
sala Alfredo Piatti, al chiostro S.Francesco, all’Accademia Carrara 
di Bergamo,  al ridotto del teatro Donizetti di Bergamo, e in varie 
sedi comunali nella provincia di Milano  e Bergamo. Si è esibito sia 
da solista che in varie formazioni cameristiche dal duo 
all’orchestra d’archi affrontando generi musicali di ogni epoca con 
musiche di Bach, Sor, Giuliani, Villa Lobos, Pernambuco, Rodrigo, 
Ponce, Tansman, Fellegara, Piazzola, Brouwer, Castelnuovo 
Tedesco, Podera , Sauguet, Colla e altri autori dal rinascimentale 
al contemporaneo. 
Continua gli studi frequentando vari corsi di perfezionamento 
tenuti dai maestri David Russel, Tilman Hoppstock, Angelo 
Gilardino, Luigi Biscaldi accompagnando sempre l’attività 
concertistica con quella didattica.    
Subito dopo il compimento superiore di chitarra comincia gli studi 
di composizione nello stesso Istituto sotto la guida dei Maestri 
Vittorio Fellegara, Alberto Colla e Stefano Gervasoni, continuando 
gli studi presso l’Accademia superiore di musica di Biella sempre 
seguito dal Maestro Colla e frequentando i vari master tenuti dai 
Maestri Azio Corghi, Luigi Verdi, Giovanni Guanti, Sandro 
Cappelletto. Sotto la guida del Maestro Azio Corghi anche i master 
tenuti presso l’accademia Chigiana di Siena. 
Come compositore ha scritto brani cameristici dallo strumento 
solista alla formazione di 10 elementi. Si possono citare “Tableau 
de Martin” per chitarra sola edito Bèrben, la riduzione pianistica 
del melodramma “Else” del M° Colla  edito Sonzogno, “Chiara” per 
chitarra sola prodotto e registrato per la casa indipendente Hit-Bit, 
“Depproth” per chitarra elettrica, theremin, basso e campane 
tubolari scritto per la prima edizione di musica contemporanea di 
Bergamo Fluxus, “Spitz-rund” per ensemble misto di 10 elementi 
scritto per la presentazione dell’omonimo quadro di Kandisky per 
l’accademia Carrara di Bergamo, più 2 quartetti per archi, tre duo 
per chitarra e flauto, 2 duo per viola e pianoforte, e vari 
arrangiamenti musicali su testi del poeta Flavio Cucchi per 
l’annuale incontro poesia e letteratura che si tiene al ridotto del 
teatro Donizetti di Bergamo. 
Recenti lavori in corso sono la pubblicazione di una libro didattico 
per compositori in collaborazione della classe di composizione 
dell’Accademia di Biella, e la stesura di un opera su testo teatrale 

di Tenessee Wiliam.  
Recentemente diplomato all’accademia superiore di Biella come 
compositore sotto la guida del Maestro Alberto Colla conseguendo 
il massimo dei voti. 
Di seguito ha vinto il primo premio al concorso internazionale “2 
agosto” di Bologna proponendosi con un lavoro per violoncello 
solo basso elettrico e orchestra: composizione trasmessa in 
diretta radiofonica da RAI radio 3 e in differita televisiva da RAI 
3.Concorso, questo, collegato alla memoria della strage 
terroristica del 2 Agosto 1980 alla stazione di Bologna con 
concerto serale dopo tutta la giornata di commemorazione quindi 
manifestazione molto sentita in tutta la città con presenza di tutte 
le personalità politiche di zona quindi con discorso e premiazione 
direttamente dal Sindaco in carica Sergio Cofferati. 
Nel 2008  (12 Aprile) vince il 3 premio al concorso internazionale 
di San Pietroburgo “S.Prokofiev”, presentando un concerto per 
Pianoforte e Orchestra. 
Ha aperto la stagione Mozartiana di Torino e Rovereto nell’ottobre 
del 2008 con una breve sinfonia commissionata direttamente 
dall’OFT orchestra Philarmonica di Torino usando temi di Mozart 
presi da: “Il Flauto Magico”. 
Vincitore del 3 premio di composizione per chitarra sola indetto da 
l’”Accademia della Chitarra” della città di Brscia con l’opera 
“Hommages a les sens” 
Finalista al concorso internazionale per musica sinfonica “Dimitris 
Mitropoulos” ad Atene in Grecia con il poema sinfonico: “L’Alba dei 
sensi”. Nel giugno 2010 vince il secondo premio al concorso 
internazionale di composizione “Michele Pittaluga” con l’opera 
“Attesa” per chitarra e quartetto d’archi edito dalla casa editrice 
Bèrben. 
Web: http://www.piccolaccademia.it/collaboratori.htm (2012) 

Novák Jan (English) 
Jan Novák was born in a small town in south-west Moravia, the 
birthplace of the Vranicky brothers Pavel and Antonin, themselves 
well-known Viennese composers at the end of l8th century. The 
Premonstratensian monastery, which has dominated the little 
town over centuries, used to be the region's centre of education 
and culture as well as of music. 
Novak's parents earned their living partly in the monastery, where 
they also had their family home. The boy received a thorough 
education in the humanities at the grammar schools in Velehrad, 
a place of Old Slavonic Christian tradition, and in Brno. This, 
together with the home atmosphere, influenced the development 
of his personality, primarily directed towards music. In adulthood 
music was joined by Latin, which became an obsession with him 
and which he incorporated into his compositions. From early 
childhood Jan Novak showed great musical talent, especially on 
the violin, piano and organ. During his grammar school years this 
talent was reflected in his first compositions. This brought him to 
the Brno Conservatoire, where he studied composition with Vilem 
Petrzelka, and piano with Frantisek Schaeffer, the best piano 
teacher in Brno. His studies at the conservatoire were interrupted 
by two and half years of forced labour in Germany during the 
second World War. In 1946 he graduated with a string quartet 
and the Dance Suite for orchestra. He then went on to the Prague 
Academy of Music Arts where he studied composition with Pavel 
Borkovec, before returning to Brno for a further period of study 
with Petrzelka. He completed his studies with a scholarship to the 
USA awarded by the Jezek Foundation. He spent the summer of 
1947 at the Berkshire Music Center in Tanglewood, Mass., where 
he worked with Aaron Copland. At concerts presented by the 
students, he performed his Little Preludes and Fugues on a Theme 
of Janacek and the song cycle Carmina Sulamitis. For five months 
he studied with Bohuslav Martinu in New York, from where he 
returned on 25th February 1948, the day of the Communist 
takeover in Czechoslovakia. He then settled down in Brno where 
he lived as a freelance composer. “I did what I could to make both 
ends meet”, he later admitted in a brief autobiography. He 
composed incidental music, music for short and puppet films and 
radio plays. He sometimes played in radio programme with his 
wife in compositions for two pianos, many of which were his own 
works. Such a liberal minded composer, with his uncompromising 
artistic and public attitudes, came into continuous controversy 
with official authorities and with the dogmatism of the leading 
representatives of the composers union. It is not surprising that 
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he suffered discrimination. This was one of the reasons which led 
him to leave the country after the 1968 invasion. He lived in exile 
in Denmark, Italy (1970-1977) and finally in West Germany.  
Jan Novak's early works showed his talent and a disciplined 
technical mastery of composition which ranked him among most 
promising members of the young post-war generation. Of the 
great number of compositions from this early period, only 
Carmina Sulamitis, a song cycle, was later approved by the 
composer himself and recognized by him as worthy of attention. 
This starts the long series of Novak's Latin songs leading up to the 
extensive cantata Dido, the medieval miracle play opera Dulcitius 
and the ballet with lyrics, Aesopia. Jan Novak's meeting with 
Bohuslav Martinu had “substantive and immense significance” for 
the young composer. Martinu taught him the art of refinement of 
motifs; he discovered for him the wealth of possibilities in rhythm 
introduced him to his own favorite composers [Morley, Corelli, 
Haydn] and gave him an insight into his own creative process. For 
twelve long years until Martinu's death, the two composers 
corresponded and Martinu communicated to Jan Novak a wealth 
of  advice. The first period of Novak's work marked by “Care 
pater, bone Martinu” ended in the late 1950s. During this period 
he developed the main characteristics of his work: the clear 
structure of form, mastery of instrumentation, complexity and 
free tonality. The early sings of his particular vocal style showed 
an unsentimental melodic line, using a balanced cantilena, 
parlando and ornamentation. Symbolically this period is framed by 
the Variations on a Theme by Bohuslav Martinu, which Novak 
wrote for piano in 1949 and orchestrated ten years later in the 
year of Martinu's death. Seven variations on the final motif of 
Martinu's Field Mass and the final double fugue, demonstrate 
Novak's technical maturity. He was always open to all new trends 
which he accepted or rejected according to his own feelings and 
without any respect for ideologies or current fashion. In this way 
he became acquainted with the principles of serialism and New 
Music at the turn of the 1960's. He adopted them only as he saw 
them appropriate to his purpose. The 12 tone system was used 
wisely and with wit in several compositions - for the first time in 
the middle movement of the Capriccio for cello and orchestra, in 
the lyrical Dulces cantilenae and with great mastery in the 
composition Passer Catulli for bass and nonet. However, he never 
became an apostle of serialism. In this period of his life he 
discovered attractive source of musical inspiration in his old love 
of Latin. This language was for him the source of musical poetry, 
which was reflected in a great number of vocal compositions in 
which the classical rhythm of Latin poetry was revived. Ancient, 
medieval and modern Latin texts [many of which he wrote 
himself] also influenced the formal scheme of the music as well as 
shaping its melody. Novak found his very personal musical 
language through this universal written language. His music never 
lacked creative invention, omnipresent humour and wit, so rare in 
an age of tragedies and dramatic changes. 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/novakj/index.html 

Nuñez-Navarrete Pedro (Español) 
IN MEMORIAM 
Pedro Núñez N avarrete 
(1906-1989) 
Don Pedro Núñez Navarrete no sólo se destacó como creador de 
más de cuatrocientas obras que abarcan composiciones 
sinfónicas, de cámara, para solistas instrumentales, para coros, y 
como destacado  profesor de Educación Musical, sino que además 
por su caballerosidad, bondad y sincera amistad por sus colegas y 
alumnos, ha dejado una imborrable huella de afecto entre todos 
los que tuvieron la suerte de conocerlo. 
Nació en Constitución el 3 de agosto de 1906 y murió en Santiago 
el 5 de enero de 1989. Inició sus estudios musicales en su ciudad 
natal y los completó en el Conservatorio Nacional de Música donde 
fue discipulo de Norman Fraser, Juan Reyes y Rosita Renard en 
piano; Pedro Humberto Allende en armonía y composición y 
Domingo Santa Cruz en Historia de la Música. 
En 1942 fundó la Sociedad Chilena de la Música, de la que fue 
presidente como también fue presidente del Círculo de Amigos del 
Coro Arsis XXI, Pedro Muñoz Navarrete y en varios períodos fue 
designado miembro del directorio de la Asociación Nacional de 
Compositores. Fue profesor universitario y por largos años fue 
docente del Liceo Barros Borgoño. 

Muchas de sus obras han sido estrenadas en Chile y algunas en el 
extranjero durante sus numerosos viajes por Sudamérica, 
especialmente Argentina, Uruguay y Brasil. En 1970 la Orquesta 
Sinfónica del Brasil estrenó su poema sinfónico “El Caballero de la 
Piel de Tigre”, bajo la dirección de Alceo Bocchino, 
en el Teatro Municipal de Río de J aneiro. Durante 1973 la Radio 
Televisión Francesa difundió audiciones especiales de su obra. En 
1988 recibió el Premio Arrau otorgado por el Consejo Directivo de 
la Corporación Arrau en Santiago. 
(M.V., Revista Musical Chilma, Año XLlIl, enero-junio, 1989, N° 
171, p. 141) 

Obrovska Jana (English) 
The work so for of the Prague composer Jana Obrovska (born 13 
September l930) is not very extensive, but shows concentrated 
approach towards her creation which has already become an 
important part of Czech contemporory music. She has devoted 
herself mostly to instrumental creation, having received excellent 
education in piano playing from B. Kabelacova-Rixova, in theory 
from Professor J. Ridkýyand ot Prague Conservatory from M.Krejci 
and E. Hlobil, professors of composition (1949-1955). Already her 
graduation composition, Piano Concerto n.1, revealed a creative 
talent. Concertant forms ore closest to Obrovska, because they 
suit her feeling for characteristic individuality of chosen 
instruments for which she manages to find new, often unknown 
planes. Her orchestral and chamber works do not solve only a 
purely compositional problem, given by unusual use of 
concertant-treated instruments, but also on attroctive 
expressional point, requiring innovation of known means. She 
devotes special ottention to compositions for guitar in which she 
strives for synthesis of modern-type invention with traditional 
guitar stylisation. Her creative work of many years in this sphere 
brought her valuable results and international successes of which 
let us recall at least the prize in the 1972 Concours international 
de guitarre in Paris for “Passocaglia und Toccata” for guitar. Her 
“Hommage a Bela Bartok” which became compulsory in the said 
Paris competition in 1975 has found o place in the repertory of 
European guitarists. In orchestral and chamber scores by 
Obrovska professionol critics appreciate their unusual colour 
imagination which underlines the effect of her typical lyrical 
meditative sections, suitably contrasted to lively, refreshing 
rhythms in harmonically bolanced and emotionally rich 
compositions. 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/comp/obrovska.htm 

Ochoa Luis (Español) 
Luis Ochoa. Caracas, 1959. Profesor Ejecutante de Guitarra con 
Rómulo Lazarde, en 1987, en la Escuela de Música Lino Gallardo. 
De 1989 a 1991 estudió con Walter Würdinger en la Academia 
Superior de Música y Arte Dramático de Viena. Ha realizado 
estudios de armonía y composición con Martín Vielma, Violeta 
Lárez, Francisco Rodrigo y Juan Carlos Núñez. 
Aunque se desempeña fundamentalmente como compositor y 
arreglista, ha realizado actividad de intérprete. Además, regenta 
cátedras de guitarra y análisis de formas musicales en el 
Conservatorio de Maracay. 
Obtuvo el Premio Municipal de Música de Caracas, en 1997, por su 
Concierto telúrico para guitarra y orquesta (1993) y el premio de 
composición para guitarra “Manuel Enrique Pérez Díaz”, en 1998, 
por Nocturno con palmeras, para orquesta de guitarras. 
Tiene ya un vasto catálogo dedicado al instrumento en muy 
diversas formaciones.  

Octaviano João (Español) 
OCTAVIANO GONÇALVES, JOÃO - (Compositor, pianista, director, 
y profesor). Nació en Porto Alegre el 22 de Abril de 1892, y murió 
en Río de Janeiro el 19 de Febrero de 1.962. Siendo muy joven se 
traslada a Río de Janeiro, matriculándose en 1911 en el Instituto 
Nacional de Música, donde fue alumno de Henrique Oswaldo 
(piano) y de Francisco Braga (armonía, composición, contrapunto 
y fuga, e instrumentación). En 1913 concluye los estudios de 
piano, obteniendo el Primer Premio y la Medalla de Oro.  
Cuando terminó los Estudios de Composición en 1918, ya había 
estrenado como compositor representando en 1914 un Trío y un 
Cuarteto para Cuerdas, además de otras piezas para Piano, Violín 
y Violoncelo. En 1922 fue premiado con un viaje a Europa por su 
Ópera “Poema de Vida”, puesta en escena el 2 de Noviembre de 
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1923, en el Teatro Lírico, de Río de Janeiro. Su Ópera “Iracema”, 
con Libreto de Tapajós Gomes , se estrenó el 16 de Abril de 1937, 
bajo la dirección del propio autor, en el Teatro Municipal de Río de 
Janeiro. Dio conciertos por varias ciudades de Brasil, exhibiéndose 
como pianista tambien en Buenos Aires (Argentina), yen 
Montevideo (Uruguay). 
Dio lecciones de piano, armonía superior e instrumentación. Fue 
docente libre del ente E.N.M.U.B., sucediendo a Francisco Braga 
en la Cátedra de Composición, cuando se aposento en 1938. 
Colaborador de varios periódicos, publicó también, entre otras 
obras didácticas, Puntos de Teoría Musical, 3 volúmenes, Curso de 
análisis armónica y construcción musical, 2 volúmenes, Técnica 
pianística, 2 volúmenes. 
Su obra se puede agrupar en: 
Obra Dramática: ( Poema da Vida; Iracema, ópera; Fernao Dias, 
ópera; Sonho de urna noite de luar, ópera. 
Música Orquestal: (Primeira sinfonía; A Vitória, poema sinfónico; 
A Boneca de lixo, bailado; O Príncipe de duas máscaras, bailado). 
Música de Cámara: (Trío; Quarteto). 
Música Instrumental: Para Piano (Cenas brasileiras; Danzas 
brasileiras; Estudos; As Margens do Paraiba; Variaçônes sobre un 
tema de Barroso Neto). Piano i violín: (Sonata). 
(Enciclopedia de la Música Brasileña: Erudita, Folclórica y Popular, 
Sao Paulo, 1977) 

Ogawa Takashi (English) 
Takashi Ogawa was born in Japan in 1960. At 17 he won first 
place in a guitar contest and was invited to perform with the 
Yokohama Orchestra. Fascinated by Western culture since his 
childhood, Takashi Ogawa was to see one of his dreams come true 
when he went to live in Europe. There he took courses with Hector 
Quine and also studied musical analysis and interpretation with 
Joan Kemp-Potter at the Guildhall School of Music in London. 
Having worked with Segovia in Grenada, then with Rafael Andia 
and François Martin at the École normale de Musique in Paris, he 
studied analysis, music history, and chamber music at the feet of 
the renowned Alberto Ponce. Takashi Ogawa has won awards in 
any number of musical competitions: the Carpentras and René 
Bartoli Concours Internationaux; first place in Alberto Ponce's 
class at the d'Aubervilliers – La Courneuve Conservatoire 
National; the Concours International Chanterelles and the 
Concours International of Île de France; and first place in the 
UFAM Concours International in Paris. Takashi Ogawa went on to 
study harmony and counterpoint with Gérard Castagnet, Jean-
Michel Bardez, and Pierrette Mari. When the time was ripe for 
Ogawa to undertake his first musical compositions, his works were 
immediately admired and performed in Paris, Japan, Brazil, the 
United States, the Near East, and Taiwan. In 1995, he would 
receive Japan's Takei Award for his Élégie pour la stèle d'un 
inconnu that Productions d'OZ now has the privilege of publishing. 
Takashi Ogawa's curiosity and musical inventiveness lead him to 
compose pieces in a wide variety of styles, ranging from the 
classical to the more contemporary. He is often commissioned to 
compose large works. And though many of his compositions are 
written for guitar, he writes for all sorts of instrumental 
combinations as well as for orchestra. He is equally enthusiastic 
whether composing practice pieces or chamber music with guitar 
or works for virtuoso performance. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216760.2.html 

Ogino Mutsuhito  (English) 
Mutsuhito Ogino was born in Osaka, Japan in 1981. At the age of 
18, he joined the Youth For Understanding student exchange 
program, through which he studied at Tremper High School in 
Kenosha, Wisconsin. During this exchange year, his first 
orchestral piece, View, was premiered by the high school 
orchestra, after which he was advised to pursue music 
composition at college in the United States. While preparing for 
two years with studies in English and applications to American 
universities, Mr. Ogino directed Ensemble Clover, the faculty choir 
in Doshisha University in Kyoto, Japan and worked as a violinist in 
the Izumi City Orchestra in Osaka. He was then accepted to study 
at Indiana University, Bloomington in 2003, where he has 
completed the first year of a Bachelor of Music degree in 
composition. 
Mr. Ogino's music explores the integration of traditional Japanese 

sound worlds with western musical environments including pop 
culture. He finds this collision of cultures parallels his own 
personal experience of living in the United States, resulting in a 
broadening of both his Eastern and Western perspectives and 
horizons. 
His primary teachers include Mr. Toyoharu Izumi in Osaka, and 
Mr. Garrett Byrnes, Dr. Cary Boyce, and Professor Don Freund in 
Bloomington, Indiana. He currently studies composition with 
Professor Sven-David Sandström and organ performance with 
Professor Larry Smith at Indiana University. (October 2004) 
Web: http://www.thenewstyle.org 

Ohana Maurice (English) 
(1914-1992) 
French pianist and composer. He studied in Barcelona, Paris and 
Rome (with A, Casella). As a concert player, he founded in 1947, 
in Paris, the Groupe Zodiaque. Main features of his musical 
language are a big freedom and ductility expressed through many 
forms and musical materials. He collaborated with N. Yepes in the 
building of a ten-string Guitar, used by him in many pieces. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Ohana Maurice (Français) 
Né le 12 juin 1913 à Casablanca, Maurice Ohana a fait presque 
toutes ses études musicales en France, tout en poursuivant ses 
études classiques. Il s’orienta quelque temps vers l’architecture 
qu’il abandonna pour se consacrer entièrement à la musique. 
Très jeune, il débute comme pianiste au Pays Basque où sa 
famille est fixée ; sa carrière reste prometteuse jusqu’à la guerre 
qui va l’entraîner loin du monde musical, mais aussi l’y ramener, à 
Rome où il est l’élève et l’ami d’Alfredo Casella à l’Académie 
Sainte-Cécile. 
Sitôt démobilisé, il se fixe à nouveau à Paris en 1946. C’est à 
cette époque que ses premières œuvres sont connues en France. 
Il fonde, avec trois amis, le “Groupe Zodiaque”, qui se propose de 
défendre la liberté d’expression contre les esthétiques 
dictatoriales alors en vogue. Et jusqu’à ce jour, il continue à faire 
sien le manifeste de ses combats de jeunesse. 
Des constantes profondes apparaissent dans son œuvre. Du 
Llanto por Ignacio Sanchez Mejias (1950) aux œuvres récentes, 
l’évolution tend vers une rigueur curieusement associée à une 
grande liberté d’allure, tant dans l’écriture que dans les rapports 
avec l’interprète. Résolument à l’écart des mouvements 
dodécaphoniques ou sériels, Maurice Ohana n’en a pas moins 
poursuivi une révolution dans l’élargissement des méthodes et 
l’exploration du son ainsi que des formes qui en résultent. 
Fidèle à ses origines andalouses, tout en élargissant leur essence 
musicale à des dimensions universelles, Maurice Ohana a 
progressé vers une synthèse où l’on retrouve les recherches et les 
préoccupations de la musique actuelle. Tout d’abord en ce qui 
concerne la gamme qu’il libère du carcan diatonique, du rythme 
qu’il tend à affranchir de la barre de mesure, et des techniques 
vocales qu’il ramène vers leurs vertus originelles, hors de 
l’emprise du bel canto. 
Pianiste dès son enfance, il a conservé une prédilection pour cet 
instrument, mais a aussi contribué à enrichir divers domaines 
instrumentaux, notamment la percussion, par des ouvrages 
comme le Silenciaire, les Quatre Études devenues un classique, 
des pièces pour la nouvelle guitare à dix cordes, ou des œuvres 
vocales telles que L’Office des Oracles pour trois groupes vocaux 
et instrumentaux, Cris pour douze voix ou Sibylle, pour voix, 
percussions et bande, qui révèlent un tempérament résolument 
novateur dans tous les domaines sonores. 
À partir de 1976, une série ininterrompue d’œuvres de grande 
envergure telles que L’Anneau du Tamarit pour violoncelle et 
orchestre, La Messe, Les Trois Contes de l’Honorable Fleur, opéra 
de chambre, Le Livre des Prodiges, pour grand orchestre, Les 
Douze études pour piano, etc… conduisent à cette somme qu’est 
l’opéra La Célestine créé le 13 juin 1988 au Palais Garnier avec le 
succès que l’on sait. 
D’autres ouvrages pour chœur et aussi pour orchestre suivront, 
comme le concerto pour violoncelle et orchestre créé par M. 
Rostropovitch et S. Osawa, affirmant une vitalité exceptionnelle 
qui ne semblait pas devoir tarir. Le dernier né, Avoaha, pour 
chœur, deux pianos et trois percussions, en témoigne. 
Maurice Ohana n’a jamais pratiqué l’enseignement et n’a pas 
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d’élève ; on peut toutefois le situer au centre d’un groupe de 
jeunes compositeurs venus d’horizons divers dont il suit de longue 
date les travaux et dont l’orientation, en affinité avec la sienne 
propre, constitue une confirmation de la validité de ses options 
originelles. On peut citer parmi eux Félix Ibarrondo, Ton-That 
Tiêt, Edith Canat de Chizy, Francis Bayer, André Bon, Guy Reibel 
et Nicolas Zourabichvili de Pelken. 
Maurice Ohana a reçu le Prix Italia en 1969, le Prix national de 
Musique en 1975, le Prix Honegger en 1982, le Prix musical de la 
Ville de Paris en 1983, et, en 1985, le Prix Maurice Ravel. En 
1991, il fut lauréat du Grand Prix de Musique Guerlain de 
l’Académie des Beaux-Arts. En 1992, il reçut le Prix de la SACEM 
pour la meilleure première exécution 1991. 
Il était depuis 1990 Président de l'Académie internationale 
Maurice Ravel à St-Jean de-Luz. Il était Chevalier de la Légion 
d’Honneur et Commandeur des Arts et Lettres. 
Maurice Ohana est décédé le 13 novembre 1992 à son domicile 
parisien. 
Web: http://www.mauriceohana.com/home.html 

Ohana Maurice (Italiano) 
(1914-1992) 
Compositore e pianista francese. Studia a Barcellona, a Parigi e a 
Roma (con A. Casella). Intrapresa la carrira di concertista, nel 
1947 costituisce a Parigi il Groupe Zodiaque. Il linguaggio di 
Ohana è improntato a una grande libertà e duttilità, che si 
esprimono nella scelta di molteplici forme e diversi materiali 
musicali. Collaborò con N. Yepes alla realizzazione di una chitarra 
a dieci corde per la quale scrisse in seguito un buon numero di 
brani. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Ohren Andrew (English) 
Andrew began the study of classical guitar when he was thirteen 
years old.  Douglas Murphy taught Andrew in weekly private 
lessons from 1990 through Andrew’s graduation from Skyline High 
School in 1995.  Leonard Wong encouraged Andrew in the study 
of jazz guitar and ensemble work with the flute during high 
school.  Preferring to stay close to home, Andrew began his 
college education at California State University, Hayward. There 
he won a scholarship in music and studied guitar under James 
Bertram. He left the San Francisco Bay Area in 1997 for isolated 
study in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. There he experimented 
with rock and folk guitar while maintaining a busy solo 
performance schedule. Andrew moved again in 1998 to the 
California coast. He studied guitar under Dr. Don Henriquez and 
Dr. Michel Walsh at California State University, Humboldt. Andrew 
has two CD recordings, Guitar and Further Experiences, which 
were produced in 1998-1999 and 2000 respectively.  In 2000, 
Andrew returned to the Sierras where he continues his study of 
classical guitar. He performs and teaches guitar in the areas 
surrounding his home in Portola, California. He has also traveled 
for performances in the San Francisco Bay Area; Salt Lake City, 
Utah; and Washington D.C. Andrew is an accomplished composer, 
creating works of contemporary music for many different 
arrangements.  
Web: http://www.andrewohren.com/ 

Olczak Krzysztof (English) 
Krzysztof Olczak, composer and accordion player, b. 26th May 
1956 in Łódź. He studied accordion with Włodzimierz Lech 
Puchnowski in the Music Academy in Warsaw (1975-79), and 
subsequently composition with Eugeniusz Głowski in the Music 
Academy in Gdańsk (honours degree in 1986). At present, he 
teaches an accordion class, conducts chamber ensembles and 
teaches a facultative course entitled “20th-century music 
performance practice” in the Music Academy in Gdańsk, where he 
also lectures in composition and instrumentation. For the last few 
years, he has also been the co-ordinator of the International 
Workshops of Contemporary Music for Composers and Performers, 
organised by the Gdańsk Academy. 
He has received numerous awards for his compositions,incl. 1st 
and 2nd prizes (1984) and again 2nd prize (1988) in the “Premio 
Citta di Castelfidardo” Competition for Composers in Italy, 1st 
prize in the National Competition for Works for Accordion in 
Rzeszów (1985). He has also frequently been awarded as an 
accordion player, e.g. during the International Accordion 
Competition in Auckland (New Zealand) – bronze medal in 1980. 

His other awards and distinctions granted for his artistic activity 
include: The Stanisław Wyspiański Artistic Award for Young Artists 
(1989), the Minister of Culture and Art Award (1993), the 
Individual Award of the Centre for Artistic Education (1992, 
1998). 
Krzysztof Olczak is an accordion player performing solo and in 
chamber ensembles (in Classical Accordion Duo), giving concerts 
in Poland and abroad (in Austria, Finland, Germany, Norway, 
Russia, Sweden, Slovakia, and Italy). His compositions have been 
presented at numerous festivals of contemporary music, e.g. 
Musik Biennale in Berlin, Internationale Studienwoche in 
Bonn, Musica Polonica Nova in Wrocław, Poznań Music Spring, 
the Warsaw Autumn, and others. 
Web: 
http://www.polmic.pl/index.php?option=com_mwosoby&id=202&
view=czlowiek&litera=17&Itemid=5&lang=en 
(2013) 

Oliva Julio César  (English) 
Mexican guitarist and composer, he was born in Mexico city in 
1947. He began his studies with his father. In 1964 he got 
accepted into the Escuela Superior de Musica and later on, in 
1966, into the National Conservatory of Music to study with 
Alberto Salas.  
Self taught in composition, Oliva uses a musical language that is 
based on the fusion of the Neo-Romantic and Neo-impressionist 
styles and in most cases, his compositions are based on literary 
works or paintings. He is the author of an extensive catalog of 
more than a hundred works for solo guitar, duet, trio, quartet, 
and guitar sextet, as well as diverse ensembles. 
Some of them have been published in: Guitar International, 
Gendai Guitar, Soundboard, Henry Lemoine, Ricordi, Music 
Publishers, Musikarf, Musical Ibero-American and GPS 
Publications. Of his discography one must mention: “Guitarra 
Mexicana”, “La guitarra en el mundo”, “Terceto de guitarras de la 
ciudad de Mexico”, “La guitarra de cristal”. 
His important career as a performer has granted him accolades in 
publications such as: “Guitar player”, “Classical Guitar”, “Gendai 
Guitar”, David Grimes (“Soundboard”), Leo Brouwer, Paco de 
Lucia, Robert J. Vidal, William Bay (Mel Bay Publications), Manuel 
López Ramos, Juan Helguera, Guillermo Flores Méndez, José 
Antonio Alcaraz and Juan Arturo Brennan. 

Oliver Barnaby (English) 
Composer/non-composer, guitarist/non-guitarist, occasional 
pianist, sound recordist, multimedia artist, sound artist.  
Born in Reading (UK), now residing in Melbourne. 
First loves were the sonic experiments of the Beatles, the Velvet 
Underground and 70's reggae. He studied music and sound in 
Cardiff and London. Began early on to specialise in 
electroacoustics and interactivity, using the IRCAM signal 
processing workstation (ISPW) during postgraduate studies at the 
“Royal College of Music”. 
Whilst at the RCM he began collaborating with 
saxophonist/composer Andy Visser on a series of works exploring 
notions of performance, including live appearances at the 
“Colourscape Festival” in Clapham, CADE 95 at Brighton 
University and the “South Bank Centre”, London. They were also 
involved in interactive cinema with Chris Hales of the “Royal 
College of Art”, resulting in showings in Cannes, Nagoya, Sheffield 
and London. The CD ROM “Twelve” (1994) is available from 
“Research Publishing”. 
Soon afterwards he began to incorporate lo tech analogue 
approaches, developing the lo-fi sonic experiments of his youth. 
He has developed a unique practice drawing on a diverse range of 
sources, from 60's experimentalists Alvin Lucier and LaMonte 
Young through to dub pioneers King Tubby and Lee Perry.A 
common theme is the use of sound as conveyor of hidden worlds, 
exploring physiological and environmental processes through the 
creation of sensitised fields.  
He is also a founder of the “Negative Records” record label, and 
keyboard/electronics player in “Venus Ray”. Their first LP “Chuck 
Berry vs IBM” was released in April 2001, with the second, “The 
World Woke Up Without Me”, out in Spring 2002, and a third in 
production for 2004. Also in production is a unique collaboration 
with legendary cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko, composer of the first 
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songs ever to be written in space (during an extended stay on the 
MIR space station). 
Web: http://www.myspace.com/barnabyoliver (2011) 

Olmo Walter (Italiano) 
Notizie sull’autore. 
Negli anni cinquanta, molti artisti - affermati e non- cercano di 
risvegliare interesse intorno alle proprie opere, riallacciandosi per 
lo più al percorso storico della tradizione culturale. Ma non tutti 
aderiscono a questa linea di condotta; alcuni rischiano l’anonimato 
in nome di un ideale che ritengono più meritevole di attenzione e 
fondato su due principi: sperimentazione e immaginazione. Su 
queste basi Walter Olmo (nato ad Alba il 28/11/ 1938), ha aderito 
al movimento per un Bauhaus immaginista; ne facevano parte 
filosofi, letterati, pittori, scultori, architetti, urbanisti. Sin dai primi 
lavori acustici Walter Olmo, non costruisce, sperimenta, non 
compone, assembla. La “Sinfonia longa” è costituita da un 
materiale manipolato ed elaborato per anni; uguale metodologia è 
usata in “Strombotti e Strombetti” ed in “Anima”. Tuttavia la 
distanza abissale di risultati sonori tra i propri lavori e la cultura 
musicale diffusa negli anni ’60, lo convinse a darsi una veste 
musicale professionale; Walter Olmo si è diplomato in pianoforte e 
composizione presso il conservatorio di Milano e si è perfezionato 
a Darmstadt con Stockhausen, Kegel, Xenakis, e all’Accademia 
Chigiana di Siena con Donatoni, Ferrara ed a Nizza all’Acc. Int. 
d’Èté con Oubradous. Una vasta conoscenza diretta del repertorio 
contemporaneo l’ha acquisita lavorando per le edizioni Suvini 
Zerboni. La visita e la conoscenza degli studi di fonologia di 
Milano, Colonia, Parigi, lo ha convinto a procedere infine, nell’ 
esplorazione delle possibilità acustiche, anche se al di fuori dei 
codici storici, sperimentando ed immaginando l’origine e 
l’evoluzione dei linguaggi semantici e simbolici, 
microritmici/atomistici; studiando anche le relazioni psicologiche 
degli eventi sonori nonché la formazione sperimentale del timbro. 
Nonostante l’esperienza creativa di Walter Olmo sia molto lontana 
dai risultati dei compositori della seconda metà del secolo, alcuni 
lavori sono stati eseguiti pubblicamente e/o premiati. (da “Suite 
per chitarra di Walter Olmo - Storia di un ritrovamento inattuale” 
di Angelo Colone) 

Olivieri Sangiacomo Elsa (Italiano) 
Cantante e compositrice moglie del compositore Ottorino Respighi, 
nata in Roma il 24-III-1894. Studiò pianoforte al Conservatorio di 
S.Cecilia a Roma con G.Sgambati, armonia e  contrappunto con R. 
Renzi e composizione con  Respighi, che sposò nel 1919. Compì 
tournées concertistiche come cantante, accompagnata al 
pianoforte dal marito. Nel 1969 diede vita a un Fondo Respighi per 
promuovere l'istruzione musicale in Italia. (Dizionario della musica 
e dei musicisti – Utet, 1988) 

Oram Peter (English) 
Peter Oram was born in Cardiff in 1947. He taught at a Steiner 
School in Wales, as class teacher and music teacher. Peter has 
first class degrees in both music and modern languages, together 
with an M Mus. in composition and and L.R.A.M. in classical guitar. 
He is also active in the literary field as a published novelist and 
poet, and has written several books of verse and music for 
educational use. Peter’s poetry and short stories have appeared in 
numerous magazines and anthologies. In 2004, he composed the 
music for Alex Barr’s music Swarm Fever which received its first 
performance in the same year. He has lived for many years in 
Pembrokeshire, but now spends much of his time in Germany. 
Web: http://www.literaturewales.org/writers-of-
wales/i/130112/desc/oram-peter/ (2016) 

Orsolino Federico (English) 
Federico Orsolino was born on January 1, 1918, at Genoa, Italy. 
He began his guitar studies when he was fourteen, later on he 
perfected his technique under the guidance of Maestro Carlo 
Palladino at Genoa. The Second World War interrupted his studies. 
1946 Orsolino resumed his artistic activity and pursued his studies 
with unwavering perseverance in order to enirich and refine his 
innate talents for interpretation. 
1948 he made his concert debut at Modena. Afterwards he gave 
recitals at Gqnoa, Milan, Bologna, Chiavari and in many other 
cities where he was wrrmly praised by the public as well as by the 
critics He disposes 'of a dazzling technical elegance which will, 

however, never sink into dull acrobatic exercises. Thus he will 
execute the most arduous passages with brilliant, yet easy fluency 
whereas his warm and caressing touch (without finger nails) 
enables him to render the camtilene passages with lyric delicacy. 
His interpretations are the result of serious and intelligent 
research work: following faithfully the creative idea of the various 
composers they are correct in technique and style. Yet they come 
forth from his knowing hands with such spontaneous facility that 
he will succeed in enchanting even the most pretentious audience. 
Federico Orsolino is particulary known as the promoter of the 
heptacordlic guitar (instrument with 7 strings on the key board) 
about which he has written several articles for the “Arte 
Chitarristica”, a review which is issued in Modena. He is even 
willing to appear publicly in order to explain his theories and to 
confirm them. 
Orsolino has written several precious compositions both for the 
sixstringed and the sevemstringed guitar and he has compiled a 
,,Guitar Method” for beginners, with special didactic ideas of his 
own. Masterly inspiration and melodious conception are the 
fundamental qualities of most of his compositions, which reveal 
the noble and generous spirit of the artist. His transcriptions, too, 
are of high artistic value and have nothimg to do with those 
horrible distortions of original texts which cannot but deform and 
falsify the primary essence of a composition. Orsolino's 
transcriptions, however, are ingenious elaborations of the original 
texts, skillful adaptions to the guitar, based on consciousness and 
faithful respect for the face of a composition as well as for its 
fundamental thought. Orsolino's ,,Guitar Method” is a skilful 
modernisation of the ancient Italian and Spanish methods and 
ought to be studied by every youmg guitarrist. 
Actually Federico Orsolino dedicates himself chiefly to composing 
and instructing and he is very successful with (his young and 
seriously working pupils who meed for their study the same 
technical and musical inspirations which are necessary for tihe 
study of the piano and the violin or any other instrument. 
(Giovanni Murtula, Genoa May 1962, Musikverlag V.Hladky, Wien) 

Ortega Jasús (Español) 
Jesús Ortega Irusta. Guitarrista y compositor. Es uno de los 
pilares de la escuela cubana de guitarra. Tiene en su haber obras 
destacadas como Concertante, para la computadora MW y banda 
magnética y Danza del adolescente ingenuo, entre otras. 
Nació en La Habana, Cuba el 15 de septiembre de 1935. Ingresó 
en 1953 en el Conservatorio Municipal de La Habana, donde 
estudió solfeo, con Sofía Serpa; teoría de la música, Nieves 
Blanco; armonía y morfología de la música, Serafín Pro; 
pedagogía de la música, Argeliers León; historia y estética de la 
música, Edgardo Martín; cello, Antonio Mompó; contrapunto y 
composición, Harold Gramatges; guitarra, Isaac Nicola, y los 
completó fuera del Conservatorio con Leo Brouwer, y «clases 
magistrales del guitarrista español Andrés Segovia y del 
venezolano Alirio Díaz. 
Inició su carrera artística en 1956 y formó dúo de guitarra con Leo 
Brouwer. Comenzó a trabajar como profesor asistente de Isaac 
Nicola. En 1959 fue nombrado director de la Banda de Música y 
director del Departamento de Arte del Ejército Oriental, asesor del 
Departamento de Conservatorios del Ministerio de Educación, jefe 
del Departamento de Conciertos, Orquestas y Bandas. 
Integró un trío de cámara con Enrique Castro, flauta y Osvaldo 
Cañizares, violín. En 1961 fue profesor de música de cámara y 
práctica de conjunto de instrumentos de viento del Conservatorio 
Municipal de La Habana; en 1968 asumió la cátedra de guitarra y 
es designado director del plantel. 
En 1974 pasó a trabajar como profesor de guitarra de la Escuela 
Nacional de Arte. En 1978 integró el claustro de profesores 
del Instituto Superior de Arte y desde 1985 dirige su 
departamento de guitarra. Integró dúo de piano y guitarra 
con Karelia Escalante y desde 1995 con María del Henar Navarro. 
Ha realizado transcripciones para la guitarra de obras escritas 
para lavihuela y el laúd. Desde sus inicios, en 1982, ha sido 
miembro de los concursos y festivales de guitarra de La Habana, e 
impartido clases magistrales 
en Canadá, Checoslovaquia, España, Yugoslavia, Alemania, Hungrí
a, Bulgaria, Polonia, Francia, Holanda, Grecia, URSS, Estados 
Unidos, México, Brasil, Martinica y Puerto Rico. 
Como compositor, Ortega hizo su primera obra en 1957: Danza 
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del adolescente ingenuo, de la cual hizo una versión para quinteto 
de viento; durante este período hizo una ingente labor de 
divulgación, junto a Leo Brouwer, de la música para guitarra en 
infinidad de recitales, la mayoría organizados por el Cine Club 
Visión, del que ambos eran miembros. Entre sus obras se 
destaca Picassiana núm. 1, obra en la que una cinta 
magnetofónica a varias pistas, procesada únicamente con material 
acústico guitarrístico, funciona a manera de gran orquesta sobre 
la ejecución en vivo de una parte concertante de guitarra. 
También ha creado para el cine y el modo en que se ha 
enfrentado a este trabajo lo analiza Leonardo Acosta, 
particularmente en el filme de Tomás Gutiérrez Alea, Una pelea 
cubana contra los demonios. Antes de realizar la filmación, su 
realizador, Gutiérrez Alea, discutió minuciosamente con el 
guitarrista y compositor Jesús Ortega sobre la música incidental 
del filme. Había que conjeturar y basarse en unos escasos datos 
historiográficos sobre lo que podrían tocar los grupos más o 
menos trashumantes del XVII cubano. 
Ortega hizo una impecable versión de obras de Gaspar Sanz para 
un grupo compuesto por vihuela, laúd, flauta recorder y tres 
tambores. Fue una experiencia de gran interés musicológico y de 
calidad artística, lograda tras múltiples ensayos y grabaciones 
Este trabajo de musicalización realizado por Ortega, sólo fue 
posible por su conocimiento de la música del vihuelista español 
del siglo XVII, Gaspar Sanz, de cuyas obras ha hecho excelentes 
transcripciones. Jesús Ortega ha realizado giras por 
México, Venezuela, Japón, Italia, Francia y la URSS. Dirige el 
conjunto de guitarras Sonantas Habaneras. 
Web: https://www.ecured.cu/Jes%C3%BAs_Ortega (2016) 

Ortolan Edson Tadeu (Italiano) 
Ha studiato musica e filosofia nella sua città dove è professore 
d’Orchestrazione e Storia della Musica. E’ collaboratore di 
MOVIMENTO, ed è socio della Società Brasiliana di Musica 
Contemporanea. La sua musica è espressione originale del 
linguaggio della nuova musica brasiliana, che fonde astrattezza e 
sperimentalismo, atonalismo, musica popolare ect. Le sue 
composizioni, dall’orchestra sinfonica alla musica da camera, sono 
state eseguite tutto il mondo. 

Orts José Antonio (English) 
Jose Antonio Orts, born in Valencia (1955), is a multidisciplinary 
artist working with sound, technology and objects. Orts studied at 
the Conservatory of Valencia (1985) and the School of Paris 
(1988). He studied music composition with Assemble Blanquer 
(1974-1985), Luciano Berio in Aix en Provence (1983), Iannis 
Xenakis in Salzburg and Delphi (1985), and Yoshihisa Taïra in 
Paris (1986-88). He expanded his practice in electro acoustic 
music while studying at the School Phonos of Barcelona (1984), 
the Center of Mathematique et Automatique Musical of Paris 
(1987) and in the Groupe of Recherche Musicale of Radio France 
(1988-1992). Orts was a visiting professor of composition and 
leader of a seminar on harmony, musical forms and composition 
in the Conservatory of Zaragoza (1985-1986) and in Valencia 
(1996-1997). His paintings were first shown in the University of 
Valencia (1991) and the Official School of Architects of Badajoz 
(1993). His light-sensitive sound installations were exhibited at 
the Foundation Maeght of Saint Paul de Vence and in the Ville 
Arson of Nice (1995), the Center of the Carmen of the IVAM, 
Valencia (1997), the Berliner Festival Neuer Musik (2000 and 
2002), the Institute Cervantes in Brussels (2002), Kryptonale 9 in 
Berlin (2003), the Center of Culture Ltd Nostra in Ibiza, 
Formentera and Palma (2004) as well as in Buenos Aires, Mexico 
DF, Guadalajarra and Montevideo. He received the Scholarship 
Endesa (1999) and the Scholarship of the Berliner 
Künstlerprogramm in Berlin (2000) where he was an artist in 
residence (2002 – 2003). His work is in major international 
collections in Germany, Holland, France (Central Pompidou in 
Paris) and Spain (the Foundation ARCH, IVAM of Valencia). He has 
received a number of prestigious international prizes including the 
Deutsche Klangkunst Preis (2004) and the first prize of the 
Biennial of Sculpture Riofisa (2005). 
Web: 
http://www.kurator.org/afterthenet/incl_contents/jose_ort
s.php (2009) 

Oteri Frank J. (English) 
Frank J. Oteri is a composer and music journalist based in New 
York City whose syncretic compositional style has been described 
as “distinctive” in The Grove Dictionary of American Music.  
His compositions include: Fair and Balanced, a saxophone quartet 
in quartertones premiered and recorded by the PRISM Quartet; 
Imagined Overtures, for rock band in sixth-tones recorded by the 
Los Angeles Electric 8; Love Games, settings of poems by 
Elizabethan sonneteer Mary Wroth premiered at SubCulture by 
the Young People’s Chorus of New York City conducted by 
Francisco Núñez; and Versions of the Truth, a 12-song cycle 
based on the poetry of Stephen Crane for dual-voiced singer and 
piano commissioned by the ASCAP Foundation Charles Kingsford 
Fund and premiered by Phillip Cheah and Trudy Chan (The Cheah 
Chan Duo). MACHUNAS, the performance oratorio inspired by the 
life of Fluxus-founder George Maciunas which Oteri created in 
collaboration with Lucio Pozzi, premiered under the direction of 
Donatas Katkus during the Christopher Festival in Vilnius, 
Lithuania in 2005.  
Other interpreters of Oteri’s music include pianist Sarah Cahill, 
harpsichordist Rebecca Pechefsky, guitarists Dominic Frasca and 
David Starobin, the Ray-Kallay Duo, Pentasonic Winds, Sylvan 
Winds, Magellan String Quartet, the Locrian Chamber Players, and 
Central City Chorus.  
In addition to his compositional activities, Oteri is the Composer 
Advocate at New Music USA and the Co-Editor of NewMusicBox, a 
web magazine he founded which has been online since May 1999. 
He is also the Vice President of the International Society for 
Contemporary Music (ISCM) and serves on the board of directors 
of the International Association of Music Information Centres 
(IAMIC). 
An outspoken crusader for new music and the breaking down of 
barriers between genres, he has written for numerous publications 
and is also a frequent radio guest and pre-concert speaker.  
Oteri is a graduate of New York City’s High School of Music and 
Art and holds a B.A. and an M.A. (in Ethnomusicology) from 
Columbia University where he served as Classical Music Director 
and World Music Director for WKCR-FM. He was the recipient of 
ASCAP’s Victor Herbert Award in 2007 and he received the 
Composers Now Visionary Award in 2018. 
Web: https://www.fjoteri.com/bio (2020) 

Otero Palacio Emilio (English) 
Santander, 1951 
The composer was trained as a pianist in Santander and Bilbao, 
he started studying composition with Miguel A. Samperio and 
gratuated in orchestral conducting in Madrid under A. García Abril, 
R. Alís and F. García Nieto. He practises  jazz music and has 
played with prestigiuos performers such as Horacio Icasto, Lou 
Benet, Carlos Carly, René Thomas, etc. He is teacher at the 
Professional Conservatory of Music “Jesús de Monasterio” in 
Santander, an activity which he combines with composing. (2000) 

Ott Daniel (English) 
Born 6.9.1960  
Ott was born in Grub (Appenzell/CH). In 1980 he received his 
diploma (piano), and now does a variety of teaching in the Basel 
and Graubunden regions. He is a member of independent theatre 
groups, street theatre companies, political theatre, and tours to 
villages with horse and cart. Between 1983 and 1985 he studied 
pantomime in Paris and London. From 1985 to 1990 he studied 
composition with Nicolaus A. Huber (Essen) and with Klaus Huber 
(Freiburg/Br.). In 1988 he organised a 677 hour consciousness-
raising marathon concert bringing the “Old Assembly” in Essen-
Werden to public attention. Music for stage and collaboration with 
actors, artists and film makers. Several of his works have been 
performed, amongst others by: Oslo World Music Days (1990) and 
Warsaw (1992), with “Ruhrworks” in New York (1989) as well as 
at Wittener New Chamber Music Days (1992/93). Since 1990 he 
has been artistic director of the festival “New Music Rümlingen”, 
and in 1993 he was co-founder of the music theatre group “The 
One and Only Capricious Mobile Theatre”.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Ourkouzounov Atanas (English) 
Ourkouzounov is a prolific Bulgarian composer resident in Paris; 
he is increasingly renowned for his imaginative and virtuosic 
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works for guitar. 
Atanas Ourkouzounov was born in Bulgaria in 1970. He began his 
musical studies in Sofia with Dimiter Deutschinov at the age of 16 
and in 1991 entered the Conservertoire National de Musique in 
Evreux, France, where he studied with Arnaud Dumond. After 
receiving a gold medal for his diploma in 1992, he was admitted 
to the Conservertoire National Superieur de Musique in Paris, 
where he studied with Alexandre Lagoya and Olivier Chassain. He 
has appeared as composer and performer in festivals throughout 
Europe. His works have been published by Edition Daminus 
(Germany), Edition Margaux (Germany), and Pizzicato Edizioni 
Musicali (Italy). 

Ourkouzounov Atanas (Italiano) 
Considerato una delle personalità più rappresentative della musica 
contemporanea bulgara, intraprende lo studio della chitarra a 
Sofia con Dimiter Doitchinov, perfezionandosi in seguito in Francia 
sotto la guida di Arnaud Dumond , Alexandre Lagoya e Olivier 
Chassain. Ammesso al Conservatorio Nazionale Superiore di Parigi 
, ottiene nel 1993 il diploma di chitarra con il massimo dei voti. 
Vincitore di importanti concorsi di composizione in Italia, Francia, 
Germania, Martinica, Atanas Ourkouzounov si produce in qualità 
di compositore ed interprete in numerosi 
Festival di musica riscuotendo ovunque consensi di pubblico e di 
critica. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Ourkouzounov Atanas (Français) 
Atanas Ourkouzounov est né à Bourgas (Bulgarie) et a vécu à 
Sofia où il a été initié à la guitare. Il poursuit ses études en France 
où il a comme professeurs Arnaud Dumond, Alexandre Lagoya et 
Olivier Chassain. Au sein du Conservatoire National Supérieur de 
Paris (d’où il sort en 1997 avec, à l’unanimité, un Premier Prix de 
guitare) il étudie la musique de chambre, l’analyse, 
l’ethnomusicologie et l’improvisation générative. 
Son activité de compositeur a été récompensée par plusieurs prix: 
Michele Pittaluga – Città di Alessandria (Italie 1997), Paolo 
Barsacchi (Italie 1997), Il fronimo – Suvini Zerboni (Italie 1998), 
Ciudad de Montevideo (Uruguay 1998) et Carrefour mondial des 
guitares (Martinique 1998). Ses oeuvres sont publiées aux 
éditions Doberman-Yppan (Canada), Henry Lemoine (France), 
Suvini Zerboni (Italie), Daminus (Allemagne), Margaux 
(Allemagne), Mel Bay (USA), D’Oz (Canada), Tuscany (USA).  
Plusieurs interprètes internationaux ont joué ses compositions 
dont, parmi eux, Shin-Ichi Fukuda, Alberto Vingiano, Pablo 
Marquez, Claudio Marcotulli, Trio de Cologne, Walter Zanetti, 
Fabio Zanon, Stanley Yates et Patrick Kearney. Il interprète ses 
oeuvres accompagné de la flûtiste Mie Ogura ainsi qu'avec le 
“Ourkouzounov Ensemble” accompagné de Mie Ogura (flûte), 
Alberto Vingiano (guitare) et Virginie Constant (violoncelle). Il a 
été invité dans plusieurs festivals dont, Chitarre dal mondo 
(Suisse), Nuits atypiques de Langon (France), Guitar Festival of 
Aarhus (Danemark), Festival Internazionale di Fermo (Italie), 
Festival Luigi Legnani (Italie), Festival d’Antony (France), Zevener 
Gitarrenwoche (Allemagne) et Gendai Guitar (Japon). En 2003 est 
produit le premier CD du “Ourkouzounov Ensemble” Contes des 
Balkans, entièrement consacré à sa musique, sous l’étiquette KLE 
(Italie). 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216761.2.html 

Paccagnini Angelo (Italiano) 
Angelo Paccagnini è nato a Castano Primo il 17 ottobre 1930. 
Ha completato gli studi musicali presso il Conservatorio “G. Verdi” 
di Milano diplomandosi in clarinetto (1953), composizione e 
direzione di musica corale (1954), composizione e strumentazione 
(1955). E’ stato allievo di B. Bettinelli (1953) ed ha lavorato, a 
partire dal 1958, con Maderna e Berio allo Studio di Fonologia 
Musicale della RAI di Milano che ha poi diretto dal 1969 al 1971. 
Dall’esperienza presso lo Studio di Fonologia Musicale, il passo per 
creare la prima cattedra di Musica elettronica italiana, presso il 
Conservatorio di Milano, è stato breve. Dal 1969 al 1980, da 
questa cattedra, ha insegnato, a numerose generazioni di giovani 
allievi, composizione e musica elettronica. Dal 1980 al 1983 ha 
diretto il Conservatorio di Mantova e, dal 1984 al 1989, quello di 
Verona. Dal 1989 è stato responsabile artistico 
al L.I.M. (Laboratorio di Informatica Musicale del Dipartimento di 
Scienze dell’Informazione dell’Università degli Studi di Milano) per 
i progetti musicali e multimediali. Nel 1963, con la compagna 

Carla Bianchi-Weber ha fondato e diretto il complesso Ars Antiqua, 
specializzato nell’esecuzione di musiche medioevali, rinascimentali 
e barocche. Per incarico dell’Accademia Filarmonica di Verona, nel 
1984, ha costituito e diretto l’orchestra femminile Nuova Armonia. 
Ha curato, con Carla Bianchi-Weber, numerose edizioni e revisioni 
di musiche di compositori dell’età medioevale, rinascimentale e 
barocca, testimoniate nelle raccolte discografiche edite da RCA-
Italia, Fonit-Cetra e PCC-Assisi. E’ stato curatore di alcuni cicli 
musicali per la Radio e la Televisione italiana: Musica, 
Musica, Musiche al tempo di Dante (con F. Ghisi), La musica 
moderna tra suono e rumore (con M. Mila). Dagli anni Settanta, 
ha tenuto numerosi seminari e conferenze in tutta Italia e 
all’estero. Dal 1953 le sue opere sono state rappresentate nei 
principali Festivals e teatri italiani ed europei (La Scala di Milano, 
La Fenice di Venezia, Varsavia, Parigi, Ostenda, Amburgo, 
Darmstadt, ecc.). 
Tra i riconoscimenti nazionali ed internazionali si ricordano 
il Premio Italia 1964 per l’opera radiofonica Il dio di oro e il 
premio Tribune Internationale des Compositeurs, a Parigi, nel 
1965. Ha tenuto numerosissime conferenze in Italia e in Europa 
sui problemi della Musica e sulla didattica musicale, in special 
modo sulla didattica musicale nella scuola dell’infanzia, 
testimoniate da scritti e atti di convegno, nonché da libri e brevi 
saggi. E’ scomparso il 2 luglio 1999 dopo una lunga malattia.  
Web: http://utenti.lycos.it/disarmonia/Paccagnini.htm 

Paine Bruce (English) 
Composer and guitarist. Bruce Paine commenced studies in 
performance guitar at the University of Auckland, School of Music 
in 1990. During this time Bruce became an auditioned Radio New 
Zealand recording artist. Graduating with an Honours Diploma he 
went on to successfully gain a place in the semi-finals of the 1995 
Shell Darwin International Guitar Competition and in later years 
toured England, France, Austria, the Czech Republic and New 
Zealand. In 1999 Bruce commissioned and later premiered the 
solo guitar suite Pioneer Spirit by New Zealand composer David 
Hamilton. 
In early 2007, shortly after a visit to the South Island's west 
coast, Bruce began writing his first solo guitar compositions 
inspired by New Zealand scenery. Shortly after completing the 
New Zealand Suite for Guitar he was invited to write a short 
composition to accompany a digital slideshow of underwater 
images by marine photographer Colin Gans. The piece, 
entitled Sea Life, was the catalyst for three more pieces to form a 
suite on the underwater theme. On completion of two more 
works, Finchdean and The Sea King's Daughter, Bruce premiered 
his work at a concert for the Classic Guitar Society of Auckland. In 
early 2008 he recorded his CD entitled Lateral Lines which has 
been described by New Zealand guitarist Gunter Herbig as ‘a 
wonderful achievement and a milestone for New Zealand guitar 
composition’. 

Palmieri Dante (English) 
Dante Palmieri's music is composed in a style that is accessible 
and fresh at the same time. Its structure is always apparent but 
never becomes an end in itself. He is adept at manipulating 
counterpoint and harmonic textures to clarify his musical ideas, 
and his work has an overall seriousness and maturity that is 
surprising for a composer of such a relatively young age. His 
music is definitely worth your close attention. ---John Guinn, 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music at Wayne State University 
and former music critic for the Detroit Free Press. 
Dante Palmieri (b. 1987) is an award-winning composer, 
clarinetist, and alleged pianist who has lived and studied in 
Southeast Michigan. His musical training began informally by 
learning to play guitar and piano as a child, though more 
structured training began when he joined concert band at age 11, 
playing the clarinet. He first studied music theory and attempted 
composition whilst in high school under direction of his clarinet 
instructor. This was prompted by a desire to understand the music 
in his variegated CD collection at a deeper level. This interest led 
him to study composition and music theory at Wayne State 
University under Dr. James Hartway and Dr. Karl Braunschweig, 
respectfully. 
After completing his undergraduate degree, he studied privately 
with Andrew Mead, former head of the music theory department 
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at University of Michigan. Mr. Palmieri also works as curatorial 
assistant for many of the art events in the Metro Detroit area. 
Outside of music, his interests include poetry, philosophy, and 
making espresso. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/DantePalmieri (2019) 

Palomo Lorenzo (English) 
Lorenzo Palomo is one of the most successful contemporary 
Spanish composers, both in his native Spain and abroad. Soon 
after his birth in Ciudad Real in 1938 his family returned to 
Córdoba, where he spent the first twenty years of his life. His 
work has been strongly influenced by Andalusian music, with its 
Jewish and Moorish elements and melismas. At a very early age 
he displayed unusual gifts, and wrote his first piano pieces, his 
first songs and his first choral compositions at the age of twelve. 
He studied piano and harmony in Córdoba, before entering the 
Barcelona Conservatory, where he studied composition with 
Joaquín Zamacois and piano with Sofía Puche de Mendlewicz. He 
graduated with honours in counterpoint and fugue and in 
composition. Awarded the Juan March Foundation Grant he 
travelled to New York, where he studied conducting under Boris 
Goldovsky. In 1973 he was appointed chief conductor of the 
Valencia Symphony Orchestra, conducting such renowned artists 
as Montserrat Caballé, Placido Domingo, Franco Corelli, Pilar 
Lorengar, José Iturbi, Misha Dichter, Rafael Orozco and Alexis 
Weissenberg. His performances as a guest conductor have 
included a concert in Geneva in 1976 with l’Orchestre de la Suisse 
Romande marking the centenary of Manuel de Falla.  
The great success in Manila, Philippines of his ballet The Legend of 
Mount Bangkay in 1980, which he himself conducted, led Palomo 
to reduce his conducting activities and concentrate on his work as 
a composer. This long period as a conductor had its positive side 
for the composer, since during those years Palomo forged and 
matured a personal style while his conducting work gave him in-
depth knowledge of the resources of the orchestra. His Spanish 
Songs, given their first performance by Montserrat Caballé at the 
Carnegie Hall, New York, in 1987, are known world-wide. The 
world première in Berlin in January 1996 of his Andalusian 
Nocturnes for guitar and orchestra marked the hitherto greatest 
success of Palomo’s career. The work was performed by Pepe 
Romero and the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra under the 
baton of Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos.  
In 1999 Lorenzo Palomo won a competition organized by the 
Rochester Academy of Medicine (University of Rochester, New 
York) to celebrate its Centenary. A commissioned piano trio had 
its première at the Rochester Academy of Medicine in November 
2000. In June 2001 Palomo achieved a new outstanding success 
with the world première of his Cienfuegos Concerto for four 
guitars and orchestra. This work was commissioned by the Society 
of Composers of Spain. On this occasion it was performed at the 
Teatro de la Maestranza in Seville by the Romeros Guitar Quartet 
and the Seville Royal Symphony Orchestra conducted by Rafael 
Frühbeck de Burgos. December 2002 brought the successful world 
première of Lorenzo Palomo’s suite-fantasy for soprano, clarinet 
and orchestra, Cantos del alma, performed in Barcelona by the 
Barcelona Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Jesús López 
Cobos.  
Web: http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/12891.htm 

Palumbo Massimo (Italiano) 
Nato a Milano nel 1965, inizia gli studi musicali sotto la guida di 
Alberto Mozzati e poi di Anita Porrini e si diploma in Pianoforte al 
Conservatorio G. Verdi di Milano con il massimo dei voti e la lode. 
Parallelamente inizia gli studi di composizione sotto la guida del 
maestro Molfino e direzione d’orchestra con il maestro Sir Charles 
Mackerras presso l’Accademia Reale di Londra e Howlorski presso 
il conservatorio di Varsavia. 
Invitato a Tel Aviv come il più giovane talento pianistico italiano, 
frequenta due stage con Artur Rubinstein in seguito ha studiato 
con Martha Argerich, Jean Micault e ha frequentato corsi di 
perfezionamento con Daniel Bairemboim. Vince moltissimi 
concorsi internazionali, fra i quali: “Unicef per il mondo” (1983), 
primo premio a Stresa (1986), Musica da Camera a Capri (1987), 
secondo premio, con primo non assegnato ed il premio speciale 
per la sonata di Beethoven al Ferruccio Busoni di Bolzano (1987), 
primo premio “Giovani Solisti” di Monaco di Baviera (1991). 

Come solista e direttore lavora con le più prestigiose orchestre 
europee (Opera de Paris, Bayerische Rundfunk, Orchestra 
nazionale di Spagna, Orchestra Sinfonica di Stoccarda, 
Staatkapelle di Dresda, Wiener Kammer Orkest ed altre) ed è 
protagonista di tournée in Argentina, Brasile, Giappone, Sud 
Africa, Spagna, Francia e Germania. Collabora con artisti di fama 
mondiale, come Pierre Amoyale, Victor Tretiakov, I Solisti della 
Scala e i Solisti Veneti, ecc. 
È attualmente considerato dalla critica e dal pubblico tra le più 
importanti realtà pianistiche e direttoriali della sua generazione ed 
il suo vasto repertorio, come direttore, spazia dal barocco al 
contemporaneo con un occhio di riguardo all’opera italiana 
dell’800, e delle composizioni beethoveniane.  
Dal 2000 è direttore artistico e musicale della United Europe 
Chamber Orchestra che ha al suo attivo, oltre a numerose 
partecipazioni in Italia ed all’estero, otto stagioni stabili presso la 
Sala Verdi del Conservatorio di Musica di Milano e la rassegna 
dedicata ai “Capolavori di Musica Sacra” eseguite nelle più 
suggestive chiese milanesi. Nel 2003 porta la UECO ad esibirsi in 
una lunga tournée in tre capitali della cultura musicale europea: 
Milano, Vienna (Konzerthaus) e Berlino (KMS  Philharmonik).  
Ha registrato più di 60 CD e DVD con le case discografiche RCA, 
Chandos, Arts (F.J. Haydn: integrale dei concerti per pianoforte e 
orchestra), Foit Cetra, Dynamic, Nuova Era. Ha vinto per due anni 
di seguito il primo premio nazionale della critica discografica 
italiana.  
Il 30 giugno 2008 è stata invitato insieme alla violinista Suela 
Mullaj alla Carnegie Hall di New York riscuotendo un grande 
successo di pubblico e critica.  
(Curriculum vitae, 2009) 

Palumbo Onofrio (Français) 
Onofrio Palumbo est né en Sicile en 1954 et joue ses premières 
gammes dès l'âge de huit ans. Après une première initiation à la 
guitare classique, il est attiré, comme beaucoup d'autres, par la 
guitare des années soixante et septante. Amoureux de dessin et 
de peinture, il s'y consacre pendant plusieurs années avant de 
revenir à ses premières amours: la guitare, la musique... Il crée 
un cours basé sur l'initiation directe de l'instrument, qui attire de 
nombreux élèves. Guitariste-compositeur, il a enregistré et 
produit plusieurs CD : “KAOS” (G.O.P. A1), “VANO RICORDO” 
(G.O.P. A2), et “FANTAISIE D'AOÛT” (G.O.P. A3), dans lesquels il 
interprète, notamment, sa propre musique. 
Web: http://www.bayard-nizet.com/Palumbo_en.html (2010) 

Papas Sophocles (English) 
(1893-1986) 
Greek guitarist and teacher; emigrated to US in 1914; became 
established in Washington where he founded the Washington 
Guitar Society. Directed the Columbia School of Music from 1922; 
author of a method and editor for Columbia Music. As publisher 
(Columbia Music Corp.) he produced numerous transcriptions. 

Pappalardo Emanuele (Italiano) 
(Catania, 1954) Ha studiato Composizione, Musica Corale e 
Direzione di Coro con F. Razzi, S. Rendine, G. Kirschner; 
Composizione Elettronica con M. Lupone; Chitarra con A. Ferraro. 
All'attività di compositore affianca interessi musicologici con parti-
colare attenzione alla produzione vocale tardo-rinascimentale. È 
autore di un testo analitico, in corso di pubblicazione sul 
madrigale tra cinque e seicento. 

Parac Frano (English) 
Frano Parac (Split, 11 May, 1948) graduated in music theory 
(1972) and composition (1975, in the class of Stanko Horvat) 
from the Zagreb Academy of Music and then went to Italy 
(1977/78) to study with Marino Zuccheri at the Studio di fonologia 
musicale della RAI in Milan. From 1972-1977 he taught at the 
Blagoje Bersa Music School. Since 1978 has been teaching at the 
Academy of Music in Zagreb, where from 1985-1987 he was also 
the Dean, and nowadays is a full professor in the Department of 
Composition and Theory of Music. Until 1977, when he wrote 
Metamorphoses for baritone and chamber ensemble, Paraæ’s 
music was oriented toward contemporary musical language, but it 
was at the same time governed by an Apollonian interpetation of 
music, in which “Parac was primarily interested in sound, form 
and play.” In this period particular mention ought to be made of 
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his compositions Oboe Somerso for mezzosoprano, oboe and 
chamber orchestra and Ed e subito sera for three groups of 
singers and symphony orchestra. The latter already indicates 
some limitations which Paraæ will later increasingly impose upon 
him (on the acoustic, expressive and formal level) “to find in 
those ‘aggravated conditions’ a maximum concentration of 
expression for each new work.” These are to be found “in sound 
homogeneity as well as in the simplicity of musical organisation 
and the economy of media with which the organisation is 
produced” (Eva Sedak). The reduction of the musical material and 
the obsession with all aspects of repetitiveness may remind us of 
minimalism - but Paraæ goes on: he does not hesitate to use 
legible symmetric forms, clear harmonies, short and simple 
diatonic sequences, thus bringing his music to an interesting and 
uncertain point at which everything is both new and familiar. This 
is most evident in the following Parac’s works: Collegium Vocale 
for 6 singers a cappella (fist performed at the Zagreb Music 
Biennial 1979 by the Collegium Vocale Köln), Music For Strings 
(since the first performance in 1980 by the Zagreb Soloists, 
performed about 200 times all over the world), Sarabande for 
symphony orchestra (first performed in 1982 by the Slovene 
Philharmonic, conducted by Uroš Lajovic), Music For Strings And 
Harpsichord (also performed many times by the Zagreb Soloists, 
among others also at the opening concert of the Zagreb Music 
Biennial 1983) and above all in his ballet Carmina Krležiana (first 
performed in 1985 at the Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb), a 
musical vision of the poetic world of Miroslav Krleža, one of major 
Croatian writers. This work, in a way, synthesises Paraæ’s 
creative development and clearly proves his style to be unique in 
the recent Croatian music. Parac also wrote music for the opening 
of the 14th Winter Olympic Games in Sarajevo and incidental 
music of The Desert by Ranko Marinkoviæ and King Gordogan by 
Radovan Ivšiæ, both performed in Zagreb. He won several high 
awards: Seven Secretaries SKOJ Youth Award for Ed è subito sera 
(1975), Josip Slavenski Award for Collegium Vocale (1979), HAZU 
Award for the Missa Maruliana (1993), Meðugorje Award for 
Pacem (1994) and twice Porin Awards – for Sarabanda (1993) and 
for String Quartet (1996). 
Web: http://www.mic.hr/MIC.786850:INDIVIDUALS:46751:12,ID 

Paradiso Vito Nicola (Italiano) 
Nato nel 1964 a Santeramo (Bari), si è diplomato in chitarra nel 
1987 in qualità di privatista con il massimo dei voti e la lode 
presso il Conservatorio “E. R. Duni” di Matera.  Successivamente 
ha maturato la sua formazione artistica con tre grandi Maestri 
della chitarra come Alirio Diaz, Alberto Ponce e Oscar Ghiglia. E 
risultato vincitore in numerosi Concorsi nazionali ed Internazionali 
fra i quali M. Giuliani di Bari, Petrini-Zamboni di Cesena, G. B. 
Pergolesi di Napoli, XXVII° Concorso Internazionale di Milano, N. 
Fago di Taranto, M. Donia di Messina, Rovere d’oro in Liguria e 
molti altri. 
Ha tenuto concerti in Italia, Francia, Germania, Scozia, Svizzera, 
Ungheria e Irlanda esibendosi in prestigiose sale da concerto di 
città d’arte come Roma (Accademia di Spagna), Parigi (Universitè 
de Paris), Firenze (Salone Brunelleschi e Chiesa di Dante), 
Edimburgo (St. Cecilia Hall), Dublino (National Concert Hall), 
Padova (Sala Rossini), Ravello (Villa Rufolo), Ferrara (Sala 
Estense). 
In ambito cameristico ha fatto parte di diversi ensemble dal duo 
con il flauto, il violino, l’arpa, il canto, le percussioni sino al 
quintetto con archi, inoltre ha collaborato con artisti argentini 
quali il chitarrista-compositore Oscar Roberto Casares e la 
soprano Beatriz Fornabajo. 
Già docente di Conservatorio, è autore di diverse pubblicazioni 
didattiche fra cui la il fortunatissimo metodo di base (record di 
vendite) LA CHITARRA VOLANTE diviso in tre volumi con CD 
minus-one. 
E’ molto apprezzato come arrangiatore di diversi generi musicali, 
nel 2005 ha fondato la “Movie Orchestra” un ensemble di giovani 
musicisti che esegue solo ed esclusivamente Musiche da film. Per 
la sua originalità nell’arco di due anni ha registrato un CD e tenuto 
decine concerti in Italia e all’estero riscuotendo un notevole 
successo di pubblico e di critica. Nel 2000 ha ideato il Magnificent 
Christmas Show di cui ne è il Direttore Artistico e che vede la 
partecipazione di 400 bambini di coro e 100 ragazzi di orchestra 
esibirsi in un grande spettacolo con ospiti di livello internazionale. 

Web: http://www.myspace.com/vitonicolaparadiso (2010) 

Paraskevas Apostolos (English) 
(b.1964) 
Born in Greece, Paraskevas holds a doctorate, d.m.a. in 
composition from Bston University. His compositions include 
works for chamber orchestra, concertos, symphonic pieces, works 
for solo instruments, and electronic music. Described by Lukas 
Foss as an “extremely gifted guitarist-composer”, Paraskevas' 
Chase Dance has been recorded by David Starobin. 

Pardo-Tristán Emiliano (Español) 
Nació en Santiago de Veraguas, Panamá. Hizo estudios en el Real 
Conservatorio Superior de Música de Madrid, España (1978-1985) 
con el catedrático José Luis Rodrigo en Madrid y José Luis 
González en Alcoy, Alicante. Es graduado del Instituto Nacional de 
Música de Panamá (donde posteriormente trabajó como docente) 
y del programa de maestría en música de la Universidad de 
Temple, Filadelfia. En Temple ha estudiado guitarra con Ricardo 
Cobo, composición con el Dr. Maurice Wright y teoría con la Dra. 
Cynthia Folio. En la actualidad termina un doctorado en 
composición musical como alumno becado. Pardo-Tristán, ha 
asistido a cursos de composición en el Festival de Córdoba con el 
maestro cubano Leo Brouwer, el Instituto de Investigación y 
Coordinación Electroacústica (IRCAM) en París con Jonathan 
Harvey y Girard Grissé, el Instituto de Directores de Orquesta de 
Carolina del Sur y recientemente en el Carnegie Hall de Nueva 
York con el maestro Piere Boulez. Desde 1996 frecuenta las clases 
maestras ofrecidas en el Conservatorio Peabody de Baltimore por 
el reconocido guitarrista Manuel Barrueco. Además ha asistido a 
seminarios de guitarra en España con Demetrio Ballesteros, Pepe 
Romero y José Tomás; y en Martinica con Costas Cotsiolis.  
Su obra para trío de guitarras es parte del repertorio del 
Philadelphia Classical Guitar Trio (grabada en su primer CD); Trio 
Cadenza, de Bélgica, y Trio Gandhara de Uruguay. “El Tambor de 
la Agonía”, para guitarra sola y basada en el conocido tema del 
Tambor de la Alegría, fue grabada recientemente por la guitarrista 
costarricense, Judith De la Asunción Romero, en su primer CD. El 
“Concerto Grosso Alla Fiesta”, obra para grupo de música popular 
latina y orquesta sinfónica, ha sido interpretada por la 
Philadelphia Classical Symphony, Delaware Symphony, Grand 
Rapid Orchestra de Michigan y Jackson Symphony Orchestra de 
Tennessee, con el grupo “Latin Fiesta” como solistas.  
Pardo-Tristán ha dado recitales en Panamá, Martinica, Austria y 
Estados Unidos. Actualmente se desempeña como docente en 
Filadelfia en la Universidad La Salle y el Conservatorio Bryn Mawr. 
Es el fundador del Encuentro Internacional de Guitarra en Panamá 
y director artístico del Círculo Panameño de Guitarra. Es miembro 
de The American Music Center, Society of Composers, American 
Composers Forum, Society of Music Theory y Broadcast Music, 
Inc. (BMI). 
Web: http://www.fermatapub.com/biografia.asp 

Paredes Roxana (English) 
Roxana Paredes was born in Rosario, Argentina and showed an 
interest in the guitar from an early age. His aunt, Virginia Taibi, a 
guitar and piano professor, was his first teacher. Afterwards she 
completed her formation as a guitarist in the School of Music of 
the Faculty of Humanities and Arts of the National University of 
Rosario (UNR) with Inés Panero de Zemp.  
She left this school with the diploma of Graduate and National 
Teacher of Music, specialty Guitar, and later she has made 
advanced studies with Graciela Pomponio and functional 
mechanical training with Liliana Ardissone. 
She is now a guitar teacher and a researcher in guitarist injury 
prevention and guitar performance improvement in the same 
School, and is taking composition lessons with the composer 
Edgar Ferrer. Roxana Paredes is co-founder of the Center of 
Guitar Studies of the School of Music of the UNR, and participates 
writing articles since 2009 in the magazine “Pensando en Seis 
Cuerdas”, published by this Center. 
She has published research papers in diverse thematics in 
scientific meetings carried out in La Plata (2006), Villa María, 
Córdoba (2007 and 2009) and Rosario (2008 and 2010). She had 
performed in numerous occasions like soloist or integrating 
chamber groups in Rosario and Buenos Aires. 
Roxana Paredes has composed music for solo guitar, as well as 
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duets and chamber music. One of her works was included in the 
CD “Guitarristas de Rosario”, released by the Rosario Town Hall. 
Spanish guitarist Pedro Jesus Gómez performed the absolute 
premiere of the guitar version of her work “Camino Crítico” in July 
2003, and the Suite “Canciones de Amor y Desamor” in March 
2011. (March 2011) 

Paredes Roxana (Español) 
Nació en Rosario, Argentina. 
Realizó sus primeros estudios de guitarra con la profesora Virginia 
Taibi. Luego completa su formación como guitarrista en la Escuela 
de Música - Fac. de Humanidades y Artes de la Universidad 
Nacional de Rosario con la profesora Inés Panero de Zemp.  
Egresa como Licenciada y Profesora Nacional de Música, 
especialidad Guitarra. Ha hecho estudios de perfeccionamiento 
con la profesora Graciela Pomponio y de entrenamiento mecánico 
funcional con la profesora Liliana Ardissone. Actualmente realiza 
sus estudios de composición con el Mtro. Edgar Ferrer. 
Se desempeña en la actualidad como docente en la cátedra de 
guitarra y como investigadora en la temática de prevención de 
lesiones y mejoramiento del rendimiento guitarrístico en la misma 
Escuela. 
Es cofundadora del Centro de Estudios Guitarrísticos de la Escuela 
de Música de la UNR. Desde el año 2009 participa publicando 
artículos en la Revista Pensando en Seis Cuerdas editada por 
dicho Centro de Estudios. 
Ha publicado trabajos de investigacion en diversas temáticas en 
reuniones científicas realizadas en La Plata (2006), Villa María, 
Córdoba (2007 y 2009) y Rosario (2008 y 2010). 
Ha realizado numerosas presentaciones como solista o integrando 
grupos de cámara en Rosario y Buenos Aires. Ha compuesto obras 
para guitarra solista, dúos y grupos de cámara.  
Una de sus obras fue incluída en el CD “Guitarristas de Rosario”, 
editado por la Municipalidad de Rosario. El guitarrista español 
Pedro Jesús Gómez realizó el estreno absoluto de la versión para 
guitarra de su obra “Camino Crítico” en julio de 2003  y la “Suite 
de Canciones de Amor y Desamor” en marzo de 2011. (Marzo 
2011) 

Parodi Mario (Español) 
Mario Parodi es un personaje insólito: nació en 1917 en Estambul, 
hijo de padres italianos que se encontraban trabajando en dicha 
capital. Desde temprana edad se inclinó fuertemente por la 
música y los padres lo enviaron a estudiar piano, única alternativa 
posible en esos tiempos en Estambul. Dio la casualidad que un 
conjunto de tangos  integrado por varias guitarras, acertó a pasar 
por la ciudad y Mario los escuchó. De inmediato quedó prendado 
de la guitarra y a partir de ese momento no quiso tocar otra cosa 
que no sea dicho instrumento. Los padres estaban desesperados 
porque en toda la ciudad no había un solo profesor de guitarra. 
Así que Mario tuvo que estudiar por su cuenta. Aislado sin 
contacto alguno con la literatura guitarrística echó mano a lo que 
se encontraba a su alcance, las obras pianísticas. Las partituras 
de piano fueron tocadas por Mario Parodi con la guitarra y de allí 
en más se dedicó a tocar las más tradicionales obras del 
repertorio pianístico. 
Siempre soñaba Parodi con conocer ese país, la Argentina, que en 
sus sueños era el paraíso guitarrístico de donde habían venido los 
integrantes de ese conjunto de tangos. 
Pudo cumplir su sueño cuando, luego de realizar numerosas giras 
por Turquía, Grecia y otros países de Europa, se embarcó para la 
Argentina. Aquí se presentó, con relativo éxito, pues no era bien 
visto tocar obras de piano en guitarra. Pero tuvo éxito en otros 
aspectos de la vida al conocer a quien sería su esposa y luego 
vivir felizmente casado y tener una hija a quien bautizaron con el 
nombre de Silvia. La hija siguió los pasos del padre, tocando la 
guitarra, como solista y a dúo con su padre.  
Mario Parodi falleció a una temprana edad, 53 años, en el año 
1970. 
Web: http://www.guitarraldia.com.ar/marioparodi.html 

Parotti Sergio (English) 
He was born in Buenos Aires. He studied in “Juan José Castro” 
and “Manuel De Falla” Conservatories. He studied composition 
(Maestro Enrique Cipolla, 12.26.1929-01.30.1994), Violin, Viola, 
Horn and Piano. His catalogue consist of 284 works, many of them 
recorded, played in concerts and international festivals. 

Between your last premieres: Flute Concerto #2, op. 136; 
ARGRES 4, op. 196, for Orchestra; Adagio op. 201, for String 
Orchestra; Scherzo op. 194, for Violin and Orchestra; Symphony 
#2, op. 189; ARGRES 7, op. 271, for Orchestra; Violin Sonata #4, 
op. 144; Capriccio #8, op. 65, #1 and Sonata #4, op. 190, for 
Violin alone; Piano Sonata #4, op. 104; Piano Trio #2, op. 135; 
Trio op. 233, for Clarinet, Bassoon and Piano; Flute Quartet #3, 
op. 266 and Guitar Sonata #5, op. 131. Between your next 
premieres: Guitar Sonatas #4, op. 100 and #6, op. 148; 
Saxophone Quartet op. 161; Trumpet Concerto op. 180b; Adagio 
op. 237a, for Violin and String Orchestra and Piano Concerto #3, 
op. 242. 
Violist. Member of Lanús Chamber Orchestra and GIACOBBE 
String Quartet, where develop a job of research, study and 
diffusion of the argentine music, classical and tango. 
Web: http://sergioparotti.webdelamusica.com/ 

Parra Violeta (Italiano) 
Violeta Parra nasce a San Carlos, regione di Chillàn, nel sud del 
Cile, il 4 ottobre 1917. Il padre Nicanor è professore di musica, la 
madre Clarisa Sandoval contadina, cantante e chitarrista. La 
famiglia ha nove figli, alcuni dei quali, soprattutto Violeta e il 
fratello Nicanor, destinati in seguito a farsi un nome in campo 
artistico e letterario.  A nove anni Violetta inizia a cantare e a 
suonare la chitarra, a dodici anni compone le sue prime 
canzoni. Nel 1932 si trasferisce a Santiago per frequentare la 
Escuela Normal, ma due anni dopo lascia gli studi e si unisce ai 
fratelli Eduardo, Hilda e Roberto nella loro attività musicale. I 
Parra danno i loro spettacoli nei “boliches”, osterie dei quartieri 
popolari. Nel 1938 si sposa con Luis Cereceda, operaio nelle 
ferrovie e vince un concorso di poesia. L’anno seguente nasce la 
figlia Isabel. Nel 1943 la coppia si trasferisce a Valparaiso, dove 
nasce Angel e dove Violeta continua la sua attività canora. L’anno 
seguente si unisce ad una compagnia teatrale, nella quale recita e 
canta con lo pseudonimo “Violeta de Mayo”. Vince un concorso di 
canto al Teatro Baquedano di Santiago. Questo successo la 
convince a ritornare nella capitale, dove si esibisce in un caffè 
concerto. Nel 1948 si separa da Luis e incide alcuni dischi con la 
sorella Hilda. L’anno seguente si sposa con Luis Arce, dal quale 
avrà le figlie Carmen Luisa nel 1950 e Rosita Clara nel 1953. Nel 
1952 su pressione del fratello Nicanor, poeta già affermato, 
comincia a raccogliere canti popolari nelle campagne e a proporli 
ad un pubblico sempre più vasto. Il 1953 è l’anno cruciale. Violeta 
incide “Casamiento de negros” e “Que pena siente el alma”, due 
canzoni che le danno una grande popolarità. Impara a suonare il 
guitarron da don Isaìas Angulo e tiene diversi recitals organizzati 
da Pablo Neruda. Contemporaneamente conduce un programma 
alla radio nazionale. Compone canzoni basati su moduli popolari e 
nel 1954 è proclamata migliore cantante folk dell’anno. Parte per 
l’Europa, partecipa a festival in Polonia, Unione Sovietica, Gran 
Bretagna e Francia, dove si ferma per due anni e incide i suoi 
primi LP per l’etichetta “Chantes du Monde”. Durante la sua 
permanenza in Europa muore la figlia Rosita Clara. Nel 1956 
ritorna a Santiago e incide un LP di canzoni folkloristiche. Nel 
1958 comincia la sua attività nel campo delle arti figurative, 
dapprima modellando su ceramica e poi dipingendo quadri. Scrive 
inoltre le sue “Décimas Autobiogràficas”. In questo periodo gira il 
Cile da nord a sud, invitata dalle università delle maggiori città del 
paese.  L’accompagnano i figli Isabel e Angel, con i quali forma un 
sodalizio artistico che durerà fino alla sua morte. Riprendono i 
viaggi in Europa e in tutto il Sud America. Ormai si ferma a 
Santiago per brevi periodi, subito chiamata in nuovi paesi per 
concerti, lezioni universitarie ed esposizioni. Nel 1964 viene 
allestita una mostra delle sue opere (dipinti e sculture) al Louvre e 
diventa la prima artista latino-americana ad esporre 
individualmente nel più prestigioso museo d’arte del 
mondo. Incide ancora molti dischi, in giro per il mondo. Di ritorno 
a Santiago fonda un centro di ricerca sul folklore e sull’arte 
popolare. Nonostante la sua popolarità si dibatte in ristrettezze 
economiche, poiché tutti i suoi guadagni vengono utilizzati nel suo 
lavoro di ricerca. Vive in una tenda dove ospita anche la sede del 
centro. Muore suicida il 5 febbraio 1967, a 49 anni. 
Web: http://gastibelza.altervista.org/parra/violeta.htm 

Parrado Javier (Español) 
Javier Parrado estudió en el Conservatorio Nacional de La Paz, es 
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miembro de la Orquesta Experimental de Instrumentos Nativos y 
profesor del Conservatorio Nacional de Bolivia. Algunas de sus 
composiciones para solista, grupos de cámara y música 
electroacústica han sido grabadas en discos. 

Parsch Arnost (English) 
Arnost Parsch, born on 12 February 1936 at Bucovice, started 
with professional studies of composition relatively late. He joined 
the composition class of the Janacek Academy of Arts in Brno as a 
man of 27 years, economist by profession who, nevertheless, had 
already knowledge of theory and bases of composition, acquired 
by autodidactic study of 20th century music scores and at private 
lessons from composers J. Podesva and M. Istvan. Then he 
already had a clean-cut orientation determined by the results of 
the post-Webern development of European music. 
One year after graduation from the Janacek Academy he left his 
original profession to become Secretary of the Brno Regional 
section of the Union of Czechoslovak Composers and Concert 
Artists. In 1977 he became Secretary and Head of Secretariat of 
the Brno International Music Festival. In the course of his studies 
of composition he was testing serial, dodecaphonic, aleatoric and 
timbre techniques in chamber compositions, sought inspiration in 
graphic scores and sculpture (Trasposizioni I, II, III) and 
outstanding performing capacities of prominent contemporary 
instrumentalists. Very fruitful was his co-operation with the Due 
Boemi ensemble - he wrote for them several compositions. From 
among them, especially Les Fleurs for bass-clarinet and piano 
meet with constant response among the public abroad. His liking 
for cybernetics and electro-acoustic instruments led him to 
electroacoustic studios of Czechoslovak Radio in Brno and Plzen, 
where he realised a series of his electroacoustic and concrete 
music projects. At the turn of the sixties he participated, within a 
team of composers from Brno, in the creation of several 
experimental collective compositions. 
He has also co-operated with his friend M. Stedron, a composer 
and musicologist, in a number of original compositions, historical 
music realisations and in the composition of film and incidental 
music. Distinct leaning towards musical folklore has been a new 
element in Parsch´s creation since first half of seventies. Besides 
Latin American, Moravian folk music intonations appeared already 
in the third movement of Second String Quartet of 1973, 
dedicated to the memory of P. Neruda. Gradually he has been 
abandoning direct quotations of folk resources and, reaching to 
the oldest roots of Moravian folk song, he develops the methods 
of its treatment by modal technique, which is closest to his 
melodic-harmonic character.  
Web: http://www.musica.cz/comp/parsch.htm 

Pärt Arvo (English) 
Born: Wednesday, September 11, 1935 in Paide, Estonia. He has 
resided in West Berlin since 1982. He began writing contemporary 
atonal, dissonant, a la mode music, then went through a spiritual 
renovation for about eight years and came back in 1976 writing 
Renaissance-influenced music (ergo entirely tonal, and generally 
diametric in approach compared to his previous compositions) of 
extreme simplicity and beauty, via distinct methods. Some of his 
best-known compositions are Perpetuum mobile (1963), Für Alina, 
Te Deum, Fratres, Summa for strings, Festina Lente, Miserere, 
Cantus in Memory of Benjamin Britten. Christianity has clearly 
profoundly affected Pärt, as his second-period music evinces. In 
the late 1970s he created a new style of composition he called 
“tintinnabuli” based on a two-part homophonic texture. 
Palacio Pedro (français) 
Né le 15.04.1961 à La Rioja, Argentine Pedro Palacio a réalisé ses 
études en Argentine. En 1985 il obtient une Maîtrise en 
Composition Musicale à l'Université Nationale de Córdoba et au 
cours de la même année, il s'installe à Paris. 
En France il réalise différents stages et suit des master-classes 
avec notamment Franco Donatoni, Luciano Berio, Jonathan 
Harvey, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Pierre Boulez. Il obtient aussi un 
1er Prix de Composition et Analyse Musicale à l'E. N. M. D'Aulnay-
sous-Bois. En même temps il est le lauréat de plusieurs Concours 
Internationaux de Composition comme l'ESSEC-Invention 
(France), Settembre Musica in Torino (Italie), New Music-Florida 
(USA), Tribune Nationale de Compositeurs (Argentine), Camilo 
Togni (Italie), André Jolivet (France), Henri Dutilleux (France), 

Kazimiers Serocki (Pologne) et Alberto Ginastera (Argentine). 
Ses oeuvres, parmi lesquelles on trouve des morceaux pour 
instrument seul, ensemble, voix et instruments, orchestre 
symphonique -avec ou sans soliste-; oeuvres pour la scène, le 
cinéma et le théatre musical, ont été jouées par les ensembles 
Aleph, BMA-Ensemble, Stringendo, Trio Wozzeck, (France); 
Antidogma Musica (Italie); Mengano Quartett, Türnheim-
Ensemble, WNC-Ensemble (Allemagne); Ensemble Encuentros, 
Ens. Ex-Tempore, Orchestre Symphonique de Córdoba 
(Argentine); Ensemble für neue Musik-Zürich (Suisse); Orchestre 
de la Radio et Télévision Polonaise (Pologne); etc. Sa musique a 
été radiodiffusée dans une vingtaine de pays, et jouée dans des 
festivals tels que Musique en Scène, Evreux (France), World Music 
Days (Suisse), Journées Nationales de la Musique Contemporaine 
(Argentine), Settembre Musica in Torino (Italie), Tage für neue 
Musik (Allemagne), etc. 
Web: http://www.emepublish.com/english/eme10.htm 

Pasieczny Marek (English) 
Award winning guitarist and composer Marek Pasieczn (*1980) is 
one of the most popular contemporary polish composers and 
guitarists of the younger generation. From 2000 to 2005, he 
studied at the ‘Karol Lipinski Academy of Music’ in Wroclaw under 
Professor Piotr Zaleski, and was awarded a diploma with 
distinction upon completion of his course. He then continued his 
studies at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama, 
Scotland, U.K. from 2005 to 2009, completing PGDip and MMus in 
guitar performance (both with distinction), as well as PGDip and 
MMus in composition. 
Having participated in major international competitions of which 
the more important and recent ones include: 2004 - 2nd 
T.Ochlewski Composiotion Competition, Cracow 1st prize, 2005 - 
“3rd Chanterelle Guitar Prize”, Glasgow 1st prize, 2006 - “The 
Dundee Guitar Festival Prize” 1st prize; 2008 - 11th Festival of 
Polish Radio 2008 “New Tradition” in W.Lutoslawski’s Hall, 
Warsaw/Poland 3rd prize (1st prize among acoustic groups). 
2004 - Special scholarship of Polish Minister of Culture in year 
2004/2005 - Warsaw; 
2005 - Scholarship „Socrates Erazmus” to Academy of Music in 
Enschede / Zwolle (Holland); 
2006 - special award and scholarship POLISH MINISTER OF 
CULTURE RP „MŁODA POLSKA” – Warsaw 2005/2006; scholarship 
“SAAS” (Student Award Agency Scotland), Gasgow - Scotand ; 
2006/2007 - scholarship “The John Mather Trust”, “Jack Mamond 
Guitar Scholarship”and “Leverhulm Scholarship”; 
2008/2009 scholarship from RSAMD. 
Invitations as a performer, teacher, lecturer and composer to 
festivals have included Poland, France, Germany, Czech Rep., 
Greece, UK, Switzerland, South Africa and China. Premieres of his 
works have been performed in venues such as: Lutoslawski’s Hall, 
Warsaw/Poland; Royal Albert Hall, Wigmore Hall London/UK; 
Canterbury Cathedral Canterbury/UK; He Luting Hall and He Lv 
Ting Hall Shanghai/China. 
Pasieczny has also performed with orchestras such as: BBC 
Scotland, SBO and RSNO, “Aukso”, “Vratislavia”, “Orkiestra 
Swietokrzyska”, and recorded for Polish TV, Polish Radio, German 
‘Nurnberg‘ Radio, and BBC Scotland. 
Since 2004, Pasieczny’s works have been published by publishing 
houses: ‘PWM’ (Poland), ‘Euterpe’ (Poland), Lathkill Music (U.K.) 
and Les Productions D’Oz (Canada). 
In 2004, he collaborated with world renowned jazz guitarist Pat 
Metheny and polish jazz vocalist Anna Maria Jopek (album 
‘Upojenie’). 
Currently Pasieczny started PHD on The Victoria University in 
Wellington/New Zealand. 
Web: http://pasieczny.com/cv-in-english/ (2010) 

Patterson David (English) 
David PATTERSON (Watertown, MA) His compositions are often 
described as “simple but not simple”, “a clear and natural 
blending of many different kinds of music”. His music ranges from 
an annotated collection for beginners, 20 Little Piano Pieces From 
Around the World, published by G. Schirmer to Isle of Hope 
commissioned for Ellis Island Medal celebrations at St. Patrick’s 
Cathedral, New York City. “His preludes derive their inspiration 
partly from jazz... partly from old hymns”--New York Times. 
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Toshiuki Shimada and the Portland Symphony Orchestra gave the 
U.S. premiere of Strayhorn in Harlem, VMM label, in its tribute to 
Duke Ellington. He is Professor of Music at University of 
Massachusetts Boston where he chaired the Music Department for 
15 years. He studied with Nadia Boulanger and Olivier Messiaen in 
Paris and holds a PhD from Harvard University. 
www.notescape.net 

Pauli Werner (Italiano) 
Chitarrista, compositore e padagogo tedesco nato a Berlino nel 
1930. È stato allievo di Bürger. Ha scritto musica per teatro, 
cinema, radio e televisione. 

Paulus Stephen (English) 
Composer Stephen Paulus is fluent in all genres and has over 200 
works to his credit. A recipient of both Guggenheim and NEA 
Fellowships, commissions have come to him from the New York 
Philharmonic, The Cleveland Orchestra, Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra, Minnesota Orchestra and many others. He has been a 
Composer in Residence with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, 
Minnesota Orchestra, Tucson Symphony Orchestra and the Dale 
Warland Singers--working with conductors Neville Marriner, Edo 
de Waart, Robert Shaw, Yoel Levi, George Hanson and Dale 
Warland. Artists who have commissioned him are numerous and 
range from Thomas Hampson, Cynthia Phelps, William Preucil, 
Robert McDuffie, Hakan Hagegard, and Evelyn Lear to Doc 
Severinsen and Leo Kottke. Chamber commissions have come 
from the Cleveland Quartet, The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln 
Center, Friends of Music at the Supreme Court and the Arizona 
Friends of Chamber Music. He has been a featured composer at 
the Tanglewood Festival, Aspen Music Festival, Santa Fe Chamber 
Music Festival, Oregon Bach Festival and, in the U.K., the 
Aldeburgh and Edinburgh Festivals. Paulus has written several 
operas, four of them commissioned by the Opera Theatre of St. 
Louis. His opera THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE was the 
first American production to be presented at the Edinburgh 
Festival in September of 1983. Other opera companies who have 
presented his works include Washington Opera, Greater Miami 
Opera Association, Minnesota Opera, and the Boston Lyric Opera. 
His newest opera, SUMMER, has recently been completed for the 
Berkshire Opera Company. Paulus is currently at work on 
HELOISE AND ABELARD, an opera commission from the Juilliard 
Opera Center. Stephen Paulus is one of America's most frequently 
recorded composers, with his music being represented on nearly 
40 CDs. These include CDs issued from d'Note Classics, New 
World, Albany, Elektra/Nonesuch, and Koch International Classics, 
among others. He is a co-founder of the American Composers 
Forum and is published by Paulus Publications and European 
American Music Corporation. He serves on the ASCAP Board of 
Directors as the Concert Music Representative, a post he has held 
since 1990.  
Web: http://www.stephenpaulus.com 

Pavia Marcela Beatriz (Italiano) 
Marcela Pavia, nata in Argentina, con cittadinanza anche italiana, 
si è laureata in Composizione presso l’Università Nazionale di 
Rosario in Argentina. Si è perfezionata con Dante Grela, Francisco 
Kröpfl e Franco Donatoni; ha ottenuto i diplomi di 
Perfezionamento a Milano, a Biella e all’Accademia Chigiana di 
Siena. Ha frequentato le masterclass di composizione di Giorgy 
Ligeti, Ennio Morricone e Henri Pousseur. E’ stata “an artist in 
residence” presso il “Virginia Center for the Creative Arts” (Stati 
Uniti).  
E’ stata premita in numerosi concorsi nazionali e internazionali.  
Le sue opere sono state pubblicate da Edizioni Curci di Milano, da 
Bèrben Edizioni Musicali, Ancona, da Editions Delatour,France ed 
Edizioni Musicali Agenda di Bologna. Ha pubblicato inoltre libri 
didattici e di repertorio per la musica d’insieme con la casa 
editrice Curci di Milano. 
Ha svolto ampia attività come insegnante: Universidad Nacional 
de Rosario, Conservatorio “Manuel de Falla” di Buenos Aires, 
Universidad del Museo Social Argentino e Universidad del Salvador 
di Buenos Aires,. Ha tenuto corsi speciali nelle scuole civiche in 
Lombardia (Varese, Crema, Gorgonzola., Cesano Boscone) oltre a 
scuole di musica private in Italia ed Argentina. Ha collaborato con 
l’Assessorato alla Cultura del Comune di Buenos Aires, tenendo 
seminari di Analisi e Composizione e Convegni col Istituto Italiano 

Goitre. E’ membro della SIMC (Società Italiana di Musica 
Contemporanea), dell’Associazione “SUONODONNE” Italia, dalla 
International Alliance for Women in Music.  

Pavin Marco (English) 
Marco Pavin was born in Padua (Italy) in 1962.  
He began learning guitar at the age of eleven. 
After graduation with degrees in physics and in classical guitar, he 
participated in several masterclasses with Betho Davezac and 
David Russell.  
At the same time he independently pursued studies in electric 
guitar and improvisation.  
As a classical guitarist, he has won first prize in national 
competitions, both as a guitar soloist (“Riviera dei fiori” 
competition in Alassio in 1992) and in a duo with flute (“Città di 
Genova” competition in 1991). 
Since 1987 he has performed as soloist, in chamber ensembles, 
and with orchestra in Italy, Germany, France, Belgium, Poland, 
Czech Republic, Croatia, Greece, Romania, Egipt, and 4 tours in 
the United States. He participated in several important 
contemporary music festivals and in radio-TV recordings. 
He has become a specialist in contemporary repertoire. Not by 
chance from 1989 he is the guitarist of the INTERENSEMBLE, a 
group with whom he had important experiences, from Stravinsky 
to computer-music. 
He also performed in jazz and fusion groups (Slang, Renewal 
Quartet ). 
During the last years he has devoted himself to electric guitar and 
its utilization in “academic” music, searching for a meeting point 
with other musical realities, such as modern jazz and rock. In 
1995 he performed in Bologna in one of the first contexts in which 
the electric guitar appears as a solo instrument with orchestra, 
under the direction of Arturo Tamayo and in front of 3000 people. 
Improvisation is an important component of his musical language, 
influenced both by academic contemporary music and by the main 
tendencies of today's music. 
In his performances, the solo electric guitar matches with effects, 
live electronics, MIDI and computer-generated sounds. 
With the INTERENSEMBLE he realized 7 CDs in various contexts, 
from minimalism to Astor Piazzolla. 
His first CD as a soloist, “Electric Dream”, came out in 2001. It is 
entirely dedicated to the contemporary electric guitar, in which he 
is also present as a composer. Among the tunes, the well-known 
“Electric Counterpoint” by Steve Reich, in a completely electric 
version. The CD has been broadcasted in Europe (London), U.S.A. 
(Oberlin -OHIO) and Australia (Perth). 
Web: http://xoomer.virgilio.it/marpavin/ (2010) 

Pavlov-Azancheev Matvei (Italiano) 
(1888-1963) 
Compositore per chitarra a sette corde, e direttore d'orchestra 
russo. Attivo principalmente in Armavir, città del sud della Russia, 
si è esibito come chitarrista in numerosi concerti in Unione 
Sovietica. 

Pavlovits Dávid (English) 
The Hungarian guitarist Dávid Pavlovits is one of the most 
creative personalities of the new generation. He began to play the 
guitar at the age of 17. He played the guitar only three years 
when he has won a prize at an international guitar competition 
(Zory, Poland). The leading Polish daily newspaper described him 
as a personality “close to a genius”. 
He attended the guitar and composition class of the Franz Liszt 
Conservatory in Szeged where he studies with professor Ede Roth. 
He graduated at the Darmstadt Academy of Music in guitar with 
distinction, later he has also graduated the Gutenberg University 
in Mainz and the Musikhochschule in Munich. He took classes with 
the following masters: Tilman Hoppstock, Olaf Van Gonnissen, 
Walter Schumacher (guitar), Lajos Huszár, Heinz-Wieland Kurz 
(composition), Grigory Gruzman (piano). 
Since 1993 he has been a laureate of several music competitions, 
such as in Zory, Poland (distinction), the 13th Esztergom 
International Guitar Competition (first prize), the Budapest Music 
Contest (second prize), International Guitar Competition of Crete, 
Greece (second prize) and the Viareggio Competition of 
Composers (distinction). He received the “Zoltán Kodály” Stipend 
for composers in 1999. 
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He has been teaching guitar, music theory and music history since 
1996, recently he is teacher at the Faculty of Music of the 
University of Szeged. He has obtained Ph.D. title in 2006 at “Gh. 
Dima” Academy of Music (Romania). Since 1994 he has taken solo 
concert tours, radio and TV broadcasts in almost every countries 
of Europe, Latin America and the USA. He is also regularly invited 
to juries and master courses of international music competitions. 
Web: http://harmoniacordis.org/site/?page_id=85&lang=hu 
(2011) 

Payton Jones Jeremy (English) 
Jeremy Peyton Jones is a composer with a particular interest in 
the intersection between music / theatre / performance / live art 
and other time based media. He studied at Dartington College of 
Arts and Goldsmiths and in the 1970’s worked with John Cage and 
Christian Wolff. His work has been performed across the UK, 
Europe, Australia and North America and is regularly broadcast in 
the USA, Australia and the UK. Commissions include works for The 
Balanescu Quartet, The Harmonie Band, a chamber opera for The 
Royal Opera House's Garden Venture, the Australian 
contemporary music ensemble Topology and BBC Radio 3. 
Recently he has written works for the Canadian electric guitarist 
Tim Brady, harpsichordist Jane Chapman and the keyboard duo 
Keynote+. In 2002 he was composer in residence at the 
Queensland Conservatorium, Brisbane. 
He is conductor and artistic director of the ensemble Regular 
Music II, with whom he has recorded two albums and performed 
across the UK, at European festivals and on BBC Radio 3. The 
ensemble was voted among the top 18 international 
contemporary music ensembles by Gramophone Magazine and 
their CD North South East West was voted “Best Modern 
Composition CD” by The Wire in 1996. 
Two years spent programming new music and live performance at 
the Midland Group Arts Centre in Nottingham brought him into 
contact with experimental live art, theatre and dance companies 
and he subsequently worked collaboratively with several theatre 
companies writing scores for the seminal A Place in Europe for 
Impact Theatre Cooperative, large-scale site-specific works for 
Lumiere & Son Theatre Company, several collaborations with 
director Pete Brooks and Insomniac Productions. He has worked 
closely with writers setting texts by Claire MacDonald, Russell 
Hoban, Kathy Acker, David Gale, Tim Etchells and Deborah 
Levy.  His current music theatre project is Against Oblivion, part 1 
of which was premiered at Toynbee Studios in 2007 and part 2 at 
the Tête á Tête Opera Festival in 2009. 
Web: http://www.gold.ac.uk/music/staff/peytonjonesmrjeremy/ 
(2011) 

Pazmiño Cristobal (English) 
A guitarist and composer, Cristobal Pazmino was born in 
Riobamba, Ecuador, in 1958. He started learning the guitar at a 
very early age with musicians from his own neighbourhood with 
whom he was to play for over 3 years- electric guitar, bass, ‘night 
guitar’ (known elsewhere as the classical guitar) all without sight 
reading. It was not until 1976 when he arrived in Paris that  he 
decided to study the classical guitar in earnest, first at the Schola 
Cantorum in Paris for 3 years, then at the CNRM( Conservatoire 
National de Musique de St Maur de Fossés, Val de Marne) for 5 
years where he was awarded the Gold medal (Médaille d’Or) in 
1986. Thus having become a classical guitarist, he devoted 
himself solely to Latin-American music, and Ecuadorian music in 
particular, combining popular music with the techniques of 
classical guitar. He set out on an international career which led 
him to 32 different countries, where he was  frequently billed with 
the biggest names of Latin American guitarists. In France his 
recordings have been featured in various TV and film productions 
: for the TV channel F3, the short film ‘The Golden Earth of the 
Incas’ in  1989, for the documentary film ‘Panama, Prince of Hats’ 
for the Arte Channel in 1997, the cable channels in 2002 for their 
documentaries on Chile, and in Ecuador, Teleamazonea, TV 
channel of the capital Quito, broadcast his theme tune for a whole 
season for the series ‘At home with the family’. 
Cristobal Pazmino is the inspiration, founder, and artistic director 
of the International Festival of 
Guitar  www.vendomeguitarfest.com, which has become one of 
the highlights of the guitar music calendar. 

Web: 
http://www.cristobalpazmino.com/pagespage.php?id=1&lang=1 
(2011) 

Pedrassoli Paulo Jr. (English) 
The Brazilian guitarist, Paulo Pedrassoli has been unanimously 
applauded by both critics and public ever since his triumphal 
performance at the V VILLA-LOBOS INTERNATIONAL GUITAR 
COMPETITION in 1992. Today, at 29 Paulo is master of his own 
personalized style, distinguished by his extraordinary 
reverberance. In Brazil he was a pupil of Ricardo Wolff, Leo 
Soares and Henrique Pinto. His studies have also taken him to 
Italy where he studied with Luigi Mercuri. Seven times prize-
winner in competitions, notably: 1st Prize and “Best Interpreter of 
Brazilian Music” award in the V VILLA-LOBOS NATIONAL GUITAR 
COMPETITION in 1990. In 1992, he won 2nd prize in the V VILLA-
LOBOS INTERNATIONAL GUITAR COMPETITION (Rio). He 
participated in the 5th Eldorado Prize Competition (São Paulo) and 
in the “42nd Internationaler Musikwettbewerb der ARD” in Munich. 
Paulo has performed Joaquín Rodrigo's “Concierto de Aranjuez” 
and Villa-Lobos' “Concerto for Guitar and Small Orchestra” with 
leading Brazilian orchestras. He has also recorded national 
programs for TVE - Educational Television (Rio de Janeiro) and TV 
Cultura - Cultural TV (São Paulo) and most recently in the XI 
Bienal de Música Contemporânea (RJ). His International début, a 
recital in the Bibliotheksaal des Klosters Wiblingen in Ulm, 
Germany in 1995 was a huge success. (Having to return to the 
stage 5 times.)  

Pedreira Martin (Español) 
Guitarrista concertista, compositor y profesor. 
La Habana, 1952. Licenciado del Instituto Superior de Arte(ISA). 
Fue alumno de los maestros Isaac Nicola y Leo Brouwer. Ha 
participado en el Concurso Andrés Segovia de Granada (1981), en 
el Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano de Guitarristas, así como en 
los prestigiosos Festivales de Guitarra de La Habana. Ha cursado 
estudios relacionados con la pedagogía y la técnica instrumental. 
Sus composiciones más trascendentes son para guitarra y se 
caracterizan por una excelente factura y una cubanía evidente. En 
la actualidad integra el Ensemble de Guitarras “Sonatas 
Habaneras”, dirigido por el maestro Jesús Ortega. Premio Nacional 
de composición de la Unión de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba 
(UNEAC) con su serie Divertimentos I, 1987. 
http://www.abdala.cu/cliente.asp?ref=12&ind=17&id=313/12/20
06 

Pedrell Carlos (Italiano) 
Compositore uruguaiano (Minas, 16-X-1878 - Montrouge, Parigi, 
9-III-1941). Studiò a Madrid con Felipe Pedrell, suo zio, a Parigi 
con V. d’Indy e P.-O. de Bréville. Si stabilì poi in Argentina e fu 
ispettore nelle scuole di Buenos Aires; quindi insegnò 
nell’Università di Tucumán. Fu anche consulente musicale del 
Consejo National de Educación e fondò la Sociedad National de 
Musica (1915). Dal 1921 risiedette a Parigi. (UTET: Dizionario 
della Musica e dei Musicisti) 

Pelagatti Stefano (Italiano) 
Si è diplomato in pianoforte ed in composizione e si è affermato in 
numerosi concorsi di Composizione, nazionali ed internazionali, 
come Bucchi (1990), Porrino (1994), Belveglio (1995), San Remo 
Classico Diapason d’oro (1995), Cittą di Pavia ( 1996). 
Le sue opere sono state eseguite in Italia ed all’estero - 
Germania, Romania, Svizzera, Austria, Olanda, Slovenia, U.S.A. 
Argentina, Spagna, Cipro, Inghilterra e Giappone - nell’ambito di 
prestigiosi Festivals internazionali come Gaudeamus 
(Amsterdam), Nuove Sincronie (Milano), Stagione sinfonica di San 
Remo 1999, Dinuovo Musica (Reggio Emilia), Festival Aspekte 
(Salisburgo), Nuova Musica Italiana (Roma), Finestre sul 900 
(Treviso), Festival Roma Europa, Festival Enquentros (Buenos 
Aires), Ludus Ensemble (Berna), Forum Neue Musik (Lucerna), 
Musikhochschule (Lipsia), Freundeskreis der Kunstwerkstatt am 
Hellweg ( Bochum). La sua opera Cinque Bagatelle per quartetto 
d’archi č stata selezionata per World music days 2003 a Lubiana 
(Presidente della giuria: K. Pendereckj). 
Le sue composizioni sono pubblicate da Bérben, Edipan e BMG 
Ricordi, incise in cd da Sincronie (Milano), Pentaflowers (Roma), 
Rivoalto (Treviso), Accent (Germania) e trasmesse dalle Radio 
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Nazionali italiana, tedesca (Deutschlandfunk e Nordwestradio), 
messicana (Radio UNAM  Hacia una nueva musica), ungherese e 
slovena. 
Ha tenuto diverse conferenze presso l’Istituto Austriaco di Roma - 
nell’ambito di Vienna da Mozart a Schoenberg, 2001), l’Accademia 
d’Ungheria di Roma (nell’ambito de l’Ungheria e la Musica: due 
secoli di storia da Liszt a Ligeti, 2003), e presso l’Accademia 
Angelica Costantiniana, Brahms e la variazione, 2003). 
Il suo saggio Gli influssi beethoveniani sull’arte di Bèla Bartok: il 
Finale del Secondo Quartetto è stato pubblicato dalla rivista 
Hortus Musicus. 
Riguardo ai quartetti per archi, certamente le opere più 
significative della sua produzione, essi sono stati eseguiti in 
concerto da Boston composer’s String Quartet (USA), Dufy 
Quartet (Olanda), Quartetto Arriaga, Quartetto Octandre e 
Quartetto Sincronie (Italia), Ljubljanski Godalni Quartet 
(Slovenia), Minguet String Quartet (Germania), Kioko Yasuda, 
Nobuko Yamamoto, Keiko Kimura, Hiromi Uekusa (Giappone). 
Dal 2003 è accademico di merito dell’Accademia Angelica 
Costantiniana. 
(Stefano Pelagatti, Marzo 2007)    
Site: 
http://cidim-
intranet.beeweeb.com/dwnld/bwbcm/doc/242453/Pelagatti_biogr
afia.doc 

Penella Moreno Manuel (Italiano) 
(1880-1939) 
Compositore nato a Valencia. Violinista virtuoso ha lavorato anche 
come organista da chiesa. Come autore si è imposto nella 
composizione e direzione di 'Zarzuelas', operette ed opere di 
successo. 

Pénicaud Eric (English) 
Éric Pénicaud, composer and improviser. Éric Pénicaud is born in 
Casablanca in 1952. At the early age of seven, he starts studying 
guitar, with a main interest for flamenco. He then turns to jazz 
and, later on, to what is now called “ethnic music”. He works with 
René Bartoli and attends master classes with Leo Brouwer, Abel 
Carlevaro, and Manolo Sanlucar, for flamenco. He performs in 
classical concerts, solo or with chamber music ensembles (Sacem, 
Semaine de Paris, and various festivals in Provence), as well as 
jazz (Châteauvallon) and flamenco concerts. But he is strongly 
attracted by composition. At the beginning, under the guidance of 
Stéphane Caplain-Saint-André, he studies the masters, both 
ancient and modern (Stravinsky, Messiaen and Ohana). Eight 
international prizes have crowned his compositions: from 
Martinique (1984-1988), from Japan (1987) and from Italy (1999, 
2000, 2001, 2002). Éric Pénicaud's works are performed by 
guitarists such as Tania Chagnot, Arnaud Dumond and Roland 
Dyens; they are part of the repertoire of many conservatories and 
broadcasted both in France and abroad. Though definitely inspired 
from very diversified lines in his approach as a composer, he 
wants to go much beyond a mere combination of styles. It is a 
writing process whose homogeneity has earned him a aignificant 
reputation. Éric Pénicaud composes and teaches in Provence, a 
region he loves for its calm and the beauty of its landscape. In his 
writing, he wants to free the guitar from the musical niches in 
which it is often held captive as well as ensure its presence in the 
very core of today's and tomorrow's music. He also wants to 
promote the integration of the guitar into chamber music. In the 
light of all this, Éric Pénicaud's works are precious assets in the 
Productions d'OZ present collection. His works are recorded on 
three CDs with prefaces by Leo Brouwer, Larry Coryell, Arnaud 
Dumond, and Alberto Ponce. Critics, in France and abroad, have 
enthusiastically greeted these CDs. Before being published by the 
Productions d'OZ, Éric Pénicaud has seen more than twenty of his 
works published by important companies. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216762.2.html 

Pénicaud Eric (Français) 
Né le 14.02.1952. Etudes avec BARTOLI, CAPLAIN. Prix de 
composition “Carrefour de la Guitare en Martinique”, et “Gendai 
Guitar”. Edité chez Fuzeau, Martin etc., enregistrements (jazz-
rock et ses propres ceuvres). Vit et enseigne en Provence. 

Penman Joshua (English) 
Joshua Penman was born in Brookline, Massachusetts in 1979. His 
piece, The Structure and Function of Pointwise Periodic 
Homeomorphisms for bass clarinet, trombone, electric guitar and 
drum set won the 1998 BMI Student Composers Awards, Leaves 
Topeka at 4:17 PM, traveling at 65 MPH for the Elision Saxophone 
Quartet won the 1999 NACUSA East Coast Chapter call for scores, 
and 'till I found you for harp and percussion was played in Alice 
Tully Hall this December. His current projects include fulfilling a 
commission for the guitar and violin ensemble Duo46, writing a 
piece for pianists Terrence Wilson and John Root, and finishing 
Neon Goddesses and Rave Dreams a piece for the Yale Concert 
Band. Many of his works have been performed in New Haven and 
Boston, including in Just-spring for eight cellos performed by 
Jonathan Edwards Chamber Players, and Cantata performed by 
the Yale Bach Society Chorus. His compositions have also been 
performed at many prestigious music festivals including the 
Gamper Music Festival of Contemporary Music, Music '98, and the 
Penman_ATB1 Bowdin Summer Music Festival. Joshua is a junior 
at Yale University majoring in Music and Mathematics,and his 
teachers have included Luciano Berio, John McDonald, Kathryn 
Alexander, John Halle, Sebastian Currier, Derek Bermel, Yehudi 
Wyner, and 1998 Pulitzer Prize Winner Aaron Jay Kernis. He is 
currently spending a semester abroad at the Royal Conservatory 
of The Hague in the studio of Louis Andriessen. 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Penman_ATB1.html (2000) 

Pennisi Francesco (Italiano) 
Pennisi nacque ad Acireale nel 1934 ed è venuto a mancare nel 
2000. Da giovane si trasferì a Roma, nel 1953, dove studiò 
all'Università e, contemporaneamente, composizione con Robert 
Mann. Il suo esordio avvenne a Palermo nel 1962, alla Terza 
Settimana Internazionale di Nuova Musica, con il brano L'anima e 
i prestigi. Fu fra i fondatori dell'Associazione “Nuova Consonanza” 
di Roma e molte Istituzioni importanti gli commissionarono brani 
che vennero, per la gran parte, eseguiti da interpreti prestigiosi. 
Fu figura appartata che instaurò con la pagina e col suono un 
soliloquio profondo. Il suo percorso creativo fu molto personale, 
rimanendo sostanzialmente estraneo, a parte nel periodo 
giovanile, alle influenze dei principali centri musicali degli anni 
Cinquanta e Sessanta. 
Dopo un primo momento, trascorso sotto il segno della serialità e 
di esperienze aleatorie, dove Strutturalismo e casualità vengono 
accostati in maniera violenta, Pennisi inizia a far dialogare la 
struttura con il particolare prezioso. La struttura sembra 
dissolversi ed evaporare, come il suono corto degli strumenti a 
pizzico, come nel prediletto clavicembalo. Velate tensioni 
discorsive e un senso della mediterraneità sono alcune delle sue 
costanti compositive. In possesso di una scrittura sobria e nitida, 
costruita con frammenti di linee, quasi una decorazione in 
negativo formata da gesti lievi e canti nostalgici, Pennisi realizza 
una sorta di decorazione sul vuoto, dai tratti tanto eleganti quanto 
fuggevoli. 
Riverberi, contrasti, rapporti di timbri sono delle caratteristiche 
della sua musica, dove spesso si presenta una tensione fra 
elementi diversi che conduce a soluzione esplosive che si risolvono 
nella dinamica, strettamente legata al timbro. La dinamica e la 
timbrica mutevoli hanno il compito di muovere un materiale che, 
di per sé, è piuttosto statico, realizzando una tensione fra staticità 
dell'impostazione e movimento dei colori. I suoi lavori mostrano 
spesso una dialettica fra nostalgia e ironia che contraddistingue il 
soliloquio degli artisti appartati. Forse il suo capolavoro, per ciò 
che concerne la musica da camera, è Carteggio, una sorta di 
percorso immaginario di incontri, che raccoglie vari brani degli 
anni Settanta (la prima esecuzione integrale risale al 1979). 
Nei suoi pezzi per strumento solista e orchestra, come per 
esempio Fantasia (1977), il solista appare e subito scompare, 
risucchiato dall'orchestra di cui, sostanzialmente fa parte. Fra le 
suo composizioni, sono da menzionare quelle per voce e 
orchestra, dalla A Cantata on Melancholy del 1967 a Era la notte 
del 1982, da Aci, il fiume del 1986 a L'esequie della luna (Suite 
dall'opera teatrale omonima) del 1991. Pennisi si è dedicato anche 
alla musica di scena (soprattutto per i drammi di Eschilo) e al 
teatro. Per la precisione sono tre le opere teatrali, scritte a 
distanza di 10 anni l'una dall'altra: la prima è Sylvia simplex del 
1972, segue Descrizione dell'isola Ferdinanda del 1982 e quindi 
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L'esequie della luna del 1991: si tratta di un teatro da camera, 
fatto da elementi minimi, dove aspetti simbolici alludono a 
un'azione che non c'è. (da Francesco Pennisi “Una Decorazione sul 
Vuoto” do Renzo Cresti) 
Web: http://www.renzocresti.it/autori_18.html 

Pennycook Bruce (English) 
Bruce Pennycook (b. 1949, Toronto) (Doctor of Musical Arts, 
Stanford, '78) is a composer, new media developer and media 
technology specialist. He taught at Queen's University in Kingston, 
Ontario then McGill University in Montreal, Quebec where he 
developed undergraduate and graduate degree programs in Music 
Technology and held the position of Vice-Principal for Information 
Systems and Technology. Pennycook moved to Austin in 2002 and 
was appointed Senior Lecturer at UT Austin in 2004. He teaches in 
the Department of Composition, School of Music and in the Radio-
Televsion-Film Department, College of Communication. 
Web: https://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37311/biography (2006) 

Peraldo Bert Nilo (Italiano) 
(1915-2002) 
Chitarrista e compositore italiano nato a Graham (USA). 
Diplomato in strumentazione ed insegnante, è stato allievo di 
Carlo Palladino. 

Peramo Tulio (Español) 
(La Habana, Cuba, 14 de Septiembre de 1948) 
Inició su carrera musical como cantante lírico antes de dedicarse 
íntegramente a la composición. Sus profesores han sido los 
Maestros Félix Guerrero, Harold Gramatges y Roberto Valera con 
los cuales concluyó su formación académica en el Instituto 
Superior de Arte de La Habana. Sus obras han sido incluidas en 
las programaciones regulares de conciertos de música sinfónica y 
de cámara, así como en los de la radiodifusión especializada en 
música clásica que se producen en su país. Muchas de sus obras 
han sido estrenadas en los Festivales Internacionales de La 
Habana dedicados a la música contemporánea y los de guitarra. 
Obras suyas han obtenido Premios en Concursos de Composición 
convocados por la Unión de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba, de cuya 
Asociación de Músicos es miembro y del Centro Nacional de 
Escuelas de Arte de Cuba. Obtuvo también el Premio de la Editora 
Musical de Cuba por su obra Tocada Habanera, que se incluyó, 
como pieza de interpretación obligada, en el Concurso 
Internacional de Guitarra de La Habana celebrado en 1994. Ese 
mismo año su obra De las aguas y las luces obtuvo el Premio del 
Concurso Agustín Barrios, para obras originalmente compuestas 
para la guitarra, en Asunción, Paraguay. En Agosto de 1997 su 
obra Sonata del Segundo Estío obtuvo Mención Honorífica en el 
Concurso de Composición Rodrigo Riera de Caracas, Venezuela. 
Su obra Rumbo al Océano, para cuatro guitarras, fue 
especialmente concebida para su estreno en el Festival Aspekte 
de Música Contemporánea en Salzburgo, Austria, el cual tuvo 
lugar el 23 de Mayo de 1992 en el Grosses Studio de la Escuela 
Superior de Música Mozarteum de dicha ciudad con la presencia 
del autor. A solicitud del eminente guitarrista Eliot Fisk compuso 
su suite Cantos del Caribe, sobre temas populares cubanos, la 
cual tuvo su estreno en Kansas City, EE.UU. en Octubre de 1993. 
Otras obras suyas fueron estrenadas en México D.F., en el 
Spanish Institute de Nueva York y en Barcelona. En Junio de 1995 
el Sr. Peramo fue invitado a las actividades del Simposio sobre 
Música Cubana celebrado en Kingston, Jamaica, en donde ofreció 
una conferencia sobre la creación musical en Cuba, con especial 
énfasis en la de música clásica durante la segunda mitad del Siglo 
XX. En Cuba ha actuado como director invitado en algunas 
ocasiones. También desarrolló durante muchos años una intensa 
labor pedagógica en las Escuelas de Música de su país ofreciendo 
cursos de Armonía y Orquestación. En su país ha ofrecido 
conferencias y seminarios para profesores de música y ha 
colaborado con diversas publicaciones ejerciendo la crítica 
musical. Ha participado como Jurado en concursos nacionales de 
interpretación. Su obra 24 Piezas breves para piano -Introducción 
al dodecafonismo en la enseñanza elemental del piano- 
compuesta en 1990 y concebida para la iniciación de los niños en 
estos procedimientos, ha sido publicada en años recientes por la 
Editora Musical de Cuba. Tres Imágenes Cubanas, dedicada al 
joven guitarrista alemán Johannes Tonio Kreusch, tuvo su estreno 
absoluto el 7 Diciembre de 1997 en la Sala Gasteig de Munich, 

Alemania. Se estrenó en Cuba durante el Festival Internacional de 
Guitarra de La Habana en Mayo de 1998 y en Julio de 1998 tuvo 
su primera audición en Italia. Tres Imágenes Cubanas fue 
estrenada en los Estados Unidos de América en Marzo de 1999 en 
la ciudad de Filadelfia. Durante el propio mes de Marzo de 1999 
se produjo el estreno mundial de su ciclo de canciones Aires de la 
tierra, para mezzo-soprano y guitarra, interpretado por Nan-Maro 
Babakhanian y Johannes Tonio Kreusch, el cual tuvo lugar en la 
Weill Recital Hall de la Carnegie Hall de Nueva York. El Sr. Peramo 
participó personalmente en ambos estrenos, para los cuales fue 
expresamente invitado por el Profesor Charles White de la 
Universidad La Salle de Filadelfia. En Julio de 1999 concluyó En 
tardes de lluvia, compuesta especialmente para el joven virtuoso 
Johannes Tonio Kreusch, quien la grabó para la firma alemana 
Arte Nova en un CD íntegramente confeccionado con obras para 
guitarra a solo o de cámara compuestas por Tulio Peramo, que 
incluye, además, Aires de la tierra, Tres Imágenes Cubanas y 
Canto de Septiembre. Todos estos títulos están representados por 
la casa editorial Kreusch Bros. Publishing, de Munich, Alemania. 
La producción de música para la guitarra de este compositor 
mereció la atención de la revista Guitar Review, una de las más 
importantes publicaciones de su tipo en el mundo, lo cual motivó 
la inclusión, en el número 117 de 1999, de un extenso artículo 
dedicado a este autor, así como la reproducción de algunas de sus 
partituras. En febrero de 2001 el Maestro Peramo viajó a Nueva 
York a invitación del Centro para las Artes Representativas de 
Hackley School, en donde permaneció durante un mes como 
compositor en residencia. Aparte de numerosos encuentros con 
profesores y estudiantes, supervisó los ensayos para el estreno 
mundial de su cantata Leyenda del Bosque, para voces solistas, 
coro y orquesta, que se produjo el 10 de marzo de 2001 en la sala 
de conciertos del Marymount College, Tarrytown, New York, y en 
el cual participaron el Concert Choir de Hackley School y la 
Westchester Philharmonic Orchestra bajo la conducción de su 
director titular, el Maestro Paul Dunkel. En Noviembre de 1997 el 
Maestro Peramo fue nombrado Profesor del Instituto Superior de 
Arte de La Habana. Desde Septiembre de 2001 ejerce como 
Profesor de Composición, Orquestación y Armonía en ese centro 
de estudios. 
Biografía por Tulio Peramo Cabrera. 
Site http://www.saxofonlatino.cl/ficha.php3?Id=502 

Percacci Guido (Italiano) 
Sono nato a Trieste nel 1928. Dai sei anni ai dodici ho studiato 
privatamente, con mia zia, il pianoforte. Poi mi sono interessato 
alla tromba, ma il vecchio professore che mi seguiva negli studi, 
mi ha fatto perdere, per la sua pedanteria, ogni voglia di 
continuare. Infine ho tolto dal muro di casa una vecchia chitarra di 
mio zio ed ho incominciato a posare le dita sullo strumento. Mi 
sono incantato al suo suono dolce e delicato. 
Iniziai gli studi veri e propri sotto la guida del Maestro Bruno 
Tonazzi, (privatamente, in quanto in quegli anni - 1943 - non 
c'era ancora la cattedra di chitarra al Conservatorio). Studiando 
progredivo e, a detta del mio Maestro successivamente appresi 
che dopo sei mesi ero già in grado di suonare la Danza spagnola 
N° 5 di Granados . 
A quei tempi il negozio di musica classica più qualificato a Trieste 
aveva solo due dischi di chitarra classica (a 78 giri): esecutori: 
Segovia, Studio tremolo e Fandanguillo; Pujol- Presti, Danza 
spagnola da “La vida breve” e “Danza del mugnaio”. Stop! In 
seguito ad un concorso chitarristico di Modena ho conosciuto il 
caro Pietro Battelli e, grazie a lui ho potuto avere delle musiche a 
quei tempi introvabili da noi, -ovviamente copiate a mano- che 
arrivavano a lui da Parigi . 
Lentamente però mi sono avvicinato al jazz, con le sue 
armonizzazioni ed improvvisazioni. Ho acquistato la mia prima 
chitarra elettrica. Nel contempo mi sono dedicato alla pittura: 
inizialmente con il prof. Falzari e quindi ho proseguito da solo a 
causa degli impegni di lavoro con la musica; Infatti quando 
partivo per i miei contratti in Italia ed in Europa, ho sempre 
portato con me la chitarra classica, quella elettrica e la cassetta 
dei colori. Negli anni Ottanta, alla vigilia di partire per gli U.S.A. , 
ho calato le ali e sono tornato a Trieste, dove ho insegnato per 
dieci anni in una scuola privata e mi sono dedicato alla pittura ed 
alla liuteria. I miei idoli? Andres Segovia e Julian Bream, Django 
Reinhardt e Barney Kessel . 
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Web: http://digilander.libero.it/brunotonazzi/percacci.htm  

Pereira Marco (English) 
Was born in Sao Paulo and got classical guitar lessons with the 
uruguayan master Isaias Sávio and music theory lessons at the 
Music and Drama Conservatory of São Paulo. 
He lived in France for five years and received a classical guitar 
master's degree in performance from the Université Musicale 
Internationale of  Paris, and a master's degree in Musicology from 
the University of Paris-Sorbonne with his thesis Heitor Villa-Lobos 
and his guitar work (Editora Musimed – Brasília – Brasil). 
In Paris, he was strongly influenced by jazz and Latin-American 
music which characterizes his compositional work, added to 
Brazilian styles. He performed with great success at 9ème Festival 
de Jazz de Paris that allowed him to perform in Germany, France, 
Switzerland, Denmark, Italy, Austria, Canada and the United 
States.  
In Spain, he won two awards in important international guitar 
competitions: Concurso Andrés Segóvia (Palma de Mallorca) and 
Concurso Francisco Tárrega (Valencia). 
Returning to Brazil, Marco settled in Brasilia after he was invited 
by UnB (University of Brasilia) to establish the courses of Classical 
Guitar and Functional Harmony.  
Starting in 1990, and already living in Rio de Janeiro, Marco took 
part in the Free Jazz Festival in four instances: in a memorable 
performance with Trio D'Alma in 1989; with his own work in 
1991; with Wagner Tiso in 1992, and with Edu Lobo in 1996. He 
recorded with many prominent artists in the Brazilian musical 
scenario, such as, Zélia Duncan, Edu Lobo, Cassia Eller, Gilberto 
Gil, Gal Costa, Wagner Tiso, Daniela Mercury, Zizi Possi, Rildo 
Hora, Paulinho da Viola, Tom Jobim, Milton Nascimento, Leila 
Pinheiro, Fátima Guedes, Nelson Goncalves and Roberto Carlos 
amongst others. 
Marco received the important Sharp Award in two different 
editions: as Best Arranger (1993) for Gal Costa's album and as 
Best Soloist and Best Album of the Year (1994) for Bons 
Encontros with the pianist Cristovão Bastos. 
Currently, he a professor in the Composition Departament at the 
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ). His compositions were 
issued by the publisher Éditions Lemoine - Paris, France - and GSP 
(Guitar Solo Publications) - San Francisco, CA, USA -  and have 
been played and recorded by important guitarists all around the 
world.  
Currently, he a professor in the Composition Departament at the 
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ). His compositions were 
issued by the publisher Éditions Lemoine - Paris, France - and GSP 
(Guitar Solo Publications) - San Francisco, CA, USA -  and have 
been played and recorded by important guitarists all around the 
world.  
Web: http://www.marcopereira.com.br/english/biography.htm 

Pérez Cardoso Félix (Español) 
Nació el 20 de noviembre de 1908 en Hy’aty, localidad del 
Departamento de Guairá, que hoy lleva el nombre del artista. Hijo 
de Teodoro Pérez y Cándida Rosa Cardozo. 
Cursó la primaria en su pueblo natal y a muy temprana edad 
afloró en él su vocación de artista. Apasionado del arpa, recibió el 
influjo de otros cultores del instrumento, y con la intuición natural 
que da la vocación, se convirtió en intérprete. Puede decirse con 
meridiana claridad exactitud que fue un autodidacta. 
Viaja a la capital con el bagaje de sus sueños y se vinculó con 
otros artistas, de quienes fue aprendiendo a perfeccionar su 
estilo, gracias a su particular don de observador. En 1930 formó 
un conjunto y se marchó a la Argentina. 
Este conjunto lo integró con Ampelio Villalba y Diosnel Chase, a 
más de Pedro José Carlés, poeta sanlorenzano a cuyo cargo 
estaban las glosas en las actuaciones. Fue el primer conjunto 
musical que viajó al exterior, lo que le acredita la condición de 
pionero. El éxito acompañó sus presentaciones en Buenos Aires, 
inicialmente, y luego en giras por toda Argentina. 
Otros de sus grandes méritos fue el de recopilar las canciones 
populares paraguayas, que de otra forma, se hubieran perdido o 
cambiado de nacionalidad. Entre estas, la más importante 
recopilación fue de Pájaro Campana, de autor anónimo y que 
gracias a su recopilación, pertenece al patrimonio artístico-musical 
del Paraguay y es símbolo identificatorio de la música nacional. 

Creador de gran talento, musicalizó varias obras de poetas 
populares paraguayos y esa producción constituye un armónico y 
bello conjunto de polkas y guaranias vigentes en la actualidad, 
especialmente las que tienen poesía de Emiliano R. Fernández. 
También compuso piezas para arpa en el ritmo del folklore 
argentino y es célebre su tema con Hilario Cuadros Los Sesenta 
Granaderos, canción épica argentina con ritmo de zamba, que es 
al fervor patriótico argentino lo que es para el paraguayo Cerro 
Corá. 
Una calle principal de la ciudad de Mendoza (Argentina) lleva su 
nombre. Casado con la ciudadana argentina Víctoria Sánchez 
Saens, son sus hijos Angela Rosa (a quien inmortalizó con dos 
temas), Víctor y Bienvenida. Falleció repentinamente en Buenos 
Aires el 9 de junio de 1952. Es creencia generalizada en el 
Paraguay que murió envenenado por la competencia. Recibía el 
sobrenombre de “Mitã Guasu”, apelativo que en guarani significa 
“Niño Grande” y aplicado a aquellas personas que tienen espíritu 
altruista. 
Web:  http://www.staff.uni-
mainz.de/lustig/guarani/felix_perez_cardoso.htm 

Perez Puentes José Angel (Italiano) 
Chitarrista e compositore cubano nato a La Habana nel 1951. Ha 
studiato al Conservatorio 'Amedeo Roldán' de La Habana sotto la 
guida di Jesus Ortega per la chitarra, e di Domingo Aragú per le 
percussioni. 

Pernaiachi Gianfranco (Italiano) 
Gianfranco Pernaiachi è nato a Roma nel 1951.  
Dal 1966 al 1973 compie gli studi di pianoforte, contrabasso, 
flauto e composizione, in parte al Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia in 
Roma, in parte privatamente.  
Dal 1970 inizia a svolgere attività di compositore presentando 
brani corali, cameristici e sinfonici presso istituzioni concertistiche 
italiane, europee, del continente africano, medio orientali, delle 
due americhe e dell URSS.  
Dal 1977, maturando un proprio pensiero musicale sempre più 
parallelamente a quella compositiva, attività di conferenziere in 
Italia e in vari paesi europei.  
Dal 1978 al 1987 è stato docente di Armonia e Contrappunto 
presso il Conservatorio di Stato di Pescara. 
Dimessosi, ha tenuto un “Corso di Libera Composizione” a Roma. 
Ha al proprio attivo alcune incisioni discografiche per BMG ed altre 
etichette.  
Ha registrato per la Rai e per le emittenti di stato di Spagna, 
Svizzera, Turchia, Vaticano, Stati Uniti, Germania, URSS.  
Accanto all'attività musicale, fin dalla prima giovinezza, si dedica 
alla composizione poetica. Dal 1987 ha pubblicato “Da un'altra 
infanzia” (Edizione del Leone, Venezia 1987) “Ecanto” (Amadeus, 
Treviso 1991) “Nel riverbero del nome” (Tracce, Pescara 1994). 
Web: 
http://www.amiatamedia.com/index.php?page=Gianfranco%20Pe
rnaiachi&toc=810 (2010) 

Pernambuco João (Français) 
João Teixeira Guimaraes, né à Pernambuco, 1883-1947. 
Autodidacte possédant une technique impressionnante, a laissé un 
très grand nombre de compositions qui sont constamment 
reprises encore de nos jours par les guitaristes classiques et 
populaires. Villa Lobos avait une très grande admiration pour lui 
et écrivait souvent des éloges à son sujet. 

Perón Cano Carlos (English) 
Carlos was born in 1976 in Madrid. He began his music studies at 
the age of 10 and has studied with such professors as Manuel del 
Real, Adriana Marchinkova, Ana Baget, Manuel Guillén and 
Hermes Kriales, Vartan Manoogian, Agustín León Ara, Ara 
Malikian, Lorand Fenyves, Christof Bruggemann, Arcadi Futer, 
Oleg Lev, Liang Chai, Volkmar Holz, Boris Kuniev and Alexander 
Detisov. In the area of composition he has participated in courses 
given by Mauricio Kagel and Enrique Blanco (teacher of harmony), 
and also taken part in conferences given by masters G. Ligeti, E. 
Fubini, K. Penderecki, Luis de Pablo, K. Stockhausen, Klaus Huber, 
H. W. Henze and Claudia Colombatti.  
He has been concertmaster of the Madrid string quartet and 
conductor of the choirs “Amadeo Vives” (2001-2002) and 
“Federico Chueca” (2002-2003). He has also been maestro of the 
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chamber orchestra “Jóvenes Virtuosos”, which among others plays 
in the auditorium Joaquín Rodrigo of Madrid.  
Moreover he dedicates himself to the world of composition as a 
member of the S.G.A.E. (Spanish General Association for authors 
and publishers) He has written more than 220 works and has 
received more than 50 premieres of his pieces.  His works have 
been performed by such orchestras as the Symphonic Opera 
Orchestra from San Sebastián de los Reyes (Madrid), the 
Orchestra “Jóvenes Virtuosos” of the township of Madrid, the 
Orchestra of the Autonomic University in Madrid, the chamber 
orchestra Joaquín Turina, the Project Guerrero, the Plural 
Ensemble, the Duo An-tifón, the Ensemble “Solistas de Sevilla”, 
the ensemble Arpista Ludovico, the Duo Bartok, and also by the 
chorale of the Murcia University (International Festival of Young 
Orchestras 2002).   
His works have been played and premiered in Spain (Ávila, 
Segovia, Sigüenza, Barcelona, Palencia, Murcia and in the 
township of Madrid (National Auditorium), Mexico, France, 
Malaysia, Peru, England, Germany, Austria (Aspekte Festival) and 
in Turkey (XIX International Music Festival of Ankara).  
Web: 
http://www.lighthousemusicpublications.com/composers/carlos_p
eron_cano.html (2015) 

Persano Oronzo (Italiano) 
Oronzo Persano è nato a San Cassiano (Lecce) nel 1944. Ha 
studiato chitarra con J.Huber a Payerne (Svizzera) e fagotto con 
Giuffreda al Conservatorio “S.Cecilia”. Successivamente ha 
seguito i corsi di perfezionamento di chitarra ad Alessandria con 
Alirio Diaz. 
Dal 1970 al 1986 è stato docente di chitarra presso l'Università 
del tempo libero (E.N.A.L.) di Brindisi e a Lecce ha fondato e 
diretto la scuola “M.Giuliani”, dove si sono formati parecchi allievi, 
oggi concertisti affermati. Sotto l'aspetto didattico ha pubblicato 
quattro antologie di musica per chitarra, che coprono un arco di 
tempo che va dal 1500 al 1800: dal Rinascimento al 
Romanticismo. La sua carriera concertistica lo ha visto impegnato 
in Italia, Svizzera e Germania, riscuotendo ovunque consensi. Nel 
1978, '79 e '80 è stato direttore artistico, affiancato per due anni 
da G.Petrassi e uno da F. Donatoni, del “Concorso Città di Lecce” 
per la diffusione della musica contemporanea. Dal 1982 è docente 
di chitarra classica all'Istituto Musicale pareggiato ai Conservatori 
di Stato di Ceglie Messapica (BR). 
Web: http://utenti.lycos.it/oronzopersano/index.htm 

Persson Mats (English) 
Born in Stockholm on 1st September 1943. He studied the piano 
with Greta Eriksson at the State Academy of Music, 1964-1969, 
and then contemporary music with Siegfried Naumann. Mats 
Persson continued his studies abroad with Aloys Kontarsky in 
Cologne 1969-1972 and was awarded DAAD (Deutscher 
Akademischer Austausch Dienst). He has also visited vacation 
courses for contemporary music in Darmstadt. While in Cologne 
he came into contact with the composer Bernd-Alois 
Zimmermann. As a pianist Mats Persson has made a career for 
himself as a soloist, has given successful duo performances 
together with Kristine Scholz and has also been active in the 
concert organization Fylkingen, Harpans Kraft etc.  
The image of Mats Persson as a perceptive interpreter above all of 
contemporary music is matched by his own composition, which is 
mostly for the piano. He has an unrivalled sense for the poetic 
nature of sounds and can utilise exciting contrasts between small 
sounds and long silences as in Agonia based on keyboard music 
by Carl Jonas Love Almqvist. Refractions for two pianos aroused 
attention at the ISCM world music festival in Athens in 1980. 
Fluctuation between dynamic and contemplative episodes plays an 
important part in his ballet music: Långt från Kaukasus and Mellan 
två trädgårdar, the latter in association with the choreographer 
Per Jonsson. H-GP 
Web: 
http://www.mic.stim.se/avd/mic/prod/micv5eng.nsf/AllDocument
s/DE4E1A11C60848C9C1257228003385F6 

Perugini Claudio (Italiano) 
Claudio Perugini, nato a Roma nel 1961, si è diplomato in 
composizione con Irma Ravinale, in pianoforte con Pieralberto 
Biondi e in musica corale e direzione di coro.  

Ha ottenuto riconoscimenti in concorsi internazionali di 
composizione: premio “V. Bucchi” di Roma, “IMRO” di Arklow – 
Irlanda (“highly commended”), premio “S. Ferrari” di Piacenza (2° 
premio con “The song of Lynn” per soprano e pianoforte, su testo 
di Paolo Scaramella Proietti), e in seminari (Accademia 
Internazionale di Perugia, orchestra “Petrassi”, premiato con 
l’esecuzione del “concerto per contrabbasso e orchestra”). 
Sue composizioni sono state eseguite in importanti rassegne 
concertistiche nazionali ed internazionali, in Italia (RomaEuropa 
festival, Festival Internazionale di Udine, G.A.M.O. di Firenze, 
Incontri musicali Romani , Folkstudio Contemporanea, rassegna 
“Alfeo Gigli” dell’Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna, “International 
Music Days” di Assisi, Festival delle Nazioni di Città di Castello, 
Festival Domani musica 2003, “Compositori a confronto 2004” 
dell’ Istituto “Peri” di Reggio Emilia, ecc.), all’estero (Festival 
Musica Nova di San Paolo del Brasile, Formosa per la radio 
nazionale cinese, in Germania, in Francia e inoltre a Vienna “Vox 
Titanis” per organo, maggio 2005, e ad Amsterdam, “Paotalux”, 
per pianoforte, novembre 2005) in prestigiose sedi (Accademia 
d’Ungheria, Forum Austriaco di cultura, Accademia Americana, 
Auditorium Rai di Roma) e diffuse da Rai Radiotre.  
“L’uomo nella prosperità non comprende” per mezzosoprano, voci 
recitanti e orchestra, commissionato nell’ambito delle 
manifestazioni per il Giubileo del 2000, è stato eseguito anche al 
Teatro Nazionale di Roma in occasione della consegna dei premi 
Nobel per la pace; “La storia di Eco e Narciso” per trio di fiati è 
stato eseguito nell’ambito del 41° Festival di Nuova Consonanza a 
Roma (2004); “Coralli”, per pianoforte, è stato eseguito da Per 
Rundberg al Festival “Antidogma Musica” (Torino, 2005). A 
Benevento sono stati inoltre eseguiti: “Dona mihi animam 
meam…” per baritono, voce recitante e orchestra, e il “Salmo 
CXLVIII” per soli, coro e orchestra (Teatro Comunale, 2003).  
Suoi lavori sono incisi in CD da diverse case discografiche 
(Pentaflowers, Radio Onda d’Urto, Agenda, Rivoalto, Domani 
Musica), e pubblicati dalle case editrici Berben di Ancona, Agenda 
di Bologna e Taukay.  
Ha tenuto seminari sulla musica del Novecento e contemporanea; 
presso la Fondazione Arts Academy di Roma. è ideatore del 
“Progetto in itinere- viaggio tra i sentieri dei linguaggi musicali”, in 
cui è stato relatore, per il 2005, della Masterclass tenuta da Guido 
Arbonelli. E’ autore del saggio “Il segno di Bach”, basato sulle 
relazioni tra ghematria, sectio aurea e serie di Fibonacci nella 
trascrizione del concerto di Marcello. 
E’ titolare di Composizione presso il Conservatorio di Benevento, 
dove insegna dal 1986. 
Web:  http://www.taukay.it/it/composers/perugini.html (2009) 

Pesec Jovan (English) 
Jovan Pesec was born 1946 in the Slovenian-language-area of 
Carinthia (Austria). He studied composition at the conservatory of 
Klagenfurt. He first learned classic guitar as autodidact. Further 
education through courses and seminars with Heinz Irmler and 
Konrad Ragossnig. His compositions, that experienced numerous 
successful performances until now, first with the main focus in the 
instrument guitar and in the chant. Later, more contribution took 
place to other instruments, like cello, Brassensemble, etc. 
Beside the music, the passion of Jovan Pesec belongs to playing 
tournament-chess in the Internet and the geometry of fractals. 
His opus shows the fascinating beauty of fractals embedded in 
different themes like “amulets”, “chess”, “erotic garden” etc.  
Jovan Pesec lives together with his wife, an artist, close to Vienna. 
(August 2000) 
Web: 
http://cybernetserve.com/art/of.Jovan.Pesec/categories/This%20
am%20I/jovan_e.htm 

Pessina Paolo (English) 
Italian composer and conductor, born in Milan on March 19, 1969. 
He starts very young his musical training (violin, piano, organ and 
composition) in Trieste; in 1995 he graduates in composition at 
the Milan Conservatory with Azio Corghi, while attending the 
orchestra conducting classes at the Vienna Academy.  
In 1995, following the award of two scholarships, he attends the 
annual master classes held by the “Accademia G. Petrassi” of 
Fondazione Arturo Toscanini in Parma and by Informatic Acoustic 
Center “Agon” in Milano.  
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He attends the master classes at the “Academy of Santa Cecilia” 
in Rome, where he obtains his Master Degree in 1997; he is also 
awarded the “S.I.A.E. prize” (Italian Authors’ and Publishers’ 
Association) as the most outstanding graduate of all courses held 
in S. Cecilia that year.  
In 1997, he works for the “Accademia Musicale Chigiana” in Siena, 
for the Contemporary Music Festival, sponsored by the European 
Community.  
After the academic studies, he conducted his own compositions as 
well as works of the traditional repertoire, in Italy and abroad. In 
1995-96 worked as assistant (Buhnemeister) with Maximilan 
Cencic in Vienna at Wienerstaatsoper (Wiener Philarmoniker and 
Wiener Symphoniker) and, invited by Maestro Semyon Bychkov, 
assisted him in Florence (Orchestra del Teatro Comunale).  
In 1996, invited by Maestro Jesus Lopez-Cobos, he works in 
Switzerland (Orchestre de Chambre de Lausanne) with soloists as 
Gidon Kremer, Vadim Sacharov etc.  
In the same year he was invited by Sir Georg Solti to assist him 
during rehearsals with the London Symphony Orchestra. During 
the 1997-98 season he worked, both as a composer and 
conductor, on the production of his own Ballett “...dal Barocco al 
Tango...” Op.30 (...from Baroque to Tango...), commissioned by 
the “Arturo Toscanini Foundation” in Parma and by the “Orchestra 
Sinfonica dell’Emilia Romagna” (O.S.E.R.).  
He attends Masterclasses with final Degree in conducting (in 
1998) with Maestro Yuri Ahronovich, becoming at the same time 
the only assistant of Maestro Alexander Rahbari, working 
continuously with him in Madrid (Orquesta Radio Television 
Espanola), Croatia (Zagreb Philarmonic Orchestra), Palermo 
(Orchestra Teatro Massimo), Bruxelles (BRTN Symphony 
Orchestra), Vienna (Wiener Symphoniker), Bern (Opera House 
Orchestra), Turkey (Istambul Symphony Orchestra), Prague 
(Czech Philarmonic Orchestra).  
His catalogue includes symphonic works, chamber, vocal and 
stage music, published by Ricordi, Sonzogno, Berbén and Pizzicato 
Verlag Helvetia.  
Some works of his have been recorded on CD (Koch-Discover 
International, Rivo Alto, etc.) and by “State Archives” in Rome 
and were broadcast by RAI (Italian Broadcast Corporation) and 
RTV Koper (Slovenia). In May 1999, some of his latest works have 
been successfully performed in New York at The Juilliard School of 
Music; summer 2000 his chamber works were played in Tokyo.  
In November 1999 he gave lectures in a workshop organized in 
Paris (Université de la Sorbonne, Fondation Singer-Polignac) and 
in Le Mans, by “Le Circle des amis de Jean Françaix”, to 
commemorate the French Composer who died in 1997.  
During 2000 he follows “Music for Cinema” masterclasses helded 
by Mr. Luis Bacalov that encouraged him composing in his own 
ecleptic-polistylistic way, Soundtracks and Stage Music.  
Web: http://www.classical-composers.org/comp/pessina 

Peter Herbert (English) 
Composer, pedagogue and church official, born in Weimar 
(Thuringia). He was the brother of the guitar pedagogue and 
university professor Ursula Peter (1924-1989). For her guitar 
method „Anfangsunterricht im Gitarrespiel” (2 vol.) und „Der Weg 
zum Solospiel” he wrote about 40 small pieces and song sets for 
one and two guitars. From 1945 to 1949 Peter studied church 
music at the University of Music Franz Liszt Weimar. His first 
position was in 1949 as cantor and organist in Bad Berka. From 
1950 to 1961 Herbert Peter was a lecturer in organ playing, 
composition and adjacent subjects at the Thuringian church music 
school Eisenach and 1961-1991 Landeskirchenmusikdirektor at 
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Thuringia. At the same time he 
was from 1961 to 1984 cantor at the Georgenkirche Eisenach and 
director of the Eisenach Bach Choir. In 1961, Herbert Peter was 
appointed director of the Thuringian church music school. This 
office he held until 1988. Since 1992, the composer lived together 
with his wife retired in Witzenhausen (Northern Hesse). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Peterson John (English) 
John Peterson was born in Wollongong, NSW, in 1957 and studied 
composition at the University of Sydney under the guidance of 
Ross Edwards, Eric Gross and Peter Sculthorpe. He has Bachelor 
of Music (1990) and Master of Music (1994) degrees, and 

completed a PhD in Composition in 2003.  
As a composer, John Peterson has written chamber music for 
many ensembles including The Contemporary Singers, Sydney 
Mandolins, The Seymour Group, the Coruscations Ensemble, the 
Caringbah HS New Music Group, the Shostakovich String Quartet, 
and the Halcyon vocal ensemble, but his primary compositional 
focus is on writing music for the orchestra. John's orchestral 
works have been performed and/or recorded by the Armidale 
Youth Orchestra, Queensland Philharmonic Orchestra, Tasmanian 
Symphony Orchestra, the West Australian Symphony Orchestra, 
Sydney Youth Orchestra, Auckland Philharmonia, New Zealand 
Symphony Orchestra, and the BBC National Orchestra of Wales.  
In 1992, Peterson was a finalist in the Jean Bogan Prize for Piano 
Composition; and in 1995, and again in 2000, he was a finalist in 
the Corbould Orchestral Composition Competition. On two 
occasions, in 1997 and in 2001, he has been shortlisted for 
“Masterprize”, an international competition run jointly by BBC 
Music Magazine and the London Symphony Orchestra. The 
orchestral works selected for this competition, Rituals in 
Transfigured Time (1997) and Illawarra Music (2001), were 
recorded and subsequently broadcast on BBC Radio 3 in the U.K. 
and in Europe, and on ABC Classic FM throughout Australia.  
John's music generally reflects his interest in tonal idioms, as well 
as the energy and rhythmic propulsion inherent in many popular 
music styles. A typical work of this type is Shadows and Light, a 
large-scale composition for SATB symphonic chorus, SATB semi-
chorus, soprano and tenor soloists, string orchestra and 
percussion; this work was premiered by Sydney Philharmonia in 
November 2004.  
In 2005, John was the winner of the prestigious Albert H. Maggs 
Composition Award.  
Web: http://users.tpg.com.au/johnp57/ (2010) 

Peters-Rey Gregor (English) 
Gregor Peters-Rey was born 1966. He studied organ and piano in 
Munich and Augsburg. Now he is living as independant piano 
teacher and plays organ concerts in Germany and France. 
Peters? composition can hardly be categorized because of the 
various styles being used. Most of them reflect on moods and 
atmospheres. 
Web: http://www.copy-us.com/?composer=peters (2010) 

Petit Jean-Louis (English) 
JEAN-LOUIS PETIT (1937) 
Enrolled at the Reims and Paris music academies, he attends 
composition, organ and percussion courses. A composer and 
conductor, Jean-Louis Petit at the present time heas the music 
workshop of Ville d'Avray. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Petrov Andrei (English) 
Born: 2 September 1930 in Leningrad. Died on 15 February 2006 
in St. Petersburg. 
Education: At Leningrad Music College from 1945-1949; at 
Leningrad Conservatory from 1949-1954 (composition under 
Evlakhov).  
Principal Works: Incidental and film music, vocal music, opera, 
three ballets, violinconcerto, pianoconcerto, symphonic poem, 
overture and three suites.  
Style: Petrov's music is programmatic. He uses unexpected 
contrasts, orchestral effects and polytonal interferences. His 
compositions are influenced by the tradition of Russian Classics.  
(Internet Edition compiled by Onno van Rijen) 

Peyrot Fernande (Italiano) 
Compositrice e insegnante svizzera, nacque a Ginevra il 21 
novembre 1888. Studiò al conservatorio della sua città natale con 
Ernst Bloch ed Emile Jaques-Dalcroze (il famoso ideatore di un 
metodo ginnastico e coreografico di interpretazione del ritmo). Nel 
1916 conseguì il diploma all’Institut Jaques-Dalcroze dove 
avrebbe insegnato fino alla pensione.  
Nel 1919 lasciò Ginevra per Parigi, dove frequentò le lezioni di 
André Gédalge e Paul Dukas al conservatorio. Nel frattempo, 
insegnò sia alla École de rythmique de Vaugirard (ispirata dai 
principi di Jaques-Dalcroze), dal 1919/20, ed alla École normal de 
musique. Al suo ritorno a Ginevra, perseguì una doppia carriera 
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come insegnante e compositrice, e si dedicò anche alla direzione 
di un piccolo coro per molti anni.  
Il lavoro della Peyrot si dipana attraverso molti generi, ed include 
molti lavori corali, molta musica da camera, diversi lavori 
orchestrali (notevoli sono Esquisses symphonique e Suite pour 
cordes), e molte musiche per il teatro dei burattini di Ginevra. Le 
sue composizioni furono spesso suonate nel festival 
dell’associazione dei musicisti svizzeri e da molti ensemble di 
Ginevra. Il compositore franco-svizzero Ernest Ansermet diede la 
prima della sua Messa nel 1918 e della sua La petit sirène nel 
1949.  
Fernande Peyrot morì nella sua Ginevra il 10 marzo 1978. 
L’archivio delle sue musiche è conservato nel “Fonds Fernande 
Peyrot” nel Conservatoire de musique di Ginevra. 

Pezzuti Tiero (Español) 
Tiero Pezzuti (Villa Sant'Angelo, provincia de L'Aquila, Italia, 
1925). Proveniente de una familia de músicos, se formó 
inicialmente con su padre y luego con Mario Guidobaldi. Llegó a 
Venezuela en 1949. Estudió composición con Evencio Castellanos 
y Vicente Emilio Sojo, en la Escuela de Música José Ángel Lamas, 
obteniendo el grado de Maestro Compositor en 1971. 
Ha desarrollado su actividad profesional fundamentalmente en la 
docencia, escribiendo diversos métodos de enseñanza musical. Su 
trabajo como compositor y arreglista incluye obras para orquesta, 
banda, música de cámara y coros, así como para piano. 

Pheloung Barrington (English) 
Barrington Pheloung is a composer, conductor and performer of 
international renown. Barrington has an immense catalogue 
behind him that includes fifty two ballet scores for many dance 
companies worldwide, numerous concerto's, scores for film, 
television, radio, theatre and new media. He is a popular 
phenomenon in Britain and a man who has straddled the worlds of 
film and television music, the pop record industry and the concert 
hall all with equal ease. 
Born in Sydney, Australia, Pheloung took up guitar at age six and 
he played in blues in bands throughout his teenage years. He 
moved to London at the age of 18 to study composition, 
conducting, double bass and guitar at The Royal College of Music 
and in 1977 won a place on the International Course for 
Professional Composers and Choreographers at Surrey University. 
Pheloung began laying the groundwork for a film & television 
career with his work on ballets, and since the late 70's has written 
more than 50 commissioned ballet scores for world renown ballet 
and dance companies in Britain and Europe, and conducting and 
recording several of them including the popular works Run Like 
Thunder and Rite Elektrik both choreographed by Tom Jobe. 
Oscar winning director and writer Anthony Minghella took a liking 
to Pheloung's ballet work and asked him to score one of his early 
plays, “Made in Bangkok”, directed by Michael Blakemore in 1986. 
Pheloung went on to score more than half a dozen stage plays, 
including Arthur Miller's “After The Fall”, at The National and 
“Sweet Bird of Youth”, also directed by Blakemore on Broadway, 
as well as plays for The Royal Shakespeare Company and “The 
Graduate” adapted by Terry Johnson for the West End and 
Broadway. He has also scored the live show Wheel of Life which is 
performed by the kung-fu Shaolin Monks from China, and directed 
by Micha Bergese. 
Pheloung made his mark on the British popular consciousness 
when he began working in television on the popular 13 part series 
Boon in 1985. Anthony Minghella wrote a number of the show's 
scripts, and the series went on to be an Pl 
eased with the reaction to his work on the series, Pheloung was 
eager to continue work with “Boon's” producer Kenny McBain, and 
their next project was the one which would firmly establish 
Pheloung's reputation in the UK, the enormously popular detective 
series Inspector Morse. Pheloung's classically-styled, melancholy 
theme for Morse became an instant hit with the public. Other 
acclaimed television work for the composer includes Lewis, Red 
Riding Trilogy: 1983, The World of Nat King Cole, Portrait of a 
Marriage, Stanley and the Women, Channel 5 News, Good-bye 
Cruel World, Blood & Peaches, Mickey Love, Cinderpath, Brown 
Bears Wedding and the sequel White Bear’s Secret, Days of 
Majesty, The Legends of Treasure Island, Mosley, The Politician’s 
Wife, Dalziel and Pascoe and Cor Blimey. 

His motion picture scoring assignments began with Peter Wollen's 
Friendship’s Death in 1987, and he achieved a coup with Anthony 
Minghelia's 1992 hit Truly, Madly, Deeply. Since then his film 
credits have grown and include Shopgirl, And When Did You Last 
See Your Father, Hilary & Jackie, Nostradamus, Twin Dragons and 
The Mangler. 
Barrington Pheloung continues writing chamber music and 
concertos by commission for many of the top musicians in both 
Britain and the world, and was more recently asked to conduct 
the Inspector Morse Theme at a gala concert with the London 
Philharmonic Orchestra at a full Royal Albert Hall. He remains an 
outstanding example of the marriage between the world of 
concert hall composition and film scoring. 
Web: http://www.pheloung.co.uk/about.html (2013) 

Phillips Richard (Français) 
Richard PHILLIPS est né en 1934 à Paris. Diplomé de Piano, 
Solfège, Harmonie (Ecole César Franck). Il obtient le professorat 
d'Education Musicale de la Ville de Paris (1963) et se perfectionne 
en piano avec Dominique MERLET. Il étudie le Contrepoint, la 
Fugue, la Composition avec Roger CALMEL. Il Forme avec Mireille 
VARDABEDIAN un duo de piano qui donne de nombreux concerts 
tant à Paris qu'en province, et qui participe à des émissions 
télévisées, radiodiffusées, il enregistre au Centre d'Art National 
français, dont un disque récital apprécié par la Critique. Pianiste à 
la Radio, il accompagne durant plusieurs années l'émission de 
Radio scolaire. Compositeur, il compose d'une part une oeuvre 
pédagogique comportant de nombreux recueils édités aux Editions 
COMBRE s'adressant aux instruments les plus variés (piano, 
violon, violoncelle, alto, clarinette, trompette, trombone, harpe, 
etc...) et adoptés dans les principaux Concours (Conservatoires 
Municipaux de la ville de Paris, Union des Conservatoires, 
Concours BELLAN, U.F.A.M., WURMSER, C.M.F.). Professeur 
Certifié d'Education Musicale dans les collèges, il est en outre 
Professeur d'Analyse et de Solfège pré supérieur au Conservatoire 
du 14ème Arrondissement. (Combre Catalogue) 

Piazzolla Astor (English) 
(1921-1992) 
Argentinean tango composer. He was born in Argentina but his 
family soon moved to New York. In 1933, he studied with the 
Hungarian pianist Bela Wilda, a disciple of Rachmaninov. In 1936, 
his family moved back to Mar del Plata, Argentina, and he began 
to play in tango orchestras. At age 18, he decided to move to 
Buenos Aires. In 1939, he realized his dream of playing 
bandoneon in one of the greatest tango orchestras of that time, 
the Anibal Troilo orchestra. Piazzolla began his musical studies 
with Alberto Ginastera in 1941. In 1946 he formed his first 
orchestra. In 1954, he studied in Paris with Nadia Boulanger. 
Upon his return to Argentina in 1955, he formed the Octeto 
Buenos Aires. Between 1958 and 1960, he worked in the United 
States, where he experimented with Jazz-Tango with negative 
results. In 1960, in Argentina, he created the first of many 
famous quintets (bandoneon, violin, bass, piano, and 
electric guitar). The quintet was Piazzolla’s most beloved 
formation; the musical synthesis that best expressed his ideas. In 
1972, he played at the Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires for the first 
time. In 1973, he moved to Italy for the next five years. During 
the 1980s, he intensified his concerts all over the world: Europe, 
South America, Japan, and the United States, mostly with the 
quintet. His works, which have revolutionized tango, have been 
recorded by violinist Gidon Kremer, cellist Yo-Yo Ma, the Kronos 
Quartet, pianists Emanuel Ax and Arthur Moreira Lima, guitarist Al 
Di Meola, and the Assad brothers, among others. (Hernan Mouro) 

Piazzolla Astor (Español) 
Compositor y bandoneonista, nació en Mar del Plata, provincia de 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, el 11 de marzo de l921. 
Perfeccionó sus estudios musicales con el compositor argentino 
Alberto Ginastera y, en Francia, con Nadia Boulanger. 
Vanguardista del tango, ha suscitado polémicas, pero no 
solamente ha sido finalmente reconocido, sino que ha creado una 
verdadera escuela bandoneonística. Compuso innumerables 
obras, entre ellas la operita María de Buenos Aires y el oratorio El 
Pueblo Joven, ambos con textos de Horacio Ferrer. Con letras del 
mismo autor, la música de Balada para un loco, Chiquilín de 
Bachín, Canción de las Venusinas, entre otras. Le pertenecen 
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también Milonga del Angel, La muerte del Angel, Verano porteño, 
Otoño porteño, Invierno porteño, Primavera porteña, estas 
últimas reunidas bajo el título Las Cuatro Estaciones porteñas 
para distintas formaciones: orquesta sinfónica, de cámara, dúos, 
tríos, cuartetos y quintetos. Para las mismas formaciones 
orquestales, ha escrito conciertos entre los que se destacan 
Tangazo, Concierto de Nácar, Suite Folklórica y otras. 
Falleció en Buenos Aires el 4 de julio de 1992. 
Web: 
http://www.editoriallagos.com/Piazzolla/Astor%20Piazzola.htm 

Picard Pierre-Olivier (Français) 
Né le 15.03.1959. A étudié divers styles avec divers guitaristes. A 
créé et dirige le Festival et le Congrès de Guitare de Cannes 
(depuis plusieurs années déjà). Enseigne à Cannes et Nice. 

Picchi Silvano (Español) 
Nacido en Pisa, Italia, el 15 de Enero de1922. Antes de cumplir 
cuatro aiios le edad su familia se radicó en la Republica Argentina, 
país que mas tarde adoptaría como propio y donde luego nacieron 
sus tres hijos. Sus estudios de música os realizó en el 
Conservatorio Nacional, en Buenos Aires, donde tuvo por 
maestros en cursos de violín y materias teóricas a Emilio A. 
Napolitano, Constantino ,aito, Floro M. Ugarte, Athos Palma, 
Roberto Garcia Morillo, Artura Luzzatti, Giardo Gilardi, Alberto 
Ginastera, Abraiam Jurafsky y Vicente Fattone, entre otros. 
También trabajó en forma partícular el violín con Carlos Maria 
Ramos Meia y con Erwin Leuchter análisis musical. 
La tarea de composición, en la que se considera autodidacta, 
centraliza prácticamente toda su actividad a partir de 1948. is 
cumple en forma independiente y sin vincularse a tendencia 
determinada en el campo estético, pero apuntando a un lenguaje 
contemporáneo y lógico, nada espectacular ni vanguardista, que 
le permite expresarse con absoluta libertad. Hasta la fecha (1984) 
su catalogo registra 91 títulos que excluyen voluntariamente la 
ópera, la música para cine y la electrónica, pero comprende el 
genero sinfónico, el sinfónico-coral, coral, la música de cámara y 
para diversos instrumentos solistas, para voz acompañada, etc. 
De esa totalidad de obras 37 fueron estrenadas en importantes 
teatros y salas de concierto de Buenos Aires y varias de ellas se 
han tocado en países de Europa y Asia. Diez y siete premios 
recibió su producción desde 1966 hasta hoy, tres de ellos 
otorgados en Alemania (en ese entonces República Federal), dos 
por el Goethe-Institut de Munich y otro en el Festival 
Internacional de Órgano de Nuremberg; los restantes, por 
entidades oficiales y privadas argentinas. Obras suyas fueron 
publicadas por la Editorial Argentina de Música, Ricordi 
Americana, Barry y Cia., Editorial Devoto, Editorial Dayan y por 
Ediciones Culturales Argentinas del Ministerio de Justicia y 
Educación de la Nación. Desde enero de 1962 ejerce la critica 
musical en el diario “La Prensa” de Buenos Aires. En los anos 
1964 y 1965 dictó cátedras en el Conservatorio Municipal “Manuel 
de Falla” de Buenos Aires. En 1969 la Organización de los Estados 
Americanos - OEA - de Washington, Estados Unidos, publicó el 
catalogo de sus obras y su curriculum en volumen 15 de la 
colección que dedica a los compositores de América. En 1970 el 
Programa de Música de la Fundación Bariloche y el Consejo 
Provincial de Difusión Cultural de Tucumán le comisionan obras 
que se estrenan ese mismo año en el Teatro Colon de Buenos 
Aires y en el Teatro San Martín de Tucumán; son, SINFONIA 
BREVE, que da a conocer la Camerata Bariloche, y SM70, 
presentada por la Orquesta de la Universidad tucumana. En 1974 
la Embajada de Italia en Buenos Aires lo designó en su 
representación para integrar el jurado que otorga la beta de 
música (composición) correspondiente al Convenio Cultural 
Argentino Italiano establecido entre el Gobierno de Italia y el 
Fondo Nacional de las Artes. También en 1974, y luego en 1975 y 
1976, actúa como jurado de composición en los concursos que el 
Conservatorio Nacional “Carlos López Buchardo” instituye para 
celebrar el Cincuentenario de su creación. En 1975 se publica en 
Cambridge, Inglaterra, la 7a. edición del “Who's Who in Music and 
Musicians”, editado por el International Biographical Centre, que 
registra su nombre y una breve nomina de algunas de sus obras. 
En 1979 la Municipalidad de Buenos Aires lo incluye entre los 
cuatro compositores a quienes solicita obras para la celebración 
del IV Centenario de la Fundación de la Ciudad, para ser 

estrenadas en el Teatro Colón. (Extraido de la Guia de la Mùsica 
Argentina 1984 editada por el Instituto Lucchelli Bonadeo) 
Web: http://www.ciweb.com.ar/Picchi/index.php 

Piccone James (English) 
Piccone has been teaching computer music, composition, music 
theory and history at Rowan University since 1990. He received a 
M.M. in composition from Michigan State University. He has also 
studied composition with Dennis Sandole (only formal teacher of 
jazz giant John Coltrane). 

Pidoto Andrea (English) 
Mr. Andrea Pidoto was born in La Spezia (Italy) on 13th April 
1958. He studied autonomously Twelve Ton Technic and at the 
Conservatory of Music. He was a student of three-year 
composition course at the Pescara Academy of new music under 
guidance of Maestro Franco Donatoni in 1984, in 1986 he received 
a Second prize in the “G.D'Arezzo” International Composition 
Competition in Arezzo (Italy) with President G.Petrassi.  
His meeting at the Fiesole (Florence) School with Maestro Sylvano 
Bussotti was a turning point in his artistic 
development. Furthermore, he has been commissioned to write 
works for various ensemble and soloist who specialise in 
performing contemporary music.  
In 1994 he had a meet in Milan with Maestro Pierre Boulez and in 
Turin with Maestro Gyorgy Ligeti in 1996.  
He took part in a course of computerised music in the Civic School 
of  Music in with Prof. Alvise Vidolin section of contemporary 
music. Any his works are on catalogue in the communal Museum 
of information in (Ancona) Italy.  
Because of his distintion in the music profession, he had also been 
included in the prestigious  Royal Accademy of Music in 
London  1996. 
Invited in 2007 by Prof. Françoise-Régis Lorenzo of Paris-Nanterre 
University to a  reflection for the international conference 
“Literature and Politics” nel 2007 dal Prof. Françoise-Régis 
Lorenzo. 
In 2002 and 2004 he was select to festival  Composers to confront 
by Conservatory “Peri”  RE. italy2003 he  has been mentioned to 
the International Festival Europaische Khenmusik - Schwabisch 
Gmund. 
He is a member of composition competition too. 
Web: http://anpid8.tripod.com/id2.html (2011) 

Pidoto Andrea (Italiano) 
Pidoto breve autobiografia 
Il mio interesse alla Musica ebbe inizio quasi improvvisamente 
senza che io ne fui cosciente, questo accadde grazie a una 
chitarra regalatami da mio padre che mi avvicino' a questa Arte; 
egli era un uomo volitivo e generoso sempre pronto ad aiutare gli 
altri, si interessò molto al mio preponderante desiderio artistico, 
adoperandosi in ogni modo per favorire i miei studi anche con la 
ricerca di buoni insegnanti che potessero aiutarmi. 
Purtroppo non ebbe il tempo di partecipare ai miei successi, egli 
mi lasciò molti anni fa. Tuttavia però ebbi l'appoggio totale di mia 
madre la quale mi assecondò in ogni modo prendendo parte alle 
mie necessità artistiche ed a dare una svolta basilare facendomi 
partecipare;(la ringrazierò in eterno), alla famosa Scuola di 
Donatoni. 
E'ormai passato molto tempo da quando poco più che ventenne 
nel 1983 ebbi un colloquio all'Accademia musicale pescarese con il 
M° Franco Donatoni per essere ammesso al Corso Superiore di 
Composizione, la sua Scuola, allora era molto importante con 
allievi provenienti da tutto il mondo, dunque un punto di 
riferimento per i giovani aspiranti compositori. Al colloquio portai 
un lavoro per pianoforte ed orchestra Actus oggi però non in 
catalogo, in questo lavoro presi a modello un Maestro al quale ero 
artisticamente molto legato ma che per mia sfortuna mai 
incontrato personalmente, Niccolò Castiglioni del quale acquistai la 
mia prima partitura moderna; ricordo, fu un lavoro per orchestra 
da camera dal titolo Quodlibet, questa fu una figura sostanziale 
per la mia coscienza compositiva. Il periodo donatoniano durò tre 
anni e subito dal primo nell'anno 1985 ebbi un importante 
riconoscimento internazionale ad Arezzo con un lavoro per coro a 
cappella. Comunque la mia strada artistica era appena 
incominnciata e negli anni successivi ho avuto esperienze di 
grande valore artistico che hanno plasmato la mia poetica e il 
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modo di comporre libero da ogni legame col passato; (vedi 
curriculum). Gli anni di apprendistato furono molto importanti per 
la mia coscienza artistica, questi anni furono ricchi e stimolanti 
per la mia giovane mente che alla scuola di Donatoni si dissetava 
ingorda; questo periodo fu particolarmente bello e la voglia di 
conoscere mi faceva sopportare ogni fatica, quegli anni li ho nel 
cuore! 
Web: http://my.treeway.com/pidoto/ZM1GDG265B7S0I.htm 

Ping Yee Ho Alice (English) 
Alice Ping Yee Ho was born in Hong Kong in 1960 and immigrated 
to Canada in 1982. She received a Bachelor of Music in 
composition from Indiana University and a Master of Music degree 
in composition from the University of Toronto. A composer and 
pianist, Ho has written several works for her own instrument, as 
well as many for chamber ensembles of mixed instruments, solo 
instrumental pieces, concertos and other orchestral works, and 
music that incorporates film. She has received awards from 
several competitions, including the du Maurier Arts Ltd. Canadian 
Composer Competition and the International League of Women 
Composers Competition. Her music is performed at new music 
festivals around the world, in Canada, the USA, Europe, Japan and 
China, and performed by major orchestras, chamber ensembles, 
and soloists around the world. 
Web: 
http://www.musiccentre.ca/influences/composer.cfm?authpeoplei
d=10707&themeid=4 (2010) 

Pinilla Enrique (Español) 
Enrique Pinilla estudió en Lima con Carlos Sánchez Málaga, 
Andrés Sas y Rodolfo Holzmann; en Alemania con Boris Blacher y 
en EE.UU, con Ussachevsky y Alcides Lanza. 
Es un compositor que desde muy joven se expresó con sentido 
lúdico y total libertad. No obstante su estudio de las técnicas 
tradicionales y especialmente de sus variantes contemporáneas, 
incluyendo la electrónica, no se hipotecó a ninguna de ellas en 
particular. Tal vez ha tenido un mayor acercamiento a la 
dodecafonía. Por otra parte el interés que siempre manifestó por 
la música autóctona le llevé a utilizar alguno de sus elementos, 
pero en general desprendidos de su contexto social o histórico, sin 
connotaciones ubicables. Se podría decir que su inteción ha sido, 
en este aspecto, la pura estructuración de sus características 
sonoras. 
Pinilla se ha expresado también con otros medios artísticos: el 
cine, la televisión y la literatura. Ha producido cortometrajes, 
videos y ha escrito cuentos, salpicados de humor, y dos novelas. 
También ha incursionado en la investigación musicológica con 
varios trabajos. 
El catálogo de sus obras musicales es relativamente corto, lo que 
posiblemente se ha debido a la diversificación creativa que hemos 
anotado; sin embargo incluye un buen número de distintos 
géneros como composiciones para piano, para voz, para conjunto 
de cámara y para orquesta, y también partituras para ballet, 
teatro y cine. De su repertorio podemos citar Cuatro piezas para 
orquesta, Variaciones sobre un tema pentafónico, Cinco piezas 
para pe cusión, canciones sobre textos de diversos poetas y un 
Estudio sobre el rítmo de la marinera, para piano. Destaca entre 
sus composiciones la obra para orquesta Evoluciones I, que es sin 
duda la más importante por su imaginativa factura orquestal y 
porque en ella alcanza una mayor intensidad expresiva que frente 
a sus anteriores composiciones, denotando madurez en su estilo 
personal. 
Web: 
http://www.seedwiki.com/wiki/circomper/enrique_pinilla?wikiPage
Id=257174 

Pinto Gianluca (Italiano) 
Gianluca Pinto nato nel 1971 comincia gli studi musicali con il 
pianoforte; successivamente suona la tastiera in numerosi gruppi 
pop-rock e funky della zona esibendosi in numerose 
manifestazioni con musiche composte da lui stesso. 
A 16 anni inizia lo studio della chitarra classica esibendosi in 
molteplici formazioni (chitarra a solo, in duo con flauto o violino, 
quintetto jazz) in Italia e all’estero, partecipando ad alcune 
trasmissioni televisive. Autodidatta, si diplomerà brillantemente 
nell’estate del 1997 al Conservatorio di Adria. Ventenne entra 
nell’orchestra di chitarre “Città di Gorizia” come solista fisso e ci 

rimane per lungo tempo; in questi anni, incide una musicassetta e 
vince alcuni concorsi internazionali sia con l’orchestra, sia come 
solista ed in altre formazioni. Nello stesso periodo intraprende 
l’attività di insegnamento nelle scuole della zona. 
La sua analisi del panorama musicale contemporaneo non solo 
classico lo spinge cercare nuovi spunti didattici; questa ricerca lo 
accompagnerà per tutta la durata della sua attività. E’ così che 
compone i primi studi per chitarra dedicati ai bambini che 
cominciano lo studio dello strumento. La sua formazione culturale 
(jazz pop-rock) lo obbliga a cercare qualcosa di diverso dalla 
“mera” interpretazione di classici e, dopo aver conosciuto e 
studiato la musica di Roland Dyens, scopre la sua strada 
cominciando a percorrere i sentieri dell’arrangiamento e della 
composizione. Scrive così arrangiamenti (per chitarra, per 
orchestra e per quintetto) di temi tratti da musiche da film o dal 
repertorio jazz. 
Nel 1995 fonda il Quartetto “Fandango” formazione per cui 
scriverà le sue prime musiche originali, tra cui “Hommage à 
Roland Dyens” e “Quando nevica a Trieste”. 
Dopo lo scioglimento del quartetto la sua composizione si sposta 
sempre di più sulla scia della musica pop e verso la ricerca di un 
nuovo linguaggio peculiare della chitarra. 
Nel 1997 conosce Roland Dyens, che dopo aver ascoltato una sua 
composizione lo invita a Parigi a perfezionarsi nel campo della 
composizione e dell’arrangiamento. E’ proprio a Parigi, dove 
risiede tuttora, che Gianluca Pinto, con altri musicisti, fonda il 
movimento e l’Accademia “Nouvelle Vague Des Cordes” alla 
ricerca di una nuova identità della chitarra. 
Gianluca Pinto è attualmente titolare della cattedra di chitarra 
classica alla “Ecole Musicale Europeenne” di Parigi dove adotta il 
suo metodo didattico sperimentale. 
Il suo ultimo lavoro é stato la composizione delle musiche per la 
rappresentazione dell’opera teatrale “COMME TU VEUX” del 
grande regista siriano Walid Kowatli la cui prima ha avuto luogo il 
4/05/99 al teatro della Sorbona a Parigi.  
E’ in preparazione il suo C.D. Cameo con le sue musiche originali.  
Web: http://gianluca.pinto.free.fr/ita.htm (2009) 

Pirelli Pietro (Italiano) 
(1954) 
Compositore e percussionista, ha composto musiche e realiizzato 
performances in diversi ambiti, dalla musica colta contemporanea, 
al reatro, balletto. Installazioni e musica per film. E’ presidente del 
centro di musica elettroacustica AGON. Ha al suo attivo esecuzioni 
in tutta Europa e collabora da anni con il Living Theatre di New 
York. Tra i suoi lavori piú recenti ha realizzato un CD ispirato a 
Roma Antica; ha scritto un balletto eseguito a Parigi al Teatro di 
Champs -Elysée, realizzato la musicazione live del Fil La Roue di 
Abel Gance e partecipato a diversi concerti utilizzando le Pietre 
Sonore di Pinuccio Sciola, tra cui due nella Basilica di San 
Francesco di Assisi. 

Pires de Campos Lina (Portuguese) 
(1918-2003) 
Reportagem: Violão Intercâmbio 
Faleceu em 14 de abril a paulistana Lina Pires de Campos, famosa 
compositora e professora de piano. Pires de Campos era seu 
sobrenome de casada, pois Lina era filha dos italianos Angelo Del 
Vecchio, o famoso luthier, e Carmela Messina, que recém-casados 
decidiram fixar residência em São Paulo, local no qual em meados 
de 1902 abriram no Largo Riachuelo a famosa fábrica e loja de 
Instrumentos Musicais Del Vecchio, e que depois mudou para a 
rua Aurora. Lina estudou com grandes nomes da vida musical 
paulistana como Furio Franceschini, Osvaldo Lacerda, Camargo 
Guarnieri e Caldeira Filho, e enquanto seus dois irmãos assumiam 
a direção da fábrica, ela se dedicou ao ensino de piano, onde se 
destacou como formadora de grandes nomes, como Caio Pagano, 
além de ter sido assistente de Magdalena Tagliaferro. Sua 
atividade como compositora, de linha nacionalista, fez com que se 
ela se destacasse nacionalmente no meio artístico, sendo que sua 
obra foi muita executada. 
Em 1998, em homenagem aos seus 80 anos, foi registrado no CD 
Universo Sonoro de Lina Pires de Campos algumas de suas obras 
mais importantes, com a participação de Quaternaglia, Betina 
Stegmann, Edelton Gloeden, Antonio Carlos Carrasqueira e Lenice 
Priolli entre outros, com 23 peças para as mais variadas 
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formações. 
Também em 1998, Gilson Antunes convidou-a para integrar o júri 
da 2.ª edição do Concurso Nacional de Violão Musicalis no qual 
ocorreu também o 1.º Concurso de Composição para violão 
Musicalis. Recebeu importantes prêmios, como o 2.º prêmio no 
Concurso “Canção Brasileira”, da Rádio MEC; Menção Honrosa no 
Concurso Cidade de Santos; Medalha Roquette Pinto da Rádio 
MEC; e com Ponteio e Toccatina (1978), para violão, Menção 
Honrosa no 1.º Concurso Brasileiro de Composição de Música 
Erudita para Piano ou Violão. Teve parte de sua obra publicada 
pela VITALE e RICORDI. 

Piris Bernard (Français) 
Né en décembre 1951 en Algérie. Élève de Jean Rodiac, puis de 
René Bartoli, Bernard Piris a fait ses études de guitare, solfège, 
harmonie et analyse au Conservatoire National de Marseille, où il 
a obtenu une Médaille d'Or de guitare à l'unanimité. Il complète 
sa formation dans des stages d'électroacoustique, et en suivant 
les cours du luthiste anglais Anthony Bailes. 
Invité régulier dans les jurys des conservatoires et des institutions 
les plus prestigieuses, il dispense des cours d'interprétation dans 
de nombreux stages, et joue dans des émissions de radio et 
télévision (France Musique, RTFB Bruxelles, Radio Méditerranée 
Internationale, M6, Radio-Canada, comme luthiste pour le film FR 
3 La Marquise de Sévigné). 
À Saint-Paul-Trois-Châteaux, Bernard Piris organise les Biennales 
de Guitare en Tricastin, festival dans le cadre duquel ont déjà 
joué, entre autres, Alberto Ponce, René Bartoli, Arnaud Dumond, 
Narciso Yepes, Roland Dyens, Alirio Diaz, Roberto Aussel, 
Hopkinson Smith, Betho Davezac, Pierre Bensusan, Ralph Towner, 
Francis Kleynjans, Egberto Gismonti, Vladimir Mikulka, Oscar 
Ghiglia, Eduardo Isaac, Leo Brouwer, David Russell. 
Son livre Fernando Sor, une guitare à l'orée du Romantisme (Éd. 
Aubier / Flammarion), commande du Festival d'Arles, fait 
référence dans le monde de la guitare. Il a enregistré un disque 
consacré à l'Amérique Latine et au XXe siècle (Villa-Lobos, Ayala, 
Smith-Brindle, Poulenc...). Ses propres compositions, interprétées 
par Brigitte Repiton, ont fait l'objet du CD Couleur Nuit (BR 
150792). 
En soliste, ou en duo avec son frère Georges (flûte à bec), ou 
encore en duo de guitares avec Brigitte Repiton, ses concerts l'ont 
mené à travers la France entière (Paris, Avignon, Limoges, 
Montpellier, Alençon, Sète, Marseille, Annecy, Briançon, Arles...) 
ainsi qu'à l'étranger (Allemagne, Maroc, République Tchèque, 
Tunisie, Israël, Québec), et divers festivals: Journées Musicales 
Internationales de Langeais, Festival du Château de Craux, Mai 
Musical en Val de Vienne, Festival International de Villeurbanne, 
Gitarre Grenzenlos de Sarrebrück, Rencontres Internationales de 
Guitare de Vandouvre lès Nancy. Son activité grandissante de 
compositeur lui vaut des commandes de solistes, ensembles et 
festivals de grand renom. Ses ouvres sont publiées aux éditions 
Lemoine, Combre, Hortensia, Transatlantiques, Productions d'OZ. 
Il est lui-même dédicataire d'ouvres de musiciens contemporains.  
Bernard Piris est professeur de guitare et de luth au Conservatoire 
du Tricastin (Pierrelatte et Saint-Paul-Trois-Châteaux, dans la 
Drôme). 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216764.2.html 

Pisati Maurizio (English) 
Born 1959 in Milan, composer and performer. His music has been 
performed throughout both western-eastern Europe, USA, 
Australia, Japan, is published by BMG-Ricordi, has been awarded 
prizes, selected in international competitions and transmitted in 
european radio broadcasting. He made CDs with BMG, Ricordi-
Fonit Cetra, CavalliRecords, Edipan, LArecords. He has taught at 
Corsi di Perfezionamento in Bobbio and in 2004 at summer 
courses Novantiqua in Frascati. He has given lectures and 
masterclasses at TohoGakkuenUniversity-Tokyo, 
TokyoMusicCollege, ArtsAcademy-Reykjavik, Politecnico delle Arti-
Milano, IrinoFoundation-Tokyo, University of Växjö, Brisbane, 
Melbourne.  
Maurizio Pisati graduated with highest votations in composition, 
analysis, history, harmony and counterpoint at the Conservatorio 
G. Verdi of Milan under A. Guarnieri and G. Manzoni, while also 
studying at summer courses in Darmstadt and several years with 
S. Sciarrino. 

He graduated in Guitar (again at Milan) and had a fruitful 
performing career between ‘83 and ‘89 establishing and playing in 
the LaboratorioTrio. He is Professor in Element of Composition at 
Conservatorio G. B. Martini in Bologna.  
Web: http://www.larecords.it/pisati.shtml 

Pittaluga Gustavo (English) 
Gustavo Pittaluga (Madrid 1906-1975) 
Pittaluga studied Music and Law simultaneously. He began violin 
studies with Julio Frances and composition with the support and 
guidance of Oscar Espla. Manuel de Falla also had a great 
influence on his musical education as the copious correspondence 
between them shows. 
In 1930, his conference in the Residencia de Estudiantes in Madrid 
which became known as the “Manifest of the Group” (Manifest of 
the Eight of Madrid, of the Generation of 1927) was published in 
the Gaceta 
Literaria (Literary Gazette). Starting that year, Pittaluga was 
engaged intensely both as a composer and an orchestra 
conductor. In 1934 he was appointed a member of the Triton 
Society of Contemporary Music in Paris, along with Darius 
Milhaud, A. Honegger, F. Poulenc, S. Prokofiev, L Markevitch and 
others. 
In 1937, during the Civil War, he travelled through various Latin 
American countries until he found a home in exile in Mexico, 
where he collaborated with L. Buñuel composing music for several 
of his films 
including Viridiana, Los olvidados (The Forgotten), and Subida al 
cielo (Ascent to Heaven). 
He was one of the first composers in exile to return to Madrid. He 
did so in 1962 but in poor health. In this period the UME in Madrid 
published his Canciones del Teatro de Lorca (Songs of Lorca's 
Theatre) 
which he had composed previously in collaboration with Lorca 
himself for several plays. 
His music rings with a distinct Spanish neo-classical accent and 
Nationalism that was more present in his music than in the music 
of other members of his generation. 
(The Legacy of Manuel de Falla, Spanish Guitar Music from the 
Generation of 1927, Volume 1, Series directed & edited by Rafael 
Catalá) 

Plante Daniel (English) 
Born in Portland, Maine, Daniel Plante has lived and worked 
chiefly in New York City. He received his first major performance 
in 1977 when Pierre Boulez and the New York Philharmonic gave 
the world premiere of his cantata, Love in the Asylum. At present, 
Mr. Plante is completing a commission for a chamber concerto for 
violinist Yung-Hsiang Wang. He has had a distinguished career as 
a conductor, having directed the Haydn-Mozart Chamber 
Orchestra and the Ensemble of the Guild of Composers. As a 
theorist, he has written on the music of Stravinsky, Webern and 
Debussy. Recently he completed a monograph entitled “Debussy's 
'Prelude l'apres-midi d'un faun' and the Creation of Post-Tonal 
Diatonicism” Mr. Plante has taught music theory at Princeton and 
Brandeis Unversities, the University of Massachusetts, and has 
directed chamber music at the Walnut Hill School. Currently he 
teaches in New York, where he also serves as contributing editor 
for the new Kurt Weill Edition. 
The Two Songs for Baritone, Alto Flute, Lute, Guitar and Viola, set 
to poems of Constantine Cavafy, represent the first in a series 
of vocal-chamber pieces to ancient and modern Greek and Latin 
texts. 
Web: http://www.apnmmusic.org/danielplante.html (2017) 

Pleskow Raoul (English) 
Composer Raoul Pleskow was born October 12, 1931 in Vienna, 
Austria. He immigrated to the United States in 1939 and became 
a naturalized citizen in 1945. From 1950 to 1952 he attended the 
Julliard School of Music in New york City. In 1956 he, graduated 
from Queens College, where he studied composition with Karol 
Rathaus, earning a Bachelor of Music (BM). In 1958 he earned a 
Masters degree in Music (MM) at Columbia University where he 
studied composition with Otto Luening. In 1959 he joined the 
faculty of the department of music at C. W. Post College of Long 
Island University. There he worked together with Stefan Wolpe, 
then chairman of the department. Pleskow became chairman of 
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the department of music and in 1970 became full professor; he is 
now retired from teaching and is composer in residence at C. W. 
Post College. 
Web: http://graham.main.nc.us/~bhammel/MUSIC/RP/bio.html 
(2017) 

Pócs Katalin (English) 
Katalin Pócs was born in Budapest on 4 June 1963 and died on 27 
september 2019. She studied at the Composition Department of 
the Ferenc Liszt Academy of Music under Emil Petrovics, obtaining 
diplomas in music theory and piano teaching, and composition. 
She has won several prizes at composers' competitions. In 1986 
she won 1st prize at the Composers' Competition commemorating 
Ferenc Liszt, in 1992 she was 4th at a South African competition, 
and in 1993 she ranked 2nd at the Szeged Composers' 
Competition “The Music of the Future”. 
She has received several scholarships: one by Kincses Kuratórium 
(1987), the Zoltán Kodály Scholarship (1988-1991), and the Art 
Fund Scholarship three times. She also won the art scholarship of 
the Budapest 22nd District Municipality in 1998/99. 
She has been granted financial support by the Hungarian Bureau 
for the Protection of Authors' Rights and by the Hungarian Credit 
Bank. She was a member of the Hungarian Composers' 
Association and the Art Fund. 
Her works have been broadcast by the Hungarian Radio and 
Television. Three of her works have been released on CD. Two 
compositions by Pócs appeared in print published by the Munich 
based 4'33” music publisher, the Hungarian Akkord music 
company, and one by Harpa Hungarica in Bloomington. Some of 
his pieces have appeared in Tünde Aszalós's book: The Child 
Playing Piano. 
She participated in several professional trips (Vienna, Moscow, 
Gdansk). Her works have been shown abroad several times 
(Lüneburg, Bourges, Berlin, Groningen, Transylvania, Munich, 
Bloomington, Rome, Chicago, Oregon). She spent two months in 
Banff, Canada with a scholarship, and his works were also 
performed here. Until his death, she actively composed and 
taught piano and improvisation at the Kálmán Nádasdy Art 
School, and held numerous author evenings individually and with 
other authors. 
Web:  
http://info.bmc.hu/index.php?node=artists&type=C&search=pocs
&search_tol=&search_ig=&valaszt=nev (2019) 

Podera Giovanni (Italiano) 
Giovanni Podera, nato nel 1960 a Bergamo, ha studiato chitarra e 
composizione rispettivamente con Giorgio Oltremari e Claudio 
Galante diplomandosi, con il massimo dei voti, presso il 
Conservatorio della sua città. E’ risultato vincitore del premio 
Simon Mayr quale miglior diplomato dell’Istituto stesso e 
successivamente si è aggiudicato, come compositore e come 
esecutore (solista, in duo e in trio), il primo premio in molti 
concorsi nazionali ed internazionali. Ha seguito corsi di 
perfezionamento sia di chitarra sia di composizione con numerosi 
maestri, fra i quali György Ligeti, Angelo Gilardino, Dusan 
Bogdanovic e Ruggero Chiesa; ha pubblicato sue composizioni, 
testi musicologici, revisioni e trascrizioni per le case editrici 
Bèrben, Sinfonica e Ottocento. Le sue opere sono eseguite da 
molti interpreti sia in Italia sia all’estero. 
Svolge intensa attività artistica, in particolare con il Trio Donizetti 
e l’Orchestra Terzi con i quali ha registrato per le edizioni Atlas. 
Come solista e in varie formazioni ha eseguito in prima assoluta 
composizioni di Vittorio Fellegara, Angelo Gilardino, Nilo Peraldo-
Bert, Emilio Piffaretti e molti altri. Inoltre numerosi compositori 
hanno pubblicato opere a lui dedicate. È costantemente invitato a 
tenere corsi di chitarra, di composizione e di musicologia per le 
maggiori istituzioni musicali italiane. 
Ha pubblicato articoli e saggi per importanti riviste specializzate 
europee. E’ membro del comitato scientifico del Convegno 
Chitarristico Italiano che si svolge annualmente ad Alessandria. 
Numerose le affermazioni dei suoi allievi e le sue partecipazioni 
alle giurie di importanti concorsi.  
E’ socio fondatore e presidente dell’Associazione chitarristica 
Benvenuto Terzi di Bergamo. 
Web: http://www.seicorde.info/Podera/curriculumita.htm 

Pohjannoro Hannu) (English) 
Hannu Pohjannoro (b. 1963 in Savonlinna, Finland) is a composer 
of contemporary art music, living and working in Finland. His 
music is concentrated and full of details, emotionally strong and 
often poetic in quality: his works have been said to be written 
with “a sounding quill.” 
 Pohjannoro has mentioned such composers as Beethoven, 
Webern and Cage as important sources of influences for him as a 
composer. It’s not a question of style but merely of musical 
thinking that is important here: the vague interaction between 
emotional expression and well-trained structural thinking, as well 
as the importance of listening, focusing on the present, the 
beauty of the shades of silence… In the aesthetical point of view, 
the obscure – the odd – in music is far more interesting for 
Pohjannoro than the simple extremes: the subtle aspects of the 
unexplainable in music, something we can perceive, hear and feel, 
but which cannot be rationally grasped. 
 Pohjannoro’s interest in subtle pianissimo qualities can be found 
in his student time compositions already, though his early works 
were considerably influenced by post-Darmstadt modernism. A 
finely polished miniature form seems to be typical for him, indeed, 
but since the turn of the millennium, several large scale works 
have appeared as well: a concerto for horn quartet and orchestra 
and an outdoor folk opera, for example. 
In his doctoral project in music (completed in 2009) he studied 
the inner structure of musical work in the context of instrumental 
music. Since then, he has addressed himself towards various 
kinds of referential relationships within and around music. To 
quote the composer himself: “What the music has to do with the 
rest of the world?”. 
Pedagogical work is an essential part of Pohjannoro’s professional 
profile. He has worked as a senior lecturer of composition and 
music theory at Tampere University of Applied Sciences since 
2005. Before that he was active also in the societal field in music, 
like the Society of Finnish Composers and Finnish Composer’s 
Copyright Bureau Teosto. 
Web: http://pohjannoro.com/cv/index.html (2018) 

Polacchi Barbara (Italiano) 
(Macerata, 1966)  
Ha svolto gli studi musicali al Conservatorio “Gioacchino Rossini” 
di Pesaro diplomandosi in Musica Corale e Direzione di Coro, 
Strumentazione per Banda e Composizione, rispettivamente sotto 
la guida dei maestri Mario Perrucci, Luigi Livi e Aurelio Samorì. 
Ha studiato inoltre Pianoforte con la Prof.ssa Silvia Santarelli e 
Musica Elettronica con i Maestri Eugenio Giordani (Pesaro) e 
Riccardo Sinigallia (Milano). Ha frequentato vari corsi di 
perfezionamento (Armonia e Arrangiamento, Composizione, 
Analisi Musicale, Didattica della Musica, Arrangiamento jazz, 
Maestro sostituto accompagnatore al Pianoforte e Operatore di 
tecnologie informatiche per applicazioni musicali tecniche e 
compositive) in diverse città italiane. Ha partecipato a vari 
concorsi di Composizione ottenendo premi e riconoscimenti. 
Ha avuto esecuzioni dei propri pezzi in Italia e all’estero, anche in 
importanti rassegne e festival di musica contemporanea (Ancona 
e provincia, Ascoli Piceno e provincia, Assago [Milano], Barcellona 
(Spagna), Bologna, Città del Vaticano, Faenza [Ravenna], 
Macerata, Napoli e provincia, Perugia, Pesaro e provincia, Reggio 
Calabria e provincia, Roma). 
Sue composizioni sono pubblicate da: Agenda Edizioni Musicali 
(Bologna), CD Club Entertainment (Reggio Calabria), Crocetti 
Omar Editore (Lanciano [CH]), GS Music (Roma), Isma Publishing 
Ltd. (La Valletta – Malta), Moeck Verlag und 
Musikinstrumentenwerk (Celle - Germania), Rugginenti Editore 
(Milano), S. C. Musicwork (Napoli) e sono distribuiti in: Italia, 
Stati Uniti, Olanda e Gran Bretagna. Parte di queste sono incise da 
Rugginenti Editore (Milano), Pagano, Editoriale di Tolmino srl 
(Napoli) e Rainbow Classics (Venezia). 
Ha collaborato con l’Associazione teatrale “Faretra” di Roma in 
qualità di consulente musicale. 
Dal 2001 è iscritta all'Albo dei Consulenti Tecnici del Tribunale 
Ordinario di Roma. 
Fa parte dell’Associazione “Artemusi(c)a – Compositrici per le 
Marche”. 
Nel 2000 ha realizzato il software di pacchetto gestionale per una 
software-house di Monterotondo (Roma). 
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Dal 1995 collabora, e ha collaborato, con molteplici ruoli, con case 
editrici musicali (Milano, Reggio Calabria, Rimini, Roma), con studi 
di registrazione (Milano, Roma), con Associazioni Musicali (Napoli, 
Vietri sul Mare [Salerno], anche per la RAI - Radiotelevisione 
Italiana) e con singoli musicisti di tutta Italia. (Scritto da Barbara 
Polacchi) 
Web: 
http://barbarapolacchi.leonardo.it/blog/curriculum_vitae.html 

Poliquin Denis (English) 
Denis Poliquin completed his studies in 1979 at Quebec City's 
Conservatoire de Musique where he was unanimously awarded the 
first prize in guitar. As a fellow of the Canada Council of Arts, he 
attended the Banff School of Fine Arts where he studied with K. 
Wheeler and D. Holland. In 1984 and 1986, he won first prize in 
composition at the Carrefour mondial de la guitare in Martinique. 
He has played as a soloist at the Toronto Guitar Festival, Quebec 
City's Festival d'été, the Saint-Malo Jazz Festival as well as on 
Radio-Canada. He taught for more than eight years in Quebec 
conservatories and at Collège Notre Dame. Since 1979 his name 
has been associated with the Domaine Forget where he works as 
a teacher and coordinates guitar and jazz training sessions. He is 
also director of the Académie de Guitare de Montréal. In 1996, his 
accomplishments as a composer and arranger earned him a 
commission from the Conseil des Arts et Lettres du Québec to 
write a piece for 20 guitars, to be entitled “Au jour le jour”. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216765.2.html 

Ponce Manuel Maria (English) 
(1882-1948)   
Born in Fresnillo, Mexico, Ponce renowned as the composer of the 
song, Estrellita, grew to maturity during the Porfirian epoch. His 
early compositions were as unlike his later ones as Stravinsky's 
L'Oiseau de Feu is unlike Orpheus. Ponce's growth was perhaps a 
more organic growth than others of his generation. Since his 
death in 1948, the Mexican public has increasingly taken Ponce to 
heart, and at present his ‘little star’ has grown into a great one. 
Web: http://www.csun.edu/~igra/bios/text/ponce.html 

Ponce Manuel Maria (Italiano) 
(1882-1948) 
Nel 1923 Andrés Segovia giunge in Messico per la prima volta e 
conosce M. M. Ponce il quale, compiuti i primi studi in patria si era 
recato in Europa, tra il 1903 e il 1908, per completare la sua 
formazione. Dall’incontro tra i due scaturisce un reciproco 
interesse che porta Ponce, su richiesta di Segovia, a comporre la 
sua prima opera per chitarra, che confluirà, pochi mesi più tardi, 
nella Sonata Mexicana. Seguiranno molte altre composizioni per 
chitarra: quattro sonate, variazioni, un concerto, brani a scopo 
didattico. In generale è possibile distinguere due principali fonti di 
ispirazione nella musica di Ponce: la tradizione folcloristica 
messicana e la cultura musicale europea che offriva modelli a cui 
il compositore amava ispirarsi rivelando una spiccata attitudine 
mimetica. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Poplyanova Elena (English) 
(Born 1961) is a wonderful flower in a bunch of talented 
composers of the South Ural. She is a graduate of Chelyabinsk 
Musical College (Yu.Galperin's class of composition), in 1986 she 
graduated from St.Petersburg Conservatory (professor 
V.Uspensky's class of composition). Poplyanova, who is gifted by 
nature with great talent of musician, with a fine taste, an acute 
mind, managed to find her own style while working for many 
years as a professional composer, to find her econiche. First of all 
this is music for children, it is clear-cut, comprehensive, inventive 
- education of feelings. Being a wonderful educationalist and 
composer, Elena Poplyanova created a whole collection of lessons 
of creation. At the same time she is successfully working in 
chamber and symphonic genres, she feels fine in theatrical circles. 
In composition she tands out for an exact selection of devices and 
a clear vision of the addressee (which happens not very often). 
Her music is bright, theatrical, figurative. 
Among her basic compositions are an opera, a symphony, two 
concerts, sonatas, orchestral miniatures, music for chamber 
ensembles, about two hundred of songs and romances. 
E.Poplyanova is the author of more than ten musical books 
published in Moscow, Novosibirsk, Ekaterinburg, Chelyabinsk and 

abroad. 
A special place among her compositions takes guitar music (a 
wide spectrum of genres). They are Sonata for Solo Guitar; 
Adagio for Antonio Vivaldi for flute, guitar and chamber orchestra; 
three pieces for guitar trio Milonga - Tango - Rumba; two preludes 
for flute and guitar; album of young guitar player for children 
Melodies of an Old Diligence; book about guitar for beginning 
musicians Wind Playing on the strings. A special success was 
Elena Poplyanova's concert for guitar and chamber orchestra, 
perfomed for the first time at the International Festival An Hour of 
Guitar Playing, which took place in Ekaterinburg. Sonata for guitar 
was composed in 1986 and was dedicated to the guitar player and 
composer from Chelyabinsk Viktor Kozlov. 

Porqueddu Cristiano (English) 
Cristiano Porqueddu was born in Nuoro and began studying 
classical guitar at the age of seven under the tutelage of his 
father. He attended different Masters and specialist courses all 
over Europe to study the technique and interpretation of 
eighteenth and nineteenth century music in more depth. He also 
went on to win numerous awards and international competitions 
and eventually came to know the guitarist-composer Angelo 
Gilardino. 
Having struck up a working relationship with the composer from 
Vercelli and under his guidance he obtained the Academic Diploma 
with Excellence (Accademia Superiore di Musica “Perosi”, Biella, 
Italy). 
The critics have labelled him “... a point of reference for the new 
generation of guitarists...” and he gives concerts around Europe 
and the United States at important international festivals, as a 
soloist and in performances of chamber music and orchestral 
pieces. 
He sits on International Juries for Guitar contests and often holds 
his own specialization courses, master classes and seminars in 
Europe and in the U.S.  
In December 2007 Angelo Gilardino dedicated the ‘Concerto di 
Oliena’ for guitar and orchestra to him. 
In 2002, in addition to his concert appearances he also began 
making records, receiving applause and flattering reviews from 
the critics and specialist press both in Italy and abroad. 
Since 2008, the major label, Brilliant Classics, distributes his 
recordings in over forty countries. 
In 2010 he won first prize in the International Composition 
Competition “Orphée Composition Competition”, Ohio, U.S.A. with 
“Il Silenzio del Pendolo” for guitar. 
He lives in Nuoro (ITALY), holds a professorship in classical guitar 
at the Scuola Civica, is the Artistic Director of the 'Agustin Barrios 
International Guitar Competition' as well as the Associazione 
Musicare. 
Web: http://www.facebook.com/CristianoPorqueddu?sk=info 
(2011) 

Porrino Ennio (English) 
Italian composer. He studied composition with Dobici and Mulé, 
took a diploma at the Rome Conservatory in 1932, and then 
attended a course under Respighi. After teaching at the 
conservatories of Rome and Naples, he was appointed director of 
the Cagliari Conservatory in 1956. The character of his music is 
Respighian: there is an indulgent use of illustrative color and a 
nationalistic rhetoric. A supporter of Salós Facist republic, he 
wrote for it the “Inno dei legionari” performed in Venice in 1945. 
(Source: The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1980, 
Volume 15) 
 
He was conductor and composer. His master was Respighi. His 
first compositions were the Ouverture “Tartarin de Tarascon” and 
the symphonic poem “Sardegna”; in all compositions wen can see 
the presence of the hand of his master Respighi. After this first 
experience he defined his style: a mix between the Gregorian 
Chant and the Popular Sardinian Chant. Among his compositions 
we can recall “Gli Orazi” (1941), “L’Organo di Bambù” (translated: 
the bamboo organ) (1955), “I Sharadana” (1959), the primitive 
sardinian dances for orchestra “Nuraghi” (1952), “La Sonata 
Drammatica” (translated: the drammatic sonata) (1947) for piano 
and orchestra and the oratorio “Il Processo di Cristo” (1949).  
Web: http://www.classical-composers.org/comp/porrino 
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(contributed by David Ferrante <ferrantedavid@archimedia.it>)  

Porro Mauro (Italiano) 
Nato a Cerveteri nel 1956, ha conseguito il diploma di 
Composizione Musicale Elettronica e strumentazione per banda 
presso il Conservatorio “Santa Cecilia” di Roma. Ha frequentato 
vari corsi e seminari di composizione in Italia ed all'estero con 
Karlheinz Stockhausen, J.Villa Rojo, G.Gandini, V.Globokar, 
L.Brouwer. 
Ha ricevuto premi e riconoscimenti in diversi concorsi 
di composizione tra cui: il Premio Valentino Bucchi, Roma 1988, 
per l'opera “Perceptibles”  per violino e orchestra; il G.Briccialdi, 
Terni 1988, per la Sonatina  per pianoforte; il concorso del 
programma  Antologia di RairadioTre 1988, per Capriccio per due 
clarinetti; il concorso Ente Concerti Castello di Belveglio 
(Asti)1989, per Trio Basso viola, violoncello contrabbasso; il 
G.Contilli, Messina 1989 per Interference free reception per otto 
strumenti; il Concors Henryk Wieniawski per holograph violino 
solo, Polonia 1990; il Premio Valentino Bucchi,  Roma 1991, per 
Interference free reception II per pianoforte e  orchestra. 
Le sue musiche sono state eseguite in varie rassegne musicali. 
Sue composizioni sono state trasmesse dalle emittenti 
radiofoniche Rai radiouno e Rai radiotre. Edipan di Roma e 
Musicinco di Madrid hanno pubblicato e inciso in CD diversi suoi 
lavori.  
Web: http://musicaxxi.freeservers.com/page3.html (2014) 

Portera Andrea (English) 
He began his activity as a composer very young, following his 
studies at Cherubini Conservatory of Florence, and especially at 
the School of Music of Fiesole, where he came into contact with 
the class of Manzoni and follows the work of the major musical 
personalities on the international scene. His production, under the 
sign of a fertile creativity (currently his official catalog consists of 
104 works, including chamber music, symphonic works 2 works 
for theater, etc. ..), won acclaim and awards from major names in 
the world music, was in fact awarded by Berio, Fedele, Rhim, 
Morricone, Nishimura, Corghi, Bussotti, Solbiati, Halfter, Vacchi, 
Sciarrino, Noseda, Claudio Abbado, Osokawa, Luis De Pablo, 
Talmelli and many more ... His works have been performed by 
famous orchestras and chamber groups, including the Tokyo 
Philharmonic Orchestra, BBC Philharmonic Orchestra, the 
Orchestra RAI Symphony, Symphonic Orchestra of the Slovak 
Radio Orchestra, the National Estonia, Orchestra of Colors in 
Athens, SPCO Chamber Orchestra in Minnesosa, Orchestra 
“Musical Afternoons” in Milan, Chamber Orchestra of Florence, and 
The Daedalus Ensemble, Fontana Mix, Academy Quartet, 
Ensemble Gaudeamus, Templum Floridum, Ensemble Italian, etc. 
... He also have collaborated with great musicians as pianist 
Andrea Lucchesini, the violinist Lorenza Borrani, Siringo, Dillon, 
Ancillotti Attademo, etc. ... and greats directors as Gianandrea 
Noseda, Chikara Iwamura, Daniel Gazon, Miltos Logiadis, Edward 
Rosadini, Daniel Kawka, etc. .. 
He has had publications by: Suvini Zerboni, RaiTrade, Sconfinarte, 
Eurarte, Prize Bucchi, Le Monnier, Fondazione Guido d'Arezzo, 
Hudobne Centrum Slovakia. In 2008 the School of Music of Fiesole 
has dedicated to the composer the event monographic “Music and 
Culture” (previously devoted to figures such as Kurtag, Berio, 
Sciarrino, Fedele, Vacchi etc ...) He collaborates regularly with the 
magazine “Guitars” as a supervisor of scores and graphic musical. 
He has realized as author the training manuals for primary schools 
“Contexts Musicals” and “Contexts Musicals Guide to the Teacher” 
(Ed. Le Monnier & Knopf). In May 2008 he was professor of the 
master-class analysis for the OGI ‘s Academy. For the theater has 
collaborated with various writers, actors, choreographers, 
including Stephen Massini, Sandro Lombardo, Michele Placido, 
Ottavia Piccolo, Milena Vukotic, Keith Ferrone, Native, etc. ... In 
March 2009 he was professor of “Graphics in Contemporary 
Music” at European Academy of the Quartet. He is the new artistic 
adviser of the Ensemble Counterpoint. Actually he's teacher at the 
Music School of Fiesole in composition, musical analysis, word-
processing and complementary harmony. 
Web: 
http://andreaportera.com/uk_pages/biografy_page_eng.html 
(2014) 

Portera Rita (Italiano) 
Rita Portera (1960) ha compiuto gli studi musicali e umanistici 
nella città di Torino in cui ha studiato con Gilberto Bosco presso il 
Conservatorio G. Verdi, poi Istituto di Alta Formazione Artistica e 
Musicale, conseguendo il diploma di Composizione nel 1993 e il 
diploma del Biennio Specialistico di II Livello nel 2007 con la tesi 
‘Memoria e invenzione musicale’.  
Si è inoltre laureata in Storia della Musica con Giorgio Pestelli alla 
Facoltà di Lettere dell’Università, discutendo la tesi ‘I Concerti di 
Casa Villa a Savigliano’ (1884-1892).  
Si è perfezionata ai corsi dell’Accademia Chigiana di Siena, della 
Scuola Civica di Milano e dell’Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna, e 
con Azio Corghi, Ada Gentile, Salvatore Sciarrino, Ivan Fedele e 
György  Ligeti.  
Le sue composizioni sono state eseguite in concerti, rassegne e 
festivals in varie città in Italia e all’estero, come il ‘Festival 
Internazionale di Nuova Consonanza’ (Conservatorio di S. Cecilia) 
e la Rassegna ‘Donne in Musica-Paradosso dell’amore’ (Roma); 
il ‘Centre Culturel Français, Rive-Gauche’, Unione Culturale F. 
Antonicellie Conservatorio G. Verdi (Torino); Rosetum  (Milano); 
Scuola di Alto Perfezionamento Musicale (Saluzzo), ‘Festival 
Internazionale Antidogma’ Musica; Stagioni Camerata 
Strumentale A. Casella, Suonodonne, Associazione C. e A. Ferrua, 
Régi Zeneakadémia di Budapest, Teatro Colòn di Buenos Aires. 
Sono inoltre state diffuse presso emittenti private radiofoniche e 
televisive. Alcune sue composizioni sono aperte alla didattica per 
l’infanzia.  
Col quintetto vocale ‘Dolci Aure Consort’, di cui è soprano, è 
interprete di autori contemporanei prevalentemente in prima 
esecuzione assoluta. 
Conduce ricerche storiche su fonti d’archivio per l’Istituto per i 
Beni Musicali in Piemonte per il quale ha effettuato censimenti di 
materiale musicale di istituzioni e biblioteche con la pubblicazione 
delle relative schede nel volume ‘Le fonti musicali in Piemonte’, 
vol. II, ‘Cuneo e Provincia’, a cura di Diego Ponzo, Lucca, LIM, 
2009.  
Tiene presentazioni e relazioni in campo musicale su vari temi. Per 
il rilievo storico si segnalano le conferenze: ‘Teresa Milanollo a 
Savigliano nel 1888’ in occasione delle celebrazioni cittadine del 
2004 e ‘Ritratto di Teresa Milanollo’ al I Convegno di Studi ‘In-
audita Musica’ presso il Conservatorio G. Cantelli di Novara, i cui 
atti sono in fase di pubblicazione.  
In campo editoriale ha collaborato alla redazione del volume: 
Bruno Bettinelli, La composizione musicale, Milano, Rugginenti, 
1996.  
E’ autrice del saggio ‘Pietro Gallinotti a Savigliano’, in Mario 
Dell’Ara - Mario Grimaldi, ‘Rosa sonora. Pietro Gallinotti liutaio di 
Solero’, Savigliano, Civico Istituto Musicale G. B. Fergusio, Grafica 
e Stampa L’Artistica Savigliano, 2006; e del volume: ‘Toscanini a 
Savigliano - Il giovane Arturo Toscanini ai concerti di Casa Villa’, 
Savigliano, Ed. Civico Istituto Musicale G.B.Fergusio, Grafica e 
Stampa L’Artistica Savigliano, 2007.  
Ha insegnato Armonia complementare e ‘Armonia e 
contrappunto’ nei Conservatori di Cuneo e di Torino ed è 
attualmente docente presso il Civico Istituto Musicale 
G.B.Fergusio di Savigliano. Come didatta è anche ideatrice del 
proprio metodo ‘Finalmente intonati!’ propedeutico al canto. (6 
Settembre 2009) 
Web: http://www.fergusio.it/rportera.html 

Porto Alegre Paulo (English) 
Born 1953 in Sao Paulo. He studied guitar by Henrique Pinto, 
Isaias Savio and Abel Carlevaro. Also composition by Sergio V. 
Correa and Hans-Joachim Koellreuter. He is the winner of the 
firsrprize for guitar recitals in the VILLA-LOBOS-Festival and in the 
Inter-national Competition of the Guitar Palestrina. With the 
composition CONTRASTES I he won also a prize by the 
international competition of composing in Paris. Today Paulo Porto 
Alegre, is one of the leading guitar players of Brazil. He is living in 
Sao Paulo, working as a concert guitarist, teacher and composer. 

Postlewate Charles (English) 
Charles Postlewate began studying the guitar at age 12 with Lloyd 
Hazelbaker but received his first college education as a 
cooperative engineering student for Buick Motor Division at 
General Motors Institute (now Kettering University) in Flint, 
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Michigan. During his final years of engineering studies at GMI, he 
studied jazz with Bob Brown and played electric guitar in jazz 
bands in the Flint and Detroit areas. He graduated with a Bachelor 
of Mechanical Engineering degree in 1964 and continued to work 
for Buick for two more years to save up enough money to study 
music at Wayne State University, in Detroit, Michigan. He was a 
theory/composition major who switched to classical guitar 
performance and received the first Bachelor and Master of Music 
degrees (1969 and 1973) in guitar performance in the school’s 
history, studying with Joseph Fava. His further studies on classical 
guitar include masterclass performances for Michael Lorimer and 
Oscar Ghiglia as well as occasional private lessons with Lorimer. 
As part of his graduate studies at WSU, Postlewate developed and 
taught classes in ensemble, literature, pedagogy, harmony and 
improvisation for the guitar. He has performed solo, chamber 
music, and concertos with orchestra in concerts across the United 
States, Canada, Mexico, Peru and the Caribbean. He has recorded 
three albums and three CDs, to critical acclaim, for Prism Studios 
and his latest CD, Homage to Villa-Lobos, is the result of a 14 
year research project to incorporate the little finger into the right 
hand technique of the classical guitar. 
Postlewate is a founding member of the Guitar Foundation of 
America and has published feature articles in their quarterly 
journal Soundboard as well as in Guitar International, American 
String Teacher and Guitar Player Magazine. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=849 

Poulheim Bert (English) 
Bert Poulheim is a student of Ruth Zechlin. In 1977 his first work 
was premiered in the Club of Cultural Creatives in Berlin. In 1979 
he was awarded the Hanns Eisler Prize. 1987 was the premiere of 
the Musical Comedy „Zug um Zug” (text: Hansjörg Schneider) in 
the theatre Zeitz. In 2007, the Bert Poulheim & Marion Violet 
Foundation was founded. (Rainer Stelle) 

Prado Almeida (English) 
One of the most ardent advocates of present-day Brazilian 
musical creation, José Antonio Resende de Almeida Prado was 
born in Santos, São Paulo, on February 8, 1943. He studied piano 
with Dinorah de Carvalho, harmony with Osvaldo Lacerda, and 
composition with Camargo Guarnieri. In 1969, he attained 
prestige throughout Brazil upon winning first place at the I 
Festival of Music of Guanabara with his cantata Pequenos Funerais 
Cantantes, based on a text by Hilda Hilst. At the time, it was 
performed at the Municipal Theater of Rio de Janeiro with the 
theater’s choir and orchestra under the baton of Henrique 
Morelenbaum, and featured soloists Maria Lúcia Godoy and Eladio 
Perez Gonzáles. The international jury that awarded his piece 
included Guerra-Peixe, Roberto Schnorrenberg, and Ayres de 
Andrade from Brazil, Fernando Lopes Graça from Portugal, Franco 
Autori from the United States, Hector Tosar from Uruguay, Roque 
Cordero from Panama, Johannes Hoemberg from Germany, and 
Krzysztof Penderecki from Poland. 
The prize was offered by the Secretariat of Education and Culture 
of the State of Guanabara and presented to him on stage by 
Secretary Gonzaga da Gama Filho. It allowed the young composer 
to do an internship in Europe for two years, which included a brief 
stay in Darmstadt to work with Gyorgy Ligeti and Lukas Foss, and 
a longer period in Fontainebleau and Paris, where he received the 
guidance of masters such as Nadia Boulanger and Olivier 
Messiaen. Without renouncing the valuable teachings of Camargo 
Guarnieri, the contacts with the music and ideas of the great 
champions of contemporary European music imparted new 
perspectives to the young Brazilian. With his horizons widened 
and his fertile creative imagination stimulated, he was led to 
construct his own strong musical personality, built on the pillars of 
strict formal discipline and technique and boundless musical 
fantasy. Extremely prolific, his catalogue of works is already one 
of the most consistent and abundant in today’s Brazilian musical 
creation, with ongoing references to ecology and religion. 
His diversified production includes, among others, major works 
such as: Missa da Paz; Pequenos Funerais Cantantes; Trajetória 
da Independência, which won the Prize of the State of São Paulo; 
the oratory Therèse ou l’Amour de Dieu; Paixão segundo Marcos; 
Ritual para sexta-feira santa; the cantata Bendito da Paixão de 
Jesús de Nazaré; and the oratory Villegaignon ou Les Isles 

fortunées, which premiered in France. He has also composed a 
significant body of symphonic pieces such as: Symphony No. 
1, which was awarded the Lili Boulanger Award; Arcos sonoros da 
catedral Anton Bruckner; Sinfonia dos Orixás;works for piano and 
orchestra such as Aurora, Exoflora, Concerto No. 1, and Variações 
Concertantes;works for violin and orchestra such 
as Fantasia, which was commissioned by the city of Rio de Janeiro 
to commemorate the visit of Pope John Paul II; and the 
symphony Oré Jacy-Tatá, inspired by the constellation in the 
Brazilian flag and commissioned by the Brazilian Ministry of 
Culture to commemorate the five hundred years of the discovery 
of Brazil. Both of these symphonies featured his daughter, violinist 
Constanza de Almeida Prado. For piano solo, he composed a 
series of Cartas Celestes (celestial letters),sonorous visions of the 
skies of Brazil, Rios (rivers), withan ecological inspiration, as well 
as sonatas, sonatinas, variations, and assorted pieces. In 
addition, he has composed several songs, choral pieces, chamber 
music, and work for other instruments. His work has been 
performed frequently with great success both in Brazil and abroad 
and has earned numerous awards. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2010) 

Prat Domingo (English) 
(1886-1944) 
Author of an important historiographical work called Diccionario 
de guitarristas, published in 1934 in Buenos Aires, (where he had 
been living since 1907), Prat was interested in supporting and 
giving more importance to the original guitar music rather than to 
transcribed music. In doing so he started the historiographich 
research based on the rescue and study of the Guitar repertoire. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Prat Domingo (English) 
Domingo Prat (1886-1944) is considered as one of the foremost 
teachers of the guitar in Latin America. After finishing his musical 
studies in the Municipal School of Music of Barcelona and, 
subsequently, his guitar studies with Miguel Llobet, he left Spain 
at the age of 21 to settle in Argentina. Thlere he founded his 
Guitar Academy with several branches in Buenos Aires. He is the 
author of several didactic works, anthologies, transcriptions and 
original works that have been reprinted several times. His 
scholarly work is reflected in his Diccionario de Guitarristas, first 
published in Buenos Aires in 1934 by Romero and Fernandez.1 
Several passages in his work give testimony to his love for 
Argentina. Additionally, he created a considerable number of 
original compositions based on Argentine folklore as well as 
transcriptions of tangos of the Guardia Vieja. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005)  

Prati Walter (Italiano) 
Walter Prati, compositore e informatico, suona il basso elettrico e 
il contrabbasso. Dal 1980 si interessa di interazione tra strumenti 
musicali tradizionali e nuove tecnologie. Oltre all’attività 
compositiva nella sfera della musica colta, ha sviluppato 
parallelamente un ambito di lavoro significativo nell’area 
dell’improvvisazione, collaborando con il sassofonista inglese Evan 
Parker e con il chitarrista americano Thurston Moore (componente 
del gruppo Sonic Youth). Di rilievo la collaborazione, sin dal 
principio degli anni Ottanta con il compositore e strumentista 
Giancarlo Schiaffini con il quale ha composto e suonato in diverse 
installazioni sonore e teatrali. Sue musiche sono state eseguite nei 
maggiori festival nazionali ed internazionali; trasmissioni 
radiofoniche di tutto il mondo lo hanno visto presente con musiche 
ed interviste. Presidente dell’Associazione MM&T, collabora per 
speciali allestimenti sonori con i più importanti Teatri d’Opera 
italiani.  

Prek Stanko (English) 
Born in Solkan, Nova Gorica in 1915. Well-educated, gratuaded in 
1941 from the State Music Academy in Munich, Germany and in 
1944 at the Music Academy in Ljubljana, Prek started very early 
with his pedagogie work. In 1950 he published his first Guitar 
School, and after this the whole series of instructive and didactic 
guitar works. It is worth mentioning that he was the first 
professor to teach the guitar at the University level, and was from 
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1974 up to 1980 professor of this instrument in Zagreb at the 
Music Academy. The author of these notes had the great 
opportunity to be his student in those days. (Uros Dojcinovic: 
Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.III Slovenia, 2003) 

Price Deon Nielsen (English) 
Deon Nielsen Price (Bachelor of Arts and Gold Medal Piano Award-
Brigham Young University; Master of Music in piano performance 
and composition-University of Michigan, Doctor of Musical Arts in 
piano performance with Honors in Accompanying-University of 
Southern California) is a prize-winning pianist, commissioned 
composer, choral and orchestra conductor, recording artist, 
veteran educator and published author.  Dr. Price serves on the 
Boards as  president and past-president of the National 
Association of Composers, USA (NACUSA) and the International 
Alliance for Women in Music (IAWM).  She also has been an officer 
in Mu Phi Epsilon International Music Fraternity (MPE) and the 
International Congress on Women in Music (ICWM) and is a 
member of the American Society of Composers, Authors and 
Publishers (ASCAP). 
As a solo and collaborative pianist, since the early 1950's, she has 
performed  regularly on university and community concerts across 
the continental United States, as well as at international festivals 
in the U.S.A.,  China, Alaska, Italy, Austria, Germany, England, 
France, Spain, Mexico, Panama, and Korea, under the auspices of 
Academia Pro Arte, the International Congresses on Women in 
Music, the National Association of Composers/USA, the 
International Alliance for Women Composers, the ECHOSPHERE 
touring ensembles and the Price Duo (son Berkeley Price, Doctor 
of Musical Arts in clarinet performance Eastman School of Music, 
and Deon, pianist/composer.) Her piano teachers included C.W. 
Reid, Carl Fuerstner, Erwin Schmieder, Benning Dexter, Gyorgy 
Sandor, Aube Tzerko, Daniel Pollack, Malcolm Hamilton, 
Gwendolyn Koldofsky, and Brooks Smith. 
Having studied composition primarily with Leslie Bassett and 
Samuel Adler, she has heard her compositions performed in many 
countries in Europe,  former Soviet Union, Asia and Central 
America.  Most titles are published by Culver Crest Publications or 
Southern Music Company. Many chamber works are recorded on 
Cambria/NAXOS: SunRays: Music of Deon Nielsen Price (“first 
rate” American Record Guide); SunRays II: City 
Views; Clariphonia (“inventive and entertaining” AMR).; and 
orchestral works on Dancing on the Brink of the 
World (“...recorded at higher level than usual...close-up and 
vivid...intriguing-rich...very Californian... freewheeling... 
impressions flood in...ear constantly beguiled...” Music Web) 
Artistic Director/Conductor of annual MESSIAH Sing-Ins for fifteen 
years in Santa Monica and San Diego, she has also conducted 
church choral festivals in the Los Angeles Sports Arena, Rose 
Bowl, and Shrine Auditorium, as well as in Heidelberg and 
Berchtesgaden, Germany, and has guest conducted several 
Southern California orchestras and ensembles in her own works. 
Artist/composer residencies, commissions, grants and awards 
have been from the Alaska Arts Council, American Composers 
Forum, American Music Center, Arts/Mid-west, Barlow Endowment 
for Composition, Beijing Concert Hall, Beijing 2008 International 
Congress on Women in Music, National Association of 
Composers/USA,  International Alliance for Women in Music, Mu 
Phi Epsilon Fraternity and MPE International Foundation, 
Professional Fraternity Association, American Society of 
Composers, Authors, and Publishers, University of Northern Iowa, 
University of Panama (and many more universities), California 
Composers Today, New York Mormon Composers, the Musicians' 
Union and Meet the Composer. 
Retired from the piano/theory faculty at El Camino College in 
Torrance, CA, Dr. Price has also taught on the music faculties at 
California State University, Northridge; University of California, 
Santa Barbara; University of Southern California; Los Angeles 
Harbor and Mission Colleges, Long Beach City College, and the 
Crossroads School of Arts and Sciences, as well as in her private 
studio. She has served as adjudicator for performer and composer 
competitions, such as the Gina Bachauer Piano Competition, 
California Association of Private Music Teachers (CAPMT), Music 
Teachers Association of California (MTAC), Young Musicians 
Foundation (YMF), International Congress on Women in Music 
(ICWM),  International Alliance for Women in Music (IAWM) and 

National Association of Composers, USA (NACUSA). 
Author of the text, Accompanying Skills for Pianists, 2nd Edition, 
and the manual, SightPlay with Skillful Eyes (Culver Crest 
Publications), she has also written articles on piano accompanying 
and sightplaying for Clavier Magazine and Keyboard 
Companion and edited the text College Class Piano-
Comprehensive Approach (Demibach Editions; Reading Keyboard 
Music, Ltd.). 
Deon is married to Kendall O. Price, Ph.D. They are parents of five 
children and have eighteen grandchildren and five great-
grandchildren. 
Web: http://culvercrest.com/deonprice/bio.html (2011) 

Price William (English) 
Born in 1971 in Knob Noster, Missouri, and raised in central 
Alabama, William Price's music has been performed at many 
international concerts and events including the 2011 Florida State 
University Festival of New Music, the 2010 Society of Composers, 
Inc. National Conference and 2010 Region IV Conference, 2009 
Society of Composers, Inc Region VI Conference, the 2008 
College Music Society South Central/Southern Super-Regional 
Conference, 2007 Electroacoustic Juke Joint Music Festival, the 
2006 Bowling Green State University New Music Festival, the 2006 
International Clarinet Association Conference, the 2005 Region 
XIII and Region IV North American Saxophone Alliance 
Conferences, the 2004 North American Saxophone Alliance 
Biennial, the 2003 Sonic Circuits International Electro-acoustic 
Festival, the 2002 SEAMUS Conference, the 11th Annual Florida 
Electro-acoustic Music Festival, the 2002 Literature Sound Barrier 
Concert in Vienna, the 2000 World Saxophone Congress, and the 
LSU Festival of Contemporary Music. His music has received 
awards from numerous organizations including the 2009 Music 
Teachers National Association Shepherd Distinguished Composer 
of the Year, eleven consecutive ASCAP Standard awards, the 2004 
Percussive Arts Society Composition Competition, the 2002 
American Composers Forum Sonic Circuits Competition, the 2007 
Alabama Music Teachers Commission, the 2001 Louisiana Music 
Teachers Association Commission, the NACUSA Young Composers 
Competition (2000, Honorable Mention), and the Southeastern 
Composers League Phillip Slates Composition Competition (First 
Prize 1999, Second Prize 1997).  
William's music has been performed and premiered by the 
Contemporary Ensemble of the Conservatory in Athens, Greece, 
the Louisiana Sinfonietta, the Extreme Duo, the Ensemble Rosario 
from Argentina, the Thelema Trio, the University of Kentucky 
Percussion Ensemble, the Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Percussion Ensemble, the Red Stick Saxophone Quartet, the 
Macedonian Saxophone Quartet, the U.S. Coast Guard Saxophone 
Trio, trumpeter Rex Richardson, saxophonist Brian Utley, flutist 
Iwona Glinka, saxophonist Athanasios Zervas and has been 
broadcast on public radio stations throughout the country. His 
works are currently published by Northeastern Music Publications, 
New Tertian Recordings, Summit Records, Innova Recordings, 
THP Recordings, and Magni Publications.  
From 2003 to 2004 Price taught composition and electro-acoustic 
music at Louisiana State University and from 2001-2004 has 
served as a member of the National Board of Directors for the 
National Association of Composers, USA (NACUSA) and as 
president of the Mid-South Chapter of NACUSA. 
Dr. Price is currently assistant professor of music theory at the 
University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) and serves as 
president for the Birmingham Art Music Alliance.  
Web: http://home.earthlink.net/~williamprice1/ (2011) 

Prieto Claudio (English) 
Claudio Prieto nacido en la zona de la montaña palentina (Muñeca 
1934), inida desde muy joven sus primeros contactos con la 
música, que Prieto encaminarla hacia la composición con las 
enseñanzas de sus maestros Luis Guzmán, Samuel Rubio y 
Ricardo Dorado, en España; Goffredo Petrassi, Boris Porena y 
Bruno Maderna, en ltalia: Gyogy Ligeti, Karlheinz 
Stockhausen y Earle Brown, en Alemania.  
Su dominio en la técnica, el colorido, la timbrica instrumental y el 
poder comunicativo de sus mensajes, le situaron muy pronto 
entre las primeras figuras de la música española contemporánea, 
hecho avalado por un amplisimo catálogo que ha ido jelonando de 
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éxitos su trayectoria profesional. Desde la lejana “Movimientos 
para vlolin y conjunto de cámara”, Claudio Prieto ha demostrado 
su maestria tanto en las obras a solo como en los grandes 
compromisos orquestales, logrando un lenguaje personalisimo que 
le aleja de cualquier etiqueta estética o conceptual. 
Tltulos como “Sólo a sólo”, “Concierto 1”, “Sinfonia 1”, “Concierto 
lmaginante”, “Sinfonia 2”, “Fandango de Soler”, “Trio en Sol”, 
“Canto al Poeta de los sonidos”, “Fantasia Balear”, “Concierto de 
Amor”, “Concierto des Escorial”, o el “Cuarteto de Primavera”, por 
citar sólo unos pocos ejemplos, han sido auténticos hitos en la 
reciente historia musical. La versión coreográfica del “Fandango 
de Soler”, ha recorrido el mundo entero. Solistas y agrupaciones 
de cámara han interpretado sus composiciones en Europa, 
América y Japón, asi como las orquestas españolas, entre las que 
cabe citar la Nacional de España, les Sinfónicas de RTVE Bilbao, 
Málaga y Tenerife, le Orquesta Ciutat de Barcelona y la Ciutat de 
Palma y extranjeras, como la Sinfónica de Chicago, la Sinfónica de 
Hamburgo, la Sinfónica de Londres, la Orquesta Nadonal de Santa 
de Cecilia de Roma, la Sinfónica de la RAI y la Rundfuk 
Sinfonieorchestrer Berlin, entre otras. 
Con la “Sinfonia 2”, Prieto pasô a ser el pionero del nuevo lirismo 
español, creando unos fundamentos que años más tarde se 
convertirian en un modelo a seguir por muchos compositores. 
Claudio Prieto ha sido galardonado a lo largo de su carrera con 
numerosos premios, entre los que cabe destacar: Premio Nacional 
SEU de Composición Musical (1964), por “Movimientos para vlolin 
y conjunto de cámara”: Premio Juventudes Musicales a la Mejor 
Obra de Música Española (l969), por “Sólo a sólo”; Premio de la 
Radio Televisión ltaliana (1972), por “Algamara”; Premio del 
Sindicato Nacional del Espectáculo (1973), por “Nebulosa”; 
Premio Oscur Espiá (1974); Premio Sebastián Durón (1975), por 
“Cuarteto I”; Premio lnternacional Manuel de Falla (1976), por 
“Sinfonia 1”; Trofeo Arpa de Oro (1979), por “Concierto I”; Premio 
Internacional Reina Sofia (1984), por “Concierto Imaginante” y el 
Primer Premio Plástico del “Grupo Muriel”. (1993). 
En 1995, le fué otorgado el Premio Castilla y León de las Artes, y 
en 1996 el Premio Nacional de Mùsica “Cultura Viva” por el 
conjunto de su trayectoria artistica. 
Entre otras distinciones ha recibido la Medalía de Oro y la 
denommación de Claudio Prieto, para el Instituto de Enseñanza 
Secundaria de Guardo (Palencia); la Medalía de la Dipuración 
Provincial de Palencia y la denominación de Claudio Prieto para su 
Academia Municial de Música. 
Cursos, conferencias y escritos forman parte de sus actividades 
cotidianas dentro de nuestra vida nuestral, dedicando sus 
conociminentos a promover y defender la música española 
contemporánea, tanto a nivel privado como desde los cargos 
públicos que ocupa. Dentro de esta última faceta, ha sido 
cofundador en 1976 de la Asociación de Compositores Sinfónicos 
Españoles (ACSE), miembro del Consejo de la Música del 
Ministerio de Cultura y en la actualidad Vicepresidente de la 
Sociedad General de Autores y Editores (SGAE). 
Web: 
http://www153.pair.com/bensav/Compositeurs/Prieto.C.html 
(2009) 

Pringle Graham (English) 
Graham Pringle has been a part-time lecturer in Classical Guitar 
since 2001, and Music Skills since 2005, at the Conservatoire of 
Music. Working mostly with students enrolled in the music 
certificate course, his keen interest in all aspects of contemporary 
guitar playing, allows him to communicate meaningfully with 
those students whose musical background is not necessarily 
classical. A desire to explore all the sonic possibilities of the guitar 
has led him to incorporate a number of unorthodox techniques 
into his playing, and to study the philosophy which underpins 
these possibilities. He has a particular interest in contemporary 
compositions. A graduate of UCT (BMus) he has studied under 
Dietrich Wagner, Fritz Buss, Uliano Marchio and Elspeth Jack. He 
has taken part in master classes by Carlos Bonell and Ernesto 
Bitetti. Performances include participation in concerts for the 
Johannesburg Classical Guitar Society, Cape Town Classical Guitar 
Society, Contemporary Music Society and the Prize Winners 
Concert of the Youth in Harmony Guitar Festival (where he 
performed his prize-winning composition Manet in London). He is 
a past chairman of the Cape Town Classical Guitar Society. 

Web: http://academic.sun.ac.za/music/cv/grahampringle.html 
(2010) 

Pritchard Alwynne (English) 
Alwynne Pritchard was born in Glasgow in 1968. Encouraged by 
her father, the composer Gwyn Pritchard, she began composing 
as a teenager and went on to study composition with Robert 
Saxton at the Guildhall School of Music, and later with Justin 
Connolly and Michael Finnissy at the Royal Academy of Music 
where she was awarded many prizes for her work. She has since 
been distinguished by critics for her strong, spare language and 
restrained eloquence. Over the past ten years, Alwynne’s music 
has been performed by leading British players and ensembles 
including the Arditti String Quartet, Apartment House, the 
Bournemouth Sinfonietta, Gemini, Ixion, John Kenny, London 
Sinfonietta, Lontano, Darragh Morgan, Ian Pace, Reservoir, the 
Schubert and Uroboros Ensembles. As well as being regularly 
heard in London and around the country, Alwynne’s music has 
also received performances in Ireland, America, Europe and 
Scandanavia, and has often been broadcast on BBC Radio 3 and 
4, as well as abroad. In the summer of 2000, Alwynne was 
awarded a Visions of Norway scholarship for a two-month artist’s 
residency at the Kulturhuset, Bergen. She has since been offered 
another, extended residency and will be in Bergen again from 
June to September 2003. 
Web: http://www.bmic.co.uk/newvoices/pritchrd.htm 

Proakis Costas (Italiano) 
Chitarrista ed insegnante, nato ad Atene nel 1910 e morto a 
Roma nel 1968. Studiò chitarra e vihuela in Barcellona sotto la 
guida di Emilio Pujol e Parras de Moral. Si è dedicato 
all’insegnamento specialmente in Roma, collaborando con articoli 
e traduzioni a numerose riviste specifiche, anche internazionali. 
(Carfagna-Gangi: Dizionario Chitarristico Italiano) 

Probst Franz (English) 
German guitarist and composer, born and died in Saarbrücken. He 
studied guitar and violin at the Bornschein Conservatory 
Saarbrücken, after 1945 he played light music on the electric 
guitar and double-bass in some orchestras of the broadcasting 
station Saarbrücken. He became guitar teacher at the Musikschule 
of Saarbrücken, founded in 1961 the “Gitarrenchor Saarbrücken” 
(today “Gitarrenensemble Saarbrücken”), composed and arranged 
for this ensemble. 
(Rainer Stelle, 2018) 

Procaccini Teresa (English) 
TERESA PROCACCINI is the composer of a vast production, (over 
180 works), including operas, symphonic pieces, chamber works, 
band and symphonic band works, teaching works which have 
been performed both in Italy and abroad. After having been 
awarded her diploma in piano and organ (with Fernando Germani) 
and in composition (with Virgilio Mortari), in 1971 and 1972 she 
directed the Foggia Conservatory and up to 2001 she has been 
teacher of composition at the “Santa Cecilia” Conservatory in 
Rome.  
She has won national and international competitions and has held 
specialisation courses in composition at the Festival of Citta di 
Castello, at the Respighi Academy in Assisi, at the Internationalen 
Meisterkursen in Diiren (Germany) and the Frentana Music 
Summer in Lanciano. 
Her works have been published by Sonzogno, Zanibon, Edipan, 
Carisch, Bongiovanni, Curci, Leduc, Seesaw, Rugginenti, 
Scomegna, Pizzicato Helvetia, Bassoon Heritage, Wicky, Carrara. 
She has produced a remarkable quantity of music for children 
(short teaching operas, musical fables with reciting voice, works 
for boys' choir and piano, many pieces for young instrumentalists 
(strings and winds) and teaching books with tapes) published by 
Armando and Gulliver. She has composed sound tracks for 
theatrical works and for cartoons for RAI television. Almost all her 
works has been recorded by Edipan, Bongiovanni, Edizioni 
Paoline, Electrecord of Bucharest, Rugginenti, Grammofon AB BIS 
of Stockholm, Nuova Era, Scomegna, Altarus (U.S.A.), Lira 
Classica M.P.A. 
She has also been successful in organising concerts and since 
1972 is Artistic Director of the Foggia Association of “Friends of 
Music” and consultant to many Associations in Italy. She 
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conceived the touring rewiew of “Lady Composer of Past and 
Present”. She is often guest of Juries (as President or member) of 
various national and international prizes and as speaker of 
musicology Conference. 
Among contemporary composers I may be the one who is most 
determined to conserve links with the past generation whilst still 
being set upon the constant acquisition of the new. Tradition, 
modernity, respect for formal classical values, the search for new 
sounds: these are constants in my idiom which strives to maintain 
a balance between the different factors. Some critics have seen in 
my works a stylistic coherency that is remarkable in the context of 
contemporary music, characterised (at least till to decade ago) as 
it is by a proliferation of various avant-garde experiences that in 
time have often proved sterile. Indeed, my work as a composer is 
not conditioned by avant-garde research into new creative 
processes, for I have constructed a complete and congenial 
expressive language of my own. The reasons for my artistic 
attitude lie in respect for values which may be considered 
inseparable from the very idea of music. More precisely: Music as 
structure: the elaboration of structural elements in a construction 
which is comprehensible to the listener, having as its basic value 
completeness rather than complexity. Rejection of those modes of 
composition in which the concept of form is driven to its extreme 
limits such that the very idea of comprehensibility is prejudiced, 
either destroyed or rendered so complex as to be difficult to 
perceive in the score of the composition. Music as an essential 
language of expression must be music which involves the emo-
tional processes of the listener (communication with whom is of 
the utmost importance). My music is therefore conceived in line 
with the more classical aesthetic ideals and is characterised by 
incisive timbre, clarity of patterns, a fluency that is alien to 
cultural trends, linked to melodic lyricism that opens out in ample 
lines. These elements bring to my music quite a high level of 
emotive tension which both facilitates and encourages 
comprehension. (Teresa Procaccini) 

Procaccini Teresa (Italiano) 
Teresa Procaccini e' autrice di una vasta produzione, circa 160 
composizioni, eseguite in Italia ed ancor piu' all'estero. Dagli 8 
anni si dedico' allo studio del pianoforte, del violino e alla 
composizione. A 12 anni ebbe la soddisfazione di veder trasmesso 
dalla RAI uno dei suoi primi lavori. Diplomata in pianoforte, 
organo e composizione presso il conservatorio “S. Cecilia” di 
Roma, ha diretto il Conservatorio “Giordano” di Foggia e 
attualmente insegna composizione al Conservatorio “S. Cecilia”.  
Questi i suoi lavori piu' significativi: opere liriche, musiche 
sinfoniche e sinfonico - corali, composizioni per orchestra d'archi, 
composizioni da camera per archi, fiati e pianoforte, fiabe 
musicali, pezzi per chitarra, varie composizioni per banda e 
pubblicazioni didattiche stampate da Sonzogno, Zanibon, Edipan, 
Bongiovanni, Curci, Leduc, Seesaw, Rugginenti, Agenda, Pizzicato 
Helvetia, Bassoon Heritage, Scomegna, Wicky, Armando, Gulliver.  
Quasi tutte le sue composizioni sono incise da Edipan, 
Bongiovanni, Nuova Era, Electrecord di Bucarest, Ed. Paoline, 
Grammofon AB BIS di Stoccolma, Altarus (U.S.A.).  
Premiata in concorsi nazionali ed internazionali, ha tenuto corsi di 
perfezionamento presso importanti Festivals e Accademie.  
Si e' anche dedicata all'organizzazione di concerti e dal 1972 al 
1998 e' stata Direttore artistico dell'Associazione Amici della 
Musica di Foggia, oltre che consulente di molte Associazioni in 
Puglia e nel Lazio. Ha ideato la Rassegna itinerante “Compositrici 
di ieri e di oggi”. E' spesso invitata a far parte di Giurie di Concorsi 
nazionali ed internazionali.  
Teresa Procaccini e' autrice di “Mutazioni” per violino e pianoforte 
op. 160, Rugginenti Editore - Milano, brano d'obbligo del XX 
Concorso internazionale di violino “Premio Rodolfo Lipizer”  
Web: http://utenti.lycos.it/imontig/procaccini.html 

Prodigo Sergio (Italiano) 
Compositore, musicologo, teorico e didatta, è nato a Celano, in 
Abruzzo, nel 1949. È autore di centosessanta composizioni liriche, 
cameristiche e sinfoniche e ha al suo attivo numerosissime 
esecuzioni dei suoi lavori. Tutta la sua produzione è stata 
pubblicata da importanti Case Editrici Italiane (fra le quali: Edipan 
di Roma, Bèrben di Ancona, Bideri & Warner Italia di Milano, 
Tempi moderni di Roma). Per la RAI e le Edizioni musicali B. & W. 

ha realizzato venticinque puntate del programma radiofonico di 
sua ideazione “Poesia e musica - il sonetto attraverso i secoli” 
(melologhi per voce recitante e gruppi strumentali). Fra le opere 
teoriche si evidenziano il Trattato di Armonia Teorica e di Analisi 
armonica (a breve una nuova edizione in due volumi), e, 
recentemente, un libro di carattere teorico, storico e divulgativo, 
Viaggio nel mondo della musica (Armando Editore). Ha fatto parte 
di diverse commissioni ministeriali; è stato Presidente delle 
commissioni ministeriali per i concorsi di Didattica della Musica e 
di Fuga e Composizione e, nel 1994, ha ricevuto dal Presidente 
della Repubblica la medaglia d'argento ed il diploma di benemerito 
della cultura, della scuola e dell’arte. Già docente di Composizione 
presso il Conservatorio “Tito Schipa” di Lecce dal 1974, ha diretto 
per cinque anni il Conservatorio “Gesualdo da Venosa” di Potenza 
dal 1981, con nomina ministeriale in base alla idoneità ottenuta 
nella relativa graduatoria nazionale, dal 1986 al 1998, è stato 
direttore del Conservatorio “Alfredo Casella” di L’Aquila. Nel 1999 
ha scelto di dedicarsi nuovamente all’attività didattica, in qualità 
di titolare della cattedra di Composizione e, dal 2004, dei corsi di 
Analisi delle forme compositive e di Storia e Analisi del repertorio 
per i Bienni di secondo livello presso il Conservatorio di L’Aquila. 
Recentemente è stato insignito dell’onorificenza di Cavaliere 
dell’Ordine al Merito della Repubblica Italiana. 
Web: http://www.orchestramarsi.it/web/terramotaest/artisti.htm 
(2010) 

Prosev Toma (English) 
Toma Prosev (1931-1996) and the much younger Jane 
Kodzabasija (1942), are from the Macedonian capital Skopje. Both 
professional musicians and composers, giving special attention to 
the guitar. Prosev wrote several important works for this 
instrument including Concert music for guitar and strings Op.38 in 
1968 and Concertino for two guitars and string orchestra in 1982. 
Among his various other chamber pieces which also include the 
guitar, is the solo composition entitled Mutations in this album, 
which was composed in 1973 and used as the obligatory music for 
the First International Guitar Competition held in Belgrade, 
organized by the organization Jeunesses Musicales. Kodzabasija, 
who himself is very well acquainted with the potential of the 
guitar, wrote, starting from 1985, three sets of variations based 
on traditional Macedonian song-themes, and dedicated to his 
Yugoslav guitar friends. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV, 
2004) 

Prudencio Cergio (English) 
Composer, orchestra director, researcher and professor, Cergio 
Prudencio was born in La Paz in 1955. He studied guitar and flute 
privately, and composition and orchestra conducting at the 
Universidad Católica Boliviana between 1973 and 78. Co-founder 
of the composition group “Aleatorio” (1978). Lead conductor of 
the Orquesta Sinfónica Juvenil del Táchira, Venezuela (1981-83). 
Professor of composition and analysis at the Conservatorio 
Nacional de Música in La Paz (1986-91). In 1980, he founded the 
OEIN-Orquesta Experimental de Instrumentos Nativos / 
Experimental Orchestra of Indigenous Instruments - with which, 
as its lead conductor, he has developed an original contemporary 
aesthetics - indeed of strong ancestral reminiscence - and has 
presented concerts worldwide. He also composes for 
“conventional” instrumentation and electronics, and his music 
accompanies more than 35 Bolivian art films and videos, some of 
which were internationally awarded. Lives in La Paz, Bolivia. 
Web: 
http://www.tremediamusicedition.com/komponisten/prudencio.ht
m 

Prudencio Cergio (Español) 
Cergio Prudencio nació en La Paz, Bolivia, en 1955. Realizó 
estudios completos de dirección de orquesta y composición en la 
Universidad Católica Boliviana (1973-78), en los Cursos 
Latinoamericanos de Música Contemporánea (1980/82/84/85/89), 
y en la Orquesta Nacional Juvenil de Venezuela (1978/1981-83). 
Realizó estudios particulares de guitarra clásica (1968-72), flauta 
travesera (1973-77), piano (1978-82) y percusión (1978). Cergio 
Prudencio es compositor, director de orquesta, investigador y 
docente. Es el fundador y director titular de la Orquesta 
Experimental de Instrumentos Nativos (OEIN), desde su 
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establecimiento en 1980. Con ella ha desarrollado una estética 
contemporánea de reminiscencias ancestrales, en obras como La 
Ciudad (1980), Cantos de Tierra (1990), Cantos Meridianos 
(1996), Cantos crepusculares (1999), entre otras. Conduciendo 
artística e institucionalmente a la OEIN, Prudencio ha alcanzado 
proyección internacional en países como Alemania, Argentina, 
Australia, Brasil, Colombia, Corea, Suiza y Uruguay. En el campo 
audiovisual, la música de Prudencio acompaña a más de cuarenta 
obras de cine, teatro, video y danza. Recibió el premio a la mejor 
música original por su partitura para El día que murió el silencio 
de Paolo Agazzi. (C.P./2003) 
Web: http://www.latinoamerica-musica.net/bio/prudencio-es.html 

Puccini Giacomo (English) 
Italian operatic composer, was born at Lucca, of a family already 
distinguished in music; his great-great-grandfather Giacomo, 
great-grandfather Antonio, grandfather Domenico, and father 
Michele, being all well known in the art. He was educated at the 
Milan Conservatoire, and in 1884 his opera Le Villi was performed 
at the Teatro del Verme. In 1889 his Edgar was performed at La 
Scala, and in 1893 his Manon Lescaut in Turin. But it was the 
production of La Bohème in Turin in 1896 that made him famous, 
and this opera had a great success everywhere. Tosca followed in 
1900, and in 1904 Madama Butterfly confirmed the highest 
opinions of his talent. He studied piano with his uncle and was, 
later, educated at the Milan Conservatoire under Ponchielli and 
Buzzini. In all Puccini wrote twelve operas, but died before he 
could complete the last, Turandot. His talent and originality were 
outstanding and he became famous for his melodic writing, 
dramatic harmonies and theatrical skill. His compositions have 
remained in the regular repertory of the world s opera houses. 
The opera Manon Lescaut, using the full name of the heroine of 
the 18th century Abbè Prèvost's novel to distinguish the work 
from Massenet's treatment of the same subject, won great 
success. Manon, seduced by the old Gèronte, returns to her 
former lover, Des Grieux, but is betrayed to the authorities and 
transported to America, where she dies in the arms of her lover. 
La Bohème, first staged in 1896, centres on the love of Mimì and 
the poet Rodolfo in the Latin Quarter of Paris, a story of innocent 
love, betrayal and the final death of the heroine. Tosca, staged 
first in Rome in 1900, deals with the love of the singer Tosca for 
the painter Cavaradossi, their implication in revolutionary 
activities and death through the machinations of the wicked 
police-chief Scarpia, himself murdered by Tosca. Madama 
Butterfly is a story of love betrayed, the innocent Japanese 
heroine of the title deserted by her faithless American husband 
and finally compelled to suicide. La Fanciulla del West (The Girl of 
the Golden West) is set in a slightly improbable Wild West, while 
the triptych, Il Trittico, three short operas, attempts a change of 
mood. The last opera, Turandot, based on an Oriental fantasy by 
the 18th century dramatist Gozzi, makes inappropriate use of 
Chinese melodies, but is a moving study of the love of the suitor 
Prince Calaf for the icy-hearted and cruel Princess Turandot. All 
ends happily, but not before moments of -suspense, marked by 
the famous tenor aria Nessun dorma (Let no-one sleep). Some of 
the musical material of a particularly poignant moment in Manon 
Lescaut appears in a set of pieces for string quartet by Puccini, 
Crisantemi (Chrysanthemums), part of a very small output of 
instrumental music, little of which was published by the composer. 
[Adapted from Encyclopedia Britannica (1911) and Karadar] 
Web: http://www.malaspina.com/site/person_962.asp 

Puente Arnau Maximo (Español) 
PUENTE ARNAU, Máximo.—Distinguido compositor guitarrista, 
contemporáneo. De Puente Arnau se conocen publicadas una 
decena de obras para guitarra sola, de una correcta forma, fácil 
inspiración y vastos conocimientos del instrumento. Su célebre 
fantasía descriptiva, titulada “Serenata a Venecia”, es su obra 
cumbre; en ella volcó toda la colorida gama de que dispone, 
dotando a la guitarra de nuevos valores. Compuesta en tres 
tiempos explica la fantasía que le indujo a su realización: Venecia, 
góndolas, trovadores, poéticas noches de luna, suaves brisas que 
acarician el ambiente, etc. Este notable compositor en lo que 
respecta a la composición de obras para guitarra, sin duda alguna 
es de los que se destacan actualmente en Italia, donde está 
radicado. (Domingo Prat , Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y 

Fernández, 1934) 

Pujol Emilio (English) 
(1886-1980)   
Mestre Emilio Vilarrubio Pujol, the last of Tárrega's disciples was 
born in Granadella, province of Lerida, Spain, April 7, 1886 and 
died there November 15, 1980. As the last of Tárrega's disciples, 
he set about to document the pedagogical principles of his master 
teacher. These five historical and technical volumes entitled 
Escuela razonada de la Guitarra began to appear in 1934 with 
Volume I. Juan Riera's biography of Pujol lists 124 original works 
and more than 275 transcriptions and arrangements for the 
guitar. Another great contribution to the musical world was his 
investigation into the the Golden Age of the Spanish vihuelists 
(1535-1576). These studies began in 1923 and were stimulated 
by the noted Spanish musicologist, Felipe Pedrell. [See GFA 
Soundboard, Vol. VIII, No. 2, May 1981.] 
Web: http://www.csun.edu/~igra/bios/text/pujol.html 

Pujol Emilio (Español) 
Nació en Granadella, cerca de Lérida, España, el 7 de abril de 
1886. Murió el 15 de noviembre de 1980. Con cinco años de edad 
empezó sus estudios de solfeo y, en 1897, sus estudios de 
bandurria. Com 15 años, fue para Barcelona estudiar con 
Francisco Tárrega. Con la muerte de Tárrega en 1909, fue para 
Madrid estudiar teoria y composición con Agustín Campo (alumno 
de Dionisio Aguado). Su primer recital fue en 1907 en Lérida. Su 
primer concierto fue en Barcelona en 1909. De 1912 a 1929 sus 
conciertos lo llevaron principalmente al oeste europeo. En 1918 
hizo su primer viaje a Sudamérica, empezando por Buenos Aires. 
En 1923 se casó con Matilda Cuervas una cantante y guitarrista 
andaluza. Estudió musicología con Felipe Pedrell y, después, en 
París, con Lionel de la Laurencie. Escribió, entonces, La Guitarra, 
una de las primeras enciclopedias de la historia de la guitarra. En 
1926-27 hizo investigación historica, principalmente sobre la 
Época de Oro de los vihuelistas españoles, publicando en 1928 
Emilio Pujol, Bibliothèque de Musique, Ancienne et Moderne, pour 
Guitarre. De 1946 a 1969, dio clases de guitarra en el 
Conservatorio de Música de Lisboa. En 1963 se casó por segunda 
vez, con la cantante y pianista portuguesa Maria Adelaide Robert. 
En 1965 lanzó su Curso Internacional de Guitarra, Laúd y Vihuela, 
en Lérida, España, que se hizo popular, recibiendo alumnos y 
maestros de todo el mundo, y que se repitió todos los veranos 
durante diez años. En 1972 ese curso fue para la ciudad de 
Cervera. Compuso 124 trabajos y hizo más de 275 transcripciones 
y arreglos para guitarra. 
Web: http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/8454/pujol2.htm 

Pujol Maximo Diego (English) 
Born in Buenos Aires 7 December 1957, Maximo Diego Pujol is a 
graduate of the Provincial Conservatory “Juan Jose Castro” with 
the title/honour of Prof. Superior of Guitar. He undertook 
instrumental studies with Alfredo V. Gascon, Horacio Ceballos, 
Abel Carlevaro, Liliana Ardissone and Michael A Girollet. and 
studied Harmony and Composition under the direction of Maestro 
Arnedo. He has obtained numerous firsts in contests from 
Composition at home and abroad and in 1989 the Union Unico of 
Authors and Argentine Composers granted him the prize for the 
best composer of classical music for 1988. The guitar works of 
Maximo Diego Pujol have been performed and recorded 
throughout the world by artists of the calibre of Maria Isabel 
Siewers, Victor Villandangos, Duo Garau-Millet, Delia Strada and 
Thierry Boileux and have been published in London, Austria, Paris 
and the USA. 
Web: http://www.cadenza-music.com/Composers/Pujol/Pujol.htm 

Pusztai Antal (English) 
Antal Pusztai jr. 
Guitar artist 
He was born in Győr, in 1978, and is said to be one of the most 
gifted talent of classical and - at the same time – jazz guitar as 
well. 
He got his first guitar lessons at Pannonhalma, from his father 
actually. He continued his studies in Frankfurt am Main with 
Stephen Werner, and at the conservatory of Wien, under the 
guidance of Inge Scholl – Kremmel. In Hungary he was the pupil 
of Ede Róth, Iván Folk, Attila Reményi. He's been studying 
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recently at the Music University of Wien, in the artist group of 
Alvaro Pierri. 
Antal Pusztai is a popular and sought - after guitar artist of the 
classical and the jazz world at the same time, who's been playing 
concerts all over the world from Europe via South-Corea to 
Columbia. 
Web: http://www.antalpusztai.com/en/biography (2011) 

Putignano Biagio (English) 
Biagio Putignano, it is reputated by the criticism one of the most 
unusual composers of his generation. He is graduated in 
Composition, Electronic Music, organ, piano and Choral Music from 
the Conservatory Of Rome, Padua and Bari and he attended 
postgraduate courses in Milan, Rome, Città di Castello, Florence, 
Paris.  
After an apprenticeship period at the end of the 1980s, ripened a 
writing in which the loud hedonism is harmonized with a refined 
lyricism, arriving to an original synthesis in which tracks of the 
experiences of very various compositors between them, what 
Gentilucci, Sciarrino, Xenakis Grisey and Muraill, take to an only 
and recognizable aesthetics. The time suspension, the continuos 
formal experimentation, the timbre investigation and the daring of 
certain articulation techniques are the pivots of his musical 
personality. . The costing work to the threshold of the silence 
binds his first production to the current one in an indissoluble 
stylistic unity much appreciated by the audience and the criticism. 
These characteristics are present since the first musical theatre 
work ‘Un Segno nello Spazio’ drawn by the homonymous I. 
Calvino tale  the Cosmicomiche, commissioned in 1993 by the 
Foggia Conservatory. All the next compositions have always really 
obtained a growing appreciation from the criticism for the  original 
sound, ‘ANTHEMION’ (1995) for orchestra, ‘RESONARE’ (1996) 
from 4 to 10 instruments with or without Live Electronics, 
‘Passaggi di pietra’ (1996) for Ensemble and synthesis sounds, 
‘Tracce di luna’ (1997) for flute, clarinet, viola, cello, piano and 
tape, ‘O notte di dolce silenzio’ (1997for only flute, ‘Gocce di luce’ 
(1998/99) for  G flute  and percussions, ‘I luoghi dell'Eclissi’ 
(1999) for violin and piano, ‘Dell'imitazione’ (1999) for piano and 
voice acting on text of E. Sanguineti, ‘Alla soglia delle nubi’ (2000) 
for four flutes, ‘L’esatto punto di Ô’ (2000) for alto sax and piano, 
‘Architetture d’aria e di vento’ (2000) for symphony orchestra 
etc..  
Remarkable success has obtained the ‘Cattedrali di Silenzio’ 
oratory on P.David witnesses Mt. Turoldo, for acting, soprano and 
Reinassance instruments, commissioned him in 2001 by the 
Ars  Organi  G. Frescobaldi Association in Lecce   in opportunity of 
the XIX International season. It is engaged in the composition of 
the work ‘MUSIGONÌA’ for soprano, Mezzosoprano, baritone 
and  chamber orchestra on booklet of  Paolo Perretti and the 
realization of a series of pieces for piano entitled ‘COMMENTARI’, 
new formal proceedings are tested in. To the Composing activity, 
he puts beside the didactic one. He  teaches graduate and 
postgraduate composition at Bari Conservatory, where he 
also gives postgraduate courses in composition at the jazz music 
departement and he is lecturer at the University Of Lecce. He is 
regularly invited to give courses and composition seminaries from 
Cultural Associations, universities, conservatories, Musical 
Institutes and Music Schools  in Italy and abroad. He edites the 
page of publishing and recording reviews  of the magazine Fa La 
Ut and he has published a few essaies on contemporary 
composers and aesthetic and musical  subjects. His musics are 
published from Rugginenti Publisher Of Milan, Agenda Edizione of 
Bologna,  Bèrben of Ancona , Edipan Of Rome 
Web: 
http://www.biagioputignano.it/joomla/index.php?option=com_con
tent&view=article&id=83:biography&catid=39:biografia&Itemid=2
7 (2012) 

Pütz Eduard (English) 
Eduard Pütz, born on 13 February 1911 in Illerich near Cochem 
(Mosel), died on 18 January 2000 in Bad Münstereifel near Bonn, 
studied school music and mathematics at the Musikhochschule 
and at the University in Cologne. His composition teachers were 
Heinrich Lemacher and Kaspar Roeseling. From 1950 to 1965 he 
was a secondary school teacher in Rheinbach and from 1965 to 
1979 he was lecturer in music theory and composition at the 

Rheinische Musikschule in Cologne. Eduard Pütz deals with 
crossing the boundaries between so-called ‘serious’ and light 
music. His compositions, many of which are written with 
pedagogical aims for children and young people, therefore 
incorporate stylistic characteristics of jazz and pop music. Eduard 
Pütz has composed for all musical genres: his work includes one 
opera, symphonic music, chamber music, choral music and piano 
music. 

Puumala Veli-Matti (English) 
Veli-Matti Puumala studied composition with Paavo Heininen at 
the Sibelius Acadmy from 1984 to 1993. His breakthrough came 
in 1993, when he was profiled at a concert during the Helsinki 
Biennale. His music is often played in Scandinavia and around 
Europe. Puumala’s writing frequently displays a complex fabric 
bristling with activity, beneath which are structures designed to 
produce clarity, drama and contrast. In 2005 he was appointed 
Professor of composition at the Sibelius Academy. 

Qu Xiao-Song  (English) 
Qu was born in southwestern China in 1952. In 1968, after 
completinq middle school he was sent down to the countryside 
during the Cultural Revolution, where he spent four years as a 
peasant. In 1972, he began to study music, taught himself the 
violin, and became a violinist and violaist with a Peking Opera 
Orchestra in his hometown. In 1983, he graduated from the 
Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing, where he had studied 
composition with professor Du Ming-xin. After graduation he 
taught composition at the conservatory. Qu won several national 
and international prizes for composition. In 1986 and 1988, two 
evenings of his orchestral works were jointly persented by the 
Central Philharmonic of China, the China Records Company, the 
Chinese Musicians Association, and the Central Conservatory of 
Music.  
His major orchestral works have released by the China Records 
Company and Hong Kong Records Company Ltd. In February of 
1989, Qu was invited to the United States as a visiting scholar by 
the Center for U.S.-China Arts Exchang at Columbia University, 
and supported by a grant from the Asian Cultural Council.  His 
works have been performed in Germany, Great Britain, Italy, The 
Netherlands, The United states, The Soviet Union and throughout 
Asia.  
His recent and current projects include an opera “Oedipus”, 
commissioned by The Swedish Folkopera, it was premiered in 
Stockholm in November of 1993.  A chamber opera 'The Death of 
Oedipus”, commissioned by the Holland Festival, was premiered in 
Amsterdam, June of 1994 in Holland.  
Web: http://www.karadar.com/Dictionary/qu.html 

Quell Michael  (English) 
Michael Quell was born in 1960. He studied music at the 
Musikhochschule in Frankfurt am Main (studying guitar with Heinz 
Teuchert, harmony and counterpoint with K.J. Müller, conducting 
with A. Ickstadt and D. Resch, and musicology with L. Hoffmann-
Erbrecht, Helmut Hucke and Peter Cahn, amongst others). At the 
same time he studied philosophy and theology at the J.-W. 
Goethe University in Frankfurt. He also studied composition with 
Hans-Ulrich Engelmann. From 1985-89 he studied composition 
with Rolf Riehm at the Musikhochschule Frankfurt. He now works 
as a composer and teacher in Fulda, with various activities as a 
lecturer. His works have been performed at international festivals 
such as S.E.M.A. (Semaine Européenne des Musiques 
d'Aujord'hui) in Paris, the Festival de musique in Montreux/Vevey, 
the Gaudeamus Music Week in Amsterdam, the Internationale 
Ferienkurse Darmstadt, Witten, Perth etc.) as well as being 
recorded by numerous domestic and foreign broadcasting 
companies (HR, WDR, BR, DLF, Radio Suisse Romande, 
Netherlands Radio). Recently his work has been mainly concerned 
with the chances and possibilities of composition in 
interdisciplinary dialogue. The main works in this respect are “Peri 
tu ontos - hu sa'aq 4,6692 ah” (premiere Amsterdam, 1988), 
“Ekstare” (premiere Wittener Tage für Neue Kammermusik, 
1990), “temps et couleurs I” (premiere Darmstadt, 1998), 
“Interdependenzen” (premiere Freiburg, 1998), amongst others. 
At present he is working on a comission from the Baden-
Württemberg Ministry for Science, Research and Arts, being 
written for the Ensemble Recherche, Freiburg. 
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Web: https://www.tonos-
online.de/newm/new_unten.asp?Current=9 

Quijano Mansilla Pedro (English) 
Of this author we only know the facts given by Domingo Prat in 
his Diccionario. In 1887, he studied violin at the National 
Conservatory when it was under the direction Juan Gutierrez. He 
used to frequent the meeting places of the musicians of the time. 
His contact with the payador a wandering minstrel) Gabino 
Gardizabal excited him and inspired him to become a self-taught 
guitarist. Even in his youth, Quijano already worked as a teacher 
in private conservatories and in the homes of Buenos Aires high 
society. Prat comments that several of his works were most 
popular, among them this tango, describing his work as simple 
but rich in themes. He attributes the composer's popularity to the 
fact that people thought he was dead for twenty years. We do not 
know what motivated this belief. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Quinteros Arturo (Español) 
Arturo Quinteros es un guitarrista, compositor y arreglador 
argentino que ha combinado a lo largo de su vida la actividad 
musical con la docencia. Sus primeros pasos los dio en forma 
intuitiva en la década de los años ’60, la época de mayor auge del 
folklore de su país. Luego estudió en el ámbito académico la 
guitarra clásica, primero en su ciudad con el Prof. Ventura Sosa, 
recibiéndose de profesor, y más tarde en la ciudad capital de la 
Provincia de Mendoza con la Prof. Gladys Andreozzi. Como 
complemento, desarrolló, además un largo proceso de 
autoaprendizaje a través de libros, discos, consultas, etc., y 
también bajo la poética de los autores regionales más relevantes 
(Bufano, Agüero, de la Torre, etc.). Trabajó siempre en la 
docencia primaria como maestro rural y también obtuvo el título 
de Profesor de Psicología, lo que le permitió desempeñarse 
paralelamente en el nivel terciario. Pero su pasión fue siempre la 
guitarra, instrumento que abraza, como él dice: “más por 
vocación que por profesión”. Ha ofrecido recitales en diversos 
escenarios del país, incluyendo Buenos Aires, con obras de G. 
Sanz, F.Tárrega, F. Sor, Moreno Torroba, Villa-Lobos, etc. y sus 
propias composiciones y arreglos. Llevó a cabo una amplia tarea 
de difusión de la guitarra clásica por medio de programas radiales 
de su creación, audiovisuales y publicaciones periodísticas. Ha 
compuesto 100 obras para guitarra y algo más de 30 arreglos. 
Web: http://www.arturoquinteros.com.ar/ 

Rabenalt Peter (English) 
Composer, born in Semlin (belongs now to 
Rathenow/Brandenburg). Rabenalt studied film production at the 
Academy of Film and Television “Konrad Wolf” in Potsdam-
Babelsberg as well as composition and composition at the 
Academy of Music “Hanns Eisler” Berlin. His teachers included 
Wolfgang Hohensee and Jürgen Wilbrandt. He began after a brief 
appearance as an actor in 1966 in the feature film Miss Butterfly 
in the same year with the writing of film music. His compositions 
have not only been used for feature films, but also for educational 
and (short) documentary films. A special feature was his work on 
the film „Zille und ick” - one of the few film musicals DEFA. 
Rabenalt also worked as an editor on German television. 
Rabenalt initially worked as a research assistant at the Academy 
of Film and Television “Konrad Wolf” and was here from the mid-
1980s lecturer in audio and music dramaturgy and later professor 
of film and television dramaturgy. Even after his retirement, he 
continued to work as a visiting professor for dramaturgy at the 
Academy of Film and Television. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Rachmaninov Sergei (English) 
(1873-1943) 
Rachmaninov began to study piano with his mother at the age of 
four. He continued his studies at the St. Petersburg and Moscow 
conservatories under Zvereff and Arenski. He is considered to be 
one of the greatest pianists of all times, but is also remembered 
for his compositions and as a conductor. He fled from Russia, 
after the Communist Revolution in 1917, and he eventually based 
himself in the United States where he later became a citizen. His 
highly successful, but exhausting career as a concert pianist 

enabled him to support his family but left little time for 
composition. His music remains an indispensable part of Romantic 
repertory. The second of Rachmaninov's four piano concertos 
holds an unchallenged position among Romantic works in this 
form. Its popularity is closely rivalled by the “Rhapsody on a 
Theme of Paganini”, for piano and orchestra. While the Symphonic 
Dances of 1940 enjoy some popularity, as well as the symphonic 
poem “The Rock” and the dark-hued “Isle of the Dead”, with its 
recurrent motif from the Latin Requiem Mass, the second of his 
three numbered symphonies is still more familiar. Rachmaninov's 
first real success came in 1892 with the Prelude in C sharp minor. 
Other piano works include the Etudes-tableaux of 1911 and 1916-
17, two sonatas, sets of Preludes and Moments musicaux, 
transcriptions, including the two Kreisler pieces Liebesleid and 
Liebesfreud, and the impressive Variations on a Theme of Corelli, 
his last original composition for solo piano, composed in 1931 and 
based on the popular Baroque dance theme of La Follia, also used 
by Corelli in a violin sonata. [Adapted from Karadar] 
Web: http://www.malaspina.com/site/person_970.asp 

Racioppi Pino (Italiano) 
Dopo l'esperienza vissuta negli anni della formazione musicale 
negli ambienti jazzistici di Milano, Arezzo, Lugano, Genova, 
partecipando a formazioni orchestrali in qualità di chitarrista, nel 
1975 decide di affrontare, da autodidatta, lo studio della chitarra 
classica e della sua letteratura, fondando contemporaneamente l' 
Associazione “Amici della Musica di Lagonegro” con lo scopo di 
diffondere la cultura musicale in un’ area geografica esclusa da 
attività concertistiche. L’incontro, nel 1980, con il M° Angelo 
Gilardino è decisivo per la scelta di un indirizzo musicale che 
porterà, nel 1984, alla realizzazione del Festival Internazionale 
della Chitarra di Lagonegro. Diplomato in “Didattica della Musica” 
si dedica all'attività didattica, concertistica, e compositiva. 
È direttore artistico del Festival Internazionale della Chitarra di 
Lagonegro, è stato consulente musicale della RAI , ha pubblicato 
opere musicali e didattiche per le edizioni Bèrben, dirige la Collana 
di Musica Contemporanea delle Edizioni Musicali Brigante. 
Ha partecipato, in qualità di giurato, ad importanti concorsi 
internazionali di chitarra classica e di composizione di musiche per 
chitarra: Palma de Mallorca (1993), Almuñecar (1994), Taranto 
(1994), Mottola (1997-1998), Lagonegro (dal 1984 al 1997).  
Da alcuni anni si dedica allo studio della canzone napoletana 
orientando la ricerca verso un repertorio di autori ignoti e di 
composizioni raramente eseguite. Dal 1992 al 1996 ha presentato 
al “Reveillon de fin d’année” a Parigi il “Concerto napoletano” per 
chitarra e voce. É stato ospite alla “Festa di primavera” di 
Copenaghen del 1997 con il “Concerto napoletano”. Ha 
partecipato al Carnevale di Venezia 1998 con un programma di 
“Anonimi napoletani” e nel 1999 con il recital “NapoliConcerto”. 
Web: http://xoomer.virgilio.it/giuseppe.racioppi2/ (2011) 

Rago Alexis  (English) 
Alexis Rago's musical journey is not typical among Venezuelan 
composers. He was born in 1930 in Caracas into a cultured family 
and began to study music with his brothers. In 1952 he registered 
at the Peabody Conservatory of Music in Baltimore to study piano 
with Frederic Griesinger. He returned to Caracas in 1954, then 
continued his musical studies in the Academia Santa Cecilia in 
Rome, Italy, with professors Renzo Silvestri, Franco Mergola and 
Armando Renzi. He settled in London in 1964 and a great number 
of his works received their premier performance in the English 
capital. From 1967 to 1969 he ran the State Conservatory of 
Aragua, in Maracai, and travelled frequently to London. In 1978 
he was named professor at the Heel Conservatory in London. He 
now lives in Monte Carlo with his wife Mariela and he continues to 
compose.  
Alexis Rago is the author of a vast amount of music, he has 
composed in a variety of musical forms: 3 operas, El Paramo, 
Miranda, Florian el Infausto, with his own libretti; 1 ballet; 
orchestral music; the oratorio Huatipan; choral works; several 
concertos: Triple Concerto for Piano, Violin and Cello; Concerto 
Ragoniano for Guitar and Orchestra; Concerto for Trumpet and 
String Orchestra; chamber music: 2 Sonatas for Violin and Piano; 
10 Trios for Piano, Violin and Orchestra; 1 Sonata for Solo Cello; 
piano music: 2 Sonatas, 11 Aguafuertes, Tres Danzas 
Venezolanas; vocal music: 3 Poemas de Fernando Gerbasi, 3 
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Sonetes Romanticos; pieces for solo guitar: Partita, Sonata, and 
for 2 guitars: 3 Nocturnos, Sonata in A Minor, 8 Secret Waltzes; 
Danzas de Estuche, Suite Arcangues, etc. His unedited music will 
be published by Caroni Music beginning with his guitar pieces. 
Web: http://www.caronimusic.com 

Rago Antonio (Français) 
Guitariste et compositeur, né à Sao-Paulo, très connu comme 
accompagnateur et soliste. Autodidacte possédant un style très 
original, il fait partie des précurseurs de la guitare populaire 
brésilienne. 

Raithel Björn (English) 
Guitarist and composer, born in Leverkusen (North Rhine-
Westphalia) / The path to composing his own music was largely 
autodidactic in the 1990s, before he began to study composition 
at the Robert Schumann University after graduation and civil 
service, which he later continued at the Mozarteum Salzburg and 
finished with a master's degree. He is a laureate of numerous 
competitions and other tenders and composed music u. a. on 
behalf of the Hamburg State Opera and the SWR. Björn Raithel is 
now a lecturer in music theory at the Robert Schumann University 
and a teacher of classical guitar at the municipal music school in 
Bochum and teacher of composition and music theory at the Clara 
Schumann Music School. (Rainer Stelle) 

Raillard Georges (English) 
Born in Basel, Switzerland in 1957. There he completed primary 
and secondary studies, and a university degree in foreign 
languages. From 1983 to 2001 he lived in Madrid as a teacher, 
translator and writer. Since 2001 he have lived in Madrid and 
Basel. In German, he have published short stories, articles and 
reviews in magazines and anthologies in German-speaking 
countries. 
Books: Hirnströme eines Stubenhockers und anderes Erzählgut 
[Brain Currents of a Homebody and Other Stories], Cologne 1994; 
Das Wort und der Schrei (Erzählungen) [A Word and a Shout 
(stories)], Cologne 1997; Herr Monza oder Herr Monza (51 
Geschichten) [Mr. Monza or Mr. Monza (51 stories)], Cologne 
2002.  
From 1973 to 1978 he took private classes on classical guitar and 
composition with Elkin F. Vogel, New York. Since then he have 
regularly composed pieces for guitar. 
Web: http://www.georges-raillard.com/ 

Rak Štepán (English) 
(1945) 
He was an orphan adopted by a Czecho-Slovak family, he has 
been studying at Prague Fine Arts School since 1960, 
distinguishing himself in photography. Only later he began to 
study classical music and Guitar. In 1965 he was admitted in the 
Prague Conservatory where he distinguished himself as a guitarist 
(he probably played also the double bass) and composer (in 1963 
his symphonic work won the second prize at the National Czecho-
Slovak competition for young composers). During his musical 
career he devoted himself to teaching and deepening of Guitar 
technique. Between his many guitar works we must remember the 
Concerto for Guitar and Orchestra, 1975; Crying Guitar, 1981, for 
Guitar and Marimba (first of a series of pieces including Marimba, 
Guitar and Flute or Violin); Quartet for four Guitars, 1986. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Rak Štepán (Italiano) 
(1945) 
Il giovane Rak, orfano adottato da una famiglia cecoslovacca che 
desiderava offrirgli l’opportunità di coltivare la sua spiccata 
inclinazione artistica, studiò, a partire dal 1960 alla Fine Arts 
School di Praga, distinguendosi nella fotografia. Solo più tardi 
ebbe modo di conoscere la chitarra e di accostarsi allo studio della 
musica classica: nel 1965 entrò nel Conservatorio di Praga, 
imponendosi, qualche anno dopo, come chitarrista (pare, tuttavia, 
che suonasse anche il contrabbasso) e compositore (nel 1973 il 
suo lavoro sinfonico Hiroshima vinse il secondo premio al 
Concorso Nazionale Cecoslovacco per Giovani Compositori). 
La carriera musicale di Rak lo ha portato negli anni a dedicarsi, 
oltre che alla composizione, anche all’insegnamento e 
all’approfondimento di questioni legate strettamente alla tecnica 

chitarristica. Dei suoi numerosissimi pezzi per chitarra ricordiamo 
il Concerto per chitarra e orchestra,del 1975; Crying Guitar, del 
1981, per chitarra e marimba (primo di una serie di brani che 
includono marimba, chitarra e faluto o violino); il Quartetto del 
1986, per quattro chitarre. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della 
Chitarra) 

Randazzo Gaetano (English) 
Gaetano Randazzo is a pianist, composer and conductor. He 
graduated in Composition to the University of Music of Palermo 
(Italy) with the maximum of the credits. He studied as conductor 
with Isaac Karabtchevsky and Piero Bellugi , and he has been 
assistant conductor of Hubert Soudant. He wins a price of study 
SIAE as film's composer music. He studied piano concert with 
Michele Campanella and “Composition and Contemporary music” 
with Eliodoro Sollima. Gaetano Randazzo played the piano with 
orchestra, piano concert in FA of G. Gershwin and piano concert of 
A. Scriabin, for RAI Television. When he was twenty years old he 
began to teach of soloist pianist to the Conservatory. 
Today he is a teacher to the Conservatory of Palermo. He teaches 
“Reading of score” for the young conductors and composers; he 
teaches also “Laboratory of jazz” and “Analysis of jazz's scores” 
for the jazz musicians. He loves the Opera Lyric music and 
contemporary music, but he has more interest a language of 
improvisation and contaminations music, classic and jazz, 
symphonic music, pop and rock together. He conducted the “Duke 
Ellington's Sacred Concert”, his original agreement for actors, 
soloist, choir and orchestra. In May 2001 he had played a 
performance like composer and conductor for the Company 
AssoComunicazione of Milan, its title is: “The 
rhythm!   Fulminating performance against   the vanity of the 
melody and the harmony”. Gaetano Randazzo conducted 
“JOB Sacred Representation” of Luigi Dallapiccola for actor, five 
lyric soloist, chorus and orchestra. In May 2005 he conducted 
“Odòs” of the Italian composer Alearco Ambrosi in the Opera's 
Theatre of Rome, for actor, soprano, big chorus, big orchestra and 
choir of boys of the Academy of Santa Cecilia of Rome. 
He conducted several orchestras: Orchestre National Des Pays de 
la Loire, Opera's Theatre of Rome, RAI Television, Opera's Theatre 
Regio of Turin, Opera's Theatre of Palermo, Camerata Stuttgart, 
Opera's Theatre of Catania, Florence Symphony, Sicilian Jazz 
Orchestra. He has been musical director of the young orchestra 
“Contemporary Music Orchestra” since 2001 to 2004, and has 
produced much concert of several style, lyric concert, classic 
concert and some collaboration with pop and jazz musicians. 
He plays with: Dianne Reeves, Rachelle Ferrell, Billy Childs, Paolo 
Fresu, Carol Welsman, Christian Escoudé, Patty Austin, Michael 
Torke, Pietro Tonolo, Michael Mantler, Milva, Marco Tamburini, 
Katia Ricciarelli, Marco Fornaciari, Desirèe Rancatore. He 
conducted the first performance of composer as Leonard 
Bernstein, Duke Ellington, Gerald Finzi, Alearco Ambrosi, John 
Adams, James McMillan, Michael Mantler, Igor Strawinskj, and 
Tibor Harsanyi. He collaborates with BMG Ricordi and his music 
has published by “Casa Musicale Sonzogno” and Kelidon edition . 
He has composed music for RAI Television, symphonic music, for 
jazz's soloists, for two pianos, chamber music, opera's music and 
arrangements. 
Style of music: the experiences pop, rock and jazz, played at the 
years, they had been very important for his creativeness, studying 
together the classic composition. His music is a mix of 
contamination style and of special group of orchestra (classic 
instruments, electric bass, electric guitar, together). His music 
remembers the sun's and Mediterranean's climate, sounds and 
colours and perfumes of own popular cultures. 
Web: http://www.gaetanorandazzo.com/UK-USA/SHP_UK.htm 
(2010) 

Ramelli Marco (Italiano) 
E' risultato vincitore in alcuni importanti concorsi internazionali 
europei tra cui il primo premio all'unanimità al concorso 
internazionale indetto dalla Royal Academy of Music di 
Glasgow uno dei più prestigiosi conservatori del Regno Unito, il 
primo premio all'unanimità nel concorso internazionale ”Blas 
Sanchez” in Spagna, il primo premio nei concorso internazionale 
“Città di Severo” nel 2006, il concorso “Rocco Perugini” di Milano e 
il concorso “Riviera Etrusca” di Piombino.Ha vinto il secondo 
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premio al  ”Seville International Guitar Competition” in Spagna e il 
“Concourse guitare espagnole” in Francia. 
Come compositore, Marco ha vinto il primo premio nel 
concorso World guitar composition competition in Serbiacon il 
brano “Im Nebel” che verrà pubblicato per Chantarelle. 
Marco suona regolarmente in Italia, Spagna e Regno Unito e ha 
recentemente debuttato negli Stati Uniti in un concerto a Los 
Angeles.  La sua carriera concertistica lo ha portato a suonare in 
diversi festival internazionali tra cui il “Big Guitar Weekend” a 
Glasgow, la “Stagione Internazionale della Chitarra” di Lodi, il “the 
Guitar Master” in Brighton e il “Tolmen International Guitar 
Festival” in Cornwall. 
Nel 2013 ha pubblicato il suo primo CD con la casa discografica 
Nimbus Alliance con musiche di Paganini, Llobet, Boyle e 
Takemitsu. Ha inoltre effettuato registrazioni per la Radio di Las 
Palmas e la BBC Cornwall. E' molto attento al repertorio 
contemporaneo e per questo collabora con molti compositori: ha 
curato la prima incisione dei brani dei compositori Blas Sanchez 
(ES) e Rory Boyle (UK). 
Ma la sua dedizione per la musica non è solatanto confinata 
all’aspetto esecutivo: Marco è anche direttore artistico di alcuni 
festival musicali in Italia – a tra cui il Festival Corde d’Autunno di 
Milano – ed un insegnante entusiasta. 
FORMAZIONE 
Marco inizia lo studio della chitarra a 19 anni con il Maestro 
Andrea Dieci, in soli 7 anni consegue la laurea nel Biennio di 
secondo livello in chitarra con il massimo dei voti e la lode presso 
il conservatorio “L.Marenzio” di Darfo Boario Terme dopo aver 
conseguito il diploma come privatista al Conservatorio di 
“G.Verdi” Milano. 
Ha frequentato masterclass in Italia, Germania, Austria, Spagna, 
Svizzera e Regno Unito con chitarristi di fama internazionale quali 
Oscar Ghiglia e Pavel Steidl. 
Dal 2007 al 2012 ha approfondito i suoi studi presso l'accademia 
di perfezionamento chitarristico “G.Regondi” di Milano con i 
Maestri Dieci e Giuffredi. 
Web: http://www.marcoramelli.it/bio.html (2013) 

Ramirez Ariel (English) 
Pianist, performer, composer, director. Born in Santa Fe, 
Argentine, on September 4, 1921. He compiled folk melodies in 
Jujuy and Tucumán, and travelled to Europe between 1950 - 1952 
where he performed concerts of Argentine music in universities in 
Spain, England, Italy and Germany. Leading the “Compañía de 
Folklore” he played in several European countries. He mastered 
his musical studies with Erwin Leuchter. In 1964 he composed 
Misa Criolla, which became a worldwide success and received in 
París the “Academie Charles Cross” award. He is also the author 
of the music of Mujeres argentinas. Among his most popularized 
compositions, you find Alfonsina y el mar, Zamba de usted, Allá 
lejos y hace tiempo, Navidad nuestra, El Paraná en una zamba, 
among others. 

Ramirez Ariel (Español) 
Pianista, concertista, compositor, director. Nació en Santa Fe, 
República Argentina, el 4 de septiembre de 1921. Recopiló 
melodías folklóricas en Jujuy y Tucumán y viajo a Europa (1950-
1952), donde dió conciertos de música argentina en universidades 
de España, Inglaterra, Italia y Alemania. Al frente de la Compañía 
de Folklore actuó en diversos países de Europa. Perfeccionó sus 
estudios musicales con Erwin Leuchter. En 1964 compuso Misa 
Criolla, que resultó suceso mundial y recibió en París el premio 
Academie Charles Cross. Es también autor de la música de 
Mujeres Argentinas. Entre sus composiciones más popularizadas, 
se cuentan Alfonsina y el mar, Zamba de usted, Allá lejos y hace 
tiempo, Navidad nuestra, El Paraná en una zamba, etc. 
Web: http://www.editoriallagos.com/Ram%92rez/Ramirez.htm 

Ramos Ramón (Español) 
Vicente Ramón Ramos Villanueva nace en Alginet, Valencia. 
Realiza sus primeros estudios musicales en el Conservatorio 
Superior de Música de Valencia, en las asignaturas de violonchelo 
y piano. En 1972 se traslada a la República Federal de Alemania, 
donde continúa sus estudios de  violonchelo hasta el año 1975 en 
el que aprueba el examen de admisión en el Robert Schumann 
Institut de la ciudad de Düsseldorf para cursar estudios de 
composición y “Live Electronic” con el profesor Günther Backer. 

Durante su estancia en Alemania realiza numerosas actividades, 
tanto en el campo de la docencia musical (fue profesor de flauta 
dulce y coordinador de cursos de iniciación musical para niños en 
el Conservatorio de Moers durante cinco años y profesor de 
armonía en la escuela estatal de Música de Renania del Norte). En 
la faceta de la interpretación, perteneció al “Grupo Música” creado 
en Düsseldorf para la difusión de la música contemporánea. Como 
compositor realiza diversas obras durante sus estudios con 
Günther Becker. En 1978 su obra Declinaciones para guitarra es 
seleccionada para representar a la clase de Composición de 
Düsseldorf en el cursillo de Composición e Interpretación de 
Darmstadt. 
En 1980 asiste como becario, al curso internacional de Darmstadt, 
trabajando con los profesores Brian Ferneyhoug, Wolfgang Rhim, 
Gerard Grisey y Tristan Murail. Asimismo, asiste también a las 
Jornadas de Música de Vanguardia de Witten durante los años 
1978 y 1979, trabajando con los compositores Mauricio Kagel, 
György Kurtag y György Ligeti. En 1983, examen final de 
Composición (Diplom der Kunstlerische Absclussprüfung im 
Kauptfach Komposition). Como trabajo fin de Carrera, compone 
una obra para gran orquesta y realiza un trabajo analítico sobre la 
obra Elegías a la muerte de tres poetas españoles de Cristóbal 
Halffter. Desde 1983 reside en Alginet. Fue profesor de Formas 
Musicales en los conservatorios de Valencia y de Alicante. En 1990 
aprueba la oposición de “Composición y Formas musicales”. 
Actualmente es catedrático de composición en el Conservatorio 
Superior de Valencia. 
Biografía fechada: 20-XI-2002 
Web: 
http://www.google.it/search?hl=it&q=ramon+ramos+villa
nueva&start=10&sa=N 

Ramos Toninho (English) 
Toninho Ramos was born in 1942 in Sao Paulo (Brazil) into a 
family of musicians, and already by the age of seven the guitar 
had assumed an important role in his life. He gave his first concert 
at the age of 13, performing both classical and popular pieces, 
and it is the combination of these two styles that has been the 
mainstay of his musical development which, blended with music 
from the samba and the choro through to the music of north-
eastern Brazil, has provided a wide basis for composition. After 
teaching himself the guitar he took lessons in a more traditional 
form with Geraldo Ribeiro, composer and teacher at the University 
of Brasilia, later supplementing this with harmony and 
orchestration which he studied with José Gomez. In 1975, 
following a tour he undertook in Frante with the Martinho Da Villa 
group, he decided to settle in Paris in order to study composition 
more closely and explore the possibilities of atonal music. By 
combining the basic influente of traditional Brazilian music in the 
form of the samba, bossa-nova and baiao, with classical music, 
jazz, free jazz and atonal music, Ramos has found the inspiration 
necessary to develop his own personal aesthetics by dint of 
constant research, continually guided by the ever-present desire 
to seek out new sounds, new harmonies and new techniques. 
While other contemporary composers follow a similar path, the 
music of Toninho Ramos retains he mark of the warmth that 
comes from its roots. (Annie Brossas translated by Mary Criswick) 

Rampichini Francesco (Italiano) 
Diplomato in chitarra al Conservatorio “L. Marenzio” di Brescia con 
Claudio R. Conti, ha seguito seminari di composizione di Luis De 
Pablo, Aldo Clementi, Franco Donatoni e master class di chitarra 
di Oscar Ghiglia e Julian Bream. Dopo varie collaborazioni 
discografiche pubblica il CD Alizés (Rdc Records, 1991), la raccolta 
Otto Studi per Chitarra (Ed. Bèrben, 1996), il CD Chiavi 
(musikAtelier, 1998). Ha composto musiche per esposizioni d’arte, 
cinema, teatro, video-clip (spot per l’A.S.A. premiati alla rassegna 
milanese Filmaker '86), e suoi brani sono presenti in varie 
antologie (“RDC RECORDS 1991”, “CHITARRE N. 82”) e trasmessi 
dai canali televisivi INTER-TV, RAI 3, CANALE 5, Odeon TV. Ha 
collaborato con varie orchestre e gruppi di musica da camera e dal 
1987 svolge intensa attività giornalistica nel settore musicale, 
pubblicando sulle riviste CHITARRE, SEICORDE, SUONARE, IL 
MORDENTE, MIDI SONGS ed altre, centinaia di interviste a 
chitarristi e musicisti di ogni settore, trascrizioni musicali, saggi, 
articoli di critica e di tecnica strumentale e corrispondenze 
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dall’estero. Tra l’85 e l’89 ha collaborato alla realizzazione di film 
dei registi A. Bevilacqua, F. Brusati, C. Vanzina, A. Celentano, E. 
Oldoini, A. Sironi, L. Gasperini.  
Insegna ai C.P.S.M. presso il Conservatorio “G.Verdi” di Milano e 
alla “Civica Scuola di Musica” di Locate Triulzi. È professore 
incaricato alla Facoltà del Design del Politecnico di Milano 
(forma/suono) e presidente della giuria italiana del Premio 
Internazionale “Euro Django D'Or” (Bruxelles). Nel 2002 ha 
pubblicato per Franco Angeli il volume con Cd “MUSEO 
SENSIBILE” (a cura di E. Lariani - testi di M. Maiocchi, D. 
Pasinato, F. Raampichini). 
Web: http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/9035/index.html 

Raseta Janko (English) 
Born in 1990, Janko Rašeta is the award-winning guitarist and 
composer, considered to be one of the most talented guitarists of 
his generation. Despite his young age Janko Rašeta has already 
won over 30 prizes at important performance and composition 
competitions, awarded for his solo, chamber, orchestral and film 
works. 
Since he was eight Janko has been regularly performing at 
concerts and music festivals all over the Europe. He also 
organises his own concerts, which are attended by large 
audiences. 
He has recorded two albums, his first when he was just 10 years 
old. Janko has in his repertoire a wide range of compositions for 
classical guitar. Besides that he plays with chamber ensembles 
and orchestras, more recently also on the electric guitar, thus 
presenting his complex musical personality. 
Web: http://jankoraseta.com/about (2013) 

Rasmussen Karl Åge (English) 
(13 December 1947 - ) 
Karl Aage Rasmussen was born in 1947. He was educated at the 
Aarhus Academy of Music where he is now himself a professor in 
composition. As well as composing Karl Aage Rasmussen has been 
active as a conductor, of amongst others his own ensemble The 
Elsinore  Players. Furthermore he has been active as an editor of 
programmes about new music for Danish Radio, co-editor of the 
Danish Music Magazine, member of the Danish Music Council, and 
he has been in great demand as a lecturer in many European 
countries and in the USA. Karl Aage Rasmussen is the artistic 
director of the distinguished NUMUS-Festival. 
Karl Aage Rasmussen started composing in the mid-60s, when he 
was mainly occupied with orchestral music. Concepts like 'music 
about music', 'music on music', 'music over music' are keys to his 
works from the 70s, as he often  used pre-existing musical 
material in new connections and for new purposes, not as collage 
or quotation, but in a densely woven montage of 'words' from 
widely different languages of music. The montage technique and 
the 'not-authentic' in his choice of musical material also 
characterizes Rasmussen's music from more recent years, but the 
concentration on detail and deliberately non-dynamic expression 
has been replaced by an increased interest in form and course - 
not least the musical conditions of our experience of time, 
movement and coherence. The musico-dramatic works from the 
end of the 70s are among the first expressions of this interest, 
which later was continued in works like 'A Symphony in Time' and 
the string quartets 'Solos and Shadows' and 'Surrounded by 
Scales'. 
With the chamber symphony ’Movements on a Moving Line’ his 
music assumes the character of a labyrinthine ’weaving together’ 
of the same music in different tempi, and this way of thinking has 
dominated his music since then. New ideas about  the experience 
of time and of tempo, partly related to so-called fractal 
mathematics, form the basis of works like ’Phantom Movements’ 
and ’Etudes and Postludes’. In the most recent years 
psychological and dramatic dimensions have pene-trated this 
thinking, for instance in the violin concerto ’Sinking through the 
Dream-Mirror’ and in ’Webs in a stolen Dream’. 
In 1991 he received the Carl Nielsen-Prize, and he was in 1981, 
1985 and 1993 nominated for the Nordic Council Music Prize. Karl 
Aage rasmussen received the Wilhelm Hansen Composer Prize in 
1997. 
Web: 
http://en.ewh.dk/Default.aspx?TabId=2449&State_2955=2&com

poserId_2955=1267 

Raso del Molino José (Español) 
Compositor madrileño nacido en 1940, estudió Composición con 
Julio Gómez. Ha dirigido la Orquesta del Conservatorio de Madrid 
entre 1960 y 1962. En la actualidad es profesor de Armonía en el 
Conservatorio de Madrid. (ca.2000) 

Rathmell Robert (English) 
Robert Rathmell has been a frequent presenter at the College 
Music Society venues throughout North America. He has received 
awards from The Association of Lutheran Church Musicians, The 
Board of the American College Theatre Festival, the Guitar 
Foundation of America, and the University of Minnesota Graduate 
School. Rathmell teaches music theory and composition and 
directs the Music Theory Computer Lab as Assistant Professor of 
Music at Hillsdale College in Michigan. 

Rauta Marcelo (Portuguese) 
Nascido em Guarapari-ES no dia 05 de março de 1981, iniciou 
seus estudos musicais em 1991 através do piano na classe da 
professora Angela Cruz na cidade de Anchieta-ES. 
Em 2003 ingressou na Escola de Música da UFRJ onde se graduou 
em Composição na classe dos professores Doutores João 
Guilherme Ripper e Marcos Vinício Nogueira. Rauta participou da 
“XVI Bienal de Música Contemporânea Brasileira” e do “XXII 
Panorama da Música Brasileira Atual – Edição 2005” com o 
seu Quarteto nº1 para cordas. Venceu o “Concurso Nacional de 
Composição para Orquestra de Câmara – Prêmio Sesiminas de 
Cultura”, com sua obra “Sinfonietta nº 2” para cordas. Foi 
premiado no “Concurso Quintanares de Quintana” em 
comemoração aos 100 anos de nascimento do poeta Mário 
Quintana, com sua obra para soprano e piano “Ah! Os Relógios” – 
obra lançada em livro e CD pela UFRJ. Venceu o “Concurso de 
Composição Niemeyer – 100 anos”, com sua obra “Trio nº3-Igreja 
de São Francisco” – obra lançada em livro e DVD pela UFRJ. 
Venceu o “II Concurso de Composição Claudio Santoro para 
Jovens Compositores” com sua obra “Psalmus 67” para coro, 
solistas e orquestra sinfônica. 
Web: http://www.musicabrasilis.org.br/personalidades/marcelo-
rauta (2012) 

Rautavaara Einojuhani (English) 
Einojuhani Rautavaara (1928) is one of the most colourful and 
diverse figures in Finnish music. He is an artist of exceptionally 
broad scope, at once Romantic and intellectual, mysticist and 
constructivist. He has gone through a great many stages in his 
stylistic development, yet he has combined different stylistic 
elements in post-modernist fashion within individual works. 
Having graduated from Helsinki University in 1952, he studied at 
the Sibelius Academy with Aarre Merikanto and, after winning a 
Koussevitzky Foundation fellowship in 1955, with Vincent 
Persichetti at the Juilliard School, as well as with Aaron Copland 
and Roger Sessions at Tanglewood. He furthered his studies in 
Ascona with Vladimir Vogel and in Cologne with Rudolf Petzold. A 
lecturer at the Sibelius Academy from 1966 to 1971, he was then 
appointed to the state position of Professor in Arts. Since 1990 he 
has devoted himself exclusively to composition, his music having 
received numerous awards and been featured on many 
recordings. 
Rautavaara’s early pieces, typified by the prize-winning A 
Requiem in Our Time (1953), drew upon the Nordic classicism of 
Sibelius and Nielsen, as well as the influences of Bartók, 
Shostakovich and folk-music. His Fourth Symphony (1962) was 
among the first Finnish works to employ serial techniques, while 
the later widening of his stylistic range gave rise, in 1972, to two 
of his most enduring works, Vigilia, drawing on Orthodox liturgical 
chant, and Cantus Arcticus (Naxos 8.554147), employing taped 
birdsong alongside modal and aleatoric (chance-derived) 
elements. A greater tonal orientation is evident in his more recent 
music, such as the Symphonies Nos. 5 to 8 (No. 7 on Naxos 
8.555814) and operas Thomas (1985), Vincent (1987) and Aleksis 
Kivi (1997). Meanwhile, the growing recognition accorded his 
music can be gauged from the international commissions he has 
received over the last decade. 
Web: http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/bio24313.htm 
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Ravel Maurice (Italiano) 
Maurice Ravel nasce a Ciboure il 7 marzo 1875. Dopo tre mesi la 
famiglia si trasferisce a Parigi. A sette anni comincia a studiare 
pianoforte. Nel 1889 entra al conservatorio, dove ha come maestri 
Beriot (pianoforte), Pessard (armonia), Gédalge (contrappunto) e 
Fauré (composizione). Dal 1901 al 1905 concorre vanamente a 
ogni edizione annuale del Prix de Rome. Nel 1905 è già un 
compositore affermato e la sua elusione al Prix de Rome provoca 
uno scandalo. Da questo momento la sua biografia non presenta 
avvenimenti degni di nota, eccetto l’esecuzione delle sue opere. 
Nel 1920 acquista una bella casa a Montfort-l’Amaury, dove si 
stabilisce definitivamente. Ormai famoso, compie tournée negli 
Stati Uniti (1928), in Inghilterra (1922, 1928, 1929), poi dal 1932 
in Europa. Nel 1932 è vittima di un incidente stradale che avrà 
conseguenze molto gravi; un anno dopo si manifestano i primi 
sintomi della malattia cerebrale che lo porterà alla morte. Gli 
ultiami anni sono segnati dal drammatico declino delle sue facoltà 
mentali. Per un improvviso peggioramento, il 19 dicembre 1937 
viene sottoposto a un’operazione chirurgica al cervello. Otto giorni 
dopo muore, senza aver ripreso conoscenza. 

Raymond Jean-Marie (Français) 
Jean Marie RAYMOND est né en 1949. 
Guitariste, chef d'orchestre, compositeur et professeur, Jean Marie 
RAYMOND a suivi ses études au sein de la prestigieuse “Ecole 
Normale de Paris” avec Alberto Ponce et Javier Hinojosa. C'est 
avec Yvonne Desportes qu'il étudiera la composition, et avec 
Désiré Dondeyne la direction d'orchestre. Le CNR d'Aubervilliers-
la-Courneuve lui décerne la Médaille d'Or de Guitare Classique; 
Dans le domaine de l'enseignement, il obtient le Diplôme 
d'État  puis le Certificat d'Aptitude. Sa carrière l'amène à se 
consacrer à l'enseignement (Direction du conservatoire de  Viry-
Chatillon) aux activités de concertiste, à l'écriture, et à la direction 
d'orchestre. En 1977 il joue en soliste avec l'Orchestre de Paris 
sous la Direction de Seiji Osawa, et part en 1979, en tournée aux 
U.S.A. où il se produit notamment pour la chaîne NBC. Un 
enregistrement avec son ami Minoru Inagaki , «Guitare à quatre 
mains», sera produit par la maison B.N.L. Celui-ci sera très 
remarqué du public. Il fonde et dirige l'Ensemble Instrumental de 
le Vallée de Chevreuse (concerts en France, tournée au Quebec). 
Il se produit actuellement en soliste (notamment aux Etats Unis), 
et au sein du Trio Sortilèges.  
Web: http://jean-
marie.raymond.im/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&i
d=2&Itemid=110 (2010) 

Razzi Fausto (Italiano) 
Fausto Razzi ha compiuto gli studi musicali al Conservatorio di S. 
Cecilia in Roma, sotto la guida di Goffredo Petrassi (composizione) 
e Rossi (pianoforte), diplomandosi in pianoforte nel 1955 e in 
composizione nel 1959. Ha frequentato il corso di 
perfezionamento di Petrassi all'Accademia di Santa Cecilia e vi si è 
diplomato nel 1963. Dal 1961 al 1968 ha diretto il Coro Polifonico 
Franco Maria Sararaceni degli universitari di Roma, con il quale ha 
tenuto concerti in Italia e all'estero. Nel 1966 ha insegnato al 
Conservatorio di Cagliari e quindi in quello dell'Aquila; 
attualmente è docente di composizione a Pesaro. Fondatore 
(1976) del gruppo “Recitar cantando”, dedito all'esecuzione di 
musiche rinascimentali e barocche, collabora ad alcune riviste, fra 
cui Auditorium e Rinascita, e lavora con il fisico Chiarnaci per il 
Gruppo di acustica elettronica della Facoltà di Fisica dell'Università 
di Napoli. Nel 1982 con G.Ferro e M.Zurletti ha fondato il Teatro 
musicale di Villa Torlonia. Ha vinto numerosi premi, tra cui quello 
del Festival Primavera di Praga (1966) e quello dell'Angelicum di 
Milano (1969). 

Read Thomas L. (English) 
Thomas L. Read, composer and violinist, was born in 1938 in Erie, 
Pennsylvania. He studied violin, composition and conducting at 
the Oberlin, New England, Mozarteum and Peabody 
Conservatories with such noted musicians as Andor Toth Sr., 
Richard Burgin, Bernhard Paumgartner, Leon Fleisher, and 
Benjamin Lees. As a violinist he has been a member of the Erie 
Philharmonic, Baltimore Symphony, Boston Festival Arts and 
Handel/Haydn Society Orchestras, Vermont Symphony, and the 
Saratoga Festival of Baroque Music. Following his appointment as 
Assistant Professor at the University of Vermont in 1967, his 

innovative series of new music concerts and lectures (Symposium 
on Contemporary Music, held annually from 1968 until 1991), in 
addition to his activities as teacher, violinist, conductor and 
clinician, led to his reappointment as Professor of Music in 1976; 
Professor Emeritus, 2008. He continues to be active as a violin 
soloist and conductor as well as a composer. 
Over the past three decades he has created a body of music that 
projects a consistent and distinctive personal style while 
embracing a variety of New Music idioms and techniques. Critics, 
while noting its lyrical qualities, have called his music “substantive 
and meticulously planned, with a wide expressive range leaving a 
feeling of rich satisfaction.” His seemingly free lyrical forms are 
the outcome of “compositional strategies that engender 
multidimensional and fascinatingly equivocal emotional states.” 
Web: http://thomaslread.com/biography.html (2011) 

Reale Paul (English) 
Paul Reale was born in New Jersey in 1943 and received his 
education at Columbia College in English Literature and the hard 
sciences. Although music was a lifelong study, it was not until 
1967 that he received a degree in composition at Columbia under 
the primary tutelage of Chou Wen-Chung and Otto Luening. A 
decision to enter college teaching prompted further study at the 
University of Pennsylvania where he came under the influence of 
George Rochberg and George Crumb.  
Since 2004 he is Professor Emeritus at UCLA in the rich, 
multicultural environment of Southern California. The composer’s 
catalogue includes ten piano sonatas, nine concertos for various 
instruments, including Columbus Concerto for Organ and Winds, 
which was written for the 500th aniversary of the discovery of 
America and three piano concertos, two song cycles, and dozens 
of other vocal and dramatic works. Most recently completed are 
Sonata for Violin and Piano, “Celtic Wedding” in a new version for 
publication and “Sacred Geometry 2” for violin and viola. Another 
recent project is Your Reality Check is in the Mail, commissioned 
by the Definiens Project, having won their 2006 Music 
Composition Contest. The piece premiered in their 2006–2007 
season.  
Also, Sacred Geometry 2 for violin and viola received a “Special 
Mention for the personal language in balance between tradition 
and innovation” at the 2005 International EPICMUSIC Composition 
Competition.  
Piano Sonata No. 6, “The Waste Land,” Has been recently revised 
and has received one of the prizes in the New Ariel Music 
Competition, 2007. The piece will be coming out on commercial 
CD under the Capstone label in 2008.  
Piano and chamber works are recorded on Cinnabar Records (new 
release of CD of Concerto “Dies Irae” (available at CD Baby,) 
Music & Arts CD’s (CelloAmerica, TrioAmerica, and 20th Century 
Piano series) and published by Carl Fischer Inc., Theodore Presser 
Co., Laurendale Associates, and Yelton Rhodes, which now carries 
two volumes of Classy Contemporaries and Finger Teasers, solo 
piano pieces for beginners, using contemporary techniques. He 
has written both aesthetic and analytical articles on twentieth-
century topics from Ives to Boulez (most recently a number have 
appeared as booklets to accompany CD’s). In 1995 he received 
the Charles and Harriet Luckman Award for Distinguished 
Teaching.  
Web: http://www.classical-composers.org/comp/reale (2011) 

Rebay Ferdinand (Italiano) 
Ferdinand Rebay trascorse la sua esistenza a Vienna. Nato in una 
famiglia dove la musica era di casa (il padre aveva un negozio di 
musica e la madre, pianista, era stata addirittura allieva di 
Bruckner) ebbe una educazione musicale, artistica e culturale 
invidiabile: gli studi nel campo delle belle arti, la formazione 
musicale professionale ai livelli più alti - studiò fra gli altri con il 
celeberrimo didatta Robert Fuchs - e la intensissima attività 
compositiva lo portarono ben presto a una prestigiosa camera 
musicale nella sua città, ricoprendo posizioni importanti nelle 
istituzioni culturali di più alto profilo. Con l'avvento al potere dei 
nazionalsocialisti nel 1938 Rebay cadde in disgrazia: fu destituito 
dal suo prestigioso incarico e gli venne anche tolta la pensione. 
Morì nel 1953 a Vienna in indigenza e completamente 
dimenticato. 
Se tralasciamo questo amaro e drammatico epilogo, dal sapore 
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quasi dickensiano nella sua tristezza, la carriera di Rebay 
rispecchia quella del musicista ideale: ambiente familiare 
permeato di musica, formazione completa, grande cultura, attività 
indefessa e impieghi di prestigio. Stando a quanto affermò Fritz 
Niedermann nel 1953 per il suo necrologio sulla rivista 
“Gitarrefreund”, Rebay scrisse circa seicento opere per chitarra - 
evidentemente la centinaia era l'unità di misura per questo 
compositore così prolifico - delle quali la maggior parte per 
ensembles cameristici e solo in minor quantità per strumento solo. 
È emblematico notare come il suo interesse per la chitarra, 
proprio da questo punto di vista, fosse perfettamente in linea con 
l'ambiente chitarristico di area austro-germanica (e ci vengono in 
mente i vari Heinrich Albert, Fritz Buek, Erwin Schwarz-Reiflingen, 
ecc.) che negli anni Venti del secolo appena concluso visse un pe-
riodo di grande fermento e privilegiò proprio la componente ca-
meristica del nostro strumento. (Il Fronimo n.133, gennaio 2006) 

Rebora Carla (Italiano) 
Nata a Genova nel 1973, torinese d'adozione, Carla Rebora si è 
diplomata in Pianoforte sotto la guida di Anna Maria Bordin e in 
Composizione al Conservatorio 'Antonio Vivaldi' di Alessandria 
nella classe di Paolo Ferrara. Dopo un breve periodo di 
approfondimento con Daniele Bertotto, si è perfezionata con 
Mauro Bonifacio alla Fondazione 'Romano Romanini' di Brescia. Ha 
studiato con Azio Corghi ottenendo il Diploma di Merito 
all'Accademia Musicale Chigiana nel 2001 e il Diploma di Alto 
Perfezionamento, con il massimo dei voti, all'Accademia Nazionale 
di Santa Cecilia a Roma nel 2003.  
Ha vinto il 1° Premio al Settimo Concorso internazionale di 
Composizione per chitarra 'Paolo Borsacchi' di Viareggio e al 
Concorso 'Felice Quaranta' di Grugliasco, il 2° premio al Concorso 
'Michele Pittaluga' di Alessandria e al Concorso 'Egidio Carella' 
della Val Tidone. Nel 2002 le è stato conferito il Diploma di Merito 
al Concorso T.I.M. di Roma.  
I suoi lavori sono stati eseguiti in importanti sale quali 
l'Auditorium 'Parco della Musica' e la Sala Accademica del 
Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia di Roma, il Circolo della Stampa e il 
Piccolo Teatro Regio di Torino, l'Accademia Musicale Chigiana di 
Siena, il Teatro Comunale di Alessandria e il Castello di Joviac in 
Ardèche. È attualmente docente di Cultura musicale generale 
presso l'Istituto pareggiato di Gallarate ed è stata tirocinante di 
Armonia e Contrappunto al Conservatorio di Alessandria. (2008) 
Web: 
http://www.stresafestival.eu/index.php?option=com_content&tas
k=view&id=190&Itemid=1&phpMyAdmin=Jc-
XnrdAsNAwOjbsioMfZWkgXH0 

Rebours Gérard (Français) 
Né en 1950 à Paris. Etudes à l’Ecole Normale. Diplomé en guitare, 
guitare baroque, musique de chambre. D.E. de musique ancienne 
en 1989. Professeur au Conservatoire de Levallois-Perret. Un 
enregistrement “Un voyage musical.. .” (disque SEL). 

Redaelli Marco (Italiano) 
Nato nel 1977, ha studiato chitarra con Simone Fontanelli e Eliot 
Fisk, docenti di Musica da Camera del Novecento e di Chitarra 
all’Università del Mozarteum di Salisburgo e presso il 
Conservatorio di Milano diplomandosi brillantemente con 
Francesco Biraghi. Vincitore di due borse di studio “L. Negri” 
presso la Civica Scuola di Musica di Casatenovo (Lc). Secondo 
premio al Concorso Internazionale “Lario in Musica” di Varenna.  
Nel 1999 ha iniziato gli studi di Composizione col maestro 
Giuseppe Colardo presso il Conservatorio G. Verdi di Milano 
ottenendo diverse pubbliche esecuzioni in festival, rassegne 
concertistiche, in importanti sale da concerto (Sala Verdi del 
Conservatorio di Milano) e trasmissioni radiofoniche e risultando 
tra i vincitori del Concorso Nazionale di Composizione “Rosolino 
Toscano” di Pescara. Sue musiche sono state selezionate dal 
Centro Studi Arcipelago Musica di Milano per il progetto “Vedere la 
musica – Giovani compositori in Rete”. Nel 2004 è andato in scena 
ad Arcore (Mi) “Contemporane-mente”, uno spettacolo da lui 
ideato e basato sull’interazione fra varie modalità espressive 
(musiche, immagini, nuove tecnologie). “Passages” per chitarra 
sola è risultato tra i vincitori del 6° Concorso Internazionale di 
Composizione per Chitarra Classica “Michele Pittaluga” e verrà 
prossimamente pubblicato dalla Berbèn s.r.l. Ha seguito seminari 
e masterclass con Luca Francesconi, Rodion Shchedrin, Marco 

Stroppa e presso il centro di ricerca tecnologico-musicale Agon di 
Milano. 
Web: 
http://www.marcoredaelli.com/Home/Curriculum/curriculum.htm 

Redeghieri Ezio (Español) 
Compositor de música. A pricipios de corriente siglo estaba 
radicado en la capital de Bélgica, Bruselas. Se le conoce para 
guitarra sola, un “Vals Melódico”; como dice el titulo, es muy 
“cantabile”, bonito y a la vez simplificado. Redeghieri es autor de 
muchas obras publicadas para otro instrumentos. (Domingo Prat, 
Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 1934) 

Redlingler Ferdinand (English) 
He worked as a teacher for mandolin and guitar in Berlin. Self-
published, he edited pieces for guitar alone and vocals and guitar. 
In Berlin he gave a concert with his double sextet in 1920, where 
he also performed solo ("Gedanke" by Anton Gräffer, 1786-1852) 
and his daughter Erna Redlinger (1900-1945) performed 
"Légende" by Auguste Zurfluh. In 1921 he advertised: "Guitar, 
lute, mandolin school - Ferdinand and Erna Redlinger, Berlin-
Friedenau, Sponholzstr. 27". Redlinger was conductor of the 
„Redlinger Guitar and Mandolin Association". (Rainer Stelle) 

Reeder Haydn (English) 
Haydn Reeder was born in Melbourne in 1944, and graduated 
from the University of Melbourne in 1965. Postgraduate studies in 
piano and composition were undertaken at the Graz and Vienna 
Academies of Music, and later received his Master of Arts from La 
Trobe University. He considers that strong influences have come 
from contact with Alfred Brendel, Harrison Birtwistle, and Gyorgy 
Ligeti. His awards include two Australia Council Composer 
Fellowships, a fellowship from Arts Victoria, and a major prize in 
the 1976 Premio, Citta di Trieste. He has been commissioned by 
leading ensembles in London and Australia and has written a 
chamber opera and orchestral, vocal and choral works, and is 
released on a number of commercial CD’s. He was lecturer in 
composition at La Trobe University (1983–88) and co-editor of the 
La Trobe University Press publication Contemporary Australian 
Piano (1985). 
Web: http://www.redhouse.com.au/Biog3.html 

Reghezza Marco (English) 
Born in Sanremo in 1968, Marco Reghezza graduated in piano at 
the “F. Ghedini”  public Music Academy in Cuneo, in 1991. He, 
then, attended several post graduate courses, both for piano and 
opera assistant maestro. In 1992, he attended a course 
for  assistant maestro at the International “Roveroni Master” in 
Alassio and was selected  for the opera season at the “Chiabrera 
Theatre”, in Savona; the annual programme included “Madama 
Butterfly” by G. Puccini and the world première of 
“Re  Sigismondo” by G. Rossini conducted by R. Bonynge.  In the 
same year he took part in the “Bottega”, an opera work-shop at 
the theatre in Treviso, with Peter Maag as teacher. In 1993, he 
began a partnership, as a piano co-player, which lasted 
five  years, with the French Choral “A Coeur Joie”, obtaining 
appreciation and  recognition in Southern and Central France.  In 
1999, in Cuneo he graduated in music composition with Maestro 
Paolo Rimoldi. He adapted “Elisir d’Amore” by Donizetti, “La Serva 
Padrona” by Pergolesi and  “La Cambiale di Matrimonio” by 
Rossini, for chamber orchestra. These operas were staged at the 
International Festival of Chamber Music in Cervo, in 1997 and in 
1999 and he took part in them as a stage prompter. From 2000 to 
2005, still at the “Cervo Festival”, he was appointed responsible 
for preparation of the program, a task he subsequently performed 
again, from  2002 to 2004, at “Piani Musicale”. He also joined this 
event as art co-director. In august 2003, in an unofficial 
performance at Imperia, Eliot Fisk, nowadays one of  the most 
famous classic guitar player in the world, played one of 
Reghezza’s guitar  pieces -entitled Phantasiestuck- in appreciation 
of its ideas, format and character.  In august 2004 he held a 
course of Composition and Aesthetics at the Summer 
Music Academy in Col di Nava, Imperia. This course is recurrently 
held at other places. From 2004 his pieces for piano solo  are 
played in concert by Giovanni Doria Miglietta, the winner of “XVII 
International piano competition of Ibiza”. In 2005 Marco Reghezza 
was one of the few composers admitted to the “Gala” at 
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“Luoghi  Immaginari 2005”. The event took place in Terzo d’Acqui, 
(Acqui Terme). His piece (“Orfano”) for “voice and ensemble” was 
performed by: soprano Elena Bakanova (Boris Eltsin Prize) from 
Russia, violin Sergej Galaktionov, leader violin at the “Teatro 
Regio” in Torino and guest leader henchman at the “Teatro alla 
Scala” in  Milano and some soloists from the “Prometheus” 
quartet. The piece was conducted by Sergey Ferulov one of the 
most important representatives of the Conducting  School in San 
Petersburg. As well some of his compositions were played by the 
“Erasmus” string quartet from Milano. In 2007 he was appointed 
art director, for the coming summer, at the “Stellanello Cultura” 
concert show and he is going to be art director of a new series 
of concerts to be performed for the area of the Imperia 
hinterland. Some of his transcriptions of classic pieces were 
included in the repertoire of the “Camerata Ligure Ensemble” -two 
guitars, violin and flute- and were CD recorded by the 
“Philarmonia”, a recording company from Genova. He adapted 
some sound tracks of famous movies for the Lodi Philharmonic 
Orchestra and some of his  pieces of chamber music were issued 
by the publishing houses “Hyperprism” (Terni) and Berben 
(Ancona). In November 2007, he won the “Francesc Civil” 
International Competition at Girona, in Spain. The Sanremo 
Symphony Orchestra has recently asked him for two pieces to 
be performed in January 2008. In addition to his musical 
achievements, Marco Reghezza graduated in Modern Literatures 
at Genova University, in 1994. 
Web: http://www.marcoreghezza.com/curriculum01.htm (2009) 

Reiher Alain (English) 
Alain Reiher was born May 19, 1955 in Port-au-Prince Haiti, 
immigrating to Montreal, Canada in 1965. At age 21 he began his 
musical studies with Stephen Fentok at the “Conservatoire du 
Québec à Montréal” from 1976 to 1981 and obtained a First prize 
diploma in classical guitar interpretation. 
He subsequently created the guitar accompaniment for two 
documentaries by Jacques Godbout of the National Film Board of 
Canada. He also worked with the Haitian poet Antony Phelps 
creating the segue music for his album of poems “Mon pays que 
voici”. 
Alain’s first composition “Préambule et Rhapsodie” was chosen 
among the ten top compositions to be published by Mel Bay in its 
Winner’s Circle 1994: The GFA Set Piece Competition. 
In January 2001, Alain was invited to Haiti as a guest artist to 
share a solo concert with 3 fellow Haitian guitarists for an evening 
of classical music as part of the festivities during the week of 
Diaspora. Upon his return, Alain recorded his first CD entitled “20 
miniatures” with the help of a grant from the Canada Council for 
the Arts. Alain has taught both children and adults privately and in 
group settings and continues to teach classical guitar at the 
Shadbolt Centre for the Arts in Burnaby where he has been 
employed since 1996. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c229857.2.html 

Reiner Thomas (English) 
Thomas Reiner has won prizes in the International Witold 
Lutoslawski Composers’ Competition and the International Boswil 
Composers’ Competition. He received the Australian Dorian Le 
Gallienne Award for Composition and the Albert H. Maggs 
Composition Award. He was awarded the Doctor of Philosophy at 
the University of Melbourne for his dissertation on the semiotics of 
musical time. 
He lectures in music theory and composition at Monash 
University, and is musical director of resound, contemporary 
music ensemble based at that institution. Together With Tim 
Flora, he has formed Tree, an electronic dance music duo. His 
writings include those on techno music, DJ culture, and raves for 
the Companion to Music and Dance in Australia. 

Reinhardt Bruno (English) 
Born in Romania, 1929 and settled in Israel in 1961. Studied 
composition at the “Ciprian Porumbescu” conservatory of 
Bucharest with Ion Dumitrescu and Alfred Mendelsohn. Played 
violin in the Haifa Symphony Orchestra and taught violin. Bruno 
composed a series of solo works for each instrument of the 
orchestra. In 1967 he studied in Koln, Germany with Alois 
Zimmermann. Upon his return to Israel he founded OR-TAV Music 
Publications, which grew over the years into a center for 

publication and distribution of Israeli music. He has retired in 
1993 and is dedicating his time to composition. 
Web: http://www.geocities.com/israelcomposers/reinhardt.htm 
(2009) 

Reis Dilermando (English) 
(1916-1977) 
Dilermando Reis, probably the most famous Brazilian popular 
guitarist, was born in São Paulo, but lived most of his life in Rio de 
Janeiro, where he worked actively in radio and recordings. From 
1941 to 1975 he recorded over forty albums, both 78rpm and LPs. 
Reis played different types of guitar music and recorded the 
compositions of Bach, Barrios, Tárrega, as well as popular 
Brazilian composers. His preference was the traditional Brazilian 
guitar style: waltzes and choros full of modulations to “confuse 
accompanists,” played with his unique style and sound. He 
recorded about 100 of his own compositions, many of which 
became standards of Brazilian popular guitar, like “Dois Destinos” 
and “Se Ela Perguntar.” In 1975 he recorded the LP, “The 
Brazilian Guitar of Dilermando Reis,” containing his last 
compositions. 

Rekhin Igor (English) 
Igor Rekhin is today one of the known composers of Russia. 
Professional education he began in State Gneissin-Institute in 
Moscow by A. Khatchaturian, behind that studied by Wladimir 
Tsytowich  and A. Pen-Chernow in the Leningrad conservatory, 
which he in 1968 finished; in 1973 has finished post–graduate 
course of the Moscow pedagogical institute. Was engaged in 
teaching work, concert activity, wrote clauses and reviews of 
concerts, made the musical programs for radio. He is the author 
more than 100 reviews and clauses on musical culture, which 
were printed per different years in Russia and other countries. 
Since 1979 has concentrated on composers activity.  
Among his compositions: two ballets, music for symphonic 
orchestra , concerts for two piano, trumpet, mandolin, guitar; 
sonatas for saxophone, euphonium, tuba, pieces for piano solo 
and piano to four hands and two piano,  cello –solo and cello- 
ensembles, cello and piano, composition for brass –quintet , 
ensembles for guitar, vocal, choral, and guitar and piano music for 
children.  
Widely popularity in the country and abroad was received by his 
guitar music: “Concerto de la Havana” for guitar and symphonic 
orchestra (the notes are issued in publishing house Verlag Neue 
Musik, Berlin), Suite “In Memory of H.Villa Lobos” (Editions 
Orphee, USA), “Spring Flowers” for flute and guitar Verlag Vogt& 
Fritz) and TA-BO-SA for flute and guitar (Verlag Vogt& Fritz), “24 
Preludes and Fugues for solo guitar” (Verlag Vogt& Fritz). 
I.Rekhin - member of jury of many national and international 
competitions, he regularly will carry out the master classes, acts 
with lectures at various international seminars in Russia and 
Europe. In 1996 he has based in Moscow the Russian section of 
the European Guitar Teachers Association (EGTA), in 1998 - 
International Guitar Academy in Moscow. In 1999 was awarded by 
a honourable rank: “the Deserved figure of arts of Russia”. 
Web: http://www.rekhin.narod.ru/begin_en.htm 

Rekhin Igor (Italiano) 
Igor Rekhin è nato a Tambov, Russia, nel 1941. Violinista e 
pianista di formazione, ha studiato composizione all’Istituto 
Gnessin di Mosca (1962-65) con Aram Khaciaturian, e al 
Conservatorio di Leningrado (1965-68) con Alexander 
PenChernov. Per chitarra sola ha composto 24 Preludi e Fughe 
(1986-1990), Hommage à H.Villa Lobos (1978), Sonata I (1983) e 
Sonata II (1984) il ciclo didattico Album per giovani chitarristi 
(1984, 4 voll.), per flauto e chitarra Spring Flowers (1984) e TA-
BO-SA (1989), Concerto russo (1968) e Concerto de la Habana 
(1983) per chitarra ed Orchestra sinfonica. E’ editore delle edizioni 
Manuscript, redattore musicale del giornale Gitarist di Mosca ed 
autore di oltre 40 articoli sulla vita chitarristica in Russia e 
all’estero.  

Rendek Ron (English) 
Ron Rendek has performed as soloist on guitar, lute and vihuela, 
and also as guest artist in performance and on recordings with 
several early music and contemporary ensembles in the Chicago 
area. He has also been featured on syndicated WFMT-FM radio on 
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various programs including the presitgious “Dame Myra Concert 
Series” and with the Pulitzer Prize winner Studs Terkel on the 
Studs Terkel Show. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=238 (2009)  

Renouvin Didier (Français) 
Né le 1.08.1949 au Havre où il étudie le piano et l’alto. Etudie la 
guitare en autodidatte. Stages avec LAGOYA. Etudes de 
composition avec VITTORIA et CHARPENTIER (CNR de Nice). 
Anime un trio pour flute, violoncelle et guitare. Enseigne au 
Conservatoire de Cannes. 

Repke Erich (English) 
Composer, mandolinist, mandolin teacher, born in Rathenow 
(Brandenburg), died in Weimar (Thuringia). Studied at the 
Musikhochschule Weimar. He learnt skilled worker in the optics 
industry and studied music in Berlin (1925 teacher exam in the 
subjects violin and guitar). He worked as private music teacher 
and conductor of a mandolin orchestra in Rathenow. 1951-1955 
he was the first mandolin teacher at the Musikhochschule Weimar. 
Afterwards he was mandolin teacher at several music schools and 
director of a music school.  
(Rainer Stelle) 

Respighi Ottorino (English) 
Ottorino Respighi (b. July 9 1879, d. Apr 18 1936) was Italy's 
most important post-Romantic composer. Trained first in Bologna, 
he then studied with Rimsky-Korsakov in Saint Petersburg and 
with Max Bruch in Berlin. He was a professional violinist (1903- 
08) and taught composition (1913-25) at Rome's Santa Cecilia 
Academy. An unusually versatile composer, he wrote in diverse 
forms and styles. His love of Medieval and Renaissance music 
inspired original scores and arrangements of delicacy and subtlety 
that contrast with the large-scale orchestral works at which he 
excelled. Respighi composed eight operas but rejected Italian 
operatic stereotypes; he also wrote much piano and chamber 
music. His most famous works are the tone poems, The Fountains 
of Rome (1917), The Pines of Rome (1924), and Roman Festivals 
(1929). Also popular are his three sets of Ancient Airs and Dances 
(1917, 1924, 1932) and the suite The Birds (1927). [Adapted 
from Karadar] 
Web: http://www.malaspina.com/site/person_990.asp 

Respighi Ottorino (Italiano) 
BREVE PROFILO BIOGRAFICO DI OTTORINO RESPIGHI 
(estratto da Variazioni per Chitarra, ed. Ricordi, Milano, 1998) 
Ottorino Respighi nacque il 9 luglio 1879 a Bologna. Incominciò lo 
studio del violino all'età di otto anni. Iscrivendosi successivamente 
al Liceo Musicale “Rossini”, studiò armonia con Suzzari e 
contrappunto con Dall'Olio ed entrò infine nella classe di 
composizione di Luigi Torchi, che influì profondamente sulla sua 
formazione. Fu infatti Torchi, che affiancava al suo magistero 
tecnico una vasta cultura generale e una - allora rara in Italia - 
competenza musicologica, a trasmettere a Respighi la passione 
per la musica antica. Ricordiamo incidentalmente che Torchi ebbe 
tra i suoi allievi, intomo al 1905, anche Manuel Maria Ponce. Il 
Liceo Musicale di Bologna era molto attivo nel culto della musica 
strumentale, grazie soprattutto alla direzione di Martucci, che 
guidò gli studi di composizione di Respighi nella fase conclusiva, 
portandolo al diploma nel 1901, mentre gli studi violinistici erano 
stati coronati con il diploma nel 1899. 
Respighi iniziò la carriera di compositore nel 1893, e per un certo 
periodo gli fu possibile renderla compatibile con la sua attività di 
violinista. Infatti, entrò a far parte dell'orchestra del Teatro 
Comunale di Bologna. Si appassionò anche alla liuteria, 
frequentando il laboratorio del liutaio Fiorini. Nel 1900 si recò a 
Pietroburgo e ricevette lezioni di composizione da Rimski-
Korsakov. Rientrato a Bologna, ottiene il suo primo successo di 
compositore con l'esecuzione del Preludio, Corale e Fuga per 
orchestra. Nel 1904, conobbe Arturo Toscanini, che sarebbe 
divenuto un grande patrono della sua musica. Nel 1906, entrò 
come violista nel Quintetto Mugellini (quartetto d'archi e 
pianoforte). Negli anni dal 1906 al 1908 si immerse nella ricerca e 
nello studio di musiche antiche nella biblioteca del Liceo Musicale 
di Bologna. Tale ricerca si sarebbe manifestata anche in una serie 
di revisioni e trascrizioni da autori quali Tartini, Veracini, Vivaldi, 
fino alla realizzazione per orchestra del Lamento d'Arianna di 

Monteverdi. Sembra logico far risalire a quel periodo (1906-1908) 
anche la composizione per chitarra, affidata senza risultato a Luigi 
Mezzani, che abitava come Respighi a Bologna e che vi esercitava 
anche la sua attività di liutaio. 
Nel 1908, Respighi si recò a Berlino, dove le sue recenti 
trascrizioni di musiche antiche vennero eseguite con grande 
successo: fu la prima apparizione del compositore sulla scena 
musicale internazionale. A Torino, nel 1912, venne eseguito un 
poema di Respighi per soprano e orchestra, Aretusa, su testo di 
Shelley: nell'occasione, Respighi incontrò la cantante Charina 
Fino-Savio, che sarà poi l'interprete eletta delle sue liriche. Il 
compositore sarà spesso ospite nella casa della Fino-Savio a 
Pinerolo. 
Nel 1913, Respighi vinse il concorso per la cattedra di 
composizione al Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia a Roma. 
Abbandonò così Bologna, dove non avrebbe fatto ritorno che 
occasionalmente, e si stabilì nella capitale, dove avrebbe abitato 
fino alla morte, salvo i periodi di assenza, sempre più frequenti, a 
causa dei viaggi in Europa e nelle Americhe. A Santa Cecilia, ebbe 
numerosi, ottimi allievi, tra cui l'ungherese Ferenc Farkas, che poi 
avrebbe composto importanti pagine per chitarra, ed Elsa Olivieri 
Sangiacomo, che sarebbe diventata sua moglie. 
Nel 1916, compose il poema sinfonico Fontane di Roma, che gli 
diede la gloria universale. La prima esecuzione ebbe luogo l'11 
marzo 1917 all'Augusteo di Roma e fu diretta da Antonio 
Guarnieri. L'anno seguente, Respighi compose la prima delle tre 
Suites intitolate Antiche danze ed arie per liuto: evidentemente, 
aveva rinunciato a comporre per chitarra. Nel 1919, sposò la sua 
allieva Elsa. 
Nel 1921 compose il Concerto Gregoriano per violino e orchestra, 
nel 1922 la commedia lirica Belfagor e nel 1923 la seconda Suite 
di Antiche danze ed arie per liuto. 
Nel 1924, nacque il poema sinfonico Pini di Roma, eseguito il 14 
dicembre ali'Augusteo con la direzione di Bernardino Molinari. 
L'anno successivo, Respighi compose il poema Vetrate di chiesa, 
riprendendo e ampliando una composizione pianistica precedente. 
I viaggi all'estero per le esecuzioni delle sue musiche si infittirono. 
Nel 1927 il musicista terminò l'opera in 4 atti La campana 
sommersa, e nel 1928 la Suite per piccola orchestra Gli uccelli. Lo 
stesso anno, completò la trilogia di poemi sinfonici dedicati alla 
città etema con Feste romane e nel 1931 scrisse la terza Suite di 
Antiche danze ed arie per liuto. In quegli anni conobbe Andrés 
Segovia, con cui intrattenne un rapporto amichevole, ma non gli 
parlò mai del suo pezzo per chitarra. 
Tra gli onori tributati al compositore, ormai all'apogeo della 
fortuna, vi fu nel 1932 la nomina ad accademice d'Italia. In quello 
stesso anno, al Festival di Musica Contemporanea di Venezia fu 
eseguita Maria Egiziaca, con Maria Caniglia quale protagonista. A 
Falla e a Segovia, presenti tra il pubblico, l'opera non piacque. 
I viaggi sempre più frequenti e faticosi spossarono il compositore, 
che si spense la mattina del 18 aprile 1936 a Roma, all'età di 
cinquantasei anni. 

Respighi Ottorino (Español) 
Compositor italiano, nacido en Bolonia. Estudió en su ciudad natal 
y en San Petersburgo con el compositor ruso Nikolái Rimsky-
Kórsakov y con el compositor alemán Max Bruch en Berlín. 
Durante unos pocos años fue director del conservatorio de Santa 
Cecilia de Roma. Realizó giras como pianista y director de su 
propias composiciones. Entre las obras de Respighi destacan las 
tres partes de Antiguas danzas y aires, arreglo orquestal de 
música italiana antigua (1916, 1923 y 1931), la ópera Belfagor 
(1923), el ballet La boutique fantasque (1919) con coreografía del 
ruso Sergei Diáguilev, las suites orquestales Rossiniana (1925) y 
Gli ucelli (1927) y los poemas sinfónicos Fontane di Roma (1924), 
I pini di Roma (1924) y Feste romane (1929), todas ellas 
composiciones notables por sus sorprendentes efectos 
orquestales.  
Web: http://www.epdlp.com/compclasico.php?id=1102 

Reutter Hermann (English) 
Hermann Reutter was born in Stuttgart on 17 June 1900.  In 1920 
he moved to Munich. After three years of  singing lessons with 
Emma Rückbeil-Hiller (Stuttgart) and Karl Erler (München)  he 
studied at the Munich Academy of Musical Arts composition with 
Walter Courvoisier and piano with Franz Dorfmüller, and organ 
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with Ludwig Mayer. Since 1923 he participated in the music 
festival of Donaueschingen and intensified his contact with the 
Donaueschingen circle, in particular with Paul Hindemith. Starting 
with 1926 he was a frequent composer in association with the 
annual music festival of the Allgemeine Deutsche Musikverein 
where many of his works were world premiered. He began 
intensive concert activities as pianist and accompanist in lieder in 
1929, working together with major conductors and soloists of his 
period. In 1932 he succeeded Ewald Straesser as principal teacher 
of composition at the Musikhochschule Stuttgart.  He was 
appointed director of the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt on the 
Main four years later. In 1945 was the end of this work.  He 
returned to Stuttgart and resumed concert activities in 1950. Two 
years later he was appointed professor of composition and lied 
interpretation at the Stuttgart Hochschule fuer Musik.  In 1955 he 
became full member of the Berlin Akademie der Kuenste and of 
the Bayerische Akademie der Schoenen Kuenste, Munich.  Since 
1956 he was juror, later chairman, of the jury in the category 
Singing at the ARD competition. He succeeded Hermann Erpf as 
director of the Stuttgart Hochschule fuer Musik.  Since 1960 he 
often stayed in the USA for interpretation courses at various 
universities. From 1966-1974 he led the master class of lied 
interpretation at the Munich Musikhochschule. In 1968 he founded 
the Hugo Wolf Society Stuttgart, being its president until his 
death. For his achievement as a composer and a teacher he was 
awarded (among others) the Ludwig-Spohr-Award of the City of 
Brunswig (1953), the Grand Cross for Distinguished Service of the 
Federal Republic of Germany (1959 and with Star in 1975), a 
Honorary doctorate of the Music and Arts Institute San Francisco 
and the Hugo Wolf Medal of the International Hugo Wolf Society, 
Vienna (both in 1976). Hermann  Reutter died in Heidenheim on 1 
January 1985. 
Web: http://www.schott-english.com/ 

Reynolds Belinda (English) 
After years of travelling with her Air Force family around the 
United States Belinda Reynolds now considers herself an 'adopted 
native' of California. She completed her Doctorate in Music at Yale 
University with Jonathan Berger, Martin Bresnick and Jacob 
Druckman, and received her M.A. and B.A. from the University of 
California, Berkeley, where she studied principally with Andrew 
Imbrie and John Thow. Ms. Reynolds has worked with a number of 
performing organizations throughout North America and Europe, 
including Continuum Contemporary Music (Toronto), Da Capo 
Players, ELECTRA, Essential Music, WIREWORKS, New Music 
Consort, and Earplay. She has received various professional 
recognition for her work, including grants and awards from 
ASCAP, the Mary Flagler Charitable Trust, the International 
League of Women Composers, and the New England Foundation 
for the Arts. 

Reza Pane Febian (Italiano) 
Febian Reza Pane è un pianista e compositore giapponese nato nel 
1961. Dopo gli studi compiuti alla National University of Fine Arts 
di Tokio, ha svolto un’intensa attività come pianista e arrangiatore 
in collaborazione con vari musicisti giapponesi, non solo 
appartenenti alla sfera classica. Dalla fine degli anni Novanta, 
Reza ane ha cominciato a scrivere composizioni in uno stile 
ispirato al suono della musica gamelan dell’Indonesia, paese 
natale del proprio padre. (Il Fronimo n.139, luglio 2007) 

Ribeiro Gustavo (Portuguese) 
Nascimento: 04/07/1896 
Falecimento: 10/03/1951 
Natural de: Porto Alegre (RS) 
Um dos pioneiros do rádio nos anos 1920 e 1930, é autor de 
dezenas de peças e professor de nomes como Othon Salleiro. 
Iniciou a vida artística como bandolinista e alcançou nível de 
excelência no instrumento. Em seguida passou a se dedicar ao 
violão, para o qual deixou obra consistente, com belos choros e 
valsas, além de peças de caráter erudito. Alexandre Gonçalves 
Pinto, no livro O Choro, afirma: “Gustavo é um grande e valoroso 
professor de violão. Conhece musica a fundo e assim executa 
belas peças cheias de harmonias no seu instrumento, que é uma 
maravilha”. 
Ainda em Porto Alegre, em 1921, já era reconhecido como grande 
instrumentista. É o que demonstra nota publicada no jornal A 

Federação, de 28 de setembro, ao comentar a participação do 
violonista na festa promovida pelo bloco carnavalesco Os Batutas 
no espetáculo que aconteceu em 30 de outubro, no Theatro S 
Pedro: “A festa constará da representação de uma comédia, 
cançonetas, um número de cantos carnavalescos e solos ao violão 
pelo sr. Gustavo Ribeiro, exímio neste instrumento”. (sic) 
Em 1924, Gustavo Ribeiro apareceu no noticiário do Rio de 
Janeiro, então capital da República, numa ligeira apresentação 
com o já consagrado violonista Levino Albano da Conceição. 
Tratava-se de um ato variado,   realizado por ocasião da 
apresentação das peças Revolução Portuguesa e Ceia dos 
Cardeais, no dia 3 de fevereiro, no Teatro República, no qual 
Gustavo Ribeiro foi apresentado como discípulo de Levino Albano 
da Conceição (Correio da Manhã, 3 de fevereiro de 1924). Dentro 
da efervescência regionalista que predominava nos espetáculos 
artísticos daquela época, Gustavo Ribeiro participou 
da  homenagem a Catulo da Paixão Cearense, no Theatro 
Municipal de Niterói, em 14 de setembro de 1927. Nessa ocasião, 
o poeta nordestino recitou A Promessa, de autoria dele; Juvenal 
Fontes fez imitações sertanejas; e Gustavo Ribeiro se apresentou 
com Mario José Atilio Milano e Almeida Arthidor. (Correio da 
Manhã, 14 de setembro de 1927, coluna Vida Social, homenagem, 
página 6). A partir de 1928, Gustavo Ribeiro passou a atuar como 
solista de violão, músico popular integrante de conjuntos 
regionais, e professor de violão. Em 2 de julho do mesmo ano, 
Gustavo Ribeiro realizou no Instituto Nacional de Música, concerto 
de violão, com a participação de Mozart Araujo (segundo violão) e 
de Mário de Carvalho Araújo (canto). 
No repertório estavam incluídas: Terra Natal, Sonho Gaúcho, 
Flamengo, Estudo, e Dorita, de Gustavo Ribeiro; Uma Lagrima, 
de G. Sagreras; Recuerdos de Alhambra, de F. Tárrega; e Marcha 
Fúnebre”, de Chopin; entre outras. (O Imparcial, 3 de julho de 
1928, coluna Arte-Música- Theatro). 
Gustavo Ribeiro teve atuação importante como professor de 
violão, lecionando, a partir de 1929, na Casa Cavaquinho de Ouro. 
Seu aluno mais destacado foi Othon Salleiro. 
Paralelamente, Gustavo Ribeiro, já alcunhado de 
‘exímio violonista´ participou de um grupo de importantes 
músicos populares envolvidos na temática regionalista, liderado 
por Patrício Teixeira – no qual também se incluíam Pixinguinha, 
conhecido como o O Rei da Flauta, e Nelson Alves, chamado de O 
mestre do Cavaquinho. Embora Teixeira fosse o nome principal do 
quarteto, por ser o cantor, deve-se considerar a reconhecida 
excelência de seus coadjuvantes, todos no auge das carreiras. 
Isto mostra o prestígio que desfrutava Gustavo Ribeiro junto à 
nata do choro carioca. A participação ativa nesse grupo lhe 
proporcionou grande familiaridade com o repertório do choro, 
certamente o influenciando nas belíssimas composições que criou 
nesse gênero. Entre o final da década de 1920 e início dos anos 
1930, são relevantas as atividades de Gustavo Ribeiro, como se 
percebe  nas listas abaixo. Mas são desconhecidos os rumos que a 
carreira do violonista tomou nas décadas seguintes, até sua 
morte, em 10 de março de 1951, no Rio de Janeiro.   
Gustavo Ribeiro não realizou nenhuma gravação comercial. Foi 
possível levantar 17 obras de sua autoria (veja lista abaixo), a 
partir de indicações em apresentações que realizou, publicadas 
em jornais, e de partituras encontradas no Acervo Jacob do 
Bandolim, do Museu da Imagem e do Som, ou publicadas na 
revista O Violão. 
Web: https://www.violaobrasileiro.com.br/dicionario/gustavo-
ribeiro 

Ricar Pavel (English) 
Guitarist and composer, born in Königgrätz (Hradec Králové, 
Northeastern Bohemia) / He began taking piano lessons at the 
age of six and received his first tutoring on guitar when he was 
ten years old. Inspired by his parents, he quickly understood what 
music would be in his future live. Looked upon as a child prodigy, 
Pavel won the international guitar festival, held at Pressburg 
(Bratislava), at 13. 
After passing his final examinations at school, he began his 
studies at Prague Conservatorie. 
His classical guitar teacher being Professor Milan Zelenka. 
He started his work as classical concert guitarist 1968 and 
recorded two CD‘s as soloist. Beside his classical work he is very 
interested in other music jangling, like blues/country and popular 
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music. In 1978 he recorded the LP „Eine ganze Menge Leben” with 
the German singer-songwriter Konstantin Wecker. Pavel worked 
with/worked for: Berliner Sinfonie-Orchester, Bach Collegium 
München, Moskau Sinfonie-Orchester and Pawel Kogan. Ricar is 
living in Munich. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Richards Paul (English) 
Born in New York City in 1969 to a musical family, composer Paul 
Richards has been engaged with music since childhood, including 
forays into various popular styles, the Western canon, and Jewish 
sacred and secular music through his father, a cantor. All of these 
experiences inform his creative activities, which have included 
numerous orchestral, vocal, chamber, and theatrical works. Hailed 
in the press as a composer with “a strong, pure melodic gift, an 
ear for color, and an appreciation for contrast and variety,” and 
praised for his “fresh approach to movement and beautiful 
orchestral coloration,” his works have been heard in performance 
throughout the country and internationally on six continents. 
He has been recognized in numerous competitions, including the 
2009 St. Mary's University/Kaplan Foundation Composition 
Competition, the Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra's Fresh Ink 
2002 Florida Composers' Competition, the International Section of 
the 2000 New Music for Sligo/IMRO Composition Award, and the 
2001 and 2004 Truman State University/M.A.C.R.O. Composition 
Competition. Other honors and awards include Special Distinction 
in the 2006 ASCAP Rudolph Nissim Prize, Finalist in the 2006 
American Composers Orchestra Whitaker Reading Sessions, 
Finalist in the Atlanta Chamber Players 2009 Rapido! Composition 
Competition, Second Prize in the International Horn Society 
Composition Competition in 2001, First Place in the 1999 Voices of 
Change Composers Competition, two First Place prizes in the Guild 
of Temple Musicians Young Composers Award (1994-95, 1995-96) 
and many others. 
Richards' opera, “The Loathly Lady”, with libretto by Wendy 
Steiner, received it’s premiere April 1, 2009 at Irvine Auditorium 
on The University of Pennsylvania campus. The cast included 
Julianne Baird, Thomas Meglioranza, members of Anonymous 4, 
Parthenia, Piffaro, and others. With a strong interest in dramatic 
works and collaborations with other artists, he recently composed 
the score to James Babanikos' film “Somewhere Beyond”, and is 
currently working on “Ambitions”, an extended song cycle on the 
poetry of Lola Haskins. 
Currently professor of composition at the University of Florida, he 
previously taught at Baylor University, and earned the Doctor of 
Musical Arts degree in Composition at the University of Texas at 
Austin, and Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees in 
Theory and Composition at the University of Arizona. 
Web: http://www.paulrichardsmusic.com/biography.html  (2010) 

Richer Jeannine (English) 
Richer, Jeannine (Janine) - French composer and lecturer, born in 
1924. She studied at Rouen and at the Paris Conservatory. Her 
teachers were Max Deutsch and Arnold Schoenberg. She also 
studied electronic music with Jean Etienne Marie at the 
International Center of Music Research. She taught at the Ecole 
Normale de Musique in Paris until 1972. (Janna MacAuslan and 
Kristan Aspen, Guitar Music by Women Composers, Greenwood 
Press, 1997) 

Richter Brad (English) 
Brad Richter (b. 1969, Enid, OK) began teaching himself to play 
guitar and compose at age 12. At 19, having had no formal 
musical training, he was awarded the Presidential Scholarship to 
the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago where he studied 
with guitarist Paul Henry and began performing, composing, and 
eventually teaching professionally. After completing his 
undergraduate degrees in performance and composition, Brad 
accepted a scholarship to the Royal College of Music in London 
where he studied with Carlos Bonell. He became the first guitarist 
in the college’s history to win the coveted Thomas Morherr Prize 
for voice accompaniment, and went on to win the Royal College of 
Music’s guitar competition before completing his Master's degree 
and returning to the US to continue his concert career.  
Brad has performed around the globe as a soloist, with renowned 
chamber ensembles, and in duos with artists such as David 
Finckel, cellist of the Grammy-winning Emerson String Quartet 

and director of chamber music at Lincoln Center. Brad’s concerts 
and those of The Richter Uzur Duo (with cellist Viktor Uzur) are 
featured frequently on NPR broadcasts of American Public 
Media’sPerformance Today as well as NPR’s Classical Guitar Alive. 
Festival appearances include The World Youth Guitar Festival, The 
Guitar Festival of Great Britain, The London International Guitar 
Festival (where he was a co-headliner with Carlos Bonell, Alirio 
Diaz and John Williams), The Aspen Music Festival, Festival Dr. 
Alfonso Ortiz Tirado (Mexico) and the Walnut Valley Festival, 
where he won the National Finger-picking Championship in 1999, 
a competition that features some of the world's finest guitarists 
from all genres. 
In addition to his collections of concert music for solo guitar 
(published by Mel Bay, Acoustic Music Records and GSP), Brad is 
an avid composer of his own particular brand of chamber music - 
combining genres such as world music, Native American music, 
pop and classical. He is a winner of the International Composer’s 
Guild Competition, he wrote and performed a score for the Emmy 
award winning PBS television series, The Desert Speaks and a 
High Definition Audio CD of his most ambitious chamber 
work, Navigating Lake Bonneville – a concert length work for 
Soprano. Guitar, Cello, Percussion, Narrator and Choir 
commissioned by Weber State University – was released in 
2008. String Theory, The Richter Uzur Duo’s new CD featuring 
original compositions and arrangements for guitar and cello by 
Brad and Viktor, was released in January. 
While at home in Tucson, Brad focuses on his work as Executive 
Director of Lead Guitar, a not-for-profit he co-founded in 2006 
which establishes guitar programs in schools around the US with 
large populations of at-risk-youth. In 2009/2010 Lead Guitar 
programs are teaching 850 kids to play the guitar and training 40 
public school teachers to teach guitar. 
Web: http://www.bradrichter-guitar.com/bio/bio.html (2010) 

Richter Frederico (Portuguese) 
Especialista em música eletrônica pela Universidade McGill, 
Montreal, Canadá. Como pesquisador, dedica-se ao que denomina 
de “música fractal” e às novas tecnologias na música contempo-
rânea. Dentre suas obras destacam-se as Concentratas, Três 
contos poéticos, O amanhecer no planeta e Brasil cinco séculos, 
todas para orquestra, além dos Concertos, para violino e 
orquestra e para violão e orquestra. 
Nascimento: Brasil, Novo Hamburgo, RS, 1932 
Web: http://musicabrasilis.org.br/compositores/frederico-richter 
(2018) 

Rickard Sylvia (English) 
Canadian composer, Sylvia Rickard moved from Toronto to 
Vancouver in 1948. After studies in piano and theory for many 
years, Rickard took a couple of composition courses at U.B.C. with 
Jean Coulthard. Rickard got her B.A. degree there in French and 
Russian, 1959.  
After travelling, and living in France, U.S.A., India and West 
Germany, Rickard began, after 11 years of “absence” from music, 
private composition lessons in earnest, with Jean Coulthard. 
Through this marvelous mentor a jump-start to prize winning, 
CBC radio broadcasts and performances, by star performers, 
Rickard’s career in music began. At the Okanagan Composers’ 
Festival, Rickard began to adjudicate compositions of younger 
composers. Piano composition gave way to songs, strings, solo 
harp, chamber music-both vocal and instrumental-orchestral and 
choral music, and cabaret songs. In 1999 Taras and Gaelyne 
Gabora very kindly invited Sylvia Rickard to be the first resident 
composer of the (Oberlin) in Casalmaggiore International 
Chamber Music Festival, in Italy. Since that time, her works 
continue to be played there.  
Rickard's passion for music is parallel with her passion for animal 
welfare. A vegetarian, she is a crusader for animals and the 
world’s green and wild spaces. Her 2007 composition is: SONG 
FOR THE EARTH, for cello and piano. Lyricism, drama and humour 
dominate the music of this composer. Her musical output is about 
half and half: vocal and instrumental. Performances of her music 
are across Canada, and in the U.S.A., Hungary, Germany, 
Sweden, Italy, England, and Japan - to date.  
Rickard’s affiliations are: associate composer of the Canadian 
Music Centre (voting member of B.C. region), League of 
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Composers, SOCAN member, life fellow of the Cambridge 
International Biographical Society.  
In 2007 the Paris Conservatoire’s Bibliothèque Bozidar Kantuser, 
Médiathèque Hector Berlioz invited Sylvia Rickard to submit scores 
and recordings to their library. 8 are currently on file there. 
Web: http://www.sylviarickard.ca/ (2016) 

Ridout Godfrey (English) 
(from the Ridout Godfrey estate website 
http://godfreyridout.ca/index.html) 
Welcome to the Godfrey Ridout website, a place to learn about 
this prolific Canadian composer and to celebrate his legacy. Ridout 
left his mark on the Canadian music scene in many ways. He was 
a dedicated composer, an enthusiastic teacher and a lover of 
music. He was also a music historian who loved sharing his 
knowledge with others. As a composer, he swam against the tide 
of avant-garde techniques, choosing to focus instead on the 
lyrical, the rhythmic and, above all, what he considered to be 
beautiful sound.  
Browse this site to learn more about Ridout’s career and personal 
life. Listen to some of his music, including his best-known piece,  
Fall Fair. Look at his personal notes about his work. Read what 
Ridout and others had to say about his definitive musical style.  
As well, educators and musicians are invited to contact the 
Canadian Music Centre to purchase or rent scores and prints. CD's 
of some of his works can be purchased from the Canadian Music 
Centre or downloaded from iTunes and Amazon.com. The estate 
will also attempt to provide further information in response to 
questions. 

Riera Rodrigo (English) 
(1923-1999) 
Riera was born in Barrio Nuevo, Venezuela. He started playing 
guitar at a very early age, and developed a capacity to improvise 
by himself. He studied with Raul Borges in Caracas, at the 
“Escuela De Musica y Declamacion” between 1945 and 1950. His 
Preludio Criollo is dedicated to his teacher Borges. He soon 
developed a reputation as an excellent guitarist, and along with 
Alirio Diaz became one of the most prominent concert guitarists. 
He travelled to Europe in 1951, and finished his studies at the 
Real Conservatorio of Madrid, where he lived for seven years. In 
1962 Riera went to the United States, and thanks to income from 
his first recitals, he was able to stay in New York working as a 
teacher and a as concert guitarist. Between 1963 and 1964 he 
composed his more important pieces for guitar, these are: 
Preludio Criollo, Merengue Venezolano, Choro, Elorac and Cancion 
Caroreña. Riera died in August 1999. 
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/sk/syukhtun/riera.html 

Riethmüller Heinrich (English) 
Composer, arranger, band leader, pianist, organist, born in Berlin, 
died in Baiersbronn/Black Forest. He studied sacred music at the 
“Akademie für Kirchen und Schulmusik” in Berlin, worked as 
organist and choir-master. He was well-known because he was 
the musical director of many popular broadcasts “Die Rückblende” 
(1954-75). “Wer fragt gewinnt” (1965-72), “Spaß muss sein” 
(1959-86), “Allein gegen alle” (1963-77) etc (RIAS Berlin) and 
television shows (ZDF) as “Dalli Dalli” (1971-86) with the famous 
quizmaster Hans Rosenthal (1925-87). And he was librettist, too, 
especially for the German versions of animated cartoons by Walt 
Disney – for example he wrote the German words to the film “The 
Jungle Book”. In the early eighties he moved to Bairersbronn. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Riley Gyan (English) 
Gyan Riley is a classical guitarist and composer from Northern 
California. While studying as the first full-scholarship guitar 
student at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, he received a 
recording contract for his debut CD of original works, Food for the 
Bearded, released in 2002 on New Albion Records. He has since 
expanded his career as a composer and instrumentalist, receiving 
commissions from the Carnegie Hall Corporation, the New York 
Guitar Festival, the Paul Dresher Ensemble and the Elaine 
Kaufman Cultural Center. 
Riley has performed in ten European countries and across the 
U.S., both as a soloist and in ensemble with various artists such 
as Zakir Hussain, Michael Manring, Dawn Upshaw, the San 

Francisco Symphony, the Falla Guitar Trio, the World Guitar 
Ensemble and his father, the composer/pianist/vocalist Terry 
Riley. Last season he appeared at Carnegie Hall and gave a ten-
concert tour of Ireland. Among the highlights of his 2009/10 
season, this past fall he appeared at Bard College and Le Poisson 
Rouge in New York, and this winter he is premiering two new solo 
works at the New York Guitar Festival and a new quartet for the 
15th Other Minds Music Festival in San Francisco. Upcoming 
highlights include a featured performance for the Boston Classical 
Guitar Society’s Festival 21, and two performances of Rodrigo's 
Concierto de Aranjuez with the Philadelphia Chamber Orchestra. 
As a teacher, Riley has served on the faculties of the San 
Francisco Conservatory of Music, California State University 
Sacramento, California State University East Bay, and Humboldt 
State University. His website is www.gyanriley.com 

Riley Terry (English) 
California Composer Terry Riley launched what is now known as 
the Minimalist movement with his revolutionary classic IN C in 
1964. This seminal work provided a new concept in musical form 
based on interlocking repetitive patterns. It's impact was to 
change the course of 20th Century music and it's influence has 
been heard in the works of prominent composers such as Steve 
Reich, Philip Glass and John Adams and in the music of Rock 
Groups such as The Who, The Soft Machine, Tangerine Dream, 
Curved Air and many others. Terry's hypnotic, multi-layered, 
polymetric, brightly orchestrated eastern flavored improvisations 
and compositions set the stage for the New Age movement that 
was to appear a decade or so later. 
In 1970, Terry became a disciple of the revered North Indian Raga 
Vocalist, Pandit Pran Nath and made the first of his numerous 
trips to India to study with the Master. He appeared frequently in 
concert with the legendary singer as tampura, tabla and vocal 
accompanist over the next 26 years until Pran Naths passing in 
1996. He has been co-director along with Sufi Murshid, Shabda 
Kahn of the Chisti Sabri India music study tours since 1993. This 
yearly 2 week study program in India is designed to give students 
a deeper insight into Pran Naths profound contributions to the 
Classical music of India. Terry now regularly performs Raga as a 
vocalist along with his teaching seminars. 
While teaching at Mills College in Oakland in the 1970's he met 
David Harrington, founder and leader of the Kronos Quartet and 
they began the long association that has so far produced 12 string 
quartets,a quintet Crows Rosary and a concerto for string quartet, 
The Sands which was the Salzburg Festival's first ever new music 
commission. Cadenza on the Night Plain was selected by both 
Time and Newsweek as one of the 10 best Classical albums of the 
year. The epic 5 quartet cycle, Salome Dances for Peace was 
selected as the #1 Classical album album of the year by USA 
Today and was nominated for a Grammy. 
Riley's innovative first orchestral piece Jade Palace was 
commissioned by Carnegie Hall for the Centennial celebration 
1990/91. It was premiered there by Leonard Slatkin and the Saint 
Louis Symphony. June Buddha's, for Chorus and Orchestra, based 
on Jack Kerouac's Mexico City Blues was commissioned by the 
Koussevitsky foundation in 1991. The Rova Saxophone Quartet, 
Array Music, Zeitgeist, the Steven Scott Bowed Piano Ensemble, 
The California E.A.R. unit, Guitarist's David Tanenbaum, the Assad 
brothers. The Abel Steinberg-Winant Trio, Pianist Werner Bartschi 
and the Amati Quartet are some of the performers and ensembles 
who have commissioned and performed his works. 
From 1989 to1993 he formed and lead the ensemble Khayal to 
perform works written for them. He regularly performs solo piano 
concerts of his works from the past 30 years. He also appears in 
duo concerts with Indian Sitarist Krishna Bhatt, Saxophonist 
George Brooks and Italian Bassist Stefano Scodanibbio. 
In 1992, he formed the small theater company, The Travelling-
Avantt-Gaard to perform the chamber opera The Saint Adolf Ring 
based on the divinely mad drawings, poetry, writings and 
mathematical calculations of Adolf Woelfli, an early 20th century 
Swiss Artist who suffered from schizophrenia and created his 
entire output over a 35 year span while confined in a mental 
institution. 
Riley was listed in the London Sunday Times as “one of the 1000 
makers of the 20th Century.” 
Web: http://www.terryriley.com/biography.htm 
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Riley Terry (Italiano) 
Terry Riley (Colfax, California, 1935) è un caposcuola, uno dei 
personaggi più interessanti del panorama musicale degli ultimi 
quattro decenni. Il suo collocarsi al crocevia delle esperienze e 
degli ambiti più diversi (dall’avanguardia colta al jazz, alla grande 
tradizione indiana) lo rende una sintesi vivente dell’attuale 
magmatico rimescolamento musicale. Nel 1964 lancia, con In C, il 
manifesto della musica minimalista. Ha influenzato tutta una 
generazione di musicisti, da Steve Reich, Philip Glass e John 
Adams ad altri di estrazione pop quali i Curved Air, Soft Machine, 
Who, Tangerine Dream e Robert Fripp, fino alla New Age. Allievo 
del celebre cantante indiano Pandit Pran Nath, che accompagnerà 
in diversi tour in occidente, è stato anche il primo compositore, 
nel 1981, a scrivere per il Kronos Quartet.  

Riou Alain Michel (Français) 
Parallèlement à ses études de guitare (E.N.M. d'Orléans avec 
Olivier Chassain, Académie-Festival des Arcs avec Oscar Ghiglia), 
il a suivi le cursus d'études d'histoire de la musique et musicologie 
à l'Université de Paris IV-Sorbonne. Il a réalisé son mémoire de 
Maîtrise sur L'œuvre pour guitare de Maurice Ohana, et son 
Diplôme d'Etudes Approfondies avec une monographie sur le 
compositeur Félix Ibarrondo. Il a travaillé avec le compositeur 
Frédéric Nyst à la connaissance des systèmes de synthèse sonore 
et à la formalisation des structures musicales. C'est sa rencontre 
avec le compositeur Maurice Ohana qui sera déterminante dans 
son engagement dans la composition. Avide de découvertes 
d'espaces poétiques et imaginaires inexplorés, il se définit comme 
un compositeur indépendant des “chapelles et des écoles”, 
préférant la quête du sens aux spéculations formelles. L'art étant 
pour lui avant tout “un subtil mélange de savoir-faire, de raison et 
d'instinct”. 
Son catalogue comprend des oeuvres pour petites formations 
instrumentales (quintette à vent, trio guitare-harpe-percussion, 
trio mandoline-guitare et harpe, trio flûte-saxophones et 
accordéon, quatuor flûte-hautbois-clavecin-violoncelle, duos de 
guitares, duo violon-violoncelle,...), Espaces brisés pour guitare et 
ensemble instrumental, des oeuvres mixtes pour instruments 
solistes (flûte, contrebasse, guitare, voix) et bande, des pièces 
vocales avec piano ou guitare, des pièces solistes (harpe, piano, 
flûte, guitare, percussion...), des oeuvres pour instrumentistes en 
formation, Le croquemitaine pour 5 flûtes-5 violons-violoncelle et 
percussion ; Images de Mars pour 2 flûtes-8 guitares et 4 
percussionnistes), Horloges mécaniques (pour piccolo, 4 
clarinettes, 4 saxs, 2 trompettes, piano, guitare électrique et 
guitare basse), un opéra de chambre Inconciliables mondes sur 
des poèmes de Lamartine et des fables de La Fontaine. Ses 
œuvres ont été jouées en France (Semaines de Paris autour de la 
Guitare, Salle de l'Institut à Orléans, Rouen, Abbaye de La Prée 
…), en Italie (Milan, Musée d'Art Moderne de Turin, Festival 
Opéra-Barga (Toscane)), aux USA (Miami, Los Angeles, Pasadena) 
et au Canada (Toronto), par les ensembles Microméga, 
Polycordes, Triades, Calliope, Ensemble Instrumental d'Orléans, 
Eurydice, le duo de saxophones Massas-Lecointe, les interprètes 
Anne Lavandier, John Paul Miles, Victor Betermin, Olivier 
Chassain, Pierre-Etienne Nataf, Pierre Hirigoyen, Pierre-Alain 
Biget…, les chefs Jean-Marc Cochereau, Pierre-Alain Biget, 
Maurizio Dino Ciacci… 
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/r_z/riou.htm 

Ritchie Anthony (English) 
Anthony Ritchie is one of New Zealand's best known composers. 
His works number over a hundred, and include symphonies, 
operas, concertos, choral works, chamber music and solo works. 
They have been widely acclaimed by audiences and critics alike. 

Ritter Navarro Jorge (Español) 
Nació en 1957. Realizó sus estudios en el Conservatorio Nacional 
de Música de la ciudad de México, y de piano bajo la dirección de 
Aurora Serratos, y composición con Mario Lavista y Daniel Catán. 
Entre las agrupaciones que han interpretado su obra se 
encuentran las orquestas Sinfónica del Estado de México, la 
Sinfónica Carlos Chávez, de la Radio y Televisión Irlandesa y el 
Ensamble del Este de Japón. Sus Tres piezas para guitarra son 
requisito para el concurso nacional de guitarra de Paracho, 
Michoacán (2000). Actualmente es parte del Sistema Nacional de 
Creadores de Arte dentro de cual escribió en 1999, el cuarteto de 

cuerdas Kuadros dedicado al Cuarteto Latinoamericano. 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/mikrokosmosmx/biografias/BioRitter_N
avarro_Jorge.htm 

Rivas Diógenes (Español) 
Mérida, 1942 
Inició su formación musical con su padre, el director y compositor 
José Rafael Rivas, y luego ingresó en la Escuela Superior de 
Música «José Angel Lamas», completando sus estudios de piano y 
oboe en el Conservatorio de Santa Cecilia, en Roma. En 
Salsburgo, siguió un curso de dirección orquestal con Bruno 
Madema. Más tarde, en Londres, estudió composición con Alfred 
Nieman. 
Fue director titular de la orquesta de la Unesco, en París. Desde 
1980 se ha dedicado por entero a la composición y, desde 
entonces, sus obras han sido interpretadas y estrenadas en 
algunos de los más destacados festivales internacionales de 
música contemporánea. 
También ha compuesto un Dúo (1977) para guitarra y un Prélude 
(1995) para tiorba. 

Rivera Carlos Rafael (English) 
Born in Washington, DC on August 18, 1970, musician Carlos 
Rafael Rivera grew up in Virginia, Guatemala, Costa Rica, 
Panama, and Miami. 
From the Tibetan Buddhist chants of his choral work “Motet for 
Twelve Singers”, through the Afro-Cuban rhythms of his Guitar 
Quartet “Cumba-Quín”, Rivera's eclectic essays have been 
performed throughout the world by such noted ensembles as the 
LA Guitar Quartet and Chanticleer, recorded by the Naxos and 
Sony Classical labels, published by Mel Bay and Doberman-Yppan, 
and awarded by BMI, the Guitar Foundation of America, and twice 
by ASCAP. Carlos is pursuing a Masters Degree in Music 
Composition, under the tutelage of Stephen Hartke and Don 
Crockett, at the University of Southern California's Thornton 
School of Music. 
Web: http://www.riveramusic.net 

Rizzuto Matthew (English) 
(b. 1973, Edmonton). 
Canadian composer of mostly chamber works that have been 
performed in Europe and North America. 
Mr. Rizzuto studied music theory and piano privately with 
Valentina Dobrolige in Edmonton from 1982-92 and piano with 
Helmut Brauss at the University of Alberta in Edmonton from 
1992-96. He studied composition with Denys Bouliane and John 
Rea at McGill University in Montréal from 1997-2000. He also 
attended seminars with Denys Bouliane and Magnus Lindberg at 
Domaine Forget in Montréal in 1999 and with Hanna Kulenty 
and Andrew Toovey at the International Young Composers 
Meeting in Apeldoorn in 2002. 
Among his honors are two awards in the SOCAN competition for 
young composers (Second Pierre Mercure Prize, 2001, for 
perseveration kids; Third Serge Garant Prize, 2003, for 8g) and 
the Prix du musique contemporaine Québec-Flandre (2002, for 
8g). He has also received Second Prize in the Solo Piano category 
in the CBC competition for young composers (2003, for 
perseveration kids). His music has been performed in Belgium, 
Canada, The Netherlands, and the UK. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/rizzutom.htm 

Rodrigo Francisco (English) 
Francisco Rodrigo Arto was born in Valtierra, Navarra, in 1938. 
After musical studies at the Victoria Eugenia Conservatory in 
Granada, he moved to Venezuela in 1964, becoming a Venezuelan 
citizen three years later. He studied with Vicente Emilio Sojo and 
Evencio Castellanos at the Escuela de Música de Caracas and 
received his degree in Composition in 1971. He specialised in 
orchestral and choral formations with Gonzalo Castellanos and 
studied musical technique with the Argentinian composer, Alberto 
Ginastera. 
He became organist and kapelllmeister at the church of Chacao 
'1978-1988), professor of counterpoint and fugue at the Escuela 
de Música and University Institute of Musical Studies in Caracas, 
choir master and conductor. 
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He has composed an important collection of more than 800 
hundred pieces of music in many different styles. Religious music: 
Hymns, Ave Marias, Sacred Songs, Masses for voice and organ ; 
Works for choir and orchestra: Dos Poemas de la Pasion ; Music 
for orchestra (symphonic poems) ; Various concertos: Conciero en 
Granada for Guitar and Small Orchestra (1971), Concerto for 
Mandolin and Orchestra (1984),Concerto for Harp and Orchestra 
(1990), Concerto for Piano and Orchestra (1971), Concerto for 
Clarinet and String Orchestra (1993); Painting by Pílar Vásquez 
Chamber music; Songs for voice and piano; Pieces for guitar: 
Madrigales y Danzas de Cortejo (1986-1987) and Suite Elegíaca 
(1990); Pieces for piano: Sonata Andaluza (1968), Siete 
Impresiones Caraqueñas (1976), Preludios Andinos (1987) and 
Preludios Vascos (1989) ; For voice and organ, and for organ : 
Suite para Organo (1971), Vitrales Sonoros (1985), Suite 
Navideña (1987). 
Web: http://www.caronimusic.com 

Rodrigo Joaquin (English) 
Spanish composer, he was blind since he was three. He began to 
study music in Spain and later he moved to Paris where he 
studied at the École Normale de Musique with P. Dukas and 
became friend to M. De Falla; during his Parisian stay he met also 
inoltre Ibert, Poulenc, Ravel and Milhaud. After he had visited 
many European Countries, he settled in Madrid. In 1964 he 
received an honorary degree at the University of Salamanca. He is 
famous for his Concierto de Aranjuez for Guitar and Orchestra. His 
main source of inspiration has been the National Spanish folklore. 
(Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della Chitarra) 

Rodriguez Albert Rafael (English) 
(1902 -1979) 
Rafael Rodriguez Albert was blind from an early age; studied in 
Valencia and travelled to Paris in the 1930s where he mixed with 
various French composers, and then in 1940 came in contact with 
Falla. He followed a career as composer and pianist as well as 
being a professor at the Madrid School for the blind. Albert’s 
compositions attracted various prizes in their day, but are rarely 
heard today. The body of his guitar works is dated from the 1930s 
through the ‘70s. 

Rodriguez Albert Rafael (Italiano) 
Rafael Rodriguez Albert fu pianista, compositore e professore di 
storia ed estetica della musica al Colegio Nacional de Ciegos in 
Madrid. Non vedente fin dalla tenera età, ebbe ciononostante una 
proficua carriera musicale, entrando in contatto con Poulenc, 
Honegger, Milhaud, Ravel e de Falla. Le sue composizioni, che 
ricoprono quasi tutti i generi musicali, gli valsero vari 
riconoscimenti, tra i quali il primo premio al Liège International 
Guitar Competition nel 1962 con la Sonatina en tres duales. 

Rodriguez Alex (Español) 
Alex Rodríguez (Alexandro Rodríguez, Caracas, 1952). Estudió 
guitarra popular con Ignacio Ramos y guitarra clásica con Manuel 
Enrique Pérez Díaz en la Escuela de Música Lino Gallardo, y con 
Regino Sainz de la Maza, en Madrid. Ha realizado diversos 
trabajos como guitarrista, arreglista y compositor en orquestas de 
radio y televisión. A partir de su residencia en los Estados Unidos, 
orientó su labor musical hacia el jazz, ejecutando el bajo eléctrico. 
En la actualidad está dedicado a la composición, en especial para 
la guitarra. Ha escrito obras para solista, un concierto para 
guitarra y orquesta, y dos quintetos para guitarra y cuarteto de 
cuerdas, además de diversos arreglos de obras populares. 
Su suite Acróstico infinito (Colección de Compositores 
Venezolanos para Guitarra, vol. XI) obtuvo la mención honorífica 
del Premio Municipal de Música de Caracas, en 1998; rientra que 
el valse Alexandra,  obtuvo el primer premio de dicho concurso, 
en la mención popular, en 1999, y la Suite venezolana 
“Aldebarán”, el mismo premio un año más tarde. 

Rodriguez Arenas Mario (English) 
Mario Rodriguez Arenas was born in Buenos Aires on September 
30, 1879. He was the son of Manuel Rodriguez and Martina 
Arenas. He began to study the guitar on June 15, 1903 under the 
direction of Angel del Valle. This study lasted for 2 years. At that 
point Mario began to study harmony with Enrique Morera as well 
as perfection studies. In 1907 he began to dedicated himself to 

teaching. He soon had a distinguished name for himself as well as 
many wealthy students from the upper classes of the porteño 
society.  
Ricardo Muñoz recounts a story in his biography of Mario 
Rodriguez Arenas in the magazine “Revista de la Guitarra” issue 
no. 13 of September 1945. Mario told him that in 1908 when 
Domingo Prat had brought the first editions of Francisco Tarrega 
to Buenos Aires, the preludes, tremolo pieces, Capricho Arabe, 
etc. sold out in just 8 days at the Casa Nuñez music store. It was 
well over a month before the guitar aficionados of Buenos Aires 
had another opportunity to purchase these works again.  
He began publishing works through Francisco Nuñez about 1909. 
The majority of these pieces were Argentine folk pieces and many 
of these were so popular that they sold out & had to have 
subsequent editions reprinted. These pieces are from 1909-1925. 
In 1913 Mario, along with Antonio Sinopoli founded the Academia 
de Guitarra “Tarrega”. The year after, Hilarion Leloup, a student 
of Francisco Tarrega, arrived and took over the directorship from 
Mario & Antonio. Sometime in 1917 Mario suffered a cramp to his 
right hand which curtailed his stage performances. His teaching 
activities kept him busy besides the weekly transcriptions that he 
produced. 
By 1930 Mario Rodriguez Arenas had published over 220 pieces. 
Besides the Argentine folk pieces there were Chopin, Schumann, 
Mendelssohn, Grieg & Handel pieces, and method books with the 
works of Sor, Aguado, Coste, Cano and Tarrega. His method 
books called “La Escuela de la Guitarra” were dedicated to his 
daughter Elba, who became a distinguished guitarist under his 
direction. 
Mario died in 1949. 
This biography is drawn three sources: from Ricardo Munoz’s 
“Historia de la Guitarra” published in 1930, an article in the 
“Revista de la Guitarra” issue no. 13 of September 1945 & 
Domingo Prat’s “Diccionario de Guitarristas” published by Romero 
& Fernandez in 1934. 
Web: 
http://www.finefretted.com/html/mario_rodriguez_arenas.html 

Rodríguez Juan (English) 
As a pianist. he performed in the Augusto Berto and Juan Maglio 
orchestras, and a little later founded is own, which brightened the 
evenings in several meeting spots of the time, among others the 
luxurious Armenonville. He trained at the Gaito conservatory in 
Buenos Aires and then swiftly completed his studies at the 
National Conservatory of Barcelona. As a composer, he has left us 
twenty pieces which were composed between 1917 and 1924. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Rodríguez Gloria (English) 
She lives in Oia (Pontevedra) (Spain), where she combines 
composing with other activities: Music teacher at the Music 
Conservatory of Vigo and organizer of didactic concerts and 
conferences of contemporary music. 
She has 18 works, some of them have been performed by: Sitges 
94 Ensemble, Ludovica Mosca, Zorcico Binario Quartet, Diego 
Fernandez Magdaleno, etc., in countries such as Italy & Spain. 
Has obtained the following prizes: Three honour mentions from 
the IBLA Foundation. 
(Last Update on: 29-02-2008) 

Rodríguez Jhibaro (Español) 
Jhibaro Rodríguez (Maracay, Estado Aragua, 1971). Luego de 
obtener su diploma de Profesor Ejecutante de Guitarra con Álvaro 
Álvarez, en el Conservatorio de Música del Estado Aragua, en 
1994, egresó de la Universidad de Música de Viena como 
Licenciado en Arte, en la especialidad de guitarra. En la 
actualidad, realiza cursos de pedagogía instrumental, musicología 
y composición en la misma ciudad. 
Se ha destacado como intérprete del instrumento, obteniendo el 
segundo premio del IV Concurso Nacional de Guitarra “Antonio 
Lauro”, en 1971. 
La canción La niña forma parte de diversos “Ensayos para 
guitarra”, compuestos en homenaje a Álvaro Álvarez, en 1992. 

Rodríguez Ortiz Alberto (English) 
Alberto J. Rodríguez-Ortiz (b. 1971) is among the most active 
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contemporary guitarists and composers of the new generation of 
Puerto Rican classical musicians. Rodríguez-Ortiz obtained his 
Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Puerto Rico in Río 
Piedras, where he studied with three of the most distinguished 
guitarists of the country: Juan Sorroche, Ernesto Cordero, and 
Eladio Scharrón. He has studied as well with Carlos Vázquez, Luis 
Álvarez, Miguel Cubano, Raymond Torres Santos, Carlos Cabrer, 
Stella Sung, and Francis Schwartz. His participation in master-
classes include studies with Flores Chaviano, Miguel Angel Girollet, 
Malcolm Bilson, Paul O’Dette, William Kannengeiser, Arthur 
Brooks, José Daniel Martínez and the duo Castellani-Andriaccio. In 
1997, he obtained his Master degree in Music and Literature 
(Guitar) from Eastman School of Music in New York, where he 
studied with Nicholas Goluses. After teaching guitar and 
composition for two years at the National Conservatory of Puerto 
Rico, Rodríguez-Ortiz resumed his studies with Alberto Ponce and 
Yoshihisa Taïra at the Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris, where 
he recently obtained the “Diplôme de Composition”. Among the 
various international festivals Rodríguez-Ortiz has participated are 
the International Guitar Festival of Puerto Rico (2000), where he 
played among artists such as David Russell, Carlos Barbosa Lima, 
Antigoni Goni, Iván Rijos; El Salvador’s Contemporary 
Internatioanl Music Festival (2000), where his compositions were 
performed; María Escalón de Núñez’s Guitar Festival (El Salvador 
2000), where he was invited as guitarist, composer, guest 
professor, and lecturer; Second Twentieth Century Music Festival 
(San Juan, Puerto Rico 1999). In 1997, he was invited as 
composer in residence at The Rome Festival. Rodríguez-Ortiz has 
also performed in cities such as Paris, Vienna, and New York. In 
the latter, he made his debut as part of the series “Música de 
Cámara, Inc.”, where he presented his song cycle “Sonetos de 
Amor”. He has performed extensively with the guitar trio 
“Matices”, ensemble that received the first prize at Puerto Rico’s 
Chamber Music Festival in 1994 with his composition “Invocando a 
Yúcahu”. In the year 2000, Rodríguez-Ortiz inaugurated the series 
“New Faces”, sponsored by F.A.M.A. and the Casa de España in 
Puerto Rico. In duo with Dr. Eladio Scharrón, they have been 
praised by the critics as “two virtuosos of the guitar with great 
capabilities for interpretation and complete technical dominance”. 
Recently, the Puerto Rican newspaper “El Nuevo D ía” described 
him as a performer “with refined technique, great agility, and 
plenty of tenderness”. Rodríguez-Ortiz currently resides in Paris. 
His compositions are distributed by Tuscany and Querico 
Publications. 
Web: http://www.geocities.com/aromusic/bio.html 

Roe Betty (English) 
English, born in London 1930. 
She is an organist, cellist, choral director, singer, teacher and 
composer. She studied cello and piano at the Royal Academy of 
Music and composition from Lennoz Berkeley. She taught at the 
London Academy of Music and has been Director of Music at St. 
Helen's Church, Kensington since 1958. She taught at the London 
Academy of Music and Dramatic Art for ten years. Her small-scale 
works include songs, anthems, choral music and music for 
children. She has written five operas, including “Gaslight,” (1983) 
“Canterbury Morning” (1986) and “A Flight of Pilgrims” (1993). 
Her works are published by Thames Publishing. 

Rogaliov Igor (English) 
Born in 1948. He is currently professor of Music Analisis and 
Counterpoint at the Saint Petersburg Conservatory. He wrote two 
operas, two symphonies, one concerto for chorus, a poem for 
strings and numerous pieces for various ensembles and 
orchestras. His works are played in Europe, the USA and Japan. 

Rogatis Teresa de (English) 
Teresa de Rogais was born in Naples in 1893 and died in 1979. 
She had a thorough musical education as both a guitar performer 
and composer and was an accomplished pianist. Although a 
brillant career was forecast for her, this was curtailed by her 
marriage, and moving to Egypt with her hausband. 

Rojko Uros (English) 
(1954, Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
Slovene composer and clarinettist; he lived in Freiburg (Germany) 
from 1983 till 1995, from 1995 to 2002 in Freiburg and Ljubljana; 

since autumn 2002 he lives in Ljubljana and Karlsruhe (Germany). 
Rojko studied composition (in the class of Prof. Uros Krek) and 
clarinet in his home town. After graduating from the Academy of 
Music in Ljubljana, he went on to study with Klaus Huber in 
Freiburg from 1983 until 1986 and with György Ligeti in Hamburg 
from 1986 until 1989. 
For his studies abroad he received a scholarship from the German 
Academic Exchange Service DAAD, his early artistic affirmation 
was facilitated by grants from the Heinrich Strobel Foundation 
(SWR Baden-Baden) 1990 and from the Artists' residence 
Schreyahn 1993 / 1994. 
His development was documented by international prizes such as 
the Award of the City of Stuttgart 1984, the Alban Berg Prize 
1985 in Vienna, the Premio Europa 1985 in Rome, the Gaudeamus 
Award 1986 in Amsterdam, the Music Protocol Award 1987 in 
Graz, a prize at the international Composers' Competition for 
1991 in Vienna and the first prize at the Choral Competition of the 
German Music Council in 2001.  
His success was further validated by an international array of 
commissioned works for Donaueschinger Musiktage (Germany) 
1988, Musikprotokoll Graz (Austria) 1990, Akyoshidai Music 
Festival (Japan) 1996, Berliner Biennale (Germany) 1997, Radio 
France, Paris (France) 1999 (Percussions de Strasbourg) and 
others. 
Works were performed at the summer courses of Neue Musik 
Darmstadt (Germany) 1984, 1986, 1988, at Musica del Nostro 
Tempo in Milan (Arditti - Quartet) (Italy) 1986, Tage für Neue 
Musik in Stuttgart 1987 the Zagreb Biennale (Croatia) 1987, 
2001, the Donaueschinger Musiktage (Germany) 1998, at IRCAM 
in Paris (Ensemble Intercontemporain) 1987 and 1989, 
Musikprotokoll Graz 1987, 1990, Wien Modern  
(Austria) 1991, Moscow Modern (Russia) 1992, Music in the 20th 
Century in Saarbrücken (Germany) 1994, 1995, Akiyoshidai 
seminar & festival Yamaguchi, (Japan) 1996, 1997, the Berlin 
Biennale (Germany) 1997, HÖRGÄNGE-PALIMPSEST in Vienna 
(Austria) 2001, Icons of the 20th century during “Graz – the 
European Cultural Capital” 2003, ECLAT – Music of the Centuries 
in Stuttgart (Germany) 2004, EBU concert opening of slovenian 
musicdays (Ljubljana) 2004. 
Web: http://home.arcor.de/uros.rojko/english/curriculum.html 

Rolin Etienne (Français) 
Musicien, compositeur, plasticien. 
Comment naviguer entre musiques baroques, jazz, 
contemporaines avec un sérieux goût pour le spectacle 
multimédia ? 
L'itinéraire qu'a suivit Etienne Rolin nous apporte quelques 
éléments de réponse...  
Tout commence le 12 Juillet 1952 à Berkeley, California U.S.A. 
(nationalité américaine, naturalisé français en 1982). 
Etudes Universitaires: 
Université de San Francisco de 1970 à 1974 (diplômes de 
Philosophie et de Musique). 
Cours et Stages de Formation auprès de Donatoni, Ligeti, 
Messiaen et Xenakis Etudes de d’harmonie et d' analyse musicale 
auprès de Nadia Boulanger (Fontainebleau et Paris) de 1974 à 
1977. 
Le compositeur: 
Auteur de près de 600 oeuvres comportant un important 
catalogue de pièces didactiques d’initiation au langages actuels, 
on lui propose des “cartes blanches” ou des “résidences de 
création” à Bar-le-Duc, Colmar, La Rochelle, Montauban, 
Niort,Obernai, Strasbourg, Tarbes, ainsi qu'à l'Université de 
Poitiers pour l'année 1996/97. Dans le cadre d'un “partenariat 
musical”, il propose des créations pour l'ensemble 2E2M, Accroch' 
Note, et l'Ensemble Intercontemporain. Ses oeuvres sont jouées 
en Europe et en Amérique du Nord. 
L' instrumentiste: 
Saxophoniste jazz-contemporain jouant des quatre membres de la 
famille des saxophones, flûte traversière, clarinette et cor de 
basset, il fait partie de plusieurs ensembles de musique 
contemporaine et groupes d’improvisation. 
Ensemble Polyfolia, Fine Tuning, Cinégraph's (enregistrements 
avec F.Rossé, L. Sclavis, V. Globokar, D.Humair, A. Hervé, 
K.Carter...) 
Le producteur phonographique: 
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Créateur du label de disque EROL RECORDS en 1985 afin de 
promovoir les nouveaux talents il réalise 28 productions, dont 
Bruits Defendus (jazz-fusion) et Rideau de Feu (musiques 
actuelles autour du poète A. Artaud). 
Il lance également en Octobre 2001 Compte Goutte d'Auteur, un 
projet de démos à petit prix et tirage limité afin de permettre aux 
instrumentistes et compositeurs qui l'entourent de diffuser leurs 
oeuvres. 
Le plasticien: 
Depuis 1988, il s’investit dans des projets pluri-disciplinaires 
mariant la musique à la danse, la peinture, la poésie, et le 
théâtre. Expositions personelles à Angoulême, Berlin, Bordeaux, 
Chicago, Colmar, Edinburgh, Strasbourg, Washington D.C.  
Web: http://erolrecords.free.fr/cv.htm (2011) 

Rollo Luciano (Italiano) 
Diplomato in chitarra classica presso il Conservatorio di musica 
G.Nicolini di Piacenza. 
Attualmente docente presso la Scuola di Musica Kith-Studio di 
Milano. 
Ha seguito studi accademici di chitarra elettrica. 
Ha seguito corsi di perfezionamento con celebri maestri come 
Mauro Storti, Ruggero Chiesa e Francesco Gorio. Ha seguito corsi 
di composizione,di musica d'insieme e sulla didattica musicale. 
Vincitore di concorsi. 
Docente di corsi di perfezionamento in città estere come Banf, 
Calgary (Canada) ed altre. 
Ha al suo attivo una composizione per chitarra sola dal titolo: 
“One Day Suite” pubblicata dalla casa editrice EurArte proprius di 
Varenna (LC).E' presente la registrazione della composizione 
stessa nel cd: “Diaphonia vol 2°” edito da EurArte Proprius. Dal 
2006 è in commercio una trascrizione integrale per chitarra di 
musiche per liuto barocco di G.G.Kapsperger edite da Kith-Studio 
Collection (auto produzione). 
Dal 2008 sarà disponibile una nuova composizione per chitarra 
sola consistente in quattro pezzi edita dalla Bèrben: “Quattro 
pezzi per Grey e Blanco”. 
Diverse recensioni positive delle sue composizioni compaiono 
attualmente in riviste come “Suonare news”, “Falaut” e “Chitarre” 
senza escludere diverse recensioni on line di altre fonti 
d'informazione musicale. 
Otre all'attività didattica ha al suo attivo concerti e lezioni 
pubbliche su argomenti riguardanti la storia della musica. Ha 
collaborato, tra gli altri, con compositori di caratura mondiale e 
storica come ad esempio Rhys Chatham. 
E' attualmente in attività anche con il suo progetto solista con 
brani di sola chitarra elettrica ed acustica: Luky Rollo Guitars 
Project,come solista di chitarra classica e con la sua band d'origine 
Nightwings Blade (genere: Heavy Rock).  
Ultimamente ha collaborato come turnista per la casa BWC 
Product di Milano registrando diversi brani Pop e vari che sono 
stati destinati per covers per locali pubblici,compilation ecc. 
inoltre, sempre per questa casa produttrice, ha eseguito con altri 
musicisti dei brani per la colonna sonora del noto programma “I 
Borghi più belli d'Italia”, trasmesso da Rai 5 con gli episodi 
attualmente visualizzabili on line dal sito dedicato al canale 
sopraccitato. 
Web: http://www.attikmusic.com/Luciano_Rollo (2013) 

Romero Jaime (English) 
Guitar player, composer and Chemical Engineer born in Ibague, 
Colombia in 1966. He began studying music at the Conservatory 
of Tolima, then he studied classical guitar with GENTIL MONTANA, 
and later he attended master classes with Eduardo Fernández, 
Enrique Madriguera and Manuel López Ramos. From an early age, 
he showed a strong fascination for the Guitar and years later he 
began developing an important repertoire for classical guitar, 
duets, Trios, Quartets, Quintets and obviously, for ANDEAN 
COLOMBIAN TRIOS. The beauty of his melodies and his particular 
harmonic treatment have caused great impact among the most 
important guitar players in the world, merging complex structures 
such as counterpoint, Fugue and the rhythmical elements of his 
native Colombia. His compositions are played in Italy, Brazil, 
Argentina, France, Canada, United States and Spain, and the 
most outstanding musicians have been awarded first prize with his 
pieces in the most prestigious musical competitions in Colombia. 

As a composer and Guitar player, he has won first place in many 
ocasions at the FESTIVAL MONO NÚÑEZ, the main musical 
competition in Colombia with almost 30 years of tradition. 
PRIZES: 
FINALIST COMPOSER (FESTIVAL MONO NÚÑEZ). Ginebra - 
Colombia (2001) with the Fantasy “EMBRUJO DE LUNA”; 
FIRST PLACE - COMPOSER (FESTIVAL MONO NÚÑEZ) Ginebra - 
Colombia with the winning piece “FLORECITA DEL CAMINO” 
performed by the “Trío PALOSANTO” (1999); 
SECOND PLACE - Guitar Player (FESTIVAL DEL PASILLO) - 
Aguadas - Colombia (1988); 
HONORABLE MENTION - COMPOSER (FESTIVAL DEL PASILLO) 
Aguadas - Caldas with the piece “LEJOS DEL HOGAR” (1998); 
SECOND PLACE - Guitar Player (FESTIVAL MONO NÚÑEZ). 
Ginebra - Valle (1997); 
INSTRUMENTAL FINALIST - “MADERA FINA” duet. (FESTIVAL 
MONO NÚÑEZ) with the piece “LA CALLE DEL CARACOL” Ginebra - 
Colombia (1996); 
FIRST PLACE - Guitar Player (FESTIVAL MONO NÚÑEZ) with 
“CONFESIONES”, Ginebra - Colombia (1990); 
SECOND PLACE - Guitar Player (FESTIVAL MONO NÚÑEZ) with the 
theme “MI GUABINITA”, Ginebra - Colombia (1988). 
JAIME ROMERO has offered recitals in the most renowned concert 
halls in Colombia. His compositions have been published by 
RICHARD STOVER and played by important guitar players like 
CARLOS BARBOSA LIMA, WILLIAM FEASLEY and STEPHEN 
BOSWELL among others. In Colombia, the Trios PALOSANTO, 
CROMATICO, ESPIRITU COLOMBIANO and the CUATROPALOS 
quartet among others have recorded his music. 
His musical experience extends from broadcasting and television 
musicalization to complex and elaborated works of virtuoso 
character written originally for guitar.  

Rorem Ned (English) 
Words and music are inextricably linked for Ned Rorem. Time 
Magazine has called him “the world's best composer of art songs”, 
yet his musical and literary ventures extend far beyond this 
specialized field. Rorem has composed three symphonies, four 
piano concertos and an array of other orchestral works, music for 
numerous combinations of chamber forces, six operas, choral 
works of every description, ballets and other music for the 
theater, and literally hundreds of songs and cycles. He is the 
author of fourteen books, including five volumes of diaries and 
collections of lectures and criticism. 
Rorem was born in Richmond, Indiana on October 23, 1923, the 
son of Rufus Rorem, the medical economist whose work led to the 
creation of Blue Cross. As a child he moved to Chicago with his 
family; by the age of ten his piano teacher had introduced him to 
Debussy and Ravel, an experience which “changed my life 
forever”, according to the composer. At seventeen he entered the 
Music School of Northwestern University, two years later receiving 
a scholarship to the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia. He studied 
composition under Bernard Wagenaar at Juilliard, taking his B.A. 
in 1946 and his M.A. degree (along with the $1,000 George 
Gershwin Memorial Prize in composition) in 1948. In New York he 
worked as Virgil Thomson's copyist in return for $20 a week and 
orchestration lessons. He studied on fellowship at the Berkshire 
Music Center in Tanglewood in the summers of 1946 and 1947; in 
1948 his song The Lordly Hudson was voted the best published 
song of that year by the Music Library Association. 
In 1949 Rorem moved to France, and lived there until 1958. His 
years as a young composer among the leading figures of the 
artistic and social milieu of post-war Europe are absorbingly 
portrayed in The Paris Diary and The New York Diary, 1951-1961 
(reissued by Da Capo, 1998). He currently lives in New York City 
and Nantucket. 
Ned Rorem has been the recipient of a Fulbright Fellowship 
(1951), a Guggenheim Fellowship (1957), and an award from the 
National Institute of Arts and Letters (1968). He received the 
ASCAP-Deems Taylor Award in 1971 for his book Critical Affairs, A 
Composer's Journal, in 1975 for The Final Diary, and in 1992 for 
an article on American opera in Opera News. Among his many 
commissions for new works are those from the Ford Foundation 
(for Poems of Love and the Rain, 1962), the Lincoln Center 
Foundation (for Sun, 1965); the Koussevitzky Foundation (for 
Letters from Paris, 1966); the Atlanta Symphony (for the String 
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Symphony, 1985); the Chicago Symphony (for Goodbye My 
Fancy, 1990); and from Carnegie Hall (for Spring Music, 1991). 
Among the distinguished conductors who have performed his 
music are Bernstein, Masur, Mehta, Mitropoulos, Ormandy, Previn, 
Reiner, Slatkin, Steinberg, and Stokowski; his suite Air Music won 
the 1976 Pulitzer Prize in music. 
The Atlanta Symphony recording of the String Symphony, Sunday 
Morning, and Eagles received a Grammy Award for Outstanding 
Orchestral Recording in 1989. 
Rorem's orchestral scores of the past decade include Piano 
Concerto for Left Hand and Orchestra (1991), premiered by soloist 
Gary Graffman with André Previn conducting the Symphony 
Orchestra of the Curtis Institute of Music; and Concerto for 
English Horn and Orchestra (1993), commissioned by the New 
York Philharmonic in honor of its 150th anniversary season. Kurt 
Masur conducted the premiere, with Tom Stacy as the soloist. His 
most recent orchestral work is a Double Concerto for Violin, Cello, 
and Orchestra commissioned by the Indianapolis Symphony 
Orchestra; Raymond Leppard conducted longtime Rorem 
advocates Jaime Laredo (violin) and Sharon Robinson (cello) in 
the work's premiere in October 1998. One week after the work's 
debut in Indianapolis, Leppard and his soloists traveled to the 
U.K. to perform the concerto with the Scottish Chamber 
Orchestra. 
Ned Rorem turned 75 on October 23, 1998; leading the birthday-
year celebrations was the premiere of his evening-length song 
cycle for four singers and piano, Evidence of Things Not Seen. 
Consisting of 36 songs, the three-part cycle represents Rorem's 
magnum opus in the medium. The New York Festival of Song 
premiered the cycle at Weill Recital Hall of Carnegie Hall in 
January 1998, followed by a performance in April at the Library of 
Congress. New York magazine called Evidence of Things Not Seen 
“one of the musically richest, most exquisitely fashioned, most 
voice-friendly collections of songs I have ever heard by any 
American composer”; Chamber Music magazine deemed it “a 
masterpiece”. 
Other Entertainment, Rorem's latest book, is a collection of essays 
and short reminiscences, issued by Simon and Schuster in 1996. 
In addition, Da Capo has recently issued The Paris Diary and The 
New York Diary in a single paperback volume. Rorem has said: 
“My music is a diary no less compromising than my prose. A diary 
nevertheless differs from a musical composition in that it depicts 
the moment, the writer's present mood which, were it inscribed 
an hour later, could emerge quite otherwise. I don't believe that 
composers notate their moods, they don't tell the music where to 
go - it leads them....Why do I write music? Because I want to 
hear it - it's simple as that. Others may have more talent, more 
sense of duty. But I compose just from necessity, and no one else 
is making what I need”. 
Web: http://www.nedrorem.com/bio.html 

Rosa Clotilde (English) 
Daughter of the musicians José Rosa and Branca Belo Carvalho 
Rosa, Clotilde Rosa was born in Lisbon in 1930. She took an early 
interest in music and started to study piano privately. She later 
concluded the Higher Course in Piano at the National 
Conservatory, having studied with Ivone Santos and Cecília 
Borba. She would dedicate her professional career to harp, having 
resumed her figured bass and ancient music interpretation studies 
with Macário Santiago Kastner. She was then an element of the 
Lisbon Minstrels. Between 1960 and 1963 she received 
scholarships from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and the 
Dutch Government to have private harp lessons with Phia 
Berghout, Jacqueline Borot and Hans Zingel, in Holland, Paris and 
Cologne. Following Mário Falcão’s suggestion, Clotilde Rosa played 
Jorge Peixinho’s Imagens Sonoras (Sound Images), which 
apparently brought her closer to this composer and to modern 
Portuguese music. The courses she attended in Darmstadt after 
1963 were also decisive to the future of her career as a composer. 
She participated in the group organized by Jorge Peixinho that in 
1970 led to the Lisbon Contemporary Music Group. However, she 
was still interested in the interpretation of ancient music and with 
Carlos Franco and Luísa de Vasconcelos formed the Trio Antiqua. 
She was also an element of the National Symphonic Orchestra 
and the National Radio Broadcast Company Orchestra, and 
collaborated with the S. Carlos National Theatre Orchestra and the 

Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation Orchestra. Between 1987 and 
1989 she lectured in Composition Analysis and Techniques at the 
Music School of Lisbon’s National Conservatory and was 
transferred to the harp class between 1989 and 2000. It was then 
that she introduced for the first time in Portugal contemporary 
music in the harp syllabus. Among her different activities, Clotilde 
Rosa is also a member of the Erudite Music Commission of the 
Portuguese Authors Society. After an invitation by Jorge Peixinho, 
she drafted in 1974 her first music piece in the joint project In-
con-sub-sequência. She asserted herself as a composer with the 
1976 piece Encontro. After Jorge Peixinhos’s suggestion, the piece 
was taken to the Paris International Composers Tribune by Joly 
Braga Santos and Nuno Barreiros. It was recorded at the National 
Radio Broadcast Company and got a 10th place among sixty 
works of thirty different countries. She also won a First prize at 
the National Composition Competition of Porto’s Music Workshop 
for her piece Variantes I (Variants I), for solo flute Despite her 
tendency for sound experiments, of which the pieces As quatro 
estações do ano (The Year’s Four Seasons) and Projecto-collage 
(Collage-Project) are clear examples, she never had the chance to 
work in a electroacoustic music studio. Her work is majorly either 
for voice or for acoustic instruments. (Adapted from a text by 
Patrícia Lopes Bastos, 2003) 
Web: 
http://www.mic.pt/dispatcher?where=0&what=2&show=0&pesso
a_id=109&lang=EN 

Rosato Paolo (English) 
Paolo Rosato (born 1959, Lanciano, Italy) composer and 
musicologist, holds degrees in Choral Music (Florence), 
Composition (Pescara), Philosophy (Chieti), and a PhD in 
Musicology at the University of Helsinki. He studied music analysis 
with Fulvio Delli Pizzi. 
He teaches Poesia per Musica e Drammaturgia at the 
Conservatory of Fermo. From 1986 to 1999 he has been co-editor 
of Eunomio, an Italian journal for theory, analysis, and semiotics 
of music and is currently managing its international online 
continuation, Eunomios (www.eunomios.org). He is a member of 
the International Project on Musical Signification, founded by Eero 
Tarasti, since 1992, and he has presented papers in congresses 
throughout Italy and Europe (Edimburgh, Paris, Helsinki, Rome, 
Wien, Dresden, among the others). He has told many seminars 
too. 
His writings are published in many international books and 
reviews. He is also interested in the application of his analytical 
procedures to jazz music, and he gave free lessons online 
(www.jazzconvention.net). Togheter with Fulvio Delli Pizzi and 
Michele Ignelzi, Paolo is the author of Systems of musical sense. 
Essays on the analysis, semiotics, and hermeneutics of music 
(Helsinki 2004). He is also the author of The Organic principle in 
Music Analysis: A Semiotic Approach (Imatra and Helsinki 2013). 
Paolo is a member of the Italian section of the ISCM (www.simc-
italia.it) and the chair of the regional section (www.simc-
abruzzo.it). His music (more than 150 compositions within his 
catalogue: www.paolorosato.it) is performed in various festivals 
and Countries (USA, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Finland, Croatia, 
France, Poland, Ukraine), and he is active as a poet too. In 2006 
Donato Renzetti commissioned him a composition for orchestra 
for the Orchestra Internazionale Giovanile dell’Estate Musicale 
Frentana.  
He is the author of some multi-media works, among the others: 
Ultimi canti per Ilio, drawn from Euripide, for 2 actors, 3 dancers, 
viola, choir, ensemble of wind instruments, and 3 percussionists 
(Lanciano 1999); Maree, for actress, trumpet, piano accordion, 2 
percussionists, and tape (Pescara 2001); and of three operas: Il 
ritratto (drawn from Henry James’s short novel “The tone of 
time”), (Pescara 2003); Lars Cleen, on libretto by Walter Zidaric, 
from Luigi Pirandello’s “Lontano”; and Didone, on own libretto 
(Pescara 2009). As a composer, he collaborated with the Florian 
Teatro Stabile d’Innovazione of Pescara, and with some directors, 
like Walter Manfrè and Gian Marco Montesano. For the latter, he 
has musiced Dei dialoghi delle Carmelitane drawn from George 
Bernanos (Pescara 2005; Roma, Bologna, Forlì 2006), and Così 
fan tutte, a melogue for W. A. Mozart (Trento, Società 
Filarmonica, ottobre 2006). In 2014 he collaborated with David 
Riondino on a project on Giovanni Boccaccio. 

http://www.nedrorem.com/bio.html�
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Six pieces from his Album per la fanciullezza op. 141 have been 
performed at the World Music Days 2016 (Tongyeong, South 
Corea, March-April 2016). Ivan Fedele invited him to compose two 
pieces for solo Cello for the Biennale Musica di Venezia 2016. 
Web: www.paolorosato.it (2016) 

Roselli Eros (Italiano) 
Eros Roselli è nato a Senigallia. Ha portato a termine gli studi di 
chitarra sotto la guida del m° Ruggero Chiesa e si è diplomato 
come privatista con il massimo dei voti al Conservatorio di 
Brescia. Ha quindi seguito i Corsi internazionali di 
perfezionamento tenuti da Angelo Gilardino, Eliot Fisk, Manuel 
Barrueco e David Russell. 
Ha partecipato a numerosi concorsi, ottenendo premi e 
riconoscimenti ufficiali al Concorso Nazionale “Il Concertista” di 
Taranto, al Concorso Nazionale di Savona, al Concorso 
Internazionale “F. Sor” di Roma, al Festival Internazionale di 
musica del XX secolo di Lagonegro, al Premio Internacional “Sua 
Altezza Real la Infanta Doña Cristina” di Madrid e al Concurso 
Internacional “Maria Canals” di Barcellona. 
Dal 1985 svolge attività concertistica come solista e in formazioni 
da camera, affrontando un repertorio che va dal Rinascimento ai 
giorni nostri. Ha suonato per importanti istituzioni e rassegne 
concertistiche in Italia e all'estero (il Festival “Asolo Musica”, “I 
Concerti del Quirinale”, l'Accademia Gnessin di Mosca, il 
Conservatorio di Innsbruck, la Sala Maffeiana di Verona, la Derby 
Classical Guitar Society, l'Università di Verona, l’Accademia 
Filarmonica di Bologna, la Gioventù Musicale d’Italia, gli “Amici 
della Musica” di Ferrara...). Sue esecuzioni sono state trasmesse 
dalla RAI, dalla BBC, dalla Radio Nacional Española, da Classic 
New York (WSHU) e daAustralia’s National Classical Music 
Network. 
Nel 1995 fonda il gruppo Arilicansemble, espressamente 
impegnato nella riscoperta e nella valorizzazione del repertorio 
cameristico con chitarra con particolare riguardo alla musica 
italiana del primo '800. A questo scopo collabora con musicisti di 
assoluto rilievo, prime parti di importanti Orchestre, impegnati a 
livello internazionale in attività cameristica con diverse formazioni. 
All’interno diArilicansemble nasce, nel 2004, il Keràn Quartet, una 
formazione composta da flauto, chitarra, violoncello e percussioni 
sorta con l’obiettivo di percorrere una linea a cavallo fra diversi 
generi musicali, con un repertorio quindi che raccoglie 
contaminazioni dal jazz e dalla musica popolare. 
Nel 2006 Brilliant Classics ha pubblicato un doppio CD con 
l’incisione dei quintetti per chitarra e archi di Luigi Boccherini 
eseguiti con la Magnifica Comunità. Insieme all'Ensemble Urs 
Mächler, ha realizzato nel 1994, per l'etichetta discografica Nuova 
Era, un compact disc (“Mauro Giuliani: chamber works with 
guitar”) contenente l'integrale dei quintetti per chitarra e archi di 
Mauro Giuliani. Con il Serenissima Ensemble ha inciso un CD con 
opere di Vivaldi per chitarra e archi pubblicato dall’italiana 
Azzurra. Con la stessa etichetta è uscito un compact disc dedicato 
alle composizioni per chitarra sola di Niccolò Paganini. Per 
l’etichetta inglese ASV Quicksilva ha registrato le Serenate per 
flauto clarinetto e chitarra di Anton Diabelli. Per un’altra etichetta 
britannica (la SOMM Recordings) è uscito un CD dedicato agli 
studi per chitarra di Fernando Sor accolto con favore dalla critica 
specializzata (American Record Guide ha scritto: “superb Italian 
guitarist Eros Roselli [...] is a first-rate musician and he offers 
probing interpretations of even the most unassuming miniatures, 
employing his supple sense of phrasing, pristine articulation, and 
full tone to remarkably satisfying effect”. L’italiana Maxima 
Harmonia, infine, ha pubblicato un disco intitolato J. S. Bach: 
Variazioni per chitarra. 
Dal 2003 ha iniziato anche un’attività compositiva, scrivendo brani 
per il Keràn Quartet e per altre formazioni cameristiche pubblicati 
dalle Edizioni Sconfinarte. Sue revisioni e trascrizioni per chitarra 
sono pubblicate inoltre dalla Casa editrice Sinfonica. 
Nell''84 si è laureato in sociologia all'Università di Trento con una 
tesi sulla musica contemporanea avente per oggetto il rapporto 
fra musica e comunicazione. 
Vincitore del Concorso Nazionale a Cattedra nei Conservatori di 
Stato nel 1994, è titolare della cattedra di chitarra al 
Conservatorio Statale di Musica “L. Campiani” di Mantova. 
Web: http://www.conservatoriomantova.com/cms/roselli/ (2012) 

Rosetta Giuseppe (Italiano) 
Compositore e organista, Giuseppe Rosetta, vercellese, scrisse 
musica per chitarra a partire dal 1967, quindi nel pieno della sua 
maturità. Legato alla tradizione e, in particolare, ai maestri della 
generazione dell’Ottanta, può essere accostato a Castelnuovo-
Tedesco, per maturità compositiva e orientamenti estetici e 
formali, anche se la sua ispirazione è diversa e il suo stile del tutto 
unico. (Angelo Gilardino, La Biblioteca di Seicorde n.77, 2003) 

Rosheger Philip (English) 
Philip Rosheger was born in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in 1950 
and began his first musical studies on the piano at the age of 
nine. In 1962 he took up the guitar and within six years was 
studying with the legendary Andrés Segovia. From 1966 to 1974, 
Mr. Rosheger lived in Spain where he attended master classes 
with Segovia and Jose Tomas in Santiago de Compostela every 
summer with full scholarships from the Spanish government. 
Philip also studied the guitar and music privately with Jose Tomas 
at the conservatory in Alicante, Spain. He also took private 
lessons for four years with another Segovia protégé, Jose Luis 
Rodrigo, in Madrid. From the inception of his guitar playing, Mr. 
Rosheger has been active as a composer and in 1987 began 
performing his original compositions in public. Since 1990, this 
activity has increased substantially, resulting in the addition of a 
considerable volume of works to the guitar repertoire. 

Rosochacki Joseph (English) 
Joe Rosochacki is a guitarist from the Detroit area, currently living 
in West Palm Beach, Florida. He began studying the guitar at age 
eight with Don Barr at the Americana Music Studio in Detroit; by 
thirteen, he was playing professionally. Rosochacki received a B. 
M. in guitar performance from the Eastern Michigan University, 
under the direction of Dr. Nelson Amos; he also began his 
compositional studies there, under the direction of Dr. Anthony 
lannacone. For his M.A., he has made a complete transcription for 
guitar of Kapsberger's Libro primo d'intavolatura (Rome, 1611). 
Rosochacki has performed across Europe, notable in Athens, 
Rome, and Warsaw, and he has visited the People s Republic of 
China, where he researched the music of the pi’pa, or Chinese 
lute. 

Ross Charles (English) 
Born 1965  
British composer, resident in the East of Iceland since 1986. 
Studied B.A. (later M.phil) in Dartington - learnt composition and 
ethnomusicology with Frank Denyer and briefly with Morton 
Feldman. 
Involved in Icelandic experimental music scene: composition, 
improv, folk and contemporary performance - taught world music 
in the Icelandic Academy of Arts – “artist-in-residence” Egilsstadir 
2007-2008 - hosted “Eidar Sonic Arts Project” involving 
international contemporary musicians in collaborative series of 
thematically-linked concerts. Musical director of the contempory 
music ensemble “Stelkur”. 
With the band “Stelkur”, has performed three times in Myrkir 
músíkdagar, Reykjavík. Once in Glasgow City halls. Has lectured 
in Listaháskoli Ísland, University of Glasgow and Dartington 
College of Arts.Taught world music course at LHÍ for three years, 
taught and directed Contemporary Music ensemble of University 
of Glasgow who performed in the University of Glasgow and 
Glasgow City Halls. Has performed as an improviser with electric 
guitarists Fred Frith, Steven O´Malley and with Ilan Volkov´s 
improv band, “Mines”, also with Glasgow based improv ensembles 
“With Lumps” and the “Glasgow Improviser‘s Orchestra”.  
Has been an active participant in three “Tectonics” New music 
festivals in Reykjavik and Glasgow as a Composer, performer, 
director and “American experimental music” expert. Closer to 
home, has directed, performed and composed for several plays 
performed by Leikfélag Egilsstaðir.  
Currently holds a Ph.D in music composition from University of 
Glasgow. Has had works performed by members of the Icelandic 
Symphony orchestra and the BBC Scottish orchestra. Works have 
been broadcasted on RUV and BBC radio 3. Charles is a member 
of the Association of Icelandic Composers 
Web: http://charlesrosscomposer.blogspot.it/ (2015) 
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Ross Clark Winslow (English) 
Born in Maracaibo, Venezuela, Clark was raised there and in 
Caracas (Venezuela), Lima (Peru), Lennoxville (Quebec), New 
York City, Fort Lee (New Jersey), Brussels (Belgium), and 
Toronto, where he attended university. 
Upon receiving a Mus.Doc. (composition) degree from the 
University of Toronto in 1992, he began working at Memorial 
University's School of Music, where he is currently an Associate 
Professor, teaching composition, orchestration, theory, electronic 
music, and classical guitar. He was awarded Memorial University's 
President's Award for Outstanding Research (1999) in recognition 
of his extensive compositional activities . He is married to Dr. 
Jennifer Porter (professor of Religious Studies, Memorial 
University), and has three children (Alexander, (b. 2004), Andrew 
(b. 2001), and Julia (b. 1990). His interests outside of family and 
music include baseball, cats, cooking, ethnic food, reading, writing 
short stories, and invigorating jumping dances. 

Ross Edwards (English) 
One of Australia’s best known and most performed composers, 
Ross Edwards has created a distinctive sound world which seeks 
to reconnect music with elemental forces and restore its 
traditional association with ritual and dance. His music, universal 
in that it is concerned with age-old mysteries surrounding 
humanity, is at the same time deeply connected to its roots in 
Australia, whose cultural diversity it celebrates, and from whose 
natural environment it draws inspiration, especially birdsong and 
the mysterious patterns and drones of insects. As a composer 
living and working on the Pacific Rim, he is conscious of the 
exciting potential of this vast region. 
Ross Edwards’ compositions include five symphonies, concertos, 
choral, chamber and vocal music, children’s music, film scores, a 
chamber opera and music for dance. His Dawn Mantras greeted 
the dawning of the new millennium from the sails of the Sydney 
Opera House in a worldwide telecast. His compositions often 
require special lighting, movement and costume. 
Recent commissions include Sacred Kingfisher Psalms for The 
Song Company, Ars Nova Copenhagen and the Edinburgh 
Festival; a Piano Sonata for Bernadette Harvey commissioned by 
the Sydney Conservatorium; Full Moon Dances, a saxophone 
concerto for Amy Dickson, the Sydney Symphony and the 
Australian symphony orchestras; Five Senses, a song cycle to 
poems of Judith Wright; The Laughing Moon for the New Sydney 
Wind Quintet; Zodiac, an orchestral ballet score commissioned for 
Stanton Welch by the Houston Ballet; String Quartet No. 3, 
Summer Dances, commissioned by Kim Williams for Musica Viva 
Australia; and  Animisms, for the Australia Ensemble.  Frog and 
Star Cycle, a double concerto commissioned for saxophonist Amy 
Dickson, percussionist Colin Currie and the Sydney Symphony, 
will have its premiere in the Sydney Opera House in July 2016. He 
is currently working on commissions from Musica Viva Australia 
and the Australian Chamber Orchestra. 
Web: http://www.rossedwards.com/ (2015) 
 

Ross Erik (English) 
Eric Ross (b. Pennsylvania, USA) premiered his Concerto for 
Orchestra and Theremin (Op.28) at Lincoln Center in New York, 
and in 1982 released his acclaimed first solo album, Songs for 
Synthsized Soprano. He has performed concerts of his original 
compositions at the Kennedy Center, the Newport, Berlin, 
Montreux, and North Sea Jazz Festivals, the Copenhagen New 
Music Festival, Prague Unijazz Alternativa Festival, Brussels Palais 
des Beaux Arts, the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao and the Los 
Angeles Redcat Center, among many others worldwide.  
Accompanied by the works of his wife, Mary Ross, Mr. Ross 
presents multi-media concerts of video, film, computer art, dance 
and music. His recent projects have involved the Ultimedia 
Concept Program at UNESCO World Heritage sites, including the 
Residenz Palace, Wurzburg; Bauhaus, Dessau; Casada Musica, 
Portugal; and the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, Spain.  
Eric Ross began playing the Theremin in 1975, performing on 
radio, film and television. He has written an Overture for 14 
Theremins and an Electronic Opera for the Theremin. He played 
on the World Premiere of Percy Grainger's Free Music No. 1 in 
New York City, and was guest artist on Aqi Fzono's Cosmology - 

the No. 1 Best Selling CD in Japan. For over twenty five years, he 
has led his ensemble which has featured jazz greats John 
Abercrombie, Larry Coryell, Andrew Cyrille, Oliver Lake, Leroy 
Jenkins, new music virtuosos Robert Dick, Lydia Kavina, Youseff 
Yancy and many others. He has also played with blues legends 
Champion Jack Dupree, Lonnie Brooks, Sonny Terry, Brownie 
McGhee, and appeared with B.B. King on Danish RTV.  
Mr. Ross was a personal friend of Theremin virtuoso Clara 
Rockmore, the inventor Robert Moog, and in 1991 met and played 
for Professor Lev Termen. He has drawn inspiration from these 
artists to continue developing the Theremin as a voice in his own 
compositions. He was Master Teacher at the First International 
Theremin Festival and is considered to be the foremost authority 
on Frederick W. Riesberg, Franz Liszt's last pupil. As a teacher, he 
has lectured on his works for the Theremin, piano, guitar, and 
contemporary electronic music at colleges, universities and 
schools throughout the United States and Europe.  
Web: http://www.ericross.info/biography.html (2015) 

Rossé François (Français) 
Né en Alsace en 1945; études de piano au Conservatoire de 
Strasbourg puis au Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique 
de Paris (classes d' écriture, analyse et composition dans la classe 
d'Olivier Messiaen). Professeur d'analyse musicale au C.N.R. de 
Bordeaux (1974-1985), il a obtenu, dans ce cadre, un 2nd Prix au 
Concours National “Musique et Informatique” présidé par Iannis 
Xenakis. En 1994, il est lauréat au Concours International de 
Composition organisé par la “Hochschule der Künste” de Berlin 
pour son oeuvre “Cseallox” pour violoncelle et saxophone, il 
obtient également le Prix National de la Sacem 1994 “Claude 
Arrieu” pour l'ensemble de sa production. En 1991 il est nommé 
conjointement Chevalier de l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres et 
“Maistre Dégustateur d'Aligot” de l'Amicale des Cantalès et des 
Buronniers des Monts d'Aubrac. En 1999 il est  lauréat au 
Concours International de Composition “Aperto” à Bucarest pour 
son oeuvre “Rheinsam” (clarinette, alto et piano). L'oeuvre 
“Antonio por casualidad” a été sélectionnée sur le plan 
international et jouée par le Shanghaï New Ensemble dans le 
cadre de la Semaine Internationale de Musique Contemporaine à 
Hong-Kong en 2002, son oeuvre “Schraubsam” vient d'être 
sélectionnée par la SIMC au niveau national. 
En 2002, le répertoire se porte à plus de 400 unités dans des 
genres très diversifiés (soliste, formation de chambre, |uvres 
mixtes, symphonique, vocal, choral, formations spécifiques, 
spatialisations, sites urbains, mises en spectacles etc.). Une 
vingtaine d'oeuvres sont enregistrées par Radio-France (et radios 
étrangères). Il a été programmé en créations ou reprises en de 
nombreux festivals (Festival d’Angers, Semaine Internationalede 
Musique Contemporaine d'Orléans 84,Rencontres de Darmstadt 
83, Manca de Nice 83, Festival de Vittoria (Esp.) 86, Festival 
“Musica” de Strasbourg 97, Rassegna di musica contemporanea 
de Roma 85, Festival de Lanaudière de Montréal 2000, Congrès 
internationaux de Nurnberg, Chicago, Washington, Angers, Tokyo, 
Montréal, Sydney, Festival “Nova musica” 92 de Bucarest, 
Semaine “Ligeti” 89 de 
Toulouse, “Music'Halle” de Blois 89, Festival de Perpignan 95 et 
99, Festival d'Uzeste 96, 98, 02, Europe d'Art-d'art de Niort, 
Festival de Saragosse 99, Festival “Musique action” de 
Vandoeuvre/Nancy 94, 99, 02 Orchestrades de l'Océan Indien 96, 
Gaudeamus d'Amsterdam 99, “Musicora 97 Paris, Forum régional 
International de choeurs de Rotenburg/Wümme” 99 et 2000, Sons 
d'Hiver 94 (Alfortville), Instants chavirés (98, 99), Festival “Babel” 
de Strasbourg 2000, “Musiques et Mémoire” (Haute Saône) etc. 
Il a collaboré avec de nombreux ensembles tels que les ensembles 
parisiens “2e2m”, et l’Ensemble de “l’Itinéraire”, “Proxima 
Centauri” de Bordeaux, “Oh ton” d'Oldenburg, “Oggi Musica” de 
Lugano, l'Ensemble “Ars Nova”, l'Ensemble du “Domaine mus. de 
Tarbes”, l'Ensemble “Aleph”, l'Ensemble “Laborintus”, 
l'Orchestre de Chambre National de Toulouse, les Percussions de 
Strasbourg, l'Ensemble “Musique nouvelle” de Bordeaux, Choeur 
de Chambre de la schola cantorum de Gdansk, l'Ensemble 
Moderne de Montréal, l'Ensemble Op.16 d'Angoulême, la 
Compagnie Lubat, les orchestres de Bordeaux-Aquitaine, de 
Poitou-Charentes, de Bayonne-Côte basque, la Philharmonie de 
Lorraine, le N.O.P de Radio-France, l'Orch. Philharmonique de 
Brandebourg accompagné d'une résidence, l'Orchestre National de 
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la Radio-télévision roumaine à Bucarest... 
Un certain nombre d'oeuvres ont été imposées dans des concours 
nationaux et internationaux “Le Frêne égaré” à Ancona, 
“Mod'son5” à Genève, “Mod'son 1”, “Corpus alto”, Sonate 
“indienne” etc. 
Les oeuvres sont éditées aux éditions “Fuzeau”, “Durand”, 
“Lemoine”, “Billaudot”, “Salabert”, “Bärenreiter”, “Les cahiers du 
Tourdion”, “de Plein Vent”, “Misterioso”, “Questions de 
Tempéraments”. 
Web: http://www.emepublish.com/english/eme10.htm (2004) 

Rossetti Cosimo (English) 
Born in Muensterlingen (Switzerland) in 1965, he devoted himself 
from early youth to study the accordion at the music school of 
Konstanz (Germany). He moved to Italy, he continued his studies 
at the Institute of Musical “Giovanni Paisiello” in Taranto, where 
he received his diploma in guitar and accordion after graduating 
from the Conservatory “Niccolò Piccinni” in Bari under the expert 
guidance of M° Francesco Palazzo. 
Is very active as a composer by performing his songs in concerts 
in chamber. 
Were also published several collections for guitar by Edition 
Carrara of Bergamo, and Publishing MusicAurea Savona. 
He attended a seminar on “Baroque performance practice” with 
M° Gian Maria Bonino. And teaching guitar at the Music School 
Address Course to secondary schools “Francesco Giacomo 
Pignatelli” in Grottaglie (Taranto). 
Web: http://www.cosimorossetti.com/lang1/biography.html 
(2014) 

Rossetti Marco (Italiano) 
Marco Rossetti, nato a Roma il 22 Maggio 1959, inizia a 16 anni lo 
studio della chitarra classica con Vincenzo Ricciuti. 
Parallelamente la passione per la musica Rock, Folk e Blues si 
traduce in un vivo interesse per la chitarra acustica ed elettrica. 
Fin dai primi anni '80 svolge la sua attività di compositore e di 
esecutore al FOLKSTUDIO di Roma (luogo storico, fondato da 
Giancarlo Cesaroni, dove si sono esibiti musicisti provenienti da 
tutto il mondo), partecipando inoltre a diversi festivals ad esso 
collegati, con artisti come John Renbourn, Irio de Paula, Preston 
Reed, Mike Cooper, Francesco Guccini, ecc... 
Nel 1984 prende parte a Firenze alla 2nd LIZARD CONVENTION, 
ideata da Giovanni Unterberger, insieme a chitarristi come lo 
stesso Unterberger, Duck Baker, Stefan Grossman, ecc.; sempre 
per la LIZARD, nel 1985, ha inciso un LP (Guitàroma) con alcune 
sue composizioni per chitarra acustica. 
Completati gli studi classici sotto la guida di Claudio Capodieci, 
diplomandosi presso il Conservatorio “S. Cecilia” di Roma con il 
massimo dei voti, frequenta diverse masterclass tenute da 
musicisti di fama internazionale come Manuel Barrueco, Angelo 
Gilardino, José Tomás, Christoph Yäggin. Con Luciano Coletta 
approfondisce quindi importanti aspetti tecnico-interpretativi 
legati al repertorio per chitarra classica. Inoltre sotto la guida di 
Franco Sbacco svolge studi di analisi riguardanti il linguaggio 
musicale nella sua evoluzione storico-stilistica. 
Vincitore di concorso nazionale a cattedre, è docente titolare di 
chitarra presso il Conservatorio “F. Torrefranca” di Vibo Valentia. 
Web: http://www.marcorossetti.it/biografia.htm (2014) 

Rossinyol Jordi (English) 
(Barcelona, 1956-) 
A student of Gabrel Brncic, with whom he studied counterpoint, 
harmony, instrumentation, and composition and followed these 
techniques with courses in electro-acoustic music at the 
Laboratori de Música Electroacústica Phonos with Andrés Lewin-
Richter, Lluís Callejo, and Gabriel Brncic. Under the instruction of 
guitarist Miguel Angel Cherubito, he later studied at the 
Conservatori Superior de Música de Barcelona with Marcos 
Villanueva. 
He has assisted in teaching courses and seminars with Luigi Nono, 
Francisco Kroepfl, Gerardo Gandini, Helmut Lachenmann and 
Walter Zimmermann, among others. 
Rossinyol has also studied musical arrangement under Xavier 
Serra at the Fundació Miró. Earlier, he studied mixed media arts 
with Xavier Franquesa, under the direction of Joan Hernández 
Pijuan, at the Centre d'Estudis Artístics de l'Hospitalet (with the 
direction of Ricard Salvat) as well musical language at the Centre 

d'Estudis Musicals del Barri de la Ribera.  One highlight during his 
years of training was in the summer of 1983 in Darmstadt with 
the presentation of ¨Splasshhh...!¨ for the guitar, as well as 
attending conferences and concerts by Morton Feldman, Kaija 
Saariaho, Brian Ferneyhought, and received advice by Emmanuel 
Nunes as well as interpretations of Irvine Arditi and Magnus 
Anderson. He has been influenced by maintaining continual 
contact with Joan Guinjoan and Josep Mª Mestres Quadreny, 
which has resulted in several joint projects. 
He became part of a collective of composers affiliated with Phonos 
from 1982 to 1992, some of which sought direction from Gabriel 
Brncic and formed an instrumental group and would integrate with 
Phonos, performing in the Palau de la Música Catalana, Zaragoza, 
Pamplona, Germany, and Italy.  
In addition, he directed the instrumental group Vol ad libitum 
which has provided numerous first auditions and performances by 
musicians from all over the world. With this group he has 
recorded five discs of Catalan composers. 
Simultaneously, since 1986 he has been an accompanying 
guitarist with the mezzo-soprano vocalist Anna Ricci for all of her 
releases until shortly before the death of the singer. In addition, 
he worked with her on numerous records and projects including 
¨Brossiana¨, a musical in which Rossinyol was able to work on 
various occasions with the poet Joan Brossa.  
He received the award for music for radio (R-2/CDMC) by 
Memòria, a grant by the Conservatory of Cuenca for the 
composition ¨Ensueño¨, as well as a scholarship for two years at 
la Fundació Phonos-Institut Universitari d'Audiovisuals de la 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra for the concert ¨Mestís¨; a work 
composed with the help of composer Eduard Resina. Throughout 
his work as a composer, he has created and interpreted such 
pieces as ¨Nit¨ (Sala Beckett, 1994), ¨la Llet de paradís¨ (Teatre 
Malic, 1996), ¨Del llibre dels canvis¨ (Teatre Malic, 1997), and 
¨Lorca-New-York¨ (CCCB, 1998), working with professionals in 
both theatre and dance. 
Also, with the texts of Albert Mestres, Rossinyol has also written 
works for chamber music and dramatic performance. 
He has been comissioned by diverse institutions (TVE, Radio 
Clásica, Centro para la Difusión de la Música Contemporánea, 
Festival Internacional d'Òpera de Butxaca, Espai Brossa) and for 
serveral interpretations. He has written music for several shows 
by the company Théatre Vardar-Tangente (Lachaussée, França) 
and has directed, on two occasions, ¨Jocs de Mans¨, for the 
symphony band of Barcelona as well as three chamber operas 
(¨La petita bufa¨, ¨Odola i Cal 33-33¨, ¨de Manuel Valls¨).  
He has edited Dinsic, Clivis, La mà de Guido and Periferia. 
Catalunya Music has dedicated several diverse monografic 
programs to him. 
He has assisted with Biennal Berlin, the Tardor Festival in 
Moscow, the Meeting of Catalonian Music in Toulouse, and the 
Conference of mediterrenean music (Palermo), amongst other 
diverse international festivals of music. 
His more recent works include ¨Ääniä ja hiljaisuuksia 
kajastuksessa¨ (sounds of silence in the morning), for the guitar 
and contrabass, and ¨Als ocells i a la nit¨(the birds at night), for 
brass quintet. 
Combining composition with teaching has enabled him to compose 
many great works and arrangements in the diverse field of 
education. 
Web: http://www.accompositors.com (2013) 

Rota Gabriele (Italiano) 
GABRIELE ROTA, si è brillantemente diplomato in Composizione 
con Vittorio Fellegara e in pianoforte – con il massimo dei voti e la 
lode – sotto la guida di Tiziana Moneta, all’Istituto Musicale “G. 
Donizetti” di Bergamo. 
Nel 1987 ha seguito i seminari di composizione e tecnica 
strumentale contemporanea organizzati dalla SIMC (Società 
Italiana Musica Contemporanea) all’Accademia Chigiana di Siena. 
Diversi suoi lavori sono stati eseguiti in Italia e all’estero, con vivi 
apprezzamenti anche da parte della stampa. Le composizioni di 
Gabriele Rota sono pubblicate dalla Bèrben. Dall’anno 1999 
compone e armonizza appositamente per il Collegium Vocale 
Harmonia Mundi. 
Come pianista ha costituito con Tiziana Moneta un duo che si è 
esibito presso le più importanti sedi concertistiche di tutta Europa, 
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e la cui intensa attività discografica ha sortito numerosi CD, assai 
apprezzati dalla critica specializzata. Anche in qualità di solista 
Gabriele Rota ha ottenuto vivissimi consensi in numerose città. È 
docente di Lettura della Partitura al Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di 
Milano. 
Web: http://www.harmoniamundi.it/gabriele-rota/ (2008) 

Rota Nino (English) 
Nino Rota was born on 3 December 1911 in Milan. He grew up 
surrounded by music, his mother was a pianist and the daughter 
of a composer. At the age of twelve he wrote an oratorio whose 
performance established him as a child prodigy. In the same year 
he entered the Milan Conservatory. After a brief period of study 
with I. Pizzetti 
he moved to Rome in 1926. There he studied with A. Casella and 
got his diploma at the conservatory three years later. On the 
advice of A. Toscanini he studied composition (with R. Scalero) 
and conducting (with F. Reiner) at Curtis Institute in Philadelphia 
from 1931-1932. There he met A. Copland and discovered 
American popular songs, great Hollywood films and the music of 
Gershwin. On his return to Italy he attracted the attention of 
audiences and critics with predominantly chamber and orchestral 
works. After World War II, Rota’s critical fortunes altered 
considerably when his work was increasingly judged to be 
anachronistic. This opinion was strengthened by his growing 
establishment as a film composer. He continued to write music for 
the concert hall and the opera house with a remarkable success 
which is even increasing today. He became a lecturer at Bari 
Conservatory (1939) and later its director (1950-1977). In 1952 
he started his cooperation with Fellini which lasted until Rota’s 
death. Rota’s film music, amounting to over 150 titles, included 
collaborations with Visconti, Zeffirelli and F. F. Coppola. Rota died 
on 10 April 1979 in Rome. His oeuvre comprises 10 operas, 23 
stage works and ballets, 3 symphonies, 3 piano concertos, 3 cello 
concertos, chamber music and choral works. 
Web: http://www.schott-
music.com/autoren/KomponistenAZ/show,3547.html (2007) 

Rother Matthias (English) 
After graduation and civil service in Lüneburg followed the guitar 
studies at the University of Music Lübeck. There, in 1987, 
Matthias Rother received the music teacher diploma. In 1990 he 
graduated with a degree in art.  
Matthias Rother recorded his own compositions on his two 
previously released solo CDs "The Inner Song" and "Seven 
Halcyon Days". Sheet music has been published by publishers 
Burger & Müller, Vogt & Fritz and Galima.  
He has always been interested in solo guitar and chamber music. 
From 2004-2012 Matthias Rother worked successfully with the 
mezzo-soprano Nele Gramß. Her recitals with Italian, Spanish and 
German programs were highly praised by the concert audience 
and the press.  
In the season 2011/12 Matthias Rother took over the guitar part 
in Rossini's "Il Barbiere de Sevigla" at the Landestheater Coburg. 
2004-2011 he was a member of the committee PML (Private Music 
Teacher) of the Tonkünstlerverband Bayern e.V. Matthias Rother 
has been a sought-after expert for many years in the competition 
"Jugend musiziert". 
(Rainer Stelle) 
 

Rotili Paolo (Italiano) 
Romano, ha compiuto gli studi musicali al Conservatorio di S. 
Cecilia, diplomandosi con Mauro Bortolotti in Composizione 
sperimentale e con Raffaello Tega in Strumentazione per Banda. 
Considera importanti per la sua formazione anche gli studi di 
estetica e linguistica all’Università “La Sapienza” (De Mauro, 
Garroni, D’Amico…) e gli incontri con Giacomo Manzoni (corso di 
specializzazione alla Scuola di Musica diFiesole) e, per l’analisi 
musicale, con Marco De Natale. Come compositore ha all’attivo 
lavori soprattutto di carattere strumentale, eseguiti, oltre che in 
Italia, in Francia, Germania, Olanda, Ungheria, Jugoslavia, 
Danimarca, Argentina e Cina. Per teatro musicale ha scritto 
“TRINO, ovvero le tribolazioni di un creatore”, parodia del libro 
della Genesi, con il libretto del celebre disegnatore Altan (Teatro 
Giordano — Solisti Dauni). Ha pubblicato e inciso per la Edipan. 
All’attività di compositore ha costantemente affiancato quella di 

didatta, analista e organizzatore musicale, volta alla riflessione ed 
alla divulgazione del pensiero contemporaneo. Ha collaborato con 
Università, Conservatori e Associazioni musicali, tenendo lezioni e 
cicli di seminari, ricorrendo spesso alla formula del concerto-
intervista per presentare i principali compositori italiani. 
I suoi scritti, sia di carattere analitico che didattico, sono 
pubblicati nelle riviste “Analisi”e “Diastema” e nel volume “Intorno 
a J. S. Bach” ed. Graphis, Bari. 
Socio di Nuova Consonanza, attualmente ne è il vice-presidente. 
Docente di conservatorio dal 1987, già insegnante del corso 
sperimentale di Teoria ed Analisi, è titolare della cattedra di 
Composizione sperimentale al Conservatorio di Latina. (2003) 
Web: 
http://www.nuovaconsonanza.it/c_s_pages/soci/rotili_p.html 

Rougier Thierry (English) 
Après avoir mené conjointement une formation classique au 
Conservatoire de Toulouse et une approche autodidacte des 
musiques populaires, Thierry Rougier a perfectionné sa technique 
guitaristique avec Alvaro Pierri et étudié au Brésil les musiques 
latino-américaines. Il se produit en concert en solo de guitare, et 
dans différentes formations: en duo avec la soprano Francine 
Gouzes, avec le trio occitan La Talvera aux côtés de Daniel Loddo 
et de Céline Ricard, avec le Brésilien Celso Machado (collaborant à 
l'édition de ses œuvres chez Lemoine). Il est interprète de ses 
propres compositions sur des poèmes de Loisa Paulin (CD 
Cançons del stienci. La Talvera, BP 40, Cordes 81170). 
Compositeur, Thierry Rougier est lauréat du 26e Concours Inter-
national de Composition pour Guitare de Radio-France. Ses 
oeuvres sont éditées aux Éditions Lemoine et ont fait l'objet de 
plusieurs enregistrements. La présente pièce est interprétée par 
Cris-tina Azuma sur le CD Contatos, 1995, GSP 1009 CD. (n°62 
/1997, Les Cahiers de la Guitare et de la Musique) 

Rouse Christopher (English) 
Christopher Rouse is known for orchestral scores that possess a 
driving, sometimes brutal energy. In recent years, a new current 
of lyricism has emerged in his music.  His scores have been 
performed by every major orchestra in the U.S. and an increasing 
number in Europe and Asia. Winner of the 1993 Pulitzer Prize in 
Music for his Trombone Concerto and a Grammy (Best 
Contemporary Composition, 2002) for his guitar concerto, Concert 
de Gaudí.  

Roux Patrick (English) 
Patrick Roux won the Canadian National Guitar Competition in 
1989, solidifying his reputation as one of Canada's finest 
guitarists. In 1992 he won second place at the prestigious 
Concours International de Duo de Guitare Classique de 
Montélimar, France with partner Robert Latreille. This outstanding 
duo then recorded their first CD in 1993. Roux is also an 
accomplished composer and his works are published by 
Productions d'Oz.  
He has created a repertoire for the group Contretemps/Go, with 
whom he released a début compact disc in 1996 and now 
composes and arranges for the Canadian Guitar Quartet. Roux is 
often heard on CBC radio, on both the French and English 
networks and has performed with orchestra and played for the 
Queen of Jordan, the Princess of Holland, the Prime Minister and 
the Governor General of Canada. He teaches music at the 
Conservatoire de musique du Québec à Gatineau and at the 
University of Ottawa. 
Web: 
http://www.music.uottawa.ca/performance/bios.html#proux 
(2013) 

Rózsa Miklos (English) 
Born in Budapest, Hungary in 1907, composer Miklós Rózsa 
studied the violin from the age of 5. While living in London in 
1935, Rózsa was hired by legendary producer Alexander Korda to 
score his film, KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR. Later, while composing 
the music for another Korda production, THE THIEF OF BAGDAD, 
Rózsa moved to California, where he remained for the rest of his 
life. Throughout his film career, he worked in many genres but 
distinguished himself writing music for the film noirs of the 1940’s 
and the great costume epics of the 1950’s and 1960’s. A 
classically trained composer, Rózsa was well known for his 
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dedication to researching the musical history of the time periods 
of the films he worked on. His filmography includes music 
composed for films such as THE THIEF OF BAGDAD, THE JUNGLE 
BOOK, DOUBLE INDEMNITY, SPELLBOUND, THE LOST WEEKEND, 
QUO VADIS, IVANHOE, JULIUS CAESAR, KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND 
TABLE, BEN-HUR, KING OF KINGS, EL CID, THE PRIVATE LIFE OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES, THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD and TIME 
AFTER TIME, among others. 
Web: 
http://buysoundtrax.stores.yahoo.net/mirocomuforg.html 

Rózsa Pál (English) 
Pál Rózsa graduated in 1970 as a chemical engineer at the 
University of Moscow. He then held various positions in industry, 
foreign trade and the National Planning Bureau. He then worked 
as a lecturer for the publisher Editio Musica Budapest and has 
been working as a freelance composer since 1986. As a child, he 
had learned the violin and as an adult private composition lessons 
with Sándor Szokolay and Zsolt Durkó taken, both professors at 
the Franz Liszt Academy of Music Budapest. Since 1984 Rózsa has 
been a member of the Hungarian Composers Union, since 1990 a 
member of the Hungarian Music Society. 
Rózsa's extensive compositional work covers almost all 
ensembles, from the soloist to the large orchestra, the opera and 
the oratorio. Several of his works, often commissioned, won 
national and international awards. Some compositions were 
recorded for the label Hungaroton. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Rubei Luca (Italiano) 
Diplomatosi in chitarra classica al Conservatorio “S. Cecilia” di 
Roma con Massimo Gasbarroni, si è perfezionato frequentando, 
sempre come allievo effettivo, i corsi di Leo Brouwer, Josè Tomas, 
Alirio Diaz e Oscar Ghiglia. 
In età giovanissima ha vinto numerose rassegne chitarristiche e 
nel 1984 si è classificato terzo al concorso “Nicola Fago” di 
Taranto. Come solista ha tenuto numerosi concerti in Italia, in 
Germania e in Francia. Ha registrato musica da camera per 
chitarra e flauto per la Radio Vaticana e musica per due chitarre 
per la Radio France. Ha insegnato presso i Conservatori di 
Campobasso e Bari, attualmente insegna presso la Scuola Media 
Statale ad indirizzo musicale di Subiaco (Roma).  
Svolge un’intensa attività anche come compositore ed alcune sue 
composizioni sono 
state inserite in CD dedicati alla chitarra. (2008) 

Ruders Poul (English) 
Poul Ruders was born in Ringsted, Denmark. Ruders studied in 
Odense, Denmark with Ib Nørholm. Poul Ruders is best known for 
his orchestrai catalog, which has found great favor on both sides 
of thè Atlantic. He is currently at work on an opera based on 
Margaret Atwood's futuristic novel, The Handmaid 's Tale. 

Rudi Rafet (English) 
RAFET RUDI (1949) 
He studies music at the Belgrade, Yugoslavia, university, where 
he graduates in 1973, orchestre conducting, and 1974, 
composing. In 1979 he comes to Paris to work with Claude Ballif. 
At the present time he is the principal conductor of the choir of 
the Pristina radio-television station. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Rudnev Sergey (English) 
Born in Tula, in 1955, Sergey revealed his extraordinary music 
talent at a very young age. In 1971, having graduated from a 
music school with an honor diploma, he entered the Tula Music 
College named after A. Dargomyzhsli, people’s instruments 
speciality to study bayan (Russian accordion invented in Tula) and 
balalaika. By this time, having mastered the essentials of guitar 
play on his own, and due to the lack of guitar class at the College, 
he started taking private lessons from the Moscow professional 
guitarists V.Slavin and P.Panin. 
From 1975 to 1977, being a student of the Tula Military College, 
he played for the garrison orchestra concurrently studying the 
basics of the instruments play and arrangement for various 
orchestras. Having done his service, he opened his own class of 

classical and Russian guitar at school No 3 in Tula. There he 
educated a number of students who continued their learning at 
Moscow music colleges. While pursuing the teaching career for 7 
years, he played the guitar in various groups, sic as Rossiyane, 
Express, Molodye Golosa (Young Voices), and also worked as 
music manager at the jazz-rock State Orchestra called ‘Slides’. 
In 1980 in Moscow, Sergey met the notable Argentinean Guitarist 
Maria Luisa Anido. The meeting made him modify his attitude to 
guitar techniques, as well as alter the focus of activities. Since 
then, S.Rudnev has been known as a guitar composer. 
His first compositions were influenced by Western music, 
especially by the harmonic jazz language. However, pretty soon 
S.Rudnev diverted to Russian traditional music, particularly guitar 
music. Feeling lack of music material, he created his first 20 
arrangements based on Russian folk songs and dances, which he 
used in his concerts. 
He experiences success in Russia, France, Poland, Hungary, 
Israel, Austria and in Spain. His personal contacts won him 
practically all-best world guitar Schools. Having converged them, 
he has created his individual style and, hence, his own guitar 
school, some methods and imitations being uttely unique. 
His first success confirmed the appropiateness of the path he 
chose, and guitarist Rudnev dedicated himself entirely to the 
guitar performance in a Russian style. Then numerous 
compositions based on various folk themes appear. 
After his concert at the Column Hall of the Union House in 
Moscow, Rudnev got acquainted with Mr. Ophée, US publisher. In 
1994 his compositions were released in a Russian album. His 
pieces of music are included into programs of notable performers. 
Among them are Vladimir Mikulka, Paco de Lucia, Kazukhito 
Yamashita, and others. The 1990s have been the period of 
probing. More interest in Russian folklore tradition, as well as in 
the romance genre, has lead to new works. Together with the trio 
Yasnaya Polyana, who won Grand Prix at All-Russian Romace 
Competition held in memory of V.Zhemchuzhni, he released 
several CDs. He also wrote folk opera based on N.Ostrovski’s 
Snow Girl using exclusively Tula folk material. 
Since 1996, S. Rudnev has been working for the Leo Tolstoy State 
Memorial Museum-Estate ‘Yasnaya Polyana’ as cultural programs 
director, as well as music director of the Children’s State 
Philarmonics. In 2002, he released his huge research comprising 
208 pages called The Russian Style of Classical Guitar. This work 
includes his know-how of the Russian guitar technique and pieces 
of Russian guitarists that have never been publishing before. 
Currently, Sergey Rudnev also works as an accompaniment 
guitarist for lead Russian pop singers. His second volume of a 
guitar music called Heritage is been prepared. 

Rudolph Robin (English) 
Born in Heidelberg in 1966. 
Instead of getting a race-track his parents present him with a 
guitar for his tenth birthday. Starts learning classical guitar. In 
1980 he starts studying E-guitar by playing Steve Howe (YES) 
guitar solos. 
First compositions (mainly in a minor and G major) in 1982. 
Moves to Cologne in 1986. Studying piano with Jörg Sander. First 
serious studies of composition. 
1990, meanwhile living in Berlin, foundation of the legendary 
Heavy-Metal-Band “Weltpinguintag”. Publishes two CDs 
“Weltpinguintag”, “Pinguine in der Bronx”. 
Numerous appearances, e.g. with the “Franck band” at radio 
culture. 
1991: He practices guitar correctly once again and applies to the 
“Hochschule der Künste” and the “Hans Eisler Hochschule” -- too 
late ... 
Lives as a freelance artist, sound technician, musician, writer and 
writer-director in Berlin. 
Web: http://www.copy-us.com/?composer=rudolph&lang=en 
(2010) 

Ruiz del Puerto José Luis (Español) 
José Luis Ruiz del Puerto, está considerado uno de los más firmes 
valores dentro del panorama guitarrístico contemporáneo español. 
Su amplia dedicación a la difusión de la música española le ha 
valido el reconocimiento internacional. La revista especializada 
Classical Guitar dijo de él: “Es un verdadero embajador cultural 
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español”. 
La figura del compositor LLácer Pla, con el que estudió análisis 
musical y técnicas de composición, ejerció una notable influencia 
en su desarrollo estético y musical y despertó su interés hacia la 
música contemporánea. Ha propiciado la creación de nuevas 
obras para guitarra, como las compuestas para conmemorar el 
Centenario del Nacimiento de Federico García Lorca, el Centenario 
del Nacimiento de Joaquín Rodrigo, el 150 Aniversario del 
Nacimiento de Francisco Tárrega y el XX Aniversario del 
Fallecimiento de Andrés Segovia. Numerosos compositores 
españoles le han dedicado sus partituras y ha realizado estrenos y 
primeras grabaciones de obras de muchos de ellos. Estrenó, junto 
a la Orquesta de Valencia, el Concierto para guitarra y orquesta 
de LLácer Pla Episodios Concertantes, dirigido por el maestro 
Manuel Galduf.  
Nació en Peñarroya-Pueblonuevo (Córdoba) y estudió guitarra en 
el Conservatorio Superior de Música de Valencia con Mª Ángeles 
Abad y Mª Rosa Gil Bosque con quien finalizó brillantemente la 
carrera. Perfeccionó sus estudios en Alicante, París y Salzburgo 
con José Tomás, Alberto Ponce y Eliot Fisk respectivamente. 
También impartió master class con intérpretes como David Rusell, 
Manuel Barrueco, José Miguel Moreno y Roberto Aussel. Ha 
grabado para la radio y televisión rumana, RNE, el sello 
discográfico EGT y ha participado en diversas producciones 
discográficas.  
Ha actuado en España, México, Francia, Suiza, Bélgica, Italia, 
Austria, Rumania, Inglaterra, Portugal, Irlanda, Alemania, 
Turquía, Rusia y Marruecos, actuando en festivales y auditorios 
como el VIº Festival Internacional de Guitarra de México DF, 
Festival Internacional de Guitarra de Bath y Guitar Internacional 
Festival of London (Inglaterra), Festival Internacional de Música 
de Estoril (Portugal), Festival Internacional de Música 
Contemporánea de Alicante, Festival Internacional de Guitarra 
“Andrés Segovia” de Madrid, Semana Internacional de Guitarra de 
Dublín (Irlanda), Temporada de Conciertos del Grand Théatre de 
Bordeaux (Francia), Festival de Música Contemporánea COMA 
2000 en el Teatro Real de Madrid, Festival Internacional de 
Guitarra en el Gran Teatro de Córdoba, Festival Internacional de 
Guitarra de Lausanne (Suiza), Festival Internacional de Música 
Contemporánea ENSEMS en el Teatro Rialto y Palau de la Música 
de Valencia, Fundación Juan March de Madrid, Théatre Maison 
Bleu de París, Museo Georges Enescu de Bucarest y Sala 
Filarmónica de Cluj Napoca (Rumania), Festival Internacional de 
Guitarra de Rust (Austria)… 
En su faceta camerística destaca su dedicación al 
acompañamiento de la canción de concierto, interpretando 
repertorios como el ciclo La Bella Molinera de Franz Schubert, en 
su versión de voz y guitarra, o diversos programas de música 
española. Ha participado también en los actos conmemorativos 
del Centenario del Maestro Rodrigo interpretando la integral de su 
obra para voz y guitarra. 
Es profesor del Departamento de Guitarra del Conservatorio “José 
Iturbi” de Valencia, Secretario de la “Sociedad Amigos de la 
Guitarra” de Valencia, Secretario de la “Asociación Cultural 
Trujamán” y miembro fundador y Director Artístico de las 
“Jornadas Internacionales de Guitarra de Valencia”. Es 
colaborador de la revista especializada en guitarra “Acordes”, para 
la que escribe artículos relacionados con la guitarra actual. 
Recientemente ha sido nombrado Miembro de Número de la M.I. 
Academia de la Música Valenciana. 
Web: http://www.ruizdelpuerto.com/curriculum.htm (2009) 

Ruiz Federico (Español) 
Caracas, D.C., Venezuela. 
Estudió Composición el la Escuela Superior de Música “José Angel 
Lamas”, de Caracas, con Primo Casale, Vicente Emilio Sojo y 
Evencio Castellanos. Egresó como Maestro Compositor en 1974. 
Estudió Técnicas de Composición del siglo XX con Yannis 
Ioannidis, Técnicas Electroacústicas con Eduardo Kusnir, Dirección 
Coral y Orquestal con Silvia Eisenstein y Gonzalo Castellanos. 
Su producción comprende música sinfónica, de cámara, 
electroacústica, Lieder, obras corales, Las óperas Los martirios de 
Colón y La mujer de espaldas, música para cine (Manon, La oveja 
negra, Pandemonium, de Román Chalbaud; Aire libre, de Luis 
Armando Roche, entre otros films), para televisión (Al corazón de 
las tinieblas, de la serie El rajá de los mares, sobre la vida de 

Joseph Conrad, para Televisión Española) y teatro (La tempestad, 
de William Shakespeare, El coronel no tiene quien le escriba, de 
Gabriel García Márquez, Casas muertas, de Miguel Otero Silva, 
Fuente Ovejuna, de Lope de Vega, entre otras obras).  
Ha obtenido numerosos reconocimientos, que incluyen varios 
Premios Nacionales y Municipales de Composición en sus diversas 
categorías, entre ellos el Premio Nacional  ”José Angel Lamas”, 
para grandes obras sinfónicas (1981), así como el Premio Único 
de Composición “Aniversario de la Universidad Simón Bolívar” 
(1976). Ha obtenido en dos oportunidades (1987,1998) el Premio 
de la Asociación Nacional de Autores Cinematográficos (ANAC) por 
la música para los largometrajes La oveja negra y Pandemonium. 
En 1990 obtuvo el Premio Teatral “Juana Sujo” por la música para 
Fuente Ovejuna. En 1991 recibió el Premio “María Teresa Castillo” 
, otorgado por el Ateneo de Caracas y Encyclopaedia  Britannica 
por su aporte creativo en el campo teatral y cinematográfico. En 
2001 obtuvo los Premios Municipales  de Teatro y de Cine, 
respectivamente, en el renglón de Música Original (Del amor y 
otros demonios, de G. García Márquez, para el Grupo Rajatabla y 
Bach en Zaraza, cortometraje de L.A. Roche). La música de este 
cortometraje recibió en 2004 el Premio ANAC a la Mejor Música 
Original. 
Como director del ensamble vocal Quinteto Cantaclaro realizó 
entre 1976 y 1994 una  sistemática labor de difusión de música 
popular y folklórica de Venezuela y Latinoamérica. 
Su lenguaje musical se nutre tanto de la tradición europea como 
de la corriente nacionalista venezolana, de las técnicas europeas 
del siglo XX y de la música popular de América Latina y el Caribe. 
Varias de sus obras han sido grabadas por diversos solistas y 
agrupaciones. Sus principales obras para piano solo se encuentran 
reunidas en la grabación realizada por la pianista venezolana 
Clara Rodríguez para el sello inglés ASV (TRÍPTICO TROPICAL, 
Piano music of Federico Ruiz, CD DCA 962,1995). 
Web: http://masterfruiz.blogspot.it/ (2016) 

Ruiz Pipó Antonio (Español) 
(Granada, 1934). Compositor y pianista esp., perteneciente al 
Circulo Manuel de Falla en Barcelona y residente mucho tiempo en 
el extranjero, especialmente en Paris, en cuya Escuela Normal 
estudio y es actualmente prof. Ha tocado en las Orq. Filarm. de 
Londres, Lamourenx de Paris, RTF, y otras. Ha dado numerosos 
conciertos y conférencias por Europa, Oriente, Norte de Africa y 
Japon sobre musica historica esp., particularmente sobre la 
romantica y de clave del s. XVIII. Sus principales obras son: Tres 
danzas del Sur, Suite grotesca, Cantos Amatorios (canto y orq.), 
Caleidoscopio(piano), Canciones y Danzas para guitarra, Tablas 
(guitarra y orq.), Cantos a la noche (voz y guitarra), Sonata para 
celo y piano, Cuatro esbozos para cuatro. Es sobre todo conocido 
como comp. de piezaz para guitarra. (Mariano Pérez: Diccionario 
de la Musica y los Músicos, Madrid, 1985) 

Rupert Chris (English) 
Guitarist and composer Chris Rupert teaches all styles of guitar 
and composes music (primarily) for classical guitar. He began 
playing the guitar at age 13, but didn't begin his focus on the 
classical guitar until age 17. He studied jazz harmony with Jim 
Howard while attending Wilfrid Laurier University and received his 
A.R.C.T. in classical guitar performance at age 25, when he was 
awarded a gold medal for achieving the highest mark in Canada. 
Chris's compositional credits include the soundtrack for the 
documentary ‘H.M.S. Detroit - The Battle Continues’, as well as an 
album of classical and steel string guitar music entitled ‘Not That 
Far Away’. His piece ‘Prelude for Guitar and Flute’ has been 
published by Columbia Music, and his ‘Postlude’ (from ‘Suite #1 
for Guitar’) was listed as a competition piece for the Canadian 
Contemporary Music Festival. His ‘Nowhere left’ to go for guitar 
and mandolin was given its premiere in Germany by the ‘Ahlert 
and Schwab duo’ in December 2001 and has since been played 
throughout Germany to enthusiastic audiences.  
The duo recorded the piece in 2004 and released it on the CD of 
the same name. The duet ‘Mud Temple’ (guitar and violin) was 
premiered in Turkey in the summer of 2003 by ‘Duo 46’. He 
continues to compose new music for solo guitar, as well as duets 
with instruments such as 'cello, harpsichord, flute, charango, and 
synthesizer. He has also written music for solo charango.  
Web: http://www.ciaccess.com/~crupert/ (2010) 
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Rus Ljudmil (English) 
Born in 1933, was one of the most eminent representatives of 
Hladky’s School, who later devoted himself to guitar pedadgogy, 
conducting a guitar ensemble, and writing music for these 
instruments.  

Ruždjak Marko (English) 
Marko Ruždjak (Zagreb, 9 July, 1946) graduated in clarinet 
(1968) and in composition (1972, under Milo Cipra) from the 
Academy of Music Zagreb. Later on he went to Paris to study with 
Ivo Malec and Pierre Schaeffer, and then to Cologne, where he 
was a student of Milko Kelemen at the Hochschule für Musik. “His 
music was performed with great success even while he was still a 
student and was marked at that early date with traits that have 
remained characteristic for it all the way. These traits are: the 
‘readability’ of its microstructures, which include repetition as an 
essential element; the use of sound parameters measurable by 
the sense of hearing rather than by invented measuring systems; 
the careful use of details which are not necessarily treated as 
microcentres containing all the directing energies of the musical 
form as a whole. The musical order of Marko Ruždjak goes back to 
some perennial sources and seems to have grown out of his 
disciplined adherence to tradition” (Eva Sedak). There is not a 
single piece of Ruždjak that has not been performed; many of 
them were commissioned by the various ensembles and 
performed many times in numerous countries (e.g. Barabas XX 
commissioned by Ivan Goran Kovaèiæ Academic Choir, or 
Classical Garden commissioned by the Zagreb String Quartet). 
Some other important compositions include Trois Chansons de 
Geste for voice and orchestra, Diaphana for choir and orchestra, 
Canticum columnarum for wind orchestra (commissioned by the 
Zagreb Radio Television Symphony Orchestra), Ben misurato for 
wind quintet (commissioned by the Zagreb Wind Quintet), 
Madrigal – From Susan’s Diary for female choir, Ad marginem for 
orchestra (commissioned by the Zagreb Radio Television 
Symphony Orchestra), Versus for mezzo-soprano and clarinet 
(commisioned by the University of Nottingham), Three Flights Of 
Phoenix for mixed choir, Andantino for strings and harpsichord 
(commissioned by the Zagreb Soloists), Before The Snow for 
string quartet (commissioned by the Zagreb Quartet), Sunset for 
brass quintet etc. “Marko Ruždjak has been very prudent in the 
choice of rules limiting the space of his music and very fastidious 
with regard to the material he uses; he is trying to recapture the 
musical features rejected in recent times as too recognisable, the 
features which we were taught to read for centuries and have, 
therefore, in a manner of speaking, become tired of; Ruždjak, 
however, has not” (Sedak). Ruždjak also wrote incidental music 
for many plays, such as Captain Oliver by Radovan Ivšiæ, 
Shakespeare’s Richard III and Schweik In The Second World War 
by Bertold Brecht (Gavella Theatre, Zagreb), Duhi (Ghosts) by 
Drago Gervais (Ivan Zajc Theatre, Rijeka), Don Quixote by Mikhail 
Bulgakov (Ohrid Summer Festival), Anouilh’s Le Bal des Voleurs 
(Croatian National Theatre, Zagreb), etc. He got the Seven 
Secretaries SKOJ Youth Award twice (1971 and 1972) and in 1977 
he was awarded the Josip Slavenski Award for the composition 
Madrigal – From Susan’s Diary. He also received Vladimir Nazor 
Annualy Award in 1988, Meðugorje Award in 1995. and twice 
Porin Award in 1996 and 1998. Since 1979 he has been teaching 
at the Academy of Music in Zagreb, since 1991 as a full professor 
in the Department of Composition and Theory of Music. 
Web: http://www.mic.hr/MIC.786850:INDIVIDUALS:46751:15,ID 

Ruzic Strahinja (English) 
Dragoslav Nikolic (b. 1927) and Strahinja Ruzic (b.1932) are two 
great Serbian pioneers of classical guitar pedagogy. Both were 
among the first classical guitar teachers to start teaching the 
instrument in the early seventies, in Pancevo-city music school, 
which was the first to open a guitar departement in Serbia in the 
second half of the 20th century. Although both are music 
amateurs, they showed a great passion for the guitar, played 
some concerts, published a number of guitar volumes, and even 
did some recordings. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV 
Serbia, 2004) 

Saariaho Kaija (English) 
The Finnish composer Kaija Saariaho (born 1952) has been 

living  and working in Paris since 1982. She studied composition 
under Paavo Heininen at the Sibelius Academy and later at the 
Musikhochschule in Freiburg with Brian Ferneyhough and Klaus 
Huber, receiving her diploma there in 1983. 
In 1982 she attended courses in computer music at IRCAM in 
Paris, since when the computer  has been an important element of 
her composing technique. 
In 1986 Kaija Saariaho was awarded the Kranichsteiner Preis at 
the new music summer courses in Darmstadt, and in 1988 the 
Prix Italia, for her work Stilleben. 
in 1989 Stilleben and Io were awarded the Ars Electronica Prize. 
Her works Verblendungen (orchestra and tape, 1982-84), and 
Lichtbogen (ensemble and electronics, 1985-96) established her 
at the forefront of international contemporary composition. 
Further commissions led to, amongst other works, Nymphéa 
(1987) for string quartet and electronics (a commission from the 
Lincoln Center for the Kronos Quartet), Io (1986-87) 
commissioned by IRCAM for the Ensemble Intercontemporain, and 
two linked orchestral works Du Cristal and ...à la fumée premiered 
in 1990 and 1991 both  in Helsinki and Los Angeles. Saariaho has 
also taken part in a number of multimedia productions such as the 
full-length ballet Maa (1991) and  a pan-European collaborative 
project to produce a CD-ROM Prisma about her work. 
More recent works include a violin concerto, Graal Théâtre, for 
Gidon Kremer premiered at the 1995 BBC Proms and two pieces 
for Dawn Upshaw: an orchestral song cycle, Château de l'âme, 
premiered at the 1996 Salzburg Festival, and a solo song cycle 
Lonh for soprano and electronics, premiered at the 1996 Wien 
Modern Festival. Lonh was awarded the Nordic Music Prize in 
2000. Most recently Saariaho has completed a major work for 
chorus and orchestra, Oltra mar, which was premiered by the New 
York Philharmonic and Kurt Masur on 11th November 1999, as 
part of their millennium series of commissions. 
These last three projects point to Kaija Saariaho's next major 
work: her first opera, L'amour de loin. A co-commission of the 
Salzburg Festival and Théâtre du Châtelet and co-production with 
the Santa Fe Opera, L'amour de loinis based on La Vida breve of 
Jaufre Rudel, Prince of Blaye, one of the first great troubadours of 
the12th century. The libretto has been written by the French- 
Lebanese author Amin Maalouf. L'amour de loin was premiered on 
15 August 2000 at the Salzburg Festival, directed by Peter Sellars, 
conducted by Kent Nagano, with Dawn Upshaw, Dagmar Peckova 
and Dwayne Croft in the principal roles. Performances in France 
take place in 2001 and in Santa Fe in 2002. 
Web: http://www.saariaho.org/ 

Saariaho Kaija (Français) 
Née en 1952. 
Compositrice finlandaise. 
Née en Finlande en 1952, Kaija Saariaho vit et travaille à Paris 
depuis 1982. Elle étudie la composition avec P. Heininen à 
l'Académie Sibelius puis est diplômée de la Musikhochschule de 
Fribourg-en-Brisgau en 1983, après y avoir étudie avec B. 
Ferneyhough et K. Huber. En 1982, elle étudie la musique 
assistée par ordinateur à l'Ircam. Depuis, cet outil demeure un 
élément essentiel de sa technique de composition. Elle reçoit de 
nombreux prix, notamment le Prix Kranichsteiner de Darmstadt 
en 1986, le Prix Italia 1988 pour Stilleben, le Prix Ars Electronica 
en 1989 pour Stilleben et Io, le Prix musical du Conseil du Nord 
pour Lonh et le Stoeger Award du Chamber Music Society of 
Lincoln Center (pour sa contribution exceptionnelle à la musique 
de chambre) en 2000, le Prix Rolf Schock et le Prix Kaske en 
2001. Ses dernières compositions sont Graal théâtre, concerto 
pour violon, Château de l'âme, cycle de chants orchestral, Lonh 
pour soprano et électronique, et Oltra Mar pour grand orchestre et 
chœur mixte. Le Prix de composition Grawemeyer lui est attribué 
en 2003 pour son premier opéra, l'Amour de loin. 
Site: http://www.radiofrance.fr/chaines/france-
musiques/biographies/index.php?lettre=S 

Sabo Josip (English) 
Josip Sabo, of Hungarian origin (Szabo), was born somewhere 
around 1900, perhaps in Vojvodina or Hungary. Sabo is a very 
interesting artistic figure between the two world wars. A self-
taught musician, he played several instruments: guitar, mandolin, 
tambura. He also played in many popular orchestras, and traveled 
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around the country as a musician and circus acrobat. From 1930 
to 1952 he was also active as a music teacher in Sarajevo, 
arranging, transcribing and composing many short didactic pieces, 
still very popular among Yugoslav guitarists today. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.I, 
2002) 

Sadanowsky Michel (Français) 
Né en 1950. Etudie le violon puis la guitare (CACERES, SANTOS). 
Maitrise de I’Université Musicale de Paris. Disciple d’A. 
CARLEVARO. 1er prix du CIG de Radio-Frante (1979). Professeur 
au Conservatoire du 1Oème à Paris et au Centre Européen des 
Hautes Etudes Musicales à Bruxelles. Concerts et stages 
internationaux. Enregistrements (notamment avec le “Trio de 
guitares de Paris”, qu’il a fondé). Dirige plusieurs collections. 

Sadeghan Boghrat (English)  
Mr. Boghrat Sadeghan was born on March 25, 1952 in Iran. 
During his childhood he sensed that music was an additional part 
of his destiny; therefore, he began to play Classical Guitar. His 
natural gift as a musician coupled with his talent as an artist led 
him to take lessons at an Art Conservatory in Teheran. While 
learning at the conservatory, he soon attracted his own students 
and began teaching art. Soon he was successfully teaching Guitar 
Lessons in addition to his many accomplishments as an artist . In 
1987 Boghrat immigrate to the Unites States and followed his 
dream all the way to Los Angeles, California. 
Today Boghrat runs a well established guitar academy and 
continues to teach lessons in Art and Classical Guitar. Boghrat has 
composed over 100 pieces and countless arrangements which can 
now be viewed on Youtube. Boghrat is one of the Premier 
Guitarists, who started arranging Persian Pop and Folklore music 
along with those of international music for Classical Guitar since 
1970. Many of his arrangements are played in concert halls 
throughout Europe by his students. 
Web: http://www.laguitarlesson.com/index.php?app=About 
(2014) 

Saenz Pedro (Español) 
El compositor, clavecinista y pianista Pedro Sáenz realizó sus 
primeros estudios de música en su ciudad natal, Buenos Aires, en 
el conservatorio Williams y posteriormente en el Conservatorio 
Nacional de Música y Declamación (hoy Arte escénico “Carlos 
López Buchardo”. Fueron sus maestros Alberto Williams, Torcuato 
Rodríguez Castro, José Gil, Athos Palma, José André y Jorge de 
Lalewicz. En Europa estudió armonía con Paul Le Flem (París) y 
Cesare Dobici (Roma). Egresó del Conservatorio Nacional con la 
Medalla de Oro otorgada al mejor egresado de su promoción. En 
1948 el gobierno francés le otorgó una beca para perfeccionar sus 
conocimientos de composición, cosa que hizo en París con Arthur 
Honegger y Darius Milhaud. 
Sus composiciones abarcan todos los géneros menos el teatro 
lírico. Varias de ellas han obtenido recompensas dentro y fuera del 
país. Entre ellas cabe mencionar: Movimientos Sinfónicos, para 
gran orquesta, premio nacional 1963; Tres Canciones, para canto 
y piano, premio del concurso internacional “G. B. Viotti” de 
Vercelli, Italia, 1958; Divertimento para oboe y clarinete, obra 
encargada por la Asociación Conciertos de Cámara. Premio 
nacional 1960 y Medalla de Plata en el concurso internacional “G. 
B. Viotti”, Vercelli. Italia, 1960 Trío para Cuerdas, estrenado en el 
Teatro Colón en 1955 y premiado al año siguiente por la 
Asociación Wagneriana; “Juguetes”, para piano, Premio Municipal 
1943. 
Como concertista de piano ha realizado giras exitosas por América 
y Europa. En Viena tocó en la Brahams-Saal del Konzertverein en 
1954. En París actuó repetidas veces. También en Barcelona. 
Como clavecinista tocó en Buenos Aires, Montevideo, París y 
Roma. En París actuó en la Casa Argentina estrenando su 
composición “Seis Piezas para Clave”, en 1967. En Roma actuó 
dos veces: la primera fue en 1966 en el Palazzo Orsini auspiciado 
por la Academia Internacional di Música di Cámera y la segunda 
vez en el mismo lugar auspiciado por la misma academia, tocando 
en piano y en clave obras propias y antiguas. Actuó tabien junto a 
Alberto Lysy. Su actividad docente es importante. Fue (1955-
1963) Director del Conservatorio Municipal “Manuel de Falla” y 
Decano de la Facultad de Artes y Ciencias Musicales de la 
Pontificia Universidad Católica “Santa María de los Buenos Aires”. 

Ejerció la cátedra de Piano y Armonía en el Conservatorio 
anteriormente mencionado así como la de Contrapunto en el 
Conservatorio Nacional “Carlos López Buchardo”. En la 
Universidad Católica ejerció las cátedras de Composición, 
Contrapunto y Formas Musicales. (Extraído de “La Guía de la 
Música Argentina” (1971) del Instituto Lucchelli Bonadeo) 
Web: http://www.ciweb.com.ar/Saenz/index.php 

Sagreras Julio Salvador (English) 
Julio Salvador Sagreras (1879-1942), the son and pupil of the 
Spanish guitarist Gaspar Sagreras, made an indispensable 
contribution as a concert artist, composer and guitar teacher. He 
trained many guitarists, among them Antonio Sinópoli, who was 
one of his outstanding students. 
Sagreras developed his activity as a concert artist, appearing as a 
soloist beside his father, and also with Carlos García Tolsa, Juan 
Alais, Antonio Giménez Manjón, Antonio Sinópoli, Domingo Prat 
and his own daughter, Clelia. In 1905 he founded the Sagreras 
Academy, one of the first institutes where the guitar was taught in 
Argentina. Additionally he founded the Association Guitarrística 
Argentina in 1934. He composed more than 150 original works 
and transcriptions for the guitar, several sainetes (one act farces), 
songs for voice and guitar. His didactic work in six volumes, 
Lecciones de guitarra, originally published between 1922 and 
1940 by Ricordi Americana, as well the supplementary volume, 
Técnica superior de la guitarra, where translated in several 
languages and reprinted many times. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Saklar Ceyhun (English) 
The guitarist, composer and lecturer Ceyhun Şaklar was born in 
İstanbul in 1971. His interest in music started to develop as he 
had piano lessons with Ebru Doğan in his early highschool years. 
With her encouragement and guidance, he started studying 
classical guitar and prepared for the conservatory examinations. 
In 1987, he enrolled in İstanbul University State Conservatory, 
the Department of Classical Guitar, and had the chance to study 
with the renowned guitarist, Erdem Sökmen. After a long process 
of education, he graduated form the Conservatory and received a 
B.A. in 1997 with Excellence. Following his graduation, he started 
his career as a lecturer of guitar at the same institution. In 2002, 
he completed his M.A. in İstanbul University State Conservatory, 
the Department of Classical Guitar with his masters thesis titled A 
New Approach to the Use of the Right Hand Technique in Classical 
Guitar, supervised by Erdem Sökmen. In this process, he 
performed many concerts of singing - guitar with soprano Şebnem 
Tuncay Ünal and of solo guitar at various concert halls. 
Şaklar also developed an interest in the discipline of composition 
during his educational process, and from the year 1999 onwards, 
he focused on composition as well. His works “Sonata No.1” and 
“Melancholic Preludes No.1” were awarded with the First Place and 
the First Honorable Mention awards respectively at the National 
Guitar Compositions Competition of the III. Guitar Days 
Organization held by Yıldız Technical University in 2002. In 2004, 
he enrolled in İstanbul University State Conservatory, the 
Department of Composition, and also had the chance to study 
composition with Mete Sakpınar, musical analysis with Emel 
Çelebioğlu, contemporary notation with İlhan Usmanbaş.  
He received his second M.A. degree at this department with his 
master thesis titled A Study on the Polytonality Technique and 
Analysis of Dariu Milhaud’s Work: Saudades do Brasil, supervised 
by Lale Feridunoğlu.  
Şaklar’s  various solo-guitar, two-guitars, three-guitars and 
chamber music works were performed in numerous concert halls 
all around Turkey. In 2003, his work ‘Sonat No.1’ (Section II-
Elegia)  was a compulsary work to be performed by the finalists at 
Yıldız Technical University, Guitar Days Organization IV, Guitar 
Performance Competition.   
he same work was highly celebrated by the highly acclaimed 
guitarist Costas Cotsiolis at Bilkent University, 1st All Turkey 
Guitar Symposium in 2006. In 2007, his work “Variations on the 
Skygger Theme by Jan Garbarek”, which was dedicated to the 
guitar trio Triobio and was performed by the same trio in 2nd All 
Turkey Guitar Symposium, received a lot of positive feedback 
both from the audience and the academics attending the 
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organization. In 2008, his work “Konçertant Fantazi”, which was 
composed for two guitars and an orhcestra and was dedicated to 
Terci-Korad Duo, was performed by İnönü University Orchestra 
and Terci-Korad Duo in Malatya, during 1st İnönü University 
Guitar Days Organization, as a special composition for the 
organization. In the same year, “Melankolik Prelüdler No. 2” was 
performed by Cem Duruöz in New York, Carnegie Hall. His work 
“Tepegoz Suite” was awarded with the First Place award 
respectively at the National Guitar Compositions Competition of 
the X. Guitar Days Organization held by Yıldız Technical University 
in 2009. At the same competition, he was honoured with Samih 
Rifat Jury Special Award. 
Currently employed as a lecturer of guitar at İstanbul University 
State Conservatory since 1997, and of guitar chamber music 
courses since 2005, Şaklar still continues with his composition 
studies. 
Web: http://www.ceyhunsaklar.com/english/biography.html 
(2009) 

Sakuma Takahiro (English) 
Takahiro SAKUMA was born in 1972 in Sapporo, Japan, later lived 
in Sendai. He studied under the professors Reiko Arima, Akira 
Ifukube and Sei Ikeno at the Tokyo College of Music. After 
graduating from the composition of the college, he went to the 
graduate school of same college where he studied under the 
professors Reiko Arima, Akira Nishimura, Shin-ichiro Ikebe and 
Joji Yuasa. He received Arts Master 1998. After that Sakuma 
worked as an assistant of the department of composition of same 
college. 
1995 his work “Rhythmic Dance for Band” was awarded the 
honorable mention in the competition of All Japan Band 
Association. He has received influence in the music of Northern 
Europe and Latin America that has affected his ideas and works. 
Through the strong influence, he went to Argentina and studied 
composition under the professor Fernando Maglia at the 
Conservatorio Nacional Superior de Música, Buenos Aires. He got 
interested in a guitar in this country, after returning to his 
homeland, Sakuma wrote two works for guitar. One is called 
“Dances for two gods” that progressed to the semifinal in the 6º 
Concorso Internazionale di Composizione per Chitarra Classica , 
Alessandria, Italy. Other is called “The dawn of...” for guitar and 
strings that was awarded the honorable mention in the 1º 
Concurso Internacional de Composición – Homenaje al maestro 
Raúl Sánchez Clagget”, Montevideo, Uruguay. 
In 2005 his work “Concertino for Trumpet and Orchestra - praise 
of the earth-” wais awarded the 1st place in the XI International 
Composers Competition “2 AGOSTO”, Bologna, Italy. 
Web: 
http://users.telenet.be/wim.godderis/Paginas/nieuws_bot_en.htm 
(2012) 

Saldarelli Vincenzo (Italiano) 
Ha svolto contemporaneamente gli studi di chitarra con Alvaro 
Company, di composizione con Carlo Prosperi e quelli universitari, 
laureandosi in Giurisprudenza con una tesi in Filosofia del Diritto 
sul tema “Stato del benessere: Diritto e Musica”. Ha scritto brani 
per chitarra sola e per organici vari, ottenendo alcune segnalazioni 
in concorsi quali il “Viotti” di Vercelli. Dopo le prime composizioni, 
“Introduzione ed Elegia” per violino e chitarra (1969) e “Per la 
chitarra” (1971), ha iniziato una intensa attività concertistica che 
lo ha portato a riprendere la composizione solo negli anni ’80 con 
“Elegia Seconda” per flauto, ottavino e chitarra (1982), “Per la 
chitarra ancora” (1984), “… il limpido orizzonte” per chitarra a 10 
corde (1988); il lavoro più recente è “Elegia Terza” per voce 
recitante e pianoforte, dedicato a Sylvano Bussotti per il 60° 
compleanno. L’interesse particolare per la musica contemporanea 
ha portato Saldarelli a continui contatti con gli autori d’oggi, di 
varie generazioni, che gli hanno dedicato molte composizioni da 
lui presentate in “prima assoluta” nei maggiori Festival. 
Esperienza artistica speciale è stata quella per Goffredo Petrassi, 
del quale ha inciso per la Fonit Cetra le opere per chitarra sola e 
con altri strumenti (Suoni notturni, Nunc, Alias, Seconda Serenata 
– Trio). Ha inoltre lavorato nel settore della promozione ed 
organizzazione della musica contemporanea, essendo stato tra i 
fondatori del G.A.M.O. (Gruppo Aperto Musica Oggi di Firenze). Ha 
svolto attività concertistica in tutto il mondo per le più importanti 

istituzioni musicali, con programmi dedicati anche alla riscoperta 
di repertori originali dal Rinascimento all’800 e all’uso di strumenti 
particolari (chitarra “terzina” e chitarra a 10 corde per le opere di 
Bach e di contemporanei, quali Maderna); ha inoltre interpretato 
in Italia e all’estero alcuni concerti per chitarra e orchestra 
(Giuliani, Rodrigo, Villa Lobos). Nel 1970 ha fondato il Trio 
Chitarristico Italiano, con Alfonso Borghese e Roberto Frosali, 
anch’essi provenienti dalla scuola di Alvaro Company. Dal 1969 è 
docente presso l’Istituto Musicale Pareggiato “Orazio Vecchi” di 
Modena, dove per alcuni anni è stato direttore; tiene attualmente 
corsi di perfezionamento. Ha al suo attivo circa cinquanta revisioni 
di opere per liuto e per chitarra, pubblicate da Suvini Zerboni e 
Bérben, un “Metodo” per Ricordi e varie incisioni discografiche 
come solista (Fonit Cetra, Frequenz, Edipan), con il Trio 
Chitarristico Italiano (RCA, Relief), con altri organici da camera 
(Fonit Cetra, Ricordi, Frequenz).  

Saleh Karl-Heinz (english) 
Only at the age of 13 did Karl-Heinz Saleh begin piano lessons. As 
a sixteen-year-old, he began to learn  guitar playing 
autodidactical. In 1978 he began studying dance music and light 
music at the Dresden Conservatory, which he finished in 1983 as 
a graduate guitarist and graduate music teacher. 
It was followed by years of successful work as a professional 
musician. He worked among others ten years together with Dieter 
Beckert as a singer-songwriter and formed the Dresdner guitar 
duo with Jörg Naßler 1988-2000. From 1985 to 1989 he was 
musical director at the „Dresdner Theater der Jungen Generation“. 
During this time he met Gerhard Schöne, Thomas Riedel and H.-
Eckardt Wenzel. He worked for many years with them together 
and he wrote many compositions and arrangements for them. He 
is responsible for various CD productions of these artists. 
Karl-Heinz Saleh is a freelance musician and guitar and e-bass 
teacher at the Kreismusikschule "Carl Orff" in Grevesmühlen. He 
is a member of the salon trio "Roter Mohn", the duo "Die 
Kompromisten" and the chamber choir "Perlmutt". (Rainer Stelle) 

Sallerio Othon (Portuguese) 
O violão brasileiro de OTHON SALLEIRO  
No livro “Música Popular Brasileira Estilizada” de autoria de 
Henrique Pedrosa(Editora Universidade Santa Úrsula,1988) 
encontramos na página 143 a seguinte constatação: “Em termos 
de violão a maior barbaridade é o esquecimento e quase total 
descaso quanto a Othon Salleiro. Perguntem subitamente a um 
violonista erudito como João Pedro Borges quem é o Ernesto 
Nazareth do violão atual. Othon Salleiro será a resposta”. Fui ao 
lançamento do livro, que contou com um maravilhoso recital de 
Rafael Rabello...Esta questão do Othon desde então ficou me 
incomodando. Realmente muito pouco se sabe a seu respeito. 
Para alguém obstinado que procure no Google, nos sites sobre 
violão ou mesmo no Dicionário Cravo Albin, nada encontrará. Por 
outro lado, uma incursão na discografia brasileira de 78 rpm 
também nada revelará. Então ele não compôs ou gravou? 
Transcrevo a seguir algumas informações obtidas nas minhas 
fontes e que podem ajudar a delinear o perfil de um dos mais 
interessantes e originais violonistas brasileiros. Isto sem 
mencionar o grande compositor que foi.  
Othon Sivaldo Vaz Salleiro nasceu na cidade do RIO DE JANEIRO 
no início do século passado. Aos dezesseis anos torna-se aluno de 
Quincas Laranjeiras e sua vocação musical começa a incomodar 
seus pais, que desejavam vê-lo formado em Medicina. Passa 
então um período de reclusão no Rio Grande do Sul, fixando-se 
em Porto Alegre. Neste período produz algumas de suas 
composições favoritas. Retorna ao Rio de Janeiro e, em 1929, 
podemos ver sua fotografia na revista “O Violão” de Março, com a 
seguinte legenda: Othon Sivaldo Vaz Salleiro, risonha esperança 
da virtuosidade do Violão e alumno do professor Gustavo Ribeiro( 
nesta foto ele aparece tocando violão na casa Cavaquinho de 
Ouro). Aos vinte e oito anos ingressa na Faculdade Nacional de 
Medicina, onde se forma e faz mais tarde especialização em 
Psiquiatria. Trabalhou como Psiquiatra no Hospital do Engenho de 
Dentro durante quarenta anos, mas nunca perdeu a proximidade 
com a música! Conviveu com os grandes chorões como o já citado 
Quincas Laranjeiras, João Pernambuco, João da Baiana, 
Pixinguinha e um ilustre visitante:Agustín Barrios. O point era o 
“Cavaquinho de Ouro”, mas as noitadas podiam se estender para 
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a Lapa. Era a nata da boemia ! Todo mundo enchia a cara e 
depois bebia leite para rebater...Barrios provavelmente foi quem 
mais influenciou Salleiro, passando para este a importancia do 
apuro técnico e o gosto pelo folclore. Reza a lenda que, quando 
Segóvia por aqui esteve em 1937, ficou impressionado com o 
virtuosismo de nosso patrício e não se furtou em dar-lhe 
conselhos . Também Narciso Yepes, outra celebridade, ao vê-lo 
tocar “Batucada-choro” ficou tão impressionado que passou a 
incluir esta música de Salleiro em seu repertório. Compositor 
muito inspirado, teve como parceiros João dos Santos, João 
Pernambuco e Julinho Ferramenta (célebre chorão da Ilha do 
Governador). Com estes e Pixinguinha, freqüentava os saraus da 
casa de Jacob do Bandolim, de quem foi padrinho de casamento. 
Eram quase vizinhos...Um belo dia, acabaram por se estranhar e 
a amizade terminou. Conheço duas versões para este 
acontecimento: Uma (a que consta na biografia de Jacob) diz que 
eles brigaram porque Salleiro teria humilhado um violonista 
iniciante num sarau. A outra atribui isto ao fato dele afirmar que a 
valsa “Santa Lorena”( de autoria de Jacob) era sua. A idéia que 
temos de Salleiro, ao ler esta biografia de Jacob, é a pior possível! 
Ele é reduzido a uma figura bizarra que, por um impulso 
exibicionista, terminou por ser excluído do sarau por Jacob! 
Admirado por muitos violonistas ele foi, nas palavras de Sérgio de 
Pinna. : “Um dos maiores compositores brasileiros de todos os 
tempos...”. Nicanor Teixeira não poupa elogios quando diz que ; 
“O Salleiro para mim era um cara fantástico, que dividia seu 
tempo entre a música e a psiquiatria”. Tão grande quanto o 
violonista e o compositor, foi o professor que em trinta e três dias 
de curso intensivo proporcionou ao então novato Sebastião 
Tapajós uma desenvoltura técnica que seria admirada em sua 
vitoriosa carreira e até por Emílio Pujol, que se tornaria mais 
tarde o seu mestre na Europa. “Foram dias de trabalho intensivo. 
Começávamos às sete da manhã e só largávamos às sete da 
noite”, disse-me Tapajós.  
O único registro que temos do Salleiro como violonista é o incrível 
LP “Violão Brasileiro-Othon Salleiro”, Musidisc-HI-FI 2115. Neste 
disco ele passeia por vários ritmos através de composições suas e 
que nos remetem a várias partes do nosso Pais. Estas são 
músicas muito bem elaboradas e com soluções harmônicas 
bastante interessantes. Trata-se sem dúvida de um compositor 
muito sofisticado e suas músicas possuem um alto nível de 
dificuldades em termos de execução. São dez músicas com os 
seguintes títulos: “Batucada-choro”; “Excelsa”; “Viola da 
saudade”; “Ternura”; “Reminiscências cariocas”; “Confidências”; 
“Côco-baião”; “Chimarrita”; “Luar dos trópicos” e “Festa do 
Bonfim”.  
Felizmente tenho este LP e posso afirmar que se trata de uma 
obra de muita qualidade! 
Em 1999, ano em que Salleiro faleceu, aparece o CD 
“Homage”(edições musicais Aguiar) do Violonista Nélio Rodrigues 
apresentando dezesseis composições de Salleiro, a maioria 
inéditas! Este lançamento passou desapercebido, mas fornece 
uma clara visão da genialidade do compositor. Este é o violão 
brasileiro de Othon Salleiro. 
Web: http://www.samba-choro.com.br/artistas/othonsalleiro 

Salvador Matilde (Italiano) 
Matilde Salvador, importante compositrice catalana nata nel 1918, 
autrice di musica per il teatro e per il balletto, nonché di 
riconosciute importanti opere cameristiche e sinfoniche. 

Salvador Matilde (Español) 
(Castellón de la Plana, 1918). Comp. y pian. esp.. prof. del Cons. 
de Valencia. disc. de Asencio, su esposo. Ha cultivado con especial 
esmero la canción y el lied (cerca de 150 canciones en castellano 
y valenciano): ciclo Alba lirica, Arietas de primavera, Canciones 
infantile!... También ha cultivado otros campos, como la opera 
(Lafilla del rei Barbut y Vinatea) y el ballet (Sortilegio de la luna, 
El segoviano esquivo, Retablo de Navidad, Betlem de la Pigà, 
etc.), canciones (Endchas y cantares de Sepharad). Aunque 
cercana a la escuela fr., sigue fiel a la tonalidad. (Mariano Pérez – 
Diccionario de la Música y los Músicos) 

Salvadori Luca (Italiano) 
(Roma, 1958) Ha studiato composizione con T. Procaccini, R. 
Vlad, F. Donatoni; Direzione d'orchestra con D. Paris, F. Ferrara; 
Organo con G. Agostini, A. Sacchetti, L.F. Tagliavini. Ha scritto 

numerose composizioni eseguite da interpreti di prestigio in varie 
rassegne dedicate alla musica contemporanea e radiotrasmesse. 

Samaras Christos (English) 
Christos Samaras was born in 1956 in Doxato, near Drama. He 
embarked his music studies at the State Conservatory of 
Thessaloniki (1969-76) studying Music Theory - Harmony with 
Ioannis Damianos and Counterpoint with Kostas Nikitas - as well 
as Flute with Emmanuel Ekaterinis. In the autumn of 1976 he 
continued his studies at the University of Music and Fine Arts in 
Vienna, studying Composition with Friedrich Cerha and Erich 
Urbanner, and Flute with Louis Riviere and Robert Wolf. In 1981 
he graduated with the Diploma of Composition and in 1982 with 
the Pedagogical Degree of Flute. Between 1982 and 1984 he 
pursued post-graduate studies in Composition at the University of 
Fine Arts of Berlin with Isang Yun. He also attended Composition 
Classes presented by Luigi Nono, Karl-Heinz Stockhausen, Witold 
Lutoslawski, Diether Schnebel and Klaus Huber.  Since 1984 he 
lives and works in Thessaloniki.  
In 1984 he gained the Second Prize in the Competition of 
Composition in Hammeln of Germany with the work “Askitiki” 
(1982) for small orchestra, and in 1985 the Second Prize for 
composition in the competition Carl Maria von Weber in Dresden, 
Germany with the “Fourth String Quartet” (1984).  In 1987 he 
took the First Prize in the Competition of Composition of the 
Foundation for Literature and Arts under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Culture in Athens with the work “Paradromes” (1986) 
for eleven instruments. In 1989 he took the First Prize in the 
Competition of Composition ALEA III of the University of Boston, 
USA with the work “Apologia II” (1988) for small orchestra. In 
1990 he gained the First Prize in the Competition of Composition 
of the Foundation for Literature and Arts under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Culture in Athens with the work “Monogramma” (1989) 
for solo violin. In 1993 he received Distinction in the Competition 
of Composition of the Arts Foundation “Techni” in Thessaloniki for 
his work “Thrinos” (1993) for mixed chorus. In 1995 he took the 
Third Prize in the Competition of Composition of the Foundation 
for Literature and Arts in Athens with the work “Sonatine” (1993) 
for flute and piano. In 1995 he gained the Second Prize in the 
competition of composition of the Union of Greek Composers in 
the memory of Y.A. Papaioannou with the work “Concert for violin 
and chamber orchestra” (1994). Finally in 1996 he took the First 
Prize from the Macedonian Arts Company for his work 
“Macedonian Rhapsody” (1996) for orchestra. His works have 
been performed in Austria, Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, France, 
Germany, England, Yugoslavia, Greece, USA, Italy, Hungary, 
Russian, Spain and Turkey. They have also been presented by the 
Greek, French, German, Austrian and Australian Radio-Television.   
At present he is Professor of Composition in the Department of 
Music Studies, Faculty of Fine Arts of the Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki. He has taught Music Theory and Composition in 
various musical institutions of Thessaloniki and other cities. For 
many years he has been appointed Artistic Director in many of 
these music institutions. He has also taught composition in 
various seminars and workshops.  
His compositional work includes over 100 compositions and covers 
almost all sectors: 2 symphonies, the opera “Gioconda”, 4 string 
quartets, 2 concerts for piano and orchestra, concert for flute und 
orchestra, concert for violin and chamber orchestra, a music-
theatre, around 25 orchestral works, chamber music for various 
ensembles, songs, choral music and music for solo instruments. 
His work is published by the Music Publishing House 
“Papagregoriou-Nakas”. 
Web: http://users.auth.gr/~chrisama/en/enbiograph.html (2009)  

Sambolicek Vjenceslav (English) 
Vjenceslav Sambolicek (1904-1970) was also introduced to the 
guitar as a very young boy, and later managed to acquire a better 
instrument thanks to a job he had at an instrument factory, where 
he received a guitar instead of a salary for work he did there. 
After the upheavalof World War II, in1949, Sambolicek enrolled in 
the music School in Virovitica, where he would be teaching the 
classical guitar for about a decade. He was also attive as a guitar 
lecturer in various Croatian cities around Virovitica such as 
Daruvar and Podravska Slatina. Although he was a professional 
house painter, as an amateur musician Sambolicek composed 
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over 120 different pieces, mostly for one and two guitars, but also 
for tambour orchestras which he also conducted, and music for 
one operetta. He wrote down many traditional Slavonic folk 
melodies, and some of them he published in his music editions. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II 
Croatia, 2003) 

Samorì Aurelio (Italiano) 
AURELIO SAMORÌ ha svolto gli studi musicali al Conservatorio “G. 
Rossini” di Pesare diplomandosi in Strumentazione per Banda, 
Composizione, Pianoforte e Musica Elettronica, rispettivamente 
sotto la guida dei maestri Òttavio Faccenda, Boris Porena, Eliana 
Marzeddu e Walter Branchi. A Darmastadt ha seguito i semi-nari 
sulla nuova musica tenuti da Karl-heinz Stockhausen, Gyorgy 
Ligeti ed Henry Pousseur.Ha frequentato, all'Accademia Musicale 
Chigiana a Siena e all'Accademia di S. Cecilia a Roma, i corsi di 
perfezionamento in composizione tenuti da Franco Donatoni. 
Ha partecipato a vari concorsi di composizione ottenendo 
numerosi premi e riconoscimenti, tra i quali: “Città di Varese” 
(1979), “Ville de Sablè sur Sarthe” (Francia, 1983), “G. Petrassi” 
(Parma, 1986), “E. Porrino” (Cagliari, 1986), “Città di Trieste” 
(1987).Ha avuto esecuzioni in importanti rassegne e festivals di 
musica contemporanea, nelle tre reti radiofoniche della RAI, in 
Francia, Germania, Grecia, Stati Uniti d'America, Spagna, 
Romania, Svizzera, Belgio e Argentina. Gli sono stati dedicati 
concerti monografici a Roma, Torino, Pesaro, Faenza e Como. 
Dal 1977 insegna Composizione al Conservatorio Statale di Musica 
“G. Rossini” di Pesaro. (2008) 

Samuel Rhian (English) 
(20th century Welsh, b. 1944) 
She studied at the University of Reading in England then at 
Washington University in St. Louis after coming to the United 
States. She taught for a few years at St. Louis Conservatory 
before returning to Britain where she became Head of the Music 
Department at the University of Reading. She has won several 
major awards, including the ASCAP Nissim award. She has made 
several successful settings of women's poetry, including Emily 
Dickinson and May Sarton. She is also a writer in the field of 
feminist musicology. 
Web: http://www.womensmusic.com/sz.html 

Sanchez Blas (Français) 
Né en 1935 aux Canaries. Etudie le violon, I’Harmonie et le 
Contrepoint à Las Palmas. Etudie la guitare en autodidatte et crée 
sa propre méthode. Etudes musicales à Madrid puis Paris 
(CHAILLEY, CHARPENTIER). Professeur au Conservatoire de Vitry 
WSeine. A composé plus de 1000 pièces pour guitare (et avec 
d’autres instruments): “Les 7 visages de l’ime”, “Psaumes, 
Magma”, et un concerto pour guitarapa (instrument à 13 cordes 
créé par lui) etc. Dirige le Guitar-Consort (ensemble de 16 
guitares). 

Sánchez Haase Diego (Italiano) 
Direttore di Orchestra, Compositore, Pianista e Clavicembalista. 
Nato a Villarrica, Paraguay, nel 1970, Diego Sánchez Haase è 
emerso negli ultimi anni come uno dei piú importanti musicisti 
paraguaiani della sua generazione. In  giovane etá ha iniziato i 
suoi studi musicali suonando l´arpa paraguaiana. Nel corso della 
sua formazione in Villarrica, ha studiato piano con Elba O. de 
Mussi e Ana María Barrios, e Teoría, Solfeggio ed Armonía con 
Nicolás Ayala. Ha continuato gli studi in Asunción con Balbina 
Salcedo Milleres, conseguendo il titolo di Professore Superiore di 
Pianoforte con un voto di “Eccellente, con Meriti Eccezionali”. Ha 
poi studiato Composizione e Direzione d’Orchestra con il maestro 
Florentín Giménez. 
A partire del 1989 ha viaggiato frequentemente in Europa ed 
America perfezionandosi grazie a diverse borse di studio di 
organismi internazionali come il IILA, la UNESCO, la OEA ed il 
Goethe Institut. In tal modo, ha studiato Direzione d’Orchestra in 
Italia, Germania, Venezuela, Brasile, Spagna e Stati Uniti, con la 
guida di maestri di fama mondiale fra i quali Helmuth Rilling, 
Armin Thalheim, Mario Benzecry, Albert Juliá e Thomas 
Sommerville. Nella Internationale Bachakademie Stuttgart 
ha studiato la música di J.S. Bach, con il celebre maestro Helmuth 
Rilling. Come direttore e pianista si è presentato in Paraguay, 
Argentina, Venezuela, Brasile, Spagna, Stati Uniti e Germania, 

dirigendo importanti gruppi sinfonici. 
Nel 1992 ha fondato l´Orchestra da Camera di Villarrica, diventata 
oggi l´Orchestra Filarmónica Guaireña, la prima nel suo genere 
all’interno del paese. È stato anche il primo direttore 
dell´Orchestra Filarmónica di Encarnación. 
Nel 1998 è stato vincitore, all’unanimità, del Primo Premio nel 
Concorso Internazionale “Seconda Selezione di Direttori 
Latinoamericani”, svoltosi nella città di Mendoza, Argentina. 
Nell’anno 2001 è stato designato direttore titolare dell´Orchestra 
della Universidad del Norte, di Asunción. 
Nel campo della composizione, Diego Sánchez Haase è autore di 
numerosi pezzi sinfonici e da camera, come “El Viejo Daniel”, 
concertino per clavicembalo ed orchestra, eseguito per prima 
volta nel “Quarto Incontro di Compositori Latinoamericani” in Belo 
Horizonte, Brasile, ed in Berlino, nel novembre del 2002; “En 
Karumbé, una estampa de Villarrica”, per pianoforte, eseguito in 
Washington dalla pianista Nathaly Gustafson, ed inciso dalla 
pianista argentina Valentina Díaz-Frenót nel disco “Compositori 
del Mercosur”, editato dal Centro di Documentazione Musicale del 
MERCOSUR. Con questa composizione, il maestro Sánchez Haase 
ha ottenuto il Premio Nazionale di Música del Paraguay (2003), 
offerto dal Congreso Nazionale; “Variaciones Sinfónicas”, eseguito 
in Argentina dall´Orquesta Sinfónica de Mar del Plata. 
Nel campo della docenza, è stato Vicedirettore della Scuola di 
Música Diapasón di Asunción, ove ha insegnato anche Forme 
Musicali e Storia della Musica, ed inoltre è Titolare della cattedra 
di Armonía nel Conservatorio Municipale di Musica di Asunción. 
Diego Sánchez Haase ha presentato nell´ottobre del 2002 il suo 
libro “La Música en el Paraguay (Historia y Análisis)”, ed ha scritto 
numerosi articoli pubblicati in riviste, libri e periodici del Paraguay. 
Nel campo della gestione culturale, ha formato nel 1996, la 
Fundación Filarmónica Guaireña. Dal 1999, è membro del 
“Consejo Asesor de Cultura”, del Viceministero di Cultura del 
Paraguay. 
Varie istituzioni hanno premiato il suo variato lavoro conferendogli 
numerosi riconoscimenti come: “Premio Joven Sobresaliente 1992 
(Camara Junior de Asunción), Premio Radio Curupayty a la Música 
1993 (Radio Curupayty de Asunción), Premio “Amgios del Arte 
1995” (Asociación Amigos del Arte, Asunción), nominazione tra i 
“Cincuenta Paraguayos del año 2000”, e la Menzione di Onore del 
“Gran Premio Oscar Trinidad”. Inoltre è stato nominato “Hijo 
Dilecto de la Ciudad de Villarrica”, dal Consiglio Municipale di 
detta città. 

Sancho José (English) 
(…) Most of what we know about Sancho comes from an entry in 
Domingo Prat's famous Diccionario of 1934. According to Prat, 
Sancho was born in the province of Valencia, Spain, and was a 
member of the “Estudiantina Figaro”, who first visited America in 
1879. These were the “original Spanish Students” about whom I 
wrote at length in the fall 1991 Soundboard as being the impetus 
for the great mandolin craze that swept the country in the final 
decades of the 19th century. In that article dealing with the 
American fretted-instrument magazine The Cadenza, I quote 
Samuel Adelstein, a San Francisco-based mandolin player, who 
together with the a forementioned Romero “established the first 
mandolin orchestra on the Pacific Coast”, about the “Estudiantina 
Figaro”. Writing in 1900, Adelstein states that this group was in 
California in 1882 and disbanded in Buenos Aires in 1885. 
Sancho apparently lived a peripatetic life. He was back in Buenos 
Aires in 1904, which accounts for the appearance of his opus 11 
there, and returned to the United States the following year. Along 
the way, Sancho managed to find publishers for his music. Some 
of it appeared in San Francisco as early as 1889. Jean White 
published him in Boston. His works also appeared in Paris and 
Milan. 
Our examples come from an entire series issued by the New York 
publisher Hugo V. Schlam. All carry a 1900 copyright date. (…) 
(Peter Danner, GFA Soundboard Summer 1997) 

Sani Nicola (English) 
Nicola Sani was born 1961 in Ferrara (Italy). He was interested in 
music from an early age and had his first experiences in musical 
improvisation under the teaching of Mauro Cova in Rome. He later 
studied composition with Domenico Guaccero, Antonio Scarlato, 
Guido Baggani, and electronic music with Giorgio Nottoli. He also 
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took courses with Karlheinz Stockhausen and David Keane. 
He is author and performer of numerous compositions that 
combine electronics, digital and traditional instruments, and has 
performed at the most important festivals of contemporary and 
electronic music in Italy and abroad. He has had various 
commissions from WDR Cologne and RAI and from RAISAT for 
video works. 
From 1986 to 1988 he was responsible for the music section of 
the “Festival Arte Elettronica” in Camerino, Italy. From 1984 to 
1989 he was General Manager of the S.I.M., Società Informatica 
Musicale, one of the most important Italian centres for the 
research and application of new technology to music. 
Nicola Sani is now responsible for the sound-image and music 
programmes of RAISAT. 
In 1990 Nicola Sani and Mario Sasso were awarded the Prix Ars 
Electronica “Golden Nica” for Computer Animation for their work 
“Footprint”. 
Web: http://www.kunstradio.at/BIOS/sanibio.html 

Sani Nicola (Italiano) 
Nato a Ferrara nel 1961, dopo le prime esperienze musicali con 
Maura Cova studia composizione con Domenico Guaccero e 
musica elettronica con Giorgio Nottoli, perfezionandosi grazie ai 
seminari di composizione di Karlheinz Stockhausen e di 
informatica musicale del CSC dell'Università di Padova e dell'IMEB 
di Bourges (Francia). Compositore eclettico (opere strumentali, 
elettroacustiche, teatro musicale, danza, installazioni 
multimediali), Nicola Sani ha ottenuto nella sua carriera 
commissioni da numerose istituzioni internazionali, comprese il 
WDR-Studio Akustische Kunst di Colonia, la Technische Universität 
di Berlino, la Triennale di Colonia, la Musik der Jahrhunderte di 
Stoccarda e l’INA GRM di Parigi, ricevendo inoltre la Commande 
d'Etat del Governo Francese per una nuova creazione per il 
Festival Synthése 2000 di Bourges.  
In Italia ha collaborato con la RAI-Radiotelevisione Italiana, 
l’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, il Teatro di Roma, il 
CIDIM-Comitato Nazionale Musica, Nuova Consonanza, il Festival 
Musica Presente presso il Teatro Alla Scala di Milano ed il Festival 
Romaeuropa.  
La sua passione per lo spettacolo e le arti visive lo hanno portato 
a lavorare tra gli altri con Michelangelo Antonioni, Daniele 
Abbado, Roberto Andò, Nam June Paik, Ugo Gregoretti, 
Fabrizio Plessi, Studio Azzurro, Compagnia Corte Sconta, 
Gianni Carluccio. 
Un discorso a parte merita la collaborazione con Mario Sasso, 
con cui nel 1990 ha vinto il Prix Ars Electronica di Linz (Austria) 
per la composizione video Footprint, prodotta da RaiSat, e con cui 
ha realizzato inoltre le installazioni intermediali Le città 
continue/La stanza di Vertov (1996, Sonambiente, Berlino), 
Omaggio a Giacomo Leopardi (1998, Quadriennale Roma) e La 
torre delle trilogie (1998, su commissione de “I Guzzini”): 
quest'ultima è stata presentata nei più importanti musei 
internazionali, ha ricevuto il Premio Guggenheim ed ha 
rappresentato l'Italia all'Expò Universale di Hannover 2000. 
Curatore e consulente per diverse istituzioni (Festival Arte 
Elettronica di Camerino, IUC-Istituzione Universitaria dei Concerti 
di Roma, Progetto Sonora, sostenuto dai Ministeri degli Affari 
Esteri e dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali), collabora anche con il 
quotidiano “l'Unità” ed il settimanale “Diario” ed è autore dei libri 
Informatica: Musica/Industria e Musica Espansa. 
Il suo catalogo è edito dalle Edizioni Suvini Zerboni di Milano. 
Web: http://www.romaeuropa.net/archivio/artisti/sani.html 

Santoro Claudio (Portuguese) 
Claudio Franco de Sá Santoro (Manaus, 23-11-1919 - Brasília, 27-
03-1989) foi um dos mais inquietos e polivalentes músicos de 
nosso tempo. Menino prodígio, inspirado criador e brilhante 
intérprete, dinâmico organizador, lúcido pedagogo e incansável 
pesquisador, desenvolveu nacional e internacionalmente intensa 
atividade como compositor, regente, professor, organizador, 
administrador, articulista, jurado, representante brasileiro em 
conferências e organizações internacionais, tendo sido convidado 
de diversos Governos e instituições estrangeiras. 
Foi distinguido com os seguintes Prêmios: Orquestra Sinfônica 
Brasileira (1943), Chamber Music Guild de Washington e RCA 
Victor (1944), Interventor Dornelles (1945), Guggenheim 

Foundation Fellowship (New York, 1945), Governo Francês para 
estudos de pós graduação em Paris (1947), Lili Boulanger 
(Boston, 1948), Berkshire Music Center (Boston, 1949), Medalha 
de Ouro da Associação de Críticos Teatrais do Rio de Janeiro 
(1950), numerosos prêmios para trilha sonora de filmes, inclusive 
o Estadual de São Paulo e Medalha de Ouro da Associação de 
Críticos de Cinema do Rio de Janeiro (entre 1951 e 1958), 
Internacional da Paz (Viena, 1953), Saci (Oscar brasileiro, 1954), 
Estado de São Paulo (1959), Teatro Municipal do Rio de Janeiro 
(1960), Ministério da Educação e Cultura (pela inauguração de 
Brasília -1960), Associação Jornalistas de Brasília (1964), Jornal 
do Brasil (1965), Melhor Obra do Festival da Guanabara (1970) 
Governo do Estado do Rio (1973), Golfinho de Ouro (1977), 
Moinho Santista (1979), Ciccilo Matarazzo (1985), Shell (1985), 
Lei Sarney (1987). 
Recebeu as seguintes condecorações: Governo do Amazonas 
(1969), Bundesverdienstkreuz (Rep. Federal Alemã, 1979), 
Medalha do Mérito do Estado do Amazonas (1982), Ordem do Rio 
Branco (1985), Ordem do Mérito de Brasília (1986), Governo da 
Bulgária (1986), Governo da Polônia (1987), Ordem do Mérito do 
Alvorada (1987), Governo da França (póstumo, 1989). E a 
Câmara Legislativa do Distrito Federal – através de projeto da 
Deputada Lúcia Carvalho – concedeu-lhe o titulo de Cidadão 
Honorário de Brasília, em sessão solene realizada no Teatro 
Nacional Claudio Santoro em 01-08-2003 e a Universidade de 
Brasília concedeu-lhe o título de Doutor Honoris Causa em 19-10-
2005. 
Convidado pelo Governo da República Federal Alemã para o 
Programa “Artista Residente de Berlim Ocidental (1966/7) e pela 
Fundação Brahms para Artista Residente da Casa de Brahms 
(Baden Baden), entre os cargos desempenhados,  
títulos e atividades destacam-se: 
Fundador e Maestro Titular das Orquestras de Câmara da Rádio 
MEC e da Universidade de Brasília, das Orquestras Sinfônicas da 
Rádio Club do Brasil e do Teatro Nacional de Brasília; Professor 
Titular, Coordenador para os Assuntos Musicais, Diretor e 
Organizador do Departamento de Música da Universidade de 
Brasília; Presidente da Ordem dos Músicos do Brasil (Seção 
Brasília); Diretor Musical da Fundação Cultural do Distrito Federal; 
Membro do Conselho Diretor do Conselho Interamericano de 
Música (O.E.A); Organizador e Diretor do Centro de Difusão e 
Informação para a música da América Latina junto ao Instituto de 
Estudos Comparativos da Música e Documentação (Berlim 
Ocidental); Membro da Academia Brasileira de Música, da 
Academia Brasileira de Artes e da Academia de Música e Letras do 
Brasil, da qual foi Presidente. Entre 1970 e 1978 foi, por 
concurso, Professor de Regência e Composição, Diretor da 
Orquestra e do Departamento de Músicos de Orquestra da Escola 
Estatal Superior de Música Heidelberg Mannheim, na Alemanha 
Ocidental. 
Regente convidado das mais importantes orquestras do mundo 
Filarmônica de Leningrado, Estatal de Moscou, RIAS Berlin, ORTF 
Paris, OSSODRE Montevidéu, Beethovenhalle Bonn, Sinfônica da 
Rádio de Praga, Filarmônica de Bucarest, Sinfônica de 0 Porto, 
Filarmônica de Sofia, PRO ART (Londres) Île de France (Paris), 
Sinfônica da Rádio de Leipzig, Sinfônica de Magdeburg, 
Filarmônica de Varsóvia etc. alem de todas as Orquestras 
brasileiras. 
Claudio Santoro faleceu em Brasília a 27 de março de 1989, 
regendo, durante o ensaio geral do 1º concerto da temporada, 
que seria em homenagem ao Bicentenário da Revolução Francesa. 
Sua atuação a nível artístico, educacional e político foi marcante e 
influenciou várias gerações, tendo dado vida a inúmeras 
organizações de caráter musical ou cunho pedagógico e fisionomia 
a instituições de ensino e até mesmo a cidades. 
Após sua morte, o Governador Orestes Quércia (SP) baixou 
decreto dando ao Auditório de Campos de Jordão o nome de 
Claudio Santoro. A Prefeitura de Uberlândia deu seu nome a uma 
praça e a Prefeitura de Cascavel também assim denominou sua 
Sala de Espetáculos. E a 1º. de setembro de 1989 o Senado 
Federal - através de projeto do Senador Maurício Correia, 
aprovado pela Comissão do Distrito Federal - promulgou Lei que 
denomina de Teatro Nacional Claudio Santoro o até então Teatro 
Nacional de Brasília. 
Em sua homenagem, e destinada a se ocupar das artes em geral, 
foi criada em Brasília em 1995 a Associação Cultural Claudio 
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Santoro - cujo primeiro Presidente foi o insigne amazonense, 
Senador Bernardo Cabral - atualmente presidida pela pianista e 
profa. dra. Jaci Tofano. 
Web: http://www.editionsavart.com/Santoro/open.html 

Santórsola Guido (Italiano) 
(1904-1994) 
Il contributo di Santórsola al repertorio chitarristico può essere 
suddiviso in due fasi: la prima, più tradizionale, è permeata da un 
gusto post-romantico e post-impressionistico; la seconda (a 
partire dal 1969), testimonia la conversione dell’autore alla 
dodecafonia. 

Sanz-Burguete Enrique (Español) 
Nace en Valencia, (España). A los 8 años comienza sus estudios 
musicales continúando en el Instituto Musical Giner, Sociedad 
Coral El Micalet, de su ciudad natal. Posteriormente ingresa en el 
Conservatorio Superior de Música Joaquín Rodrigo y obtiene, con 
diversos premios y distinciones, las titulaciones de Composición, 
Musicología, Pedagogía Musical, Solfeo y Teoría de la Música y 
Piano. Así mismo, realizó estudios de Dirección de Orquesta con 
Manuel Galduf y de Ciencias Matemáticas en la Universidad de 
Valencia. Amplió estudios en diversos cursos nacionales e 
internacionales como los de Música en Compostela, Stage de 
composition autour L´UPIC de I. Xenakis, Festival Internacional 
de Granada, Universidad del Sur de California e IRCAM de Paris, 
recibiendo enseñanzas de Luis De Pablo, Tristán Murail, Philippe 
Manoury, y de Leo Brouwer entre otros. Su música para 
producciones teatrales ha obtenido diversos premios. Recibió el 
“Premio Valencia de Composición” 1987. Ha recibido encargos 
para el Festival Internacional de Música Contemporánea de 
Alicante, Festival Internacional de Música Contemporánea 
ENSEMS, del Centro para la Difusión de la Música Contemporánea 
(Ministerio de Cultura), Generalitat Valenciana, Instituto 
Valenciano de la Música, Escuela de Composición y Creación de 
Alcoy, Orquesta de Valencia, Festival Internacional de Morelia 
(México), y de diversos ensembles instrumentales y solistas. 
También numerosas peticiones como las del 36th. International 
Horn Symposium, Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona, 
(MACBA), XXIV Festival BBK, (Guggenheim Bilbao), y de artistas 
como Miguel Álvarez, J. Orozco, Spanish Brass Luur Metalls, Grup 
Instrumental de València, Ensemble Espai Sonor, Quinteto 
Cuesta, Grupo Illana, NEXEduet , Ensemble Archaeus (Bucarest), 
Ars Poetica (Moldavia), Solars Vortices (París), Rubén Parejo, J.L 
Ruiz del Puerto, J. E. Lluna , J. Guerola y Charo Vallés entre otros. 
Ha sido profesor y director del Conservatorio San Rafael de Buñol 
(Valencia). Profesor, por oposición, de Armonía, ha impartido 
clases de esta materia, así como de Análisis Musical, en el 
Conservatorio de Torrent. Actualmente ejerce la docencia, como 
Catedrático, en la especialidad de Composición impartiendo clases 
de música contemporánea en el Conservatorio Superior de 
Música, Joaquín Rodrigo, de Valencia. Su música abarca diferentes 
géneros. Partituras suyas se han interpretado en numerosos 
festivales y programaciones internacionales de música en países 
como, Francia, Reino Unido, Bélgica, U.S.A, Japón, Alemania, 
Italia, Brasil, México, C.E.I. (Moscú), Rumanía , Moldavia, Cuba, 
Portugal, etc. Su obra Ise Monogatari III para guitarra solista 
amplificada, sonidos de síntesis y Orquesta, representó a España 
en la The New Music Week 3th Edition. Bucarest, (Rumanía). 
Pavana para un Aniversario, para orquesta sinfónica, conmemoró 
el 60 aniversario de la Orquesta de Valencia. Bettina versus 
Goethe, para quinteto de metales, fue seleccionada como obra de 
libre elección en el Concours International Musique de Chambre 
de Lyon (abril de 2005). En 2007 su obra El Octavo Círculo, para 
guitarra, tuvo buenas críticas en su estreno en México y Portugal. 
En la presente temporada se ha escuchado obra suya en USA, 
Brasil y Argentina y se ha estrenado Estudio con Luz, en el 
Festival Andrés Segovia, Saltanah, con numerosas audiciones y 
para 2 percusionistas, y están previstos los estrenos de su sexteto 
con piano Chuang Tzu y la mariposa, Estudio con Luz II y de 
Amatilde, para el Concurso Internacional de Piano José Iturbi, 
entre otras. Ha formado parte de jurados en Certámenes 
Musicales, como el Internacional de guitarra Luys Milán (L´Ollería, 
Valencia), Concurso de Composición de la Academia Int. de 
Marimba NEXEduet, en el Conservatorio de Perpignan y en otros 
Premios de Composición. Ha sido director artístico del Grup 

Contemporani de Valencia y miembro directivo de la Asociación 
Valenciana de Música Contemporánea. Imparte cursos de análisis 
musical e igualmente, ha realizado conferencias sobre la música 
española, y sobre su obra en particular, como las realizadas en el 
Instituto Superior de Arte de La Habana (Cuba), Foro Juan Luis 
Vives (Universidad de Valencia), IV Jornadas Internacionales de 
Guitarra, etc. Ha sido productor musical del CD Homenaje a 
Francisco Llácer Pla interpretado por el Grupo Illana. Se han 
realizado 11 Discos Compactos que contienen algunas de sus 
obras. El sello discográfico, GADIRaifa, tiene editado Un retrato de 
cámara en vivo, C.D. monográfico, que recoge parte de su obra 
camerística. Obras, a su vez, publicadas por Piles, Editorial de 
Música S.A. 
Web: http://pilesmusic.net/autores-4011/ (2012) 

Sanz Velez Esteban (English) 
This composer studied piano, composition and orchestral 
conducting in the Real Conservatorio Superior de Musica de 
Madrid. Among some of his most outstanding masters are 
Francisco Gales, Anton Garcia Abril, Roman Alis, Enrique Garcia 
Asensio, Isidoro Garcia Polo and Luis Robledo. He received 
scholarships from the ICI (1983) and from the Jacinto and 
Inocencio Guerrero Foundation (from 1984 to 1986). He has been 
awarded prizes as a composer in numerous competitions and has 
written stage, choral and chamber works. At present he is 
conductor of the Temporada Lirica Chorus (Lyric Season Chorus) 
of the Festival Hall of Cantabria. 

Saral Ali Riza (English) 
Ali Riza Saral was born 1960, has studied double majors and has 
two Master’s degrees, MSc and BSC from Istanbul Technical 
University and MM from Illinois State University. He was accepted 
to the Istanbul State Conservatory Composition and Theory 
Department and  studied harmony, counterpoint and others with 
Erçivan Satdam, composition with İlhan Usmanbas.  He was a 
student of Roque CORDERO and Arthur CORRA at USA.  He has 
attended courses at Stanford University CCRMA lab and 
Darmstadt 1996.  He has served EUROCONTROL and German 
airspace as an air traffic control engineer 1992-1997. He has 
specialized in LARGESYSTEMS and Java-J2EE.  His areas of 
interest include Systems Psychology, ann and parsers. 

Sarcina Antonia (Italiano) 
Antonia Sarcina e’ nata a Trieste nel 1963 e si e’ stabilita sin da 
giovanissima a Roma dove ha compiuto gli studi musicali ed 
umanistici, conseguendo i diplomi in pianoforte, composizione, 
orchestrazione per banda, direzione d’orchestra, ed inoltre la 
licenza di maturita’ classica. Ha iniziato giovanissima la carriera 
concertistica quale pianista, suonando sia in Italia sia in Europa. 
Ha piu’ volte registrato recitals pianistici per emittenti radiofoniche 
della rete nazionale italiana e per emittenti private, nonche’ per la 
Radio Vaticana. Da diversi anni ormai si occupa della ricerca, 
diffusione delle opere delle compositrici italiane ed estere. Sin dall’ 
eta’ di 10 anni ha iniziato a comporre musica ed a suonarla nei 
suoi concerti. La sua produzione musicale e’ molto vasta e 
comprende: musica da camera, sacra, didattica, sinfonica, 
bandistica, lirica, musiche di scena per il teatro classico, 
trascrizioni ed arrangiamenti di vario genere. Alcune sue opere 
hanno vinto primi premi e/o sono state segnalate in importanti 
concorsi nazionali ed internazionali di composizione e sono 
regolarmente eseguite sia in Italia sia all’estero. Importanti enti e 
privati le hanno richiesto spesso opere, tra cui l’orchestra del 
teatro C. Felice di Genova, la Fondazione Adkins Chiti – Donne in 
musica, il Certamen Vaticanum per le celebrazioni el latino, ecc.. 
Quale direttore d’orchestra ha diretto soprattutto le bande 
musicali militari italiane, Brasiliane e del Regno Unito ( UK ). 
Ha seguito corsi di perfezionamento sia in Italia sia in Russia. Sue 
opere sono edite dalle edizioni Bioritmo di Roma, Pagano di 
Napoli, Berben di Ancona, ISNP di Reggio Calabria, Eurarte di 
Varenna, Sconfinarte di Milano, Certosa Verlag in Germania. 
Alcune sue opere sono incise in cd Bioritmo, Pagano, Map, 
Eurarte. Molte sue musiche sono presenti in archivi e biblioteche 
della Germania, Svizzera, Italia ed Americhe. Il suo nominativo e’ 
presente quale voce enciclopedica in pubblicazioni italiane ed 
estere. Ha preso parte, in qualita’ di membro di giuria, nelle 
commissioni di concorsi e competizioni nazionali ed internazionali 
di esecuzione pianistica e bandistica. E’ membro della Federazione 
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delle compositrici Svizzere. E’ stata la prima direttore d’orchestra 
donna a prendere parte ai concorsi nazionali per la nomina dei 
maestri - direttori delle bande della Polizia, Guardia di Finanza e 
Marina Militare. Dal 2001 è docente di ruolo per la disciplina 
orchestrazione per banda, dapprima presso il Conservatorio “Nino 
Rota” di Monopoli (BA), dal 2002 al 2007 presso il S.Pietro a 
Majella di Napoli, dal 2007 al 2010 al S.Cecilia di Roma e dal 2010 
è titolare di orchestrazione e direzione per banda al L.Refice di 
Frosinone. 
Web: 
http://www.mediateca.marche.it/teche_musicali/musicisti_compo
sitori/11%20-%20Antonia%20Sarcina.pdf  
(2012) 

Sargenti Raffaele (English) 
Born in Perugia (Central Italy), a guitarist and a composer, 
Raffaele Sargenti graduated in Classic guitar and Didactics of 
Music, and holds a Master Degree in Art, Music and  Theatre at 
the Bologna University. 
His work concerns mainly the composition for pedagogy,  a field 
that granted him several awards. He has written chamber music, 
sacred and choral music as well as opera and music for ads and 
short films. 
He performs as a choir member in various groups and work as 
teacher for younger.  
By the way, he hates showing off. 
Web: http://www.miraloop.com/artists/raffaele_sargenti_eng.htm 
(2010) 

Sargenti Raffaele (Italiano) 
Nato a Perugia si è diplomato in chitarra col massimo dei voti e in 
didattica della musica con lode presso il conservatorio “G. B. 
Martini” di Bologna. Come chitarrista ha studiato con i Maestri L. 
Canu, G. Ponce de Leon e M. Nalbandian e ha frequentato 
masterclasses di numerosi interpreti internazionali quali R. Dyens, 
M. Colonna, E. Catemario, O. Ghiglia e i corsi del Nuertingen 
Gitarrefestspiele con D. Russel, R. Boucher e A. York. Sempre a 
Bologna ha svolto una breve attività concertistica sia da solista 
che in formazioni cameristiche. 
Si è laureato col massimo dei voti in Discipline dell’Arte, della 
Musica e dello Spettacolo presso l’Università di Bologna con una 
tesi in Drammaturgia Musicale su Medea, opera video di Adriano 
Guarnirei. Ha studiato composizione presso il conservatorio di 
Bologna nella classe del M° Gian Paolo Luppi, ha frequentato i 
Darmstadt Ferienkurse nel 2006 e sta proseguendo gli studi con il 
M° Antonio Giacometti presso l’Istituto “O. Vecchi” di Modena. 
Come compositore ha ricevuto i seguenti riconoscimenti: finalista 
al “R. Toscano” di Pescara (2004), 1° premio nel VI “Concorso di 
Composizione per Strumento Solo” di Povoletto (2005); 1° premio 
in entrambe le edizioni de “Il teatro dei balocchi”, concorso di 
composizione per un’operina di teatro musicale per bambini 
indetto dalla scuola musicale “Il Diapason” di Trento, segnalazione 
al concorso di composizione “Il Garda in Coro” di Malcesine 
(2006), 3° premio nel concorso “Missa Pueri Cantores” di 
Pordenone (2008), È corista nelle seguenti formazioni di Bologna: 
Schola Gregoriana Benedetto XVI, Coro da camera “Eclectica”, 
Coro “Felsina”. 

Sarre Russel (English) 
Australian-born composer Russell Sarre (1963) began his musical 
education by learning the organ at the age of eight in Papua New 
Guinea. Later, he took up the guitar and composition. He has 
composed music for theatre, musical theatre, film, dance, and the 
concert stage and his music has been performed in many 
countries. He has a doctorate in music from Rice University, 
Houston, Texas; has won a number of scholarships and awards; 
has taught music at several universities; has produced and 
presented classical music radio shows in Austin, Texas. Thanks to 
his life in music, Russell is all too familiar with the Credit Crunch, 
is singularly qualified to sing about it, and will happily do so for 
his supper. 
Web: http://www.brokebritannia.com/the-show.php 

Sartori Giacomo (English) 
Giacomo Sartori (born in Ala on the 8.3.1860, died in Trento on 
the 25.3.1946), composer organist, conductor of band, director of 
orchestra. Son of Domenico, barber, and Edvige Lutteri. He 

started the paternal profession and he began playing the 
mandolino as self-taught and wrote his first composition when he 
was 18 years young. In March of 1881 he enrolled himself as 
“apprentice of violin” at the Musical Society of Ala. He deepened 
therfore his musical studies in Rovereto and was student of Tito 
Brogialdi for violin and Giovanni Toss for composition. In Ala, 
where he continued to live, he became very soom the enterteiner 
of the musical life of the town. Often he substituted the titular 
conductor of the “banda sociale”, was teacher of the students of 
the “banda” and he played the organ in the church. The firts 
public exhibition goes back to the 26th January 1888 in the room 
of the Filarmonica of Ala. He played violin and played the fantasy 
from “Roberto The Devil” of G.Meyerbeer with Lorenzo Frelich at 
the piano. 1889 he married Elvira Wagmeister from Appiano from 
which he had four sons. During the first world war he was refugee 
in Verona where he often played the first violin in symphonic 
concerts. After the end of the first world war he didn't return to 
Ala, but he moved to Trento near the daughter, where he 
dedicated himself totally to the music. Until 1938 he directed the 
mandoline orchestra “Club Armonia” in place of Vigilio Kirchner 
and held many concerts in towns in Trentino-Alto Adige and in 
several other cities of Italy. He was an expert in plectrum music 
instruments (i.e. mandoline) and began to write only for 
ensembles of mandolins and guitars (quartets or orchestras). A 
series of publications were printed regulary on the newspaper “Il 
Mandolino” of Turin from 1894 to 1939 and also on the pags of 
the “Mandolinista italiano” of Milan. His music compositions won 
for seven times prestigious prizes and in few time he was famous 
all over the world. Several mandoline ensembles in foreign 
countries entitled to his name and he joined the title of “Lehar of 
the mandoline”. His music production was destinated to numerous 
mandoline ensembles and orchestras widly diffused in all Europe 
until the second world war and respects the italian tradition of 
melodic and popular musical themes with melancholic venature in 
the “elegie” and “serenades”, lightness and animation in the 
dance melodies, the signs of an immediate enjoyment. Particulary 
famous became in the Trentino the “Inno of Katzenau” ; other 
hymns were written for the “Veloce Club”, the “Circolo Armonia”, 
and, already in 1900, for the “Fiamme Gialle” of Verona (“Inno al 
finanziere”). In sign of homage the city of Ala has dedicated him 
the towntheatre.  
129 scores in “Il Mandolino”, Turini, Gianni Moticone, 1894 - 
1939; 9 for mandoline and guitar, 43 for quartet, 13 for little 
orchestra, 7 for single guitar, 1 for two guitars with 
mandoloncello, 56 for two mandolines and guitars; between these 
41 walzers, 13 marshes, 13 marzurke, 3 fox-trot, 10 serenades, 2 
tanghi, 1 java, 13 polkes, etc., often with titles of flower. 13 
scores (14 fantasies, walzers, etc) that were published in 
Switzerland, Luchsingen, C. Notari (in “Il Mandolinismo), 6 in 
Milan, Monzino and Garlandini (in “Il Mandolinista Italiano”) and 
11 in several editions, i.e. in Trento (G. Migliarini and M. Gottardi) 
and in Florence (A. Farilvesi and C.). Musical compositions were 
donated to the comunal library of Ala in 1990: 15 reductions from 
works celebraiting “Ave Maria” at two voices (Pine', september 
1944) - two serenades for two mandolines and two guitars for the 
comedy “Vecie Storie” of Dante Sartori - “Al bambino Gesù” for 
voice and harmonium (1942) - “Il temporale” for song and 
harmonium (November 1906) - scores without titles for 
harmonium or organ. 
Web: http://www.concorsosartori.it/GiacomoSartori.htm 

Sasaki Tadashi (English) 
Tadashi Sasaki learnt guitar with his father at a very early age 
and won the NHK Competition (Japanese State Radio) af the age 
of 13 for the fist time. In 1966 he went to Germany. He studied 
lute with Michael Schäffer at the University for Music Cologne. In 
working together with S. Behrend, N.Yepes and J.Tomas he 
completed his guitar studies. He has given several concerts in 
Europe and at many festivals including Tychy and Gdansk. He was 
the first Japanese to be a prize-winner in the International 
Competition in Paris 1968 (3rd prize).  1973-2016 he taught 
guitar and lute at the University for Music Cologne (location 
Aachen), becoming professor there in 1979. His most famous 
guitar students are Hubert Käppel, Burkhard Wolk,Thomas Müller-
Pering, Ansgar Krause, Thomas Offermann. Since 1994 he is the 
artistic director of his own festival - the International Music 
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Festival in Weikersheim, Germany.  (2018) 

Sasseville Pascal (English) 
Pascal Sasseville Quoquochi. 
Coming from Lac St-Jean from Atikamekw and Quebecker origins, 
Pascal Sasseville Quoquochi now lives in Wemotaci – a native 
Atikamekw community in the Haut St-Maurice area – where he 
teaches music and History of Quebec and Canada. Since 1989 he 
composes music. His first works were published in 1996. He 
studied guitar performance with Jacques Chandonnet in CEGEP. In 
1998, he did a Bachelor’s degree specializing in composition with 
François Morel and guitar with Marie Lesvesque. In 1999 he did a 
Bachelor’s degree in music education.  
In the meantime, Oz Productions publishes six volumes for which 
he composed more than thirty works. Prelude in B minor which 
was released from Impression (1996) was nominated as a 
mandatory work for the 2001 Drummund Guitar Contest. The 
work L’aigle from an omnibus volume called Totems (1998) was 
the winner of the composition contest for the 1998 Dundee Guitar 
Festival Society in Scotland.  
Music from Wolipogwad TV series about native cooking on APTN 
network was also from him. He composed music for Les enfants 
de la Nuit a feature from Rachel Alouki Labbé from Via Le Monde 
Productions and Alouki Film. Recently the guitar ensemble called 
Forestare recorded Chaman with Atma Classique record company. 
Soon they will also record Racine which is the latest work Pascal 
composed for them. He is now working on many soundtracks for 
various audiovisual projects to come.  
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c378028117.2.html 

Satie Érik (English) 
Satie was born in Honfleur in 1866 and died in Paris in 1925. He 
attended lessons at the Paris Conservatory, just for a short time 
as he failed to reach the required standard. In 1886 he entered 
the army but soon after he left it and suffered his first mystical 
crisis. In his twenties he visited Montmartre and the cabaret Chat 
Noir. Endless artistic debates with his camaraderie influenced the 
development of his personality. In this period he met Debussy 
who would be his friend for 25 years (and who orchestrated some 
of his compositions). 
After working for around fifteen years as a 'cafe-concert' pianist 
and as a composer of music-hall songs and incidental music, he 
decided to enter the Schola Cantorum where he studied 
counterpoint, fugue and orchestration in the class of Albert 
Roussel. 
Satie knew his technique was limited but his pride and his great 
sensitivity led him to create intricate technical systems. 
In his 20s he wrote his early piano works, then the mystical 
'Rose+Croix' music that blossomed from the seeds of the Ojives 
(quasi-plainsong melodies with triad harmonies), in his 30s mainly 
cabaret music, in his 40s the 'humorous' piano music and in his 
50s a varied output including his three main ballets (one of them, 
Parade, was composed together with Cocteau and Picasso for Les 
Ballets Russes), the cantate Socrate and piano music.  
(Isabel Siewers, Classical Guitar magazine, February 2002) 

Savage Stephen (English) 
Musician and educator Stephen William Savage was born in St. 
Louis, MO and grew up in the Santa Fe, NM area. 
In 1971 he went to Boston to attend the New England 
Conservatory of Music, where he received a Bachelor of Music with 
Honors in Music Composition in 1975. From 1975 to 1980 he was 
a faculty member at Berklee College of Music, teaching theory 
(including counterpoint and figured bass), composition, and piano. 
After further studies at the New England Conservatory (Master of 
Music in Composition, 1980), he joined the music theory faculty of 
its Preparatory School and Continuing Education Division. He also 
worked as a freelance music teacher and pianist, and was a 
faculty member at Groton Center for the Arts, whose music school 
later became Indian Hill Arts, now Indian Hill Music Center. 
Through outreach programs at these institutions, he worked at 
the Groton School and Lawrence Academy as a piano teacher, and 
he also assisted at Lawrence Academy as choral accompanist for 
several years. 
During his career he has performed as recitalist, orchestral 
pianist, “cocktail” pianist, keyboardist for a rock band, pianist in 
an improvisational opera group, and has worked at a recording 

studio in Boston. Recently he has been affiliated with Proof of 
Infinity, working on various musical projects. 
He continues to teach at the New England Conservatory's Division 
of Preparatory and Continuing Education, and offers private 
instruction at his home studio and professional services as a 
pianist, composer and arranger. 
Web: http://ssavage.com/bio.html (2014) 

Savini Michelangelo (Español) 
SAVINI, Miguel Angel, Conde. - Habil y delicado ejecutante de 
guitarra, aficionado, italiano. Nació en el ano 1867, descendiendo 
de una antigua familia de la nobleza italica. Dedicóse desde muy 
joven al arte de Orfeo: cultivó con carino la guitarra y la flauta, 
habiendo compuesto varias obras para la primera, distinguiéndose 
con una Fantasia, titulada “La ronda de los serenos”, para 
orquesta a plectro. 
El conde Savini fué nombrado socio honorario de dlversas 
asociaciones musicales, por sus méritos artisticos, siendo honrado 
con la distinción de Caballero Oficial de la Corona de Italia; era 
también un alto funcionario de estado. Esta ilustre personalidad 
falleció en el mes de Noviembre del ano 1929. 
(Domingo Prat, Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernandez, 
1934) 

Savio Isaias (English) 
According to Isaias Savio, “a true pedagogue's task is to mark the 
true and positive in road to art.” His great contribution to the 
guitar world is stunning - an intense discipline as a composer, 
arranger, and pedagogue produced hundreds of works. 
Born in Uruguay in 1900 and exposed as a youth to the 
blossoming guitar culture of Uruguay and Argentina, Savio came 
to Brazil in 1931, where he remained until his death in Sao Paulo, 
in 1977. He was a renaissance man - possessing a healthy 
bohemian joy for life, while being involved in various cultural 
subjects, from philosophy to the arts. His interest in absorbing the 
richness of Brazilian folklore is evident in many of his 
arrangements and original works. 
He often quoted Plato - “only through the work, one lives beyond 
his lifetime.” As a true master, he lives forever through his 
numberous magnificent contributions. As his pupil and forever a 
friend, I have wonderful, timeless memories of Isaias Savio. 
(Carlos Barbosa-Lima) 

Sawaguchi Chuzaemon (English) 
(1902-1946) 
He was born in Sendai (on the north-east coast of Japan) and 
remained there throughout his life. Though he was only educated 
to an elementary school level he worked most of his life at a bank 
and learned German to the point that he could write letters and 
read Nietzsche without a translation (he could also communicate 
in English and Spanish). He only began to play the guitar at age 
22. 
Even though most of the guitar activity in Japan occurred in the 
Tokyo or Osaka areas, there were many important clubs and 
individuals who were active in the smaller cities. Sawaguchi was 
one of the two most important figures (the other being Jiro 
Nakano) in these areas. He was more active as a founder of 
mandolin orchestras, conductor and publisher than as a solo 
performer. His magazine “Armonia” was published bi-monthly 
from 1924 to 1941 and started out in a B5 size, 25 page format, 
but later grew to 50 pages. Upon the cessation of publication due 
to the war it had reached a total of 90 issues. Actually, “Sendai 
Armonia”, as operated by Sawaguchi, consisted of five sections. 
The first was the Armonia orchestra and the second was the 
publication of the “Armonia” magazine and “Biblioteca Armonia” 
sheet music. In the early 1930’s, in addition to Japanese 
composers, he published Sor, J. Ferrer, Broca, Giuliani, Tarréga, 
de Call, Arcas, and music by other contemporary Western 
guitarists. The third section was a library that lent sheet music 
and reference books to whomever requested them. This was run 
by his wife and the service extended to sending the material by 
mail. Having guitar music available from a library was not so 
unique, but I’m sure that the fact that Armonia went so far as to 
provide for sending the material to your home was (and is) 
something could not be duplicated. The fourth section consisted of 
an agency for procuring or selling instruments, strings, and 
foreign sheet music and reference books. Teaching was the fifth 
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section which held guitar and mandolin sessions once a week. 
Because of his German abilities much correspondence with 
German guitarists and German music appeared in the magazine 
and his orchestra performed many German songs. His German-
related activities also extended to including translations of Die 
Gitarre in the Armonia magazine. 
In 1934 his book, Guitar Music, was published in two volumes 
(and from two different publishers). It covers the history of the 
guitar from ancient times to the present. (Robert Coldwell, 2012) 
Web: http://www.digitalguitararchive.com/2012/02/the-early-
guitar-and-important-guitarists-in-japan/ 

Say Fazil (English) 
Born in 1970 in Ankara, Say started playing the piano at the age 
of four, continued his music training in Ankara State Conservatory 
as a student of “Special Status for highly talented kids” and 
graduated from piano and compositon in 1987. As he continued 
his studies in Dusseldorf Music Academy with German scholarship, 
he got his diploma in Germany in 1991 as “Concerto soloist” and 
became a piano and chamber music teacher in 1992 in Berlin 
Performing Arts and Music Academy. 
Besides playing the piano, he composed many oratorios, piano 
concertos, pieces of music for chamber, orchestra and piano and 
many other songs. Some of his composed pieces include Nazim 
and Metin Altiok Oratorios, four piano concertos, his orchestra 
piece “Albert Einstein” commisioned by Zurich Orchestra and his 
ballet named “Patara” which is commissioned by Wien Mozart 
Commitee and was composed for Mozart’s 250th birth year 
celebration. 
Say is admired by thousands of musiclovers and he performed 
with with orchestras like New York Philharmonic, Detroit 
Symphony, Berlin Symphony, Czech Philharmonic, Israil 
Philharmonic, St.Petersburg Philharmonic, National France 
Orchestra and Tokyo Symphony which are conducted by many 
famous conductors. He performed an open air concert as the 
closing of 2007 Florence Festival with Florence Orchestra 
conducted by Zubin Mehta and had an audience of more than 
twenty thousand listeners. 
Again in 2007, he was the head of the piano jury of Montreaux 
Jazz Festival. His CD which also includes Say’s composed piano 
piece that was inspired by Turkish Folk singer and poet Asik 
Veysel’s song named “Black Earth” was listed in 6th place in 
American Billboards. 
Web: http://fazilsay.com/en/biography/ (2012) 

Saygun A.Adnan (Français) 
Compositeur turc né le 7 septembre 1907 à Izmir, mort le 6 
janvier 1991. 
Le plus important compositeur contemporain turc, A.Adnan 
Saygun, naquit à Izmir, le 7 septembre 1907. Il étudia à Paris de 
1928 à 1931, apprenant les techniques de composition 
européenne, sous la direction de Eugène Borrel et Vincent d'Indy. 
Le premier président de la jeune République de Turquie, Kemal 
Atatürk, pria le compositeur de venir en France pour établir des 
relations étroites avec l'Occident, non seulement politiquement 
mais aussi culturellement. De retour en Turquie, Saygun 
développa un intérêt intense pour la musique folklorique de son 
pays. Son champ d'études culmina lors d'une expédition de 
recherche vers l'Anatolie, conjointement avec Béla Bartók, afin de 
recueillir et de transcrire des chants folkloriques. Dans le même 
temps, ces études fournirent des impulsions décisives pour ses 
oeuvres à venir. Il acheva une fusion créatrice, combinant les 
éléments de la musique folklorique turque, avec les techniques 
européennes, développant de cette manière un style personnel 
singulier. 
Dans l'oratorio Yunus Emre, achevé en 1946, nous trouvons pour 
la première fois une synthèse complètement réussie entre l'art 
musical européen et la musique folklorique turque. Depuis sa 
première mondiale à Ankara en 1947, l'oeuvre fut de nombreuses 
fois interprétée, dont l'une par Leopold Stokowski à New York en 
1958, assura à Saygun une reconnaissance internationale.  
Outre son travail de compositeur, il fut également enseignant. 
Professeur au conservatoire d'Ankara, où il enseigna la 
composition, il exerça une influence décisive sur l'art musical de 
son pays. Parmi ses étudiants figuraient les plus importants 
musiciens de Turquie. Il publia également plusieurs oeuvres de 

pédagogie musicale, dans lesquelles sa recherche sur la musique 
folklorique trouva une application directe. De plus, il aida à la 
fondation de nouveaux conservatoires, et devint l'un des 
membres du Conseil National de l'Éducation, de 1960 à 1965, et 
de celui de la Télévision et de la Radio d'État, de 1972 à 1978. À 
partir de 1972, il enseigna la composition et l'ethnomusicologie 
dans le Conservatoire National d'Istanbul, et l'aspect pédagogique 
de ces oeuvres fut évident dans de nombreuses compositions. 
Web: http://mac-texier.ircam.fr/textes/c00004001/index.html 

Sbordoni Alessandro (Italiano) 
Nato a Roma nel 1948, è stato definito da Goffredo Petrassi “un 
musicista fortemente impegnato nel raggiungimento della 
comunicazione espressiva”. Questa attenzione per una 
espressività della musica è un fatto particolarmente significativo 
nel panorama della composizione contemporanea, appunto perché 
segno di una rinnovata volontà di far musica nel senso pieno e 
“tradizionale” del termine. D'altra parte questa volontà 
comunicativa ha portato Sbordoni ad essere attivo anche nel 
campo dell'organizzazione musicale. E' stato presente fin dal 1972 
all'interno della Associazione Nuova Consonanza di Roma, 
suonando nell'omonimo Gruppo di Improvvisazione (dal 1977) e 
curando la direzione artistica delle edizioni 1983, 1984 e 1985 
della Stagione di Concerti e delle edizioni 1979, 1986, 1987 e 
1988 del Festival. 
Il delicato momento che sta vivendo la musica contemporanea ha 
determinato in Sbordoni la necessità di una riflessione dall'interno 
stesso del comporre. Svolge infatti una intensa attività 
pubblicistica e seminariale in Italia e all'estero, tesa ad 
evidenziare le strutture profonde del pensiero musicale 
contemporaneo nella complessa dinamica del loro svilupparsi dalla 
tradizione. Suoi scritti sono stati pubblicati da importanti riviste 
internazionali, ed ha tenuto conferenze e seminari di 
composizione in diversi paesi (USA, Argentina, Francia, Svezia, 
Finlandia, Germania e in futuro Australia). Ha maturato la sua 
formazione compositiva accanto a compositori quali Domenico 
Guaccero, Franco Evangelisti, Giacomo Manzoni, Hans Werner 
Henze, ed è attualmente docente di composizione presso il 
Conservatorio “Alfredo Casella” de L'Aquila. A partire dalla 
seconda metà degli Anni '80 gli esiti espressivi della musica di 
Sbordoni hanno determinato un suo avvicinarsi al teatro musicale, 
prima con La Sirenetta, opera rappresentata con successo in 
occasione della Biennale 1988 “Nuovo Teatro Musicale” di Monaco 
di Baviera, e poi con Lighea, un'opera da camera commissionata 
dalla Rai e ripresa nel 1990 dal Teatro Lirico Sperimentale di 
Spoleto. 
Ha scritto per importanti istituzioni: la Fondazione Gulbenkian 
(Angelus Novus, 1985), la RAI (Le ombre riflesse, 1986; Riflessi, 
1987; Lighea, 1988; Alba. Cantata sulla perdita del sacro, 1992), 
la Biennale di Monaco di Baviera (La Sirenetta, 1988 e Ora 
comincia il silenzio, 1990), il Festival di Metz (One morning, oh so 
early, 1988), l'Orchestra Regionale Toscana (“...durch die 
Lieb'allein”, 1990), il Festival Mondiale del sassofono (Cosi 
crescono i girasoli, concerto per sassofono e orchestra, 1992). Le 
sue partiture sono pubblicate da Casa Ricordi ed Edipan. 
Quest'ultima gli ha dedicato un disco monografico. 
Web: 
http://www.nuovaconsonanza.it/c_s_pages/soci/sbordoni_a.html 

Scaltritti Silvano (Italiano) 
Silvano Scaltritti è nato a Orago Varese, Italia, nel 1959. Pianista 
Compositore e direttore di Banda. Ha compiuto gli studi pianistici 
presso il Conservatorio di Milano con il M° Piero Rattalino e 
composizione con Carlo Mariani, Aurelio Maggioni e Ugo Turriani. 

Scappini Mauro (Italiano) 
Nelle recensioni a lui dedicate, sono rilevate costantemente le 
grandi doti espressive, basate sulla piena bellezza del suono e la 
grande naturalezza del fraseggio ... (La Suisse) “...il a une diction 
élégante, un jeu pur, un sense nuancé des styles et des oeuvres. 
Et l'on aime pour la volupté de ses interprétations et la joie 
malicieuse qu'il donne...”. Mauro Scappini si diploma nel 1980 con 
il massimo dei voti e la lode presso il Conservatorio di Brescia 
sotto la guida del M° Bruno Cavallo, perfezionandosi in seguito 
con grandi nomi quali: J. P. Rampal, A. Marion e A. Adorjan. 
Affermatosi in molti concorsi nazionali e internazionali, nel 1980 
vince il prestigioso Concorso Flautistico “F. Cilea” di Palmi e nello 

http://mac-texier.ircam.fr/textes/c00004001/index.html�
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stesso anno, il posto di Primo Flauto nell'Orchestra Milanese 
dell'Angelicum (ora Milano Classica). Ha collaborato con i maggiori 
Teatri di tradizione ed Orchestre Nazionali quali Teatro alla Scala, 
Filarmonica della Scala, Orchestra dei Pomeriggi Musicali, Milano 
Classica, con direttori di chiara fama quali R. Muti, G.Gavazzeni, 
G.Pretre, U.B.Michelangeli, J.Tate, P.Badura-Skoda, I.Oistrakh, 
N.Bareza, L.Markitz, D.Robertson. Ha tenuto recitals e concerti 
con orchestre in tutta Italia, Europa, Paesi dell'Est e Stati Uniti, 
riscuotendo ovunque consensi da parte di pubblico e critica. Per la 
discografia ha inciso 8 Cd con varie formazioni cameristiche per le 
seguenti etichette: Tymallus Records, ASV records, Sipario Dischi, 
Bayer Records, Biesse Records,Fuorirotta e Progetti Sonori. 
La ricerca ed il continuo interesse per il periodo storico musicale 
del XVIII secolo, lo caratterizzano anche nelle esecuzioni con il 
flauto antico “traversiere” dove si è specializzato con il M° 
Marcello Castellani presso il Conservatorio di Musica di Verona, 
conseguendone brillantemente il diploma nel 1999. E' docente di 
Flauto presso il Conservatorio di Musica “L. Marenzio” di Brescia. 
Esecutore duttile e versatile, ha sempre apprezzato i diversi 
generi musicali del nostro tempo, scrivendo testi e musiche. 
Web: http://www.facebook.com/mauro.scappini?sk=info (2012) 

Scattolin Pier Paolo (Italiano) 
PIER PAOLO SCATTOLIN, nato a Bologna nel 1949, ha compiuto 
gli studi musicali presso il Conservatorio “G.B.Martini” di Bologna, 
dove ha conseguito i diplomi di musica corale e direzione di coro 
(1974), di composizione (1980), di direzione d'orchestra (1982). 
La formazione musicale è avvenuta con Grandi, Franchini, 
Manzoni, Clementi per la composizione, Gotti per la musica corale, 
G.Bellini, Gelmetti e Ferrara per direzione d'orchestra. E' laureato 
in lettere classiche presso l'Università di Bologna (1972). La sua 
biografia è presente in “Who's Who in Italy” e nel “Dizionario della 
Musica e dei Musicisti” della UTET. Svolge attività di compositore, 
direttore d'orchestra e di coro. Dal 1986 al 1997 è stato direttore 
del Conservatorio di Musica di Mantova. E' direttore artistico dal 
1976 della Società Corale Euridice di Bologna, direttore principale 
dell'orchestra “Camerata Padana” di Carpi (Modena) ed é direttore 
ospite di alcune orchestre italiane: volge intensa attività 
concertistica in Italia e all'estero. Dal 1978 al 1988 è stato 
direttore dell'Ensemble di musica contemporanea di Bologna. 
Svolge inoltre attività musicologica e di revisione di opere e 
musica vocale e sinfonica, attività seminariale, corsi di 
aggiornamento e masters sulla tecnica direttoriale fra i quali il 
corso per direttori di coro svolto per conto della Aerco e della 
Regione Emilia Romagna. E' docente presso il coro da camera del 
Teatro Comunale di Treviso. E' membro di giurie di concorsi 
nazionali ed internazionali per musica da camera e corale. 
Attualmente é docente di “Musica Corale e Direzione di Coro” 
presso il Conservatorio “G.B.Martini” di Bologna. E' presidente 
dell'Associazione emiliano-romagnola cori (A.E.R.C.O.) e membro 
della commissione artistica della Feniarco (federazione nazionale 
italiana associazioni regionali cori). Numerosa l'attività 
discografica fra cui si segnalano: Gaslini Chamber Musica, “Battiti” 
per violino e coro, CD La Bottega Discantica. “...Rarefarsi...”- 
Musica Corale del Novecento - Coro Euridice di Bologna, Ensemble 
di Musica contemporanea di Bologna. 
Web: 
http://members.fortunecity.com/lindenberggoit/italopage8.html 
(2010) 

Scelsi Giacinto (Italiano) 
Giacinto Scelsi (1905-1988) inizia a frequentare il mondo artistico, 
musicale e letterario negli anni Venti, durante i suoi frequenti 
viaggi all’estero, stabilendo amicizie che lo iniziano ai movimenti 
culturali internazionali dell’epoca. Agli anni Trenta risalgono i suoi 
interessi per linguaggi e tecniche compositive quali la 
dodecafonia, le teorie di Scrjabin e di Steiner. Nel 1930 porta a 
compimento Rotativa (Parigi, 1931), opera che lo rivela al mondo 
musicale internazionale. Trascorre gli anni del secondo conflitto 
mondiale in Svizzera, dove vengono eseguiti il Trio per archi 
(1942) e varie altre opere per pianoforte. Si stabilisce poi a Roma, 
ultimando alcune opere già iniziate: il Quartetto per archi e La 
Nascita del Verbo (eseguiti entrambi a Parigi nel 1949). Vive anni 
molto travagliati, trovando via di scampo nella poesia, nelle arti 
visive, nel misticismo orientale e nell’esoterismo. È di questi anni 
l’accettazione attiva delle filosofie orientali, delle dottrine Zen, 

dello Yoga e della problematica dell’Inconscio, che si riflette anche 
nella ricerca e nella sperimentazione in campo musicale. La 
strumentazione di figure determinate dal caso, l’improvvisazione 
su strumenti tradizionali usati in modo non ortodosso, l’uso 
dell’ondiola, strumento capace di riprodurre i quarti e gli ottavi di 
tono, ma soprattutto la maniera di improvvisare in uno stato privo 
di condizionamenti molto vicino al vuoto zen, improntano le sue 
opere più significative. Impossibilitato psichicamente e fisicamente 
al lavoro minuzioso di trascrizione delle proprie improvvisazioni, 
adottava un metodo di composizione del tutto originale: 
registrava su nastro magnetico le sue improvvisazioni, affidando 
la trascrizione a collaboratori che operavano sotto la sua guida. Il 
lavoro si arricchisce poi con minuziose istruzioni per l’esecuzione e 
con accorgimenti per dare al suono uno specifico valore (sordine 
per gli archi appositamente costruite su suo disegno, strumenti a 
corde trattati come percussioni, filtri sonori per deformare il suono 
dei fiati, uso della voce quale elemento di rottura della struttura 
sonora, basi di registrazione preesistenti quale traccia 
all’esecuzione). Originalissimo è peraltro il suo metodo di 
orchestrazione, che consiste nell’accoppiare strumenti simili 
sfasati fra loro di un quarto di tono, con imprevedibili effetti di 
battimento. La rivelazione di questa nuova fase è l’esecuzione dei 
Quattro pezzi su una nota, avvenuta a Parigi nei 1961. Negli anni 
Settanta la sua produzione si assottiglia, ma sempre piú frequenti 
giungono i riconoscimenti a livello internazionale, con l’esecuzione 
di sue opere fino a quel momento raramente ascoltate. Risale agli 
anni Ottanta la pubblicazione della sua opera teorica e letteraria 
(Ed. Le parole gelate di Roma), e della sua imponente produzione 
musicale presso le Editions Salabert di Parigi. Giacinto Scelsi 
muore a Roma l’ 8.8.88. (Fondazione Isabella Scelsi) 

Schäfer Raymond Murray (English) 
R. MURRAY SCHAFER has achieved a national and international 
reputation as a composer, an educator, environmentalist, scholar 
and visualartist. Born in Sarnia, Ontario in 1933, he was raised in 
Toronto. After receiving his Licentiate Royal School of Music at the 
Royal College of Music London, he studied composition with John 
Weinzweig at the University of Toronto and piano at the Royal 
Conservatory of Music with Alberto Guerrero. He then pursued 
autodidactic studies in literature, philosophy, languages, music 
and journalism in Austria, Italy and Britain. During the five years 
in Europe, Schafer drafted three books, E.T.A. Hoffmann & Music, 
British Composers in Review, and Ezra Pound & Music. All were 
later published. He also free-lanced as a journalist and BBC 
interviewer. Returning to Canada in 1961, Schafer became 
director of the Ten Centuries Concerts series. After 1965, he 
taught for ten years in the experimental Communications Centre 
at Simon Fraser University, developing two areas for which he is 
internationally recognized: music education and “soundscape” 
research. His most important book, The Tuning of the World, 
documents the findings of the World Soundscape Project, which 
he founded. Through his teaching years and since, Schafer has 
composed prolifically. He developed graphic notations, to the 
extent that pages of some scores have been exhibited by art 
galleries. He has composed more than 70 works. Many of these 
are environmental and/or dramatic works which create 
opportunities for greater audience participation and awareness, 
aurally and visually. Works of more conventional form, the three 
string quartets, for example, stand among the most important of 
the contemporary repertoire. Throughout his career, Schafer has 
received an impressive number of awards and commissions. He is 
the only North American recipient of the Prix Honegger (1980, 
String Quartet No.1). He also received the Fromm Foundation 
Award (1972, Gita), a Guggenheim Fellowship (1974), P.R.O.'s 
Wm. Harold Moon Award (1974), The Canadian Music Council's 
annual Medal (1972) and its first “Composer of the Year” award 
(1976) plus the Jules Léger Prize for New Chamber Music (1977, 
String Quartet No.2). In 1980, he received an honorary LL.D. 
from Carleton University, Ottawa. Most recently, Schafer was the 
first to be awarded the Glenn Gould Prize for Music and its 
Communication (1987). The most descriptive and representative 
piece, Requiems for a Party Girl (1972), portrays Schafer's central 
character as a schizophrenic girl in a mental hospital where the 
doctors and nurses communicate in languages incomprehensable 
to the patients the are actually trying to help. Live and on tape, 
spoken and sung, singly and chorally, straight and modified, the 
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timbres, pitches, and rhythms of ancient and modern languages 
of many cultures are woven into sequences and constellations of 
sounds that most effectively dramatize the conflicts of the 
hallucinating schizophrenic's mind. 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Schafer_5x8.html 

Schäfer Rudolf (English) 
1891 Born on May 17 in Berlin. 
1970 Died on October 17 in Krems/Donau, Lower Austria. 
Music school director in Krems; numerous pedagogical 
publication, especially for the recorder (“Das Blockflötenquartett,” 
“Das spielen und singen wir gern,” “Erstes Spiel,” among others). 
(Doblinger Catalogue). 

Schat Peter (English) 
Peter Schat was a pupil of Boulez and played a big role in bringing 
an awareness of modern music to his country, being part of the 
'Notenkrakers' group of young composers and working on the 
collaborative opera Reconstructie with composers Louis 
Andriessen, Jan van Vlijmen, Reinbert de Leeuw and Misha 
Mengelberg and writers Hugo Claus and Harry Nulisch. Schat later 
went on to write a short string of powerful and original pieces, of 
which are Thema and To You, which integrate a rock sound in his 
12-tone based technique. Still later, Schat developed a strikingly 
simply method of atonal harmony called the Tone Clock, and he 
remained its most fervent supporter. 

Schiffer René (English) 
Violoncellist, gambist, composer and pedagogue, born in ‘s-
Hertogenbosch (Province Noord-Brabant). He studied cello at the 
Sweelinck Conservatory in Amsterdam, historical cello at 
Rotterdam’s Conservatory and viola da gamba at the Oberlin 
Conservatory (Ohio/USA). He teaches since 2015 at the Cleveland 
Institute of Music (Ohio/USA). 
Praised for his “interpretive imagination and patrician command of 
the cello” (Cleveland Plain Dealer), René Schiffer is recognized as 
one of the most creative musicians on the international period-
instrument scene. A native of Holland, he was a protégé of the 
great Dutch cellist Anner Bijlsma. He is particularly admired for 
his interpretation of the Bach cello suites, all of which he performs 
from memory. He is also a specialist in Romantic cello, performing 
the works of Beethoven and Schubert on gut strings in historical 
style.  
Is there any connection between Einstein's discovery of relativity 
in 1905, Schoenberg's first employment of atonality in 1909 and 
Kandinsky's first non-figurative painting in or around 1910? 
Schiffer, principal cellist of Apollo's Fire, is convinced there is, and 
is passionate in sharing his discoveries of the essence of music 
and the arts as mirrors of the human experience. Historical 
performance is only a part of this quest, as much of what he 
thinks of as truth in music transcends the mere historicity of the 
instruments and the musical styles. Schiffer's playing, composing 
and lecturing is dedicated to the uncovering of these truths, and 
the joy music is supposed, by its nature, to provide the player and 
the listener. Schiffer lives in Toledo (Ohio).  (from: Music in 
Familiar Spaces) 

Schlinske Willi (English) 
Guitarist, mandolinist and composer, died in East Berlin. He 
studied guitar with Heinrich Jordan in Berlin. 1932-1950 he was 
member of the 'Berliner Gitarrenquartett' (Willi Schlinske - 1st 
Terzgitarre, Gerhard Tucholski - 2nd Terzgitarre, Erich Bürger - 
Primgitarre and Bruno Henze - Quintbassgitarre). 1950-1953 he 
was member of the 'Berliner Gitarren-Trio' (Willi Schlinske - 
Terzgitarre, Erich Bürger - Primgitarre and Bruno Henze – 
Quintbassgitarre). He taught guitar at the Musikhochschule ‚Hanns 
Eisler‘ in East Berlin c.1950 - c.1965. His best known pupils are 
Heinz König, Ursula Horn, Peter Liebert, Norbert Bellmann, Lilo 
Gradmann, Herbert Simmeties, Gundula Sonsolla as well as Wolf 
Biermann and Nina Hagen. Afterwards he was private teacher. He 
also worked at the broadcasting station ‚Berliner Rundfunk‘ (guitar 
and mandolin). His neighbour in Adlershof (East Berlin) was the 
composer Rudolf Wagner-Régeny. He animated him to compose 
some pieces for guitar (Fünf Miniaturen, Sonatine - both published 
by Friedrich Hofmeister). (Rainer Stelle)  

Schlosberg Benoît (Français) 
Né le 14.05.1954 à Neuilly (Enfance à New-York). Elève de 
LAGOYA, FERRARO (à Rome), PONCE (Licence de Concert de 
l’Ecole Normale) et RUEFF (Harmonie et Contrepoint). Enseigne au 
Conservatoire d’Epinay-sur-Seine. Lauréet de la Fondation 
MENUHIN. A composé aussi pour guitare et flute et quatuor à 
cordes (Kalimba, Eloge du Tango). 

Schmetterer Karl (English) 
Composer, church musician, choir director and teacher, born and 
died in Vienna. / The son of a lawyer graduated from 1903-1907 
the  k.k. Lehrerbildungsanstalt in Vienna and after two years as a 
provisional sub-teacher in November 1910 acquired the teaching 
qualification for general elementary schools. According to his 
interests, he frequented courses in school singing in 1911 and 
passed the teacher training examination for piano and organ in 
1915. He works as church musician at the church of Altlerchenfeld 
in Vienna, when the guitarist Alfred Rondorf inspired him to 
compose works with guitar. His quartet No. 1 was premiered in 
Vienna on November 17, 1927. In 1934 the city school council for 
Vienna explicitly expressed his appreciation for “worthy elevation 
and organization of singing lessons”. In addition to his teaching 
profession, was working as a church musician, so he temporarily 
led the church choir Altlerchenfeld, with which he also performed 
his own compositions. The boy's choir of the Hernalser “Marien-
Singvögel” was also under his direction. After Austria's so-called 
annexation to the German Reich, for political reasons, 
Schmetterer was put into permanent retirement at the end of May 
1938 and was on leave until retirement. After he was due to 
return to active primary school in May 1942, he quit his job on 
June 30 of the same year and moved to the Vienna city 
administration. After the end of the war, was initially working as a 
primary school teacher in Taiskirchen (Ried im Innkreis). In 
addition, on behalf of the City School Council for Vienna, he 
prepared expert reports on the political behavior of fellow 
teachers “for the time of Hitler's rule in Austria”. In 1947, 
Schmetterer‘s submission for the “Austrian Folk Anthem” 
competition was disregarded. The following year, he was officially 
retired. Against the background of atomic armament, in the 
1960s, Schmetterer presented the “Pacifist March”.  (Rainer 
Stelle) 

Schlumpf Martin (English) 
Born 3.12.1947  
Schlumpf was born in Aarau. Between 1968 and 1973 he studied 
music in Zurich: clarinet, piano, conducting, theory and 
composition. He studied composition with B. Blacher in Berlin. 
Since 1977 he has been senior lecturer for music theory at Zurich 
Conservatoire and Music College. Additionally, he has since 1991 
run a course in group improvisation. He works as an improvising 
saxophonist in diverse ensembles. Since 1990 he has 
concentrated on composing mostly postmodern music.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Schmid Heinrich Kaspar (English) 
Schmid grew up as the son of a teacher couple and was from 10 
to 15 years of age member of the Regensburger Domspatzen. 
After graduation, he was first employed by the railway and 
studied music from 1899 to 1903 at the Academy of Music in 
Munich. His teachers included Ludwig Thuille (composition), 
Berthold Kellermann (piano), and Josef Becht (organ). After 
completing his studies (with top marks) Schmid undertook concert 
tours as a pianist together with the violinist Willy Burmester from 
1903 to 1905. In 1905 he received a call as a lecturer in piano 
and harmony at the Academy of Music in Munich. 
In addition to his teaching, he was from 1909 to 1919 conductor 
of the Munich Liedertafel of 1840. 
In 1919 Schmid was appointed professor at the Academy of Music 
in Munich and received in 1921 a call as director to the State 
Conservatory Karlsruhe. From 1924 to 1931 he directed the 
forerunner of today's Leopold Mozart Center as Director of the 
Municipal Conservatory in Augsburg. From 1932 Schmid was a 
freelance composer in Geiselbullach (near Munich). 
Schmid mainly composed choral music, chamber music, songs 
and church music. His chamber opera The Star of the Emperor op. 
45 a, he wrote after texts by Joseph Bernhart. 
(Rainer Stelle) 
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Schmid-Kayser Hans (English) 
Composer, conductor, singing-teacher, singer with guitar, born in 
Mexico. His parents were of Swiss nationality. He was educated at 
the Germany (Hambourg), became private scholar of Hugo 
Riemann, studied at the conservatories of Sondershausen and 
Wiesbaden and with Friedrich Hegar in Zürich. After studying he 
lived in Berlin and sinche 1923 in Zürich. (Rainer Stelle, 2009) 

Schmidt Eberhard (English) 
Eberhard Schmidt was the son of a pastor and school principal. 
His love for music was shaped by his mother, who had studied 
voice and piano at the Stern‘sche Conservatory in Berlin. The 
almost daily house music was one of Schmidt's most formative 
childhood experiences. From the age of six, he received lessons in 
piano and organ playing. After visiting the village school Schmidt 
went in 1917 to the high school of the village Brieg (near to 
Slawentzitz). There he also received cello lessons and participated 
in the school choir and school orchestra. At the request of his 
parents Schmidt began law school in 1927 at the Friedrich 
Wilhelm University in Berlin. At the same time he took cello and 
theory lessons at the Stern‘sche Conservatory. In 1929, however, 
he broke off his studies, turned to the left student milieu and 
decided finally for training as a professional musician in the 
subjects cello and piano. This year he also met the communist-
oriented Jewish artist Cora Eppstein, whom he married in 1933. 
Schmidt became an artistic member of the Agitprop group Red 
Striker. For the politically motivated performances of the working 
class he composed songs that are not recorded. 
After the National Socialist "seizure of power" Schmidt escaped in 
1933 with his wife in the then still independent Saarland. There he 
met Erich Weinert and Hans Marchwitza, who influenced him both 
politically and musically. Also in that time Schmidt composed 
songs for the political cabaret. After the incorporation of the 
Saarland in the German Reich in 1935, he fled with his wife to 
Paris. There they lived in illegality. Through his political contacts 
he could continue to compose pieces for a French worker's cabaret 
and a Jewish children's ballet. 
In 1936, Eberhard Schmidt joined the International Brigades, 
which fought in the Spanish Civil War on the side of the Spanish 
Republic against the rebellious associations headed by General 
Franco. In 1939 he was arrested at the French border by the 
Guard Mobile and first detained in St. Cyprien and then in Gurs, 
the largest French internment camp. There he remained musically 
active. Schmidt initiated the founding of prisoner choirs and 
played in the camp orchestra. In the internment camps, he 
composed several songs, including "Between the sea and barbed 
wire" (1939) and "Interbrigade" (1939). During his detention, his 
wife Cora Eppstein died in 1939 in Paris. 
In 1941, the French Vichy regime delivered the German members 
of the International Brigades, including Eberhard Schmidt, to 
Germany. The Gestapo took the musician to the Sachsenhausen 
concentration camp in 1941. Here, too, he founded a choir and 
played as a cellist in the German-Czech inmate string quartet. In 
April 1945, shortly before the beginning of the so-called "death 
march", he composed the song "Muselmann" in Sachsenhausen. 
In April 1945, Soviet troops liberated Eberhard Schmidt near 
Schwerin during the "death march". 
Schmidt went back to Berlin after the liberation, took up a 
position as a music lecturer at the Office of Popular Education in 
the district of Pankow and in turn became politically and musically 
active. Together with the painter, poet and director Eva Fritzsche, 
he opened the cabaret „Der Besen“ (The Broom) in 1945. The two 
married in 1950. In the following years he was co-founder of 
various cabarets and was responsible as a cultural officer of the 
Free German Youth for Music. In 1951 Schmidt was founding 
member and board member of the Composers' Association of the 
GDR. In 1953 he received from the government of the GDR for his 
achievements the National Prize. In 1958 he moved to the vicinity 
of Stralsund. 
In the years 1964 to 1968 he was director of the Schwerin 
Conservatory. Then he returned to Berlin and lived there until his 
death as a freelance musician. 
In the GDR, Eberhard Schmidt became known through television 
children operas and singing games. He also composed workers 
songs for solo and choral singing, such as "Das Eisenbahnerlied“ 
(The Railwayman Song, 1948). He also composed operettas, 

cantatas, scenic collages and instrumental works for school and 
music school use. (Rainer Stelle) 

Schmidt Ignaz Volker (English) 
Schmidt made first compositional attempts from 1986 and was a 
member of rock and jazz ensembles as a pianist, keyboardist, 
trumpeter and songwriter. From 1993 Schmidt undertook first 
serious studies in counterpoint, harmony and morphology. From 
1995 he took private composition lessons with Franklin Cox 
(University of Maryland, USA). Later he studied with Bernd 
Asmus, Jan Kopp (Stuttgart, Germany) and John Palmer 
(composer). Since 2000/2001 he created first compositions of 
new music. Since then, Schmidt has created solo pieces for piano, 
cello, violin, flute, clarinet and trombone, as well as a contrabass 
duo, a string trio, three vocal pieces for female voices, songs and 
various works for chamber ensembles. Schmidt's works have been 
performed in Germany, the USA, Russia and Mexico. He worked 
with the Belcanto Soloists, the New York Miniaturist Ensemble and 
the Trio Mondala, the Art Ensemble Berlin, the Duo Simolka & 
Wohlhauser and the Frankfurter Tonkünstlerbund, among others. 
(Wikipedia) 

Schmidt Lorenz (English) 
Lorenz Schmidt was born in 1958 in Schweinfurt, Germany. He 
studied Guitar with Kreidler and Composition with Weiand at the 
Academy of Music at Wuppertal. The main focus of his work has 
been the composition of chamber music for guitar(s) in various 
combinations with other instruments (voice, flute, accordeon). In 
addition, he has started in the last year an increasing number of 
works for other instruments and ensembles (piano, string quartet, 
accordion, chamber orchestra). 

Schneider Francis (English) 
Composer,  pianist and piano pedagogue as well as author of 
numerous publications in the field of piano lessons. born in Basel, 
he first studied piano, musicology and Romance languages. Later 
he expanded his studies to harpsichord, improvisation and 
composition. In 1984, Francis Schneider founded the Nepomuk 
music publishing house for music education and contemporary 
music, which he led for 27 years. Since 2011, Nepomuk's versatile 
program has been continued by Breitkopf & Härtel. In addition to 
his commitment to cultural policy, for example as a board 
member of the Swiss Music Council SMR, member of the 
executive board and copy editor of the Swiss music edition SME or 
as president of EPTA Switzerland, Schneider is mainly known as 
the author of various piano publications and books. Schneider 
finds inspiration and the approach of his varied artistic activities in 
his engagement with the present: “Be it in the form of a piano 
improvisation, a piano piece, an ink drawing, an object or a short 
text. At the center is the present - it is always now”. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Schneider Joachim (English) 
Joachim F.W. Schneider studied with Heinz Winbeck at the 
University of Music Würzburg, He has received many national and 
international awards, including 1st Prize in the II. International 
Uuno Klami Composition Competition, the Bayerischer 
Staatsförderpreis, given by the German Federal State of Bavaria, 
and the European Composer’s Award. 
His works have been performed by prestigious soloists, ensembles 
and orchestras (such as Sol Gabetta, Berkeley Symphony 
Orchestra, Lapland Chamber Orchestra, Kymi 
Sinfonietta, Münchener Kammerorchester and Ensemble 
Modern) and have been played in Europe, USA and Canada. He 
worked with conductors such as Kent Nagano, John Storgårds, 
Yasuo Shinozaki and Jonathan Stockhammer. 
Schneider’s compositions include works for string quartet, 
orchestra and choir as well as piano, guitar and solo tuba. His 
music is complex and multilayered, he uses all possible ways of 
expression and techniques of the instruments involved. This 
variety is brought together into an own and original aestheticism 
which is dense in colour and time. 
Schneider has taught at the University of Music Würzburg since 
1998. He gives lessons in music theory to advanced placement 
students (PreCollege). In the summer term 2013 he was deputy 
professor for composition at the Academy of Music in Würzburg. 
2017 he got a scholarship at the Cité Internationale des Arts in 
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Paris. 
Web: http://www.joachim-fw-schneider.de/index.php/en/vita-
2/cv-in-brief (2018) 

Schneider Simon (English) 
Simon Schneider was born on December 4th 1886 in Pasing (near 
Munich). He had his first zither lessons at the age of 11 with 
Eduard Högner. The director of the Tegernseer Bauerntheater, J. 
Schmid, took him on at 17 as zitherplayer for tours in Germany 
and Austria. Later he was to give concerts in the Netherlands as 
well. During 1908 he followed courses in music theory and piano 
with Michael Schricker. From 1909 he became interested in the 
guitar: with his teacher Ludwig Resch he worked on the Carcassi-
school, but his model was nonetheless Miguel Llobet, whom he 
heard in 1913 in Munich. In 1920 he moved to Hanover and 
worked there as guitar and zither teacher. Added to this he 
continued singing studies with Franz Notholt and sang tenor in 
choral performances. Occasionally he was heard as a soloist and 
chamber musician. The beginnings of inflation in 1923 made it 
easier for him to decide to accept an invitation to Argentina. After 
difficult beginnings he was able to build an existence there as 
teacher and singer. He gave various concerts in Buenos Aires, 
Bahía Blanca, Santa Fe, Córdoba und Montevideo. Having served 
as a tenor at the church of Espíritu Santo for seven years and as 
choirmaster for two, most of his compositions are influenced by 
church music. In 1937 he returned to Munich and gave concerts, 
sometimes with his daughter Gabriele. At first teaching guitar and 
zither at the Trapp’sche conservatoire, he obtained a position for 
guitar and folksong at the Didactic Academy Munich/Pasing. He 
died in Pasing on June 20th 1971. His compositions, 
arrangements and teaching-works for zither and guitar are 
published, amongst others, by Hofmeister (Gitarreschule, Op. 
125), Bachmann and privately by himself (managed now by his 
daughter Gabriele). She was taught initially by her father, held a 
position as guitar teacher at Munich University, watches over his 
estate and provided the basis for this article. Interesting, that she 
played for some time in a quartet with Terzgitarre, two 
Primgitarren and Quintbassgitarre. She in turn taught her own 
daughter Ursula who also taught guitar at Munich University.  
Völker Höh recorded a CD with compositions by Simon Schneider: 
In 2012 the CD „SoloDuoTrioQuartett - Deutsche Gitarrenmusik” 
(Naxos 8.551291) with compositions by Bruno Henze, Heinrich 
Albert und Simon Schneider was published. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Schnyder Daniel (English) 
Daniel Schnyder was born on 12 March 1961 in 
Zurich/Switzerland and lives in New York City. He works as 
composer and instrumentalist (saxophone) and his works 
comprise symphonies, instrumental music, operas, oratorios, a 
concerto for chamber orchestra, various orchestra pieces, 
numerous chamber music works and many CD productions with 
jazz compositions and cross-over-related music with Arab, Latin-
American and African musicians. 
Daniel Schnyder is composer in residence of the Milwaukee 
Symphony Orchestra under Andreas Delfs and regularly writes 
music for the New York “Absolute Ensemble” under Kristjan 
Jaervi. In 2004/05 he works as composer in residence for the 
Menuhin Festival in Gstaad and as consultant for Absolute 
Ensemble N.Y.C. and various festivals with respect to special 
music projects ranging from classic, jazz to ethnic music. 
In 1996 Daniel Schnyder was awarded the first prize at the 
International Trumpet Guild Composition Contest for his music for 
brass instruments which will be released by the Graham Ashton 
Brassensemble 2003 on Signum records integral. David Taylor 
performed Daniel Schnyder’s “Bass Trombone Concerto” in New 
York, Schnyder produced a CD of this concert which won the 
Grammy Nomination 2002.  
His latest releases include the Jazz album Da Skale (TCB records) 
together with Kenny Drew jr. and Zoom In (Universal) with the 
Carmina Quartett (first recording of the “3rd String Quartet”) and 
Arab percussion. 
Daniel Schnyder also plays regularly as soloist with orchestras and 
jazz bands and holds master classes in composition, improvisation 
and arrangement. Most of his jazz compositions have been 
released by enjarecords – more than 12 CDS ranging from trio to 

big band, symphonic music and jazz. (2010) 
Web: http://www.universaledition.com/Daniel-
Schnyder/composers-and-works/composer/2232/biography 

Schönberg Arnold (English) 
Arnold Schoenberg has exercised very considerable influence over 
the course of music in the 20th century, particularly through his 
development and promulgation of theories of composition in which 
unity in a work is provided by the use of a determined series, 
usually consisting of the twelve possible different semitones, their 
order also inverted or taken in retrograde form, and in transposed 
versions. Schoenberg's earlier compositions are post-romantic in 
character, followed by a period in which he developed his theories 
of atonality, music without a key or tonal centre. Born in Vienna in 
1874, he spent his early career in Berlin, until the rise to power of 
Hitler made it necessary to leave Germany and find safety in 
America, where he died in 1951. With his pupils Anton Webern 
and Alban Berg, both of whom he outlived, he represents a group 
of composers known as the Second Viennese School. 
Operas: Schoenberg's most important opera is Moses und Aron, of 
which he completed only two of the three acts. 
Choral and Vocal Music: Gurrelieder, written between 1901 and 
1903, is a work of Wagnerian proportions and mood, for solo 
voices, large chorus and orchestra. Other, later vocal music 
includes A Survivor from Warsaw, written in 1947, for narrator, 
male voices and orchestra. Solo songs range from the 1909 
settings of Stefan George in Das Buch der hängenden Gärten (The 
Book of the Hanging Garden) to the cabaret songs he wrote for 
the Berlin Überbrettl in his earlier years. The Pierrot lunaire, a 
study of madness, based on German translations of seven poems 
by Albert Giraud and using Sprechgesang, words half spoken, half 
sung, was completed in 1912. 
Orchestral Music: Schoenberg's music for orchestra includes a 
violin concerto, a symphonic poem based on Maurice Maeterlinck's 
medieval drama Pelleas und Melisande and Five Orchestral Pieces. 
Chamber Music: In addition to four string quartets and a late 
string trio, Schoenberg's post-romantic Verklärte Nacht of 1899 is 
particularly noteworthy. 
Web: http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/929.htm 

Schönfelder Ilse (English) 
Composer, guitarist and pedagogue, born in Lipsia (Saxony). / 
She spent her childhood in Lipsia, moved in 1960 with her family 
to Jena (Thuringia). Actually, she wanted to learn piano, which 
her parents disagreed with. In 1967 she came to the guitar by the 
model of a cousin. With the desire for lessons she was rejected at 
the music school Jena, because she was already 16 years old. She 
finally found a private music teacher with Margarete Teichmann. 
She made rapid progress, and so the teacher had her in the 
second year of teaching the "Alhambra" of Tárrega practice. The 
premature tremolo game, however, had a permanently insufficient 
technique of the right hand result. After seven years, the lesson 
ended with a lecture on the Mozart Variations by Fernando Sor. 
After that she occasionally performed publicly with various 
chamber music partners. Since there was a lively demand for 
guitar lessons, the chairman of the Jena Music Teachers 
Association, Heinrich Funk, gave her the first students, including 
Annegret Hucke (married Kneip, remarried Lavin). Hicke fled 
several years later in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
published in 2008 the book „Ein schwarzes Schaf: Tagebuch einer 
DDR-Flucht“ (extended edition of 2018). In 1981 Ilse Schönfelder 
was given the opportunity, in view of the planned but then 
unrealized establishment of music teaching cabins at the music 
schools, to complete an apprenticeship as an instrumental teacher 
in the secondary occupation at the Gera District Music School. As 
part of this training, she got with the help of guitar teacher Heide 
Döhler also the upper school degree, which the private music 
teachers were not allowed to give. She finished her instrumental 
course in 1984 successfully. At that time, however, the main 
occupation and family imposed certain restrictions on private 
teaching. From 1993 to 1997 she gave group lessons for 
beginners for a private music school, as well as private lessons for 
advanced students. She trained a total of 45 guitar students. 
Since 1995 until today she plays in the mandolin and guitar 
ensemble "Lautengilde Jena", which regularly gives concerts. 
Since the beginning of the seventies Ilse Schönfelder began to 
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compose for her instrument, though she did not have any training 
for that. She created quite a few works - especially for guitar solo. 
The "Six Pieces", published in 1980 by Werner Pauli (in "Gitarre 
7", Verlag Neue Musik Berlin), was her first and so far only printed 
composition. 
Ilse Schönfelder studied physics and worked full-time 1973-1991 
as a scientific-technical employee in the VEB Carl Zeiss Jena. 
From 1997 to retirement in 2016, she was a laboratory engineer 
at the University of Applied Sciences (later Ernst-Abbe-
Hochschule) in Jena.  (Rainer Stelle) 

Schönthal Ruth (English) 
Composer and pianist, born in Hamburg and died in Scarsdale 
(New York).  Since 1930 she learnt piano and theory at the 
Sternsche Conservatory in Berlin. 1935 she was expelled from the 
conservatory for her Jewish faith. So she took private lessons with 
Schönberg’s scholar Walter Hirschberg and the pianist Alfred 
Meizel. 1938 her family had to go into exile to Stockholm. There 
she continued studying at the Music Academy. 1941 the family 
had to escape the Nazis again: They settled down in Mexico. 
There she studied composition with Manuel Maria Ponce and piano 
with Pablo Castellano. Especially in Mexico her works appeared 
often in concerts and radio. Since 1946 she studied with Paul 
Hindemith at Yale University (New Haven/Connecticut), 
graduating in 1948. Since 1948 she lived in New York, since 1958 
in New Rochelle (near New York). She taught composition, theory 
and piano at the Adelphi University (1974-1977), at the 
Westchester university (since 1976) and at the New York 
University (since 1977). She wrote more than 100 works: 3 
operas, many orchestral works, balletts, chamber music, piano 
music and songs. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Schoonenbeek Kees (English) 
Dutch composer. Kees Schoonenbeek studied piano, Theory of 
Music and Composition at the Arnhem and Brabant 
Conservatories. In 1978 he obtained the prize for composition of 
the Brabant Conservatory, with which he was connected as a 
teacher of Composition, Theory of Music and Orchestration. This 
was preceded by an engagement as a Theory of Music teacher at 
the Amsterdam University.  
Schoonenbeek's body of works is widely divergent and includes, 
besides chamber music, works for choir, orchestra and symphonic 
wind orchestras. 
In 1983 he won the music-prize of the city of Lochem with 
Tristropha for symphonic windorchestra. 
Web: http://schoonenbeek.net/about-me.php (2015) 

Schoonenbeek Kees (Français) 
Kees Schoonenbeek est né le 1 octobre 1947 à Arnhem, aux Pays-
Bas. ll suivit les cours de piano au Conservatoire d'Arnhem et 
acheva sa formation au Conservatoire Brabancon de Tilburg en y 
étudiant la théorie musicale et la composition.De 1975 à 1977, 
Schoonenbeek y fut engagé en tant que professeur et y obtint le 
prix de composition en 1978. Avant son retour en 1980 à Tilburg, 
il était professeur durant trois ans à l'Université d'Amsterdam, 
Groupement des Sciences Musicales.Comme compositeur, 
Schoonenbeek recherche un idioom sonore qui soit susceptible 
d'intéresser un vaste public. Son répertoire est tres disparate car 
il comprend, non seulement des oeuvres pour musique de 
chambre, mais aussi des oeuvres pour chorales, orchestres et 
orchestres à vent. Son intéret pour la musique à vent s'éveilla en 
1980. C'est en cette année qu'on lui confia la composition d'une 
oeuvre pour Brassband qui donna naissance à la piece 
“Symfonietta”. Suivirent à partir de cet instant, beaucoup d'autres 
compositions pour orchestres à vent. Kees Schoonenbeek est tres 
attiré par la musique avec une préférence pour les compositeurs 
anglais tels que Benjamin Britten et Ralph Vaughan Williams. 
Web: http://schoonenbeek.net/about-me.php (2015) 

Schuermans Pieter (English) 
Pieter Schuermans (Belgium, 1970) studied composition with Luc 
Van Hove at the Lemmensinstitute in Leuven where he became 
Master in Composition. During a summer stage of Creative Dance 
Artist Trust in the U.K. he worked with 8 international 
choreographers and had masterclasses with Kevin Volans and 
Jonathan Burrows for composition and choreography respectively. 

As part of a post graduate at the Orpheus Institute in Ghent he 
created the interactive performance “Looking Through Eardrums” 
with music, dance and juggling. Over one hundred performances 
had critical acclaims in Belgium, Paris, Vienna, Brescia, Leipzig, 
Stockholm and more. 
Although he continues working on interactive possibilities, he still 
is a strong believer in the presentation of pure musical material 
on stage too.  
He wrote for all kinds of formations and his work was honored 
with prices more than once (Tech-Art Price 2000,  
Price of the Province of Vlaams-Brabant). His music is being 
increasingly appreciated  
on the international scene of contemporary music. 
Pieter Schuermans is also active as a performer. He studied flute 
and double bass (both Masters). He founded the ensemble EaRis 
company (www.earis.be), an ensemble that is based on a concept 
of interactive performances, featuring himself on double bass. 
Pieter Schuermans is a teacher of music theory at the 
Lemmensinstitute and flute, double bass and chamber music in 
local music schools in Belgium. 
Because of his personal interest as a composer in the power of 
complex multiple rhythmical layering he was recently involved in a 
research project on tempo, meter and rhythm of the K.U. Leuven 
and the IvOK (Institute for Practice based Research in the Arts). 
Pieter Schuermans is currently working on a Ph.D. 
On the Multilevel Organizing Principles of Duration and Time in the 
Perception of Music. 
As a composer, my research focuses on the organizational 
mechanisms that affect the experience of duration and rhythm. 
More specifically, I examine whether large-scale beat patterns as 
well as beat patterns of slightly varying durations are musically 
comprehensive. Will such an organization at the super-ordinate 
level transform the experience of subordinate rhythmic elements? 
Can this principle act as a catalyst for the perception of more 
complex rhythmical textures and multi-layering?  
Relevant examples from twentieth century composers, traditional 
Indian and African music as well as my own work will be 
analyzed.  
The ubiquitous interaction between research and composition in 
this doctorate will accumulate in the creation of three new works. 
Web: 
http://www.pieterschuermans.be/Pieter_Schuermans/biography.h
tml (2011) 

Schulé Bernard (English) 
Bernard Schulé was born in Zurich and died in Geneva. Following 
conservatory and university studies, he travelled to Paris in 1931 
to Alfred Cortot (piano), Joseph Bonnet (organ), Nadia Boulanger 
and Paul Dukas (composition). He remained for 29 years in the 
French capital working as a music teacher, organist and choir 
leader. In 1960 he came back to Switzerland in order to dedicate 
his time entirely to composition and lived since his return in 
Geneva. 
Web: 
http://www.musinfo.ch/index.php?content=maske_personen&per
s_id=1203 

Schuller Günther (English) 
Gunther Schuller born in New York 22.11.1925. Conductor, horn 
player, editor, virtuoso orchestrator, teacher and many things 
besides, Schuller has enjoyed a full career as musical polymath 
even before adding the role of self-taught composer, who in 1957 
devised 'third-stream' music, fusing serialism and jazz 
improvisation. One of the most admired of American composers 
outside his native land, he is a natural experimenter who in 'The 
Visitation' of 1966 also produced one of the most controversial 
and provocative of post-war American operas. 

Schulmeier Fernando Martin (Español) 
Fernando Martín Schulmeier 
Guitarrista y compositor nacido el 4 de octubre de 1970. 
Realizó sus estudios de guitarra con Jorge Martinez Zárate y Jorge 
Labanca en el conservatorio Juan José Castro, perfeccionándose 
posteriormente con Liliana Ardissone. 
Sus estudios de composición y orquestación los realizó con el 
compositor Claudio Schulkin. 
Su amplia producción compositiva abarca en la actualidad más de 
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70 obras dentro de las cuales encontramos tríos, dúos y solos de 
guitarra, obras corales, de música de cámara , sinfónicas y para 
distintos instrumentos solistas. 
Durante el 2001 su obra para guitarra solista ENUVERK recibió un 
premio de la TRINAC (tribuna de compositores de Argentina) y fue 
seleccionada para participar del 7mo Forum de jóvenes 
compositores en Ucrania, siendo dicha obra, de las participantes, 
la única argentina y la única para guitarra solista. 
Fernando Schulmeier ha actuado en como solista y en diversas 
agrupaciones en el ámbito de la música clásica, antigua 
contemporánea y popular, y en la actualidad está abocado a la 
difusión de la música de nuestro tiempo en el proyecto Espacio 
XX-XXI junto a Laura Jodara (piano y dirección coral) y Luis Orias 
Diz (guitarra), actuando como compositor, intérprete y arreglador 
y. a su vez , organizando y promocionando ciclos de música en 
importantes salas de Buenos Aires, en donde participan 
numerosos jóvenes intérpretes.  
En el presente año se destacan sus presentaciones en el Festival 
Guitarras del Mundo (con obras de su autoría) y con Laura Jodara 
en el 2do Encuentro Nacional de Música de Cámara desarrollado 
en Posadas (Misiones, Argentina). 
Permanentemente trabaja en el desarrollo compositivo y didáctico 
de la guitarra y su lenguaje, así como también en un libro 
dedicado a los elementos de la composición. 
Dicta clases de guitarra, composición y apreciación musical en 
Escuela Tema (Boedo), Arte Vivo (Vicente López), Casa de la 
Cultura de San Isidro y particularmente en su estudio.  
Web: http://www.seiscuerdas.com/schulmeier/ (2003) 

Schultheiss Ulrich (English) 
He has been working since the mid-1980s as a composer, 
arranger and producer in the field of contemporary music and 
functional music. His musical language is often infused with 
elements of other genres and cultures. His compositions are 
performed in most European countries, in former Soviet Union 
countries, in the USA and Canada, in Central and South America 
and in the Far East. In addition, there are radio recordings and CD 
productions in Germany and abroad. Schultheiss was active for 
many years as an interpreter of his own works, especially with 
various cabaret programs. In addition to his artistic work, he 
works as a professor of music theory at the Academy of Music of 
the Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität in Münster. 
His research interests are: 
    • the context between composition and interpretation 
    • Virtual musical instruments (software instruments) in practice 
    • Dynamic scores 
Ulrich Schultheiss received instrumental lessons since the age of 
four (piano, later violoncello and cello). At the age of 11 he came 
to the pianist Erich Appel as a young student at the conservatory 
in Nuremberg. Until graduating from high school, he was a 
laureate of the Jugend Musiziert competition in various disciplines, 
including national prize winners in the piano four-handed / 2 
pianos division. 
After a brief study visit at the Medical Faculty of the Università di 
Ferrara (Italy), he studied at the University of Music in Würzburg. 
Among his teachers were u. a. the pianist Julian von Károlyi, the 
music theorist Zsolt Gárdonyi and the composer Bertold Hummel, 
in which Schultheiss passed the master class diploma. 
Ulrich Schultheiss was a lecturer at various German educational 
institutions, including the Richard Strauss Conservatory in Munich, 
at the University of the Arts in Berlin and at the University of 
Music Würzburg, where he from 2000 to 2002, together with 
Christoph Wünsch the studio for new music headed. In 2002 he 
was appointed Professor of Music Theory at the Hochschule für 
Musik Detmold in Münster. 

Schüppel Maria (English) 
Composer and music therapist, born in Chemnitz (Saxonia), died 
in Berlin. She lived since 1928 in Görlitz (Lower Silesia), studied 
composition, piano, recorder in Dresden, Breslau und Weimar; 
State Examination shortly after the end of World War II. She lived 
since 1949 in East Berlin, gave concerts on cembalo, clavicord and 
Trautonium, became 1949 lecturer at the University of Music. 
Because of her contacts to the Society of Anthroposophy she got 
problems and went to West Berlin, founded 1970 the 
“Musiktherapeuthische Werkstätte e.V.” (chairwoman up tp 1999) 

and became a pioneer oh music therapy. (Rainer Stelle) 

Schuttenhelm Thomas (English) 
Thomas Schuttenhelm is a graduate of the Hartt School of the 
University of Hartford, CT. He was appointed as the Fulbright-
Cardiff University Fellow for the academic year 2007-08. Thomas 
Schuttenhelm is known both as a composer and as the author of 
The Selected Letters of Michael Tippett (London: Faber & Faber, 
2005). He is spending his year-long fellowship continuing his 
research into Tippett. 

Schwanda Hans (English) 
Guitarist, composer, singer, climber and author, born as Johann 
Schwanda in Vienna and died in Vienna. He studied four 
semesters guitar at the conservatory in Vienna, played on the 
streets and in wine bars. In the 1920s and 1930s he performed as 
guitar duo ‚Wiener Gitarrenkammerduett‘ with Otto Schindler and 
they went on tours through Europe, too. They played in the radio 
in Vienna (e.g. 1930). Between the two wars he came as 
wandering musician to Sweden (several appearances on the 
radio). 1928 he also performed there with the guitarist Friedl 
Hinker. He taught guitar in winter and climbed in summer (Alps, 
Taurus mountains 1956, Caucasus 1957 and 1959, Greenland 
1982). In 1949 he opened a mountain sports shop in Vienna. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Schwantner Joseph (English) 
Joseph Schwantner was born in Chicago in 1943. Schwantner 
received his musical and academic training at the Chicago 
conservatory and Northwestern University, completing a doctorate 
in 1968. From 1982 to 1985, Schwantner served as Composer-in-
Residence with the Saint Louis Symphony orchestra as part of the 
Meet the Composer/Orchestra Residencies Program funded by the 
Exxon Corporation, the Rockefeller Foundation and the National 
Endowment for the Arts. He has been the subject of a television 
documentary entitled Soundings, produced by WGBH in Boston for 
national broadcast. His work, Magabunda “Four Poems of Agueda 
Pizarro,” recorded on Nonesuch Records by the Saint Louis 
Symphony, was nominated for a 1985 Grammy Award in the 
category “Best New Classical Composition,” and his A Sudden 
Rainbow, also recorded on Nonesuch by the Saint Louis 
Symphony, received a 1987 Grammy nomination for “Best 
Classical Composition.” 
Schwantner's music has been performed extensively throughout 
the United States, Europe, Asia, Canada and Mexico, as well as at 
the Holland, Ravinia, Adelaide, Bydgoszcz, Bracknell and 
TideWater Music Festivals, the 1978 ISCM World Music Days held 
in Helsinki, the 1981 World Music Days in Brussels and the 
Horizons '83 Festival of Contemporary Music sponsored by the 
New York Philharmonic, the 1988 New York International Festival 
of the Arts, and the Bowdoin Summer Music Festival 1990. 
His orchestral works have been extensively performed by such 
orchestras as: the London Symphony, Chicago Symphony, New 
York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, Cleveland Orchestra, Los 
Angeles Philharmonic. Performances by other ensembles include: 
the London Sinfonietta, Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Los 
Angeles Chamber Orchestra, Y Chamber Symphony, 
Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Speculum Musicae, 20th 
Century Consort, Boston Musica Viva, as well as performances by 
many university-based orchestras and ensembles in the United 
States and Europe. Major artists that have performed 
Schwantner's work include: Leonard Slatkin, Emanuel Ax, David 
Zinman, Raymond Lepard, Lucy Shelton, Pinchas Zukerman, 
Gerard Schwarz, Gerhardt Zimmermann, Christopher Keene, 
Ursula Oppens, Sharon Isbin, John Williams, Gunther Herbig, 
Ransom Wilson, Mark Elder, Joseph Silverstein, William Warfield, 
Jane Manning, Dawn Upshaw, Gunther Schuller, Coretta Scott 
King, actor James Earl Jones and Lukas Foss. 
His orchestral work Aftertones of Infinity received the Pulitzer 
Prize in 1979. Other awards include First Prize in the Kennedy 
Center Friedheim Awards 1981 for Music of Amber and Third Prize 
1986 for A Sudden Rainbow; Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship, 
1978; Consortium Commissioning Grant from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, 1974, 1977, 1979 and 1988; Martha 
Baird Rockefeller Foundation Grant, 1978; ISCM Composers 
Competition, 1978 and 1980.  
Web: http://www.eamdc.com/05.html 

http://www.eamdc.com/05.html%2024/10/99�
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Schwartz Eric (English) 
Eric Schwartz has studied composition at the Cleveland Institute 
of Music, New York University, and both the Interlochen and 
Aspen Summer Music Festivals. Past teachers have included 
Margaret Brouwer, Donald Erb, George Tsontakis, and Randy 
Woolf. Primarily interested in a synthesis of musical archetypes, 
Schwartz is always at work on a variety of genre bending projects. 
Formative influences include an amalgamation of the glam metal 
of the late 80′s, and the baroque intellectualism of Arnold 
Schoenberg. 
His music has been performed on five continents, at venues 
ranging from Merkin Concert Hall in NYC and the BMW Edge 
Theatre in Melbourne, Australia to universities, coffee shops, gas 
stations, and bars of all shapes and sizes. He has received awards 
and grants from Meet the Composer, ASCAP, The Society for New 
Music, The Puffin Foundation, The Cleveland Chamber Symphony, 
and The Ohio Federation of College Music Clubs. 
Schwartz has served on the faculties of New York University, 
Hunter College, the Lucy Moses Music School, and most recently 
the University of North Carolina School of the Arts, and is the 
artistic director of the Winston-Salem, NC based experimental 
music group Forecast Music. He was formerly a Resident 
Composer for the Los Angeles based Tonoi contemporary music 
ensemble, the Minnesota based Renegade Ensemble, and NYC’s 
Vox Novus. His debut CD 24 Ways of Looking at a Piano, named 
one of the top classical CDs of 2005 by All Music Guide, is 
available from Centaur Records. His second solo album, OYOU will 
be available from CD Baby in 2011. His music is also available on 
Signum Classics, Capstone Records, Trace Label, and a host of 
others, and is published by Staunch Music (UK) and Lovebird 
Music (US). 
Following a wonderful, rewarding decade in NYC, Schwartz has 
recently taken a position at the University of North Carolina 
School for the Arts, where he serves as Music Director for the 
School of Dance. He and his wife, graphic designer Erin Raines, 
are now living in lovely Winston-Salem, NC. 
Web: http://www.ericschwartzcomposer.com/ (2011) 

Schwarz-Reiflingen Erwin (English) 
Schwarz-Reiflingen, Erwin, * 22.7.1891, †15.11.1964; German 
guitarist, studied music in Berlin and Leipzig, published 1925 with 
the Heinrichshofen's publishing house the School of the guitar in 5 
parts, as well as with different German publishing houses a 
multiplicity of revised pieces of guitar classical guitar authors. 
“Der Lautenalmanach”, of Schwarz-Reiflingen, in the years 
1919/20, became for guitar historians of special interest. 
Schwarz-Reiflingen rendered special services around the 
publication of the guitar compositions from the Paganini’s 
manuscripts. (Jozef Powrozniak, Gitarren-Lexicon, Verlag Neue 
Musik, 1979-80) 

Schweizer Alfred  (English) 
Born 4.11.1941  
Schweizer was born in Sevelen, Switzerland. After high school, he 
studied music theory and linguistic science at the University of 
Bern (A. Geering, L. Dikenmann-Balmer). He undertook practical 
music studies at Bern Conservatoire (S. Veress, M. Flamig), and 
acquired the following diplomas: theory, 1966; school music, 
1969; choirleading, 1978. Between 1967 and 1972 he studied 
composition with Klaus Huber at the Basel Academy of Music. 
Since 1986 he has widened his scope to include computer music 
(G. Bennett, B. Spoerri, R. Boesch). In 1977 he was prizewinner 
at the Gino Marinuzzi International Composition Competition in 
Sanremo, Italy, with his orchestral piece “...cielo azzurro...”. In 
1984 he was recognised with the Pro Arte Scholarship Prize in 
Bern, and in 1995 he received the Canton Bern Music Council 
Prize. Schweizer teaches music theory subjects at Biel 
Conservatoire. He is involved in the CD-series “classic 2000”, a 
project initiated to promote a wide range of Swiss contemporary 
music.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Schwendinger Laura (English) 
Ms. Schwendinger is an Associate Prof. of Composition at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she is also the Artistic 
Director of the Contemporary Chamber Ensemble. She received 
her Ph.D. from the University of California Berkeley, where she 

studied with Andrew Imbrie, Olly Wilson and John Thow. She has 
also been an Associate Prof. of Composition and Theory at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago, a lecturer at the Music 
Department of the University of California, Santa Cruz, Smith 
College and on the faculty of the San Francisco Conservatory of 
Music-Preparatory Division, where she started a program for 
young composers, several of whom have moved on to successful 
careers. Her Chansons Innocentes, published by Hildegard 
Publishing Company, is available through Theodore Presser and 
her Chamber Concerto, reviewed in the American Record Guide as 
“melodic and atmospheric”, is on the CD Grand Designs from the 
Society of Composer's records series on Capstone records. Three 
upcoming CDs of her works are soon to be released. High Wire 
Act, will feature her chamber works on the Centaur label, another 
CD with two of her Concerti (Esprimere and Chiaroscuro Azzurro) 
will be released on Albany records; And a third CD of her entire 
piano music will be recorded by the incomparable Christopher 
Taylor. 
Web: http://lauraschwendinger.com/ (2010) 

Schwertberger Gerald (English) 
Composer, arranger and pedagogue, born in Gresten (Lower 
Austria), died in Vienna. He has raised several generations of 
young musicians around the world with his numerous volumes of 
instrumental lessons. Teachers and students are equally 
impressed by his Latin American-influenced, easily playable and 
appealing pieces. He was inspired not only by the music of Central 
and South America but also by his experiences in the field of jazz 
and classical modernism. For the mostly young interpreters, he 
gently opens his eyes to the versatility of the music, which they 
can realize on their instruments. 
In addition to learning the two instruments double bass and 
piano, he found in early childhood for improvisation and 
composition. From 1960, the music talent played in jazz bands 
double bass and worked as an arranger. His most popular 
composition is probably the four-movement work “Cuatro piezas 
para dos”, which was composed for the difficult and mostly 
bypassed instrumentation piano and guitar. With the mixture of 
Spanish folklore and popular music he enthused not only 
students, but also professional musicians who have included the 
work in their repertoire. The demand for other duos for this lineup 
came to Schwertberger in “Zwei Fragen und eine Antwort” and 
“Happy Hour Sandwich”. The latter was originally composed for 
violoncello and piano and is a wild blend of flamenco, jazz and pop 
with four melodious parts: Tartare Sauce, Sentimental Romance, 
Potato Rag and Salsa Brasileira. 
After studying history and German studies at the University of 
Vienna, Schwertberger completed his studies at the University of 
Music and Performing Arts in Vienna. Following his training as a 
music educator, he taught guitar and music at an Austrian school 
in Guatemala between 1977 and 1985 and has therefore mainly 
arranged Latin-American tangos, sambas and the like for 
teaching. But also with its own music tradition, the home-bound 
Europeans took apart. In doing so, he always strived to cope with 
the different degrees of difficulty that a teacher must take into 
account when choosing literature in the music school system. For 
example, in the “European Folk Melodies” he bothered to write a 
homo and a polyphonic version for a flute trio. In other cases, 
such as „One and One”, he made existing classroom material 
more interesting and musically appealing by adding a second 
guitar voice to compositions by Carcassi, Tárrega, Carulli, and 
Schumann. “Taktlosigkeiten - well-known piano pieces in a new 
guise” consists of a score text from intermediate texts by the 
classical musician, who humorously presents some curiosities. Did 
you know, for example, that Haydn was influenced by the 
Austrian anthem while composing the German national anthem? 
In addition to chamber music Schwertberger has written several 
musicals for children. One of them, “Kalimus”, is a “framework 
musical” that is not a strictly defined template, but allows 
individual performances of any kind. In the story, the magician 
Kalimus is supposed to help the teens organize a charity concert 
for children suffering from war or hunger. But they have to solve 
a puzzle first. The rapping of Goethe's “Zauberlehrling” finally 
brings the decisive help. In the two versions you can either play it 
with your own ensemble or use the playbacks created by the 
composer. In the musical “Der Bär is(s)t los” nature and animals 

http://www.musicedition.ch/�
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are in the foreground. With arrangements of “Go down Moses” or 
“Ode an die Freude” topics such as genetic engineering, 
environmental destruction and nutrition are playfully framed by a 
love story between Burli Bear and goat McBaby. 
The eight-year activity in Guatemala has left many traces in 
Schwertberger's musical oeuvre and at the same time has shaped 
his self-image as a composer. The teacher and textbook author 
did not self-actualize himself in his plays, but composed with the 
target audience in mind for a hopeful future. In his works, he 
discusses topics of general social significance and encourages 
children and adolescents to deal with current global problems. 
Always in the balancing act between the interest to satisfy a broad 
and young audience with the most demanding music possible, he 
has used bitonal harmonies, free-tonal to dodecaphone twists, 
jazzy and folkloristic behind seemingly funny and light-sounding 
works. The young and optimistic educator was never too old to 
keep up with future generations in terms of virtual media, 
common Anglicisms and humor and last year wrote a piece for 
flute and piano with the winking title “Sixpack”. 
In addition to his actual activity of composing, after retiring he 
discovered a completely different passion: walking, or rather 
committing, Austrian villages and towns. On his Youtube Channel 
you can find many small films with photos, which he recorded in 
his up to ten hours long walks in barefoot shoes. His motivation 
for the strenuous journeys, which he denied alone, he described 
in a radio report: “I want to root myself with my home, with the 
earth, with the cosmos. When I die, there is nothing left of me. 
But a few flankers, who are still buzzing around the area where I 
left for a while. “In fact, there are many flankers all over the 
world who have distributed Schwertberger in his music among the 
youngsters. May you wander around for a long time. (Margarete 
Buch) 

Sciortino Patrice (Français) 
Compositeur français né le 26 juillet 1922 à Paris. 
Issu d’un milieu artistique et musical, Patrice Sciortino entre en 
1936 à la Schola Cantorum, où il étudie le piano et l’écriture. 
D’abord organiste et professeur de musique, il compose ensuite 
sur commande pour la radio, la télévision, le cinéma et la scène. 
Après un stage au GRM en 1967, il étudie les musiques primitives 
et exotiques. Initiateur d’un cours d’analyse d’œuvres 
contemporaines au Conservatoire européen, il devient directeur 
du Conservatoire du XIIIe arrondissement de Paris (1979-1992), 
avant d’être nommé professeur de composition à la Schola 
Cantorum (1997). Patrice Sciortino compose pour tous les 
effectifs, offrant également des pièces de répertoire aux 
orchestres d’harmonie (Arc, 1971 ; Mostri, 1984), aux chœurs 
d’enfants (Les navires du soleil, 1991), ainsi que des œuvres 
d’intérêt pédagogique et des musiques de ballet pour la 
compagnie Russillo. Il s'intéresse aussi aux instruments 
marginaux tels les ondes Martenot (Mirages, 1965 ; Psalamen, 
1998), l’harmonica, l’accordéon (Phonescence, 
1972 ; Ambiphonaire, 1992). C’est dans ses symphonies (Hera, 
1998) et sa musique de chambre que sa démarche de 
compositeur, indissociable d’une quête spiritualiste, transparaît le 
mieux, sans omettre ses ouvrages lyriques (Atsmeuk, 
1965 ; L’affaire FFOPP, 1975), dont, en écrivain confirmé, il signe 
les livrets. 
Web: 
http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/fr/ressources/compositeurs/biographies/
sciortino-patrice-1922 (2014) 

Scliar Esther (Portuguese) 
Esther Scliar (1926-1979) 
Talvez não tenha ainda sido devidamente avaliada a importância 
do papel de Esther Scliar no esenvolvimento da música brasileira. 
Para ela, viver era fazer música. Concentrava todas as suas 
energias nessa atividade. Mas tinha também uma preocupação 
especial para com a realidade cultural brasileira, como um todo.  
Esther tinha uma visão inovadora do aproveitamento do folclore, 
sem abandonar as técn icas de composição cultas. Costumava 
dizer: “O folclore brasileiro è um dos mais ricos do mundo; mas é 
preciso saber combinar dialeticamente a matéria-prima brasile ira 
com a formação inovadora e vanguardista da arte. Este é um 
problema fundamental”.  
Em várias de suas obras corais vemos uma intensa ligação com o 

rico material nordestino, como é o caso, especialmente, da peça 
Toada de gabinete (1976), sobre motivos de violeiros da Paraíba. 
Outro bom exemplo é Ofulu-Lorerê-Ê (1974), sobre canto de 
Oxalá, do candomblé baiano. Podemos também citar Beiramar 
(1953), sobre um ponto de macumba. Esther gostava muito de 
escrever para coral, com base na sua experiência como regente 
de coro em Porto Alegre, nos anos 1950. Escreveu poucas obras 
instrumentais, algumas incompletas. As principais são: Imbrica ta 
(1976); Intermorfoses (1977); Sonata para piano (1961); e o 
Estudo n.1 para violão (1976). Fez também música para cinema e 
teatro. 
Esther teve também uma ativa participação nos movimentos de 
vanguarda musical. Tive a oportunidade de assistir várias Bienais 
de Música Contemporânea Brasileira, na Sala Cecília Meireles. 
Nessas ocasiões, costumava dizer: “O novo pelo novo, 
gratuitamente, os efeitos pelos efeitos, não me interessam se a 
obra não tiver um conteúdo e uma estrutura firmes. Do contrário, 
elas logo perderão o interesse”. 
Ela sempre se manifestava contrária à utilização da semiologia 
nos estudos de análise musical, pois tinha a convicção de que a 
música é uma arte destituída de significados. Considerava mu ito 
importante a exploração da música no campo da eletracústica, 
apesar de ter verdadeiro pavor de lidar com máquinas. Estimulou 
muito as compositoras Vânia Dantas Leite e Marlene Fernandes a 
criar uma sistematização da música eletracústica. Esther não se 
restringiu à composição. Grande parte de sua preocupação era 
com a educação musical, onde detectava deficiências primordiais. 
Resolveu então criar um sistema, o mais completo, rico, criativo a 
básico da teoria e análise musical, buscando abranger todos os 
estilos de várias épocas, sem nunca esquecer de dedicar uma 
parte à música brasileira. 
(Estudo n.1 para violão, MEC/FUNARTE, 1982) 

Scott Cyril (English) 
(1879-1970) 
The English composer, pianist and writer Cyril Meir Scott was born 
in Oxton, Cheshire, on 27 September 1879. At an early age he 
showed considerable musical gifts, reputedly being able to play 
the piano before he could talk. Whatever the truth of this story, 
his precocious abilities led to his being sent, at the age of twelve, 
to study at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt, where he 
remained for about 18 months. One of his teachers there was the 
composer and Wagner-disciple Englebert Humperdinck. 
Further studies followed in Liverpool, and then, from 1895, once 
again in Frankfurt, this time under composer Iwan Knorr. From 
1898, Scott was back in England, initially teaching in Liverpool, 
but also composing. This early period saw the composition of two 
symphonies (the first being conducted by Hans Richter, who was 
also championing the music of Elgar around this time), much 
chamber music, and the first of his many piano pieces and songs. 
Scott's developing fame, however, was not confined to Britain. In 
the period just before the first world war, for instance, Scott was 
startled to receive a letter from the widow of Gustav Mahler which 
reported that she had enjoyed playing his violin sonata with her 
brother-in-law, the eminent violinist Arnold Rose, leader of the 
Rose quartet. Another continental performer who adopted Scott's 
music was the outstanding pianist and Debussy-specialist Walter 
Gieseking. Indeed, such was the reputation of Scott in mainland 
Europe that many of his major works were published in Germany 
by Schott of Mainz. 
On 29 February, 1912 Scott participated in a concert of the 
Societé Musicale Indépendante in Paris, playing his Second Piano 
Suite. Also performing at the same concert were his friend Ravel, 
and Fauré. Another of Scott's friends during this period was 
Debussy, who invited Scott to visit him whenever he was in Paris. 
Indeed, Debussy supplied the publishing house of Schott with a 
eulogy to his friend for inclusion in Schott's catalogue of music by 
Scott. At this time (and subsequently), Scott's music was often 
likened to Debussy's, although Debussy himself claimed to have 
heard little similarity. 
By the early 1920s, Scott was established as a leading modernist 
composer, both in Britain and abroad. In 1928, his one-act opera 
The Alchemist, for which he wrote his own libretto, was performed 
at Essen, and in the early 1930s his ballet Karma was performed 
in Dortmund. However, Scott increasingly became known in 
Britain for his piano miniatures, with picturesque titles like Lotus 
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Land or The Waterwagtail, mostly composed to commission from 
his British publisher. Scott came to resent the popularity of these 
works as they gave the impression that he was principally a 
miniaturist, and diverted attention from his major compositions. 
One could well imagine that a sentimental title like Reverie, under 
which part of the guitar Sonatina was apparently performed in 
London in 1928, would not have pleased him greatly. 
Alongside his musical interests, Scott maintained throughout his 
life a deep interest in Indian philosophy, mysticism and the occult, 
on which he was something of an authority and about which he 
wrote extensively. He was capable, however, of seeing an 
amusing side to these esoteric interests. In his autobiography he 
recalls an incident in which a fortune teller, after studying his 
hand, identified his creative nature, but warned him against 
imitating 'such hideous composers as Cyril Scott. 
From the 1940s onwards his musical style no longer found favour, 
and, although he continued to compose, his work was neglected. 
His reputation in Britain was soon eclipsed by that of younger 
composers, principally Walton, Britten, Tippett and others of their 
generation. Scott's piano pieces, however, still had many 
devotees, but performances of his major works were rare. He died 
on 31 December 1970 at his home in Eastbourne. (Allan Clives 
Jones, preface of Cyril Scott’s Sonatine, Edizioni Musicali Bèrben) 

Scott David Raphael (English) 
David Raphael Scott (b. 1962) has been writing music for over 25 
years. His earliest creative efforts—best described as a blend of 
world and classical music styles—were produced using a primitive 
arrangement of discarded tape recorders.  In his late teens, many 
of his creative impulses were realized through multi-track 
recording.  He also made forays into the world of blues, rock and 
jazz as a composer and musician, playing a variety of the 
standard instruments associated with those genres. These early 
experiments in the techniques of harmonic layering, instrumental 
arranging and formal pacing, helped lay the groundwork for his 
current style. 
Since his early 20′s, David has written over forty pieces of 
contemporary classical instrumental and vocal music. Recently, 
his compositional method has become more and more analogous 
to the techniques found in painting, where a blank space is given 
implied structure by a horizon line and vanishing points, with 
detail added to this background in myriad layers. In his 
compositions, David therefore attempts to engage the listener on 
a number of different levels simultaneously. The surface of the 
music (the melodic ideas and gestures) is often saturated with 
colour, while the underlying structure (the harmony and 
counterpoint) is always implied. 
David feels fortunate to have studied composition with two of 
Canada’s most distinguished senior composers, Robert Turner and 
Violet Archer. He is a graduate of the Universities of Manitoba and 
Alberta, and holds a Doctorate in Composition from the University 
of British Columbia. David has also studied composition with 
Michael Matthews, Alfred Fisher, Stephen Chatman, Keith Hamel, 
and orchestration with Malcolm Forsyth. In his student years, 
David received numerous prizes for his compositions including 
those from Music Inter Alia (Winnipeg), PROCAN (Toronto), and 
BMI (New York). 
David is a member of the Canadian League of Composers and is 
an associate of the Canadian Music Centre. He was an Artistic Co-
Director of the new music organization GroundSwell from 2001-
2008. 
Premieres and commissions include those by the St. Lawrence 
String Quartet, the Molinari String Quartet, the Penderecki String 
Quartet, the Atlantic String Quartet, the Thunder Bay Symphony, 
Victoria Symphony, the Saskatoon Symphony, the Winnipeg Youth 
Symphony, the Manitoba Chamber Orchestra, the Hamilton 
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Koszalin State Philharmonic Orchetra 
of Poland, the Eckhardt-Gramatté Competition, the Manitoba 
Registered Music Teachers Association, The Royal Canadian 
College of Organists, GroundSwell, Array Music, the Hammerhead 
Consort, Ensemble Mondetta, Duo Concertante, the Agassiz Music 
Festival, soprano Valdine Anderson, cellist Paul Marleyn, violist 
Dan Scholz and other chamber groups and soloists. His music has 
been presented throughout Canada, in the United States, Europe 
and the former Soviet Union. CDs of David’s music, recorded on 
the Vienna Modern Masters and Arktos labels, are available 

through the Canadian Music Centre. 
David Scott is married to Laurel Howard, violist, teacher and 
administrator, and they have two children, a quasi-beagle and two 
freshwater snails. He lives and works in Winnipeg. 
Web: http://www.davidrscott.com/?page_id=91 (2015) 

Scott Stuart (English) 
Composer, Player, Teacher (Flute and Piano). 
Stuart Scott was born in Stretford near Manchester (UK) in 1949 
and studied composition with Sir Lennox Berkeley. His wind trio 
“Conversations” was awarded a prize at the Stroud Festival 
International Composer's Competition in 1970 and was first 
performed by members of the Camden Quintet. Since then his 
music has been performed and broadcast in the UK, 
USA,Germany, Scandinavia and Japan. His output includes an 
opera, orchestral works, music for brass ensemble and string 
quartet as well as many solo pieces,duos and vocal works.  
He is a member of the North West Composer's Association and 
author of “Halle Flutes”,”Skryabin and the Piano” and “The 
Chamber Music of John Ireland”. His works are available through 
several different publishers and there have been three CD 
recordings of his works. 

Scully James (English) 
Jim m Scully is a composer, performer and educator in the fields 
of contemporary classical music, electroacoustic music and jazz 
studies. He has been contributing his diverse talents to the music 
scene in Bakersfield, California for over 20 years. 
Scully holds degrees in music from CSU Bakersfield (B.A. in 
Music) and (M.F.A. in Music) and has taught music at the 
collegiate level at Bakersfield College, UC Irvine and now, CSU 
Bakersfield. He has served as Director of the Bakersfield College 
Jazz Ensemble and Director of the UC Irvine Community Jazz 
Ensemble. Currently, he is a full-time member of the CSU 
Bakersfield music faculty where he teaches an array of courses in 
the fields of Music Theory, Jazz Studies and Music Technology and 
serves as Founding Director of the CSUB Guitar Ensemble, 
Director of Small Jazz Ensembles, Director of the CSUB Music Lab 
and Assistant Director of the Bakersfield Jazz Festival. 
Scully plays such traditional instruments as the guitar, electric 
bass and piano and also makes music on computers using Sibelius 
6 notation software, Logic Studio 9, Garageband and various 
software samples and loops. He has appeared, collaborated, or 
worked with Billy Childs, Kei Akagi, Kenny Burrell, Dr. Keith 
Calmes, Kris Tiner, Dr. Doug Davis, Dr. Chris Dobrian, Eric 
Marienthal, Carl Allen, Charles Owens, Kyle Burnham, Paul 
Cierley, CSUB Jazz Ensemble, CSUB Jazz Singers, Kern County 
High School Honor Jazz Band, CSUB Theatre Department, and 
many, many others.  
Scully has received grants from American Composers Forum and 
the Faculty Teaching Learning Center at CSU Bakersfield. He has 
had works commissioned by Rachel Arnold, Ashley Addington and 
Dr. Keith Calmes. Various pieces have been performed at venues 
throughout the United States, including the Electro-Acoustic Juke 
Joint on the campus of Delta State University in Cleveland, 
Mississippi, the Lilypad in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the United 
Parish Church of Brookline in Massachusetts, The Bakersfield Jazz 
Festival, The Pacific Coast Collegiate Jazz Festival in Berkeley, 
California and aboard the Queen Mary in Long Beach, California as 
part of the Music Association of California Community Colleges 
Conference. 
The Bakersfield Symphony, CSU Bakersfield Jazz Program, CSU 
Bakersfield Theatre Program, UC Irvine and Bakersfield College 
have hosted other performances of works for various 
instrumentations. 
Scully has also led or co-led numerous small jazz groups including 
the Jim Scully Group, Jim Scully Trio, Jim Scully/Kris Tiner Band, 
the Bodfish All-Stars, Jenn Neil Group and the Speedy Neptune 
Project. Jim is currently a member of Society of Composers, 
American Composers Forum and College Music Society and has 
had music recorded and released on the the CSUB Jazz and 
Beauport Classical record labels. 
Jim currently lives in Bakersfield, California with his lovely wife 
and vocalist Jennifer Neil and their three sons Aidan, Maxwell and 
Dylan. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/jimmuscomp (2020) 
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Sculthorpe Peter (English) 
Born in Launceston in 1929, Peter Sculthorpe was educated at 
Launceston Church Grammar School, the University of Melbourne 
and Wadham College, Oxford. Until recently, he was Professor in 
Musical Composition (Personal Chair) at the University of Sydney, 
where he has taught since 1963. He has also taught at various 
music institutions and universities throughout the world, and he 
holds honorary doctorates from Tasmania, Melbourne, Sussex and 
Griffith. An Officer of both the Order of Australia and the British 
Empire, in 1998 he was elected one of Australia's Living National 
Treasures. 
Peter Sculthorpe has written works in most musical forms, and his 
output relates easily to the unique social climate and physical 
characteristics of Australia. Furthermore, his country's 
geographical position has caused him to be influenced by much of 
the music of Asia, especially that of Japan and Indonesia. His 
work is discussed in books by Michael Hannan, Peter Sculthorpe: 
His Music and Ideas 1929 - 1979. (St.Lucia, 1982); Deborah 
Hayes, Peter Sculthorpe: A Bio-Bibliography (Connecticut, 1993): 
and by the composer himself, Sun Music: Journeys and reflections 
from a composer's life (Sydney, 1999). At present, a biography of 
the composer is being written by Greame Skinner. 
Web: 
http://www.chambermusic2000.com/composer.php?c_id=27 

Sedes Anne (Français) 
(1964) 
Elle étudie la composition, analyse et informatique musicale à 
l’université de Paris VIII, sous la direction de Horacio Vaggione, 
puis dans le cadre de la formation dottorale “musique et 
musicologie du vingtième siècle” de l’IRCAM/EHESS dirigée par 
Hugues Dufourt; tours de composition avec Tristan Murail et 
Philippe Manoury. Elle a abordé la composition contemporaine à 
travers la musique électroacoustique, puis mixte. Sa Pièce n°2 
pour guitare et ordinateur, créée en 1991, a été jouée par Arnaud 
Dumond, Helder-Felipe Marques, Thierry Mercier, Carlos Molinaro. 
La version pour guitare seule (Pièce n°1, créée par Rafael Andia) 
est éditée aux Editions Musicales Transatlantiques. Elle a abordé 
I’écriture vocale, d’abord melée à l’électronique (Amers pour voix 
et électronique, 1997, durée: 8 mn production Muse en 
circuit/théatre du Lierre), puis de manière plus traditionnelle (Au 
loin pour guitare et mezzo-soprano, 1997, inédit), avec pour 
interprète Rula Safar. Figure d’embrassement, pour neuf 
instruments et électronique, commande du Heidelberger 
Ensemble, Gegen Welten Festival, et du ministère des arts et de 
la culture du Baden-Wurtemberg (Allemagne) a été créé le 28 
ottobre 2000 à Heidelberg et repris à Freibourg, par l’ensemble 
Aventure Elle poursuit maintenant une collaboration électronique 
avec le percussionniste Miquel Bernat (soliste de l’ensemble Ictus, 
Bruxelles). Illusion, pour steeldrum et ordinateur a été créé le 17 
mai 2001 à Saint-Denis (durée: 7 min). Impusion, pour caisse 
claire et ordinateur est en tours d’élaboration. Elle poursuit 
également une collaboration avec les arts de la scène: Passion 
Mayakovski, (Printemps des poètes 2000), Le mandala du temple 
du silente (printemps des poètes 2001), en collaboration avec 
Fanette Vendeville et Philippe Tancelin, études théztrales et 
chorégraphiques de l’université de Paris VIII, et prépare 
maintenant une collaboration avec la danseuse Katia Légeret-
Manochaya. Elle collabore également avec le compositeur José-
Manuel Lopez pour la réalisation des espaces sonores de l’Opéra 
La noche y la palabre, commande de Pro-musica, Espagne, qui 
sera créé à Madrid en 2002/2003. Actuellement maitre de 
conférences en “musique et outils informatiques” à l’université de 
Paris VIII, ses domaines de recherche portent sur le courant 
spectral francais, Tristan Murail, Cérard Grisey (thèse soutenue en 
janvier 2000), et sur la création d’espaces sonores. Elle est 
responsable d’un programme “ACI-jeunes chercheurs” sur le 
thème les “Espaces sonores”, dans le cadre du CICM (Centre de 
Recherche en Informatique et Création Musicale) à la Maison des 
Sciences de l’Homme Paris-Nord, axe “environnements virtuels et 
création”. 

Segula Jakob (English) 
(1907-1982). A professional musician though not a guitarist, 
composed several pieces for this instrument, and played himself a 
little guitar. 

Sekiya Naomi (English) 
Naomi Sekiya was born in Japan. She holds Bachelor of Arts and 
Master of Arts degrees from the University of California Los 
Angeles, and Master of Music and Doctor of Musical Arts degrees 
from the University of Southern California. Her orchestra works 
include Concerto for Two Guitars and Orchestra (2003, premiered 
by the Berkeley Symphony and Duo Astor, Kent Nagano, 
conductor), Undulation (2002, Estonian National Symphony 
Orchestra and Olari Elts), Sinfonia delle Ombre (2001, first 
movement by Warsaw Philharmonic), Deluge (2000, Los Angeles 
Philharmonic and Sir Simon Rattle), and Blue Echoes (1999, 
Orchestra of Colouras, Athens). Numerous ensembles and 
individuals including Quartetto D'Archi di Torino, the Minneapolis 
Guitar Quartet, Torio Cadenza Guitares (Belgium), Los Angeles 
Chamber Singers, Thornton Contemporary Music Ensemble, 
Chicago Symphony principal tubist Gene Pokorny, Frederic 
Zigante and Shinichi Fukuda have performed her chamber 
compositions. Ms. Sekiya has already won several prizes in 
international competitions including the Witold Lutoslawski 
International Competition for Composers (2001), an Ojai Music 
Festival Award (2000), the Dimitris Mitropoulos International 
Composition Competition (1999), and the Michele Pittaluga 
International Composition Competition for Classical Guitar (both 
1998 and 1999). Her works have been published by Berben. 
Web: http://www.pittaluga.org/en/comp/prof/3-2.htm 

Selvafiorita Fabio (Italiano) 
Fabio Selvafiorita nasce nel 1973 in Italia. Vive tra Milano e 
Bologna dove ha studiato musicologia, composizione ed 
informatica musicale. Ha lavorato in ambito audiovisivo come 
regista, montatore e consulente musicale per produzioni nazionali 
ed internazionali commerciali e sperimentali. Dal 2007 lavora 
esclusivamente nel campo della composizione strumentale ed 
elettroacustica, dell’informatica musicale e della ricerca 
musicologica. 

Semenzato Domingo (Français) 
Concertiste et compositeur né à Sao-Paulo, il fut élève du célèbre 
professeur Scupinari. Il a fait des concerts et des disques mais il 
consacre actuellement sa vie essentiellement à l'enseignement de 
la guitare et à la composition. Ses œuvres sont très appréciées 
par les guitaristes; “Divagando” est sans doute la plus connue. 

Seroussi Ruben (English) 
Born in Montevideo Uruguay, 1959. Immigrated to Israel in 1974. 
Composer and classic guitarist. Graduated the Tel-Aviv Academy 
of Music, studied with Y.Sadai, M.Seter, S.Natra, L.Shidlowsky. 
Rubens’ compositions have been performed since 1976 in Israel 
and abroad including at the ISCM festival in 1992. He has won 
several prizes, among them ‘Akum’ prize (1992) and The 
Priminster Prize (1995). His music is published at ‘Mali’ - The 
Israeli Composers’ League Publication, and performed by many 
groups as: ‘Ensemble Modern’, Ensemble Oriol, the Israeli 
Philharmonic and others. 

Serra i Pica Joaquim (English) 
I was born on 1.956 in Girona and my first contact with music was 
on year 1.968 with my argentine guitart teacher Mr. Hernan E. 
Gotti. In 1.969 I was lucky to be accepted as a student by Mr. 
GRACIANO TARRAGÓ, qualified teacher from Conservatori 
Superior de Música del Licea, a very well-known concertist and 
the author of many didactic material. Simultaneously, I was 
receiving musical training, solfege, harmony, composition, 
orchestration and counterpoint from Mr. FRANCESC CIVIL 
CASTELLVÍ, many years Conservatory de Girona director and 
eminent compositor and musicologist. I kept contact with both of 
them till their death. Till I was 35 year old, I was having concerts 
activity, always whithin Girona's area., with solo performances or 
with Orquestra de Cambra de Girona. 
I have been always been musically active, altough I have 
exercised another career as principal occupation with the 
corresponding consequences. 
Web: http://www.quimusic.net/profile.html (2013) 

Seth Douglas (English) 
Doug has performed throughout the United States, Canada, 
Venezuela, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary and has 

http://www.chambermusic2000.com/composer.php?c_id=27�
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appeared on both TV and radio.   His guitar works have been 
published through Mel Bay Publications, the largest guitar 
publisher in the world.  Doug has studied extensively with 
luminaries in the classical guitar world such as Stanley Yates, Luis 
Zea, and James Piorkowski  and has performed in numerous 
masterclasses with some of the world’s foremost performers and 
teachers. He holds a Master of Music degree from Austin Peay 
State University and a Bachelor of Music degree from the State 
University of New York at Fredonia. Currently, Doug performs as a 
solo guitarist as well as a member of the cross- genre 
ensemble, Mosaic String Duo. Read a recent review from 
a Mosaic performance here. 
Web: http://www.guitaracademyofsouthernde.com/About-Us.html 
(2013) 

Sganga Michele (Italiano) 
(Roma, 1978).  Si è diplomato in pianoforte col massimo dei voti e 
lode presso il Conservatorio “S. Cecilia” sotto la guida del M° 
Maria Teresa Carunchio. Ha frequentato in seguito vari corsi di 
perfezionamento e ottenuto premi e riconoscimenti in concorsi 
nazionali e internazionali, fra cui ‘Don Matteo Colucci’ di Fasano 
(Primo Premio assoluto), ‘Harmonie’ di Roma (Primo Premio 
assoluto), ‘Città di Barletta’ (Primo Premio assoluto), ‘Città di 
Caserta’ (Primo Premio assoluto). Ha proseguito a lungo anche 
negli studi di composizione presso lo stesso Conservatorio 
romano, e nel 2010 è stato invitato dall’Ambasciata Polacca 
presso la Santa Sede a eseguire un suo brano originale per 
pianoforte, in occasione della chiusura del Bicentenario della 
nascita di Fryderyk Chopin. Approfondita la conoscenza delle 
nuove tecnologie applicate alla produzione e alla post-produzione 
audio, attraverso il conseguimento di due certificazioni IITM (per il 
software Nuendo 3 e il corso biennale di Sound design), assieme 
al M° Matteo de Rossi ha dato vita allo studio di registrazione 
SONICVIEW – Sound Factory in qualità di compositore, ingegnere 
del suono e consulente musicale, contribuendo negli anni alla 
realizzazioni di numerose produzioni di musica classica di ogni 
genere, tra cui quelle di prestigiose etichette internazionali quali 
Brilliant Classics (“Complete Fantasias for Guitar”, 2011) e NAXOS 
(“Gian Francesco Malipiero - Impressioni dal vero, Pause del 
silenzio”, 2011). Laureato con 110 e lode in Storia della musica 
alla “Sapienza” di Roma con una tesi su L’orizzonte filosofico di 
Luigi Nono (relatore: prof. Pierluigi Petrobelli), è anche autore di 
testi musicologici a carattere divulgativo per una fortunata 
pubblicazione periodica sull’opera lirica (19 titoli per Invito 
all’Opera in DVD – De Agostini Editore). All’attività concertistica e 
compositiva affianca un impegno da freelance nella divulgazione, 
attraverso pubblicazioni in ambito universitario e lezioni-concerto 
sulle biografie dei grandi compositori e su temi monografici di 
storia della musica. Come compositore e pianista ha inciso per 
l’IMAIE (“Le opere per tre chitarre di Franco Margola”, 2006) e per 
Officina della Musica (“Animale Musicale – Biodiversità al 
pianoforte”, 2011). 
Web: http://www.teatrokeiros.it/22april_18h.htm (2012) 

Shand Ernest (English) 
(1868-1924) 
English guitarist and composer; also music hall comedian. Studied 
with Madame Pratten. Wrote a Method, concertos and many solos. 

Shand Ernest (Italiano) 
Ernest Shand, nome d’arte di Ernest William Watson (1868-1924). 
Oggi pressoché sconosciuto, egli fu il personaggio di maggior 
spicco tra i chitarristi inglesi della fine dell’Ottocento. 
Sfortunatamente in quel periodo si manifestò, da parte del 
pubblico d’oltremanica, un calo d’interesse verso la chitarra 
rispetto alla prima metà del secolo (epoca il cui fervore musicale 
aveva attirato importanti chitarristi stranieri, basti citare Fernando 
Sor). Tale circostanza indusse Shand, nonostante i giornali di 
allora paragonassero le sue capacità a quelle di Giulio Regondi e 
sebbene le sue composizioni fossero pubblicate non solo in Europa 
ma anche oltreoceano, a seguire per tutta la vita una doppia e 
brillante carriera di musicista e di attore di varietà. Per la verità 
poco prima dei trent’anni Shand tentò di dedicarsi totalmente alla 
musica, ma i proventi non furono confortanti ed egli tornò ad 
alternare le sue due vocazioni artistiche. Tenendo conto di tali 
difficoltà, i risultati raggiunti da questo chitarrista-compositore 
restano più che ragguardevoli: egli ha lasciato oltre duecento 

brani, in maggioranza per strumento solista ma anche per varie 
combinazioni strumentali, trascrizioni, un Concerto per chitarra e 
quartetto d’archi o pianoforte (Premier Concerto op.48, Schott, 
Londra, 1896, prima opera nel genere scritta da un artista 
inglese) e un Metodo rivolto a studenti già avanzati (Improved 
Guitar Method op.100, Barnes & Mullins, Londra 1896). Shand 
ricevette da bambino rudimenti di pianoforte, violino e canto, ma 
come chitarrista e compositore fu essenzialmente autodidatta, 
anche se in ambito strumentale si avvalse inizialmente dei consigli 
del padre e più tardi di Catherina Pelzer Pratten. Quest’ultima, 
famosa chitarrista del tempo, che in gioventu aveva suonato 
anche in duo con Regondi, nutrì un’incondizionata stima per 
Shand e lo aiutò a pubblicare le sue prime composizioni. Nel corso 
della propria attività il chitarrista inglese diede alle stampe, oltre 
al Concerto ed al Metodo già citati, anche il volume Ernest 
Shand’s Guitar Solos (Barnes & Mullins, Londra), contenente 
ventotto brani, la raccolta Six Solos (Schott, Magonza, 1910) e 
molti assolo separati, pubblicati da varie case editrici sia europee 
che sudamericane.  
Shand morì all’eta di cinquantasei anni. Dopo la morte, il suo 
nome cadde progressivamente nell’oblio, ad eccezione di una 
breve ma significativa parentesi: alla fine degli anni Quaranta il 
giovanissimo Julian Bream programmava regolarmente, nei suoi 
primi concerti, alcune musiche del connazionale, come Calme du 
Soir op.58, Andante, Légende op.201, Chanson, Il Pensieroso, 
Prelude et Impromptu, nonché il Premier Concerto op.48. La 
maggior parte delle composizioni di Shand e costituita da “brani 
caratteristici” di non ampie dimensioni e di media difficoltà, anche 
se alcuni lavori hanno un respiro più vasto o richiedono un 
impegno tecnico a volte notevole. Le sue musiche sono insieme 
espressione del loro tempo e rivolte verso il futuro: le arie 
accattivanti, talvolta echeggianti melodie da caffe concerto, sono 
rivestite ora da armonie dal gusto sentimentale o 
popolareggiante, ora da un linguaggio moderno che a tratti 
anticipa la musica jazz. (Antonio Borrelli. Il Fronimo n.126) 

Sharman Rodney (English) 
Rodney Sharman (born 1958) lives in Vancouver, Canada, where 
he is Composer-in-Residence with the Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra. His music has been performed by the Montreal 
Symphony Orchestra, the Arditti String Quartet, the Nieuw 
Ensemble, the Ives Ensemble, harpists Erica Goodman and 
Ernestine Stoop, harpsichordist Colin Tilney, flutist Camilla 
Hoitenga, pianists Yvar Mikhashoff, Anthony de Mare and John 
Snijders, among others. His former teachers include Brian 
Ferneyhough and Morton Feldman. In 1990 he was awarded the 
Kranichsteiner Music Prize in composition at Darmstadt, Germany. 
Performances of his work in the 1997-98 season include the 
premiere of the opera Elsewhereless, with libretto by film-maker 
Atom Egoyan and design by Michael Levine, Tapestry Music 
Theatre, Toronto, and a new work for the Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra. 

Sharman Rodney (Italiano) 
Rodney Sharman (1958) si è laureato alla University of Victoria 
School of Music (Victoria, B.C.), alla Staatliche Hochschule für 
Neue Musik (Freiburg, Germany) e alla State University of New 
York at Buffalo, dove ha conseguito il Ph.D. nel 1991. Ha studiato 
con Murray Adaskin, Rudolf Komorous, Brian Ferneyhough, 
Morton Feldman, Frederic Rzewski and Lucas Foss. Durante il 
1983-84 è stato invitato all’Institute of Sonology (Utrecht, 
Netherlands), nel 1990-91 ha insegnato composizione e storia 
della musica a Wiifried Laurier University and in 1991-92, inoltre 
composizione e orchestrazione all’University of British Columbia 
School of Music. Dal 1992-95 ha insegnato alla School for 
Contemporary Arts and Graduate Liberal Studies a Simon Fraser 
University. I suoi lavori sono eseguiti regolarmente i molti paesi 
ed è regolarmente invitato nei maggiori Festival di musica 
contemporanea. Nel 1990 ha ottenuto il Kranichsteiner Music 
Prize. Rodney Sharman è stato Presidente del Canadian League of 
Composers (CLC) dal 1993 è sato presidente della Canadian 
Section of the International Society for Contemporary Music 
(ISMC) negli anni 1991-95. 

Shaun Rigney (English) 
Shaun Rigney is a composer, producer and occasional writer (b 
1960, Melbourne).  
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His music includes orchestral, chamber, instrumental, electronic 
and mixed media pieces. His writings include plays, radio drama, 
poetry and critical writings. 
Distance is the new album from the Grigoryan Brothers. This 
album features the music of Ralph Towner, Nigel Westlake, 
Eduard Grigoryan and many others. Shaun continues his long-
standing collaboration with Slava and Leonard in the role of 
producer and contributing composer on Distance. Slava and 
Leonard recorded Shaun's work Prayer Flags in Bright Wind for 
the album. 
Previously Shaun produced the CD Impressions from Slava and 
Leonard Grigoryan, available on ABC Classics. This CD features 
the music of Debussy, Mompou and de Falla. 
From 2007 to mid 2009 Shaun was composer and Artistic Director 
of the Aquamarine project,  featuring several new orchestral 
works inspired by the Great Barrier Reef and its people. 
Several CDs featuring his music have been released, 
including Afterimage – Slava Grigoryan Plays the Music of Shaun 
Rigney, released through ABC Classics. This CD features the 
acclaimed guitar virtuoso Slava Grigoryan performing a program 
of works from Shaun’s guitar archive, including the guitar 
concerto Lapis Lazuli (with Orchestra Victoria conducted by Brett 
Kelly), the guitar quintet The Garden of Forking Paths (with 
the Flinders Quartet), and the solos Ten Coastal Sketches and 
Girasol. 
Web: http://www.hotkey.net.au/~gatita/Biography.htm (2014) 

Shen Hsueh-Yung (English) 
Although the composer, Hsueh-Yung Shen, would appear to be of 
Chinese extraction, he was born in the U.S. and was also trained 
here.  He is a highly decorated composer, not just in the U.S. but 
elsewhere as well.  Maestro Shen is a composer with a very 
interesting style.  He has all the capacities of the modern music 
world:  dissonance; unbalanced rhythm; even what seem at times 
like aleatoric textures.  Yet, he also has a deep love of melody and 
traditional harmonies.  

Shilov Andrey (English) 
Andrey Shilov was born in Dniepropetrovsk in Ukraine in 1957. He 
began to play the guitar at the age of 14. From 1974 to 1979 he 
studied at the College of Music in St.Petersburg (then Leningrad) 
with the leading two Russian guitar teachers Eugene Larionov and 
Jadwiga Kowalewskaja. From 1996 to 2001 he studied 
simultaneously at the two Universities: East-Ukrainian Teacher 
Training University in Lugansk (the music faculty) and 
Dniepropetrovsk National University in his home city (philological 
faculty). Andrey finished all his studies with distinction. 
From 1993 he has been teaching at the Music College in his home 
city of Dniepropetrovsk. Andrey gives recitals in many cities of the 
former Soviet Union including Moscow, Odessa, Tcheliabinsk, 
Vilnius and many others. He has taken part in many guitar 
festivals including three guitar festivals in Poland where he played 
with great success. In 1992 he took part in the 6th International 
Guitar Competition in Lubin as a member of the jury and guest-
artist. 
Andrey has received many good reviews and has made television 
and radio recordings. He has given concerts and masterclasses in 
Czech Republic, Yugoslavia, Poland, Lithuania, Denmark and Great 
Britain. His recitals include works by composers from Europe and 
North and Latin America as well as music from the Russian 
repertoire. 
Andrey makes arrangements and transcriptions for guitar. His 
works have been published in Ukraine, Great Britain and Italy. 

Shirokov Vyacheslav (English) 
Vyacheslav Shirokov (born in 1939, the city of Gorky, now - 
Nizhny Novgorod) - Russia's guitarist. Honored Artist of Russia 
(1983). Diploma of the All-Union competition of performers 
(1970) and the All-Russian competition of folk music (1972). The 
first recital in the fall of 1969. He was born and lives in Nizhny 
Novgorod (before 1990 - Gorky). Although it has a musical 
background, but has mastered the guitar itself. It is said the 
musician, “My teachers were books about music and musicians, 
music broadcast and record”. 
In 1970, at the IV All-Union competition of performers awarded 
the diploma of the competition. In 1972 he won the same title at 
the All-Russia competition of folk music. Since 1974, won the 

right to perform recitals in 2 parts. Of which, as a rule, in the first 
part of the play western music, and the second - his own works 
for the guitar. The path to the big stage gave the musician 
People's Artist of the USSR IS Kozlowski, whom the musician was 
in close touch. More than 25 years associated with the guitarist 
and People's Artist of the USSR BT Shtokolova, which Shirokov 
stands and in the cities of Russia and abroad. Union firm “Melody” 
made three records with record giant Vyacheslav Shirokov - they 
have been repeatedly reprinted. In 1983 Shirokov awarded the 
title “Honored Artist of Russia”. 
For 20 years, Vyacheslav Shirokov bound and guitar and song. He 
is the author-artist of the songs on poems by the best poets of 
the XIX and XX centuries. L. Feth, V. Bruce, S. Yesenin. Rubtsov - 
this is not a complete list of his favorite poets. 
About five years Vyacheslav Shirokov is the producer of concerts 
in Nizhny Novgorod. Its modular concerts involving prominent 
Russian masters of the stage. These concerts have a high status 
and affecting skills of the participants, not by chance at these 
concerts are always sold out. 
With the same success and pass recitals guitarist. Take-off 
fantasies, brilliant passages, tempera-ment, spirituality, endearing 
charm artist takes you into a hitherto unknown world of natural 
string sounds. 
Web: http://www.lute.ru/guitar/shirokov_eng.htm (2015) 

Shostakovich Dmitri (English) 
Dmitri Shostakovich belongs to the generation of composers 
trained principally after the Communist Revolution of 1917. He 
graduated from the St. Petersburg Conservatory as a pianist and 
composer, his First Symphony winning immediate favour. His 
subsequent career in Russia varied with the political climate. The 
initial success of his opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District, 
based on Leskov, and later revised as Katerina Ismailova, was 
followed by official condemnation, emanating apparently from 
Stalin himself. The composer's Fifth Symphony, in 1937, brought 
partial rehabilitation, while the war years offered a propaganda 
coup in the Leningrad Symphony, performed in the city under 
German siege. In 1948 he fell foul of the official musical 
establishment with a Ninth Symphony thought to be frivolous, but 
enjoyed the relative freedom following the death of Stalin in 1953. 
Outwardly and inevitably conforming to official policy, posthumous 
information suggests that Shostakovich remained very critical of 
Stalinist dictates, particularly with regard to music and the arts. 
He occupies a significant position in the 20th century as a 
symphonist and as a composer of chamber music, writing in a 
style that is sometimes spare in texture but always accessible, 
couched as it is in an extension of traditional tonal musical 
language. Katerina Ismailova remains the principal opera of 
Shostakovich, with the early opera The Nose, based on Gogol, and 
the ballet The Golden Age. Incidental music for the theatre 
includes scores for Shakespeare's Hamlet and for King Lear, the 
same two plays being among the films for which he wrote scores. 
The fifteen symphonies of Shostakovich range in scope from the 
First Symphony of 1925, a graduation composition, to the 
embittered Thirteenth using Yevtushenko's poems. The 
Fourteenth, which contains settings of various poems came two 
years before the Fifteenth and last symphony of 1971. The Fifth 
Symphony, the immediate post-war Ninth and the Tenth of 1953 
are most often heard, while ns. 2 and 3, with ns. 11 and 12, have 
more overtly patriotic suggestions about them. Shostakovich 
arranged concert suites from many of his film and theatre scores. 
Shostakovich wrote an early concerto for piano, trumpet and 
strings, and a second piano concerto, a vehicle for his son Maxim, 
in 1957. He wrote two violin concertos and two cello concertos. 
Choral works by Shostakovich include The Execution of Stepan 
Razin, a setting of a text by Yevtushenko. His solo songs are 
generally less overtly political, evidence of a private rather than 
public voice. The fifteen String Quartets by Shostakovich form a 
remarkable body of work, lucid in texture, often moving in musical 
content. The intensely felt Viola Sonata of 1975 is the third of his 
duo sonatas, preceded by the 1934 Cello Sonata and the Violin 
Sonata of 1968. To these may be added the second Piano Trio and 
a G minor Piano Quintet, written in 1944. The piano music of 
Shostakovich includes, in addition to two piano sonatas, an 
ingenious set of Twenty-four Preludes and Fugues, as well as an 
earlier set of Twenty-four Preludes. [Adapted from Karadar] 
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Shrude Marilyn (English) 
he music of composer Marilyn Shrude is characterized by its 
warmth and lyricism, rich timbre, multi-layered constructions, and 
complex blend of tonality and atonality. The result is a bright, 
shimmering and delicately wrought sound world that is at once 
both powerful and fragile. Her concentration on color and the 
natural resonance of spaces, as well as her strong background in 
Pre-Vatican II liturgical music, give the music its linear, spiritual, 
and quasi-improvisational qualities. 
Shrude received degrees from Alverno College and Northwestern 
University, where she studied with Alan Stout and M. William 
Karlins. Among her more prestigious honors are those from the 
Guggenheim Foundation (2011 Fellow), American Academy of Arts 
and Letters, Rockefeller Foundation, Chamber Music 
America/ASCAP, Meet the Composer, Sorel Foundation (Medallion 
Winner for Choral Music 2011), and the National Endowment for 
the Arts. She was the first woman to receive the Kennedy Center 
Friedheim Award for Orchestral Music (1984) and the Cleveland 
Arts Prize for Music (1998). Her work for saxophone and piano, 
Renewing the Myth, was the required piece for the 150 
participants of the 3rd International Adolphe Sax Concours in 
Belgium (2002). 
Active as a composer, pianist, teacher, and contemporary music 
advocate, Shrude has consistently promoted American music 
through her many years as founder and director of the 
MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music (1987-99) and as 
chair of the Department of Musicology/Composition/Theory at 
Bowling Green State University (1998-2011). She joined the 
faculty of BGSU in 1977, has served as Visiting Professor of Music 
at Indiana University, Oberlin Conservatory and Heidelberg 
College, and was a faculty member and chair of the Composition 
and Theory Department at the Interlochen Arts Camp (1990-97). 
She has received four Dean’s Awards for Service and for the 
Promotion of Contemporary Music on the Campus of BGSU (1994, 
1999, 2005, 2011) and a 2008 BGSU Chair/Director Leadership 
Award. In 2001 she was named a Distinguished Artist Professor of 
Music. Together with saxophonist, John Sampen, she has 
premiered, recorded and presented hundreds of works by living 
composers both in the United States and abroad. 
Shrude’s compositions have been recorded for New World, Albany, 
Azica, MMC, Capstone, Orion, Centaur, Neuma, Access, and Ohio 
Brassworks, and are published by C. F. Peters, Editions Henry 
Lemoine (Paris), American Composers Alliance, Neue Musik Verlag 
Berlin, Southern Music, and Thomas House. She has had the 
honor to work with the impressive musicians of the Chamber 
Music Society of Lincoln Center, Fromm Music Series, St. Louis 
Orchestra Chamber Series, Brave New Works, Contemporary 
Directions Ensemble, Icicle Creek Trio, Pittsburgh New Music 
Ensemble, Ravenna Festival, Music Today, Spectrum Trio, Lost 
Dog Ensemble, Ryoanji Duo, Studio for New Music of the Moscow 
Conservatory, Flexible Music, CORE Ensemble, Duo Montagnard, 
Azmari String Quartet, Chicago Saxophone Quartet, New Music 
Chicago, Quatuor Apollinaire, Tower Brass, Masterworks Choral 
and Voices of Ascension. Her works for orchestra, wind symphony 
and choir have led to collaborations with conductors such as Emily 
Freeman Brown, Yuval Zaliouk, Stefan Sanderling, Andrew 
Massey, John Paynter, Robert Spano, Henry Charles Smith, 
Christophe Changnard, Kate Tamarkin, Steven Smith, Ed London, 
Bruce Moss, Mark Kelly, Steven Gage, Octavio Mas-Arocas, 
Grzegorz Nowak, Janna Himes, Robert Fitzpatrick, Vladimir Valek 
and Dennis Keene. Works featuring soloists have lead to rich 
opportunities with distinguished leaders in the field: saxophonists 
John Sampen, Frederick Hemke, Donald Sinta, Jean-Marie 
Londeix, Jean-Michel Goury (to mention but a few); sopranos Julia 
Bentley, Ekaterina Kicheegina, Ann Corrigan, Dawn Padula; 
violinists Maria Sampen, Stephen Miahky, Timothy Christie, 
Miranda Cuckson, Movses Pogossian, Jennifer Caine, Ioana Galu; 
flutists Judith Bentley, Nina Assimakopoulos; oboist Jacqueline 
Leclair; tubists Velvet Brown, Ben Pierce, Charles Guy; organists 
Karel Paukert, Emma Lou Diemer; pianists Robert Satterlee, 
Winston Choi, Hugh Hinton, Anne-Marie McDermott, Joan Tower; 
cellists Katri Ervamaa, Norbert Lewandowski, Andrea Yun, Andrew 
Mark; and percussionist Michael Parola. Guest appearances as a 
pianist and composer include tours to Russia, China, Taiwan, 

Thailand, Japan, Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Canada, South 
America, and Armenia, as well as numerous performances in the 
United States. 
Web: http://www.marilynshrude.com/biography/ (2014) 

Sibelius Jean  (English) 
Sibelius grew to maturity at a time of fervent Finnish nationalism, 
as the country broke away from its earlier Swedish and later 
Russian overlords. Brought up in a Swedish-speaking family, 
Sibelius acquired a knowledge of Finnish language and traditional 
literature at school and the early Finnish sagas proved a strong 
influence on his subsequent work as a composer. After early 
training in Helsinki and later in Berlin, Sibelius made his career in 
Finland, where he was awarded a state pension. Although he lived 
until 1957, he wrote little after 1926, feeling out of sympathy with 
current trends in music.  
Stage Works: Sibelius wrote incidental music for Maeterlinck's 
Pelléas et Mélisande and for Belshazzar's Feast, a play by Procope, 
with a Prelude and two suites from a score for Shakespeare's The 
Tempest. His well known Karelia Suite was derived from incidental 
music for a pageant. His popular Valse triste was originally written 
for Järnefelt's play Death, and in fact accompanies a death-bed 
scene.  
Orchestral Music: Sibelius wrote seven symphonies, an additional 
eighth apparently completed but destroyed. The first two of these 
enjoy particular popularity.  
Symphonic poems by Sibelius, their inspiration usually from 
ancient Finnish legend, include En Saga, the Lemminkäinen Suite, 
of which the Swan of Tuonela and Lemminkäinen's Return form a 
part, Pohjola's Daughter and Tapiola. Finlandia was adapted from 
music provided for Press Pension celebrations in 1899.  
Chamber Music: Chamber music by Sibelius includes a string 
quartet, “Voces intimae”, a sonatina for violin and a number of 
short pieces for violin and piano.  
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/mainsite/default.asp?pn=Composers&char
=S&ComposerID=955 

Siccardi Honorio (English) 
Extraido del Libro “Vida y Obra de Honorio Siccardi” de Elvira 
Siccardi - 1994 
Al cumplirse -el 10 de septiembre- 30 años de la desaparición 
física de Honorio Siccardi quiero evocar el recuerdo de su vida, su 
personalidad y su obra creativa. 
Compositor, pianista, pensador, escritor, pedagogo, consagró su 
fecunda labor con la generosidad de un espíritu altamente 
humanitario y universal. Trataré de realizar, humildemente, el 
resumen de sus estudios y de su obra creativa. Honorio Siccardi 
nació en Buenos Aires el 13 de septiembre de 1897 y murió el 10 
de septiembre de 1963. Era hijo de Juan Ángel Siccardi y Teresa 
Bigi, italianos del norte. 
Pasó su infancia, adolescencia y juventud en la ciudad de La Paz, 
partido de Lomas de Zamora, provincia de Buenos Aires. 
Terminada la escuela primaria se dedicó en primera instancia al 
estudio de la música. Fueron sus maestros en la Argentina: Felipe 
Boero y Ernesto Drangosh en piano, Arturo Berutti y Gilardo 
Gilardi en armonía; Francescone en canto. 
En 1918, cuando tenía 21 años, viajó a Italia, para perfeccionar 
sus estudios de canto. Se inscribió en el Superior Conservatorio 
Arrigo Boito de Parma. Realizada la prueba de canto se confirma 
que las cuerdas vocales habían sido forzadas y es opinión de los 
profesores que no continúe. Al comunicar el resultado de la 
misma a su padre le consulta si debe regresar. Este le aconseja 
que asista a otras clases. En aquel tiempo el Conservatorio Arrigo 
Boito estaba dirigido por Juan Francisco Malipiero, veneciano 
nacido en Asolo y muerto en Treviso en 1973. 
Siccardi asiste entonces a las siguientes clases: Piano, Organo, 
Violín, Contrapunto, Armonía, Formas Musicales, Composición, 
Instrumentación, Canto Gregoriano, Historia de la Literatura, 
Recitación, Mímica Acompañante.  
Se graduó en Composición con las más altas calificaciones: 10 
puntos en las 2 pruebas finales. Sus maestros: Malipiero en 
Composición, Guido Gasparini en Historia de la Música -quien al 
mismo tiempo fuera director de la Biblioteca y Fundador de la 
Asociación de los Musicólogos Italianos (Siccardi fue el 
representante de esta Institución en la Argentina)-, Tonelli en 
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Literatura Dramática, se asombraron de su enciclopedismo y el 
vasto conocimiento que poseía de la literatura italiana. 
En ese tiempo Casella, Malipiero, Pizzetti y Resphigi eran 
considerados los padres de la música italiana. Con tendencia 
moderna profundizaron en las raíces de la música renacentista: 
Malipiero todo lo creado desde el Renacimiento lo consideraba 
fuente de la música a la que se debía volver por nuevos caminos. 
Por eso a este movimiento se lo conoce como Neoclasicismo. Luis 
Dalla Picola, más joven, nacido en 1904 avanza hacia la música 
más moderna, la dodecafónica de Schoenberg, sin perder la 
tradición renacentista. 
Este fue el marco de la escuela de Siccardi donde las ideas de la 
nueva generación florecían cimentadas y vivificadas en los pilares 
de los grandes maestros Monteverdi, Corelli y Vivaldi. El año de 
estudio programado por Siccardi se prolongaría a cuatro por los 
reiterados pedidos del maestro Malipiero al padre de su alumno. 
Honorio era de naturaleza muy afectiva y sensible, por lo cual se 
puede pensar que al pasar tanto tiempo lejos de todos los 
vínculos dejados en su país, su ánimo podía haberse afectado. 
Pero no fue así: en Italia tenía a sus abuelos maternos en cuya 
casa vivió, y al mismo tiempo encontró en Malipiero un entrañable 
cariño. Durante las vacaciones del Conservatorio acompañaba al 
querido maestro a su residencia en Asolo y allí continuaba sus 
estudios. Este elogia las obras de Siccardi como compositor y lo 
insta a colaborar con él como colega al proponerse la actualización 
de la notación de Monteverdi y, especialmente, de la obra Orfeo y 
Euridice, cuyos derechos les fueron adquiridos por la Editorial 
Chester de Londres. 
Cuando vuelve a su país la vinculación con sus maestros continúa 
a través de la correspondencia, que sólo se interrumpirá con su 
muerte. En ella se refleja el movimiento musical mundial, en 
particular el de la Argentina. 
Del entrañable afecto del maestro Malipiero por Siccardi da fé un 
comentario realizado por la señora de Leopoldo Hurtado, crítico 
musical del diario La Prensa de Buenos Aires: el matrimonio 
Hurtado concurrió al Congreso Italiano de Música, realizado en 
Roma en 1954. Al encontrarse con Malipiero y decirle que Hurtado 
es alumno de Composición de Siccardi, éste -con gran alegría- 
manifiesta: “Entonces usted es mi nieto, porque Siccardi es mi 
hijo”. 
Era inagotable su capacidad para mantener ininterrumpidamente 
la correspondencia con familiares, colegas, alumnos y amigos 
dejados en el país. Aparte del valioso epistolario con Malipiero, 
encontramos el de muchos otros colegas: Aaron Coplan, 
norteamericano; Lorenzo Fernández, Raúl Amengual y Villalobos 
de Brasil; Adela Obregón y Manuel Ponce de México; Venetto 
Lavier y Charleton Spruger de la Biblioteca de Nueva York; 
Sánchez Bella del Instituto de Cultura de Madrid; Guido Gasparini 
de Italia; Domingo Santa Cruz de Chile, decano de la Facultad de 
Bellas Artes de la Universidad de Santiago de Chile. 
La creación de Siccardi corno compositor, escritor o pedagogo se 
ve constantemente enriquecida porque en ningún momento deja 
de intensificar y acrecentar sus estudios. Su talento es reconocido 
desde muy joven: Melgar, Director del Colegio Nacional de 
Dolores le ofrece la presidencia de la comisión de Estética de 
dicha casa de estudios. A este respecto la Casa Ricordi de Buenos 
Aires publica su tema “Estética”; y en el mismo año la Editorial de 
Música de Buenos Aires publica su “Reseña de actividades en la 
República Argentina - Volumen I”. 
Siccardi era ecléctico, individualista, neoclasicista y al mismo 
tiempo cultor de la música autóctona. Entre los muchos temas 
tratados en su libro “Interludio” figura el de la música popular, 
presentando un panorama del folclore mundial y al referirse al cíe 
la República Argentina dice: “el número de creaciones de carácter 
diverso que se desarrollan en nuestro país superan en mucho al 
de antiguos y nuevos países de reconocida trayectoria”. 
Comenzó su labor de compositor en 1924. Empleó un estilo 
contrapuntístico, dentro de una textura general discordante. 
Predominaron en su música las obras de piano y canto, revelando 
así su preferencia por las disciplinas elegidas desde el comienzo 
de su aprendizaje. Puso música a veinticinco poemas argentinos, 
que también tradujo al italiano (Martínez Estrada, al recibir la 
edición de un poema suyo musicalizado y traducido al italiano por 
Siccardi expresó: “Su poesía me gusta más que la mía”). 
Su concepto de la canción se revela en estas palabras suyas: 
“...La relación entre la poesía y la música que ahondé con 

Malipiero, sigue siendo para mí motivo de atracción. Respecto de 
la estrecha relación con la palabra, la frase poética debe ser 
determinante, no puede estar supeditada a la música, cuya misión 
es la acentuación de la primera...”. 
Respecto a su dedicación a la docencia podemos decir que 
Honorio fue Maestro de Maestros y su actividad en este campo en 
nada disminuyó su espíritu creador, antes pienso que más bien la 
vivificó. En Buenos Aires impartía clases de composición tres o 
cuatro días en la semana. Sus alumnos son hoy hombres 
destacados en la música: Washington Castro, director de 
orquesta, celista, según Arizaga, neoclasicista de naturaleza 
moderada; Hilda Dianda, una de las más valorizadas 
respresentantes de la actual creación, la música electroacústica, 
ampliamente reconocida en el país y en los ambientes 
internacionales; Manuel Juárez, compositor de música 
internacional moderna, director de obras sinfónicas de cámara y 
ballet, profesor de composición, que dirige con Gustavo Molina 
una escuela para instrumentistas de música popular y es defensor 
del folklore. Juárez dedicó a su maestro una “Elegía” que fue 
presentada al teatro Colón para ser ejecutada en 1964 pero que 
sólo por la intervención de Bruno D'Astoli fue estrenada en 1969. 
Esta obra se repitió en otros círculos musicales, entre ellos en la 
Facultad cíe Derecho. Leopoldo Hurtado, escritor, conferenciante -
que se dedicó especialmente a la estética de la música- estudió 
composición y analizó obras con Siccardi, lo cual le permitió llegar 
a ser un crítico musical idóneo y justo. 
Entre los años 1924 y 1933 se radicó en el país Ernesto Ansermet, 
nacido en Suiza en 1883 y fallecido en su país natal en 1969. 
Director de Orquesta y compositor actuó regularmente al frente 
de la orquesta de la Asociación del Profesorado, dando un vital 
impulso a la vida musical argentina tanto por la renovadora 
confección de los programas como por los artículos que escribió. 
Posteriormente, con la Orquesta del Teatro Colón, realizó una 
tarea magistral, dando a conocer en sus conciertos sinfónicos la 
última producción europea, lo que provocó una inestimable 
actualización de las ideas y las técnicas. Dirigió obras argentinas, 
principalmente del Grupo Renovación. 
Siccardi acompañó a Ansermet en una gira por ciudades del 
interior del país en la que conoció la ciudad de Dolores, en la 
Provincia cíe Buenos Aires. En aquel tiempo había en Dolores: 
Escuela Normal Nacional, Colegio Nacional, Escuela de Artes y 
Oficios y además un Departamento judicial con juzgados en lo 
Penal, Laboral y Civil. Siccardi decidió radicarse allí, aunque sin 
perder el contacto semanal con la Capital. Esta ciudad culta y 
tranquila, permitió que no le resultara indispensable vivir en 
Buenos Aires en forma permanente para realizar su obra. En 
adelante fecharía sus cartas y sus obras en Dolores para 
demostrar que en una ciudad del interior del país se puede crear, 
posiblemente, mejor que en la Capital. Es que para Siccardi la 
música fue siempre un estado del espíritu y no una actividad 
redituable. No es tarea grata, pero es indispensable hacer 
referencia, para corregir errores, a un artículo publicado en La 
Prensa de Buenos Aires el 14 de febrero de 1988 por el crítico 
musical Alberto Devoto: al preguntarle a Hilda Dianda respecto a 
Siccardi como compositor y maestro, ella le responde: “sólo en lo 
concerniente a la posición mental fue su influencia. En lo estético 
dejaba amplia libertad a cada uno de nosotros”. Devoto creyó que 
no era indispensable que Dianda supervisara los datos biográficos 
de Siccardi, que suponía, ampliamente difundidos, y así dice: “la 
fecha de nacimiento es 1842 y la de su muerte 1944” (lo correcto 
es 1897 y 1963, respectivamente). 
Al hacer referencia a su integración al Grupo Renovación dice: “no 
era asiduo concurrente al grupo, lo que no se debía a desinterés 
de su parte. El motivo era su radicación en Dolores”. Aclaro este 
error: Siccardi se incorpora al Grupo a partir del 15 de febrero de 
1937 en que empieza a desempeñarse como Secretario de dicha 
institución en reemplazo de Juan Carlos Paz -quien integrará una 
nueva sociedad denominada Agrupación Nueva Música- y actúa 
desde ese momento en forma regular. Pasa en Buenos Aires tres 
o cuatro días en la semana para dar sus clases de composición, 
asistir a los encuentros del Grupo Renovación y seguir el 
movimiento artístico de la Capital. Como Secretario mantiene 
correspondencia con músicos del país y del resto del mundo, 
especialmente de Latinoamérica. En otro párrafo dice Devoto: “la 
biblioteca de Siccardi está ubicada en Mar del Plata”. Esto es 
también erróneo, aunque la confusión se basa en un hecho cierto: 
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el 19 de junio de 1979, en emotivo recuerdo de su maestro, 
Washington Castro inauguró en esa ciudad la Biblioteca “Honorio 
Siccardi” a partir de, las obras que el tenor italiano Sante Rosolen 
donara antes de regresar a su país y de muchas de las obras 
publicadas del compositor. El archivo de las obras y la biblioteca 
musical de Honorio están, en realidad, en la casa donde vivió, en 
Dolores, y que en la actualidad habita con su familia el hijo menor 
del compositor, Héctor José. 
Luego de recorrer la obra musical de Siccardi pienso que su 
inspiración está basada en motivos afectivos. Se puede afirmar 
sin equivocarse que todo lo que familia, profesores, colegas, 
amigos y alumnos le brindaron en afecto, fueron el impulso 
indispensable para estimular su creación, no solo múltiple, sino de 
un caudal que no parece ser posible para un creador que solo 
vivió 63 años y multiplicó su capacidad de trabajo como 
compositor, pedagogo y escritor. 
Para juzgar técnica y estéticamente la obra de Honorio Siccardi 
recurro a una opinión autorizada, la de su alumna Hilda Dianda, la 
cual dice: “en la actualidad la obra de Siccardi crece, lo contrario 
de lo que sucede en otros casos. De todas maneras y no obstante 
los juicios que podamos emitir respecto a la generosa, amplia, 
diversificada labor del creador, maestro, musicólogo, en definitiva 
humanista, este juicio lo dirá el tiempo”. 
Al finalizar este recordatorio de la vida y obra de Honorio, quiero 
dejar constancia de temas por él tratados, próximo ya a sus 
postrimerías, en las cuales se transmite un gran valor humano. 
“El canto al trabajo” para yunque y coro. “A la Virgen de Dolores”, 
letra de Monseñor Calcagno; 12 voces y coro mixto. 
El poema sinfónico “Oración por la paz”, letra de Belisario Roldán, 
1 voz, 2 pianos y coro femenino. Dedicado al gran mártir de la no 
violencia, Ghandi, obra póstuma de Honorio Siccardi. 
Web: http://www.ciweb.com.ar/siccardi/index.php 

Siddall Jon (English) 
(b. September 23, 1957) Jon Siddall was founder and Artistic 
Director of the Evergreen Club Gamelan Ensemble, Music Officer 
of The Canada Council, and later Music Producer for CBC Radio. 
His works have been released on CD (Artifact and CBC Records) 
and have been performed throughout Canada, the United States 
and Indonesia. His compositions include solo instrumental, 
chamber, orchestral, and electroacoustic music. 

Sidney Anthony (Italiano) 
Anthony Sideny chitarrista statunitense naturalizzato italiano (vive 
da anni nei pressi di Firenze, città dove da giovane ha frequentato 
il Conservatorio proveniente dagli Stati Uniti), musicista già 
componente di uno dei gruppi mitici dell’avanguardia “jazz-rock” 
italiana degli anni ’70, i Perigeo, nonché compositore, chitarrista 
elettrico e classico, ed affermato concertista a livello 
internazionale. (Piero Viti, Guitart, 2002) 

Sidha-Chetty Eric (Français) 
Né le 13.07.1953 à la Réunion. Etudie le violon puis la guitare 
(avec SANTOS et ANDIA). Diplomé de l’Ecole Normale. Professeur 
à Paris et au Pecq (Yvelines). Pratique plusieurs styles (classique, 
folk, pop, populaire et guitare-synthé). Il est édité chez plusieurs 
éditeurs, dont Transatlantiques. 

Siegfried Kevin (English) 
Hailed by the British magazine Choir & Organ as writing music of 
“austere beauty” that exhibits the “pressure and presence of 
personal conviction,” Kevin Siegfried is a composer with an 
emerging international voice. His music has been described as 
“timeless,” “ravishing,” and “refined” and is known for its direct 
expression, lyricism, and accessibility. 
Siegfried's music is published by E. C. Schirmer, Earthsongs, and 
Trinitas and has been performed and recorded by leading 
ensembles including The Dale Warland Singers and The Tudor 
Choir. The Tudor Choir's Gentle Words CD, the premiere recording 
of Siegfried's Shaker song arrangements, received wide acclaim 
and was praised as “a stunning addition to the repertoire” by 
Fanfare Magazine. Siegfried has received grants and awards from 
ASCAP, New Hampshire State Council on the Arts, and The 
Carlton Savage Endowment's “Waging Peace Through Singing” 
Competition.  
Siegfried graduated from The New England Conservatory with a 
Doctor of Musical Arts degree in Composition. Since 2004, he has 

been on the faculty of The Boston Conservatory, where he teaches 
and serves as a vocal coach and musical director. 
Web: 
http://www.composersforum.org/member_profile.cfm?oid=2954 
(2011) 

Siegl Otto (English) 
1896 Born on October 6 in Graz. 
1978 Died on November 9 in Vienna. 
Musical studies in Graz; music teacher; orchestra violin in Vienna; 
répétiteur at Graz Opera House; editor of the music magazine 
“Musikbote” in Vienna; activity as choir- and orchestra conductor 
and teacher of theory in Germany from 1926; at the State 
Academy of Music in Cologne from 1933. City of Solingen music 
director at the end of the war; professor from 1948 at the Vienna 
Academy of Music (department head of the composition- and 
choirmaster class from 1954; full professor from 1958): Province 
of Styria music director from 1949-51. Awards, including the 
Grand Austrian State Prize (1957); Austrian Cross of Honour for 
Science and Art 1st Class; Member of the Austrian Art Senate. 
Known in the twenties as revolutionary and “a-tonal,” Siegl soon 
left the experimental camp and settled firmly for “legal 
continuity,” which was the characteristic style for him then. New 
forms, independent harmony, severe logic and soulfulness of 
expression are characteristic of his comprehensive works. 
(Doblinger Catalogue) 

Siegmund Wolfgang (English) 
[Pseudonym of BALZER Herbert] Balzer was born in Hamburg and 
died in Hamburg. He first learnt mandolin and afterwards guitar. 
Since 1956 he taught his instruments at the conservatory in 
Hamburg. 1947-93 he was conductor of the “Hamburger 
Mandolinen-Orchester von 1928”. (Rainer Stelle, 2009) 

Sierra Roberto (English) 
Born in Puerto Rico, Sierra studied at the Conservatory of Music 
and the University of Puerto Rico. Upon graduation, he travelled 
to Europe to further his training, first at the Royal College of Music 
and the University of London, and later at the Institute for 
Sonology in Utrecht. Between 1979 and 1982, he completed 
advanced work in composition at the Hochschule für Musik in 
Hamburg under the renowned György Ligeti. In 1982, Sierra 
returned to Puerto Rico to occupy administrative posts as a 
Directonr of the Cultural Activities Department at the University of 
Puerto Rico and as Chancellor of the Puerto Rico Conservatory of 
Music. Throughout this period, he was vigorously engaged as a 
composer on the international scene. In 1989, Roberto Sierra 
became Composer-in-Residence of the Milwaukee Symphony 
Orchestra -- a position he held for three years. In the autumn of 
1992, Sierra joined the composition faculty at Cornell University, 
assuming a position made available by the retirement of Karel 
Husa. 
In recent years, Roberto Sierra's colorful and rhythmic music has 
attracted a growing audience both in North America and Europe. 
Acclaimed as one of Latin America's most active contemporary 
composers, Sierra came to prominence in 1987 when his first 
major orchestral composition, Júbilo, premiered at Carnegie Hall 
with the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. Since then, his works 
have been performed by the orchestras of San Francisco, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Houston, Dallas, 
Detroit, San Antonio, and Phoenix, by the American Composers 
Orchestra, the National Symphony Orchestra, the Kronos Quartet, 
Continuum, England's BBC Symphony, and at Wolf Trap, the 
Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival, Festival Casals, France's 
Festival de Lille, the Schleswig-Holstein Festival, and Germany's 
Neue Musik Bonn. 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Sierra.html 

Signorile Giorgio (Italiano) 
Nato nel 1962 a Cuneo, Giorgio Signorile studia chitarra presso il 
locale Conservatorio, dapprima con Pino Briasco e 
successivamente con Paolo Manzo, diplomandosi nel 1986 col 
massimo dei voti. Ha seguito corsi di perfezionamente, studiando 
soprattutto con Betho Davezac (Parigi, Sablè sur Sarthe, Lucca) e 
Leo Brouwer, e iniziando un'attività concertistica come solista e 
come chitarrista in gruppi di musica da camera. 
In questo primo periodo suona molta musica contemporanea con 
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L'Assieme Chitarristico Italiano e registra due cd, per la Dynamic e 
l'olandese Etcetera. 
Parallelamente comincia a scrivere per il suo strumento e 
quest'attività diventa via via più importante: viaggi e incontri con 
culture lontane dal mio mondo entrano a far parte delle sue 
composizioni. Il cd 'Devenir', prodotto in collaborazione con la 
Scuola di Alto Perfezionamento Musicale di Saluzzo raccoglie i 
primi lavori in questa direzione e, pur senza distribuzione ufficiale, 
è un notevole successo di vendita e critica.  
Ultimamente alcune sue composizioni per chitarra sola sono state 
inserite in cd di prestigiosi chitarristi, ultimo dei quali Lucio 
Matarazzo, concertista e insegnante presso il conservatorio di 
Avellino.  
Nel mese di marzo 2007 vince il Concorso di composizione “Suoni 
nuovi 2007” di musica d'assieme per chitarra di Latina con la 
composizione “Suite per Sveva”. 
La prestigiosa rivista Guitart pubblica regolarmente una sua 
rubrica sulla didattica e sulla tecnica chitarristica.  
Insegna nelle scuole medie a indirizzo musicale, parte importante 
della sua attività di musicista, da lui considerata innanzitutto un 
confronto fra due realtà, un dialogo dove rispetto e nozioni 
vengono scambiate e interagiscono, creando cultura, gioco ed 
interesse, una crescita comune. 
Web: 
http://www.utorpheus.com/utorpheus/index.php?cPath=2_1474 
(2008) 

Sikora Gisèle (English) 
Gisèle Sikora (1952-2006) 
Gisèle Sikora was an allround musician and guitar teacher, living 
in Belgium. Her father was an instrument maker and her mother 
was a famous accordion player. When she was eight years old, 
Gisele started having lessons in music theory and piano. Later she 
played the drums in a beat orchestra. When she was sixteen she 
got her accordion diploma. At the conservatory of Antwerp she 
learned playing the classical guitar, solfege, harmony, chamber 
music and music analyses. She played many concerts in various 
ensembles, amongst others with the band ‘Stemming’, and she 
was an enthousiastic and devoted guitar teacher at the music 
school of Lanaken (Belgium). She composed mainly for the guitar 
and the accordion. (Guitar music by Women Composers by 
A.Kruisbrink, Le Productions d’Oz, 2009) 

Silva Alfonso de (Español) 
(Callao, 1903 – Lima, 1936). Compositor peruano, autor de obras 
para piano, orq. y, sobre todo, de canciones. Tienen un marcado 
tinte folk. (Mariano Pérez, Diccionario de la Música y los Músicos) 

Silva Diego (Español) 
Caracas, 1954. 
Estudió guitarra con Simón Viana. A partir de 1975, ofreció 
recitales en Venezuela y en algunos países centroamericanos. Fue 
miembro fundador de la Banda Renacentista y de la Camerata 
Renacentista de Caracas, ejecutando instrumentos de la época. 
Además de su obra orquestal y de cámara, ha compuesto música 
para cine, video, danza y teatro. 
Entre sus premios destacan tres ediciones del Concurso Nacional 
de Guitarra «Antonio Lauro»: en 1990, con el Concierto para 
guitarra y orquesta de cámara; en 1992, con «Caribe»/ Tientos 
para guitarra y orquesta; y en 1994, con Ciclos de la Nueva 
Granada. 

Silva Efraín (Español) 
Efraín Silva (Maracay, estado Aragua, 1952). Profesor Ejecutante 
de Guitarra en el Conservatorio de Música de Santa Cecilia, en 
Roma. Obtuvo el primer premio de guitarra de la Academia del 
Floridi (Bolonia, Italia). Se ha presentado como guitarrista solista 
y en grupos de cámara en diversas ciudades de Europa, así como 
en Venezuela. 
Durante años ejerció como director de coros, además de 
dedicarse a la docencia en el Conservatorio de Música del Estado 
Aragua, del cual fue director. Fundó y dicta las cátedras de 
guitarra clásica y música coral de la Escuela de Música Federico 
Villena, también en Maracay. Fue el creador y ha sido el principal 
promotor del Encuentro de la Guitarra en Aragua, que se realiza 
anualmente en Choroní, desde 1983. 
Entre sus composiciones para el instrumento destacan tres 

trípticos, uno de los cuales es para fagote y guitarra. El tríptico 
Los tres de Borges tuvo su origen en el valse Recordando a Lauro, 
compuesto en 1987, como homenaje póstumo al maestro. Las 
obras aquí publicadas fueron grabadas por el mismo compositor, 
en 1999, en el disco que lleva el nombre de su tercer tríptico, 
Adiós 1900. 

Silva Rossini (Español) 
SILVA, Rossini.—Guitarrista y compositor brasileño, de muy 
destacada actuación en su país. Sus cualidades de ejecutante 
pulcro, de técnica brillante y gran emoción, fueron puestas de 
manifiesto en las muchas veces que se le ha escuchado en 
audiciones públicas. Ha compuesto algunas obras meritorias que 
sobresalen dentro de la muy pobre producción original para 
guitarra que nos dan los compositores brasileños. Una “Gavota”, 
dedicada a la genial María Luisa Anido y publicada por la revista 
“A Voz do Violão” en su número de Marzo 1931, posee valores de 
construcción que son un galardón para Rossini Silva. Tiene 
también otra obra, “Gemidos ao luar”, aparecida en “O Violão”, N° 
10 (1929). Su labor como didacta es intensa y meritoria; la 
revelan sus alumnos, entre los que recordamos: María Magalhaes, 
Nelson Rocha, Waldomiro Teixeira Barros, Noel Botelho, Alejandro 
Pereira da Silva y Arturo Teixeira Días. (Domingo Prat , 
Diccionario de Guitarristas, Romero y Fernández, 1934) 

Silverman Adam (English) 
Born in 1973, ADAM B. SILVERMAN is a New York City – based 
composer whose works have recently gained national attention 
through performances by the New York City Opera, The Brooklyn 
Symphony, and chamber groups Eighth Blackbird, The Amelia 
Piano Trio, and Prism Saxophone Quartet, including performances 
at Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, The Kennedy Center, Library of 
Congress, and the La Jolla (CA) Chamber Music Society. His music 
ranges from classical concert works (the piano trio “Sturm” and 
“String Quartet No. 2”) to rock-based music for live performers 
and electronics (“Strawberry Fields Continued” for percussion, 
cellos, and recording), conceptual music-theater (“Telemusic” for 
phones and percussion and “stars, cars, bars”), opera (“Korczak's 
Orphans”), and educational music. Of “Sturm,” The San Diego 
Reader wrote, “The music’s stylistic ancestors seemed to include 
Fauré and Chausson (for the textures, the harmonies, and the 
superbly idiomatic instrumental writing), and John Adams (for the 
relentless drive and dynamic repetitiveness).” The New York 
Times said, “The most surprising work was Adam Silverman’s “In 
Another Man’s Skin,” gurgling washes of sweet tonality, slightly 
out of kilter, slightly tongue-in-cheek.” Since 1998, he has 
directed the Minimum Security Composers Collective, a group of 
which he is co-founder. He received a Doctor of Musical Arts 
degree in composition at Yale in 2003, and also studied music at 
the Vienna Musikhochschule and the University of Miami. He is 
currently an Adjunct Professor of Music at City University of New 
York (CUNY). 
Web: http://www.newmusicjukebox.com/ 

Silverman Faye-Ellen (English) 
(American, b. New York, 1947) 
Pianist, teacher and composer, she did her early training at the 
Dalcroze School of Music and the Manhattan Preparatory School of 
Music, then at Mannes College and Barnard College for 
undergraduate and Harvard for her Masters. She then did another 
BA in Composition at Columbia. She has taught at Columbia and 
Peabody. The summer of 1986 she taught at the Aspen Music 
Festival in Colorado and had some works performed which had 
been commissioned by the Fromm Foundation. 
Web: http://www.womensmusic.com/sz.html 
Faye-Ellen Silverman holds a B.A. (cum laude and honors in 
music) from Barnard College, an M.A. from Harvard, and a D.M.A. 
from Columbia, both in music composition. Her teachers have 
included Otto Luening, William Sydeman, Leon Kirchner, Lukas 
Foss, Vladimir Ussachevsky, and Jack Beeson. Silverman's work 
has been performed by the Baltimore Symphony (Sergiu 
Comissiona, cond.), the Brooklyn Philharmonic (Lukas Foss, 
cond.), the Greater Bridgeport Symphony (Gustav Meier, cond.), 
the New Orleans Philharmonic (Maxim Shostakovich, cond.), and 
the Aspen Music Festival. She has been a resident scholar at the 
Villa Serbelloni of the Rockefeller Foundation (1987), a 
Composers' Conference Fellow (1985), a Yaddo Fellow (1984), 
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and a MacDowell Fellow (1982). Silverman has been a member of 
the Mannes College graduate studies faculty since 1991. Since 
September 2000 she has also been teaching at the Eugene Lang 
College of the New School University. 
Web: http://www.voxnovus.com/composer/Faye-
Ellen_Silverman.htm 

Silverman Jerry (English) 
The many facets of Jerry Silverman's musical background and 
experience have combined to make him one of this country's most 
prolific authors of music books. It was his research for his 
master's thesis in musicology (on blues guitar technique) at New 
York University that launched his musical literary career. Since the 
publication of his first book, Folk Blues, in 1958, he has had more 
than 100 titles published, including method books on all levels for 
guitar, banjo, fiddle, and recorder, as well as American and 
international songbooks with piano and guitar accompaniment. In 
addition, Mr. Silverman maintains an active teaching and 
performing schedule. 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=74 

Silvestri Primo (Italiano) 
(Modena 1871 - 1960)  
Apprese le prime nozioni musicali da un insegnante locale, 
dedicandosi inizialmente allo studio della chitarra e del mandolino, 
successivamente approfondì gli studi di armonia, contrappunto e 
pianoforte col maestro A.Bianchini, insegnante presso la Scuola 
Comunale di Musica di Modena. La sua prima professione fu quella 
del tipografo, tuttavia la naturale inclinazione alla musica, unita a 
una profonda passione che lo accompagnò per tutta la sua lunga 
esistenza, gli permisero di divenire in breve tempo un punto di 
riferimento nell'ambiente musicale cittadino.  
La sua attività si esplicò non solo nell'ambito esecutivo, ma anche 
nell'insegnamento, nella composizione e nella direzione 
dell'orchestra a plettro che egli stesso fondò nel 1925, riunendo 
cinquanta esecutori. Nei primi decenni del Ventesimo secolo era 
infatti molto diffuso questo tipo di compagine orchestrale 
costituita da strumenti a pizzico: a tali formazioni secondo la 
consuetudine del tempo erano affidate esecuzioni assai 
apprezzate di trascrizioni operistiche oppure di musiche originali. 
Silvestri scrisse diverse composizioni per orchestra a plettro: si 
ricordano fra le altre Giardino d'estate , per grande orchestra 
plettro, che ricevette una speciale menzione al Concorso 
Nazionale di Siena nel 1940. La sua ampia produzione musicale 
comprende soprattutto opere cameristiche per duo (mandolino e 
chitarra o pianoforte), trio (due mandolini e chitarra), quartetto a 
plettro (due mandolini, mandola e chitarra). Queste opere 
rispecchiano il gusto musicale dell'epoca e rivelano nella loro 
immediatezza il legame con quella dimensione intimistica e 
privata del ‘fare musica', ancora vicina alla pratica domestica della 
Hausmusik ottocentesca. Silvestri lascia emergere nelle sue 
composizioni una limpida vena melodica e una spontanea 
intuizione nelle concatenazioni armoniche. La dimensione 
concertante fra gli strumenti è sempre presente e contribuisce a 
creare sonorità evocative, valorizzando ora slanci virtuosistici, ora 
toni melanconici e crepuscolari, in linea con lo stile tardo 
romantico al quale Silvestri rimase nostalgicamente fedele, fino 
alle sue ultime opere. Fu direttore del periodico “Il Concerto - 
Giornale di musica per mandolino e chitarra”, pubblicato 
dall'editore bolognese Comellini a partire dal 1897, collaborò 
inoltre con diverse riviste dedicate agli strumenti a plettro (Vita 
mandolinistica, Il Plettro, L'Armonia) pubblicando articoli di 
carattere musicale e proprie composizioni o trascrizioni. Sul 
mensile “La Chitarra” uscì nel 1940 il brano per chitarra sola Dolce 
risveglio nel bosco, dedicato al chitarrista e compositore 
modenese Romolo Ferrari insieme al quale Silvestri si attivò 
nell'organizzazione di eventi di rilievo nazionale legati al mondo 
chitarristico.  
Alcune note biografiche autografate dallo stesso Silvestri e 
conservate fra le sue carte mettono in luce una inesauribile 
passione musicale che rimase inalterata anche di fronte alle 
avversità della vita (i disagi sostenuti durante le due guerre, la 
perdita precoce della moglie Ida).  
I figli Renzo e Loris proseguirono con successo la strada musicale 
iniziata dal padre, distinguendosi come concertisti 
(rispettivamente di pianoforte e di violino) e come stimati docenti 

presso il Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia a Roma. Parte del lascito 
musicale della famiglia è conservato nel Fondo Musicale Silvestri, 
presso la Biblioteca Estense di Modena.  
(Simona Boni, Modena, Ottobre 2004) 

Simmarano Vincenzo (English) 
Graduated with honours in flute from the Conservatorio “E.R. 
Duni”, Matera and subsequently with honours in composition 
under Maestro Azio Corghi at the Conservatorio “G. Verdi”, Milan. 
Developed concert skills in various chamber music ensembles and 
as conductor of the Complesso Vocale Syntagma and the 
Complesso Internazionale Cameristico. Conducted the female 
gospel choir “Incontrocanto” and founded and conducted the vocal 
group “Vocal Chords”. Since November 1998 conducts the choir 
“Canti Corum”. 
Winner of the “Citta di Pavia” competition in 2000 with the piano 
composition “The Second Time” and the Castagneto Carducci 
Choral Composition competition in 2003. 
Currently teaches “Harmony and Counterpoint” at the 
Conservatorio, Darfo Boario Terme. (August 2008)  

Sinigaglia Riccardo (English) 
Born in Arona in 1953, Riccardo Sinigaglia is an architect as well 
as musician. He teaches electronic music at Milan Conservatory 
where he studied during the Seventies with Angelo Paccagnini. 
He collaborates with the video center of the Faculty of 
Architecture, Milan University, where he lectures on the 
relationship between music and image. His musical production 
also include music for documentaries, ballets and theatre 
spectacles. 
His work is based on modes, mean tone, pitagorean scales and 
complex polyrhythmics: he is deeply involved in ethnomusicology, 
the elements of which are revisited and employed in his musical 
language. 
In the 80's, togheter whith Walter Maioli and Gabin Dabiré, he 
founds the group Futuro Antico, a cross beetwin electronic and 
etno shamanic music. 
In 1985 he founded, together with Mario Canali, the audio-visual 
art group Correnti Magnetiche beginning to work with digital 
system. Correnti Magnetiche uses computerized systems in order 
to create audio-visual compositions, and produces videotapes, 
installations and live-electronics concerts. In concert play whith 
Maurizio Dehò (violin), Gabin Dabiré (balafon and 
percussions), Tommaso Leddi (violin, horn) and the soprano 
Rossana Maggia when Mario Canali paint on a graphic tablet with 
a big screen fellowing the music. Correnti Magnetiche works have 
won many prizes at international demonstrations of computer art 
in Austria, Japan, U.S.A., Italy, Hungary and Switzerland, and 
they have been broadcast on TV and radio world-wide (see 
curriculum). 
From 86 he work with Doubling Riders a musical group with 
Francesco Paladino and Pierluigi Andreoni. They play in festivals 
like Time Zone in Bari. 
He work als in wolrld music project with the libic singer Ahmed 
Fakrun. 
He work also with Pietro Pirelli and his Ensamble de la Roue, with 
Corrado Colliard (Tbn.), Mauro Gino (perc.) and Maurizio Barbetti 
(Vla.). 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Backstage/3166/sinig.html 

Sinópoli Antonio (English) 
Antonio Sinópoli (1878-1964) began his guitar studies in the 
Academy of Fine Arts of Buenos Aires with Julio Sagreras, 
becoming one of his more outstanding students. In 1907 he set 
up his own academy together with his colleague Carlos Pallerano. 
In addition to his activities as an educator and concert artist, he 
began to compose after studying with Enrique Morera. In his 
Dictionary, Prat took pains to stress “the studious and untiring” 
temperament of this teacher. He gives testimony to the fact that 
Sinópoli composed a significant number of original works for 
guitar and also transcribed and/or fingered other works from 
various genres and styles, in addition to compiling an extended 
edition of the Aguado method and other didactic works. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
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Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Skempton Howard (English) 
Howard Skempton, composer, accordionist, and music publisher, 
was born in Chester in 1947. His studies in London with Cornelius 
Cardew from 1967 led him to a musical language of great 
simplicity. He later became a founder member of the Scratch 
Orchestra with Michael Parsons and Cardew. He has more than 
300 works - many of them miniatures for solo piano or accordion. 
Skempton calls these pieces “the central nervous system” of his 
work.  
While Cage, Cardew, Feldman and LaMonte Young have been 
important to him at different stages, Skempton has remained 
independent of all mainstream trends in new music. His work is in 
the experimental tradition, characterised by an extreme economy 
of means, a concentration on essentials and an absence of 
rhetoric, drama and decoration. He draws inspiration from a range 
of extra-musical sources, including Constructivism in the visual 
arts, with its emphasis on material and form. Working with chosen 
limits, discovering internal detail within a defined structure, he is 
concerned with the sound-material itself, rather than with 
expansion and development. 
Web: http://www.tomkerstens.com/cd1.html 

Skinger Jim (English) 
Jim Skinger graduated from Clark University where he initiated a 
guitar program that he directed for four years. He has studied 
with such notable teachers as Walter Kay-Bauer, the English 
composer John Duarte and lutist Diane Poulton. He composes and 
arranges in both classical and jazz idioms and has had several 
compositions published in the U.S. Germany and the U.K. He has 
performed with a jazz ensemble throughout the New York area 
and as a soloist at Carnegie Hall, the Royal Festival Hall in London 
and the A. Schnitke Music Institute in Moscow. He has three CD's: 
The Jim Skinger Trio, Just for Friends, and Many Roads. 

Skorzeny Fritz (English) 
1900 Born on February 15 in Vienna. 
1965 Died on September 20 in Munich. 
The endearing master of the miniature form was predominantly 
active as a music critic in Vienna. Austrian State Prize (1955); 
professor title (1959); Theodor Körner Prize (1961); Austrian 
Cross of Honour for Art and Science 1st Class (1965). 
(Doblinger Catalogue) 

Slavicky Milan (English) 
Born on May 7, 1947 in Prague, studied musicology at the Faculty 
of Philosophy of Charles University in Prague (1965-1970, 
doctorate in 1972) and composition at the Janacek Academy of 
Arts in Brno in classes of Jan Kapr and Ctirad Kohoutek (1968-
1973). Afterwards he completed a post-graduate course in the 
theory of music at the Academy of Arts in Prague under Karel 
Janecek and Karel Risinger (1970-1972) and an extramural 
research project at the department of musical science at the 
Institute af Art History and Theory of Czechoslovakia's Academy 
of Sciences (1974-1979), his tutor being Karel Risinger. He 
worked as a recording producer in the Supraphon Records (1973-
81), later as a free-lance composer, recording producer, music 
editor and musicologist. From 1990 he teaches musicology at the 
Charles University and from 1994 composition at the Prague 
Academy of Perfoming Arts. 
Instrumental music predominates in the works of Milan Slavicky. 
Following a period, marked by a whalehearted quest for his own 
specific style, since the beginning of the 1970s the composer has 
been consistently applying the method of fixed interval selection 
coupled with the principle af thematic sequentiality within musical 
structure. He is also noted for endeavours to achieve a maximum 
emotional effect of his compositions. His compositions were 
played by many domestic and foreign orchestras. Many of his 
compositions arised from order of the festivals and soloists 
(Berliner Festwochen-Porta coeli, Synthese Bourges-Adventus, 
Contrapunctus I, Prague Spring Competition-Tre pezzi, Synergie 
for Camerata Zurich, Veni Sancte Spiritus for Composers 
Ensembles London, Ich dien' for a galaconcert SEL Luxembourg to 
75th birthday of Grand Duke Jean, Two Chapters from the 
Apocalypse for centenery of the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra 
etc.). 

Milan Slavicky was awarded many domestic and international 
prizes: Generace Ostrava (1978-81), C.M.von Weber-Preis in 
Dresden (1976, 1978, 1979), the prize of the town Brasilia 
(1985).His composition Porta coeli won the Music Critic's Award as 
the best composition performed in 1992 and in 1995 he was 
awarded third prize for the composition Two Chapters from the 
Apocalypse. 
Besides his teaching at the Charles University and the Academy of 
Performing Arts he was also a lecturer at Prague Mozart Academy 
in Dobris (1993-94), he was Artist-In-Residence at Northeastern 
University in Boston (1989), he gave many lectures and 
workshops in Vienna, Luzern, Leipzig, Bochum, London (Royal 
Holloway, SSCES University of London, Dvorak Society), Cardiff 
(Welsh College of Music and Drama), St.Louis (Washington 
University). He reported at conferences and congresses in Prague, 
Paris, Lyon, London, Barcelona, Dresden etc., published two 
books, many essays, articles, reviews and he is an author of many 
radio programmes (Gramoolymp, Musica sacra etc.) 
As a recording producer he worked on over 400 LP, CD and 
videoprogrammes for Supraphon, Panton, Opus, DGG, EMI, CBS, 
Sony Classic, Denon, Orfeo, Cadenza, Bayer Records etc. His 
recordings were awarded many international prizes (Grammy, 
Grand prix de l'Academie  Charles Cros, Prix Caecilia).  
Since 1990 Milan Slavicky has been involved in several public 
activities: Comitee member of the Prague Spring International 
Festival (1990-1992), European Culture Club-presidium member 
and chairman of the Czech Section, Secretary of Czech Society for 
Electroacoustic Music, vicechairman of music section of artistic 
reunion “Umelecka beseda”, member of composers' society Atelier 
90 and between 1992-95 he worked as programm adviser and 
vicechairman of the board of directors of the Czech Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Judge at composition competitions (National Theater 
Prague 2000, Prague Chamber Philharmony 2000) 
He was a member of jury of the international piano competition 
“Vianna da Motta” (Macau 1997) and chairman of jury of oboe 
competition of the Prague Spring (1991) and radio competition 
Concertino Praga (1993). 
Web: http://www.musica.cz/slavicky/index.html 

Smaili Miras Marco (Español) 
Nace en Argel en 1967. A los 15 años ingresa en el Conservatorio 
Superior “Oscar Esplá” de Alicante cursando los estudios de 
Guitarra con J. Lázaro y J. Ballester. Realiza los tres últimos 
cursos con el eminente catedrático José Tomás finalizándolos con 
Matrícula de honor y Mención de honor Fin de Carrera.  
Ha realizado cursos de perfeccionamiento en diversas ciudades 
con Manuel Barrueco, David Russell, Carles Trepat, José Tomás, 
Flores Chaviano, Alex Garrobé, Demetrio Ballesteros y Eduardo 
Baranzano en la especialidad de guitarra, y con Tomás Marco, 
Cristóbal Halffter, Luis de Pablo, Adolfo Nuñez y Carles Guinovart 
en Análisis y Composición; por otra parte, además de otros cursos 
de Pedagogía y diferentes materias teóricas, realiza los estudios 
de la Licenciatura de Humanidades en la Universidad de Castilla 
La Mancha.  
En 1993 aprueba las oposiciones del MEC con el 1º puesto por 
Castilla-La Mancha, y el Nº1 en la Junta de Andalucía. Desde 
entonces ha venido desempeñando la docencia en los 
Conservatorios Profesionales de Albacete, Almansa y Gijón. Ha 
actuado en  numerosos puntos de la Geografía Nacional como 
solista y como acompañante de la rapsoda Llanos Salas, así como 
miembro de la compañía profesional Teatro Capitano durante 
cinco años. 
Sus obras se interpretan regularmente en numerosas ciudades 
europeas y americanas, destacando “evolutions for alto 
saxophone” en el Congreso Mundial de Saxofón celebrado en 
Canadá, “la misma luz de entonces”, obligada en el 
Certamen  Internacional “Andrés Segovia” en su XVII 
edición.,”boleros” (dedicada a Alex Garrobé) estrenada por Alex 
Garrobé y Antonio Duro, “Ophelia in the electric room”, destacada 
en Viareggio (al igual que boleros), sonatina, estrenada por el 
autor en Ibiza 2002 y dedicada a R. Gallén, etc. Ha publicado en 
la editorial EMEC (editorial música española contemporánea) de 
Madrid. 
Ha actuado junto con la Orquesta Sinfónica Ciudad de Oviedo, la 
Orquesta Sinfónica de Albacete y con la orquesta del conocido 
festival Martin Códax de Cuenca estrenó el “Concierto de la Bahía” 
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de José Luis Barroso. 
En la actualidad es profesor de Guitarra en el Conservatorio 
Profesional de Música “Marcos Redondo” de Ciudad Real e imparte 
diversos cursos tanto en análisis como instrumentales en 
diferentes ciudades españolas. 
Web: http://www.ciudad-
real.es/artistas/print.php?id=1188657299&archive= (2011) 

Small Mark L. (English) 
Guitarist and composer Mark Small has written music that ranges 
in style from rock and pop songs to jazz compositions to 
orchestral music to sacred choral works that have been performed 
by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. Small's numerous arrangements 
include the LAGQ's rendition of Pat Metheny’s “Letter from Home” 
for four guitars that appears on Grammy-winning LAGQ’s Guitar 
Heroes CD that was released in June of 2004 on the Telarc label.  
Small earned his bachelor's degree from New England 
Conservatory and his master¹s degree from California State 
University at Fullerton in classical guitar performance.  
One half of the Small-Torres Guitar Duo, he has recorded six CDs 
with Robert Torres. Small is the editor of Berklee Today magazine 
at Berklee College of Music and has written numerous articles for 
such publications as Guitar Player, Acoustic Guitar, Finger Style 
Guitar, and Jazz Educator's Journal.  
Web: http://www.clearnote.net/Mississippi_Revisited.html (2011) 

Smet Raoul De (English) 
Raoul DE SMET was born on 27 October 1936 in Borgerhout. He 
studied the philology of Romance languages and music history at 
the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. After this he took a year of 
specialisation on a study grant in Madrid and Salamanca. He then 
worked as a teacher for four years in Tunisia, after which he 
taught Spanish at the Katholieke Vlaamse Hogeschool in Antwerp. 
His gained his basic musical training (solfège, harmony, piano) at 
the Music Academy in Deurne. Apart from this training, he was 
self-taught as a musician until he undertook studies in 1966 with 
Lucien Goethals and Louis De Meester at the IPEM (Institute for 
Psychoacoustics and Electronic Music) in Ghent, with August 
Verbesselt in Antwerp and with Ton de Leeuw in Amsterdam. 
Through his own studies of theoretical works (Schönberg, Krenek, 
Koechlin, Messiaen and others) and of scores, and by listening to 
a wide variety of genres, he developed his own personal musical 
language. 
In 1972 De Smet took part in the Ferienkurse für Neue Musik in 
Darmstadt, where two of his works were performed. He also 
participated in the Gaudeamus Days in Bilthoven. In 1976 he took 
part in the Seminar on Contemporary American Music in Salzburg. 
In 1977 he represented IPEM at the Colloquium Musica/Sintesi as 
part of the Biennale in Venice. 
From 1974 to 1994 Raoul De Smet organised the Orphische 
Avonden (Orphic Evenings) in Antwerp, featuring concerts of 
contemporary (mainly Flemish) chamber music in Antwerp. 
Between 1980 and 1984 he was a member of the board of the 
Centrum voor Muziek in Leuven. From 1983 to 1993, De Smet 
programmed concerts of contemporary music in the foyer of the 
Antwerp Stadsschouwburg (City theatre). In 1976, 1985 and 1990 
he organised the Electronic Music Days at the ICC (International 
Cultural Centre) and the deSingel. In 1981 he began the E.M. 
series, an edition in facsimile of chamber music by Flemish 
composers. In 1987 he established the Orpheus Prize, a biennial 
international competition for the interpretation of contemporary 
chamber music. In 1995, he received the Fuga Trophy. Since 
1999 he has organised the Belgian Chocolates Festival. 
Web: http://www.cebedem.be/en/composers/s/132-smet-raoul-
de (2011) 

Smith Brindle Reginald (English) 
English composer, conductor and guitarist Reginald Smith Brindle, 
was born on January 5, 1917 in Bamber Bridge, England. He 
studied architecture at the University of Wales, and taught himself 
to play the clarinet, organ, saxophone, double bass and jazz 
guitar. After his tour of duty with the army, Brindle began 
studying the classical guitar under the influence of Segovia and 
Llobet, composition at the Santa Cecilia Academy in Rome, and 
dodecaphonic composition with the famous composer Luigi 
Dallapiccola. Brindle has written over 60 works for guitar, 
composed numerous scores for films and documentaries, has 

conducted, and was a music critic. 
Smith Brindle's compositions for guitar mark an important 
contribution to the instrument's 20th-century repertoire. In 
addition, a wide variety of choral, vocal and instrumental works 
show the diversity of contemporary styles he has explored. 
Though technically eclectic, his music shows a strongly personal 
voice in its emphasis on melody and direct appeal to the emotions 
- a legacy, perhaps, of his early training in Italy with Pizzetti and 
Dallapiccola. 

Smolka Jaroslav (English) 
Jaroslav Smolka b. 8th of April, 1933 in Prague, Czech composer 
and musicologist. He took his first degree in music (science) at 
Charles University in 1956, and from 1960 - 1964 undertook 
doctoral studies in the history of music under Mirko Oèadlík. He 
had also studied composition at AMU (the Academy of Arts) from 
1953-1055 under Václav Dobiáš, with tuition from Ladislav 
Vycpálek, Otakar Jeremiáš, and later Svatopluk Havelka and 
others. Karel Janeèek, his teacher of musical theory at both 
institutions, had a major influence on his career as a composer 
and as an academic. Janeèek was also Head of the Department of 
the Theory and History of Music at the AMU Music Faculty, where 
Smolka worked from 1962 as a lecturer in the history of music, 
and where he himself was to become Professor and Head of 
Department in 1991. In the meantime, however, despite gaining 
his habilitation in music theory in 1968, Smolka was not 
appointed as docent until 1982, since his democratic political 
activities had earned him political disfavour. In 1993 he defended 
his doctoral thesis at the Philosophical Faculty of Masaryk 
University in Brno and gained the title of Doctor of the Sciences of 
the Arts (DrSc.). He has published 9 musicological books and 
dozens of articles, was Chief Selection Advisor for Classical Music 
at the recording companies Supraphon (1960-62) and Panton 
(1970-1972), and has systematically cultivated music production: 
he has produced hundreds of recordings for LP and CD, and in 
1994 established music production as a new area of studies at 
AMU. He writes as a music critic, and in 1996 became repertoire 
advisor to the Czech Philharmonic. In his early compositions from 
the period up to 1962, he developed the stylistic line of Czech 
music associated with the names of V. Novák and L. Vycpálek. In 
doing so, he introduced striking innovations in melodic and 
harmonic devices. Later, especially in certain vocal compositions 
(the songs, Majeránek v poli [Marjoram in the Field], the choral 
works Kohout sedí nad mrakem [The Cock Sits above the Cloud], 
and where appropriate in terms of subject or genre, he 
reinterpreted elements of neo-classical style (Novoklasická 
ouvertura [Neoclassical Overture] for orchestra, and the comic 
chamber opera Hra o zuby [Game over Teeth]). He also used both 
these traditional sources in works based on gradual stylistic 
progression in the course of compositions (the cycle of choral 
pieces Písnì o vlnách (Songs about Waves), Pocta barokním 
mistrùm [In Honour of the Baroque Masters] for cello, and the 
String Quartet no. 3 HOPAKAJU). The main stylistic trend of his 
work since 1963, however, has been musical expression based on 
solid construction and the use of the thoroughly atonal balance of 
twelve-tone or serial material, non-traditional principles of musical 
form (especially the consistent mirror forms, for example in the 
Spring Quartet no. 2, the organ cycle Metamorfozy 
[Metamorphoses, the Partita for 12 String Voices Per archi), 
aleatoric principles (Reflexy [Reflections] for violin, clarinet and 
piano, Sonata no. 2 Kontrasty [Contrasts] for piano, INREFUCO 
for brass and timpani, the Concerto for Cello and Orchestra Jenom 
ne strach [Just Don't be Afraid], Allegro balladico for cello and 
piano, etc.) While using such approaches, however, Smolka's 
work retains the solid tectonic unity of compositional wholes, vivid 
emotional impact, and the linking of music to extra-musical 
themes and messages (Choral Prelude for chamber orchestra, the 
Concerto Jenom ne strach already mentioned, the symphony 
Dialog tvarù [Dialogue of Forms], the piece for solo cello in 
memory of Bohumil Hrabal Chabres diservgias and others). He 
has also devoted himself to the reconstruction of historical 
compositions (Czech organ music of the 18th century, the major 
vocal-instrumental compositions of J. D. Zelenka, Fugue Suite 
based on Czech masters of the 18th Century for string quartet or 
string orchestra, the orchestral suites Motifs from Smetana's 
Notebook, from Janáèek's The Travels of Mr. Brouèek and others.) 
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Web: http://www.musica.cz/comp/smolkaj.htm 

Soban Primoz  (English) 
Born in 1946, was among Prek’s students, and also a violin and 
viola player.  

Sofia Pedro (English) 
“Dos en línea”, tango by Pedro Sofía (1890-1976). “To my 
comrades, the soldiers of the '90 of the infantry Regiment 2”. It 
was recorded by the Cuarteto del Centenario. This composer, 
devoted to chamber music, also wrote tangos: “Bordoneando”, 
“Echale arroz a ese guiso”, “El archivista”, “El cabo Fels”. He ran a 
conservatory, founded the Esnaola library and, for 30 years, was 
director of the Asociación Argentina de Música de Cámara 
(Argentine Association of Chamber Music). 
Web: 
http://www.todotango.com/English/biblioteca/CRONICAS/leyenda
_tango_ejercito.asp 

Sofianopulo Marco (Italiano) 
Nato a Trieste nel 1952, si è diplomato in Pianoforte, Organo e 
Composizione organistica e in Composizione, ottenendo ben 
presto (1975) una cattedra al Conserva- torio “G.Tartini” di 
Trieste dove insegna tutt'ora. Quale Direttore di Coro e 
d'Orchestra ha tenuto centinaia di concerti in quasi tutti i paesi 
europei. Compositore dal linguaggio libero, moderatamente 
cromatico, sensibile alla cultura delle sue origini elleniche, le sue 
musiche risultano eseguite in Europa e in altri continenti, 
registrate da emittenti radiotelevisive, premiate in concorsi, 
pubblicate e incise su dischi. Dal 1996 dirige la Cappella Civica del 
Comune di Trieste, che con quasi mezzo millennio di vita è la più 
antica istituzione culturale della città. L'Istituto, che per tradizione 
cura il servizio liturgico nella Basilica triestina, sotto la guida di 
Sofianopulo, ha sviluppa- to anche la sua attività in campo 
musicologico e di promozione artistica attraverso la ricerca, lo 
studio, la pubblicazione, l'esecuzione e l'incisione di un repertorio 
raro, sia antico che moderno. Per la sua attività Sofianopulo ha 
ottenuto premi internazionali e onorificenze (Cavaliere al merito 
della Repubblica, Cavaliere honoris causa del Sovrano Ordine di 
Malta). 
Web: http://www.pizzicato.ch/I/bio/sofianopulo.shtml 

Sojo Vicente Emilio (English) 
The father of Venezuelan music Vicente Emilio Sojo is not only 
one the most significant figures in the cultural history of 
Venezuela but also a moral and intellectual reference of the 
highest importance. Sojo was born in 1887 in Guatire, in the State 
of Miranda. He began his musical studies with the Maestro de 
Capilla, Regulo Rico. At the age of 19 he settled in Caracas and 
took his lessons at the Escuela de Música y Declamacion with 
Andrés Delgado Pardo, Ignacio Bustamente and Eduardo Richter. 
In 1923 he became a teacher at the Ecuela Superior de Música, 
and was named director of that school in 1936, retiring in1973, 
just one year before his death. In 1930, Vicente Emilio Sojo 
created the Venezuelan Symphony Orchestra and founded the 
Orféon Lamas, two of the most prestigious musical institutions in 
Venezuela. His work as both a teacher and researcher was 
extraordinary and he taught many of the greatest performers and 
composers of his country. 
Vicente Emilio Sojo composed a large and important corpus of 
music including the String quartet in 1913, the Misa Coral in 
1915, the Misa Chromatica and the Misa a Santa Eduvigis in 1924, 
the Misa a Santa Efigenia in 1935. Other religious works: Motets, 
a Cantata de Navidad, the Requiem in Memoriam Patris Patriae; 
choral and vocal works; pieces for guitar and piano; children's 
songs and numerous arrangements and harmonisations of 
traditional, folk and popular melodies from Venezuela. He worked 
with devotion in the research ; compilation and harmonisation of a 
vast repertoire of traditional Venezuela music which would 
otherwise certainly have been lost and would have disappeared 
from the musical memory of his country. Vicente Emilio Sojo was 
a strong opponent of his country's dictatorship and was elected as 
a senator on several occasions. He became an important figure in 
the democratic life of Venezuela. He died in Caracas on 11 August 
1974.  
Web: http://www.caronimusic.com/ 

Sojo Vicente Emilio (Italiano) 
Vicente Emilio Sojo nacque l'otto dicembre 1887 a Guatire, città 
dello stato venezuelano di Miranda. Alla metà dell'anno 1896 
intraprese gli studi musicali sotto la guida del maestro Régulo R. 
Rico Lugo. A partire dall'anno 1905 il maestro Régulo Rico 
cominciò ad insegnargli gratuitamente teoria e solfeggio, canto ed 
alcune nozioni teorico - pratiche riguardanti vari strumenti 
musicali, eccetto la chitarra cui Sojo si avvicinò come autodidatta. 
Sojo, che proveniva da una famiglia di agricoltori ed artigiani, 
vantava per linea materna due antenati musicisti: Francisco 
Castro, che fu maestro di cappella nella città di Chacao e suo figlio 
Domingo, il quale ricoprì lo stesso ruolo anche a Guatire.  All'inizio 
del 1906 Sojo si trasferì a Caracas, dove per mantenersi lavorò 
come tabaccaio, professione che eserciterà fino al 1935. Nel 
gennaio 1910 entra all'Accademia delle Belle Arti come studente 
di armonia; titolare della cattedra era Anders Delgado Pardo, ma 
in verità Sojo apprese questa disciplina da Hillarion Eslava, 
attraverso il suo trattato di armonia, contrappunto e fuga. Nel 
1911 Sojo, in occasione di un concorso, compose un inno grazie al 
quale ricevette una menzione d'onore per il suo approfondito 
lavoro armonico e più tardi nello stesso anno compose una 
meditazione per quintetto e coro ed un quartetto dove 
frequentemente fece uso dell'imitazione a canone. 
Nel 1913, essendo ormai padrone della tecnica del contrappunto e 
della fuga, creò il “Cuarteto en re”, una sorta di ricapitolazione dei 
suoi studi contrappuntistici. Nell'anno 1914 si dedicò alle musiche 
di una commedia in prosa e versi di Domingo Martinez, dal titolo 
“Festiva”; questo lavoro andò in seguito quasi tutto perso. 
Durante la Prima Guerra Mondiale, Sojo compose per la Santa 
Cappella di Caracas, oltre ad un “Domine” per tre voci, coro e 
piccola orchestra, tre pezzi brevi: “Tantum ergo”, “Regina Caeli 
Laetare”, “Letania Lauretana”, tutti con accompagnamento di 
armonium. Precedentemente aveva scritto una marcia trionfale 
dedicata alla rivista musicale “Minerva”, fondata dai fratelli Fossa 
Anderson, oltre ad un omaggio postumo al maestro Eduardo 
Richter. Entrambi i pezzi, per pianoforte, furono pubblicati dalla 
rivista stessa. 
Con la fine del conflitto mondiale, cominciarono ad arrivare a 
Caracas interpreti di musica fino a quel momento mai udita in 
città: questa circostanza spinse un gruppo di giovani musicisti a 
procurarsi registrazioni fonografiche di musiche provenienti 
dall'Europa e a familiarizzare con questa nuova forma d'arte. Sojo 
fu particolarmente affascinato dalla tecnica modulatoria di Frank, 
dalla finezza espressiva di Fauré, dall'intensità poetica di Debussy 
e dall'estrema limpidezza di “Ma mére l'oie” di Ravel. L'accostarsi 
alla novità stilistica della moderna arte francese, fece nascere in 
Sojo la voglia di misurarsi con questa nuova arte espressiva che, 
dopo una lunga meditazione, egli decise di affrontare con la 
composizione del “Salve Regina” per baritono e quintetto d'archi, 
due trombe e trombone, oltre ad altre opere conservate 
nell'archivio della scuola di musica “José Angel Lamas”: tre corali 
a cappella per voci gravi (“Christus factus”, “Sub tuum 
praesidium” e “Ave Regina caelorum”); “Dominus Jesus” per coro 
e organo, “O salutaris” per baritono e armonium ed “Ave Verum 
Corpus” per baritono e piccola orchestra. 
Nell'anno 1922 Sojo, che aveva già affinato il suo stile cromatico, 
compose un “Ave Maria” per tenore solista e coro di tenori e bassi 
con accompagnamento di quintetto d'archi e due trombe, ed il 
mottetto “Panis angelicus” per tenore solista e coro di tenori e 
bassi, flauto, due clarinetti, fagotto, due trombe e quintetto 
d'archi. In seguito a queste soddisfacenti esperienze si dedicò alla 
composizione della “Messa cromatica” che terminò prima della 
metà dell'anno 1923; quest'opera fu oggetto di controversie 
perché non conforme ai canoni ieratici: abbondava infatti di 
modulazioni liberissime tra accordi di più di tre suoni e di giri 
melodici pieni di intervalli proibiti dai parametri dell'epoca. Nel 
1923 Sojo decise allora di compiere un passo indietro per 
dimostrare di potersi cimentare senza difficoltà in opere più 
ortodosse dal punto di vista stilistico; compose dunque due 
mottetti eucaristici “Ecce panis” e “Bone pastor” per coro di tenori 
e bassi, flauto, due clarinetti, fagotto, due trombe e quintetto 
d'archi, cui fecero seguito, nel 1924, su richiesta del maestro 
Plaza, quattro responsori e un “Te Deum”, per tenore e baritono 
solisti, coro ed organo, che furono eseguiti per la prima volta per 
la Tribuna Cardinalizia in occasione della festa del Corpus Christi 
di quell'anno. Nel 1925 concepì un'opera dal titolo “Parole di 
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Cristo sul Calvario” dedicata alla memoria dell'amico, allievo e 
fratello spirituale Jesu Maria Munoz, melodista di squisita 
sensibilità; il prologo di quest'opera, rappresentata per la prima 
volta il Venerdì Santo nella cappella di Caracas, comprende in 
forma di corale, un'allegoria poetica composta da Sojo stesso. 
Negli anni 1926 - 1927 compose alcune opere: “Cancion de 
Organo” in seguito trasformata nella canzone polifonica “La 
Cancion de Ayer”, “Fugueta Triple” per organo, poi trascritta per 
quartetto d'archi, e due canzoni con accompagnamento pianistico, 
una su testo di Sojo stesso e l'altra su una poesia di Victor Avila, 
pseudonimo di Josè Antonio Calcano. Nel medesimo periodo Sojo 
si dedicò ad altre opere per coro a cappella, quali i mottetti “O 
Sacrum Convivium”, “Recordare Virgo Mater” oltre a due “Tantum 
ergo”, un “Ave Verum” per coro. Sempre tra il '26 e il '27, ispirato 
da alcuni concerti di un coro di quattordici voci miste che si era 
esibito al Teatro Municipale di Caracas, Sojo compose due 
madrigali: “El amor” e “Lay” su versi del poeta Ruben Dario, oltre 
a un “Villanancico” per la Natività, il cui testo fu in seguito 
sostituito con uno di carattere giocoso al fine di poterlo eseguire in 
occasione del carnevale dell'anno 1928. In seguito a questo 
carnevale Sojo, come altri amici musicisti (Juan B. Plaza, Josè 
Antonio Calcaño, Moisès Moleiro e Miguel Angel Calcaño) si dedicò 
alla composizione di madrigali e canzoni polifoniche; nel giro di 
qualche anno ne compose più di cinquanta. Nell'anno 1929, oltre 
ad altri madrigali, Sojo compose un “Requiem in Memoriam Patris 
Patriae” per voci maschili ed orchestra formata da flauto, oboe, 
due clarinetti, fagotto, due trombe, due tromboni, bassotuba, 
organo espressivo e quintetto d'archi, la cui prima esecuzione 
ebbe luogo nella cattedrale di Caracas il 17 Dicembre 1930 in 
occasione di una celebrazione in memoria del liberatore della 
patria Simòn Bolìvar nel primo centenario della sua morte. 
Dal 1930 al 1933 Sojo, assorbito da altre attività musicali, 
produsse solo alcuni madrigali e canzoni polifoniche, ma il 1934 fu 
un anno molto fecondo: Sojo compose tre brani per canto e 
pianoforte su liriche di Juan Ramon Jimenez, Julio Morales Lara e 
Luis Barrios Cruz, oltre alla “Messa Breve” per voci gravi, flauto, 
due clarinetti, fagotto, due trombe, trombone basso e quintetto 
d'archi. Nell'anno seguente si dedicò ad una Messa per coro a 
cappella in onore di santa Ifigenia; nella creazione di quest'opera 
Sojo si prefisse anche un obiettivo didattico: egli intendeva infatti 
dimostrare agli alunni la differenza tra tecnica compositiva del 
mottetto e quella della fuga. Sempre nel 1935 Sojo compose i 
madrigali “La nube”, “La carreta” e “Rondel Matinal” su liriche del 
poeta Jacinto Fombona Pachano. Nel gennaio del 1936 fu 
nominato direttore della Scuola Superiore di Musica dove 
insegnava teoria e solfeggio già dal 1921; questo impegno destò 
in Sojo una preoccupazione nuova, spinto dalla quale volle 
aumentare il numero delle materie di specializzazione 
introducendo una cattedra di composizione, oltre ad i già esistenti 
corsi di pianoforte, violino, clarinetto, flauto, teoria e solfeggio, 
storia della musica, armonia, chitarra. Inoltre si preoccupò di 
assegnare le cattedre di strumento ad insegnanti qualificati. 
Nell'anno 1937 la produzione musicale di Sojo subì un netto calo a 
causa del suo grande impegno nell'attività didattica; gli era 
necessario studiare durante la notte per poter insegnare il giorno 
seguente e, come affermò in seguito, “insegnando apprendeva”. 
Per evitare che la musica proveniente da altri paesi non 
soppiantasse definitivamente quella nazionale, Sojo nell'anno 
1937, si propose come obiettivo di riscattare dall'oblio molte delle 
belle canzoni prodotte in Venezuela nella seconda metà del secolo 
XIX; oltre a quelle che ricordava egli stesso, poter recuperarne 
altre tramite Angel Calderaro, Ignacio Bricenio, William Werner, 
Teodoro Capriles e Antonia Palacio. Dei canti folkloristici molti 
furono recuperati da Rafael Olivares Figueroa e degli Aguinaldos la 
gran parte furono raccolti da Juan Bautista Plaza e Sergio Moreira; 
in totale Sojo armonizzò per pianoforte duecentoventicinque 
pezzi. Nei cosiddetti “atti culturali” delle scuole elementari di 
Caracas, venivano in quegli anni eseguite canzoni messicane, 
cubane ed argentine sulla cui qualità Sojo nutriva non poche 
riserve; decise allora di comporre canzoni per bambini su versi del 
poeta Enrique Planchart, che furono pubblicate sul quarto numero 
della “Revista de Cultura” oltre a dieci “Canciones de ronda”, 
ispirate a frasi e giochi del folklore giovanile del Venezuela, 
finalizzate all'educazione al canto nelle scuole elementari, 
pubblicate e distribuite dalla direzione culturale del Ministero di 
Educazione Nazionale. Nell'anno 1940 furono pubblicate, sempre a 

scopo didattico, altre dieci canzoni per bambini; l'intenzione di 
Sojo era in questo caso di educare i giovani allievi ad un nuovo 
stile di canzone venezuelana. Gli allievi intesero il suo messaggio 
e cominciarono, prima timidamente e in seguito con maggiore 
convinzione, ad esercitarsi nella creazione di canzoni che 
seguissero la traccia stilistica segnata dal maestro; nel 1941 il 
Ministero di educazione Nazionale pubblicò una raccolta di venti 
tra queste canzoni, in un volume con prefazione di Juan Bautista 
Plaza. 
Precedentemente, quando ancora suonava la chitarra, Sojo 
compose, con estrema perizia tecnica, tre opere per questo 
strumento: “Serenata”, “Quirpa”, e “Endecha”. Pochi anni prima 
della Prima Guerra Mondiale, la notizia della morte del Generale 
Pedro Arismenti Brito, presidente del Consiglio di ispezione 
dell'Accademia delle Belle Arti, destò grande commozione e duolo 
nell'animo dei membri di quell'istituto, verso i quali il Generale 
nutriva un profondo senso di amicizia. Pochi giorni dopo, su 
iniziativa di uno studente di canto, Ramon Rotundo Mendoza, 
venne presa la decisione di onorare la memoria dell'amico 
scomparso con l'esecuzione, affidata agli studenti dell'Accademia, 
del Requiem di L. Perosi. In questa occasione Sojo dovette 
misurarsi con un compito per lui del tutto nuovo; infatti, oltre che 
l'insegnamento delle parti ai cantori, gli venne affidata 
l'orchestrazione per archi dell'opera originariamente concepita per 
voci maschili ed organo. Sei settimane più tardi ebbe luogo 
l'esecuzione nella chiesa di San Francesco.  
Tornando all'anno 1935, oltre ad i lavori già menzionati, Sojo 
diede inizio alla piccola cantata “Hòdie sùper Nos fulgébit Lux” per 
flauto, oboe, corno inglese, due clarinetti, due fagotti, due 
trombe, arpa, triangolo, piatto, quintetto d'archi, soprano, tenore, 
basso, basso e coro a quattro voci (soprani, contralti, tenori e 
bassi). Sojo utilizzò, in questo caso, alcuni motivi peculiari del 
canto gregoriano, al fine di esprimere in maniera più suggestiva la 
sacralità dei contenuti; il testo si rifaceva, infatti, ad un passo del 
vangelo secondo S. Luca e ad alcune preghiere riguardanti la 
nascita di Gesù. L'opera è costruita su una successione di 
frequenti modulazioni, senza che per questo l'ascoltatore sia 
impedito di apprezzare la melodia; essa, secondo un'affermazione 
dello stesso Sojo “ha importanza eqivalente a quella di un fiore 
per l'albero”. La prima parte si chiude con un “Gloria” in cui sono 
facilmente ravvisabili influssi palestriniani. Nella seconda parte 
inizia il racconto del viaggio dei pastori che, sollecitati dall'angelo, 
si recavano a Betlemme per contemplare il miracolo della nascita 
di Gesù: fino a questo punto arriva la narrazione evangelica, cui 
Sojo fa seguire una interpolazione che sviluppa in forma di 
responsorio, alternando la soprano solista con il coro, fino a 
giungere al grido finale “O Rex mirabilis” espresso attrverso una 
breve imitazione a canone. 
Facciamo un passo indietro: nell'anno 1915 Sojo era stato 
nominato maestro di cappella della chiesa di S. Francesco; questa 
circostanza fu per lui l'occasione per l'apprendimento di nuove 
conoscenze musicali. A quell'epoca parroco della chiesa di S. 
Francesco era Callixto Gonzales, rinomato cantore che, su 
richiesta di Sojo stesso, insegnò al giovane musicista la notazione 
del canto gregoriano ed il modo di esprimere i neumi nelle loro 
diverse figurazioni. Sojo, che fino a quel momento aveva creduto 
di conoscere l'antico sistema modale, si dovette ricredere e si 
dimostrò pronto ad accoglere, umilmente e diligentemente, tutte 
le delucidazioni del Padre Callixto. Questo episodio mi pare 
sintomatico del modo in cui Sojo ha sempre concepito la figura del 
vero artista: sintesi di cultura accademica e di formazione 
autodidattica, ancorato saldamente alla propria tradizione ma 
capace di apprendere da ogni esperienza e da ogni incontro, 
audace nella sperimentazione di nuove forme espressive proprio 
in forza della memoria della propria origine. Sempre nel 1915 
Sojo aveva composto la “Messa Corale” per voci bianche, tenori, 
bassi ed organo; in quest'opera egli volle mettere a frutto le 
nozioni testé apprese usando un procedimento a canone “motu 
proprio” secondo le regole stabilite da papa Pio X. Alla morte di 
don Pedro Arcilagos i cantori della Tribuna della cattedrale di 
Caracas si vennero a trovare senza direttore; Sojo, caldamente 
incoraggiato da Miguel Angel Calcaño, allora organista della 
cattedrale, accetò l'incarico di direttore in attesa del ritorno di J. 
B. Plaza da Roma, che si verificò nell'agosto dell'anno 1923. 
Nell'anno 1956 si racconta che Sojo, dovendo nuovamente 
eseguire la “Messa Corale”, non riuscisse a trovare la partitura, 
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che risultò poi essere stata rubata; fu così costretto a riscriverla e 
per l'occasione aggiunse all'organico preesistente un flauto, due 
clarinetti ed un fagotto. La nuova rappresentazione ebbe luogo il 
22 novembre nella chiesa di S. Teresa; Sojo dichiarò in seguito 
che mai aveva potuto disporre di un gruppo di musicisti tanto 
valenti: L'Orchestra Sinfonica Venezuela (O. S. V.) i cantori della 
Tribuna Musicale di Caracas ed un meraviglioso coro di bambini, 
selezionati per l'occasione tra i migliori elementi della Scuola 
Superiore di Musica e del coro “Pedro Elias Gutierrez”. Sojo, 
stimolato da questa esperienza, spronò gli allievi della Scuola 
Superiore di Musica che, proprio in quel periodo, stavano 
imparando la tecnica compositiva del madrigale polifonico, 
affinché si dedicassero alla creazione di piccoli madrigali e canzoni 
polifoniche su brevi testi poetici, così da costruire un repertotio 
adatto ai cori di voci bianche ed in particolare a quella di recente 
formazione. Il risultato della sforzo creativo degli allievi, una 
raccolta di venti brani, fu pubblicato per volontà del Governatore; 
una mattina del maggio 1955, al Teatro Nazionale di Caracas, 
ebbe luogo la prima esecuzione coronata da un grande successo. 
Tale evento dette l'avvio ad una serie di iniziative culturali 
incentrate sull'attività del coro stesso. In occasione del 22 
novembre, festa di S. Cecilia patrona dei musicisti, nell'anno 1953 
Sojo compose la “Messa en Honor de Santa Cecilia”; il genio 
espressivo di Sojo raggiunse vertici di purezza fino a quel 
momento da lui mai toccati. L'opera, rappresentata per la prima 
volta nella chiesa di S. Teresa, si articolava in cinque parti e si 
chiudeva con un drammatico ammonimento ai peccatori. 
Una sera dell'anno 1958, durante una riunione di docenti di 
musica delle scuole elementari e medie, il supervisore musicale 
del Ministero dell'Educazione, manifestò il desiderio che i giovani 
allievi fossero educati nel canto, ad una forma espressiva più 
vicina alla tradizione venezuelana 
piuttosto che a quella spagnola: a questo scopo sollecitò i 
compositori presenti affinché si dedicassero a questa causa. Sojo, 
da sempre animato da un fervente spirito nazionalista, 
prontamente rispose all'invito con una raccolta di dieci canzoni. Il 
18 agosto 1958, nella chiesa di Altagracia, furono solennemente 
festeggiati i cinquant'anni di matrimonio dei coniugi Aguirre - 
Marquiz; per l'occasione furono eseguiti una “Messa Cromatica” e 
due mottetti eucaristici, cui seguì un “Te Deum” composto da Sojo 
appositamente per quella ricorrenza. Tra gli altri lavori di valore 
estetico che dobbiamo menzionare vi è senza dubbio la 
infantilissima Suite “Miscellanea para la Muneca” esempio di 
miniaturismo musicale.  
Delle sue opere minori, alcune furono ingiustamente attribuite ad 
altri autori, mentre altre sono entrate a far parte del patrimonio 
popolare; lì dovranno rimanere senza paternità e, come affermò 
Sojo stesso, “avranno, forse, vita più lunga”. 
Da qui fino al 1964 Sojo si dedicò intensamente al lavoro di 
insegnante nella sua cattedra di composizione; basti pensare che 
tra il 1944 e il 1964 si diplomarono sotto la sua guida alcuni tra i 
più importanti compositori latinoamericani del nostro secolo: 
Angel Sauce, Antonio Estévez, Evencio Castellanos, Antonio José 
Ramos, Carlos Figueredo, Gonzalo Castellanos, Antonio Lauro, 
José Clemente Laya, Blanca Estrella, Manuel Ramos, Inocente 
Carreno, Andrés Sandoval, Nelly Mele Lara, José Luis Munoz, 
Leopoldo Billings, Raimundo Pereira Ratia, Modesta Bor e José 
Antonio Abreu. Scorrendo il catalogo generale dell'opera di Sojo si 
nota che quasi nessuna delle sue opere è stata scritta negli ultimi 
quindici anni della sua vita; questo ci fa pensare che durante 
questo periodo il maestro rimase attivo come insegnante 
all'interno della scuola fino al 11 agosto 1974, giorno della sua 
morte. (da LA MUSICA TRADIZIONALE VENEZUELANA 
NELL'OPERA DEL MAESTRO VICENTE EMILIO SOJO, Tesi di: Marco 
Squicciarini,  
Relatore: Ch.mo Prof. Sergio Martinotti, Anno Accademico 1995 – 
1996). 

Solare Juan María (English) 
Juan Maria Solare (born August il, 1966) is a composer and 
pianist. Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, he studied and received 
his diploma in Piano, Composition and Conducting at the 
Conservatorio National de Musica Carlos Lopez Buchardo. He has 
composed more than 175 works, about a third of them performed. 
His pieces are broadcast regularly (Radio National de Espafia, 
Deutsche Welle, Radio Bremen, Radio Fabrik Salzburg, Radio 

Universitaria Sao Paulo). Beside his compositional activities he 
also writes for diverse publications and for the radio Deutsche 
Welle. He gives courses and lectures on contemporary music. He 
obtained prizes and awards in Argentina, United Kingdom, Austria 
and Germany. From 1986 unti1 1993 he taught Harmony, 
Morphology and Chamber Music at the Conservatory of Tandil 
(Argentina). Between 1993 and 1996 he undertook postgraduate 
studies on Composition at the Musikhochschule in Cologne 
(Germany) under the guidante of Johannes Fritsch, Clarence 
Barlow and Mauricio Kagel, in the frame of a scholarship of the 
German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD).  Between October 
1997 and February 1999, postgraduate studies with Helmut 
Lachenmann in Stuttgart. Between 1999 and 2001 studied 
electronic music with Hans Ulrich Humpert in Cologne, with 
Diploma. In January 2002 jury (piano} in the competition Jugend 
Musiziert. Between July 1998 and June 1999 he held a scholarship 
of the Heinrich-Strobel Foundation (Baden-Baden). Since June 
2001 until May 2002 he had a scholarship as “composer in 
residence” at the Ktinstlerhauser (House of Artists) in Worpswede, 
Germany. For 2003 he received commissions from the CDMC 
(Centro para la Difusion de la Musica Contemporanea, Madrid) 
and from the Stiftung Kunst & Kultur in NRW (Dtisseldorf). As a 
pianist, his repertoire has four centers: classical music from the 
late Romanticism (such as Franz Liszt or Alexander Scriabin), 
contemporary classical (John Cage, Arnold Schoenberg), 
Argentine composers (including tango; Astor Piazzolla), and his 
own compositions - both as soloist and in different chamber music 
groups. 

Solbiati Alessandro (English) 
(1956) 
Italian pianist and composer, he studied with Donadoni at the 
Accademia Chigiana, Siena. He is the winner of many international 
competition of composition. 

Solbiati Alessandro (Italiano) 
Alessandro Solbiati si è diplomato presso il Conservatorio di 
Milano in pianoforte con Eli Perrotta e in composizione con Sandro 
Gorli, frequentando contemporaneamente i Corsi di 
Perfezionamento di Franco Donatoni all’Accademia Chigiana di 
Siena. Ha vinto, tra il 1978 e 1’81, concorsi nazionali di 
composizione a Varese, Roma, Milano, Belveglio ed internazionali 
a Torino nel 1980 (con il Quartetto d’archi) e nel 1982 a Roma 
(Concorso RAI-Paganini, con “Di luce” per violino ed orchestra ). 
Nel 1983, oltre alle segnalazioni ai concorsi internazionali 
“K.Stockhausen” di Brescia e “A.Casella” di Siena, ha ottenuto la 
Targa d’Argento ai Premi St. Vincent per lo spettacolo-settore 
musica. Ha ricevuto commissioni dal Teatro alla Scala, dalla RAI 
per il 60° anniversario della radio, dalla Fondazione Gulbekian di 
Lisbona, dallo Holland Festival, dal Ministero della Cultura 
francese, dall’orchestra Sinfonica “G. Verdi” di Milano, 
dall’Università di Parigi, da Radio Frante, dal Mozarteum, dalla 
Fabbrica della Basilica di S. Petronio in Bologna per il VI1 
centenario della fondazione, dai Festival di Sydney, di Metz, di 
Milano Musica, dall’Università di Parigi, dal South Bank Centre di 
Londra. 

Sollima Giovanni (English) 
Born in Palermo into a family of musicians, Giovanni Sollima 
studied cello with Giovanni Perriera and Antonio Janigro and 
composition with his father Eliodoro Sollima and Milko Kelemen. 
He began an international career as cellist, collaborating among 
others with Claudio Abbado, Giuseppe Sinopoli, Jörg Demus, 
Martha Argerich, Katia and Marielle Labèque, Bruno Canino, DJ 
Scanner, Victoria Mullova, Riccardo Muti, Ruggero Raimondi, Patti 
Smith, Philip Glass and Yo-Yo Ma.  
Sollima performed in prestigious places, but also in alternative 
venues: Carnegie Hall, BAM, Alice Tully Hall, Knitting Factory in 
New York, Wigmore and Queen Elizabeth Hall in London, Salle 
Gaveau in Paris, Musicgebouw in Amsterdam, Tchaikovsky Hall in 
Moscow, Kunstfest in Weimar, La Scala in Milan, Santa Cecilia in 
Rome, Festivals of Kronberg, Kuopio, Istanbul, Tokyo, Venice, 
Ravenna, Spoleto, Shanghai (Expo 2010). 
As composer, Sollima has been captivated by every kind of 
languages and has thought to create new blends among the most 
diverse genres by combining elements of classical and rock music, 
as well as of music of all the Mediterranean area. He composes for 
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acoustic and electric instruments, and others invented by himself 
or created for him. 
Besides he composed music for directors and choreographers, 
such as Peter Greenaway, Bob Wilson, Peter Stein, John Turturro, 
Karole Armitage and Carolyn Carlson. With the videographer 
Lasse Gjertsen he realized Daydream. 
Among the CDs worth mentioning is Aquilarco, Works and We 
Were Trees recorded in 2008 together with the cellist Monika 
Leskovar and the Solistenensemble Kaleidoscop from Berlin.  
In September 2009 he performed in Budapest, Linz and Koln, his 
new cello concerto Folktales commissioned by the Budapest 
Festival Orchestra. 
Sollima teaches at the Romanini Foundation in Brescia and 
starting 2010 he will be teaching at the Accademia of Santa 
Cecilia in Rome where he was appointed Member of the Academy, 
the highest  honour in Italy for a musician. 
He plays a cello by Francesco Ruggeri (Cremona, 1679). 
Web: http://www.giovannisollima.it/eng/bio.html (2010) 

Soloviev-Sedoj Vasilij Pavlovic (English) 
(1904-1979) 
Composer, was born and died in St.Petersburg. He studied 
composition with Peter Borisovic Rjazanov at the central  music 
technical school (1929-31), and at the Conservatory of St. 
Petersburg (1931-36). Since 1960 he was secretary of the 
Russian association of composers, since 1974 of the Soviet 
association of composers. He composed operettas, three 
unfinished operas, one ballet, many songs, chamber music, film 
music. (Rainer Stelle) 

Somers Harry (English) 
Harry Somers was born in Toronto, Ontario in 1925, and showed 
an interest in music only in his early teens. He engaged in 
intensive piano studies, which were so productive that at the age 
of 16 he entered the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto, 
where he studied piano with Reginald Godden and Weldon Kilburn 
and composition with John Weinzweig, receiving scholarships in 
1947 and 1949. In the late 40's, he went first to San Francisco to 
continue piano with E. Robert Schmitz, and then to Paris to study 
composition under Darius Milhaud (1949-50). Somers is known 
not only for his great versatility but also for his tremendous 
productivity. His music includes works for orchestra, choir, voice, 
instrumental ensemble and piano, as well as for stage, film and 
television. His best-known work is the opera Louis Riel, 
commissioned for performance during Canada's Centennial Year 
1967, and performed with the National Arts Centre Orchestra in 
Washington, D.C. during the U.S. Bicentennial celebrations. 
Somers decribes his artistic development: “Over the years I've 
worked consistently on three different levels with three different 
approaches to composition. On one level my approach has been 
what I call 'community music' or 'music for use': For example 
music for amateurs and music for school use. On a second level 
I've created 'functional music,' in the specific sense: music for 
television, films and theatre, where the composition has to work 
in company with another medium and serve the demands of that 
medium. On a third level I have created without consideration for 
any limitations, sometimes completely experimentally, sometimes 
extending the line of a particular direction on which I had been 
working through a series of works. In short, the first two levels 
relate directly to the environment and society, in the broad sense, 
in which I live at the moment, and in which I function as a 
craftsman; the third relates to a more restricted audience (though 
I'm not convinced it need be so) and my personal development as 
an artist.” In 1971, Somers, who has become one of Canada's 
most internationally-known composers, was named a Companion 
of the Order of Canada. He has received honorary doctorates from 
the University of Ottawa (1975), the University of Toronto (1976) 
and York University (1975). 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Somers.html 

Sorce Keller Marcello (English) 
A Degree in sociology (Milan University), with a thesis in social 
psychology and a dissertation in music sociology, and a Ph.D. in 
musicology (University of Illinois) with a dissertation on the oral 
transmission process in the Alpine region of Trentino (Italy). 
Board Member of the Mediterranean Institute, University of Malta; 
Chair Study Group “Anthropology of Music in Mediterranean 

Cultures” (ICTM-UNESCO); Honorary Research Associate of the 
School of Music-Conservatory of Monash University (Melbourne), 
Visiting Professor at the University of Malta. 
Research Interests: Aesthetics, popular song, opera (Donizetti in 
particular), the cultural history of music sociology, the history of 
music theory, the traditional music of Italy, Switzerland, the 
Alpine area, and the Mediterranean Diaspora in the US and 
Australia. 
Web: http://www.um.edu.mt/medinst/music/staff (2012) 

Sørensen Bent (English) 
“It reminds me of something I’ve never heard.” Such was the 
spontaneous reaction of the Norwegian composer Arne Nordheim 
upon hearing a work by Bent Sørensen. And it is not easy to 
imagine a more strangely to-the-point description of the 
ambiguous, almost paradoxical expressive idiom of this unique 
composer, who is without doubt the leading Danish composer of 
his generation. Sørensen’s music is not recycled, in no way does it 
rely on the yellowing pages of history for its musical nourishment 
his musical language is undeniably of the present day, both 
aesthetically and technically. The music does, however, appear to 
be pervaded with memories, wisdom of experience and old 
dreams, of the inevitability of transitoriness and parting. It is a 
flickering, glittering world where things seem to disappear at the 
slightest touch. 
Bent Sørensen was born in 1958, and received his musical 
education by, amongst others, Per Nørgård and Ib Nørholm. His 
originality, imagination and technical abilities were praised long 
before his major breakthrough in the mid-80s. And the first string 
quartet ALMAN (1984) along with the other three quartets ADIEU 
(1986), ANGELS’ MUSIC (1988), and SCHREIE UND 
MELANCHOLIE (1994) are still characterised as some of the 
Sørensen’s most important works. The very productive 1990s 
were dominated be large-scale orchestral works. 
The major vocal works THE ECHOING GARDEN (1992) for soloists, 
choir and orchestra unfolds as wandering weightless melodies in 
an echo chamber of many different simultaneous tempi. The violin 
concerto STERBENDE GÄRTEN (1993) – a concerto in the grand 
tradition, dramatic, graceful, and wild; the SYMPHONY (1996); 
and the Piano Concerto LA NOTTE (1998) are surrounded by 
several major ensemble pieces scored for a variety of forces; for 
instance, the enchanting concerto BIRDS AND BELLS for trombone 
and 14 instruments (1995) written for Christian Lindberg. After 
this “everything” in the composer’s own words, “has been about 
opera”. The Danish playwright Peter Asmussen was so taken by 
the co-existence of the past and the present in Sørensen’s violin 
concerto the two decided to collaborate on an opera commission 
from the Danish Royal Opera. And after 5 years of intense work 
and collaboration Bent Sørensen finished the full-scale opera 
UNDER THE SKY in April 2003. 
Bent Sørensen received the prestigious Nordic Council Music Price 
in 1995 and the Wilhelm Hansen Composer Prize in 1999. 
Web: http://bentsorensen.net/bio_uk.html 

Sorrentino Sergio (Italiano) 
Sergio Sorrentino, nato a Polla (SA) nel 1983, ha intrapreso 
giovanissimo lo studio della chitarra sotto la guida di Francesco 
Langone. Diplomatosi brillantemente in chitarra classica presso il 
Conservatorio Domenico Cimarosa di Avellino, si è perfezionato 
con Angelo Gilardino, chitarrista-compositore e musicologo tra i 
più importanti dei nostri giorni. Ha inoltre studiato con Luigi 
Biscaldi, Maurizio Colonna, Mario Dell'Ara e con il grande 
chitarrista-compositore cubano Leo Brouwer.  
È stato vincitore della borsa di studio offerta dal Fondo Sociale 
Europeo al fine di partecipare in qualità di allievo effettivo ad 
attività formative sulla didattica, prassi esecutiva, liuteria 
chitarristica. Ha inoltre completato le Umbria Jazz Clinics 2005 – 
Berklee Summer School, studiando con Mark White (chitarra) e 
Ron Savage (ensemble) ed esibendosi al concerto finale dei corsi.  
Vincitore di concorsi nazionali ed internazionali (Mottola, Asti), si è 
aggiudicato il Premio speciale per l'esecuzione de La espiral eterna 
di Leo Brouwer. Intraprende prestissimo la carriera concertistica, 
nel corso della quale viene invitato ad esibirsi in qualità di solista 
da Enti e Festival prestigiosi quali il Festival Cinque Giornate di 
Musica Contemporanea di Milano, Master Guitar Festival di 
Galliate, Festival Internazionale della Chitarra di Lagonegro (XXV 
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edizione), Festival Internazionale della Chitarra Right Profit 
(Perugia), Accademia Perugina della Musica e della Cultura, 
UNESCO, Mostra Permanente Guggenheim di Vercelli, 
Conservatorio Guido Cantelli di Novara, Accademia Musicale 
Umbra, I Convegno Nazionale della Chitarra - Festival 
Internazionale della Chitarra di Como, Novara Classique (per due 
edizioni consecutive), Festival della letteratura e creatività al 
femminile di Lodi (nell'ambito del quale è protagonista del 
concerto di apertura della conferenza tenuta dalla nota poetessa 
Alda Merini). 
Concertista di musica del Novecento e Contemporanea, ha tenuto 
la prima esecuzione italiana della Sonatina per chitarra Cantico di 
Gubbio di Angelo Gilardino, la prima esecuzione assoluta del VII 
incombe di Paolo Saltalippi, e la prima assoluta del Divertimento 
per chitarra di Flavio Mearelli. Di questi due ultimi brani, è anche 
dedicatario. Ha tenuto la prima assoluta dei Tre Tempi in stile 
modale per chitarra di Mario Dell'Ara e della Nueva Cancion 
Antigua di Carla Rebora. Il chitarrista compositore Ralf Bauer 
Morkens gli ha dedicato una Partita per chitarra sola, ispirata alla 
musica strumentale antica italiana. 
Di prossima pubblicazione alcuni suoi scritti di carattere 
musicologico per le Edizioni Mucchi e Bèrben. Laureato in Lingue, 
Arte e Spettacolo presso l'Università degli Studi di Salerno 
(discutendo una Tesi su Le Martyre de Saint Sébastien di Gabriele 
D'Annunzio e Claude Debussy), ha altresì conseguito il Diploma 
Accademico di II livello - Biennio Specialistico Abilitante per la 
Didattica strumentale presso il Conservatorio Guido Cantelli di 
Novara. 
Web: http://www.sergiosorrentino.com/biografia.html (2009) 

Sorroche Juan (English) 
Born 1947 in San Juan, Puerto Rico, Juan Sorroche studied music 
and guitar with Jaime Camuñas and Jorge Rubiano. He obtained 
his diplomas at the Lausanne Conservatory of music and at the 
Académie de musique de Genève, after studying in both 
institutions with Miguel Rubio. 
In 1972, Mr. Sorroche was awarded the Arpad Gerecz Prize for the 
most distinguished guitar student as well as the Conservatory of 
Music Professors Association Prize for the most distinguished 
student in musical analysis. 
Juan Sorroche has concertized widely in the United States, Europe 
and South and Central-America in solo recitals and with orchestra. 
He has taught classic guitar at the University of Puerto Rico since 
1977 and is also president of the Puerto Rico International Guitar 
Festival. 
Web: http://www.dobermaneditions.com/en/search-
composer/p17520312.html (2010) 

Sotelo Mauricio (English) 
Spanish composer Mauricio Sotelo (b. 1961) studied composition 
with Francis Burt at the Vienna University of Music, where he was 
unanimously awarded the Prize of Honour for graduate studies in 
1987.  In Vienna he also studied electroacoustic music with Dieter 
Kaufmann and conducting with Karl Österreicher.  He 
subsequently honed his skills with composer Luigi Nono in Berlin 
and Venice.Sotelo has been awarded numerous prizes including 
the Spanish National Music Prize (2001), the Queen Sofía 
International Prize for Composition (2000) and the Förder Preis of 
the Foundation Ernst von Siemens (1997).  His works have been 
selected for the UNESCO International Composers' Tribune in 
Paris and have been recognised by international institutions such 
as the Körber Foundation in Hamburg, the Alban Berg Foundation 
in Vienna and the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in 
Germany. 
Sotelo’s music has been published by Universal Edition Vienna 
since 1991.  His works have been premiered in internationally 
recognized series including the Salzburg Festivals, Wien Modern, 
Biennale di Venezia, Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Munich Biennale, 
Granada International Festival, Berlin Philharmonic and 
Konzerthaus, Bonn Beethovenhaus, Köln Philharmonie, Vienna 
Musikverein and Vienna Konzerthaus, the Netherlands Opera, 
Suntory Hall in Tokyo, Madrid's Teatro Real and the Gran Teatre 
del Liceu in Barcelona … 
Web: http://www.mauriciosotelo.com/Bio.html (2013) 

Soto Pere (English) 
He lives in Badalona (Spain), where he combines composing with 

other activities: Guitar player, and web master. 
He has 50 works, some of them have been performed by: 
Magdalena Barrera Oro, Edwin Guevara, City of Mexico quartet, 
Trio Bertrand, Ramón Barboza, Sitges 94, etc.  in countries such 
as Holland, Spain, Mexico and US. 
Has obtained the following prizes: Best record of the month in the 
Jazz South Federation, Georgia, USA. (Last Update on: 07-02-
2008) 

Souza Lima João (English) 
João de Souza Lima was born in São Paulo, Brazil, on March 21, 
1898 and died in São Paulo on November 28, 1982. He began his 
piano studies very early, at first under the guidance of his brother 
José Augusto de Souza Lima. After that, he studied with Luigi 
Chiaffarelli, Busoni's pupil, who had also taught Guiomar Novaes 
and Antonietta Rudge, among so many pianists of the early 
1900's. When he was 16 he had already composed many works, 
for he also studied composition with Agostino Cantu. His talent 
was noted by Senator Freitas Valle, who, at the time, was one of 
the main sponsors for the arts in Brazil. Souza Lima was sent to 
Paris, where he attended the Conservatory under the famous 
Marguerite Long and got a Premier Prix. He remained in France for 
11 years. At his debut he played the Saint-Saëns Fourth Concerto 
for piano and orchestra, in Biarritz. As a pianist he played in the 
main capitals of Europe, with the most important orchestras and 
conductors, with enormous success. His concert tours took him to 
Tunisia and Maroc. He was honored by the French government 
with the Légion d'Honneur for his musical contribution. Souza 
Lima attended the Paris première of many important works, like 
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue (he took the work to Brazil, where 
he gave its premiè in Rio, in 1932, with Villa-Lobos conducting the 
Brazilian National Orchestra; he also gave the Brazilian première 
of Richard Strauss' Burlesque for Piano and Orchestra). Still in 
Europe, Souza Lima worked for some time, with Mme. Debussy, 
the complete piano works of Debussy. He also studied with 
Alexander Brailowsky. Villa-Lobos was one of the frequent visitors 
to his Parisian home. After his return to Brazil, Souza Lima began 
a brilliant career as a pianist, composer, teacher and conductor. 
As pianist, he was called The Prince of Brazilian Pianists and gave 
premières of many important modern works by foreign and 
Brazilian composers. As a teacher, he brought to Brazil the 
technical and interpretative characteristics of the French School; 
he also worked as music editor for Vitale publishing house. 
As a conductor, Souza Lima stayed as one of the regular chief 
conductors of the São paulo Municipal Orchestra; all the most 
important soloists that visited Brazil played with him. During the 
almost 40 years with the São Paulo orchestra he was responsible 
for the premières of a large number of important modern works, 
as well as many unknown pieces of the classical repertoire; 
special attention was always given to works by Brazilian 
composers, practically all of them his friends. 
As a composer he left one opera, O Rei Mameluco. His Poema das 
Américas got the Fourth Prize at the Reichold Pan-American 
Competition, in 1946, in the USA. His piano works range from 
extremely easy to very difficult. Especially appreciated are his 
Improvisações. 
His memoirs were written in his book “Moto Perpétuo”, published 
in Brazil. 
Web: 
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/rpassarj/slima.html 
 

Spalinski Tomasz (English) 
Tomasz Spalinski (1967) studied in the Secondary Music School 
and then the Academy of Music in Katowice. His teacher was 
Assistance Professor Edmund Jurkowski when he got his diploma 
with distinction. During 1989-2002 he was a lecturer in the guitar 
class of the Academy of Music in Katowice. At present is a tutor in 
the Musical Education Faculty of the Silesian University, Branch in 
Cieszyn. Tomasz Spalinski is a laureate of the All-Polish Classical 
Guitar Competition in Lodz (1985) and Intemational Guitar 
Competition (Black Diamonds’ Guitar Prize) in Tychy (1986). In 
the years 1992-1993 got a scholarship from the Polish Ministry of 
Culture and Art and the Govemment of Spain to study in the Real 
Conservatorio Superior de Musica in Madrid in the class of José 
Luis Rodrigo. He has made many radio and television recordings 
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and has given numerous individual recitals and with orchestra in 
Poland and abroad: in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, 
Germany, Austria, Italy, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Spain, 
the United States and Cuba. 

Spaneas Demetrius (English) 
Multi-wind instrumentalist/composer/recording artist Demetrius 
Spaneas leads a varied international career and has worked with 
such diverse artists as John Cage, Ray Charles, and Kyrgyz 
traditional musicians. He has been featured soloist and composer 
at major concert venues and festivals throughout North America, 
Europe, and Asia. Through his work with the US Embassy system, 
he has presented concerts and lectures on American music and 
culture throughout the former Soviet Union. Interested in 
connecting cultures and creating international artistic dialogue, his 
current initiatives focus on Central Asia, the Balkans, China, and 
Russia. 
Web: http://www.myspace.com/demetriusspaneas (2011) 

Spazzoli Alessandro (Italiano) 
Alessandro Spazzoli è nato a Forlì nel 1964. Ha studiato 
composizione con Leonardo Lollini, Claudio Josè Boncompagni e 
Gilberto Cappelli diplomandosi con il massimo dei voti e lode 
presso il Conservatorio di Cesena. È stato ospite in numerose 
edizioni del festival “Metamorfosi del contemporaneo” di Cesena, 
dove sue composizioni per gruppi cameristici sono state dirette da 
Alberto Caprioli e Francesco La Licata. 
Spazzoli si è anche diplomato in flauto al Conservatorio di 
Bologna, perfezionandosi con Angelo Faja e Mario Ancillotti alla 
Scuola di Musica di Fiesole e con Severino Gazzelloni alla 
Accedemia Chigiana di Siena. Ha vinto premi in diversi concorsi 
flautistici nazionali ed internazionali ed è stato membro 
dell'Orchestra Giovanile Italiana. 
Alcune sue composizioni sono parte stabile del repertorio di 
numerosi gruppi cameristici; i suoi pezzi per chitarra sono 
regolmente eseguiti dal loro dedicatario, il chitarrista Piero 
Bonaguri. 
Ha recentemente vinto il Primo premio al “Concorso 
Internazionale di Musica Sacra” di Castagneto Carducci (Livorno) 
Web: 
http://www.utorpheus.com/utorpheus/authors.php?author_cn=Sp
azzoli,%20Alessandro (2011) 

Speach Bernadette (English) 
(American, b. 1948) 
She is a New York based composer and ardent supporter of 
women composers. She studied with Morton Feldman and 
sometimes reflects his influence. Critic Kyle Gann spoke of her as 
a quintessentially musical composer. Her music is classical avant-
garde with hints of modern jazz and post-minimalism, while being 
essentially introspective and fused with romanticism. 

Sperone Michael (English) 
Michael Sperone is a composer and technologist.  His music is 
rhythmic, dense, quiet, and introspective - he likes to explore new 
melodic textures both acoustically and electronically.  As a 
programmer he has worked with artists and composers to create 
new works - including Florian Meisenberg, John Morton, and 
Joseph Morris.  He also has led several ensembles, including On 
The Cusp New Music, Red Oak Contemporary Ensemble, and 
Tintinnabulation.  Michael studied composition with John Link, 
Kevin Norton and Du Yun - he has a M.M. in classical composition 
from SUNY Purchase Conservatory of Music. Michael's music is 
published by Calabrese Brothers Music. 
Web: https://www.mikesperone.com/about/ (2019) 

Spinosa Rossella (English) 
She graduates in Composition in Milan Conservatory “G. Verdi”; 
she studies electronic music in the same Conservatory with M° 
Ruggero Tajè and then she continues her studies about live 
electronics with M° Giovanni Cospito. 
She composes for different organics and her operas are played by 
soloists, chamber groups and orchestra (Tema Ensemble, Dedalo 
Ensemble, Orchestra da Camera di Lugano, Orchestra Nuova 
Sinfonica Italiana, Alessandro Calcagnile, Joo-Cho, Maurizio 
Barbetti, Dario Savron, Andrea Talmelli, Tiziana Falco, Gianmaria 
Bellisario, Guido Boselli, Maurizio Ben Omar, Sergio Simone, 

Duccio Ceccanti, Vittorio Ceccanti, G. Lefkowitz, R. Moser, D. 
Hutter, J. Schnabel, E. Zuchniewicz, N. Hoffman, Grace Kim). Her 
works are played in important theatres like: 
Teatro degli Arcimboldi in Milan, Auditorium di Milano, Teatro 
Cagnoni in Vigevano, Teatro Municipale Magnani in Fidenza, 
Teatro di Corte di Villa Reale in Monza, Teatro Asteria in Milan, 
Auditorium “Peri” in Reggio Emilia, Palazzo Chigi Saracini in Siena, 
Museo del Tessile, Teatro La Creta in Milan, San Desiderio in 
Brescia, Teatro San Carlino in Brescia and so many others. 
One of her work “Voodoo Child” is selected in Festival of the 
Cincinnati University 2008 and it won the second prize in Chamber 
Music Competition too. She composes for theatre, too; she works 
with the Director Laura Moruzzi for two operas, composing scene’s 
music for “Gli Innamorati” of Carlo Goldoni and “Mercator” of 
Plauto. 
Some of her works are published by Arspublica and recorded by 
Aliamusica. 
She is Artistic Director of the Orchestra Nuova Sinfonica Italiana 
of Milan; she is in the Directive Committee of Contemporary Music 
Center of Milan and Festival “Milano: 5 Giornate per la Nuova 
Musica” (contemporary and experimental music festival). 
Web: http://www.myspace.com/rossellaspinosa (2012) 

Spreafico Federico (English) 
Federico Spreafico (1871-1958) belonged to a family of Italian-
Argentine musicians. He was a violinist, guitarist, director and 
composer. He dedicated most of his compositions to the guitar, 
but also wrote several works for orchestra. He was a pupil of Juan 
Alais. 
(Analía Rego, Introduction “More Tangos Milongas Habaneras”, 
Editions Orphée, 2005) 

Spriano Giorgio (Italiano) 
Giorgio Spriano si è diplomato in pianoforte e in composizione al 
Conservatorio di Torino.  
Affermato pianista solista e camerista, più volte chiamato a 
collaborare con l’Orchestra Nazionale della Rai, il Festival di 
Settembre Musica, il Teatro Regio, Rai Radio 3, si dedica sempre 
più alla composizione, con esecuzioni di propri brani a New York, 
Los Angeles, al Festival Internazionale Segovia di Linares 
(Spagna), in Germania, Polonia, Parigi, Praga, Bucarest e 
Bruxelles.  
Un brano per quartetto di tromboni è stato segnalato al concorso 
Musica Nova di Bergamo. Suoi brani sono stati eseguiti, fra gli 
altri, dal Cygnus Ensemble, Antidogma Ensemble, Trio Debussy, 
Duo Bonfanti, Quintetto Altair della Rai, Quartetto Four Bones. Ha 
pubblicato per le edizioni musicali Santabarbara, Eco, e Musica 
Practica. 
Fra i brani con chitarra segnaliamo “12 Studi per chitarra” (Eco), 
“Suite Lineare” per 2 chitarre (Eco), “Micropiezas” per 2 chitarre 
(Eco), “Incantesimo” per 3 chitarre, “5 Canzoni” per voce,  
chitarra e flauto, “Red Fantasy” per chitarra e pianoforte, 
“Cantabile” per violino e chitarra, “Danza Antica” per 2 chitarre e 
violoncello, “Cygnus in fabula” per flauto, oboe, 2 chitarre,  violino 
e violoncello, “Sonatina Incantata” per flauto, chitarra e 
pianoforte. 
Dal 1987 è docente di Pianoforte Complementare presso l’Istituto 
Pareggiato di Gallarate (Varese). (2007) 

Sprongl Norbert (English) 
1892 Born on April 30 in Obermarkersdorf, Lower Austria. 
1983 Died on April 26 in Mödling, Lower Austria. 
Attended the teacher-training institute in Graz, primary-school 
teacher in Tulln (Lower Austria) from 1911; in Vienna from 1915 
and studies at the Vienna Academy of Music (composition with 
Joseph Marx, piano, music history). After his retirement from 
teaching in 1945, henceforth active as composer; residence in 
Mödling from 1947; professor title in 1956; Austrian Cross of 
Honour for Science and Art in 1968; City of Vienna Medal of 
Honour in 1970, and other awards. Works: four symphonies, five 
piano concertos, two violin concertos, over 40 orchestral works, 
chamber music, works for the piano, lieder. “He is among the 
most ‘introverted’ artists of our time, of whom the inward view is 
rewarding.” (Erik Werba). (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Srinivasan Asha (English) 
Asha Srinivasan is an Indian-American composer and Assistant 
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Professor of Music (Theory/Composition/Electronic Music) at 
Lawrence University, Appleton, WI.  
I have been involved with music since my early childhood in India. 
My extended family on both of my parents' sides are musical. My 
mother Lalitha is currently a professional singer of Indian film 
songs and sings all over the U.S. When I was in India, at age 6, I 
started taking vocal lessons in Carnatic music (the classical music 
of Southern India).  
After moving to the U.S., I was introduced to Western classical 
music through the public school system. In high school, I had the 
opportunity to take my first Music Theory class. What was 
supposed to be theoretical part-writing exercises turned into 
compositional experiments for me and thus sparked my passion 
for creating music. I am enthralled by the possibilities of 
integrating aspects of the Carnatic style into the Western music 
idiom. Thus, I draw from my Western musical training and my 
Indian heritage to create my compositional language.  
In 2006, I was named the winner of the BMI Foundation's first 
Annual Women's New Music Commission Competition. Other 
credits include the Flute/Cello Commissioning Circle call for 
scores, the Walsum competition, the Prix d'Ete competitions, and 
ASCAPlus Awards. I have had electronic pieces performed at 
ICMC, June in Buffalo, SEAMUS, Spark, Electroacoustic Juke Joint, 
Electronic Music Midwest, and The Women in New Music Festival. I 
have been commissioned by the Flute/Cello Commissioning Circle, 
Sequoia Chamber Players, clarinetist E. Michael Richards, among 
others. My original electro-acoustic opera, The Fallen Nutcracker, 
was premiered by Landless Theatre Company in Washington, D.C 
for a run of sixteen performances in 2003. 
Web: http://www.twocomposers.org/asha/about.html (2011) 

Staak Pieter van der (Français) 
Né le 25.05.1930 à La Haye. Cours avec DIAZ, PUJOL, SEGOVIA. 
A enseigné à Zwolle et fondé les “Semai-nes de la guitare de 
Zwolle” (Pays-Bas). A beaucoup composé (soli, duos, trios, 
quatuors, concerti). Nombreux enregistrements. Un des pionniers 
de la guitare néerlandaise. 

Staeps Hans Ulrich (English) 
1909 Born on June 23 in Dortmund. 
1940-75 Teaching at the Conservatory of the City of Vienna 
(conducted training classes in recorder and harpsichord playing 
and courses for modern music theory). 
1956 Title of Professor. 
1961 Theodor Körner Prize. 
From 1963 Direction and programming of a special class in 
Applied Rhythmics (seminar for adults and young people's 
courses). 
1988 Died on July 25 in Vienna. 
Most personal fields of work: new forms of group music-making; 
modern approach to recorder practices; he was editing the 
Doblinger-series “Flautario” (ensemble and solo music for 
recorder). (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Stahuljak Milan (English) 
(Bjelovar 1878 - Zagreb 1962) 
Milan Stahuljak was a composer and conductor, teaching ancient 
Greek and Latin at the high School level. His musical work 
especially emphasized the tambour. He cooperated with Kuhac, 
and left among his more than 300 compositions, mostly for 
tambours. several works for guitar. His “Memory Page” for guitar 
was signed in 1946, and has never’ before been published. (Uros 
Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II Croatia, 
2003) 

Stang Aaron (English) 
Aaron Stang is the lead author on the Guitar Expressions™ 
project. He is also the author of Alfred Publishing's 21st Century 
Guitar Method—one of the most popular guitar methods in 
publication—which has been translated into Spanish, French, 
German, and Japanese. Aaron is a feature artist on the Grammy® 
award-winning CD, Henry Mancini, Pink Guitar (Solid Air Records). 
Pink Guitar won the Grammy® for the Best Pop Instrumental 
Album at the 47th Annual Grammy® Awards. Aaron is an 
acquisition editor for Alfred Publishing and has overseen the 
publication of hundreds of books and videos. Aaron performs solo 
and with his group, Relative Viewpoint, in concerts and folk 

festivals throughout South Florida. 
Web: http://alfred.com/img/authors/stang.html 

Starobin David (English) 
Guitar virtuoso David Starobin's performances have earned the 
native New Yorker prominence in the world of classical music. 
More than 300 works - solo, chamber, and concerto - have been 
composed for and dedicated to Starobin, redefining the modern 
guitar repertoire. Among the list of composers who have written 
for David Starobin are Elliott Carter, George Crumb, Poul Ruders, 
Mel Powell, Charles Wuorinen, Simon Bainbridge, Colin Matthews, 
Jonathan Harvey, Barbara Kolb, Richard Wernick, Roger Reynolds, 
Gunther Schuller, Milton Babbitt, Per Nrrgard, Lukas Foss, Mario 
Davidovsky, and Starobin's brother, Michael Starobin. Starobin 
has performed these works throughout the world, collaborating 
with ensembles including The New York Philharmonic, National 
Symphony, Houston Symphony, San Francisco Symphony, St. 
Louis Symphony, Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, 
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Copenhagen Light Radio Orchestra, 
and the Odense Symphony Orchestra (Denmark). David 
Starobin's solo recordings have received honors from journals 
ranging from Guitar Player to Gramophone. His CD, “Newdance”, 
received both a Grammy nomination as “Best Classical Solo 
Recording”, and the Association for Independent Music's “Indie 
Award” for best classical CD of 1999. In 1981, David Starobin 
founded Bridge Records, Inc.. Starobin's work for Bridge as 
guitarist, producer and executive producer has earned Five “Indie” 
awards, eleven “Grammy” nominations, and numerous “Best of 
Year” awards from the international press.  
David Starobin began his guitar studies at age 7, with the Puerto 
Rican guitarist Manuel Gayol, later working with Aaron Shearer at 
the Peabody Conservatory of Music. While a student at Peabody, 
Starobin worked closely with pianist Leon Fleisher, and was a 
frequent participant in the Marlboro Music Festival. 
Among his many honors are a Harvard University Fromm Grant, 
for “his commitment to the music of our time”; a Lincoln Center 
Avery Fisher Grant; and Peabody Conservatory's “Distinguished 
Alumni Award”. 
Since 1994, Starobin has been the chairman of the guitar 
department at the Manhattan School of Music, where he holds the 
school's “Andres Segovia Chair”. His students have gone on to 
take top prizes in numerous international competitions, including: 
the Toronto, the Naumburg (New York), the Stotsenberg (Los 
Angeles), the Tokyo and the Tarrega (Spain). 
Site; http://www.bridgerecords.com/ds_artist.htm 

Start Elisabeth J. (English) 
Originally from Kalamazoo, Elizabeth Start (aka Betsy) holds 
bachelor's degrees in mathematics and cello performance from 
Oberlin College and Conservatory, master's degrees in cello and 
theory/composition from Northern Illinois University, and a Ph.D. 
in composition from the University of Chicago. 
Following the completion of her doctorate, she spent 10 years 
free-lancing as a professional cellist, composer and teacher in the 
Chicago area. She has taught cello, composition, music history 
and theory, music appreciation, acoustics, and basic mathematics 
at many institutions, including DePaul University, Columbia 
College, Concordia University, Elmhurst College, Kalamazoo 
College, Elgin Suzuki Talent Education, and the McHenry County 
Music Center. 
Web: http://www.elizabethstart.com/about.htm (2010) 

Stedron Milos (English) 
Milos Stedron (born on the February 9th, 1942 in Brno) studied 
musicology and Czech at the Faculty of Arts, J. E. Purkyne 
University (now Masaryk University) 1959 - 1964 and composition 
at the Janacek Academy of Arts under Alois Pinos, Miloslav Istvan, 
Ctirad Kohoutek and Jan Kapr (1965 - 1971). He later continued 
his training as a composer with postgraduate studies in 
experimental and electroacoustic music and the Janacek Academy 
and scholar- ships in Darmstadt (1966), Vienna, Belgium and the 
Netherlands (1964), Germany –Munich (stipendium der Stadt 
Munchen 1988 and 1989. As a university student has had already 
(in 1963) started to work as an assistant at the Music History 
Department of the Moravian Museum, and he later led the Small 
Music Theatre there. In 1972 he left to work at the Musicology 
Department of the Faculty of Arts at what is today Masaryk 
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University, where in 1988 he gained his “habilitation” as a docent 
on the basis of research on Janacek that had already gained him 
his doctoral degree of Candidate of Science. In 1994 he was 
appointed professor. He has lectured on the theory of composition 
and other subjects at the Masaryk University and the Janacek 
Academy of Arts. His musicological interests are focused on 20th-
century music and the era of the renaissance, mannerism and 
baroque. 
The focus of Stedron's work is concertante music for ensembles of 
a generally “chamber” scope and structure, which takes as its 
starting point (and inspiration) the most personal material in the 
context of contemporary musical thought. Many of his pieces are 
inspired by folk music and folk and non-traditional instruments 
often appear in his instrumentation. He is well-known for his 
collaboration with famous contemporary music ensembles such as 
Due Boemi and DAMA DAMA. Stedron's is also linked to the 
fragments of music by Janacek (the Danube Symphony, the 
“Wandering of the Soul” Violin Concerto), that he prepared for 
performance together with Leos Faltus, and with his work on a 
critical edition of the complete scores of Janacek.  
Stedron is the composer of many dozens of scores for stage and 
film productions and is one of the most sought-after musicians in 
this field. He has received a range of awards for his music, 
including, for example, prices in the Czechoslovak Republic Young 
Composers' Competition for his pieces Master Machaut in Bohemia 
and terra, 1st Prize in the Prix musical de Radio Brno, and Prix 
musique folklorique de Radio Bratislava for The Weeping of 
Ruzena Danielova from Hruba Vrbka over her Husband, Dead in 
Auschwitz (a joint work with A. Parsch), or a prize in a 
competition in Santander for his music for the film Ballad for a 
Bandit.  
Web: http://www.musica.cz/stedron/index.htm 

Steglich Hermann (English) 
Steglich studied flute and timpani at the University of Music in 
Weimar (Thuringia). He worked for the cabinet for cultural work 
(Further Straße 50 in Chemnitz / Karl-Marx-Stadt) in Saxony. In 
this role he tried to establish a workers' orchestra from 1960 
onwards. The "Arbeitersinfonieorchester (ASO) Karl-Marx-Stadt" 
was founded on March 10th, 1961 and existed until June 26th, 
1991. Steglich joined as a solo flutist, solo timpanist and 
composer shortly after founding, worked in the cultural direction 
and was there until 1991. In the 1960s, from about 1964-65, he 
was also a flautist in the "Wismut-Blasorchester". 1967-1984 he 
was a solo flautist, solo timpanist and composer in the 
"Sächsisches Sinfonieorchester Karl-Marx-Stadt" (nowadays: 
„Sächsische Sinfonieorchester Chemnitz e. V.“) and also worked 
there in the cultural direction.  (Rainer Stelle) 

Steidl Pavel (Italiano) 
Pavel Steidl è nato a Rakovnik, nella Repubblica Ceca, il 24 giugno 
1961. 
A otto anni inizia lo studio della chitarra con il fratello. In seguito 
entra al Conservatorio di Praga nelle classi di Milan Zelenka e 
Arnost Sadlik. Nel 1983, dopo aver ottenuto il diploma, si iscrive 
alla Academy of Musical Arts di Praga dove si perfeziona per 
quattro anni sotto la guida di Stepan Rak. Negli stessi anni segue 
anche masterclass con Abel Carlevaro e David Russell. 
Nel 1982 trionfa al Concorso Radio France di Parigi - in 
commissione sedevano anche Antonio Lauro, Maria Luisa Anido e 
Alexandre Tansman - e da allora intraprende una brillante attività 
concertistica. Si è esibito in oltre 30 nazioni, tra le quali Canada, 
Cuba, Spagna, Polonia, Italia, Austria, Costa Rica, Messico, 
Guatemala, Australia, Giappone, Inghilterra e Scozia. 
Attivo anche come compositore, propone spesso in concerto sue 
opere, tra le più note e apprezzate A ty takyjdi do Itaky e 
Lambada per Elisa. 
Pavel Steidl ha al suo attivo una cospicua produzione discografica: 
Hudebni Mladi (Supraphone 1983); Tyden Nove Tvarby (Panton 
1984); Pavel Steidl Debut (Panton 1985); Guitar Music of the 18th 
and 19th centuries (Panton 1993); Masters of the Czech Classical 
Guitar (Pehy 1994); Kdyz mam nohy o mesic opreny (Panton 
1994); Cantabile (Erasmus 1995); Legnani, 36 caprices op.20 e 
Fantasia op.19 (Naxos 1998); Coste, Guitar Music Vol.3 (Naxos 
2000); Paganini, Sonate & Ghiribizzi far guitar (Frame 2001); 
Mertz, Bardeklange (Frame 2003). 

Dal 1987 vive e lavora in Olanda. 

Steiner Max (Italiano) 
Max Steiner, compositore di colonne sonore, nasce a Vienna in 
Austria nel 1888. Dopo aver lavorato in teatro in Austria, nel 1914 
si trasferisce in America dove lavora in produzioni di Broadway. 
Nel 1915 comincia a comporre musiche per film muti con “The 
Bondman”. Comincia così una lunga carriera a Hollywood che 
durerà per oltre 40 anni, durante cui compone musica per 
centinaia di film. Tra le sue opere migliori si ricorda “Symphony of 
Six Million” (1932), “King Kong” (1993), “The Informer” (1935), 
“Gone with the Wind” (1939), “Now Voyager” (1941), 
“Casablanca” (1942) e “Mildred Pierce” ('45). 

Stepleton James (English) 
JAMES STEPLETON, composer. James Stepletonís Five Sonnets of 
Michalangelo was commissioned and premiered by the South 
Dakota Symphony and broadcast, with soloist Michael Riley, over 
National Public Radio. His Serenade for Solo Guitar won the only 
prize in a competition for new guitar music sponsored by AndrËs 
Segovia and has been continuously in print for over 25 years. He 
is Chairman of The Douglas Moore Fund for American Opera, Inc., 
which he co-founded with internationally known American opera 
composer Jack Beeson (Lizzie Borden, “Live From Lincoln Center”, 
hosted by Beverly Sills, 1999) and Broadway and Hollywood 
composer John Kander (Chicago, 6 Academy Awards, including 
“Best Picture”, 2003).  The Douglas Moore Fund provides 
fellowships for up to three years at professional American opera 
companies for composers and librettists who have completed their 
formal training but not yet established themselves in the field of 
opera.  
Music Composition: In 2003, Mr. Stepleton's full-length opera was 
given a reading by New York City Opera.  Anthony Tommasini, in 
the New York Times wrote as follows:   
The excerpt presented from James Stepleton's ìThe Awakening,î 
with a libretto by Andrew Joffe based on the Kate Chopin novel, 
earned a genuine ovation and stirred the most discussion.. . . . 
[I]t's a sensitive setting of an elusive story about a young wife 
and mother from Kentucky who, in the words of the creators, ìhas 
married into the new and somewhat confusing world of well-to-do 
French Creole society in New Orleans.î Though Mr. Stepleton's 
score, with its lullingly rich chromatic harmony, lacy textures and 
shimmering orchestra effects, may not be hugely original, it's 
utterly authentic, something more difficult to accomplish and, 
finally, more important. . . . As chairman of the Douglas Moore 
Fund for America Opera, Mr. Stepleton has won many friends in 
the field, but the reactions from the composers and company 
directors who greeted him afterwards seemed an expression of 
genuine interest in the work.  
Mr. Stepleton's music has been performances in New York at 
Carnegie Hall, on National Public Radio and on European tour and 
national tours. His Serenade For Solo Guitar won the only prize in 
an international competition sponsored by AndrËs Segovia and 
has been continuously in print for 30 years. 
Teaching Background: 
Fifteen years of college teaching experience at Columbia 
University, New York University, University of Maryland, Michigan 
State University, Ithaca College, Ball State University, The College 
of St. Elizabeth (New Jersey) and Augustana College (South 
Dakota) - where he chaired the music theory program for a 
department with 250 majors - and Stevens Institute of 
Technology.   
Formal Education: 
Columbia University. Studied with Jack Beeson, where I 
completed all but dissertation for doctorate in music composition 
with primary emphasis in vocal and operatic composition.   
Ball State University.  Master's in composition with primary 
emphasis in voice and music theater.  Developed and 
administered a pilot undergraduate major in music theater. 
Michigan State University. Master's in Philosophy with primary 
emphasis on Greek philosophy.   
Michigan State University. Bachelor's degree magna cum lauda 
with triple major in music, European history and philosophy. 
James Stepleton (2015) 

Sterzati Umberto (Italiano) 
Nato il 16 agosto 1909 a Caratinga in Brasile, dove il padre 
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(originario di Casalbuttano, paese in provincia di Cremona) era 
emigrato per lavoro, si trasferisce in Italia, a Cremona, verso la 
fine del 1914 o agli inizi del 1915; è un periodo difficile per 
Umberto: le condizioni economiche della famiglia non gli 
permettono di seguire gli studi musicali tradizionali ma, grazie alla 
sua grande passione e al suo talento, riesce ad affrontare con 
successo il mondo della musica. Inizia pertanto la sua attività 
come suonatore di violoncello nelle sale cinematografiche per 
commentare le proiezioni ancora prive di sonoro, e come maestro 
di chitarra classica, essendosi abilitato all'insegnamento di questa 
nel 1936. Nel secondo dopoguerra è impiegato al magazzino 
vendite Monopoli di Stato; il suo impegno artistico e didattico 
continua, intenso, fino al 1972, anno della sua morte avvenuta in 
Cremona il 9 maggio. 

Stevens Bernard (English) 
1916-1983 
Bernard Stevens was one of the finest composers of his 
generation. As a student at the Royal College of Music, London, he 
won the foremost prizes in composition. At the end of World War 
II, he won the highly contested 'Daily Express Victory Symphony' 
Competition with his, Symphony of Liberation, composed during 
his army service and first performed at the Royal Albert Hall in 
London in 1946. (An extract from A Symphony of Liberation 
played by the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, conducted by 
Richard Hickox can be heard by clicking on the title below.) He 
composed in every major genre: orchestral, oratorio, opera as 
well as solo and chamber works. A highly valued professor with an 
international reputation, he was, however, a reluctant promoter of 
his own works. Since his death in 1983, his catalogue of works 
has been attracting growing admiration for their power, 
accessibility, beauty and consummate musicianship, gaining them 
an increasing following. The listed CDs have received many 
laudatory reviews. The publication in hardback of the illuminating 
volume, Bernard Stevens and His Music - a Symposium (pub. 
Kahn and Averill, London) has contributed to a re-evaluation of 
his work.  
Web: http://www.impulse-music.co.uk/stevens.htm 

Stevens Gillian (English) 
Gillian Stevens was born in Cambridge in 1948. Her composing is 
very much influenced by the unusual musical diet she imbibed 
almost with her mother's milk; very large amounts of Mediaeval 
and Rennaisance music, due to the fact that her father was 
constantly writing books about and editing the same. She was 
educated at the Perse School for Girls where she received an 
enormouns amount of encouragement for her earlist efforts at 
composing (a symphony of course.) She had a lot of works 
performed by student groups (including C.U.M.S.) both as a 
schoolgirl in Cambridge and as a student at York University. Then 
suddenly a stong maternal instinct kicked in and she had five 
children over the course of ten years, which so satisfied her 
creative urges that she did very little composing. However, other 
musical activities, such as performing professionally on viola da 
gamba and cello were not impeded by the children. Then just as 
suddenly, when child 5 reached the age of 4, the desire and need 
to compose re-emerged, just when Gillian had exceeded the age 
limit for most composition competitions other than the Cornelius 
Cardew Composition Prize which has no age limit. She also 
continued to play professionally and to teach and run creative 
music workshops and in 1989 she qualified as a music therapist. 
The experience of creating music in clinical improvisation with 
peope who have, sometimes severe, intellectual disabilities or 
emotional problems has had a profound effect on her thinking 
about music.illian plays viol in a duo with her partner Dylan 
Fowler. 
Web: http://www.composer.co.uk/composers/stevens.html 

Stevens James  (English) 
Studied initially with Benjamin Frankel in his exclusive class at the 
Guildhall School of Music in London. There he won several 
prestigious awards including the Royal Philharmonic Prize for his 
First Symphony; the Wainwright Scholarship for 'composer of the 
year'; and a French Government Bursary which took him across 
the Channel to study with Darius Milhaud at the Paris 
Conservatoire. There he met Nadia Boulanger who made him one 
of her star pupils who received Saturday evening tuition free of 

charge. He also enjoyed an open invitation to Arthur Honegger's 
classes. He later won the coveted Lili Boulanger Memorial Prize in 
Boston, USA, for 'composers of exceptional talent and integrity' 
awarded by a panel of judges which included Stravinsky, Copland 
and Villa-Lobos. Another award was the Mendelssohn Scholarship 
which even Benjamin Britten failed to achieve, despite several 
attempts! As a result of this he spent some time in Berlin at the 
Hochschule für Musik. He also won the Worshipful Company of 
Goldsmiths' Award while his most recent honour was the BDK 
International Award in Tokyo for his Buddhist requiem Celebration 
for the Dead played by the Tokyo Symphony Orchestra.  
Stevens commenced his extensive film career while still a student 
and was acclaimed at the Ealing Studios where he constantly 
devised new film music techniques which are now standard 
practice. Unusually, Stevens has never confined himself to one 
particular musical genre and has taken every opportunity to take 
part in pop music, jazz, films, television scores, and musicals; his 
musical Mamízelle Nitouche being revived in London's West End in 
the autumn of 2001. Although also concerned with serious avant-
garde works, his music is melodic rather than atonal. In one year 
he was the only British composer to be selected for the annual 
International Society for Contemporary Music (with Etymon) while 
having a disc at number one in the Melody Maker charts (with 
Exploding Galaxy). In 1990 he was nominated for the BAFTA 
music award for his contribution to Chelworth - eight one-hour 
episodes. In 1995 he was invited to give a 'James Stevens Day' in 
Cincinnati, shortly after which he was invited by the Musicians 
Union of Japan to represent English artists at the Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki 50th anniversary memorial ceremonies. In 1998 the 
Cleveland Orchestra Piano Trio gave the world premiere of 
Concertante a Tre and in 1999 Stevens was commissioned to 
write David's Round for a 9-year-old prodigy violinist, also in 
Cleveland, USA. The following year he was commissioned by 
members of the Cleveland Orchestra to write a work for cello and 
piano called Duo Per Umanita. Also in 2000 Stevens completed his 
magnum opus The Reluctant Masquerade, dealing with the human 
psyche and nature of time. In 2001 he wrote the incidental music 
for American writer Daniel de Cournoyer's epic one-man theatre 
show Bells to Hell and also a Processional for a wedding in 
Australia.  
Web: http://www.musicweb.uk.net/StevensJames/index.html 

Stiller Andrew (English) 
Andrew Stiller (b. 1946, Washington, DC) studied clarinet, 
bassoon, and recorder in his youth, but originally intended to be a 
paleontologist. Graduate studies with Lejaren Hiller and Morton 
Feldman led to a 1976 doctorate in composition from the State 
University of New York at Buffalo. During that period Stiller was a 
member of Lukas Foss's legendary Center of the Creative and 
Performing Arts, performing his own and other avant-garde works 
at Carnegie Hall, in Buffalo, and on tour. Later he appeared with 
the Decapod Wind Quintet, the Age of Reason Baroque Ensemble, 
the Buffalo New Music Ensemble, and Network for New Music. 
In Buffalo, Stiller was active in every branch of music: composing, 
performing, teaching at several local colleges, and contributing 
music criticism to the Buffalo News. As one of the most prominent 
musicians in the city, he helped found and lead the Composers' 
Alliance of Buffalo. With the city's decline as a new-music center 
in the mid 1980s, the composer moved to Philadelphia. From this 
base he has developed a national reputation, contributing to the 
repertoire of major touring ensembles and new-music festivals. 
Stiller has created musical works in virtually every genre and 
medium, embodying the encyclopedic instrumental expertise 
displayed in his critically-acclaimed Handbook of Instrumentation. 
Recordings of his music are available on MMC 2014 and Innova 
516. 
In 1991 Stiller founded Kallisti Music Press, which publishes his 
own music and that of other contemporary composers, as well as 
neglected early American scores. He has written on music for 
numerous national publications, as well as the New Grove 
Dictionary of Opera, for which he was the editorial consultant on 
contemporary American developments. He has spent most of the 
past decade writing and rewriting a large orchestral work that, he 
swears, will eventually come out right.  
Web: http://pw1.netcom.com/~kallisti/Stiller.html 
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Stojanovic Josip (English) 
Josip Stojanovic and Nikola Vukasinovic were both authors of 
original guitar-method books, very famous in the early 1930s. 
Both published their editions with the music Company of Franjo 
Schneider (Koncanica 1903 – Zagreb 1966), who had a great 
reputation as a fine instrument maker (especially different kinds 
of tambours and guitars). Schneider arrived in Zagreb in 1928 
and started his large music enterprise, making and repairing 
instruments as well as publishing music literature. Both above-
mentioned guitar methods, which had several later editions, were 
probably first published around 1935. Each author was a very 
popular player, and most of the pieces included in their schools 
are their own short compositions based on traditional folk themes. 
They were attive before and after World War I in Zagreb. (Uros 
Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II Croatia, 
2003) 

Stolz Nolan (English) 
Nolan Stolz is a composer-theorist living in his hometown of Las 
Vegas, NV. As a Visting Lecturer at UNLV, Dr. Stolz teaches 
undergraduate and graduate music theory and composition. 
Stolz's compositions have been performed throughout the United 
States, Canada, South America, and across Europe, including 
festivals such as the Academie Internationale d'Ete de Nice 
(FRANCE), Suolahti International Summer Music Festival 
(FINLAND), Belvedere Chamber Music Festival, Electroacoustic 
Juke Joint, eXtensible Electric Guitar Festival, Las Vegas 
International New Music Festival, Las Vegas Music Festival, Music 
Today Festival, and the Oregon Bach Festival. He has been 
commissioned by the Alturas Duo, CCSU Chamber Players, 
Synchronix, LVA Jazz Ensemble, Las Vegas Music Festival 
Orchestra, SUNY-Stony Brook, Aaron Larget-Caplan, Leslie Ann 
Leytham, Robert Plotkin and Peter Scuderi. Stolz was awarded the 
Max DiJulio Composition Prize, second prize in the New Zealand 
Association of Organists International Competition, and the Most 
Outstanding Student Composition Award at the 2009 College 
Music Society Northeast Conference. His Lullaby for Sam was 
recently released on Aaron Larget-Caplan's New Lullaby CD from 
the Six Strings Sounds label. Other commercial releases are 
forthcoming. 
As a music theorist, Stolz has given lectures at Queen's University 
(Canada), The Hartt School, MACRO Musicians' Workshop, and at 
Society of Composers Inc.'s regional and national conferences. He 
has presented additional research at College Music Society's 
regional and national conferences. His article on Schoenberg's 
fourth string quartet is available online. 
As artistic director of New Music Hartford, Stolz curates concerts 
featuring works by living composers. 
Stolz is also a drum set performer in both the rock and jazz 
idioms, working with notable bands such as Swinging Popsicle and 
Art Rock Circus. He appears on several commercial recordings, 
one of which includes jazz greats Ron Carter, Phil Woods, Monty 
Alexander, Kenny Burrell and several others. 
Dr. Stolz holds degrees from The Hartt School, University of 
Oregon, and UNLV. His composition teachers include Virko Baley, 
Robert Carl, David Crumb, Robert Kyr, Larry Alan Smith and Ken 
Steen. 
Web: http://www.nolanstolz.com/ (2011) 

Stolzenburg Brigit (English) 
Composer, Hackbrett player, guitarist and pedagogue, born in 
Tegernsee (district of Miesbach/Upper Bavaria). / She raised in 
Miesbach. Her music interests stem from Bavarian folk tunes. 
1982-1986 she studied dulcimer (Hackbrett), recorder, guitar and 
folk music at the Richard-Strauss conservatory Munich. 1990 she 
achieved to be teacher for dulcimee and Salterio (baroque 
dulcimer) there. Birgit Stolzenburg plays also old music on a 
Salterio as well as contemporary dulcimer compositions. She has 
been teaching at the Munich University of Music and Drama since 
2008, where she was appointed honorary professor in 2014. She 
has been one of the first dulcimer players to perform classical 
literature since 1980. First with original music for the instrument 
and arrangements from Renaissance and Baroque, then with 
modern compositions that were created at the same time. Her 
area of activity is diverse and groundbreaking in both artistic and 
educational terms. Some of the modern music was recorded by 

her for the Bavarian Radio and for CDs. Besides teaching and 
performing Birgit Stolzenburg edits dulcimer scores in close 
cooperation with vierdreiunddreissig publishing. 1997-99 the four 
volume dulcimer method called "Pizz und Batt" is one of the 
results.  (Rainer Stelle) 

Storfer-Schmied Ilse (English) 
Composer, guitarist, choirmaster, poetess and painter, born in 
Wolfsberg (Carinthia). 
Music lessons from the age of 7, first accordion, then cello at the 
music school Wolfsberg, later at the State Conservatory in 
Klagenfurt with music theory and harmony. Guitar studies at the 
Music-educational Realgymnasium in Wolfsberg. Cellist in the local 
school orchestra and student orchestra of the Music school 
Wolfsberg. In 1971 he absolved the High School. Education to the 
main teacher of mathematics, geometric drawing and music 
education at the Pedagogical Academy in Klagenfurt. Choirmaster 
education at several choral conducting courses of the Federal 
Ministry of Education, Science and Research under Prof. Erwin 
Ortner. Ilse Storfer spent 15 years in the Carinthian school service 
and was successful in this time as a choir director of several 
choirs and as a choirmaster speaker at seminars and summer 
courses. Since 1986 Consultant at the „Oberkärntner 
Singwochenende“ in Rennweg am Katschberg.  
Ilse Storfer has been involved with poetry since early youth and is 
popular as a lecturer and presenter. Enjoyment of creation and 
contact with as many people as possible in different groups or 
individually are the two cornerstones of the versatile activities of 
Ilse Storfer. The result is poems in written and dialect, many 
children's songs, choral songs and masses, small instrumental 
pieces and lyrics, which are set to music by different composers. 
Since 1992 she has been combining her poems with painting to 
"Bunte Gedichte" and also illustrates her books with drawings. 
Since 1985 publication of her poems in several books and various 
brochures. 
In 1989, he left school and moved to Vienna. 
Ilse Storfer currently lives in Himberg near Vienna, works as a 
choirmaster for several choirs and 
is a choirmaster in the Leitha-Sängerkreis of the Choir Association 
Lower Austria and works as a freelance artist in the fields of 
poetry, composition, choral conducting, painting and textile 
design. 
Ilse Storfer is a member of the Rosegger Society and winner of 
the speedwell of the „Dichtersteingemeinschaft Zammelsberg“. In 
2008 she received the 1st prize in the Magic Mountain Summer 
Competition on the Semmering. 
In December 2012, she was appointed by Landeshauptman Dr. 
Erwin Pröll presents the Golden Medal of Honor for Services to the 
Province of Lower Austria. In 2013 she received the "Decoration 
of the market town Himberg in gold" and the medal of honor of 
the community Zwölfaxing. 
By resolution of 18 September 2013, she was awarded the title 
„Professor“ by the Federal President and handed over at the 
Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research at a festive 
ceremony in December 2013. 
Web: http://www.ilsestorfer.at (2020) 

Stouffer Paul M. (English) 
Paul Stouffer was born in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania. He 
studied clarinet with Gilbert Stange and harmony with Louis 
Chestnut at the Peabody Conservatory. He holds Bachelor of Arts 
and Master of Arts degrees from the School of Fine Arts at the 
University of Pennsylvania, where he studied composition with 
Robert Elmore and Andre Vauclain. He has devoted a lifetime to 
composition and music education. His works for band, orchestra, 
instrumental ensembles, and chorus have been published by 
leading music publishers. During his 40 years of teaching, first at 
the Philadelphia Musical Academy, then in public and private 
schools in Pennsylvania and Maryland, bands under his leadership 
have performed throughout the mid-Atlantic region at State and 
National Music Education Conventions.  
Stouffer is Treasurer of Composers Service, Inc. (CSI) and 
Treasurer of the Philadelphia Chapter of NACUSA. He is also a 
member of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and 
Publishers (ASCAP) and the American Composers Forum. His 
compositions are published by Kendor Music, Inc., Almitra Music 
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Co. Inc., Henry Elkan Music Publishers, Warner/Chapel, TRN Music 
Music Publishers, GIA Publications, Columbia Pictures, and Frank 
E. Warren Music Service.  
Stouffer's compositions have been widely published in the United 
States. He has also been published under the names Paul Reff and 
A. Preisler in the United Kingdom by Augner Press. His Six for Two 
and Six for Three ensemble series published by Kendor Music, 
Inc., have been praised in Instrumental Magazine. His 
compositional idiom is conservative contemporary Neo-Classical.  
Joyce Mullins, reviewing a concert for the Wilmington Evening 
Jurnal, wrote “Two Mobiles and Conversations for clarinet and 
piano were, by far the most mature works on the program. 
Stouffer writes as though he knows exactly what he wants to say 
and how he is going to say it”. Donald P. Delany commented in a 
review for the Trenton Times wrote “Paul Stouffer wrote a 
wonderful piece for saxophone and piano... ...and it was delightful 
and cheerful. But it did not sound like it was written centuries 
ago. It had a modern flavor to it”. Kendor Music, Inc. in their 
dealer's news letter wrote “Based on the perennial sales success 
of similar Stouffer adaptions, due in large part to their great 
popularity with state contest committees, we are pleased to 
present his latest project for instrumental duos entitled Easy 
Classical Canons. Charles R. Groeling, in “Music Reviews” for 
Instrumentalist Magazine, writes “Contrapuntal Six for Three, 
arranged by Paul Stouffer adds to an already impressive list of 
similar issues. The publisher has expanded the line to include 
transcriptions of works spanning three hundred years of 
composition from Palestrina to Brahms”.  
Web: http://www.music-usa.org/nacusa-ma/all_bios.html (2011) 

Strajnar Ales (English) 
Born in 1947, got his secondary School guitar diploma and then 
graduated in composition. Besides his pedagogie work and special 
interest in popular and jazz music, he composed a number of 
guitar pieces.  

Streiff Peter  (English) 
Born 5.6.1944  
Streiff was born in Bern. After his education as a graphic artist, he 
studied music at Bern Conservatoire. Since 1969 he has been a 
member of Bern New Horizons Ensemble. In 1971 for five years 
he worked in education with children and teenagers. From 1973 - 
1989 he taught theory, analysis and new music at Winterthur 
Conservatoire. Since 1987 he has held corresponding posts at 
Bern Conservatoire and at the teacher training course of the 
University of Bern. 
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Strobl Otto (English) 
Born on June 19 1927 in Wiesen, Burgenland Studies at the 
Vienna Academy of Music (structure with Alfred Uhl, music 
pedagogy, organ) and at Vienna University (history). 
Schoolteacher from 1949 at secondary schools and at the Haydn 
Conservatory in Eisenstadt; choirmaster from 1947 (director of 
the Eisenstadt Haydn Choir from 1950); Province of Burgenland 
choirmaster; activity in further education for teachers; teacher at 
chorale courses; organist. (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Suilamo Harri (English) 
Harri Suilamo’s idiom is Modernism flavoured with Post-Serialism 
and microintervals. His music “does not manifest itself in any 
individual element such as melody, rhythm, and so on”. writes 
Harri Vuori, who sees his colleague’s music as developing straight 
out of his youthful enthusiasm for progressive rock. Suilamo 
favours highly concise forms, and his output consists almost 
entirely of chamber music. Not content with conventional 
ensembles, he constantly seeks out new combinations such as 
accordion and concert kantele. 
Web: https://core.musicfinland.fi/composers/harri-suilamo (2019) 

Sulpizi Ferinando (Italiano) 
Vive e opera a Perugia dal 1963. Insegna composizione presso il 
Conservatorio di Musica “F. Morlacchi”. Formatosi alla scuola di 
Valentino Bucchi, Clemente Terni, Luciano Chailly, Roman Vlad, si 
può ritenere continuatore della scuola fiorentina che fa capo a Vito 
Frazzi. Dai suddetti maestri è stato guidato nella ricerca di un 
proprio linguaggio che subito dopo le prime opere trova una 

chiara definizione, in una continua evoluzione che lo fa approdare 
nel campo delle percussioni, nella speri-mentazione di piccole 
forme teatrali per soli musicisti e in spettacoli (paraliturgie) che 
coinvolgono masse di persone. Ha in attivo circa 150 opere che 
toccano vari generi, dal religioso al profano, dal solistico al 
cameristico, dal teatrale al sinfonico. Molte opere sono state 
create per le percussioni nel cui campo ha operato ideando nuovi 
strumenti esposti in mostre organizzate A Firenze, Pistoia e Lecce 
e a Perugia nell’annuale rassegna “Perugia Classico”. Dal sodalizio 
con Armando Marrocco sono nate diversi “Ludus Theatralis” per 
soli musicisti, su scenografie dello scultore e performances 
dell’artista. Tra i suoi interpreti vengono ricordati V.Smetacek, 
B.Campanella, R.Fabbriciani, Ciro Scarponi, D.Ceccarossi, e tra i 
giovani L.De Angelis, M.Rossetti, M.Podestà. Le sue composizioni 
sono state eseguite in Italia e all’estero in particolari stagioni 
concertistiche e festivals: Teatro Speri-mentale di Spoleto, 
Postdam, Cuba, Sagra Musicale Umbra. In quest’ultima è stato 
presente in diverse edizioni. Le sue opere sono pubblicate da 
Sonzogno, Carisch, Bèrben, Pro Civitate Christiana (PCC), Edipan. 
Molte sue composizioni sono state registrate ed edite su LP, Cd, 
VHS. 
Web: http://www.hyperprism.it/rubriche.php?rub=2 (2009) 

Sulzer Balduin (English) 
1932 Born on March 15 in Großraming (Upper Austria). 
Studies at the Bruckner Conservatory in Linz (piano, organ, 
double bass, structure); at the Papal University of Music in Rome 
(organ, Gregorianism, choir direction), at the Vienna Academy of 
Music (music education, piano, organ) and at Vienna University 
(history). 
1960-77 Music teacher at the Wilhering Monastery Grammar 
School. 
1970-83 Répétiteur at the Bruckner Conservatory in Linz. 
From 1974 Music teacher at the Linz Grammar School of Music. 
1977 Province of Upper Austria Culture Prize. 
1981-86 Choirmaster at Linz Cathedral. 
1984 City of Linz Culture Medal. 
1993 Heinrich Gleißner Prize. (Doblinger Catalogue) 

Sumera Lepo (English) 
Lepo Sumera (8.05.1950 - 2.06.2000) was a professor at the 
Estonian Music Academy where he studied composition under 
Prof. Heino Eller (1887-1970). He was versatile composer, whose 
various stylistic periods have one thing in common: a subtle 
treatment of rhythm and an independent dramaturgy of timbres. 
Sumera is one of the most important symphonic composers in 
Estonian music. He has close ties to electronic and chamber music 
beyond his interest in the symphonic orchestra. His works have 
been performed on all continents.  

Summer Josef (English) 
Guitarist, singer and composer, born in Bad Gleichenberg 
(Steiermark/Austria), died in Munich (Bavaria/Germany). He 
learnt violin, trumpet, and organ, became organist in Graz 
(Steiermark/Austria) and studied there philosophy, literature and 
history. During World War I he lost his right leg and became 
acquainted with the guitar. By the writer Peter Rosegger he got to 
song with guitar accompaniment. As singer with guitar he toured 
throughout Europe. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Surianu Horia (Français) 
Horia SURIANU was born in 1952 in Timisoara (Romania). He has 
been living in Paris since 1983 and has the French citizenship. 
He is bachelor in composition from the National University of 
Music in Bucharest and Ph.D. in Sciences of Arts from the 
University Paris I, Pantheon-Sorbonne. He was professor of 
harmony, contrepoint, composition and musical analysis in three 
Conservatoriums in the Paris region and associate professor at the 
University Paris I, Pantheon-Sorbonne. 
His works, in various musical genres, are played in France and 
abroad, and are published by several French publishers like 
«Editions Combre», «Editions Delatour», «Editions Henry 
Lemoine», «Editions Salabert» as well as the «Kossack Publishing 
House» in Germany and « Editura Muzicala» in Bucharest. 
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Surinach Carlos (English) 
Carlos Surinach,  (born March 4, 1915, Barcelona, Spain—died 
Nov. 12, 1997, New Haven, Conn., U.S.), Spanish-born American 
composer, known chiefly for his vibrant ballet scores influenced by 
traditional flamenco rhythms and melodies. 
Surinach was the son of a Spanish stockbroker and an Austrian-
Polish pianist. He took piano lessons from his mother until he was 
13, and at age 14 he entered the Caminals Academy of Music, 
where he studied piano and music theory. He studied composition 
(1936–39) privately with Enrique Morera, director of the 
Barcelona Municipal Conservatory, under whose direction he 
composed his earliest works. On Morera’s advice, Surinach went 
to Germany in 1940, studying in Düsseldorf, Cologne, and Berlin. 
After a few years he returned to Barcelona, where in 1944 he was 
made conductor of the Barcelona Philharmonic Orchestra and 
where he introduced his Passacaglia-Sinfonia in 1945. 
In the years that followed, Surinach was guest conductor for a 
number of symphonies throughout Europe. He went to Paris in 
1947 and lived there until 1950. In 1951 he settled in New York 
City, and he became an American citizen in 1959. Shortly after his 
arrival in the United States, he began to receive commissions for 
ballet scores, and he became best known for his works for 
choreographer Martha Graham, including Embattled Garden 
(1958), Acrobats of God (1960), and The Owl and the Pussycat 
(1978). Among his other outstanding ballet pieces are Ritmo 
jondo (1953; extended version for Deep Rhythm, choreography 
by Doris Humphrey) and Agathe’s Tale (1967; choreography by 
Paul Taylor). Characterized by rhythmic power and often based on 
the eight-tone flamenco scale, Surinach’s compositions—those for 
the concert stage as well as those for ballet—were much in 
demand. In addition to composing ballet music, he wrote chamber 
music, choral music, music for guitar and for piano, and a number 
of works for orchestra. 
Web: http://www.britannica.com/biography/Carlos-Surinach 

Surinach Carlos (Español) 
Carlos Suriñach nació en Barcelona en 1915 y falleció en Madrid 
en 1997. Se formó en el conservatorio de su ciudad natal con 
Enric Morera. Al comienzo de la década de 1940, decidió ampliar 
sus horizontes musicales con una breve pero determinante 
estancia en la convulsa Alemania con, entre otros, un anciano 
Richard Strauss. A su regreso a Barcelona en 1942, inició su 
trayectoria como director en el Teatro Liceo, compaginándola con 
encargos como compositor. Pero las dificultades de la vida cultural 
española en la cruda posguerra le llevaron a trasladarse a París, 
en 1947, como director invitado; una estancia de tres años que le 
sirvió para conocer a Poulenc y Messiaen. 
Sin embargo, tampoco parece que la capital francesa llegara a 
colmar las expectativas del músico, y en 1951 decidió probar 
fortuna en Estados Unidos, quizá sin sospechar que se convertiría 
en su país adoptivo (consiguió la nacionalidad en 1959), y donde 
desarrollaría su carrera profesional durante cerca de medio siglo. 
Fue profesor de composición en la Carnegie-Mellon University de 
Nueva York y recibió la Bax Society Medal for Non-Commonwealth 
Composers. 
Web: 
http://digital.march.es/clamor/en/fedora/repository/atm%3A1036 
(2011) 

Suslin Viktor (English) 
1942: 13 June, born in Mias, Russia. 
1946: First piano lessons and early attempts at composition. 
1950-61: Attends Kharkov Music High School, sudies piano with 
V. Topilin, and composition with I. Dubinin. 
1961-62: Attends Kharkov Conservatory, studies composition with 
D. Klebanov, and piano with V. Topilin. Wins an award in the Pan-
Soviet Young Composers Competition. 
1962-66: Attends Gnessin Institute in Moscow, studies 
composition with N. Peyko and piano with A. Vedernikov. 
1966-80: Works as an editor for the state-owned publishers 
Muzyka in Moscow, and produces editions of important works by 
Richard Wagner, Igor Stravinsky, Alban Berg, Charles Ives and 
contemporary Russian composers (Denissow, Schnittke, 
Gubaidulina). 
1967: Joins Soviet Composers Union. 
1969: Wins an award in the Pan-Soviet Young Composers 

Competition for a piano sonata. 
1971: First performance abroad at the Festival de Royan, France. 
1972-75: Teaches instrumentation and score reading at the 
Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow. 
1975: Founds the ASTRAEA improvisation ensemble together with 
V. Artyomov and S. Gubaidulina. 
1979: After several performances of his works in Paris, Cologne 
and Venice, Suslin is publicly denounced at the VI Congress of 
Composers by Tikhon Khrennikov, the president of the Composers 
Union. He files an application to leave the Soviet Union. 
1980: Suslin's membership of the Soviet Composers Union is 
revoked. He is dismissed by Muzyka, and forced to work as a 
street sweeper in Moscow. 
1981: Emigrates to West Germany. 
1984: Begins to teach organology, instrumentation and score 
reading at the Lübeck Musikhochschule, and works as an editor at 
Musikverlag Hans Sikorski, Hamburg. 
1989: Suslin's music is once again played in Russia. 
1990: Receives Culture Award of the City of Pinneberg. 
1991: After an interval of ten years the ASTRAEA improvisation 
ensemble, now with S. Gubaidulina and A. Suslin, once again 
gives performances in public. 
1993: Composer-in-residence, Mozarteum, Salzburg. 
1995: Composer-in-residence, Kremerata Musica, Lockenhaus. 
With Michael Herm initiates the “Appen Classics” concert series. 
1996: Composer-in-residence, Èesky Krumlov, Czech Republic. 
1997: Composer-in-residence, Zurich. Appointed to the board of 
trustees, M. Belayev Foundation, Frankfurt am Main. 

Süss Rudolf (English) 
Composer, singer, guitarist and teacher, was born in Vitis (Lower 
Austria), died in Krems an der Donau (Wachau/Lower Austria).  
Süss was a singer boy in the Zwettl Abbey, studied theology in St. 
Pölten, studied music theory at the "Kaiser" school and with Josef 
Vockner in Vienna. He worked as a high school teacher, vocal 
teacher and orchestra leader in Krems an der Donau. He was 
called the „Sänger der Wachau“ (The singer of the Wachau). 

Suter Robert (English) 
Born 30.1.1919  
Suter was born in St. Gallen. He studied music at Basel 
Conservatoire, becoming a teacher of theory in 1943 (teachers: 
Paul Baumgartner, piano; Gustav Guldenstein, Walter Muller v. 
Kulm and Ernst Mohr, theory; Walter Geiser, composition). 
Further studies at the new music summer school at Darmstadt 
with Wolfgang Fortner and Ernst Krenek, as well as studies with 
Wladimir Vogel in the early 50's. Between 1945 and 1950 he 
taught theory at Bern Conservatoire, following which he was 
mainly occupied with teaching composition, analysis, 
counterpoint, harmony and improvisation at Basel Academy of 
Music, before retiring in the autumn of 1984. From 1954 to 64 he 
was president of Basel's IGNM. For several years he worked on a 
freelance basis for Radio Basel as musical editor of 
“Montagsstudio”. He is an occasional publisher. For decades he 
has been involved as an amateur jazz musician. 
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Sveinsson Atli Heimir (English) 
Atli Heimir Sveinsson was born in Reykjavík, Iceland 1938. At age 
of 10 he took piano lessons. At Reykjavík College of Music he 
studied piano with Rögnvaldur Sigurjónsson and took his diplom 
in 1957. He studied af Staatliche Hochschule für Musik in Cologna, 
Germany, from 1959.  
He studied composition with Günter Raphael ang Rudolf Petzold, 
instrumentation with Bernd Alois Zimmermann, conductind with 
Wolfgang von der Nahmer and piano with Hermann Pillney and 
Hans Otto Schmidt. He also took private lessons with Gottfried 
Michael Koenig. Sveinson took his diploma in composition and 
theory in 1963. During this year he attented the summer courses 
in Darmstadt, making aquaintance to Oliver Messiaen, Pierre 
Boulez, Györgi Ligety, Bruno Maderna, a.o.  
In 1964 he studied with Karlheinz Stockhausen at Kölner Kurse 
für neue Musik at Reiniscke Musikhochschule, among his teachers 
there wew Henry Pousseur, Christof Caskel, Frederick Rzewsky. In 
1965 he went to Holland and studied electronic music with 
Gottfried Michael Koenig in Bilthoven. 
Sveinsson has since lived in Iceland. He founded class of 
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composition at Reykjavík Collega of music. Among his students 
are Atli Ingólfsson, Haukur Tómasson, Þorsteinn Hauksson, 
Kjartan Ólafsson and Helgi Pétursson. He was free lance producer 
at Icelandic State Broadcastind Service doing very popular 
programs on musical history.  
Sveinsson was president of Icelandic Composers Assocation 1972-
1983. He organised the festival and general assembly of 
International Socitety for Contemporary Music in Iceland in 1973. 
He was also president of the Nordic Composers Councel 
1974ö1976 and organised the Nordic Music Days in Reykjavík 
1976. In 1980 he founded Dark Music Days, a festival for 
contemporary Icelandic music.  
In 1976 Sveinsson was awardes the Nordic Music Prize, given 
biannually by the five nordic countries Sweden, Norway, Iceland, 
Danemark and Finland, for his Flute Concerto Since 1992 
Sveinsson receives a livetime honorary salary from the Icelandic 
Pariament. Sveinsson was elected menber of the Royal Swedish 
Academy of Music in 1993.  
Web: http://notendur.centrum.is/~ahs/english/index.html 

Swierkosz-Lenart Kevin (English) 
Kevin Swierkosz-Lenart was born in Velletri (Italy) in 1988. His 
musical alma mater is Conservatorio “S. Cecilia”. Here, Kevin 
obtained his diploma Classic Guitar in 2012. Alongside his musical 
education, Kevin obtained in 2013 a degree in Medicine from 
“Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore”. At the moment, he is 
serving as added head physician by the psychogeriatrics 
department of the University Hospital in Lausanne (Switzerland). 
His scientific and musical activity has always been accompanied 
by a strong interest in literature, which led him to publish in 2017 
his first novel, “Adamo”, available on Amazon. 
From 2016, Kevin has been studying composition supervised by 
Angelo Gilardino and Dusan Bogdanovic. In 2019, one of his first 
productions, entitled “Variationi su El Testament d’Amelia”, have 
been issued by Berbèn publisher house with the revision of 
Cristiano Porqueddu and fingering by Francesco Dominici 
Buraccini. His music has been played by Alberto Mesirca, Cristiano 
Porqueddu, Angelo Colone, Francesco Dominici Buraccini, 
Giovanni Martinelli and Lorenzo Micheli Pucci. Again in 2019, three 
of his compositions have been premiered in Italy by Angelo 
Colone (Jeux d’enfants), Francesco Dominici Buraccini (Variazioni 
su El Testament d’Amelia) and Giovanni Martinelli (Sei invenzioni 
sicule). 
On youtube, it is possible to find many executions of Kevin’s 
compositions. Moreover, “Variazioni su El Testament d’Amelia” will 
be recorded by Cristano Porqueddu and will be part of the 
“Novecento Guitar Variations” collection, which is going to be 
published by Brilliant Classics in the near future. 
Web: https://kevinlenart.com/biography/?lang=en (2020) 

Swinnen Peter (English) 
Peter Agnes August Swinnen was born on 31 January 1965 in Lier. 
From 1983 to 1992 he studied at the Royal Conservatory in 
Brussels, where he earned first prizes in music history, cello, 
chamber music, composition and practical harmony. He also 
graduated from the Queen Elisabeth Muziekkapel in Waterloo, 
after studies with André Laporte from 1989 to 1992. In 1993 he 
attended masterclasses with Michael Finnissy and five years later 
with Brian Ferneyhough. 
From 1990 to 1997 he taught cello in a number of music schools 
and since 1992 he has also taught analysis at the Royal 
Conservatory in Brussels. From 1997 he has held a position in the 
musicology department of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in 
connection with the ear-training computer program, UniSono, and 
with the New Music Documentation Centre MATRIX. In addition, 
Swinnen has worked as a freelancer for the VRT (Flemish Radio) 
and is regularly called upon to provide live electronics and 
recording engineering for various ensembles.  
Peter Swinnen won the CERA Prize of Youth and Music Flanders 
for his complete oeuvre in 1991, and his opera The Petrifying Blue 
received the 1992 Provincial Prize for Musical Composition from 
the Province of Antwerp. He also wrote the music for the Belgian 
Television film Andres, a Dirk Greyspeirt production with 
choreography by José Besprosvany, which won the Premio 
Choreografo Elettronico 1993 and two years later the 34th Bert 
Leysen Prize. For his work, Quar'l, Peter Swinnen earned the 1997 

Prix de Musique Contemporaine of Québec. He has twice won the 
National Composition Competition of the Queen Elisabeth 
Competition: in 1997 with Canzone and in 2001 with Ciaccona. 
Web: http://www.matrix-new-music.be/en/composer/swinnen-
peter-1965 (2011) 

Sytchev Mikhail (English) 
Born in Moscow in 1971, Mikhail Sytchev began to play and 
improvise on the guitar at the age of nine. At the age of eleven, 
he entered the School of Music and Arts where he was a first and 
second prize-winner as a soloist at the Festival of Music. After 
graduation from musical college, Sytchev worked as a classical 
guitar teacher for 9 years. In 1997, he came to the United States 
and continued teaching on a free-lance basis and performing as a 
soloist as well as with the other musicians, children's choir 
Campanella, and Russian Theatre Atrium. His first experience 
in composition began at the age of 12 when he practiced a few 
hours every day. The first pieces were small and technically easy, 
but some of the themes were used and developed in Sytchev's 
late opuses. In 2006, a few of his works: Vision Dances, 
Aquarelles and Five scenes for children's home theatre were 
published by Sylvain Lemay (Les Production D'oz, Canada). 
Web: http://www.sytchev.com/bio.shtml (2009) 

Swayne Giles (English) 
Giles Swayne (born June 30, 1946) is a British composer. 
Swayne is a cousin of Elizabeth Maconchy. He spent much of 
his childhood in Liverpool, and began composing at a young age. 
He later studied with Alan Bush and Olivier Messiaen. In 1990, 
he moved to Ghana, returning to Britain in 1996 in personally 
painful times chronicled in his autobiography. 
(see the link http://www.gonzagamusic.co.uk/composers-
swayne.htm). 

Szeto Caroline (English) 
Caroline Szeto began her musical training on the piano. She 
completed her postgraduate studies in composition at the 
University of Sydney under Eric Gross and Peter Sculthorpe. A 
recipient of a Composer Fellowship from the Australia Council she 
has fulfilled commissions for many prominent soloists, ensembles 
and orchestras, and her music for piano, guitar, tuba and violin 
published. The Tasmanian, Adelaide, Sydney, Melbourne and 
Queensland Symphony orchestras have performed her works and 
Energy and ABC Fanfare were performed in the Czech republic at 
The Second Festival of New Music for Orchestra. Many of Szeto’s 
later works consist of Chinese elements such as poems from the 
Tang dynasty, Chinese harmony and structures which are used in 
her chamber work Images of Li Po and rhythmic patterns adopted 
in her ensemble work The Third Station of the Cross. 
Web: http://www.redhouse.com.au/Biog4.html 

Tacuchian Ricardo (English) 
Academically, Maestro Ricardo Tacuchian has received the 
following degrees: bachelor degrees in piano from the University 
of Brazil in 1961, in composition from UFRJ (Federal University of 
Rio de Janeiro) in 1965, and in conducting from UFRJ in 1965; 
postgraduate artist diplomas for orchestral conducting and for 
composition and orchestration from UFRJ in 1967; and a doctoral 
degree in composition from the University of Southern California 
in 1990. His principal university positions have been: full 
professor of composition at UNI-RIO (Federal University of the 
State of Rio de Janeiro) since 1995; full professor of music history 
at the School of Music at UFRJ from 1993-1995; visiting professor 
at the State University of New York at Albany for the 1998 spring 
semester; and visiting professor at the New University of Lisbon 
for the period of November 2002 to March 2003.  
Highlights of his principal artistic and academic activities include: 
close to two hundred conferences or lectures proffered in Brazil 
and abroad, advisor for twenty-five approved MFA and DMA 
theses and dissertations, the orientation of Scientific Initiation and 
Research grant holders, fifty review boards for thesis and 
dissertation defenses for master and doctorate degrees and for 
professorship posts, and member of the editorial bodies of the 
ANPPOM (National Association of Research and Graduate Studies 
in Music) and Revista da Sociedade Brasileira de Música 
Contemporânea magazines. He has been an ad hoc advisor for the 
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such institutions as: CAPES Foundation (Brazilian government 
graduate study abroad program), CNPQ (National Council for 
Scientific and Technological Development), FAPERJ (Carlos Chagas 
Filho Foundation For Research Aid of the State of Rio de Janeiro), 
UERJ (University of the State of Rio de Janeiro), the SBPC 
(Brazilian Society for the Progress of Science) magazine Ciência 
Hoje, Maringá State University Foundation, the Londrina State 
University, UNICAMP (University of Campinas), Evaluation Council 
of the Foundation of Portuguese Universities, the University of 
Évora, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the John Simon 
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. He also held a CNPQ research 
grant from l997 to 1999 and has been awarded grants from 
CNPQ, CAPES, and the Fulbright Commission.  
Tacuchian has composed close to two hundred pieces that have 
been presented in nearly one thousand live concerts, including 
Europe, the United States, and Latin America. He has had twenty-
five pieces recorded and twenty musical works published, as well 
as numerous official commissions. He has conducted Brazilian, 
European, and American orchestras and ensembles. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2010) 

Tadic Miroslav (English) 
Guitarist, composer and improviser Miroslav Tadic completed his 
formal music education in the United States after studying in Italy 
and his native Yugoslavia.   
He has performed and recorded in a wide variety of settings and 
musical styles, ranging from music of the Baroque and Classical 
periods to Blues, Jazz, and Rock.  Tadic's performing and 
recording credits include projects with Mark Nauseef, The Los 
Angeles Opera with Placido Domingo, Howard Levy, Joachim 
Kühn, L. Shankar, Markus Stockhausen, Dusan Bogdanovic, 
Vlatko Stefanovski, Wadada Leo Smith, David Torn, Maria João, 
Jack Bruce, The Grande Mothers, Theodosii Spassov, Kudsi 
Erguner, Djivan Gasparyan and Pandit Swapan Chaudhuri, among 
others.  
Tadic has recorded worldwide and his music can be heard on CMP 
Records, M–A Recordings, Third Ear, Avalon, Croatia Records, 
ENJA and Sony/BMG. He performs regularly in Europe, North and 
South America and Japan. 
In recent years Tadic has concentrated on developing an approach 
to improvisation which combines and juxtaposes musical material 
drawn from many diverse sources, including Baroque, European 
classical and North Indian classical music, Eastern European folk 
traditions, Blues, Jazz, and Rock. He is noted for his pioneering 
work in applying the elements of classical and flamenco 
techniques to the electric guitar. 
He has composed solo and chamber music which is published by 
Les Editions Doberman-Yppan. Tadic has written music for 
numerous experimental film, dance and theatre works and most 
recently completed music for Croatian feature film “Seventy Two 
Days” by Danilo Serbedzija.  
Since 1985 he has been a professor at the prestigious California 
Institute of the Arts in Los Angeles.  
For more thorough and detailed information on Miroslav Tadic, 
please check out an excellent interview with him at: 
http://www.innerviews.org/inner/tadic.html 
Web:  http://adagio.calarts.edu/~snakes/ (2011) 

Tadini Michele (Italiano) 
Michele Tadini è nato a Milano nel 1964, si è diplomato al 
Conservatorio G.Verdi di Milano in chitarra con R.Chiesa, in nuova 
didattica della composizione con S.Gorli e G.Manzoni, in musica 
elettronica con R.Sinigaglia. Ha studiato composizione con 
F.Donatoni all'Accademia Chigiana di Siena, dove ha conseguito il 
diploma di merito e una borsa di studio per il Conservatorio di 
Parigi. Nel 1991 è stato ospite ai corsi di Darmstadt.Nel 1998 é 
stato selezionato per lo Stage dell'IRCAM. Tra il 1994 e il 1996 è 
stato docente di musica elettronica ai “Corsi di alta formazione” 
dell'Accademia musicale dell'Emilia Romagna (Fondazione 
A.Toscanini). Dal 1997 le sue partiture sono edite da Suvini 
Zerboni. Dal 1998 è docente di musica elettronica nei corsi di 
formazione di “Tempo Reale”. Ha al suo attivo diverse 
composizioni, pezzi acustici e pezzi con utilizzo dell'elettronica, e i 
suoi lavori hanno trovato esecuzione nell'ambito di prestigiose 
rassegne. Ha composto inoltre le musiche di scena per numerosi 

spettacoli teatrali, musiche per installazioni sonore, balletti e 
produzioni di teatro-musica. Dal 1990 è socio di AGON, di cui 
attualmente è direttore generale e responsabile della produzione. 
Con AGON ha collaborato alla realizzazione di numerose 
produzioni musicali, tra le quali: la parte elettronica dell'opera 
Blimunda di A.Corghi (1990), del Concerto Grosso per cinque 
tastiere ed orchestra di F.Donatoni (1990-92), dello spettacolo Il 
velo dissolto di Mietta Corli su musiche di F.Donatoni (1993). Ha 
curato le produzioni e le esecuzioni dei pezzi che AGON - centro 
studi Armando Gentilucci ha commissionato tra cui: F.Donatoni, 
G.Manca, M.Cardi, P.Perezzani, F.Guerrero, G.Manzoni, M.Pisati, 
M.Dall'Ongaro. 
Come responsabile della produzione e collaboratore tecnico-
musicale dei compositori ha curato il progetto “Radiofilm per 
RAIRadio3” (edizione 1994, 11 opere radiofoniche) e tre cicli della 
nuova edizione 1996 (Bonifacio, Cardi, Francesconi). Ha curato la 
realizzazione della parte elettronica per le musiche di Commedia 
dell'Inferno di Giacomo Manzoni (Ravenna Festival 1995). Ha 
curato la ricostruzione dei nastri magnetici e la progettazione del 
live electronics per la riedizione critica di Don Perlimplin di Bruno 
Maderna (1996). Nell'estate 1998 ha curato l'esecuzione di 
“Isabella” di Azio Corghi. 
Web: http://www.esz.it/autori/autori_tadini.html 

Taesch Richard (English) 
Richard Taesch 
Founder of Braille Music Division 1992 – Southern California 
Conservatory of Music - now retired  
RICHARD TAESCH has been a music educator and professional 
musician since 1961. He joined the SCCM guitar faculty in 1976 
then founded the Braille Music Division in 1992, serving as Chair 
until 2013. Richard is certified by the Library of Congress in 
literary braille, braille music transcription, and holds a literary 
proofreading endorsement. He serves as state Music Specialist for 
California Transcribers and Educators for the Blind and Visually 
Impaired - CTEBVI, and provides the column, “Music in 
Education,” for the CTEBVI JOURNAL. Taesch is author of “An 
Introduction To Music For The Blind Student” series (Publ. 
www.dancingdots.com), including “A Blind Music Student's College 
Survival Guide,” and has contributed articles in various venues; 
he is also a member of the Music Committee for National Braille 
Association - NBA. Richard is the founder of Music Education 
Network for The Visually Impaired (MENVI). and his biography 
appears in “Who's Who In America,” (since 2004). Additional 
author credits include two years for Soundboard, Journal for 
Guitar Foundation of America - the Commercial Guitarist series 
(1980's). He is a former member of The Music Teachers' 
Association of California, and authored the article “The Literacy 
Movement - What does Braille Music Have to do With It?” for the 
MTAC Journal in 1994. Teaching positions include 6 years at Los 
Angeles City College - community services, Studio & Jazz Guitar 
(1980's), Harvard School, and others, spanning 53 years. 
Web: http://www.ctevh.org/Richard.html (2015) 

Tagliamacco Roberto (English) 
Roberto Tagliamacco born in Genoa in the 1959 graduated in 
pianoforte and composition at the Conservatory “N.Paganini”. He 
gave concerts both as a solista and as a chamber musician; he 
has been carrying out an intense activity both as a maestro and 
as a composer. (Milano, Urbino , Rovigo , Genova, Padova, Pisa, 
Novara, Livorno) The “Joke” quintet was the third prize winner in 
the International Composition Prize “E.Porrino” in 1992. As well as 
in the International Music Competition “Citta di Pavia” with the 
composition “Triplum” for string orch.(1996) ; In the same year 
2° the Prize in the I Competition of Composition “Franco Margola” 
with “Trio II for violino, violoncello and pianoforte”. Special 
mention in the Competition “One new music for Giubileo 2000” 
with the composition “Agnus Dei” for chorus a cappella . 3° Prize 
winner in the Composition for guitar “Citta di Clusone” 2001. 2° 
the Prize in the Composition Prize Tonelli 2002 of Brescia with the 
composition “Ascendit Deus” for chorus a cappella . The 
composition “Intabulatura III per organo was played to the 
festival “Genova 2004 capitale europea della cultura” Since 1999 
he has been teaching at the Conservatory “Vivaldi” in Alessandria 
and he has collaborated with the “Centro studi Arcipelgo musica” 
of Milano He besides has published for editrice Berben and 
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Eufonia; Edizione Sinfonica and Urania Editions of Genoa. 
Web: 
http://www.conservatoriovivaldi.it/pagine/docenti/tagliamacco_ro
berto.html  (2009) 

Tagliapietra Jorge F. (Español) 
JORGE TAGLIAPIETRA es Profesor Nacional de Música, egresado 
del Conservatorio Nacional de Música Carlos López Buchardo. 
Estudió guitarra con Teodoro Pelayo, Fanny Castro, María Luisa 
Anido y Jorge Martínez Zarate. Cursó estudios de Composición en 
el Conservatorio Nacional con Fermina Casanova y Mario Benzecri 
y con J. Dondaine y Tony Aubin en el Conservatiore Issy les 
Moulineaux y la École Normale de Musique en París. 
Dio numerosos conciertos en salas de Buenos Aires y del interior 
del país entre las que se destacan el Auditorio de Radio Nacional 
de Rosario, el Centro Cultural San Martín, Aula Magna de la 
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras, Salón Dorado del Teatro Colón, etc. 
y en numerosos programas radiales de emisoras oficiales y 
privadas representando a diversas instituciones: Asociación 
Amigos de la Música, Circulo Guitarrístico Argentino y Fundación 
Celia Torrá, entre otras. Dio conciertos en Europa, 
particularmente en Francia, donde actuó en la Sala Rossini, en la 
Iglesia Les-Essarts-le Roi, la Maison de la Culture y el Club 
Ecorcheval. Fue invitado por la Embajada Argentina en Francia 
para participar en un ciclo de guitarristas argentinos que se 
realizó en la Cité Universitaire en París. Actuó como solista con 
varias orquestas y grupos de cámara: con la cantante suiza Rose 
Marie Frei, con el flautista Horacio Parravicini de la Orquesta 
Filarmónica del Teatro Colón y con el Cuarteto de Cuerdas Ars 
Antique. Realizó el estreno de varias obras de compositores 
contemporáneos: Francesco Marigo, Isidro Maiztegui, Néstor 
Ibarra y Horacio López de la Rosa. 
Es titular de premios de interpretación otorgados por la Asociación 
Musical Harmónicus, Asociación Guitarrística de Morón, 
Conservatorio Nacional, Asociación Amigos de la Música y Circulo 
Guitarrístico Argentino. 
Como compositor es autor de obras para guitarra, para piano, 
dúos de guitarra, orquesta de guitarras, obras de cámara para 
cuarteto de cuerdas, intrumentos de viento, canciones, arreglos 
corales, etc. 
Es además Ingeniero en Electrónica estando su actividad 
profesional dedicada a la conducción de grupos de desarrollo de 
Software para aplicaciones telefónicas, en una importante 
empresa proveedora de equipos para comunicaciones. 
Con respecto a la música, actualmente se dedica a la 
investigación de las nuevas fuentes sonoras electrónicas y del uso 
de la computadora personal en la composición. Basado en estas 
técnicas realizó “transcripciones” de sus obras para ser 
interpretadas a traves de una PC. Asimismo y haciendo uso de 
medios electrónicos realizó experiencias minimalistas y de música 
concreta. 
Web: http://www.mimusica.0catch.com/ 

Taglietti Stefano (English) 
A profile 
Edited by 
Anna Maria Ioannoni Fiore 
Stefano Taglietti’s musical activity (Rome 1965) is the immediate 
manifestation of his intimate expressive need: to compose and 
improvise at the piano – like a “desk of experimentation” [Taglietti] 
– are the natural and necessary gestures of someone who, in a 
pleasant and fertile silence, catches fire finding in the sound, as 
well in its images and languages, the full affirmation of his own 
identity. His approach to music consists in an attitude of 
permanent emotive astonishment which, free of preconceptions, 
lives by an open perception of sounds, in which the surprise of an 
ever new sound landscape affirms itself. 
Trained in the school of Sylvano Bussotti, he lived his meeting 
with Hans Werner Henze as a determining experience for his 
vocational training. Hans Werner Henze has many times referred 
to him speaking words of lively appreciation and flattering 
encouragement: “Stefano Taglietti’s music […] is the spontaneous 
expression of a pure tender soul and of a great talent […] 
Personally I wish him a lot of success in his work, so creative and 
original”. [H. W. Henze, autograph letter of March 28th 2002]; “I 
like Stefano Taglietti’s music” [from an interview to H. W. Henze 

by V. Cappelli in “Amadeus”, a. XIII ( 2001), m. 7 ]. 
In 1994 he started a close collaboration with visual artist of 
Iranian descent Bizhan Bassiri; from such a partnership came 
three theatrical concerts La divina devastazione [The divine 
devastation] (1994), Il pensieromagmatico 
[Themagmaticthought] (1996), Palingenesi [Palingenesis] 
(1999) and a Sinfonia scenica [Theatrical symphony] for chorus 
and orchestra “La battaglia dei centauri” [“The battle of the 
centaurs”] (1999-2002) apart from many other compositions. The 
sought after and longed for relationship between musical and 
visual language, fulfills that ideal of unitariness and comunicative 
complexity, in a remarkable result of expressive strength, 
according to a joint transmission relationship between arts. 
Even the bond with the written text has a strong evocative 
power: Il marinaio [The seaman] listening theatre for actor, string 
quartet, percussion, live electronic and taped music, taken from F. 
Pessoa in the translation by A. Tabucchi (1996-1997), can be 
legitimately included among the most significant Italian 
compositions about poetical or literary texts of the second half of 
the 20th century [cfr. M. Moiraghi, Per un catalogo di musiche 
italiane del secondo Novecento su testi letterari italiani 
novecenteschi [M. Moiraghi, For a catalogne of Italian musics of 
the second half of the 20th century about Italian literary textsof 
the 20th century], in G. Salvetti - M. G. Sità, La cultura dei 
musicisti italiani del Novecento [G. Salvetti - M. G. Sità, The 
culture of 20th century Italian musicians] Guerini Studio 2003, p. 
234]. 
The 95 works now included in Stefano Taglietti’s catalogne are, 
therefore, stages of a path of growth addressed to the constant 
exploration of all possible parameters of research, of instrumental, 
harmonical or timbre techniques which, far from being mere 
sound decorum, make clear his evocative, expressive and 
communicative willingness. 
In a climate of “creative urgency” [Taglietti] – not instinctive but 
complex and contemplative of the inherent richness of the sound 
material - Stefano Taglietti faces his “daily composing” with the 
same curiosity as that of a pioneer. His music is not made for the 
lazy listener, but it addresses to whoever, like him, escapes from 
safe shores of often worn out linguistic conveniences, as if 
inspired by an oneiric experience, and reuses his experiences 
shaping them through new paths. That’s the key to reading one of 
his latest works, After pop suite (2002-06), in which all the 
physicality and the universality of the sound is affirmed, from the 
choice of the ensemble – open and modular – to the choice of the 
sound – strong and compact. 
Web:  http://www.stefanotaglietti.com/profilo.html 

Tailleferre Germaine (English) 
A pianist and composer, she entered the Paris Conservatory when 
she was 12 as a piano prodigy with an amazing memory. Erik 
Satie was so impressed with her that he called her his “Musical 
Daughter.” She was the only female member of Les Six when it 
was formed in 1920. She was also influenced by Ravel, She had 
two unhappy marriages which was a psychological drain. Her ego 
suffered and she lost her drive and need to compose; she wrote 
mostly on commission after that. She composed a lot of film 
music. In spite of all of the above, she wrote some superb music. 
Web: http://www.womensmusic.com/sz.html 

Takahashi Isao (English) 
Amateur guitarist, promoter of the guitar, ophtalmologist, born in 
Sendai. 1954-59 editor of the periodical “Armonia” (Sakamoto); 
he worked 1959-65 with Albert Schweitzer in Lambarene (Gabon). 
(Rainer Stelle, 2006) 

Takei Morishige (English) 
Morishige Takei was born on October 11, 1890 in Tottori City 
(located on the coast of the Sea of Japan between Hiroshima and 
Kyoto) while his family was living there for a short time. His father 
was the Tottori prefectural governor, but the year after Takei was 
born the family moved to Tokyo. In 1910 he entered the Tokyo 
Foreign Language School and majored in Italian. After receiving a 
scholarship from the Italian Society he traveled to Italy in May of 
1911. It was apparently during his time in Italy that Takei first 
encountered the guitar. He returned to Tokyo in October, 1911 
and graduated from the school in March of 1913 at the top of his 
class and received a prize from the Italian government. It was at 
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this time that he first began learning the guitar. On September 
26, 1915 he started a mandolin ensemble with Tsunehiko Tanaka 
and took the guitar part. The mandolin ensemble was formally 
named “Sinfonica Mandolini Orchestra” on May 4, 1916 and the 
monthly publication of the “Mandolin and Guitar” journal was 
commenced. In 1923 the orchestra was reassembled and 
renamed “Orchestra Sinfonica Takei”. While conducting the 
rehearsal of a perfomance of the Orchestra Sinfonica Takei on the 
12th of December, 1949 he fell ill and subsequently died on the 
14th.   

Talbot Joby (English) 
Joby Talbot recognized by The Evening Standard, Broadcast and 
Campaign magazines as one of the UK’s “hottest new artists”, 
Joby Talbot begain writing and performing in the early 90s, joining 
Neil Hannon in UK pop phenomenon, The Divine Comedy. They 
produced seven albums for the group, and Ute Lemper’s critical 
masterpiece, Punishing Kiss and a collaboration with Michael 
Nyman, awarded the Edinburgh Festival’s Critics Choice, 1997. 
Talbot has arranged for pop artists such as Travis, Tom Jones, 
Paul McCartney and producer Nigel Godrich. In 2000, his score to 
primetime comedy The League of Gentlemen won a Royal 
Television Society award, and commissions followed from the BBC 
and from the British Film Institute for a new score for Hitchcock’s 
classic The Lodger. 
As a classical composer, Talbot has worked with the major UK 
orchestras and his music is performed internationally by artists 
such as Evelyn Glennie, The Rascher Saxophone Orchestra and 
The King’s Singers. His own ensemble showcased his work The 
Dying Swan: Music for 1–7 Players at the London Jazz Festival 
and John Schaefer from New York’s Radio WNYC voted the same 
album No.2 in his top 10 of 2003. 
In the tradition of British composers, Talbot records orchestral 
scenes for film and television. His score to the “BT Broadband 
Burst Pipe” advertisement was nominated by the MPA for best 
commissioned music in an advertising campaign. 
In 2004 Classic FM appointed Talbot as their first Composer-in-
Residence. 
Web: http://www.tomkerstens.com/cd1.html 

Talmelli Andrea (Italiano) 
Diplomato al Conservatorio di Parma “A.Boito” in Pianoforte 
(1972) con Lino Rastelli e in Composizione (1977) con Azio 
Corghi. Laureato in Giurisprudenza all’Università di Parma. È stato 
borsista a Lanciano, 1974, e a Groznijan (YU), 1977; allievo di 
P.Guarino ai corsi di direzione d’orchestra (dal 1977 al 1979). Dal 
1990 è Direttore dell’Istituto Musicale Pareggiato “A.Peri” di 
Reggio Emilia. Ha vinto e ha avuto segnalazioni: al Concorso 
Internazionale della Filarmonica Umbra di Terni, presidente 
Goffredo Petrassi, nel 1978 e 1988; al Concorso di Composizione 
Polifonica “G.D’Arezzo”, nel 1981, al Premio Muccetti di Parma, 
presidente Bruno Bettinelli, nel 1981; e alla prima edizione di 
Venezia Opera Prima promossa dal Teatro La Fenice, presidente 
Luigi Nono, nel 1981. Sue composizioni sono state registrate e 
trasmesse su RaiTre, N-Koper, Radio Svizzera Italiana, Radio 
Nazionale Russa e ORTF (Austria). 

Tamulionis Jonas (English) 
Jonas Tamulionis (b. 1949) creative work has been often 
associated with several signposts: Spain, Japan, guitar, accordion 
and choir. Virtuoso, high-spirited, and often of very fast tempo 
pieces by Tamulionis, have already become a certain trademark of 
the composer. On the other hand, the composer cultivates 
polyphonic writing, contrastive development and neoclassical 
expression. In his own words, “I avoid either overdoing saccharin 
or dooming an opus that is impossible to perform or listen to, to 
dust in the drawer.” His works have been published by Karthause-
Schmüling, Eres Edition, Islas Canarias, Orphée, Santa Barbara 
Music Publishing, G.Schirmer. Recordings of his choral and 
instrumental compositions are featured on more than 50 CDs. 
Web: 
http://www.mic.lt/en/database/classical/composers/tamulionis/ 
(2015) 

Tan Dun (English) 
The conceptual and multifaceted composer/conductor Tan Dun 
has made an indelible mark on the world’s music scene with a 

creative repertoire that spans the boundaries of classical, 
multimedia, Eastern and Western musical systems.  A winner of 
today’s most prestigious honors—the Grawemeyer Award for 
classical composition, Grammy Award, Academy Award, and 
Musical America’s  “Composer of The Year” - Tan Dun’s music has 
been played throughout 
the world by the leading orchestras, opera houses, international 
festivals, and on radio and television. His latest work, Inventions 
for Paper Instruments and Orchestra for the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic and Esa-Pekka Salonen was premiered in October 
2003 at the openings of the Walt Disney Concert Hall designed by 
Frank Gehry. Tan Dun’s current commissions include a new opera 
for the Metropolitan Opera and James Levine to premiere in 2007 
and a new work for the Berlin Philharmonic and Sir Simon Rattle. 
As a conductor whose primary interest is in creating multicultural, 
multimedia programs that break the boundaries between classical 
and nonclassical, East and West, avant-garde and indigenous art 
forms, Tan Dun has led many of the world’s leading orchestras 
with his unique way of communicating to a new and diverse 
audience.  Among the orchestras Tan Dun has been engaged by 
worldwide are the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, National Orchestra de France, 
Philadelphia Orchestra, BBC Symphony, Montreal Symphony, NHK 
Symphony of Japan, National Orchestra de Lyon, Sydney 
Symphony, and London Sinfonietta. 
Tan Dun has created numerous series of works in the past twenty 
years incorporating his compelling concepts of multiculturalism 
and multimedia. Among them are: Orchestral Theatre, a series 
works which blend ancient ritual with symphonic performances, 
from which The Gate was premiered by NHK Symphony of Japan, 
conducted by Charles Dutoit; Organic Music, which consists of 
works that incorporate elements from the natural world, such as 
the Concerto for Water Percussion and Orchestra, premiered by 
the New York Philharmonic with Kurt Masur and soloist 
Christopher Lamb, and the opera Tea, set to music of ceramic, 
stone and paper instruments with orchestra premiered at Japan’s 
Suntory Hall, co-produced by Suntory Hall and Netherlands 
National Opera with Pierre Audi directing; Concerto Multimedia, 
including the symbolic work The Map: Concerto for Cello, Video 
and Orchestra premiered by Boston Symphony Orchestra and Yo-
Yo Ma with the composer himself conducting. 
Tan Dun’s other major influential works are: Water Passion After 
St. Matthew, for the Internationale Bachakadamie in Stuttgart; 
the opera Peony Pavilion (directed by Peter Sellars with more than 
40 performances at major international festivals including Vienna, 
Paris, London and Rome); the opera Marco Polo (set to a libretto 
by Paul Griffiths, it has had three different productions and been 
performed in more than 20 cities worldwide), the Oscar Award 
winning original score for Ang Lee's film Crouching Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon; and Ghost Opera (which has toured worldwide with the 
Kronos Quartet).  
Based in New York, Tan Dun was born in Simao, China.  Having 
served as a rice-planter and performer of Peking opera during the 
Cultural Revolution, he later studied at Beijing’s Central 
Conservatory.  He holds a doctoral degree in musical arts from 
Columbia University of New York.  Among the many international 
honors he has received, Tan Dun was elected by Toru Takemitsu 
for the Glenn Gould Prize in Music Communication, and by Hans 
Werner Henze for the Munich International Music Theatre Award. 
Tan Dun was the music director of the Tanglewood Contemporary 
Music Festival in 1999 and artistic director of the London Barbican 
Centre’s international festival in 2000. Currently, he is the music 
director of a multicultural, multimedia festival for Orchestre de la 
Radio Flamande.  
Tan Dun records exclusively for the Sony Classical label and his 
recordings have received many honors, including a Grammy 
Award (Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon), Best CD of 
Contemporary Music of Japan’s Recording Academy Awards 2003 
(Water Passion After St. Matthew) and Best Orchestral Album 
(Death and Fire) named by BBC. The manuscript of Tan Dun’s The 
Map: Concerto for Cello, Video and Orchestra was collected by 
Carnegie Hall’s Composers Gallery in New York. 
Tan Dun’s music is published by G.Schirmer. His conducting 
engagements are managed by Columbia Artist Management, Inc. 
Web: http://www.schirmer.com/composers/tan_bio.html 
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Tanidis Vassilis (English) 
The Greek composer Vassilis Tenidis was born in Larissa. While 
studying law at Athens University he also worked at the guitar and 
musical theory. He has experimented with most genres, including 
orchestral works, chamber and choral music, jazz, and film 
scores. However, he has devoted himself mainly to the theatre, 
writing incidental music for more than 200 plays: ancient Greek 
tragedies and comedies as well as classical, modern and avant-
garde productions. 

Tann Hilary (English) 
Welsh-born composer, Hilary Tann, lives in the foothills of the 
Adirondack Mountains in Upstate New York where she chairs the 
Music Department and is the John Howard Payne Professor at 
Union College, Schenectady. Recent composer-residencies include 
the 2011 Eastman School of Music Women in Music Festival, 2013 
Women Composers Festival of Hartford, and 2015 Welsh Music 
Center (Ty Cerdd). Her work has been supported by numerous 
organizations, including the Welsh Arts Council, New York State 
Council on the Arts, Hanson Institute for American Music, 
Vaughan Williams Trust, Holst Foundation, National Endowment 
for the Arts, and Meet the Composer / Arts Endowment 
Commissioning Music USA.   
 Praised for its lyricism (“beautiful, lyrical work” – Classical Music 
Web) and formal balance (“In the formal balance of this music, 
there is great beauty …” – Welsh Music), her music is influenced 
by a strong identification with the natural world. These two 
interests combine in her enjoyment of haiku (she is a published 
haiku poet) and in text selections from Welsh poets. A deep 
interest in the traditional music of Japan has led to private study 
of the shakuhachi and guest visits to Japan, Korea, and China. 
Her compositions have been widely performed and recorded by 
ensembles such as the European Women’s Orchestra, Tenebrae, 
Lontano, Marsyas Trio, Thai Philharmonic, Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic, BBC National Orchestra of Wales, and KBS 
Philharmonic in Seoul, Korea.    
Web: https://hilarytann.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Hilary-
Tann-–-short-bio.pdf (2019) 

Tapajós Sebastião (English) 
Sebastião Tapajós is a renowned Brazilian musician with over 50 
recorded albums. A classically-trained violonista (acoustic guitar 
player), he soon awakened to his own musical expression, which 
bridges the gap between the rich Brazilian tradition and the 
delicacy, subtlety, and sophistication of the classical tradition. He 
received more than 20 awards in his career, including Germany's 
Album of the Year. Touring intensively through Europe, he has 
played and recorded with Gerry Mulligan, Astor Piazzolla, Oscar 
Peterson, Paquito de Rivera, Zimbo Trio, Hermeto Pascoal, and 
many others, with concerts attended by more than 600,000 
people.  
His father, who was his first teacher, prompted him to begin 
playing at nine. He continued to study as a self-taught, until he 
moved to Belém, in Pará, Brazil, studying musical theory with 
Professor Drago. In 1963, he moved again, this time to Rio, 
where he studied with Othon Salleiro. In 1964, he moved to 
Portugal, where he graduated from the Lisbon National Music 
Conservatory. Tapajós was already an active performing artist, 
performing concerts in Portugal and Spain. In Madrid, he studied 
with guitar master Emilio Pujol, having graduated from the 
Hispanic Culture Institute. Since 1968, his recordings have been 
released in Brazil, Argentina, Japan, and in most European 
countries. Returning to Belém, he spent some time there before 
moving again to Rio, in search of performing opportunities and at 
the same time researching Brazilian popular music. The first 
opportunity to perform came with a rendition of Villa-Lobos' 
“Concerto for Guitar and Orchestra,” together with National 
Symphonic Orchestra, at the Teatro Municipal, Rio's most 
distinguished classical music concert house. The critics were very 
favorable, and he began to tour Brazil and the U.S., giving 
concerts. By and by, Tapajós began to demonstrate interest in 
writing Brazilian popular music. His compositions, always 
evidencing an original character while avoiding easy commercial 
references, are profoundly rooted in Brazilian tradition. In 1972, 
his Brasil/El Arte de la Guitarra was released by Discmedia/Trova-
Alfa, with themes from classical and popular Brazilian composers, 

and his own compositions, together with a Weiss piece, 
“Allemande.” After 1973, he toured Europe with great success. In 
that same year, he performed at the Folklore and Bossa Nova of 
Brazil Festival, accompanying Maria Betânia and Paulinho da Viola, 
and he recorded Bienvenido Tapajós for MPS. He then began an 
intense touring schedule through Germany, Austria, Denmark, 
Norway, Italy, Holland, Belgium, and other countries. He also 
makes a point in presenting to his European audiences other great 
Brazilian musicians, such as Maurício Einhorn, Zimbo Trio, Joel do 
Bandolim, Djalma Correa, Sivuca, and others.  
In 1981, Sebastião Tapajós recorded with Zimbo Trio the album 
Sincopando, for Stockfisch. In 1982, his LP Guitarra Criolla was 
awarded, in Germany, as the Album of the Year. Two years later, 
he released Xingu, with Pedro “Sorongo” Santos and Djalma 
Correa, through Tropical Music. His LP Terra was also awarded as 
Best Foreign Album in Germany. In 1988, Sebastião Tapajós 
recorded Luá, Joá, with Maurício Einhorn, for Caju Music. In Brazil, 
he was awarded by the Academia Brasileira de Letras as the best 
Brazilian musician of 1992. In 1993, he recorded a CD entirely 
dedicated to Villa-Lobos' music, Villa-Lobos, for L'Art. In 1994, 
also for L'Art, he recorded another album with pieces mostly by 
Hispanic classical composers. But, in 1995, his Visões do Nordeste 
(L'Art) brought his own compositions with Northeast Brazilian 
rhythms; with only one song not written by him, the Northeastern 
folklore song, “Mulher Rendeira.” With Brazilian pianist Gilson 
Peranzzetta, Tapajós recorded, in 1996, the album Affinities, 
mostly with compositions by the two. Rejecting being labeled as a 
“jazz” player, Sebastião Tapajós is simply a Brazilian music 
player. (Alvaro Neder, All Music Guide) 

Taranto Francesco (Italiano) 
Si e diplomato sotto la guida del M° Massimo Gasbarroni, 
perfezionandosi nel repertorio della musica del '900 con i MM. 
J.Tomas, E.Fernandez, M.Barrueco, A.Minella ed in quella del '500 
con i MM. H.Smith e R.Cherici. 
Si e specializzato nell'esecuzione del repertorio del primo '800 con 
strumenti originali e prassi esecutive filologiche all'Accademia 
Superiore di perfezionamento “l'Ottocento” dell'A.G.I.F. 
Dal 1980 svolge costante attivita concertistica, avendo al suo 
attivo oltre 350 concert! sia come solista che in organici 
cameristici ed oltre 50 performances in qualita di solista con 
orchestra. 
In America ha debuttato nel 1991 a New York presso la Carnegie 
Hall e l'American Institute of Guitar, presentando in ripresa 
moderna brani di Gabriello Melia (XIX sec.) ed eseguendo nel 
1992, ancora alia Carnegie Hall ed alia State University at Stony 
Brook, musiche ottocentesche su una preziosa chitarra G. 
Guadagnini del 1829. 
Nel 1993 è stato invitato per un concerto dimostrativo presso la 
Julliard School di New York. 
Ha eseguito nel 1995, con strumenti originali, il Primo Concerto in 
La Maggiore di Mauro Giuliani per chitarra ed orchestra per il 
Museo degli Strumenti Musicali di Milano. 
Si e esibito a Kuala Lampur invitato dall'Ambasciata Italiana in 
Malesia. Ha insegnato chitarra classica presso il Conservatorio di 
Musica “V.Bellini” sede staccata di Trapani. 
Da oltre venti anni tiene corsi di perfezionamento e 
masterclasses, affiancandosi a nomi prestigiosi del panorama 
chitarristico mondiale quali: Alirio Diaz, Elliot Fisk, Pablo de la 
Cruz, Edoardo Fernandez, Sergio edOdair Assad, Edoardo Isaac, 
Ronald Dyens, Massimo Gasbarroni, Carlo Carfagna, Frank 
Koonce, Carlo Barone. 
Ha inciso e pubblicato per diverse Case Editrici tra cui Rusty 
Classica, Playgame, Zanibon, Rugginenti, Carisch, Berben, 
Niccolo. 

Tarragó Graciano (English) 
Graciano Tarrago (Salamanca, 1892 - Barcelona, 1973) 
When Tarrago was five years old his family moved to Barcelona 
where he engaged in the major part his musical activity. In 1906 
he studied the violin and the guitar in the Liceo of this city. In 
1908 he registered at the Conservatory in Madrid, where he 
studies harmony with Bartolome Perez Casas, one of the 
orchestra conductors with the biggest reputation at that time; a 
pupil of Felipe Pedrell. He also studied the violin with Antonio 
Fernandez Bordas, a pupil of P. Sarasate. He returned to 
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Barcelona in 1912 to perfect his guitar studies with Miguel Llobet. 
Tarrago held various posts in different orchestras: he was first 
viola in the Symphonic Orchestra of Barcelona (founded by Joan 
Lamote de Grignon) and the orchestra of the Liceo, collaborating 
with musicians such as Pablo Casals and Eduardo Toldra. After 
alternating for some time between the two instruments, he 
decided to dedicate himself exclusively to the guitar. 
In 1933 he began working as a guitar teacher in the Liceo de 
Barcelona. in 1936 he was awarded the first prize in the Bologna 
Competition for guitar composition. Between 1950 and 1965 he 
dedicated himself to giving concerts as a soloist with his daughter 
Renata (1927-2002) and with the soprano Victoria de los Angeles 
(1923-2005). He was a member of the Cuarteto Iberico (Iberian 
Quartet) which he founded, and from 1971 on, also a member of 
the Cuarteto Tarrago (Tarrago Quartet). 
Regarding Tarrago's biographical details, I would like here to 
express my gratitude to Jaume Torrent, a pupil of Tarrago's, and 
a former director of the Conservatorio del Liceo de Barcelcona, for 
information facilitated. 
Tarrago's compositions for solo guitar, numbering approximately 
one hundred, and particularly his transcriptions of such works as 
the Anna Magdalena Bach Album, the Paganini Capriccios, the 
Spanish vihuela players and popular Spanish songs for voice and 
guitar, became quite well known. 
(The Legacy of Manuel de Falla, Spanish Guitar Music from the 
Generation of 1927, Volume 1, Series directed & edited by Rafael 
Catalá) 

Tarragó Graciano (Español) 
Nacido en Salamanca, la actividad musical de Graciano Tarragó se 
desarrolló, se centró en Barcelona, primero como concertista, 
tanto en conciertos a solo como formando parte del Cuarteto 
Ibérico, fundado por él; en una segunda dedicación como 
compositor y transcriptor a la guitarra de numerosas obras y, con 
notable influencia, como pedagogo. 
En principio alternó el violín con la guitarra, para dedicarse de 
lleno a esta última. Su notable trabajo de transcripciones cuenta 
con una especial dedicación a la música de los grandes maestros, 
entre las que cuentan el Album de Ana Magdalena Bach o diversos 
Caprichos de Paganini; junto a obras de Gaspar Sanz, Alard, 
Mudarra, Lully y otros, o más próximas como El sitio de Zaragoza 
de Cristóbal Oudrid. 
En la misma línea se encuentran las versiones de muy diversas 
canciones populares, desde las muestras catalanas, a las 
asturianas o gallegas. A este último grupo pertenecen las seis 
piezas españolas Danza mallorquina, Murciana, Playera, 
Extremeña, Cala Montjoi (sardana) y Sevillanas. 
Web: http://www.clubguitarra.com/gtarrago.htm 

Tauriello Antonio (English) 
Argentine composer and conductor. He studied piano with Raul 
Spivak and Walter Gieseking, and composition with Ginastera. In 
1958, he began his career as a conductor when an Inter-American 
Festival was held in Argentina. He was appointed assistant 
director to the Chicago Lyric Opera in 1965, and later conducted 
for the Washington Opera Society, the New York City Opera, and 
the American Opera Theater at the Juilliard School of Music. He 
was a member of the Agrupacion Musica Viva, founded in Buenos 
Aires by Gerardo Gandini, Armando Krieger, and Alcides Lanza. In 
1969, he received a Guggenheim Scholarship. As a composer, 
Tauriello belongs to the Argentine avant garde. (Tesi Hernan 
Mouro) 

Tavener John (English) 
At the debut concert of the London Sinfonietta in 1968, John 
Tavener's dramatic cantata The Whale took its audience by storm 
and led to Tavener's music being recorded on The Beatles' Apple 
label. Since that time Tavener has continued to show an 
originality of concept and an intensely personal idiom making his 
a voice quite distinct from those of his contemporaries. His 
growing interest in the Russian Orthodox Church, which he joined 
in 1977, marked a significant change in his style of composition. 
Increasingly, his influences looked back to ancient Tradition as he 
worked towards the creation of an icon in sound. Major works of 
the 1980s and early 1990s include the Orthodox Vigil Service and 
the Akathist of Thanksgiving, which was given a standing ovation 
in Westminster Abbey at its premiere in 1988. The Virgin Classics 

recording of The Protecting Veil for solo cello and strings with 
Steven Isserlis was awarded a Gramophone Award in 1992. 
Large-scale choral and orchestral works include Resurrection and 
an opera for the 1992 Aldeburgh Festival, Mary of Egypt which 
was recorded by Collins Classics. The enormous popularity of 
Tavener's music is reflected by the number of arts festivals which 
have featured his music including Perth, Athens, West Cork, 
Toronto, St. Nazaire and the BBC's Tavener Festival which 
celebrated the composer's 50th birthday. Recent commissions 
include Svyati (1995) for Steven Isserlis, the recording of which 
was nominated for a Mercury Music Prize in 1997; The Hidden 
Face (1996) for the City of London Sinfonia; The Last Discourse 
(1997) premiered at St. Paul's Cathedral in March 1998; Eternity's 
Sunrise (1997), commissioned by the Academy of Ancient Music 
and premiered at the City of London Festival in 1998; and the epic 
Fall and Resurrection, premiered at St. Paul's Cathedral in January 
2000; his book “The Music of Silence — A Composer's Testament” 
is published by Faber & Faber. In October 2000, London's South 
Bank Centre presented “Ikons of Light,” a major threeweek 
festival dedicated to his music. Combined with his reflective spirit, 
John Tavener has an engaging humour which is never far from the 
surface. This is captured in both “Glimpses of Paradise” (1992), a 
documentary by director Geoffrey Haydon and “The South Bank 
Show,” broadcast on ITV on Easter Day 1998 and subsequently 
released on video. There are many CD recordings of John 
Tavener's music available on record labels including Sony, Virgin 
Classics, EMI, BMG, Collins Classics, Hyperion, Linn Records, 
Nimbus and Chandos. In April 1999 Harmonia Mundi released 
“Eternity's Sunrise,” a disc which features five world premiere 
recordings of Tavener works performed by the Academy of 
Ancient Music. Tavener received a Knighthood in the 2000 New 
Year's Honours list for “Services to Music.” 
His music is published by Chester Music. (January 2001) 
Web: http://www.schirmer.com/composers/tavener/bio.html 

Tedde Giorgio (English) 
Born in Europe he studied Physics, Composition and Electronic 
Music. He expresses his scientific background in music through a 
special consideration of the acoustic and tonal features of the 
sound, and by the research of new chances in the performances 
by new musical notations. For this, up to now he has got many 
prizes and acknowledgments with compositions mainly based in 
timber inquiring. 
He is interested to psychoacoustical and musical listening 
processes too, and he exposed his ideas on this matter in several 
international conferences (“Phenomenology of Musical 
Communication” at the International Computer Music Conference 
held in Deen Hag in 1986, “A Physical Theory of Musical 
Communication”, “Music in Time & Time in Music” at the 
Darmstadt Ferienkurse  of 1992 and at the II Simposio sobre 
Musica y Ordenador  in Cuenca 1992). 
Big interpreters and very important contemporary music 
ensembles as Pierre Yves Artaud, Quartetto Arditti, Ciro Scarponi, 
Massimiliano Damerini, Kees Boeke, Symphonia Warsawia, Hilliard 
Ensemble, Antonio Politano, have performed his music, 
sometimes expressly dedicated to them, at the most important 
music festivals in Europe Asia and America (Darmstadt, World 
Music Days, Tokyo ICMC, etc..). 
His music have been recorded and broadcasted by national radios 
of France, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Argentine, Sweden, Greece, 
... and. 
He teach Composition in the Italian conservatories. 
Web: http://www.tedde.net/tedde/giorgio/index.htm (2010) 

Telli Francesco (English) 
Francesco Telli received his musical education at the Rome 
Conservatory of Music Santa Cecilia, where he passed his final 
examinations with brilliant results and was awarded diplomas in 
Pianoforte, Composition and Orchestra Conducting. He continued 
to perfect his art through international specialisation courses at 
the National Academy of Santa Cecilia, through courses at the 
Chigiana Academy in Siena, where he obtained a Diploma of Merit 
both in Composition and in Orchestra Conducting and, lastly, 
through Professional Qualification courses at the Fiesole School of 
Music. Among his Maestros Figure prestigious artists of great 
worth such as the pianists Augusto D’Ottavi and Giuseppe La 

http://www.schirmer.com/composers/tavener/bio.html�
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Licata, the composers Armando Renzi, Irma Ravinale and Franco 
Donatoni and the orchestra conductors Bruno Aprea, Piero Bellugi 
and Franco Ferrara. 
After a first period of conducting activity with important 
institutions including the National Academy of Santa Cecilia and 
the Experimental Opera House of Spoleto – to name but two – 
Maestro Telli concentrated exclusively on composing favouring his 
interest in chamber, symphonic and sacred music. His 
compositions have been noted and awarded prizes in various 
competitions and performed in Italy and abroad in the context of 
festivals and official musical seasons, namely the European 
Festival of Rome, the National Auditorium of Madrid Season, the 
Todi Festival, the Venice Cinema Biennial (Laboratory of Sounds 
and Images), Roman Musical Encounters, Nuovi Spazi Musicali, 
the ControCanto Festival, the City of Ravenna Concerts and 
Symposiums, Weeks of Musical Works, the Agglo de Rouen 
Cultural Festival, the Podgorica Festival, the Testaccio Popular 
School of Music, the Cervantes Institute, the Da Victoria Institute 
(sacred music at the St. Cecilia’s Basilica and St. Prassede’s 
Basilica of Rome), the Brinkhallin Summer Festival, Rebus09 e 
Armonie d’autore 2010 at the Dal Verme Theatre of Milan, the 5 
Giornate Festival “Milano: Cinque Giornate per la Nuova Musica”, 
the San Carlino Theatre Season of Brescia and, on specific 
request, the Regional Orchestral Season of Rome and Lazio at the 
Rome Auditorium. 
He has collaborated with important chamber music groups 
specialised in contemporary music, namely the Freon Ensemble, 
Ars Trio of Rome, FramEnsemble, “Ensemble Italiano di 
Sassofoni”, “Gruppo Italiano di Ottoni”, NED Ensemble and well-
known soloists as Alda Caiello, Sergio Casesi, Daniela Cima and 
Leopoldo Saracino. 
For theatre in aid of social work Maestro Telli composed the 
original music, with live performances of the play, “Per forza e per 
amore”(By force or for love) based on the letters of Antonio 
Gramsci written while imprisoned. 
He has been a member of the Jury for national and international 
competitions of composition and interpretation and, moreover, he 
has been a member part of selection commissions for the 
assignment of the posts of Conductor, Vice Conductor and for 
places as first soloist parts for the formation of orchestras and 
military and ministerial bands of national importance as those of 
the “Arma dei Carabinieri” and the State Police Force. 
He cultivates a particular interest in musical analysis on which he 
has held seminars in Italian university faculties and has published 
articles in the “Nuova Rivista Musicale Italiana”. 
Francesco Telli, teaches Harmony, Counterpoint, Fugue and 
Composition at the Rome Conservatory of Music Santa Cecilia. 
Web: http://www.conservatoriosantacecilia.it/?-telli-francesco- 
(2012) 

Terni Clemente (Italiano) 
Clemente Terni (1918-2004) ha studiato pianoforte con Ermanno 
beato, canto con Nicola D’Asnasch, organo con Luigi Amadio e 
Alessandro Esposito, composizione con Vito Frazzi. Studioso delle 
espressioni musicali del Medioevo, della rinascenza e del Barocco, 
ha fondato nel 1950 il “Quartetto Polifonico Italiano” con il quale, 
dopo aver vinto il primo premio assoluto nel concorso nazionale 
per complessi da camera (1951), presieduto da Franco Alfano, ha 
svolto attività in tutta Europa. Tale complesso, ampliato, si è poi 
chiamato “Quintetto Polifonico Italiano”. È stato introdotto nel 
mondo musicale e del concertismo dall’Accademia Chiagiana di 
Siena, da Gaspar Cassadò, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Luigi Dallapiccola, 
Goffredo Petrassi e Carl Orff. È stato docente presso il 
Conservatorio di Musica “Francesco Morlòacchi” e l’Università per 
Stranieri di Perugia, presso il Conservatorio di Musica “Luigi 
Cherubini” e l’Università di Firenze. Dal 1959 al 1969 ha tenuto 
corsi di interprestazione di musica antica, rinascimentale e 
barocca e di composizione durante i corsi estivi internazionali di 
Santiago “Música en Compostela”. Ha tenuto conferenze storico-
musicali di carattere comparatistico anche per conto dell’UNESCO. 
Accademico della Real Academia Espaiola de Bellas Artes de San 
Fernando, dell’Accademia “Luigi Cherubini” Etrusca di Cortona. 
Cultore appassionato dell’organo antico italiano e iberico, anche 
dal punto di vista fonico-meccanico, aveva in repertorio quasi 
tutta la letteratura relativa fino ad oggi nota. Ha curato la 
progettazione di organi destinati all’esecuzione della letteratura 

organistica iberico-italiana dei secoli XVI, XVII, XVIII. Ha 
pubblicato: Il Laudario di Cortona; L’opera musicale di Juan del 
Encina; Musica practica di Bartolomè Ramos de pareja; studi su J. 
Titelouze, A, scarlatti, G. Pierluigi da Palestrina, A. de Cabeçón, G. 
Frescobaldi, Giuliano da Spira, sulla musica nel teatro medioevale, 
Galileo Galilei e la musica, Unamuno e la musica ... alcune tra le 
sue principali composizioni: Ezechiel e Arrábida, per grande 
orchestra; Las andanzas de Don Quijote, per canto coro e 
stumenti; Liriche, per canto e pianoforte; L’ultima ora del giorno, 
per dodici strumenti; Concerto per pianoforte e percussioni; 
Preludi e danze, per pianoforte; Per pianoforte 1986; Per 
Pianoforte 1987; Musica Instrumentalis, per undici strumenti e 
percussioni; Cantico dei cantici, per soprano e strumenti; 
Omaggio a Paolo Cortesi, per canto e dodici strumenti; Il Figlio 
dell’Uomo, retablo musicale in 28 quarti per canto, coro, strumenti 
e percussioni, Lauda di Italia Mela, per soli, strumenti e 
percussioni; i retablos per soli, coro, strumenti e percussioni Frate 
Francesco, Donna Chiara, Margherita di Cortona, Frate Elia, Le 
Beatitudini, Le Clarisse di San Casciano, Paolo Apostolo. 
Web: http://www.hyperprism.it/rubriche.php?rub=2 

Tesar Milan (English) 
1938 - Born in Prague (March 30th). 
1964 - Finished his musical education at the Prague Concervatory 
and took up his work as a musical teacher at the Prague 
Volkskonservatorium. 
1969-71 - Spent in Italy teaching and performing. 
Since 1973 - Has been teaching again in Prague and concentrating 
on his compositions parts of which have been published from 
Edition Lemoine in Paris; Edition Supraphon in Prague and 
fromEditionDaminus in Walsrode, Germany. 
His music contains classical elements influenced by the Chech and 
Bohemian traditional and is also inspired by the ‘Music form the 
West’ like Blues and Jazz. Suite Perestroika has been recorded by 
Miloslav Matousek and Miran Zelenka (Czech Guitar Duo) for 
Daminus. 

Tesei Tonino (Italiano) 
Tonino Tesei, nato a Pollenza (Macerata) nel 1961, ha studiato 
pianoforte, composizione e musica elettronica al Conservatorio 
Rossini di Pesaro. Ha ottenuto il diploma d’onore al corso di 
perfezionamento in composizione presso l’Accademia Chigiana di 
Siena e il diploma di alto perfezionamento in composizione 
all’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia di Roma. Fra i suoi 
insegnanti figurano Aurelio Samorì e Franco Donatoni. 
Ha ricevuto numerosi premi e riconoscimenti internazionali ai 
concorsi “Valentino Bucchi” (Roma, 1981); “Piano Time” (Roma, 
1986); “Castello di Belveglio” (Belveglio, 1981 e 1988); 
“International Composers’ Competition” (Budapest, 1989); 
“Ensemblia” (Mönchengladbach, 1990); “International Composers’ 
Competition” (Budapest-Barcs, 1990); “Alpe Adria Giovani” 
(Trieste, 1992); “International Competition of Piano Composition” 
(Pechino, 1995) e “Alea III - Boston University” (Boston, 2000 e 
2001). 
Le sue musiche sono state eseguite nell’ambito di importanti sedi 
concertistiche internazionali e trasmesse dalle emittenti 
radiofoniche RAI, Radio France, Westdeutscher Rundfunk, 
Norwegian Broadcasting Company, YLE (Radio finlandese), 
Klassikaraadio (Radio estone), dalla Radio californiana e dalla 
Radio canadese. 
Alcuni suoi lavori sono stati selezionati nei prestigiosi festival della 
SIMC “World Music Days” (Oslo 1990, Mexico City 1993, Essen 
1995, Seoul 1997). 
Ha scritto finora un centinaio di composizioni, fra le quali 
ricordiamo i concerti Dizzy Concert (1997) per sassofono e 
orchestra, Edvard Suite (1997) per pianoforte e orchestra, Gaspar 
Concert (2001) per due flauti e orchestra d’archi; i pezzi per 
orchestra sinfonica Piccolo labirinto cromatico (1998), Rossiniana 
(2002); il ciclo di variazioni Webern-Variationen (1995) per 
pianoforte a quattro mani, Beatles Variations (1995) per 
pianoforte, Variation Machault (1998) per orchestra, Pärt-
Variationen (1998) per orchestra; i brani cameristici Open and 
closed (1990) per quintetto di ottoni, The bells (1991) per flauto, 
viola e arpa, Five portraits (1999) per clarinetto, trombone, 
violoncello e pianoforte, Tintinnabuli suite (2001) per flauto, 
clarinetto, trio d’archi e pianoforte, Trio (2002) per tromba, corno 
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di bassetto e pianoforte; il ciclo pianistico di “folk immaginario” 
Due norvegesi (1997), Quattro bulgare (1997) Sei marchigiane 
(1998); le trascrizioni e rielaborazioni Canti e danze marchigiane 
(1998) per clarinetto e quartetto d’archi, Canti d’amore piceni 
(2002) per quattro chitarre; un libro di musica pianistica per 
ragazzi Piccoli (1996); la cantata Laudate Dominum (2000) per 
soprano, voce recitante e sette strumenti; le musiche di scena per 
la pièce in prosa Interno camera (2002); il madrigale 
rappresentativo Alfabeto apocalittico: lettere b, m & p (testi di 
Edoardo Sanguineti, 1996) per otto voci amplificate; l’opera da 
camera Verdi’s mail (testi tratti dalle lettere di Giuseppe Verdi, 
2001). 
Tra le incisioni discografiche segnaliamo Des pas dans la nuit 
(Stefano Scodanibbio – Edipan), From the abyss (Federico 
Mondelci – BMG Ariola), Gesta (Saxophone Orchestra – Edipan; 
Sax Chorus – PH Music Worx), Portraits (Esther Flukiger, Massimo 
Mazzoni – Pentaphon), Italian Rock (Jukka Tienssu – Ondine, 
“Janne Award 1999” best solo album). Recentemente è uscito il 
compact disc monografico Preludi ostinati prodotto dalla Rassegna 
di Nuova Musica e da Macerata Opera, contenente diversi suoi 
brani pianistici interpretati da Fausto Bongelli. Il CD è pubblicato 
dalla New Albion di San Francisco, California. 
Tonino Tesei ha insegnato a Pesaro, Bari, Trento; attualmente è 
docente al Conservatorio Pergolesi di Fermo. 
Site:http://www.teatrodellemuse.org/-1-italian/pop-
up/biografie0/TONINO-TESEI.doc_cvt.htm 

Theodorakis Mikis (English) 
Mikis Theodorakis is among the most popular and prolific 
composers of Greece. Without question, he is the best-known 
Greek composer internationally. He was born on the island of 
Chios, Greece, on 29th July 1925. He studied at the Athens 
Conservatory, and, subsequently, at the Paris Conservatoire 
(music analysis with Olivier Messiaen and conducting with Eugène 
Bigot). From 1954 to 1960 he worked in Paris and London, 
composing symphonic music, ballet and film> music, Zorba the 
Greek being his most famous score. In 1960 he placed himself as 
a leader of the regenerative cultural-political movement in Greece 
centered on the union of poetry and music, composing dozens of 
songcycles, oratorios, revues and music for Greek drama among 
other things. This movement was connected with the progressive 
political forces of that period, which aimed, beyond the 
establishment of democratic life in Greece, at a much deeper and 
broader rebirth of the Greek people. This was to bring him often 
at the centre of political life, reaching a climax with his active 
participation in the resistance movement against the military 
dictatorship (1967-74). 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/Mikis_Theodorakis_23881/2
3881.htm 

Thienemann Herbert (English) 
He studied music in Vienna, visited Luigi Mozzani in Cento. 1919-
1928 he lived in Switzerland, taught guitar and theory in Lucerne 
and Basel. Thienemann set more than thousand poems to music 
(songs with guitar accompaniment), among them are twenty 
poems bei Hermann Hesse. 

Thimian Arno (English) 
Composer, arranger and mandolinist, born and died in Berlin. 
1939 he studied mandolin and theory with Carl Henze in Berlin. 
After the war he lived in Bremen, played in the ‘1. Bremer 
Mandolinen-Orchester von 1902‘ and arranged many works for 
this mandolin orchestra. 1949 he came back to Berlin, played in 
different mandolin orchestras and did some arrangements for 
Edition Helvetia. (Rainer Stelle) 

Thomassin Arthur (Français) 
Arthur Thomassin (1958) commence ses études musicales par le 
piano, à Bucarest, et cela jusqu'en 1974 date à laquelle il rejoint 
sa famille à Paris grâce au soutien du Me. Yehudi Menuhin qu'il 
rencontrera en Suisse en 1978.  
En France, il continu ses études avec la pianiste Lucette Descaves, 
mais dès 1980 il s'oriente essentiellement vers la composition et 
suit les cours d'Ivo Malec avant de partir pour enseigner dans le 
Sud de la France. Lors de sa période de formation il composa en 
1976 sa première oeuvre pour orchestre, inspirée par une toile de 

Murillo. Le regard de cet enfant assis dans une pièce ordonnée en 
‘panneaux’ de couleurs contrastées ne pouvait pas être vue mais 
ressenti. Il n'y avait pas de larmes à voir, ni de rictus de sa 
souffrance mais humblement la résignation de l'Esprit dans un 
corps anéanti et rendu inutile. C'est pour cela que j'ai remis en 
question l'évidence thématique a fin d'essayer d'acquérir plus tard 
une écriture, à l'époque très scolaire, d'une multitude de voix qui 
rendent puissant et expressif le silence qui suit. Tout est là, au-
devant, après, c'est un processus de décantation pendant lequel 
on ressent. Désireux de faire entendre sa musique et celle des 
autres, il fonde en 1980 l'Association Jeunes Création constituée 
par des compositeurs, à l'époque étudiants au CNSMP à Paris. 
Plusieurs concerts suivront, dans des petites salles parisiennes, où 
sont interprétées des oeuvres de musique de chambre sur des 
textes de F.G. Lorca tels La Ballade de l'Eau de Mer, La Romance 
Somnambule et également les 4 Constantes pour piano. Les 
années qui suivront seront consacrées également à 
l'enseignement. Nommé à Carpentras en 1983, le hasard lui 
permet de rencontrer à Avignon, Franco Donatoni. Ces années 
dans le Vaucluse seront l'occasion de composer plusieurs oeuvres 
pour enfants, diriger des ensembles instrumentaux, dont 
l'Ensemble T.E.M.P.P.O. constitué par des professeurs du 
Conservatoire d'Avignon. De cette époque dates la création de 
Flo… pour flûte, hautbois, saxophone, harpe, célesta, guitares et 
voix de femmes, au Festival de Carpentras, de Signes concerto 
pour Flûte orchestre à cordes une timbale et un hautbois et 
Légende, double concerto pour cor, hautbois et orchestre.En 1989 
il est lauréat du concours de l'Académie des Beaux-Arts à Paris, et 
il part pour Madrid en tant que pensionnaire compositeur à la 
Casa de Velazquez. Pendant deux ans, il composera et produira 
des nombreuses oeuvres pour des ensembles tels, Erwartung 
(ANKH), Itinéraire (Présence II), l'AIEC de Lille, InterCamara 
(Retour -Uhana Sadhana) fondé sous sa direction et en 
collaboration avec le Centro para la Difusion de la Musica 
Contemporanea à Madrid. En 1990, l'oeuvre Processus pour orgue 
sera interprétée au Festival de Paris, et également sur l'orgue de 
la Madeleine puis à l'Academia de Bellas Artes San Fernando à 
Madrid.De retour à Paris en 1991, Arthur Thomassin est nommé 
allocataire de recherche auprès du compositeur Hugues Dufourt, 
directeur de thèse à l'E.H.E.S.S.-I.R.C.A.M. Son activité de 
compositeur se poursuit pendant la préparation de sa thèse, avec 
la réalisation d'Analecta II pour quatuor à cordes interprété par le 
Quatuor Rosamonde (enregistrement Radio-France -M.F.A). Sa 
rencontre avec le directeur et violoncelliste Elias Arizcuren qui 
dirige le Conjucto Iberico (octuor de violoncelle) à Amsterdam, lui 
suscita l'oeuvre Analecta III -Au-delà du Temps dont 
l'enregistrement et l'interprétation eurent lieu en Hollande. 
Actuellement Arthur Thomassin prépare une oeuvre pour choeur 
et orchestre, un théâtre musical prévu pour 2002, et un concerto 
pour violon. Parallèlement il compose un cycle de concertos pour 
les premiers cycles d'études musicales, dont le concerto pour 
piano Camino, qui sortira aux Editions Combre, ainsi que l'Echos, 
pour guitare et orchestre de chambre. 
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/r_z/thomassin.htm 
(2004) 

Tigges Koos (English) 
As guitarist he was self-taught. During his military service he 
started playing the guitar seriously and remained faithful to this 
instrument with brief interruptions, although he studied oboe and 
piano at the Conservatory in The Hague and learnt violin, but it 
was the guitar that he loved very much. He lived with it, often an 
adventurous life. He wanted to join to Spain and was already in 
Lyon when in 1936 the Civil War broke out. He traveled through 
Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Denmark and gave concerts 
in all these countries. He played for the Residentie stage (The 
Hague) in “Figaro's Wedding”, for the radio, alone or with the 
well-known rumba band Juan Tejada. His role models were the 
Spanish cellist Gaspar Cassadó and Andrés Segovia. 
Tigges practiced eight hours the day and so he was able to give 
concerts since 1946 with works of Bach, Händel, Mozart, 
Frescobaldi, Sor, Albéniz, Turina, Moreno Torroba, Ponce and 
others. From 1956 until 1971 he was guitar teacher on the 
Rotterdam Conservatorium and The Koninklijk Conservatorium in 
The Hague. One of his better known pupils are Louis Ignatius Gall 
(1936-2016), Aldri Troost (*1936), Jim ten Boske (*1946), Henk 
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Westhiner and Bobby Rootveld (*1981). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Tisserand Thierry (English) 
Thierry Tisserand has studied at the Conservatoire National de 
région de Lille, where he obtained a Gold Medal in classical guitar 
in the class of Jean-Philippe Gruneissen. He developped at the 
same time an interest for jazz, harmony and arrangement, which 
he studied at the C.I.M. in Paris in the class of Pierre Cullaz. As a 
concertist, he played with many different groups, from jazz 
quintet to guitar quartet, when he is not accompanying singers. In 
the last few years, he has dedicated more time in the writing for 
classical guitar, composing many pieces for all levels, from 
beginner to concertist, in the form of duos, trios, quartets... 
He presently teaches guitar in many schools of Lille and the 
surrounding area. 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216769.2.html 

Toeplitz Kasper (Français) 
Né en 1960 à Varsovie, mais de nationalité française, Kasper T. 
Toeplitz est compositeur et musicien autodidacte (basse 
électrique). Lauréat du concours Opéra Autrement du Centre 
Acanthes à Villeneuve-lez-Avignon, il est membre fondateur de 
l'ensemble de musique contemporaine Transfuge et de l'orchestre 
de guitares électriques Sleaze Art. Parmi ses œuvres, citons 
notamment Great Expectations, mini-opéra (et “work in 
progress”) à partir de textes de Kathy Acker (1989); Memory-
Cendres (1991), commande de Radio France créée en 1992. Il a 
reçu également la saison dernière une bourse d'écriture de l'Opéra 
de Montpellier, et a en projet une commande de l'Ircam. 
Il a reçu l'année dernière une bourse pour résider à la Villa 
Kujoyama à Kyoto (Japon). 
Yves LECOQ. 
Web: 
http://www.radiofrance.fr/francemusique/bio/fiche.php?numero=
5000069 (2008) 

Toffolon Dario (Italiano) 
Dario Toffolon ha compiuto gli studi musicali presso il 
Conservatorio G. Verdi di Milano, dove ha anche frequentato i 
corsi di musicologia. Specializzatosi nelle prassi esecutive antiche 
ed etniche, dopo aver collaborato con importanti istituzioni 
musicali (tra cui le orchestre sinfoniche della RAI di Milano, Roma 
e Napoli), privilegia il repertorio cameristico e il teatro musicale, 
esibendosi in Italia e all’estero (tra cui in Israele, ott. 2003) con 
numerosi strumenti: viola, viola d’amore, sitàr, khushtàr, organo 
e pianoforte, partecipando a trasmissioni radiofoniche e televisive. 
Compositore, ha eseguito, pubblicato ed inciso discograficamente 
numerosi suoi lavori, prediligendo l’elemento multidisciplinare e 
teatrale, con il coinvolgimento di strumenti classici (antichi e 
moderni) ed etnici, cantanti e coro, attori e danzatori. Ha 
utilizzato sue composizioni nella realizzazione di documentari per i 
quali ha pure curato la sonorizzazione e sincronizzazione del 
suono. A diciotto anni ha iniziato l’attività di direttore d'orchestra 
esibendosi a  
Milano (Teatro Angelicum, Circolo della Stampa, Sala della 
Provincia, Basilica di S. Ambrogio, Teatro delle Erbe, Sala Barozzi, 
Società del Giardino, Sala Verdi del Conservatorio...) e in Italia 
(Concerto per Amnesty International di Torino, Trenta Ore per la 
vita a Reggio Calabria, benedizione della Porta Santa di Betlemme 
nella Cattedrale di Verona...). All'attività concertistica affianca 
quella didattica di docente di composizione e orchestrazione, di 
cultura e analisi musicale, di storia della musica. Tiene conferenze 
e master (preistoria della musica, storia della scrittura, 
etnomusicologia…) presso i principali musei e teatri milanesi 
(Storia Naturale, Scienza e Tecnica, Planetario, Acquario, Castello 
Sforzesco, Franco Parenti, Erbe, Palazzina Liberty, Consolato 
Austriaco…). Nel 2006, per l’Accademia Internazionale della 
Musica (Scuole Civiche di Milano) ha svolto alcuni laboratori per i 
bambini. Nel 2002 ha realizzato un cofanetto CD comprendente 
alcuni importanti documenti religiosi (fra cui di SS. Giovanni Paolo 
II e di Mons. Ravasi), in collaborazione con Teatro alla Scala (con 
la partecipazione dell'Ensemble Strumentale Scaligero e del Coro 
di Voci Bianche), finalizzato alla raccolta di fondi a favore dei 
Francescani Custodi di Terra Santa, per il quale ha curato il 
coordinamento e la direzione artistica del progetto e ha svolto il 
ruolo di direttore d'orchestra. Dal 1994 é Direttore Artistico 

dell'associazione Mozart e Milano con cui ha realizzato importanti 
eventi musicali. In qualità di presidente della stessa ha 
partecipato assieme a liberi professionisti e società aventi la 
gestione per appalto dei maggiori musei milanesi, alla costituzione 
del gruppo Extra Moenia, realtà che propone la riscoperta e la 
valorizzazione dei nostri beni culturali scientifici, storici, artistici e 
musicali e ne é finalizzata alla tutela, divulgazione, ricerca, 
catalogazione, edizione e progettazione in modo interdisciplinare, 
didattico e spettacolare, rivestendone attualmente la carica di 
presidente. Nel 1999-2001, partecipa alla Consulta Permanente 
degli Istituti Culturali e dei Musei di Milano, presieduta 
dall'Assessore alla Cultura, intervenendo in progettualità e 
organizzazione con i Settori Cultura e Educazione. Dal 2002, con 
l’associazione Extra Moenia, è invitato dal Comune di Milano a 
collaborare in termini di ideazione e progettualità al programma 
internazionale European Mozart Ways, in una commissione di 
esperti e prestigiossissimi enti quali, per l’Italia, il Teatro alla 
Scala, I Concerti del Quartetto, il Conservatorio G. Verdi di 
Milano…, allo scopo di realizzare notevoli eventi scientifici, artistici 
e turistici a livello europeo nello scorso 2006, ricorrenza (250°) 
della nascita del Salisburghese. L’Anno Mozartiano si è concluso 
con un grandioso concerto (5 dicembre 2006, in commemorazione 
della morte di Amadeus) dedicato alla “Pace nel Mondo”, con la 
partecipazione di  
solisti di canto e cori provenienti da varie città mozartiane 
europee (Bratislava City Choir -Slovacchia, Arrach’Choeur 
Strasburgo – Francia, Kammerchor Mainz – Germania e Coro Bach 
di Milano – Italia) e di musicisti appartenenti a diverse realtà 
professionli italiane, che hanno dato vita alla formazione “Mozart 
Europe Soloists, Choir & Orchestra”, costituita da oltre 150 
elementi, intervenendo quale direttore d’orchestra, eseguendo 
proprie composizioni su testi di Grandi Uomini di Pace del secolo 
scorso e il celeberrimo Requiem in re minore. Il concerto è stato 
ripreso e recensito dalla terza rete RAI.  
(Programma del concerto dell’Orchestra Mozart di Milano diretta 
da Dario Toffolon, 2007) 

Togni Camillo (Italiano) 
(Gussago, Brescia, 1922-93) compositere e pianista. Studia 
composizione con A.Casella e pianoforte con A.Benedetti Miche-
langeli, perfezionandosi in seguito ai corsi estivi di Darmstadt. La 
sua scrittura è debitrice della scuola espressionistica e in 
particolare di A.Webern. Singolari combinazioni timbriche e 
contrappuntistiche, frammentario lirismo, adozione della 
dodecafonia, scavo introspettivo, impiego dell'elettronica, sono le 
caratteristiche delle sue partiture, tra cui Aubade (1965, per 6 
strumenti), Meditazione (1937, per orchestra), Lyrisches 
Intermezzo (per orchestra) e Trio (1980, per archi). Congeniale 
alla sua poetica è l'espressione vocale, come nelle liriche su testi 
di J.P.Sartre, P.Vidal e altri, e nelle opere per teatro su libretti di 
G.Trakl Blaubart (1975) e Barrabas (1981-85). (Fiorenza Leucci, 
Dizionario dei Compositori del ‘900, Vallardi Editore, 1999) 

Tokos Zoltán (English) 
Guitarist and pedagogue, born in Kolozsvár (Cluj)/Transylvania 
(Romania) as Hungarian minority. He studied guitar with László 
Szendrey-Karper at the List Ferenc Academy of music in Budapest 
and with Costas Cotsiolis at the Athens Conservatory of Music. He 
recorded many CD‘s, among others the „Concierto de Aranjuez” 
together with the „Budapest Strings” and edited works by Chopin, 
Carcassi and Mertz at Edition Budapest, Bartók at Universal 
Edition, Galuppi and Turina at Schott Music. Since 1975 he 
teaches at Debrecen University – Music Department. One of his 
better known pupils is Csaba Székely. Since 1990 he lives in 
Sevilla and Budapest. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Toldrá Eduardo (English) 
Eduardo Toldra (1895-1962) was a forefront figure of Catalan 
music and an all-round complete artist - he was a composer, a 
violinist and a conductor. His emblematic work Vistas Al Mar is a 
masterpiece for strings. A noteworthy feature of the work is the 
transparent luminosity of the outer movements and the 
contemplative nocturne second movement which depicts a warm, 
calm atmosphere, and must be one of the high points of this 
composer's output. 
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Tomic Jasa (English) 
Jasa Tomic (1902-1941) was specially active in diverse music 
fields during the last decade before the second World war. 
Officially working as a piano tuner in Belgrade, he also  gave  
guitar  lessons.  Together  with  his former guitar pupil Stevan  
Frajt, Tomic published around 1935 his Guitar Method, and soon 
after the Album of Yugoslav Folk Songs for Guitar. Like most of 
the other guitarists in those days, Tomic was very much inspired 
by our folk themes, and the enclosed pieces in his album are 
actually his arrangements and harmonizations of traditional 
dances and vocal songs. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV 
Serbia, 2004) 

Tomio Lorenzo (English) 
Is a guitarist, a composer and a sound designer; he has dedicated 
his talent to contemporary music, exploring many of its 
conjugations and experimenting with many forms of film 
soundtrack, incidental music and musique d’ameublement. Co-
founder of the ensemble L'arsenale, he performs frequently in 
various venues (MATA Festival – New York, University of 
Minnesota, Fenway Center – Boston, Contemporanea – Udine...). 
His compositions were commissioned by and played in many 
festivals, among them the Astra Concerts – Melbourne, MATA 
Festival – New York, Festival of New Organ Music – London, 
Zeppelin – Barcelona, Brinkhall Summer Concerts – Helsinki, 
Parco della Musica – Roma, Windspiel Duo – Berlin, In Extensio – 
Montréal… 
Web: http://www.eccensemble.com/performers-
larsenale/lorenzo-tomio (2012) 

Tomiyama Siyho (English) 
Born in 1961 Siyoh Tomiyama began playing pop music on the 
guitar at the age of twelve. Around the age of seventeen, he 
started to get involved seriously with solo guitar, that is, the 
classical guitar. He naturally started to compose after several 
months. Mr Tomiyama was in the second grade of the 
Mathematics Department in Yamagata University when he decided 
to seriously learn about composition under a private tutor. He was 
learning harmony briefly under Ichiroo Kudoo until he graduated 
from university. After moving to Tokyo in 1983, he frequently 
visited the big music library in Kunitachi University to listen to and 
analyze famous works of now and past. He also read many books 
on the theory of composition. Then he entered in a diploma 
course of Classical Guitar Department at Tokyo Conservatoire 
Shobi. Since he was the only student in the history of the course, 
there was no formal curriculum for him. So he could take all 
classes of the diploma course of Composition Department. Many 
famous composers were teaching there. One of them was famous 
Akira Nishimura. He got his influence and was caught by the 
fascination of ethnic music. He listened to and played various 
music from around the world at an institution for ethnic music in 
Kichijooji, Tokyo. After assimilating the essence of ethnic music, 
Siyoh Tomiyama purposely tried to compose a piece not using any 
of the musical techniques that he had been learning or discovering 
over the years. It took two years to finish this work Inishie 
Matsuri. But these efforts were rewarded by the obtaining of the 
“Takei prize” in 1992, a prize awarded to the Japanese person 
who wrote the best guitar piece in that year. While he could 
compose smoothly, he once had to give up playing guitar because 
of Dystonia. After about 15 years, in the last month of the year 
2006, he came back to the guitar playing field. Now he has almost 
fixed his finger’s problem and got energy to write guitar pieces 
again. 
Web: https://productionsdoz.com/nos-artistes/tomiyama-siyoh 
(2020) 

Tommasi Vincenzo (English) 
Vincenzo Tommasi born in 1988 in Calimera (Salento, Italy). 
Ènfant prodige. His passion and love for music begins since his 
childhood.  
Guitarist-Composer he embraces different types of music as jazz, 
fusion, flamenco, pop South American, classical (he graduated in 
just three years in guitar at the Conservatory of Music School 
“Tito Schipa” in Lecce and specializes in music and New 
Technologies). 
Web: http://www.vincenzotommasi.com/biography.html (2012) 

Ton-That Tiêt (Français) 
Né à Hué (Centre Viet-nam) en 1933. Etudes secondaires et 
musicales à Hué.  
Venu à Paris en 1958 pour faire ses études musicales à l'Ecole 
Normale de Musique (harmonie et contrepoint) puis au 
Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris 
(contrepoint, fugue et composition). Il fut élève de Jean Rivier et 
d'André Jolivet pour la composition. Outre les prix obtenus au 
CNSP, il reçut plusieurs distinctions en France et à l'étranger dont 
le Prix de la SACEM, le Prix Lilli Boulanger en 1972, celui de La 
Tribune Internationale des Compositeurs à l'Unesco en 1975, la 
Bourse de la Création du Ministère de la Culture en 1981 et le Prix 
“Georges Delerue - Meilleure Musique”du Festival International de 
Flandre (1995). 
Très attiré, au début, par la culture occidentale, surtout dans le 
domaine artistique et scientifique, il finit par revenir au mode de 
pensée orientale, notamment l'hindouisme, le bouddhisme et plus 
particulièrement le Yi King (Livre des Mutations) qui joue un rôle 
très important dans sa musique. Dans certaines de ses oeuvres, il 
veut faire revivre l'esprit de la musique traditionnelle du Viet-
Nam, et plus particulièrement la musique sacrée et la musique de 
cour. On retrouve l'influence de la pensée chinoise et hindoue 
dans deux thèmes qui ont inspiré la création de plusieurs oeuvres: 
“l'Homme et l'Univers”, dans la série des 7 Chu Ky (Cycle), et 
“l'Homme et l'Humanité” dont l'oeuvre la plus caractéristique est 
Kiem Ai (l'Amour universel) pour choeurs et grand orchestre. Sa 
musique a été jouée à Radio-France et dans plusieurs festivals en 
France et à l'étranger tels que Donauschingen, Besançon, La 
Rochelle, Strasbourg, Varsovie, Oslo, Nice, les Biennales de 
Venise et de Paris… 
En 1993, il a fondé l'Association France-Vietnam pour la Musique 
qui a pour but d'aider le Vietnam dans son développement 
musical. 
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/r_z/tonthat.htm 

Tono Ito Tamami (Italiano) 
Tamami Tono ha ricevuto premi come migliore esecutrice al 
Kunitachi College of Music (Composizione) e alla Keio University 
(Media and Governance), il premio “Japanese traditional culture 
encouragement”, il premio speciale per le performing-arts e la 
creazione dell’Agenzia degli Affari Culturali del Giappone. E’ 
compositrice residente del CCMIX (Centre de Creation Musicale 
Iannis Xenakis) e del “Silk Road Project” (prodotto da Yo-Yo-Ma). 
Tamami Tono ha eseguito il Gagaku (la musica di corte 
giapponese) e la musica moderna al National theatre of Japan sin 
dal 1990. Ha partecipato al Tanglewood Summer Festival (Stati 
Uniti), al Lincoln Center Festival (Stati Uniti), all’Europe Japan 
Festival, Modern Wien, al tour del Nieuw Ensemble (Olanda), 
all’Ultima Festival (Oslo), all’ICMC (International Computer Music 
Conference) e a molte altre rassegne. E’ membro del Reigakusha 
Gagaku Ensemble. Come compositrice ha vinto il Primo Premio del 
Japan National Theatre Composition Concours, il Secondo Premio 
di composizione al Sougakudoh Japanese Song Concours. I suoi 
lavori sono stati accolti all’ICMC nel 1998 e nel 2002, ai World 
Music Days, al Concorso Internazionale “Luigi Russolo”, all’ICMF 
(International Chamber Music Festival, Norvegia). La sua musica è 
stata eseguita all’International Tuba Euphonium Conference '90, 
all’apertura del Tokio International Festival, all’inaugurazione della 
mostra “Cross Fade” del MoMa di New York. Produce inoltre 
performances multimeriali chiamate “Breathing Media”, che 
combinano tradizione e tecnologia con diversi campi di arti e 
scienza. Tamami Tono ha partecipato come ricercatrice all’ Artistic 
Internship of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, alla Japan 
foundation, alla Japan Arts foudation, alla KAO Foundation for Arts 
And Sciences, alla Roland foundation, all’Asian culture council e ak 
Board of Education a Gunma. 
Web: 
http://www.xeniaensemble.it/ita/progetti/estovest08/musicisti.ht
ml# (2011) 

Topper Guido (English) 
Guitarist, pedagogue and composer, born in Maartensdijk 
(Province Utrecht), died in Leeuwarden (Province Friesland). He 
studied guitar with Pieter van der Staak and later at Maastrichts 
Conservatorium. He was one of the fist guitar teachers at 
Amsterdams Conservatorium. He also taught at Sweelinck 
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Conservatorium and at the Muziekpedagogische Akademie in 
Leeuwarden. He is the author of ‚A Modern Approach to the 
Guitar‘ (1964, 5 volumes),  ‚A Duet Approach to the Guitar‘ and 
‚The Guitarist‘s Travelling Guide‘ (1980), all edited by Broekmans 
& van Poppel (Amsterdam). His most famous pupils were Olga 
Franssen, Helenus de Rijke, Lowell Dijkstra (Dykstra) and Egbert 
Reidinga. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Toquinho  (English) 
Antonio Pecci Filho, Our Toquinho 
By Ivan Pacshoito 
A cursory glance at Toquinho’s discography, of more than 50 
titles, perhaps may not reflect what a little known LP recording 
reveals (“Brazilian Guitar” 1977-78 Part of the “Enciclopedia of 
Brazilian Music; Erudite, Folcloric and Popular”. Published by Art 
Editora).This recording, which is very rare and is coveted by 
collectors, shows that Toquinho is a master of his instrument and 
as Vinicius de Moraes has said, “He simply devours the guitar.” 
The composers Villa-Lobos, Pernambuco, Barrios, Garoto, and 
Laurindo Almeida emanate from the soundhole of his guitar with a 
masterful and uniquely Brazilian touch. Toquinho, had he 
embraced a concert career, could have become world famous as a 
concert guitarist. He would be playing composers such as Ponce, 
Sor, Tarrega, and Brouwer. Had Toquinho directed his career 
toward the concert stage, he would have ceased to be the 
Toquinho that we know today and would have become the 
Concertista, Antonio Pecci Filho. His exceptional technique could 
have made this a reality. 
However, his love of Brazilian music propelled him in another 
direction. Instead, he embraced the Brazilian popular music 
culture and its composers and has, indeed, become a world 
renowned guitarist and composer. Toquinho’s choice was to utilize 
bis ability and immense talent to serve Brazil and further expand 
the appreciation of Brazilian music. In more that 30 years of 
writing music, alone or with the collaboration of such composers 
and lyricists such as Jorge Benjor, Paulo Vanzolini, Chico Buarque 
and Vincius de Moraes (to mention a few), he has composed some 
of the most consistant and radically beautiful works of Brazilian 
popular mcrsic. Works that mark the style of the composer: 
Melodies that, although, not common-place, are nevertheless very 
uncomplicated and elegant His melodies are so carefully written 
that, upon hearing the piece, one perceives this is the one and 
only melody that can exist with the lyrics. Toquinho composes and 
arranges with the guitarist in mind. The notes normally lie under 
the fingers which requires the least amount of effort. Therefore, 
the music can be played effortlessly and with great pleasure. His 
music flows naturally and on the first hearing is extremely 
enchanting. Toquinho is also a skilled lyrics composer. For 
example, listen to his Acorde solto no ar, Aquarela or À sombra de 
um jatobá, among others. 

Toro Alfonso (Español) 
Alonso Toro (Caracas, 1963). Realizó estudios de fagot con 
Filiberto Núñez, ingresando luego como instrumentista a la 
Orquesta Sinfónica Simón Bolívar, aunque su actividad como 
intérprete ha sido principalmente como saxofonista. 
Como compositor se ha desarrollado en el medio comercial, 
trabajando para publicidad y televisión. En esta área ha obtenido 
diversos reconocimientos tanto nacionales como internacionales. 
Además, ha escrito obras para diversos conjuntos instrumentales, 
con una personal concepción humorística. 

Torun Mutlu (English) 
Mutlu Torun was born in 1942 in Ankara, Beypazarı. He graduated 
from State Fine Art Academy, Architecture Department. He 
started learning mandolin, guitar and the oud. In 1968-69, at the 
Turkish Musical Conservatory Association of Istanbul, he studied 
guitar from Andrea Paleologos, Pepe Rodriguez, Rafael Nogales 
and Nino Ricardo. He learned harmony, counterpoint and 
composition from Cemal Reşid Rey.  He taught at the Istanbul 
Technical University, Turkish Music State Conservatory. He also 
started teaching a class on Traditional Turkish Art Music at 
Marmara University, the Faculty of Education, Music Department 
in 1981-1983. In 1975 - 1981, he entered the municipal orchestra 
of Istanbul as a maestro. He gave a conference on oud 
performances and the composition of Şerif Muhiddin Targan at 

Bosphorus University. He researched Şevki Bey as a composer for 
the broadcast of TRT. He prepared “oud lessons” for teaching oud 
methods and published it. In 1982, he was a one of the sub-
committees of Turkish Prime Ministry on Turkish Music.  
He participated with his oud and guitar in a broadcast of TRT and 
many concerts in Turkey and abroad. He also gave concerts with 
famous Turkish Music players such as Niyazi Sayın (ney), 
Akagündüz Kutbay (ney), Cüneyd Orhon (violin), İhsan Özgen 
(violin) and Ruhi Ayangil (kanun). He is one of the soloists of the 
Bosphorus Ensemble and the Istanbul Chamber Orchestra. He 
also translated the book of Marcel Bitsch′s “Presic d′Harmonie 
Tonale” into Turkish.  
He studied many old songs, same as old as one hundred years, 
which were written in an old-fashioned way, and he rewrote them 
using a contemporary music score. He composed; 1 Mevlevi Ayini 
(religious musical service), 10 ilâhi (chant), 21 saz works, 12 saz 
orchestra works for Turkish Music, 24 vocal music works, 9 
Children′s songs, 4 works for classic guitar, 11 chorus works, 4 
works for movies, 2 works for the theatre and a commercial. From 
these compositions, he received 29 awards. 
Selected albums: “Rönesans ve Bizden Yorumlar” for violin, with 
İhsan Özgen (Istanbul 1984); “Istanbul Chamber Orchestra”, 
conducted by Timur Selçuk, soloist: Mutlu Torun and Ruhi 
Ayangil; “Sortiléges” with French pianist, Colette Merklen (Paris 
1997); “Occident-Orient” with French pianist, Colette Merklen 
(Paris 1998); “Buluşmalar” (Istanbul 2001). 
Web: http://www.turkishculture.org/whoiswho/music/mutlu-
torun-378.htm (2012) 

Torrent Jaume (Español) 
Estudió guitarra con Graciano Tarragó -discípulo de M. Llobet y 
uno de los compositores de guitarra mas importantes del siglo XX- 
en el Conservatorio Superior de Música del Liceo de Barcelona 
obteniendo, al finalizar los estudios, los premios “Rosa Figueras de 
Carranza” y “Santa Cecilia”, así como una beca de la Fundación 
Universitaria “Agustí Pedro i Pons”. 
Desde el año 1975 desarrolla una intensa e ininterrumpida 
actividad concertística que lo ha llevado a actuar en importantes 
festivales internacionales de música de Europa como Sceaux, 
Cadaquès, Chartreux, Torroella de Montgrí, Ludvigsburg, Matzen y 
Barcelona. Ha impartido cursos de guitarra en ciudades como 
Dallas, Châtellerault, Rust, Vilaller o Viena, así como también ha 
efectuado frecuentes giras por Estados Unidos. 
En el campo de la música de cámara ha sido miembro durante 
doce años del “Cuarteto Tarragó” (cuatro guitarras) y ha actuado 
con prestigiosos solistas como A. Nicolescu (primer violoncelo de 
la Orquestra de la Scala de Milán), los violinistas Joseph Gold y 
Ala Voronkova, D. Rouslin (viola del “Delos String Quartet”), 
Magdalena Barrera (arpista de la OBC) y el “Cuarteto Gaudí” 
(formado por profesores titulares de la OBC). 
Ha actuado como solista de orquestas como la “Ciudad de 
Barcelona”, “Sinfónica de la Radio Búlgara”, “Municipal de 
Valencia”, “de la RTV de Luxemburg”, “de Cámara de Israel”, “de 
la RTV Española”, “American Wind Shymphony”, “San Francisco 
Concerto”, “Camerata Triestina”, etc. bajo la batuta de directores 
como Ph. Entremont, A. Ros Marbà, H. Pensis, L. Jean-Baptiste, 
M. Natchev, F. Ficiur, M. Galduf, R. A. Boudreau, G. Gallegos, D. 
Frandes, E. García Asensio i S. Brotons, entre otros. 
Estrenó, en el Palau de la Música Catalana, el “Concertante para 
guitarra, percusión y cuerdas” de X.Benguerel e interpretó -con la 
Orquesta de la RTV Espanyola bajo la direccion de Enrique García 
Asensio- el concierto para guitarra y orquesta titulado “La Sexta 
Noche” que le dedicó, el año 1996, el compositor Jordi Cervelló. 
Ha grabado las integrales de las obras para guitarra sola de H. 
Villa-Lobos y de J. Turina, ha efectuado la primera grabación 
mundial en Video-Disc del “Concierto de Aranjuez” de J. Rodrigo 
para Pioneer y de la “Fantasía para arpa y guitarra” de X. 
Montsalvatge con M. Barrera y actualmente está preparando la 
grabación de la obra de G. Tarragó. 
Periódicamente está invitado a formar parte del Jurado de 
importantes Concursos Internacionales de interpretación como los 
que se citan a continuación: “Jacinto e Inocencio Guerrero” 
(Madrid), “María Canals” (Barcelona), “Mauro Giuliani” (Bari), 
“Forum Gitarre” (Viena) y “Subiaco” (Roma) del que es Presidente 
desde el año 2000. 
Es autor de una extensa producción para guitarra de la que ha 
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publicado suites, sonatas, valses, fantasías, conciertos, duetos, 
canciones y otras obras en editoriales como Schott y Trekel de 
Alemania, Boileau, Clivis, Emec y Ópera Tres de España y Gendai 
de Japón. Próximamente publicará en edición crítica la integral de 
la obra para guitarra de J. Turina (Schott) y la de las obras de 
repertorio de G. Tarragó (Boileau-UME). 
Desde 1980 es profesor de guitarra en el Conservatorio Superior 
de Música del Liceo de Barcelona, del que ha ejercido como 
director entre 1993 y 1999. 
Web: 
http://www.accompositors.com/compositors/torrent/torrent.html 

Torres Jesús (English) 
Jesús Torres was born in Saragossa on 15 July 1965 of Andalusian 
descent, and lives in Madrid since he was ten years old. Born into 
a family with a long musical tradition, he started learning the 
violin wiht his uncle José Torres and later entered the 
Conservatorio Superior de Música of Madrid where he received his 
academic background. He also attended several seminars of 
musical analysis given by Luis de Pablo and studied composition 
privately with Francisco Guerrero from 1986 to 1988. 
His catalogue expands for over ninety works and includes twelve 
orchestral works and numerous works of chamber music for the 
most varied tiped of ensembles. A special interest of his is setting 
texts to music, above all the poetry of Vicente 
Aleixandre,  alongside that of other literary figures including San 
Juan de la Cruz, Rubén Darío, Miguel Hernández, Juan Eduardo 
Cirlot and Leopoldo Panero.  
His pieces have been performed in numerous countries at festivals 
and in concert series, including at the Venice Biennale, Musica 99 
Strasbourg, Musikfestspiele Saar, Ars Musica Brussels, Prèsences 
2000 of Radio France, the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki, the 
Khumo Festival, the SIMC Festival in Copenhagen and Bucharest, 
Festival de Alicante, the UNESCO International Rostrum of 
Composers (2001 and 2008), PRIX Italia, Música de Hoy, Time of 
Music of Vitassari, Festival Spaziomusica in Cagliari, the 
Mostly  Modern Series in Dublin, the Royal Academy in London, 
Gaudeamus Music Week, Festival Manca in Nice, Ibermúsica, 
Prague Premieres 2008, etc. He has received commissions from 
both private and public institutions including: INAEM (Spanish 
Ministry of Culture), the Gaudeamus Foundation (Amsterdam), 
the Kaleidoscope Programme (of the EU), the Comunidad  of 
Madrid, the Colegio de España in Paris, The Associated Board of 
the Royal Schools of Music, the Aula de Música in Alcalá de 
Henares, the Spanish Radio and Television Symphony Orchestra, 
Fundación Canal, the “Cadaqués Orchestra” Conducting 
Competition, the Spanish National Orchestra, the Nacional Youth 
Orchestra of Spain, Institut Valencià de la Música, the Basque 
Government Department of Culture, Cameralia 2007, O.R.C.A.M., 
the Teatro de la Zarzuela, FestClásica, etc. He has also 
received  commissions from numerous performers.  
He has been the recipient of various awards, including that of the 
SGAE (Madrid, 1992), of Gaudeamus (Amsterdam, 1995), the 
Valentino Bucchi Award (Rome, 1997), the Reina Sofía Award 
(Barcelona, 1999), The Millennium Chamber Players (Chicago, 
2008) and the National Music Award 2012. 
He spent the 1998-99 season as composer in residence of the 
National Youth Orchestra of Spain. Since 2002, all of his 
compositions have been published by Editorial Tritó in Barcelona. 
Four portrait CDs have already appeared on the Kairos, Verso, 
Tritó and Autor labels. 
Web: http://www.jesustorres.org/site/en/biografia.php (2013) 

Tortora Giorgio (English) 
Giorgio Tortora, musician and orchestra conductor, was  very 
young when he started learning classical guitar with his teacher, 
Mr. Bruno Tonazzi. He earned his classical guitar diploma with full 
marks at the music conservatory in Trieste. His intense concert 
activity made him perform at several national and international 
musical competitions, of which later he has been invited to as 
italian jury member (“M. Giuliani” in Bari). Nowdays he performs a 
successful concertistic career both as soloist and as part of 
different chamber music groups (i.e.: flatus and guitar, guitar 
duo, guitar trio, violin and guitar, string quartet and guitar, string 
quintet and guitar, soloist and orchestra, various ensamble), 
attending important festivals and musical reviews as “Festival dei 

Due Mondi” in Spoleto, “Settembre Musica” in Torino, “Istituzione 
Universitaria dei Concerti” in Rome, “Musica in Museo” in Reggio 
Calabria, “Teatro Massimo” in Palermo, “Teatro Rosetum” in 
Milano. Furthermore he performed in several European Countries 
as Hungary, Germany, Austria, Slovenia, Switzerland. In 1992 he 
established the “Concordia Guitar Orchestra” as per Mr. Leo 
Brower’s, famous  Cuban composer, suggestion. The “Concordia 
Guitar Orchestra” is a particular gruop made of sixteen 
professional guitar players. Giorgio Tortora has performed with 
this ensemble in Italy and abroad, as orchestra conductor. In 
1995 he established the “Jazzy  & Classic”, a musical quintet 
which he takes part to as musician. He recorded for different 
television broadcasting stations (Rai, Ortf, Bayerische Television, 
Radio France) and he also was part of discographic productions. 
One of them being the soundtrack of “In the Mood for Love” 
(music by Michel Galasso), a film that ran for Oscar Awards and 
was the winner of Cannes 2000. He has also been devoting 
himself to musicological research for several years and he has 
been taking care of different publications for classical guitar: “La 
Battaglia di Marengo” for flute and guitar, the “Variazioni op.38” 
of Mauro Giuliani for guitar and orchestra, the “Sonata 1984” of 
Guido Viozzi, published by Chanterelle Verlag, and various 
teaching works. He performed as soloist guitar player together 
with main orchestras and conductors as Mr. Francesco Mander 
and Mr. Leo Brower. Furthermore, as guitar player,  he is often 
performing with different orchestras as “Mitteleuropa Salon 
Orchester”, “Orchestra del Teatro Verdi”of Trieste, “Orchestra 
Filarmonica” of Udine. 
In 2002 he was asked to direct “Maria di Buenos Aires” of Horacio 
Ferrer, with music by Astor Piazzolla, during an Italian tour that 
started from the “Verdi” Theatre in Terni. Giorgio Tortora was the 
founder and artistic director of the “Stagione Sinfonica di Gorizia” 
for three consecutive years, of the MasterClasses “Gorizia 
Armonica”, of the  “Musica a 4 Stelle” concert season performed in 
Grado for twelve editions. He was also consultant for the musical 
review called “Note in Rifugio”. Today he is the holder of the chair 
of Classic Guitar at Gorizia Musical Institute, he was manager of 
for four years. 
Web: http://www.giorgiotortora.com/  (2008) 

Torvund Øyvind (English) 
Øyvind Torvund, born in 1976, not only studied at Oslo’s 
Norwegian Academy of Music and Berlin’s Universität der Künste, 
but also worked for years as a guitarist in rock and improvising 
groups. Jazz becomes a point of reference in his Giants of Jazz 
(1999–2000), where he pays tribute to old masters like Art 
Blakey, Dizzy Gillespie, and Thelonious Monk. In contrast, Power 
Art (2002) is reminiscent of the musical feel of hardcore power 
trios like Black Flag, even if a song by Henry Purcell is the piece’s 
foundation. Torvund also calls on his players to improvise, with 
instructions like game rules, leaving open the exact path the 
works will take.  
Improvisation also plays a role in a through-composed orchestral 
work like How Sound Travels (2005–06). The score is based on a 
guitar improvisation: the feedback, flowing waves, and fluctuating 
pitch are then transferred to the symphonic apparatus. That How 
Sounds Travels is reminiscent of the sound color compositions of 
Giacinto Scelsi and György Ligeti makes it clear that Torvund is 
also a composer in the emphatic sense of the word. The avant-
garde for Torvund is an aesthetic surface for projection from 
which he develops musical peripheries like ornament and the 
everyday, nature and popular culture. 
Web: 
http://www.mic.no/mic.nsf/doc/art2008022911030943405813 
(2010) 

Tosar Héctor (Español) 
Héctor Tosar es el compositor más conocido fuera y dentro de su 
país, y sin duda el más representativo. Su sólida formación, así 
como su dedicación y sensibilidad lo han llevado a ser el gran 
propulsor de la Nueva Música uruguaya, y guía para los nuevos 
compositores. Su obra es no sólo extensa, sino también muy 
personal y de gran actualidad. Comienza sus estudios de piano 
con Wilhem Kolischer, Tomás Mujica en armonía y Lamberto Baldi 
en composición e instrumentación. Su primera obra estrenada en 
Uruguay fue la “Toccata”, interpretada por la OSSODRE y dirigida 
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por L. Baldi, el 18 de julio de 1940. En 1946 es becado por la 
Fundaciòn Guggenheim para continuar y perfeccionar sus estudios 
en Tanglewood, EEUU, primero junto a Aaron Copland, en 1947 
junto a Arthur Honneger y en 1948 junto a Darius Milhaud. Esta 
beca será de gran importancia no sólo por la gran oportunidad 
que significó para ampliar sus estudios en composición musical, 
sino también porque será donde tomará contacto directo con 
músicos de distintas partes de América Latina, que juntos 
afirmarán una conciencia artística del compositor latinoamericano. 
Entre estos compositores se encuentran Juan Orrego-Salas 
(Chile), Alberto Ginastera (Argentina), Antonio Estévez 
(Venezuela), Óscar Buenaventura (Colombia), Julián Orbón 
(Cuba), Eleazar de Carvalho (Brasil) y Roque Cordero (Panamá). 
Todos ellos, junto a Héctor Tosar, encararán el dilema al cual 
debe enfrentarse el compositor latinoamericano, dilema entre el 
“americanismo” y el “internacionalismo” musical. Ellos pertenecen 
a la siguiente generación después de la ola nacionalista inicial, 
quienes asimilan técnicas europeas y las amoldan a la realidad 
latinoamericana, de manera tal que contengan un sentido de 
“universalidad” sin traicionar sus raíces.  
En su corto retorno a Montevideo estrena, en el año 1948, su 
“Primera Sinfonía”, interpretada nuevamente por la OSSODRE y 
dirigida por el autor. Entre los años 1948 y 1949 es becado 
primero por el Gobierno francés y más adelante por el SODRE, 
para perfeccionar sus estudios de composición en París, junto a 
Jean Rivier, Arthur Honneger y Darius Milhaud; y sus estudios de 
dirección orquestal junto a Eugéne Bigot y Jean Fournet. Es 
también en esta época que recibe el premio “Accesit de 
Composición”, otorgado por el Conservatoire N. de Musique, en 
París. Fue invitado a participar en varios festivales, entre ellos al 
“Primer Festival Latinoamericano de Música en Caracas”, 
Venezuela. Este festival será de gran importancia para la música 
latinoamericana en general. Es aquí donde se dan a conocer por 
primera vez, a músicos y críticos de todo el mundo, obras y 
composiciones que en muchos casos no se habían sido 
escuchadas más allá de los países de orígen. Otros festivales en 
los cuales participó fueron: en 1957 y 1963 respectivamente, el II 
y III “Festival Festival Latinoamericano de Música en Caracas”, 
Venezuela; en 1964 el “I Festival de Música de América y 
España”, en Madrid; en 1976 el “Festival I.S.C.M., Estocolmo, 
Suecia y Helsinki, Finlandia; en 1977 es invitado al “Festival 
Latinoamericano de Música, en Maracaibo, Venezuela; en 1987 al 
“XXIII Festival de Música Nova, en Santos, San Pablo, Brasil; en 
1988 participa del “II Encontro Compositores Latinoamericanos” 
en Belo Horizonte, Brasil; en 1989 participa del “Festival Música 
Nova”, San Pablo, Brasil; en 1990 del “I Encuentro 
Latinoamericano de Música Contemporánea” en México D.F, donde 
estrena sus “Cinco Piezas Concertantes para violín y orquesta; en 
1991 y 1993 respectivamente participa del V y VII “Festival 
Latinoamericano de Música en Caracas”, Venezuela; en 1992, 
1995 y 1996 respectivamente participa del I, II y III “Encuentro 
de Música Contemporánea, Universidad de Rosario, Argentina”. 
Fue jurado de varios concursos, entre ellos en los años 1969 y 
1970 repectivamente, en el I y II “Festival de Música de 
Guanabara, Río de Janeiro, Brasil; en 1975 del “Concurso N. 
Composición”, en Santo Domingo, República Dominicana; en 1986 
del “Concurso Latinoamericano de Composición”, premio 
“Cristóbal Colón”, Municipalidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina; en 
1986 fue jurado del “Concurso de Musicologìa”, premio “Casa de 
las Américas”, La Habana, Cuba. Se desempeñó también como 
pedagogo. Sus cargos docentes más importantes fueron: entre los 
años 1952 y 1961 como Profesor de Historia de la Música y 
Análisis en el Conservatorio Nacional de Música, Montevideo, 
Uruguay. Entre los años 1961 y 1966 fue Profesor de 
Composición, Armonía, Análisis, Jefe del Departamento de 
Composición y Director Interino del Conservatorio de Puerto Rico, 
donde será entre los años 1974 y 1976 Director, Profesor de 
Composición y Análisis. Fue docente de los Cursos 
Latinoamericanos de Música Contemporánea en los años 1970 a 
1972, 1974, 1985 y 1986 en Cerro del Toro, Uruguay; en 1977 en 
Buenos Aires; y entre los años 1978 y 1984 en Sao Joao del Rei, 
Tatuí, Brasil. Entre los años 1979 y 1981 se desempeñó como 
Profesor de Composición y Análisis en el Instituto Simón Bolívar 
de Caracas, Venezuela. Entre 1981 y 1982 fue Profesor de 
Composición y Orquestación en la Universidad de Indiana, 
Bloomington, Indiana, EEUU. En su retorno a Uruguay fue Director 

de la Escuela Universitaria de Música entre los años 1985 y 1987, 
Profesor de Composición en esta misma Escual, entre los años 
1985 y 1992 y Maestro Consultante y Compositor en Residencia 
del SODRE. En el año 1992 fue distinguido con el Premio Nacional 
de Música y en 1998, en oportunidad de cumplir sus 75 años,se le 
tributó un homenaje con un concierto de la OSSODRE, dirigido por 
Fernando Condon y con la participación solista de la pianista Elida 
Gencarelli y el violinista Jorge Rissi. En esta misma ceremonia, 
recibió el título de Doctor Honoris Causa de la Universidad de la 
República. 
El Maestro muere en Montevideo, a los 78 años de edad, el 17 de 
enero de 2002. 
Web: 
http://www.sodre.gub.uy/v.2.0/cedomm/compositores/uruguay/t
osar.html 

Tosic Vladimir (English) 
Vladimir Tosic (b.1949) and Gjon Gjevelekaj (b.1951) are the only 
two professional composers in this album who are not guitarists. 
Tosic is a professor at the Music Academy in Belgrade, and as a 
minimalist composer wrote an interesting number of solo and 
chamber guitar pieces using his own characteristic style. 
Gjevelekaj belongs to the Albanian part of the population living in 
the city of Pristina, in Kosovo. 
(Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV 
Serbia, 2004) 
Vladimir Tošić (b.Belgrade, Serbia, 1949), composer, multimedia 
artist and professor at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade. He 
graduated as a composer from the same faculty in the class of 
Vasilije Mokranjac. 
Artistic work: Vladimir Tošić appeared as an author while still 
studying at concerts in his country (Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana) 
as well as abroad (France, Hungary, Italy, USA). Of all the 
significant concert appearances the following can be singled out: a 
number of recitals in Belgrade, Novi Sad, Zagreb, 1978-1994; 
three appearances at the Zagreb Musical Biennial (1983-1987) 
and abroad at the Festival of Experimental Music in Bourges 
(France 1982) and the New Music and Art Festival in Bowling 
Green (Ohio, USA 1987, 2000), International Glass Music Festival 
in Philadelphia (USA, 2000) festival Musica Nova in Sao Paulo 
(Brasil, 2000, 2001), New Music Miami ISCM Festival (Miami, 
2002), Spaziomusica Festival, Sardegna (Italy 2003), 
International Festival of Contemporary Music, Lima (Peru, 2004), 
Deutsches minimal music festival, Kassel, (2005), New Music 
Festival Duluth, (USA, 2006), International New Music Festival in 
Las Vegas, (USA, 2006)… Vladimir Tošićc won first prize at the 
composition competition Thomas Bloch (Paris, 2000). 
Stylistic orientation: The basic approach in his artistic endeavour 
is the reductionistic principle of composing. All his pieces are 
based on particularly small number or various elements, 
sometimes even a single one (timbre, rhythm, harmony...). 
One of the essential and remarkable characteristics of the creative 
work of Vladimir Tošić is the processual organization. Thus his 
composition is created by a gradual development or the initial 
core with the use of a chosen procedure and no abrupt changes or 
clashes or different musical materials. The sound material is more 
often than not based on the tones of harmonic series since it is 
both neutral and comprehensive prototype of sound. The 
compositions are mainly of a symmetrical arc form with a 
simultaneous rise and fall of the parametres. Therefore almost 
every composition of Vladimir Tosic may be said to have certain 
significant and noticeable common characteristics: processual 
organization, symmetrical arc form, repetition and insisting on 
timbre. 
Web: http://www.classical-composers.org/comp/tosic (2012) 

Totò Andrea (Italiano) 
Andrea Totò è nato a Roma nel 1973 e ha studiato con Mauro 
Bortolotti, Ada Gentile, Ivan Vandor, Claudio Dall'Albero 
(Conservatorio “S. Cecilia” di Roma) e Kurt Schwertsik 
(“Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst” di Vienna). Ha 
partecipato a corsi di perfezionamento con: Louis Andriessen 
(Olanda), Ennio Morricone (Musica per film), Osvald Balakauskas 
(Lituania), Paul-Heinz Dittrich (Germania), Zygmunt Krauze 
(Polonia). Ha scritto il libro La Fuga Hindemithiana, Armonia e 
Contrappunto nel Novecento pubblicato dalla Casa Editrice 
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CURCI (Milano). 
È tra i fondatori dell'Associazione Culturale MUSIKÈ, Che ogni 
anno organizza il Festival Iternazionale di Musica Contemporanea 
e altri eventi. Per tre anni ha collaborato al festival di musica 
contemporanea “Nuovi Spazi Musicali”, dal quale ha ricevuto la 
commissione per una composizione da camera la cui prima 
esecuzione si svolgerà nel novembre 2000. Nel 1995 uno dei suoi 
lavori (Sonatina del Cavaliere Inesistente) è stato scelto come 
pezzo d'obbligo del concorso pianistico “Pietro Squartini” 
organizzato dall'associazione “G. Frescobaldi” di Perugia, e 
pubblicato dalla casa editrice BÈRBEN (Ancona). Nell'ottobre 
1995, ha partecipato in qualità di relatore al seminario 
“Stravinskij: Poetica Musicale” presso l'Ateneo Pontificio della 
Santa Croce, con due interventi su “Forma e contenuto nel 
linguaggio musicale”. Primo premio al concorso “Rosolino 
Toscano” (Pescara, 1998) con la composizione Sonata per 
pianoforte (CURCI, Milano). I suoi lavori sono stati eseguiti 
presso le più importanti istituzioni musicali italiane e internazionali 
in Giappone, Austria, Polonia, Lituania. 
Web: http://web.tiscali.it/andrea_toto/bio_it.html 

Tower Joan (English) 
(American, b. New Rochelle, New York, 1938) 
Tower grew up in South America. She has degrees from 
Bennington College and Columbia University. She organized the 
DaCapo Players in 1969 and was their pianist when they won the 
Naumburg Award in 1973. Tower has won many major awards 
and prizes including 3 NEA's, a Guggenheim, a Kennedy Center 
Friedman award and the Grawemeyer prize in 1990. She was a 
composer-in-residence at the Atlantic Center for the Arts in 1991. 
She is down to earth and relaxed in her approach to music and 
life, a charming lady. 

Towner Ralph (English) 
Ralph Towner, born in 1940, began by learning piano and trumpet 
and first took up guitar at the relatively advanced age of 22. He 
studied classical music with Karl Scheit in Vienna. On returning to 
New York, he started working as a pianist and guitarist,immersed 
himself deeply in the jazz scene and founded “Oregon”, a very 
adaptable group that is situated somewhere in the span betvveen 
chamber music,world music and jazz. Towner's music is 
unclassifiable. It is dominated by an improvisational spirit that 
links it to jazz, but at the same time there is a structural weight 
that indicates his classical training. The music moves smoothly 
from sensitive lyricism to jarring dissonances. He has an uncanny 
ability to play melodies, bass lines, and colorful chords up and 
down the neck all the time? As the notes swirl, complex flourishes 
ebb and flow like ocean currents. (Gary Joyner, Guitarist, August 
1999) 

Toye Geoffrey (English) 
GEOFFREY TOYE was for many years a freelance photojournalist, 
and well-known especially for his highly informed articles on 
sailing, archery and high-powered air-guns. His first novel, the 
thriller Diminished Responsibility (Langdon 1991) was a great 
success, and also appeared in translation abroad, most notably in 
Germany where it became a best-seller. His second thriller (see 
Books list) was written shortly afterwards, and now makes its 
long-awaited appearance with Starborn. Geoffrey Toye is also a 
skilled guitarist, and two of his compositions feature in our music 
list. A collection of short stories from this author is to appear with 
Starborn in 2003, as is also a study of the application of logic to 
forensics. 
Works by Geoffrey Toye: 
MAZURKA for Solo Guitar 
THE FORENSIC LOGICIAN 
TELEGRAM FROM THE PALACE 
See more at: 
http://www.starbornbooks.co.uk/sb_authors/geoffrey-
toye/#sthash.VjaJ1z98.dpuf (2016) 

Treibmann Karl Ottomar (English) 
Composer and pedagogue, born in Raun (belongs since 1994 to 
Bad Brambach/Vogtland/Saxony), died in Lipsia. He was born as 
the son of a primary school teacher and a housewife. He belonged 
to that generation of composers who experienced the outcome of 

the Second World War as a child. Treibmann went in his native 
city (1942-1947) and in Oelsnitz/Vogtland (1947-1954) to school 
and received in addition to the (large) paternal teaching important 
impulses from Oelsnitzer cantor and Straube student Paul Leo. 
From 1954 to 1959 he studied music education (Richard Petzoldt 
and Hellmuth Christian Wolff) and German studies (Theodor 
Frings, Hermann August Korff and Hans Mayer) at the Faculty of 
Arts of the Karl-Marx-Universität Leipzig. In 1959 he passed the 
state examination for teaching at the high school. In 1959/60 
Treibmann worked as a music educator at the polytechnic 
secondary school in Zschortau and from 1960 to 1966 at the 
Friedensoberschule in Delitzsch. His Ph.D. phil. wrote Treibmann 
1966 (in addition to the ongoing teaching) at the Faculty of 
Philology on the composer and music educator Helmut Bräutigam 
(1914-1942). The reviewers of the work were Paul Willert and 
Richard Petzoldt. In 1966 he became a research assistant in the 
Department of Artistic Practice of the Institute of Musicology at 
the University of Leipzig and in 1969 lecturer in music theory. 
From 1971 to 1974 he worked within the framework of academic 
self-government as head of the Artistic Practice section. 
From 1967 to 1970 he completed with Fritz Geißler and Carlernst 
Ortwein (Instrumentation) at the State Academy of Music - 
Mendelssohn Academy - in addition to a composition study. 
During this time, Treibmann had realized that his true vocation 
should be composing. His compositional career led him to Paul 
Dessau in Berlin in 1974/75, where he began his studies at the 
Academy of Arts of the GDR from Leipzig. 
After receiving the Facultas docendi in September 1975 for the 
Department of Musicology and Music Education, he became a 
lecturer in musicology and composition at the Department of 
Musicology and Musical Instrument Museum in February 1976. In 
1981 he was appointed professor with artistic teaching for music 
theory and composition. From 1981 his professorship was in the 
section of Arts and Cultural Studies and from 1991 at the 
Department of Musicology and Musical Instruments Museum of 
the Faculty of Arts, Language and Education. In 1993 he became 
a lecturer in music education at the Institute of Music Education. 
Upon reaching the age limit in 2001, he retired from the 
university service. His teaching and research areas were the 
music theory, the music composition, the musical analysis and 
composition in the 20th century. 
During his time as a teacher, he was Kreisfachberater for music in 
the department of education of the Council of Delitzsch. Until 
1974 he was a member of the commission music education of the 
Ministry of National Education and the Ministry of Higher and 
Specialty Schools. From 1985 to 1989 he was district chairman of 
the Association of Composers and Musicologists of the GDR and 
from 1990 Regional Chairman of the Association of German 
Composers. 
Treibmann was actively engaged in composing until the end of his 
life. His works were mainly published by publishers such as 
Breitkopf & Härtel / Deutscher Verlag für Musik, Ebert Musik 
Verlag, Hofmeister and Edition Peters. His œuvre includes three 
operas (“Der Idiot”, „Der Preis” und „Scherz, Satire, Ironie und 
tiefere Bedeutung”) and seven symphonies as well as chamber 
music and choral works, but also song cycles and dramatic music. 
An international breakthrough came in 1973 at the Warsaw 
Autumn with the 3rd symphonic essay. His 5th Symphony was 
premiered in November 1989 in the Leipziger Gewandhaus by the 
Gewandhausorcheser under Kurt Masur. From 1992 to 1994 he 
wrote motets for the Thomanerchor Leipzig. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Tristano Gerardo (English) 
Gerardo Tristano is a composer graduated in Philosophy at the 
University of Bari. His music is available on the most important 
web stores as iTunes, Amazon, Napster. After prestigiuoses prizes 
as the Stipendienpreis of Darmstadt and after the International 
Prize of ISCM Hong Kong 2002,he decides to a new way of his 
music language that range over a genre with neoromantic colours. 
Sort of neoromantic minimalism, his music evokes a feeling that 
we can define daring and enchanting. 

Truhlar Jan (English) 
Czech composer, guitarist and pedagogue Jan Truhlar was born in 
1928. He received a Chemistry degree and completed preliminary 
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work in composition in Kolin, Prague. Amidst communist 
outbreaks, he was granted admission to the Prague Conservatory 
in 1948 to study guitar with Stephan Urban and composition with 
Czech organist, conductor, and church music composer Frantisek 
Picka. Truhlar completed his graduate studies in 1959 with Czech 
composer Pavel Borkovec at the Academy of Musical Arts in 
Prague. Jan won several guitar and composition competitions, has 
taught at the Conservatory in Prag, the Hochshule in Perg, and 
the Conservatory in Budweis, and has been given several honors 
including the title 'Ambassador of the Composition Union' in 1979. 
He emigrated to Austria in 1981 becoming a citizen by 1988. He 
retired in 1993 without pension because he was only employed for 
12 years in Austria. Truhlar's use of harmony is comparable to 
Janacek, and his knowledge and use of dodecaphonic techniques 
was tempered by his neo-classic view of form and balance. Jan 
Truhlar is alive and well in Austria. (2000) 
Web: http://www.duo46.com/Truhlar_FM1.html 

Tucholski Gerhard (English) 
Guitarist, lutenist and composer, was born in Konitz (Western 
Prussia / today Poland: Chojnice), died in Berlin. He studied guitar 
with Heinrich Jordan and lute with Hans Neemann, gave concerts 
on both instruments. He accompanied singers (e.g. Fritz 
Wunderlich) on the lute (radio and disks). 
1932-1950 he was member of the 'Berliner Gitarrenquartett' (Willi 
Schlinske - 1st Terzgitarre, Gerhard Tucholski  - 2nd Terzgitarre, 
Erich Bürger - Primgitarre and Bruno Henze - Quintbassgitarre). 
1947-1952 he taught guitar and lute at the music school of 
Prenzlauer Berg in East Berlin. Because he also worked at the 
broadcasting station ‚Rias‘ in West Berlin, he had to leave East 
Berlin in 1952. So he taught guitar and lute at the music school of 
Wilmersdorf in West Berlin and worked at the ‚Rias‘ up to 1974. 
1974-1982 he lived and worked at Witzenhausen (Hesse). One 
year before his death his daughter brought him back to Berlin. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Tupinambá Marcelo (English) 
Marcelo Tupinambá wrote popular songs that became hits, as well 
as erudite music, having a vast production. His songs were 
recorded by the biggest singers of his time, including Francisco 
Alves (“Ruana,” lyrics by Arlindo Leal; “Serenata d'Amor,” with 
Bento de Camargo; and “Pião,” with Fernando M. Almeida) 
and Gastão Formenti, who opened in the recording business with 
“Cabocla Apaixonada” (with G. Barroso), later recording the 
modinha “Barbuleta, Barbuleta” (with José Elói) and the valse 
“Noite d'Encanto” (with Navis). Other interpreters of his were 
Vicente Celestino, Patrício Teixeira, and Abigail Maia. Among the 
erudite interpreters are Bidu Saião and Violeta Coelho Neto de 
Freitas. Tupinambá became known internationally after the 
recording of his “Tristezas de Caboclo” by the Belgian baritone 
Armand Crabbé. 
Son and nephew of conductors, Tupinambá learned piano by ear 
and violin with Savino de Benedictis. He directed the local band 
when was in high school. In 1907, at 15, he accompanied the 
famous Patápio Silva in several upstate cities. Still as an 
engineering student of the Escola Politécnica de São Paulo, 
Marcelo Tupinambá wrote the music for the revue São Paulo 
Futuro. The revue was followed by several successful tanguinhos 
like “Pierrô,” “Saci Pererê,” “Tietê,” “Tristeza de Caboclo,” and 
“Maricota Sai da Chuva” (mostly with lyrics by Arlindo Leal), 
among many others. His songs, mostly under sertanejo 
inspiration, were disseminated by the musical theatre. After an 
optical disease having forced him to abandon engineering, he 
devoted himself to music (mainly erudite), like the suite for 
strings “Estrada Velha”, the opera “Abraão”, and the ballets 
“Garoa”, “Butantã”, and “Juca Mulato”. (Alvaro Neder, Rovi) 

Turcotte Anne-Marie (Italiano) 
Anne-Marie Turcotte 
(Milano, 16 aprile 1962) Si è diplomata in Pianoforte, 
Composizione, Musica corale e Direzione di coro presso il 
Conservatorio Giuseppe Verdi di Milano, sotto la guida di Alberto 
Colombo, Azio Corghi e Franco Monego. Ha svolto attività 
concertistica sia come solista che in formazioni di musica da 
camera ed ha effettuato diverse registrazioni per la RAI. Ha vinto 
molti concorsi nazionali incluso il “Musica Nuova Festival” di 
Senigallia nel 2005. Sue composizioni sono state eseguite in 

importanti manifestazioni come il Maggio Musicale Fiorentino e 
Milano Classica. Ha pubblicato per le case editrici Ricordi, Edipan, 
Edizioni Musicali Sinfonica e Bèrben. Collabora con la casa editrice 
Ricordi per la riduzione per canto e piano di opere di importanti 
autori contemporanei. Ha insegnato Armonia e Contrappunto 
presso i conservatori di Verona, Bari, Cuneo, Roma, Avellino, 
Como, Milano ed attualmente insegna Armonia e Contrappunto 
presso il Conservatorio Vincenzo Bellini di Palermo. Tra le sue 
composizioni: Con il soffio di un canto, per quintetto di fiati 
(1991); Preludio sopra una scala enigmatica, per flauto solo 
(1995); Dopo un ascolto di Webern, per flauto e chitarra (2006); 
Sonatina, per flauto e pianoforte (2007). 
Web: http://www.donneinmusica.org/wimust/biographies-
european-women-composers/t/344-anne-marie-turcotte.html 
(2013) 

Turechek Dennis (English) 
Dennis is an active performer and composer. He has written 
several compositions for guitar such as “Five Studies for guitar”, 
“Fugue in C Minor”, “Suite in G# Minor”, “Theme and Variations”, 
“Ten Tone Tune”, and “Etude for Five Guitars”. He is the founder 
and past president of the Classical Guitar Society for Upstate New 
York and has recorded two solo albums “Dennis Turechek Plays 
Dennis Turechek” and “Nine Views from the Bridge”. 
Familiar to many in the area as one third of the jazz improvisation 
trio From the Bridge, Dennis Turechek is an accomplished classical 
and jazz guitarist with an extensive solo and ensemble career. In 
addition to his current position on the staffs of Hartwick College 
and SUNY Oneonta, Dennis has taught music and guitar at the 
Catskill Conservatory, the Brooklyn Music School, and the 
Metropolitan Music School. He has performed for the 
Glimmerglass Opera productions of The Barber of Seville, Don 
Pasquale, and Falstaff. He has also performed with the Catskill 
Symphony Orchestra and the Catskill Chamber Players. 
Web:  
http://www.hartwick.edu/academics/majors-and-minors/arts-
and-humanities/music-and-music-education-home/faculty-and-
staff/dennis-turechek (2013) 

Turina Joaquín (English) 
(1882-1949) 
Turina composed especially for the piano (he was a very good 
pianist). But he wrote some pieces for the Guitar, often dedicated 
to Segovia. From a stylistic point of view, two main elements 
meet in his music: a very “European” language, influenced by 
Impressionisms and Romanticism and folkloric stylistic features 
typical of the National Spanish School. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve 
Storia della Chitarra) 

Turina José Luis (English) 
Born in Madrid, 1952. After his studies at the conservatories of 
Barcelona and Madrid, he received a grant from the Spanish 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs for studying at the Spanish Fine Arts 
Academy in Rome, where he attended the classes in Composition 
given by Franco Donatoni at the Santa Cecilia Academy. 
En 1981 he won the First Prize in the Internacional Composition 
Contest First Centennial of the Orchestra of the Valencia 
Conservatory with the work Meeting Point. In 1986. In 1986 he 
won the First Prize of the Musical Composition Contest Queen 
Sofía, with his piece Ocnos (orchestral music on poems by Luis 
Cernuda). In 1996 he was awarded with the National Prize in 
Music. He has been commissioned many times, either by public or 
by private institutions, as well as by many ensembles and soloists, 
and his music has been played (La Fura dels Baus, Tokyo String 
Quartet, Brodsky Quartet, among many others) in the most 
important national and international festivals.  
Teacher of Harmony in the Conservatories of Cuenca an Madrid 
since 1981, in 1983 he was designated technical advisor of the 
Ministry for Education and Science, for the reformation of musical 
teaching in the realm of the new education law of 1990. In 
february 2001 he was appointed Artistic Director of the Spanish 
National Youth Orchestra.  
José Luis Turina - June, 2009 
Web: http://www.joseluisturina.com/ingles/CV220.html 

Türkmen Onur (English) 
Onur Türkmen was born in Eskişehir, Turkey in 1972. In 1990 he 
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moved to Istanbul to study environmental engineering at Istanbul 
Technical University from which he is graduated in 1999. In 1995 
he attended Berklee College of Music in Boston and graduated in 
1998. He completed his master and doctoral studies at Istanbul 
Technical University’s Center for Advanced Musical Research 
(MIAM).  The title of his doctoral dissertation is: “Contemporary 
Techniques applied to Turkish Music Instruments”. He is currently 
teaching  at Bilkent University Music and Performing Arts 
Department. He is also the writer of the Bilkent Symphony 
Orchestra performance notes.  His pieces were performed by 
many different ensembles including Duo Arcobaleni, Istanbul 
Modern Music Ensemble, Bilkent Su Trio, Adapter Ensemble, 
University of Memphis Contemporary Chamber Players, 
Razumovsky Ensemble, Bilkent Ensemble, Trio Fem, Duoist and 
Anahata Ensemble. He’s latest commissions include a piece for 
Hezarfen-Yurodny collobration for the Arts Council of Ireland and 
his piece “Lines for an ensemble” will be performed at ISCM 
2012. He gave seminars, lectures and attended to panels on 
following subjects: “The Evolution of Polyphonic Texture and its 
Absence in Turkish Music”, “Model Designs for Guitar in Just 
Intonation”, “Stravinsky and Renaissance Music”. 
Web: http://www.musma.eu/node/5606 (2015) 

Turull Xavier (Español) 
Xavier Turull i Creixell nació en Barcelona en 1922, y estudió con 
J. Massiá, Y. Menuhin i P. Casals. En su amplia esperiencia como 
concertista ha realizado diversas audiciones integrales de Sonatas 
(Bach, 1960; Beethoven, 1962-63; Schumann, 1967, Brahms, 
1966), interpretaciones de obras para dos violines con R. Ricci. 
Reconocido como compositor, alguna de sus obras más relevantes 
en la editorial Boileau son: Divertimento para violín en sol, 
Farfalle, para piano solo, Rera del Mur para soprano y cuarteto de 
cuerdas, ganadora del premio E. Toldrà de la Generalitat de 
Catalunya (1983), Tramesa a Cuixart para violín y piano. Ha 
vivido en América del Sur durante ocho años, combinando 
actívidades públicas y pedagógicas, y ha sido director de estudios 
de violín y profesor de música de cámara (1947-1950) en la 
Universidad del Cauca (Colombia) y del Conservatorio Superior 
Municipal de Música de Barcelona (1977-1982). Ha formado parte 
en múltiples ocasiones de jurados de concursos internacionales de 
violín: Paganini (Gènova), Jacques Thibaud (París), Wieniaswsky 
(Lubin) i Brescia (ltàlia). Ha realizado cursos magistrales de 
interpretación en Glasgow (Escòcia, 1977), en Lancut (Polònia, 
1981) y, en el Estado Español. Actualmente es catedrático del 
Conservatorio Municipal de Música de Barcelona, miembro del 
Consell d'Ensenyament de la Generalitat de Catalunya y 
Presidente de la rama española de TESTA. 
Web: 
http://www.accompositors.com/compositors/turull/turull.html 

Ubieta Enrique (English) 
Cuban Composer and musical journalist, born in the Habana, 
established in New York. He has scored original music for seven 
films, has composed more than 60 works for chamber, vocal and 
symphonic music, and has created several musical innovations. 
While in Cuba, he studied at the National Conservatory from 
which he was graduated early and became a professor of music. 
Shortly thereafter, in 1951, he published his first musical 
innovation, Phonochromy, a system of musical notation especially 
suited to highlight sound dynamics, using three elementary colors 
in printing standard scores, which has made music writing a bit 
more contemporary. So, traditional dynamic signs are eliminated 
and their significance is represented by colors: p = blue; mf = 
violet; f = red. As we know, each note carries its sound and 
value; now, being colored, it also carries its volume... 
Ubieta was also featured as a musicological journalist for El 
Mundo, at that time, one of Cuba's most prestigious and widely 
read of all national newspapers. Between story deadlines, he also 
composed many works for the Teatro de Bellas Artes of Havana. 
As 1959 got underway, Ubieta became founding composer of the 
National Film Institute (ICAIC), where he was commissioned to 
compose for several successful films, which have received 
multiple awards at some of the most renowned international film 
festivals. The following year, he was formally invited to study with 
Aram I. Khachaturian at the Conservatory of Moscow, where he 
spent some time in working under the composer's mentorship. 

Upon returning to Havana, he continued writing chamber and 
vocal music aired on national television. He also made known a 
contemporary school of his own conception: Bimodalism--a 
harmonic system where major and minor modes are blended 
simultaneously in the same tonality from beginning to end in a 
musical work, uninterrupted and occurring as a unique harmonic 
element. Bimodalism, as a school, has no systematic precedent. 
(Ubieta's treatise, Bimodalism: A New Dimension and Ethos in 
Harmony, elucidates the complete methodology and mechanics of 
the system, with copious theoretical examples and illustrations). 
In 1961, the French film directors Joris Ivens and Chris Marker 
used his music in their native film productions. The following year, 
Ubieta published another innovation: Pictorial Music Score, a 
pictographic system that consists of the substitution of instrument 
names in scores and parts by their respective images. 
Advantageous factors of readability support this innovation: The 
instrumental image is universal; its name is not Moreover, the eye 
detects the image faster and better than the word. (Thirty years 
after this graphic innovation was merchandised worldwide by 
Ubieta, Sibelius music notation software is now providing it to 
their users in its latest version.) 
His zarzuela cómica, Mefistófeles, was premiered in 1964, as he 
was appointed composer in residence of the Havana Musical 
Theatre, by its then Mexican director, Alfonso Arau. Later this 
year, Ubieta left Cuba to reside in Paris, where he joined SACEM, 
the French Society of Composers. While in Paris, his music was 
widely broadcast by the Radiodiffusion Française. He also 
composed several works for the French Scholastic Television, as 
well as for other private firms. Ubieta's symphonic work, The 
Cuban Mass (vocal score published in 1975 by Walton Music 
Corp.), was premiered in 1973 at the Cathedral of Saint John The 
Divine, by Dr. Alec Wyton, former national president of the 
American Guild of Organists and master of choristers at the 
cathedral, with the composer serving as guest conductor. The 
Cuban Mass was continuously performed by the late Norman 
Luboff's renowned chorus. It was also performed by Almeda and 
Jackson Berkey's Soli Deo Gloria Cantorum, as well as by several 
other groups in the U.S. and abroad. Then in 1975, the first of 
Ubieta's guitar pieces, Bimodal, was premiered at Carnegie Recital 
Hall. Bimodal has been played by many guitarists on New York 
radio stations and at concert halls in the U.S. and abroad.  
Ubieta was commissioned to compose and conduct the music of 
the motion picture, El Super, a New Yorker Films release in 1978. 
It won the 1979 Mannheim Foreign Film Award, co-won the 1979 
Venetian Critic's Award, won the 1980 Biarritz Award, and 
numerous other awards. The original motion-picture score was 
recorded on a Kim Records label, and a guitar version of the 
theme, transcribed by the composer, was premiered live on 
WNCN (GAF Broadcasting, NY) and later recorded in 1985 by the 
guitarist, Carlos Barbosa-Lima, for Concord Records. In 1999, the 
guitarist Manuel Barrueco recorded New York Rush, in his ¡Cuba! 
EMI CD release. The movie theme, New York Rush, is now 
published in its various versions by G. Schirmer, Inc. In mid 1980, 
Ubieta was commissioned by the U.S. government to compose the 
music of their documentary,  In Their Own Words (Gold Medal 
winner at the 23rd New York International Film Festival). In 1985, 
Ubieta premiered his first piano trio, Canon Over Hanon, at the 
Vineyard Theatre in New York. This work, aesthetically analogous 
to its congeners in painting, is a true musical collage, where 
melodic layers by the violin and cello are painted over the first 20 
lessons of the famous piano method (real object). The New York 
Council on the Arts commissioned him in 1986 to compose his 
second piano trio, Lo Negro Y Lo Blanco. It was premiered by Trío 
Música Hispana Levande Ton, a leading Swedish choral group, 
conducted by Thore Kennestad, recorded the Kyrie and Alleluia 
from The Cuban Mass in 1986 on the Scandinavian Four-Leaf 
Clover label. (Instrumental accompaniment of this recording was 
performed by the recognized Cuban pianist, Bebo Valdés, and two 
typical percussionists.) 
To commemorate the centennial of the birth of Heitor Villa-Lobos, 
in 1987, Ubieta composed La Cubachiana Ubieta scored several 
versions of said work, some of which are under publication 
agreement with G. Schirmer, Inc. The Florilegium Chamber Choir 
premiered the version for chorus and piano at Merkin Concert Hall 
in New York. (Both The Cuban Mass and La Cubachiana received 
excellent reviews at this concert.) 
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His choral work, Voces de Navidad (Christmas Voices) with 
Spanish and English lyrics written by the composer, was 
premiered in 1991 by the chamber choir, Las Voces, conducted by 
Xiomara Di Maio. In 1994, the complete vocal / orchestral version 
of The Cuban Mass debuted in Stockholm by well-known Swedish 
performers, during the annual and prominent Skinnskatteberg 
Choral Festival. This two-day performance received a long-
standing ovation by an audience exceeding 700 attendees. The 
Bach Choir of Pittsburgh under the direction of Brady Allred, 
successfully performed The Cuban Mass, in October 1998, at the 
Carlow College Community Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
The Westchester Philharmonic and the Chorus of the Americas, 
performed the Kyrie, Sanctus and Alleluia from The Cuban Mass, 
in January 1999, under the baton of Paul Lustig Dunkel, its Music 
Director and Conductor. In recent years, some more performers 
have presented music by Ubieta, in concert. Among them, Chucho 
Valdés with his quartet, who performed and recorded live, Son 
XXI, at the Village Vanguard in New York City, on April 9 & 10 of 
1999. Other worth mentioning, are the piano recitalist, and dean 
of the arts at the University of California, in Irving, Nohema 
Fernandez ; and the Acapella Choir from the University of 
Wisconsin-Superior, conducted by Dr. Matthew Faerber. In April 
2002, The Cleveland Duo of James Umble & Carolyn G. Warner 
successfully performed the trio version (with Sax.) of La 
Cubachiana, in Jefferson, Ohio. 
Web: http://www.ubieta.com/ 

Ugoletti Paolo (English) 
Paolo Ugoletti was born in Brescia in 1956. He began his musical 
studies under the guidance of his mother and continued at the 
Consevatory of his hometown under Giancarlo Facchinetti for 
composition and Giovanni Ugolini for the piano. In 1979 he 
attended the Franco Donatoni’s composition courses at Accademia 
Chigiana in Siena and the Giacomo Manzoni’s class at the 
Giuseppe Verdi Conservatory in Milan. In these years he began to 
collaborate with various musical groups and soloists such as 
Monch, Scarponi, Pedron, Ballista, Gorli, Garbarino, Antonelli, 
Damerini and Bonaguri.  
In 1980, after he  graduated in composition, he spent summer in 
Stocholm and he got in touch with the most important 
scandinavian musicians. He began teaching composition at the 
Conservatory of Pesaro, then he moved to Bologna and Parma 
Conservatories. In 1987 he was composer in residence at the 
Santa Cruz University in California, on that occasion he met the 
music of Lou Harrison, Arvo Part, John Adams and Keith Jarret. He 
has been teacher and faculty member at the Luca Marenzio 
Conservatory in Brescia  since 1989.A long and fruitful co-
operation with Sagra Musicale Umbra leads him to compose many 
works. This collaboration flows in the Missa Solemnis 
Resurrectionis, a work of many composers, Ugoletti was 
requested for the Gloria he composed for tenor, choir and 
orchestra. The work was premiered in Rome during the Youth 
World Council Jubilee 2000. He was charged to complete the 
Lacrymosa  and set down the ending Amen of Mozart’s Requiem.  
In 1989 he carried out chamber and solo compositions on 
requests of Radio France and the Cabrillo Music Festival 
(California). In the 90s he began studing traditional irish music, 
the strength and warmth of that music are the lymph of many 
works of him expecially when related to ancient irish texts. In 
1998-1999 he produced two sets of preludes for solo piano: Terra 
di confini (Borderland) and La fonte nascosta ( The secret spring). 
Starting from 2000 he composes  works for solos, choir and 
orchestra including instruments from different musical genres 
such as uillean pipe, tin whistle, celtic harp, electric guitar, electric 
bass, electric keyboards and drums. Since 2003 he collaborates 
with the painter Rinaldo Turati realizing the sound tracks of his 
exibitions. Paolo Ugoletti has no publisher and he is indipendent of 
whatever composition church or school, he loves every way of 
expression without prejudice. He lives and works in Nave. 
Web: http://www.paolougoletti.com/en/biography.html (2007) 

Ugoletti Paolo (Italiano) 
Compositore bresciano, ha iniziato gli studi nella sua città con 
Giancarlo Fachinetti e Giovanni Ugolini, proseguendoli poi al 
Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano con Giacomo Manzoni. Dal 
1977 al 1979 ha seguito i corsi di perfezionamento di Franco 

Donatoni all' Accademia Chigiana di Siena. Attualmente è 
insegnante di Composizione presso il Conservatorio di Musica di 
Brescia. La sua vasta produzione è varia per organici e generi, e 
spazia da lavori per strumento solo a concerti, musica da camera 
e opere sinfoniche. Il pianoforte è presente in quasi tutte le sue 
composizioni. Come compositore e interprete, da qualche tempo si 
dedica alla musica di confine tra Jazz, etno e classica. Ha fondato 
diversi gruppi di musica di confine. (Settembre 2005) 
Web: 
http://www.conservatorio.brescia.it/curricula/paolo_ugoletti%20it
a.htm 
 
Paolo Ugoletti, compositore bresciano, ha iniziato gli studi nella 
sua città con Giancarlo Facchinetti e Giovanni Ugolini, 
proseguendoli poi al Conservatorio “Giuseppe Verdi” di Milano con 
Giacomo Manzoni. Dal 1977 al 1979 ha seguito i corsi di 
perfezionamento di Franco Donatoni all’Accademia Chigiana di 
Siena. 
Attualmente è insegnante di composizione presso il Conservatorio 
di Musica “Luca Marenzio” di Brescia. 
La sua vasta produzione è varia per organici e generi, e spazia da 
lavori per strumento solo a Concerti, Musica da camera e opere 
sinfoniche. La chitarra e il pianoforte sono presenti in quasi tutte 
le sue composizioni. Come compositore e interprete da qualche 
tempo si dedica alla musica di confine tra Jazz, Etno e Classica. 
Ha fondato diversi gruppi di musica di confine. 
Molti lavori per chitarra sono dedicati a Piero Bonaguri. 
Web: 
http://www.utorpheus.com/utorpheus/authors.php?author_cn=Ug
oletti,%20Paolo (2011) 

Uhl Alfred (English) 
Alfred Uhl (June 5, 1909 – June 8, 1992) was 
an Austrian composer who wrote extensively for clarinet, including 
educational material and works that are still common repertoire. 
His most famous educational pieces are the two volumes which 
comprise the 48 Studies (see below). Uhl studied at the Vienna 
State Academy of Music and later taught at the same institution. 
His Divertimento for Three Clarinets and Bass Clarinet is one of 
the most performed works for the medium. Written in 1942 for 
clarinettists from the Vienna Philharmonic, it is a very demanding 
3-movement work structured similarly to a conventional concerto. 
Other works include a concerto for clarinet 
and orchestra (Konzertante Sinfonie for Clarinet and Orchestra) 
and a trio for clarinet,piano and viola (Kleines Konzert). 

Uhlik Tomislav (English) 
(Zagreb, 1956) was a student of physics when, encouraged by the 
composer and conductor Emil Cossetto, he discovered an interest 
in music, and in 1978 enrolled at the Zagreb Academy of Music to 
study theory of music. He began composing as a student, 
influenced at first by Cossetto’s choral works, and in 1982 he 
started studying composition in Stanko Horvat’s class at the 
Zagreb Academy of Music. Interrupting his studies because of 
family committments and obligations towards the Croatian 
Folklore Ensemble “Lado”, he began to work for the ensemble in 
1983 as music director. He was also employed for some time as 
rehearsal pianist in the Ballet School in Zagreb. Between 1986 
and 1989 he studied conducting at the Zagreb Academy of Music, 
graduating in Igor Gjadrov’s class. In the meantime he worked 
first as rehearsal pianist and then conductor in the Zagreb 
“Komedija” Theatre, where he conducted six operetta premieres 
since 1992. He has been a guest conductor in the Croatian 
National Theatres in Zagreb and Osijek, and regularly collaborates 
as a conductor and composer with the Croatian Army Symphonic 
Wind Orchestra. Composing for diverse combinations of 
instruments, he attempts to reconcile his affinities for serious 
music, folklore and jazz. Uhlik is the recipient of several major 
prizes and acknowledgements of his work.  

Ulrich Jürgen (English) 
Composer and teacher of composition. Ulrich studied composition 
and theory. He started as teacher of several continuation 
academies (e.g. Landesakademie Nordrhein-Westfalen) and 
became at last professor for composition and theory at the 
Hochschule für Musik Detmold (Westphalia). In 1989 he became 
also Vice Rector of this Hochschule up to his retirement, and he 
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was vice-president of the “Deutscher Tonkünstleverband”, too. He 
composed many works (chamber music and orchestra) conceived 
for non-professional musicians. (Rainer Stelle, 2009) 

Urban Pierre (Français) 
Né le 14.03.1930. Soliste de l’ensemble Ars Nova (direction 
Marius Constant) depuis 1964. Joue aussi la guitare baroque et la 
guitare électrique. Pratique l’électroacoustique. Professeur à l’ENM 
de La Rochelle (CA). Un disque de guitare baroque, un disque 
avec flutes japonaises. 

Uribe-Holguín Guillermo (Español) 
El compositor bogotano Guillermo Uribe Holguín lideró un cambio 
significativo en la vida musical colombiana en la segunda década 
del siglo XX. No sólo fue el primer compositor en dominar la forma 
de la sinfonía, la sonata y el cuarteto, en su definición más 
académica, sino que fundó el Conservatorio Nacional de Música 
(Antigua Academia Nacional de Música de 1882), y convirtió la 
orquesta del Conservatorio en la Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional de 
Colombia. Combinó las labores de violinista, compositor, 
pedagogo y director. Su estilo musical fue fuertemente 
influenciado por la escuela francesa conservadora de D´Indy. Sin 
embargo, asimiló una gran cantidad de gestos de la música 
popular nacional andina, en especial del bambuco y el pasillo, en 
una faceta nacionalista que mantuvo separada del resto de su 
obra y la cual siempre hizo explícita en los títulos de sus obras. El 
catálogo de la obra de Uribe Holguín es extenso, pues se retiró de 
la vida pública hacia 1934 y se dedicó a la composición hasta su 
muerte. La carencia de ediciones de su música ha contribuído a 
que haya pocas ejecuciones de su obra. 
[Elaborado por Ellie Anne Duque] 
Web: http://facartes.unal.edu.co/compositores/html/0011_1.html 

Urrutia-Blondel Jorge (Español) 
Compositor y musicólogo, Urrutia Blondel estudió en el Instituto 
Nacional de Santiago y en la Escuela de Leyes de la Universidad 
de Chile, mientras aprendía música de manera privada con 
Allende y Santa Cruz. Fue un activo partícipe en el movimiento de 
organización musical asociado con la Sociedad Bach, bajo la 
conducción de Santa Cruz, y se unió a la mesa directiva de la 
asociación. 
Después de ser nombrado secretario del Conservatorio Nacional 
fue premiado con una beca para perfeccionar sus estudios en 
Europa. Viajó a París y tuvo clases con Koechlin, Dukas y 
Boulanger, así como a Berlín, donde se formó con Hindemith y 
Mersmann (1928-31). 
A su retorno ocupó el cargo de profesor de teoría y composición 
en el Conservatorio Nacional. Durante los 40 y 50 tuvo otros 
puestos como el de secretario de la Facultad de Ciencias y Artes 
Musicales de la Universidad de Chile y miembro del Instituto de 
Investigaciones Musicales. En 1976 recibió el Premio Nacional de 
Arte. 
Como compositor Urrutia Blondel comenzó escribiendo con un 
estilo nacionalista, pero más tarde adoptó elementos post-
impresionistas y neoclásicos. Su labor como musicólogo consistió 
sobretodo de estudios analíticos de la música chilena del siglo XX 
y de investigación folclórica, en particular, de las provincias del 
norte de Chile. 
Como profesor tuvo entre sus alumnos a Juan Amenábar, José 
Vicente Asuar, Darwin Vargas y Miguel Aguilar. Su obra incluye las 
suites sinfónicas La Guitarra del Diablo (1942) y Música para un 
Cuento de Antaño (1948), la Pastoral de Alhué para pequeña 
orquesta (1937), Canciones y Danzas Folclóricas de Chile para 
coro (1933-37, 1944), Música folclórica ritual de La Tirana para 
coro (1962), el ballet Redes (1948, 1952), Tres Sugerencias de 
Chile para piano (1924-26), así como varias canciones, música 
coral, piezas para piano y música de cámara. 
Web: http://www.beethovenfm.cl/app/detalle.php?id=282 

Uspensky Vladislav (English) 
Vladislav Aleksandrovich Uspensky 
Internet Edition compiled by Onno van Rijen 
Updated 23 January 2005 
Born: 7 September 1937 in Omsk. Died in 2004. 
Education: Uspensky sang in church chorus and got the first 
lessons in music from his first teacher, his mother. The 
indomitable wish to create was directed in the right way by a 

recognized master of music Dmitri Kabalevskiy, “god father” of 
the young musician. During his study in the musical college of the 
Moscow conservatoire Vladislav Uspensky broadened his 
understanding of music of the 20th century under the guidance of 
an originally thinking pedagogue S. Frid. Years of study at the 
Leningrad conservatoire were years of penetration into the richest 
spiritual and academic traditions of the city; years of merging in 
the creative environment of the 60's generation. The young 
composer associated those years with Mstislav Rostropovich, 
Eugeniy Mravinskiy, Michail Waiman, Boris Gutnikov, Iosif 
Brodsky, Michail Shemyakin and Yakov Gordin. An experienced 
master, B. Arapov, entrusted to him the secrets of mastery 
composition. 
Meeting with Dmitri Shostakovich, who was his preceptor in 
postgraduate from 1962 till 1965, was decisive in many respects 
for his life and artistic career. It extended the borders of his world 
vision; determined the still increasing level of mastery, and finally 
widened his understanding of human and artistic nature. “Don't 
forget to write ... My fervent wish to carry on the association with 
you...” 
Uspensky caught the best traits of his teacher, not only as an 
author and pedagogue but also as an individual. True devotion to 
his profession, accuracy in words and deeds, “civic-mindedness is 
not an easy talent” (R. Rozhdestvensky), particular fineness of 
personal relations - all these traits acquired from the great master 
penetrated the flesh and blood of Uspensky's nature, and have 
been his unshakeable Creed. “Vladislav Uspensky is a Saint-
Petersburg composer, the People's Artist of Russia. In 1962 he 
graduated from the Leningrad conservatory composition class of 
professor B. Arapov and in 1965 completed the post-graduate 
course under professor Dmitri Shostakovich. 
Style: Vladislav Uspensky masters the widest palette of musical 
genres: from song to opera, from instrumental miniatures to large 
symphonic works, from children's incedental music, film music to 
Divine Liturgy... 
The theatric originality inherent in the talent of Uspenskiy 
penetrated the sphere of symphonic genres (timbre 
personification, colorful portrait-characters) and variety songs 
(monoperformance “Expectation” on verses of R. 
Rozhdestvenskiy). Vocal-variety and symphonic genres are united 
in the poetic style of the ballet “Cranes flying”; technique and 
principles of film production (montage, rapid change of tempos) 
have penetrated the opera “Intervention and the songs of the 
latter gave rise later to the flashing musical “Scandal in 
Bohemian”. 
The spiritual moral source in the music of Uspensky deserves 
special attention. Vladislav Uspensky thoroughly understands the 
ethical meaning of music creations. High ethical passion is a 
characteristic of the many deeds - human and creative - of 
Vladislav Uspensky: devoted service to his art, his pupils and 
colleagues. Special soul magnetism (a trait also inherited from 
Dmitri Shostakovich), a sense of close link with his 
contemporaries and predecessors, and a feeling of spiritual debt - 
is the moral leitmotif of the composer's work. It is not mere 
chance that the key word in the title of many of his works is 
“Dedication” in the meaning of “Consecration” (“Consecration” as 
touching the sacraments of love, faith, friendship): “Dedication”, 
an elegiac symphony in memory of his mother. 
The musical language of Vladislav Uspensky is marked by a 
striving to combine the traditions of national Russian music with 
modern rhythms and colors. 
Web: http://home.wanadoo.nl/ovar/uspen.htm 

Uspensky Vladislav (Italiano) 
Nato a Omsk nel 1937, Uspensky fonda le proprie origini culturali 
nella cultura ortodossa; assimilata all'interno della famiglia e della 
comunità religiosa della sua città. Durante la sua formazione 
musicale frequenta prima il Conservatorio di Mosca, dove è allievo 
tra gli altri di Dmitrij Kabalevskij, e in seguito quello di 
Leningrado, nel quale entra in contatto con le ricche tradizioni 
musicali e culturali della città e studia accanto a giovani di talento 
quali Mstislav Rostropovic. 
Qui incontra anche Dmitrij Sostakovic, una figura decisiva nel 
compimento della sua formazione, con il quale perfeziona la 
tecnica compositiva e approfondisce la conoscenza della propria 
natura artistica e umana. Oggi Uspensky è tra i compositori più 
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rappresentativi della sua generazione, docente al Conservatorio di 
San Pietroburgo e segretario, per la sua città, dell'Associazione 
Russa dei Compositori.  
La sua produzione tocca tutti i generi musicali - dalla canzone 
all'opera lirica, dai lavori cameristica quelli sinfonici e a numerosi 
balletti, da composizioni didattiche alla musica da film – e trae 
frequentemente spunto e suggestione da opere di prosa o 
letterarie con un marcato senso teatrale nella scrittura musicale.  
(Elena Càsoli, Il Fronimo n.112, ottobre 2000) 

Vachez Sébastien (English) 
Winner of several prizes in international competitions, french 
guitarist Sébastien Vachez is currently leading a career as a 
concertist, composer, arranger and teacher, and he is certainly no 
stranger to the platform of international festivals having 
performed at “Rencontres de la Guitare d’Antony” (Paris), 
“Silesian Guitar Autumn” in Tichy and Krynica festival (Poland), 
“Cahiers de la Guitare” festival in Musicora (Paris), Guitar Gala 
(Sweden), Athens and Hermoupolis festivals (Greece), Zagreb 
“Guitar Days” (Croatia) and others. 
In France as well as abroad, he regularly played solo recitals, 
concerts within the “Couleurs Tango” trio and with orchestra as a 
soloist. 
As a teacher, he also appeared in master-classes and in guitar 
orchestras workshops. 
He also recorded two CD released by Mandala/Harmonia Mundi 
(“Comme une Saudade” and “Cuba Libre”) and his own works are 
regularly published by Doberman – Yppan (Canada), d’Oz 
(Canada) and Henri Lemoine (Paris). 
This is what Roland Dyens (world renowned french guitarist and 
composer , teacher at Conservatoire National Supérieur de Paris) 
wrote about Sébastien Vachez: 
“I’m sure that this young subtle and cultured artist will very 
quickly distinguish himself, by his creative musicality, from the 
plethora of excellent guitarists who, precisely, are only excellent 
guitarists”. 
Web: http://www.sebastienvachez.com/spip.php?article2 

Vaglini Riccardo (Italiano) 
Riccardo Vaglini (Pisa, 1965) compositore e pianista. Consegue il 
diploma in Composizione al Conservatorio G. Verdi di Milano e si 
perfeziona in seguito con G. Manzoni. Ottiene la borsa di studio ai 
Ferienkurse di Darmstadt nel 1988 e nel 1992. Gli sono state 
commissionate composizioni da Studio ES di Milano, Teseco per 
l'Arte, Freon, Comune di Pisa, Tokyo manufacture, Microcosmos. 
Ha al suo attivo esecuzioni presso: Teatro alla Scala di Milano, 
Lucero di Paris, Wien Modern, Teatro di Pisa, Akiyoshidai Festival, 
Ferienkurse di Darmstadt, La Recoleta di Buenos Aires, Musicavoix 
di Evreux, Cantieri alla Zisa di Palermo, Gamo di Firenze, Di nuovo 
Musica di Reggio Emilia, Tokyo Opera City, Aujourd'hui Musiques 
di Perpignan, Progetto Musica di Roma. Le sue composizioni sono 
state radiodiffuse da: RadioTre, Mágyár Radio, NHK, KBS Seoul. 
Edizioni e discografia presso Edipan di Roma, FX Units, Ars 
publica, Pagano, Liguori. Vive tra Pisa e Venezia dove è titolare 
della cattedra di Composizione al Conservatorio Benedetto 
Marcello. 
Web: http://www.musicacontemporanea.tv/riccardovaglini.htm 
(2010) 

Vaillant Raymond (English) 
RAYMOND VAILLANT (1935) 
Musical studies at the Ecole Normale de Musique, Paris with 
emphasis on harmony, counterpoint and fugue with Julien Falk, 
then analysis and composing with Claude Ballif. Later he becomes 
assistant to Max Deutsch at the Ecole Normale de Musique. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Valcárcel Edgar Arze (Español) 
Edgar Valcárcel Arze nacido en Puno, Perú, es pianista. Estudió en 
el Conservatorio Nacional de Música de Lima, también en Nueva 
York y Buenos Aires. Fue director del Conservatorio Nacional de 
Música y la Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional de Lima. Como 
compositor ha participado en numerosos festivales en Europa y 
América.  

Valev Ognian (English) 
Ognian Stefanov Valev was born on October 5th, 1959 in Gotze 
Delchev. In 1985 he was awarded two first prizes, one for solo 
performance and one for chamber music performance, in the 
competi tion, Young Musician, in Chirpan. In 1987 he finished the 
State Musical Academy.Pancho Vladigerov, in Sofia, specializing in 
guitar, and later the Southwestern University, Neofit Rilski, 
majoring in music pedagogy and conducting. He specialized at 
Mihaelshtain, the Institute for Artistic Practice in Blancenburg 
(Germany) in the class of Hines Tutshalt. 
Presently, Ognian Valev is actively engaged in giving concerts in 
Bulgaria and abroad. He made records in the Bulgarian Radio and 
TV. He is the art director of one of the most famous guitar 
festivals in Bulgaria, which is carried out in his home town. In 
1998 he founded a yearly summer festival for guitarists, Pirin 
Summer. 
With his creative work Ognian Valev contributed to the enrichment 
of classical guitar repertory and pedagogic literature. In the last 
years he created a book for beginners “Methodical Basics for 
Studying Guitar” (Sofia, 1999] accompanied by a collection of 
works - part I (Gotze Delchev, 2000). 

Valls Manuel (Español) 
Nació en Badalona en 1920 y falleció en Barcelona en 1984. 
Estudió Derecho en la Universidad de Barcelona, música en el 
Conservatorio del Liceo y armonía y orquestación con el Padre 
Donostia. Fue profesor de la Escuela de Arte Dramático, de la 
Universitat de Barcelona y de la Escola Adriá Gual, además de 
fundar el “Círculo Manuel de Falla” en el Instituto Francés de 
Barcelona, que resultó muy importante para el establecimiento de 
la vanguardia española. 
Por otra parte, fue miembro de la Sociedad Catalana de 
Musicología. Sus trabajos se centraron, principalmente, en la 
música del siglo XX, siendo autor de varias obras sobre la música 
catalana contemporánea. En el ámbito periodístico fue crítico 
musical en el diario El País, edición de Cataluña y en 1971 dirigió 
las emisiones dedicadas a la música española de la O.R.T.F. de 
París, en la serie La rose des vents. 
Web: 
http://digital.march.es/clamor/en/fedora/repository/atm%3A886  

Van der Veen Derk (English) 
Derk van der Veen was born in Dokkum, in the northernmost 
region of Holland in 1972. His guitar studies began at the age of 
10 and were completed at the conservatories of Rotterdam and 
Zwolle. His main teachers include Roman Jaworski and Stepan 
Rak. As a performer he has appeared as solo recitalist and as a 
soloist with ballet and theater groups, touring throughout Europe. 
In 1995, he founded the Mychenka Quartet (flute, violin, guitar 
and bayan), performing only original music. His compositions 
include chamber music, orchestral music and works for solo 
guitar. Blues and Ballads, written in 1996, is a set of three concert 
works for solo guitar in jazz-blues style. 
Web: http://derkvanderveen.wix.com/gitaarles#!gitarist/cxcp 
(2016) 

Van Dijk Gijs (English) 
Composer and guitarist, born in Delft (Province Southern 
Holland). He studied classical guitar with Ries de Hilster and Lydia 
Kennedy as well as theory with Tristan Keuris at the Muziek 
Pedagogische Akademie in Hilversum. 
Afterwards he studied theory and composition with Tristan Keuris 
and jazz guitar with Wim Overgauw. From 1984 he studied 
composition with Tristan Keuris at Utrechts Conservatorium 
(graduated 1991). 
During his studies at the Conservatory he was house composer of 
the Ricciotti Ensemble. As an improvising musician, in the eighties 
Van Dijk was a striking improvising bass guitarist on the Dutch 
and international jazz stages, including in the Noodband with 
Greetje Bijma and in various ensembles with, among others, 
Arend Nijenhuis, Paul Termos, Han Bennink and Hans Hasebos. In 
the nineties he played, among other things, with the singers 
Hester Bovenhuis and Cas de Marez. As a jazz and improvising 
guitarist, Van Dijk regularly performs with the Broken String Trio 
and the Impro Quartet. In addition, he is a music teacher at the 
IVKO school, an Amsterdam secondary school with a particularly 
extensive art range. 
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Many of his compositions came about with an assignment from 
the Fund for Creative Art. Van Dijk composed for the Amsterdam 
Saxophone Orchestra and the Orchester the Saxophones 
Portugesa, both directed by Henk van Twillert, and for 
Contraband, the orchestra of trombonist Willem van Manen. His 
works are played on many Dutch stages and various venues in 
England, Portugal, Hungary, France, USA and Cuba, including 
pianist Ivo Janssen and oboist Pauline Oostenrijk, the Amsterdam 
Saxophone Quartet, the Aurelia Quartet, the guitar duo Lydia 
Kennedy and Frans van Gurp, the Netherlands Wind Ensemble, 
the baritone saxophonist Henk van Twillert, the electro-flutist Jos 
Zwaanenburg and bass clarinetist Harry Sparnaay. He also 
collaborated on the reconstruction of the scores of Nedly Elstak 
and on the creation of the score of the 11th Symphony of Glenn 
Branca. During the performance of this work by the Radio 
Symphony Orchestra, Gijs van Dijk played along on the 
harmonica guitar designed by Branca. At the moment he is 
working on a chamber opera for the Choir New Music with soloists 
and instrumental ensemble. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Van Wyk Carl (English) 
Music Theory Specialist, Composer. 
Carl van Wyk, born in Cape Town, South Africa, commenced 
undergraduate studies at the University of Cape Town. He 
graduated cum laude with a Bachelor of Music degree in 1964 and 
completed his Master of Music degree in 1965. That same year he 
received a symphonic commission from the Cape Performing Arts 
Board. His work, Derivations won the composer’s competition of 
the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) in 1996. In 
the same year he was awarded the South African Music Rights 
Organization’s (SAMRO) Overseas Scholarship for Composers and 
spent 1 year studying with British composer Alan Bush at the 
Royal Academy of Music in London. During that time his orchestral 
work, Petrusa Variations, won both the Manson and West awards 
for composition.  
Van Wyk returned to South Africa and worked toward his 
Doctorate of Music degree. His studies in electronic music 
composition were accelerated by a practical course given by Dutch 
composer, Henk Badings. Badings was the co-examiner of van 
Wyk’s doctoral work, completed in 1971. After an initial 
appointment at the University of Port Elizabeth, Dr. van Wyk 
joined the staff of the University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg 
in 1976 as Senior Lecturer in Music Theory. In 1991 he was 
appointed Head of the University’s School of Music, serving in this 
capacity through 1996. 
Carl van Wyk has composed more than forty works. His Little 
Dance for the Piccaninny has been an examination piece in the 
international piano lists of the Associated Board of the Royal 
Schools of Music. His folk opera, Fiela’s Child, was premiered in 
September 1993 at the School of Music of the University of 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. His African Suite for Children’s 
Orchestra has proved very popular with audiences and 
performers. Recently, van Wyk’s Three Paraphrase for Two String 
Quartets 1996, commissioned by SAMRO, was given its world 
premiere performance at the Oslo Chamber Music Festival in 
1996. The work has enjoyed further performances at the Kennedy 
Center, Washington, D.C. in January 2000. 
He has subsequently been involved in arranging music for a 
variety of student-based ensembles. The works are designed for 
the enrichment of the Suzuki environment and includes several 
World Music offerings. Carl van Wyk has served as accompanist at 
a number of Suzuki workshops and presents computer-driven 
composition and theory classes at the Colorado Suzuki Workshop 
in Beaver Creek, Colorado, WOW, TX, and other institutes. 
Web: http://www.suzukidallas.com/public/carlvanwyk.aspx 
(2008) 

Vandervelde Janika (English) 
The music of Janika Vandervelde grows out of a vigorous dialogue 
between instinct and form. Her subtle, assymetrical weave of 
pitches and rhythms has been described by musicologist Susan 
McClary (MacArthur Foundation fellow and author of Feminine 
Endings) as “endlessly fascinating — almost like facets of a crystal 
that seem to change with each turn . . . ordered, yet timeless.” 
Her 'Genesis' series of compositions — seven works written 

between 1982 and 1989 for a range of small ensembles — is an 
extended exploration of life cycles and cycles of change, rooted in 
the contrapuntal flow of expanding palindromes and clockworks. 
The architecture of these acclaimed pieces derives from an early 
interest in the T’ai-chi diagram, which provided the composer with 
an alternative to western, linear compositional models. In the past 
decade, Ms. Vandervelde’s music has become more eclectic and 
elastic, integrating a more open, spontaneous, multi-dimensional 
sound-world into her earlier preoccupation with process, 
architecture, and purity of language.  
A native of Wisconsin, Ms. Vandervelde has written more than 90 
works for orchestras, choirs, chamber ensembles, soloists, and 
the stage, including the operas Hildegard (1989) and Seven 
Sevens (1993). She has twice been a Bush Artist Fellow and a 
McKnight Foundation Composer Fellow, has been honored with the 
Boulanger Award of the Women’s Philharmonic in San Francisco, 
and has received grants and fellowships from the Minnesota State 
Arts Board, ASCAP, and the American Composers Forum. She has 
been commissioned by such organizations as The Minnesota 
Orchestra, The Guthrie Theater, the Saint Paul Chamber 
Orchestra, the Women’s Philharmonic, the Minnesota Chorale, the 
Dale Warland Singers, Chanticleer, the Oregon Repertory Singers, 
and Zeitgeist. She has been profiled in the New Grove Dictionary 
of Music (2nd ed.) and the International Who's Who of Classical 
Musicians. 
During the period 1999-2002, Ms. Vandervelde served as 
Composer-in-Residence for three Twin Cities organizations — the 
Minnesota Chorale, the Minnesota Center for Arts Education, and 
the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom — 
under a New Residencies grant from New York City-based Meet 
the Composer, Inc. In this capacity, she acted as a musical 
ambassador to the wider community, offering presentations in 
neighborhood venues, pre-concert talks, and school residencies, 
organizing reading sessions, coaching local performers, and 
teaching classes for student composers and other young artists.  
Since completing her three-year New Residencies grant, Ms. 
Vandervelde has worked on a steady stream of choral 
commissions for groups at all levels, from professionals to 
children. In 2006, she designed a composition curriculum using 
music technology—Music By Kids For Kids—available from the 
American Composers Forum. She currently serves on the faculty 
of the Perpich Center for Arts Education—a state-wide, innovative 
arts high school with a cutting-edge, composition-based music 
program.  
Web: http://www.janikavandervelde.com/bio4.html (2016) 

Vandor Ivan (English) 
Born in Hungary in1932 he moved to Rome in 1938. At the age of 
six he studies violin and at eight piano and composition. In his 
teens he was a professional Jazz Sax player. In 1959 he 
graduates in Composition with Goffredo Petrassi at the 
Conservatorio di S. Cecilia (Rome). Follows a year in Paris with 
Max Deutsch. Back in Italy he attends the Postgraduate Courses 
held by G. Petrassi at the Accademia di S. Cecilia.  
In 1961 he is awarded the first prize of the International 
Competition of the SIMC- the first of many other important 
international recognitions. 
In 1971 his Master Degree in Ethnomusicology at the University of 
California in Los Angeles UCLA followed up with a research in the 
Himalaya regions on the music of the tibetan Buddhism. 
Member Performer of the Improvisation Group of Nuova 
Consonanza and Musica Elettronica Viva (MEV) together with 
Frederick Rzewski and Alvin Curran among others. 
He succeds Alain Danielou as Chair of the International Institute 
for Comparative Music Studies of Berlin, staying in charge until 
1983, taking over the “Scuola Interculturale di Musica” in Venice; 
Vice-president of the italian Society of Ethnomusicology; visiting 
Professor in Composition at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
Further he has held many conferences and seminars; member of 
several international Juries, including the Kyoto Prize. Author of 
the book “La Musique du Bouddhisme Tibétain” (Paris, 
Buchet/Chastel, 1977); his articles and compositions are edited by 
BMG Ariola, Edipan, Edizioni Suvini-Zerboni and Ricordi. 
Since 1983 he taught Composition at the Conservatories “G. B 
Martini” of Bologna and “S. Cecilia” of Rome. 
Web: http://www.aidarte.org/english/vandor.htm 
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Vargas Wallis Darwin Horacio (Español) 
Nació en la ciudad de Talagante, el día 8 de marzo de 1925, y 
fallece el 8 de abril de 1988. 
Sus padres eran maestros de escuela: Berta Wallis Velascos y 
Miguel Jerónimo Vargas. Desde muy niño se sintió atraído por la 
música, de manera que las primeras lecciones las recibió de su 
padre, quien era violinista y profesor de francés. A los 10 años 
comenzó a estudiar violín con él. 
En 1936, se incorporó al Seminario Pontificio, atraído por un 
fuerte sentimiento religioso que lo inclinaba al sacerdocio. Allí su 
interés musical se vio encauzado hacia los maestros de la 
polifonía sacra neerlandesa y hacia Bach. Formó parte del coro del 
seminario, dirigido entonces por el padre Fernando Larraín 
Engelbach, quien lo oriento hacia el estudio del órgano y la 
práctica de la dirección coral y le enseño las primeras lecciones de 
teoría, solfeo y armonía, asignándole el cargo de director-
ayudante del Coro del Seminario Pontificio. Luego, a la edad de 
quince años, decidió abandonar este centro por llegar al 
convencimiento de que la vocación sacerdotal no era su elección. 
Terminó sus estudios secundarios en el Colegio Católico 
Zambrano. 
En 1942 fallece su padre, lo que repercutió profundamente en sus 
emociones. Este hecho, le impidió ingresar en la carrera de 
medicina, y se vio en la necesidad de trabajar para ayudar a su 
familia, ocupando un cargo en el Banco del Estado de Talagante. 
Paralelamente, continúo su formación musical y la actividad coral. 
En 1943, estudió piano y órgano con el organista de la catedral de 
Santiago de Chile, Aníbal Aracena Infanta, y en 1946 con el 
pianista Armando Moraga, que lo introdujo en la literatura 
pianística romántica alemana e impresionista francesa. Ingreso en 
el Conservatorio Nacional de Música en 1947 y allí estudio hasta 
1955 con Domingo Santa Cruz (composición), Jorge Urrutia 
Blondel (armonía, fuga e instrumentación) y Juan Orrego-Salas 
(análisis histórico y orquestación). Con estos maestros se interesó 
por el neoclasicismo europeo de principios de s.XX y en especial 
por el pensamiento contrapuntístico de Hindemith, de quien 
recibió una fuerte influencia y le provocaba una fuerte admiración. 
En lo que respecta a su persona, era un ser muy amante del 
campo, algo que llegó a formar una parte componente de su 
creación sonora como fuente de inspiración -como muchas veces 
él mismo lo señaló-, que emanaba de una necesidad orgánica, la 
cual se extinguía al dejar en el escrito la última nota de una obra 
musical. Se identificó con un lenguaje musical propio, en donde 
desechó lo rebuscado y el uso de fórmulas y experimentos 
compositivos de vanguardia. En ello logró, sin apartarse del 
folclore vernáculo, combinar las técnicas de maestros de fines del 
siglo XIX y comienzos del XX. Así se advierten tanto la influencia 
de Hindemith -de cuya obra fue un estudioso- como la del 
nombrado organista y compositor francés Marcel Dupré. La 
actividad coral, también fue desarrollada por Vargas Wallis, siendo 
director fundador del coro de la Falange Nacional (1953), director 
del coro del colegio inglés The Grange School de Santiago (1955), 
director asistente del Coro de la Universidad Católica de Chile 
(1956), director fundador del coro Luis Iruarrizaga de Talagante 
(1956), director fundador del Grupo Coral Bancario de Santiago 
(1962), y director del coro de la Caja de Compensación Asimet 
también de Santiago (1964). Siendo aún muy joven se inicio 
como profesor de música, motivado siempre por la necesidad de 
compartir sus conocimientos musicales, considerados por él como 
un don de Dios. 
Desde 1955 hasta 1966 fue profesor de Técnica y Cultura Musical 
en el Instituto Bancario de Cultura, en Santiago de Chile, y desde 
1962, profesor de composición. En 1964 dictó cursos libres de 
música a funcionarios de la empresa Asimet, y en 1968 fue 
profesor de Teoría General e Historia de la Música en la Academia 
de Guitarra de Arturo González, en Santiago. En la Universidad 
Católica de Valparaíso dictó primero, en 1971, la cátedra de 
armonía, luego, en 1972 la de Historia Analítica, y 
posteriormente, de 1980 a 1988, las de Contrapunto y 
Composición para la cátedra de Pedagogía Musical. Además fue 
miembro del jurado de la Comisión Técnica de Premio por Obra 
del Instituto de Extensión Musical (IEM) de la Universidad de Chile 
(1968-69 y 1971-72). Dejó varios escritos sobre diversas 
materias musicales en revistas y periódicos de Santiago, entre los 
cuales destacan sus colaboraciones publicadas en la RMCH [con 
reflexiones sobre la vida y obra de los compositores Alfonso Leng 

(nº90) y Alfonso Letelier (nº109)], en el diario La Libertad y en 
las revistas Nueva Extremadura y Política y Espíritu. 
Su catálogo musical abarca diversos géneros, destacando las 
creaciones para gran orquesta con solistas y para conjuntos 
pequeños. En su obra se advierte un compromiso con lo religioso. 
La temática que inspira comúnmente sus partituras son las 
melodías gregorianas, los textos litúrgicos y la literatura sacra. En 
su Rapsodia para días de duelo y Esperanza plasma en sonidos las 
fuerzas que rigen su vida. El último movimiento, dedicado a la 
esperanza, es el triunfo de la vida y el amor a Dios. Sobre su 
Sinfonía Reflexión el músico explica: “Siempre consideré que 
abordar este género antes de los cuarenta años de edad sería 
prematuro, así que al año siguiente de haberlos cumplido concluí 
la obra, en 1966, y la subtitulé Meditación Sinfónica sobre la vida 
y la condición humana realizada por un hombre en el hito de los 
cuarenta años”. Esta profunda meditación sobre lo que ha sido 
una existencia y lo observado a través de ella, me permitió llegar 
a conclusiones que no son confortantes y bajo esta impresión di 
forma a mi obra…El primer movimiento, Juventud Traicionada, 
describe cómo la juventud, sana e idealista, se ve atrapada por el 
mal y envilece lo que por naturaleza es noble; en el segundo 
movimiento, Campo de Paz, el hombre ya maduro muere, sin 
alcanzar la bondad perdida, no se redime, muere acosado por el 
mal; en el tercer movimiento, Vida, el hombre llega a su estado 
de pureza al encontrarse con Dios” (1986). Su lenguaje musical 
está emparentado con el neoclasicismo de la primera mitad del 
s.XX, y aunque el propio compositor declara que se siente libre de 
influencias foráneas admite que acude “a cualquier recurso 
contemporáneo que esté de acuerdo con mis propósitos 
expresivos”. Cabe destacar también las obras que hizo por 
encargo, Música para el auto sacramental de la pasión 
comisionada por el director de Teatro Cedomil Goic (1954), la 
música incidental para la obra dramática La cuestión del sacristán, 
por encargo del Teatro de la Cañada (1962). En el país de los dos 
ríos, por encargo del Coro Juan Subercaseaux con motivo de la 
celebración de sus 25 años (1967), y Misa de dedicación del 
templo votivo de Maipú, encargada por el Episcopado Nacional 
para la consagración y dedicación de dicho templo (1974). 
De los numerosos premios y distinciones que obtuvo destacan: 
primer y tercer premio en el Festival de Arte Universitario 
Internacional organizado por la Federación de Estudiantes de la 
Universidad Católica de Chile (1945), por sus obras Introducción y 
lento, y dúo de violines, respectivamente; mención honrosa en el 
IV Festival de Música Chilena organizado por el IEM de la 
Universidad de Chile (1954) por Cantata de Cámara; primer 
premio en el VI Festival de Música Chilena del IEM de la 
Universidad de Chile (1958) por Obertura para tiempos de 
adviento; primer premio y premio de honor en el VII Festival de 
Música Chilena del IEM (1960) por Cantos del hombre; mención 
honrosa en el VIII Festival de Música Chilena del IEM (1962) por 
Rapsodia para días de duelo y esperanza; mención honrosa en el 
Concurso Crav de composición (1963) por Obertura para tiempos 
de Adviento; y mención honrosa en el IV Concurso de 
Composición Musical del Instituto de Música de la Universidad 
Católica de Chile (1981) por el Concierto para fagot y orquesta de 
cuerdas. 
La gran mayoría de sus obras, han sido ejecutadas en el país y 
muchas de ellas en el exterior. Una de las más difundidas, tanto 
en Chile como en el extranjero ha sido su Quinteto nº1 para 
vientos, escrito en 1968 y dedicado al Quinteto Hindemith. Gran 
relevancia tienen también sus Preludios para guitarra. Desde muy 
joven incursionó en este instrumento, una pasión en la cual se 
sintió atraído por el folclore vernáculo, componiendo algunas 
piezas, las cuales hoy forman parte del repertorio en concursos 
internacionales, de los cuales el Nº1 fue la obra chilena obligada 
en el Concurso de Ejecución de Viña del Mar de 1983 (mención 
guitarra), y frecuentemente son utilizadas como material didáctico 
en la enseñanza del instrumento en los principales conservatorios 
y academias del país. 
(Obras ineditas para guitarra clásica de compositores chilenos. 
Universidad Metropolitana de ciencias de la educación, Santiago 
2010) 

Vasconcellos Corrêa Sergio (English) 
Sérgio de Vasconcellos-Corrêa was born in São Paulo in 1934. He 
was a product of Guarnieri’s school, but he did not follow his 
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mentor’s example of writing numerous songs. A gifted pianist, he 
studied with Ilíria Serato and Ubelina Reggiani de Aguiar, and also 
studied interpretation with Magda Tagliaferro, choir directing with 
Martin Braunwieser, and orchestral conducting with Eleazar de 
Carvalho, Simon Blech, and Hans Swarowski. He was a music 
critic for the newspapers Folha da Tarde and O Estado de São 
Paulo, where he used the pseudonym José Guilherme. 
In 1974, he received, for the first time, the APCA (Paulista 
Association of Art Critics) Award as the Best Classical Composer of 
the Year, a feat he has repeated on more than ten occasions. He 
has also been awarded the Governor of the State of São Paulo 
Award, and he composed the Bandeirantes Hymn, the São Paulo 
State hymn, with lyrics from a poem by Guilherme de Almeida. 
Among his works, one must mention: the well-known Suíte 
Piratininga (1962) for orchestra, later transcribed for symphonic 
band; two Concertinos, one for trumpet and the other for piano 
and orchestra (1967); an important concerto for piano and 
orchestra (1981); an unfinished opera, Retábulo de Santa Joana 
Carolina; and the children’s’ opera Tibicuera, based on a book by 
Érico Veríssimo. Among his chamber music, of special note is his 
excellent Triofor violin, cello, and piano, as well as pieces for 
piano, songs, etc.  
His 1st Symphony received the APCA award as the Best 
Symphonic Work of the Year in 1999. He also has composed 
the Concerto de Agreste, a concerto for guitar and orchestra, 
and Harmônica de Boca, a concerto for harmonica and orchestra. 
He has published three books on musical education: Planejamento 
em Educação Musical(Musical education planning), Introdução à 
Harmonia (Introduction to harmony), and O Estudo do piano, um 
início…sem fim (Learning to play the piano, a beginning…with no 
end).  
He has promoted invaluable educational activities in Campinas at 
UNICAMP (University of Campinas) and in São Paulo, and has 
done active research on the indigenous music of Native Brazilians 
since the seventies. He has been a permanent member of the 
Brazilian Academy of Music since 1988. For quite a while he 
followed the nationalistic style, without denying himself 
experiments in polytonalism and atonalism. His style of 
composition has evolved in the direction of a greater harmonic-
polyphonic simplicity. He follows the path of his intuitions, and he 
avoids clichés. As a conductor, he has been invited by Eleazar de 
Carvalho numerous times to direct the OSESP (Symphonic 
Orchestra of São Paulo). In 1997, he once again began to perform 
as a pianist, after forty years away from the stage. In 1994, he 
founded the Paulista Academy of Music, and was that 
organizations first president. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/site_abm_ingles/index.html 
(2010) 

Vasconcellos Corrêa Sergio (Portuguese) 
Sergio de Vasconcellos-Corrêa, nascido em São Paulo (1934), veio 
da escola de Guarnieri, mas não seguiu o seu exemplo de 
escrever muitas canções. Bom pianista, estudou com Ilíria Serato, 
Ubelina Reggiani de Aguiar e interpretação com Magda 
Tagliaferro; regência coral com Martin Braunwieser e regência de 
orquestra com Eleazar de Carvalho, Simon Blech e Hans 
Swarowski. Foi crítico musical da Folha da Tarde e do jornal O 
Estado de São Paulo (com o pseudônimo de José Guilherme). Em 
1974, recebeu pela primeira vez o prêmio de melhor compositor 
erudito do ano, outorgado pela APCA, o que se repetiu por mais 
uma dezena de vezes. É detentor do Prêmio Governador do 
Estado de São Paulo e autor do Hino dos Bandeirantes sobre texto 
poético de Guilherme de Almeida. 
Entre suas obras ressaltamos a conhecida Suíte Piratiningana 
(1962) para orquestra e transcrita posteriormente para Banda 
Sinfônica, dois Concertinos, um para trompete e outro para piano 
e orquestra (1967), um importante concerto para piano e 
orquestra (1981), a ópera ainda inacabada Retábulo de Santa 
Joana Carolina ea ópera infantil Tibicuera, baseada em um livro 
de Érico Veríssimo. Em música de câmara, se destaca um 
excelente Trio para violino, violoncelo e piano, peças para piano, 
canções, etc. Recentemente deu a conhecer sua 1ª. Sinfonia que 
mereceu da APCA o “Prêmio de Melhor Obra Sinfônica do Ano”. É 
autor ainda de um Concerto para violão e orquestra (Concerto do 
Agreste) e outro para Gaita (Harmônica de Boca) e orquestra. Sua 
obra didática compõe-se de três livros; “Planejamento em 

Educação Musical”; “Introdução à Harmonia” e “O Estudo do 
piano, um Início . . . sem Fim”. 
Realizou valiosa atividade educativa em Campinas (UNICAMP) e 
São Paulo e desde a década de setenta vem pesquisando a 
música dos indígenas brasileiros. É membro titular da Academia 
Brasileira de Música desde 1988. Trilhou por bastante tempo o 
estilo nacionalista, mas não se privou de fazer experiências no 
politonalismo e atonalismo. Seu estilo de composição evoluiu no 
sentido de uma maior simplicidade harmônico-polifônica. Caminha 
ao sabor da sua intuição e evita clichês. Como regente, dirigiu por 
diversas vezes a OSESP a convite do maestro Eleazar de 
Carvalho. Em 1997 retomou a carreira de pianista, depois de 
quarenta anos afastado dos palcos. Em 1994 fundou a Academia 
Paulista de Música, da qual foi o primeiro Presidente. 
Web: http://www.abmusica.org.br/acad20nov.html (2008) 

Vassena Nadir (English) 
Born in Balerna, Switzerland, Nadir Vassena (1970) studied 
composition in Milan with Bruno Zanolini and Alessandro Solbiati. 
In 1993 he participated in the Royaumont Composition Course 
held by Brian Ferneyhough. In 1992 Vassena won the 
Westdeutsche Rundfunk Competition in Cologne with Per una 
maschera for string quartet, and in 1994 a shared first prize from 
the Institut für Neue Musik der Hochschule der Kunste in Berlin 
with Nocturnes I-II-III for saxophone and piano. In 1996 he both 
won the Kompositionswettbewerb für Kammermusik Winterthur 
with Formulae for flute and harpsichord, and participated in the 
Gaudeamus Music Week, where his work Mysterium Lunae for 
choir a cappella was performed. Some of Vassena’s recent works 
are In tempore belli for guitar, Golem for flute and percussion, 
Aleph for five instruments, and Totem for orchestra. In 1997 he 
won second prize at the Mozartwettbewerb Salzburg-Mozarteum. 
The orchestral work Totem was selected for the 1997 Gaudeamus 
Music Week. That same year he participated in the Atelier de 
Blonay with Roland Moser and Michael Jarrell (Ensemble 
Contrechamps en résidence). He attended the Internationales 
KomponistInnenseminar (Klangforum Wien) under the direction of 
Sylvain Cambreling. In 1998 Vassena was awarded First Mention 
at the 9th Competition for Orchestral Composition in Besançon. 

Vassiliev Konstantin (Italiano) 
Vassiliev, nato nel 1970 a Novoaltaisk in Russia, ha studiato chi-
tarra e composizione dapprima nel proprio paese con Arkadii 
Burkhanov e Sergei Tossin, e quindi in Germania con Reinbert 
Evers e Georg Haidu. Nel '91 ha fondato un ensemble in cui sono 
combinati strumenti appartenenti alle tradizioni popolari russa ed 
europea, per il quale ha scritto varie composizioni che propongono 
una sintesi delle due culture musicali.   

Veljovic Zarko (English) 
Zarko Veljovic (1950-2003), who unfortunately passed away so 
unexpectedly, came from the southern part of the republic. He 
studied the guitar and laster professionally taught this instrument 
at a music school in New Pazar city. As a guitar composer he was 
very productive and he realized dozens of music albums as well as 
wrote his own guitar school. (Uros Dojcinovic: Guitar 
Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.IV Serbia, 2004) 

Venturi Daniele (Italiano) 
Daniele Venturi nasce a Porretta Terme in provincia di  Bologna 
nel 1971. 
Compositore e direttore di coro tra i più apprezzati della giovane 
generazione, è diplomato in Musica Corale e Direzione di Coro il 
conservatorio G. B. Martini Bologna con Pier Paolo Scattolin e in 
Composizione al conservatorio G. Frescobaldi di Ferrara. 
Si è perfezionato in Composizione Giacomo Manzoni, Fabio Vacchi 
e Ivan Fedele e in Direzione d'orchestra con Piero Bellugi. nHa 
seguito inoltre le masterclasses di Franco Donatoni, Adriano 
Guarnieri, Gérard Grisey, Jean Jacques Nattiez, Luis de Pablo e 
Fausto Razzi. 
E' fondatore e direttore del coro d'ispirazione popolare Gaudium 
dell'ensemble vocale Arsarmonica, cui approfondisce in 
particolare, il repertorio corale contemporaneo. 
Nel 2000 ha collaborato con Pier Paolo Scattolin come direttore di 
coro sostituto per “Voices of Europe”, in occasione di Bologna 
2000 città europea della cultura. 
È il fondatore e direttore artistico del festival di musica 
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contemporanea “Nuovi orizzonti sonori” con l'organizzazione 
dell'associazione musicale “Arsarmonica” presieduta da Fabiana 
Ciampi e il patrocinio del comune di Porretta Terme(Bo). 
Tra i suoi oltre settanta lavori spicca la produzione teatrale: 
“Colapisci e il ponte sospeso” (2003) su libretto di Federico Berti 
(secondo premio ex-equo al concorso internazionale di 
composizione Gino Contilli Messina 2003),  “Il Festino in tempo di 
peste” (2004) da Aleksandr Sergeevic Puškin, opera in un atto 
unico per soli, triplo coro misto e grande orchestra, le musiche di 
scena per “Giuda” (2006) monologo teatrale di Sabina Guidotti 
per violoncello e live electronics, le musiche di scena per 
Typhoon(2007) da Joseph Conrad per voce recitante?ed 
elettronica, per “Ombre di luci” (2008) per mimo, arpa e live 
electronics, dedicate all'arpista Paola Perrucci e le musiche di 
scena per “Ricor-dare” (2008-2009) per controtenore, violino e 
live electronics su testi dei deportati nei campi di concentramento. 
Ha ricevuto commissioni da importanti enti e sue composizioni 
sono state eseguite in numerosi festival musicali in Italia e 
all'estero, da artisti di fama internazionale. 
Sui lavori sono stati trasmessi da numerose enti radiofoniche e 
televisive tra le quali: Radio Tre, Radio Emilia-Romagna, Radio 
Concertzender, Rai televisione italiana ecc. 
Nel marzo del 2009 è stato tra i due compositori italiani 
selezionati, per rappresentare l'Italia al convegno internazionale 
dell' I.A.M.I.C. a Toronto (International Association of Music 
Information Centers). 
Nel  settembre del 2009 è uscito il suo primo cd “Quattro lembi di 
cielo”, che comprende dodici lavori cameristici, per  l'etichetta 
discografica Bongiovanni di Bologna. 
Ha insegnato Composizione Corale e Direzione di Coro presso il 
Conservatorio di Musica  F. Venezze di Rovigo, ha tenuto 
numerosi corsi e relazioni sulla propria musica e sulla Direzione di 
Coro patrocinati da prestigiose enti. 
Nell'ottobre del 2010 con il brano “Angels'strings” (2007-2010), 
per violoncello e arpa Daniele Venturi è stato l'unico compositore 
europeo finalista al 27th JSCM Award for Composers a Tokyo. 
Web:  
http://www.magazzini-sonori.it/freezone/http-magazzini-sonori-
esplora_contenuti-danieleventuri-defau/default.aspx (2012) 

Vera-Rivera Santiago (English) 
Santiago Vera-Rivera es compositor, profesor e investigador. 
Estudió en la Universidad de Chile con Carlos Botto, Alfonso 
Letelier, Juan Lémann, Cirilo Vila y Juan Amenábar. Realizó su 
doctorado en la Universidad de Oviedo (1988-91) y ha ejercido 
labores docentes en diversas entidades. Hoy es profesor titular en 
la Universidad Metropolitana de Ciencias de la Educación y desde 
2006 dirige su Departamento de Educación Musical. También 
presidió la Asociación Nacional de Compositores de Chile, 
actualmente preside la Academia de Bellas Artes y desde 1987 
dirige el sello fonográfico SVR Producciones 
(www.svrproducciones.cl) (2007). 

Vercken François (Français) 
Ce n’est qu’à l’âge de 27 ans que François Vercken a commencé 
des études sérieuses de composition musicale après toute une 
jeunesse entièrement consacrée au chant choral, notamment 
religieux, au sein de la Maîtrise de Notre-Dame de Paris et à la 
tête de maîtrises d’enfants (de 1944 à 1957). Ses maîtres en 
technique d’écriture et de composition furent Daniel-Lesur et 
Serge Nigg (de 1957 à 1964). Il fut ensuite très influencé par 
Maurice Ohana. Très attentif aux mouvements musicaux 
contemporains, François Vercken poursuit son itinéraire en 
solitaire. Sa vie professionnelle se déroula entièrement à l’O.R.T.F 
puis à Radio-France jusqu’en 1983, année à partir de laquelle il 
put se consacrer totalement à la composition et à la diffusion de 
ses oeuvres. Son catalogue se compose d’une quarantaine 
d’oeuvres pour orchestre, pour choeurs, pour instruments solistes 
et de musique de chambre. 
Web: http://www.cdmc.asso.fr/biographies/r_z/vercken.htm 

Verdery Benjamin (English) 
Benjamin Verdery is a brilliant performer who possesses an 
astonishing technique; is a skilled arranger and composer; a 
gifted teacher; and a creative programmer. Guitar Review 
described this New York based guitarist as “an American original, 
an American master”.  

A graduate of SUNY Purchase, he studied with Philip deFremery 
and Frederic Hand, and performed in master classes with Leo 
Brouwer and Alirio Diaz. He has also worked closely with keyboard 
virtuosi,  Anthony Newman, Mary Jane Newman and Seymour 
Bernstein. Mr. Verdery’s career has taken him all over the World. 
He has participated in festivals such as the International Guitar 
Festival Havana, Cuba; Theatre Carre, Amsterdam; South Bank 
Festival, London; Colorado Music Festival; the National Guitar 
Summer Workshop; the American Fingerstyle Festival; the 
Academix 10 International Guitar Happening in Belgium; and the 
3rd Classical Guitar Festival of Great Britain. He has played in all 
the major cities, including NewYork City, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Washington, D.C., Chicago and Miami. Mr.Verdery has 
appeared on BBC Radio 3, PBS, Morning Pro Musica and WNYC’s 
New Sounds. 
A recording artist since 1978, his recordings for the Newport 
Classics label include: Reverie, French Music for Flute & Guitar 
(1986); Ride the Wind Horse, a collection of American guitar 
music (1991) and Some Towns and Cities (winner of 1992 Best 
Classical recording in Guitar Player Magarine) with special guests 
Leo Kottke, Frederic Hand, John Williams and Paco Peña (1991). 
In addition, in 1991 Sony Classical released John Williams’s 
Vivaldi Concertos, that includes the Concerto for Two Mandolins in 
G Major (transcribed for two guitars) with Benjamin Verdery and 
the Liszt Chamber Orchestra. He recorded Two Generations of 
Bach for the Musical Heritage Society with Anthony Newman 
conducting, which includes two concerti transcribed for guitar and 
orchestra by Mr. Verdery. In the Spring of 1994, the Guitarra 
label released his recording J.S. Bach, Transcriptions far Guitar. 
Benjamin Verdery is also recognized for his unique approach to 
guitar instruction. His enthusiasm and exceptional ability for 
teaching can be seen in his video, The Essentials of Classical 
Guitar, produced by the National Guitar Workshop, and in his 
many columns for Guitar Player Magazine. 
Benjamin Verdery is currently on the faculties of Yale University 
and the Centro Flamenco Paco Peña in Cordoba, Spain. He resides 
in NewYork with his wife Rie Schmidt, their son John and daughter 
Mitsuko. (1994) 

Verocaí Arthur (English) 
Brazilian folk-jazz composer and arranger Arthur Verocai was 
born in Rio de Janeiro on June 17, 1945. The product of a classical 
music education, he first earned widespread attention in 1966, 
when Leny Andrade recorded his song “Olhando o Mar” for her 
LP We Are There. Embracing the contemporary pop, soul, and 
jazz sounds emerging from both sides of the equator, Verocai 
gradually honed a sweeping orchestral psych-funk sensibility not 
far removed from American producers like David Axelrod and 
Charles Stepney. Despite collaborations with artists including 
Paulinho Tapajós, Elis Regina, and Creuza Maria, he 
nevertheless was forced to maintain a civil engineering position 
until 1969, when he scored the theatrical production +Is the 
Greater and arranged sessions for Gal Costa, Marcos Valle, 
Quarteto em Cy, and others. After producing a pair of LPs for 
singer Célia as well as Ivan Lins' 1971 effort Agora -- as well as 
scoring a series of Brazilian television series -- Verocai contracted 
with the Continental label to record a self-titled solo LP, a 
stunningly innovative effort that effectively bridges the divide 
between the Tropicalia of the late '60s and the deep-groove funk 
of the decade to follow. Released in 1972, a period marked by the 
Brazilian military government's opposition to creative expression, 
the album fared poorly and Verocai turned to advertising, writing 
and producing music for clients from all walks of industry. In 
1983, he opened his own recording facility, Studio V, and in 2002 
self-released Saudade Demais, his first solo record in three 
decades. 
(Jason Ankeny, All Music Guide) 

Vescovo Italo (Italiano) 
Italo Vescovo è nato a Finale Ligure (SV) nel 1953. Ha compiuto 
gli studi musicali presso il Conservatorio “N. Paganini” di Genova 
sotto la guida di Adelchi Amisano, diplomandosi in Composizione, 
Composizione polifonica vocale (Polifonia vocale), Musica corale e 
Direzione di coro. Successivamente si è perfezionato con Aldo 
Clementi. Ha ottenuto riconoscimenti in concorsi nazionali ed 
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internazionali tra cui, nel 1981, quello di Arezzo e nel 2000 quello 
indetto dal Dipartimento Musica e Spettacolo dell'Università di 
Bologna.  
I suoi lavori, alcuni dei quali espressamente commissionati, sono 
stati eseguiti nei programmi di importanti stagioni concertistiche 
sia cameristiche che sinfoniche in Italia ed all'estero (Francia, 
Germania, Giappone), in Festival quali Nuova Consonanza di 
Roma, Antidogma musica di Torino, G.A.M.O. di Firenze, S.I.M.C. 
di Bergamo, Festival della Valle d'Itria, Fermo Festival, 
Spaziomusica di Cagliari. Sue composizioni, alcune delle quali 
registrate e radiotrasmesse dalla RAI Radio Televisione Italiana ed 
incise dalla EDIPAN, sono dedicate espressamente ad artisti quali 
Pierre Yves Artaud, Ciro Scarponi, Mauro Castellano, Luigi 
Lanzillotta, Arturo Tallini, che le hanno tenute a battesimo. Nel 
marzo 2004 ha realizzato, con altri sette compositori, il melologo 
“Otto pezzi di un poco di buono”su testo di Angelo Ferracuti edito 
da Rizzoli, rappresentato al Teatro dell'aquila di Fermo e del quale 
si è realizzato l'edizione discografica. Il Festival di Nuova 
Consonanza, per la celebrazione del centenario della nascita di 
Luigi Dallapiccola, gli ha commissionato una composizione che è 
stata eseguita in prima esecuzione assoluta a Roma il 24 
novembre 2004.  
Parallelamente all'attività di compositore e didatta si occupa di 
ricerca musicologica, pubblicando musiche inedite e saggi. Nel 
biennio 1991-93 ha frequentato il corso di Filologia Musicale 
Applicata diretto da Alberto Zedda presso l'Accademia d'Arte Lirica 
di Osimo. In questo settore, in collaborazione col musicologo Ugo 
Gironacci, ha curato la revisione di musiche del settecento quali 
La Passione di Nostro Signore Gesù Cristo di Stanislao Mattei 
rappresentata al Rossini Opera Festival (1993); Musica Sacra di 
Giuseppe Giordani al Fermo Festival (1984 - 1987 ); l'oratorio Le 
tre ore di agonia di N.S.G.C. e d il Passio per il Venerdì Santo di 
G. Giordani per Macerata Opera (1996 e 1998), incisi 
rispettivamente per la ARTS e OPUS 111.  
In collaborazione col musicologo Flavio Menardi Noguera, ha 
curato l'edizione critica dei Tre duetti concertanti per violino e 
violoncello e dei Tre duetti concertanti per violino e fagotto di 
Nicolò Paganini, questi ultimi incisi da Salvatore Accardo e Claudio 
Gonella per la Dynamic e pubblicati da Suvini Zerboni.  
Nel 1994 è stato membro della giuria del 1° Concorso Nazionale di 
Opera da Camera in un atto “Città di Udine”. Nel 2000 ha fondato, 
col musicologo Ugo Gironacci, il “Centro Studi Giuseppe Giordani” 
con lo scopo di valorizzare la figura del maestro napoletano 
mediante l'edizione critica delle sue musiche. Già membro 
dell'Associazione Compositori Liguri, è socio di Nuova Consonanza 
di Roma. E' membro dell'A.Ri.M.- Associazione Marchigiana per la 
Ricerca e Valorizzazione delle Fonti Musicali. E' stato docente 
presso il DAMS dell'Università della Calabria, di Elementi di 
Armonia e Contrappunto. Da alcuni anni, con Ugo Gironacci, tiene 
corsi di Filologia musicale applicata presso il Conservatorio “G. B 
Pergolesi” di Fermo dove è titolare di una cattedra Armonia e 
Contrappunto. 
Ha pubblicato per Edipan, Suvini Zerboni, Rugginenti, Pizzicato, Ut 
Orpheus.  
Web:  http://www.nuovaconsonanza.it/c_s_pages/soci/vescovo_i.
html 

Viana Andersen (Portuguese) 
Andersen Viana (1962), é maestro-compositor, arranjador e 
produtor cultural.  
Especializou-se em Música para Cinema na Itália com Ennio 
Morricone e Polizzi. Recebeu 15 premiações por sua obra criativa 
(música e textos), no Brasil e exterior. Em 2001, sua obra foi 
objeto de Tese de Mestrado defendida na UNIRIO. Seu catálogo 
musical consta de 196 obras, abrangendo de canções populares à 
sinfonias, ópera e música para filmes. Possui um “Banco de 
Projetos” com variadas propostas artísticas e culturais.  
Temdesenvolvido estudos e trabalhos nos seguintes países além 
do Brasil: Bélgica, EUA, Suécia, Grécia, Honduras, Itália, França, 
Portugal, Rússia, República Tcheca e Reino Unido. 
Web: http://www.andersen.mus.br/ (2009) 

Vianello Aldo (Italiano) 
Aldo Vianello è musicista dalle poliedriche capacità: concertista, 
compositore, educatore musicale, operatore e organizzatore 
svolge alternativamente queste professioni convinto delle 

possibilità di osmosi e complementarietà insiti nelle diverse 
esperienze. Ha concertato con Ensemble Erlebnis, Alfredo 
Speranza, Coro Euridice, Logos Ensemble, Cristina Curti, Silvio 
Castiglioni (attore), Ferdinando Grillo, Trio Petrassi, Sigrun 
Richter. Una incisione dei 24 Preludi di Manuel Maria Ponce a cura 
di Aldo Vianello è stata trasmessa con lusinghieri commenti dalla 
RAI e da altre importanti emittenti europee. Dedicatosi da 
autodidatta al mandolino ha fondato il Trio da Camera Goffredo 
Petrassi (Arpa, Mandolino e Chitarra) per il quale hanno scritto 
nuove opere importanti compositori di tutto il mondo. Il Trio ha 
registrato alcune delle musiche per la casa EDI PAN. Sulla rivista 
Fronimo ha curato articoli riguardanti musiche di Maderna Boulez, 
Berio. Ha ideato manifestazioni di rilievo internazionale quali il 
“Festival Chitarristico Riminese” ed il “Concorso Internazionale 
M.Castelnuovo Tedesco”. E' stato invitato come docente presso 
l'Accademia di Alto Perfezionamento di Perugia. Per oltre venti 
anni ha insegnato chitarra e mandolino presso l'Istituto Musicale 
di Riccione dove ha iniziato al concertismo ed alla professione una 
generazione di allievi, ultimamente mentre era direttore della 
Scuola si è dimesso per dedicarsi alla composizione ed alle sue 
ricerche. 
Come compositore ha presentato opere per ensemble chitarristici, 
clarinetto, Fiabe Musicali, flauto, voce, Pape Satan Pape Satan 
Aleppe su testi di Dante; nuove opere sono in gestazione per 
quartetto di sax, clarinetto violoncello pianoforte, mandolino 
contrabbasso voce, coro. Incuriosito dalla capacità degli strumenti 
di crescere e mutare nel tempo cambiando il loro patrimonio 
genetico suona da quest'anno in pubblico con una chitarra a 12 
corde costruita appositamente dal Liutaio Camillo Perrella. Con 
questo nuovo strumento ha presentato sue nuove musiche 
ispirate ai sette Cakra, “Sive Mirabilia Artis” e si prepara a 
proporre l'arte della fuga di Bach. E' recente sul mercato per 
Phoenix Classica un CD first world premiere con musiche di Aldo 
Vianello eseguite con la chitarra 12 corde dallo stesso autore. 
Attualmente svolge una ricerca sulle possibilità di rinnovamento 
del linguaggio musicale attraverso il mutamento del gesto 
strumentale. Con una copia Joseph Staufer per opera di Lucio 
Carbone presenta un repertorio di autori dell'ottocento.  
E' il fondatore ed il direttore dell' Ensemble Chitarristico Fabula. 
Collabora permanentemente nella sinestesia delle loro arti e i 
suoni con Carla Satanassi Roli (poetessa), Marcella Marcatelli 
(pittrice), Anca Ardelean (coreografa e danzatrice). E l'ideatore ed 
il curatore del Premio della Regione Emilia Romagna “Alla 
Produzione Artistica al Femminile” che viene consegnato ogni 
anno l'8 Marzo al Teatro Francesco Rosaspina di Montescudo (RN) 
durante il Concerto dei Festeggiamenti. 
Web: http://www.musicavianello.it/ita/1.html 

Victorio Roberto (Portuguese) 
ROBERTO VICTORIO nasceu no Rio de Janeiro em 1959. Concluiu 
o bacharelado em Violão na FAMASF-Rio e pela Universidade 
Federal do Rio de Janeiro obteve os títulos de Regência 
(bacharelado) e Composição (mestrado). Foi professor de 
composição e orquestração do Conservatório Brasileiro de Música 
do Rio de Janeiro; regente e diretor musical da Orquestra de 
Câmara do Rio de Janeiro; regente do Grupo Música Nova da 
UFRJ, até 1993 ; e bolsista da Fundação Rio Arte e Fundação 
Vitae para os programas de composição, respectivamente em 
1996 e 2000. 
Como Compositor tem em seu catálogo mais de duas centenas de 
obras executadas nos principais eventos de música 
contemporânea fora do país, tais como: Festival de Música Nova 
de Zurique, Hamburgo, Nova Iorque, Budapeste, Bourges, 
Grösnjan, Montevidéu, Santiago, Genebra, Estocolmo, Tóquio, 
Amsterdam, Bucarest e Cluj Napoca; além de ativa participação 
em todos os eventos ligados à música contemporânea no Brasil, 
como compositor e regente. 
Recebeu o 1º Prêmio no Concurso Latino Americano de 
Composição para Orquestra em Montevidéu; Menção Honrosa no 
Concurso Internacional de Composição de Budapeste; 3° Prêmio 
no Concurso Nacional de Composição para Violão de São Paulo; 
2º Prêmio no Concurso “500 Anos das Américas”, para orquestra; 
3º Prêmio no Concurso de Composição Bahia Ensemble-UFBa; 
Menção Honrosa no Concurso de Oldenburg, 1 Prêmio no 
Concurso de Composição do Instituto Brasil Estados Unidos; 
dentre outros. 
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Representou o Brasil no Seminário “Time in Music” em 
Grösnjan/Yugoslávia (1988), na Tribuna Internacional de 
Composição da UNESCO em Paris (1995/97/99), na Tribuna 
Internacional de Música da América Latina e Caribe (1997); no 
Festival da Sociedade Internacional de Música Contemporânea, na 
Romênia (1999); BAM Dialogue, em Amsterdam, dentre outros. 
Em 1994 atuou a frente da Orquestra Sinfônica da Universidade 
Federal de Mato Grosso, como regente e diretor musical, com um 
repertório exclusivamente voltado para a música do século XX. 
É professor e pesquisador do Departamento de Artes da UFMT; 
regente, instrumentista e diretor musical do Grupo Sextante – 
música contemporânea – e idealizador das Bienais de Música 
Brasileira Contemporânea de Mato Grosso. 
Doutor em Etnomusicologia pela Universidade do Rio de Janeiro 
(UNI-Rio) com pesquisa voltada para a música ritual da etnia 
Bororo de Mato Grosso. 
Web: http://www.robertovictorio.com.br/historico/ (2016) 

Vieira Brandão José (English) 
José Vieira Brandão, composer, pianist, conductor and teacher: 
born Cambuquira, Brazil 26 September 1911; married Eunice 
Costa Pereira (four sons, one daughter); died Rio de Janeiro 27 
July 2002. 
It's a tough life being a composer in a country where a single 
towering figure epitomises its music both at home and abroad. 
Even now, Finnish composers still feel Sibelius looming over them 
(indeed, the late Einar Englund called his 1996 autobiography I 
skuggan av Sibelius – “In the Shadow of Sibelius”). For Brazilian 
musicians it is Heitor Villa-Lobos who hogs the limelight. But for 
José Vieira Brandão Villa-Lobos' pre-eminence presented an 
opportunity rather than a threat, and he became one of his 
closest musical companions. 
Brandão's musical ability was evident in childhood, and at eight he 
moved south from Minas Gerais to Rio de Janeiro to continue his 
musical education, first studying piano privately and then at the 
Instituto Nacional de Música, graduating with a gold medal in 
1929; three years later he was awarded the diploma of the 
Conservatório Nacional de Canto Orfeônico, and choral conducting 
was to become the other mainstay of his life as a practising 
musician. 
His ability as a pianist was impressive enough for the French 
pianist Marguerite Long, on a visit to Brazil, to ask him to come to 
France to study with her, and he accepted. But it was not to be, 
as he later explained in an interview: 
At that time I had met Villa-Lobos, when he started to introduce 
his ideas in musical education into the public schools in Brazil. My 
tri9p to France was already scheduled but I decided to stay here 
and work in his project. 
His collaboration with Villa-Lobos was an almost permanent 
feature of his early life. As a youth he spent his afternoons at 
Villa-Lobos' house, playing his mentor's music on the piano, and 
was to give the premieres of many of his piano compositions; 
later, in 1942, he was the piano soloist in the first performances 
of the Chôros No 11 in Rio and the Bachianas Brasileiras No 3 in 
New York, both conducted by the composer. 
He became Villa-Lobos' assistant in 1932, helping him in his 
ambitious reform programme for music education in Brazilian 
schools, later pushing the project forward himself. In 1934 he 
founded the Madrigal Vox do Conservatório Brasileiro de Música 
and led the group until 1943; in parallel he held positions as an 
assistant professor of music and then professor of arts, becoming 
a professor at the Conservatório de Canto Orfeônico in 1943, and 
remaining there until 1967. He was president of the Conservatório 
Brasileiro de Música from 1940 until his last years, and one of the 
founders of the Academia Brasileira de Música in 1945. 
Vieira Brandão began to compose at the age of 15, but his 
composition didn't really pick up speed until after 1940; by the 
time of his death his catalogue contained some 100 works, written 
in a national-Romantic style. His choral music, the technique 
sharpened by years of practical experience, buzzes with Brazilian 
rhythms and forms an important contribution to the Brazilian 
choral tradition. Nor did he neglect his own instrument, the piano, 
and the musicologist and Vieira Brandão scholar Maria Teresa 
Madeira singles out the 4 Études, the two Serestas (1942) and the 
Fantasia Concertante for piano and orchestra (1937-59). (Martin 
Anderson) 

Web: http://villa-lobos.blogspot.it/2003/01/jos-vieira-brando.html  

Vida José Fernández (Español) 
Publicación de “Violetas. Valses para dúas guitarras” del Maestro 
Vide  
Esta obra guitarrística, editada por la Axencia Galega das 
Industrias Culturais (AGADIC) de la Xunta de Galicia, se basa en 
el original autógrafo del Maestro Vide (Ourense, 1893-1981), que 
se encuentra en el archivo familiar del compositor.  
José Fernández Vide, conocido como “maestro Vide” (Ourense, 
1893-1981) ingresó a los ocho años como niño de coro en la 
Catedral de Ourense, donde estudió solfeo, armonía, órgano y 
violín. Con tan solo diecisiete años se hizo cargo del Orfeón Unión 
Ourensana, al que dirigió intermitentemente a lo largo de toda su 
vida profesional. Compositor ligado a las sonoridades de su patria 
y al que podemos catalogar como nacionalista tardío, Vide 
participó activamente en los movimientos galleguistas aportando 
creaciones diversas que le valieron pronto reconocimiento. 
En 1924 se hizo cargo de la dirección artística del “Muy Ilustre 
Centro Gallego de La Habana”, donde desarrolló su trabajo como 
profesor de solfeo e instrumentos de cuerda; allí dirigió la 
rondalla, el “Coro gallego” y el “Orfeón”, agrupaciones integradas 
en la denominada “Sección de Bellas Artes del Muy Ilustre Centro 
Gallego”; posteriormente obtuvo el nombramiento de director del 
conservatorio de dicho centro. Fue en esta época cuando compuso 
la serie de valses “Violetas”. 
Al volver a España en 1932, el compositor trabajó en el género 
del café-concierto, además de retomar su oficio como director de 
coro y la docencia del piano. La década de los cincuenta supuso la 
llegada del reconocimiento para Vid; en esta época, una de las 
más prolíficas de su vida creativa, a su fama como compositor se 
le sumaron los éxitos obtenidos cómo director del Orfeón Unión 
Ourensana. 
Vide compuso una variada obra para piano, voz y piano, música 
coral, además de dos zarzuelas gallegas y un destacado número 
de obras para banda y orquesta, así como abundantes piezas 
pertenecientes al género de la música de salón. En la actualidad, 
la Diputación Provincial de Ourense publicó ya tres libros 
compilados por Javier Jurado correspondientes a su integral 
pianística, canciones (voz y piano), y música coral 
respectivamente; el cuarto volumen, que recoge sus zarzuelas, se 
halla en proceso de producción. 
Para preparar esta edición, el musicólogo partió del original 
autógrafo del propio Vide, que se encuentra en el archivo familiar 
del compositor. En la portada de este manuscrito puede leerse: 
“Violetas. Valses. Habana, 4-930”. Es probable, por lo tanto, que 
fuera concebida para sus clases de guitarra en el Centro gallego 
de La Habana o bien para la sección de guitarras de la rondalla. A 
su vuelta a España, Vide ejecutaba un arreglo para piano, que no 
llegó a escribir, y que fue reconstruido por Jurado al publicar su 
obra pianística. 
El original para dos guitarras está integrado por una pequeña 
introducción sucesiva de tres valses independientes, más una 
coda que resulta ser extracto del primero vals, final de la 
introducción y tercer vals de la serie. La simpleza de la forma, su 
sonoridad sencilla y el ritmo marcado hacen de la obra una pieza 
muy agradecida, con líneas melódicas bien definidas y cantabiles, 
claro ejemplo del carácter de las composiciones de Vide. 
Cabe destacar la importancia de esta obra como muestra de la 
música de salón de la primera mitad del siglo XX, en la que Vide 
era un destacado creador. Aemás, puede considerarse una pieza 
única dentro de la escasa producción para guitarra por parte de 
los compositores gallegos, tras la aportación de la Pastoral de 
Jesús Bal y Gay. Violetas es una pieza asequible, que tanto puede 
formar parte del programa de concierto de un dúo de guitarras 
como de la formación del alumnado de conservatorios, tanto en 
las materias de Conjunto como de Cámara o, por supuesto, 
Guitarra. 
La obra, en esta edición de Javier Jurado, fue estrenada el día 16 
de agosto pasado, en el XVI Ciclo de conciertos homenaje a Áureo 
Herrero, celebrado en El Barraco (Fontiveros), provincia de Ávila, 
por el dúo Entre Dos, integrado por los guitarristas Samuel Diz y 
Hermelindo Ruiz Mestre. En otoño está previsto que sea 
interpretada en la gira que el dúo realizará por Hispanoamérica y 
Estados Unidos. La partitura de la obra ha sido coeditada por la 
Axencia Galega das Industrias Culturais (AGADIC) de la Xunta de 
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Galicia y la editorial Dos Acordes. 
Javier Jurado, investigador responsable de esta edición, es 
profesor de Historia de la música en el Conservatorio superior de 
música deVigo, Titulado superior en música y Doctor por la 
universidad de Coruña, con una tesis en la que aborda la zarzuela 
galega. 
Web: 
http://www.mundourense.com/index.php?option=com_content&vi
ew=article&id=2066%3Apublicacion-de-qvioletas-valses-para-
duas-guitarrasq-del-maestro-vide&catid=5%3Aocio-e-
cultura&Itemid=34 (2011) 

Vigil Ryan (English) 
Active as a composer, conductor, pianist, theorist, and teacher, 
Ryan Vigil has been a visible presence in new music communities 
throughout the Northeast for well over a decade. Ryan has been 
credited with creating a “sound world all his own”. He has been 
composing since he was six years old and holds degrees from Yale 
University, Tufts University, and the Manhattan School of Music. 
His music, ranging from solo compositions to orchestral works, 
has been performed on three continents and has been recorded 
by the Millenium Symphony, Colby College Chorale, and John 
McDonald, amongst others. Commissions have come from 
guitarist Aaron Larget-Caplan, organist Kendall Crilly, and Paul 
Machlin and the Colby College Chorale. Ryan’s music has been 
performed in venues such as Jordan Hall, Merkin Hall, MassMoCA, 
and the Zeitgeist Gallery, and at numerous festivals including the 
Oregon Bach Festival, Music05 (Cincinnati), and June in Buffalo. 
Concerts devoted exclusively to his work have been presented on 
numerous campuses, including the University of Hartford, 
University of New Hampshire, Tufts, Yale, Colby, and Connecticut 
College. As a pianist, Ryan has given numerous solo and 
collaborative recitals. He has also worked extensively as a choral 
accompanist and assistant conductor with numerous choirs 
throughout the region. Ryan’s work as a scholar centers on 
American experimental music, with a special emphasis on the 
music of John Cage and Morton Feldman. His research has led to 
recent publications in Perspectives of New Music and American 
Music. Having recently completed a two-year engagement as the 
Faculty Fellow in Music at Colby College, Ryan is currently a 
Lecturer in Music at Connecticut College. 
Web: http://music.yale.edu/news/?p=2954 (2011) 

Vila Cirilo (Español) 
El Prof. Cirilo Vila Castro nació en Santiago, en 1937. Inició sus 
estudios musicales a la edad de siete años en el Conservatorio 
Nacional de Música de la Universidad de Chile. En 1957 obtuvo el 
Premio Orrego Carvallo y en 1959 recibió el grado de Licenciado 
en Interpretación Musical con mención en Piano, con la nota 
máxima. Paralelamente, aprendió composición con Alfonso 
Letelier (1954-1958) y Gustavo Becerra (1960-1961). 
A principios de los años '60, gracias a una beca del gobierno 
italiano viajó a Roma para estudiar Dirección de Orquesta en el 
Conservatorio Santa Cecilia con el Prof. Franco Ferrara. 
Posteriormente, continuó su formación con el Prof. Pierre 
Dervaux, en la Ecole Normale de París. Entre 1964 y 1969 tomó 
clases particulares de composición musical con el Prof. Max 
Deutsch. 
Desde su regreso de Europa, en 1970, se convirtió en un 
prominente maestro, formando generaciones de compositores e 
intérpretes y gravitando en el ámbito musical chileno. Entre sus 
obras figuran “Secuencia” (1964), “Canto” (1968), 
“Navegaciones” (1976), “Tonada del transeúnte” (1980), 
“Recuerdo del mar” (1984) y “Germinal” (1989), escribiendo a lo 
largo de su trayectoria partituras para teatro, cine, orquesta, 
coro, conjuntos instrumentales, solistas y canciones. 
Actualmente, el Prof. Vila es académico del Departamento de 
Música y Sonología de la Facultad de Artes de la Universidad de 
Chile, enseñando disciplinas como composición, armonía, lectura 
de partituras y análisis de contrapunto. 
FUENTE: Dirección de Comunicaciones, Universidad de Chile. 
Agosto, 2004. 
Web: 
http://www.uchile.cl/uchile.portal?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=conUr
l&url=6495 

Villa-Lobos Heitor (English) 
(1887-1959) 
Heitor Villa-Lobos is considered the greatest Brazilian composer. 
He was a very prolific composer (more than a thousand 
compositions) mixing together folklore and classical tradition. He 
wrote twelve symphonies, sixteen symphonic poems, seventeen 
ballets, ten theatrical works. He composed, moreover, fourteen 
Chôros (typical pieces of the Brazilian folklore performed by little 
groups). His interest in the Guitar moved him to compose for this 
instrument starting from the Brazilian folklore: his first published 
works were the Suite populaire brésilienne and the Choro n.1, 
both published during his stay in Paris. In 1924, Villa-Lobos met 
Segovia who asked him to compose a study. He composed the 
Douze études and later the Cinq préludes and the Concerto for 
Guitar and little Orchestra. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia della 
Chitarra) 

Villalpando Alberto (Español) 
Alberto Villalpando Buitrago. 
El sonido del altipiano. 
Su música tiene un carácter testimonial, una autenticidad estética 
y la fe de vivir del pueblo boliviano.  
Entre los compositores bolivianos contemporáneos destaca, sin 
duda alguna, Alberto Villalpando Buitrago, un creador sensible, 
prolífico, quien ha asimilado la majestuosidad del sonido del 
altiplano para plasmarlo en emotivas composiciones. 
La música del maestro Villalpando, así como la de Gastón Arce y 
Oldrich Halas, corresponde a una búsqueda consciente de 
lenguajes que quisieran hablar por todos los bolivianos, con una 
latente inquietud por vislumbrar un futuro de esperanzas. 
“Esta música -según se señala en el CD Música Boliviana del Siglo 
XX- define la obra de gentes que intentan resolver el problema 
cultural boliviano por caminos humanos interiores netamente 
personales y que, con todo derecho, revelan el lenguaje siempre 
abstracto de la música, así como el lenguaje de la música 
contemporánea profesionalmente elaborada, que no ha podido 
todavía superar el desfavor de los tiempos modernos y tendría 
suficientes motivos para lamentarse”.  
“Sin embargo –opina el director de orquesta boliviano Carlos 
Rosso Orozco- al mundo, sea pequeño o grande, no le queda otro 
camino que entender las formas de vida de los pueblos a través 
de los objetos artísticos que, una vez bien creados, se quedan 
para siempre hablando de las historias de las gentes de esos 
pueblos. Esta música tiene un carácter testimonial, una 
autenticidad estética y la fe de vivir siendo como somos: 
bolivianos”.   
MUSICA SONORA Y VIBRANTE 
En este contexto de autenticidad surge la música sonora y 
vibrante de Alberto Villalpando, un talentoso boliviano que iniciara 
sus estudios musicales en Potosí, con el maestro Santiago 
Velásquez, ampliándolos luego con el padre José Díaz Gainza.   
En 1958 Villalpando viajó a Buenos Aires, Argentina, cargado de 
sonidos del altiplano y de esperanzas, con la intención de estudiar 
composición en el Conservatorio “Carlos López Buchardo”. Allí 
tuvo como maestros a Roberto García Morillo, Pedro Sáenz y 
Alberto Ginastera. 
En 1963 ganó por concurso una beca para estudiar en el Centro 
Latinoamericano de Altos Estudios Musicales, del Instituto 
Torcuato Di Tella. Desde 1965 radica en Bolivia. Ha escrito música 
de diversos géneros. Ha trabajado, además, la música 
electroacústica tanto con medios convencionales como con 
sintetizadores controlados por computadora. En 1995 estrenó su 
ópera “Manchaypuytu”, que rescata una leyenda de la época 
colonial. Ha escrito también música para filmes bolivianos así 
como para producciones videográficas. Durante varios años fue 
Director del Departamento de Música del Ministerio de Cultura de 
Bolivia. Se desempeñó, además, como docente de composición en 
el Conservatorio Nacional de Música, en el Taller de Música de la 
Universidad Católica Boliviana y en la Universidad Evangélica. 
Alberto Villalpando ha sido, además, agregado cultural de la 
Embajada de Bolivia en Francia y en 1998 se le distinguió con el 
Premio Nacional de Cultura. En la actualidad, el maestro 
Villalpando enseña composición en la Universidad Católica 
Boliviana. Su obra musical ha trascendido su país, Bolivia, y se le 
reconoce internacionalmente. 
VIGOROSA MUSICA ETNICA 
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Sobrio, reposado, Alberto Villalpando dio a conocer a 
www.Candilejas.cl algunas opiniones de su creatividad musical, 
en el marco de la VI Ferias Internacional del Libro, que se 
desarrolló en La Paz, entre el 16 y el 26 de agosto. 
Considera que la música folklórica boliviana actual tiene varias 
formas: “Existe una vigorosa música étnica que la cultivan, 
básicamente, los indígenas. Hace algunos años se creó aquí una 
orquesta con instrumentos nativos”, comentó. Agrega que “ésta 
es justamente la fuerza de la música folklórica boliviana: está 
viva. Ello le ha dado resonancia internacional”   
El maestro Alberto Villalpando habla, además, del sonido de la 
geografía, de las sinuosidades del paisaje boliviano que han 
impuesto un lenguaje musical auténtico. 
“La sensibilidad del pueblo boliviano –concluyó- permite recibir 
estos sonidos con una peculiar mística... Por ello es grato 
componer en un entorno como el del altiplano, por ejemplo, 
donde hay una tremenda receptividad de la gente, especialmente 
de los pueblos del altiplano...” 
(Septiembre 2001) 
Web: 
http://www.geocities.com/candilejaschile/septiembre/musica/  

Villanueva Gloria (English) 
Born in Barcelona, she performs her first musical studies on guitar 
especiality with Natalia Demidoff, attending later the higher 
degree at the “Conservatori Superior de Música del Liceu” with 
Jaume Torrent. 
She also gets the Psychology degree at the University of 
Barcelona. After years of Psychology professional practice 
dedication, but without leaving the musical training, she 
nowadays devotes herself exclusively to musical teaching and 
composition. 
Web: http://www.lamadeguido.com/gloria_eng.htm (2013) 

Villa-Rojo Jesus (English) 
JESUS VILLA-ROJO (1940) 
Musical studies at the Madrid conservatory and at the Santa 
Cecilia academy in Rome. He is the founder of the “Nuove Forme 
Sonore” group, “The Forum Players” and of the “LIM” of which he 
is the artistic director. 
(Panorama de la musique contemporaine, Editions 
Transatlantiques, Paris, 1984) 

Villoldo Angel G. (Español) 
Angel Gregorio Villoldo. Músico pionero en los albores del tango, 
letrista, compositor y guitarrista, nació hacia 1868[?], en el Barrio 
Sur de Buenos Aires y murió a los cincuenta años, el 14 de 
octubre de 1919. Fue también uno de los principales cantores de 
su época.  
Trabajó de cuarteador en el Barrio de Barracas, tipógrafo en el 
Diario La Nación, periodista en Caras y Caretas y Fray Mocho, 
autor teatral , director de coros carnavalescos, libretista de 
sociedades corales, clown de circo y payador de nota. 
Adquirió fama hacia 1900, como intérprete de  un instrumento 
musical compuesto por una armónica y una guitarra, en los 
cafetines de la Boca, los Corrales, Recoleta y San Telmo. Así fue 
como la empresa Gath y Chaves, que había creado un sello 
discográfico local, lo envía a efectuar grabaciones de sus 
canciones a Londres, junto con los esposos Gobbi. A su regreso, 
también traerían 100.000 ejemplares impresos del tango La 
Morocha, luego convertida en éxito mundial y de cuya letra era el 
autor. 
En sus letras hay alegría, buena dosis de observación de la vida 
cotidiana  y algún vestigio de las canciones camperas, pero es 
bueno recordar que es el autor de  algunas de las más 
memorables melodías tangueras. Vale recordar entre ellas a El 
Choclo, El Porteñito y El Esquinazo. Poseía una natural facilidad 
versificadora, que le permitió convertirse en el fundador del oficio, 
años antes que Pascual Contursi escribiera Mi Noche Triste, 
considerada la pieza iniciadora del tango-canción. 
También fue pionero en la defensa gremial de los derechos 
autorales. 
Algunas de sus obras: Una enumeración, aunque no exhaustiva, 
de su producción, nos permite enumerar a los tangos Cuidado con 
los cincuenta, La Morocha, El Argentino, Yunta Brava, El 
Fogonazo, Tan rica la ñata, Cuerpo de Alambre Bolada de 
aficionado, Vas a vivir mucho, Prendete del brazo nena, El 

chichón, y muchos otros, además de obras camperas y toda clase 
de ritmos musicales populares. 
Web: http://www.tango-
tour.com.ar/Magazine/autoresdetangoangelvilloldo.htm 

Vinay Vittorio (Italiano) 
Ha compiuto i primi studi musicali con Carlo Vidusso, 
diplomandosi in pianoforte presso il Conservatorio di musica di 
Milano dove, successivamente, si è diplomato in composizione e 
dove attualmente insegna. Dopo essersi dedicato, per vincere il 
tedio della concomitante esperienza accademica, ad alcuni lavori 
di organologia e musicologia (I Carrera, Brescia: Paideia, Musiche 
organistiche inedite del Barocco Spagnolo, Milano: Discantica) e 
alla normale attività post accademica - laureandosi ai concorsi 
nazionali e internazionali di composizione di Treviso (Premio “Gian 
Francesco Malipiero”) e di Brescia (Premio “Stockhausen”) - è 
venuto consolidando un linguaggio compositivo frutto di una 
paziente e artigianale ricerca di quelle componenti percettive che i 
lambiccati e sterili parlari di avanguardie, siderate in accademici 
fantocci, hanno per lungo tempo cancellato dai capricci 
immaginativi del discorso musicale. 
Tra i lavori più recenti, pubblicati per i tipi delle edizioni musicali 
SINFONICA, si citano: Vers luisants au clair du croissant e 
Tendres eclairs dans les souffles du soir per chitarra, Fleurs de 
perlimpinpin e Eragments du silente per canto e pianoforte, 
D’Antan e Bluettes de Noel per flauto e chitarra, Noctiluques e 
Argent de poche per pianoforte. 
Alle cure tipografiche della stessa casa editrice ha affidato i suoi 
più importanti lavori di carattere analitico: Le tecniche della 
modulazione (in collaborazione con Bruno Giuffredi), la Sintassi 
armonica del continuo e Come si analizza il testo musicale. 

Vinci Giulio (Italiano) 
GIULIO VINCI, si è diplomato in pianoforte con il massimo dei voti 
e lode. Si è perfezionato con il padre Raffaele Vinci, Walter Krafft, 
Andrea Fasano, Francesco Pollice. Particolarmente versato per la 
musica jazz ed elettronica ha frequentato corsi con Giovanni 
Mazzarino, Salvatore Bonafede e Mimmo Cafiero e corsi della 
“Berklee School” presso Umbria Jazz Clinics. Ha frequentato un 
seminario tenuto da Ennio Morricone, e da Sergio Miceli. Ha 
studiato pianoforte moderno, tastiere e arrangiamento al 
computer con Walter Savelli (tastierista di Claudio Baglioni). 
Svolge attività concertistica, quale pianista, sia da solista che in 
varie formazioni da camera, ha in atto un'intensa attività 
concertistica sia in Italia che all'Estero (Mosca, Monaco di Baviera, 
Parigi, Germania, Austria, Olanda, Romania, ecc.), Ha partecipato 
quale pianista nell’orchestra del Festival di Napoli 2002, trasmesso 
da Rete4; nel 2004 ha collaborato in qualità di tastierista con 
l’orchestra diretta dal M° Roberto Pregadio. Si è diplomato in 
contrabbasso e ha svolto attività, sia in orchestra che in quartetto 
d'archi. Si dedica anche alla composizione e all'arrangiamento. Ha 
pubblicato diverse composizioni anche di carattere didattico ed 
inciso CD come arrangiatore ed esecutore. E’ docente di teoria e 
solfeggio presso l’Istituto Superiore di Studi Musicali “G.P da 
Palestrina” di Cagliari.  
Web: http://www.myspace.com/giuliovinci (2010) 

Vinitsky Alexander (English) 
Alexander Vinitsky is a guitarist, composer, and professor who 
was trained in Russia at Gresnin's Academy. He writes guitar 
music, conducts masterclasses on “Classical Guitar in Jazz,” and 
gives concerts. He has toured throughout Israel, Poland, 
Germany, the United Kingdom, Belgium, France, and Hungary. 
Alexander's concert repertoire includes his own compositions, 
which display a variety of styles, as well as arrangements of jazz 
standards by Gershwin, Porter, Rodgers, A. C. Jobim, J. Zavinul, 
L. Bonfa, and G. Gilberto. Vinitsky currently teaches classical 
guitar at Gnesin's Music College. Alexander's output includes 9 
recordings and numerous books of arrangements and original 
pieces.  
Vinitsky is a musician of a new trend, who has managed to unite 
in his work Brazilian music with modern azz harmony, that means 
in itself a new world in guitar music art. The variety of colors, 
polyrhythmic, continued pulse and harmonic richness, are 
characteristic of this remarkable musician's works.  
-- Alexander Frauchy, 1991 
[Vinitsky's] style is of an agreeable and tasteful suavity. His own 
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pieces…are particularly appealing. 
-- Colin Cooper, Classical Guitar magazine, December, 1993 
Vinisky, a serious jazz guitarist from Moscow, has carried away 
the audience by his sophisticated harmonies  
and strong rhythms. 
-- Colin Cooper, Classical Guitar magazine, November, 1994 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=1582 

Viola Salvador (Français) 
Salvador Viola est né à Sao Paulo et fait partie des guitaristes de 
la vieille garde. Excellent instrumentiste, il accompagna de 
grandes vedettes et dirigea différents groupes avant de se 
consacrer entièrement à renseignement et à la composition. 

Violette Andrew (English) 
Andrew (b. 1953, New York City). 
Acclaimed American composer of primarily chamber, vocal and 
piano works that have been successfully performed throughout 
the USA; he is also active as a pianist. 
Mr. Violette studied at the High School of Music and Art in New 
York from 1968-71 and there earned the Regent’s Scholarship. 
From 1971-75, he studied composition with Elliott Carter and 
Roger Sessions and counterpoint with Otto Luening at the Juilliard 
School in New York, where he earned his BMus and MMus, as well 
as the Lado Prize in Composition. 
His awards include seven grants from Meet the Composer (1977, 
1982-87), three fellowships at the MacDowell Colony (1983-85) 
and fellowships at the Yaddo Arts Colony and the Virginia Center 
for the Arts (both 1999). From 1975-88, he was music director of 
both the Lutheran Church of Our Savior’s Atonement and the 
concert series Cornerstone Center. During the 1980s, he was 
music director of the Battery Dance Company, the Paul Sanasardo 
Dance Company and the Peggy Florin Dancers. Since 1996, he 
has been music director of the St. Augustine Roman Catholic 
Church in Park Slope. 
As a pianist, he has given numerous solo recitals of his own 
music, as well as new pieces by other composers. Throughout the 
1980s, he played to dance classes for Robert Blanshine, Nanette 
Cherrise, Merce Cunningham, and Janet Panetta. 
In 1975-76, he was an adjunct instructor of literature and 
materials of music at the Juilliard School. From 1988-94, he was a 
contemplative Benedictine monk at St. Mary’s Monastery in 
Massachusetts and from 1994-96, he was a student at the 
Seminary of the Immaculate Conception in New York. 
The American Composers Alliance publishes his works from 1970-
89; all later works are self-published. 
Web: http://composers21.com/compdocs/violetta.htm 

Vir Param (English) 
Param Vir was born in Delhi, India. His early work in composition 
aroused the interest of Peter Maxwell Davies who invited him to 
Dartington Summer School in 1983. With further encouragement 
from Maxwell Davies and a fellowship from the Inlaks Foundation, 
Param Vir moved to London in 1984 to study composition with 
Oliver Knussen. Within three years of his arrival in London he had 
won the Benjamin Britten Composition Prize (Aldeburgh), the 
Kucyna International Composition Prize (Boston), the Tippett 
Composition Award (Dartington) and the Performing Right Society 
Composition Prize (London). His works have been performed by 
the Asko Ensemble, London Sinfonietta, London Sinfonietta 
Voices, BBC Philharmonic Orchestra and Lontano, amongst others. 
Param Vir has also studied composition with Jonathan Harvey and 
Randolph Coleman. 
Web: http://www.dreamsong.freeserve.co.uk/ 

Vögelin Fritz  (English) 
Born 19.9.1943  
Voegelin was born in Zurich. He received a diploma in violin from 
Bern Conservatoire and a bandleader diploma from Basel 
Academy of Music. He studied composition in classes with Klaus 
Huber and Robert Suter, and conducting with Hans Swarowsky in 
Vienna. He is founder and director of Fribourg Chamber Orchestra, 
and chief director of the “Orchestre de la ville” and the University 
of Fribourg. He is a guest conductor of Swiss symphony 
orchestras (Bern, Basel, Lugano). In 1984 he was appointed 
cultural director in residence at the Columbian National 
Conservatoire, and in 1988 as chief conductor of the “Orquesta 

Sinfonica de Antioquia”. He is a professor of conducting at the 
university of Antioquia. He is also guest conductor with the 
Columbian National Orchestra, as well as the Venezuela National 
Philharmonic. Since 1992 he has once again lived as a composer 
and conductor in Switzerland. He has won many national and 
international composition prizes and commissions. 
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Vogt Hans (Italiano) 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra tedesco. (Danzica, 14-V-
1911). Allievo di G. Schumann (composizione) all'Accademia delle 
Arti di Berlino (1929-34), ha frequentato dal 1930 al '34 
l’Akademie für Kirchen-und Schulmusik e al termine degli studi si 
è dedicato alla carriera direttoriale. Direttore del teatro di Bielefeld 
nel 1934, l’anno successivo ha assunto la direzione dell’orchestra 
del teatro di Detmold, passando nel 1938 a Stralsund, ove è 
rimasto fino al 1944. Dopo un periodo di prigionia in Russia 
(1945-49), ha fatto ritorno in patria esercitando la libera 
professione di compositore a Heidelberg sino alla nomina di 
professore di composizione presso la Musikhochschule di 
Mannheim (1951); inoltre, ha insegnato musica moderna presso 
l’Università di Heidelberg. Ha ottenuto importanti premi e 
riconoscimenti. (UTET – Dizionario della Musica e dei Musicisti, 
1985) 

Volans Kevin  (English) 
Kevin Volans has been called “one of the planet’s most distinctive 
and unpredictable voices”, (KYLE GANN – VILLAGE VOICE). 
Born in South Africa he studied Music at the University of 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg and in Cologne, with Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, later becoming his teaching assistant. In the mid-
‘70s his work became associated with the “Neue Einfachheit” (New 
Simplicity) – the beginnings of post-modernism in music. In 1979, 
following field recording trips to Africa, he embarked on a series of 
pieces based on African compositional techniques which quickly 
established Volans as a unique voice on the European new music 
circuit. In 1986 a collaboration with the Kronos Quartet produced 
White Man Sleeps (1986), Hunting: Gathering (1987) and The 
Songlines (1988), were all written for them, and given 
performances in festivals ranging performed in festivals such as 
Salzburg, Montreal, Berliner Festwoche, Tokyo Inkspot, The 
Kronos discs, White Man Sleeps and Pieces of Africa broke all 
records for string quartet disc sales – the latter was number one 
on the US Classical and world music charts for 26 weeks, 
outselling all but Pavarotti. In the 1990’s Volans gave increasing 
attention to writing for dance, collaborating with Siobhan Davies, 
Jonathan Burrows, Shobana Jeyasingh in Britain as well as other 
companies around the world. In 1999 the South Bank hosted a 
fiftieth birthday celebration of his work in the Queen Elizabeth 
Hall. 
Recent commissions include a Concerto for Double Orchestra for 
the BBC Symphony Orchestra, an orchestral work, Strip-Weave, 
for the Ulster Orchestra, a Piano Trio for the West Cork Chamber 
Music Festival, a Trumpet and String Quartet for the Tromp 
Muziek Bïenniale a string quartet for the Norwegian quartet, 
Cikada, commissioned by Up North Festival in Dublin and a work 
for percussion for the Norwegian group Sisu. 
John Allison wrote in The Times: “When it comes to composers, 
only a few today could be called true originals, and Kevin Volans 
is one of them”. 
Web: http://www.tomkerstens.com/cd1.html 

Volker Mark (English) 
Recently named 2011 Composer of the Year by the Tennessee 
Music Teachers Association (as well as the Nashville Area Music 
Teachers Association), Mark Volker is the Coordinator of 
Composition and Assistant Professor of Music at the Belmont 
University School of Music, where he teaches applied composition 
and music theory. Known for his colorful harmonic language and 
orchestration, as well as his facility with both electronic and 
traditional instrumentations, Mark’s music has been performed 
and recorded by numerous performers around the world, including 
the Chicago Contemporary Chamber Players, eighth blackbird, the 
Pacifica String Quartet, Musica moderna Poland, the Pinotage 
ensemble, the New York New Music Ensemble, the Gryphon Trio, 
the Kiev Philharmonic, the Orchestra of the Southern Finger 
Lakes, So Percussion, Luna Nova, the Orquesta de Baja California, 
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the Boston Brass, the Society for New Music, the Cold Fusion 
Ensemble, the Young Opera Company of New England, and the 
Nashville Ballet. His music has also been featured at many music 
festivals and conferences, including Music97, 99, 2001, the 
Gamper Festival, SCI regional and national conferences, June in 
Buffalo, the Norfolk Chamber Music Festival, the Chenango 
Summer MusicFest, the Belvedere Chamber Music Festival, ICMC, 
and SEAMUS. He has received awards from ASCAP, Meet the 
Composer, SCI, and ERMmedia. Mark’s music can be heard on his 
recently released Centaur Records CD, Elemental Forces, as well 
as on volume 3 of ERMmedia’s Masterworks of the New Era series. 
Mark's acclaimed ballet based on The Diary of Anne Frank is 
currently being performed by members of the Nashville Ballet in 
schools around Middle Tennessee as well as other venues. 
Mark is also an active classical guitarist, specializing in the 
performance of new music for classical guitar in chamber settings. 
He has premiered numerous chamber and solo works and 
performs regularly in a duo with New York City Opera flutist John 
McMurtery.  
A native of Buffalo, NY, Mark holds degrees from the Ithaca 
College School of Music (BM), the Cincnnati College-Conservatory 
of Music (MM), and the University of Chicago (PhD). He has 
studied composition with Greg Woodward, Dana Wilson, Ricardo 
Zohn-Muldoon, Darrell Handel, Shulamit Ran, Samuel Adler, and 
Marta Ptaszynska, electroacoustic music with Howard Sandroff 
and Mara Helmuth, and classical guitar with Pablo Cohen, Edward 
Flower, Fred Hand, and John Sawers. Prior to his appointment at 
Belmont, Mark taught at Colgate University. He now lives in 
Franklin, TN with his wife Alyssa and two children, Molly and 
Jacob.  
Web: http://www.belmont.edu/music/faculty/faculty_listing_s-
z/volker_mark.html (2016) 

Vollmer Ludger (English) 
Born 1961 in Berlin (East), Ludger Vollmer began his career as an 
engineer before he decided to study music in 1984. He studied 
violin, viola and composition in Weimer and Leipzig and graduated 
in 1990. Member of several professional orchestras he took 
lessons in improvisation in Leipzig and achieved a degree in 
educational improvisation in 1998. At the same time he visited 
masterclasses in composition with Alfred Schnittke and Dmitrj 
Terzakis. 1997 he became a scholar of the Villa Massimo in 
Rome.  
Vollmer's works range from sacred music and world music 
projects including improvisations to large-scale opera. His most 
recent music theatre work is called Gegen die Wand  (against the 
wall) after the same-named film by Turkish director Faith Akin. 
The world premiere is set to take place at Theatre Bremen in 
November 2008. 
Web: http://www.schott-
music.com/shop/persons/featured/70701/ (2011) 

Vonlanthen Vinz (Français) 
Né à Berne. Il vit à Genève. Vinz Vonlanthen, personnalité 
incontournable de la scène de musique improvisée, fait partie des 
guitaristes européens créatifs et insolites, constamment à la 
recherche de nouveaux concepts, de nouvelles idées, ceci avec 
énergie et engagement. Il a trouvé son chant personnel. Les sons 
de sa “metaguitare” triturée à l’aide de billes, de mousse, 
d’archets (liste non exhaustive) déroutent, étonnent, surprennent, 
cajolent et élargissent la palette de l’instrument. Les micro- 
textures, les mélodies et les grooves se passent le mot, ouvrant la 
porte à l’imaginaire et à la poésie. Avec divers groupes il tourne 
en Europe ainsi qu’au Japon. Divers concerts et projets avec 
Jacques Demierre, Barry Guy, Pierre Audetat, Gerry Hemingway, 
Sylvie Courvoisier Bänz Oester. Michel Wintsch, Adama Dramé, 
Roberto Viscaïna (Cuba), Jacques Siron, Kenny Wheeler. 
Discographie: 30 albums, dont 5 en tant que leader et 6 en tant 
que co-leader. Presse: “All in all, a huge talent arrived on the 
scene”. Music Gallery, New York “…he opens a toolbox of bows, 
looping pedals and rolling marbles to conjure a quivering, 
bubbling music. He manages to 1 
sound both shinily futuristic and rooted in the modest ambience of 
a jazz guitarist”. The Wire, London “Vertigineux et à peu près 
unique” La Tribune de Genève. 

Voorvelt Martijn (English) 
Martijn Voorvelt (Amsterdam 1967) is a self-taught composer. His 
work has been performed in several countries around the world, 
by soloists and ensembles such as Antipodes (Switzerland), Trio 
Fibonacci (Canada), Jan Slavik (Slovakia), Patricia Green (USA), 
Daniël Rowland and Bernd Brackman and the Zephyr String 
Quartet (The Netherlands). As a composer and performer he was 
involved in a number of theatre and dance productions. In 1994 
his Raging, building won the EOE composition prize for young 
European composers. Two years later, at the Young Composers 
Meeting in Apeldoorn, he met some of his colleague composers. 
Together with some of them he began to organise a concert series 
in Amsterdam for new music that is still running as Concerten Tot 
En Met. In 2002, Voorvelt's string quartet 4/4 was very successful 
at the ISCM World Music Festival in Hong Kong. (Gaudeamus, 
2003) 

Voutsinas Gerassimov (English) 
He was born in Patras in 1959. 
He studied Advanced Theoretical Studies and composition. He 
collaborated with the Center of contemporary musical research 
and the Institute of research in Music and Acoustics. 
He is a regular member in the Greek Composers Society and 
artistic director of the Municipality music school. His works have 
been recorded and broadcasted from the second and third 
programme of the Greek National Radio while they have been 
frequently performed in Greece (Athens, Thessaloniki, Patra, 
Volos, Corfu, Kalamata e.t.c) and abroad (Germany, Italy, France, 
Sweden). 
His works are been published by “Papagrigoriou-Nakas” in Greece 
and J. TREKEL in Germany. 
Web: 
http://www.panasmusic.com/sinthetes.php?subaction=showfull&i
d=1109258114&archive=&start_from=&ucat=4& (2013) 

Vukasinovic Nikola (English) 
Josip Stojanovic and Nikola Vukasinovic were both authors of 
original guitar-method books, very famous in the early 1930s. 
Both published their editions with the music Company of Franjo 
Schneider (Koncanica 1903 – Zagreb 1966), who had a great 
reputation as a fine instrument maker (especially different kinds 
of tambours and guitars). Schneider arrived in Zagreb in 1928 
and started his large music enterprise, making and repairing 
instruments as well as publishing music literature. Both above-
mentioned guitar methods, which had several later editions, were 
probably first published around 1935. Each author was a very 
popular player, and most of the pieces included in their schools 
are their own short compositions based on traditional folk themes. 
They were attive before and after World War I in Zagreb. (Uros 
Dojcinovic: Guitar Compositions from Yugoslavia. Vol.II Croatia, 
2003) 

Wagner Melinda (English) 
Melinda Wagner received her graduate degrees from the 
University of Chicago and the University of Pennsylvania, where 
she studied with Richard Wernick, George Crumb, Shulamit Ran, 
and Jay Reise. Her works have been performed by the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra, Denver Symphony Orchestra, American 
Composers Orchestra, National Orchestra of Colombia, New York 
New Music Ensemble, the Syracuse Society for New Music, the 
Contemporary Chamber Players, and Orchestra 2001. She has 
been honored with a Guggenheim fellowship, grants from the 
Illinois Arts Council and Meet The Composer, Inc., three ASCAP 
Young Composer awards, and resident fellowships from the 
MacDowell Colony and Yaddo. She has received commissions from 
the Ernst and Young Emerging Composers Fund for the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra, the Sylvia and Danny Kaye Playhouse, the 
New York New Music Ensemble, and the Syracuse Society for New 
Music. Falling Angels, commissioned by the Chicago Symphony 
and premiered in 1993, was performed there again in 1996 under 
the AT&T American Encore Program. Current projects include 
works for the American Brass Quintet and the New York New 
Music Ensemble. Her Concerto for Flute, Strings and Percussion 
won the 1999 Pulitzer Prize for Music. (2000) 
Web: http://www.newmusicbox.org/news/apr00/mwagner.html 
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Wallace Frank (English) 
Frank Wallace is well known as a vihuelist, a guitarist, an early 
music scholar, a fine baritone, and a member of the Live Oak Duo 
(with his wife, soprano Nancy Knowles). Frank graduated from the 
San Francisco Conservatory of Music in the 1970’s and taught at 
the New England Conservatory of Music until the early 1980’s. 
Since then he has concentrated on performances of Medieval & 
Renaissance music with his ensemble Live Oak and Company. 

Wallen Errollyn (English) 
Errollyn Wallen - 'renaissance woman of contemporary British 
music' (The Observer) - is as respected a singer-songwriter of pop 
influenced songs as she is a composer of contemporary new 
music. Communication is at the centre of both worlds: engaging 
the audience, speaking directly to hearts and minds. 
Born in Belize, Errollyn Wallen gave up her training at the Dance 
Theater of Harlem, New York to study composition at universities 
of London and Cambridge. She founded her own Ensemble X and 
its motto, we don’t break down barriers in music… we don’t see 
any, reflects her genuine, free-spirited approach and eclectic 
musicianship. She has been commissioned by outstanding music 
institutions from the BBC to the Royal Opera House and 
performed her songs at venues from night clubs to the Edinburgh 
Festival. 
Errollyn Wallen’s song Daedalus appears alongside songs by 
Björk, Sting, Elvis Costello and Meredith Monk on the Brodsky 
Quartet’s recent CD Moodswings. The two solo albums Meet Me at 
Harold Moores and most recently Errollyn feature her songs in her 
own voice/piano performance and in collaboration with 
outstanding jazz artists. Her multi-media show Jordan Town, a 
modern day song cycle with dance and film, was a sell-out hit at 
the Edinburgh Festival. The Errollyn Wallen Songbook will be 
published by Peters Edition later this year. 
Errollyn Wallen’s quality as a writer for the human voice becomes 
also apparent in her more classical vocal works: Are You Worried 
About the Rising Cost of Funerals is a song cycle for soprano and 
string quartet commissioned by the Birmingham Contemporary 
Music Group and her cycle The Queen and I for period instruments 
and voice uses baroque motifs and explores the idea of affects 
from a modern perspective. Fairy Scary comprises song settings 
of fairy stories for voice and small instrumental ensemble and was 
commssioned by Wigmore Hall. The Dunedin Consort 
commissioned and will world-première Comfort Me with Apples for 
Soloists and instrumental Ensemble with words from 'The Song of 
Songs' in September 2006. 
The on-going operatic project Another America is an exploration 
into the black condition, past, present and future: The Royal 
Opera House and Nitro commissioned Another America: Earth, 
premièred the opera in November 2003 at the Linbury Theatre 
and revived the piece in 2005, including a BBC television 
broadcast. Another America: Fire was commissioned by Push and 
first seen at Sadler’s Wells in September 2004. 
Errollyn Wallen’s forthcoming opera The Silent Twins about the 
love-hate relationship of two black twin girls has been 
commissioned by Almeida Opera for performance in July 2007. It 
is based on real live events as depicted in the book by Marjorie 
Wallace and will be composed on a libretto by acclaimed 
playwright April de Angelis. Other stage works include the ballet 
Horseplay which has been commissioned and choreographed by 
Tom Sapsford for the Royal Ballet. 
When the Wet Wind Sings for 40 voices was premièred by the 
Tallis Scholars in 2003 alongside Spem in Alium, the work that 
inspired it. A maritime theme can also be found in Errollyn 
Wallen’s latest choral commission from BBC Radio 3, Our English 
Heart, a cantata to mark the 200th anniversary of Trafalgar Day 
and the death of Admiral Lord; the piece was first performed in 
Portsmouth Cathedral on 21 October 2005 by the joint forces of 
Catherine Bott (soprano), the male voices of the BBC Singers and 
the BBC Concert Orchestra conducted by Stephen Cleobury. 
The BBC has also been involved in the commission of some of 
Errollyn Wallen‘s orchestral works: Colin Currie premièred her 
Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra for the Young Musician of 
the Year Award in 1994. Spirit Symphony - Speed-Dating for Two 
Orchestras was first performed at the final event of the ‘Listen 
up!’ Festival at the Royal Festival Hall in November 2004 and won 
the 2005 British Composer Awards in the BBC Radio 3 Listeners 

Award category. The Philharmonia Orchestra will première a new 
orchestral work to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the 
Abolition of Slavery in Februray 2007 at Holy Trinity Church 
Clapham which is scheduled to aslo be heard in other cities 
around the UK that have a resonance or relationship with the 
Abolition of Slavery. 
The Orchestra of the Swan commissioned Errollyn Wallen with 
Photography, a piece for string orchestra which was premièred in 
March 2006 and toured the UK widely. The Orchestra of the Swan 
continues its association with Errollyn Wallen, whose Composer in 
Association for the 2006-07 season she is, with the commissioning 
of a Cello Concerto to be world-premièred with Matt Sharp in May 
2007. 
Recent Chamber works include a quintet for flute and string 
quartet All the Blues I See premièred by Emily Beynon and the 
Brodsky Quartet, Romeo Turn for viola, cello and double bass, 
Dervish for cello and piano and a series of piano duets and piano 
solo pieces, Errollyn Wallen’s very own instrument. The Schubert 
Ensemble commissioned and will première Music for Tigers, a new 
Piano Quintet in October 2006. 
Errollyn Wallen, singer composer, musician, renaissance woman 
of contemporary British music - The Observer. 
Explosive stuff – The Independent. 
Bright, funky, irreducible - What’s On (London). 
A major new compositional voice – Gramophone. 
She is a spectacular composer - International Record Review. 
A vigorous and lively musical intellect - The Guardian. 
Moments of rare beauty - The Times. 
The most gifted in the crowd - The Independent. 
Total brilliance - Melody Maker. 
Expect the unexpected - The Observer. 
If Wallen was to become a household name it could only be a 
good thing - The Independent on Sunday. 
Web: http://www.errollynwallen.com/biog.htm 

Walter Fried (English) 
Fried Walter was probably the most versatile musician between 
the pupils of Arnold Schönberg, whose conceptions however he 
did not take as a composer. He was considered as one of the most 
important representatives of the maintenance and broadcast 
music in the Berlin of the post-war period. It led the RIAS-
Unterhaltungsorchester over twenty years. He wrote numerous 
works, the majority with the music publishing house 
Zimmermann. He died on 8 April 1996. 

Warnecke Ulrich Uhland (English) 
Guitarist and composer. 
1987-1994 he studied guitar and baroque lute to graduate music 
teacher and artistic education at the Staatliche Hochschule für 
Musik und Darstellende Kunst Stuttgart with Mario Sicca and 
Robert Barto. 
1994-199: studies in the soloist class of Frank Bungarten in 
Lucerne (CH). 
Extensive solo and chamber music concert activities, CD, studio 
and radio productions. 
Since 2001 numerous sheet music editions with own compositions 
for guitar. 
Teaching since 1988 at the music schools Ostfildern and 
Ludwigsburg (Department Head Classical Guitar, Electric Guitar 
and Special Education). 
Full-time lecturer in guitar at the Educational College Ludwigsburg 
since 2016. 
In addition to his activities as a soloist in concerts, studio 
musicians, as well as CD and radio productions, he is devoted to 
chamber music in various occupations and composing, mainly for 
classical guitar. The DUO DECISO came to life in 1988, when 
Martin Wiedmann and Ulrich Uhland Warnecke both studied with 
Mario Sicca at the Staatliche Hochschule für Musik in Stuttgart. 
They played together up to c. 1998. 
In 2002 he released his first highly acclaimed solo CD "Gitarre" 
with a mixture of baroque lute works and original compositions. In 
2004 he was named "CD of the month" in the international trade 
magazine GuitArt. 
2005 then the CD "Gigbag", exclusively with own compositions, 
which have since found their place in the guitar repertoire and can 
be heard regularly in the program of youth competitions. 
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A booklet series with his compositions for classical guitar appears 
in the music publisher Hubertus Nogatz, Essen. 
Various pieces have been released in 2007, 2009 and 2010 at 
Chanterelle in Heidelberg, further issues are in preparation. 
In the summer of 2011 his third solo CD "Vespa" with 10 original 
compositions was released. 
He lives in Stuttgart. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Waxman Franz (English) 
Born on Christmas Eve 1906, Franz Waxman [born Wachsmann], 
was the only child in the family to show an interest in music. 
Though obviously gifted, his father insisted that he obtain a stable 
occupation, music not considered as such. He took a banking job, 
and saved all he could so that he could pay for a musical 
education. He succeeded in this objective, studying in Dresden 
and Berlin, while supporting himself as a jazz and nightclub 
pianist. It was in the latter world that he came into contact with 
people working in the film industry, and he later found 
employment as both orchestrator and conductor. 
The young composer settled in Los Angeles, USA, changed his 
name to Waxman, and soon made his career in Hollywood with a 
series of film scores. His scores were an instant success, and he 
was soon high in demand as a composer of film music. Much of 
his output was linked with horror movies, ranging from The Bride 
of Frankenstein, Captain Courageous to music for Daphne du 
Maurier's romantic novel Rebecca. Nominations for Oscars, and 
countless highly acclaimed scores in the 1940’s made him one of 
the most famous film composers of all time. 
Although he composed a number of concert works both before 
and after his emigration to the United States, Franz Waxman 
remains best known (as does his older Austrian contemporary 
Erich Korngold) for the numerous scores that made him a 
mainstay of the Hollywood film scene over three decades. Of 
several works written for violin and orchestra, the most virtuosic 
is his Carmen Fantasia, but the one that most reveals his 
understanding of and affection for Austro-German Romanticism is 
the Tristan and Isolde Fantasia. 
Web: 
http://www.naxos.com/composerinfo/Franz_Waxman_22403/224
03.htm 

Weber Alain (Français) 
(né en 1930)  
Compositeur français né le 8 décembre 1930 à Château-Thierry. Il 
entreprit ses études au Conservatoire de Paris dès 1941. Premier 
Grand Prix de Rome en 1952, il obtint la même année le prix 
Sogeda pour son ballet Le Petit Jeu. Chargé de cours au 
Conservatoire de Paris dès 1957, il y enseigna la préparation au 
professorat, le solfège et le contrepoint, puis il assura en 1970 la 
fonction de professeur conseiller aux études. Le Grand Prix du 
disque français lui a été décerné en 1982 pour son œuvre 
télévisée La Rivière Perdue. Président de nombreux jury, il fut 
également membre de la commission symphonique de la SACEM 
(1980-83), puis du comité de lecture de Radio France. Il effectue 
de nombreuses missions pédagogiques à l'étranger (Tunisie, 
Canada, Yougoslavie, Taiwan,…). Alain Weber est officier du 
mérite national.  
Alain Weber privilégie dans son œuvre une exploration de formes 
d'écriture sans cesse renouvelées. Parallèlement à quelques 
œuvres sérielles traitées librement (Variations pour Dixtuor, 1965 
- Synecdoque pour hautbois, 1970), il développa une écriture en 
quarts de tons (Quatuor de saxophones, 1984 - Constellaire, 
1994). Il a également employé diverses techniques de 
composition plus indéterministes tels certains emplois de feuillets 
transparents, qui, vus sous des angles différents, engendrent des 
transformations de propositions mélodiques et harmoniques 
préétablies (Linéaires I, II, III, respectivement pour saxophone et 
orchestre, pour octuor, et pour sextuor d'Ondes Martenot, 1973-
77). Épris des formes poétiques, il sait renouer avec l'esprit du 
pantoum (Strophes, 1965), ou de l'acrostiche (Études Acrostiches, 
1973), s'inspirant également des phonèmes du Poème de l'Étoile 
de Jean Cocteau pour créer une expression vocale en 
onomatopées (Phonèminie, 1983 - Le “Chan” du Potager, 1984). 
Il composa pour les enfants un conte musical (Le rusé petit Jean, 
1984), mais également des œuvres instrumentales : ses 

recherches pédagogiques l'ont conduit vers une utilisation de 
l'aléatoire, technique assez souple, assimilable par de jeunes 
interprètes (Concertante pour guitare et guitares, 1993). Chaque 
œuvre posant une problématique musicale différente, les 
compositions d'Alain Weber évoluent cependant à travers une 
certaine unité, ne laissant jamais transparaître de véritable 
rupture.  
Site : http://www.chez.com/uncm/alainweber/ 

Webern Anton (English) 
(1883 - 1945) 
Although his entire corpus of works would require little more than 
three hours of performance time, Anton Webern nevertheless 
stands as a pivotal figure among the twentieth century's most 
signficant composers. While completing only 75 published works, 
some less than two minutes in length, Webern's music has had a 
profound effect on the modern musical world.  
Born on 3 December 1883 in Vienna, Anton was the son of an 
aristocratic Austrian family. As a youngster he showed little 
promise. He was a poor speller, had difficulty with mathematics, 
and was generally disliked by his fellow students in school. 
Nevertheless, Anton demonstrated some proficiency in his studies 
on the cello, and through his music lessons he became familiar 
with the standard classical works of the masters.  
While Anton's father approved of his son's music as an ennobling 
hobby, he had hoped that Anton would become an agriculturalist 
and take over the administration of the family estate. After 
persistently pressing his case with the elder Webern, Anton was 
finally allowed to study music at the University of Vienna. Here he 
flourished, and in 1906 at the young age of 23 he received a 
Ph.D. in musicology.  
Two years earlier Webern had met and become the pupil of Arnold 
Schönberg, the chief proponent of the serial method of 
composition. This technique differed radically from the more 
familiar rules of harmony in that it was dodecaphonic (treating 
each of the twelve musical tones on an equal basis); this method 
of harmony is also called atonal. Along with fellow student Alban 
Berg, Webern formed a deep and lasting relationship with 
Schönberg, and both young composers adapted and refined this 
new technique to their own musical creations.  
During the early part of his career, Webern was most active as a 
conductor of various theater orchestras throughout Europe. 
Letters written during this period often betray a young genius who 
was depressed and discouraged by his position because he very 
much disliked the kind of music he was forced to conduct. He 
preferred to be free to spend his time composing, but the 
demands required in order to provide for his family prevented him 
from doing so. A devoted family man, he continued in the more 
secure position as a conductor so that his wife and children would 
not suffer unduly during the difficult decades of the early 
twentieth century.  
His conducting was judged of high caliber, however, and he was 
considered demanding but patient. But, rehearsals were 
inordinately exhausting to him, and he often complained of the 
constant assault to his eardrums.  
During his own lifetime, Webern's compositions were never much 
appreciated. Being so different from the music that was popular in 
Europe at the time, audiences found his style confusing and 
incomprehensible. Even today many people have trouble 
understanding his music, which actually can have moments of 
sheer beauty. Because of the demands his music put on 
performers, many musicians refused even to attempt it; and 
during the Second World War the Nazis banned his works entirely. 
He was ultimately reduced to making a living as a proofreader for 
his own former publisher.  
The War was a tremendous tragedy for all of Europe, and Anton 
Webern was not exempted. His only son, to whom he was greatly 
devoted, was drafted by the German army and was killed in a 
troop train on the Eastern Front. Webern's nerves were so badly 
shaken by this tragedy that he was unable to compose. Not until 
the war had finally come to an end did he begin at last to feel 
some renewal of hope for himself and for mankind. He actually 
began thinking about composing again and had made sketches for 
later works.  
But those works were never to come to fruition. Only a few weeks 
after the war was over, Webern was shot by mistake by an 
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American soldier in Mittersill, Austria.  
After his death, Webern's influence began to spread rapidly 
among the new musicians of the free world. His use of serialism 
and his emphasis on a single note or single melodic line gained 
interest with many composers who subsequently expanded his 
techniques to fit their own styles. It is perhaps regrettable, 
however, that many of Webern's disciples have not had sufficient 
regard for some of his deeper musical philosophies that were 
founded on his profound religious convictions. Webern's great 
reverence for God and religion — which even the war and the 
death of his only son could not shake — can be seen most acutely 
in the texts of his sacred works.  
Web: http://www.chez.com/craton/musique/webern/webern.htm 

Webern Anton (Italiano) 
Nato a Vienna nel 1883 da una nobile famiglia di origine tirolese, 
Anton Webern trascorse l'infanzia prima a Graz, poi a Klagenfurt, 
dove iniziò a studiare pianoforte e violoncello sotto la guida di E. 
Komauer. Nel 1902 si iscrisse all'università di Vienna per seguire i 
corsi di musicologia di Adler. Le sue prime composizioni risalgono 
al 1903, e fu dopo averle esaminate che Schënberg decise di 
prenderlo tra i suoi allievi. Nel 1909 compose i Cinque movimenti 
op.5 per quartetto d'archi, in anticipo sulle soluzioni che 
Schënberg avrebbe adottato nei sei piccoli pezzi op.19. Ledifficoltà 
che già cominciava a incontrare come compositore gli 
consigliarono intanto di dedicarsi contemporaneamente alla 
direzione d'orchestra. Con i Drei Gesänge op.24 inizia la 
produzione della maturità: si tratta quasi sempre di opere nelle 
quali ha grande peso l'elemento vocale, a eccezione del Concerto 
op. 24 (1934), del Quartetto d'archi op.28 (1938) e delle 
Variazioni op.27 (1936) e op.30 (1940-41). Con l'annessione 
dell'Austria al Terzo Reich la sua musica subí l'ostracismo del 
regime. Nel 1945 sitrasferì sulle Alpi Salisburghesi, a Mittersill, 
dove morí il 15 settembre. 

Wedlich Ulrich (English) 
Ulrich Wedlich is a German composer and guitarist based in 
Stuttgart. He studied at the Musikhochschule Stuttgart and in 
Vienna and his compositional works stretch from avant garde and 
experimental electronic forms through to chamber music and 
symphonic works. 

Weidt Albert J. (English) 
Albert J. Weidt was born in Buffalo, New York on February 15, 
1866 and died in Middletown, New Jersey, December 9, 1945. His 
childhood ambition was to become a drummer (reflected in the 
numerous marches among his oeuvre), as well as all the other 
established genre of the day - waltzes, reveries, gavottes, and 
rags. For many years Weidt lived in Newark, NJ, where he ran the 
“Weidt School of Music”, established in 1895. By the 1920s he had 
become a strong exponent of the tenor banjo. Weidt was an 
industrious composer and arranger of light music for the fretted 
string instruments beginning in the 1890s, and by 1927 
Crescendo magazine could state had “almost 300 published 
numbers to his Credit”, at least 96 of which are guitar solos. 
(Peter Danner, Soundboard Vol.XXVII, no.2) 

Weinzweig John (English) 
John Weinzweig was born in Toronto on March 11, 1913. He has 
contributed to the introduction in Canada of 20th century 
techniques, notably serial writing, of which he was the first 
protagonist. In 1951 he was a founder of the Canadian League of 
Composers and became its first president. By 1941 he was 
composing incidental music for CBC radio dramas, as well as 
soundtracks for National Film Board documentaries. However, this 
activity was interrupted by service in the RCAF (1943-45). In 
1948 his Divertimento No.1 for Flute and Strings won the highest 
award (silver medal) in the chamber music category at the 
London Olympiad. In 1974 he received the Order of Canada and in 
1981 the Molson Prize of The Canada Council. 

Weirauch Peter (English) 
Composer, arranger, guitarist, born in Polsnitz (Kreis Waldenburg, 
Lower Silesia, today: Wałbrych/Poland). He began to learn violin 
1943 and guitar 1948 with Erich Bürger (1902-1994) in Berlin. At 
the  Municipal Conservatory (Stern‘sches Conservatory) in Berlin 
he studied 1955-1960 guitar with Erich Bürger, piano and 

composition with Friedrich Metzler (1910-1979). Since 1962 he 
worked as freelance composer in Berlin. (Rainer Stelle) 

Weissberg Daniel (English) 
Born 2.2.1954  
Weissberg was born in Basel. He studied piano with Klaus Linder 
and composition with Jacques Wildberger at Basel Conservatoire 
before joining up with Mauricio Kagel. He was Kagel's assistant at 
Cologne Music College. His creative output embraces solo and 
chamber music along with orchestral works, radio plays, electronic 
music, multimedia projects and work in new music theatre, which 
is currently the centre of his creative activity. He is the author of 
numerous radio features having musical themes, and he teaches 
at Basel Music Academy.  

Werner Jean-Jacques (Français) 
Jean-Jacques WERNER est né à Strasbourg le 20 janvier 1935. 
Il effectue ses premières études musicales au conservatoire de sa 
ville natale ou il obtient successivement un premier prix de harpe, 
de cor et de direction d'orchestre. Il poursuit ensuite ses études à 
la Schola Cantorum à Paris dans les classes de Pierre Wissmer, 
Daniel- Lesur et Léon Barzin. Parallèlement à sa vie de 
compositeur, sa carrière de chef d'orchestre débute dès 1960, 
avec la ferme volonté de faire connaître les oeuvres de son temps. 
Il dirige entre autres les orchestres de la Radio-Télévision-
Française, l'Orchestre de Chambre, l'Orchestre Lyrique, 
l'Orchestre Philharmonique ainsi que l'Orchestre National. Il 
enregistre aussi pour le service des Echanges internationaux de 
Radiodiffusion. 
1968 : Directeur du Conservatoire de Fresnes (au sud de Paris) 
qui deviendra Ecole nationale de Musique en 1985. Il participe à la 
création et élu vice-président de l'Union des Conservatoires qui 
deviendra Fédération Nationale des Unions de Conservatoires de 
Musique (F.N.U.C.M.U) regroupant plus de 1 000 conservatoires 
et écoles de musique. 
1970 : Fonde l'Ensemble instrumental du Val de Marne. 
D'éminents compositeurs écrivent pour cette formation composée 
de solistes 1972 : Participe à la création de l'E.M.U (Union 
Européenne des Ecoles de Musique) à Sarrebrück. 
1974 : Crée l'orchestre de l'Union des Conservatoires du Val de 
Marne et donne des concerts en France, Suisse, Allemagne, 
Belgique, Suède, Finlande. 
1976 : Dirige le premier orchestre de l'E.M.U à Grôznjan en 
Yougoslavie et en devient le chef permanent de 1976 à 1989. 
Nombreux concerts lors de festivals en particulier en Suisse, à 
Lugano, au festival d'Engadin, en Finlande à Savonlinna, Munich, 
Rotterdam et Strasbourg dans le cadre de l'année européenne de 
la musique. 
1978-1982 : Professeur de direction d'orchestre au C.N.R de 
Reims et professeur invité (direction d'orchestre) au C.N.S.M de 
Paris. 
1981 : Création de l'Orchestre Jeune Philharmonie du Val de 
Marne issu de l'orchestre de l'Union des Conservatoires. Ensemble 
composé essentiellement de jeunes musiciens, futurs 
professionnels. 
1982 : Mission d'enseignement de direction d'orchestre et de 
composition à Taïwan. 
1983 : Tournée de concerts aux U.S.A avec le Festival Orchestra 
et l'International Youth Symphony Orchestra. Premier chef de 
l'Orchestre Franco-Allemand entre 1983 et 1985 dont la 
composante française est la Jeune Philharmonie. Stage 
international de direction d'orchestre avec Léon Barzin au 
conservatoire de Fresnes. Membre du Conseil Supérieur de la 
Musique et élu Secrétaire Général de la Société nationale de 
Musique jusqu'en 1989. 
1984 : Deuxième mission d'enseignement à Taïwan. Tournée de 
concerts aux U.S.A avec les Ballets d'Indianapolis. 
1985 : Tournée européenne avec l'Orchestre de l'E.M.U dans le 
cadre de l'année européenne de la musique. Concerts aux U.S.A. 
Nombreux concerts en France avec la Jeune Philharmonie et 
enregistrement d'un disque. Concerts avec l'Orchestre Franco-
Allemand. Le 9 juillet , le conservatoire de musique de Fresnes 
devient Ecole nationale de Musique. 
1986 : Elu Secrétaire général adjoint de l'Union des Compositeurs 
Français et nommé vice-Président du Conseil supérieur de la 
Musique. Tournée de concerts aux U.S.A avec le Festival 
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Orchestra. Nombreux concerts en France avec la Jeune 
Philharmonie qui est primée au Forum des Orchestres d'Ile de 
France. 
1987 : Directeur de l'Orchestre des conservatoires de la Ville de 
Paris jusqu'en 1991. Premiers concerts de l' Orchestre des 3 
frontières (Allemagne, France, Suisse) créé à l'initiative du Comité 
régional Tripartite. Il obtient avec cet ensemble le prix de la 
fondation Goethe de Bâle. 
1988 : Prix Jacques Durand décerné par l'Académie des Beaux-
Arts. 
1989 : Nouvelle mission d'enseignement à Taïwan de direction, 
d'orchestration et de composition. Elu membre du Conseil de 
l'Institut de Musicologie Paris-Sorbonne. 
1990 : Prix musical Charles Oulmont de la Fondation de France. 
Classes de maître de direction d'orchestre à la Normal University 
et l'Institut National des Arts de Taïpei à Taïwan. 
1992 : Concerts à Carupano au Vénézuéla lors du Premier 
concours international des jeunes violonistes solistes de 
l'Amérique latine. Intégrale des symphonies de Beethoven avec 
l'orchestre Jeune Philharmonie. 
1993 : Deuxième voyage au Vénézuéla. Concerts et classes de 
maître de direction d'orchestre avec l'orchestre de l'Etat de 
Falcon. Prix Florent Schmitt de l'Institut de France. 
1994 : L'orchestre Jeune Philharmonie prend le nom d'Orchestre 
Léon-Barzin. 
1996 : Intégrale des symphonies de Schubert avec l'orchestre 
Léon-Barzin (année Schubert). Concerts en Corée du Sud. 
1997 : Concerts à Blue Lake (USA - Michigan) avec le Festival 
Orchestra. 
1998 : Direction du 70ème concert avec la violoniste Annie Jodry 
en soliste, à Paris. Conférences, classes de maître et concerts à 
l'Université Normale de Taipei. 
Web:  http://www.mnl-
paris.com/compositeurs2/wernerjeanjacques/wernerbio.html 

Werzlau Joachim (Italiano) 
Compositore tedesco (Lipsia, 5-VIII-1913). Figlio di un 
orchestrale, che gli diede la prima istruzione musicale, ha studiato 
dal 1924 il violino con M. Gottlieb. È stato poi apprendista nella 
fabbrica di pianoforti Blùthner (1928-31), proseguendo in pari 
tempo gli studi musicali con R. Teichmùller. Dopo essersi dedicato 
come dilettante a vari strumenti (violino, pianoforte, organo), dal 
1933 al '45 è stato pianista in scuole di ballo e in teatro. Dal 1945 
al '48 ha svolto varie attività, dedicandosi in prevalenza alla 
composizione per il teatro e per la Radio. Dal 1949 al '52 è stato 
collaboratore musicale della Radio di Berlino Est; in seguito si è 
dedicato unicamente alla composizione. Ha ottenuto vari 
riconoscimenti, fra cui l'Ordine al Merito della Republica 
Democratica Tedesca (1959) e il Premio <Hehirich Greif> (1961). 
(UTET – Dizionario della Musica e dei Musicisti, 1985) 

Wheeler Scott (English) 
Scott Wheeler was born in Washington DC. He studied at Amherst 
College, New England Conservatory and Brandeis University (PhD 
1984), where his principal teachers were Lewis Spratlan and 
Arthur Berger. He pursued further study at the Tanglewood Music 
Center (with Olivier Messiaen), the Dartington School (with Peter 
Maxwell Davies) and privately with Virgil Thomson. He teaches at 
Emerson College in Boston, where he co-directs the BFA program 
in musical theatre. In 1975 he was a founding member of the 
new-music ensemble Dinosaur Annex, which he continues to 
direct and conduct. 
Web: http://www.scottwheeler.org/ (2011) 

Wiemann Beth (English) 
Beth Wiemann was raised in Burlington, VT and studied 
composition and clarinet at Oberlin College and Princeton 
University. Her works have been performed by the New York New 
Music Ensemble, Continuum, Parnassus, Earplay, the Buffalo New 
Music Ensemble, Washington Square Contemporary Players, ALEA 
III, singers Paul Hillier, Susan Narucki, D’Anna Fortunato and 
others. Her compositions have won awards from the Orvis 
Foundation, Colorado New Music Festival, American Women 
Composers, and Marimolin as well as various arts coucils.  
She teaches composition and clarinet at the University of Maine. 
Beth splits her time between Maine and Massachusetts, where her 
husband, composer David Rakowski, teaches at Brandeis 

University. 
Web: http://home.earthlink.net/~bwiemann/beffpage_001.htm 
(2010) 

Wijk Ian-Inge (English) 
Composer and guitarist, professor at the guitar department of Carl 
Nielsen Academy, Odense, Denmark. Member of the Danish 
Composers´ Society. 
Jan-Inge Wijk´s compositional activities include works for 
different solo instruments and chamber ensembles, the guitar 
occupying an important part of his work. The most extended 
composition of his is “Palimpsets”, a work of semi-theatrical 
character (dur. 75´), for two singers and chamber ensemble, 
based on his own texts in Danish, English and Latin. For the guitar 
he has written substantial works such as “Långsam musik” (Slow 
Music) and “Three Short Statements on Suffering and the 
Ephemerality of Life”, as well as educational compositions and 
arrangements at all levels.  With Minutes universelles (2005/06) 
he has composed a series of electro-accoustic works based on 
animal sounds. 
Being himself an amateur tango dancer Jan-Inge has an interest 
in Argentine tango and its music. As a consequence he has made 
arrangements for tango ensembles of different combinations, 
including songs with guitar trio by the famous Carlos Gardel. 
Jan-Inge Wijk was educated as a guitarist at the Royal Danish 
Music Conservatory, Copenhagen, with Professor Per-Olof 
Johnson. After his diploma he studied early music in Amsterdam 
and The Hague, and has made special research in thorough-bass 
playing for lute and guitar. 
As performer Jan-Inge Wijk has played in the trio Ars Viva and the 
guitar duo Pas de deux. Following his interests in early and 
contemporary music he has conducted performances of works by 
composers such as Claudio Monteverdi, Carlos Farina, Karlheinz 
Stockhausen and Reginald Smith Brindle. 
Jan-Inge Wijk has written a book, “Ariadnes tråd”, about 
coherence in the education of professional musicians, as well as 
an extended essay, “Hope and Glory!”, concerning different 
aspects of the musician´s task. Works by Jan-Inge Wijk have 
been performed in Denmark, Sweden, Poland, Argentina, Great 
Britain, Latvia, and Italy.  

Wilbrandt Jürgen (English) 
In 1937 he began to study composition with Carl Friedrich Pistor 
in Rostock. From 1942 he continued to study music (piano with 
Heinrich Riebensahm) at the "College of Music" in Frankfurt/Main, 
which was interrupted by war and captivity. 
In 1942 he began studying music in Frankfurt/Main, which was 
interrupted by war and captivity. 
From 1946 to 1950 he studied composition (among others with 
Rudolf Wagner-Régeny and Carl Adolf Martienssen) at the 
„Hochschule für Music“, which at that time existed temporarily in 
Rostock. 
After previous aspirant he became a lecturer in 1954 at the 
„Deutsche Hochschule für Musik“ (today: Hochschule für Musik 
„Hanns Eisler“) in Berlin. In teaching, his special orientation was 
the counterpoint. In 1978 he was awarded the professorship. He 
is the author of the textbook "Creative Counterpoint" (DVfM, 
Leipzig 1979). 
The focus of his compositional work was on vocal music. In 
addition, he created instrumental compositions, film, television 
and radio drama music. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Wildberger Jacques (English) 
Born 3.1.1922  
Wildberger was born in Basel. He was educated at Basel 
Conservatoire and later studied composition with Wladimir Vogel. 
Between 1959 and 1966 he lectured at the Badischen Music 
School in Karlsruhe (composition, analysis and instrumentation). 
In 1967 he spent a term in Berlin as a DAAD scholar, and up until 
the autumn of 1987 he taught composition, part writing, analysis 
and instrumentation at Basel Academy of Music. He lives in 
Riehen, near Basel. In 1960 he won the Basel Lions Club Prize, in 
1965 the German Broadcasting Industry's Stereo Prize, in 1981 
the Swiss Musicians' Association Composition Prize, and in 1987 
the Arts Prize of Riehen District Council. 
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 
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Wilkinson Scott E. (English) 
E. SCOTT WILKINSON began his musical training as a classical 
guitarist at the age of six. After completing a Music Degree in both 
Performance and Composition at the University of Toronto in 
Canada, Mr. Wilkinson was invited to move to Havana to continue 
his studies in composition with the celebrated Cuban composer 
Leo Brouwer, who had first heard the young composer's work 
highlighted as part of 1984 Carrefour Mondial de la Guitare in 
Martinique. While living in the Caribbean, Scott was asked to 
compose his first large orchestral work for the Cuban National 
Symphony Orchestra. What resulted was Symphony of the North 
(1987) which quickly garnered him a national young composer's 
award back in Canada. The song cycle Songs of a Thousand Paper 
Cranes brought his work to the attention of his next influential 
teacher, the Polish composer Krzysztof Penderecki, who would 
later be instrumental in introducing Wilkinson's work to European 
audiences. Requiem (1991), a large orchestral/choral work 
premiered by the Toronto Symphony Orchestra in 1992 was 
pivotal in bringing Scott to New York at the invitation of American 
composer John Corigliano whose own Symphony No. 1 (inspired 
by similar topics as was Requiem), had left a deep impression 
with him. With Corigliano's encouragement, Wilkinson continued 
to write for large orchestra with Concerto for Orchestra (1992/3) 
which gained considerable attention after being awarded in two 
Canadian national competitions and premiered by the Thunder 
Bay Symphony Orchestra. While enrolled at New York University 
in the Masters of Composition programme, Wilkinson composed a 
series of chamber works which seemed to have secured his 
presence within the musical community of New York. When 
Dances in the Square, a ballet for piano, strings and percussion, 
was premiered in the summer of 1993 it drew the attention of 
both choreographers and writers. Two collaborations resulted 
which would reintroduce Wilkinson to the world of theatre music. 
Not since the young age of 17, when Scott had been awarded for 
his incidental music to Chris Wiggin's stage adaptation of Sleeping 
Beauty (St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts, Toronto) had Wilkinson 
composed for the stage. The award-winning American playright 
Wm. M. Hoffman approached Wilkinson to compose music for two 
of his comedies “Cornbury: the Queen's Governor” and “Shoe 
Palace Murray” which enjoyed a successful run off Broadway. 
Librettist James Skoffield, collaborated the following year in the 
creation of an Oratorio for Boys' Choir entitled Goat Song. 
Currently, Skoffield and Wilkinson are at work on their Opera 
“Marquis de Sade”. Two recent commissioned works completed in 
the current year include Legend: a Fantasy for Flutes and Harps, 
to be premiered in Chicago in 1996, and Kokopelli: Concerto for 
Flute and Orchestra to be premiered in Hamilton the same year. 
Scott Wilkinson's music has been described in the Toronto Star as 
“a romantic romp for the post-post modernist”. In a time when 
literary descriptors of musical style have become increasingly 
difficult to interpret, it is interesting that Wilkinson himself holds 
this quality of being able to communicate effectively to an 
audience as essential to his work. In a CBC interview, he stated, 
“In a musical world of such complexity, stylistic diversity and 
experimentation, one thing has never been more necessary--
music of clear and honest communication from the composer to 
the listener, no matter what the vocabulary.” 
John Corigliano describes Wilkinson as “a fresh and accomplished 
composer whom Canada and the world would do well to listen to”; 
declaring him to be “a glorious new voice on the contemporary 
music scene.” 
In 2000, Wilkinson moved to Europe; first to Frankfurt am Main 
and later in 2002, to Berlin, where he currently lives. His music 
has enjoyed a steady rise in popularity with European audiences. 
Under Maestro Victor Feldbrill, Wilkinson’s “Myth” for orchestra 
was premiered with the Moravian Symphony Orchestra, followed 
by premieres of various chamber music. “Concertino Sentimentale 
for Clarinet and Chamber Orchestra” was given its first 
performance with members of the Czech Philharmonic in Prague 
the following year; and the composer was invited back the next 
season when “Passages: Variations for Piano Solo” and “Prague: 
for Baritone and Piano” (text by Nobel-Laureate, Jaroslav Seifert) 
were programmed. Songs (with texts by Canadian poets: M. 
Atwood and A. Purdy) first heard at the Vancouver New Music 
Festival in 1998, were chosen for inclusion in a similar festival 
held in Yerevan, Armenia, along with “Chansons de Verlaine” as 

part of the city’s inaugural concert of the newly reconstructed 
concert hall. In 2001, Wilkinson had the honour of being the only 
North American composer selected for inclusion in the “Millenium 
Concert” held in Bologne (European Cultural City for 2001). His 
“Lyra: Fantasy for Guitar and Chamber Orchestra” shared the 
programme with internationally chosen works to represent music 
of the ‘new century’. The piece was premiered by the Accademia 
Filarmonica di Bologne under Maestro Gianpaolo Salbego. The 
‘Solistas de Sevilla’ (under Mo. Miguel Angel Gris) toured 
Andalucia with “Dances in the Square” in 2002 as part of the XIII 
Jornadas de Musica Contemporanea: America de Norte a Sur. The 
concept was to present four composers to profile the western 
continents variety of stylistic directions. The tour also included 
music by L. Brouwer, P. Glass and A. Piazzola. Wilkinson’s 
musical-relationship with Spain continued with various chamber-
music commissions and most recently with the premiere of 
“Overture & Tarantelle” with the Málaga Orquesta Sinfonica, 
chosen as part of their “Encuentro Internacional de 
Compositores”, in 2009 In 2006, Wilkinson was appointed 
conductor and artistic director of a Berliner Kammerorchester. As 
a conductor, he has been enjoying recent attention from a 
number of other European orchestras as well, including the 
Vorpommern-Mecklenburg S.O, the St. Petersburg State 
Symphony and most recently the Bucharest-Radio-Symphony and 
the Bulgarian State Opera, as guest conductor. Scott Wilkinson 
continues to compose, conduct and teach in Berlin. 
Web: https://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37508/biography (2010) 

Willis Mickie D. (English) 
Mickie Willis received his formal training in composition at the 
Universities of Southwestern Louisiana, where he received his 
B.M. degree in theory and composition, and Louisiana State 
University, where he received his M.M. and D.M.A. degrees in 
composition, studying with Kenneth Klaus, James Drew, Don 
Freund, and Dinos Constantinides. 
His concert works include an oratorio, three symphonies, six 
works for chamber orchestra, four string quartets, two sets of 
piano variations, one oboe sonata, compositions for various other 
chamber ensembles, songs, and jazz compositions. His concert 
works are published by Conners Publications and distributed 
through J. W. Pepper & Sons.  
In addition to music, he is also a published author of articles on 
music as well as other subjects, and has one book, “The 
Subterraneans,” in print, published by NOVA Science Publications.  
He is retired as the Music Program Director for the Louisiana 
Division of the Arts where he served on the Governor's Education 
Task Force that drafted benchmarks and standards in music 
education for Louisiana schools and the Louisiana Board of 
Regents committee that drafted curriculum guidelines for music 
education in Louisiana colleges and universities. He was also a 
frequent panelist and grant reader for U.S. Department of 
Education and National Endowment for the Arts and served on the 
National Steering Committee of Arts Education Partnership.  
He now devotes his full time to composing, playing, and writing. 
He also teachea music appreciation as a member of the adjunct 
faculty of Arkansas State University, Mountain Home, and is a 
frequent panelist and lecturer at regional and national music 
conferences. 
Web: http://dwightwinenger.net/mwillisbio.htm (2011) 

Williams Alberto (English) 
(1862-1952) 
Argentinean composer, pianist, and teacher. At an early age, he 
played works by Paer and Liszt at the Teatro Colón. In 1881, he 
published his first work, the mazurka Ensueño de juventud. A 
scholarship took him to the Paris Conservatoire in 1882, where he 
was a pupil of Georges Mathias (piano), Emile Durand (harmony), 
and Benjamin Godard (instrumental ensemble). Williams also 
studied composition with César Franck. His piano piece El rancho 
abandonado (1890) is considered the beginning of Argentinean 
music nationalism. He had a decisive influence on musical 
education, particularly in the adoption of the teaching methods he 
had learned in Europe, which still shape music education in 
Argentina today. In 1900 he returned to Europe and conducted 
the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra in a concert of his works. 
Williams was the first New World composer, other than the 
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American composer of German-Bohemian birth, Anthony Philip 
Heinrich (1781-1861), to write as many as nine symphonies. 
(Tesi Hernan Mouro) 

Williams John (Italiano) 
John Williams puo' essere considerato uno dei piu' importanti 
'ambasciatori' del suo strumento, la chitarra. Nato a Melbourne, in 
Australia, nel 1941, ha imparato a suonare la chitarra da suo 
padre, per poi proseguire gli studi con Andres Segovia 
all'Accademia Musicale Chigiana di Siena. Sin dal 1960 si e' esibito 
a Londra, Parigi, Madrid, Giappone, Russia e Stati Uniti, sia in 
recitals solistici che con orchestra, ed è stato regolarmente ospite 
in Radio e TV. Incide per Sony Classical. Tra le collaborazioni con 
altri musicisti spiccano quelle con Julian Bream, Itzhak Perlman, 
Andre' Previn, Cleo Laine e John Dankworth. L'attivita' musicale di 
John Williams comprende anche collaborazioni con i gruppi Sky, 
John Williams and Friends, Attacca, The National Youth Jazz 
Orchestra con Paul Hart, Paco Pena, Inti Illimani e diverse 
collaborazioni con Richard Harvey. John Williams coltiva un vasto 
interesse per la musica contemporanea - ne sono esempi le sue 
incisioni con il compositore giapponese Toru Takemitsu e la 
London Sinfonietta, una raccolta di musiche di Peter Sculthorpe e 
Nigel Westlake chiamata 'From Australia' ed il suo CD su musiche 
del compositore cubano Leo Brouwer 'The Black Decameron' che 
include il 4¡ concerto di Brouwer. Tra le sue numerose incisioni, 
citiamo 'Concierto de Aranjuez' di Rodrigo, i concerti di Richard 
Harvey e Steve Gray, 'Vivaldi Concertos', 'The Great Paraguayan', 
'John Williams plays the Movies', 'The Guitarist' - che include la 
sua 'Aeolian Suite per orchestra d'archi' - e piu' recentemente 
'l'Arpeggione' di Schubert e il 'Concerto op.30' di Giuliani con 
l'Australian Chamber Orchestra nei quali si esibisce con una 
chitarra Guadagnini del 1814. Esempi indicativi dell'entusiasmo di 
comunicare la musica in televisione sono 'Profile' e 'the Seville 
Concert', due spettacoli di grande successo diretti da David 
Thomas per la London Weekend Television. Nel 2001 ha lavorato 
all'arrangiamento di musica africana con il suo gruppo 'John 
Williams and Friends' realizzando un CD intitolato 'The Magic Box', 
edito da Sony Classical che include musiche dal Senegal, 
Camerun, Zaire, Sud Africa, Madagascar e Capo Verde: con 
questo progetto ha realizzato tournee inel Regno Unito, Australia, 
Singapore, Germania, Giappone e Stati Uniti. Recentemente Sony 
Classical ha pubblicato il suo CD di assoli di chitarra 'El Diablo 
Suelto', una collezione di musiche venezuelane che include 
composizioni di Figueredo, Sojo, Lauro, Fernandez e Gutierrez. 
Anche il suo ultimo CD 'The Ultimate Guitar Collection' e' uscito 
per l'etichetta Sony Classical. John Williams ha recentemente 
formato un duo con Richard Harvey, musicista in grado di suonare 
una grande quantit– di strumenti: il loro programma 'World Tour' 
include musiche dell'America Latina, della Cina, del Madagascar, 
dell'Irlanda, musica medievale ma anche repertorio di Handel e 
Piazzolla. 
Web: http://www.musikrooms.com/festival2007/john.html 

Wilson Herman (English) 
Herman Wilson's music is a varied yet cohesive synthesis of his 
many musical experiences from the mentos, the pocomania, 
Bach, Handel, and Wesley of his boyhood in Jamaica, his career as 
a trombonist performing throughout Europe, Africa, and the USA 
and studies with Richard Arnell. 
Studied Trombone and rudimentary principles of harmony and 
composition as a teenager with Anthony Scott former graduate of 
neller hall. Played Trombpne in the community chamber 
symphony orchestra and surry haydon symphony orchestra, 
college jazz bands. and the sonny bradshaw band. 
Wilson started his career as the young trombonist of the Ossie da 
Costa Band, when this modern jazz group (which included alto 
saxophonist, Joe Harriot) travelled to Germany working for the 
American Army spaecial services in the fifties. After 2 yers playing 
for the US forces Wilson made Paris his home and for the next 
three years...«...truly served my apprenticeshipby working in just 
about every posible capacity as a trombonist». moulin Rouge, 
Variety theatres, Ballet Tours, American establishments at Orly 
Fountainbleau, gigs and extended European tours with 
outstanding American jazz expatriates Bill Coleman, Don Byas, 
Kenny Clarke to name a few...«.. i learnt a lot». 
Returning to Germany where he took up residence for the next 

five years he gave concert performances as a soloist backed by 
some outstanding German combos of the day. 
invited to form a jazz combo his need to write his own 
compositions and arrangements became paramaount, and so he 
maintains.....«..I practised the initial ground work for my craft in 
hotel rooms». 
Wilson travelled extensively all over Europe with his band. Based 
in Westfalia, half the year playing the jazz club circuit: summer 
tours throughout Scandanavia-lapland, sweden, norway, and the 
French/ Italian riviera. In 1958 he enjoyed the distinction of 
leading the first professional jazz band, from the west, to have 
played since the war in communist poland. As guests of the 
department of Art and culture they performed concerts at 
Universities and public venues to over whelming popular and 
critical musical acclaim. The tour lasted over four months. 
As musical and arranger Wilson co-authored with celebrated 
German novelist Gunter Grass and graphic artist Horst 
Geldmacher, the childrens book «O Sussana»: very popular in 
schools throughout Germany, the UK, USA and several continental 
countries. 
The Wilson/Kennedy «method of music making»- abook/2LP set 
on the art of improvisation was written and produced in 
collaboration with Guitar Teacher and performer jeffrey kennedy. 
During 1960-62 Wilson studied and gained a diploma in Harmony 
and arranging from the university conservatoire of Chicago, Ills. 
Thereafter he concentrated his energies on playing, becoming a 
very prominent member of the jazz scene in london...J and k 
Quintet with co leader peter myers. Various aggregations from 
Quartets to big bands in the jazz and poetry movement 
activities...Chris logue, mike Harovitz, Pete Brown, Laurie Morgan, 
Bobby wellins, Heckstall smith, joe Harriot, et al, ae al. 
Mid sixties took a septet to Liberia, West africa to play for 
distinguished world personalities during festivities celebrating the 
inuguration of third presidency of the late president tubman. 
During the four and half months tour in liberia the band selected 
to take part in the worldwide symposium «what is jazz?» by the 
voice of america. «Herman Wilson, a jamaican, Band leader 
Arranger, Great trombonist» was the manner in which the 60 
minute programe was introduced says wilson. It was transmitted 
3 times in 24 hours around the world. Wilson and his colleagues 
claim that with that broadcast programme they had done their bit 
for the cold war. 
On returning to londonhe was soon off on his travels to the West 
Indies and several South american countries. He worked gigs as a 
featured soloist and with resident groups and bands in clubs, 
concerts, radio broadcasts and arranging. 
He was dining at the house of german jewish acquaintances an 
Caracas. The son, a talented concert pianist expressed the desire 
to work in Europe. indeed said Wilson, everyone at that table 
confessed to missing the art culture element of European life 
more than anything else. 
«After more than a year away from this environment i was 
missing my friends and colleagues, the laughs, the jokes, the 
laidback commitment to music, poetry, literature, galleries, films, 
endless listening, discussions, numerous opportunities for a blow, 
rehersal bands as well as classical chamber ensembles. The 
opportunity to get one's compositions or arrangements played 
existed a plenty. Rehearsal bands and ensembles were many. as a 
card-carrying member of the Haydn society I missed the Mozart 
players. the vibrant energy of Youth was not mis-spent I can 
assure you. At the “centre” was anchored our serious pursuit of 
musical advancement». 
Back on the london scene wilson was one of six british musicians 
booked to augment the tamla motown Orchestra on thier uk tour 
with the supremes, stevie wonder, smokey robinson et al. he 
found the experience very instructive, professional and enjoyable. 
With continued signficant help from quincy jones who directed him 
to Ravel: composer jhon scott: symphonist and master 
orchestrator professor richard Arnell and the music department of 
his local library (scores and records), the seventies found wilson 
most keenly engaged in composing, whilst at the same time 
gaining practical experience in the handling of the orchestra. this 
was achieved by working as arranger/md in recording studios with 
pp singers and groups, stage and night club singing/dancing acts. 
the lp the woodpeckers (a southafrican male voice trio) with full 
orchestral backing produced by pete king for Ronnie Scott 
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promotions was typical. 
During this period several large scale orchestral works plus 
woodwinds ball 1 were performed on bbc radio 3 and public 
concerts in london by the orchestra of Herman Wilson and the 
Herman Wilson Camber group respectively. 
Scaling down his activites in the popular arena Wilson embarked 
on teaching at the start of the eighties: a pursuit more 
commensurate with composing music. As a part time teacher, 
lecturer and director of jazz bands and classical chamber 
ensembles at london university goldsmiths college and hendon 
college of further education, whers he remained for 15 years, he 
continues to lecture to visiting foreign students at summer classes 
and conducts private lessons/tuition at his home 
The early eighties also saw the release on spotlight records of 
woodwinds ball 2 and guitar solo-(a concerto for guitar and 
chamber group)-followed by public performances-commissioned 
and funded by the arts council. Two other arts council 
commissions were to follow-joe-gone man gone- a 3 movement 
tribute to Joe Harriot, had its first performance at the Queen 
Elizabeth hall followed by 12 performances around the country. 
responce (a modern responce to the walton/sitwell facade) was 
commissioned by nottingham arts council and had its first 
performance in the albert hall, Nottingham. 
Whereas he was formerly known as a jazz composer/arranger it is 
as a composer of considerable originality that he now makes his 
mark. 
His varied output includes Suite for orchestra (french horn, flugel 
horn and tenor sax), Concerto for saxophone Quartet and 
orchestra. variation on a theme by Dameron. sixteen sounds. 
quintette for string quartet and Eb baritone saxophone. several 
works for chamber orchestra and chorus. hymns-oratorio. 
responce (poems by Martin Glyn) as well as short pieces and 
essays for flute, guitar, cello and saxophones: music for schools. 
Outside the UK he's had his music performed and or broadcast in 
concert in france, germany, usa, republic of ireland and jamaica. 
Wilson has written music for the cinema-The budu Ulrich film, 
basin street blues and j du pasquier's colour talk and ibm 
industrial films. 
Wilson's recently recorded cd the song of the banana man. (evan 
jones celebrated poem) and other poems. set to music composed 
and conducted by herman wilson, performed by members of his 
chamber group. 
In march 1999 wilson was elected professor of music and inducted 
as a member of the royal society of musicians of Great Britain. 
Web: http://www.myspace.com/hermanwilsonmusic (2009) 

Wilson Ian (English) 
Ian Wilson was born in Belfast in 1964 and obtained the first DPhil 
in composition to be awarded by the University of Ulster which, in 
1993, commissioned his orchestral work Rise in celebration of the 
tenth anniversary of its foundation. His music has been performed 
and broadcast on six continents at venues such as New York's 
Carnegie Hall, London's Royal Albert and Wigmore Halls, 
Amsterdam's Muziekgebouw and Concertgebouw, Vienna's 
Musikverein, LA's Zipper Hall and Tokyo's Suntory Hall and at 
festivals such as the BBC Proms, the Venice Biennale, the ISCM 
World Music Days, the Brighton, Cheltenham, Spitalfields and 
Bath Festivals and the Ultima Festival in Oslo, where Running, 
Thinking, Finding for orchestra received the composition prize in 
1991. 
He has written approximately 130 pieces including two chamber 
operas, concertos for organ, cello, alto saxophone (two), violin 
(three), piano (three) and marimba, orchestral pieces, 13 string 
quartets and many other chamber, vocal and multi-media works. 
In 1992 Ian Wilson was awarded the Macaulay Fellowship 
administered by the Arts Council of Ireland, and in 1998 he was 
elected to Aosdána, Ireland’s State-sponsored body of creative 
artists. From 2000 to 2003 he was AHRB Research Fellow in 
Creative and Performing Arts at the University of Ulster and from 
2009 to 2010 is An Foras Feasa post-Doctoral Research Fellow at 
Dundalk Institute of Technology. From 2003-2011 he was director 
of the Sligo New Music Festival, from 2006-2009 he was 
Composer-in-Association with California’s Camerata Pacifica 
ensemble and from 2010-2013 is Associate Composer with the 
Ulster Orchestra. 
His music is published by Ricordi London and Universal Edition. 

Web: http://www.ianwilson.org.uk/biography.php (2012) 

Wilson Thomas (Italiano) 
Thomas Brendan Wilson fu uno dei maggiori compositori scozzesi 
del Novecento. Scrisse opere, musica sinfonica e da camera e 
alcune pregevoli composizioni per strumento solo. Si mostrò 
particolarmente sensibile nei riguardi della chitarra, per la quale 
creò composizioni di largo respiro come Soliloquy, Coplas del 
Ruiseñor e Dream Music. Lo attraeva molto la Spagna , ma nella 
sua musica evitò accuratamente ogni riferimento alla musica 
popolare e al flamenco, e si espresse invece in una poetica di 
profonda interiorità. (Angelo Giardino, Seicorde n.82, 2005) 

Windels Ed (English) 
ED WINDELS was born in Brooklyn, raised in Brussels and 
Bronxville, and has since 1991 resided in the area of New York 
City historically known as Bloomingdale. This alliterative domecile 
pattern may have a correlation to his unfortunate predilection for 
the works of Richard Wagner, with their alliterative libretti, and 
the chewier Teutonic operatic repertoire in general.  All of which 
may have influenced his tendency to ignore the current vogue for 
small, short, easily disposable pieces and create the sort of large-
scale, broad-scoped works that make both performers and 
presenters blanch.  Or possibly not. 
The first known (or at least acknowledged) member of either side 
of his family to display any artistic inclination, Mr. Windels 
squandered his youth in dilettante explorations of many of the 
fine and performing arts, before dismaying his parents by 
devoting his studies to the most unreliable and ephemeral, 
classical music.  After a year at the Julliard school, he completed 
his studies in 1990 at the Mannes College of Music, earning both 
Bachelors and Masters degrees in composition in just three years. 
Having no illusions as to the earning potential of his compositional 
talents, and little to no ability as a performer of any kind, he has 
eked out a living in the world of advertising. 
Aside from a one-time fellowship at the Aspen Summer Music 
Festival, Mr. Windels has won no awards or prizes, has never been 
commissioned by anyone, and holds no certificates or distinction 
of merit... yet.  His compositions have never received public 
recognition, although he has had the pleasure of being performed, 
albeit grudgingly, by some of New York City's most notable up-
and-coming artists. 
Web: http://library.newmusicusa.org/Ed%20Windels (2019) 

Winter Tomas (English) 
“I was born in Arboga, Sweden, in 1954. While pursuing university 
studies in archaeology, law, Spanish and Portuguese, I engaged in 
private studies in composition for Werner Wolf-Glaser, Daniel 
Börtz and, for the past twenty years, Miklós Maros. I have been a 
member of FST (the Society of Swedish Composers) since 1998.  
I specialize in compositions for small to medium-sized 
instrumental ensembles. I aspire to write organic, natural music 
for acoustic instruments, and wish to communicate that which 
cannot be expressed verbally about the great mysteries.” 
Tomas Winter, March 2000 
Web: http://www.mic.stim.se 

Wirén Dag (English) 
Born in Stridsberg on 15th October 1905, died in Danderyd 19th 
April 1986. He studied at the State Academy of Music in 
Stockholm, 1926-1931. Ernst Ellberg was his composition teacher 
and Leonid Sabaneev became his instrumentation teacher while 
Wirén was in Paris 1932-1934. He graduated as an organist in 
1929. He was Vice Chairman of the Society of Swedish Composers 
1947-1963, music reviewer for the newspaper Svenska 
Morgonbladet 1938-1946, and was on the Board of the Swedish 
Performing Rights Society 1939-1968.  
Austerity is a word frequently used to characterise his style and 
technique. A capacity for making very small, ostensibly 
insignificant motifs expand, lending substance to impressive 
formal developments, should be understood as one of the most 
essential implications of his economic approach, which has also 
been termed metamorphosis technique. His feeling for sound and 
his appreciation of the subtle contours of form bear the impress of 
twentieth-century French modernism, but anybody taking a close 
look at his music is bound to realise that the Nordic tradition, 
above all as represented by Carl Nielsen and Sibelius, has been 
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his guiding star. His serious, well-thought out but nonetheless 
naturally fluent creativity is not the whole secret of his artistic 
strength; he is one of the few composers who have been able to 
produce works which have an entertaining, divertimento-like 
atmosphere without seeming contrived. His naturally cheering 
musical sense of humour, consequently, has endeared him to an 
extensive audience.  
Hans-Gunnar Peterson  
Web: http://www.mic.stim.se 

Wolf-Ferrari Ermanno (English) 
Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari was born in Venice in 1876, the son of an 
Italian mother and a German father. Although he studied piano 
from an early age, music was not the primary passion of his 
young life. In fact, as a teenager Wolf-Ferrari wanted to be a 
painter like his father; he studied intensively in Venice and even 
traveled abroad to study in Munich. It was in Munich that Wolf-
Ferrari began getting serious about music. He enrolled in the 
conservatory there and began taking counterpoint and 
composition classes. These initially casual music classes 
eventually completely eclipsed his art studies, and music took 
over Wolf-Ferrari’s life. 
At age 19, Wolf-Ferrari left the conservatory and traveled home to 
Venice. There he worked as a choral conductor, married, had a 
child, and met both Boito and the great Verdi. Just a few years 
later Wolf-Ferrari debuted his first opera, La Cenerentola, based 
on the story of Cinderella. The opera was a failure in Italy, and 
the humiliated young composer moved back to Munich. German 
audiences would prove more appreciative of his work; a few years 
later, a revised version of La Cenerentola was a hit in Brennan, 
while the beautiful cantata La Vita Nuova brought the young 
composer international fame.  
Wolf-Ferrari now began transforming the wild and witty farces of 
Renaissance playwright Carlo Goldoni into comic operas. The 
resulting works were musically eclectic, melodic, and utterly 
hilarious; every single one became an international success. In 
fact, until the outbreak of World War I, Wolf-Ferrari’s operas were 
among the most performed in the world. 
World War I, however, was a nightmare for Wolf-Ferrari. The 
young composer, who had been dividing his time between Munich 
and Venice, suddenly found his two countries at war with each 
other. He eventually moved to safety in Zurich, but the stress and 
sadness of the war brought him to a complete creative standstill. 
It was not until after the war’s end that Wolf-Ferrari moved back 
to Munich and began working again. A new melancholy vein 
appeared in his post-war work; his operas grew darker and more 
emotionally complex. Among these darker operas was Sly, an 
opera about a comic buffoon which transforms midstream into a 
tale of emotional torture and suicide.  
However, over time Wolf-Ferrari began to wend his way back 
towards the light-hearted style of his youth. He returned to work 
on the plays of Goldoni--almost as if he wanted to recapture the 
sparkling joy and popular success that had once come so naturally 
to him. However, this return to comedy was threatened by the 
outbreak of World War II. Wolf-Ferrari was not directly threatened 
by Hitler’s policies, but was utterly repulsed by the Nazis. He 
abandoned Germany and moved to Rome, continuing to write 
operas and working increasingly on instrumental music. A few 
years later he returned to Germany to accept a teaching position 
at the Salzburg Mozarteum, but found teaching conditions 
impossible and retired to the Austrian countryside. Near the end 
of the war he was eventually able to move to Zurich, but in just a 
few months he returned to Venice to live with his brother. He died 
there in 1948, a few days after his 72nd birthday.  
Web: http://www.rodoni.ch/busoni/wolfbusoni/aboutsly.htm 

Wolff Christian (Italiano) 
Compositore statunitense di origine francese nato a Nizza nel 
1934. Nel 1941 si è trasferito negli USA, dove è stato allievo di 
John Cage. Amico di Morton Feldman si è interessato a particolari 
pratiche esecutive, vicino al linguaggio aleatorio. Wolff è autore di 
musica di scena ed in tale ambito ha realizzato un teatro ipnotico 
caratterizzato dalla libera improvvisazione degli interpreti e dal 
coinvolgimento del pubblico. (da Fiorenza Leucci: Dizionario dei 
Compositori del 900) 

Wolters Burkhard ‘Buck’  (English) 
Buck Wolters belongs to the very small company of guitar players 
and composers who are familiar with nearly every style. His 
authentic mix of jazz, world and Latin music, combined with a 
mastery of classical guitar technique is very unique and 
outstanding. Born in 1961 in Dortmund, Germany, he began to 
play the guitar as an autodidact at the age of five. After hearing a 
record of Big Bill Broonzy he took his first guitar lessons at the 
age of thirteen, digging into the blues for several years. At the 
age of sixteen he went to the conservatory in his hometown 
where he studied classical guitar. The music of Agustin Barrios, 
Heitor Villa-Lobos and David Qualey were his main influences. 
After leading the life of a busker in his twenties, he went to the 
School of Arts in Amsterdam to study jazz guitar and composition 
and spent most of his time then copying jazz solos from musicians 
like John Coltrane, Keith Jarrett, Pat Metheny and Wes 
Montgomery. He completed his studies as a bachelor with 
distinction.  
Today Buck Wolters is very busy performing, composing, 
recording and teaching throughout Europe. His greatest success 
belongs to his composition “Dshamilja” ordered in commission by 
the Opera of Frankfurt. (2006) 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=2233 

Worley Daniel (English) 
I was born in Louisville, Kentucky. I’ve been a musician since the 
day my Mom finally got me an electric guitar when I was ten. But 
the musical road I’ve traveled is as twisted as those back roads 
we used to drive going to visit my Grandmother in Stearns 
Kentucky down near the Tennessee border… we’d be listening to 
Waylon, Willie, Johnny, and the Statler Brothers the whole drive. I 
was in all kinds of bands starting around 13, playing southern 
rock, country, top 40 and blues, then turning off into metal, jam 
and art rock. Eventually Stravinsky and Beethoven caught my ear 
and I decided to go to school (University of Louisville) and try to 
find out what made them tick. While I was there, besides playing 
classical guitar at weddings and receptions, I sang in Guerrilla 
Theater and played bass in The Goddess Fred. I got into the Grad 
program at University of Michigan, won some awards, wrote for a 
couple orchestras (Albany Symphony and Tulsa Philharmonic) and 
finished a DMA with the first concept album ever accepted as a 
dissertation (Freak Show). Then I formed CityGoat, a roots-
americana band with my friend Erik Santos. After four fantastic 
years and three albums with them (the last is still unreleased), 
the hills of Kentucky called me back home. I’ve returned to my 
roots, to songs that are direct, powerful and funny a lot of the 
time, to the valley... to my old Kentucky roads. 
Facebook profile: https://www.facebook.com/DanielTWorley/info 
(2014) 

Wright Mary C. (English) 
Mary C. Wright was born June 6, 1960, in Cleveland, Ohio. She 
received a Bachelor of Music in music theory from the Cleveland 
Institute of Music in 1985, and a Master of Fine Arts in music 
composition from the California Institute of the Arts in 1988. Her 
composition teachers include John Harbison, Paul Koonce, Mel 
Powell, Morton Feldman, Morton Subotnick, Stephen Mosko, 
Eleanor Hovda, and Paul Lansky. Ms. Wright is currently a doctoral 
student at Princeton University. The greater part of Mary Wright's 
compositional output is instrumental chamber music. By not 
aligning herself with any particular aesthetic “camp”, she has 
maintained a unique and original voice. Nevertheless, her 
frequent subtle references to vernacular music and the use of 
theatrical elements have enabled her to appeal to a diverse 
audience.  
Ms. Wright's music has been performed by the Kronos Quartet, 
the California Ear Unit, Bang On A Can Allstars, New York New 
Music Ensemble, and the San Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players. She has received commissions from the Fromm 
Foundation at Harvard University, the Meet the 
Composer/Readers Digest Commissioning Program in partnership 
with the National Endowment for the Arts and the Lila Wallace 
Readers Digest Fund, and ASCAP/Bang On A Can (In Memory of 
John Cage). She has received awards from the International 
League of Women Composers, ASCAP (Young Composers Award), 
and won the first Margaret Blackburn Memorial Competition. 
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Web: 
http://www.mindspring.com/~leisureplanet/composer/wright/bio.
htm 

Wuorinen Charles (English) 
CHARLES WUORINEN (b. 9 June 1938, New York City) has been 
composing since he was five and he has been a forceful presence 
on the American musical scene for more than four decades. In 
1970, Wuorinen became the youngest composer to win the 
Pulitzer Prize in music, the specific work being Time's Encomium, 
an electronic composition written on commission from Nonesuch 
Records. The Pulitzer and the MacArthur Fellowship are just two 
among many awards, fellowships and other honors to have come 
his way. 
Wuorinen has written more than 200 compositions to date. His 
newest works include his Fourth Piano Concerto for pianist Peter 
Serkin, commissioned by the Boston Symphony Orchestra for 
James Levine’s first season as Music Director, Ashberyana, a 
setting of poems by John Ashbery, Cyclops (2000) for the London 
Sinfonietta, Symphony Seven, Fourth String Quartet, for the 
Brentano Quartet, September 11, 2001, a setting of W.H. Auden 
for tenor and piano. His opera based on Salman Rushdie’s Haroun 
and the Sea of Stories was given its world premiere in Fall 2004. 
An indication of Wuorinen's historical importance can be seen in 
the fact that in 1975 Stravinsky's widow gave Wuorinen the 
composer's last sketches for use in A Reliquary for Igor Stravin-
sky. Wuorinen was the first composer commissioned by the 
Cleveland Orchestra under Christoph von Dohnanyi (Movers and 
Shakers); and likewise the first to compose for Michael Tilson 
Thomas' New World Symphony (Bamboula Beach). Fractal 
geometry and the pioneering work of Benoit Mandelbrot have 
played a crucial role in several of his works including Bamboula 
Squared and the Natural Fantasy, a work for organ. 
His works have been recorded on nearly a dozen labels including 
several releases on Albany Records (Charles Wuorinen Series), 
two recent discs on the Tzadik label, Lepton and On Alligators, 
and a disc of solo piano works performed by Alan Feinberg on Col 
Legno. 
Wuorinen's works are published exclusively by C.F. Peters 
Corporation. He is the author of Simple Composition, used by 
composition students throughout the world. 
An eloquent writer and speaker, Wuorinen has lectured at 
universities throughout the United States and abroad, and has 
served on the faculties of Columbia, Princeton, and Yale 
Universities, the University of Iowa, University of California (San 
Diego), Manhattan School of Music, New England Conservatory, 
State University of New York at Buffalo, and Rutgers University.  
Wuorinen has also been active as performer, an excellent pianist 
and a distinguished conductor of his own works as well as other 
twentieth century repertoire. His orchestral appearances have 
included the Cleveland Orchestra, Chicago Symphony, New York 
Philharmonic, San Francisco Symphony, Los Angeles Philharmonic, 
and the American Composers Orchestra. 
In 1962 he co-founded the Group for Contemporary Music, one of 
America's most prestigious ensembles dedicated to performance 
of new chamber music. In addition to cultivating a new generation 
of performers, commissioning and premiering hundreds of new 
works, the Group has been a model for many similar organizations 
which have appeared in the United States since its founding.  
Wuorinen is a member of both the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
Web: http://www.charleswuorinen.com/ 

Wyman Jeff (English) 
Jeff Wyman has been playing classical guitar for over 30 
years.  He received a degree in composition from Berklee College 
of Music in 1976. Jeff has been teaching guitar for many years, 
and has performed frequently in the Boston area.    
In addition to composing several pieces for classical guitar, he has 
transcribed J.S. Bach’s 15 Two-Part Keyboard Inventions for solo 
guitar.  This book, with instructions and discussion of how to play 
the Inventions on solo guitar, is being published by Mel Bay. 

Wyttenbach Jürg  (English) 
Born 2.12.1935  
Wyttenbach was born in Bern. He studied piano (Kurt von Fischer) 
and composition (Sandor Veress) in Bern, and then in Paris 

(conservatoire). He taught at Biel Music School and at Berner 
Conservatoire. Since 1967 he has lectured in piano, and since 
1970 in the interpretation of contemporary music at Basel Music 
Academy. At the same time he is busy as a concert pianist and 
conductor of mainly contemporary works; he has also produced 
several radio and LP recordings. In 1993 he won the City of Basel 
Arts Prize. He lives in Basel.  
Web: http://www.musicedition.ch 

Xanthopoulos Ilias (English) 
Guitarist and composer, born 1923 on Büyükada (the biggest of 
the Prince Islands of Istanbul), died 2005 in Athens.  
He is the son of Ioannis Xanthopoulos (from Constantinople) and 
Catherine Moschovou (from Avdimi of East Thrace). Although he 
wanted to learn music since he was very young, he didn’t make it 
until he became 16 years old, due to various reasons (economic, 
environment). Then, he took - for almost three years - classical 
guitar lessons with the guitar teacher Andreas Paleologos (1911-
1997), from Constantinople, who taught him a lot about the art 
and technique of the instrument. He stopped again to deal with 
music for five years, for various personal reasons, although he 
had become a capable soloist earning the admiration of his 
teacher. He returned to it in 1947, fully prepared and he gave, 
during the next two years, successful guitar recitals with works of 
Bach, Giuliani, Tárrega and his own (1948 and 1949) - for the first 
time before public - which were commented favorably by the 
Hellenic and Turkish press, as well as by the Philharmonic Society 
of Guitarists of London. This success was decisive for his final 
decision to devote himself to Music. 
In 1950, he studied theory with Edgar Manas (1875-1964, Turkish 
composer of Armenian origin), composition with the also Turkish 
composer Cemal Rasit Rey (or Rasit el Abed, 1904-1985) and 
piano with the Austrian piano teacher, Ferdinand (Ferdi) von 
Statzer (1906-1974) at the Constantinople Conservatory (1950-
1957). In 1952, he became organist at the Catholic Church of 
Sanctus Pacificus in his birthplace, where there was a harmonium 
with small pipes. He also worked as a guitar teacher at the 
Cultural Association of Prince. He began to compose already from 
the 40s. In 1960, his Sonata for two guitars and a transcription 
for guitar of Schumann’s song “Rundgesang” (No. 22 from the 
collection “Album für Jugend”) were puplished by the erstwhile 
Hladky publications in Vienna (with a list of works for plucked 
instruments), followed by the publication of the Prelude for Guitar 
in 1969, by Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzycne publications in 
Katowice, Poland. The same year, he composed the Sonata in E 
minor for violin and guitar (it was performed by him and the 
violinist Alexandros Palamidis, from Constantinople, in the hall of 
the Athletic Association of Peran, in 15/04/1976). Additionally, the 
tenor Leonidas Asteris and the pianist Popi Michailidou-
Panagiotidou (mother of the known pianist Natalia Michailidou 
from Constantinople) interpreted two songs for voice and piano: 
a) “Enas geros” (An old man) in Cavafy's poetry and b) “Toxero” 
(I know it) in poetry by Simiriotis, during a concert at Zografeio 
Gymnasium of Constantinople on 04/04/1969. Among his 
appearances, the composer preferred the one at the Austrians’ 
Cultural Center in which he interpreted his work “Capriccio” for 
guitar and two pianos cooperating with Turkish pianists (1974). In 
1977, he presented his symphonic poem “Arion” for two guitars 
and orchestra in transcription for two guitars and piano. His varied 
musical activity in Constantinople was focused on: a) his 
performances as guitarist, b) his duties as organist at the Sanctus 
Pacificus and c) his educational contribution as a classical guitar 
teacher (having more than 30students, mostly Turks). He also 
appeared as a guitarist in several literary and artistic 
concentrations in Constantinople, providing, from time to time, 
background music in recitations. 
In 1979, he recorded, at the Radio Station of Costantinople, works 
of Bach and Sor that were broadcast several times. In 1981, he 
moved to Athens, where he continued dealing with music, trying 
to become famous, but without success. Besides the afore 
mentioned, he also composed 70 more works (1948-2000), most 
important of which are the: a) “Allegro” for 3 guitars, b) “3 
melodies” for guitar, c) “Ftohi mouagapi” (My Poor Love) in poetry 
by Porfyras and “Lethe” (Oblivion) inpoetry by Mavilis for voice 
and orchestra, d) “Prelude”, “Aria”, “LittleScherzo” and “To 
trafoudi tis tavernas” (The song of the tavern) for piano, e) “I 
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psyches ton geronton” (The souls of the elders) and “Tichi”(Walls) 
in Cavafy's poetry and “To tragoudi pou argise” (The late song)in 
lyrics by Simiriotis for choir, f) 11 songs (“Anadyomoun” [I was 
emerg-ing], “Otan me ide” [When she saw me], “Poly dialogistika” 
[I meditatedenough], “Apotherizontas” [Harvesting] and “Ola osa” 
[Everything that] in poetry by Vretakos, “Tote pou se ida na 
rxese” [When I saw you coming] and “Pie stou gialou” [drink at 
the shore] 'in poetry by Porfyras, “I agapes mou” [My loves] in 
Drosinis’ poetry, “Perases” [You passed by] and “Ihes pi” [You 
had said] in lyrics by Hatzopoulos, “Erotas taha” [Supposedly 
love] in poetry by Mirtiotissa) for voice and piano, g) 4 vocals 
(“proceeds” for voice, cello and piano, “My soul” for voice and 
string quartet and “your roaring” for voice, two clarinets, horn and 
bassoon in poetry by Vrettakos) and “More hard” for voice, 4 
clarinets, two violas and two cellos in poetry by Polemis, and h) 
“Fantasy”for piano and orchestra. He also transcribed piano works 
of great composers for guitar (such as “Waltzes” op. 69 Nr. 1 and 
op. 70 Nr. 2 by Chopin, op. 12 Nr. 2 by Grieg). Finally, the 
following were published in Athens: the song “Pie stou gialou” 
(drink by the shore) and the issue with the “Prelude” and “3 
melodies” for guitar. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Yamada Kosaku (Italiano) 
Tokyo, 1886 – 1965 
Compositore e direttore d'orchestra giapponese “formatosi alla 
scuola del sinfonismo tardoromantico tedesco, fondatore della 
Filarmonica di Tokyo e compositore di opere teatrali e poemi 
sinfonici. 

Yamada Kosaku (Français) 
Chef d'orchestre et compositeur japonais, n. Tokyo, 1886; m. id., 
1965. 
Il fonda en 1914 l'orchestre philharmonique de Tokyo et fut l'un 
des principaux animateurs de la vie musicale de son pays, 
notamment par ses efforts pour répandre la culture musicale 
occidentale; on lui doit cinq opéras. 

Yamaguchi Yasuko (English) 
Born in 1969 in Nagasaki, Yasuko Yamaguchi studied composition 
at Tokyo University of the Arts and then with Manfred Trojahn at 
Düsseldorf’s Robert Schumann Hochschule, earning her Master’s 
in 2000.  Her numerous awards include the 2005 Young Musicians 
Prize of the city of Düsseldorf, and her orchestral work 
“Darumasan ga koronda” (“Daruma fell down”) was nominated for 
the tenth Akutagawa Prize in Japan and performed by the Kyoto 
Symphony Orchestra, as well as by the Orchestra Ensemble 
Kanazawa under Hiroyuki Iwaki, who recorded it for Warner Music 
Japan.  Ms. Yamaguchi’s work for toy pianos, “Satou no ame” 
(“Sugar Rain”), was included on the recent CD “The Untempered 
Piano: New Compositions for Toy Piano”.  Her works have been 
performed extensively by leading new music ensembles and heard 
at such international festivals as Holland’s International 
Gaudeamus Music Week and the Munich Biennale 
Klangspuren.  She has recently had two concerts of chamber 
music dedicated solely to her work: in Dortmund in May 2007, 
and in Düsseldorf in September 2008. 
Web: 
http://www.21cmediagroup.com/mediacenter/newsitem.php?i=34
2 

Yamamoto Hiroyuki (English) 
Hiroyuki Yamamoto (b. 1967, Yamagata Prefecture, Japan), raised 
in Zushi City of Kanagawa Prefecture, studied composition with 
Akira Kitamura, Jo Kondo and Isao Matsushita. He received both 
his bachelors (1990) and masters (1992) degrees in composition 
from the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music. 
Yamamoto's honors and awards include third prize at the Japan 
Music Competition (1989), JSCM Composition Award (1996), Toru 
Takemitsu Composition Award (2002) and Akutagawa Award 
(2003). His works have been selected for Forum '91 (Montreal), 
Gaudeamus Music Week '94 (Holland), ISCM World Music Days 
(2000 in Luxembourg and 2001 in Yokohama) and performed by 
Nieuw Ensemble (Amsterdam), Symphonieorchester des 
Bayerischen Rundfunks (Munich), Orchestre Philharmonique de 
Luxembourg, Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, and others. 
Yamamoto is a member of the composers' group TEMPUS NOVUM, 

which he helped to establish in 1990. He directed the Ensemble 
d'Ame ( Tokyo ) from 1997 for four years. He currently teaches at 
Iwate University in Morioka City . 
Web: http://userpages.umbc.edu/~emrich/yamamoto.htm (2007) 

Yannelli John (English) 
John Yannelli, composer of chamber, orchestral and mixed 
ensemble pieces, works in both traditional and experimental 
styles of music. His special interests are in the development of 
electronic music, improvisation and composing for theater, dance 
and film. He has written for and conducted soloists and ensembles 
ranging from solo oboe to full orchestra with jazz/rock band. 
Some of his more unusual combinations have been: StoneMusic, 
where the entire ensemble performed on stones of varying shapes 
and sizes, and WaterHarvest, for water persussion, winds voices. 

Yarmolinsky Ben (English) 
I am told that I was born on July 5th, 1955 in Washington, D.C., 
but I have no recollection of the event. My father, a lawyer and a 
native New Yorker, was an advisor to the Kennedy and Johnson 
administrations. My mother was also a New Yorker, and worked 
as a kindergarten teacher. Growing up in the woods of northern 
Virginia, and later in the academic groves of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, I was a bookish child, but also enjoyed other 
activities, such as baseball, swimming, and smoking pot. 
Although not a musical prodigy, I was, from an early age, an 
ardent music lover. At the age of eleven I started to play the 
guitar. My strongest early affinities were with the music of (in 
alphabetic order): Bach, Beethoven, the blues, Miles Davis, John 
Dowland, flamenco, folksong, Gershwin, Tom Lehrer, Motown, 
Ravel, the Rolling Stones, Satie, Sor, and Stravinsky. 
At fifteen I moved to New York and attended Saint Ann’s School in 
Brooklyn. There I began lessons in classical guitar, piano and 
theory, and wrote my first notated compositions. In 1972, I went 
to Harvard where I majored in music. After finishing my 
sophomore year, I spent two years in Paris where I studied guitar 
at the Ecole Normale de Musique, and took private lessons with 
Nadia Boulanger. She was eighty-six and I was nineteen when we 
met. Despite the difference in age, we got along fairly well, and I 
learned the fundamentals of harmony from her. 
After finishing my degree in 1977, I took a job teaching music at 
the American School of Tangier, and remained in Morocco for the 
next four years, teaching, composing, performing, and hanging 
out with the expatriate American writer Paul Bowles. He became a 
mentor to me and encouraged my composing and my interest in 
Moroccan music. This latter interest would lead to my Ph. D. 
dissertation, The Music of the Jilala: A Repertoire of Spirits. 
Returning to New York, I enrolled in the graduate program in 
music at City College where I studied composition with David Del 
Tredici, Lester Trimble, and Ned Rorem. I then went on to the 
Graduate Center of the City University of New York where I 
received a doctorate in music in 1991. 
In the eighties and nineties I discovered that my musical, political 
and literary interests could be combined in various ways. Some 
projects I worked on were: The Constitution: A Secular Oratorio, a 
setting of large portions of the U.S. Constitution, April 15th Blues, 
a musical theater piece about taxes, Clarence & Anita, a 
documentary opera based on the Clarence Thomas confirmation 
hearings, and a series of song cycles on poems by American 
poets. This variety of subject matter suits me; and I continue to 
explore both familiar and unconventional musical territory. 
I am a founding member and director of Friends and Enemies of 
New Music, an organization that has been presenting concerts of 
contemporary music in New York since 1989. In 1998 I was 
appointed professor of music at the Bronx Community College of 
the City University of New York. I also continue to perform from 
time to time as a solo guitarist, accompanist, and singer of my 
own songs. Since the nineties I have worked as a lyricist as well 
as a composer, and have written many songs and several theater 
works in that capacity. 
Little by little I have amassed a large body of compositions, 
including operas, musical theater works, film scores, chamber 
music, and many songs. I am neither a revolutionary nor a 
reactionary. My style is a personal homage to music I have known 
and loved—from nursery rhymes to North African rhythms, from 
rhythm & blues songs to Renaissance & Baroque dances—it is a 
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logical development of my early musical affinities. If my music 
tends to be, in the words of the New York Times' Alan Kozinn, 
“wildly eclectic,” it is so because of my belief that one should write 
what one hears, wherever that may lead. 
Web: http://www.benyarmolinsky.com/bio/index.html (2015) 

Yasui Byron K. (English) 
Composer, guitarist and double bassist, born in Honululu 
(Hawaii/USA). He is self-taught on the classic guitar (since 1971) 
and has attended (as observer) several master classes. The 
sensitive playing of C. Barbosa-Lima inspired him to write “Piccola 
Arietta”. Byron studied composition with Armand Russell, R. Neil 
McKay, Anthony Donato, Alan Stout, Richard Hillert. He was 
awarded degrees as Master of Music (composition) 1967, Doctor 
of Musical Arts (composition) 1972. Since 1971 he is Assistant 
Professor of Music at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, teaching 
composition and theory; private he teaches classic guitar and jazz 
improvisation. He has been double bassist with the Honululu 
Symphony Orchestra since about 1964 and a free-lance jazz 
bassist since 1960. (Rainer Stelle, 2006) 

Yates Stanley (English) 
Stanley Yates enjoys an accomplished career as a virtuoso 
performer and recording artist, arranger, scholar, and teacher. 
Described as “one of an elite breed of guitarists” ( Classical Guitar 
Magazine, England), praised for his “musical instinct and brilliant 
technique” (Suonare, Italy), and noted for the “transcendent 
quality of his interpretation” (Fort Worth Star Telegram, USA), 
Stanley's performances, recordings and editions have been 
received with wide critical acclaim.  
A past prize-winning performer in such prestigious competitions 
as the Myra Hess (London) and the Guitar Foundation of America, 
Stanley is regularly invited to present concerts, masterclasses, 
and lectures at leading music schools and festivals in both the 
United States and Europe. He has been dedicatee and/or first 
performer of music by such leading guitar composers as Stepan 
Rak, John Duarte and Angelo Gilardino, and has given first 
modern performances of such rediscovered works as the Premier 
Concerto by Ernest Shand and the Valsa Concerto by Heitor Villa 
Lobos. His recordings for Reference Recordings, Heartdance Music 
and Aeolian Recordings include chamber music, his arrangements 
of the Bach Cello Suites, and premiere recordings of music by 
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, John Rutter, and other contemporary 
composers.  
His performance articles dealing with the music of such composers 
as J. S. Bach and Heitor Villa-Lobos have been published 
internationally, in six languages, in such journals as Il Fronimo, 
Gitarre & Laute, Gendai Guitar, 8 Sonoro, Soundboard and 
Classical Guitar. 
Stanley currently directs the guitar program at Austin Peay State 
University, home of Tennessee's Center of Excellence for the 
Creative Arts. 
“The extraordinary Stanley Yates series features some of the most 
important publications in the guitar canon. Ranging from student-
level works to virtuosic concert repertoire, these meticulously 
edited editions will satisfy the musical appetites of discriminating 
guitarists for generations to come”. (Gerald Klickstein, Guitar 
Department Chair, North Carolina School of the Arts) 
“Stanley Yates' performance editions, anthologies, graded 
repertoire series and original pedagogical materials comprise a 
singularly impressive and valuable contribution to the guitar 
community. He is one of the guitar world's brightest lights”. 
(Stephen Aron, Oberlin Conservatory of Music, The University of 
Akron) 
Web: http://www.melbay.com/authors.asp?author=1 

Yekutieli Lior (English) 
Born 1964 in Haifa/Israel. 
From the age of twelve, Yekutieli performed successfully in 
concert, appeared in radio- and tv-shows and until he was 
eighteen regularely won the “American-Israel scholarship” for 
classical guitar. With the electric guitar he begun to develop great 
skills as an instrumentalist as well as a composer in the field of 
Jazz-music. 
In 1989 Yekutieli took a trip to Los Angeles (USA) and became 
friends with Scott Henderson, and among others recorded with 
Jeff Berlin. He toured with EXIT and other projects untill returning 

to Israel in 1993. 
Back home he joined the “Rami Kleinstein Band” for four years. 
Devoting more time and energy towards his own music became 
more important and for the past two years composing and 
performing for Exit has been his main focus. 
Web: http://texit.ch/exit/lior_e.htm (2009) 

Yepes Narciso (English) 
(1927-1997) 
Spanish guitarist, he became famous with the performance of 
Rodrigo’s Concierto de Aranjuez, followed by many other 
performances and recordings. One of his most important merits is 
his contribution to the increase of interest in the six and ten 
stringed guitars. Editor and performer of the soundtrack of the 
film “Jeux interdits”, he was also composer of the soundtrack of 
the film “La fille aux yeux d'or”. (Barbara Bellettini: Breve Storia 
della Chitarra) 

Yoghourtjian James (English) 
Guitarist, pedagogue and composer, born and died in Racine 
(Wisconson). In World War II he served in the U.S. Army. He 
played several instruments, but was noted for his classical guitar. 
He studied guitar with Segovia at the Accademia Chigiana in 
Siena. Afterwards he began playing concerts in the USA and in 
Canada. 1959 he won the first prize in the composers competition 
of the state of Wisconsin and the second prize in the guitar 
competition of the New York Classical Guitar Society. He gave 
regularly concerts and recorded som LP‘s. Yoghourtjian taught 
music at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, the University of 
Wisconsin in Parkside, and the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music 
(student among others: Daniel Hecht). 
(Rainer Stelle) 

York Andrew (English) 
“A truly gifted guitarist who plays with amazing ease and 
maturity... his playing always impresses... in his originai works 
thè real magie is found...” say critics of guitarist and composer 
Andrew York. Andrew performs his guitar compositions in solo 
concerts throughout the United States, Europe and Japan. He is 
also a member of thè internationally recognized Los Angeles 
Guitar Quartet, whose recent tour schedule includes performances 
in 13 countries. LAGQrecords for Delos Records International. 
Andrew's compositions and arrangements for guitar have gained 
him wide recognition among both musicians and audiences — 
besides his own performances of his works, classical guitarist John 
Williams has made Andrew's compositions a consistent part of his 
worldwide concert programming, and recorded “Lullaby” and 
“Sunburst” on his CBS Records release Spirit ofthe Guitar, Music 
ofthe Americas. American Guitarists Christopher Parkening and 
David Brandon feature Andrew's “Evening Dance” on their 
Angel/EMI recording Virtuoso Duets, and Scott Tennant's debut 
recording on GHA Records includes two of Andrew's compositions. 
Andrew's own discography includes his solo albums Denouement 
on GSP Recordings and Perfect Sky on Artifex Records, Ecstasy, 
an album of guitar duos on New World Records, and inclusion on 
the Windham Bill Records' Guitar Sampler and Rhino Records' 
Legends of the Guitar - Classical. Andrew's compositions appear in 
print worldwide from Guitar Solo Publications in San Francisco and 
Ricordi in London. 
Andrew has been featured on the magazine covers of Gendai 
Guitar in Japan and Classical Guitar in England, and interviews 
have also appeared in Acoustic Guitar ind Guitar Player in thè 
U.S.A. 
Ysaye Eugène (italiano) 
Violinista e direttore d’orchestra belga, allievo di Wieniawski e 
Vieuxtemps. Docente del Conservatorio di Bruxelles (1886-98). 
Fondatore  dei concerti sinfonici che in Bruxelles portavano il suo 
nome. Direttore dell’Orchestra Sinfonica di Cincinnati dal 1918 al 
1922. A lui dedicarono opere C.Franck, Fauré, G.Ropartz, 
Chausson, D’Indy e molti altri. Compose, tra l’altro 6 Concerti per 
violino e 6 Sonate per violino. 

Yoshimatsu Takashi (English) 
YOSHIMATSU,Takashi was born in Tokyo in 1953, and studied at 
Keio University (Department of Technology). He taught himself 
composition, joining a jazz and rock group, although he has 
studied with Teizo Matsumura for a short while. He argues “new 
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lyricism” and objects to unmusical “modern music”. He has 
published many works. He made his debut with “Threnody to 
Toki” in 1981. Since then, he presented 5 symphonies, 6 
Concertos, and many orchestra pieces. Other works include many 
stage works ,a series of chamber music related with birds, piano 
and guitar works, and some works for Japanese traditional 
instruments.  Many of his works are recorded on CD, including 
“The Age of Birds / Works by Takashi Yoshimatsu” (Camerata 
Tokyo). And since 1998, he is “composer-in-residence” of 
CHANDOS.  As well as composing, he does a lot of writing, 
including article for publications such as Music review and Essays, 
and published some books. 
Web: 
http://japansclassic.com/artists/japanarts_09/takashi_yoshimatsu
.html (2013) 

Yupanqui Atahualpa (English) 
Atahualpa Yupanqui (1908-1992) was a superb folk guitarist, 
singer, and poet/song-writer from Argentina, who has inspired 
many performers. His guitar playing was rhythmic and complex 
and was the perfect accompaniment to his poetry. He travelled 
the country collecting songs from the past and then wrote his own 
songs based on these earlier forms. He wrote about the rural life 
of the peasants, and the struggles of his fellow counrtymen and of 
the man in general. His writing was political and philosophical. 

Zaffiri Enore (Italiano) 
Enore Zaffiri. Compositore italiano. (Torino, 1928). Ha studiato a 
Torino diplomandosi in pianoforte, musica corale e composizione. 
Si è perfezionato in pianoforte con G. Agosti nel 1951 
(all’Accademia Chigiana) e in composizione con T. Aubin nel 1954 
(al Cons. di Parigi); ha vinto premi in concorsi naz. (Rassegna 
Nazionale dei Compositori, 1954; Incontri della Gioventù, 1955; 
Premio del Sindacato Nazionale Musicisti, 1955; Premio Città di 
Trieste, 1956). Nel 1964 ha fondato lo SMET (Studio di Musica 
Elettronica di Torino) e nei 1966 ha dato vita allo Studio di 
Informazione Estetica (con indagini sui rapporti strutturali fra 
elementi elettronici, visivi e fonetici); dal 1971 si è 
particolarmente dedicato allo studio del sintetizzatore applicandolo 
in diversi campi mus. (concerto, teatro, balletto, trascrizioni, ecc.) 
e sviluppando, in col-laborazione con la cantante Ellen Kappel, 
un’attività concertistica destinata a mettere in risalto le possibilità 
del sintetizzatore per essere suonato dal vivo. Nel 1978 ha creato 
il “Gruppo di improvvisazione della scuola di musica elettronica del 
Cons. di Torino”. Titolare della cattedra di armonia complementare 
(1954-68) presso lo stesso Cons., dal 1968 all’82 vi ha tenuto un 
corso straordinario di mus. elettronica. Dal 1980 cura, per conto 
della Coop. Books & Video di Torino, la trasposizione in video delle 
sue più significative musiche per voce e suoni elettronici, 
un’edizione del Pierrot Lunaire di Schoenberg e di Facade di 
Walton, e un ciclo di 100 argomenti su L’arte nella storia. 

Zahler Noel (English) 
Noel Zahler (b. 1951)  has a Ph.D. in musical arts from Columbia 
University; a master’s degree from Princeton University; a 
certificato di perfezionamento from L’Accademia Musicale Chigiana 
in Siena, Italy; and a bachelor’s degree from the Aaron Copland 
School of Music at CUNY Queens College. 
His awards and prizes include a National Endowment for the Arts 
Consortium Commission; a Fulbright/Hayes Fellowship to Italy; 
two McDowell Colony Fellowships; an Aaron Copland Foundation 
Grant in support of recording; a Connecticut Commission on the 
Arts Individual Artists Grant; and a Connecticut Public Television 
(CPTV) prize for the sound score to the computer-realized video 
“Gothic Tempest”. Zahler’s compositions include a wide range of 
vocal, instrumental, electro-acoustic, interactive and multimedia 
works. In addition, Zahler is the co-author of three computer 
software programs, the “Artificially Intelligent Computer 
Performer”, “Score Follow” and “Music Matrix”. 
His writings on music theory and composition, artificial 
intelligence and music, and computer music have been published 
in various publications. Zahler was recently elected vice president 
of the American Composers Alliance. 
Web: https://composers.com/noel-zahler (2017) 

Zanettovich Daniele (English) 
Daniele Zanettovich è nato a Trieste nel 1950. Si è diplomato in 

pianoforte (1968), in musica corale (1969) ed in composizione 
(1970). Come compositore si è affermato nei più prestigiosi 
concorsi vincendo il premio assoluto al “Prince Pierre de Monaco” 
(per due volte : nel 1972 e nel 1978), al XX Concorso 
Internazionale “Città di Trieste” (nel 1973), al XVI Concorso 
Nazionale “G.F. Malipiero” ed al Concours International Opéra et 
Ballet di Ginevra (nel 1981), oltre a vari premi e riconoscimenti in 
altri concorsi Nazionali ed internazionali. La sua produzione - che 
spazia dal teatro alla musica sinfonica, dal repertorio corale alla 
musica da camera - è pubblicata dalla Casa Musicale Sonzogno di 
Milano, dalla Leduc di Parigi, dalla Casa Ricordi e da altri editori 
(Curci, Zanibon, Pizzicato ecc.) ed è stata ormai eseguita in tutto 
il mondo con ampi consensi di pubblico e di critica. Daniele 
Zanettovich svolge anche attività di direttore d'orchestra: ha 
diretto l'Orchestra National dell'Opéra di Montecarlo, l'Orchestra 
del Teatro Verdi di Trieste, l'Orchestra A.I.D.E.M. di Firenze, 
l'Orchestra Sinfonica di Sanremo, l'Orchestra dell'Ente Arena di 
Verona oltre a vari complessi e orchestre da camera. E' docente di 
Armonia, Contrappunto, Fuga e Composizione al Conservatorio di 
Udine dal 1973.  
Web: http://www.taukay.it/it/composers/zanettovich.html 

Zapata León (Español) 
León Zapata (Caracas, 1955). Se inició en la música gracias al 
compositor Eduardo Serrano, en 1974. 
Prosiguió su formación en diversas escuelas de música, 
estudiando guitarra con Domingo Corujo, Manuel Enrique Pérez 
Díaz y Rómulo Lazarde, hasta que en 1984 ingresó en los cursos 
de composición del Conservatorio Tchikovski de Kiev, con el 
maestro Live Koloduv. A su regreso obtuvo su diploma de Maestro 
Compositor en el Conservatorio Juan José Landaeta, bajo la guía 
de Juan Francisco Sans, en 1993. En la más reciente etapa de su 
vida se ha dedicado también a la docencia. 
Su obra Danzas de mabiles (Colección de Compositores 
Venezolanos para Guitarra, vol. XI) obtuvo la mención honorífica 
del Premio Municipal de Música de Caracas, en 1995. En su 
catálogo prevalece la composición para guitarra, tanto para solista 
como en conjuntos de cámara. Además, ha compuesto un 
concierto para guitarra y orquesta de cámara (1993). El guaro 
forma parte de un conjunto de merengues caraqueños para 
guitarra que ha escrito en los últimos años. 

Zaninelli Luigi (English) 
Luigi Zaninelli was born in Raritan, New Jersey in 1932.  At the 
age of 17, he played his music for renowned compoer Gian Carlo 
Menotti who then accepted him as a student at the Curtis Institute 
of Music. Two years later the Curtis Institute sent Mr. Zaninelli to 
study composition with the legendary Rosario Scalero, the teacher 
of Menotti and Samuel Barber.  Upon graduation, he joined the 
faculty of the Curtis Institute. 
Zaninelli returned to Rome, Italy in 1964 to compose film music 
for RCA Victor Italiana.  In 1968, he was appointed Composer-in-
Residence at the University of Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada.  Returning to the United States in 1973, he became 
Composer-in-Residence and Professor of Music at The University 
of Southern Mississippi. 
Mr. Zaninelli's honors include a Steinway Prize and numerous 
ASCAP awards.  He is a five-time recipient of the Mississippi 
Institute of Arts and Letters Music Award.  With over 300 
published works to his credit, he has received commissions to 
compose for virtually all mediums including opera, ballet, chamber 
music, orchestra, band, chorus, and solo voice.  He has created 
several movie and television scores, including the major Italian 
motion picture, Una moglie Americana (An American Wife), and 
PBS documentaries, The Islander and The Last Confederates.  His 
opera Snow-White recently received its European premier at the 
world famous Teatro del Maggio Musicale in Florence, Italy, where 
it was received with enthusiastic acclaim.  As his music evolves, 
Zaninelli continues to find an ever-enlarging audience for his 
works. 
Web: http://www.usm.edu/music/faculty/zaninelli.php 

Zárate José (English) 
Compositor, pianista y Doctor con Mención Europea en Historia y 
Ciencias de la Música por la Universidad de Oviedo, José Zárate 
(Madrid, 1972) es considerado por críticos, musicólogos e 
intérpretes como uno de los más significativos compositores 
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jóvenes de la actualidad artística española. 
A lo largo de su carrera musical ha recibido Matrículas de Honor 
en Piano, Armonía y Composición en el Real Conservatorio 
Superior de Música de Madrid, siendo además galardonado con 
diversos premios nacionales a la creación musical (San Fernando, 
“Flora Prieto”, SGAE 1996 y 1998, “Frederic Mompou” de 
Barcelona), e internacionales como: “Tomás Luis de Victoria” de 
Sevilla, “Festival Internacional de Orquestas Sinfónicas de Murcia” 
en dos ocasiones, 1997 y 1999, “Valentino Bucchi” de Roma, “Luis 
de Narváez” de Granada, dos Premios Europeos “Chœur et 
Maîtrises de Cathédrales” de Amiens (Francia) para distintas 
categorías vocales, “Camillo Togni” de Brescia (Italia). 
En su faceta como musicólogo investigador destacan sus trabajos 
doctorales bajo la dirección de la Dra. Marta Cureses en la 
Universidad de Oviedo, siendo su tesis doctoral hispano-italiana 
“El lenguaje pianístico en los compositores del Grupo Nueva 
Música”/”Il linguaggio pianistico nei compositori del Grupo Nueva 
Música” la culminación a sus años dentro de la Universidad. 
En Noviembre de 1996 fue nombrado “Compositor joven del año” 
por las Juventudes Musicales de Cataluña. En 1997 le otorgan el 
Premio Roma del Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores para residir en 
la Academia Española de Bellas Artes en Roma como compositor 
pensionado. En 2002 fue nombrado Compositor en Residencia de 
la Joven Orquesta de la Comunidad de Madrid hasta 2004, 
habiendo trabajado como compositor residente con otras jóvenes 
orquestas como la Joven Orquesta Inte rnacional (Festival de 
Murcia),  Joven Orquesta Internacional (Castilla-La Mancha), 
Orquesta Joven de Andalucía, etc. 
Ha recibido diversos encargos para diferentes formaciones 
orquestales, camerísticas o solistas, destacando los realizados 
[…]. Las críticas periodísticas de las distintas interpretaciones o 
estrenos de sus obras han sido siempre muy positivas, 
considerándole como un compositor con una excelente 
trayectoria. [...] 
Entre sus obras más representativas encontramos la ópera 
Trinoceria, obras para orquesta sinfónica como Madreliana, Alonso 
de Quijada o Cuatro piezas de orquesta; obras para orquesta de 
cuerda como Gabon, Sanchesca o Cinco piezas breves; o música 
sinfónico-coral como la cantata Cántico espiritual para soprano, 
mezzosoprano, barítono, coro y orquesta  sobre el texto poético 
de San Juan de la Cruz. De sus obras escritas para solista y 
orquesta destacan Concierto para piano y orquesta, Variaciones 
sinfónicas para fagot y orquesta, Concierto de San Fernando para 
guitarra y orquesta, o Violinesca para violín y orquesta. Entre sus 
obras de cámara señalamos La casa roja, Cuarteto de cuerda, 
Cahier d´Amiens o Kamarazene I, II, III y IV, así como su amplio 
trabajo coral a capella con obras como el tríptico Vulgata (Ego flos 
campi, Lamentatio quarta y Zacharias) o Dos nanas para un Niño 
Dios. Y entre su producción para instrumentos solistas apuntamos 
su música para guitarra sola (Trois bagatelles de nuit, Piccolo 
pezzo nero o Paseos), flauta de pico (Tres piezas), así como para 
violín, violoncello, clarinete, clarinete bajo, vibráfono, viola, etc. 
dentro de una serie con un mismo título, Cantos. Aunque destaca 
sobre todo su abundante obra para piano con obras como 
Sonatina, Segunda Sonata, Pequeños nocturnos, los dos 
cuadernos de Castilla, Nocturnos de Barataria (obra obligada al 
Concurso Nacional de Piano de Toledo de 2003) o los siete 
cuadernos de Il bosco di Giarianno, entre otras. 
 Como docente ha trabajado en conservatorios de Alcalá de 
Henares (Madrid), Superior de Badajoz y Toledo, y como pianista 
ha grabado en RNE varias de sus obras, entre ellas la integral de 
Il bosco di Giarianno, y ofrecido conciertos en España, Francia e 
Italia, interesándose de este modo como intérprete en la difusión 
de su obra para piano y ofreciendo su visión e interpretación de la 
misma. Compagina así su labor pedagógica y musicológica como 
profesor e investigador con la interpretativa como pianista, y con 
la creativa en su faceta de compositor. 
Web:  http://www.josezarate.es/DB_Biografia.htm (2009) 

Zbinden Julien-François (English) 
Julien-François Zbinden was born on November 11th, 1917 in 
Rolle (Vaud/Switzerland). After having studied piano, with 
secondary studies in voice and violin, he began in 1938 his 
musical career as a pianist in a jazz band, having had a passion 
for jazz at an early age. As a composer, he was self-taught at the 
beginning, so to speak. After 1947 he worked at the musical 

department of Radio Suisse Romande, rapidly moving to positions 
of great responsibility. President of the Swiss Association of 
Musicians (1973-1979) and, from 1987 to 1991, of SUISA (Swiss 
society for author’s rights), he has composed ceaselessly all his 
life. 
His catalog of works includes over a hundred works (opera, 
oratorio, symphonies, concertos, choral music, music for radio 
and film), of which many have received international recognition. 
Julien-François Zbinden is one of the Swiss contemporary 
composers who is played throughout the world. Many of his works 
have also been recorded. 

Zea Luis (English) 
Luis Zea studied in Caracas with Leopoldo Igarza, Antonio Lauro 
and Alirio Diaz. In England he also worked with John Duarte and 
completed his musical education at the Universities of London and 
Reading. 
Luis Zea has been invited as soloist and jury member of many 
prestigious international festivals and competitions worldwide, and 
since 1976 has regularly performed and given master classes in 
Europe, South America, and the USA. In 1983 he recorded his 
first album at Abbey Road Studios in London and most recently he 
completed a CD with music by European and Latin American 
composers. 
Luis Zea is the coauthor (with J. Duarte) of the book “The 
Guitarist's Hands” published by Universal Edition (1978) and has 
written numerous articles for several international guitar jornals 
such as Classical Guitar, Guitar International, Gitarre und Laute 
and the EGTA Journal. Between 1997 and 1998 he was appointed 
as Visiting Professor at the renowned Indiana University School of 
Music (Bloomington, USA), where he replaced Ernesto Bitetti while 
on sabbatical leave. 
Luis Zea lives in Caracas where he is active as a performing artist 
and teaches at the Instituto Universitario de Estudios Musicales 
(IUDEM) and Colegio Emil Friedmann. The world famous Cuban 
composer Leo Brouwer has described Luis Zea as “the ideal 
soloist” 
Web: http://www.dobermaneditions.com/en/search-
composer/p17520317.html (2011) 

Zehm Friedrich (English) 
Friedrich Zehm was born in Neusalz an der Oder on 22 January 
1923. In 1941 he began to study music with Walther Lampe 
(piano) and Friedrich Frischenschlager (theory) at the Salzburg 
Mozarteum. The very same year he was called up for Labour 
Service and military service; in 1942 he was seriously wounded. 
From 1945 until 1946 he took private piano studies with Detlef 
Kraus in Hamburg and from 1946 until 1948 taught music at the 
Landerziehungsheim Unterschondorf at Lake Ammer. From 1948 
Zehm continued his studies at the Freiburg Music Academy, with 
Harald Genzmer (composition) and Edith Picht-Axenfeld (piano) 
being the teachers who strongly influenced him. In 1952 he took 
his final exams and from 1953 until 1956 lived in Freiburg as a 
private music teacher, pianist and composer. In 1954 he received 
a scholarship of the Cultural Circle of the Confederation of German 
Industry. From 1956 until 1963 he served as music reviewer for 
the Amerika-Haus in Freiburg. From 1963 until 1985 Zehm 
worked as reader and editor for the Schott publishing house; 
during this time he also taught composition at the Department of 
Music at the University of Mainz (1980-1982). 
Friedrich Zehm received the Promotion Award of the Robert 
Schumann Prize (Düsseldorf) in 1958, the Promotion Award for 
Young Composers (Stuttgart) in 1960 and the Promotion Award of 
the Esslingen Artists' Guild in 1961. His œuvre ranges from 
compositions for orchestra and chamber music works (particularly 
for wind instruments) to works for solo voice and choir. 
His freely tonal compositions, often connected with a humourous 
twinkle in the eye, are characterized by pronounced rhythm and 
subtle counterpoint. 
Since 1985 Zehm has been living in Wiesbaden as a freelance 
composer. Hi died on 4 December 2007 at the age of 84. 
Web: http://www.schott-
international.com/shop/php/Proxy.php?purl=/essh/artists/1/2092
3/ 

Zenamon Jaime Mirtenbaum (English) 
Jaime Zenanamon was born in 1953 in La Paz, Bolivia and has 
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studied in Brazil and Israel. He studied under Abel Carlevaro and 
other masters. His musical career includes varied solo concert 
work in South America and the Midle East as well as radio and 
television appearences in these countries. Recently Jaime 
Zenamon has made a name for himself as a composer of 
comtemporary guitar music. Since 1980 he has been living and 
working in Berlin where he has been teaching and publishing. 

Zieritz Grete von (Français) 
(Vienne, 1899 - Berlin, 2001 ) 
Compositrice et pianiste autrichienne. 
Àcinq ans, elle apprend le piano. En 1914, elle écrit sa première 
composition: une Sonate-fantaisie pour violon et piano. De 1919 à 
1921, Grete von Zieritz est élève de piano au Conservatoire de 
Berlin. De 1926 à 1931, elle poursuit ses études de composition 
auprès de Franz Schreker à l'École de musique de Berlin.  
Après la représentation, en 1921, de ses Lieder japonais pour 
soprano et orchestre de chambre à Berlin, elle remporte un tel 
succès qu'elle décide d'abandonner le piano et de se consacrer à 
la composition.  
Elle est plusieurs fois remarquée et subsidiée pour son oeuvre. 
Ses compositions comptent aussi bien des oeuvres pour 
orchestre, de la musique de chambre, des lieder, de la musique 
chorale que des pièces pour piano et pour orgue. 
Web: http://www.lamediatheque.be/travers_sons/fc_zieritz.htm 

Zimmermann Bernd Alois (English) 
Bernd Alois Zimmermann was born on 20 March 1918 in Bliesheim 
near Cologne.  After 1937 he studied music at the 
Musikhochschulen in Cologne and Berlin as well as German and 
philosophy at the universities of Bonn, Cologne and Berlin.  His 
most influential teachers of composition were Heinrich Lemacher 
and Philipp Jarnach in Cologne.  From 1957 (being appointed 
professor in 1961) he taught composition and conducted a 
seminar in film, theatre and radio music at the Cologne 
Hochschule für Musik. He was a scholarship student at Villa 
Massimo in Rome in 1957 and 1963, received the “Großer 
Kunstpreis von Nordrhein-Westfalen” in 1960, was granted 
membership of the West Berlin Academy of Arts (1965), and was 
awarded the Prize of Arts of the City of Cologne in 1966. 
Zimmermann's work covers compositions for orchestra (including 
a symphony, ballet music and concertos), his famous opera “Die 
Soldaten” and other vocal music, chamber music, solo works, as 
well as electronic music.  The world premiere of his opera “Die 
Soldaten” (composed 1958-60 following the principles of 
“pluralistic sound composition) in Cologne in 1965 was a 
sensational success.  Another well-known work is the “Requiem 
für einen jungen Dichter” (premièred in 1969 by the WDR 
Cologne). Though relatively few in number, the compositions of 
Zimmermann hold a key position in the history of  post-war 
German music.  He not only absorbed the disciplines of serialism 
and the rigours of the Darmstadt avant-garde, but also merged 
these influences with jazz and with quotations from earlier 
composers in a way that strikingly anticipates post-modern 
techniques. On 10 August 1970, in Königsdorf near Cologne, 
Zimmermann decided to put an end to his life. 
Web: http://www.schott-
english.com/nocache/smi_en/autoren/KomponistenAZ/2,d084cc0
562c.html 

Zimmermann Bernd Alois (Italiano) 
Bernd Alois Zimmermann è riconosciuto come uno dei compositori 
più importanti della seconda meta dei XX secolo. Appartenente ad 
una generazione la cui gioventù fu sacrificata dagli anni della 
guerra, è nato nel 1918 nei pressi di Colonia ed ha studiato 
all’Accademia di Musica di Colonia dal 1939. Dopo la guerra, 
incontra l’estetica seriale durante i corsi estivi di Darmstadt 
insieme a René Leibowitz e a Wolfgang Fortner. Dal 1950, è 
<maitre de conférence> all’istituto di Musicologia dell’Università di 
Colonia. Diventa poi professore di composizione alla scuola 
superiore di musica della città renana. B.A. Zimmermann è 
dapprima influenzato da Hindemith, Stravinsky come pure dal jazz 
come lo testirnonia il Concerto per violino (1950). La Cantata 
Ommia Tempus Habent (1957) è segnata, nella scrittura di 
Zimmermann, dall’impatto dell’ultimo Webern. È con il suo 
immenso capolavoro, l’opera I soldati (1965), che il compositore 
raggiunge la sua  piena misura nell’estrema scrittura seriale e 

attraverso la concretizzazione di un tempo sferico, unificante il 
passato, il presente ed il futuro, in una gigantesca tensione 
espressiva. Tra le sue opere maggiori, citiamo il Concerto per 
violoncello informa di <pas de trois> (1965-1966) e L’Azione 
Ecclesiastica per due solisti, violoncello e orchestra terminata nel 
1970, poco orima del suicidio dei compositore. 

Zoccatelli Virginio (English) 
Composer, conductor and teacher, studied in Verona where he 
gained Diplomas in Pianoforte, Band Instrumentation and 
Composition. He specialized in composition under F. Donatoni, A. 
Solbiati, G. Bonato and V. Donella. After completing a classical 
education he graduated in Musicology at the University of 
Bologna. 
At the age of 30 years he is among the youngest composers to 
appear in the Italian Encyclopedia of Contemporary Composers, 
published by Pagano (Naples, 1999). 
Currently, his catalogue includes over 200 compositions of every 
type and style. Many of these have been published since 1993 by 
Edizioni Agenda, Eridania, Chiola Music Press, E.M.E.C., AGC, 
Edizioni Musicali Europee. 
His music has won awards in many national and international 
competitions, including: First Prize at the International 
Competition “A. Segovia” 2000 in Almunecar, Spain, First Prize at 
“Progetto Giovani Compositori 2001” (Milan), First Prize at 
International Competition “Euritmia” (Udine, 2004), First Prize at 
National Competition “B. Bettinelli” (Milan, 2006), Premio Abbiati 
per la Scuola 2009. 
His compositions has been broadcast on several occasions (on RAI 
Radio Tre and Radio Vaticana) and performed in a number of 
Italian and European cities by well-known soloists (G. Arbonelli, S. 
Caldini, E. Calcagni, A. Carcano, F. Donadoni, E. Roselli, D. 
Ruggieri, Duo G. e S. Vianello, Duo Lantieri- Zecchinelli), and 
instrumental groups (Ex Novo Ensemble, Ensemble di Musica 
Attuale, Dedalo Ensemble, Orchestra Cantelli, Accademia Musicale 
Salieri, Accademia Secolo XXI, Ensemble di Musica 
contemporanea del Conservatorio di Udine). 
He works as a Conductor, particulary for modern and 
contemporary repertoires. He is a scholar of the semantic aspects 
of musical language and researcher into “rethorical” procedures in 
classical and contemporary music. He teaches Composition at the 
Conservatorio di Udine. 
Web: 
http://conservatorio.udine.it/docenti/Zoccatelli%20Virginio/zoccat
elli.htm (2010) 

Zohn Andrew (English) 
Guitarist, composer/arranger Andrew Zohn has been hailed as 
“one of the finest guitarists of his generation” by Anthony Morris, 
host of the nationally syndicated radio program Guitar Alive. He 
has won prizes in five national and international competitions 
including the Guitar Foundation of America and the Stotsenberg 
International. On demand as a soloist and chamber musician, 
Zohn has performed extensively throughout North America and in 
Europe. He is also widely sought after as a lecturer and clinician at 
Universities and guitar festivals in North America. Currently, he 
resides in Georgia, and serves on the faculty of Columbus State 
University and I Seminari di Primavera Corso Internazionale in 
Imperia, Italy. He is the founder and director of the annual CSU 
Guitar Symposium and Competition. 
Andrew Zohn began composing for the guitar in 1998, and has 
already received commissions for new works from La Flame 
Records, Canada, and the Campbell University Foundation for the 
Arts. Classical Guitar Magazine has commented that his 
compositions “deserve to be heard,” and has characterized his 
arrangements as “charming and entirely convincing. More of the 
same please!” 
Web: http://www.productionsdoz.com/c216770.2.html 

Zorn John (English) 
John Zorn (born September 2, 1953 in NYC, USA) is a Jewish 
American composer and saxophonist / multi instrumentalist. 
As a child, Zorn played piano, guitar and flute. He studied at 
Webster College (now Webster University) in St. Louis, Missouri, 
where he discovered free jazz. Dropping out of college and 
moving to Manhattan, Zorn gave concerts in his small apartment, 
playing a variety of reeds, duck calls, tapes, etc. He eventually 
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became a major participant in the fertile “Downtown” 
experimental music scene. 
In the mid 1980s he signed to the Elektra-Nonesuch label. Since 
then, Zorn has been quite prolific, usually putting out several new 
records each year. 
In 2006, Zorn was named a MacArthur Fellow. 
Every once in a while, you can catch him live at Tonic club in NYC 
where he hosts jazz jams and marathon regularly. 
His breakthrough recording was perhaps 1985's The Big 
Gundown: John Zorn Plays the Music of Ennio Morricone, wherein 
Zorn offered a number of often radical arrangements of 
Morricone's famed songs from various movies. The Big 
Gundown was endorsed by Morricone, and incorporated elements 
of traditional Japanese music, soul jazz, and other diverse musical 
genres. 
Zorn owns the Tzadik record label and has worked with a large 
number of experimental musicians, particularly in improvised 
music. He is inspired by other artists and different musical styles. 
He has a special attraction to underground artists and musical 
styles that are extremely loud, wild, or creative. He is perhaps 
best known for his work with Masada, with Joey Baron 
(drums), Dave Douglas (trumpet), Greg Cohen (bass); Masada is 
an Ornette Coleman-influenced band playing compositions based 
on Jewish scales. The Masada songs are part of the songbook with 
several different arrangements. These include the Masada String 
Trio, Bar Kohkba, and Electric Masada. He has also played with 
Painkiller (a mix of grindcore and free jazz in which he is joined by 
Mick Harris of Napalm Death) and Naked City (an often aggressive 
mix of jazz, rock and thrash metal). He has also worked with 
musicians such as Bill Frisell, Gary Lucas, Wayne Horvitz, Derek 
Bailey, Cyro Baptista, Trevor Dunn, Mark Feldman, Fred Frith, Erik 
Friedlander, Keiji Haino, Bill Laswell, Arto Lindsay, Mike Patton, 
John Medeski, Ikue Mori, Robert Quine, Marc Ribot, Jamie Saft, 
Kenny Wolleson, and the Violent Femmes. He has written music 
for television and film, which has been collected in the ongoing 
Filmworks series of records on his label, Tzadik. Some of these 
are jazz-based, others are classical. 
Zorn has also written several “game pieces”, in which performers 
are allowed to improvise while following certain structural rules. 
These works are in the main named after sports, and include Pool, 
Archery, and Lacrosse, as well as Cobra. He is also often noted for 
his postmodern, sometimes extreme, use of formal blocks, units 
which he combines and contrasts in various ways. Zorn discusses 
his history and the musical philosophy behind his early works in 
the bookTalking Music by William Duckworth. 
Most recently, he has become the principal force behind the 
opening of The Stone, an avant-garde performance space in New 
York's Alphabet City which supports itself solely on donations, 
giving all door revenues directly to the performers. Zorn holds the 
title of artistic director. 
Zorn has lived and worked extensively in Japan and performs and 
records under the name Dekoboko Hajime, collaborating with and 
producing for numerous artists including Merzbow, Otomo 
Yoshihide, Melt Banana and of frequent collaborator Yamatsuka 
Eye. Many of these artists have now released albums on Tzadik 
and some regularly travel to New York where Zorn is based. 
Web: http://www.allaboutjazz.com/php/musician.php?id=11628 
(2010) 

Zorzi Juan Carlos (Español) 
Compositor y director de orquesta argentino, nació en Buenos 
Aires y estudió en los Conservatorios Municipal y Nacional de su 
ciudad natal, egresando de este último como profesor de 
Composición. Fueron sus maestros: Guardo Gilardi, Alberto 
Ginastera, Horo M. Ugarte y Juan E Giaccobe entre otros. 
Paralelamente cursó Dirección Orquestal en la Universidad de La 
Plata con el maestro Mariano Drago, egresando con las más altas 
calificaciones. Completó su formación con los maestros Erwin 
Leutcher y Teodoro Fuchs y al ganar la beca del Fondo Nacional 
de las Artes, por concurso de oposición, se trasladó a Italia, 
cursando Composición y Dirección Orquestal con el maestro 
Franco Ferrara, obteniendo el Diploma del Mérito por su Concierto 
de promoción.  
SADAIC y el Premio Nacional de Música. 
Su producción abarca todos los géneros, entre sus obras pueden 
mencionarse: Sonata para violín y piano, quinteto para piano y 

arcos, tres piezas para cuarteto de arcos, “Adagio Elegíaco” (en 
memoria de Guardo Gilardi), “Danza para ahuyentar la pena” 
(Ballet), Música para Calesita, Violaciones Enigmáticas, “Ludus” 
para seis grupos instrumentales, “Espejos” para conjunto de 
cámara, “Réquiem Fantasía” para piano, para canto y piano, 
guitarra, etc. “Magnificat” para coro a seis orquesta, Tres piezas 
para orquesta y su ópera “El Timbre” estrenada en 1975 en el 
Teatro Argentino de La Plata con significativa recepción de público 
y critica. 
Zorzi ha difundido las obras de compositores argentinos y por tal 
motivo recibió el premio “San Francisco Solano”. En diciembre de 
1991 el Teatro Colón estrenó su tragedia lírica “Antígona Velez”, 
libreto de Javier Collazo, basado en la obra homónima de 
Leopoldo Marechal, mereciendo la Adhesión unánime de público y 
crítica. La Asociación de Críticos Musicales de la Argentina 
distinguió esta obra en su balance de la actividad musical del año 
1991. En 1992 asumió nuevamente la Dirección Titular de la 
Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional. Es Caballero de la República Italiana 
y Premio Villalobos de la República de Brasil. En 1998 estrena su 
opera “Don Juan”. de Leopoldo Marechal con libreto de Javier 
Collazo.  
Juan Carlos Zorzi falleció el 21 de Agosto de 1999. 
Extraído de las “Fichas de la Música del Instituto Lucchelli 
Bonadeo” (1995). 
Web: http://www.ciweb.com.ar/Zorzi/index.php 

Zschiesche Alfred (English) 
As „Alf“ (trip name) he was active in the „Nerother Wandervogel“ 
and in the „bündische Widerstand“. We owe him songs like: 
"Wenn die bunten Fahnen wehen", "Wir sind eine kleine verlorene 
Schar" or "Wo wollt ihr hin, ihr tollen Jungen". Born in in a 
middle-class home, he showed - along with many other interests - 
an early penchant for music and wanted to be trained as a singer 
after a very good Abitur. However, his father insisted that he first 
learned a profession that offered him a materially secure future: 
He began studying for a subject in biology, physics and sports, 
which he also completed with the state examination. In 1932 he 
first came into contact with the Nerothern in Wiesbaden during a 
film lecture by the Nerother about their trip around the world. He 
was so impressed that the next day he wrote and composed the 
song "Wenn die bunten Fahnen wehen" in one go, his most 
popular song, which became known far beyond the young people 
in one fell swoop and was even sung in the Hitler Youth. He was 
imprisoned for four weeks after the ban of the Bündische Jugend 
in 1933 - because of "federal activities" (at that time it was 
sufficient to go on a trip with a group that did not belong to the 
Hitler Youth). His first lyrical products were voyage songs, which 
were happily received and passed on by his friends in the 
Nerother Wandervogel. The fact that he was Nerother brought him 
years of persecution and harassment from the Secret State Police 
in the Third Reich. At that time he retired from the school service 
to which he had wanted to devote himself. After the war, in which 
he had suffered the loss of his left leg as a soldier, he mainly dealt 
with musical work and music lessons for guitar. Writing verse has 
been and has been a vital necessity for him since his years in 
Nerother. His songs have been sung in the frets since 1930; the 
song "Wenn die bunten Fahnen wehen", which he wrote at the 
age of 24, has even achieved the status of a folk song for the 
entire German-speaking world. 
(Rainer Stelle) 

Zuccheri Luciano (Italiano) 
Luciano Zuccheri (Spilimbergo, 12 luglio 1911 - 4 giugno 1981) 
costituì il Quintetto Ritmico di Milano nel 1941 in piena seconda 
guerra mondiale. Negli anni precedenti, dal 1933 aveva fatto 
parte dell'orchestra di Piero Strazza e Aldo Poggi, la famosa 
Orchestra Pieraldo che suonava alla Taverna Ferrario di Milano. 
“Fu il trombettista Giuseppe Alù a farmi entrare con Pieraldo - 
ricorda Zuccheri - All'epoca era considerata l'orchestra più 
prestigiosa, sia per la bravura dei musicisti che per le alte paghe 
che i due leaders davano ai loro solisti. Fu con quell' orchestra che 
iniziai a suonare la chitarra con il plettro; in precedenza seguivo la 
tecnica classica e suonavo con le dita”. 
Lasciata la Pieraldo Band Zuccheri entrò, sostituendo il chitarrista 
Armando Camera, nel gruppo che Kramer dirigeva all'Embassy, 
sempre a Milano, col quale ebbe la possibilità di mettersi 
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definitivamente in luce e soprattutto di incidere dischi importanti 
(pubblicati su Riviera RJR 002). 
La permanenza con Kramer gli valse, nel 1938, un contratto in 
esclusiva con La Voce del Padrone con cui iniziò ad incidere dischi 
semicommerciali. Quelle incisioni che erano fantasie di motivi in 
voga in cui era accompagnato da una sezione ritmica, lo resero 
popolare ma non evidenziarono le sue qualità jazzistiche. Fu solo 
nel 1941 e soprattutto dall'anno successivo quando iniziò ad 
incidere, che Zuccheri entrò prepotentemente nel mondo del jazz 
italiano rivelandosi solista di grande talento. 
Ammiratore incondizionato di Django Reinhardt, decise di formare 
un complesso che seguisse l'estetica del Quintette du Hot Club de 
France i cui dischi venivano pubblicati regolarmente in Italia. 
C'erano un violino, tre chitarre, un contrabbasso più una batteria 
“che doveva suonare in modo molto leggero - ricorda ancora 
Zuccheri - solo per tenere i collegamenti”. 
Il chitarrista poteva contare soprattutto su alcuni straordinari 
violinisti che si alternarono nel corso di quei sette anni che videro 
attivo il Quintetto Ritmico di Milano, dal punto di vista 
discografico. Il primo a far parte del complesso fu il violinista 
Sergio Almangano, seguito poi da Gianmario Guarino, Armando 
Camera, William Righi (di cui si possono apprezzare le doti nelle 
incisioni con la sua Orchestra Nuovo Stile pubblicate su Riviera 
RJR 003), ancora Gianmario Guarino e, nel dopoguerra, Gino 
Massa ritornato dalla Svizzera, non senza aver prima 
sperimentato, come nel Quintette du Hot Club de France, un 
clarinettista, Germano Tellarin.  
La Fonit che accettò di buon grado di incidere questo complesso, 
“costrinse” Zuccheri ad utilizzare anche dei cantanti. I primi 
furono Till Cappellaro e la deliziosa Tina De Mola, poi Natalino 
Otto, tutti crooners dotati di swing.  
Ciascuno dei vari violinisti che si succedettero nel Quintetto 
suonava in modo diverso: Almangano e Camera amavano Joe 
Venuti, Guarino aveva uno stile assai personate e soprattutto una 
tecnica strabiliante, William Righi che era anche sassofonista e 
clarinettista, risentiva più degli altri dell'influenza dei musicisti di 
colore, e infine Camera e Giovanni Ferrero (che purtroppo incise 
poco con il complesso), essendo anche chitarristi, avevano una 
conoscenza perfetta dell'armonia. 
(Adriano Mazzoletti) 
Web: http://www.jazzitalia.net/recensioni/lucianozuccheri.asp 

Zummach Albrecht (English) 
Albrecht Zummach learned to play the guitar in his youth as a 
self-taught and sat down in particular with the music of Hanns 
Eisler apart. He began his musical career as a songwriter and 
wrote chansons. From 1978 to 1982 Zummach studied at the 
College of Music in Cologne in the main subject classical guitar 
first with Professor Karl-Heinz Böttner, later with Ansgar Krause 
and came here to the New Music. These different areas have been 
influential in composing.  
Since 1972 he has worked as a composer and guitarist with the 
singer and songwriter Joe Knipp and appeared together with him 
as a chanson duo. 1984 expanded the duo to the vibraphone 
player Clemens Dreyer, who had also studied at the Cologne 
Conservatory, the band Zinnober, which since then plays in the 
same cast: Joe Knipp (lyrics, vocals), Albrecht Zummach 
(composition, guitar instruments) and Clemens Dreyer 
(vibraphone). The trio gave guest performances throughout 
Germany with its German-speaking chansons and toured mainly 
in the 1980s through Germany. After a 12-year break, the band 
had their comeback in 1998 and since then again concerts, such 
as in Cologne in the „Altes Pfandhaus” or in the „Roter Salon”.  
Since the late 1980s Zummach deals primarily with the 
composition of solo and ensemble works of New Music. He writes 
stage music, as, among other things for the - since the founding 
in 1987 under artistic direction of Joe Knipp - Cologne Theater am 
Sachsenring (TAS), where in 2008 as a larger collaboration with 
Knipp the theater revue „Für alle Fälle Fritz”was created. In 
addition, set Zummach texts for various chansonniers. Since 1990 
he gives guitar lessons at the music school in Wipperfürth, since 
2005 also at the Rheinische Musikschule in Cologne. 
Zummach is a member of the Cologne Society for Contemporary 
Music (KGNM), as well as a founding member of the Initiativkreis 
Freie Musik (IFM), the umbrella organization of the professional 
free music scene in Cologne. From 2003 to 2012 Zummach 

worked in the board of KGNM and was instrumental in numerous 
concert projects. 
From 2005 to 2015, he led together with John McAlpine the 
project ensemble 05 and worked on behalf of the KGNM “annually 
for the Cologne Music Night a large-capacity contemporary work 
with equal participation of laymen and professional musicians.” In 
addition to A Collection of Rocks by John Cage, Chambers by Alvin 
Lucier, The Great Learning by Cornelius Cardew and Act / back 
view of Peter Ablinger were commissioned by Antoine Beuger, 
Makiko Nishikaze, Andreas Wagner, Friedrich Jaecker, Oxana 
Omelchuk and Albrecht Zummach and John McAlpine listed. Based 
on his experience with this special ensemble, he and John 
McAlpine were invited in 2012 and 2015 to realize the two works 
of Cage and Cardew for the festival Eight Bridges / Music for 
Cologne. 
In the North Rhine-Westphalian working group New Music NRW 
Zummach initiated the concert series stations, which he 
supervises since 2012 as overall coordinator. 
The CQ - Cologne Contemporary Ukulele Ensemble (2013) 
After the ukulele became increasingly popular in Germany since 
the late 1990s, Zummach dealt with the technical capabilities of 
the guitar-like plucked instruments and finally founded in 2013 
together with five like-minded a ukulele ensemble for 
contemporary music (English Contemporary Music), the so-called 
CQ - Cologne Contemporary Ukulele Ensemble. The ensemble 
debuted at the end of 2013 with a world premiere of Zummach's 
Q's for 5 ukuleles & bass kalimba in Cologne's Kolumba, the Art 
Museum of the Archdiocese of Cologne occurs since then regularly 
throughout North Rhine-Westphalia. 
Zummach's works have been and are listed nationwide, they are 
published in Eichen Musikverlag, Berlin. 
Albrecht Zummach lives and works in Cologne. 
(Rainer Stelle) 
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